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THE CUSTOMS DISTRICT, PUBLIC SERVICE, AND RESOURCES OF
ALASKA TERRITORY.
By WILLIAl\I GOUVERNEUR MORRIS,
Special Agent of the 1'reasury Depa1·trnent.

OFFICE SPECIAL AGENT OF THE

TREASURY DEPARTMENT, TWELFTH DISTRIOT,

Port Townsend; Wash. Ter., November 25, 1878.
Sm: For the past two years and more I have made Alaska matters
my especial study, and have devoted much time and patient attention
to gathering all available information relating to that unexplored region.
Since the acquisition of the Territory, in 1868, no adequate steps have
been taken by the Government to properly acquire any definite knowledge of its geography, topography, ethnology, or natural resources. To
the Smithsonian Institutio.n are we principally indebted for such meager
scientific information as bas not been the direct result of the hardy and
adventurous prospectors, who have penetrated its inaccessible cliffs and
mountainous retreats in search of mineral treasure. Added to this
must be mentioned the reports of Elliott, Dall, and Wbymper, of the
Russian Telegraph Expedition, and books and maps prepared by the
United States Coast Survey, relating principally to the coast and harbors. These sum up about all the written knowledge we have of Alaska
of to-day, save what can be gained from occasional contributious to
newspapers, and by contemporaneous testimony furnished those who
have explored its depths, and who, by dint of hard work, industry, and
untold hardships, have demonstrated that Alaska is not the "desert
watery waste" hitherto supposed to be, and that instead of it being only
fit for polar bears to live in, it bas, if properly protected and nurtured
by the Government, a bright and useful future before it.
It is not purposed in this communication to make any reference to
tb.e works of older writers, which have been publi bed about Alaska
before its acqui ition by the United States. When tue treaty was before
the Senate the Hon. Charles Sumner ably reviewed its history, and presented an elaborate and inter ting d cription of the Territory. The
Hon. William H. Seward wa mo t e11tbu iastic, a is well known, in the
nego iation of the pnrcba e, and has contributed valuable and last.ing
information cone ming it re ource .
I ball only d al with the pre ent condition of affairs; what developm nt ba b n pr du d during the pa t two years, the present status
of the ouutry nd m r particul rly ince it abandonment by the
War D partm nt; in fine, not Ala k, of the pa t, but Alaska of the
pre ent, a he now ·t~ nd , utterly de olate and all forlorn, unprotected
in the extrem t n of th word, w ping at the door of Cong~ess,
and eggin tba h r itir. n 1 y
1 nnitt cl t
njoy the bless_mgs_
of fre clom aud be pr t ct
in heir li e , lib rty, and pursmt of
happines •
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Being deeply interested in the promotion of the advancement of this
neglected regiou, it occurred to me forcibly tbat perhaps by being personally present at the seat of Government during the last session of
Congress I might be able to mature some plan of action which would
rec~ive. the sanction of the Department and. facilitate the necessary
leg1slat10n. It had also occurred to me that if proper representations
were made, Congress might be induced to make the requisite appropriation for a scientific exploration of the country. Having also been
unofficially informed tbat the honorable Secretary had advised the
abolition of the customs district of Alaska, based upon a report said
to have been furnished by Col. Henry C. De .A.hna, late collector at
Sitka, I thought my presence in Washington, where I could converse
with the Secretary and present my views to the proper committee of
Congress, might be conductive to the public good, and so, instead of
making written report, I addressed the Department the following letter:
SPECIAL AGENCY TREASURY DEPARTMENT,

Victoria, British Ooliirnbia, Janum·y 9, 1878.
Sm: Since the withdrawal of the military from Alaska, that Territory has been
practically without any government or protection whatever, save the occasional
presence of a vessel of the revenue marine.
I have endeavored to keep the Department advised of the state of affairs in that
locality to the best of my knowledge, and a very satisfactory result has been
obtained with the limited means and ,jurisdiction at its command.
The opinion, however, is respectfully ventured that some additional legislation is
needed for that 'rerritory, and a report has already been rendered in reference to the
importation of spirituous and vinous liquors.
As previously ad vised, I am collecting the requisite data and information for the
presentation of some reflections upon the proposition to abolish the whole customs
district of Alaska, a measure which can only result in great loss to the revenue.
Since my incumbency as special agent, August 6, 1874, a great deal of my time
and attention has been directed to the wants and resources of this, to-day, almost
unknown region.
I am not prepared at present to charge directly any persons with a deliberate
intent to undervalue the natural wealth of Alaska, and prevent its settlement and
civilization, but that there is an undercurrent at work to belittle the purchase and
decry the acquisition from Russia as worthless and a desert watery waste is patent
to all those who have the good weal and interest of the Territory at heart, and who
have made explorations there, and who are cognizant there lie in Alaska immense
fields of undeveloped mineral wealth, which only require the fostering care of the
Government to make valuable to mankind.
For more tha,n two years have I endeavored to impress upon the Department the
substantial result which would ensue from a thorough inspection of that country by
an officer of this agency, not only to thoroughly overhaul the customs force, location
of officers, suggest changes, etc., but to collect all useful information practicable in
regard to its mineral wealth, fisheries, timber growth, and other natural resource~.
It ma.y safely be stated there is not a single vessel in the revenue marine which 1s
properly built and large enough to enter upon a lengthened cruise in Ala>Skau
waters. If the Treasury Department is to alone exercise control and jurisdiction
over Alaska, necessity exists for the immediate construction of a suitable steamer.
As I have made the whole subject a study for years, it has occurred to me the presentation of my views might have some weight with the Department and Congress,
especially with the delegation from this coast. Personal presence in WashiJlgton
would, in my judgment, be of pra.ctical benefit, hence I have the honor to sublllit
moat r:espectfully to the honorable Secretary the propriety of directing me to report
there rn person for that purpose.
There are also many other matters touching Department affairs on this coast which
I a~ satisfied a visit from myself to the seat of Government will improve and better
the rnterest of the public service. A precedent for this was established while ~creta~y Boutwell was in office. He ordered my immediate predecessor, C. A. Morr11l,
spemal agent, to report in person at Washington for consultation in reference to customs matters on the Pacific Coast.
My address will hereafter be San Francisco.
I am, very respectfully, your obedient servant,
WM. GOUVERNEUR MORRIS,

Special ..J..gent.

Hon. J OBN SIIER:M:AN'
Secretary of Treasury, Washington, D. O.
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To which the Department made this reply:
TREAS RY DEPARTnIE "T, Ot•'ll'ICE OF THE SECRETARY,

Washington, D. C., February 12, 1878.
Sm: Your letter of the 9th ultimo was duly received, in regarcl to matters in the
Territory of Alaska, and suggesting that ome additional legislation is needed for the
bet,ter protection of that Territory.
For the purpose of more thoroughly explainin~ your views in regard to matters
~ithin th Territory of Alaska, you reque t permission to report to this Department
111 person.
I have given the subject-matter of your letter due consideration, and can see no
practical good to be accomplisl1e<l by your personal visit beyond that which could
b e accomplished by a statemen! of our views in writin<Y,
I have, therefore, to su 0 ·gest that whatever views or considerations you may have
to urge upon the Department in the matter may be submitted in writing and forwarded at an early day.
Very respectfully,
JOHN SHERMAN,

G. M.ORRIS, Esq.,
Special Agent, Treasury Department, San F1·ancisco, Cal.

Secretary.

WILLIAM

In conformity with these in tructions, I at once proceeded to compile
the material on band and gather all available information which could
be ascertained without personal visit to Ala ka, and so notified the
Department on March 14, 1878. While so engaged, I received an
important report from the deputy collector at Wrangell, which was
immediately transmitted to the Department, with a trong indorsement
to the effect that Mr. Dennis "be sustained in his manly and energetic
efforts to enforce peace, law, and order." Said report is in the words
and figures following, to wit:
Cu TOM-Ho E, WRA '"GELL, ALA.SKA,
Deputy Collector's Office, February 29, 1878.
Sm: In reply to your letter under date of the 26th ultimo, I have the honor to say
that the condition of affairs here is daily growiug worse.
A set forth in a former report, I have inaugurated a. war of extermination on
whi ky makers and law breakers. l have not taken this step willingly, neither
wit,hout carefully con id ring tho consequences. 'ircumstances forced me to assume
authority, and, having as urned authority, I propose to have the same respected and
obeyed. TLe liquor business here has brought wbiteR and Indians to that point
wherein bloodshed was apprehend d ancl feared. Both white men and Indians
appeale<l to me to act, and I did so. The destroying of liquor and stills found
amoncr the whites I can do without any b lp out ide the customs force; but to attend
to th vast numbers of Indians that are now here and who ar daily arriving I had
to lrn,ve a sistance. Several of the ,' tickine Indian volunteered to help me, and I
accepted th ir services, giving them the authority to s arch for and destroy liquor
wb never found among Indians. The authority ve ted in ~hese (m_y policem~n, as
they ar t rm d) cau ed j ealon y among th e noncburchgorng Indmns and hquor
maker . A gr at howl and ommotion wa kick d up when v r they attempted to
ar h for liquor, and in many instances threats wer made and resistance shown.
When I commenced the war on whisky, I informed all Indian that in futu~e the
gnilty should be punished, and that whoever interfered or resisted the authority of
tho e who I bad authorized to assist me would al o b puni h cl. On January 24
twenty cano loaded with Indians arrived at thi port from Tar-koo ; in one ca~oe
was fonncl on -half gallon of whi ky, the owner of wbi hi fined two blankets, w~ich
wa paid. On February 1 a tickin Indian intert red with ~y policemen. I cited
him to appear at my office ancl he refn ed. ' herefor I have him booke~, ai:i-d whenever I hav an. backing I am going f: r him.
bu ta k, a chi f of the St1ckmes,. and
a very bad Indian, talked of sh oting in a e his prerui es were searched.. I politely
informed him that I could not be bluffed, an l if h d sired to make any disturbance
I wa reauy at any time; that I would s arch bi premi
whenever I suspected he
ha liquor, and so I will, b the con_ quences what th Y. m .Y:
.
.
There is a lot of contemptible whit men her who ar m ·1tmg the Indians to res~st
my authority, thinking thereby th y can scare me off the track, but they have rmstaken their man.
h
Tllese same contemptible curs will s on 1> on th ir way to th min~s; and if tth ey
~ould cause a conflict 1 etw n m and tb Iudi · u ba.
ould bring blood
ey
would exult over the same.
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On February 18, while I was at Sitka, nine canoes arrived at this port from Auk,
In one canoe was found a half gallon of whisky, and the owner was :finecl by Mr.
Militich, the inspector, two blankets, which was paid.
.
While my policemen were searching the canoes a Tar-koo Indian came out of his
hut and attempted to kill one of the policemen. He snapped the cap twice, and the
gun would not go off. Mr. Militich cited the offender to appear before him, and as a
punishment demanded his canoe. This be refused to surrender, whereupon he was
informed that ho would be tied to a post. Not relishing the idea of being tied up,
he said he would surrender his canoe, which was done. On my return from Sitka I
cited this Indian to appear before me, and 11e refused to appear, sending word that
if I desired to see him I could call at his house. I thereupon sent him word that his
canoe is forfeited. He said he would come and take it away, and I notified him that
I will shoot the first Indian that attempts to touch iw, and so I will.
While I was at Sitka another thing occurred at this port that puts to shame anything that ba happened b retofore. A gang of rowdies and bummers have, for the
past three months, been in the habit of getting on a drunken spree, and then at midnight going about the town making most hideous noises imaginable, disturbing everybody, and insulting those who complain of these doings. On the night of February
16 the incarnate devils started oµt about midnight, and, after raising a commotion
all over town, visited a house occupied by an Indian woman, gave her whisky that
made her beastly drunk, and then left. Shortly after their departure the house
occupied by the woman was discovered to be in flames, and ere any assistance could
be rendered the poor woman was burned to death. 'rhe burning house being so near
to the custom-house, the people had great difficulty in preventing it from being
burned.
Now, sir, unless we have some power here very soon that will drive terror to the
hearts of all contemptible white men and insulting Indians, trouble will occur of a
serious nature.
.
At present there are a.bout two hundred and fifty white men here awaiting the
Stickine River to become good traveling, and unless it should grow colder than it
has been thus far the ice will not become O'OOd and miners will have to wait till the
opening of the river, which will be two months. In such an event nearly a thousand
men will be congregated here, and they, mixing with two thousand Indians, with
plenty of whi ky, what may we expect!
Is it policy for me to let white men and Indians understand that I have no legal
right to interfere fa the liquor trafficY No, sir; that would be the worst thing that
ever happened. Should I stop raining on whisky makers, in twenty-four hours
thereaftP.r the town and Indian village would be flooded and - - would be" to pay.
In the ab ence of all law and order, when the people were excited and crazed with
liquor, and when we all e.·pected a conflict between bad white men and law-abiding
Indians, at the request of a few good citizens and Indians I stepped to the front
and announced that I could and would preserve peace and good order in defiance of
all opposition. Notwithstanding the slurs, insults, and vile abnse heaped upon me
by a set of bummers, and notwithstanding the resistance shown by Indians to my
authority, I have not weakened, but become more determined. All I ask is that I
may be supported in my efforts by whatever a sistance or authority that is sent here.
I have taken the names of a,ll Indians that have bucked against my authority, and I
expect them to be punished in some way. If not, then there is no use for me to try
to execute the law , for if an Indian re ists my authority in one instance he will in
another.
•
One of the Indians who has interfered with my efforts to stop the liquor traffic has
in bis house two bales of English blankets that be smnggled into tbis port la t ummer. Have I not the authority to seize them Y Whenever a war ves. el or other
power comes here I intend to ma,ke a raid for blankets unle s otherwi e directed. If
you think it advi able, I will take them at any time, war vessel or no vessel.
Another thing I think would be advi able for the Department to do in ca e a war
ves el comes here, and that is to compel all bad Indians who are locntetl here temporarily to pull up stakes and go to their own homes. There are plenty of Indians
here that beloug to other tribes, and who are stating here solely for the purpose of
trafficking in liq nor. They should be sent a.way, and informed that if tlt y return
they wm be puni bed.
. .
The fines that I have impoirnd on Indians I propose to turn over to the m1 10n
school at this place to be use<l for church purposes, unless the Department should
disapprove of my actions and order them refunded. In such an e,·ent, I would lie
compe11ed to resign my position, inasmuch as I nor any man can, under _the pr ~t
state of affairs, execute the customs laws faithfully without a snmwg certam
authority not conferred by th statutes. The policy of the Government towards
Alaska ha been a disgrace.
.
Instead of encouraging immigration and a development of the r~soorccs of t_his
10
country, the policy bas been to discourage enterprise and keep capital from 1J "'
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inve ted in the Territory. I trust, however, that Alaska's darkest days are past.
Tlie present pr pccts uespeak a bright fnturo. Moneyed men have at last come to
the conclnsion that Alaska is a good ficlcl to operate in, and her resources will the
coming season receive a thorough test. A company, with a capital of $100,000, has
located at Clawock, and have commence<l. erecting buildings necessary for a large
canning establishment.
The steamer CaUfornia this last trip landed for the company at Clawock 120 tons
of freight, and has cont,rarted to land there within the next three months 300 tons
more. Among the freight landed this last trip were 50 tons of tin. All of which
looks like bnsinoss. At itka, the quartz mines look well and encouraging. I understand that mills have been ordered for these mines, and that work will commence in
earnest as soon as spring open .
At Schuck, in Alaska, 70 miles up the coast from this port, are placer gold mines
that gave employment last season to about thirty men, who all made good wages.
At the present time there are about twenty men there at work, and more will go
thither soon. Al:lide from the placer mines in the Schuck cli trict, rich veins of
quartz have been found and are no~ being tested. v\Tith all these facts before us, is
it strange that we demand law and order to be extended over this conn.try t
The people who are now endeavoring to develop the resources of this Territory
demand that they be protected in life, property, and their lawful pursuits. lt
remains to be seen what will be done in the premises by Congress.
I have to lay before you the following: Mr. Milliticb, the deputy who was stationed
at Tongass, uein g ordered to this port, the place was unoccupied by anyone. This
office has been informed that a trader from aas River, British Columbia, by tbo
name of Snow, bas located at Tongas and is doin g quite a trado with Alaska Indians,
getting his sn pplies from Fort Simpson, Briti1-1h Columbia.
hould a cutter visit this
district, it will be advisable for her to call at Ton gas. Blankets, silk handkerchiefs,
beads, red cloth, and guns are the chi f articles that find a ready sale at Tougas.
.
At Sitka all was quiet, except a little troul>le among the Indians. Whisky flows
there as free as water. Appearances ~eemed as though everybody wa.s making and
selling it.
I am, sir, respectfully, your obedient servant,
I. C. DENNIS,
Deputy Collector of Customs.
Maj. WM. GOUVERNEUR MORRIS,
Special .Agent T1·easm·y Depa1·tment, ·po,·t Townsend, Wash. Te1·.

To which the following reply was made by me:
TRl~ASURY DEPARTMENT,
Port Townsend, Wash. 1.'er., Ma1·ch 16, 1878.
Sm: I am in receipt of your communication of r,cbruary 23, touching the unfortunate condition of affairs at your port, aud shall transmit it uy the next mail to the
Departmen~ with a trong indorsemeut that you be sustained in your manly and
energetic ettorts to enforc peace, law, and order.
My lett r of January 2G_, in r ply to yours of the 15th of that month, was not iu
any manner intended to find fault with the course whi ·h the evident necessity of
vents has been forced upon you. I sent a copy
that lett r to tho Department.
I fully realize the position in which you are placed, and assure you that yon have
my sincere sympathy in the difficult and exceeding uangerous rOle yon have to pl:1y,
and I will stand 1)y you boLh officially aml privately to the last.
I am myself placed in a very delicate position in r gard to your district. Its
abolition having been recommended by tho honorable S er tary is the r ason, I presume, why our r eports and communications have not been acted upon promptly by
the Department.
.
I have no general or specific instructions from the e retary touching the policy
to pursue. Hence I must exerci e extreme caution in giving you any instructions.
Whatev r I may say should b e more strictly con trued a sugg sti ve. You are on the
spot, and certainly must be the best judge of what eruer"ency may dictate.
.
From tho fact that the Department has recently nt to the enate a new n~mu~ation as collector of the district of Alaska, I iufer it is by no means c rtain the district
will be abolished.
The ecretary has written me a letter, igned by hims If, dir cting I report fully,
and at an early day "whatever views or con id ration I may hav to urge upon tbo
Department in the ~ntter." I am now compiling the data, a.u<l shall get the report
to Washington as soon a practicaule.
In regard to the s izur of the two bale of Engli h blank
yon l<new to have
been muggl d last summer and uow in the hon11 of n.n Indian, you uncJonbt~c1l_y
have the authority, and it 'is m. nif' • tly youl' dnty, t R ize th ru. \; bethor it is
OFFICE OF SPECIAL AGENT OF THE

of
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prudent to do so now, you must be the judge, bearing in min cl if the seizure is
deferred the merchandise may be surreptitions1y gotten out of the way,
I cel'trLinly do not deem it acl visable, under existing circumstances, for you to make
a general raid for smuggled goods. Better wait until you have an armed force at
your back. I feel certain you will have a revenue steamer sent you as soon as the
authorities at ·washington can act upon your report and the recommendations I shall
make.
In the meantime the notices I have prepared for you, touching the speedy advent
of such vessel, may have the effect of intimidating the lawless horde of white and
copper-colored vagabonrl.s by whom you are surrounded. The giving publicity to
the speedy arrival of a revenue-cutter is of course left to your own judgment. If
you think it will interfere with any seiznres which might be made at Tougas or
vVr.augell, perhaps it would be b etter it should not be made known. If necessary to
enforce yonr authority, use it by all means.
I can not properly advise you upon your proposed disposition of the fines you have
levied. They certainly do not belong to the en.atoms. Would it 11ot be well to wait
until we can have Departmental a ction in this matted
Do not contemplate resigning for one moment. Like yourself, I am satisfied Alaska
has seen her darkest clays, and I trust I may be able to impress upon tbe Department
that your Territory is not an elephant upon its hands and only flt for polar bears to
live in.
·
I note what you say about the illicit trade at Tongas, and shall make special mention of it in my report. It only goes to show how utterly the Department lacks
proper information upon the necessary points in your clistrict where customs officers
should be stationed.
In all pFobability I shall be ordered in the cutter and charged with the inspection
and investigation of all matters in your <listrict. I sha,U avail myself of your
suggestions and experience, and shall take pleasure in making your personal
acquaintance.
In regard to the seizure of g iant powder, I will write you hereafter.
I shall send this to Victoria, to be forwarded by the Otte1·, should she sail before
the California.
I am, respectfully, your obedient servant,

I. C.

DENNIS,

Esq.,

WM. GOUVERNEUR MORRIS,
Special Agent.

Deputy Collecto1· of Customs, Wrangell, .Alaska.

In order that the situation of affairs may be more readily understood,
the following correspondence is here inserted:
CUSTOM-HOUSE, WRANGELL, ALASICA TERRITORY,

Ja111ia1·y 15, 1878.

Sm: Yours of the 5th in tant, with inclosure, received. I was greatly surprised
at not meeting Colonel De Ahna on a,rrival of the California. I have transmitted to
the , itka office all colledion made up to the 1st of January. In future I shall
retain, for sat -keeping, all money~ received, unless otherwise directed.
Reo-arding the state of affairs at this port, I have to say that at present all is quiet.
But during the holidays serious trouble almost o curred. Whi ky makinrr by white
men and Indians had become o common, and the amount of liqnor smuggled into
this port being so great, tbe consquences were that all our hoodlums and loafers
were engaged in the traffic. Many men became drunk and riotous, and with diffi ulty
the customs force, aided by a few citizens, prevented bloodshed.
One John Petelin, a Ru ian by birth, sold to an Indian some whisky of bis manufa ture, which •aused a drunken row amon? tbe Indians, in which several got
seriously hurt. On the followino- day the ' church Indians" (those who attend
school and hurch her ) con ·lud d to make an example of somebody; ther for
they marched to the Rn sian's house, eized his till an<l liquor, and, with him in
cnstody, marched to the ranch. Coming to me for in tru ·tions, I advis d them to
tie the culprit to a po t for one hour; which waR done. This act created onsiderable excitement among the bad white men, for they did not know when their turn
milfht come.
l! or two year I have endeavored to prevent the manufacture of liquor here by
ad vi ing. But talk wont do; puni hment must be inflicted in order to drive terror
to the hearts of the guilty.
, eeing that omething must be done to prevent a conflict between law-a.biding
Indians and bad , bite men, I 1 with fr. 1ilitich, deputy collector from Tonga ,
made a raid on the town and Indian rnnch. Result, 21 still , everal gallon. of
"hootzenoo," and ma h suflicient to make liquor enough to demoralize all the Indians
in Alaska. were found and destroyed.
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The destroying of stills and liquor won't accomplish anything only for the time
being, unle s punishment follows.
I have controlled the Indians thus far by thr atening what will occur unless they
quit their unlawful traffic.
We have white men here who are far worse than the Indians, for they are not
intimidated by threats. As they have always ~ot clear on their liquor transactionR,
th y think there is no punishment that can be rnflicted for manufacturing and selling liquor in Alaska.
I d sire to know whether the Department wishes the manufacture of liquor by
whites and Indians in Alaska stopped, and whether the courts have jurisdiction and
will punish all found guilty. Further, does the Department consider it my duty to
searcll the dwellings of white men an<l Indian ranches for distilleries and liquod
As to any trouble arising from the Indians on account of anything I may do toward
stopping the liquor traffic, I have nothing to fear. A majority of the Indians here
are law-abiding and will act with me in- trying to preserve good order. We have
here several white men who need the strong arm of law to keep them quiet.
I am no coward, but I detest having revolvers drawn on me, for fools sometimes
shoot accidentally.
bould you deem it advisable to have the liquor dealers at this place prosecuted,
please so inform me, and I will soon get a case. Also instruct me if I have any power
or right to admit liquor for medical purposes to be landed at this port.
I am, sir, respectfully, your obedient servant,
L AAC c. DENNIS,
Deputy Collect01·.
Maj. WM. GOUVERNlrnR MORRIS,
Special .Agent Treasury Department, Victo1·ia, B1·itish Columbia.

REPLY.
OFFICE OF SPECIAL AGENT OF TIIE TREASURY DEPARTMENT,

Port Townsend, Washington Te1·., January 26, 1878.
Sm: I am in receipt of your interesting report of the 15th instant, touching the
condition of affairs at the port of Wran~ell, and will take pleasure ju transmitting
it to the Department, in order that certam inquiries made of myself shall be directly
submitted to the e retary.
The Secretary having recommended the abolition of the customs district of Alaska,
and not being made aware of the present policy of the Departmeut toward Alaska,
I can not assume the responsibility of advising you upon the subject of stopping
the manufacture of liquor, or whether it is your duty "to search the dwellings of
white men and Indian ranches for distilleries ancl liquor." These are questions
whi h present a side issue, and not directly involved in the collection of the revenue,
and an only be determined by the , ecretary himself.
The court of Oregon have h Id as follows (see decision of Mr. Justice Deady in
the case of The United States v. Terenta avaloff): That the jurisdi tion of the <listrict court for the district of Oregou over offenses ommitted in Alaska is conferred
by section 7 of the act of Jnly 27, 1 68, and by uch section confined to violations of
that act and the laws "relating to customs, commerce, and navigation,n and therefore it bas no jurisdi tion over the crime of distilling spirits therein without paying
a tax therefor.
ection 2141, Revised tatutes, makes it the dnty of every superintendent of Indian
affair , Indian agent or snbag nt, within the limit of their ao-ency, to destroy and
break up any distillery of ardent spirits found th 1· in.
My own opinion is, that a customs officer shonl<l be very carefnl how be assumes
any such responsibility; it is certainly not, to my knowledg , ·on~ rred by any statute of the nited tates. It is a mere individual act· and whilst the results of your
action may prove, and doubtle will, 1li1rbly h oeficial, I would in future be very
careful 110w I pro eeded in like ases.
Congress has been appealed to time and again to ena t suitable 1 gislation for the
government of your Territory, and bas negl ·ted to frame suitable laws. You are
living in a state of C'hao , and under all the cir umstauces, I pre. nme fr 'quently for
tue sat ty of y onr own lives, are ompelled to make laws for yonrselve~. It was
differ nt when Alaska wa under the ontrol of the v ar Dep:irtm nt, for its officers
are authorjzed to perform many act. which are not de] ~ated to a more civi~ian.
TheHe views are submitted as the re nl of my own convi tions, a.n<l arenotrntended
in the light of instruction , nor to be onstrued a. any r •0ection wbat~ver UJ?OD the
course you have seen :fit to pnrsne; in fa ·t, the absolute se ming n cess1ty wb1~h has
exist d for your prompt and cl i 1ve action, in my judgm nt, bould act as an rncencl
tive to Congress to take up at an arly date the suuj ct ~f Alaskan goyernment an
provide some suitable protection for its citizens and pum bment for crune.
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As saicl before, the honorable Secretary must ba fully advised in the premises for
his guidn,nce. This agency can only instruct you upon what legitimately comes
within the la,w and regulations touching the collection of the revenue.
The law nnqnestionably confers upon the War Department the exclusive authority
for the introduction of spirituous or vinous liquors into the Territory of Alaska,.
Since the withdrawal of the troops General Howard has refused to issue any permits for such introduction. I am, therefore, clearly of the opinion that unless a shipment of ardent spirits or wines to Alaska is sanctioned by the military authorities,
you luwe no authority to permit the introclnction, either for medicinal purposes or
for any purpose whatever, and yon should seize all such mercandise.
The shipment of liquors to Alaska has recently been made the subject of a, report
from this agency to the Department. When reply is made thereto you shall be duly
advised.
I note what you say in reference to the retention of all collections for the future
for tmfo-keeping, unless otherwise instructed. When allusion was made to this in my
letter from Victoria of the 5th instant, it was merely intended as suggestive, and I
see no obj ection, under the condition in which your district has been left, for you to
pursue, in reference to your money collections, such course as may seem best to yourt1elf. Donbtless instructions will soon be sent from Washington upon this subject.
Please, until further advised, address me at Port Townsend, and let me hear from
you frequently, and any assistance I can render you in any way will be cheerfully
accorded.
I am, respectfully, your obedient servant,
WM. GOUVERNEUR MORRIS,

Special Agent.
I. C. DENNIS, Esq.,
Depllty Collect01· of Cu,stoms, Wrangell, A.las7ca.

Following the letter of February 23, came the following from Mr.
Dennis:
CUSTOM-HOUSE, WRANGELL, ALASKA,

Deputy Colleot01·'s Office, March 18, 1878.
SIR: In reply to your letter of 4th instant, I have the honor to state that, under date
of 23d ultimo, I addressed a letter to you, in which the condition of affairs at this
port were freely set forth. The said letter I forwarded per stoamer Otter, and beyond
doubt you havti received it ore this.
At present writing all is quiet at this port. The Indians and white men who have
been endeavoring to create trouble have come to the conclusion that it won't do to
fool witb me.
I haYe in my l)revious letter advisecl you of my taking a canoe from an Indian who
attemptecl to shoot one of my Indian policemen. Finding that I would not return to
him hi canoe without paying a fine be commcncecl making threats of what he would
do.
eeing that talk would not frighten me ho concluded to test me fnrtbcr, and a
few clays a.ftar our "talk" fourteen large buck Indians came to take tho canoe. I
happened to tep from tho offico j nst n they had p ickecl up the canoe and were walking oft' with it. Telling them to let the canoe alone, and finning no attention paid
to my <lemaml, I stepped into my office, got my rifle, rushed ont, and told them to
drop the canoe or I would kill the whole lot of them.
eeing that I meant business
they put the canoe back. On investio-ating t hc matter they told me that a whito man
told th m to come and take the canoe, an<l that I would not dare to intorfere.
A£ w days after thi occurrence the Indian came and wanted to know on what conditions I would let him havo the canoe. I told him that if he paid me $25 he could
have the canoe, otherwi e he conlcl not. After a long pow-wow he paid the amount,
or rath r the equivalent in blankets, etc. I told him that if ho in future interferes
with my authority I will hang him, and his r ply wa , "Yon have made a good
Indian of me, and in futnro I will behave myself."
As I havo said before, when yon touch an Indian's pocket yon tonch his heart; at
lea t sn ·h has boen m,v experience with the Indians of Alaska, and it proves the fact
that by extending civil law over this Territory tho Indians can be controlled better
than by any other mode.
The want of la.w here is daily more keenly felt. I am annoyed continually by
Indians ancl white men who come to me to settle disputes. What can I dot In
many instance the charges are so aggravating that I must act in order to prevent
blood bed.
I am becomin o disgnstecl with the state of affairs thn.t I am mo. t tempted to leav
the ountry in disgust; while, on the othor ha.ncl, I believe th, t n.ffairs can't get
worse, and there aro pro pects of th ir becoming mn h b tter. That the pro nt
Con rre. swill leo-islate on Alai:Jkn, is my hnmble prayer.
.
.
l<'rom pr entappearance tho 'tickine Riv r will b op n to navigation by tho 10th
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of April, if not sooner. Many miners are here, unable to gei up the river on account
of the ice being dangerous to travel.
I have to inform you that Mr. Snow, -t,he trader at Tongas, has been importing
merchandise .from Fort Simpson, British Columbia, without entering the same at this
office and payi.11g duties on the same.
He has written me that he will be at this port in May next, and will pay duty on
what be has imported. Can I permit him to make entry of goods thus introduced
into this di trict, by his producing what he claims to be true invoices of all goods
imported by ]1im f
Trusting that I may hear from you regarding this matter by return steamer, I am,
sir, re pectfuJ1y, yo:ur obedient servant.
I. c. DENNIS, Deputy Collector.
Maj. Wl\1. GOUVER EUR Monms,
Special Agent Treasury Department, Victoria, British Columbia.

Up to the time of my leaving Alaska no instructions had been
received by Mr. Deunis touching the conrse to be pursued by bim, nor
bas the Department intimated to me in any manner whatever what
policy to adopt.
The Depart,ment acted upon the letter of February 23 without delay,
and telegraphed as follows:
WARIIINGTON, April 10, 1878.
(Received at Townsend, 11, 1878-9.30 a. m.

To H. A. WEB TER,
Collector of Customs, Port Townsend:
Direct Captain Selden to place Wolcott in readiness, take on necessary supplies, and
proceed with command to Wrangell and Sitka, Alaska, remaining in those waters
while protection of revenue and other public intere1:1ts require. Telegraph date of
sailing.
JOIIN B. HAWLEY, .Acting Secretary.

On the 13th of April I was directed by telegraph to take passage in
the Wolcott, and on the 15th was again telegraphed to proceed, and my
in tructions were eula.rged, and full power given me to use my best judgment iu acting upon everythi1_1g· which came before me.
At 4 a. m. pril 16 we weig·hed anchor and ailed from Puget Sound.
The first part of this report will be devoted to a description of and
examination proper of
TIIE CUSTOMS DISTRICT OF .AL.A.SKA.

The examination of the di trict begins with the 1st day of May of the
la. t fiscal y ar, and goe back prior to the Uongre ional organization
thereof; so that it trade and commerce, pa t, present, and future, can
be een at a glan e.
Tlle colle tion di trict of Alaska was established July 27, 1868, aud
embrace, the whole of tbe Ru ian pur ha e with it ports, harbors,
bay, river and water . Theportofentrywa desio-nat datornearthe
town of itka, or ew rcbaug 1; a collector authorized to be appointed
at an annual alary of 2,500, in addition to the usual fee and emolument of the offi ·e; maximum compen ation fixed at 4,000.
.
The follo, ing di. clo. the receipt and di bur ement of the district,
,·incc cu tom collection · w~re fir t made at itka, a far a can be ascertained from the r cord of the offi e, which are incomplete prior ~o July
l, 1 'GO. Previou. to thi time tbe office wa not upplied with the
proper form and book,'. Th amount of dutie collect d prior to July 1,
J 69, can only be approxim~ t ly a certained.
othing can be gleaned
ral nm oll cted a ho pital moneys, tonfrom the r cord f the
nage tax, and fines, peirnltie. and forfeiture. before July 1, 1 69, embracing the admini tra ion of oll ctor Do lg , K tchum, and Falconer.
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Neither are there any data or memoranda of expenses incurred during
the time for collecting· the revenue.
Previous to Congress making permanent provision for a customs district in the Territory, the Department, acting under the power to make
regulations to carry out the revenue laws, and actuated by a desire to
accommodate the inhabitants and promote the public welfare, determined temporarily to permit the importation of foreign merchandise,
and accordingly, in .August, 1867, William S. Dodge was appointed by
the Hon. Hugh McCulloch, tben Secretary of the Treasury, a special
agent and acting collector for the district of country ceded by the Russian Government to the United States, and charged in conclusion of his
letter of instructions by the Secretary in the following language:
You will, by a careful "f)erusal of your instructions, which have been approved by
the Solicitor, and an attentive examination of the accompanying papers, scarcely
fail to comprehend the requirements of your position, and by your urbane and
upright deportment in so doing materially serve to draw in closer bonds of sympathy
the people thus newly incorporated into our Union.

It will be observed that no mention is made of the amount of official
fees collected. This would entail much and unnecessary Jabor, and
would be of no practical benefit, for the reason that all such fees go to
swell the salary of the collector, and the United States derives no benefit from them whatever, save when they exceed the maximum compensation allowed by law to the collector. In no instance has this happened in any year, and they are therefore omitted. Itmayberemarked,
however, that the fees of the office for the fiscal year ending June 30,
1878, will not amount to over $500.
Before presenting the figures, the following remarks of Hon. W. S.
Dodge, the first collector, delivered at Sitka, July 4, 1868, showing the
condition of the port at that time, are here reproduced :
Upon tho assnmption of Federal authority in this Territory came the establishment
of customs regulations, and this place was decJ.ared a port of entry. Immediately
upon the rai in CY oo the Stars and Stripes was unfurled the revenue flag, declaring
commerce open to all the world, subject to national laws. The :first thing was to
change the nationality of all the vessAls belonging to the country, thereby adding to
the American mercban t service. This is being done as fast as opportunity offers, and
to-day the }'Ort of Sitka alone presents a creditable amount of shipping. There are
belonging to us four steamer , one ship, two barks, three brigs, and four schooners,
making 2,220 ton , aggregate mea urcment. And notwithstanding all the disadvantages nnder which we labor, the commerce of this port bas been considerable. From
the collector' office I have gathered the following official statement. It covers six
montl1s, from January 1 to July 1, 1868.
During that period the amount of imports admitted and paying clnty were valued
at $26,661.52; the export trade reach eel tbe sum of $277,954.67. Nor has the coastwise
trade been at all insignificant. During the same time there were entered at this port
stores ancl trading goods valued at $91,413.97. There was also cleared for domestic
port , below and along the coast of .Alaska, merchandise to the amount of $59,781.81.
or do these tatem<'nta include any stores entered for the use of the Army and
avy, either here or at other points along the coast. The local trade is also of
importance. From e. tin1ates forni heel by the merchants, the tracle with tbe whites,
Americans, and Ru ia.n , will average $70,000 the pres nt year. The trade with the
Indian -the itkas, encamped near us-will fully equal if it does not exceed $50,000.
The following are the figures:
Duties collected prior to July 1, 1869 ___ • __ • _•••.••••••••••••• _. _••• _••. $211 490. 69
Duties coUected from July 1, 1 69, to fay 1, 1878, embraced as folJows:
July 1, 1 69, to December 31, 1869 .•.............. ·----· ·----· ------ ·----·
January 1, 1 70, to December 31, 1 70 ...... ----·· ------ ------ ------ ·----January 1, 1871, to December 31, 1871. _____ ...... -----· ------ ·----· ·----·
January 1, 1 72, to December 31, 1872 ...... ______ ...••..••••• ---· •..• --··
January 1, 1873, to December 31, 1 73 ...•••....•• ---· ...••. ---- --·· ---···
January 11 1874, to December 31, 1874 ..••••.•.••...••••.•••••••••••.•••••

$9 4.
449.2
7 3.0
2 .95
155.25
699.38
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January 1, 1 75, to December 31, 1875 ...............••••.••••.••.•••.••••
January 1, 1876, to December 31, 1876 .........................•..........
January 1, 1 77, to December 31, 1877 .................•..................
January, February, March, and April, 1878 .......•••....•••.•...........

13
$874.94
724.43
991. 05
· 23. 79

Total collections for duties to May 1, 1878 .....•..•...............• 27, 465. 72
Tonnage tax.
July 1, 1869, to December 31, 1869 ...................•................•..
January 1~ 1870, to December 31, 1 70 .................................•..
January 1, 1 71, to December 31, 1 71. .................................. .
J auuary 1, 1 72, to De ember 31, 1872 ...••.......•.....................••
January 1, 1873, to December 31, 1873 ................................... .
January 1, 1874, to December 31, 1874 ................................... .
January 1, 1875, to December 31, 1 75 ................................... .
January 1, 1876, to December 31, 1876 ................................... .
January 1, 1877, to December 31, 1877 .......•...•.....•.........•....•••.

$158.88
871.16
139.76
52.51
126.37
208.72
322.20
693.38
545.27

Total to May 1, 1878. . . . . . . . • • • . . • • • . . . . . . . . . . . • • . . • • . • . . . • • • • • • • • • 3, 118. 25
Marine•Hospital collections.
July 1, 1869, to December 31, 1869 ...................................... .
,January 1, 1870, to December 31, 1870 ..•..•..............................
January 1, 1871, to December 31, 1871. .................................. .
January 1, 1872, to December 31, 1872 ................................... .
January 1, 1873, to December 31, 1873 ................................... .
January 1, 1874, to December 31, 1 74 ................................... .
January 1, 1875, to December 31, 1 75 ................................... .
January 1, 1876, to December 31, 1876 ................................... .
Jaunary 1, 1877, to December 31, 1877 ................................... .
January, February, March, and .April, 1878 ............................. .

$29.33
208.67
247.78
419.76
289.02
177.11
276.77
331. 79
336.30
18. 79

Total to May 1, 1878. . . . • . • • • • • • • . . . . • • . . . • . . . . . . . . • • . . . • • • . . . . . • • • 2, 335. 32
Fines, penalties, and forfeitures.
July 1, 1869, to December 31, 1869 ........•••..••••........•...•••..••.•. $2,065.86
January 1, 1870, to December 31, 1870 .................................. . 8,843.41
January 1, 1871, to December 31, 1871. ................................. . 3,825.18
January 1, 1872, to D cember 31, 1872 .................................. . 2,921.02
January 1, 1 73, to Decemb r 31, 1 73 .................................. . 5,814.54
824.02
January 1, 1874, to December 31, 1874 .................................. .
241. 63
January 1, 1875, to December 31, 1875 .........•••........•.......•......
10.00
January 1, 1877, to December 31, 1877 .................................. .
Total to May 1, 1878 ..•••••••••.•••••.••••..••••.••••••••••••.•••.. 24, 5-!5. 66
DISBURSEMENTS.

The following expenses for collecting the revenue are derived from
inspecting the record of Treasury drafts received for this purpose:
July 1, 1869, to December 31, 1869 ......................................
July 1, 1870, to December 31, 1870...... .••••. ...... ...... .... .... ......
July 1, 1871, to December 31, 1871.................. . .. .. . . .. . . . . . . .. • . .
July 1, 1872, to December 31, 1872...... •••. .... ............. ... .... .•. •
July 1, 1873, to December 31, 1873.................. ...... .... .... ......
July 1, 1874, to December 31, 1 74.. .. . . . ..... . .. ... ... . ... ... .. .... .. . .
July 1, 1875, to Dec mber 31, 1875...... ..•• ...... .... ...... .... .... •..•
July 1, 1876, to December 31, 1876.... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . • • . • • • • •
1877, drafts received during the year, only part payment................

$11, 463. 00
13,665.79
13, 510. 00
16,417.23
14,358.00
18,737.00
5,814.00
11, 195. 00
5,931.00

The amount estimated for salade and for expen e for coUecting the
revenue for the remainder of the year 1877, to May 1, 1878, i as follows:
f d epu1es
t· ..........•.•.••••••••••....••....•.............•.••. $4' 504 · 35o
Saar1eso
1 ·
Office expenses at different ports........................................
47 9· 5
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Thi would make the total amount of disbursements from July 1,
1869, to May 1, 1878, a period of nine years nearly, reach the sum of
$116,074.87.
The following recfl,pitulation will be more easily understood, embr~cing all collections, save fees, from July 1, 1869, to May 1, 1.878:
·
RECAPITULATION.

Received from
Received from
Received from
Received from

duties ............•...... ______ .......•.................. $27,465.72
tonnage tax .... ______ ..........................•........ 3,118.25
Marine-Hospital collections..............................
2, 335. 32
fines, penalties, and forfeitures..... . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . 24, 54:5. 66

Total........................ . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 57, 464. 95
Add duties collected at Wrangell for January, February, March, 1878,
not reported to Sitka office...... . . • • . . . . . • . . . . • • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
89. 20

57,554.15

Showing an excess of disbursements over receipts from July 1, 1869,
to May 1, 1878, in the sum of $58,520.72, or about 100 per cent increase.
In, ,the expenses incurred in the district of Alaska no mention is made
for the maintenance of vessels of the revenue marine. That can not
strictly there be chargeable to the expenses of collecting t.he revenue.
The revenue cutters in Alaskan waters perform multifarious duties; in
fact, they have been the safeguard and life of the Territory, and if there
was not a single custom-house in the whole of Alaska, just as many cutters would have to be employed as have been and as are necessary at
the present day for the protection of the lives, liberty, and property of
its inhabitants, irresp~ctive of customs law, revenue, and exactions to
the contrary notwithstanding, unless naval vessels should be employed
for a like purpose, and it would be just as sepsil>le to charge a portion
of the naval appropriation expended by naval ships cruising in Alaskan
waters to expenses of collecting the revenue as to charge any part of the
appropriation for the revenue marine to the e:xpeuses of the port of Sitka
and other ports in the district because the cutters perform duty in those
waters.
THE COMMERCE OF THE PORT

of Sitka has dwindled to almost nothing within the past few years.
o
stately ships now ride in that beautiful harbor, and, save the monthly
trips of the steamship California, carrying the mail, and the occasional
visit of an armed vessel or some small coaster, the quiet of the place is
undisturbed by auy ves:sel of any nation.
·
The following is the list of ves els docume11ted at the port:
No.

Under permanent register, sail. ............................. ~.......... 5
Under permanent register, steam................................ . . . . . . . 1
Under temporary register, sail. .. _........ . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. .. . . . . . . . 2
License under 20 tons, sail...... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3

Tons,
80, !'>5

45. 5
29. 64
24. 3

'l'otal . . . . . . . . . • . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 11 1 O. 42

The decline of trade lias been gradual but ure since the pnrclrn e by
the United tate . Here the Ru ian- rncrican bur 1 ompa11y had th ir
headquarter , with num rons employee and retainer ; a larg number
of troop. were quartered in tbe barrack , and it wa the grnnd nter
of trade and commerce of the whol Territory.
itka at thi time had,
probably a population of 2,500 or tber about .
The Ala ka Comm rcial Company, the su ce, or of tb Ru iau Fur
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Company, have withdrawn all their property and possessions from this
point, and established their headquarters at the Pribilof (Seal) Islands
1,200 miles distant, where they gather the skins of the fur seal.
'
None of their large fleet of steamers and other vessels are documented
here and very seldom visit the port. They have virtually abandoned
southeastern Alaska and have no direct or pecuniary interest in that
portion of the Territory.
The presence of the military, to some extent, kept up the ·business of
the port; but since the withdrawal of that arm of the public service the
harbor of Sitka presents the appe,a rance of Goldsmith's deserted village.
The following figures will give a more accurate idea of the state of
the case. The time selected for an average exhibition of the collections
is the beginning of the term of Collector De Ahna., October 22, 1877,
and ending on the morning of the first day of my inspection, May 1,

1878:

Collections.
Fees .•••••••••••••.•••••••••••••.•• _.. • • . • . . . . . . . • • . • • • • • • • • • . . . . . • . • • • • • . $216. 05
Duties ....•..•...• _•••• ___ • _ •• _.•••••.. _.... . . • • • . . . . . • • . • . . . • • • • . . . . . . • . . 158. 92
Hospital collections ...• _.•••••..•• _. • • • • • . . . . . . . . . • • • • • . . • • • . . • . . • . • • • • . • . 84. 93
Total ... _... . . . . • • • . . • • . . . . • . . . . . • . . . . . • • . . • . • . . • . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

459. 90

Of which the port of Kadiak must be credited with $103.77, and
Wrangell with $43.53. It may be stated, however, that during the
summer months these receipts are somewhat larger, owing to the direct
trade between Wrangell and Victoria, Brjtish Columbia, and the in
transit trade with the Cassiar mines in British Columbia.
Total amount of imports into Alaska Territory for the twelve months ending March 31, 1878 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • • • • • . • . . . . . . . . . $3, 295. 00
Total amount of domestic exports for the same period ...............••... 27, 175. 00
15. 00
Foreign exports for the same period . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • • • . . . . • • . . . . . • . . . . . .

This does not include the fur-seal trade nor the trade in peltries on
the mainland, statistics of which are not attainable at Sitka.
FOREIGN TRADE BY INDIANS.

One of the most vexatious questions the custom authorities have to
deal with is the Indian trade with British Columbia. The currency of
the country, as far as Indians are concerned, is "blanket ." Almost
inv~ri.ably those of Hudson Hay are worth at Sitka 3 apiece. It is not
an m_frequent thing for Indian traders to have a larg:e number on ~~nd,
carefully cleaned and piled in their houses, and not m bales or or1gmal
packages.
When a chief desires to distinguish himself, he .will g~ve a !east or
''potlatch," and invite the principal men of the ne1 hbormg tribes for
hundreds of miles around. These are the s ene of great fe tivities,
drinking, dancing, riot, and debauchery. Gifts are di tri~ut land much
money spent in feasting speecbmaking, etc. Of ntime laves are
killed and others set free: In the fall of 1877 a potlat h wa given at
Sitka by Jack, chief of the Sitka , and it i.s e timat d correctly be gave
away on that occasion 500 blanket , of course old nd ne .
.
Th1s que tion bas been before the Trea ury De , rt'?ent ev. ral times,
and in Treasury letter June 28, 1875, Secretary_ Bn. tow w:rit • to the
collect-or of cu toms at Helena, Montana T~rr1tory, r la 1v to fu~s
brought by Indians from Briti h orth America an
ld to ~r ders m
the United States, and after reviewing ction 105 oft~
t of March~'
1799, as reproduced in the Revi ed Statutes- ee ct1 n 2 15 and arti-
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cle 471 of the customs regulations issued in pursuance thereof-after
giving certain general instructions, uses the following language:
Beyond this the Department can give no definite instructions, but must leave you
to the exercise of a sound discretion under law and regulations, including the general
views of the Department, as above set forth.

The language of the statute is as follows:
SEC. 2515. That no duty sh.all be levied or collected on the importation of peltries
brought into the territories of the United States, nor on the proper goods and effects,
of whatever nature, of Indians passing or repassing the boundary line aforesaid,
unless the same be goods in bales or other large packages unusual among Indians,
which shall not be considered as goods belonging to Indians, nor be entitled to the
exemption from duty aforesaid.

There can be no question but a very large trade is carried on by the
Indians in this merchandise. It is almost next to an impossibility to
watch or keep track of their innumerable canoes, and that bales of new
blankets, in "original packages," are constantly smuggled is well known
to the customs officers, who are powerless to prevent it with the present
force at their command. My examination discloses, as a rule, that the
various customs officials have exercised a suitable discretion, but instances have arisen when authority has been stretched to too fine a tension. It is a grave question, for a large amount of duties are purposely
evaded by the Indians, and blankets of American manufacture are literally driven out of this market; but if the line is too closely drawn it
will be productive of trouble, and as the collector is powerless to enforce
his authority, the red man will in the end get the best of it. It is purely
one of "sound discretion," and there we will have to let it remain until
the collector is invested with some authority to enforce his decrees.
There is probably no portion of the United States where more essential requisites for a collector are required than in Alaska. He must be
well versed in tl.ie whole organic law of the land, as well as those for the
collection ofthereyenue, of sound and discreet judgment, willing, whenever the necessities of the case demand, to assume responsibility; in fine,
be must be a man equal to the occasion, and, above all things, neither
a moral or physical coward; if the latter, the Indians, quick-witted and
of keen observation, will readily "twig" it, and bis mission is ended.
There have been since the district was established, July 27, 1868, no
less than seven different collectors who have held office.
THE METHOD OF DOING BUSINESS

will compare favorably with other small ports of the nation as a rule.
Great difficulty, however, is experienced in having communication with
most of the outside ports. Returns from Una.la ka, 1,000 miles di tant,
are had noL oftener than twice or thrice in a twelvemonth, and then
through ve sels of the Ala ka Commercial Company, via San Franci co;
likewi ·e with the office at Kodiak, 600 miles off. The practice heretofore ha been for the deputies at theee two ports to make return of their
collection and retain the ame, the collector deducting from the alary
of ea •h the everal amounts so withheld, ending them as opportunity
may pre ent a check on the a istant trea urer at San Franci co for the
remainder. Payments necessarily are made with great irregularity.
The collector, upon receiving drafts for expen es for collecting the
revenue, deposits them without delay with the a istant treasurer at
San Franci co. There were no funds of tbi character on hand May 1,
1878. On the contrary: the salaries of deputies were greatly in arrear,
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and the expenses of the different ports lrnd not been settled for a long
time. This, no doubt, was partially owing to the district having no
collector and for other unknown reasons.
I found the following state of affairs:
The subordinate officers of customs had received their salaries up to
and including the dates set opposite their names, as follows:
Isaac 0. Dennis, deputy collector, Wrangell, September 30, 1877.
John H. King, deputy collector, Kodiak, December 31, 1876.
Leroy Woods, deputy collector, Unalaska, September 30, 1877.
Alex.Milletich, deputy collector, Tongas and Wrangell, September 30,
1877.
Edward G. Harvey, deputy collector, Sitka, October 22, 1877.
Mr. Harvey was paid in full to his voluntary retirement from office.
When De Ahna assumed the office, he appointed as his deputy Ed warcl
H. Francis, esq., who continued to ~ct as deputy until December 3, 1 77,
when De Ahua became functns officio by reason of the Senate not confirming bis nominatioll. He then became actiHg collector, and was performing such duties on May 1, 1878. He bad been paid nothing for his
, ervices.
The Department was suitably notified by me of this condition of
affairs. After Collector Ball entered upon the duties of his office I
communicated with him upon this subject, and append his reply:
CUSTOM-HOUSE, SITKA, ALASKA,

Collecf(l1·'s O.ffice, Angust 9, 1878.
Sm: Before leaving Washington I made a requisition for funds to pay salaries of
deputies, as follows:
For Wrangell, nine months, at$1,500 .........................•••...•........ $1,125
900
For itka, nine months, $1,200.................................. .. . . . . . . . . . .
For Kodiak, nino months, $1,200.. .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . .. . .
900
For Unalaska, nine months, $1,200.................. .• . . . . . . • . • . . . . . . . . . . . . •
900

3,825
In each case to June 30, 1878.
The amount of this requisition was approved and forwarded me by draft.
On arriving here I learned that there was nothing on file in this office to show that
the deputy post at Ton gas bad been abolished, w hfohl was informed at the Department
had been done, but of which neither Major Berry, former collector, nor Mr. Francis,
last act~ng here, had ever heard. Further, I learned that the salary of the depnty
at Kodiak for 1R77 had not been paid, and I found an official oath of Mr. Alfred
Greenbaum, ~aken on the 25th of May, 1878, before Treasury Agent J.M. Morton, at
Unalaska, ~1th a statement that he had· been discharging the duties of deputy at
that port s'.nce Oct<;>ber 8, 1877, when he was loft in charge by Deputy Collector
Woods ?D his del?artmg on i!_he voyage from which he never returned.
In this state of facts I wrote at once to the Department setting everything forth
fully, and requesting to be instructed as to what amount ~as due, and to whom and
how I was to pay ~hem. I omitted to state above that Mr. Alexander Milletich I found
at Wrangell,. 11~vrng Leen actini ~s inspector there since the Department declined to
pay for rent a;t Tougas, and ciaunrng pay as deputy. This was also stated.
A Jett~r arrived from .Mr. Krng, depn~y at Kodiak, directing his full salary for 1 77
to be paid to tb~ order _of a San Fran,c1sco_house, f,flr whicll reason I mailed him by
the_cutte~ a draft ~or his pa_y for tJ1e tu·st s1~ months of tliis year only. Mr. Francis
des.ired h1~ to be withheld till I could hear from the Department as to his status here
wh~le actrng as collector and the full compensation clue him. Mr. Dennis bas
arrived by the steamer, and upon a final statement of his accounts will be paid the
sum I ~ave draw;11 for that purpose.
This 111 all th~ mformation I can give you upon t110 subject you inquire of in yours
of
?uly _23, received to-day. I trust it may answer fully the purpose for which you
desrred
1t.
Yours, respectfully,
M. D. BALL, Colleolor.
Maj. WILLI.A.M GOUVERNEUR MORRIS,

Special Agent Treasury.

H. Doc. 92, pt. 4-2
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This is all the information I have upon this subject, save the case of
Alexander Milletich, the particulars of which I am thoroughly familiar
with. This officer, a native of Austria, was appointed a deputy collector and inspector of customs .August 1, 1874, at a yearly salary of
$1,200. His station was Fort Tongas.
On May 22, 1877, I was furnished by the Department with a list of
buildings rented throughout the United States for customs purposes,
and was instructed to make a careful inspection of each of the buildings
uamed in such list within the customs district under my charge, and
also directed to report whether the occupation thereof was necessary.
On June 25 following I notHied the Department I did not deem it
necessary to occupy longer the building at Tongas, and that I had
written to the collector at Sitka, directing him to discontinue the lease.
On the same day I notified the collector. He replied as follows:
CUSTOM-HOUSE, SITKA, .A.LASKA,

Collect01"B Office, July 14, 1877.
SIR: Your letter dated June 25, 1877, Portland, Oreg., has been received, and in
reply permit me to state that, regarding customs station at Tongas, there are no buildings on the island excepting ti.lat occupied as custom-house, and certain barracks, all
belonging to the same parties, Koshlancl Bros., Portland, Oreg., and an Indian town.
Had it not been for the restraining influence exercised by a deputy collector over
the Indians at that point, I should have asked the Secretary of Treasurs, to abandon
the post two years ago. Should a cutter be sent here to cruise these waters, then it
would be economy to dispense with that post.
I am, sir, very respectfully, your obedient servant,
M. P. BERRY, Collecto1·, eto.
Hon. W. G. MORRIS,
Special A.gent United StateB TreaB1wy, P01·t TownBend, Waah. Ter.

The Department sustained my action, and the collector at Sitka was
so informed, but there is no record on file at that office of the discontinuance of the office at Tongas, and I am assured by Maj. M. P. Berry,
late collector, and his special deputy, Edward G. Harvey, esq., that no
such instructions were ever received at that office.
On July 1, 1878, the Department discontinued the lease at Tongas,
and so notified the coJlector at Sitka. In September following, Oollector Berry ordered Milletich to duty at Wrangell, there being a necessity for an additional officer at that point. He repaired thither, and
ha continued to exercise his duties until relieved by the present
collector.
In my opinion, he i clearly entitled to his salary, equally so with
every other officer in the district who has beeu paid by Collector Ball.
If the Department did abolish him, certainly the head office at Sitka
nor him elf have ever received any such advices, and it appears (without explanation) there has been an error in his case.
The expenses of the offices at the different ports, as disclosed May l,
have been settled a follows: Sitka to June 30, 1877; Kodiak to June
30, 1877; Unalaska to July 1, 1874; Wrangell to June 30, 1877; Tongas
to June 30, 1 77.
Owing to the anomalous condition of affairs in the di trict, I found
no money account had been rendered to the Department since the
incumbency of Collector De ..Ahna, or any other papers pertaining to
the current bu ine s of the office. Suitable in tructions were given the
acting collector a to their rendition, which have since been complied
with, all the paper pa ing tltrough this agency.
There wa no money on depo it with the a si tant treasurer at an
Francisco, although De ..Abna bad been advanced by the Department,
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previous to leaving Washington, the sum of $1,250 on account of
expenses for the collection of the revenue.
All collections are first entered on the blotter, afterwards journalized,
and then transferred to a ledger, which is made to correspond to the
book of "daily register of receipts from all sources." Balances, owing
to the trifling nature of the collections, are ascertained without difficulty.
The bookkeeping of the early collectors was very primitive in style, and
it required the faculties of an Egyptian Sphinx to decipher the riddle
of complicated entries and figures, and unravel the mystery of the hidden meaning of what was intended by their appearance.
The rules regarding the deposit of coin, as well as other collections,
have not heretofore been regularly complied with. At the close of the
term of Maj. M. P. Berry, collector, in October, 1877, he had on hand in
coin and currency some $4,000 or thereabouts. This was the accumulation of years. It was taken by sea to California by Mr. Harvey, the
special deputy, and there deposited with the assistant treasurer. On
October 10, 1877, I called the attention of the Department to the insecure condition of these funds, and also to the statement made to me by
M~jor Berry, who was then lying sick at Victoria, that "the Department
bad been fully advi ed of the retention of his collections and why he
had made no deposits." Aside from the irreg·ularity of this course, it
should never be permitted again, on the ground of safety alone. Surrounded by a tribe of Indians over 1,000 strong, whose village is within
a half mile of the custom-house, it is quite probable an unexpected
raid might be made when influenced with drink.
All duties, fees, and other collections are entered in the daily blotter
at the time of transactions, and in all cases duties are paid at the time
of entry. Checks, drafts, and other representatives of money are not
received.
All entries are accompanied by invoice. No weighing is done. There
are platform scales and gauging instrument , however, at the port. No
laborer are employed. Occasionally a temporary in pector is needed
when a steamer is di charged. There are no regular inspectors and
none required. There are no warehouse transactions here, although
the United tate owns a suitable building for that purpose. So few
importatiom;, that sampling i eldom ever done except at the port of
Wrangell, where the in transit trade requires the examination of mer- ·
chaudi e, and al o to see that no pirituous or vinous liquors are introdu ed.
o drawbacks whatever. Records are kept of seizures made
and sold. They are reported to the commi ioner of cu tom monthly.
There are no seizures on band. Where a large seizure has been made,
it ha u ually been ent to Portland, Oreg., or San Franci co, for condemnation. When liq_uor are eiz d, they are generally ent out of the
Territory, to be soJd in another cu tom di, trict. Record of abstracts
of enrolled and licen ed ve sel are properly kept and r cord of urrendered paper . Bond for documenting v s el · are e ecuted before
i uing marine papers in all ca , and record are made of documents
before certificates are i ued. The indexe are complete. Bills of sale,
mortgage , and other conveyance are properly record d.
.
.
Ab tracts of tonnage due , ho pital ta , and teamboat-m pect1on
fee are correctly kept. All current daily tran a tion are r ·orded
with regularity and promptne s. Original · rtifi at of t n11age tax
are taken up in all ca e . The corr tn . of th
aman time book
and the report of ho pital due i v rifted by the ma ter before the
depu y colle ·tor when he collect the tax.
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It sometimes happens that vessels licensed here, under 20 tons, will
have their papers expire at Kodiak Island, GOO miles distant. Communication to have tllem renewed in time is impossible. They are
renewed as regularly as circumstances will permit. For this reason no
fines are levied for the nonsurrender of license.
The general manner of doing business is commendable and needs no
correction, save as before indicated.
The collector has charge of all the public buildings, property, etc., of
the abandoned garrison. The number of buildings turned over by the
military authorities was 42. These he- has to watch, to prevent them
from being plundered by Indians and other bad characters.
I find some looseness has prevailed in the making of estimates for
the expenses of the different ports. Fair economy can materially
reduce these expenses. An error has, I think, crept into the management of the office by not sufficiently scrutinizing the accounts of the
outside deputies in respect to fuel, lights, etc.
The deputy collector at Kodiak Island has charge of the public buildings at that post, which were vacated by the mili.tary September 10,
1870, one of which is used as a custom-house. He is also charged with
the care and custody of the quarters and other buildings at Fort Kenai,
Cooks Inlet, about 160 miles distant. The abandoned buildings were
transferred to the custody of this office by the War Department April
2, 1875.
The United States owns its custom-house at Unalaska, recently repaired at a cost of $250.
I found the wharf at Sitka very much out of repair, the piles being
much ravaged by the attacks of the Teredo navalis. Prompt action
was necessary, else the whole end would have tumbled into the water
and great damage ensued. The deputy collector had in his custody
39.40, which had been collected by the military as a wharf fund. This
1 directed to be used in repairs, and directed Mr. Francis to cooperate
with the steamship officers and merchants, and at once put the wharf
in proper conditiou, not, however, binding the United St.ates in any
sum whatever. I e tablished rates for wharfage, which will create a
sufficient wharf fund to keep the wharf in repair and pay all costs to
be incurred. The present collector, Colonel Ball, bas carried out these
· views and improved upon them. To have lost this wharf would have
been a piece of carele ne s unpardonable.
It must be ob. erved this di trict has not been inspected by a special
agent of cu toms ince Col. Frank . Wicker, present collector of customs at Key West, Fla., left in the summer of 1869, and, while the
legitimate cu toms busine proper ha' been fairly conducted, there
ha been altogether too much extravagant wa te and expenditure iu
the management of public affairs. But this i more properly chargeable to the ar than the Trea ury Department.
It is re p ctfully ubmitted the visit of an officer of this agency
hould be more freqn nt to Ala ka. Clothed with more power and
g nerally pecially instructed, he can readily put a top to exi tin
abu es and ugge t and direct measures of economy and reform for the
future. He can be of great a 'istance to the cu tom officer , and can,
provided he tudie carefully the character of hi mi ion and the
nature of the country and it inhabitant , and if a uitable officer, b
of great aid to the Department in the management of the affair of thi
Territory.
and their
The following compri es a Ii t of the officer.· and employ
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compensation, as furnished by the present collector. It will be perceived an entire change has been made since the present incumbent has
entered upon the duties of bis office. Attentio11, however, is 11ot
directed to this in any spirit of complaint, for in the main the changes
made are not unacceptable, and I have reason to know the late principal deputies did not desire reappointment.
LIST.

M. D. Ball, collector, $2,500 per annum and fees. Maximum compensation, $4,000.
R. D. Crittenden, deputy collector, Wrangell, $1,500 per year.
. U. H. Dulany, deputy collector, Sitka, $1,200 per year.
Louis S. Craven, deputy collector, Unalaska, $1,200 per year.
Peter Kastramitinoff, janitor, Sitka, $72 per year.
It will thus be perceived the sum total of all the salaries paid to officers is only the sum of $7,672 annually. This is not excessive, and
the number of officers are not greater than the requirements of the
service.
NAVY COAL DEPOT.

The Navy Department have upon Japonsky Island, a short distance
from and immediately opposite Sitka, about 900 tons of anthracite coal,
delivered there at great expense. A portion is stored in a dilapidated
shed. It has been there since February, 1875, and has become gTeatly
deteriorated by exposure to the weather. It has been subject to the
action of the elements. In a short time it will become wholly useless
for steaming purposes. A shed or temporary covering could bave been
erected at the time the coal was landed for $500 or less, and this great
waste prevented. It would be economy even to erect it at this late
date. It is of no use whatever to the Indians, nor can it be burned in
the stoves at Sitka; still for years an agent bas been employed to
watch it at a compensation of $50 per month. On November 2, 1877,
the incumbent, William Phillipson died, and at present the coJlector
exercises over it such supervision as is neces ary witbout any cost to
the Government.
MARINE HOSPITAL ACCOMMODATIONS.

There are no accommodation of this kind in the district, and none
nearer than the contract ho pital of Dr. Thoma T. Minor, at Port Townend, in the district of Puget Sound. When itka wa O'arri oned by
troops, mariue patient were admitted to the military ho pital upon
paying 1.50 per diem. There i no corr ction needed in this respect
at pre ent. The volume of comm rce is mall, and but very few sick
ailors.
STEAMBOAT INSPECTION SERVIdE.

The ,details of this service are lengthy and embrace many needful
change , which are exclu ively matter of D partment action. The
steamer Rose, of Sitka, was last in pected at eattle in March, 1873.
In 1874 and 1876 the owner tried to have the boat in pected withm~t
,·ucces . Thi ve el ha not been running re ularly, but ould if
bu iness should offer. At my . ugge:tion, th acting chief engineer,
M. G. Mar illiot, and Lieut. S. E. Maguire, of the Wolcott, made an
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examination of her condition. I append an extract from the log books
of the cutter:
Inspected the boat as far as practicable and found her hull; boiler, engine , and
dependencies in a very fair and safe condition; also found her supplied with boats,
life-preservers, etc., in accordance with law.

At the request of A. T. Whitford, esq., of Sitka, her owner, I wrote
him the following letter:
OFFICE SPECIAL .A.GENT TREASURY DEPARTMENT,

Sitka, Alaska.
Sm: You having complied with the law in reference to the steamer Rose, and done
all in your power to have her inspected, you are at liberty to continue running such
steamer until the supervising inspector makes armngements to have her inspected .
I have duly reported all the facts to the supenrising inspector at San Franci8cp.
Should you at any time be boarded by an officer of the revenue marine, you will
submit this lettor to him, in the absence of your regular inspection certificate.
I am, respectfully, your obedient servant,
WM. GOUVERNEUR MORRIS,

Special Agent.

.A.. T.

Esq.,
Sittca, Alaska.

WHITFORD1

And also notified Charles C. Bemis, esq., supervising inspector at
San Francisco, of the facts. The Rose wa afterward chartered by a
party of miners on a pro pecting tour, and I so informed Mr. Bemis,
July 1, 1878.
A similar case occurred at Wrangell. The American-built steamboat
Beaver, runniug between Wrangell and GlenoraLandiug on the Stikine
River, came all the way from Wrangell to Seattle in 1877 to be reinspected. Her certificate expired April 9, 1878. The owners exhausted
every avenue of compliance with the law. To have gone again to Seattle would have been extra hazardous, besides lo ing the spring pas enger trade, etc., on the Stikine. ~rhe same officers of the revenue marine
examined her carefully, but no hydrostatic te t was made. They
reported her motive power "afe, hull in good condition, sufficiency of
boat' and life-saving apparatu , and ves el fit to arry pa , enger .
]\fr. Bemis was duly notified by me of all this April 27, 1878. This
boat was sul> equently totally wrecked in the Stikine Rapids, and I so
informed Mr. Bemis on the 1 t day of July la t.
Tlle American steaml>oat Nellie ha , however, supplied the lo s of
tlie Beaver, aud is now running on the Stikine River, having been taken
there from the di trict of Puget Sound. The same q ue tion will arise
when her pre eut cettificate expir s.
LIGHTHOUSES.

There is not a single ligbthou e in the whole di trict. The Rus ian
formerly bad a, ort of light, with a ilvered gla . reflector in the cupola
of the ca tle, a large building erected upon the hill overlooking the
town, at an levation of 110 feet above the water level. It wa an oil
lamp of small ca1)acity but could be di tiugui hed 10 mile at sea. It
ha now gone entirely to ruin.
In the event that la ka hould become thickly ettled and the mine
turn out a rich a exp cted, the commerce of tlle di,'trict will become
greatly enlarged and of nee ity light will have to be created. There
hould be er ct d out ide from Uape Fox which i near the boundary
line betw n Briti h Columbia and Ala, ka a :fir t-order light at Cape
Chacon, on the south nd of Prince of "\ ale I land being the outh
entrance to Duke of Clarenc :,trait , which are the strait which lead to
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Wrange11 and all the inland country adjacent. This light would only be
of value to inland navigation.
Cape Bartolomo is the entrance to Bucarelli Sound, at the head of
which is situated the Klawack fishery. It is frequently frequented by
whalers, who lay in wood and water before proceeding to the Arctic.
This is an important point for alight, as it would be the first light made
by a vessel going outside from San Francisco to Sitka.
Another very important pla.ce is the Hazy Islands, situated off the
entrance to Christian Sound, and likewise off the northwest entrance to
Clarence Straits. Vessels passing into an -the inland waters east of
Sitka must pass in the vicinity of this light. These islands are situated
15 miles south of Cape Ommaney and 5 west of Coronation Islaud.
The Hazy Islands are right on the coast route, and necessarily will have
to be made by a vessel going north. A light placed on Biorka Island,
the entrance to Sitka Sound, will command all the entrances to the
harbor.
On Yashn. Island, off the entrance to Prince Frederick Sound, is· a
very desirable location for a light for inland navigation; it commands
Prince Frederick Sound, Christian Sound, and Chatham Straits.
It may be proper to state the reason for volunteering these remarks
about the location of lights. Certainly when the time comes for the
erection thereof, the proper division will have full charge. But it must
be remembered that the- country spoken of is almost an entire terra
and aqua incognita to navigators, as will be more fully explained
hereafter.
Contemporaneous testimony of experienced persons should always be
preserved as a guide, not only for the Light-House Board, but for future
Oo11gressional legi 1ation. Hence, I have consulted J. W. Keen, the
revenue-marine pilot attached to the Wolcott, the most experienced and
accomplished pilot in Alaskan waters, brought up in his profession
from boyhood in the service of the Hudson's Bay Company, and, since
the Ru sian purcha e, almost continuously in the service of the United
States. The foregoing are bis views, and, from bis long experience
and mature judgment, they are entitled to much weight and consideration.
The United States have lost two ships of war in Alaskan service,
the Suwanee and the Saranac. Pilots for these waters are very rare,
and any reliable information obtained from them now is worthy of
pre ervation.
MISCELLANEOUS.

There being no law in the Territory for the recordation of documents,
etc., there is a book kept at the custom-house, in which are recorded all
mining claims, deeds, mortgages, conveyance , powers, etc. Edward H.
Franci is the recorder. While it can not have any legal force or significance, still it may be very useful hereafter as secondary evidence in the
adju tment of di putes.
The collector has in bis custody 50 Springfield rifle and 3,000 rounds
of ammunition. A portion thereof is suitably distributed among the
white residents, to be used in case of an uprising by the Indians .
.ADMINISTRATION OF COLLECTORS.

Those of Collectors Berry, De Ahna, and Ball will be ~nly directly
reviewed beginning witb the time of the contemr lated withdrawal Qf
the troops from Alaska and my connection therewith.
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The foUowing cormnnnication is referred to here:
Ol!'FICE SPECIAL A.GENT TREASURY DEPARTMENT,

San F1·ancisco, Cal., April 14, 1877.
SIR: The honorable the Secretary of War, having directed the General of the Army
to vacate the garrisons in.Alaska Territory and order the troops therein to other posts
in the Division of the Pacific, thus withdrawing entirely military protection in that
quarter, I am induced to present to the Department some facts for consideration, as
coming within my own knowledge and as given by those familiar with the situation.
It is with some feelings of delicacy this subject is approached, in the absence of any
opinion being requested; but, as .Alaska is embraced within the jurisdiction of my
district, and baving given that Territory and everything connected therewith much
attention and made it my especial study for the past two years, it is deemed proper
at this time to give the result of such experience and observations.
The telegraph states that simultaneous with the withdrawal of the military a revenue cutter will be ordered to Sitka. It is, of course, conceded that some adequate
force must be supplied when the troops abandon the Territory, in order to fully ca,rry
out our treaty stipulations with Russia and afford protection to our resident citizens
there. The revenue steamer Richard Rush is now preparing for sea, but her cruise and
destination are not yet known here. It is conjectured she will proceed to the Seal
Islands or to Sitka; possibly her cruise may extend to both places.
General Howard, U.S. A., commanding the Department of tho Columbia, ha-a telegraphed to the division commander urging vigorously that a gunboat be dispatched
to itka, or that the force on the revenue cutter to be sent there be materially
increased. It is of this I now propose to speak; and will take the armament and
complement of officers and men of the Rush as an example, as applying to other vessels of her class in service on this coast. The Navy has no gunboat available in
these waters; hence the revenne marine must for the present be charged with this
duty.
The Rush carries 6 commissioned officers and a crew of 30 men all told, including
seamen, firemen, petty officer , stewards, cooks, and boys. Hor armament consists
of 2 20-pound rifle Dahlgren bronze howitzers, small arms, 12 Ballard's breech-loading
rifles, 12 revolvers, and 12 utlasses. It is submitted this is not sufficient force to
take the place of the garrison at Sitka; no a si tance could be rendered the inhabitants on shore. There is a custom-house and other Goverum nt buildings and property of value, all of which might b sacrificed if too small a display of force is made
at the outset when the chancre is made. In fact, if trouble should arise with the
Indians, it is not more than sufficient to protect and handle the vessel. It is true the
cutter would bo able to shell an Indian village, but would be generally unable to
lan(l a sufficient force to destroy it or burn the canoes. tbe latter being the greatest
1rnnishment there can be inflicted upon the coast Indianij, as they live entirely by
fishing, hunting, and trading. These Indians have at times been severely punished
by .American and British gunboat , a.nd they have great dread of them, but it must
be borne in mind they have been manned with a farge crew and had large batteries.
\Vhen the troops leave Sitka, an armed vessel shoulcl be stationed there permanently, making occasional crni es in the Alexander .Archipelago, etc. (See my report
of March 23, 1 76, SElnate Document Jo. 37.)
\Ve have no ves els now in service that are fit for this duty; they are entirely too
small, the armament not of the proper de cription, and quarters for officers and men
entirely too contracted and wholly unsuitable for the severity of the winters in that
inhospitable region. Proper steamer shoul<l be con tructed. In 1868 Capt. John W.
\Vhite, of the cutter Wya11cla, visited .Alaska, ancl in an able and elaborate report
made that year to the Department thoroughly cliscu ed this subject. .Attention is
re pectfully invited to his suggestions and recommendations.
It i submitted that two steamers will of nece ity have to be sent to .Alaska this
season. The one clestined for the westward, i .. , the Seal I lands, will be required
there as soon as th sealing ca on commences, now close at hand. These islands a.re
di tant from i ka fnll 1,200 miles, and to go there via itka is a very roundabout
way. ( ee my report before mentioned.) When the garrison at itka is withdrawn,
a cutter will have to be sub tituted in li n thereof. I would recommend her supply
of mall arms be added to, her crew increa ed at least ten able sea.men, a sur~eon and
aclclitional engineer ordered to the ve sel, and that she be liberally supplied with shot,
shell, and fixed ammunition. Immediate steps should be taken to establish a coal
depot at Sitka.
The Puget ound cutter can not, with safety to the revenue, be spared for so long a
time from her station. This cutter is constantly cruising in the ound and in British
waters, and is absolutely eR ential to prevent whol sale smuggling in that quarter.
The frontier i remote, adjacent to foreign t rritory and must be carefully guarded.
In the winter season her services are constantly in demand to aid ves els in distre s;
she does more work and effective service than any other vessel of her class on the
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coast. Tho Tlwnias Corwin, now being completed at this port, is a sta11nch new vessel_, and whon finislwcl will be in perfect condition; the whole work ou her should bo
done by the 15th of May next. In every respect she will be more suitable for service
in Alaskan waters than any vessel here. She was originally intended for the Columbia River station, bnt as it is only twenty-four hours' steaming from Puget Sound
to Columbia River Bar it is submit,ted the Olive,· Wolcott can, in an emergency, do all
the duty of both stations, until other vessels can be constructed or sent here. More
vessels are certainly required on this coast, and I had this in view when treating
this subject before.
The change, as adopted by the administration, is fully in accordance with the views
in my published report, bnt I doubt the wisdom of the policy in ordering the troops
away before proper provision is made to replace them, and especially at this time
breaking up the post at Wrangell Island. This point is distant 160 miles from Sitka,
and is the depot of supplies for the miners on the Stikine River aud at Cassiar, in
Briti h Columbia. Onr coast steamers touch here an cl land their passengers for these
mines. Miners, traders, packers, etc., congregate at this point in the spring and
await transportation. In the fall they return from the mines and frequently are
delayed here severa,l days. At this point a collision with the natives is greatly to be
feared. This is the season of the yen.r when the Government should have sufficient
force on hand to .suppress broils, protect the Indians from assaults of the whites,
prevent tho latter from obtaining liquor, nnd keep them in a proper state of subjection. In the winter season no such necessity exists, for the few whites remaining on
the island have such close relations with the natives tlrnt no danger is apprehended.
However, if the sale of liq nor is to be unrestricted at Wrangell Islallll, the miners will
winter there to a large extent and tronule will assuredly be the result. During the
summer season the Alaskan coast swarms with small vessels and canoes, navigated
by desperate and lawless men, bent upon smn<Tgling, illicit barter, aucl that especial
curse to tl.le natives, trading in ardent spirits. A deputy collector is stationed at
·wrangell, but he will be utterly powerless to enforce the revenue law and stop the
smuggling from British Columbia.. The sale of liquor will be had right under his
no e and he can not stop it.
If the company of soldiers now at ,vrangell Island can be kept there until the miners
have returned from the far north and gone into winter quart rs at Victoria, Vancouv r Island, it would, in my opinion, be a wise course for the \Var Department to
pursue. Until the lliomas Corwin is ready for sea, the removal of the companies from
'itka would, I think, be premature.
I am, very respectfn1ly, your obedient servant,
WM.. GOUVERNEUR Monms,
Special A.gent.
Hon. JOHN SHERMAN,
Secretary of the Treasiwy, Washington, D. C.

This letter was referred by the honorable Secretary to the War Dep:utment, who sent it to Major-General McDowell, U . S. A., commanding the Divi ion of the Pacific, who sub equ ntlyreferredittoBrig. Gen.
0. 0. Howard, U.S. ., commanding the Department of the Columbia,
for hi opinion. General Howard indor ed my rep rt favorably.
It was al o transmitted to faj. M. P. Berry, collector of Ala ka, who
wrote to the Secretary as follows:
Cu

1-Ilou E, ITKA, ALASKA,
Collector's Office, July 19, 1877.
Sm: Department l tter of Jnne 8, 1877, "R. B. J." and " . J. K." a ks for report
on condition of a..tfairs in this place and Wrangell sin e the withdrawal of the United
ta.tea troops. Having anticipated the demand of this lotter in reportforwn.rded by
thi mail, I will nevertheless take this one up and answer in detail.
Paragraph 1, Department letter. 'fhe cntter Rush came into this port May 19, 1877.
Captain Bail y inform d me that on the finish of his crui e to the we tward ho shot~ld
return to an Francisco. I a ked him to come in here in eptember, if he could, giving my rea on therefor. He informed me that his order did not contemplate other
movements than to return to an l! rancisco direct.
Parn.gmph 2. pecial .A.gent forris's report I am forced to confirm. The Secrefarf
of War has been misled by the report of his officers, ,just as I have b~en mys If. 1
have the best of rea ons for believinll' thn.t if there i not ave s 1 d1spn.tched at a
very early day to this port this people°hav been handed over bodily f r s1~ugb}er
to the Indians. Permit me to state that I watched and studied the e ;ndiau:h ~r
three yea.rs. Their seeming desire to be on good t rm with the A!Dencans, t:ir
adaptability to our method of working, their cupidity, conn cted with manv O er
TO
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things, completely misled me. Therefore, it becomes my duty to say that there is
clanger for this community; I might say great danger. The property was received,
as will be seen by other reports, per this mail.
Paragraph 3. The preservation of peace, etc. If peace is to be preserved, there
must be a vessel stationed at this 11ort. From Chilcat to Tongas are the fierce people. The whole voyage of nearly 500 miles is in inside waters. The western people,
or 1 might say those after leaving Bering Bay, do not seem to be at all belligerent.
Liq·u or.-There is no necessity for using vigilance to prevent the landing of liq oor;
the Indians make all they want, and in town here I have been informed that there
are two discharged soldiers and eight different Russians running stills. 'l'here are
probably four or five Americans and two or three Russians who would purchase good
liquor, in small quantities, for their own use.
Paragraph 4. In the first part of this report I have written of the Rush, because
the captain was so positive about his destination.
Regarding a cutter to visit ,vrangell when the miners are on the move, at that time
Wrangell is perfectly safe. British Columbia tolerates no cutting and shooting, and
it soon tames our pistol and bowie-knife gentry when they have one or two seasons
under the English law. It iA at Sitka where the vessel's presence is needed, and that
forthwith. At Wrangell, when the miners are moving through the country, the
Indians ar.e the supply agents. They smuggle, to sell to the white.s, .English liquors,
and when they desire a drink they either make or purchase from other Indians liquor
of their own manufactnre.
All of which is respectfully submitted.
I am, very respectfully, your obeclient servant,
M. p. BERRY, Collect01·.
Hon. JonN SHERMAN,
Secretary of the Trea1Ju1·y, Washington, D. 0.

The following, from Deputy Dennis at this time, is also given:
CUSTOM-HOUSE, DEPUTY COLLECTOR'S OFFICE,

W1·angell, .A.laslca, July 14, 1877.
Sm: In reply to yours, under elate of 29th and 30th ultimo, I have the honor to state
that since the withdrawal of tho troops from Alaska the Indians at this place and
vicinity have made no hostile demonstrations toward the lives of the whites; but iu
regard to property they have.
Like all Indians, they love to appropriate to their own use that which belongs to
others, and small thefts are of frequent occurrence.
The taking from here, by Lieutenant Humphreys, as a servant, a woman who was
h •ltl as a slave, and claimed by several India.us as their individual prope-rty, came near
causing trouble; but I, with others, finally pacified the claimants; not, however, till
after one of the parties demanded that I should go to Port Townsend and bring the
woman back.
The Indians here, representing tribes from all parts of the Territory, are continually
having quarrels among themselves, which originates from the use of liquor that is
manufactured by them and that which they smuggle into this port from British
Columbia, via Stickine River.
The Indian population of this place, including transient Indians, is always at least
five hundred, and frequently reaches one thousand. Our permanent white population
during the mining season is about one hundred, and during the winter months it
reaches three hundred.
Now, in the absence of all law whereby offenders against the laws may be tried and
punished, with a population as above stated, is it not reasonable to suppose that difficulties will arise t
Notwith tanding the stringent la.ws relating to the introduction of liquor into this
Territory, ancl with a garri on of troops stationed. here, smuggling and the manufacture of it could not be prevented, and hence whisky at this port has always been
plentiful.
Under military rule here, white men, being drunk, have fr6'luently knocked down
Indians for pa time, and the assaulted look to the military for protection and justice.
But now, in case the like occur , before whom must the aggrieved come and ask protection, there bein15 no one empowered to administer justice! Is it not saf&to predict
that all, both whites and Indians, when aggrieved, will embrace the first law of
nature; ancl snch being the mode of seeking satisfaction, how long can the peace and
q uietne. R of the place be a sured
It is utterly impossible for me either to prevent the introduction of liquor into this
port or the manufacture of it by the Indians, and with plenty of liquor circulating
among whites and Indians, who commingle together, l apprehend trouble.
A gunboat or revenue cutter has a pacifying effect upon both whites and Indians,
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a.ncl the pre ence of one in these waters occa ionally would have more effect toward
uppre sing the liquor traffic ancl preserving order and quiet than forty regiments of
troops without means of tran portation.
Economy being the policy of the Government, in my opinion the best way to o-overn Alm1ka is to attach it to Washington Territory for judicial purposes, with a
justice's court, in which minor offense against the laws might be tried.
I am, sir, respectfully, your obedient servant,
I. C. DENNIS, Depiity Collector.
Maj. WM. Gouv1m 'EUR MORRIS,
Special Agent T1·easury Departnient, P01·t Townsend, Wash. Ter.

Upon my reaching Portlaud, Oreg., about the last of May, 1877, I
called upon General Howard for information relating to Alaskan affairs,
and was l1anded the following order:
(General Orders No. 13.]
HEADQUARTERS DEPARTME T OF THE COLUMBIA,

Po,·tland, Oreg., May 23, 1877.
In compliance with instructions from the Secretary of War, and the major-general
commanding the division, announced in General Orders No. 1, Hearlquarters Mihta.ry
Division of the Pacific and D partment of California, April 23, 18771 the companies of
the Fourth Artillery garrisoning itka aml Fort Wrangell, Alaska Territory, will be
withdrawn b the firnt steamer leaving for Portland after the arrival at Sitka of the
rev •nne cutter 1111der orders for Alaska.
1
Compani
o.nd 1, at 'itka., will proc ec1, the former to Fort Canby, Wash. Ter.,
and the latter to Fo1·t 'tevens, OrAg., a.nd be r ported to the respective post comman<ler.
ompany A, at Port Wrangell, will proceed to Fort Town end, Wash. Ter., and be
r ported to th ommancliug officer for duty.
In trnction bav already 1, en i sn cl for the removal, by the May steamer, of surp111
rvic •abl public prop rty.
o mu h f tho puhli • 1>roperty in charge of th military officers as can not be
r mov d will b tran ii rr <l, t itki, to the oll ctor of cu tom , and at Wrangell to
th d put collector of cu. toms, offici ls cl signated by the
cretary of the Treasury tor eive and r e<'eipt for it.
Inadditiont ther r ipt r quireclbytheofficer inthesettl mentoftheiraccounts,
dupli at rc,ceipt , on for d partm nt a.ucl on for clivi ion b ac1quarters, will be
tak n by them for all the public propert.v, including lands and buildings now in
their charge, tr:10 fi rred to the custom official . The condition of the property will
b not d on the receipt .
Th lists of the public building tran ferre<l will include, at itka, not only those
in actual occupation by the garri on, but al o all oth r public buildings, including
tho e of which 'ol. Jeifer on C. Davis r po s ed the overnment.
A st. urg. William R. Hall and Acting A t. urg. William D. Baker will accompany the troops the form r reporting to the commanding officer, Fort Stevens, as
po t surgeon; the latter reportinO' in person to the medical director.
rclnance erge~nt olk 11 and Comm i ary rgeant Brown will report to the p_ost
commander, Fort Townsend, and Commissary Sergeant Burrows to the commandmg
officer, Fort tev ns.
The chiefs of titaff d partments will issue such detailed instructions, concerning the
foterests of their re p ctive departments in connection with the abandonment of
thAse posts as may be nece sary to carry into execution this order or orders from
superior military authority.
'l'he post record , securely packed, will be forwarded to the assistant adjutantgeoeral.
The post commanders and chiefs of staff departments concerned will make full
report to department headquarters a to tho tim and manner of executing this order.
Upon the <l parture of the troops, itka and Fort\ rangell will be discontinued as
military posts, and "all control of tbe military department over affairs in Alaska
will cease."
By command of Brigadier-General Howard.
H. CLAYWOOD,
.Assistant .Adjutant- General.

I at once informed General Howard no cutter bad been permanently
ordered either to Sitka or Wrauge11 or any portion of southeastern
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Alaska . That the ve , el referred t o by l1im in his order was t he revenue-steamer Richard Rush, then en route, by virtue of special act of
Congres ·, to the Seal I81nnds, for the protection of tlle fur seal fisherie .
'I11at she would probably touch at Wrangell and Sitka, but would remain
at neither point. The following telegram was then immediately framed
and sent from General Howard's headquarters :
PORTLAND, OREG., May 28, 1877.
Was11ington, D . C.:
General Howard, expecting tbe cntter Rush would remain at itka, so interpretecl
orcler of ecretary of \Var a~ to order military awa,y. 'nhsit-1tence, ordnance, ancl
quartermaster stores l1ave alreacly been brought clown. , t a mer ails for itka .June
2 to bring troops under this order. Gen ml Ilowa,rcl cl<'sires vessel cle ignated, i n
orcler to complete order; will leave clctachments there in charge of public property
until its arrival. Please answer imruecliatoly.
SECRETARY TREASURY,

WM.GOUVERNEUR MORRI,
SJJecial A gent.

Aud answered a follows :
WA Ill ~GTO , D. C., May 911 1877.
W. G. MoRms,
Special .L:lgent Treasury, Portland, Oteg.:
Rush has probably left itka en route for Pal I lnncla.
o oth r cntt r can bo sent.
JonN mm tAN, ccreta1·.IJ.

I sub equently made report as foilows :
OFFICE , J'ECIAL A ,I~ T TRlr.A, URY DgJ>ARTMENT,

Portland, 01'e!J., J1111e 23, 1877.
Sm: I have the honor to inform the J apartment on th 11th insta,ut the whole of
the military were withdrawn from 'itka,, and su h pul>li · }HOP r ya wn not olcl
or taken away by orcler of t110 War Department duly turn cl ov r to the collector of

customs.
After leaving Sitka the transport touch d at Wrangell ancl took 0 11 boarcl the garrison at that point. Ou the 28th of May I notifiecl th honorable , ecretary, by telegraph, that Gen. 0. 0 . Uowa,rd, U., . A., commanding the Departm nL of the Uolnmbia,
would leave detachments of troops in cba,rgo of public prop •rty until tho arrival of
a revenue cutter, and a keel the ve sel h desi~natod. Thi telegram was written in
General lloward's presence and sont at his reqn st.
J inclosc copy of 'eneral Order o. 13 elated lieaclqnar~ rs, D pa,rtm nt of t h e
Colnrnbia, Portland, Oreg., May 23, 1877, for the movement of the troop from laska.
This order was based npon tbo supposition that the cutter lfichard Jlu,,h was the vessel alluded to in the Jetter of the honorable the
cretary of v ar addre e<.l to t h e
Gen ral of the Army, an<1. dated War Department, Washington City, April 10, 1877.
When General JTowarcl ascortainecl that the Hush was intended for service at the
Seal Islands, he directed that detachments be left in charrre of the public property.
On the 1st of June I sent to Col. IL Clay Wood, U .•. A., as istant adjutant-general
of this department, a copy of tho telegram of the , ecretary of the Treasury t o myRelf,
dated Wa hiu½ton, D. C., May 31, that the Rush had probably gone from Sitka to
t11e eal Islands and that no other cutter could be sent. The steamer sailed for Sitka
.Juno 2, the order for detachments to be left still in force. A member of Genern,l
Howard's personal staff went to Ala lrn on this steamer.
Upon arrival there, in pursuance with previous orders to dispose of all surplu
snb11i. tence stores, it was found that the order had been so literally complied wit h
as to leave nothing whatever for the sub isteuce of the men t o be left there, such
order not being contemplated by General Order o. 13.
The same condition of affairs was found to exi tat Wrangell. Accordingly General
Howa,rd's staff officer directed all the troops to be imrueuiately removed, whi ch was
done, and they arrived at this place on the morning of Juno 20.
It will thus be perceived that '' all control of the military department over affairs
in Alaska" has ceased.
I am, respectfully, your obedient servant,
WM . G OUVERNEUR MORRIS,
Special. A gent.

Hon . JOHN SDERMAN,
Secretary of t.11e Treasu1·y, Washing ton, D. 0.
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While at Port Towu eud, on Puget ouud th mail steamer California arrived from itka, bringing alarmin int lligence, and [ immediately telegraphed the Department a follow :
PORT
ECRETARY THJ~A URY,

Washington, D.

To,

S.E

n,

WA II.

Tmi., Ji~ly 23, 1877.

'.:

olle tor Berry bas left itka very sick. Is now at Vi toria for medical advice.
He report to Department: "I httve the b st of reason for believing that if there is
not aves el di patch <1 at a very early day to thi port ( itka), tbat this peopJe ha Ye
been handed ov r bodily for lalJO'hter to the Indians.' 'aptaiu Bailey, cu:tter Rush
informed Berry he should. return to an Fran ci co cl.irect from Seal Islands, according
to Department instruC'-tions. Captain and officers of mail steamer California mnch
alarmed and anticipate immecliato tronble. All reports confirmatory of danger.
Cutter TVolcott will not fini h repairs for three weeks. Tubes for boilers have to be
suppli d from ew York.
\V't>L GOUV.ER EUR Momus,
Special Agent.

And supplemented it with the following letter:
SPECIAL Amr.

Y OF 'l'REASURY DEPARTMENT,

Port Townscn<l, Wash. Tm·., Jiily 23, 1877.
m: I bav th honor to tran mit a <'Opy of a t 1egr. m this clay sent to the Depart-

m nt upon th pr s nt xi ting stat of affair at itka, Alaska.
n tb 27th of Jun la t I wrot from P rtland, r {{, to 'ollector M. P. Berry, at
itka, r que ting from him. tatem nt of the ,tatu of affairs since the departure of
tb troop , ancl a king the r ply to be s nt m at tl1is port.
On
t rcla th m. H t am r California arrived her , bringing me a letter from
fr. B rry, in ·lo ing a ·opy of his r port to th
partment, dated Sitka, July 13,
aud al :moth r, informing me f hi pr n<'e at i toria. I deem the report of
uffici!mt importance tot l graph an tract to the Department without delay and
tnt oth r <·ob r nt infi rmnti n in th cli p: tl'l1.
In ' <·onver ation h. d ye. t rd, with 'apt. ~harles Thorne, master of the steamer
California, he ,xpn• d tom grav £ , r of a g n •ral uprising of the Sitka Indians.
'I'b ,, Indian b /oug to th Kolo. h tribe aucl auont 1,000 are now absent engaged
iu Ji bin~.
itka Ja ·k, a. not d C'hief, inl' rnwcl 'aptain Thorne that about 1,000 of
hi trib w re ab out fi hing and hunting, and wh nth •y returnec.1 they intended to
ize all the
v rnment bnil<lings and other valuable property at Sitka; that the
country and everything in it uelong d to his tribe.
' ptafo Thorne forth r stat s, the Indian , contrary to when itka was garrisoned
hy troop , thronged hi ves. el whil at the dock, an<l w re generally haughty, insolent, • nd overb ariug in their manner; tbat the citiz ns had a ball in the house
known as the " a tle," and during th festivities the Indians entered the stockade
ancl obtruded them elves upon tho e pre ent, rendering them elves peculiarly disagr able and ohnoxions. It i his opinion, and that of the officers of his ship, that an
outbreak i not far cl.i tant, whi ·h will r ult in tho de truction and pluncler of private
prop rty, an~, if th white make any demonstration of r si ta.nee, a wholesale massacre will on ue. The Rua ian prie ·t ha already sent his family to anaimo, in British
olumbia, and gen ral onsternation and terror prevails among the whole white
inhabitants.
ollector Berry has written me, req u sting my pre ence at Victoria, w bich place I
shall vi it on the 26th instant, en route to an Franci ·o, ancl confer with him.
ot being able to make personal inspection of this portion of my district, I can not
of my own .knowledge pre ent uch an array of fa ·ts as might be considered i~controvertible · but I have sou~ht every available ancl. reliable ource of information, and
have no hesitation in sayrng that the outlook in A.laska is exceedingly dangerous aucl.
alarming. All concurr nt te timonypoints to a peecly outbreak and resultant bloodbed by the warlike tribes, unle s restrained by the strono- arm ?f the Government;
that an armed v ssel eithor of tbe Trnasury or J avy Department 1s absolutely needed
in the Sitka Arcbipela.o-o without delay.
.
Iv ry mnch qne tion whether tl.Je vessels of the revenue marine on t]ns coast are
uitable for thi duty, and either in a1·mament or crew will prove themselves eqnal
to the service which may be demanded of them. They carry too few men and are
not equivalent to. a gunboat, which is th proper cla s of_ve el for this dangerous
and delicat service.
h
e etition
These views have heretofore been frequently expre s cl, ancl. any furt e1;ir P this
would be unnecessary verbiage. I merely report such fa ·t1:1 as are collate upon
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frontier, and respectfully present them for the consideration and action of the
Department.
I am, respectfully, your obedient servant,
WM. GOUVERNEUR MORRIS,
Special .Agent.
Hon. J OIIN SHERMAN,
Secretary of the Treasttry, Washington, D. C.

I then addressed the following letter to the commander of the cutter
Wolcott:
OFFICE

SPECIAL AGENT OF THE TREASURY DEPARTMENT,
Po1·t Townsend, Wash. Tei·., July 24, 1877.
CAPTAIN: The news brought from Sitka by the steamer California on Sunday last
is of an alarming character, and only confirms my belief in the expectation of serious
trouble with the Kolosh Indians in that quarter.
The collector of Sitka, M. P. Berry, esq., has left there sick and is now at Victoria.
He has furnished me with a copy of a recent report made by him to the Department,
which I deemed of such importance as to telegraph a synopsis yesterday to the
Secretary.
It is not improbable but that the vessels of the revenue marine on this coast may
at once be called into active service; at all events, they ahould be held in readiness
to comply with immediate sailing orders.
I would be pleased if you will inform me when the repairs to your vessel will be
completed, and how long it will be before you can be ready to proceed to Sitka. I
have no advices from the Department which authorize me to indicate that you will
receive orders to proceed to that quarter. I am merely anticipating an emergency
likely to arise at any moment.
I have good reason, however, to think the Department will send a cutter very soon to
visit Sitka and other adjacent points, irrespective of probable Indian troubles, and it
has been supposed the Rush would touch there in eptember, homeward bound from
the eal Islands. This is a mistake.
Collector Berry informs the Department that ,vhen the Rush was at Sitka he had a
conversation with Captain Bailey, who informed him aft.er his cruise at the Seal Islands
terminated be should proceed direct to San E'rancisco from Unalaska.
Will you please inform me of the character of the armament of your vessel, and the
number and pattern of small arms you have on hand and their condition; also what
supply of ammunition you have-character and caliber and condition.
My own conTiction is that you are neither sufficiently manned or armed to perform
any effective service or operate offensively against the hostile tribes which inhabit
the Alaskan coast, and before you should be sent thore your officers and crew should
be strengthened as far as the size of your vessel will admit, and you should be supplied liberally with arms and ammunition.
Will you let me have your views upon this suagestion t And in fact I think you
had better make me a very full report upon the subject-matter of this letter, as I desire
to communicate with the Department without delay.
I shall leave here on Thursday, the 26th instant, for Victoria, to sail from there on
Monday, the 30th, in the City of Panania for , an Prancisco.
Please write me by return mail and address your letter to me at Victoria, care of the
American consul.
I am, respectfully, your obedient servant,
WM. GOUVERNEUR MORRIS,
Special .Agent.
Capt. JAMES M. SELDEN,
United States Revemte Marine,
Commanding Steamei· Oliver Wolcott, Seattle, Wash. Ter.
OF

Captain Selden replied as follows; the origlnal letter was at once
transmitted to the Department:
UNITED STATES RI£VENUE STE..U.fER WOLCOTT,
Seattle, Wash. Ter., July 2li, 1877.
Sm: I have the honor to acknowledge the receipt of your communication of the 24th
instant, informing me of the alarming reports brought from Alaska by the steamer
California of serious trouhle with the Kolosh Indians, and wishing to know when
the repairs to the Wolcott will be completed and how long before the vessel will be
ready for service, besides wishing to know the· character of the vessel, armament,
number of small arms, quantity of ammunition, etc., and my views as to the fitness
of the vessel for service in Alaska.
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The time set to complete the work by the parties making the repairs was the 10th
day of August, and, judging from present appearances, it will not be completed
before ~he 15th; all that would be necessary after that would be to coal and provi ion the vessel, and she would be ready for service. The ves el has one 24-pounder
boat howitzer (Dahlgren), old pattern, smoothbore. The fellow-gun was thrown
overboard in February, 1876, when we got ashore at Cape Mudge, to assist in lightening the vessel. In a letter to the Department, dated January 31, 1877, I called
their attention to this matter, and asked to be furnished with a new battery similar
to the pattern furnished other cutters in the service; to that letter I never received
any reply. There are 30 rounds of fixed ammunition on board for this gun.
'l'he vessel has 15 rifles-9 Ballard and 6 Spencer. They are now being overhauled
by a practical gunsmith, and will be in serviceable condition when finished; and
there are 1,500 cartridges for tliese rifles, but are not reliable, as a largo percentage
of them we have found to missfire. We have 17 CoWs navy revolvers in fair condition, and we have just received, per steamer Pana1na, 1,000 rounds of ammunition
for them. Nine cutlasses complete the small arms. We have powder enough on
hand to fill about 30 cartridges.
In relation to your paragraph in regard to strengthening the force of the officers
and men and increasing the armament of the Yessel, I agree with you as to its necessity, should the Department <lecide to send her to Alaska, but in my opinion she is
entirely unfitted for that service. A vessel going to Alaska on that duty should not
have less than 70 meu, 4 broadefide guns, 2 Gatling guns, and rifles and pistols sufficient to arm the entire crew, besides furnished with good boats an<l a steam launch.
This launch is imperatively necessary, for often slie will bo required to pursue Indians
into channels and inland streams where the vessel could not go. This number of men
at first may appear large, but when it is considered that frequently we may be called
upon to sen(!. away boats and to land for the protection of settlers, the number left
to protect the vessel would be none too great. Moreover, the vessel should be furnished with an additional lieutenant, eno-ineer, and surgeon.
In view of the facts above stated, it will. be seen that the Wolcott is entirely unfitted
for this service. In the first place, she does not carry coal enough (only 60 tons).
Secondly, sbe is too small to quarter the men and officers and stow provisions necessary for them. Again, with her high, long house on deck, which covers one-third of
her length, and prevents her from carrying the necessary armament and effectively
working it. Her quarter-deck is wholly uuprotccte<l, having no bulwarks or rail
around it, exposing the entire persons of men and officers to the fire of hostile Indians,
who ma,y secrete themselves along the banks of 1rnrrow streams and pick us off.
'l'he boats belonging to this vessel are old ones, transferred from the Lincoln and
Wayanda to thi vessel. I quote my statement made to the Department in the property return, June 30, about them: "The boats are old and have seen much service,
and are not consiclered safe for rough weather. 'l'he dingy and second cutter especially will not hold together much longer, as the wood will not hold the fastenings
• at present."
As I am writing in a hurry to enable me to send this to you by to-night's mail, I
have to omit many suggestions that I might make, showing the unfitness of the Wolcott or any other vessel of her class for the Alaska duty. Yo11 and others might perhaps think ~bat in raising these objections I a,m actuated by personal motives. I
assm you it is not so. My opinion is based on my own experience in Alaska and
that of m_any others who have been there. If it is my luck to be sent there, I sincerely
hope I will b furni hed with a more suitable vessel for the service.
I am, re pectfolly, your obedient servant,
J. M. SELDEN,
Captain, United States Revenue Marine, Cornrnanding Wolcott.
WILLIAM GOUVERNEUR MORR!, E q.,
pecial Agent of the Treasury, Vioto·t'ia, B1·itish Columbia.

The following telegraphic correspondence was then had:
W ASHINGTONJ Ju,ly 25, 1877.
Po1·t Townsend:
How soon can steaml}r Wolcott make cruise to the north ward f Do you hear any
reliable information about trouble at Sitkaf
R. C. McCORMICK,
Assistant Seoreta1·y.
COLLECTOR OF CUSTOMS,

PORT TOWNSEND,

W ASII. TER,, July 26, 1877,

JOUN SHERMAN,

Sec:retm-y of the Treas1wy, Washington, D. C. :
·
Captain Selden informs me Wolcott can not be got ready before Septembe_r l.
Information brought by the master and passengers of the mail steamer from Sitka.
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justifies the belief that the white citizens of that place are in danger, consequent
upon the withdrawal of troops.
HENRY A. vVEBSTI.rn, Colleotor.
PORT TOWNSEND, WASH, TER., July 26, 1877.
Washington, D. C.:
Captain Selcleu states Wolcott in no condition for Alaskan service. I start immediately for Victoria ancl will forward written report from San Francisco. No cutter
should be dispatched without largely increased force and medical officer. Gatling
gun required.
SECRETARY TREASURY,

WM. GOUVERNEUR MORRIS,

Special Agent.
W ASHINGTON1 D. C., July 24, 1877.
M. P. BERRY,
United States Collecto1· of Oustoms for Port of Sitlca, Alaska,
Victoria, Vancoiiver Island, British North America:
Morris reports danger at Sitka unless cutter is dispatched at once. Telegraph
whether you are of same opinion.
H. F. FRENCH, Assistant Secretary.
VICTORIA, BRITISH COLUMBIA,

J OIi

July 26, 1877.

SHERMAN,

Secretary of the Treasitry, Washington, D. C.:
Your telegram of the 24th received. It is my opinion that unless an armed vessel
is dispatched without delay to Sitka and waters adjacent thereto, the people there
wm be massacred.
M. P. BERRY,

Collecto1· District of Alaska.

Before leaving Victoria I wrote this letter to the Department:
OFFICE SPECIAL AGENT TREASURY DEPARTMENT,

Victoria, B1·itish Columbia, July 28, 1877.
Sm: I have tho honor to transmit certain corresponpence between Capt. James M.
Selden, of the revenue marine, commanding steamer Wolcott, and myself, touching the
condition of his vessel for Alaskan service.
On the 25th instant the coHector of Port Townsend, Wash. Ter., received your telegram asking '' How soon can steamer Wolcott make crnise to the north ward." At my
suggestion Captain Selden, who was at eattle superintending the repairs of his vessel,
was telegraphed for, in order that he might personally be consulted. On the 26th he
made his appearance at the Port Townsend custom-house, and in reply to your question answered, " Tot before eptember 1," which reply was at once telegraphed you
by Collector Webster. Captain Selden then read to us his reply to my letter of July
24, and reiterated personally the views therein expressed; whereupon I sent the followinO' telegram to the Department:
" 'aptain elden states 'Wolcott in no condition for .Alaskan service.' I start
immediately for Victoria and will forward written report from San Francisco. No
cutter should be dispatched without largely increased force and medical officer,
Gatling gun required."
Captain elden stated to me, as I was leaving Port Townsend, he would address
me another communication upon the subject to San Francisco.
The itnation at itka is now changed. A vessel stationed there may have sharp
work to do. For mere intimidation the Wolcott would be an admirable scarecrow;
but if th re i any fighting to be done, or offensive operations to be conducted, then
ave. sel of a different class must be elected. My views on this subject were fully
set forth in my report of April 14 last, when discussing the armament and crew of
the cutter Rush.
Collector Berry is very earnest in his statement of the defenseless condition of our
citizen , who have been left wholly unprotected and liable at any time to be murdered by the savage tribes. He does not concur in views of the Department, that
"an occa ional vi it of an armed vessel is deemed all that is necessary," and I am
constrained to aaree in this opinion.
A cutter should be stationed permanently at Sitka, unle s it is determined to
abanclon that portion of the Territory altogether, and he should be provided with
a steam launch, a Captain Selden ugg ts.
Let ave el go there now, and possibly everything at the surface might appear to
be calm, and the officer ma.king the inspection might call tho e who have agitated
this question "alarmists;" but this will not do. The inhabitants of Bitka are
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slumbering upon a volcano, as it were, and some day it will belch forth and ingulf
them. It is a question of slow growth, but many of these Indians have wrongs to
redress and injuries to be made good, inflicted upon them while the country was in
the hands of tlJe military.
Major Berry says the destinies of the whole town are in the hands of a single
chief, who, if he says "kill," not a white man will be left alive.
I can not speak from my own personal observation, but for three years past I have
given this northwest coast patient study and investigation. It is my firm conviction
the Department does not realize the situation, and the sooner it recognizes folly the
importance, condition, and responsibility of the legacy bequeathed to it by the War
Department, so much the sooner will it become convincecl of what is requisite to be
done, and that speedily. Some sort of government must be had; and as, to my mind,
the Treasury being the most proper bureau for its administration, should at once
enter upon the task and evolve some kind of order out of this impending trouble and
present chaos.
I am, respectfully, your obedient servant,
WM. GOUVERNEUR MORRIS,
Special Agent.
Hon. JonN SHERMAN,
Secreta'l'y of the 1'1'eas111·y, Washington, D. C.

On August 4, off Ohetko River, Oregon, I spoke at sea the revenue
steamer Thomas Corwin, Capt. John W. White commanding, en route
to .Alaska. This officer remained some time in those waters with his
vessel, and although during his stay the Indians made no signs of
violence, I am satisfied his visit had a very healthy effect and quieting
influence upon the natives, and prevented any outbreak, as portended
by Major Berry. One thing must be continually borne in mind, that
the Indians are not going to begin hostilities while a gunboat is lying
right before their villages. 'fhey will make all manife tatious of good
conduct, even if they contemplate throat-cutting and blood-letting as
soon as the vessel is out of sight.
Major Berry continued to grow worse at Victoria, and, being at the
point of death, his resignation was accepted by the Department and
1:1ucce sor appointed. When his special deputy, Mr. Harvey, reached
Portland, Oreg., I had an interview with him and advised him by all
means to proceed to San Francisco and make settlement with the
Department, and deposit his funds with the a sistant treasurer of the
United tates. Helen bythefirst steamer for that purpose. I advised
him al o to seek the advice and assistance of the accomplished auditor
of the San Franci co custom-house, J. Frank Miller, esq., in the preparation and rendition of the final accounts of Uollector Berry.
A.DMINIS'l'RA.'fION OF COLLEC1'0R BA.LL.

Thi gentleman entered upon the discharge of hi duties in July last,
and i, bringing to the task ability and judgment. My corre pondence
with him ha been of a atisfactory character, and in a recent interview with him at thi port, on his return to Ala ka, I am convinced he
fully under tands the gravity of the position in which he is placed and
the re pon ibilities of the office he bas assumed.
One great trouble in enforcing the revenue laws properly in .A.la ka
and maintaining order is the insecurity of the term of public officials.
o sooner ha a man mastered our intricate customs revenue y tern, or
at lea t become tolerably conversant with it practical working and
numerou contradiction , than he is supplanted, made ~o walk the
plank, and politely invited to step out and make room for h1 ucce or.
ln older commuuitie thi , per e, doe not invariab~ au _e lo to
the revenue or bring about the pernicious tate of affa 1r wb1ch a~ ocates of civil- ervice reform are wont to reach, for the r
on, ufficient
H. Doc. 92,pt. 4-3
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experienced clerks and deputies are retained to carry on the public
business properly. But in .Alaska, when the fouutain head departs, it
usually results in a clean sweep of subordinates. Aside from the mere
routine of collecting the revenue, the collector of customs and his deputies, as matters now stand, are the only semblance of or really the de
facto law in the Territory.
These reflections do not apply to the present collector, who legitimately succeeded to a vacancy caused by resignation, nor to bis deputies, for reasons before given. If they prove equal to the occa ion, it
is to be hoped more stability than heretofore will be had in tlieir case.
THE PORT OF WRANGELL.

Wrangell, or more generally known as Fort Wrangell, is situated on
the north end of Wrangell Island. Illustration No.1 will give a correct
idea of the present appearance of the place. The view i pre ented
from the harbor directly in front of the town, with the cutter Wolcott
in the distance.
The military post at Wrangell was establi hed iu 1 67 and abandoned
in 1870. This garrison cost many thou and of dollar ; it had a large
hospital, good quarters for officers and men, ·ua,rd-hou ba,kery, torehouses, post well stockaded, stable , and such other buildin°· a· are
usually found at a one-company po t. Tlle erection tb reof wa nece sarilymost expensive, yet, notwith 'tanding the imme11
um of money
expended, the War Department in 1 70 di po ed of the whole thing for
the insignificant sum of 500 or therea,bout . The purchaser wa
William King Lear, e q., sutler and trader at the po t and villa 0 ·e.
Soon a.fter the troop left, at the reque t of Mr. Lear, the deputy colleetor then stationed there vacated the mi erable h 11 of a building
then occupied as a custom-hon e and moved into one of the building,·
of the fort. This building wa u ed and occupied a. a cu tom-hon e
and warehouse, fr e of rent from the y ar 1 70 to 1 74, at which time
th di covery of gold at a siar, in British Columbia, cau ed l10u
at
Wrangell to become valuable and in demand. Mr. Lear, in con id ration of the fact he bad furnished for a period of four year a wllole
building rent free for Governmeut purpo ·e , a. ked that he be allowed
compensation for the u e of one room.
pon the repre entation of
Collector Berry, the um of 30 per month wa paid.
In January, 187 , the War D partment reoccupied Fort Wrangell and
tationed troop there, taking po e ion of all the fi rmer building aud
allowing Mr. Lear the um of , 0 per month rent, whi h be continu d
to receive under prot e t until the final abandonment of the po in July,
1877. Illustration o. 3 how the fort a, a ·at d by the troop .
When the military regarrison d the po t the depu y collector wa dir cted to urrender hi room, which was don .
pon the requi ition of
fajor Berry the Department authorized an a1lowance of _..oo to put the
old u tom-hou e in a habitable ndition.
hi wa done in F bruary
of hat ear, and it ha ever ince be nu ed for cu tom purpo e . It
i th pro1 erty of the 11ited tate , i in full repair, and au wer all
r quirement for offi e bu ine s, but it i at an inconvenient di tance
from the only wharf and warebou eat the village.
Finding th Indi c11 m de a thoroughfare of the premi e to and from
th ir villacr and wer topping con tautly in hrong in front f the
uilding intruding their filthy p r on and t ncb even in id the office
and impeding the public bu in , I directed Mr. Denni to con truct a
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cheap fence of palings and logs and inclose the lot, which has been
done.
'rhere is a great lack of warehouse facilities at this port. The United
States own no building which can be used for this purpose, and the
trade at present will not justify the erection of one. It was a great
mistake, this random sale of Government property. Had these buildings been turned over to the Treasury Department, like those at Fort
Kenai and Kodiak Island, we should now have abundance ot warehouse
accommodation.
The present and only warehouse at the port can not be bonded for
two reasons:
1. Because the entire buildin•g can not be had.
2. It being the only warehouse in the place, the owners would not consent to part with it for this purpose.
Merchandise which goes into bond now in transitu is destined for the
Stikine River in. British Columbia, and only remains a few days. It is
piled up indiscriminately, domestic and foreign merchandise all in one
conglomerate mass.
Illustration No. 2 gives the location of the warehouse and wharf.
The buildiug in the distance is the old United States hospital. The
two canoes lying at the dock are the first which were loaded during
the present year with merchandise for the head of navigation on the
Stikine. Tl.le merchandise consisted of portions of the machi11ery for
the first steamer on Dease Lake Cassiar mines, and after disembarkation
from the canoes was packed on the backs of mules for 150 miles.
Owilig to the very shallow state of water this year in the Stikine,
early in the season, all the freighting was done by canoes. It is estimated tbere were 125 thus employed, requiring nearly 600 Indians to
navigate them. A canoe will carry about two tons weight.
early the whole of the customs business is transacted at this port.
Two line of Canadian steamers run regularly to and fro from Victoria,
and American steamers likewise from Oregon, Puget Souud, and British
1
olumbia. This is the depot where an goods are landed in order to be
transported up the Stikine River to the Oassiar mine .
In order to convey some idear of the country antl mineral resources
which is supplied with goods via Wrangell, the following extract is made
from n. report upon the mines and minerals of Briti h Columbia by
George M. Dawson, Assoc. R. S. M. F. G. S.:
Tho 'a iar district is the la.test a.nd most northern discovery on the auriferous
b lt of Briti h Columbia, being itnatedaboutnorthlatitude59° , and separated from
Omineca by over 300 miles of rough country, unknown geographically, an<l scarcely
if at all, pro pected. Gol<l ha long been known on the lower part of the river Stikine, by which Cas iar is approach d from the coa t; but it o curs ther in light,
scaly particle , like those btained on many of the bars of the Frazer. The rich
deposit late]y discovered lie on the sourc s of the river
a e and about Dease
Lak , the upper end of the latter being separated by only a few miles of low country
from a part of the tikine. The Dease empties into the Mackenzie, and thus passes
to the Arctic ea. The discovery of this district is due to Mr. Thibert and a companion, who reached it from the east in 1872, after three year spent in trapping and
pro pecting. Mr. Good, in the report already referred to, states that the area of the
assiar gold field, as at pr ent developed, compri e a tract of country of at least
300 square miles. The number of miner employed clnring the summer of 1875 was
over 800, and the gold obtained is estimated at a little l
than a million_ of dollar~.
In 1 76, acco~cling to th r port of the minister of min s of Bri~i _11 C lumb1_ , thee timated gold y1 ld was $556,474, ancl 1,500 miners ancl oth rs v1s1ted th mm • The
yield for 1 77 h1 e timatecl by Mr. owell, gold commi si ner, at 9 , 7. 'fhe number of men at the mines, xclusive of Indians, is aid a.t no tim to have exceeded
1,200, of whom 300 to 400 were Chinese.
ease and 1 ·Dame . re ks, _the two most
important in the district, are about 100 miles apart, while diBcovenes have been
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pushed northward and eastward on river systems connected with the Dease to a distance estimated at 370 miles, in a region which probably lies beyond the Province of
British Columbia, and in the as yet unorganized Northwest Territory. A prnmising
quartz vein containing gold, silver, and copper has been discovered on McDame
Creek, and a lode of argentiferous galena on the river Francis or Deloire.

Mr . .Arthur W. Vowell, gold commissioner and stipendiary magistrate, also uses this language regarding these mines, for the year 1877,
in his report to the provincial secretary:
Considering the many difficulties which have beset the miners, and the fact that
there have not been as many engaged this year, I think that on the whole the results
for 1877 are not unfavorable, but rather go to prove that Cassiar stands to-day a
mining district second to none in the province as regards the number of men it
employs, its great extent, its prospects, and the fact that it is as yet, except as regards
a very limited portion of it, undeveloped.

The miners who have already returned in October of the present year
report the discovery of new very rich diggings. They were only discovered a short time before the season became too far advanced to work,
but during the short time they were worked the yield was enormous.
Here the miners congregate in large numbers, from 1,500 to 2,000 at
certain seasons of the year, the number increasing each year, goiug· and
coming. A large number of them go into winter quarters with Indian
women, hibernate, play cards, and drink whisky until the ice melts in
the spring, when they return to the mines and try their luck again.
The impetus given to Indian labor by employing them and their
canoes in the transportation of merchandise has had a very beue:ficial
effect and added no little to the prosperity and trade of the place, for
the Indian generally spends every dollar earned by him.
The price on the steamers from Wrangell to . Glenora Landing, 150
miles, is $40 per ton measurement, whereas the Indian takes it for $30
per ton weight. They deserve to be encouraged in their enterprise, and
nothing will go further to render them docile and tractable thau the
very fact of their being dependent upon the white man for employment.
These canoes are regularly cleared by the deputy collector, who persona1ly takes an account of every portion of their cargo. '11his necessitates his being absent from his office, very often for days at a time.
One officer at this port is insufficient; there should be, as said before,
another assigned here.
It frequently happen an inspector has to be sent to Karta Bay,
Klawack, and other points, and the interests of the Government are
al way in jeopardy if temporary inspectors are selected from the lazy,
good-for-nothing, loafing clas of men who are hanging around the
water-front waiting- for an odd job.
The foreign steamers have to be discharged by an in pector; the
deputy collector can not attend to this. They have to be watched at
night a well to prevent the illicit importation of foreign mercllandi e
a to guard again t the surreptitious landing of alcoholic liquors from
our own port .
The public busines , if attended to at all, hould be done properly,
and the volume here i uch that, if not strictly looked after, lo s to the
revenue mu t nece sarily ensue.
Mr. Denni had hi office iu good order, and hi book pap r and
a count di ·lo ed trict fidelity and attention to bu in .
n e ami11ation of hi collection how d him a countabl fi r the sum of 131. 3 in
fee and dutie . The ca h on band wa : Gold 10; ilver and currency, 121.83. As remarked previou 1 , an iron afe is ab olut Jy
needed at this office.
Coa twise merchandi e, which i fir t lauded at ictoria and subse-
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quently shipped in foreign bottoms to Wrangell, is identified as follows:
Merchandise of this description passes through Victoria in transitu, and
such an entry is made at Wrangell, and certificate of landing is signed
by the deputy, which is afterwards returned to the custom-house at
Victoria. The entry specifies packages, with weights and values. This
is kept on file at the Wrangell office. The town of Wrangell contains
severnl stores, restaurants, hotels, etc. The buildings are for the most
part, however, small. The Indian village will be described hereafter.
Statistics regarding the trade of Wrangell will more fully appear in a
petition, subsequently incorporated in this report, of its citizens to Congress praying for some mode of civil government.
COAL DEPOT.

Wrangell Island should be made a Government coaling station; it is
far more central tlian Sitka, and is 180 miles nearer to the Nanaimo
coal mines, in British Columbia, where all steamers bound to the northward take in their supply of coal. It is also more central for vessels to
coal here bound to the Aleutian and Seal islands. A large vessel loaded
with coal at N anaimo could be towed up by a revenue cutter by the inside
passage, and after discharging could likewise be towed to sea, thus
materially reducing the cost of transportation. A fine site is presented
for a location, the point of land occupied by Shasta Hauck (Shustack).
There is abundance of ground without trenching upon the space occupied by his lodges and buildings. A small wharf can be constructed
at small expense, and all the facilities can be had for discharging and
loading coal. This is a very important question to be decided by the
Department without further procrastination. It is a screaming farce
to send these small cutters to Alaska with only sufficient coal to take
them there and return, making no allowance or provision whatever for
bad weather or accidents. An appropriation should be bad this year
of at least $10,000 for sending a cargo of coal to southeastern Alaska,
for the use of revenue-marine vessels cruising there. The reason for
appropriating so large an amount at one time is, that by sending a large
cargo the co t of tmn portation is reduced. It will cost more in proportion to send 500 tons of coal than 1,000.
The time is not far distant, however, when Alaska will furnish her
own coal and the great expen e of transportation will be thus avoided.
SPEOI.AL INVESTIGATIONS.

The following paper were, on April 1, 1876, ent by the Department
to pecial .Agent S. D. Mill , at that time in cbnro- of tlie di.·trict, for
inve tigation and report. Mr. Mill leaving for the Atlantic States soon
thereafter, he referred them to me.
WAR DEPARTl\fE T, Washington
ity, Ma1·ch 4, 1876.
I have the honor to iuclose copy Qf letter of January 12, 1876, from th commanding officer of Fort \Vra.ng 11 to the collector of cu toms at itka, forwar<lin~ a
sworn statement of T. J. c ully, charging one Baronovich, a trad r, with smugglmg
dutiable goods into Alaska from Briti h olumbia.
Very respectfully, your ob di nt s rvant,
GEO. M. R BE O ,
.Acting ecretary of War.
'The Hon. ECRETARY OF TilE TREA URY.
IR:

HE DQ ARTimS, FORT WRA GELL, .ALA KA., Ja11ua1-y tt, 1876.
SIR: I have the honor to forward for your action the sworn etatem n~ of Thomas J ·

!1t

McCully, charging Charles . Baronovi b, a. trader at Karta. Bay, P~ 1
~\Wa~fi;S
Island, .Alaska, with smuggling dutiable go_od int ~ ka. from Br1t1
° um ia
during the summer of 1876, thereby defrauding the Unite
ta.tea custom •
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McCully appears to be a creditable young person, and I have no reason to doubt
the correctness of his statement.
In case of the successful prosecution of a suit against Baronovich, I would suggest
that the Treasury Department be urged to allow McCully the fullest benefit of the
law in his character of informer. Baronovich is indebted to McCully for a. whole
season's mechanical labor, for which the latter is unable to obtain payment.
Very respectfully, your obedient servant,
S. P. JO CELYN,
Captain Twenty-first lnfanfry, Commanding.
M. P. BERRY,
Collector of Customs, Sitka, Alaska..
('I'brough the acting deputy collector, Fort Wrangell.)
Personally appeared before the undersigned, a commjssioned offi cer of the Unitecl
States Army, and commandant of the military post of Fort Wrangell, Alaska, one
Thomas J. McCully, who, being duly sworn, deposes as follows, viz:
From March 12, 1875, to about December 1, 1875, I resided at the trading post of
Charles V. Baronovich, Karta. Bay, Prince of Wales Islands, Alaska, being in the
employ, as cooper, of said Baronovich. About June 25, 1875, the said Charles V.
Baronovich brought, or caused to be brought, from Fort Lapwaj, in British Columbia,
to his store at Karta Bay, in Alaska, a lot of English-made blankets, in number 60,
morA or less. About August 1, 1875, the said Charles V. Baronovich brought, or
caused to be brought, from Fort Simpson, in British Columbia, to his store at Karta
Bay, in Alaska, a canoe load of hard bread, flour, and blankets, the said cargo consisting of 10 sacks of flour, 4 boxes of hard bread, and a lot of English blankets, not
less than 100 in number. About September 1, 1875, the said Charles V. Baronovich
brouo-ht, or caused to be brought, from Fort Simpson, in British Colrun.bia, to his
store at Karta Bay, in Alaska, 60 English blankets.
Of this last lot I am exact as to the number, as the blankets were wet during the
voyage, ancl I counted them as they were exposed in the a.fr to dry.
I am les positive as to the precise dates, as I made no memorandum at the time,
but all the articles enumerated were brought from Fort Simpson to Karta Bay during
the time I was employed by Baronovich, i.e., between March aud December, 1875.
I am positive that the United States import duties were not paid by the said Charles
V. Baronovfoh, or other person, upon any of the blankets, hard bread, or flour mentioned in this statement, as the said Baronovich frequently informed me that the said
duties had not been paid, but that the fa~t of importation had been concealed from
the customs officials, and he, the said Baronovich, often remarked to me that a man
was a fool to pay duties in Alaska, as goods could be just as readily smuggled, and
so much save<l.
THOMAS J. MCCULLY,
ubscribed and sworn to before me, at l?ort Wrangell, Alaska, this 12th day of
Jan nary, 1876.

S. P.

JOCELYN,

Captain Twenty-first Infa11try, Commanding.

I certify that in taking th above affidavit paragraph 1031, Revised Army Regufations, 1 63, has been complied with.
S. P. JOCET,Y ,
Captain Twenty-first Infantry, Conunanding.
[Inclorsem nts.]
HEADQ ,\RTER

DRPAH'fl\fF.: T OF THE COLUMBIA,

l'orlland, Oreg., l!'ebrttary g, 1876.

Official copy (with in lo ur ) re pectfuJl. furnish d the a i tant adjutant-general,
h adquart r filitary ivi ion of the acific, for the information of the Treasury
Department.
0. 0. HOWARD,
Brigadier-General, Oo11tma11ding.
HEADQ ARTRR

MILIT RY DIVI IO

PACIFIC,

an Ji'ran isco, February 19, 1876.

Re pectfully forward d to th Adjutant-Oen ral.

J. M.

CHOFIELD,

Major-General.

Copy of communication of commandiu officer, Fort \ ra11g 11, t~ tbe collec r
customs, itka, inclosing sworn stateru nt of T. J. foCuU , chargrng Charl
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Baronovich, a trader, with smuggling dutiable goods into Alaska from British
Colnmbia, etc.
Official copy.
E. D. TOWNSEND,
Adj1itant-Genernl.
APRIL 1, 1876.
Respectfully referred to Special Agent Mi1ls, San Francisco, Cal., for such investigation as he may be able to make.
BL FORD WILSON, S0Ucito1·.

I found the complaini11g witness, McOully, at Wrangell, who substantiated verbally to me everything contained in his affidavit, but seemed
unwilling to testify against Baronovich. Upon further questioning
him I ascertained that Baronovich had paid him the greater portion
of the sum claimed by him, and I shrewdly suspect this affidavit was
made more to compel a settlement than for any great zeal for the welfare of the public service. .At all events, I found that McCully would
prove a most unwilling witness.
Subsequently I took the Wolcott and steamed for Karta Bay, where
tbe trading post of Baronovich is situated. I read to him the charges,
which he indignantly denied, interlarding his conversation in broken
English with oaths and expletives. The antecedents and previous
character of this man are bad, and I have no doubt but that he has
been a systematic smuggler for years.
I made thorough examination of his store and stock of goods on hand
and found no other evidences of smuggling. He ha ' sold nothing to
speak of for two years, his fishery has been closed, and he has done no
bu iness of any kind worth mentioning. He is deeply in debt and very
poor.
In addition to this, the man is badly p~raly~ed and i a helpless
cripple; he can barely speak distinctly and can hardly get about. In
fa ·t, his system is so broken that in my opinion he cau not live long.
party of San Francisco capitalists have purchased his copper mine,
and from the high character of the gentlemen compo ing the company
I feel a sured there will be no more smug·gling at thi point if they can
prevent it. Baronovich has made his last crui e, his ands of life are
nearly run, and no longer will his pirate craft thread the waters of Karta
Bay and adjacent archipelago laden with contraband goods.
In order to prosecute him it would be nece ary to have him indicted
either in the court of Oregon or Wa hington T rritory, at 0 -reat expen e, and in view of the time that has elapsed, the difficulty of obtainin g te ·timony to convict, and all the cir um tance of the case, aud
f 1in ati :fled there will be no repetition of the off nse, I re pectfully
r comm nd no further pro eediug be had, and the paper in the case
are herewith returned.
E PEDITION OF THE REV. MR. DU CAN, MISSION.AR
TR.ADER, MAGISTRATE, ETC., .AT METL.AH C.A.'.J.'L.AH, BRITISH COL :M:BI.A.

mong other matter whi h have laid dormant for two y ar , aw~iting au opportunity for er onal inve tigation, ha b en the followmg
orre pondence ubmitted to me by the Department:
C TOl\1-H u E, ITK ' AL KA,

ollector's !/flee, June 1/j, 1876.
I hav the honor to lay before you the following.
u~iog th aft ~oon _of
June 7, while at Port Wrangell, I received p r h ands f n,n Inchan the f liowmg dispatch from eputy Collector ill tich, statioued at Tonga :
"
T M-Il
E, T • A I
ay t8, 1876.
" IR: I have just b n inform 1 by a r liabl -party bat 1r.
on ·an, m~ sionary
of I tlah Catlah, British 'olumbia, i. now fi ting out f ur large cano , with goods
IR:
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consisting of blankets, silk goods, ammunition, guns, and molasses, etc., to the amount
of five or six thousand dollars, and intends in a few days to send the canoes, with
Indians of that place, to the Chilcat country, A. T., to trade those goods. I understand that Mr. Duncan makes a business of sending goods to Alaska. He has been
smuggling goods in Chilcat and other places in Alaska Territory for a great number
of years. Had I any facilities at hand, I should have endeavored to capture the
sprngglers, but I am alone on this island, and can not get any Indians for a crew,
they being absent from their village. I would further inform yon that about the
18th instant three canoes, from Silka and Tacou, called at this port on their way to
Fort Simpson and Skeena River, British Columbia. I understand that they left
the latter places loaded with molasses which they purchased there, and are now on
their way home.
"I am, sir, very respectfully, etc.,
'' A. MILLRTICH,
"A cling Depu,ty Collecto1· ancl Inspecto1·."
While reading the above communication a fleet of eight canoes hove iu sight of
the custom-house, ten or more miles to the westward, b eading north through Duke
of Clarence Straits. Believing it to be a Hydah fleet on their way to Wrangell, but
little attention was paid to their movements for the space of an bonr, when, finding
that only one, the leading canoe, headed toward the port, I concluded that it was the
smugg1ing fleet, and thereupon proceeded to inangurate a chase with such means as
I could command.
There bein~ no steamer of any kind in the harbor, I went to the Stickine Indian
town, and, after two hours' delay, succeeded in employing a canoe to chase. After
waiting an hour for the bead Indian to collect a crew, he refused to go. Another
hour was spent, and I succeeded in employing a canoe with twelve paddles and
steersman, and got them off with a guard of troops furnished by Captain Jocelyn,
commandi11g post at Wran~el], and Deputy Collector Dennis, under orders to follow
the fleet to the Northwest ~tickine Sand~ and if finding that the fleet bad entered
and was any distance out in Prince l!'rederick's Sound, to abandon the chase, for the
reason that the canoe was too light to venture. My only hope was to catch them on
the sand, waiting for the flood tide to get over into the sound, or that they might go
into camp, but in n either instance was I right; the tide was a neap or half tide,
which left the channel open, and, with a half gale, they pushed on.
The elements seemed to conspire a.gainst my success, because, in less than ten
minutes after leaving \Vrangcll, a strong wind, rain, and fog came in from the west,
which operated seriously against the expedition, which, by the peculiar configuration of the islands, made it favorable for the smugglers. Nevertheless, a~ainst the
storm, the canoe traveled about twenty miles in less than two hours. 1, inc1ing it
impossible to overtake the running fleet in less distance than one or more hundred
miles, Mr. Dennis gave up the chase.
In conclusion, I must say that it was only by aronsinO' the cupidity of the Indians
that I was enabled to get a canoe at a11; viz, I paid them $26 to run out, and agreed
to pay for the capture of one canoe $100: and for the fleet $500 cash.
I am, sir, v ry respectfully, your obedient servant,
M. P. BERRY, Collector.
H 11. B. II. BRISTOW,
Secretary of the Treasury, TVa.shi11gton, D. C.
[Inclorsement.]
JULY 28, 1 76.
He pectfnlly referr('(l to Rp cia,1 Agent \V. G. Morris, an Francisco, al., for snch
rnv ·. tigation as he may be abl to mak au<l r port r ult of sam .
'EO. F . TALBOT, olicilor.

I per onally interviewed Major Berry and Mr. Denni upon the subject-matter of this communication. They pointed out the pot to me
where the canoe first hove in ight and their avenue of escape, and
it wa very plainly seen bow easy it was to prevent capture under the
circum t, nee .
The trade with the Chilcat Indian ha until within a very few year
pa t beeu mo t valuable, they having the ri he t, mo t costly, and
valuable furs of any tribe in outbea tern Ala ka. Latterly it has
not been o much ought after owing to the low pri e of furs.
Our Briti h neighbor have always been keenly alive to the value of
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this trade, and have reached out for it and brought it past our own
doors to British Columbia, several hundred miles to the southward.
It is a source of unpleasant feeling to be compelled to admit that I
have no good reason to doubt the accuracy of the statement of Major
Berry, in reference to the complicity of the Rev. Mr. Duncan in the above
smuggling case. Indian testimony upon this point is conclusive. He
may not have been directly interested pecuniarily in the success of the
ventur.e, but that he sold the goods to the Indians can not be a matter of _
doubt. Again, he is missionary, civil magistrate, Indian agent, trader,
and justice of the peace, and it can not be disputed that these Indians
could not have departed upon this expedition with canoes heavily laden
without Mr. Duncan being cognizant of the whole transaction.
It may be said, however, in extenuation, but not in ju tifi.cation, of
his course, that Mr. Duncan bas been on this coast trading with the
Indians for over twenty years; that it bas been the custom of the country and the whole coast, for a hundred years or more, for the different
tribes in Russian America (Alaska) and British North America to barter
furs and exchange commodities; that they have never been interfered
with by the customs authorities of either nation.
There does not seem to be any moral responsibility attaching to the
residents of Alaska and country adjacent thereto in regard to illicit
trade. The ports of entry are few and no cruising cutters to look after
canoes and boats, and trade is carried on now as it has been for a half
century past. That the United States loses much revenue can easily
be seen.
Mr. Duncan is an Episcopal minister, a missionary but is not under
the jurisdiction of the lord bishop of British Columbia, and acknowledges no allegiance, spiritual or temporal, to bis lordship. He runs a
sort of independent diocese of his own at Metlacatlah; aud, to use an expression made to me concerning him by a contemporary," He combines
the cause ofreligion with the sale of cotton shirts"-quite a natural thiug
under all the surroundings. He has been the instrument of a great deal
of good. Hi mission school is a great success. He has done wonderful
work in Christianizing and civilizing the Indians with whom he has come
in contact. He has induced them to take great interest in the construction of their dwellings. In fact, he has completely metamorphosed their
condition. A high compliment is paid him and a de cription of his
labor, given in the interesting report of Mr. Vincent Colyer, special
Indian commi ioner to Alaska in the year 1869. Judge Swan in his
report likewi e speaks highly of his efforts (see Appendix o. 1), and
also in hi letter to my elf, which appears hereafter.
While according to tbis gentleman everything which iR claimed for
him by his friend and impartial ob ervers, it mu t be conceded that
measures mu t be taken to prevent any recurrence of any like expeditions in the future. The Chilcat trade i too valuable to permit it to be
the source 01 clandestine importations from a foreign province. It
belongs of right to our own citizen , those of Ala ka and el ewhere;
it bould be fo tered and enc9uraged, and our own traders and merchant should be protected in taking their good , ware , and merchandi e to exchange for the choice furs and peltrie of that region.
Mr. Duncan will either have to enter hi good. at our cu, tom-hous~s,
and prevent bis Indians from a repetition of thi offen , el e there will
be some eizures, and perhaps blood bed, in Al a. k an water .
In October, 1879, there is to be given in the Chilcat c untry a grand
pot.latch. Preparation for it will h ave con urned two Y ar by t_he
time it is had. Large quan ities of rich and valuable furs and peltries
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of all kinds will be traded and given away. The usual amount of
hoocheuoo will be consumed. This will be a rich field for the Metlacatlah Indians to work in, and unless we have a revenue-cutter there
at this time the coast will be swarming with Hudson Bay blankets and
other foreign goods.
This very fiasco of a chase demonstrates the necessity of steam
launches in these waters. If there had been a cutter cruising in the
Alexauder Archipelago the Indians would not have dared to attempt a
voyage of the kind. A steam launch could have easily overhauled
them and thousands of dollars worth of goods confiscated.
For some unexplained reason the accounting officers of the Department disallowed the sum, $26, paid by Collector Berry for the hire of
the canoe, and he was compelled to pay for the luxury out of his own
pocket. Ile supposes it was upon the Mongolian principle of "no
catchee, no pay." At all events, such rigorous stoppages are not con•
ducive to zeal upon the part of customs officers, and this example
before them will cause them to pause before they again incur a like
expense.
ABOLITION OF THE CUSTOMS DIS'.l'RICT OF ALASKA,

The discussion of this question is approaclied with no little delicacy,
inasmuch as the honorable Secretary, in his annual report at the com•
mencement of the second session of the Forty-fifth Congress, used the
fo11owing language:
Since the withdrawal of the troops from Alaska last spring the management of t he
Territory has practically devolved upon the Treasury Department. The only officers
who could exercise any authority were the collector of customs at Sitka and his deputies stationed at other points within the Territory, the cln t.ies of the officers at the
seal islands being confined exclusively to the protection of the seal interests. It was
feared that the sudden withdrawal of the troops might result in a conflict between t he
whites and the Indiansi· but thus far little disturbance has occurred. The white population at itka. is very imited, and the expense of maintaining customs officers there
and at other points within the Territory bas aggregated, within the past two years,
$17,41 .32, while the receipts from customs have, during the ame period, been ery
much less. It i , therefore, recommended that phe port of Sitka be abolished .

It i known by me, however, that De Ahna, after one day's experience
as collector of this district, did make a report to the Department recommending the district be aboli bed, and that the honorable Secretary
indorsed the report favorably. I have seen a telegraph from Governor
McCormick to De Ahna to thi effect.
Thi political ga conade, De Ahna, puffed up with his own swelling
If-conceit, know as much about the collection of the revenue in the
district of Ala ka a Sitting Bull does about the Sermon on the Mount.
It has b en previou ly hown that the collection made in the di trict
in it e tabli hment have been about one-half of the expen
of
runnil1"' it, and it is re pectfully urged that thi district mu t not be
con. iderecl a one of rev nue, but e entially as one of protection.
It i evicl nt thi rec mm nda ion of the honorable Secretary wa
made on the core of conomy, but it i difficult to conceive what par•
ticular aving can be made. The Ala. ka officer do not now rec ive
gr at r compen ation than th ir ervice are worth; in fa ·t, I think 11
tbe d I uti are mu h nnd rr , id.
re iden in thi
rritory at
pr nt i a bani hm nt from all th refining influ nee f ci iliz d lifi ,
and , peciall at th we t rn port amount almo to c on li ion of
ervitucle. Men in the e, rch of gold ill br v an da11 er an ubmit to any hard hip, but for he meag r al, ry I ai 1 cu tom offici 1
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it does not warrant the exposure to the vicissitudes of tbe elements or
the pleasant prospect at, times of l>eing scalped by savage tribes.
Where the pruning knife is to be displayed in the abolition of the district I can not see, for it certainly was not tbe intention of the honorable
Secretary to abolish ipso facto all collections of the revenue in this
quarter of the globe. It was evidently his intention to have it discon~
tinued as an independent collection district, and have it attached to
some other district for collection purposes. The same number of officers would be required as at present, there not being a surplus official
in the Territory at present.
It has been suggested to attach it to the district of Puget Sound.
This, in view of the fact of the additional 20,000 miles of seacoast to
look after, added to the grave difficulties which now surround the rigid
enforcement of the revenue laws in that district, would, in my opinion,
make the new district too large and unwieldy, and could not be productive of any beneficial result. It would impose upon the collector being
responsible for the ~onduct of subordinate officers thousands of miles
away, and very much destroy the harmony, symmetry, and efficiency
which now prevail in the Puget Sound di trict.
I think the better policy would be to let the boundaries remain as
now constituted, and continue the collection district. It is 11ot deemed
necessary specially to pursue this question further, as the whole tenor
of this report goes toe tablish the fact that the collector and his deputies govern the whole Territory, and are the only law of any kind those
benighted people have.
JJOUND.A.RY LINE BETWEEN AL.ASK.A. A.ND BRITISH COL l\1BI.A.

I regard this unsettled que tion between the United State, and. Great
Britain a one of great gravity and momentou interest, calculated, if
left in 'its present state of abeyance, to produce confu ion, bad blood,
and bitter feeling.
The recollection of the San Juan Island controversy is till fre h in
our memory, and how near we came to havfag a "erious rupture with
our Engli h neighbor .
The case at bar i of equal importance, and can ea. ily be di. posed of
at the pre ent time by negotiation and joint commi . ion, but if left to
abide the re ult of chance and time unfor e n compli ations may
ari e which may re ult in eriou international dispute.
Thi boundary line ha never yet been cl finitely d termin d, and
never will be until surveyed and lo ated by a joint a tronomical party
of the two Go rnment . The langna ·c of the treaty wh r by we
ecured the la ka purcba e 1 av thi qu tion in dou t, beii10- averbatim copy of the couv ntion b tw en Gr ,_ t Britain and Pn ' in, signed
at St. Peter burg, February 2 1 5, which i in th word and figures
following, to wit, taken from pa 0 ·e 671, Revi ed tatnt , of tu
nited
tat , olume of Public Tr atie :
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the United States, William H. Seward, Secretary of State; and His Majesty the
Emperor of all the Russias, the Privy Counsellor Edward de Stoeck1, his Envoy
Extraordinary and Minister Plenipotentiary to the United States;
And the said plenipotentiaries, having exchanged their full powers, which were
found to be in due form, have agreed upon and signed the following articles:
ARTICLE

I.

His Majesty, the Emperor of all the Russias, agrees to cede to the United States,
by this convention, immediately upon the exchange of the ratifications thereof, all
the territory and dominion now possessed by his said Majesty on the continent of
America and in the adjacent islands, the same Leing contained within the geographical limits herein set forth, to wit: The eastern limit is the line of demarcation
lletween the Russian and the British possessions in North America, as established by
the convention between Russia and Great Britain, of February 28-16, 1825, and
described in Articles III and IV of said convention, in the following terms:
"Commencing from the southernmost point of the island called Prince of Wales
Island, which point lies in the parallel of 54 degrees 40 ruinntes north latitude, and
between the 131st and 133d degree of west longitude, (meridian of Greenwich,) the
said line shall ascend to the north along the channel called Portland Channel, as far
as the point of the continent where it strikes the 56th degree of north latitude; from
this la t-mentioned point, the line of demarcntion shall follow the summit of the
mountains situated parallel to the coast, as far as the point of intersection of the
141st degree of west longitude, (of the same meridian;) and finally, from the said
point of intersection, the said meridian line of the 141st degree, in its prolongation
as far as the Frozen Ocean."
IV. With reference to the line of demarcation laid down in the preceding article,
it is understood,, 1st. That the island called Prince of Wales Island shall belong wholly to Russia"
[now, by this cession to the United States].
"2d. That whenever the summit of the mountains which extend in a direction
parallel to the coast from the 56th degree of north latitude to the point of intersection
of the 141st degree of west longitude shall prove to be at the distance of more than
ten marine leagnes from the ocean, the limit between the British possessions aurl the
line of coast which is to belong to Russia, as above mentioned (that iR to say, the
limit to the possessions ceded by this convention), shall be formed by a line parallel
to the winding of the coast, and which shall never exceed the distance of ten marine
leagues therefrom."

The undetermined limits and location of this boundary line have at
times been near bringing about serious disputes. Sir Edward Behring,
in his voyages, relates the following:
In 1834 an expedition was fitted out (from Fort Vancouver) to establish a trading
post on the river 8tikine, which falls mto Clarence traits, and is situated in 56°
north, 131° 10' west; but the Russians, having notice of their intention, had erected a
blockhouse, and placed one of their corvettes at the mouth of the river, to prevent
their effecting their object.
By the treaty of 1825 (vide appendix) completed with the Russian Government,
articles 3, 6, 7, and 11, it was agreed that the Ru sians wer to occupy from their
outward boundary, viz, 54,0 40' north and 131° to 133° west, a parallel band of 30
miles above 54° 40' north, but clearly reserving the right on the part of the British
traders to ".freely navigate all the rivers which cros ed the line of demarcatiou."
And as it was, moreover, a prominent feature of that treaty that neither party, under
any circum tances, should have recourse to force without first tran fi rring the dispute to their Government, a formal appeal was made to Baron Wrangel, at that period
governor of itka, but without success.
It is probably fortunate that this article tied the hands of our spirited north wester. ,
or the question of blockade would have aRsumed a very different feature. By tbi
occurrence the loss to the company was as urned at £20,000, but as the Ru sian overnment disapproved of the conduct of their gov rnor, I am informed the qnestion
was satisfactorily concluded and expen e recov red.

Major Berry, when at itka imparted to me the following information:
In 1862, when the gold mine on the Stikine River were fir t di covered, the Ru ian authoritie di patched an offi er of engine r in
whaleboat to the Stikine to ee whether the min r wer taking gold
from Ru sian territory. Having a certaineu the miner were at work
10 marine league inland, he returued and so reported.
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Prof. William P. Blake, in his journal of an exploration of the Stikine,
uses the following language:
Under the orders of Admiral Popoff, of His Imperial Russian Majesty's navy, an
expedition for the survey of the Stickeen River was organized by Lieutenant Bassarguine, commanding the corvette Rynda, when at Sitka in 1863.
The corvette st.,amed from Sitka to a convenient anchorage a few miles below the
mouth of tile, 'tickeen, and near the south shore of its broad estuary. The party
detailed consisted of Lieutenant Pereleshin, Mr. Andrea,noff, a Russian engineer in
the service of the Russian-American Company, six Russian sailors, expert oarsmen,
and the writer, who accompanied the party as a guest, for scientific purposes. The
commander's gig, a boat sharp at both ends and modele<l like a. whaleboat, was
selected as best adapted for the purpose, and was fitted out with mast and sail, a
long line for towing, and was provisioned for two weeks. An Indian, named Jack,
accompanied us as a guide.

I infer these two expeditions must have been one and the same, and
that some confusion exists in regard to the date.
In 1867, before the cession of Russian America to the United States,
the Hudson Bay Company, learning that the sale was about to take
place, employed Professor Leach to establish the line where the 10
leagues ended, and had at that time nearly completed building a
trading post at Warm Springs Creek, about 35 miles up the Stikine,
direct. Professor Leach went farther up the river to a place called
Berrys Bar, which he fixed as the termination of the 10 leagues. The
Hudson Bay Company stopped building immediately at Warm Springs,
and moved their post to Berrys Bar. This man Berry died of smallpox in 1862, and was buried, and when Leach fixed the"boundary line
he found his grave to be one-half in Russian America and one-half in
British Columbia.
This was the accepted boundary until the discovery of the gold mines
of Oas iar, some four years since, when the Canadian authorities sent a
customs officer to control the trade of the Stikine, who located the
custom-house in the Hudson Bay Company buildings near Berrys Bar,
they having abandoned that trading vost.
By consent of the collector of cu toms of the district of Alaska, he
moved his office down the river about 25 mile , to a point some 2 miles
below the mouth of Warm Springs Creek, at the foot of the great glacier.
This was done for the sake of comity, the Canadian deputy promising
to inform the deputy at Wrangell of smuggling of liquor into Alaska by
Indian , etc.
.
H remained there only one year, and then moved his custom-house
to Glenora Landing, about 160 miles from the mouth of the Stikine River.
During the year the custom-house wa located at the foot of the great
glacier, the gold commissioner of Ca siar, a factor of the Hud on Bay
Company an<l an Engli h urveyor, located a town site at the head of
tide water, 011 the great bend of the Stikine, claiming it was in British
Columbia, made application at the land office at ictoria, and entered it.
Th following corre pondence is now inserted as bearing directly upon
the ubject-matter:
CusTOM-IlousE, Brr.KA, ALA KA,
Collector', Office, June.J.5, 1876.
m: I h ve the honor to inform you that the Canadian custom authorities have
removed th ir flag and office up the tickine River to a. place known as lenora
Lan cling, the ame being above thA supposed boundary line some 60 miles, and about
9 miles from ancl above th post of last ar.
One A. hoquett , alia "Buck," la t year settled and built a. trading post some 2
mile above the cu tom post, which is uncloubted.ly in the la kn. line. The_person
referred to is believ ,d to ell liquor to Indian , :mcl i the sourc from which the
Alaska Indians cl rive large supplies of foreign goods. He pays his revenue to the
Canadian a.uthorities.
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1. Shall I notify Choquette that if he remains where h e is located that he must
pay duties on his foreign invoices and be subject to the r estrictions that other merchants in Alaska are subject tof
2. Shall I seize him without preliminaries f
3. Or notify him and give him a fixed time to move his mer cha ndise farther inland,
then seize him at the expiration of the date f
Having had conversation with him, I am under the opinion t h a t nothing will be
effected unless I am ordered to act advisedly, therefore woul d request that my orders
on the subject be clear and positive.
I am, sir, respectfully, your obedient servant,
M. P. B ER iff, Collector.
Hon. B. II. BRISTOW,
Secretary of the Treasm·y, Washington, D. C.

To which the Department replied as follows:
'l'REASUltY DEPARTl\iEN'l',

Washington, D. C., J idy 14, 1876.
Sm: Your letter of the 15th instant is received, iu which you inform the Department that one A. Choquette, alias Buck, has established a trading post within the
limits of the Alaska purchase, and there furnishes goods to the Indians of Alaska,
and is supposed, also, to sell them liquor. This post was first set up some 2 miles
above the customs office of the Canadian authorities; but you state that t hose
authorities have removed their flag and office up the Stikine River t o a place known
a Glenora Lauding, which is 1:mpposed to be 60 miles above the boundary line, and
90 miles above their post of last year.
The position of Choquette's tradino- post, therefore, falls within the recogni zed
limits of the Territory of Alaska, and you inquire whether you shall notify Choque tte
of his obligation to pay duties on his goods, if lie remain where he is, or direct him
to leave within a certain time, and make seizure of bis goods if the removal is not
effected.
You a,re advised to notify the trader to pay duties on his goods, or to remove them
within a definite time without the Territory. As, according to yonr report, all his
goods are a for 'igu importation, if the dnties on them are not paid, or if tho goods
are not removed from the Torritory within a reasonabl time, it will be incumbent
upon ~·on to make seizure.
Very respe ·tfulJy,
LOT L MORRILL,
Sem·etary of the Treas1wy.
f. P. BLIU Y, Esq.,
Collector of Cuslonis, illca, Alaska.

CoJlector .Berry then wrote the following letter:
CUS'l'OM-H

u

E,

ITKA, ALA KA,

Collect01· 1s Office, epternbe1· 19, 1876.
SIR: In accordance with instructions r eived at this office from the honorable eoretary of the Treasury of th
nited. tates, under date of July 14, 1 76, it bacomes
my duty to notif,y yon tor move all of th for io-u good , wares, and merchandi e in
your po o siou and k pt for sale or trade by you within th Jurisdiction of the
United tates, beyond tho limit of la kt Territory, or pay the legal duti son the
same.
I am further instructed by Department letter of date abov referred to that, hould
you decline to remove uch forei n good , war s, and merchandi o in your po e ion
on r eipt of thi notice of removal, that I fix a time for uch removal to be con ummated, and that after the expiration of the time so fixed and specified that I proce d
to arch for aud make seizure of any and all such goods, wares, and m r handi e
found in your po.·se sion and remaining within the limit of the Territory of Ala ka
upon which th duti du th Fnit <1 tates hav not be n paid.
In con i<leration of the difficnltie to bee. p ct cl from th arly clo ing of th navigation of tikine River, r hall fix th tim for your removal to be compl ted or
made at two we k aft •r tho opening of tb river for ·an e or steamer na.vi ation in
the prin•r of tb year A. D. 1 77 provid cl that you d clin to and have not paid tho
cluti , bove r f rrcd to.
f. P. BERRY,
ollectol' of Customs, District of ..dlaska.

fr.
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Subsequently a second letter was written Choquette from Wrangell, a
copy of which is not available, but I learn it was to the effect of suspending the order of removal above given by Major Berry. There were .
some reasons for this which do not appear of record, and I believe the
American customs authorities thought it better to permit Choquette to
remain at his post without molestation until this question of the boundary line was determined by higher power. And here I think they were
quite right and di played commendable prudence, for nothing is to be
gained by unnecessary irritation when either party may be right or
wrong in the premises as urned. The trader, Choquette, still retains
his trading post at the disputed point.
Major Berry subsequently wrote the following pointed letter to the
Department:
CUSTOM-HOUSE, SITKA, ALASKA,

Collecto1"s Office, May 21, 1878.
Sm: l!"or the information of the Department, I have the honor to lay before you the
following, viz:
One Mr. Hunter, civil ongineer, has, by the authority of the Canadian Government,
made survey of tb e tikine River with the following result, viz: Commencing at what
he ettled upon as tho true month of t he river, he has meandered the same up to the
old Hudson Bay po t, cli tance he did not inform me, from which point he took
observatio11s and located monument showing the eastern end of the 10 marine leagues
to be omo 7-lt mile clown the river below the said abandoned hou e and about 25
miles above Choquette's stor , situate on the bank of the river.
Returning th engin er thon selected what he designates as the summit of the coast
ran o-e, the am bei ug 23½ mile from the mouth of the river by its meanders and only 16
mile on air line from the sa111 point, and some 12 mile8 below the store of Choquette.
The t.wenty-third-mile monument is erected just below the site surveyed for a town
last year by tlie provincial gold commissioner and othar officers of British Columbia.
In connection herewith yon will permit me to say that every repr sen tatiou will be
made to om Government of the worthlessness of the strip of country lying between
the 16-mile monument and that one at the end of the 10 leagues. To per ons pa sin
along the river it does not look at all desirable; nevertheless, if it is considered of
no value by our n~ighbors, why have they not only surveyed a town, but their citizens havo :Lpplied to the land board of British Colombia for entry of many quartersectiou of lnnd (their squatter system b ing somewhat different from that of ours,
giving tlH•m privil<'ge of entry before settlement), proves that the country is held in
more estimation tl1an their citi~ens and newspapers represent. Therefore, from my
tanclpoi11t, having somo knowledge of the present arid future valne of the country to
th
overnment, wonld ask that nothing less than the 10 leagues be con id red as the
boundary line.
I am, very re pectfully, your obedient servant,
M. P. BERRY, ollector.
IIon. Jon SHER IA~,
ecretary of the Treaswry, Washington, D. 0.

Mr. Hunter i? onnected with the Canadian Pacific Railway urvey.
He i a gentleman of repute, and i repre nted to be well ver ed in hi
prof ion. Tbi urvey wa made arly in the prino- of 1 77, Mr. Hunter having a cend d he tikine on the ice, the river not being open to
uavigatiou that year until May 27. I met him ub equeutly iu Viet ria,
aud con r d with him in referen e to the nature and re ult of bis urv y. II wa. unable in advance of making hi report to hi Government
to pla · me in po
ion of any facts I could put to publi u .
lion. mor De Oo. mo , member of the Hou e of ommon of anada
from i toria di trict, at the Ia. t se ion of Parliament called for the
IT nnt r report, but it ha not been publi hed, and Mr. De Co m , in a
l tt ·r to my elf, dated at ictoria, October 1, ay : "Mr. Huuter r port
ha not yet come to hand-po ib]y will not until after Parliam ut hall
hav m t.
oon a I receive a copy I will forward it.
hi i 11 u w que. t:on. Brio-. l"en. 0. 0. Uow, rd,
., in hi
report of a tour of in pection of Ala ka, mad to tl.Je h adquart r of
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the iilitary Division of the Pacific June 30, 1875, used the following
language:
EXPEDITION UP THE STIKINl11-CUSTOM-HOUSE i ITS LOCATION-BOUNDARY LINE IN
DOUBT-GLACIERS, ETC.

The next day, by the courtesy of Captain Irving, the owner of the small river
steamer Gleno1·a, having arranged to pay merely the extra expense of fuel, I took our
party up the Stikine River as far as the bournlu,ry between our territory and British
Columbia. No building is yet erected for tbe custom-hom:;e. The place for the
English custom-house officers' tents is supposed to be selected within the British
line. Some of our shrewd frontiersmen say that it is not 10 marine leagues from the
sea, as it should be, there being really doubt as to the summit of the coast range
of mountains. I took a copy of the statement of the boundary line as published in
an English journal. It seems now to an observer of little consequence among these
rough mountains where the exact line of division really is, but remembering the
trouble the settlement of the channel question gave ns at Vancouver Island I deem
it of sufficient importance to recommend tlu1t the attention of tho proper department
be called to the existing doubt-not plainly settled by the treaty-that the line may
he definitely fixed.

I submit a tracing of a map (illustration 4) of the line as we understand it, copied by permission of General Howard from the official :files
at the headqua,rters of the Department of the Columbia.
Our provincial friends in British Columbia are cleep1y interested in
the prompt settlement of tllis vexed matter, and their representatives
in Parliament have more than once debated the question. Inserted
now will be found the report, as copied from the Rausard, of a debate
in the House of Commons at Ottawa in 1875, which is peculiarly interesting, showing the lively interest taken by those cognizant of the
principal facts:
Mr. Roscoe moved an address to his excellency the governor-general, prayiug him
to call the attention of Her Majesty's Government to the necessity of having the
boundary line between British Columbia and Alaska as soon as possible defined and
surveyed.
Mr. Roscoe said if he was to move the resolution of which he had given notice
merely with the remark that the commercial aucl other interests of Briti It Columbia
required the boundary line between that province and Alaska to be defined and settled
as soon as possible, he did not suppose there would be a,ny opposition to the motion,
but he thought he might fairly assume that the ~ouse w_onlcl wish,. if note pee~, to
be informed, firstly, as to the nature of any questwns which may an e or have arisen
concerning that boundary line, and, secondly, as to what hacl occurred which, in his
opinion, rendered an immediate settlement of tltat question necessary. If the ma]? of
Torth America be referred to, it will be seen that the 'l'erritory of Ala ka consists
chiefly of that part of the con tin nt lying to the west of the one .lwndred and fortyfirst degree of west longitucl , and also of a narrow strip of the coast extending
from the six.tieth to the .tifty-si.·th degree of north latitude. As the sixtieth cle •ree
is the boundary line between .British 'olumbia and the r- orthwest Territory, the
only part of the boundary line of Ala ka to which his motion had reference is the
boundary line of this narrow strip. This wa ettled by the treaty between Great
Britain and Ru sia of 1825. Previous to tlrn.t date there had been endless disputes
between tbe various fur companies, wbich rrprosented the interests of their respective countri sin this part of the world, and when ~L settlement was mado in 1825, it
was found that, while the Ru ian-American Fur Company had made various settlements along the coast, th British companies had acquired the whole interior of the
country. A settlement of th<• bo11n<larv line wa ther fore made on the understanding that Rus ia. should keep a narrow strip of the coa t, the boundary of ·w hich was
defined to be the rango of ruonntain running parallel to tho coast, but it is further
stipulate_d that wherever this rang(• of mountain i at a greater di tance than 10
leagues from the coa t, then th boundary line shall run at this di tance. In 1 67
this ter~itory wa sold by Rns ·ia to tho l Tuited tat . , but of cour e in any que tion
?oncernmg the bounclar.v line we have to go back to the original treaty of 1 25. It
1 doubtful, howeYer, wh th r this cp1 •stion wonl<l have aris n but fot· the discovery of _gc?ld in_ this part of the Dominion. As long ago a 1862 gold was found in
the. tJ~rne _Ihv ~-, and_ mce that time there have been prospecting parties in search
of cl1ggrngs 11!- this region, and t,~o years ago these w re discovered at a place called
D. a La.k , situated about O miles east of tho head of navigation on the Stikine
1'1v •r.
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Last year upwa.rd of 2,000 miners were engaged in these diggings, which were
found to be both rich and extensive, and in future we may look forward to a large
immigration to this region. The only practicable way of getting to these new dig~ings was by ascending the Stikine RiYer, of which we have free navigation, and
m regard to this I would remark on what appears to me a somewhat remarkable fact.
lly the treaty of 1825 we had giYen to us forever the free navigation of all rivers
which may cross the line of domarkation referred to, yet in the treaty b~tween the
United States and Russia no reference whatever is made to this clause, and I fail
to understand how Ru sia could have sold this territory to the United States unless
subject to any rights acq_uired by any third parties, and, if this was so, he also did
not understand why it was thought necessary in the treaty of Washington to concede the navigation of the rivers Stikine, Porcupine, and Yukon, in the British
territory, in return for the free navigation of these rivers while flowing through the
United tates territory, if we possessed this right before. As soon as the trade
up the Stikine began to assume some proportion, the officer commanding at Port
Wrangell, in whom it appears is invested the government of the Territory, measured a
distance of 10 leagues from the coast, and, placing a post there, declared this to be the
boundary between British Columbia and Alaska. In consequence of the windings of
the river, it seems that this point is between 60 and 70 miles up the river. Now,
if the statements of the traders and others going up the Stikine are correct, it appears
that the range of mountains which really defines the boundary line crosses the Stikine
at a point only 15 miles from the coast. He would point out how important the possession of the river between these points would be, especially to his constituents, the
merchants of Victoria. It appears that above the present boundary line the Stikine
is so shallow that no steamers which could go there coul<l go out to sea. Goods, therefore, have to be sent from Victoria to Fort Wrangell, and transferred there to the river
steamer, and it h as been found that this has been accompanied with much annoyance,
risk, :mcl oxponse; and after the goods are placed on the steamer a custom-house officer i placed on board, who accompanies the steamer as long as she js in American
waters, or what the officer commanding at Alaska is pleased to consider American
waters, the expense being borne by the steamer.
There was also another grievance which be was snre the honorable member for Vancouver will appreciate. As soon as he comes on board this officer locks up the bar,
put the key in his pocket, and during the voyage the unfortunate diggers can not get
a drink.
ow, if the boundary line were placed where we conceive it ought to bo, a
steamer would prob, bly be able to run from Victoria to a point on the river abovo the
boundary line, or, at all events, a steamer which could run there would also be able
to run out to sea to Fort Simpson, and goods could therefore bo transferred on British
territory. The great annoyance and expense of transferring goods on United States
territory would thus be obviated. These were the reasons why this boundary should
be fLxed as soon as possible. It was said that important discoveries of silver and gold
b aring quartz mine have been made in the disputed territory, and until it is settled
iu which country these mines are these sources of wealth will probably remain nudeveloped. There may also arise some unpleasant complications in consequence of persons settling in what they consider British territory and resisting by force any
attempt made to remove them. Since be had put his motion on the paper he noticed
in the estimates a, sum of $100,000 for this survey, but from what he had stated it
would be seen that this was not merely a question of theodolites, but tha.t an important qu tion as to the interpretation of the treaty had to be settled :first. The
honorable member concluded by moving adoption of motion.
Mr. De Cosmos rose to concur in the remarks of his honorable colleague, who had
expla,ined th difficulties intorpo e(l by the American authorities to our trade in that
part of th Dominion, but he believed that the wis r course would be, if th Govrnmeuts of the Dominion ancl Great Britain could agree with the United tatcs
overnment on the subject, to sell to Canada that portion of Ala ka stretching from
the one hundred and forty-first meridian we t to the one hundred and thirty-fir t
Ill ridian w st. There wa a territory there including an archipelago, 11,000 isla1uls
running a.long the mainland of the territory 300 or 400 miles, the strip measuring in
English statute miles from the coast about 34: miles. The whole of this territory
m<'asnres about 25,000 geographical miles. If our Government would pay a rllasonable sum for this territory, we would obviate all the difficulties now existing, aua
whi ·h must continually exist in the future if that region were habitable.
o far al-\
the population of that belt was concerned, there were a.bout 6,000 Indians; and not
more, he believed, engaged in the fnr business aloug that coast th~n 200 or 30~ ~arsons, perhaps le s. The United tates has bought the Alaska Territory, con~arn~ng
580,000 square miles, for about $7,200,000, and he saw no rea on why, consuler1ng
what the United tates its lf had given, we should not be able to induce them to
cede that portion of their territory to Great Britain for a million dollars.
Hon. fr. Blake. Hear, hear.
Hon. Mr. De Co mos said the hono1;a.ble gentleman from 'outh Bruce, who had
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recently pronounced in favor of nationality and a new departure, ought to be will•
ing to make a new departure in the int rest of Canada to enlarge our dominion and
get more land by which the nationality could be oxtended.
Hon. Mr. Blake. What about the peoplef
.
Hon. Mr. De Cosmos said the people would soon be added, if we had the land. By
the plan he proposed there would be no divided sovereignty. He believed, when we
looked at the mountainous character of this belt, that it would cost nearly as much to
make a survey of it, to both Governments, as it was practically worth at present.
When they came to ascend mountains 3,000, 5,000, and 14,000 feet high to form a boundary, it would be fo11ncl most expensive. With reference to the convention between
Russia and Great Britain of 1825, and the subsequent treaty of Washington giving
the free navigation of the Stikine River, be would remark that there were two other
rivers, the Yako and Chilka, which might yet be found useful as a means of carrying
the mineral wealth of British Columbia north of the 300-mile belt out to sea. And
it will be necessary in the interest of British Columbia to enter into further negoti~tions with the United States in order to define our rights. In addition to that, if
mineral discoveries should be m ade in any part of this belt, and from the geological
formation there seemed to be no doubt such would be made, it would be found that
American claims on the Alaska side would run into Canadian territory, causing endless disputes. He moved in amendment to the resolution before the house_ tha~ :in
after the word" survey" be struck out, and the following added: "and the desirab1hty
of acquiring that portion of the territory of Alaska extending northwestwardly from
54° 40' north latitude to the meridian of Mount St. Elias."
Hon. Mr. Mackenzie said it was all very well for his honorable friend to bring the
subject up. It was one of very great interest, and had engaged the attention of the
Government for some time. Negotiations had already been had through the proper
official channel with the Government of the United States on this subject. It was
one, however, that would not be promoted by the passage of his honorable friend'~
motion here, and the amendment by the honorable member behind him (De Cosmos)
wa.s, of course, entirely inadmissible. A motion of that kind could not seri~usly be
proposed in the House. He (Mr. Mackenzie) was quite aw are that the real difficulty
at present was simply the Stikine River. Under the convention of 1825 the bouncl~r7
had in the plans exceeded a distance of 10 leagues from the coast, and the real difficulty existed in taking these 10 leagues from the ruouth of the river instead of following the ridge of bills to a point where it strikes the river. If that point were o~ce
determined, no serious inconvenience would arise anywhere else, and to get that po_mt
determined at as early a period as possible the Government had already been directmg
their attention. He hoped his honorable friend would be satisfied with this explanation and withdraw his motion . A1, for the amendment, it was quite inadmissible.
Mr. Bunster said that, having heard a good deal from the miners with regard to
that region, he claimed to have some knowledge on the subject before the House. !fe
was sorry to see the honorable gentleman from Victoria move an amendment which
the premier had declared to be inadmissible, because the honorable gentleman (De 9osmos) considered him a constitutional authority. He claimed that this vexed question,
which interfered with the development of the rich mines of that country, should be
settled. The hardy miners had discovered and developed exceedingly rich mines at
Cassiar. They had been badly treated by unprincipled American officers, who bad
taken and seized their boats while sailing und •r the Dominion :flag. They had been
obliged to pay heavy tolls) amounting to $4,000 or $5,000 for which tolls no returns
were made to the American Government. That was a ~atter which required to be
looked into by the administration of the day and which should be brought under
the notice of the American authorities. The official to whom he had alluded was
now undergoing a trial in Oregon for fraud on the American Government, which, be
thought, was sufficient proof that he had wronged tho e Canadians who bad gone to
the expense of constructing a boat for the navigation of the Stikine River. The
sooner this vexed question was settled the better.
_Ir.Thompson (~ariboo) did not wish to make any remarks after what had bee_n
said 1?Y the premier. He was well aware of the great importance of having this
quest10n ettled as soon as pos ible. During the ensuing s ason perhaps a much
larger ·number ~f miners _would go to the tikine River than the 2:000 spok~n of by
~be mover of this re o_lut1on, and should these vexations annoY.ances continue to be
i~po ed, the more ~-·citable among them, t~ough they might be"gen rally peaceable,
might resent snch mter£ r n e, nd thas brm~ bout complication between the two
countri s. Th re wa another qae tion which had recently been brought b efore
hi notice. 'l'he Indian did no~ under taod the divided jurisdiction. 'l'hey wer
very n?ID roae, and sp_ent the w1;1ter month on the coast, and during the umm r
fished m th k ena River, workmg al o for tbo miners. Tb se Indi. n had be n
ac ustom d to roam at larg ov r that country, wh tber by wat r or by land aucl
tb Y c uld no und~rst. nc~ the divided ,jori di tion when told by American officer
th Y w t
u menc u 011 l ncl by ritii;h om ·et they were on 'aua<11au oil. Iu
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order to prevent collision with those Indians who are usually peaceable, but when
under tbe jnfl.uence of liquor were very excitable and disposed to quarrel with the
whites. Although theliquortraffic wasnominallyprohibited by the American autl1orities, the Indians could get all they wanted in Alaska, and if they co uld not they \\'l.ll'O
ingenious enough to make it themselves. They made rnm from molasses with nothing
but a tin -kettle and a coil of seaweed. By fastening the seaweed to the spont of
tbe kettle, they were able to distill liquor. This proves the advancement of civili,mtion among the untutored savages on that coast. He had no doubt the resolution
and amendment would be withdra.wn. At the same time he thought it had done
gooll by bringing this question before the notice of the House and opening the eyes
of members to the vast capabilities of our great Northwest.
Hon. Mr. De Cosmos withdrew his amendment.
_
Mr. Roscoe. As the Government have stated that they intend to do all that is necessary in this matter, I will willingly, at the request of the honorable premier, withdraw my motion.
Tho resolution was withdrawn.

But the su~ject was not permittP.d to lie dormant subsequently; hence
we find the following proceedings, which are taken from the Port
Townsend Weekly Argus of May 3, 1878:
MORE ABOUT ALASKA-WIIA.T OUR COVETOUS BRITISH NEIGHBORS THINK.

We quote the following from the last issue of the Victoria Weekly Standard. It is
from the proce~dings of the House of Commons, and shows that the ideas we Jrnve
heretofore expressed. relative to Alaska's real value are indorsed and shared by others
to whose opiuions a great deal of weight must be attached:
"Mr. De Cosmos moved for a copy of the report, with accompanying map, of tbo
ongiueer who was employed last year in determining the probable boundary lino
hetweeu British Columbia and Alaska, and also a copy of bis instructions, with a
copy of the treaty or convention between Great Britain and Russia respecting tbo
said boundary. He said he considered that his information onght to be placed. in
the sessional papers, to give every honorable member of this house a clear idea of onr
relation with the United tates, so far as the boundary line of Alaska was concerned.
It was necessary that this boundary 1:,hould be defined to prevent a conflict in the
civil and criminal jurisdiction of the two countries, There was at this moment a
great excitement in British Colnmbia with respect to mining, and valuable quartz
lodes bad been fonnd on tho Alaska side of the boundary. If, at any time hereafter,
quartz lodes wore found near the supposed boundary, it might create more or less
excitement of an un~leasant character between the two co1mtries. It was necessary
that, in connection with the boundary, on the Stikine River more particnlarly, au
arrangement should be made between the two Governments to determine a certain
point as the limit of their respective jurisdictions. He was assured that at the
American town of Wrangell, situated opposite the mouth of the Stikine River, in
Alaska, sales wer made to men employed on the British side of the Stikine dnring
the year to the amount in round numbers of $1()0,000 worth of merchandise. When
he drow the attention of the Government, and especially of the honorable the minister of customs tho other day, to the duties paid at Stikine, it was with the view
of ascertaining whether some evidence could be obtained to corroborate the statement made to him by steamboat captains as to the trade on the Stikino. By the
nonclefinition of the boundary, e,on tempora.ril~ by the two Gov rnments, this trade
was thrown into American hands instead of inc-o British Columbia hands. Ile was
nssnred that, if the boundary proposed by Mr. Hnnter, who was sent there by tho
Government last year, were adopted, and a, custom-house station placed there,
C'anaclian steamships woulcl proceed there, and the miners who visited thorn during
tl1e winter season wou1d make their headquarters on tbe British side of the line. As
the matter wa now, they were really contributing to bnild up tho Am rican side
and to the support of American steamers passing from Portlan<l to .A.la ska, and carrying Oregon produce, im1tead of British steamers which might pass the mouth of the
, tikine into British Columbian territory. He hoped the Government woul<l bring
down Mr. Hnnter's report and maps, and any ad(litional information which would
show the outline of Alaska in front of British territory, tho inland included.
.
'' Mr. Bunster, in rising to second this motion, said it would have afforded him
much greater pleasure if the motion had been for the purchase of Alaska. IIof?orable
gentl<>men might laugh , but looking at the matter from a mttional point of v_1ew, he
fully meant what he said from his lrnowlodge of tho country, that ~he :rerr1t?ry of
.A.la ·Im po sessed a more genial clima.te tban Ottawa, notwithstaudrng its latitude,
whi1e its natnra1 r . om·1·cs an<1 capnhiliti<'s wore morn valnabl!' than J_)eopl ha.cl _any
idea of. .A. early as tho mouths of January and J<'ol>ruary, gardonmg o,perat10ns
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were commenced. He q nestioned very much if they could do that in Ottawa. Vegetation was rapid during tlle summer eason, but he must acknowledge not so rapid
as here at the capital. ·w hen honorable members of this house sneered at Alaska,
he had a right to speak from his own personal knowledge ancl tell them they were
mistaken; and the day was not far distant when, from the geographical position of
this country, they would see the force of his remarks on this subject. 'l'hcy conlcl
not but recognize tho gr at fact that British Columbia was the center of the British
Empire, between Australia, Europe, and Canada. Hence he felt that the province
occupied a proud po ition, and that it was the duty of every British Columbian to
keep his follow-countrymen here well informe<l on British Columbia. He remembered
when Sir John A. ~facDonald brought British Columbia into the Union, much to l1or
d triruent, because the contract was not carried out, that it was considere<l a fo olish
bargain, but to-day the Americans felt proud of their Alaska bargain. Seven millions in cash were paid for that, but not a dollar was paid for British Columbia.
Let the house contrast the difference and see what a mistake Canada made dnriug
the Crimean war in not laying hold of the country. The lease of Alaska was more
than enough to pay $1,000,000 annually. It was the best investment the United
States had ever made."

From the debates and letters produced it will evidently be seen what
importance is attached to this question by Canadian legislators and
others familiar with the situation.
A case arose while the Hon. David Eckstein, now consul at Amst erdam, was our representative in a similar capacity at Victoria.
One Peter Martin, a graceless vagabond, had been tried in the courts
of British Columbia, before one of the puisne judges, Hon. H. r . r.
Crease, for felony, was duly convicted, and sentenced to a term of
imprisonment in Victoria jail. While being transported in custody of
two British constables he made his escape from the canoe in which he
was confined, coming down the Stikine, and jumped ashore. Sefaing· a
gun, he proclaimed himself ou American soil and a free man, and defied
the authority or power of the officers to convey him any farther. The
constables, doubtless revolving in their own minds the uncertainty ot
this boundary-line question, gave their Government the benefit of the
doubt and incontinently knocked the prisoner down, ironed him, and
landed him in quod at Victoria jail. He was subsequently tried for
this attempted escape, convicted, and sentenced to an additional term
of imprisonment. Mr. Eckstein handled the case in an able manner,
and it was the subject of much diplomatic correspondence. The ground
assumed by Cousul Eck tein was that the sovereiguty of the nit <l
States had been invaded, and althou~Ih it was really a matter of doubt
as to whether the territory where Martin jumped a. bore wa actually
a part of the United States, still, in view of the fact that it bad g nerally been considered as such (this being before the Hunt r nrvey),the Canadian authorities gracefully urreud red the malefa ·tor, and be
was set at large.
•
Doubtles thi ca e influ need the mi1Hl of the Hou. Mr. De Co 'mo:
when he used thi language: " t was nee s ary that the bou11<lary
hould be de.fined to prev nt a coufiict in th civil and criminal jnrislicti n of he two couutri .~.,
idefiom anyc nflictofjuri diction, the interest oflawand order,
ocie~y good m ral , , nd ::11'\ty of the public weal, a well a h pre .
r t10u of the p a ·e, d ma,ud that no uch 'tate of uuce1·tai11ty ·hall
b3:ug upon the border of th ~w~ countrie as regard tbe pm1i h m n t of
rlille.
ve_r ra cal an~ tJuef m tlle country will avail him elf of thi
at of aff 11' ; and wh1l the action of on ul Eckstein in the Martin
pr i · worthy and that of the Canadian autboritie to be ·omm ude tll r wa tll:1-'ned loose upon both communities one of the mo t
P •r, te m non th1 whol~ nol'thwe t frontier. Hi career of crim ,
how er, ha been temporarily checked, for he i now incarcerated at the
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Territorial penitentiary at McNeill's Island, under sentence of a twelvemonth, for the crime of smuggling distilled liquors from British Columbia into the district of Puget Sound.
It is deemed unnecessary to pursue this su~ject to any greater extent,
or to express any opinion pro or con as to the merits of the case. The
facts are patent, and are respectfully presented for the consideration of
the Department.
It may be proper to add, however, that there is now in possession of
Mr. Justice J. Hamilton Gray, of the supreme court of British Columbia, presented to his father by Louis Philippe when in America, a rare
map, which may throw some light upon the elucidation of this question.
In order, however, to give some idea of the practical working of this
condition of uncertainty on the Stikine, the following letters are given:
GLENORA, TmINE RIVER, July 6, 1878.
Sm: Inclosed please find copy of instructions lately received by Mr. R. Hunter
deputy collector of customs at Glenom, Stikine River, British Columbia, whicl1, as
yon will see, places certain restrictions on United States steamers navigating the
tikine River, which, up to the receipt of the inclosed instructions, haYe he<'n alike
free to both nations. The steamer Beare1·, an American steamer, although really
owned by British subjects, exercised all the rights of free navigation for the past
two years.
In addition to the instructions of which you haYe in closed a copy, Mr. Hunter, tho
deputy collector above named, bas notifi ed ns that we will not even be allowed to
lapd frei()'ht and again bring it forward from any point above a certain po t abont
20 miles from the mouth of the river, which they claim as the boundary line, but
which is clearly 10 or more miles below the real boundary line. An Am erican
steamer is thus forbid by a Canadian oflicial, under penalty of seizure as soon as sbe
arrives at the Canadian custom-house, for landiug freight on Americau soil and again
bringing it forward to the Canadian port of entry. In regard to the last-nam d
restrictions, the deputy collector, Mr. Hunter, declined furnishing a copy of his
instructions, but gave notice verbally in the presence of witnesses.
The steamer Nellie, of Port Town end, came to ,vra.n gell in Jnne fast for the purpose of plying, for freight and pnssengers, between Fort Wrangell and Telegraph
Creek.., her owners believing, and still b lieviug, that the,· have tho same rights as
Canaaian vessels. The restrictions placed on her by the Dominion authorities will
virtually drive her, as w 11 as ev ry other American vc sel, from the Stikine River.
In navigating the Stikine River ve sels clear from Fort Wrang 11 for Glenora, where
the Dominion cnstom-hot11~e is 1:1tation cd and wl11 ro nll dnti son foreign goods are
col1ected. Twelve miles above this point, at Te1ogm1)h Creek, is the liead of navigation, where nearly all th goo'1s t,hat come up the , tikine River arc Jandocl and
forwarded thence to the Cassiar Min<'s by pack trains. The river is di fficnlt of navigation from GI nora up to Telegraph Creek, nncl again quite asy. \"h n navigat,ion
was difficult, it has heretofore hecn cnstoniary to store freight at Glenora and forward by mall boats, or take it up by st<•am r when tho river was more favorable, or
to land part of the cargo so as to lighten the ves el, and, after proceeding to the
high r point nnd landing the cargo, l'(•turniug to G](lllora and reloading the freig11t
that had been previou sl y lanclo<l, and a.rain proceeding to the l1iglier point. The
tikine is a river of strong current nnd Rornowhat clifficuJt of nn.Yig:ition, and unl ss
all the advantages pertaining to the nn,Yigation of such water , snch as carrying
heavy loads np the lower part of tho ri\·er, an,l when tbo diffi cult waters are rea b cl
unloading part and proceeding wit,h therPmaincler, repenting this lightening in ome
cases for three or more trips, and then bringing forward what had been sol •ft, the
right to navigate is ofno value. The whole distance from Fort Wrangell to GI nora
is about 150 miles.
You will please fay our grievanc before our ovornment at once, meantime taking
such steps as yon may <leem prop r to protect us in the enjoyment of our rights as
citizens of tl1e United.> tates.
Jorr C. CALLBREATn,
Your obedi n t servants,

BE J.

TRET u,

CnA . II. Low ,Masta,
Owners of the Steame1· Nellie, of Po,·t 1.'owns nd, Wash. Ter.
Maj. W. G. fORRI ,
United States Revenue Depa1·tnient, Port Townsend, Wash. Ter.
P. .- o charge is m:tdo of au attempt to evade revenue or port regnlations,. or
that the Dominion Government is wronged in any way. Jt is simply a. move to drive
American vessels from the river.-J. C. C.
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FORT WRANGELL, July 11, 1878.
DE.Ali Sm: I will take it as a personal favor if you will bring this matter t o t he
notice of our Government as soon as possible, and if possible to get instl'uctions so
as to send by the 110xt California. Of course this can onl y be done by using the telegraph. As soon as the wa,ter falls the restrictions imposed upon us will drive everything but Canadian vessels from this river. Of conrse this is the object of the
Dominion authorities. I think our Government might at least demand a suspension
of the restrictions until the matter can be discussed, as the fnll and unrestricted
right has been heretofore enjoyed by American vessels coequal with Canadian. By
attending to this you will pface me under renewed obligations.
Yonrs, trnly.
JOHN

Ma,j. W. G.

C.

CALLBHRA TH.

MORRIS.

No. 1.

File 320 of 1878.

OTTAWA, Ma y 18, .1878.
Srn: In reply to your letter of the 25th instant, I beg to.inform you that it is contrary to the coastiug regulations for United States steamers or vessels to unload part
of their cargo at the first Canadian custom station on the Stikine River, and after
going higher up and landing the remainder to return again and reload what has been
unladen and return therewith to the higher point. This course is not allowed to
Canadian vessels in any similar circnmstance in the United. States. The steamer
might properly take freight for the two points and be allowed to land the quantity
consigned to each, but no foreign vessel has the right to reload freight once landed
in Canadian territory for delivery anywhere else in the Dominion, and if that practice has really been allowed by the custom officials it must be discontinued at once.
The general question to the right to uavjgation by both nations is not open to
question, but that right must always be exercised with due regard to customs lawA
and regulations.
I have the honor to be, yours, etc.,

J, JOHNSON,

Cornmissioncr of Customs.

I wrote as follows to Mr. Oaffbreath:
OFFICE SPECIAL AGENT OF THE TnEASUH.Y,

Portland, Oreg., July 2S, 1878.
SIR: I am in receipt of your comruunication,,signed also by Benj. Stretch and
Capt. Chas . H . Low, dated Glenora, Jnly 6.
I fully appreciate all the difficulties nnuer which you labor an<l the obstacles which
are being placed in your way by Canadian customs official in the prosecntion of
your business. I can see, however, no way to relieve you. The rule laid down by
Mr. Johnson, the Canadian com~issioner of cu~toms 1 is t?e la.w. The tre_a~y of
Washington guarantees to the subJects of Iler Bntanmc MaJesty and to the c1t1zem1
of the United States the free navigation of the Stilcine River, "subject to any lawR
and regulations of either country ·w ithin its own territory not inconsistent with
such privilege of free navigation.''.
.
.
.
The Dominion Government has 1te own laws governmg its coasting trade, and we
can not directly or indireetly violate them. Mr. Johnson is corr ct when ho says
the privilege you seek would not .be accorded Canadian vessels by tho U ui tod tate ..
Our customs regulations relatftlg to the coasting trade are very rjgid, and under
no circumstances would a foreign bottom be permittecl to engage in tho trade yon
desire.
The only way out of the difficulty is for you to transfer the title of yonr boat to a
British subject. This, however, should be done with caution, for shonlrl the tikino
trade die out yon would not be able to again procure American papers for your hoat
without a special act of Congress.
The verbal instructions of Mr. Hunter in regard to the point on the river wh r
freight must be landed involves quite a different proposition.
The boundary line lJetween Alaska and British Columbia is the same as laid clown
in the convention of 1 25 between Ru siau America and Hritish North America. It
is vague and undetermined, and will always remain in dispute until the respective
Gov rnments ettle the question by joint commission and urvey.
I ~ave devoted no little time and attention to this matter, and shall devote a large
portion of my forthcoming report upon Alaska to its discussion and endeavor to
impress upon Congress the nece. ity of immediate action.
~pre.nm _the p~int _settled upon by Mr. Hunter is that located by Mr. Hnnter, the
ra1lway ngrne r, m lus recent survey. The report of the latter bas not yet r1>ncbed
m hut I 1 arn ·asnally he bas run the line mnrh farther down tho river than has
h retofor been supposecl to ue the boundary line.
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When the Dominion Parliament was prorogued on the 10th of May last, Lord Dufferin used the following language: "I am happy to be able to state that, pending
the final settlement of the question of boundary, a conventional line has been adopted
by my Government and the Government of the United States between Alaska and
Brith1h Columbia on the Stikine River."
Whether this is in accordance with the Hunter survey I am unable to inform you,
but will write to Washington for information, and when reply is received will duly
notify yon.
As you have specially asked me to lay your grievances before our Government, I
shall this day send your correspondence and a copy of my reply direct to the Secretary of the Treasury.
I have given you my view of the case, and in the meantime would advise you to
let matters remain in statu quo until the Department can be heard from.
Your suggestion about using the telegraph is impracticable. The Department would
not act unless the whole case was properly preeented, and this can only be done by
transmitting all the papers.
I am, respectfully, your obedient servant,
WM. GOUVERNEUR MORRIS,
Special Agent.
JonN C. CALLBREATrr, Esq.,
Wrangell, Alaska.

On July 24 I transmitted originals and copies of the whole of this
correspondence to the Department, and requested that I be informed
of the nature of the "conventional line" alluded to by Lord Du:fferin.
Up to the present date no answer bas reached me, and I have been
informed by Captain Stretch that nothing has been received in Alaska
from the Department.
I close this part of the report with the earnest hope that Congress
and the English Government may both realize how important it is to
determine this controversy as soon as practicable. A more kindly feeling toward our Canadian neighbors bas never animated the breasts of
the merican people than at the present time, and the following graceful tribute, paid by the Earl of Dufferin in the concluding remarks of
hi farewell address to the people of the Dominion, shows how amicable
are our relations and bow so eminent and educated a man regards our
nation, with whom he has been so prominently and socially connected
for the pa t four years. Lord Dufferin said:
However earnestly I may have besought you to be faithful fo your native land and
to estimate at its proper value your birthri~ht as Englishmen, it is almost with equal
persi t nee that I would exhort you to cultivate tho most friendly and cordial relations with the great American people. A nobler nation, a people more generous or
mor hospitable, does not exist. To have learned to understand and appreciate them
I esteem as not least of the many advantages I have gained by coming to Canada.
Of my own knowledge I can say that they a.re animated by the kindliest feelings
toward the Dominion, and I can not doubt but that the two countries a.re destined
to be united in the bands of an unbroken friendship. Nor can I conceive a more
interesting or <l.elightfnl task in store for the philosophical historian than to record
the amicable rivalry of such powerful and cognate communities in the path of
progre s; tho one a. republic, indeed, but where the authoritative preeminence
as igned to elect of the people and the comparative freedom of the executive from
parliamentary control introduces a feature akin to personal government; the other
a mon archy, but to which the hereditary principle communicates such an element
of 11tability a to render possible the application of what is real1y the most popular
and <'l emocratic political sy tern to be found on this continent, which both combine,
each in their respective spheres, to advance the happiness of mt~nkind and to open
up a n ew and fresher chapter of human history.
THE PORT OF TONG.AS.

Tongas is an abandoned military post, and is the fir t port in Ala ka
met with after leaving Briti h Columbia. It is situate on one of the
coa tislands near the Portland Canal, the boundary line. It is_a _place
of no commercial importance. Since the military left and Mr. Milhtech,
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trau fi rr d to"\ ran°· 11 an Engli h subj
tc k u up hi uart r tb.ere and establis
tr ding p t for bart r ith tb Indian ct .tha p int. The tribe·
·m, ll, and th p ltri th y obtain fi in numb r ud iu£ rior in value;
There can b no qu tiou but that now muggl all bis goods from
he Uanadian ide. Ile i howe er, a man of limited capital, and the
1 . to th rev nue i mall. Ile promi ed D puty C Ile tor Dennis to
vi it Wrano· lliu Ma la t and make entry of all imported merchandise.
I ha e not beard of his so doing. I wrote him from Tonga , advising
him as to hi future course. He has maintained a dig11ified silence.
I do not deem the pre ence of a cu tom officer here necessary on
account of the operations of this individual. We will some day pounce
down upon him in a revenue cutter and sieze his stock in trade. Being
a British subject, I presume his person and liberty will be regarded
more inviolate than were be one of the cultus .Americans wbo seek
these isolated places for illicit deeds and trade.
When Snow went to Tongas he found there some 10 cords of wood,
left there by Mr. Millitech, which he appropriated to his own use. He
refuses to pay for it, and I know of no law or power to compel him.
SMUGGLING .A.ND COMPENSATION TO INFORMERS.

The Indians carry on a large smuggling trade jn blankets, lir1uorsetc., from the adjacent province of British Columbia. It is a wellknown fact if you wish to procure at Wrangell a bottle of fine old Rud,
son Bay brandy there is no trouble in finding an Indian to produce it.,
provided you will pay the price demanded for it-usually about $4.
Blankets are the Indian currency of the country. They are brought
over in canoes to Wrangell, and successful landing and distribution is
made during the night. The only way to break it up is to enlist the
services of Indian informers; but here comes in the trouble-after the
tragedy comes the farce. The repeal of the moiety act by Congress fa
1874 might well be classified as "An act to encourage smuggling and
prevent the collection of the revenue."
I found at Wrangell a very intelligent Indian, who detailed to me the
modus operandi of smuggling; and when I proposed to him to turn
informer he very na'ively asked how much he would be paid. Without
going into details, which his uneducated mind could not comprehend, I
endeavored to explain to him that would depend upon what the Tybee
(the Secretary of the Treasury) would allow him. The next question
was, When be would be paid Y This was a poser, but I endeavored to
impress upon him that pay some time or other was sure. The expre sion of countenance of this untutored savage wastbe gr ate t commentary upon ongre ionallegi ·lation that could beconjecturedorinvented,
and I only regret I have not a pl10tograph to illt1 trate the gravity
and comicality combined of th ituation. Ile uietly informed me be
, uld m, k b tt r term wi h the mu gl r , and I thought o too.
A th 1 w now tan 1 , uppre ion of illicit traffic among the Indian
i
holly iuop rati
BY SHIPWRECKS, ACCIDENT , ETC.
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ward, which I believe can be depended upon; but as for coast charts,
tliey are among the things tha.t are to be. Even the best pilots in these
waters are continually finding unknown rocks, and if a man goes a few
feet sometimes out of the track he is liable to fetch up.
The Coast Survey chart of 1868 is of no practical value for inland
navigation, because it has not one-fortieth part of the rocks and shoals
on it, and several of the channels and courses indicated by the compass
can not be steered.
The captain of the steamer Newbern, belonging to the Quartermaster's
Department, United States Army, wrote as follows in 1869:
ON BOARD THE STEAMER NEWBERN,

Men·y Island, Alaska :Pel'ritory, Novenibel' 1, 1869.
Sm: I find you using charts of tlrree different nationalities for your gnidance on
the coast of Alaska,-American, English, and Russian. Which of these three is the
most reliable t
Answer. The English; though these are taken from Vancouver's survey and from
the Russian charts. I have an American chart, issued from the Hydrograpllic Office
of Washington, called heet No. 2, published in 1868, purporting to b e "from the
most recent British and American surveys;" but I find it to be incorrect, a , fore, ample, in latitude 59° 26', longitude 146° 05' west, there is an island n11mcd "Middleton" on the English admiralty chart of the Arctic Ocean pnblilfued in 1853, and on
the Russian chart published in 1847, which is wholly omitted on the American chart.
The isfand is about 10 miles long and 5 mile wide, and fay directly in our course
from an anchorage south of Montague l:'lland to Cape Edgecombe, itka Harbor. On
my recent voyage, if I had had the corresponding sheet, with itka on it, I shoulcl
have used the American chart, thinking because it was published officially by my
Government in 1868 it was to be relied on. If I had done so I should have lost the
vessel, as the island lies low and the night was dark.
Question. Are the Russian or English charts sufficiently accurate for safe navigation in those sea f
·
Answer. They are not as accurate as other ch11rts on well-survey d coasts. With
caution they can be used successfully. 'rhe English charts are chiefly taken from
Vancouver's survey in 1792, corrected from the Russian charts.
w. FREEMAN, Jr.:
Conimanding United States Qtta1'tei·master Steamer .1.. eH•be1'11.

Vincent Collyer thus writes of the Newbern after leaving Wrangell:
As we were leaving Wrangell Harbor, coming home, the wind increased to a gale,
and we had promiee of what sailors call a "dirty ni ght." We turned into our berths
with serious mi givings of clanger. The straits in which we were tossing were narrow,
the ve sel high out of the water from lack of cargo, and night pit h dark. Vte soon
forgot it all, however, in sleep, when suclclenly we were awakened by tho ship coming
to a full stop, a. tremendous rash against 11 rock, which nearly threw us ont, of our
berths. A brief prayer, a quiet putting away in dressing of all gold, wat bes, and
other heavy thing that might encumber us in the water, and we went on <leek.
The storm was raging wildly; the rain ancl sleet swept horizontally past us; the
roar of the breakers could be hear<l all about us, but we could see nothing. ·wo
had two hundred souls aboard and not enough small boats to carry fifty; nor
ould they have been of much u. if we had more. The pilot said the water wa!:I
coming in the ship rapidly, but that so far the pumps were keeping pace with it.
owe wont down below, out of the way of the faithful offi ers and men who managed the ship. The storm lasted two days, and then the captain said he wonlcl
have tu beach the ves el at Fort impson, and while she was being repaired I wonlcl
have time to visit Mr. Duncan's Indian mi sion at Metlakhatlah.

The following cli a ters are also chronicled: The Russians lost a
steamer off Niltouska, Chatham Straits; the schooner Growler wa
lost with all hands on board off the outh end of Prince of Wal
Island; the steamer Constantine and Gussie Telfair were constantly
ashore.
The tragic loss of the steamer George S. Wright i already fresh in
the minds of the reader, with several officers of the rmy on board.
When last seen she was at Cordova, Prince of Wales I land. ~ hav
seen the place-Devil'sReef, in Sea Otter Group-where she 1 upposed to have struck, and it is a fearful looking pot.
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The revenue steamers Lincoln and Wayanda never made a cruise to
Ala ka without striking. The United States steamer Saginaw struck
several time while in Alaskan waters. The Alert, an English man-of.
war, truck going into Sitka Harbor. Most of' these vessels touched on
rocks that are not laid down on the charts. The schooner Roscoe, in
going to Klawack, struck an unknown ledge and came near being a total
loss. The schooner Northwestern struck a rock in Clarence Straits,
and was beached to save the lives of passengers and crew. The schooner
Louisa Down, in Lynn's Canal, likewise shared a similar fate. The
schooner Langley struck a reef in Chatham Straits and was a total loss.
Report says that in October, 1878, the British steamer Otter struck a
rock in Queen Charlotte Sound. The mail steamer California, which
for years has made monthly trips to Wrangell, Sitka, Karta Bay, Klawack, etc., bas frequently touched and been ashore. I was on board
of her myself when she grounded on a rock coming out from Klawack.
These are a few of the accidents I have been able to gather which
have happened to vessels in the inland sea in southeastern Alaska. I
know nothing of the navigation to the westward, save that it is exceedingly hazardous and dangerous.
THE LIQUOR TRADE IN ALASKA.

This is an intricate and difficult question to discuss in all its proper
bearings, and will cover a large field of investigation.
The law governing the introduction and sale of spirituous liquors is
as follows (section 1955, Revised Statutes):
The Preeident shall have power to reetrict and regulate or to prohibit the importation and use of firearms, ammunition, and distilled spirits into and within the T rritory of Alaska. The exportation of the same from any other port or place in the
United States, when destined to any port or place in that Territory, and all such arms,
ammunition, and distilled spirits exported or attempted to be exported from any port
or place in the United States and destined for such Territory, in violation of any regulations that may be prescribed under this section, and all such arms, ammunition, and
distilled spirits landed or attempted to be l anded or userl at any port or place in the
Territory, in violation of such regulations, shall be forfeited; and if the value of the
sa.me exceeds four hundred dollars the vessel upon which the same is founil , or from
which they have been landed, together with her tackle, apparel, ancl furni ture and
cargo, shall be forfeited; and any person willfully violating such r egulations sh all be
fined ·not more than :five hundred dollars, or imprisoned not more than six months.
Bonds may be required for a. faithful observance of uch regubtions from the master
or owners of any vessel departing from any port in the Unit d , ta.tee h aving on
board firearms, ammunition, or distilled spirits, when nch ves. el is destined to any
place in the Territory, or, if not so destined, when th ere is rea onable ground of
suspicion that such articles are intended to be landed therein in violation of la,w;
and similar bonds may also be required on the landing of any such articles in tho
Territory from the person to whom the same may be consigned.

I had occa ion, when in Oregon la t year, to bring this que tion
directly to the attention of the Department, and reviewed the law aml
orders upon the ubject in a communi ation written at that time. I
made careful preparation of thi individually, being familiar with the
law and the fact . fy a .·o fate, fr. Evan , b ing with me at tbe
tim , at his sugge tion I made the repor a joint one, and he al o volunteered to ign it.
I reproduce it h re, as it cont, in,
good a r ~ um of the pre ei1t
condition of affair a can be offer d:
OFFICE OF

PECIAL AGE.'T OF THI£ TREA ,

The course to
of v
I havin~ on
tory of Al ka, me
pr nfation to th
IR:

RY DEPART~IE . T,

l'e{J., December 4, 1877.
he pursue,1 l y coll ctor of custom in r 0rrar cl to the clearance
boarcl. piritnon or vi non lir111or to h Ia.nd d in the T rrithe w1thdr. wt 1 of th troops, i one that requires immedi to
apartment.
I'o1·llancl,
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ConQ'fess, on March 3, 1873, by special enactment, extended over the Territory of
Alask~ sections 20 and 21 of the Indian intercourse act of 1834, and tho AttorneyGencrnl, in an opinion rendered to the Secretary of War, dated Washington, November 13, 1873, in reply to the question, "Whether the War Department had authority
to exercise control over the introduction of spirituous liquors into that Territory,"
after reviewing the la.w upon the subject, concluded by saying : "My opinion, therefore, is that, as to this matter, Alaska is to be regarded as 'Indian country,' and
that no spirituous liquors or wines can be introduced into the Territory without an
or<ler by the War Department for that purpose."
Furthermore, antecedent to this, the Secretary of War inquired of the AttorneyGeneral as follows: "Has this Department authority to permit the introduction of
spirituous liquors or wines into the Territory of Alaska when the liquors and wines
are not for tho use of officers of the United States or troops of the service f"
The Attorney-General, in reply, cited the concluding paragraph of the act of February 13, 1862, which was an amendment of section 20 of the Indian intercourse act
of 1834, which is in terms :
"Provided, howeiie-1·, That it shall be a sufficient defense to a,ny charge of introuucing or attempting to introduce liquor into the Indian country if it be proved to be
done by order of the War Department, or of a,n y officer duly authorized thereto by
the War Department," etc.·
And decided that the edect of this amendment was "to invest the War Department with a jurisdiction over the introduction of spirituous liq nors or wine intC' the
Indian country at its discretion," and consequently held that it was not confined "to
the officers of the United States and troops of the service."
'.rhis seems, however, to be definitely settled, aside from this dicta, for by the act
of Congress approved June 22, 1874 (the Revised Statutes of the United States), in
which act the amended section is reenacted, the phrase "except such supplies as
shall be nece!!sary for the officers of the United States and troops of the service" is
omitted. (See section 2139.)
During the occupation of Alaska by the military no spirituous or vinous liquors
were cleared for that Territory from ports in California, Oregon, or the district of
Puget Sound, unless a permit was exhibited to the collector of these ports for such
shipment, showing it was by the authority of either the division or department
commander.
On April 10, 1877, the Secretary of War issued the order for the aban<lonment of
Alaska by the forces of the Uuited States. Brig. Gen. 0. 0. Howard, U. S. A., commanding this department, in :his order dated Headquarters Department of the Columbia, Portlantl, Oreg., May 23, 1877, concluded in the following language: "Upon the
departure of the troops Sitka and Fort Wrangell will be discontinued as military
posts, and all control of the military department over affairs in Alaska will cease."
ince the withdrawal of the military and the immediate jurisdiction exerci ed by
the Treasury Department applications have been made to the collector of this port
for a. clearance of spirituous liquors, etc., to Sitka and Wrangell, and have been
referred to General Howard, the department commander, who absolutely refnses to
have anything fnrther to do with the matter whatever, holding tbnt the power
invested by Cou~ress in the War Department was only delegated to him whil Alaslrn
was 8'. portion of the military department, and that he bas no j urisdietion in the
prem1 es .
The question now arises: Under the present law, can any such shipm nts he
aurhorized to be made to Alaska without authority of the War Department being
delegated to a military officer to permit such shipments f If no construction to tho
contrary can be fonnd in the statutes as they now stand, then Congress will have to
be asked to legislate upon the subject.
ection 2139, Revised Statutes, contain the provision before cite l by the AttorneyGcneral, to wit: "The acts charged were done by order of or under authority from t!Je
War Department, or any officer duly authorized thereunto by the War Department."
If it is construed that the War Department can delegate this power to an offic r of
the civil ervice (and be should belong to the customs), then the question is one of
ea y solution. In the event such construction is had, then undoubtedly the collector
of customs of the district of Alaska and his deputies at other ports in his district
are the proper persons to regulate such shipments. The customs authorities el ewhere can not be supposed to judge understandingly of the quantity of liquors to be
shipped or of the proper persons to be intrusted with the sale or consumption
thereof. Necessary instructions should be framed npon the subject, the permit in
all cases to be issued before the contemplated shipment is made, ancl to be produ ed
to the collector before clearance to Alaska.
The collector of this port is very rigid in bis construction of what constitu_tes
"spirituous liquors or wines," and has refused to clear a consignment of ".I lantat10n
Bitters." It is deemed he is corre t in his view, for these bitters are ev1d ntly not
exported for medicinal purposes, hut simply to be con nmed as a beverage for tho
amount of alcohol therein ·ontaino<l.
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Observation denotes that the total exclusion of alcoholic stimulants from Alaska
is not productive of those benefi ial results which the object of the prohibitory legislation was intended to effect. The natives manufacture by distillation from molasses
a. vile, poisonous life and soul destroying decoction called "hoochenoo," which
eaps the very essence of the human system, producing crime, disease, insanity, and
death. When drunk and crazed from the deleterious effects of this accursed drink,
t11c natives, Aleuts, halt-breecl Russians, and mongrel population are in a condition
boruering upon frenzy, and at this time is to be dreaded the perpetration of outrage
and outbreak which will sur lv be the result if this infamous traffic is continued.
The steamer which carries the United States mail from this port to Sitka and Wrangell iR the principal common carrier of most of the molasses which is converted into
rum. The custom-house records show that during the months of August, September,
October, November, and December of the present year there was exported in this
steamer from this place to Sitka 4,889 gallons of molasses, and to Wrangell for the
same pe1·iod 1,635 gallons, nearly all of which it may safely be said has been manufactured into "hoochenoo,'' gallon for gallon.
If any inhibition can be made upon the exportation of this article of commerce no
time should be lost in stopping its wholesale introduction into a region which, like a
smouldering volcano, is likely at any time to break forth in emption.
Stop this distillation of hoochenoo, and the fears of nn Indian massacl'e will be
greatly lessened. It is the primeval cause of all the trouule and <langer to be
apprehended.
Wrangell Island, a port where a deputy collector is stationed, is the point of
embarkation of miners, traders, packers, etc., bound up the Stikine River for tl1e
Cassiar and other valuable gold districts in British Columbia. Hundreds go aud
come every year, and the number is constantly increasing. It is fast becoming an
important station for the purchase of supplies, etc. "When the miners return from
the gold fields for the winter, many of them remain at Wrangell until sprirlg. If the
introduction of spirituous liquor is made absolutely prohibitory in Alaska, smuggling from British Columbia will be extensively resorted to in Indian canoes, and
the "hoochenoo" will be resorted to.
It is therefore respectfully submitted that it is far better for the health, comfort,
sobriety, and good morals of these people that the tr:u1e in alcoholic stimulants be
encouraged under suitable restrictions. Whoever is charged with this regulation
should put himself also in communication with the American consul at Victoria.,
Vancouver Island, who should be instructed not to affix: to any sbipment of pirituous or vinous liquors his consular certificate without first having produced to bim
the permit for such exportation duly signed by the proper officer.
We are, respectfully, your obedient servants,
J. r. EvANs,
WM. Gouv1m, EUR MORRIA,
Special Agents.

Hon. JoITN rrnRMAN,
Secretai·y of the l"rcasm·y, TYaslti11gto11, D. C.

The Department did not an wer thi communi ation, and the que .
tion is still in as great doubt a11d uncertainty a ever.
Early iu the pre ent year I addre ed tll following letter to the
Department:
'r1mA l'HY,
Port Tou nsend, 11 ash. :l'er., Febl'llary 1, 1878 .
'rn: Tb collector of th is port has been applied to for a cl aranc<' to la. lrn of<' r-tain merclianclis , which is sp cifica.lly d scribed by tho label of the bottle, whicll
r n.ds as follows:
"
w York
'almus r ,
\Yell known in }~urop , a tb be t n.nd mo. t stimulou
Root bitt r .· .
.1.-0 h u holcl should b without it.
Tho. Lux,
~ew York.
Esfabli b d 1 6-.'
OFFICE SPECIAL AGENT OF Tirn
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tor rc•fu ed th cl aranc , it b ing cl ar upon aminaint ud cl not for medicinal purpo. e , l~nt to s rVt: th
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The collector here 1s desirous of knowing what course th D partm nt hereaft r
will indicate in reference to the shipment of alcoholic and vinous liquors to Afo kc1,
I am, respectfully, your obedient servant,
WM. GouVEHNEUR MonRI.s,
Special Agent.
Hon. JOHN SHERM.AN,
Secretary of the Treasu1·y, Washington, D. C.

No reply has ever been received to this. I have advised the coUectors
at Portland and at Port Townsend to rigidly enforce the law in the
absence of any instructions to the contra1.·y. When at Wrangell I seized
six cases of whisky for illegal importation and reported all the facts to
the Department. Instructions have been received to proceed against the
merchandise according to law, and have it sold in the district of Puget
Sound.
Careful observation convinces me that immediate Department action
should be had in the regulation of the liquor traffic. If the conclusion
is reached that the War Department alone bas exclusive jurisdiction
over the introduction of alcoholic and vinous liquors into .Alaska, then
the sooner Congress legislates upon this subject the better.
.Alaska is uot a penal colony; and becau e one lives in tLat country
it is no reason he should be punished and deprived of the comforts or
necessaries of life. It may seem paradoxical to classify spirituous liquor
as necessary to a man's existence; but it is sometimes so as a medicinal
remedy. .As for comfort, let one sojourn for any length of time in tLat
humid ·limate, and if his boues all the way up to his throat don't ache
to distraction for a drink I am no judge of human nature.
.As matters now stand, not a drop of liquor or wine can be imported
into .Alaska for culinary, table, or medicinal purposes. .A discharged
ho pita.I steward has recently esta.blisbed a drug store at Wrangell. He
applied to me for permission to send to POl'tland or Victoria for a small
amount of brandy and whisky for sale to the sick. He also re(]uires
alcohol in hi business. I dicl not choose to assume any responsibilit,y;
upplicd him, however, with plenty of prohibitory law and stringent
orders, and left him to his only resort, that of buying such qum1tities
a needed when and where be could, irrespective of customs laws, rules,
and reg·ulatiolls; for have it he must, and have it he will, and there will
be no trouble in his getting all he wants; the Indians will supply him
and laugh at Uncle Sam's officials.
I think it best to again bring forward a report made from Oregon,
howiug how careful an officer must be in the performance of his duty.
Tlli suppre . ion of the liquor traffic has to be very gently llandled, if
there i any pro ·pect of an officer being brought up standing before l\'fr.
Ju tice Deady.
Let an officer arre ta blackleg for selling ardent spirits and be sued
in civil damages by the card sharp, the jury who will try the case
against him will be informed by Judge Deady that "he is the peer of
any man in his court seeking justice, and his profession as a gambler
does not prevent him from standing upon the same plane as any citizen
who has been subjected to illegal arrest." This is aU very :fine, but ifl
find it necessary ever in .Alaska to take any responsibility for the preservation of life, property, or the prevention of murder, r~pine, 3:nd
bloodshed, or a wholesale Indian massacre, I am thereafter gomg to give
Judge Deady's court a wide berth.
.
If Cong-re s will only pass the necessary laws, Judge D_eady will
enforce them, and I know of no more potent reason for therr prompt
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action tban the ruling of the judge in the case of Major Campbell,
reported as follows:
OFFICE OF SPECIAL AGENT OF THE TREASURY DEPARTMENT,

Portland, Oreg., June 26, 1877.
SIR: I have the honor to call the attention of the Depal'tment to a case lntely tried
in the circuit court of the United States for this circuit, in which one Hugh Waters
is plaintiff, and Bvt. Maj. Joseph B. Campbell, captain, Foul'th United States Artillery, is defendant.
The question involved in this case is one of considerable magnitude. The trial of
the cause occupied one week, during which time I was in constant attenJance at
court watching every phase of tho case.
In August, 1874, Major Campbell, who was then commanding the post at Sitka, s nt
an officer to Wrangell with a file of soldiers, with instructions to arrest whomsoever
might bo found engaged in selling intoxicating liquors. In pursuance with this order,
Lieutenant Dyer, the officer charged with this duty, did arrest the plaintiff Waters,
confine him in the guardhouse at Fort Wrangell till the mail steamer touched at that
place en route to Sitka, when the prisoner was dL1ly put on board of said ship and
delivered to Major Campbell at the fatter post. He was not sent back on the !:lame
trip of ihe steamer which took hin1 to Sitka, and ordered to be conveyed within the
jurisdiction of the proper court for trial, which would by law have cognizance of the .,
'case, but was detained at Sitka a prisoner at the military guardhouse until Major
Campbell could report the arrest to the general commanding the department, headqua1·ters at Portland, and ask what disposition should be made of the prisoner. Owfog
to the in clemency of the elements and condition of the mail steamer, slie did not
return to Sitka for more than two months, during which time ,vaters was kept iu
confinement. No other opportunity was afforded Major Campbell to send the prisoner to Portland, no vessels of the United States having touched at that port in the
menu time.
This arrest was authorized by the provisions of section 2150 of the Revised Statutes,
giving the Pl'esident the right to employ the military forces of the United States,
under such regulations as he may direct, in the apprehenshon of every person wlio
may be in the Indian country in violation of law.
In the year 1873 Congress by special enactment extended over the Territory of
Alaska sections 20 and21 of the act of June 30, 1834, entitled "An act to regulate trado
and intercourse with Indian tribes, and to preserve peace on the frontiers." ection
20 of said act was extended as the act existed or read March 3, 1873. '!'his section
forbids the introduction into the Indian country of any spirituous or vinous liquors,
and provides the penalty for the violation thereof. Waters being detected violating
this act, and Alaska being" Indian country," was arrested.
The case at bar is an action for false imprisonment of the plaintiff by the defendant, and the damages are laid at $25,000.
1'he evidence disclosed that Major Campbell acted in pursuance with orders in
making the arrest, that no more force was used than necessary, and that the prisoner
received wholesome rations and medical treatment while in confinement; but there
was some testimony going to show that Waters was compelled to perform manual
and servile labor. It was also shown he was a gambler by profession, and was selling intoxicating liquors and dealing faro at Wrangell.
M~jor Campbell was repre ented by Mr. Rufus :M allory, nited States attorney for
thi di trict, and Judge W.W. Upton, special counsel employed by the United tates.
I have deferred reporting this case in the expectation that the charge to the jury
of Hon. fatthew P. Deady, nited tates district judge, would be publi hed, and it
could be transmitted for the information of the Department. Possibly it may hereaft r be published by the military authorities, but I learn no copy will be given to
the pr s .
The charge was directly adverse to the defendant, and the jury were pointedly
instructed to find for some sum in favor of the plaintiff. Tlie court justified the
arre t, but held that the enbsc<1uent cour e of Major CMnpholl w not warrant .d
by law, relyin?. in support of thi doctrine upon section 2151, H.ovi ·cd ta tut s whi<'h
provi<l that 'no person apprehend d by military force under the prececlintr · ction
1--hall be cl tained longer th n five cl• y aft r arr st and b fore 1· ruoval. All officen1
and soldier
ho may hav ny uch p r on in custody shall treat him with all the
humanity which the circum ta.nces will p rmit."
Th court held that fajor ampbe11, in det ining Wat r ov r one steamer, or in
fa t, k pin r him in confin m nt more than five dayB, violat ,d th statut , and ~n
dearly r 1>011 ibl in damage . Tb .j11<lge furth r in trnct cl the jury that comp 11ing \ < t rs to work wa unlawful; that the law only ont mplat th r tra.iut of
lih rty, und that citiz n pri ouor were not to b tr at d lik tho e onfiued for milit ry oIB n. .
'ome in tructions were given upon th mea ur of dam , , not uece ary to reca-
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pitulate; the above two points being the gist of tho charge and fatal to the defense.
The jury uJter two hours' deliberation found a verdict in favor of the plaintiff in
the sum of $3,500.
Plaintiff's counsel will move for a new trial; this being denied, the case will be
appealed to the t:inpreme Court of the United States.
Such is in brief the history of one of the most extraordinary verdicts ever rendered in a court of justice. Granting, for the sake of argument, the charge of the
conrt to be the law, the plaintiff proved no special damage, and his personal character and standing did not warrant any such fabulous verdict.
A very serious question now arises as to the government of this Territory, and by
whom tbe laws of the United States are to be enforced. All control of the Military
Department over affairs in Alaska having ceased, what department and what officers
l'O to be chal'ged with the preservation of the public peace, and what is available
r will be usecl as force to carry out any action which may be found necessary to be
aken in executing the laws f
Judge Deacly's decision has practically nullified the remedy provided by the Iudian
intercourse act, for the simple reason, if a pI'isoner can only be held in custody for
five days before removal, there is no use whatever in making the arrest.
How is the sale of ardent spirits to be restl'icted, and what is there now to 1)l'event
the wholesale introduction of spirituous liquors into the whole length and breadth
of Alaska, Nothing that I can see. No officer having the verdict against Major
Campbell staring him in the face, wit,h all the expensive costs of litigation added,
will tread in that path again.
The people on this coast have always regarded Alaska as a kind of natural incongruity, and many, I regret to say, Tegard her very much in the same light as the
fr .ebooter cloes his prey or the cutpurse bis victim.
'l'bo ports of Alaska may uow be virtually considered open to smugglern, aml the
traffic in domestic liquors can be carried on without interfel'ence. To my mind tbel'e
will b~ only one solution to all this. It can not but result in a, collision between the
settlers ancl nat.ive tribes. But upon this subject I have already rnported at length.
Congress will have to legisfate for this country and provide some form of government, if we expect to hold it without an Indian war on otu hands. If it is to be
under the sole control and jurisdiction of the Treasury Department, then we need
more cutters to enforce the laws. If the officers of these vessels are to be the consel'Vators of the public peaco, and are to be charged with the prevention of the iutroduction of ardent spirits or vinous liquors into that Territory, then the law must be
clrnugecl in conformity wit-h the character of the country and means of communication, if the po, ition assumed by Judge Deady is correct.
I am, respectfully, your obedient servant,
W?iI. GOUVERNEUR MORRIS,

Special Agent.
Hon. JOUN SHERMAN,
Secretary of the T1·easury, Washington, D. C.

The introduction of good liquor being absolutely prohibited, we will
now proceed to dii:scuss the vile stuff:' manufactured by the natives, and
known as
HOOOHENOO OR HOOTZENOO.

Mola se rum, or hootzenoo, is made by the whites and Indian in
. Ala. ka in the following manner: An empty 5-gallon coal-oil can i procured, on one end of which and about the center is made a nozzle about
3 inches in diameter, and which projects about three-fourths of an inch.
cap or cover for the nozzle is then made, the cap having a hole in the,
center about 1 inch in diameter. A worm 6 or 7 feet in length, sometimes traight, but u ually zigzag, is made of tin about 1 inch in diamet r, one end of which i fastened by soldering to the cap that fits the
nozzle of the can. The still is now complete. The mash is made generally by tbe following recipe: One gallon of molasse , 5 poundg of
flour, one-half box of yeast powder; add sufficient water to make a
thiu batter; place tbe mixture alongside a :fire, and when it ha fermented
and become sour, fill the can three parts full and begin boiling. The
worm being fitted to the nozzle of the can, then pa. ses through a barrel
of cold water, and the steam from the boiling mixture passing through
the pipe or worm, on reaching the cold pipe in the barr I, c~mdenE1es and
appears again at the end of tbe worm beyond the barrel m drops, and
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wbi h the Indian· drink while warm. One gallon of the mixture will
make three-fourths of a gallon of hootzenoo, and the tbree-fourtbsofa
gallon will craze the brains of ten Indians. This is about the most
infernal decoction ever inveuted, producing intoxication, debauchery,
insanity, and death. The smell is abominable and the taste atrocious.
Previous to the arrival of the military its manufacture was unknown to
the Indians, but no sooner had the soldiers made their appearance in
.Alaska than the detestable traffic commenced. .And from t he first sergeant of a company down to the drummer boy: it may be safely .said, a
large number were either directly or indirectly interested in some souldestroying still.
When the Indians become crazed with this devilish drink, they lose
all reason and become raving maniacs, carouse, indulge in the most
lascivious aud (lisgusting immoralities, frequently ending in death,
murder and suicide.
One of the direct evil results of this detestable vice has been the
debauchery and degradation of the native women by a licentious soldiery. Never particularly noted for an excess of virtue, they have
become victims to their appetite for strong drink and inordinate lust,
and they have fallen victims to the general contagion and ruin. I am
aware this charge will provoke adverse criticism in certain quar ters,
and it is more particularly attributable to the years immediately succeeding the Russian purchase, with the advent of our troops, than when
later garrisoned. But successful contra.dicti9n is invited. The facts
are too naked to bear the light of investigation.
Following in the steps of the troops come the miners, who seem to
have emulated the sous of Mars in the prosecution, performance, aml
mad r10t of the quintesceuce of vicious enjoyment. A whole race of
prostitutes have been created, and the morbus indecens of the Latins,
which the Roman doctors declined to treat, is found in full feather and
luxurious blossom. To-day there is not a single surgeon or physician
in southeastern Alaska, and when a victim becomes infected with the
lues venerea, his fate can be predicted. Syphilitic diseases are the great
bane of the country. But few of the women who indulge in promiscuous intercourse are free from the poisonous taint.
This is a sad and lamentable picture; but it is too true. It can not
wholly be eradicated, but it can be substantially checked, and to t his
end are the efforts of tlie Christian missionaries now being devoted.
The other results following the introduction of boochenoo will be discussed in their appropriate place.
Deputy Collector Dennis, without any law, warrant, or authority, has
done more than any single individual in laska to break up this traffic.
nai<led by any authority he has made law unto him elf, and what is
more, has succe sfully enforced jt, and what v r quiet and good order
e i t in the ettlement at Wrangell is due dir ·tly to his unsu tained
individual effort . He has arre ted and fined Indian in the act of
i. ti11iug d tro d th ir tills emptied th liquor on the ground and
ha
ry I rg ly c ntributed to the c 'rttion of its manufacture i~ his
imme liate icini y. It
.m. , Imo. t impossible to top the manufacure altoge her; b n, ti , bavmg once one ived the taste it
rn , like all drunkard ·, h y ill h, e the means of satisfying their
a p tite.
bru r
I"' n' r. H. Ca ton, of Victoria wrote to Col J W
11 c· mmi' i n ~ of Indian affair for the Plovince of British ·00
1 tt r r ,latin
. th m~nnfa ~ure_ of liquor by Indian , in
he oldiers station tl m Sitka, being unable to pro-
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cure liquor, commenced to make it for themselves, anrt taught the secret
to the natives." Colonel Powell, in his report to tlle honorable minister of the interior at Ottawa, makes the following suggestion:
No doubt, however, exists, should the anticipations of Mr. Gaston prove correct as
to the general and indiscriminate manufacture of spirits by Indians themselves, that
it will revive the important question, which has been heretofore debated with much
force and argument jn political circles, as to whether it might not be prudent to
legalize the traffic under certain restrictions, since its suppression would seem to be
so difficult, if not impossible.

I think the views of Colonel Powell are well worthy of consideration.
Mr. Alexander Caulfield Anderson, author of the Government prize
essay on British Columbia, 1872, holds the same views, saying:
Asecondfertile cause has been doubtless the supply of intoxicating liquors-deleterious if not positively poisonous compounds-by unscrupulous men of the lowest
and the laziest class. The laws established for the prevention of this offense, both
within the Province and in the adjacent territory of the United States, are stringent,
and every effort is made to enforce them; nevertheless constant evasions occur, and it
has been seriously mooted whether, if it be found impracticable to suppress the nefarious t1·affic entirely, it might not be prudent to legalize it under due restrictions.
A third and last cause may be only passingly adverted to-tbe physical contamina~ion which a degraded and licentious intercourse carries with it, against which no
laws can provide.

The above remarks were drawn forth while discussing the diminution
of the Indian tribes since their contact with Europeans.
THE IMPORTATION OF FIREARMS AND .AMMUNITION.

I find some doubt exists in themindsofcollectors as to whether should
only be excluded from importation into Alaska breech-loading firearms
and fixed ammunition. When at Portland this matter was brought to
my notice, and I wrote the deputy collector at Wrangell, who replied as
follows:
CUSTOM-HOUSE, WRANGELL, A.LASKA,

Collector's Office, .August 12, 1878.
Sm: Your communication of July 29 in reference to the shipping of powder and
percussion caps is at hand. I know of no instructions from the Department since the
withdrawal of the military. The practice has been to exclude fixed ammunition only.
I am, sir, respectfully, your obedient servant,
R. D. CRITTENDEN,
·
Dep·u ty Collector.
WM. GOUVERNEUR MORRIS,

Special .Agent of the Treasury, Portland, Oreg.

I inclosed this with the following letter to Maj. A.H. Nickerson, U.S.
A., assi tant adjutant-general of the Department of the Columbia, who
returned it with an indorsement and certain papers, as follows:
OFFICE SPECIAL AGENT OF THE TREASURY,

Portland, Oreg., .Auguat 22, 1878.
SIR: I have the honor to inclose copy of a letter recently received from the deputy
collector at Wrangell, .Alaska, upon the subject of the shipment of ammunition to
that Territory.
When the California was sought to be cleared for Alaska, on the 31st of last month,
the collector called my attention to a shipment of percussion caps and certain kegs of
rifle powder destined for Wrangell. This was permitted to go forward, and the deputy
at Wrangell written to, asking what had been the practice at that port since the
withdrawal of the military.
I am de.sirous of knowing what construction was placed upon the law respecting
the importation into Alaska of ammunition by the military authorities.
I am, respectfully, your obedient servant,
Wl\I. GOUVERNEUR MORRIS,

Special .Agent.
Maj. A.H. NICKERSON, U. 8. A.,
.Aaaistant Adjutant-General
Headquarters Department of the Colunibia, Forl Vancouver,

H. Doc. 92, pt. 4--
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HEADQUARTERS DEPARTMENT OF TIJE COLUMBIA,

Fort Vancouver, Wash. Ter., .Auguat SO, 1878.
Respectfully returned to the Hon. Wm. Gouverneur Morris, special agent of the
Treasury, Portland, Oreg., inviting attention to inclosed circular of November 7,
1872, and copies of letters.
By command of Brigadier-General Howard:
A. H. NICKERSON,
Major and .Assistant .Adjutant-Gene1·al.
HEADQUARTERS, DEP ARTME 'T OF THE COLUMBIA,

Portland, Oreg., October 21, 1875.
SIRS: On July 3 last, in accordance with the provisions of section 2132, a circular
approved by the President of the United States was addre sed by the Treasury Department to collectors of customs, forbidding "the importation of breech-loading rifles
and fixed ammunition suitable therefor into the Territory of Alaska., and the shipment of such rifles or ammunition to any port or place in the Territory of Alaska,
and collectors of customs are instructed to refuse clearance of any vessel having on
board any such arms or ammunition destined for any port or place in said Territory."
The department commander, therefore, you will perceive, has no authority or discretion in the premises, nor does he desire any.
I am, sir, very respectfully, your obedient servant,
H. CLAY WOOD,
.Assistant .Adjutant-General.
J. C. MERRILL & Co.,
204 and 206 California stt·eet, Post-Office Lock Box 22401 San Francuoo.
Official:
A.H. NICKERSON,
Major and .Assistant .Adjutant-General.
HEADQUARTERS DEPARTMENT OF THE COLUMBIA,

Portland, Oreg., September 6, 1876.
SIR: Your communication of July 2 last, addressed to the assistant adjutant-general
at division headquarters, San Francisco, stating that "the two companies doing business in this district annually receive, from San Francisco, rifles, caps, powder, bullets,
and lead, and by bonds filed with collector at San Francisco the shipments are delivered to me. I find that when this place was occupied as a military station, permits
were given by the then commanding officer to said companies for small shipments
of arms and ammunition to their different stations, and as I have no instructions in
the matter, have pursued a similar course," has been referred to these headquarters
approving the views "in re pect to the shipment of arms and ammunition to trading
stations jn Alaska" of the department commander, and requesting him to "issue
such instrnctions in respect thereto as you (he) may consider proper."
Accordingly the department commander has instructed me to inform you that there
are no e:riRting permits or authority from these headquarters or superior military
authority for the importation into Ala.aka of rifles, powder, bullets, and lead, of any
manufacture or description whatever, or for their shipment to the different stations
of the companies rnferred to.
Very respectfully, your obedient servant,
H. CLAY WOOD,
.Assistant .Adjutant-General.
JOHN N. KING, Esq.,
Deputy Collector of Czutoms, Kodiak, .Alaska Tet·ritory (via San .Francisco, Cal.).
Official:
A. H. NICKBRSON,
Major and .A.saiatant .Ll.djutant-GenetaZ
[Circnlar.J
HEADQUARTERS DEPARTMENT OF THE COLUMBIA,

Portland, Oreg., November 7, 1871.
The following executive proclamation and the Treasury regulations thereunder,
relating to the collection district of Alaska, are republished for the information of
all concerned :
"TREASURY DEPARTArnNT, February 8, 1870.
"The attention of collectors and other officers of the customs is directed to the
following executive order:
" ' EXECUTIVE MANSION,

"' Washington, D. C., February 41 1870.
"' oder and in pursuance of the authority vestecl in me by the provi ions of the
second section of the act of Congres , approved on the 27th day of July, 1 6 , enti-
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tled "An act t o extend the laws of the United States relating to customs, commerce,
and navigation over the territory ceded to the United States by Russia, to establish
a collection district therein, and for other purposes," the importation of distilled
spirits into and within the district of Alaska is hereby prohibited, and the importation and use of firearms and ammunition into an<l within the islands of St. Paul and
St. George, in said district, are also hereby prohibited, under the pains and penalties
of law.
' ' ' U. S. GRANT, President.'
"In conformity with the foregoing order of the President, and to insure its faithful
execution, collectors of customs are hereby instructed to refuse clearance to all vessels having on board distilled spirits for ports, places, or islands within the territory
and collection district of Alaska.
··Vessels clearing for any port or place, intending to touch, trade, or pass within
the waters of A1aska with distilled spirits, or firearms and ammunition, on board,
will be required to execute and deliver to the collector of customs at the port of
clearance a good and sufficient bond in double the value of the articles so laden,
conditioned that said spirits, or any part thereof, shall not be landed upon or disposed of within the Territory of Alaska, or that said arms and ammunition, or any
pa.rt thereof, shall not be landed, disposed of, or used upon either the islands of
Saint Paul or ,'faint George, in said district.
"GEO.

s. BOUTWELL,

"Secretary of the Treasury."
By command of Brigadier-General Canby:
LOUIS V. CAZIARC,
First Lietiienant, Second Artillery, Aid-de-Carnp, Acting Assistant Adjutant-General.

The following is the latest upon this subject:
[General Orders No. 72.]
WAR DEPARTMENT, ADJUTANT-GENERAL'S OFFICE.

The following circular from the Treasury Department relative to the importation
of breech-loading rifles, and fixed ammunition therefor, into the Territory of .Alaska,
is published for the information of the Army:
"TRltASURY DEPARTMENT,

"Washington, D. C., July 9, 1875.
"To Collectors of Cuatoms:
"The importation of breech-loading rifles, and fixed ammunition suitable therefor,
into the Territory of Alaska, is hereby forbidden; and collectors of customs are instructed to refuse clearance of any vessel having on board any such arms or ammunit,ion destined for any port or place in said Territory. If, however, any vessel intends
to touch or trade at a port in Alaska. Territory, or to pass within the waters thereof,
but sha.ll be ultimately destined for some port or place not within the limits of said
Territorv, and shall have on board any such :firearms or ammunition the master or
chief officer thereof will be required to execute and deliver to the collector of
customs at the port of clearance a good and sufficient bond, with two sureties, in
double the value of ,-.uch merchandise, conditioned that such arms or ammunition,
or any part thereof~ shall not be landed or disposed of within the Territory of
Alaska. Such bond shall be taken for such time as the collector shall deem proper,
and may be satisfied upon proofs similar to those required to satisfy ordinary export
bonds, showing that such arms have be n landed at some foreign port; or., if such merchandise is landed at any port of the United States not within the limits of the
Territory of Alaska, tho bond may be satisfied upon production of a certificate to
that effect from the collector of the port whore it is so land d.
,, CHAS. F.
0 ANT,
"Acting Secretary.
"Approved:
"U. S. GRANT, President!'

By order of the Secretary of War:
TIIOMA

M. VJ • E ,'T,

A.aaislant .Adjulanl•Uene,·al.
Official:
M. VINCENT,
Asaistant Adjutant-General.

THOMAS
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I have no knowleuge of there baviug been auy exportation ofbreechloading arms to Alaska since the withdrawal of the military, save an
occasional rifle in the bands of miners, and I can not ee bow this can
well be prevented. It would be well for some modified regulation to
be issued upon the subject, but I do not wish to be understood a· favoring a change of policy. The views of Major-General Schofield are, I
think, eminently correct and should be carried out.
I think it was the intention of the Department only to exclude shipments of fixed ammunition, but our collectors do not so understand it,
for Colonel Wood, in his letter to the deputy collector at Kodiak, say :
"There are no existing permits or authority from these lrnadquarters,
or superior military authority, for the importation into Alaska of rifles,
pow~er, bullets, and lead, of any manufacture or description whatever."
The Indians must have powder, lead, and shot to use in their smoothbore guns and Hudson Bay muskets; so must the whites for hunting;
and if they can't import it from the United States they can readily
smuggle all they want from British Columbia.
Does the Department mean to absolutely prohibit an individual emigrating to Alaska from taking with him for bis own personal safety and
convenience a breech-loading rifle, and the necessary ammunition for
his own personal use7
Again, if a man is found upon an American steamship with such a
weapon in his possession, what course are the customs autboritie to
adopt!
I ask these questions because such a state of facts is constantly
arising, and the customs officers are in doubt what course to pursue.
As said before, the whole subject needs revision, and the sooner it i
done the better.
I have no accurate means of ascertaining the approximate number
of breech-loading arms in possession of the Indians in Alaska. They
have a few Henry rifles, mostly of the old pattern.
Shasta Hauck, chief of the Stikines, has mounted at his place two
4-pound boat swivel guns of no value, supposed to have been purcha ed
from the Russians or HU(L on Bay Company.
Occasionally an Indian will purchase from a miner in British Columbia a repeating rifle, but instances are not of an alarming character,
a far a I know.
THE INDIAN TRIBES OF .A.LA.SK.A.-1\IISSIONA.RIES A.ND INDIAN SOHOOLSPRESENT CONDITION A.ND FUTURE GOVERNMENT.

The e subjects embrace a wide di cussion, and I have thought best to
limit them to one comprehen ive title.
It is exceedingly difficult to approximate with any great degree of
accuracy the number of natives in Alaska. The divergence of opi11ion
is great. I will proceed to enumerate a few of the estimates by quoting,
first:
[From Major-General Halleck'e report to the Secretary of War, 1869.)
NAMES OF TRIBE

AND THEffi NU 1BERS.

Indian population.- fost writers make four general divisions of the natives of
Alaska.: } irst, the Koloshians; second, the Kenaian ; third, the Aleuts; fourth, the
Eeqniman.x. These are again subdivided into numerous tribes and families, which
have be n named, sometimes from their places of residence or resort, and sometimes
from other circumstances or incidents.
1. The Kolo,hiana.-'Ihis name is given by the Russians to all the natives who
inhabit the islands and coa t from tb latitude 54° 40' to the month of the .A.tna. or
Copper River. 'l'he Indians of the northern islands and northern coa t of Briti h
Columbia. belong to the same stock, and their entire population waa estimated by the
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early explorers at 25,000. The Koloshians in Alaska at the present time have been
subdivided and classed as fo Uows:
The Hydas, who inhabit the southern part of Alexandria or Prince of Wales Archipelago. They have usually been hostile to the whites, and a few years ago captured a
trading nssel and murdered the crew. They number about 600. These Indians are
also called Kaiaganies and Kliarakans; the former being near Kaigan Harbor, and the
latter near the Gulf of Kliarakan. In the same archipelago are the Hennegas, who
live near Cape Pole, and the Chatsinas, who occupy the northern portion of the
principal island. They are said to be peaceful, and to number about 500 each; in all
about 1,000.
The Tongas, who live on Tongas Island and on the north side of Portland Channel.
A branch of this tribe called the Foxes, now under a sepa,r ate chief, live near Cape
Fox. The two branches together number about 500.
The Stikeens, who live on the Stackine River and the island near its mouth; although represented as at the present time peaceable, a few years ago they captured
a trading vessel and mv.l'dered the crew. They number about 1,000.
The Kakus, or Kakes, who live on Kuprinoff Island, having their principal settlement near the northwestern side. These Indians have long been hostile to the whites,
making di tant warlike incursionfl ju their canoes. 'l'hey have several times visited
Puget Sound, and in 1857 murdered the collector of customs at Port Townsend. They
number altogether about 1,200.
The Kous, who have·Reveral villages on the bays and inlets of Kou Island, between
Cape Division and Prince Frederic-ks Sound. They are r epresented as generally
unfriendly to our people. They are dangerous only to small unarmed traders. They
number in all about 800.
The Koutznous, or Koushnous, who live near Kootznere Head, at the mouth of
l loocls Bay, Admiralty Island. They number about 800.
The Awks, who live along Douglas Channel and near the mouth of Tako River.
They have a bad reputation and number about 800.
The Sundowns and Takos, who live on the mainland from Port Houghton to the
Tako River. They number about 500.
The ChHcates or Chil kahts, living on Lynn ChaT)nel and the Chilkaht River. They
are warlike and have heretofore been hostile to all whites, but at present manifest
a disposition to be friendly. They muster about 2,000.
The Hoodsua-hoos, who live near the head of Chatham Straits. There are also
small settlementl:'I of them near Port ]frederick and at some other points. They
number about 1,000.
The Hunnas or Hooneaks, who are scattered along the mainland from Lynn Canal
to Cape pencer. Their number is about 1,000.
The itkas or Indians on Baranoff Island, who were at first opposed to the change
of flags, but have since become friendly. These are estimated by General Davis at
about 1,200.
If we add to these the scattering families and tribes on the island!! not above
enumerated and the H yacks, who live south of Copper River, we shall have from
12,000 to 15,000 as the whole number of Kolosbians in the Territory.
2. The Ke11aians.-This name, dEirived from the 1>eninsula of Kenai, which lies between Cooks Inlet and Prince William Sound, has been applied to all the Indians who
occnpy the country north of Copper River and west of the Rocky Mountains, except
the Aleuts and E quimaux. The employees of the telegraph company represent
them as peaceful and well disposed. They, however, are ready to avenge any affront
or wrong. I have not sufficient data to give the names, locations, or numbers of the
several tribe oftbese people. Their whole number is usually estimated at 25,000.
3. The Ale1tfs.-Thls term more properiy belongs to the natives of the Aleutian
Islands, but it ha been applied also to those of the Schoumagin andKadiak groups,
and to the , outhern Esquimaux, whom they ~eatly resemble. They are gent,rally
kiud and well disposed, and not entirely wantrng in industry. By the introduction
of chool and cbmches among these people, the Russians hav-e done mnch toward
reducing tbem to a Rtaie of civilization. As might be expected from the indefinite
clrn.racter of the lines separating them from the Esquimanx, the timates of their
numbers are conl:li c·ting, varying from 4,000 to 10,000. Probably tbe lowest number
would compri e all the inhabitants of the Aleutian Islands proper, while if we
include the otlier groups and the peninsula of Alaska, and the country bordering on
Bristol Ray, the whole number may reach as high as 10,000.
.
4. The E11,piimaux.-These people, who constitute the remainder of the popul3:tion
of Alaska, inhabit the coa ·t of Bering ea and of th~ Arctic Ocean and: the 1~ter1or country north, and including the northern branches of the Yukon River. The
~enaians are said to bold the country along the more souther)y br3:nches of that
nver. The character of the Alaskan Esquimau.x does not Rent1ally d1ff rfrom t?a.t
of the same race in other parts of the world. They are low. in the _cale of huro~mty,
and nnmb •r al1011t 20,000. Tbe:e PR ti mates make the eut1re Indian population of
Alaska. a.bout 60,000.
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[Report of Bvt. Lieut. Col. Robert N. Scott, U.S.A.)

I NDIANS LIVING ON AND NEAR THE BOUNDARY BETWEEN BRITISH COLUMBIA AND
TllE RUSSIAN-AMERICAN TERRITORY RECENTLY CEDED TO THE UNITED ST.A.TES,

Chirnpsains.-Living on Chimpsain Peninsula. Their principal village is at Fort
.~impson, where a Hudson Bay post (the largest on the coast) has been located for
some thirty years. There are about 900 Indians at the point, living in large, strongly
built lodges. About 600 of this tribe are at Metlakahtla, a missionary and trading
village about 15 miles to the southward of Fort Simpson, on Chatham Sound. Fort
Simpson is a large stockade fort, armed with eight 4-pounder iron guns, but there
are now but three or four whites at that station.
Naas Rive1· Indians.-Nans River empties into P ortland Channel at about 55° north
latitude and about 30 miles to the northward and eastward of Fort 8impson. Mr.
Cunningham (the Naas River trader for Hudson Bay Company) was at Fort Simpson while I was there, and kindly furnished such information as I po sess in reference to tribes on that and Skeena River. He estimates the total number of Naas
Iu,lians at 2,000.
The Kakes, Foxes, Hydahs, Tongas, and Stikeens trade on the Naas for oulicoon
oil and other articles. The Naas India.us go into Portland Cbanuol, near its bead,
to catch salmon, which are said to be very abundant. 1'bere is a tribe of about 200
souls now living on a westerly bmuch of the Naas nea,r Stikeen River. They are
calied '' Lackweips," and formerly Ii ved on Portland Channel. They moved a.way
in consequence of an unsuccessful war with the Naas, and now trade exclusively
with the Stikeens. The Hudson Bay Company is making strong efforts to reconcile this feud, in order to recover their trade. (I em brace under this beading a.11
Indi~tns who are within easy access to Portland Channel, coming there to trade, etc.,
or within an area of 60 miles north and south of that inlet. )
Skeena River lndians.-Skeena River empties iuto Port Essington about 35 miles
below Portland Channel. Its source is not far from the head wat ers of the Naas.
The total number of Indians on the river and its tributaries is reliably estimated at
2,400, namely:
Ki ts alas ... _____ • _. _ ••••.•.• _••.••••.•••••. _______ .•. ___ . _••• __ • _... • • • • • • • • • . 400

ll~~{I~t{i!!{!{!!!!(!!!(!!!!!!!!!!!!{ii!iii!i!!!I{!!i{!!i!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!~
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The last-named tribe live between the Naas and the Skeens.. They are represented
as a. very superior race, industrious, sober, cleanly, and peaceable.
Kitatels.-LiYing on the islands in Ogden's Channel, about 60 miles below Fort
Simpson. They number ahout 300 persons, and are not considered very trustworthy.
These people trade at Motfakahtla.
Hyclahs.-This uame is giv •n to the Indians on the northern shores of Queen Charlotte Island and to allot onr Indian on Prince of Wales Islands, except the Hermega and Chat inahs. The Briti h Indians living along the shore from Virago Sound
to Jorth Point and Cape Knox number 300. Those at Masset Harbor are also estimated at 300. The American Hydab8 are called Ky-gaunies or Klia.vakans. They
number about 600 souls, ancl are scattered a.Jong the shore from Cordova to Tou vel
Bay. Quite a number of the men from these tribes are employed about Victoria., and
in the awmills on Pnget ound. A few years ago some British Hydahs captured the
schooner Blue Wing, off eattle, Wash., and murdered all the crew and pa sengers
some five or six per on .
Tongas.- ot many years arro this was a. warlike and nnmerou trib , aud now number not more than ::!00 son ls. They hnnt, fi h, and tra.cle among the i lands and on
the northern shores of Portlt ncl Channel. Their principal villa ire is on Ton gas Island,
to wl!icb referenc is made l ·c wher .
There i no Indian lrnr an with att udant complications. There is no pretended
recognition of th Indian's "title" in foo simple to the lands over which lie roam for
fi!ih or game. Intoxicating liquor were not introduced among th se p ople o long
as the Hnclson Bay Company po · • sell the monopoly of tracle. Prompt punishment
follow the perp tration of crim •, and from time to time the pr : uce of a gunboat
e:-ve tor .mind the s vng alon~ the coa t of the power of their ma ters. Tot
more than two y ars a.go the Fort 1 upert Indian were severely punish d for refusing to deliv r cntain crimin als cl Pman<lecl by the civil magistrate. Their village
wa bomuardecl and comp) •t l y cl . tro · d by Her Britannic Ma.i ty' gunboat lio.
A the re ult of such :l poli cy we find trading po. ts well sto ·ked with ever_vthing
t mpting to avage cupidity safely conducted by one or two white among distant
and powerful trib s. There i not a regular soldier in all British Columbia (except-
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ing marines on shipboard and at equipment), and yet white men travel through the
length and breadth of the province in almost absolute security. Yet the total number of Indians in the colony is estimated at 40,000, and there are not more than 8,000
whites. Dr. Tolmie informed me that Captain Howard, of our revenue service, had
stated in Victoria that no one would be allowed to sell arms or ammunition to the
Indians in our Territory. This policy, provided it could be carried out, would simply
deprive these people of the means of gaining a livelihood. They must have guns,
not only to get food, but to secure the furs, skins, etc., of the northwest trade. Bui
these Indians will get arms and ammunition. If our own traders are prohibited from
furnishing them, they can and will get them from British Columbia, and in this event
they would naturally look upon the British as their best friends. 'l'he consequence
of such a state of feeling, as affecting our trade and intercourse with them, may
readily be imagined, inasmuch as most of our trading intercourse with .Alaska will
be by small vessels, running through what is called the inside passage along the
coast of British Columbia.. I deemed it advisable to collect such information as
could be obtained in reference to Indians living on and near that route for convenient
reference.
I submit herewith a copy of the letter of instructions received from Major-General
Halleck (inclosure .A).
Very respectfully, your obedient servant,
Brevet Ma.j. Gen.

ROBERT N. ScoIT
Brevet Lieutenant-Colonel ana A. D. O.

JAMES B. FRY,
Adjutant-General Military District of the Pacific.

Vincent Collyer says:
Major-General Halleck's nomenclature I have already given. His estimate I believe
to be nearest correct of any. In all cases where I counted them the number exceeded
the published estimates.

Col. H. Clay Wood, U. S. A., assistant adjutant-general of the Department of the Columbia, in a report made to General Howard on the
liquor traffic, remarks:
There-are upward of 60,000 Indians in Alaska Territory, dispersed in numeroll8
tribes and bands.

Special Agent Elliott estimates as follows:
The number of Indians now living in the Territory is, according to best authority
and my judgment, between 18,000 and 20,000. Of this number, between 10,000 and
12,000 belong to that district bounded on the north by Cooks Inlet and south by
Fort Simpson; the remainder inhabit that stretch of country reaching from Bristol
Bay to Kotzebue Sound, and back into the far interior, where there are several tribes,
supposed to be quite numerous, about which very little is known, even by the trnders.

The pre ent Commissioner of Indian Affairs reports, under the following date:
WASHINGTON, D. c., November 1, 1877.
The Indians of Alaska, numbering over 20,000, being within the jurisdiction of the
Urnted States, have at least a moral claim upon the Government for assistanee in the
way of civilization. Under the policy of letting the e tribes alone, Indians who are
as yet without t he influence of ither the virtues or vices of civilization will gradually become victim to the practice of whisky drinking and other deteriorating
influences; those whose contact with whites bas already reRulted in demoralization
will become still more degraded; and those who, under Russian rule and iniluence,
became partially civilized, will, by the withdrawal of the restraints and protection
of Russian law and the failure to substitute the authority of the United States
Government, relapse into barbarism.
The fact that these tribes are not dependent on the Government for subsistence
and are not occupying lands which United States citizens covet, should not serve ~s
an argument for leaving them without law, order, or civilizing influences. Unless it
is the intention of the Government to abandon Alaska altogether, some plan for
bringing these Indians under civilizing control of the Government should be adopted
at an early day, especially for furnishing them educational facilities. I wo~d
rec?mmend the appointment of a special agent, whose duty it s~all b~ to ascer1}a.m
their condition and wants and make report tl.ier on, to be the ~,a 1a of fnture action.
I have the honor to be, sir, yery respectfully, your obe<l t •nt servant, .
E. A. HAYT, Oonimiuioner.
Hon. SECRETARY OF THE INTERIOR.
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Desiring to have t.he views of the Hon. James G. Swan upon the
number of Indians in A1aska and how they should be managed, I
addressed him a communication requesting be would at length prepare
a statement for me. This he has done in a very able and interesting
manner, and it is now presented. Judge Swan has had much experience with the Indians on this coast. I have great respect for the views
he advances, and rely very much upon his judgment.
NEEAH BAY, WASHINGTON TER., October 19, 1878.
MY DEAR MA.TOR: I will now endeavor to reply to your letter of the 12th, in which
you request me to give you "the estimate of the number of Indians in Alaska, and
where located," and also "to offer any suggestions or remarks I may desire to make
concerning those Indians and their future management." I therefore respectfully
submit the following:
First, as to their number. The only information I have which may be considered
as reliable, because it is official, is contained in Dall's Report on the Tribes of the
Extreme Northwest, which is published in vol. 1 of Contributions to North American
Ethnology, by Maj. J. W. Powell, by instructions of the Department of the Interior,
1877. In this interesting and valuable report you will find all the information that
has been published to the present time respecting the Alaska Indians, which he
classes as "Orarians," or tribes living on the seacoast (although he does not give his
reason for using the term "Orarians," a word I do not know the meaning or application of), and Indians, and gives the whole number asTotal Alaska Indians ...•••••••••••••••••••••••••••..••••••••••.•••••••••••. 11,650
Total Alaska Orarians ...••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••. 14, 054

Total native population .••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••. 25,704
The Orarians are, :first, the Innuit; second, the Aleuts.
The Innuit are the most western tribes, and are classed by Dall with the tribes of
the adjacent coast of Asia. The whole number of the Innuits he places at 11,600.
The Aleuts are the ea1:1tern, or Unala kans, and the western, or Atkans. Of these
there are 2,454, makin~ a total of Orarians, 14,054.
The Indian tribes of Alaska are divided by Dall into two groups, the Tinnet and
T'linkets. The former are the more northerly tribes, from Cooks Inlet and Copper
River north, and the latter are the tribes from Cooks Inlet to the southern borders of
Alaska, and are the tribes more particularly met with by travelers t.o Sitka, Wrangell,
and the Prince of Wales Archipelago.
The Tinn et number.... • • . . . • . • • • • • • . • • • • • • • • • • • • • . • • • • • • • • •• • • • • • • • • • • • • • . 6, 100
The T'linkets...... • . . • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • . • • • • • • • • • . • • . • • • • • • • • • • • • • •• • • • • • • 5, 550
Making a total of Alaskan Indians ..•••..•..••...•.••••••.••••••••••• 11,650
But, in speaking of the native population of Alaska, it is proper to call them all
"Indians" to prevent confusion. Dall adds to this whole number of natives, which,
as before stated, is 25,704, as follows: e. g., Rus ians, 50; half-breeds or creoles,
1,500; citizens, including military, 250-1,800; ma.king the total population of the
Territory 27,504.
The military have been removed since Dall's estimate was made, but the addition
to the population since the canneries at Sitka. and IGawack have been established,
and the influx occasioned by the mineral discoveries, will make the total for the
whole population at the present time not far from the amount estimated by Dall.
The second question, "As to the best method of managing the Indians of Ala ka.,"
is one of deep interest; one which requires much study and careful consideration;
and no conclusions should be hastily made. In accepting your kind invitation to
express myself on this momentous question, I shall have to ask your permi sion
to allow me to state how I have acquired the information requisite to enable me to
advance an opinion upon so grave a subject as the management of Indians.
ince 1852, at which time I first came to this Territory (then a part of Oregon), I
have devoted a con iderable portion of my time to the study of Indian habits and
customs, to ethnology, archmoloo-. , and all matters pertaining to the historv of this
people, e pecially the nativ of the Torthwest Coa t. In 1855 I was with"the late
Gen. Isaac I. teven, when
governor of Wa hington Territory and superintendent of Indian affairs, he made treatie with the everal trihe we t of the Cascade
Range, and subsequently wn with him in Wa hington a his private secretary at
the time he,
Delegate in Congr s from tbi T rritory, aided in having tho e
treaties confirmed by the enate. The suhj ct of thos treaties was the topic of
our frequent conversation, and no man knows b tt r than myself what Governor
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Stevens's true intention was concerning them; and I can safely and truly etate, that
had the treaties he ma.de been carried out in the spirit anJ. intent with which he
made them, much good would have been effected with the Indians, and it is tbenonfulfilhnent of those treaties which has been the prime cause of all the trouble we
have had with the Indians in this Territory. I was then, and am now, opposed to
any or all treaty-making with the natives, and I published my views in a work
entitled The Northwest Coast, which was issued by Harpers in 1857. On pages
iS49 and 350, and from the last paragraph on page 367, my views are freely expressed.
(If yon have not a copy of the book, you can obtain one either at Mr. Webster's or
Dr. Minor's.)
My observation and experience since then have proved to me that my views as
there expressed are correot; that it is folly to think of making any more treaties
with Indians, and, so far as Alaska is considered, I see no object to be attained by
repeating a worn-out farce of treating with a people who are living in a Territory
which we have acquired the fee simple of by the purchase the United States made
of Russia, in which purchase no mention is made of any reserved rights of Indians
or any other people. The land b elongs to the United States, and no treaties are neoessary to extinguish Indian titles.
We must therefore meet this Alaskan question other than by the time-honored
custom of making a solemn treaty with a horde of breechless savages in the same
formal manner and with more imposing ceremony than we are wont to do with such
great nations as Great Britain, !!'ranee, Germany, and Russia. What, then, shall be
that method and how can it be carried into effect is the subject which your letter
invites me to discuss.
I think that the Indians themselves can give us some useful hints regarding the
manner of treatment which would not only be acceptable to them, but would, in my
judgment, lead to the happiest results.
In 1875 I ha.d the honor of being appointed aA a special commissioner of the United
States for procuring articles of Indian manufacture for the National Museum, to be
exhibited at the Centennial Exposition in Philadelphia, and proceeded, in the United
States revenue steamer Wolcott, to Alaska, in a cruise during the months of June and
July of that year.
Durmg that cruise we stopped at many of the villages of various tribes, and whenever we had any conversation with the Indians it was the universally expressed wish
that the Government would i:;end them teachers and missionaries, as the English bad
sent to the Indians of British Columbia, and they particularly referred to the missions
at Fort Simpson, and at Metlakatla, British Columbia, the form r under the charge
of Rev. Mr. Crosby, of the Wesleyan Methodist Society of Ontario, Canad~ and the._
latter under charge of Rev. Mr. Duncan, of the Episcopal Missionary ~ociety of
London, England.
Fort Simpson, being one of the principal trading posts of the Hudson Bay Company and situated but a few miles from the southern boundary of Alaska, is the place
where a great many of the Alaskan tribes resort to sell their furs, and have there seen
for themselves the superior condition of the Tsimsean Indians, both at Fort Simpson
anu Metlakatla, and it was undoubtedly a jealous spirit, induced by the unfavorable
comparison of their own uncivilized state, in contrast with the great improvement of
the Tsim eans, which caused them to be so unanimous in their applications to us for
Government aid in sending teachers to them.
In a -r eport made by rue to the Commissioner of Indian .A..ffairs on my return, which
was also published in the Port Townsend Argus, September 3 lts77, I dwelt at
l ength on this subject, and strongly recommended that our Government adopt
toward the Ala ka Indians a similar policy to that o successfully enforced in British
Columbia, at the two mi sions of Metlakatla and Fort Simpson, a short account of
which will serve to explain the method which I woulu suggest our Government
adopt in its future management of the Alaskan tribes.
In October, 1857, Mr. William Duncan, a missionary, schoolmaster, and catechist,
and graduate at Highlmry Episcopal Trninin(T Coll ge of the Church Missionary
ociety of London, was selected to fill the poet of t~a her and mi sionary at Fort
irupson, and, with no other aid than the stipend paid him by the society and occasional donations from charitable per ·ons in England and in Victoria, he has su~ceeded in making the Indians under bis charge a self-sustaining people, and th~ir
settlement is a model which many of our pioneer communities might emulate with
profit.
In May, 1860, Mr. Duncan, findin g the locality of the post at Fort Simp~on
unsuited to bis purpose, removed to bis present place :tli fotlakatla, some 20 miles
south, where he established a town. Here: acting in turns as mini ter,.sclioolmaste!,
physician, builder, arbitrator, magistrate, trader, and tea ·her of various mecba.mc
arts, he has labored so eucoessfally that they now own a schooner trading regularly
to Victoria, they have a joint stock trading house, a market lwnse, 3'. soap manufactory, blacksmith shop, sawmill, an oct:tgon-sbap d scboolb us wh10h co t ne~ly
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$4,000, a building 90 feet by 30, used as a co{1rt-house, for public meetings, and to
accommodate strangers, a mission house 64 feet by 32, containing seven apartments
on the ground :floor, a spacious dormitory above, and outbuildings. Also a church,
.a. woolen factory, where they weave blankets and common :flannel on a machine
supplied them by the proprietors of the Mission Mills at San Francisco, a rope and
twine factory, a tannery, a boot and shoe factory, and a variety of other useful
things impossible for me here to particularize.
The British Government recognizes Mr. Duncan's great work, and directs all its officials in the navy and army who may be on the coast of British Columbia to render
him such aid as he may need. But there his connection with his Government ends.
He h~ done this work with the voluntary aid and contributions of the Indians, and
is by their help rendered independent of any outside support to carry on the mission
work. There are no paid officials, no annuities, no treaties, and no thieving Indian
agents, but the whole is managed just as any community of white people manage their
town affairs.
After Mr. Duncan left Fort Simpson he was succeeded by Rev. Mr. Crosby, of the
Wesleyan Mission. What I have written of Mr. Duncan can be said of Mr. Crosby.
Both these gentlemen are doing a great and marked good in their respect,i ve missions,
and the only way in which the Dominion Government of Canada takea care of them
is through its efficient Indian eommissioner, Dr. John W. Powell, of Victoria, who
annually visits those missions and all the coast tribes in the Dominion steamer Sir
James Douglas, and who is ready at all times to cooperate with MesRrs. Duncan and
Crosby in enforcing the laws of the Dominion relative to Indian affairs.
The coast tribes of British Columbia are quite as savage as those of Alaska. They
all have trade and intercourse with each other, and their manne1·s and customs a.re
identical, and, as the Alaskan Indians are desirous of having schools and teachers
as the British Columbia Indians have, it seems to me to point out the true method
by which our Government can manage those natives.
I am averse to all treaties and reservations, with their expensive machinery of
agents and employees paid by the Government, and of payin~ annuities to Indians
to encourage them in idleness. That policy bas been the rulmg one since the days
of George Washington. We all have seen the great error and the little good of that
policy, but have been unable to avert or amend it; but Alaska is au exception to our
Indian population. Separated from the States and Territories by British Columbia,
her Indian tribes have no affinity with or knowledge of the working of our treaty
system, an,1 they present a fresh field of operation.
I respectfully suggest that the British Columbia plan, which has proved so eminently
successful, be adopted. I would recommend that the various religious denominations
send out missionaries, so that every tribe may be supplied. In order to do this, a
commission should be sent to Afaska to ascertain just where aud how many of these
missions should be e1:1tablished, and then each missionary society be invited to select
and send men fitted for the work, who would go in the same spirit and with the same
capacity, executive, ministerial, and financial, that Messrs. Duncan and Crosby have,
and the whole to be under oharge of one general superintendent, who, like Dr. Powell,
should visit every mission once or twice each year and report to the Govt1rnment in
Washington. Such missions should be aided by the Government to enable them to
start in a. proper manner, but there would be no necessity for any great appropriation, for, as at Metlakatla and Fort Si111pson, the missions should be self-supporting.
From my own knowledge and experience and long observation, I feel justified in
asserting that the Alaskan Indians are now just in that state in which they would
receive teacher most cordiaJly, and would do as much as the Tsiruseans have done for
the missions at Fort Simpson and Metla.katla. This plan is no theory of mine.z. nor is
it a new thing. It is a plan which bas been in succe sful operation in British uolumbia for many years, and is one peculiarly adapted to the Indians of Alaska; one which
many of them have seen in successful operation, and one which they heartily indorse
and wish introduced among them. On the score of economy, it is eminently superior
to any ystem we now have regarding Indian manag ment, and, as regards benefiting
the Indians in every respect, we ba.ve only to refer to the missions I alluded to for
proof of its excellence. Bui above all things, tbi system is to be recommended for
its freedom from change.
The qu tion i often asked, and never with more pertinence than at the present time,
when the subject of turning over the Indian Bureau to the War Department will be a
leading topic in the next Congre , "What good ha been done to the Indians by the
peace poli y, and why do we not ee better re nltsf" The answer is apparent to the
most casual observer: It is the con tant change of agents and the constant change of
policy of very new incumbent in the office of Indian Commissioner. What is wanted
more than anything is permanen e of plan; and to accomplish this, a policy should
be adopt d of having good men like those I have named remain in position during
P.oocl b<'havior, or so Tong as they are accompli bing good and beneficial r ulta.
lhis can not be done under our pie ent sy ·tern, where evt,ry Indian agent feels that
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his appoiutment is only for four years and a change of Administration is sure to turn
him out of office. It is this change, more than anything e1se, which has induced so
many men of weak moral stamina to pay more attention to enriching themselves,
rather than to do their duty and carry out treaty stipulations. This change has more
to do with our Indian troubles than most people are aware of. The Indian mind is
not given to change, least of all sudden changes of policy. He may change his habitation and roam about, but bis mind is stoical and fixed; and it is only by a long
series of years and the most careful and discreet exercise of judgment by those placed
over him that be can be induced to give up the wild l6gends and traditions of bis
forefathers and to adopt the manners and customs of civilized life.
The records of the Indian Bureau are full of accounts of frequent changes of agents
and changes in administrative capadty. The Indian is told at the time of making a,
treaty what the Government will do for him, and he places faith in the promise; but
when·such promises, solemnlymade by a great nation, are so frequently and ruthlessly
broken, he loses all faith, and considers the Great Father in Washington as a myth,
whose name is synonymous with that of the" Shitan" of the Turk.
I am now writing at the Makah Indian Agency, instituted by the treaty of Neah
Bay. This agency was inaugurated under Agent Henry A. Webster, whose wise
policy was being understood and accepted by these Indians, who were being gradually drawn from their aavage ways and induced to look upon civilization in a more
favorable ligltt. The improvements he caused to be made, in erecting good and substantial buildings, in fencing and clearing land, in making good roads, in raising
great crops of potatoes, which were all distributed among the Indians, and in causing whole villages to assume an appearance of neatness, in his encouragement of
their inclustries, and in the education of their children, was not lost upon the Indian
mintl; but be was relieved from the -position, and since then four other agents have
been in charge, each of whom had different views, and to-day I see the very improvements which I assisted to make while Mr. Webster was agent bave been allowed to
become dilapidated, and show evidence of utter shiftlessness and neglect. Buildings out of repair, roads impassable, fences covered with moss and rotting down, and
not one acre of land cleared in addition to what we cleared during Mr. Webster's
agency. The Indians see this, and daily I hear the remark that Mr. Webster was
the best agent they ever had, and they ask to have the old policy restored. I can
see and understand if Mr. Webster's plan had been continued to the present time
the great amount of good which would have resulted. But, instead, I :find these
Indians, with but few exceptions, and those principally of the school children, the
same breechless savages they were when I first came here as an employee in 1862, an
appearance which so disgusted Colonel Watkins, the Indian inspector, who was here
a year ago, that he pronounced them the dirtiest set of savages he bad ever seen on
the whole continent.
Now, this state of things has been siruply the result of a continued change of
agents. I do not make these remarks to reflect upon their present agent, who has
been in charge only a few months, with but small means to work with, whose plans
and vi~ws seem to be similar to those of Mr. Webster, but simply as an illustration
of the remark I have made, of the bnd effects on Indians of r epeated changes.
The policy I snggest will find but little favor in the eyes of those persons who are
d~ep _in the hidden mysteries of Indian rings, as there will be no great amount to be
~1stnb~ted among Indians by underpaid agents and no prospective profits to loom up
rn the d11:1tant honzon of fraudulent contractors by this policy; but 1fyou, as the agent
of the Government, could visit Metlakatla and Fort Simpson and see the working
of this mission system and visit the various Alaskan tribes as I did, I am confident
you would pronounce my state111ent correct.
I would not presume to offer any views about the detail or the working of this
plan. That is a matter for the investi gation of commissions, who, by conferring with
Indian Commissioner Powell, in Vi ctoria, and going personally to Metlakatla. and
Fort Simpson and to the various Ala kan tribes as far as Sitka, could be better able
to sugge. t what, in their op inion, would be the best course to pursne. A comniission
could eas ily and economically be sent to Alaska from Port Townsend, who could visit
every place I have named and be able to r eport before the adjournment of the pr sent
Congress. I can only say that the winter is the best time for such visits to b e made,
as the Indians would all be at home in their winter quarters, and if I can aid in any
way or as i tin developing this plan, even though it should not be ultimately adopted
by Congress, I shall feel that I have been engaged in a good wor k for the red men of
Alaska.
I am aware that these views of mine will be met with the statement that tbe religious denominations have already, under the p eace policy, forni~hed India.n a'Jents,
an~ that in very many instances their selections have proved failures. But simply
bemg a professor of r elig ion or a minist er of th e gosp el does not preve~t tbos -;b 0
have an inborn cussedness from u ·in~ their religion as a cloak un~ r wb1~h tli Yh.~.; e
carried out their thieving propensities. But in this place there 18 nothing to ex.ct e
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the cupidity of theological mawworms or Aminadab Sleeks. They are the very last
people who would seek for an opportunity to do true missionary work, as is done in
British Columbia; and when we reflect that there are no soldiers or Indian a.gents or
Indian treaties in all that country like we have in the United States, that they have
no Indian wars as we have, and that Commissioner Powell, by the aid afforded him
of the use of tl;i.e naval vessels at Esquimault, bas been able to suppress revolt and
keep all the coast tribes under his jurisdiction quiet and at a trifling expense, it seems
to me that it would be the part of wisdom if onr Government would at least inquire
into this system before resorting to old, wornout theories or attempting untried new
ones.
There is much more to be said in favor of this proposition, but I fear I have already
been too prolix. I will, however, assure you that I am ready, and shall be glad if I
can be of any further service to you on the subject of the Indians of Alaska.
Very respectfully and truly yours,
J.AME:s G. swil.
Maj. WM. GOUVERNEUR MORRIS,
Port Townsend, Washington Ter.

This idea of having a commission visit Alaska for the purpose of location, etc., of mission schools is to my mind the best practical method
for the accomplishment of the undertaking. It will be observed the
honorable Commissioner of Indian Affairs recommends the appointment
of a special agent for this purpose. The composition of such commission as Judge Swan suggests, in my judgment, should consist of three
persons-an officer of the Army, an officer of the Indian Bureau, who
sLould be a minister of the gospel, missionary, or teacher, and an officer
of the Treasury Department.
I think the sending of a commission there during the coming winter
would not be opportune. While it is true, as Judge Swan states, that
all the Indians will be found at their respective camps at this time of
the year, still, in view of the fact of the season being already so far
advanced, before such commission could be organized, means provided
for their expenses and transportation, the tour of inspection made
and report ready for transmission to Congress, that body will have
adjourned.
The better plan, I am satisfied, would be to send the commission to
Alaska not later than ~he 1st of next April, with full authority to visit
every available point in the Territory and the British mis. ions at Fort
Simp on and Metlacatlah, and inquire into everything connected with
the i-mbject-matter with which they are charged. This report should be ·
ready to be pre ented to the Congress which meets in December, 1879,
and the present Congress can make the necessary appropriation for the
work.
As this is an entire new feature in the manR,g ement of Indian tribes
of the U11ited State , it is one which should not be the result of ha ty
action, but should l>e discreetly dealt with, and Oongre s hould be in
po e ion of all the facts and experience of other nations before entering upon the ta k.
General Howard ha for years been ul'ging the establishment of chool
and advi ing Chri tian minister devoting them . elve tomi ionarywork
in Ala ka. I am happy to say there are now already in the T rritory
good and worthy pioneer in thi r ligiou ' work, who are meeting with
the mo , anguiue , nee . On my way down from Wrangell I stopped
at Fort imp on and vi it d the I ev. Ir. Oro, by and had a long conver~ation with him upon the subject of hi mi.· ion. He informed m
th Ala ka Indian at onga
ery bort distan · off on the other id
of Portland anal the dividi 11 g Jin , re very anxiou to have a chool
and chur ·h t h r and that wh n opp rtuuity afforded he hould goo er
th 1 • ancl pr ·ach t tllem.
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Illustration 5 will give an idea of the Crosby mission.
In Alaska this beginning has been made under the direct control and
auspices of the Presbyterian Board of Home Missions, and I learn the Hon. William E. Dodge, of New York City, is lending his means and
executive ability to the success of the undertaking.
Vincent Collyer speaks as follows:
To sum up my opinion about the natives of Alaska, I do not hesitate to say that if
three-quarters of them were landed in New York as coming from Europe, they would
be selected as among the most intelligent of the many worthy emigrants who daily
arrive at that port. In two years they would be admitted to citizenship, and in ten
years some of their children, under the civilizing influence of our Eastern publii:,
sc hools, would be found members of Congress.

Hon. William E. Dodge says:
I can speak generally from actual observation; and, in brief, none of the tribes in
that section of the country, which I consider Indian, are at all to he compared with
any of the tribes inhabiting the interior of our country, or even with those bordering
the Great Lakes, One peculiar characteristic of the Alaska tribes, such as the
Hydabs, Stikines, Sticks, Kakes, Kootznoo, and Sitkas, is their individual intelligent
independence. It is true they live to a great extent on :fish and game, but these are
to their taste, the crops of grain and corn, etc., to the former. :E'or half a century
educated into traders by the Russian, American, and Hudson Bay Companies, as well
as by small traders, who trade contraband, they have become keen, sharp-witted, and
drive as hard and close a bargain as their white brothers, and since the Federal occupation of the country this fact is more apparent. They are of a very superior intelligence, and have rapidly acquired many of the American ways of living and working.
Their houses are uni versa.Uy clustered into villages, very thoroughly and neatly built,
and far more substantial a.nd pretentious than the log houses usually constructed by
our manly backwoodsmen.

I noticed with pleasure at Miss Kellogg's school the great progress
made in a very short time by several of the Indian pupils, e8pecially
two boys, who evinced rare intelligence and docility.
In all my conversations held with the Indians through interpreters I
have invariably found them quite up to the mark in a king and answering questions, displaying a great deal of tact, ingenuity, and shrewdne s. To my mind they are far more intelligent than any Indians I have
ever met on this continent, the Seminoles alone excepted.
I was perfectly astonished at the marked improvement in the Indian
village at Fort Simpson, all due to the direct efforts of Mr. Orosby. New
hou es made of sawed lumber and neatly roofed, covered with shingles,
all tbe labor of the Indians, have taken the place of their former wretched
hut . They have modern doors and windows, and look like civilized
dwelling . In fact their town will very favorably contrast with many of
those primeval settlement , reared by white men and met with in California, Oregon, and Wahington Territory. 'fhey are improving their
treets and taking down their carving , po t , and image , and in a few
years, with a little whitewa. h, it will be a very attractive place.
.As a marked contrast to this march of civilization, the reader is shown
illustration 6, the Indian village at Sitka. It is a very wretched place.
The graves will be perceived in the rear. It is customary with all the
.Alaska Indians to bury their dead above ground, with all their valuables,
money, and personal effects of all kinds. These graves are g nerally
small houses, some of them boasting of a pane or two of glass, others a
whole sash, where the relatives of the departed brave can look in upon
him during his :final slumbers. They very much re emble dog kenne~s.
It is cu tomary when a chief or principal man of a tribe dies to lay b~m
on tin Indian co tnme, surrounded by all bis arms, accou terment , tr phies
of war and the cha e. Frequently much hoochenoo i con umed, 3:nd
the how lings and orgies very much resemble an Irish wake. Illu tration
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7 is a very correct representation of a scene of this kind. The dead
warrioris Shaks, a chief of the Sitkine tribe at Wrangell, which occurred
while I was in Alaska. He claimed to be the last hereditary chief of his
race, dating back through a line of noble ancestors of two hundred years'
standing. It is asserted they have been the head chiefs of the Sitkines
for this period. It was once a powerful tribe, but now the numbers are
insignificant.
Shaks was duly buried with every valuable he had. He was a bad
Indian, and his spiritual travel to the happy hunting grounds of bis
forefathers is a cause of great gratulation to the white citizens of Wrangell. He did everything in his power to thwart the efforts of Mr. Dennis
in the suppression of hoochenoo manufacture, sneered at the "Church
Indians," and scoffed at the missionary school.
The following letter from Surgeon B::.ily, U. S. A., discloses the state
of affairs existing in Alaska at that time. It only goes to confirm my
own impressions and experience formed many years later. Dr. Baily
earnestly recommends schools as a curative for existing evils:
SITKA, ALASKA TERRITORY, October 25, 1869.
I inclose for your information the report of .A.ctg. .A.sst. Surg. John
.A.. Tonner, U.S. A., in medical charge of the Indians in this vicinity, in conformity
to instructions given him by me. .A. copy of the same is inclosed.
This report is instructive, and contains important suggestions, which, if carried
out, would go far toward improving their condition.
I am satisfied that little or nothing can be done until they are placed under better
and more favorable influences. A greater mistake could not have been committed
than stationing troops in their midst. They mutually debauch each other, and sink
into that degree of degradation in which it is impossible to reach each other through
moral or religious influences.
Whisky bas been sold in the streets by Government officials at public auctions, and
examples of drunkenness are set before them almost daily, so that in fact the principal teaching they at present are receiving is that drunkenness and debauchery a.re
held by us not as criminal and unbecoming a Christian people, but aa indications of
our advanced and superior civilization.
These Indians are a, civil and well-behaved people; they do not want bayonets to
keep them in subjection, but they do want honest, faithful, and Christian workers
among them; those that will care for them, teach and in truct them in useful arts, and
that they are responsible beings. I look upon the different military posts in this
department as disastrous and destructive to their well-being; they are not, and can
never be, of the least possible use; they are only so many whisky fonts, from whence
it is spreacl over the country. If we ever have trouble with them and become involved
in war, it will be found to arise from these causes. From the nature and character
of the country, posts never can render the least influence-afford protection against
contrauand trade. This can only be done by armed ves els, in command of choice
men. To go into detail on all points would require pages. You have seen enough
to satisfy your elf, and in givinO' you the inclosed report I only want to add my testimony again t what I conceive to be a most grievous error in the management of
the Indian affairs in this Territory.
When you go home, send u honest, faithful, Christian workers; not place-seekers,
but tho e who want to do good work for Christ's sake a~ kingdom. Send men and
women, for both are wanted.
\Vhen you can do away with the evils spoken of, and which are so evident, and
adopt this latter course, then there will be hope, and not until then.
Sincerely, your friend,
E. J. BAILY,
u,-geon, United tate, Army, Medical Director Department of .A.l<L8ka.
Hon. VINCENT C LLYER.
MY DEAR SIR:

In ord r more fully to und r tand the establi hment of the Ala ka
mi ion and how far the work ha progressed, I make the following
extract from the pnbli hed. proceeding of the mis ionary board:
Il

10 8 UNDKR PRESBYTERY 011' OREGON.

At a m ting of th Pr bytery of regon, in session at Astoria, April 3, 1878, it
was ordered that a. committee of thre be appointed to clra w up a minute embracing
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the facts in connection with the history of the development of missions under the
care of presbytery, having special reference to the work in Alaska; and that the
same be forwarded to the secretaries of the Board of Home Missions. Said minute,
when approved by presbytery, to be engrossed on the records.
In accordance with the foregoing, the following is an official statement:
In the year 1869, when Secretary Seward was returning from his visit to Alaska,
Rev. A. L. Lindsley, D. D., of the First Presbyterian Church of Portland, Oreg., met
him at Victoria, and by careful inquiry gained much information concerning the
social, moral, and reli~ious condition of the resident Indian tribes.
From the time of this interview Dr. Lindsley made persistent efforts to secure the
establishing of evangelical missions among this neglected people. 1!,requent interviews were held with Government officers and officials, in order to secure protection
for teachers and school. In 1872 General Canby expressed a favorable opinion of the
proposed work, and promised his influence in securing Government aid. In 1875 Gen.
0. 0. Howard rendered valuable assistance, and by cooperation with Dr. Lindsley
urged the matter before public attention by newspaper articles and much correspondence. The boards of the church were importuned, but found no one to undertake
this work. A.n overture was carefully prepared and sent up to the assembly of 1877,
in which the interests of this mission field were urged upon the attention of this
body, but through the advice of "friends" it failed to come formally before the
assembly, and so proved abortive. Up to this time failure seemed to attend every
effort, although "the appeals which had come from civilians, military officers, and
the aborigines" were very urgent.
In the spring of 1877 the Board of Foreign Missions commissioned Mr. J.C. Mallory,
jr., for the work among the Nez Perce Indians of Idaho, but that field was supplied
when Mr. Mallory reached Portland. This seemed a provi<lential opening of the
way for beginning active work in Alaska. In May, at Dr. Lindsley's expense, Mr.
Mallory was furnished with necessary means to enter the :field at once, explore the
ground, and take charge of a small school already opened at Fort Wrangell. He
visited Sitka and Fort Wrangell and the intervening regions, and very industriously
prosecuted the work. He assumed the responsibility of the school, and employed
Philip Mackay, a, native convert, to assist. The work was progressing encouragingly when Mr. Mallory, having accepted a Government appointment in Arizona,
was obliged to leave the ground. Mrs. McFarland, a member of the First Presbyterian Church of Portland, a. woman of "large and successful experjence in frontier
work," was secured to fill the vacancy, and she carried on the work without serious
interruption. On the eve of Mrs. McFarland's departure for Alaska Dr. Sheldon
Jackson, having arrived at Portland on a visit, and being desirous of seeing the
regions beyond, acted as an escort, going up and returning by the same trip of the
mail steamer. Under Mrs. McFarland's supervjsion the school became very prosperous. In a short time it don bled in numbers; larger accommodations were necessary,
and the success of the mission proven. Up to October 22, 1877, about $600 of necessary expenses had been incurred in assuming the payment of salaries, house rents,
school furniture, and fitting out the parties engaged in the work-all of which was
undertaken by individual enterprise and without the aid of the boards of the
church, the pastor of the Presbyterian Church at Portland assuming the entire
responsibility.
At this point, when the enterprise was established, the Board of Home Missions
assumed the charge and the money expended.
The committee can not refrain from calling the attention of the secretaries of the
board to a quotation which appeared in the Presbyterian Monthly Record of December, 1877 (top of page 356), by which it appears to the public an easy thin~ "to
pass on to Alaska a.nd locate a mission at Fort Wrangell." In the cause of justice to
all parties concerned, two things ought not to be overlooked: First, the mission was
already located at Fort Wrangell when the above-mentioned passing-on took place;
and second, the locating of this mission is the result of several years of weary
watching and waiting, a.mid persistent effort, fervent pra.v-ers, and a strength of
faith that was manifest in no small amount of expended dollar& and cents.
E. N. CONDIT, Chairman of Committee.
SITKA, ALASKA.

The California arrived here at 11 p. m. April 11 and left the next afternoon: I
sent you a letter, and also the letters which I wrote to Mr. D. and Mr. J. I mailed
these all to Dr. Lindsley, and requested him to send them on without any ~elay
after he had read them. I thought it would be well for him to have all t,he mformation possible. He wrote me that Rev. Mr. Young would be sent here this summer, and that he would probably reach Portland in May. I told the people at Fort
Wrangell that they mi~ht expect their minister in June. I need not repeat. what I
wrote about the necessity of having a permanent ma.n at Wrangell. Be will need
a.ll the summer to prepare for the return. of the J?eople from the onn s.
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Dr. L. sent word by Miss Kellogg, and not any written papers, that we had permission to use the Government buildings. I told this to Mr. Francis, the deputy
collector, and he let me have the keys to the officers' headquarters. This is a large
house, having seven rooms on the lower floor and four in the half story above. In
the morning I propo1:1ed to Miss K. to procure some furniture for her from Mr. Whitford, who keeps store here, and who bought up every old trap when the soldiers
left, and fit up one of the rooms for her; that I would rent a cooking stove and the
like, and that we would cook our own meals, which we could eat, and that she could
get the eldest daughter of Mr. Cohen to stay with her by night. This was ao-reeable to her. And Saturday was a very busy day for me. I hired the following articles from Mr. Whitford: A bedstead, 6 chairs, cooking stove, pot, steamer, frying
pll>n, 2 buckets, 2 baking pans, teakettle, ax, saw, hammer, rolling-pin, and potatomasher, and some big spoons. Miss K. bought some cotton stuff and made a bed tick,
and Mr. Whitford bad a boy to fill it with hay for her. Mrs. Cohen lent her some
bed linen, and she made another tick and filled it with feathers, which she bought
of Cohen. I bought a cord of dry wood for $2.25; 6 cups and saucers, $1.80; 6 plates,
$1.20; 1 knife and 3 forks, 60 cents; 2 bowls, 30 cents. I bought some Indian mats
from Wrangell. I borrowed a couple of tables from one of the Government buildings. Fortunately Sitka has a baker shop, and the people buy bread at 10 cents per
loaf. Miss K. brought sorue canned coffee and other things in her lunch basket. I
finally heated up the stove, and in a short while we were eating our first meal.
George Kastrometinoff has fixed up a bed in his parlor for me, and every night at
10 o'clock I am there. The boy, Miss K., a.nu Miss Cohen sleep in the house. We
buy our food and eat together. This state of affairs will last only till the steamer
arrives on her May trip. The collector may come with his family. At any rate, Miss
K. will receive her trunk and other goods, and will then be better able to take ca.re
of herself.
SUNDAY SERVICES.

Sunday was a beautiful day, and all the scenery was unveiled, for there was scarcely
a cloud to be seen. I told the Indians that we should meet in the castle at 11 o'clock.
I was much worried with my boy, for when I began to read a few verses, that he
might translate them and become familiar with them before speaking to the Indians,
he became sullen and would not open his mouth. I coaxed and persuaded, but all
was vain. He was like an old ox or balky horse. I had to send for George Kastrometinoff and the Russian half-breed who acted as interpreter for the Russian
America.n Fur Company. We sang many of tbe Moody and Sankey hymns, and this
drew in the people. The castle had been stripped of everything, and there waa not
a bench nor seat of any kind. The Indians stole in a few at a time; some with
their faces painted black, or black and red, or with the whole face black and ,jusi
one eye painted red, as if in imitation of some clown.
early all wore blankets
and were in their bare feet. They squatted around the wall and listened attentively
to all that was sang and said. , everal of the white men were present-Mr. l!"'rancie
and four or five others. Even Mr. Cohen took an interest in the service, for he weni
and hunted up the old interpreter for me.
I tried to explain to them the ad vantage they would have if they knew how to read.
I showed them a number of books with illustrations of animals, etc., and told them
that if they would learn to read they could then know all about the lion and elephant,
and the like. I then told them of God's written book; how I wished them to read it
with their own eyes, for it tells us how to live here in this world and how to prepare
for an unending life in the world to come. I held my Bible in my hand and ran over
the leaves and talked to them of God.
J told them about the school which we should open in the coming week. They
paid close attention to all that was said. Sitka Jack was chief speaker. He used to
interpret for the Hudson Bay Company, but one can't make much out of his English.
He said that they were all pleased with what I told them; they would come to church
and school, and try to be good i they were poor, and had bla.nkets only, and no clothes
nor shoes. I to) d them that they must come if they had not even a blanket; that all
we asked was that they should try to be clean.
Annah Hoots, the war chief, also made an emphatic speech of approval. He and
Jack were dressed in some pretty old clothes ef officers who were here. Once in a
while we would tiing them a hymn. During the service the people kept coming in
and at the olo e there were 125. Jack asked the p ople if they liked what wo told
them, and if they would send their children to school. After a little talking among
them elves they answered, "Ah, yes." After more singing, a prayer, and the benediction we left the castle. Cohen and the miner were not prepared to see the Indians
as ent so heartily to what we proposed to do for them. I felt very much encouraged,
for God i surely opening the door to let the e people enter.
I have just seen the old Rn ian Indian and a.greed to pay him $5 per month to talk
for me. He is really an educated man. I have a Rn ~ian ew Testament and Psalms.
I tried him and he read it right off without any trouble. He was educated by tho
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Rll8sian-American Fur Company for a priest to the natives, and, on account of something which he had done, was turned out of the church, but bis name is still on the
pa,rish roll. I shall get a uoy who can speak English and Russian, and there are several. I believe that old Kushoff will be of great service to us. He was interpreter
twenty-five years for the Russians. He is now destitute of everything. He knows all
the habits, superstitions, etc., of the Indians, for he is a half-breed himself, and used
to wear a blanket when a boy in the ranch. On the last Sabbath in April we had so
many Indians at both services that we could not accommodate them in our schoolroom. Those that could not obtain seats sat on the floor and in the hall about the
door. Whitford, Francis, the miners, and several of the citizens were present.
Their coming is a good example for the natives. I bought fifteen more benches of
Whitford, and on last Sunday we went into the large room B. Jack tells me that
when the people come down from the north that both floors will be :filled. Last
Sabbath was a very bad day, and but a comparative few were out in the morning.
The people are thinly clad, and do not care to come out when it is cold and rainy.
In the evening the room was well filled. In the morning the pilot, :first lieutenant,
and second lieutenant were present.
SCHOOLS.

Notice was given that school would be opened on Wednesday morning in the soldiers' quarters. I spent Monday in fixing things around the house in which we live.
I hired three Indians on the next day to help me clean out the barracks, which had
been heapecl in litter. Dick, Bob, and Jack were their names, and I paid them 75
cents, 35 cents, and 50 cents, re8pectively. We all worked hard and by dark we had
things in shape to begin school.
I have determined to fulfill every promise which I make to an Indian. Well, when
Wednesday moming came Miss K. was sick and unable to leave her bed. The school
was opened at the appointed time, with about fifty of all ages and sexes present.
After asking God's blessing upon this new work I began to teach ABC. Now, I
can't make yon realize the mental vigor of these people. They take right hold and
are quick and fall of life.
As I write, it is April 27, and we have held school nine days. Durin~ this time a
dozen have learned their letters and are now reading in the primer. Dick, a bright
yonn~ man, could spell a few easy words. He is now reading and can do sums in
addition. His brother Bob has learned both his large anq. small letters, can make
all the figures, and is beginniug to add. They have learned "Come to Jesus," "I
need Thee every hour," and "Hold the fort." When the Indians meet in the streets
in groups or in the stores they go over their letters or sing the tunes. The miners
and citizens have expre sed to me their astonishment at these people. The attendance has varied from 45 to 75. On Sabbath morning we bad 110 present and in the
evening 75. Many of the Indians have gone north to trade and to hunt, and there
is no way to obtain the correct number of those who live in the ranch. There are
50 large houses and it will be safe to reckon 20 to each.
Thtirsday, May 9.-Since writing the above the revenue cutter Oliver Wolcott, from
Port Townsend, has paid us a visit. 'he brought up Maj. William G. Morris, who is
special Treasury agent for a large part of this coast. I became acquainted with him
as I was on my way from Port Townsend to Victoria. He is to make an extended
report on the condition of Alaska~ He req nested me to write a statement of my views.
I did so, and in pretty strong language, too. I confined myself to Wrange11 and Sitka;
showed what was the probable population, the abundance of food, climate, vegetable
products, etc. I as erted that the withdrawing of the troops, and leaving no civil
authority in this country to protect the lives and property of those who remained,
was simply criminal, and to leave the people for another year without any means of
settling difficulties would be extremely culpable. The Mador is a friend of the Territory, and says that he has stood up for it when Secretary ' herman talked of abolishing it. The officers visited our school and paid their compliments to Miss K. They
seemed to be well pleased with all they saw, and some of them spoke words of
encouragement to the Indians. I spoke to the :Major about our occupying the Government buildings. He said that Mr. Francis had charge of these, and that he presumed there would be no troaule whatever. He and the others invited us on boa.rd
to dinner last Saturday afternoon. This was a real treat for us. They left here
Monday night to return to Wrangell through Peril traits, on the north end of Baran off
I land. She was not large enough to carry coal for the trip to Kodiak. She is too
small even for this service, for they had to pile the coal in acks on the quarter-deck.
DRU KE "NESS.

The great trouble here with the Indians arises from the use of" hoooh~noo." I vi~
ited Jack and found two of his stills in operation. This drawing will give you_ a fa.u
idea of their manner of making this liquor. The can C is a five-gallon coal-oil can,
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which is placed on some iron dogs. 'I'o this is attached a tin tube, which bends and
runs through a barrel of cold water, B. 'fhe liquor is caught in a tin cup, M. They
sour the molasses with yeast, apples, and the like. When they can't buy molasses
they purchase sugar, and if they fail in procuring that they use berries or potatoes for
a mash. They were taught this by the soldiers. I have noticed that when an Indian
drinks he stays in the ranch, and does not venture out in town. In their own quarters
they are fighting almost daily,

-----~
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CRRMATION,

A few days ago I witnessed a sorry spectacle, viz, the cremation of a woman who
had been drowned. She and her husband and child were lost in a canoe. The latter
two were not found. They kept the body several days, and made diligent search for
the others. When the burning began I heard a low, plaintive wail and the shrieks
of the women. There were four dry logs, 8 inches in diameter, placed side by side
on the ground. 'l'he body was placed on these, and then side and end logs built up
and covering the top. Light, dry kindling set this pile all in a blaze. I noticed
that one woman threw on several blankets. Eight men sang, and beat time with
long sticks which they struck upon the ground. Women were squatted promiscuously around, with their elbows planted so as to rest their heads in the palms. The
relatives were near the fire. A man and woman kept dealing out bottle after bottle
of boochenoo. This was given to but a few. I noticed that one old woman took glass
after glass, and she must have drank over a quart while I was standing. One young
man would vomit, and then down with another glass. The singers were not offered
any. They were hired, and were to be paid in blankets also. They kept this ceramony np for half a day, going through all their superstitious rites. I went away
feeling sad, and prayed that such sights might not be witnessed very often in the
future.
May 14, 1878.-The steamer arrived this morning at 7.30 a. m. and brought no letter from you. I have spent about all the money that I started with. I want my next
quarter without failure. Please don't disappoint me. Three hundred dollars will, I
believe, last me the rest of the year. You know my situation here. I need ready
money more than a man who is permanently situated. It will cost me considerable
to rua.ke the contemplated trips to tho Chilcats, Koot noo, and other tribes, and I shall
be obliged to borrow if I start before July. I shall expect a remittance on the Joly
steamer. Send to Dr. Lindsley, and he will send up by the purser. If you contemplate visiting Ala ka, I hope that you will give the matter attention before leaving.
I shall do as I dicl last mail-send your letter and the one to Dr. Liudeley.
A remarkable scene took place on the wharf this morning. A San Francisco firm is
about to start a cannery here uncl r the care of Mr. Hunter. He came up with
lumber and apparatus aud tw nty Chinamen. The Indians were not going to let the
bine e land, because they wanted to do the work them elves. One chief pointed
to a lad who wa dree. ·ed iu a. habby blank t. Ile aid that if the Chinamen were
allowed to come he wonlcl oon have no blanket. The Indians them elve wanted to
catch the fi hand dothecanning and whatmonevthere was to spend in wages. Mr.
Hnnter told them that if they learned to do the'work well he would send back the
Chinamen.
I beliM·e the Indian. wer right in th ir clPmands, for they will do the work as well
as the Chine . I don't c r to ee many of this race enter tbi T rritory at present.
Sitka Jack a ured fr. Hunter that if an Indian could make a hooch noo- till he
could make a can to holcl fish.
JonN G. BRADY.
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I also append the following, from pages 11 and 12 of the eighth annual
report of tbe La.dies' Board of Missions, whose appropriate motto is
"The Field is the World":
ALASKA.

To our nther work, we have this year added Alaska. And where is Alaska f At the
southern end of the Alexander Archipelago, with its hundred islands and its volcanic
mountains, beautiful beyond description-its name, a corruption of Al-ak-shah, meaning" the great land." And it is that great land which, in 1867, with its native population of 25,000 souls, was turned over by Russia to the United States.
The Greek Church had maintained some missions there, mostly for its own people,
but these were removed with its own population; and now that ten years have elapsed
since the acquisition of Alaska, thousands are still growing up in ignorance and superstition, and yet it devolves upon the American Church, as a sacred duty which God
has laid upon it, to take charge of this large native population, and give them the
gospel of Christ along with secu1ar edncation.
And what is being done, And what shall we say of the noble woman who fonnd
h erself a1one at Alaska, the first woman missionary and the only missionary there!
"I came," she says, "at four days' notice, with Dr. Jackson, and when he left I was
alone. There is a young Indian here from Fort Simpson, Philip McKay, the Tsimpsheean evangelist, who was raised up from among a degraded fetich-worshiping- people to preach the gospel to his own people.'' But soon after Mrs. McFarland's letter
he was r emoved by death, and everything was th1·own into her hands. "In addition
to my school," she says, "I have to attend to the Sunday-school services, to visit the
sick, and act as counseler to the Indians in all t heir troubles. As there is no law of
any kind-nothing to restrain the people from evil doing-I am called upon to settle
difficulties continually, and they are generally willing to abide by my decisions."
As we were the first to enter New Mexico, so are we now the first woman's society
to enter Alaska and to take tile first missionary there, a woman. Mrs. McFarland,
too, is a link to our earliest work in home missions, her husband having been the first
missionary who went to Santa Fe, N. Mex., in 1866. And it seemed fitting that now
she should come back to our care, as did Mrs. Menaul, at Laguna, who was our first
teacher in the school at Santa Fe. Thus the chain broken for a time is again linked
in their present work with us.

General Howard speaks as follows:
.As the military authority is now held responsible for Indian affairs in Alaska, I
have thought it best to make a full statement of my observations, with the hope that
speedy legislati0n may be hac1 to gi ve to our Indians there, as well as others, already
tiaid to be in advance of others in point of intelligencP, certainly as good opportunities in the way of govern ment and instruction as those have in contiguous British
territory.

It is with feelings of great pleasure that I, as an eyewitness, can
bear testimony to the zealous efforts of Mr. Brady and the fidelity and
z al with which both Mi s Kellogg and himself are endeavoring to
engraft upon these heathen savages the beneiits of Christian education.
Their vocation in the clime and station selected by them preseut no
attractive feature save the consciousness of self-imposed duty. The
ta k is a bard one and pre ents naught but a field of self-sacrifice and
unremitting toil. 1:hey are bringing, however, to tb.eir work endurance,
patience, and fervid Christianity, and every effort they have made is
deserving of the greate t commendation; and the prediction is confitlen tly made that the fruits of their efforts can not be but sati factory
and of la ting benefit to the instructed people, and they are in my opinion, with Mrs. McFarland, the pioneers of an undertaking which sooner
or later must work a radical change in the condition of the natives of
Alaska, and the solution of the ever-vexed Indian question, as far as
these coast tribes are concerned.
Judge Swan has fully described the school of Mrs. McFarlaucl, a~id I
can ind or e aU he says· and attention i here call d to the articles
written from Wrangel a~d found in the A1)pendix, tak n from th P rt
Townsend Argus. These Ollristiauized lucliaus 1·eten "'U to are her
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pupils, and every particle of their inspiration has been drawn from her.
Sbe is a lady of great worth and experience, and fully equal to the
herculean task she has assumed.
Congress can, in my humble judgment, enact no wiser legislation than
by appropriating a suitable sum to aid these Christian denominations
in this all-important work. The :field, as Judge Swan properly represents, is not inviting. Nothing but privation and hard labor can for
many years be the lot of a missionary in Alaska, and the reward for a
life spent in such service as this is not to be found on this terrestrial
sphere. It is elsewhere it must be looked for, and where the result is
certain and election sure.
SITKA. .AND WR.ANGELL-RUSSIAN INHABIT.ANTS, OREOLES, INDUN
POPULATION, ETO.

The following letter from the Rev. Mr. Brady explains itself. Being
desirous of getting at the approximate population and nationality of
the inhabitants of Sitka and Wrangell, I asked him to write me the
result of his observations.
I must not be charged with indorsing the last clause of Mr. Brady's
letter, imputing to the Administration culpable negligence. I merely
give letters and opinions of others who are on the spot, and in a lengthened report of this character many expressions may creep in which
would perhaps be considered as intrusive and imp6rtinent from an officer charged with duty like mine.
It has been thought best to give quotations in full and to reproduce
many letters of my own, in order that the Treasury Department may
have a succinct and reliable account of the condition of the Territory
since it assumed over it exclusive control.
SITKA, .A.LASKA,
DEAR

May 6, 1878.

Sm: You have asked me for my views of the eastern part of .Alaska.

First, as to the population of Wrangel and Sitka. The native population a.t Fort
Wrangel may be safely reckoned at 500. This last winter 250 miners built huts and
remained for the sea on. Tue roll of the Greek Church in Sitka for 1876 has the
names of 136 males and 140 females; all other whites in the town number 60. This
gives a total of 336. The native population of the place will amount to 1,000, for
there a.re fifty large houses, and it is quite safe to count 20 to each one.
The sea is the great storehouse for the majority of these people. Game is abundant. Several gardens have been successfully cultivated in Sitka. Cabbage, canliflower, potatoes, carrots, leeks, celery, and pease yield well. Mr. Smeigh, of this
place, has raised a cabbage which weighed 27 pounds. Though Alaska is no agricultural country, yet there is plenty ofland for growing vegetables for a, vast popnlation.
This can be easily cleared and cultivated. 'l'he food of this coa ·tis secure unless the
Pacific current changes ancl rain Cea.fies. Perhaps there is not another spot on the
globe where the same number of people do so little manual labor and are so well fed
a in Sitka.
The property at these two places amounts to considerable. Fort Wrangell is the
depot for the supplies which go to the Cassiar miners, a.mountiu..,. last year to 1,500
ton . Two stern-wheel steamers run from there upon the StikineRiver; two Briti h
propellers ply between there and Victoria, and California atops there with the mail ,
p engers, and freight. There a.re several stores tilere which carry stocks of good
amounting to many thou and dollars. In itka there a.re nine stores, each one having a con iderable quantity of goods.
In the face of th se facts the conduct of the Govel'1\1Dent for the past year toward
thi country is imply criminal. When the troops were withdrawn, there was no
anthority of any kind left to protect the lives and property of the people. Indian
girl of tender yea.rs have been bought by white m n in \Vrangell; yea, they have
be n_ raped an<l to~n
uncle: without the culprits being brought to _justice. The
mlrng of the old1er to th1 country w
the greate t piece of folly of which a
Governmcntconlcl be guilty. It will require twenty years to wipe out the evil which
were brought t? the_ na~ive _. 'rhey knew nothing of syphilis, nor did they know
how to _make an mto 1catmg liquor from molasses; but now they are dying from th e
two things.
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The schools which we have opened prove to us demonstratively that these people
have good minds, and are susceptible of a high state of culture. They possess the
right sort of tact and ingenuity for a manufacturing people. They are eager to learn,
and do whataver a white man, who gains their confidence, has to teach them.
Many sensible miners with whom I have conversed, and who have had great experience with the Indians of the plains, have no hesitancy in pronouncing the Alaska
Indians much superior to our western tribes. They are self-supporting, and are
al ways ready to do the hardest kind of labor. They consider the white man a superior
being, antl they are always on the watch to see how be does things. When they can
get citizens' clothes, they wear tbem. The island system of this coast will at once
show any thoughtful man that there is no need of soldiers to keep the natives subdued. 'l'he Indians here build their houses close to the water. Destroy their houses
and canoes, and they are left helpless. 'rhey know this well. There is no reason
why these natives should not be made citizens of the United States, when they
become as enlightened as they are at TongHs, Fort Wrangell, and Sitka.
For the present, a justice of the peace at this place and one at Fort Wrangel, and
a gunboat to cruise about and ready to enforce the civil authority, would be sufficient to protect life and property. It is wrong to regard Alaska as a white elephant.
For the Administration to refuse some kind of civil authority before the miners
return from Cassiar, would be a piece of the most culpable negligence.
Most respectfully, yours,
JOHN G. BRADY,
Missionary to .&laska.
Maj. WM. G. MORRIS.

The natural surroundings of Sitka are beautiful in the extreme, and
equal to the Bay of Naples. There are three well-defined entrances to
the harbor, all studded with islands, and the scene vividly represents
a Grecian archipelago. It is situate far above the sea level, and with a
commanding view of the bay and expanse of the broad Pacific.
Mauy of the old Russian buildings are in a fair state of preservation,
but the whole appearance of the place indicates gradual decay. The
stockade, which formerly separated the garri on from the Indian village,
is fast rotting away. In some instances the Indians bave pulled up
some of the palisades and used them for firewood. The abandoned
buildings have in many cases been plundered of doors, windows, locks,
leatl pipe, etc. It is hardly to be considered that anything else could
happen. These Indians are petty, pilfering thieves, and when the troops
were withdrawn it was like turning loose a lot of unrul y schoolboys for
vacation. They could not comprehend the changed condition of affairs,
and naturally helped themselves to what they wanted, in no greater
degree, however;._ than did the white people and ,~ grea ers" living in
the vicinity of uamp Verde, Tex., when that post and all the public
buildings were abandoned by the United States. No very great amount
of actual damage has been done. Son of the first citiz ns of a country
village have been known to break with tones stained gla s windows of
cburche not occupied; hence we can not expect too much from these
half-naked savages. In fact, under all the circum tances, I do not think
they have stolen any more than the same number of white men and
uoys would.
Tl.le great thing to be feared in permitting petty thieving and intruion of this kind is that it emboldens the Indian to greater outrage
when he becomes intoxicated, for be attribute hi immunity from punishment to fear of him by the white man. An Indian never credits us
with any magnanimity of feeling for not puni bing him with death and
perpetrating upon pri oner all sorts ofbarbaritie and atrocities. The e
exemptions and the rules of civilized warfare all are summed up by the
Indian in one word-fear.
.
Illu tration 8 gives a very fair idea of tb.e pr nt cu tom-ho~ , with
flag taff and troop drawn up in front. Thi i av ~y commod10n nd
comfortable building, far better than in one-half of the mall ports of
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the country; is in pretty good repair, and will be occupied by the collector and his family. To the right are the barracks formerly occupied
by the troops and now used for school purposes. In the rear of the
custom-house, on the summit of the hill, will be seen a front view of
"The Castle." This was the residence of the Russian nobility, and here
resided for many years Prince Maksoutof, who dispensed true princely
hospitality. The baU and reception room bears evidence of having at
one time been tastefully decorated and a very grand affair. The foundation of the building is fast giving way.
Illu stration No. 9 presents the rear view of the Greek church and front
view of the old Russian clubhouse. Illustration No. 10 gives a front
view of the church and Main street, and a portion of the old military
parade ground. No. 11 shows a group of Indians on the rocks at Sitka.
The Greek church is now under the charge of the Rev. Nicholas I.
Metropolsky, a Russian priest. It was, until quite lately, the cathedral
church of the Pacific Coast. It is cruciform in architecture and is in a
good state of preservation. The interior bears evidence of wealth and
taste. There are several rare and valuable paintings on the walJR.
One beautiful representation of the Madonna peculiarly attracted my
eye. The decorations of the altar are rich and the carvings are creditable. Valuable silver ornaments exist, and the church service is expensive. The sacerdotal vestments are of heavy cloth of the finest texture
and tastefully em broidereu in gold. A beautiful bat, worn by the archbishop, attracted my attention, having an exquisite malachite cross of
rare value in front. All the surroundin gs have been supplied at great
expense. Wben Sitka was in the height of her glory, this sanctuary was
thronged by officers of the army and navy, Government officials, and
some of Russia's proudest nobles; but now a general gloom pervades
her church property as well as the whole place.
The conditfon of the Russians and their descendants to-day in Sitka
is truly lamentable. They exist in a most pitiable state of poverty; in
fact, most of them are in ab olute want. They are subjected to all kind
of ill treatment and contumely by the Indians. They have no mean of
livelihood save what the sea bring forth and small patches of cultivated
ground. There are no enterprises which furnish employment for their
labor, and save a few who are working in some of the mines, and others
who have means, the majority are in a tate of tarvation.
These people are, at least, entitled to protection. There are a, few
who are in better circumstances, and who own property and are in bu ine s and trade. They are re pectable and worthy people and should be
protected in their live and property. They are entitled to this by the
t rms of the treaty, and I learn that lately a petition has been forwarded to the Emperor of Ru ia, tating how utterly the United States
have fail cl to fulfil] their treaty stipulations.
The third article of our treaty concerning the ce ion of the Rus ian
po. e ion in orth America ontain the following, relative to ubj ct of Rn ia:
The inhabit. nts of tbe ce<lecl territory, a cording to their choice res rving their
natural a]Jegia.nce, may return to Ru i within thr years; but if tbey hould prefer tor main in the eel cl t rritory, th y, wi h the :caption of unciviliz d native
tribe , ball b aclmitt d to the onjoym •ntof all the right aclvantarre, and immuniti of citizens of the nited tat , aud hall be maintained and prote ·ted in the
free enjoyrn •nt of their liberty, property, and religion.

hen he Ru ian own ~ the country th y held the Indian in nbjection nd prot ct d her citiz 11 by oldiery and naval ve l . But
to-nay th re is ab olutely no prot tion whate er for those who have
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elected t-0 remain in Alaska; they have the barren terms of the treaty
to chew, and that is all. It can hardly be contended we have fulfilled
these treaty stipulations. Since the withdrawal of the troops from
Alaska there has absolutely been ~, free enjoyment" of nothing.
When in Victoria, British Oolumbia, during February last, the community were very much excited over the condition of affairs in eastern
Enrope, and the prospect of impending war between the mother country
and other European powers. To add fuel to the flame, without any
premonition whatever, with top-gallant masts down and in :fighting
trim, a Russian corvette anchored abreast of the naval dockyard. This
gave rise to much comment, and a reason was sought for this unexpected
appearance at that critical time. The Russian commander was fully
equal to the occasion, and with a great deal of sang froid informed his
questioners that he had sought the harbor temporarily, his vessel being
in distress, having carried away some of the head gear, etc.; that the
reason for his being in these latitudes was, he was en route to Sitka to
examine the condition of the Russians there, who were represented to
be in a deplorable condition; that the United States bad violated its
treaty with Russia, and that he had been directed by his Emperor to
make full report with a view to holding our Government to a strict
accountability. Be this as it may, it had for its foundation a most
plausible theory, and the Victorians could believe it or not as they
pleased. This vessel did not go to Sitka as represented, but returned
direct to San Franciso, the commander on his arrival at the latter port
claiming that the weather was so tempestuous he deemed it prudent to
postpone the voyage to Sitka to a more pleasant season of the year.
Both hypoth·eses are acceptable. He might have been 6rdered to do
just what he states, and the stress of heavy weather justified his return
without visiting his port of alleged destination.
The following extract from a letter written by a correspondent of the
Chicago Tribune, dated San Francisco, Cal., January 28, is herewith
given:
In regard to the removal of troops from the Territory, General McDowell, than
whom there is no·more conscientious, high-min<'led officer in tho service, sufficiently
refutes the charge of conspiracy against tne Alaska Company to accomplish that end.
I do not claim to report the exact language of the General, but in substance he said:
"The removal of troops from Alaska was at my own sug~estion, and wa.s done purely
on the ground of economy. I am aware that certain parties had personal interests in
having the troops left there, especially those who would be benefited by transporting
them thither and return, and of furnishing and transpol-'4ing supplies ; but, as far as
the .A.la ka Commercial Company is concerned, all the gentlemen of that company
with whom I talked seemed supremely indifferent whether the troops were removed
or allowed to remain. The company's iutere ts lie nearly a thousand miles west of
Sitka, at St. Paul and St. George islands, and are wholly unaffected by the troops
one way or another."
The Gen •ral proceeded to say that as a citizen of the United States he was
opposed to the purchase of Alaska from the first. He considered the a cquisition of
detached territory a detriment rather tban a benefit to our country, esp, cially a
region of such little value as Ala. k , eparated from the tates by such a. long
stretch of dang rolls sea.. Th<, General has never be n there in per on, but, from
such information as be ha at hand, he regard the T rritory as of little value commercially; and he state1l that h e would con ider the nitou tate Government
doing a wi ·e thing to di po. e of it-even giving it away, if no purchaser could
be found, to some country that would guarantee the inhabitau the prot ction
whi h, under th treaty with Rus ia, the.· have an nndoul>tecl right to deman_d
of us. And right here, aid the (' n ra1, , as a point which h d escaped ~1s
attention when he recomm ncl d and secur d.the withdra,val of the troops; that 1s,
that our Governm nt owe prot ction to the dozen or more whitP. ancl v r l bundr d scrawny half-bre d who w re thn a the tim of the purch e; nd in that
view of tho ca e, viz, that the ' nit d tat bound it lf to afforu th· 1 P opl pro~tion, he ha.d already recommended again that troop be returned.
otthat there
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was any especial danger to fear from the Indians more than from the whites toward
each other; but as there was no civil law whatever in the whole region, embracing
an area about one-sixth the size of the United States and Territories, it seemed
right that a, sufficient military force should be at hand to enforce the authority of
the Government if necessary to do so. About three companies, he thought, would
be required for that purpose. "But on the whole," reiterated the General, "I consider it would be better for the Government to dispose of it to some country that is
ambitious to acquire more territory." So much for General McDowell.

If General McDowell is correctly reported, it seems he discovered at
a very late day these people were entitled to protection, and there isno
disguising the fact such is his belief at present. Major-General
Schofield, in commenting upon a case which arose in Alaska, used the
following language:
I do not think it incumbent upon me to even express an opinion upon this subject;
but I have no hesitiation in recommending that Congress provide by law for the Territory of Alaska a government suited to its condition.

It is a matter of surprise that so eminent and highly educated a man
as General McDowell should be quoted as having declared in favor of
abandoning the country; and the only reasonable hypothesis for bis
giving vent to such an extraordinary opinion is contained in the information furnished by the reporter, that he (General McDowell) ha
never been to Alaska.
This is the great trouble in regard to the Territory. There has been
such willful, deliberate, and persistent lying about it by penny-a-liners
and magazine writers, and other itinerant scribblers who seem to take
a satanic delight in decrying and writing it down, tllat it is no wonder
that as educated and intelligent a man as General .McDowell should be
misled.
General Howard thinks differently. In his report he says:
I wish to renew my earnest recommendation that, by proper and speedy legislation, Alaska be attached as a county to Washington Territory, or in some other way
be forn.ished with a government as the treaty with Rus ia, in the transfer, plainly
contemplated.

It must be remembered that I am confining my remarks to southeastern Alaska. I now quote from Hon. W. S. Dodge upon the question of citizen hip of the Aleuts who reside to the westward. Of the
Aleutian Islanders and their prospective rights under our Government,
Mr. Dodge says:
There a.re, as statistics from the Russian records fully show, 7,000 Aleutian and
3,000 creole population. "But," say our enemies, "the Aleutians are Indians, and
not entitled to citizenship." Let us see.
The treaty of cession between Russia. and the United tates guarantees, in article
8, that "the inhabitants of the ceded territory, according to their choice, re erving their natural allegiance, may return to Russia within three years; but if they
should prefer to remain in the ceded territory, they, with the exception of uncivilized
native tribes, shall be admitted to all the rights, advantages, and immunitie of citizens of the United States, and eha.11 be maintained and protected in the free enjoyment of their liberty, property, and religion."
Then, again, in the same article, it says: "'l'he uncivilized tribes will be subject
to such la.we and regulations aa the United Stat s may, from time to time, adopt in
r gard to aboriginal trib of that country."
Thoe, in the treaty, it i clearl manife ted that a di tinction in government was
to be made, and it show that th Rus ian Government observed jealous care in
securing to all but the savan· the right of American citizenship. And the di tinction between the civilized aud nnciYilized is mo t po itiv ly indic. ted in the "Russian m morandmn marked A A," dr fted by Mr. ' ward at bi reque t, of August 6,
1867, by the Rue ian mini t r of foreign affair at t. Petersburg, August 31, 1 67.
The Aleutian population, who are mo tly inhabitant of the i lands of Ala ka1 are
of Asia.tic origin. The Asia.tic race i always clas ed among th civiliu•cl nation .
The people reside in towns, and live principally frow th protluc of the fur al,
sea otter, and foL They have a 1 nguage of their own, but, from long
ociation
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with the employees of the Russian-American Company, they nearly ~ll talk the
Russian ton~ue. They have schools and churches of their own. Nearly all of them
read and write. Around their homes, in their churches and echools, are seen many
if not all the concomitants of ordinary American homes. Many among them are
highly educated, even in the classic,. The administrator of the fur company often
reposed great confidence in them. One of their best physicians was an Aleutian;
one of their best navi~ators was an Aleutian; their best traders and accountants
were Aleutians. Will 1t be said that such a people are to be deprived of the rights
of American citizenship t
The Reverend Bishop of the Greco-Russian Church has kindly furnished me with
the information that there were in Alaska, up to January 1, 1809, 12,140 Christians.
During the years of 1867-68 there were confirmed in the rites of the church 2,384: men
and 2,191 women, making a. total of 4,575. There were also professors of the Greek
faith, but not then confirmed, 82 men and 23 women. The number of professing
children is quite large, 773 boys and 716 girls.

This question of government for the Territory will be more fullv dis•
cussed hereafter.
SLA.VERY IN A.LA.SKA.

Doubtless it will oreate surprise when the statement is advanced
that human beings are at the present time held in bondage in Alaska;
yet such is the naked, unvarnished truth. Indian slaves, male and
female, are owned by chiefs and the principal men of the different tribes.
I saw two slaves at Tongas, the property of the chief Kinnecook, and
there are others at Wrangell, Klawack, Sitka, and all along the coast,
and likewise in the interior.
When a "potlatch" is given, the acme of enjoyment appears to be
human sacrifice. The Indian who gives a "potlatch" sometimes kills
a slave. This is looked upon as a grand thing. Sometimes they are
manumitted, which is likewise regarded as an act of extraordinary
virtue and magnanimity, but the killing is generally more relished by
the banqueters, it b~ing morn in accordance with their barbarian tastes.
While lying in Shushart Bay, British Columbia., in the Wolcott, we
were visited by ''Cheaps," a Nawitta chief, and bis klootcbman (wife),
'' Tuster Aise." They complained that some years since a party of Sitka
Indians had stolen from one of their villages a "tenas man'' (boy), and
they had recently learned be was held in slavery at Sitka. They were
exceedingly anxious for bis return. Both Captain Selden and myself
promised to inquire into the matter. While at Sitka I sent for "Jack,"
who is a Cross Sound Indian, but very influential with the Sitkas,
because he can talk a little English, and is supposed to be conversant
with the lawsofthewhitemen, and questioned him. Heinformedmebe
had owned the boy as a lave for many years, but had et him free at the
"potlatch" given by him in 1877; that the boy was then at one of the
villages of the Awk tribe. I subsequently learned he had been seized
by way of repri al by an .A.wk for a debt due him by Sitka Jack. A
few days after this Jack came voluntarily and informed me that the
wk who held the boy was in town. I sent for him to report to me at
the cu tom-house. He came very unwillingly; but the brass throats of
a cutter's guns have a very pacifying effect upo the worst of these red
devil .
Had there been a photographer at Sitka, I would have preserved the
feature of the low-bred, inborn cunning, so prominently delineated
upon the countenance of this du ky rascal. He never allowed him elf
to be thrown off bi guard for one in tant. Our pilot, Mr. Keen, acted
as interpr ter, peaking Chinook to Jack, who sub eqnentlyrepeated. it
in the Awk language.
Thi Indian would ometimes it quietly reflecting for full five minutes
before he would reply to a que tion, and then mutter a few garbled
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words, which being translnted, a very tbin, transparent lie would
ap_pear. I worked with bi111 for a 1011g time; it was diamond cut diamond, but :finally seeing be could not hoodwink me, he took another
tack, and almost virtually asked me '' What are you going to do about
it?" and this after acknowledging he had the lad at his home. I could
not order him to give up the boy, because I bad not the authority to
enforce such order, and of this fact I verily believe the rascal was as
fully conversant as myself; for his whole demeanor showed defiance,
contempt, and malignity.
I asked him how he would like "a man-of-war"-the usual term
applied to a revenue-cutter or gunboat among the natives-to appear
off his village and shell it, if he did not give up the boy. A quiet smile
of ironical contempt came over his face when he replied be would not
like it; the boy could come away whenever he wanted.
To my telling him be must bring the boy back to Sitka, he positively
refused. At last I told him this boy was not a Boston (American) but
a King George (English) Indian; his demeanor instantly changed. I
found I had at last struck the keynote, and that, while I could not command his respect, I could play upon bis fears. For the Stars and
Stripes he evidently, though be did not outwardly manifest it, bad the
most unmitigated scorn, but for a British man-of-war he had a holy horror. He did not want an English gunboat near his village. He never
knew before the boy came from British Columbia-a lie, of course-and
promised to deliver up the boy at an early date-another lie. I arranged
with the steamship company for his free passage to Victoria, and informed
Colonel Powell, Indian commissioner, of what I had done. The Oolonel
promised to send the boy to bis tribe. This was in May, and the N awitta
''tenas man" has not yet put in an appearance, and my firm belief is
that Awk scoundrel will murder him before he will give him up. If
this bad occurred on British soil he would have been free long since or
the village laid in ashes.
It i the easiest tl1ing in the world to extinguish slavery among the
coast Indians, but in the interior it will be different. Construct the cutter hereafter proposed to be built, and there will be no difficulty in setting free every slave in southeastern Alaska, and that without bloodshed. The very presence of such a vessel will have the required effect.
AGRICULTURAL PRODUO'.l.'S AND OLIMATE.

So much ba been said about the soil and climate of Ala ka, and so
widely different are the tatements, that this subject must be approached
with caution, for when the public mind has, through a eries of years,
been educated to believe the unreliable and irrespon ·ible stories which
have been cattered abroad and retailed in print, it is proper, when refutation i made, to pre ent fact from per oual ob ·ervation and indubitable te timony, o a to invite criticism and cLallenge contradiction.
It i mm ce ary when writing about a country a naturally inho pitable a
la ·ka to d reciate it. The truth i
ufficieut to demontrate that tb whol face of th Territory i mo t uninviting, but a
there i · no exc llen e without lahor, and the agricultural and min ral
re ourc , :fi. ·berie ·, and timber, can not be developed and made u eful
and profitable to mankind without bard labor, the inve tmentof ·apital,
and wear and tear of brain and mu cle, it can afi ly be advi ed, tho e
who do not fi 1 equal to the rtain pro ·p ct of hard work, energy, and
indu try ahead to tay away and beli ve implicity all the tra h they
r arl and b ar about th ·ountry promulgated by tho e who are
king to retard its ttlement.
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No man of sane mind would ever pronounce Alaska an agricultural
country; that is a, simpl~ reductio ad absurdum, nntl requires no demonstration, but that there are portions of the country where successful
experiments have been made in raising hay, garden vegetables, and
other produce, is as plain as a nose on a man's fact>, and no good reason
can be assigned why these experiments, if they are to be designated as
such, can not be carried on upon a larger scale.
In the November 1mm ber of Harper's Magazine, 1877, appears an
article entitled'' Ten years' acquaintance with Alaska, 1867-1877." The
authorship is correctly ascribed to Mr. HenryW. Elliott, now connected
with the Smithsonian Institution in some subofficial capacity. This geutleman was formerly a Bl)ecial agent of the Treasury Department, under
a special act of Congress ap1)roved April 22, 187 4, appointed for the
purpose of ascertaining at that time the condition of the seal fisheries
in Alaska, the haunts and habits of the seal, the preservation and
extension of the :fisheries as a source of revenue to the United States,
with like information respecting the fur-bearing animals of Alaska
generally; the statistics of the fur trade; and the condition of the
people or natives, especially those upon whom the successful prosecution of the :fisheries and fur trade is dependent.
This report of Mr. Elliott will be further noticed hereafter, and upon
the threshold of criticising anything he has written upon Alaska,
occasion is here taken to give him full credit for his valual,le contribution in regard to fur seals. It is to be regarded as authority and well
conceived. The views of Mr. Elliott, however, in reference to other
matters of moment in the Territory are so diametrically opposed and
antagonistic to my own that I feel constrained to review some of hi~
statements, glittering generalities, and the wholesale method with which
be brushes out of existence with his facile pen and ready artist's brush
anything of any essence of value, light, shade, or shadow, in the broad
expanse of Alaska that does not conform precisely to the rule of investigation and recital laid down by him elf, and wbich contradicts his
repeated as1:mrances that, outside of the seal islands and the immediate dependencies of the Alaska Commercial Company, there is absolutely nothing in Alaska.
This magazine article bears a sort of semiofficial indorsement; its
authorshiI> is not denied, and with this explanation for using the name
of Mr. Elliott in connection therewith, a few of its crudities and nudities will be noticed.
Re discourses tbus:
And so we took Alaska ten years ago, just as a big boy takes a strange toy, full of
gr at satiRfaction, and fired with an intense desire to investigate its inner workings,
and, like the boy, we have made the examination, and we have laid the toy aside.
How we pitied the ignorance of our Ru ian friends, who declared, in response to our
call for information regarding its natural resources, that they bad been so engro sed
in the one idea of getting furs that they really" did not know of anything else;" and
after ten seasons of careful inquiry we find, too, that we to-day "don't know of anything else."
However, though we have lost the wild apples at Sitka, and have failed to see the
shimmer of golden fields of corn at Kodiak, yet we have much to plea e and far more
to interest us in Alaska. It is a paradise for the naturalist, a.happy bunting ground
for the ethnologist, a new and boundle s field for the geologist, and the phy i_cal phenomena of its climate are something wonderful to coo template. It is, an?- w1_ll be ~or
years to come, a perfect treasure-trove for these gentlemen; but, alas! 1t bids _fair,
from what we now know, never to be a treasure-trove for the miner or the agr1culturist.

A direct issue is here made touching the "natural resource ' f the
country and the result of "ten seasons of careful inquiry." It hall be
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my patient effort to endea,vor to disclose in wlrnt respect~ 1fr. Elliott has
been mistaken in reference to southeastern .Alaska; for it will be
observed he makes no distinction between any portions of the purchase,
but makes one clean sweep of the whole Territory in his work of
demolition .
.At Wrangell and vicinity many of the most hardy vegetables, such
as potatoes, turnips, cabbage, carrots, parsnips, radishes, lettuce, celery,
cauliflower, and pease, have been grown of excellent quality, size, soundness, and flavor. Oats and barley will mature, but whether they will
prove a profitable crop remains to be determin ed. The oth~r vegetables already mentioned, especially potatoes, cabbage, and turnips, have
been successfully and profitably grown. It has been incorrectly stated
that nowhere in Alaska will the cereals come to maturity. Result8
point directly to an opposite conclusion.
Timothy and clover grow to perfection. .A species of red-top grows
on the marsh lands and makes excellent hay. Twenty tons of this were
cut and cured last year and found a market at Wrangell. It will be
observed that this is the point where are gathered the pack trains for
the Cassiar mines, and where the cattle and sheep are landed from
Oregon and British Columbia which go up the Stikine River, and pack
trains frequently winter at Wrangell.
With a comparatively small amount of labor hundreds of acres of
land in the vicinity of Wrangell could be drained and brought under
cultivation, on which vegetables could be grown to suppJy the wants of
a large population. I have seldom seen finer soi.I; it is rich, black, and
alluvial, and will not wear out. It seems admirably adapted for the
production of all kinds of roots for soiling cattle, and in my opinion
the large red and white beet for feeding stock would grow here to an
immense size, and would not be lacking in nutritious and saccharine
matter.
The Indians inhabiting the many islands about Wrangell, and to the
southeast and southwest, annually rai e many tons of potatoes and
turnips for their own consumption, and last fall i:;o1d to the merchants
of Wrangell and traders over ten tons of potatoes and turnips, which
they retailed to their cu tomers at 3 cents per pound.
These Indians are not pastoral in their pur nit or inclined to agriculture. They are a different race altogether, livin rr by fishing and the
profits of the chase; hence they only cultivate a mugh land as will
afford tllem the vegetables they require for their own con umption.
Captain White, of the revenue marine, an accompli hed officer of
undoubted veracity, who ha seen much service in Alaska (see his views
in the Appendix), says:
On Una.l ska. the grass i 6 to 8 feet high and so thick that it must be parted to
~et through. It is so on Kotliak. The small Russian cattle that Jive entirely upon
1t are as fat as seals. They live on it a.11 the year, needing no shelter but the ravines.
The wild pea vines grow 6, 81 and even 12 feet long, furnishing choice food for stock .

.A.gain, in speaking of the country to the we tward, he ays:
The region i chilly, even in summer, in the ravines hid from the sun; bot parte
open to the snn, thon~h frosts and snow a.re on the mountains, produce luxuriant
vegetation, and fruits like blackberries, larger than the Lawton, and whortleberries
a.bound in their sea on.

While at Klawack Prince of Wale I land, on the 12th of May last,
I beheld a herd of cat 1e and milch cows grazing in the bottom, clo e to
the salmon cannery. Th . w r fat and in good on<lition and I wa
informed b the rnauag r that they liad run out the llole of th previous winter, and upported them Ive entir ly wi hont extra feed,
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save the usual amount given in all climates to cows milked daily. A
large meadow furnishes all the hay which is needed, and there is land
euough cleared in the vicinity and available to produce hundreds of
tons of red-top hay if required. The gardens are productive and the
soil is of the best description. Poultry thrives and does well.
Klawack is a most beautiful and romantic spot, situate upon a handsome and perfectly land-locked bay, surrounded by mountains covered
with snow, with the most exquisite scenery and vegetation below. It
must be seen to be thoroughly appreciated. No description or brush
of the artist can do it justice, and to use the words of Mr. Oakford, a
journalist who has lived many years in England, and who accomp nied
me on my visit, "There are many English noblemen who would cheerfully give £100,000 to have 200 acres of that landRcape, water, mountain,
valley, and all transferred bodily to their estates."
The officers of the Army and enlisted men were always well supplied
with vegetables from the post gardens on Japonsky Island, opposite
Sitka. These gardens I have visited, and found them well situated,
with a outhern exposure. The soil of excellent quality.
Judge Swan and the Rev. Mr. Brady both speak, from experience, of
the excellence and size of the vegetable grown in the vicinity of Sitka.
To be sure, no gr at attention ha been paid to agriculture since our
acq uisitiou, and the reasons for this are so very obvious tbat it is hardly
neces ary to enumnate them. With a scant population, unaccustomed
to agricultural pur 'Uit, a forbidding country, no gri t mills, and a thouand reasons why impoctations of bread tuffs should not be had, is it
to be wondered that no very favorable re ·ults have been had and but
few trials made Y
It is not nece ary tllat a country must excel in agricultural products
to be great. Look at all -ew England; epitomize every ton, pound,
and ounce of grain of all kinds rai ·ed, and ee what it amounts to.
Take, for example, one ingle State, Ma acbu etts, which in the year
1876 produced in wheat only 17,500 bu hel , of tlle value of $22,750.
This cereal is selected, as we are informed it will not grow in Alaska.
Ilow much bread would that yield furni h.
It matters not whether Alaska can succeed in successfully maturing
the principal cereals if he produce from her mine , fi heries, and forests the wherewithal to pay for them. The rich field of California,
Oregon, and Wa bington Territory are near at hand to upply her, as
they are now doing the old countrie of Europe and the world at large.
It is u. el s. to decry the country becau e imagination condemn it as
wholly unprodu ctive. Sufficient te timony has been adduced to demon trate that iu ontheastern Alaska, at lea t, the contrary is diametrically the case.
For furthrr information in regard to western Ala ka, I will h re quote
from the report of Capt. William H. Dall, of the United State Co~ t
Survey, made to the Commi Riouer of Agriculture in the year 18G7.
Captain Dall, in speaking of the Yukon territory, ays:
It is quite po sible to conceive of a locality depre sed, and eo deprived of drainage,
that the annual moisture derived from tho rainfall and melting snow would coll ·t
between the impervious clayey soil and its sphagnous covering; congeal during the
wiuter, and be preveuted from melting durin~ the ensuing summer by that mo Y
covering, which would thu be gmdnally raised. The proces annually repeat cl
for an indefinite period would form an ice layer which might w •11 deserve the ap 1la.tion of a.n "ice cliff," when the encroachmt,nts of the sea sllould have worn a.way
its barriers and laid it open to the action of the el m nts.
The lesson that the agriculturist may learn from this curious formation is th9'.t a.
healthy and luxuriant vegetation may exi tin immediate vicinity of permanent ic~
bearing its blossoms and ma.turin"' its seed as readily aa in apparently more favor
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situations, and hence that a large extent of northern territory long considered valueless may yet furnish to the settler, trader, or :fisherman, if not an abundant harvest
at least a very acceptable and not inconsiderable addition to his annual stock of food:
besides fish, vension, and game.

He also writes thus of the fodder, cattle, and fruits produced:
FODDER.

The treeless coasts of the Yukon territory are covered, as well as the lowlands of
the Yukon, with a most luxuriant growth of grass and flowers. Among the more
valuable of these grasses (of which some thirty species are known t o exist in the
Yukon territory) is the well-known Kentucky blue grass (Poa p1·atensis), which
grow-.Iuxuriantly as far north as Kotzebue Sound, and perhaps to Point Barrow.
Thtrwood meadow-grass (Poa nemoralis) is also abundant, and furnishes to cattle
an agreeable and luxuriant pasturage.
The blue-joint grass ( Calarnagrostis canadensis) also reaches the latitude of Kotzebue
Sound, and grows on the coast of Norton Sound with a truly surprising luxuriance,
reaching in very favorable localities 4 or even 5 feet in height, and averaging at
least 3. Many other grasses enumerated in the list of useful plants grow abun<lantly, and contribute largely to the whole amount of lrerbage. Two species
of Elyrniis almost deceive the traveler with the aspect of grain fields, maturing a
perceptible kernel which the field mice lay up in store.
'fhe grasses are woven into mats, dishes, articles of clothing for summer use, such
as socks, mittens, and a sort of hats, by all the Indians, and more especially by tbe
Eskimo.
In winter the dry grasses, collected in the summer for the purpose, and neatly tied
in bunches, are shaped to correspond with the foot, and placed hetween the foot and
the seal-skin aole of the winter boots worn in that conn try. There they serve as a
nonconductor, keeping the foot dry and warm, and protecting it from contusion to
an extent which tue much-lauded moccasins of the Hudson's Hay men ne,,er do. In
fact, I believe the latter to be, without exception, the worst, most uncomfortable,
and least durable covering for the foot worn by mortal man.
Grain has never beeu sown on a large scale in the Yukon territory. Barley, I was
informed, had once or twice been tried at Fort Yukon, in small patches, and the
grain had matured, though the straw was very short. The experiments were never
carried any further, however, the traders being oblige(l to devote all their en ergies
to the collt)ction of furs. No grain had ever been sown by the Russians a t any of t !Je
po ts. In the fall of 1867 I shook out an old bag, purchased from the Russians, which
contained a handful of mouse-eaten grain, probably wheat. The succeeding spring,
on examining the locality, quite a number of blades appeared, and when I Ien
ulato, June 2, they were two or three inches hi~h, growing rapidly. As I did not
return, I cannot say what the result was. 'furmps and radishes always flourished
extremely well at St. Michael's, and the same is said of Nulato and Fort Yukon.
Potatoes succeeded at the latter place, though the tubers were small. They were
regularly planted for several years until the seed was lost by freezing during the
winter. At St. Michael's they did not do well. Salad was successful; but cabbages
would not bead.
The white round turnips grown at St. Michael's were the best I ever saw anywhere, and very large, many of them weighing 5 or 6 pounds each. They were crisp
and sweet, though occasionally a very large one woultl be hollow-hearted. The
Ru1:1sians preserved the tops also in vinegar for winter use.
CATTLE.

I see no reason why cattle, with proper winter protection, might not be successfully kept in most parts of tbe Yukon territory. Fodder, as previously shown, is
abundant. The wild she p, moose, and reindeer abound, and -find no want of food.
A bull and cow were once sent to Fort Yukon by the Hudson Bay Company.
They dicl well for some time, but one day, while the cow ,vas grazing on the river
bank, the oil gave way and she was thrown down and killed. Due notice was given
of the fact, bnt for a year or two the small annnal upply of butter in the provisions for Fort Yukon was withh Id on the ground of there being" cattle" (to wit, the
bull) at that po t. Finally the command r killed the animal, determined that if he
coulcl not have butter he would at least have beef. It will be remembered that t,his
point i north of the Arctio Cirole, and the mo t northern point in Alaska inhabited
by white men.
FRUITS.

There are. as might be 1mpposed, no tree fruitR in the Yukon territory suitable for
food.
mall fruit are there in the g reatest profu .· 1011. Amon"' them may be noted
red and black currants, goo eberries, cranberri , ra pborrie , thimbleberriee. sal-
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monberries, blueberries, killikinik berries, bearberries, dewberries, twinberries,
service or heath berries, moss berries, and roseberries; the latter, the fruit of the
Rosa cinnamonea, when touched by the frost, form a pleasant addition to the table,
not being dry and wooly, as in our climate, but sweet and juicy.
All these berries, but especially the salmonberry, or "morosky" of the Russians
(Rubus chamcemorus), are excellent antiscorbutics. They are preserved by the
Esquimaux in large wooden dishes or vessels holding- 5 gallons or more; covered
with l eaves, they undergo a slight fermentation, and freeze solid when cold weather
comes. In this state they may be kept indefinitely; and a more delicious dish than
a plateful of these berries, not so thoroughly melted as to lose their coolness, and
sprinkled with a little white sugar, it would be impossible to conceive.
The Russians also prepare a very luscious conserve from these and other berries,
relieving the sameness of a diet of fish, bread, and tea with the native productions
of the country.

Furthermore, Captain Dall is quite pronounced in regard to the Aleutian Islands, and uses the following language:
There is no timber of any kind larger than a shrub on these islands, but there does
not appear to be any good reason why trees, if properly planted and drained, should
not flourish. A few spruces were, in 1805, transplanted from Sitka, or Kadiak, to
Unalaska. They lived, but were not cared for, or the situation was unfavorable, as
they have increased very little in size since that time, according to Chamisso. The
g1.·asses in this climate, warmer than that of the Yukon territory, and drier than the
Sitkandistrict, attain an unwonted luxuriance. For example, Unalaska, in the vicinity
of Captains Harbor, abounds in grasses, with a climate better adapted for haying
than that of the coast of Oregon. The cattle were remarkably fat, and the beef
very tender and delicate; rarely surpassed by any well-fed stock. Milk was abundant. The good and available arable land lies chiefly near the coast, f01·med by the
meeting and mingling of the detritus from mountain and va1ley with the sea sand,
which formed a remarkably rich and genial soil, well suited for garden and root-crop
culture. It occurs to us that many choice sunny hillsides here would produce good
crops under tbe thrifty hand of enterprise. They are already cleared for the plow.
Where grain-like grasses grow and mature well, it seems fair to infer that oats and
barley would thrive, provided they were fall sown, like the native grasses. This is
abundantly verified by reference to the collections. Several of these grasses had
already (September) matured and cast their seed before we arrived, showing sufficient length of season. Indeed, no grain will yield more than half a crop of poor
quality (on the Pacific Slope) when spring sown, whether north or south.
The Russians affirm, with confirmation by later visitors, that pot atoes are cultivated in almost every .Aleutian village; and Veniaminof states that at the village in
Isanotsky Strait the.y have raised them and preserved the seed for planting since the
beginning of this century, the inhabitants of this village by so doing having
esca-ped tbe effect of several severe famines which visitE1d their less provident a.nu
industrious neighbors.
W~ld pease grow in great luxuriance near Unalaska Bay, and, according to Mr.
Davidson, might be advantageously cnltivated. This species, the Lathyrua maritimus of botanists, grows and 1iourit1hes as far north as latitude 64°. The productions
of all the i land to the westward resemble those of Unalaska.
In September, says Dr. Kellogg, the turnips here were lar~e and of excellent
quality; carrots, panmips, and cabbages lacked careful attention, but were good.
Wild parsnips are abundant and edible through all these islands.
From the reports of Dr. Kellogg and others there appears to be no doubt that
cattle can be advantageously kept in the Aleutian district providing competent
farmers will take the matter in hand. Hog were placed on one of the islands near
Chamobour Reef in 1825, and fattened on the wild parsnips and other native plants,
multiplying rapidl y . They were afterwards destroyed.

It is not considered necessary to pursue this inquiry further, for sufficient has been shown at lea t to have put Mr. El1iott upon his guard
before he launched forth such a wholesale invective again t the agricultural re ources of Alaska. If ever Alaska does become settled, and tbe
population demand the necessaries as well as the luxurie of veg table
life, ready and willing hands will be found forthcoming to produce them.
Since the foregoing was written I have been visited by Maior _Berry,
late collector at Sitka, who ha been cruising around the coast of. outhea tern Alaska during the past summer, and obtained from him the
following information:
.
In Augu t last, while exploring Chichagoff Island, he d1 co er d a
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river, and following it toward its source he came across a large body of
prairie land, at least 25,000 acres in extent; grass was growing upon it
5 feet high, and it was covered with berries and other luxuriant growth.
He also found alder trees 3 feet in diameter and full 30 feet high before
a branch appeared.
This spot is about 80 miles north of Sitka. The river runs through
the land, having its source in the mountains adjacent, and empties into
Chatham Strait8.
CLIMATE.

Some idea of the climate of Alaska necessarily must have been
formed from reading the foregoing pages upon the agricultural prospect
of the Territory. Mr. Elliott very naively remarks:
We have learned enough of the country and climate by this time to know that_ the
lands and fishing waters now occupied by the natives of Alaska. will never be obJect.4
for the cupidity of our people.

We have learned nothing of the kind; and it is a piece of intense
supererogation to advance any such wholesale proposition. It has b~en
frequently stated that, with the country to the westward, embracrng
the Aleutian Islands and the whole of western Alaska, extending as far
as Bering Sea, I have no personal knowledge, but in regard to south•
eastern Alaska I do profess to know something from personal observa•
tion as well as carefully gathered concurrent testimony.
.
Mr. Elliott sweeps over the whole breadth and expanse of Alaska ~n
his work of havoc, sparing no portion thereof, and he can not complam
if he is taken to task for what he so deliberately and frequently enunciates. Mr. Vincent Collyer referred to this as follows:
To give y~u an idea of the climate of Alaska. I inclose you a. copy of meteorolo~icaI re~ister, given by Dr. Tonner, of the India~ Hospital a~ Sitka.. By that record
y~n will see that there were but 7 days of snow in 1868, while there were !00 days
fair, 100 days rainy, anrl the remainder cloudy. The thermometer at no time was
lower than 11° above zero in winter nor bio-her than 71° F. in summer.
You will perceive that the thermo'meter v~ries much less than with us, and thatd,
though there is much rainy weather there there are also many clear days .. A.n
Sitk~, where this record was kept, is the ~ost subject to rains of a.ny place lil th6
Territory.

The rainfall at Sitka annually is about the same as that at Astoria,
Oreg., Neah Bay, and Fort Canby, Wash. Ter., situated at the mouth
of the Columbia River.
No one will pretend to deny that the climate of Alaska is inhospita·
ble; the logic of its geographical position naturally suggests such a
fact to be P:ttent; but that it is so severe and rigorous in sout:tieas~ern
Alaska durmg the winter season as to prevent the working of its ~mes
an~ th~ following of otb_er industrial pursuits is persistently negatived.
This will be further noticed when the mineral resources are de canted
upon. As for the fisheries, such a statement is simply absurd ~n? prepo terous. The Newfoundland fisheries, which produce fish s1m1lar to
Ala ka, ar~ not carried on during the winter; nowhere in the ame ~arallel ~f latitude or degrees of latitu<le are fisheries conducted du.rmg
th_e wrnter month,; hence a statement of this kind is only calculated to
m1 lead ~he reader, and expo e the imperfect knowledge of the author.
T~e chma_te of Prince of Wales I land, W ran gel Island, in fact on all
the 1 ·lands 1_n the Alexander Archipelago, and all along the whole coast
from the Chdcat country, 200 mile to the north of Sitka, and extend~ng _outh a far as Fort Simp on, Briti h Columbia, is not in ten ely cold
rn wmt r: on the contrary, it i far milder than in many of the New
England tate , aud the rea on is imply due to the analysi given by
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Professor Lyall, which is readily accorded by the savants of the Smithsonian Institution, but stoutly denied byMr.~lliott, the reason for which
can only be matter of conjecture.
The following extract taken from Dr. Lyall's report, to be found in the
Geological Survey of Canada, 1875-76, discourses thus in reference to
the "Kuro Siwo" or Japanese Gulf Stream:
The cause of the mild and moist climate of the Pacific Coast is precisely the same
ns that of Western Europe. A stream of warm water, a little south of the islan<l of
Formosa, on the eastern coast of China, a current analogous to the Gulf Stream, is
obsur,ed moving to the northeast. It passes east of Japan, and while a part of it
enters Bering Sea, the remainder passes south of the Aleutian Islands and amel 10rates the climate of Alaska to suQh a degree that the annual temperature of Sitka
iu latltude 57° is higher than that of Ottawa in latitude 45° 25'; the mean annual
temperature of the former being 44.8°, while the latter has only 37.4°. Esquimault,
within 3 miles of Victoria, in latitude 4-SC 25', has a mean annual tempemture of 47.4°,
only 3° higher than that of Sitka, which is 9° farther north.

..

*
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*
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An examination of a, map of the world will show the close relationship existing
between western Europe and western America in the same parallels. A warm current
of water flows down the coast of the latter, while the shores of the former are bathed
in the tepid waters ofthe Gulf Stream. Both regions have their shores deeply indentecl
by inlets, "fiords" in the one case and "canals" in the other. The oak and pine
forests of the British Isles and Norway are simulated by the oak and fir forests of
British Columbia. In both the moist climate is caused in tbe same way. The vapor
arising from the warm sea water is blown inland, a,nd becoming condensed by the
cooler air over tbe land, falls in rain or fog upon the slopes and valleys. The old
forests of Great Britain and Ireland, including those of Norway, were a product of
tho Gulf Stream, while the might.v forests of our western province, including Qu~en
Charlotte Islands, are as certainly a pro<luct of the "Kuro Siwo." It only rema111s
for me to add that as years roll on, and our possessions become developed, the valne
of this second Britain will come so vividly before our people that men will ask with
aston ishment why such ignorance prevailed in the past.
MINERAL RESOURCES.

But little has been done toward either the discovery or development
of tbe hidden mineral wealth of Alaska. It is not worth while to stop
to d1 cuss why this is the case. We have only to point to the long
delayed finding of tbe Comstock lode at Washoe, and the important
results which have followed in California and Nevada within the pa t
few years, where inhabitants are plenty, capital forthcoming, labor
abundant, and a large mining population at all times willing to prospect for unknown ledges.
As long as placer diggings existed in California, and were not worked
out, miners turned but little attention toward quartz, but a &oon as the
placer mines became exhausted, and their mean depleted, they struck
out for unknown fields of di covery, and the fabulous wealth of the
Nevada mines is the direct re ult of their hardy and untiring efforts.
This is the history of all mining countrie . A mining population is
invariably first attracted to ome particular locality by the finding or reported finding of gold in the beds of rivers, stream of small. ize, gulche ,
, canyons, ravines, etc. These are denominated by the usual term "placer
mines."
The gold is obtained without any great effort by fir t collecting the
dirt and gravel which contains it, and then it is wa bed out in pan ,
rockers, long-toms, sluices, etc.
.
These placer diggings are always the avant courier in bringing to hgbt
the concealed treasures of a mining country; the richer they pro ,
much the greater is the influx of population, and t~e long r bey la
before being worked out o much the more doe 1t ser e to creat '
tendency for such population to remain in the country. Miner , n. tnII. Doc. 92, pt. 4--7
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rally improvident, seldom lay by anything for a rainy day; hence if bad
luck, sickness, or reverses overtake them, they have to depend upon the
storekeeper and boarding-house to keep them afloat until they "cau
make a raise." When the miner gets down to'' bed rock," finaucially, it
is the time when he gets trusted for such additional tools and provisions
as he may need, and strikes out boldly into the mountains to prospect
for quartz.
It is my ·purpose to endeavor to present such reliable information in
regard to the mineral resources of Alaska as will put miners and capitalists upon inquiry. Nothing will be given in exaggeration, and no
means exerted to place in anything but a true liglltthe real facts.
First, however, we will take up the converse of the proposition by
quoting Mr. Elliott, who says:
If gold or silver is discovered in Alaska, it must be of unusual richness or it will
never support any considerable body of men up there, so far away from the sources
of necessary supply. The reputed Alaska gold mines are not in Alaska at all, but on
the Stikine River in British Columbia, being over 180 miles to the eastward of the
boundary between the two districts; but as the Stikine River, to reach the Pacific
with its rapid flood, has to pass through 30 miles of Alaskan soil and rock, so the
miners visit Alaska in this way only, as they go up and down the river from Cassiar
to Victoria, the Sound, and California every spring and fall.

This statement betrays the most inexcusable ignorance upon the part
of Mr. Elliott in regard to mining matters. The bare idea that mines
in Alaska must be of "unusual richness" in order to make them pay
is as farcical as some of his other statements.
I venture to assert, if there can befquud any well-defined quartz lode
within 25 miles of Sitka, readily accessible to wood and water, aud
adjacent to the coast, which will yield ore that will mill $25 in gold,
net, per ton, it will be one of the richest mines on the Pacific Coast. I
select Sitka because it is the focal point at present, but mines will be
discovered several hundred miles to the southward, down the coast nearer
British Columbia, Washington Territory, and Oregon.
It is a most mistaken idea because Alaska is so far distant that her
mines will not pay. The Cassiar mines attract a large number every
year, the greater portion of whom are old miners who own claims and
work them as long as they can each year, and return every year to complete the work and search for new digging . The prediction is ventured
there will at no very distant day be discovered in .Alaska full as rich
digging as now exist in Oas iar. The formation of the country is similar, and no valid reason can be given why such deposit do not exist.
Mr. Elliott speak of the Cassiar mine being known as the "reputed
Alaska gold mines." This is the :first intimation I have ever heard of
any such misnomer. Any boy 12 year of age on the Pacific Coa t
know to the contrary, and it smack very much as if it wa spread out
thus diligently for Ea tern con umption.
But little ha been done in placer mining in Ala ka. Pro.,pectorsare
afraid to venture into the interior in the pre ent unsettled condition of
affair . The coa ti lands are not the pots wh re Jarg nrface d posits are expected to be found. The e will be di. covered on the mainland. There are everal treams which debou h from the Great ukon
to the eastward, through .Ala ka and into Briti h Columbia, drainiug
a va t expanse of country; and e perienced miners are con inced that
rich placer depo it can not fail to exi t.
In May la t I met at itka a p rty of hardy and well-kno n miner ,
R th Brother of Vi toria and Mr. B an, of aliforuia, men of mean
ud intel1igen
ho ere :fittin er nt an exp dition for pro pe ting th
interior of Ia ka. Th y bad
rytlting e nti, I for a nee ful
oyage-well upplied with tool , provi i n , arm , and money.
hey
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chartered tbe steamboat Rose to convey them from Sitka to the Cliil<-at
village at the head of Lynn Canal, which was to be their starti11g
point for the interior. Upon arriving there they found the [11dia11 ~ su
opposed to their proceeding farther, and had so many obstaeles thrown
iu their way, they deemed it prudent to postpone their expedition to
some more prudent, and auspicious occasion, and returned to Sitka.
I was afraid of this when I saw them fitting out, and would have
gone in the Wolcott to the Cbilca,t villages and warned the chief
against any molestation of this or any similar expedition, but the Wolcott had no more coal than would safely take us back to Puget Sound,
and Captain Selden could not venture to make the trip. Had it been
possiule to have taken the cutter and interviewed the Chilcats, I am
satisfied they would not have dared to have acted as they did. For
want of a proper vessel, it will thus be perceive(], this party ba bet>n
stopped by Indians, in an American Territory, from pursuing- their
legitimate occupation, and a year lost at least.
This is, however, no new thing; for as far back as 1869 the Hon. W.
S. Dodge remarked as a peculiarity of the Indian tribes:
They· never allow the upper country Indians to come to the white settlements to
t,rade with the Cllilcats an<l Tarkens; death would follow the attempt. R ene is
ev inced a monopol)1 powerfnl and extensive in character. Nor will the coast Indian
permit any white man to pass to tbe upper conutry to trade; the penalty they
threaten is the sa111e. All trade rnust he rnaclo wit.ll and through them.

Mr. Frank Maboney writes to Vinceut Collyer:
othing is known of these interior Inc1ians, only that the coast lndi:ms say that
they are called" ihimena " or" Stick Indians." They will allow no whites to pass
up the rivers.

And, again, Mr. F. K. Louthan, in writing in 1869, uses the following
language:
At the head of the Chatham Straits, almost due north from Sitka 220 miles, are
the Chilcats, at least 10,000 strong. They are a brave and warlike people, "more
inuecl against than sinning." I have ha<l mnch to do with them, and ever found
tbem honest, faithful, and kind. Their villages extend from the month to a distance
of 75 mile up the Chilcat River. Coal and iron abound in inexhaustible quantities;
bng mas es of iron can be found among the bowlders almost anywhere along the
bank of_ the n~ble stream. The Indians state the existence of gold in the mouu tain
J>a, es of the rtver. 'Ihe '' color" ha been found near the mouth. On every b:10d
·an be seen quartz cropping boldly ont from a width of from 1 to 20 feet. Nothing
i kno'Yn of its character or value. These Indians are among the richest, if not the
w •a.lthre t, of our coa t Indians. Large qnanLities of the most valuable furs are
aunnally gathered antl sold by them. Th y are in every way independent.

But a very limited amount of pro pecting has been done on the

·oa. t. Abou 70 mile from ra11g 11, at a pla ·e called Schuck, placer
gulcl Im been found in paying quantities, and tlrn digging were worked
la t uinm r.
Capt. J. W. White, United State Revenue farine, in his report to
the Department, ay :
With regard to tha resources of that portion of Alaska which we have visited, I
would meution the rerent discovery of golcl on the sev ra.l streams of the mainland,
1,ctwe n tbe parallels of 57° 10' and 58::> , emptying into tepbens Passage; some
ao or 40 white men and a many Indians being uow enga~ed in mining ther , makin~ .'5 to $10 a day. We had pa sed through tephens Pus -age to the sonthw~rcl
before learnin~ this fact, otherwise we shoulcl have stopped and communicated with
ome of the mmers. I saw at itka verv rich specimens of gold-b aring quartz ancl
ilver ore which had been obtained from lode on Baranoff (Sitka) Island; a~. o ,, .ry
rich ·pecimen of copper ore and galena found on other islands of th archip l:i ~ 0 :
I. feel ~ sured that when this portion of t,be connt~y is thor~ug-hly prosp ct<:<l v •r~
rich mineral clcpo its wm be found. Tl.re wnter t the ar hip •lngo :ibonuu 1 ~ fo
fish, a ·ource of pro poctive wealth which it needs ouly capital and enterprise t
dernlop.
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A strange find has lately been had at Cassiar. On the top of a high
mountain a man out prospecting came across a sma1l gulch aboundi11 <r
in the richest specimens of placer gold. He at once staked out a claim
and was followed by all Ca siar who could get there. The time for
working, however, was almost over, owing to the rapid advent of snow,
but in the short time allowed, however, the yield was incredible. Ou e
man dug up a nugget weighing 30¼ ounces of pure gold, and 1'e.veral
other large nuggets were found. The yield per day to the hand wa
very large; everyone made money rapidly, and all who had the good
fortune to get claims have done well. 'rhese miners will retnrn iu the
spring to work again their claims. Heretofore placer mines have
always been found in the beds of stream , in the valleys, etc. The idea
of :finding surface diggings on the top of a mountain over a thousand
feet high never occurred to a mining· prospector. If this is the ca eat
CaRsiar why should not the like follow in Alaska 1 No tangible rea on
can be given in the negative; on the contrary, everything points to the
same conclusion. The upheaval in this volcanic region seems to have
been greater than on any portion of the Pacific Coast, and discoverie
have already been made in California which set the laws of geology at
defiance, and it is fair to infer that in curious, inde cribable, and
unknown Alaska the scien ti:fic and civilized world will yet tand
aghast at the astonnding result which will be produced from the most
ingular of all discoverie, and unaccountable formation·.
Some little attention, however, has been paid to quartz mining-.
First will be noticed the Stewart ledge, which was discovered and
located while the military were at Sitka. A company ha been formed
for working it, compo ed of leading and influential citizens of Oregou.
The following i copied from one of the company's official letter 1.Jead ' :
ALASKA GOLD AND SILVER MINING COMPANY.

Incorporated J anuary 30, 1877.

Location of mines, Baranoff Island, Alaska Territory.
Capital tock, 300,000 shares; par value, $1 each.
Directors.
C. A. ALI KY, of Alisky & Hegle~ Wholesale Confectioner .
S. FARRELL, of Everding & l<'arreU, Commis ion Merchants.
E. H. TOLTE, of Buchtel & Stolte, Photoo-rapbers.
S. 0. HER EY, Proprietor Aurora Re taurant.
Dr. S. J. BARBKR, of Barber & Nicklin, Dentists.
Bvt. Col. H. CLAY Wooo, A. A. Gen'l, U.S. A.
C. H. WOODARD, of C.H. Woodard & Co., Druggists.
L. C. HENRICH EN, of L. C. Henrichsen & Co., Jewelers.
GEOHGE \VOODWARD, of Woodward & Connell, Brokers.
C. H. WOODARD, Prert.
W. T. BODLF.Y, Sect 1g.
PORTLAND,
REGON, - - , 187-.

La t pring Mr. C. L. Wolter a practical mining engineer, wa en to
itka by tbi company to examine their ledge and make a report. ' h
following i the tatement made by him:
This mine (commonly callecl the tewart tunnel) is situated about 14 miles southe, t of itka, 800 feet above the level of the sea, and a.bout a mile and a quarter from
deep water, wh re the la.r ei t ship may come in safety. The ledge is well defined,
run en t and w t, and i about 15 fe t wide, with a fi sure vein from 3t to 4 fe t in
width. The rock is bluish o-old-benring q nartz, and li . in a fate formation, bet we n
a good foot and hangin~ wall. About ro ton of rock have a.Ir ady been tak 11 out,
av raging . 12 to . 15 a ton, ome of which however, runs a high as 30 to $35 a. too.
The rock will h · ve to be cru h d by the wet proce , oncentrated, and sulphnr t
roasted and paased through ohlorida.tion in order to separ te the gold from the sul-
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phurets. This process costs $4 a ton and will leave a nice profit. The tnnncl bas heen
run in 106 feet, and has cut through two bodies of fine ore, the first body being 60 feet
long and tbe second 17 feet long. These two bodies are about 9 feet apart, with good
trneings between them, showing that both bodies are coming together at a t1hort depth,
which will give a slope of 86 feet. Three shifts of men have been set to work and are
at it night and day in order to get 100 feet down the shaft. When this is accomplished
the mine will be opened, and a 20-stamp mill can be kept constantly working. ·w aterpower sufficient to run an 80-stamp mill can be had at an expenditure of $400. .A
tramway has to be built a mile and a quarter in length, for the purpose of carrying
machinery, etc., to the mines, and will cost from $1,400 to $1,600.

Sutherland, a correspondent of the Portland Standard, visited this
mine last spring, and this is his opinion:
The mine of most interest to Portland is the Alaska Gold and Silver Company, situated bnt a few miles from Sitka and a.lmost in view, owned principally in our city.
The company is making preparations to begin work in earnest in the spring, a large
amount of mining implements arriving on the fast steamer. They are tunneling into
the hillside with the purpose of tapping the lead from the bottom, with every indication of a rich strike. A man named Haley, connected with this mine, with an ordinary
pestle and mortar, crushed out about $5.25 a day of gold from 30 to 40 pounds of rock.
A practical mining engineer, named Wolter, whc, is at present visiting Sitka, says that
the Sitka quartz is ten to one richer than the Cariboo, and can be much more easily
worked. The sulphurets from Cariboo are red, which color is uot necessarily a sign of
gold, and does mean that expensive chemicals must be used in their working, while the
black sulphurets of the Alaska ledge are an infallible sign of gold and that the
quartz can be worked at little expense.
There is water power near the mines sufficient to run 60 stamps, and wood in abundance, should steam be desired. The assays of the rock vary from $10 to $1,000 a ton,
and in many instances gold is plainly visible to the naked eye. There are eight welldefined ledges of rich rock near Sitka, which undoubtedly will yield immense fortunes and be the means of saving this principal city of .Alaska from "ruin and dull
de ay." .A Russian engineer, who visited the mines, gives a very favorable report of
them, stating that they will pay $32 to the ton. With all the modern improvements
for separating gold from rock, it now costs but $3.50, or thereabouts, a ton to work
it; so, even if the quartz is worth only $10 a ton, a ha.ndsome margin of profit is left•
I am not engaged to write "up" these mines, nor do I own a dollar's worth of stock
in any of them (wish I did), and hope I may be considered honest in my opinon that
they are rich-extremely rich-and in my prophesy that, when once developed, they
will rival the Comstock lode in its palmiest days.

This can fairly be considered as the pioneer mining venture of any
magnitude in the Territory, and a satisfactory re ult is eagerly looked
after. Silver Bay i accessible to the largest ship that floats, and the
Great Eastern can lay along ide the bank at the foot of the mine and
receive the ore from it direct.
In communicating with one of the directors and largest stockholders
of tbis company, he replied as follows:
I am glad you are going to report on Ala ka. Please so report as to give to that
God-for aken land a government of some sort. Every feeling of humanity m our being
cries out for la.wand its 11tern nforcement in that Territory. All interests are jeopardized and life there is uncertain. We desire to put up a mill at our mine, but the
risk is too great as matters a.re now. I think with a mill dividends would be
returned within thirty days.

Since this was written the Wolcott bas been to Sitka, and the com·
pany have taken the chance , gone ahead, built a road to the mine,
erected a 5-stamp mill, constructed a flume, and will soon commence
cru bing ore.
About half a mile below the Stewart tunnel, running ea t and west,
i located another ledge, known as the Hal y and Milletich, which hows
ome very fine ore. Three bift of men have been working steadily
drivigg a tunnel. This mine bas beeu either sold in part or bonded to
~ party of rich San Francisco capitalists, who intend to thoroughly te t
it value.
'£here is also on Baran off I land, about 10 miles di tant from itka, a
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mine known as "The Francis Lode," discovered some years ago by the
Francis family. Hon. Allen Francis, the present .American eonsul at
Victoria, British Columbia, is a part owner. This mine is only waiting
for capital for its development. I have seen some good specimens of
auriferous-bearing quartz from this mine.
Recently a quartz ledge has been found by a man named Dickinson,
near Ton gas Narrows, well defined and rock abundant. .An assay has
been made with the following extraordinary result per ton:
Gold ..... - - • • • . . • . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • • • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . $300. 00
Silver _. . . . . . . . . • • • . • . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . • • . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $37. 37
Copper, per cent . .. . . . . . . . . • . • . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
60

The mines on Bald Mountain, Barano:ff Ls1and, about 4 miles above
the Stewart tunnel, are attrncting atte11tion. Tbe specimens from that
locality are very rich in su1phurets, some carrying free gold. When the
snow melts next spring this belt will be thoroughly prospected, and
several men have announced their intention to this effect.
These few examples are given of reEmlts already determined as far as
the finding of ledges is concerned. That the whole country is full of
mineral is the united testimony of all experienced miners who have
visited it, and the day is not far distant when will spring up in southeastern .Alaska one of the greatest and wildest mining excitements of
the next decade.
Prof. Wil1iam P. Blake, in bis notes upon the geography and geolo 0 ·y
of Russian .America, written in 1868, advances the follvwing propo~itiou:
The stratified formations of the archipelagoes a.long the coast are not favorabl to
the existence of gold-bearing veius, for the metamorphosing agencies which usually
accompany the formation of mineral veins do not appear to have acted upon th e rock
with sufficient strength.

This theory of Professor Blake remains to be practically tested. It i
indisputable that rich mines of gold aud ilver have been found upon
Barano:ff Island, but whether the le<lge will la t as the shaft are u11k
and levels opened is a question which can only be determined by working the mines. It is impossible to tell by merely scientific conjecture
whether mineral will be found at any very great depth, and whe.ther the
ledges may not soon run out.
It must, however, be confessed there are others, and amo11g them
practical miners, who share the doubts and opinions of Profe ·or Blnk ,
a11d I would 11ot like to be incltH.led amo1w those who wholJy di. a.gr e
with him. Still, from the development~ already indi ·ated on tb con t
h,land., the ore i so rich, ea~y of acce~ ', and readily milled, that a
thorough test hould be made of the value of the di~coverie b for
lea ing them to earch el ewhere.
'rbe principal point of disagreement between Profe or Blake and
tho. e who contend that true vein will be found on the i land e m. t
be the diffl rence of opinion a to their formation. l rofe or Blake ont nd, tu
i land ar not formed of volcanic rock , but con. i t of 'tratHi d formation , chiefly and tone and hal . The popular opinion i
a11d i o tated by ome writ r, h y are of o] ·a11ic origin and to a
layman thi woul<l , eem a mo t plau ible theory, for in cmi. ing among
th . 1 ..,00 i land' in the .Al x nd r rchip Iago the belching forth
f latent fir i he fir t thin which u g t, it If to the non pr-o~ ..
. ional. < 11d b w they are form d and h w they got there i well x mplifi d in th familiar quotation:
Pr tty in amber to ob erve the form
Of dirt and gr . grnbs and worm. ;
'ot that w think them ither rich or rare,
But onder how the devil they got there.
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I have always thought, and am more firmly convinced, the great
''Bonanza mines" of .Alaska must be found in the interior, in the range
of mountains which run parallel to the coast. Professor Blake says:
East of the islands, however, and in the range of mountains of the mainland, the
conditions-are different. The rocks are changed in mica slate, gneiss, and granite,
and are traversed by quarry veins which are presumed to be gold-bearing. However
this may be, it is certain that extensive sources of gold exist in the interior, for the
sands of the streams that descend to the coast all contain gold.
Gold has for many years been known to exiRt upon the Stikine, the Takon., and
the Nass rivers. It has since been reported from many other places widely separated.
Upon the Stikine considerable mining has been carried on by both United States and
English miners, who followed the gold-bearing zone from Frazer River northward.
It is to these miners that we are indebted for the discovery of the metal in paying
quantities upon these streams and for much of our geographical knowledge of the
interior.
There is every reason to believe that this gold region of the interior extends along
the mountains to the Rhores of the icy sea, and is thus connected with the gold regions
of Asia.
At the time of my visit to the Stickeen. River, in 1863, an account of which ia
annexed, there was conclusive evidence of the existence of a gold-field of considerable extent in the so-called" Blue Mountains," at the sources of the rivers mentioned.
It is probable that there are zones of gold-bearing veins in those mountains which
supply the gold to the detritus of the rivers.

It is very difficult to give an accurate or comprehensive idea of the
mountainous country on the mainland along the coast. The formation
is very much imilar to that of British Columbia; in fact, the mountains
in Alaska are but a continuation of the same range, and the following
extract from the geological survey of Canada is given, as applicable to
the mountainous range running northwest and southeast and situate in
Alaska:
Beyond the elevated western margin of the Great Plains, and intervening between
it and the Pacific Ocean, is a region which may be characterized as one of mountains
ancl disturbed rock formations. This runs northwestward and southeastward, with
the general trend of the coast, and is divided into two subordinate mountainous diatrict by an irregular belt of high plateau country running in the same direction.
South of the forty-ninth parallel, this region, from the Rocky Mountains to the Pacific,
in various parts of its length, has been found to contain valuable metalliferous deposits
of many kinds, and already appears to be the most important metalliferou1 area of the
United States. In the Province of British Columbia. are included over 800 miles in
le?gth of this mountain. and plateau country, with an average breadth of about 400
mil s.
orth of the forty-ninth parallel the Rocky Mountains are now known to
extend to the Peace River, and even farther northward, to near the mouth of the
fackenzie? and to maintain throughout much the ea.me geological character with
that of their southern portion. The Purcell, Selkirk, Columbia, Cariboo, and, farther
n orth, the Ominica. mountains, may be ta.ken. collectively as the representatives of
the Bitt r Root Ranges of Idaho.
·
The interior plateau of British Columbia represents the great basin of Utah and
evada, but north of the southern. sources of the Columbia this region is not self-contained as to its drainage, but discharges its waters to the Pacific. The Cascade or
Coast Range of British Columbia, though in a general way bearing the same relation
to the interior plateau country as the Sierra Nevada Mountains of California and the
Cascade Mountains of Oreo-on, forms a system distinct from either of these. The main
period of uplift of the Sierra Nevada in its typical region probably antedates that of
the Briti h Columbia mountains, while the Cascade Mountains of Oregon are described
by Profe sor Le Conte and others as chiefly composed of comparatively modem volcanic materials, which scarcely occnr in the main ranges of the west coast of British
Columbia. The parallel ranges of Vancouver and the Queen Charlott,e islands may,
as far a~ their structure is yet known, be included with the Coast Range of the
mainland.
In British Columbia a belt of rocks, probably corresponding more or less completely!
with the Gold Rocks of California, has already proved to be richly auri~erous, an<l;
think it may be reasonably expected that the discovery and working of nch metalliferous deposits of other kinds ma.y follow. Promising indicati?ns of m~ny are alriad~
known. With a general similarity oftopographicalfeatures m the d1Stnrbe~ bet 0d
the west coast, a great uniformity in the lithological character of the rock.I is f:un t
to follow, so that while in a comparatively short dis~a.nce from south west to nort ea.a
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considerable lithological change may be found, great distances may be traveraed from
southeast to ll.Orthwest and little difference noted. In British Columbia., so far as
geological explorations have yet gone, they have tended to show a general resemblance of the rocks te those of the typical sections of California and the Western
States; and though metalliferous veins, individually, are very inconstant, as compared
with rock formations, belts characterized by metalliferous deposits: and dependent
on the continuance, of some set of beds, are apt to be very much more constant.

At Karta Bay, on Prince of Wales Island, about 200 miles from Sitka,
there exists a very valuable mine of bronze copper, formerly owned by
Charles Baronvich, who has lately disposed of it to a San Francisco
company of large wealth. I learn it is the intention of the company to
work it without delay. I have seen sacks of this ore and can safely
pronounce it of uncommon richness. The company alluded to, before
purchasing, had the merits of the mine thoroughly tested by practical
experts, and are satisfied they have acquired a valuable property. This
company is composed of gentlemen of rank, wealth, and experience,
and I regard it as a most fortunate thing for Alaska that they have
invested their means in the Territory, for their position and influence
are such that they will speedily make themselves heard in the halls of
Congress on two propositions:
(1) That they shall be permitted to acquire an indefeasible title to the
property they have purchased.
•
(2) That they shaU be protected in the quiet enjoyment of such
property.
The Mackenzie or Copper River flows through a rich copper region,
and when the geological resources of that particular portion of .A.la ka
are defined, it is confidently predicted it will rival Lake Superior in the
production of that metal.
Some of the early writers mention the existence of this metal in this
locality, and Mr. Louthan sar:
The early Russians told fabulous stories of the existence of both ~old and copper
on thiA river, which is proved by the fact that the Indians are at times seen to use
these metals in their ornaments.

Professor Blake remarks:
It has long been known that large masses of native copper are found alon~ Copper
River, which flows into the Pacific between Mount St. Elias and the penmsula of
Kenai. Some of these ma ses, shown to me by his excellency Governor Fouruhelm,
at Sitka, very closely resom bled the specimens formerly picked up on the shor s of
Lake Superior. From all the information which I received, I am inclined to believe
that a copper-bearing region, similar to that of Lake Superior, exists in the interior.
It is interesting that large mas es of native copper have recently been found in
northern Siberia. A large ruass was exhibited at Paris, in the Exhibition, from the
Kirghese steppes. It contained native silver, in isolated masses, identical in its
appearance and its association with the singular masses of Lake Superior native
copper, a.s ociated with silver; this appears to be a. characteristic mineral of the
northern regions of both continents.

I have recently been reliably informed that large deposits of petroleum
have been found on opper River. As this river is in the interior, it
trea ures wiU be of no b nefit to civilized man until the miner and capitali t can go thither, fully protected by the nation in the legitimate puruit of mining indu try.
t Katmay, ·ituate on the penin ula of Ala ka, opposite Kodiak I land, petroleum ha al o b n found; and in the ear 1869 peciru n
were ent to the mith onian In titution by Dr. Thoma T. 1inor, now
marine-ho pital urgeon of th collection di trict of Puget Sound.
COAL.

Ala ka i full of oal · it c n b fi und cropping out all along the coa t
i land and in he int rior. Prof · ·or Blak i authority for the follow-
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ing, taken from bis report upon the mineral resources of the Territory
in 1808:
Coal beds have been worked by the Rm~sians at several points, but chiefly at
Kenai, on Cooks Inlet. The quality, however, is not equal to that of the coal from
Nanaimo, on Vancouver Island, to the southward.
It is here important to note that the many islands along the northwest coast, from
Vancouver northward, are not formed of volcanic rocks, as is generally supposed
and stated by some writers, but that they consist of stratified formations, chiefly
sandstones and shales, which are favorable to the existence of coal beds, indications
of which have been found at various points.
It is probable that the formations of Baranoff or Sitka Island, and of Prince of
Wales Island-indeed, of all the island!! of that extensive archipelago-are equi val ents
in age of coal-bearing strata of Vancouver Island and Queen Charlotte Island. On
the latter the existence of beds of a very superior quality of au thracite coal has lately
been made known, and samples of it have been tested in San Francisco with satisfactory results. The extent and value of these beds have not been ascertained, but their
exi stence is a most significant fa.et, and suggests that a continuation of them may be
found in the prolongation of the same formation in the islands to the northward,
within the limits of the recently acquired territory.
The points at which I made an examination of the stratified rock formations were
at Sitka and the adjoining islands and at the mouth of the Stickeen River. At these
places they consist of Bandstones and shales regularly stratified, and passing in some
places into hard slates, which project along the shores in thin knife-like reefs. All
these strata are uplifted at high angles, and they give the peculiar saw-like appearance to the crests of the ridges. Some of the outcrops are so sharp that they have
been used by the savage Koloshes as saws, over which their unfortunate captives were
dragged back and forth until their heads were severed from their bodies.
Coal has been noted upon the island of Ounga, on the west side of Takharooskai
Bay, in two places. The beds are horizontal, and are probably lignite. Vancouver
noted coal on Cooks Inlet. The miners who worked for gold upon the upper part
of the Stickeen River in 1862-63, reported coal as existing there, but no satisfactory
description of it bas been obtained. Coal of superior quality, in broken and drifted
specimens, bas recently been found by my brother, Mr. 'rheodore A. Blake, geologist
of the Ala.ska. expedition of 1867, a.long the course of a small stream which empties
into St. Johns Bay, north of Sitka. The beds could not be found, and their extent is
con equently unknown.
It is surprising that during the long occupation of the northwest coast by the Russians little or no attention was given to explora.tionsofthe interior. Even the island
of Sitka has not been explored.

Captain White says:
I have seen coal veins, over an area 40 by 50 miles, so thick that it seems one vast
bed. It ha.s excellent steam quality; leaves a clear white ash. It comes out in cube
blocks, bright and clean. It does not coke. The quantity seems to be unlimited.
rl'h is bed lies northwest of Sitka, up Cooks Inlet or Bay, which extends to nearly 61°
north and broadens into a sea in some parts. But our geographers plot it as an unimportant arm of the sea. They are wrong. It is a lar«re body of water. Its shores,
though in part mountainous, reveal valleys and plains, and forests with large and
various resources.

I had some specimens of coal taken from Admiralty I 1and submitted
to me at Wrangel, and gave them to the acting chief engineer of the
Wolcott to be tested. Mr. Mar illiot write a follows:
UNITED STATES REVENUE MA.RINE 8TEA."1ER OLIVER WOLCO'M',

Wrangell, Alaska, April 26, 1878.
Sm: Agreeable to your request I have examined the samples of bituminous coal you
handed me this day, and find it to be free burnins-, with comparatively little smoke,
making an intense, bright, white heat, and retainmg its form, similar to En°·lish cannel, until nearly consumed, andjudge it valuable as a grate and steaming coal.
Very respectfully,
M. G. MARSILLIOT,

First .Assistant Engineer, U. S. B. M.
WM. GoUVERNEUR MORRIS,

Special Agent, Treaaury Dttpartment United States.

An Indian at Wrangell showed me a lump of anthracite coal bi _h 11
claimed to have nicked uo on one of the a<l.jaceut i , l 11d , and off r cl
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to take me to the spot. For certain reasons I preferred not to visit the
place, but to reserve this for some future occasion. I know where it i,
and for the present do not feel disposed to make any further disclosure .
I am also credibly informed that immensely valuable coal deposits
exist on Kou Island, in the Alexander Archipelago, the precise location
of which is known to the Alaska Shipbuilding and Lumber Company,
who have petitioned Congress for permission to buy the island at the
price of $1.25 per acre, ostensibly for shipbuilding purposes. This will
be alluded to again when the timber production is noticed.
Frequent reports have hitherto been made to the Department upon the
coal discoveries which have been made. The day is not far distant when
Alaska will furnish all the coal required for the steamships and steamboats engaged in her trade, for, as Mayor Dodge, of Sitka, very truly
remarks:
Of minerals, I can only say that from the earliest history of the Territory to the
present day the existence of gold, silver, copper, iron, marble, and coal has been constantly attested. We have the undeniable authority of eminent scientific officials
and the statements of strangers temporarily visiting this coast.
.
Ba.ck of Sitka, at Kake and Kootznov, are coal mines, no one knows bow extensive.
At Tarkow and Chilkaht the coal crops out in abundance, and to the westward of
Sitka, it is the testimony of all the traders that coal can be found almost at any plac
one chooses to land.

Large iron fields have also been found. Mayor Dodge is responsible
for the following statement made in 1869:
Professor Davidson, of the Coast. Survey, while at Chilkaht making observations of
the eclipRe on the 7th of last August, found that the needle of his compass pointecl
constantly wrong, and soon learned the fact that he was near a mountain of iron some
2,000 feet high, which attracted the magnet wherever used, from its base to its summit,
and a further examination showed that this mountain was only one of a range similar
in character and extending fully 30 miles; and, as if nature had anticipated its uses
to man, a coal mine was found near by.
·

Galena, marble, graphite, sulphur, platina, and cinnabar have all been
discovered, and yet we are told that Alaska is not and never will become a miuing country.
There i no portion of the Pacific Coast which has so bright mining
:vroRpect ahead, and whose brilliant future would be clearly establi bed
if the needed protection for life and the outlay of capital was afforded
by the Government.
There i. no peculation or investment that can be mentioned which
hold out uch glittering and inviting pro pect as mining, and it i
almo t invariably the rule in San Franci co, which i the great commercial mart of the Pacific Slope and its mining ceuter ( ome day it will be
the :financial center of the globe), that while frequently it is ab olutely
impo ible to obtain money to promote mechanical ent rpri e or agricultural indu try, the vault" of tl..te mouey king will readily unlock at tbe
pro p ct of inv sting in quartz ledg , grave] claims, or any kind of
grouud which promi e well in gold or il er. Hi tory wi11 only repeat
it elf and the experience of the Pacific oa t will be redoub1 d in
la ka.
a1ifornia, ttled for nea11y a century by the paniard and
J e uit Fath r: did not unfold her untold trea ure of hidden gold until
they r 1 -1 the r ult of an accid ntal di c very made by an American. In 1 -9 wa uddenly brought to Ji<Tht the fabulou wealth of
a h
which ha a toni. h d the whole ivilized world by the produ ti n of it. far-famed
m tock lode, bich ha , in round number ,
yi lded ,P<.JIJV,IJvv,O •
Th inhabit nt of the Pa ific
a..,t and e pecially Californian
devote a large portion of th ir m an
nd tim to mining nt rpri e ,
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and are always in search of fresh fields and pnstures. .A. few capitalists
control all the leading mines on the Comstock, insomuch that out 'ide
operators are becoming discouraged, and consequently their attention
is compelled to be attracted elsewhere, where they will have an equal
show and not be swallowed up by the big fish. San Francisco has contributed millions of dollars to Arizona and the Black Hills. The Sierra
Nevada and Rocky Mountains were traversed all last spring and summer by energetic mill'5.ng experts and prospectors in the interest of San
Francisco capital.
Mining upon the Pacific Coast is only in its infancy; in the unknown
and unexplored regions will be found as rich, if not richer, mineral
fields than have ever been discovered. The Cascade range of mountains in Washington Territory and British Columbia~ which are an
extension of the Sierras, have never been prospected, and the Olympian Range, ou the American side of the Strait of Fuca, undoubtedly
contain gold and silver, but their hidden wealth is as unknown as
Alaska.
Heretofore, mining enterprises have been circum cribed and confined
within narrow limits, and for reai-;ons previously as igned and the constant accretion of idle capital in alifornia justifies the bypothe ~is that
its citizens will strike out boldly wlierever there is a prospect of succe ; and if gold wa,; known to exist at the north pole I v nture to
say a pro pecting expedition would be sent there to test the value of
the discovery.
In order to illustrate the privations, toil, and risks which men will
undergo in the hope of getting gold, a letter from a Cassair miner,
dated at Dease Creek, May 20, recites as follow :
I left Wrangell on the 6th of March; found ice across the river about 8 miles up
the river; left the canoes and started with our sleighs, but the ice wa8 like a. sieve
all the way cro sing the "desert." There were about 60 men on the ice; and having
cro sed dangerous places I was afraid to turn back. I could see half a dozen at a
time in the water, and others rushing to them with ropes to help them out. The
second day the ice appeared to be good, and a number started ahead. I was trying
to c, tcb up to a. man ahead, when 1 broke tbrou(J'h in bi track and went to the ears
in the middle of the tic keen River. I had a hard strnO'gle, as tbe sleigh was against
me, and I bad no chance to swim but to go under the ice and chance the next bole.
I however craw]eil out after a while and camped for that, day; <lried myself, and
started the next ruorning as fresh as ever. '!'raveled about 3 miles and came to a
ruonntain rock, where th water rushed under it. The river was all open, and only
one man wa with me at the time. We camped two days, waiting for canoes to take
n o~, owe built a raft an,l lashed it toiether with l igh rope and "polled" it up
the river half a mile, where we got on a t>ar cov rncl with 5 feet of snow; then now~o ing came into play.
o we hauled our sleigb8 t1l1 we r ached Buck's, on the
nmtb clay from Wrangell. Hearin~ reports of better ice above, we pu bed on, bnt
the ice was very poor. \Vhen we reached Faltan, above Telegraph Cre k, we ha,l
to climb the mountain by a trail. Tbt\re wa no now in the trail, o I put 160 pounds
on a iwash, and then came ahead. I often at down and lauglJ d at my elf-packing a leigh and looking for snow. When we r ached Third 1' ork we went down it
and traveled about 50 mile on the ice by wading th river about every 400 yards.
We arrived at Deas Creek, twenty-two dars from Wrung ll, in ,.,.ood health, bnt much
fa,tigned. I took a small contra t, and made about $100 in a week1 but have made
very little since. The miner are coming in fa t, an<l n ar]y all going to \ alter
Cr ek. If that country turns out to be a "hilk,'' there will be mauy a. "brok n _"
man to go down in the fall.
otbiog new trnck the pa t winter here. The_ 'hinamen are flocking in by dozens. If Walker reek fails I am afraid th re.will be
trouble between them and the white , a th y are employed whore goocl whit m n
can not get work. Word has come that the man who helped me to "pole" th raft
wa found dead in his cabin; cau e suppo ed to be overexertion.

The conditions for ucces ful mining in Ala ka are far up ri r to
tho e afforded in Arizona or the Black Hill , in re pect to the abundance of fuel. Heat is looked upon as the great agent in the form ti n
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of mineral veins, and with plenty of fuel the metallurgist and miner
can reduce the most rebellious ores, and compel them by scientific process to yield up their concealed wealth.
And whHe the soi disant Professor ( !) Elliott is throwing slurs upon
the climate of southeastern Alaska, and endeavoring to make the world
believe that no industry can be carried on there in the winter season,
the real Professor Blake, of national reputation and world-wide experience, says:
The severe climate, which prevents all placer or deposit mining, where water is
used, during the winter months, would not materially hinder vein-mining operatious
carried on below the surface. In this point of view a region of gold veins along
these mountains has great prospective importance.

Give our prospectors but a fair chance and they will readily demonstrate the fah;ity of what has bee □ said and done to depreciate the
value of the mineral wealth of .Alaska. All they ask is the fostering
care of the Government.
I feel assuredly sanguine as to the future wealth of Alaska in minerals. It is only a question of time. What we need is Congressional
legislation for the protection of the miner. We will combine our energies and the capital of the coast, and show the world the wealth of @ur
mines beyond question.
There's a good time coming, boys,
There's a good time coming!
We all will live to see the day,
And earth shall glisten in the ray
Of the good time coming!
Talk is cheap, but words are wind;
\\' ork we know is stronger;
We'll prove our country by its aidJust wait a little longer.
TIMBER.

In treating this subject reference must be had to the statements made
by contemporaneous writers; but little originality can be give11 and I
must content myself with copious extracts.
First, let us ee what Elliott has to say. On page 815 of Harper be
advances this proposition:
If we ever utilize the spruce and fir timber on the Sitka Coast, we must encourage
aud foster the effort in the line of shipbuilding, for this timber is too gummy and
resinous for the ordinary use of housebuilding and furniture making.

Mr. Elliott i quite right about shipbuilding, but it is to be hoped he
does not indor e the scheme of a party of San Francisco capitali ts,
who are endeavoring to gobble up the i land of Kou.
On December 20, 1876, Hon. William A. Piper, then Member of Congre from San Franci co, introduced, by unanimou con ent, a bil1
"granting to the Ala ka bipbuilcling and Lumber Company the rio-llt
to occupy and purcha. certain land in the Territory of laska upon
paying the Gov rnm nt pri e therefor and fi r otb r purpo e ," which,
b ing referred to the Committee on Public Land , on F bruary 1, 1 77
wa dul r ported by fr. Walling of that c mmittee in the words and
figure following to wit:
IN THE Ho

x

Oi' REPRE ENTATIVE ,

Read twice, recommitted to the ommitt
printed.

Febrna.ry 1, 1877.

on the Public Land , and ordered to be
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Mr. Walling, from the Committee on the Pnhlic Lands, by unanimous eonsent
reported the following bill as a su b2titute for the bill H. R. 4260:
A BILL authorizing the sale of certain lands in the Territory of Alaska, upon paying the Government
price therefor, and for other purposes.

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the United States of A.nierica
in Congress assembled, That, for the purpose of encouraging shipbuilding and developing tho Territory of Alaska, the Alaska Sbipbnilding and Lnmber Company, a corporati.on formed and existing under the Jaws of the State of California, and its successors
and assigns, are hereby authorized to enter upon and take possession of the island of
Kou, situated in the waters of the Territory of Alaska, and lying between fifty-six
degrees and twenty minutes and fifty-seven degrees of norl,h latitude, and one hundred
and thirty-three degrees and thirty minutes and one hundred and thirty-four degrees
and twenty minutes west longitude, and to purchase the same, except such parceJs
as the President of the United States may previously reserve for public uses, upon
payment to the United States of one dollar and twenty-five cents per acre for eaeh
acre purchased; such purchase to be made from time to time and in such quantities
as may be1·equired; and the said Alaska Shipbuilding and Lumber Company, its snccessorM and assigns, may purchase timber lands upon the shores of the acljacent waters
of Christian and Prince Frederick sounds, and Chatham, Duke of Clarence, and
Kekon straits, upon giving notice of its intention so to do, describing generally the
lands, and giving security for the payment of the expense of making the nece ~ary
surveys, and, upon the completion anrl return of such surveys, paying for snch land
one dollar and twenty-five cents per acre. Surveys made under this act may conform
to the shores of the sea and to the configuration of the country; and the expeuses
thereof shall be advanced by the said purchasers and allowed in payment for lands
purchased under the provisions of this act. The right of purchase conferred by thi&
act is upon the express condition that the said Alaska Shipbuilding and Lumbex
Company shall, within two years from the passage of this act, and the establishment,
if neces8ary, of such measures for protection against hostile Indians as will secure
said purchasers in the enjoyment of the purchases hereby authorized, construct on
said lands at least one ship, of not Jess than twelve hundred tons burden, and thereafter maintain a shipyard and vigorously prosecute shipbuilding. The qnantity
of land to which said purchasers may acquire title under this act is limited to one
hundred thousand acres, to be wholly selected and paid for wjthin ten years from the
passage of this act: Provided, That nothing hertiin contained Mhall be held to authorize
said company to enter upon, or take possession of, any portion of said lands, or remove
any timber or other valuable materials from the lands hereby authorized to be purchased, until tmch land shall have been paid for at the price fixed by this act.
SEC. 2. That the lands mentioned in this act shall, for the purpose of survey and
purchase./ under the provisions of this act, be deemed to be included within the district of land snbject to sale at Olympia, in the Territory of Washington; and the
surveyor-general of that Territory is authorized to make the surveys. and the register
and the receiver of the lan<l office at that place to receive the notices, proofs, and
payments contemplated by this act.
SJCC. 3. That the right is reserved to Congress to alter, amend, or repeal this act.

The following report accompanied the bill. So much is copied as is
pertinent to tbe i ue. A rehash of Special Agent Elliott's report in
reg-ard to the climate, agricultural character, etc., of Ala ka, as-recently
rewritten and repro<luc d in Harper' Magazine, appears in the body
of the report, and would eem to indicate he had been interviewed
upon th subject. Thi ha been di carded as irrelevant.
Mr. Walling, from the Committee on the Pnblio Lands, submitted the following
report to accompany bill H. R. 4560.

The Committee 011 the Public Landa, to whom was referred the bill H. R. 4£60, reported as a
substitute H. R. 4560, and accompanied the.same with th6 following report:
memorial, signed by several merchants and business men of San Fran is o, was
pr sented to this House during the fir t session of the present Congress, a king th~t
th ; be permitted to purchase, at the Government price per acre, a tract of lancl m
the Territory of Alaska, on the islands lyinc-r between Sit~ and the mainland, f'!r
the purpose of enabling them to establish shipyards and lumber manufacture. 'l'bis
memorial was subsequently followed by a bill, introduced at the request of th~ sn~e
parties, who had incorporated themuelves under the laws of the ta~ of aliforn{a.
a the Alaska , hipbuilding- and Lumber Company. The l?ropos_ d bill coof: r! d t e
authority ou that corporation to make the purchase mentioned m the memonal.
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The committee being satisfied, from the character of the pflrsons whose names
were attached to the memorial, and from representations ma<le in relation to the
project, that the enterprise was backed by good faith and by the ability and determination (if permitted) to carry it out, have, after such investigation as it has been
possible to make, embodied their recommendations iu H. R. 4560 as a substitute for
H. R.4260.

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

It would seem very apparent that this region must remain for au indefinite perio<l
in the future, as it has remained hitherto, a worthless waste, unless some inducements are held out to attract associated capital to develop, by large experimental
outlays of energy and money, the possibility of turning this inhospitable and uninviting domain to some national use. If the enterprise proposed by the memorialiistishonld prove remunerative, there will remain to the Government millions of acres of
similar landt1, which would find a market and furnish employment to thousanJs of
mechanics and laborers.
It is mmecessary to refer in this r eport to the beneficial results that would follow
the establishment of shipbuilding, for it is conceived that, independent of thi , it
would be to the advantage of the Government to know that climatic and physical
obstacles can be so far overcome as that any industry can be successfully and profitably prosecute<l in that latest and most questionable of our national real-estate
specnlations. It is proposed to do this, not only without expense to the Government,
but by a sale at the Government pri<;e of land now worthless, and which must
al ways remain so until enterprises like this are e tablished.
'l'he island of Kou, upon which the memorialists propose to establish their shipyard, an<! upon w:P.ich and on the shores of the adjacent waters they desire to purchase timber lands, is one of the islands composing the Alexander Archipelago, separated from Baranof Island, on which Sitka is situated, by Chatham Strait; to the
east lie successively Kekon trait, Kaprianhoff Island, Wrangell Strait, Mitcroff
Island, Souchoi Channel, and then the mainland. So far as known, it is valueless,
except for a belt of timber that fringes its shores and extends up its narrow valley .
The bill reported herewith authorizes the Alaska Shipbuilding and Lumber Company to pnrcliase 100,000 acres of tiw bor lands on this island and neigh boring sboreR,
upon paying the Government price therefor, an<l no timber or other material is
to be removed from any lands until paid for. The entire number of acres is to be
selected and paid for within ten years. Surveys are to be made at the expen e of
the company, to be credited in payment on the lands purchased, and the company
undertakes, within two year , to establish a shipyard, and complete within that
time at least ooe hip of 1,200 tons burden, and thereafter to prosecute shipbuilding
vigorou ly. The guarantee that this will be done lies in the fact that it will be
nece ·ary to make a large outlay to build a single ship, so large that, if possible,
they mu t coutinne that industry or lo e the capital inve8ted. If the construction
of ships can he profitably continued, tllis preliminary investment will be sufficient
to insure a further pro ocntion of the enterprise; if unprofitable, the Government
ought not to iu 1st upon its further continnanc . The urve.v and the entry and
payment of the lands will be made through the land office at Olympia, in Wa hingtou T rritor_v. The bill reserves the right in Congre s to alter, amend, or repeal the
act at any time.
Thedut.,·ofthe nited tatestotheaboriginal iubabitantsofthatlocalityha been
con iclered in ev ral report made by overnment agents sent to investigate the condition and resource of Ala ka and it inhabitant . They concur in the opinion that
( xcepting at the fur i lands and tatiou of the Ala ka Commercial Uorur,any) the
withdrawal of the npervi ion exerci ed under the former Government ha. be n ruo t
d 1 t rion , and that no hope of a better state of things can beju tly entertain d while
the Territory i nff re<l tor main in its pr sent r uandoned and lawle condition.
\Vhatev rentorpri e shall~ ttract an indu triou population, and give remunerative
mployment to snch of those people a. will labor, will be a step toward th ir ubjection to b<•tter influence , and will b vidence to them that the nited ·tat is at
l ngth will in~, not ouly to n nragH indn tr_v, obriety, and morality, but tor pr
th wor et han natural vie• int which th y ar r lapsing.
For th e and other r a on that , ill ·n~g t t,hem Jv without further ext ndinJ:t this report, the committ recomm nd the 1 "l lt tion prop ed by the Hou
bill 156 .
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principality in itself, being about 86 miles long by 26 wide. Permission
is here sought to purchase 100,000 acres of land, under the thin gujse of
building- a 1,200-ton ship within two years, and "thereafter to prosecute
shipbuilding vigorously." Preposterous. In the :first place, no such an
amouut of land is necessary to be purchased. The company can secure
all the harbors and landing places, all mineral and timber lands, water
courses, etc., and then enjoy scot-free the remainder, snapping their
fingers a,t Uncle Sam and all newcomers.
Thi' is one of the most astounding measures I have ever known submitted to an American Congress. It is well known that rich coal lands
exist on this island, and, as previously said, it is believed this compauy
know their precise location.
Far better let the island remain as it is. There is no demand yet fo1·
shipbuilding in Alaska, and will not be for years to come, unless it is
considered desirable to have a sl.tip wholly constructed of yellow cedar,
in whfoh event the resources of Alaska must be drawn upon.
The forests of Puget Sound will supply all the fir timber for shipbuilding purposes for many years, and recour e peed not be had to
Alaska for this kind of timber, because it is of inferior quality. The
fir trees there seem to be stunted, are far differellt from the growth produced in Oregon, Washington Territory, and British Columbia.
In the Guide to British Columbia, published in Victoria in 1877, we
:find the following:
The only timber exported in cargoes is that of the Douglas fir, commonly called
"pine." It is a tough, strong wood, w 11 adapted for beams, but good also for phwks
and d als. It makes excellent masts and yards, and is u ed for shipbuilding and
housebuilding. It grows to the height of 150 to 200 feet, and attains a thickness of
5 to feet at the butt. It carries its thickness well up. Dressed masts of 36 inches
in diamet r, at one-third from butt, and with proper proportions for the required
length, have been supplierl. from the Douglas fir forests. This British Columbian
wood is known in Australia, New Zealand., and Great Britain as "Oregon pine,"
though Oregon does not export it to the e markets. A good growinO' demand for
British Columbian Douglas fir timber and square tiruber exists in outh America,
Australia, and China, and a few cargoes of spars are sent annually to Eugland.
This Douglas fir (or "Douglas pine," or "Oregon pine") predominates in the fore ts of the West Cascade region, bnt not in the arid parts of the East Cascade region.
It is plentiful in Washington Territory ( United tates). The Douglas fir is al o
found in some of the Rocky Mountain valleys, on the Blue Mountains of Oregon,
and here and there eastward as far as the hea,dwaters of the Platte. A.t present the
principal seats of it manufacture for export are the coast of British Colnm bia, and
on Puget ?tmd (United ~ates). The Douglas fir does not grow in any quantity
north of M11lbank ound, 10 latit.ude 52°.

Again, trange to ay, :Mr. Elliott, in speaking of utilizing the timber
of laska, seem entirely to have overlooked one of the mo t valuable
tree in the country, to wit, the yellow cedar, which is thu described in
the Guide to Briti h Columbia:
The cypre s, or yellow cedar (Oup1·essus thyoide,), is confined to the maritime precincts. TLe wood, of close texture and applicable to many u efnl purpo es, is of very
superior quality. The tree i not, probably, found south of 49'-', and extend along
the coast into Alaska. The inner bark of this tree contains an e ential oil, which
communicate its odor, somewhat a of garlic, to the wood, the effect of whi h is to
protect it, it is said, against the attacks of the teredo. This quality of re i ta~ ,
added to great durability, adapts it specially for submarine purposes, for wh1<·h,
imported from Alaska, it is now, I believe, highly valued in an li' ran ·is ·o. The
certical .fibers, like those of the last mentioned, are spun and woven into blankets,
bnt of a finer texture.

Captain Dall thus peaks of it:
The agricultural staple of the Southern itkan district i timber. I nam~ th for st
tref' in the orcler of their value. The yellow cedar ( C. nulkamsis, pach.) 1.s th m<;>dst
valuable wood on the Pacific Coast. It combines a. fine, clo e texture with on 1 -
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erable hardness, extreme durability, and pleasant fragrance. For boatbmlding it is
unsurpassed, in addition to its lightness, toughness, ease of workmanship, and great
durability.
After ascending some distance the mountain sides of the island of Sitka, the wood,
which appears in increased denseness before us, consists particularly of a. noble thuja
(T. excelsa, C. nutkwnsis). This is the timber most valued here. It occurs frequentl y
farther down, but the more predominant spruce trees conceal it from view; but here
it constitutes almost the entire timber, From its agreeable perfume it is known to
the RussianR as dushnik, or scented wood. This is the wood formerly exported to
China, and returned to us as "camphor wood," etc., famous for excluding moths.
In repairing old Fort Simpson a stick of this wood, among the pine timbers used for
underpinning, was found to be the only sound log after twenty-one years' trial.
A wreck on the beach at Sitka, originally constructed of this timber, waR found
thirty-two years after as sound as the day it was built; even the iron bolts were not
corroded.

The Island of Kuiu is said to abound in this valuable wood; hence is
submitted the propriety of granting to one company the sole authority
to monopolize all the timber on the island, mines, and everything else.
It is a most astounding proposition, and the parties advocating it must
be imbued with the same spirit which actuated General McDowell in
his interview with that Chicago reporter, when- he thought we had
better give the country away to anybody who would take it.
Captain Dall further describes the timber of Alaska as follows:
The first need of traveler, hunter, or settler, in any country, is timber. With this
almost all parts of the Yukon territory are well 1mpplied. Even the treeless ~oa t8
of the Arctic Ocean can hardly be said to be an exception, as they are bount!fully
supplied with driftwood, bronght down by the Yukon, Kuskokwim, and other rivers,
and distributed by the waves and ocean currents.
.
The largest and most valuable tree found in this Territory is the white spruce (Abiea
alba). This beautiful conifer is found over the whole country, but it is largest ancl
most vigorous in the vicinity of running water. It attains not unfrequently the
height of 60 to 100 feet, with a diameter of over 3 feet near the butt; but the more
common eize is about 30 or 40 feet high and about 18 inches at the butt. The ~oocl
of this tree is straight-grained, easily cut, white, and compact, and while very light
it is also very tou~h, much more so than the wood of the Oregon pine (Abie, douglasii). For spars 1t has no superior, but it is rather too slender for large masts. The
bark is used for roofing by the Hudson Bay Company at Fort Yukon, and the roots,
properly prepared, for sewing their birch canoes and dishes by the Indians. I have
seen log houses twenty years old in which many of the logs were quite sound. The
um1ound logs were said to be tho e which had been used without being seasoned.
These tree decrease in size and g-row more sparingly toward Fort Yukon, but are
still large enough for most pnrposes. The unexplored waters of the Tananah River
bring down the largest log in the spring fre bets. 'l'he number which are annually
discharged from the month of the Yukon i8 truly incalculable. It supplies the 1hor 8
of Bering ea, the islands, and the Arctic coasts; logs of all sizes lie in win rows,
where they are thrown upon the shore by the October southwesters.
The wood is put to manifold uses. Houses, Indian lodges, etc., are all constructecl
of pruce. Soft, :fine-grained, and easily cut, the Indians of the Lower Yukon spend
their leisure, during the short winter days, in carving dishes, bowls, and other utensil , and ornamenting them with red oxide of iron, in patterns, some of which, though
far from claasical, are very neat.
eed8, frames for skin boats, fishing rods, etc., are made by the Eskimo from
spruce, and all their hon es and ca inos, or dance house , a.re built ofit. One of the ez
on orton ound, about 30 by 40 feet square, had on a.ch side shelves or seatH forme<l
of one plank, 4 inches thick and 3 inches wide at the maller end. These enormous
planks took six year to make, and were cut out of single logs with mall stone adz .
The n xt mo t important tree is the birch (Bet1,la glancfaloaa). This tree rarely
grow over 1 inches in diameter and 40 feet high. On one occasion, however, I aw
a water-worn lo about 15 fi et long, quite decorticated, lying on the river bank near
ukluka.hyet, on the_ UJ?P r ukonl which wa 24 ~nche in diameter at one en~ and
28 at the ?t~ !· Thi i the only n_ard-woo~l tree m the Yukon territory, and 1s put
to a mult1pltc1ty of u . Everythm n dtng a ha.rd and tongh wood is con tructed
f birch.
'1 els, now sho s, tandard for the fl h trap I and frames of cano ,
hi h ar f rwards cover d with i ba.rk, ew d with pruce or tamarack (Laru)
roo , nn<l the am alk d with spruce "nm. The black birch is al o found there,
~ut <l
no. ro
o I:ir" . T~ o~ ne wo d of the birch!
well of tho poplar,
a out very fine and mm •led with hi tobacco by the eoonoIDioallnd.ian. The1qnaw1
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at certain periods wear birchen hoops arorrnd their necks, and neck rings and wristletA of the same wood, with fantastic devices scra,tched upon them, are worn as a
token of mourning for dead friends by the Tananah Indians.
Several species of poplar ( Populiis balsarnifera and Populus tremuloides) abound, the
former along the water side and the latter on drier uplands. The first-mention e<.l
species grows to a very large size. The trees are frequently 2 or 3 feet in diameter
and from 40 to 60 feet high. The timber is of little value, but the Indians make
small boards, for different purposes, out of the soft wood, and use the feathery downs
from the catkins for making tinder, by rubbing it up with powdered charcoal.
Willows are the most abundant of trees. They are of all sizes, from the slender
variety on the lower Yukon, which grows 70 or 80 feet high while only 6 inches in
diameter at the butt, aud with a mere wisp of straggling branches at the extreme
tip, to the dwarf willow, crawling under the moss, with a stem no bigger than a lead
pencil, and throwing up shoots a few inches high. Willows are almost invariably
rotten at the heart, and are only good for fuel. The Kutchin Indians make bows of
the wood to shoot, <lucks with, as its elasticity is not injured by being wet. The
inner bark is used for making twine for nets and seines by the Indian women, and
the Esquimaux of Bering Straits use willow bark to color and tan their dressed deerskins. It produces a beautiful red-brown, somewhat like Russian leather. The
inner bark or cambium of the alder (A.lnus rubra) is ueed for the same purpose.
The other species rising to the rank of trees in this district are the larch (Lam
dahuricaf), which is found on rolliug prairies of small size; a small birch (Betula
nana) and several alders (A.lnus viridis and incana); a species of juniper (Jiiniperus)
and numberless willows (Salicre). A species of pine (Pinus cernbra) has been reported
from Kotzebue Sonnd, I can not but think erroneously, as I saw no true pine in the
Territory during a two years' exploration; the most northern point touched by the
Pinus contorta, at the junction of the Lewis ancl the Polly rivers, at Fort Selkirk, in
latitude 63° north, longitude 137° west (approximate). The Hudson Bay meu at
Fort Yukon call the white spruce "pine."

I can not see anything to justify Elliott's statement that '' this timber
is too gummy and resinous for the ordinary use of house building and
furniture making." In fact, the te timony is quite the other way. I
k now personally the yellow cedar i not; but, as far as· that tree is
regarded, Mr. Elliott doe not even seem to know it is indigenous to
Alaska.
FISH AND FISHERIES.

Mr. Elliott delivers himself of the following diatribe:
The great speech of Sumner in favor of the treaty, and which, in the universal
ignorance of the subject prevailing in the American mind at the time it wa!I delivered,
wa bailed as a. masterly aml truthful presentation of the case is, in fact, as rich a
burlesque upon the country as was Proctor Knott's "Duluth." Sumner, however,
meant well, but he was easily deceived by the cunning advocates of the purchaso.
o; no mention was made of th ese islands and their fur-seal millions, but infinite
stress was laid upon the commerce which would spring up in ice and fish, when, in
fact, not a single ice ship has sailed from Alaska for the last seven years, and the
fishing fleet and its whole year's work would be considered unworthy of notice in a
ew England seaport town.

This uncalled for fling at tbe noble Sumner is as ungenerous a it is
untruthful and unju t, a.nd can not but recoil upon the head of its
unworthy author. If naaght was known about the fur. eal fi beries at
that time, it is no argument against the acqui ition; for the Territory is
well worth tbe purchase money and more too, without " eal life,'' in
which Mr. Elliott o luxuriantly revels. He is entitled to all be knows
about the seahi, their skins, oil, fat, and blubber, but a ide from thi be
literally knows nothing, and can see no merit beyond the apex of the
no e of a fur seal.
Notwithstanding the fabulous statements made by Mr. Sumner in ~is
magnificent peech upon tbe cession of Ala ka, the truth of everything
he aid in relation to tbe :fi h in tho e waters ha been proven, aud the
day wil1 ·oon come in which he will be thanked by the nation ~t lar
for being instrumental in including within the American domain uch
a valuable gain to our national industry.
H. Doc. 92, pt. 4 - 8
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Mayor Dodge, of Sitka, pays Mr. Seward and himself the following
tribute:
Charles Sumner, in his speech on "The cession of Russian America.," not only made
a valuable contribution to literature, but he gave to the world, and to the American
people especially, information concerning the illimitable resources, climatology, and
population of this country which we, from our observation and information from
other sources, fully justify and maintain. It is literally true; none of it is overdrawn ;
and although a portion of the people now ridicule the treaty negotiated by Secretary
Seward whereby we have gained possession of this far distant land, the years are not
many when the country will bless him for this very act, and pronounce him the ablest
and most far-sighted statesman of the age in thus pacifically attaining so important
a step toward the final and exclusive dominion of the entire North American Continent.

I quote from Captain White; every word of what he says can be relied
upon as the truth:
What of the cod fisheries f Some gentlemen in the business say that the Okhotsk
Sea bas the better codfish banks; but as the food of this fish comes up on the southern
arm of the vast Japan current that sweeps pa.st under the Aleutians, why are not
good cod-fishing grounds under Alaska f Answer:· There are. I sounded the shores
700 miles by log northwest from Sitka, and found the entire length a codfish bank
(with plenty of halibut also). The smaller codfish are in the shallower waters, nearer
the shore, of 20 or 30 fathoms; but the best fisheries are farther out in 70 or 80
fathoms. For example, one day when sounding south of Kadiak, wishing to lay in a
store of codfish, I ordered the sails set back and the lines prepared.
What bait f I had a barrel of Puget Sound clams salted for me with this purpose.
I took my leadline, as large as my thumb, attached five hooks above the lead, with a
clam on each, and fastened to the davit L soon the bites-one, two, three, often fivewere felt. I threw the line over the pulley and put four men to pull, and up would
come two, three, and sometimes five cod, weighing 30 to 40 pounds apiece.· We had
out about 20 lines, and caught 250 fish in two hours. I met some :fishermen and
asked why they .did not fish farther out, instead of catching the smaller ones of 5 to
15 pounds each near the shore. They replied that the deep-water fishing was "too
hard work."

It is true, as Captain White states, about the quality of the fish being
graded according to the depth of water in which they are taken. And
this is the reason why the fishing vessels dispatched from San Francisco to these waters have not met wholly with gratifying success. The
fishermen have been too lazy and good for nothing to fish in deep
water.
The time is soon coming when some live Yankee, who has the go in
him, will emigrate from the frozen banks of Newfoundland and show
what can be done in our own territory. The present condition of our
fishing interests on the Newfoundland banks is far from satisfactory,
and thi alone must attract attention to these new-found resources. A
writer in the Sitka Times says:
I can not see why we should obligate ourselves to a foreign nation to secure that
which we already have at home. As :fine cod-fishing banks as exist in the known
world lie all along the coast of Ala ka, from the peninsula of Unalaska through orton and Kotzebue sounds into Bering Strait. One great difficulty which always
existed on the Tewfoundland banks is the great depth of water, which rangee from
70 to 90 fathoms. The banks along our coa t only average from 30 to 50 fathoms.
The fish, too, are of equally aa fine a. quality, and of good size.

Hon. William S. Dodge thus gi e vent to his knowledge upon the
subject:
And epeaking of the codfish ries, one fact is important to be remembered. The
banks ext nding all along th coast from Kodiak to Bering traits and to the frozen
ocean are shallow as compared with tho. e of ewfoundland. the water on the Alaska
bank av ragin only from 20 ~ 50 f: thom , w_hile tho e of tbe form r average from
60 to 120 fathoms. And here
anotb r fact, ,JU t reported to roe which I can n t
forb ar ~ ntioning: A~ Kodil;l-k _Henry i h: rd ancl Thomas Bache, fl . h rmeo, caught
alon , with hook and line, w1tlnn th la t 1, lll nth , 22,000 cod. Thi statement is
undeoiabl , and it speake a volume. And now I di mi this branch of the ubject,
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remarkh,g merely that the whole coast of Alaska from Portland Canal in the son th
to the Polar Ocean in the north, embracing, including the islands, 26,000 miles of ea
frontage, is one grand reservoir of :fish, sufficient to employ thou ands of men in
. 11pplying the demand constantly growing, and soon to increase immensely by the
peopling of ·washington Territory, Oregon, ancl California, and the embryo States
now uphni1ding all along the great continental highway from the West to the East,
as well as the Sandwich Islands, China, and J apan.

It will be observed that both these last-named gentlemen dwell upon
the importance of the slrnl1ow water upon the banks. Experience in
Alaskan waters has shown that the best fish are to be found in deeper
water, as Captain White has demonstrated-in 70 or 80 fathoms.
SALM.ON.

The yield of salmon is unprecedented and beyond belief, and were I
to relate all that has been told me about some of their runs in different
portions of the Territory, I am afraid I might be set down a Munchausen.
Yet the truth is not half told. The statement is now publicly proclaimed that hereafter Alaska will supply the world with salmon.
Sixty thousand Indians, more or less, and the Aleuts and Esquimaux
in the Territory, numbering several thousand more, depend for the most
part upon dried salmon for their winter sustenance. They are to be
found anywhere and everywhere in countless myriads. They surpass
in size any taken in any other country. Mayor Dodge says:
And lately additional testimony comes to us from numerous persons affirming as
solemn truth that at Cooks Inlet the salmon average in weight 60 pounds, and many
of them weigh 120 pounds. From two to four till a barrel; and Mr. T. G. Murphy
only last week brought down from there on the Newbern a, barrel-full, containing
only four. This must satisfy the most incredulous.

This is substantiated by statements to the same effect made to me by
Captain White, and al o by Surg. Thomas T. Minor, who some years
since visited Cooks In Jet in the interest of the Smjthsonian Institution.
Mr. L. A. La Grange writes from Unalaska thus:
almon are the commonest kind of food with the Aleuts. At one dran of the
United tates revenue-cutter Lincoln's seine, while she lay in the harbor last June,
2,500 salmon and herrings were taken.

Again, a writer in the Sitka Times says:
On the 7th of August, last year, the Saginaw, Captain Mitchell, called at this place
(Karta. Bay). Baronovitch bad cea ed work some three weeks before, but, at Mitchell's request, be took his two boats and seined to catch a. supply for the ship, and in
fifteen minute returned with them loaded to the guards with beautiful salmon .

The most a tounding storie are told of the abundance of the fi h
during the running season; the water is actually black with them.
Sutherland speaks thus:
Fi h run in the vicinity of Klawock in miraculous numbers, a catch of 7,000 at a
time being no unusual thing. The salmon here are also very much larger than in
the Columbia River, we having bad one on our table weighing 45 ponnd , the size of
whi ·b alone would have frightened that Roman emperor who got into a delirious fit
at the sight of a fish which he imagined bore the head of one of his victims.

Mr. Frederick Wbymper, artist to the Russian Overland Telegraph
hxpedition, has written a very agreeable book upon Alaska, Siberia,
etc. peaking of the purchase, he says :
That Russian America is likely to prove a bad bargain to the United State
overnment I can not believe. The extreme northern division of the country may,
indeed, be nearly valueless. but the foregoing pages will have shown tba~ in the
more central portions of the territory fnrs are abundant, and that ~he trade 10th, ,111 ,
which may probably be further developed, must fall ~to Am n_can h~nd · . 1.11
southern parts of the country are identical in character with the neigh boring Bri ti h
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territory, and will probably befound to be as rich in mineral wealth; while the timber, though of an inferior growth, owing to the higher latitude, will yet prove by
no meam1 worthless.
The fi.1:1beries may become of great value. There are extensive cod banks off the
Aleutian Isles, and on many other parts of the coast. Salmon is the commonest of
common fish in all the rivers of the North Pacific, and is rated accordingly as foo1l
only fit for those who can not get better. In Alaska, as in British Colur!'bia, the
fish can be obtained in vast quantities simply at the expense of native labor. To
this add the value of salt (or vinegar), barrels, and freight, and one sees the slight
total cost which would be incurred in exporting to beuigbted Europe that which
would there be considered a luxury.
In Petropaulouski a merchant told me that he had made in this way $6,000 in one
season, at no more trouble to himself than that incurred in a little superintendence
of the natives employed. The enterprising American is the last man to neglect this
source of profit.

Mr. Whymper also states as follows:
The Yukon salmon is by no means to be despised. One large variety is so rich that
there is no necessity, when frying it, to put fat in the pan. They are taken all down
the river in weirs set in sha1low places, in hand nets of circular form, and by spearing. We saw the very pretty sight of a whole :fleet of birch barks, proceeding
together as regularly as a company of soldiers. At a given signal the owner of each
dipped his round hand net into the water, and if, on raising it, a big salmon came
up struggling to get away, there was a general shout of derision. I saw so much
harmless fun and amusement among these Indians, and they evidently find so much
enjoyment in hunting and fishing, that I could only wish they might never ee
much of the white man, and never learn the baneful habits and customs he is sure
to introduce.
There are at least two, and I think three, varieties of Yukon salmon. The Jar~er
kind sometimes measures five feet. I have seen boats whose sides were made of the
tough skin; they are, however, not common and not confined to the lower Yukon
and coast.

Mr. Elliott (Harper, p. 815) thus gives his crude ideas about the
fisheries of Alaska:
This is all that is doing in a Territory one-sixth the size of the whole United tates,
from the Atlantic to the Pacific. But it may be said that the salmon which rnn np
its rivers every spring and summer will yet be utilized as a source of productive
industry. The number of spawning fish that ascend the Yukon every Jnne and .J nly
is something fabulous, but the practical fisherman ~ays that the ''ran" is of too liort
a duration to warrant the employment of capital in canning them; bat yet a means
of rapid treatment may be devil:; d by which these 1:1plendid salmon shall be secured,
with profit to the captors and cr~dit to the country.
The subject of canning salmon has not been agitated long on the Pacific Coast, but,
short as is the life of this new in<lnstry out there. it bas grown already into a colossal trade, and the demand eem to always e.· ceed the supply. It would appearrea.ouablo to anticipate, therefore, the adoption by our ti hermen of some machinery
by which they can visit the Yukon when the salmon b gin to run, and while they
a cend the river catch a million pounds a day; for the raw material is tber , of the
large. t size, the finest flavor, and in the greatest number known to any stream in t]1e
wotl~
·

I am glad to see that Mr. Elliott admit ther are at lea t salmon in
la ka to catch, although he condemns with faint prai e and doubt
whether they can be utiliznd. Let u ee.
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of the logs, for $5 per thousand. They liave entirely renovated the
establishment, put in new machinery of all kinds, and every appliance
for the curing, salting, boiling, and canning of the fish. When I was
tltere, on the 12th of last May, they liad 350,000 tin cans made. This
labor is all done by Chinamen, who readily become experts in their manufacture. Over a hnndred tons of freight were landed from the California. When in full operation, the cannery will give employment,
including :fishermen, to about 150 ha11ds.
While I was at Klawack they were testing the boiler, new machinery,
and other apparatus, and were trying the experiment of cauning clams
and halibut, both of wbich are so plenteous in that neighborhood as to
be a perfect drug. I have since seen the result of this, and can pronounce the clams the very best so treated on the whole Pacific Coast,
a11d the halibut is of superior quality, preserving its flavor better than
any yet produced from any other locality. The supply of these two
articles of commerce alone, from this particular place, is only to be
regulated by the demand.
The halibut and clams can be multiplied ad infinitum. I learn the
J)roprietors are fully satisfied with the results of this season, and will
next year resume operations on a much larger scale. They have their
buildings apd everything now necessary for a successful conduct of the
bnsineRs erected, and will be able to avail themselves of any early catch
that may offer. There is no end to the supply of salmon; llere, as well
as at an other places which have been tested, they are to be foun·d in
countless numbers, and of the most delicious and superior quality. I
can attest this myself, having e.uten them with the greatest relish. My
own opinion is, the farther north you go so much better are the salmon,
hut this is stoutly contested by the partisans and .fishermen of the
Columbia River.
Cutting & Co., of San Francisco, establi bed this year at Old Sitka,
5 miles from the pre ent town, under tlrn superi11tendence of Mr. Hunter,
of the Ea,gle Cliff Fishery, Columbia River, a large cannery. It was
late in the season when they commenced. They bad to erect the bu~1ding, put up all tbe machiuery, make the cans and boxes, and, in fact,
commence from the ground floor up. Mr. Hunter per evered and succeeded in not only getti11g bis enterprise well under way and ready for
n xt sea on, but had it done in time for a portion of tbi sea on' run,
and has demonstrated it is no longer an exp rimeut, but a settled fact,
that succes will follow their effort . So much are Cutting & Co. pleased
with the pro pect, tl1at they will probably erect two additional canneries
early the corning pring.
·
The mail team hip California bas brougl1t from the two canneries to
A toria and Portland over 7,000 cases of fi b, or 28,000 l-pou11d tins.
Tbi of it elf peak volume for the future. The Baronovicb fi hery at
Karta Bay is for ale, owing to the continued ill-health of the pr prietor.
Jt bas never been utilized as a cannery. Parties are now neo-otiating
jor it for that purpose. The site i good and the bay i swarming fuli
of salmon in season. A writer in the Sitka Times says:
Baronovich at Cassair last year, with the aid of only four men, put up, in splendid
order, 700 barrels of salmon, and bad to cease the catch ere the season was half over,
be having no more barrels to fill.

The Alaska Packing Company is a corporation formed under: the l~wa
of Oregon, with a capital of $25,000. lts pre.i: id nt i a Ru um Finn.
~Uiey contemplate g-oi11g next pring to the uka Ri er, at
ok . Inl ~,
11 ar tl1c ol<l Ru ' 'ia11 fort of St.
ichola , and b ter kn w~1 rn · • it
was garri ·oued by American troop a I 1'ort K nai. Tb e ~ urn ar a
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hardy race; there are several of them in the company, and they will
prove a valuable acquisition to the population of Alaska.
I know of far better points for the location of canneries than any
selected yet, where trading posts can be opened to great advantage and
a :fine business started, but do not care to make them public at present.
One steamer will not be enough next season to market the :fish, and it
is stated upon positive authority that early in the spring another company will put on the Alaska route a 700-ton steamship.
The fact is now established that canning :fish in Alaska is a succes ,
and as an economical venture so far ahead of the Columbia River that
the latter can not compete with the northern :fisheries. The :fishermeu
on the latter river, owing to the scarcity of :fish, have been· gradually
increasing their price per catch, until last year was paid the very large
sum of 50 cents for every :fish caught and delivered at the canneries.
Just think of that-50 cents! And this sum was agreed upon after
a long parley with the :fishermen, who at the beginning of the season
clubbed together and demanded 75 cents apiece. In Alaska they can
not cost over 5 cents apiece, and in some places less than that-about
1 or 2 cents.
The following statistics relating to the production of salmon on the
Columbia River are taken from the Portland, Oreg., Commercial Reporter, of January 25, 1878. The :figures are interesting, and the
reader's attention is called to the falling off in the supply in 1877, and
the reasons assigned therefor:
In another column is a tabulated statement by canneries of the exports for the season just drawing to a close. In this statement are included about 1,200 cases cann~d
at 'l'illamook, Grays Harbor, and Shoalwator Bay that were sent to the Columlna
River for export. The amount yet in hand on the river is 9,631 cases, and 500 cases
at Tillamook to come forward for shipment. Under the high price obtained the l~tter part of the season of 1876 many new canneries were built on this river, while
about all the old ones were enlarged and otherwise improved. Everyone looked forward to a very large canning, as there were more than double the number of fishing
boats out. The run of fish started in light, and as the boats were not so successful
as they were in 1876, and cannerymen apparently urgent for fish, the fishermen
demanded and received higher prices. Even at the advanced prices they did not net
much owin~ to the light catch, on an average, to the boat. This year it is uncertain
at what price fish will open, but it is generally claimed that not less than 50 cent
each will be paid, and lower if the run is large. Cannerymen expect to be able to
pay this high price, and save it in the running expenses of the canneries, for all have
added several new and important labor-saving machines, besides working their men
more systematically and to a better advautage. We are unable to estimate what the
canning for 1878 will be, but that of 1877, taking British Columbia, Washington ,
r egon, and California, does not exceed the entire canning for 1876. Columbia. River
fell off, but other rivers increased their product. Many new canneries were built on
the small rivers in Oregon, on the coa t, on Puget Sound and British Columbia; but
canning did not come up to expectations; besides the fish are not eqnal in flavor or
delicacy of flesh to the Columbia River. This year it is expected that several more
outside canneries will be built, but their capacity will be small. In California, on
the a.cramento River, there will be three cannerie in operation. Unless the fish in
the Columbia River are protected by Congrei;s, even though we propagate them artificially, the supply will, year by year1 grow beautifully less. Price opened at $1.25
to $1.30, advanced to $1.55 to $1.65, tnen took a downward turn, and at this writing
quotations are hard to give.
o future contracts are being made by canners.
everal canneri became financially embarra ed, bu t have effected sati factory arraugem nt hy which they will agaiu start up when the sea on opens, but upon a more
conservative plan,
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The following is a list of canneries in operation on the ColumbiaRivei-, and number
of cases canned during the years 1875, 1876, and 1877:
Canneries.

1875.

1876.

1877.

Canneries.

1875.

1876.

1877.

-Badolet t & Co ............ ......... 25,693
A. Booth & Co ..•••••••.. 34,000 37,000
Or1ion Packing Co .•.... 22,000 36,986
Do ge, Sweeney & Co .... 12, 500 16,000
21,500
John .A. Devlin & Co ....
20,375
Fitz\)atriok, Davis & Co ..
Cuttmg & Co ............ 20,000 24,081
Hapgood & Co ........... 18,000 21,425
12,000
Jackson, Myers & Co .•..
R. D.Hnme ..•••......... 20,000 }48, 000
Hume& Co ..............
Wm. Hume ...•..•••••... 16,000 17,500
Joseph Hume ....•.•••••. 25,000 21, 800
38,500
Kinney Brothers ...•.•••.
J. G. Megler & Co ..••... 16,000 28,000
F. M. Warren ............ 20,000 28,500

20,001
23,160
24,553
10,249
19,956
19,540
16,866
11,718
8,311

---·····
8,861
2~, 058
51,291
19,246
16,968

Watson & Bannon •••••• 13, 000 17,500
John West . .. ........... 15,000 13,870
Sternberger & Co ...••.. ........... .........
G. W.Hnme ......•.•..•
.Anflo-.American Co .••..
Fis ermen'sPackingCo.
Clackamas Packing Co ..
Hanthorn & Co ...••.•..
Leveridge & Prindle .••.
Pillar Rook Co ..••••.••.
WatsonBrothers .....••.
....... . . ..
Bradley, Davis & Co .••.
James Quinn .••••••••••.
Hepburn & Co ••••••••••

6,856
7,595
14,029
11,277
13,247
14,955
858
14,002
10,015
6,645
8,144
9,066
2,977
3,320

Total .••••••.••••••••• 231,500 4.38, 730

395,288

-------- ---------------

The multiplication of canneries must necessarily diminish the run of
the :fish, and hence we must look elsewhere for a supply than the Col um•
bia River, and see if we can not :find somewhere a stock which is inex.
haustible.
The canning of salmon is still in an embryo state; its introduction into
the markets of the world is gradual. Thereneverneed be any fear that
the supply will ever exceed the demand, always, however, bearing in
mind that the cost of production must not be so great as to inhibit the
sale of the fish. If .Alaska will produce canned fish and land them in
Europe at a reduced price and cheaper than those from the Columbia
River, Puget Sound, and the Fraser, she will control the market, be
abletoundersellallcompetitors, and govern the whole commercial world
in this respect.
When we reflect that the whole amount of fish produced .on the
Columbia River during the year 1877 would not furnish a breakfast for
the inhabitants of London for one week, the infancy of this new enter•
prise is readily appreciated, and the great resources of .Alaska are
prominently brought in view.
Mr. Elliott, I think, is right about his remarks on the salmon in the
Yukon, but he ba ingularly selected the most unfavorable spot in
Ala ka for the prosecution of this industry. The Yukon bas debouched
a t its mouth miles and miles of sand and debris, creating bar , so as to
render its navigation dangerou and uncertain; but this will all be corrected when the Coast Survey gets to work up there, and marks out the
channels.
Probably the run of almon in tbe Yukon for a short time can not be
compared with anything imilar on earth. It is wonderful to behold.
One iR hardly expected to be believed if he tells the truth about it.
Mention must al o be made of the millions of herrin g of the largest
size and fine t flavor which are to be found, and only awaiting Yankee
enterprise for conversion into a rich and thriving trade.
Acorrespondentofthe an.Francisco Chronicle, writing from Wrangell
under date of July 6, 1878, takes a broad and expansive view of the ft h•
canning industry and the country generally. He gracefully writes as
follows:
. On leavin~ Klawock wharf the California had to steam ahead into the Illl:ddle oftbe
crrcular basm for room to turn h er bow sea ward. Prince of W ales I sl and 1s the largest and perhaps the most val uable of our 1,100 islands of the A.lexan ~ r Arc~ip lago.
As yet its value and resources are b ut p artially known, only a. few pomts on its coaS t8
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having been visited by Americans or Europeans, to whom its interior is still a terra.
incognita. But this ignorance will soon yield to the explorations of prospectors in
search of mineral wealth, and as fishing settlements multiply npon the coast incursions into the interior can be made with comparative ease. The southern shores of
this island touch the boundary line of British Columbia. It is only 450 miles north
of Washington Territory, and its winter climate, tempered by the warm current
which sweeps across the Pacific, is as mild as the winter climate of San Francisco,
and its summer days are far more enjoyable than those of your wind-swept city.
Its timber, particularly its yellow cedar, possesses a higher market value than the timber of Oregon or California. The value of its fisheries is now becoming known to
the world. Yet we are told by writers, who are paid to decry Alaska, that this and
its neighboring islands, like the rest of the purchased Territory, are valueless and
unfit for the habitation of civilized man. We have entered upon the second decade
of our possession of Alaska, a decade which promises to close upon a much higher
public estimate of the value of the purchased Territory than has yet been accorded
to it. Powerful agencies have been at work to depreciate the value of Alaska and
discourage enterprise and emigration in this direction. And there is no doubt a
prevalent popular opinion that Secretary Seward made an unprofitable and useless
investment for the United States when he purchased Alaska. That opinion, based
upon indifference to and ignorance of the real value of the already known resources
of the Territory, is about to be dispelled by the profitable utilization of at least. a
part of those resources. And before the end of this our second decade of ownership
€he sagacity, foresight, and wise statesmam,hip of Mr. Seward in making the purchase
will be fully vindicated.

I can not close this topic without alluding to what Mr. Elliott has said
about no ice ship having sailed from Alaska for seven years. This is a
very unfair method of belittling a country. Mr. Elliott well knows that
after the purchase an ice company was formed in San Francisco that
supplied all California with ice, and ships went also to Mexico, Central
and South America, laden with ice. This was carried on for several
years, until the production of artificial ice became so cheap and so general as to completely drive the native ice out of the market. This is the
sole and only reason for the cessation of ice shipments.
TITLES TO LAND .A.ND CONVEY.A.NOES-ESTATES DEVISED BY WILL
.A.ND L.A.WS FOR THE COLLECTION OF DEBTS.

There is not now in force in Alaska any law whatever respecting any
of the essential provi ions contained in the above title. It may seem
paradoxical to state there is no law extant whereby a man can acquire
title to land in a Territory belonging to the United States, yet such i
the frozen truth, and to-day this singular embarra sment exists without
any redre s, remedy, or cure, save intervention by Congress.
I know of an instance where a man is de irous of erecting a sawmill
on Prince of Wales Island, but dare not ri k the outlay, for the simple
rea on there is no law whereby he can secure title to his mill ite
alone, without looking to the acquirement of timber land for lumber
and if he cut without, being liable some day to be arre ted and fin ed
for cutting on United tate land .
There is no title wb tever to the property held by re ident of town
save by po e ion only, except in ome i olated ca e , where the 1 u ian
title may b recognized; and the town th m elves will have to b
th ir own title perfect d before any ub equent grantee can d raign a,
perfect titl in fee from llem.
In order th t there m y be n mi under t nding about thi. matt r, I
herewith ubmit a l tter from h
ommi i ner of the en ral Land
Offic :
DEP RT
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attempting to make claims and settlements at Sitka, within the "Russian pnrcliase"
under the town-site and preemption laws, and I have the honor to state that sndh
settlements are illegal and contrary to law. (See act of March 3, 1807, vol. n, p. 445,
United States Statutes.)
In the absence of specific legislation by Congress providing for the organization
of land districts within the "Russian purchase," and the extension of our system of
surveys over the same, settlements and claims under the town-site and preemption
laws arn unlawful, and can not be recognized under existing laws.
I am, sir, very respectfully, your obedient servant,
JOSEPH 8. WILSON,
Contmissioner.
Hon. o. H. BROWNING,
Secreta1·y of the Interior.

Hon. 0. H. Browning, then Secretary of the Interior, lost no time in
communicating his views to the Secretary of State, which are in the
words and figures following, to wit:
DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR,

Washington, D. C., October 26, 1867.
SIR: In reply to your communication of the 24th in taut, in relation to attempts

of American citizens to acquire preemption rights to lands at Sitka, in the newly
acquired Territory of Alaska, I have tl.ie honor to inclose for your information a,
copy of a report this day made to me by the Commissioner of the General Land Office
upon the subject of your inquiries. Such claims and settlements are not only without the sanction of law, but are in direct violation of the provisions of the laws of
Congress applicable to the public domain secured to the United States by any treaty
made with a foreign nation; and, if deemed necessary and advisable, military force
tnay be used to remove the intruder1:1.
This Department has no officers at Sitka, nor in any other part of the "Russian
purchase," and must rely upon the State Department to cause the ueces1:1ary orders
in the premises to be communicated to our authorities there.
I have the honor to be, very respectfully, your obedient servant,
0. H. BROWNING, See1·etary.
Hon. WILLIAM H. SEWARD,
Se01·eta1·y of State.

The Secretary of State then wrote as follows to the Secretary of War:
DEPARTMENT OF STATE,

Washington, October 28, 1867.
GENERAL: In the absence of specific legislation by Congress for the organization
of land districts in Ala.ska, claims of preemption and settl ments are not only without the sanction of law, but a.re in direct violation of laws applicable to the public
domain. Military force may be used to remove intruders, if necessary. Will you
l1 ave the ~oodnes11 to instruct Major-General Halleck to this ffect by telegraph, and
r equest him to communicate the instruction to Major-General Rousseau at itka.
I have the honor to be, General, your obediem; servant,
WILLIAM H. SEWARD.
General U. S. GR T,
Secretary of Wa1· ad inte,'im.

There has been no legi lation by Congress since upon this uuject. It
will thus be perceived, anyone who settles upon land in Ala ka, int n ling to h,old the same by occupation until the nece sary preemption laws
can be pa sed, is precluded by the above ruling , and liable at any
moment to be ejected therefrom, neck and heel , by armed force of the
Uuited States; and yet we are told the country is still unsettled! I it
any wonder that this is the ca e, when a man, after building hi cabin
in the backwoods and creating a home for him elf and family c nd i
quietiy pursuing a legitimate avocation in the earning of a livelihood,
nddenly wakes np some :fine morning to find himself and family ca t
upon a sand spit, with a file of b ayonets intruding in his rear.
.
The provision, of chapter 6 of the econd edition of the R 1 ed
Statutes,1878, page424,entitl d "Minerallaqd andmining_r~ _our e ,"
are of no value to a miner in laska as far as the acqm 1t1on of a
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patent to mining property is concerned, until Congress shall provide
the necessary legislation.
To my mind, with all the drawbacks the Territory has had, very
rapid advances in the rnarcb of improvement and civilization have been
made, and the mineral discoveries have not only been important, but
under all the circumstances marvelous.
CONVEY .ANOES.

As there is no law for the acquisition of real estate, so is the corollary,
there is no law providing for the recordation of conveyances. A man
can not sell a piece of property in Alaska and give a deed for it which
will be legal notice to tllird parties, and for the same reason a man can
not mortgage a piece of land as security for a loan which wi1l give legal
notice to creditors and others.
In fine, there is no law in the country touching either of these important factors of business life.
As mentioned before, the deputy collectors at Sitka and Wrangell
keep each a book of conveyances, which, if legalized, may have some
day an important bearing, and even now, as a book of reference, they
are valuable, but they have no legal significance or force whatever.
WILLS.

Likewise, a man dying in Alaska is unable to disµo se of his property
by will, if everything he owns is situated there and he is a resident of
t.hat Territory. There are no laws regarding the estates of decea ed
persons, no probate courts, surrogates, or probate judges, and no one
having any authority to administer upon estates.
One instance which fell under my own observation will suffice as an
example. William Phillipson, postmaster at Sitka, and Navy coal
agent, died on November 2, 1877, intestate, possessed of certai1;1 real
and personal property. He also kept a small store, and at the time of
his death bad on band a stock of goods. He left a widow, and two
children by a previous wife.
Soon after his death began a contention and general scramble for tbe
spoils. He had certain creditors in Oregon, who visited Sitka, and a general divi ion of the property of tbe dead man took place. It was duly
partitioned off, the creditor · getting the lion's share and the widow what
their generosity vouch afecl her. Two children of tender years er
left out in the cold, to ·ub ist upon the charity of strangers. One of
the e cbildr n was taken to Portland and placed in an orphans' home,
under the charge of the Pre bytery of Oregon. I found in the cu, tod r
of the deputy collector at Sitka a certificate of depo it from the nited
tate a si tant trea urer at an Franci •o, showing the avy Department had d po ited to tbe er dit of Phillip on, and payable to bis order
150, for three month
alary a coal ag nt. Thi I had ent to Oregon
and plac d in tru twortby hand , and roperty thus coming within the
tateof Or gon wiJl giv it pr bat court juri diction,letters ofadmini tration will be appli d for, and thi much will be saved to thi poor
little f: therl
child.
in · 1 ft itka
chooner belonging to the
tat ha b en sold and th proc d will arbitrarily be de oted to
the b be.
man m y be murdered in la ka, hi
ill forged, and hi
tat
ca red to the four orn r of h artb, nd th re i no p wer in a
court of ch nc ry tor r
it.
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COLLEC1'ION OF DEBTS.

Alaska is the paradise of the dishonest debtor, for there is no law of
r111y kind throughout the land for the collection of debts. No redress
out the shotgun and pistol. It requires no argument from me to urge
a change of affairs in this respect. Business can not prosper when the
merchant has no security whatever for the merchandise sold by him.
No wonder the settlement of the country is retarded.
THE PRESENT CONDITION OF AL.A.SK.A. .A.ND ITS FUTURE GOVERNMENT.

The general reputation that Harpers' Magazine heretofore has borne
for truth and veracity and the care with which its articles have been
selected have given it a world-wide reputation. But any publication
of the kind is likely to be taken in, and from the very high character
enjoyed by the magazine, it can not be denied but that the article of
Mr. Elliott has had a very damaging effect upon .Alaska. It is written
with a certain air of vraisemb1ance calculated to deceive the unwary
and grossly impose upon the credulity of the reader. It is not so
charged in express words that such was the intention of the writer. I
prefer to ascribe it to gross and palpable ignorance rather than to
intentional design. The marplot says:
The hundred or so white residents mentioned are scattered principally as trn.ders
between Norton Sound, of Bering Sea, and Sitka, and, naturally enough, they are
not making much demand for a Territorial government; and Congress has wisely
turned the entire charge of the interests of the Government and the nat.ives over to
the Secretary of the Treasury, who is abundantly able, with a revenue steamer, two
or three special agents, and a collector of customs, with llis four or five deputies, to
enforce all needful law and order. Several "patriots," however, living on Pnget
Sound and in Oregon, have been urging some legislation by Congress which wonld
result in creating a few offices up there, but they have met with deserved failure
thus far.

I think enough bas been said already to show that "the collector arnl
his four or five deputies," etc., are not enough to "enforce all needfu11aw
and order." At any rate, such is the opinion of one of the most fear le '
deputies who has ever done service in Alaska, Mr. Dennis, a soldier in
the Federal Army, wounded during the war of the rebellion, a man of
nerve and courage, and one who has stood up alone, unsustained by any
superior officer or authority, and by his own right arm and power and
force of will put down the rabble at Wrangell, broken up the manufacture of hoochenoo, and kept the Indians in subjection. There is,
however, a limit to human endurance.
The following correspondence is submitted:
CUSTOM-HOUSE, WRANGELL, A.LASKA,

Collector's Offi~, June 15, 1878.
Sm: In the event of no collector for this district before the 1st of October
next, I desire to inform you that I wish to resign the office of deputy collector, to
take effect September 30, 1878. Will you please notify the Department of this fact,
and r equest that I be relieved by that datef
I am, sir, respectfully, your obedient servant,
I. C. DENNIS, Deputy Coluctor.
DEAR

Maj.

WILLIAM GOUVERNEUR MORRIS.

Special .11.gent, Treasury Department, Port Townsend, Wash. T~r.

And upon the same day the following letter was also transmitted:
CUSTOM-HOUSE, WRANGELL, A.LASKA,

Collector's Office, June 15, 187S.
SIR: I have the honor to transmit herewith my resignation of the office of depu Y
collector of customB, port of Wrangell, to take effect on the 30th September next.
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I take this step on account of the manner in which the Department is running this
Territory.
I have acted in the capacity of arbitrator, adjudicator, and peacemaker until forbearance has ceased to be a virtue. Within the past month one thousand complaints
by Indians have been l aid before me for settlement, and as I am neither Indian agent
nor justice of the peace, I decline the honor of patching up Indian troubles for any
time longer than can be obviated.
Again, the prospect for Congress to extend law and order over this country looks
gloomy, and in the absence of law at this port no compensation that the Government
could offer me would be any inducement for me to act in the capacity of deputy
collector another year.
For quietness to reign at this port and other portions of the Territory, there must
be some power here beyond that conferred on deputy collectors. The sending of
armed vessels to tuis district has a pacifying effect on Indians while they are in
these waters, but as soon as they are absent the old deviltry commences again.
What this country wants is law, and without it she will never flourish and prosper.
I am, sir, respectfully, your obedient servant,
I. C. DENNIS, Dep1tty Collector.
Maj. WM. GOUVERNEUR MORRIS,

Special Agent, Treasu1·y Depa1·tment, Po1·t Townsend, Wash. Te1·.

Mr. Dennis also wrote me a private letter at the same time and in
order to complete the history of his offering his resignation I make
the foUowing extract:
I wish to tell you some of my troubles and annoyances during the past month.
·when you were here you know that cauoes were carrying freight up the river
pretty fast. Well, the news spread over the country like wildfire, and a few days
after your departure the Indians were coming in from all quarters by hundred .
Everything passed off peaceably until the 21st May. at which time the c~n?es
became so plentiful, and all wanting to carry freight up the river, that the t,kme
Indians became ala,r med aud jealons uecanse of the competition. They made threats,
and this created trouble and excitement among tlJe outside Indians. All came to me
with their complaints, and bothered me to death almost, but I lived tbrongh it: On
the 22d anrl 23d we loaderl 40 canoes with freight. These 40 canoes carried m all
about 250 Indians as crews. The canoeA left here, and by the time they had a. c nded
the rirnr about half way the water became high, driftwood commenced running, and
the canoes were unable to proceed. The Indians, 1herefore, discharged their cargoe
on the banks of the river, laid by it a few days, and finding the water still risin(l' an_cl
provisions getting low, the cargoes were cached, and all the Indian returned to th1
port for fnrth er supplie . Previous to their clearing this port all the Indians lia,l
drawn trom tlie Rtores at this place several dollars in goods, whi h was charged to_tll
captains of tlie vadous canoes, and to be deducted from the freight money on arnval
at Telegraph Creek.
Well, the Indians, after being here a few days, concluded that they would strike
for higher pay (the crew I mean), and findino- that tl.Jey could not ~et a rai. e they all
r fused to return. Here was a fix. Ea h Indian bad drawn on his employ r to the
tun of several dollar , and if be did not complete the voyat?;tl the mplo,ver would be
the loser. Tbi was too much to stand.
onseqnent complaints commenced to come
to me by the dozen every day for two w ok . I believe I have bad before me all tba
Indian in Alaska during the past thirty day .
The crews of the canoes refu ed to return and carry through their load , and I hacl
to make tl.J m do it. To accomplish thi , I made threats of what wou ld be done with
thPm if they did not do a I say. I b came o mad and di gn ted that I cam n ar
kil1ing two or thr e Incliau . On the top of thiH tronble came a. fight amono- the
Hootzenoo Indians h re-friends of mine. (f) l'ompla.int were mad , ancl I ttl ecl
the difliculty by t Jliug th m to go t o - - , ancl that if they kicked up any forth r
·
!Janee I would lrnn
·
o much for the Indian . I am ick and
·
··
and I want to get awa .

·
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would seem to negative the Puget Sound charge of Mr. Elliott, who
shoots with a long bow and makes the most senseless charges, which
are so easy of refutation. The citizens of Wrangell have petitioned
Congress as follows:
To the honorable the Senate and House of Representatives of the United States:
The memorial of the undersigned, citizens of California, Oregon, Washington Territory, Alaska Tenitory, BritislJ Columbia, and other parts of the Pacific Coast, now
~tationed at Fort Wrangell, Alaska Territory, respectfully shows:
1. That Fort Wrangell, Alaska Territory, is situate upon an island at the mouth of
the Stickeeu River, which river has for the last three years been navigated by British
steamboats, and i1:1 the only accessible means of communication with an extensive
gold-mining region in British Columbia, known as" Cassiar."
2. That in consequence of the rush of miners to Cassiar, Fort Wrangell has become,
and now is, a place of considerable trade and commerce, the river steamboats all
clearing from Fort Wrangell for Cassiar, and being the terminus of ocean navigation,
so far as the mines are concerned.
3. The mining population of Cassiar, during the season of 1876, is estimated at
2,000, exclusive of Indians, being an increase. upon each of the two previous seasons;
and there is every reason for believing that the year 1877 will see as large a mining
population as the year 1876, and that the camp will be a steady one for years.
4. That during the winter season nearly the whole of the mining population leave
the mines for their respective homes in the States, British Columbia, and elsewhere,
retnrning to the mines in the spring; and thus Fort Wrangell, in the spring and fall,
ha a continuous passing population of miners, who are compelled to pa1:1s through
l!'ort Wrangell, and such passing population is frequently detained at Fort Wrangell
awaiting ocean steamers.
5. That there are four river steamers constantly plying during the summer between
Fort ·wrangell and Cas iar, and there are five ocean steam vessels constantly plying
between Portland and Fort Wrangell ancl Victoria and Fort Wran~ell.
•
6. The fixed population of Fort Wrangell is about 800-i. e., 300 whites and 500
Indians-independently of which a large foreign Indian trade is continually kept up,
from 500 to 700 forei~n Indians constantly visiting Fort Wrangell for the purpose of
trading and proceedmg to the mines, many of whom remain at and about 1!'ort Wrangell during the summer.
7. The receipts of merchants and others at Fort Wrangell during the year are estimat !d at $250,000, and the receipts of ocean-going vessels, by reason of Fort Wrangell
trade, at $100,000 annually.
8. The e timated cost of private improvements at Fort Wrangell during the last
three years is $75,000.
. 9. ~oocls ~nd provisions to the extent of 1,200 tons annually, for use and consumption m Cas 1a.-r, pass in transit through Fort Wrangell, and are bonded there.
10. The amount o, goods imported into Fort Wrangell for sale and home consumption is estim~tecl at 1,500 tous annually.
11. Exteus1ve credit are n ces arily given by the merchants of Fort Wran crell to
tlrn merchant and miners of Ca siar and to the other merchants and the inhabitants
of Fort Wrangell, au<l large clepo it of gold dust a.re from time to time maue by
miner and others pa ing through Fort Wranaell, with the merchants and residents
of that placo, and it is e timated that at tim:s as much as $500,000 is so placed on
depo it.
12. Ala ka Territory, including l! ort Wran~ell, is under military rule; but at present
no legal tribunal exists, either civil or crimmal, although civil disputes and controver ie are ari ing daily, and the want of such a tribunal is keenly felt.
13. nch want of law creates much dissatisfaction and is c:i.lcnlatecl to lead to
oppres ion, and to induce unscrupulous and dishonest persons to do or omit doin~
what the la.w would re train them from or compel them to do, and is also calcu1atea
to tempt those who conceive that they have grievances to take the law into their
own bands and convert might into ricrht.
14. In case of a criminal character the delinquents can not be brought to ju tice
without being sent to Portland, a distance of 1,000 miles, and thus, in cases of minor
offenses, the part;y accused must go nnscathed, or, whether guilty or not, receive a
punishment exceeding the offense charged against him.
.
15. Your memorialists respectfully submit that, in the absence of judicial anthonty,
there ia a complete failure ofjn tice in Alaaka Territory.
.
16. Your memorialists further snbmit tlJat the military rule is highly cond1;1c1ve to
the preservation of order, and in granting relief under this petition would w1 h tliat
t~e pre ent rule be in no way chang d, as the presence of a military .s~aff prev ntij
d1Ror 1l_er ancl bloodshed, which too frequently occur in places where military gov rument 1 wautiug au<l a police force is nece sarily small.
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Your petitioners therefore prayThat a tribunal may be constituted for the purpose of adjudicating upon and enforcing rights, civil and criminal, either by extending to Alaska Territory the jurisdiction of the courts of Washington Territory, and causing circuit courts to be held iu
Alaska at stated periods, or by constituting a court of separate and original jurisdiction for Alaska Territory.
That two or more justices of the peace may be appointed for the Territory, with
jurisdiction in civil causes to the extent of $500.
That there may be al]J)wed to practice as advocates in such court of extended jurisdiction, or in such court of separate jurisdiction and before a justice of the peace,
any person being an attorney of any of the supreme courts in the United States, or
a barrister or attorney of the supreme court of British Columbia.
That proper regulations for the practice and proce<lnre of any such court, or before
a justice of the peace, may be made and passed, and that such further matters may
be done as the premises require .
.And your memorialists, as in duty bound, will ever pray, etc.
John M. Vanderbilt,
R. W. Colvin,
Jorges Lorensen,
Thomas Ardiel,
I. Frohman,
Rob. Burns,
Heury E. Cutter,
J. Watson,
James Hade,
M. C. Ireland,
R.R. Clark,
Frank Mahony,
J. W. Waydelich,
T. J. Stephens,
P. Liberty,
A.H. Dennis,
R. Tennant,
Edwin Jenkins,
W. K. Sior,
W. I. Stephens,
Charles McVitter,
G. H. Church,
C. C. Panel,
Robert Kent,
George Fairbrother,
A. Martin,
Thomas J. McCully,
James McCloskey,
J. F. Hixon,
Thader Renley,
John Burns,
Alex. McFarlane,
W. H. Bennett,
Frank Hobin,
Samuel Johnston,
James Stevens,
Gustav Hauck,
E. E. Stark,
Thomas O'Connor,
Daniel Dixon,
James C. Fox,
William Smith,
William Kirkpatrick,
Bernheim & Mans,
G. Fitzstubbs,
Jules Carl.
Henry Gerke,
Oliver Price,
Theodore Davis,
James C. Parker,
John Schmidt,
James Shobroyd,
I. C. Dennis,
· A. Choquette,
C. F. Jones,
John Allen,
John Vere,
John Williams,
A. Mclnnes,
A. Beedy,
John Grant,
T. F. McIntyre,
W. Meridith,
George Rath,
A. D. Fraser,
Clarence S. Doan,
Lewis Hart,
J. Juneon,
Edward Francis,
John McKenzie,
George Davison,
Walter T. Dunson,
Vivian George Brodie,
W.W. Russell,
A. Meridith,
Robert Stevenson,
M. Powers,
John Lajlaoe,
W. Humphrey,
J. A. Gardner,
Alexander Mathieson,
L. W. Gifford,
Oscar B. Cooper,
William Waring,
Robert C. Dore,
A. 0. Old,
Charles Grant,
A. MacCrellish,
R. S. Boyd,
T. C. Knauff,
R. H. Wood,
H. Gaillard,
Richard Fish,
Levy Stacy,
Frank Kelley,
Richard Welsh,
Paul Kereloff,
G. W. Ramsey,
James McEntee,
C. G. Cogan,
W. G. Standish,
W. Danton,
Jame Moore,
E. Underwood,
E.G. Riley,
J.B. Hugo,
William Read,
E. P. Hess,
Charles Daicker.
James Rosowell,
Albert Herman,
1. '. Richards,
James Smith,
J. A. Workman,
H. Kemrostan,
John Boyd,
P. McGieney,
Reuben Albertstone,
J. S. Brown,
William Sanders,
J. Fletcher,
Edward l onehue,
Ed~ar Blain,
\ illiam \ right,
Thomas Rn. sell,
H. Jones,
eorge Livingston,
George H. Fox,
H.B. Colfax,
John J. bite,
S. P. Maclyn,
Cha.r)es H. Hall,
A. '. \Vhite,
Wm. . immons,
W.R. Hull,
John O'Donnell,
D. L. boemakcr,
E.W. Boville,
,John .H. fcC.:ormick,
Robert Hick ,
.And many others.

But fr. Elliott note ntentwith thi on l ught, makes mention again
in bis ma(Tazin work f d tru ti n Harper, page 03, wherein be ay :
Tbongb e kno now that ,\la ka. will n v r b , in an human probability, th land
for u , yet we h· vu on •r at comfort in i cont mplation, for we ha11 n v r be
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obliged to maintain costly mail routes or appoint the ubiquitous postmaster there.
We shall never be asked by its people for a Territorial form of government with its
attendant Federal expenses; and much as the coast looms up on the map, we shall
never have-to provide light-houses for its vacant harbors.

Mr. Elliott is informed that mail routes in all probability will be
increased as soon as the necessities of the inhabitants demand them.
There are now two "ubiquitous postmasters" inAlaska,one at Wrangell,
the other at Sitka, and there is monthly mail communication between
those ports and Port Townsend, the port of entry for the collection district of Puget Sound, in a .first-class ocean steamer. No good reason can
be assigned why this service should not at the present time be extended
to Kodiak Island, and subsequently, when necessity requires it, to the
Aleutian Islands farther west. In fact, there is every reason it should
be done. We have a deputy collector there who has no means of communicating with his principal at Sitka, save via San Francisco, and then
about once or twice in a twelvemonth. There are American citizens
living at Kodiak, and in the immediate vicinity, who are cut off from all
mail facilities and communication with the outside world. Alaska is
not a penal colony, and if our adventurous citizens cast their fortunes
there in search of mineral treasures, and the devdopment of the .fisheries and the internal resources of the country, they should not be punished by being buried alive.
Mr. Ivan Petroff, a historian and translator of languages, accompanied the revenue steamer Richard Rush in her trip last spring to the
Pribilof Islands, and writes thus:
Throughout Alaska, except at Sitka, there is a total want of mail facilities. It is
only by the casual visits of whalers that intelligence from the great world is received
at intervals between the annual visit of the United States revenue cutter, which is
looked forward to by all the inhabitants, temporary and native, with the liveliest
anxiety. It was only last May that Mr.John M. Morton, special agent of the Treasury
at St. Paul, first received word of the death of his father, the late Senator from
Indiana, and the mournful intelligence was then by accident communicated to him
by a whaling captain, just arrived, whom he met while taking a stroll on the beach.
Seeing the stranger, Mr. Morton asked him what news he brought from the part of
the world he had last left. Without the least idea who his questioner was, the
cap~ain _-proceeded to recall all he could in the way of news, and had ceased, but,
havmg Just then recollected, he said-" Of course, you have heard that Senator Morton is dead." The announcement, so bluntly made, caused his questioner to start,
and then he learned from Mr. Morton's own lips that he was the son of the distingui bed dead. The very next day the Government cutter arrived at St. Paul, with
the newspapers containing the account of the event.

A Sitka correspondent of the San Francisco Chronicle thus discourses:
A citizen of California Oregon, and Washington Territory, or of Wrangell or Sitka,
wishing to visit the Kodiak district or the Aleutian Islands, must hire or buy a vessel
to carry him there. You have a mail service from San Francisco to Tahiti, another
to the Fiji Islands, and one is proposed to the Samoan Island , yet the e di tricts of
territory, which may easily be made tenfold more valuable than all the islands of
the South Pacific, are outlawed.

This cutting off of mail service, however, is no new thing with Mr.
Special Agent Elliott, for in his fur-seal report he advocates "the abolition of the present ubsidized mail steamer which runs between Portland and Sitka," and that the "revenue cutter stationed on Puget
ound should be detailed to bring (the mail for the Territory), at preconcerted intervals of two or three months, and, by so doing, give the
Territory a mail sy tern."
Comment is unnec . ary. What the citize11s of Alaska have done to
incur the everlasting enmity of thi man is more than I can ~magine. I
can, however, say to him in response to the proposition laid down by
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him, _to wit, "Much as the coast looms up on the map, we shall never
have to provide light-houses for its vacant harbors," that he is very
much mistaken, and be will live to see the day when lights wHl ue
erected at some of the very points designated in this report.
STATE OF A.FF AIRS.

The Russians exercised over the inhabitants of Alaska despotic sway,
and held them in absolute subjection. They treated them as brutes
and :flogged them unmercifully for theft and petty misdemeanors. They
punished crime promptly with severe corporal chastisement or imprisonment, and regarded the Indians as not more than one degree removed
from dumb beasts. They held the power of life and death over their
subjects. They bad over two thousand soldiers, employees, and !etainers ready to do the bidding of the loca,l supreme authority. Ships
of war were always at hand to bombard the villages into submission.
The natives were thus completely at the mercy of their rulers.
.
When the sale to the United States took place, the forts were garrisoned with Federal soldiers, new posts were located and built, and for
years the country was under strict military rule. The Indians were
taught several severe lessons by the soldiery and the gunboats, and
they continued to all intents and purposes in their condition of serfdom
until the country was formally abandoned by the War Department, and
subsequently transferred to the sole control of' the Secretary of the
Treasury.
Suddenly they awoke to the knowledge that they were free men; that
as far as outward appearances were concerned there was no power or
authority to interfere with their acts. They saw the outward change
of things, and that the pomp and panoply of war had departed. They
beheld tp.e white man, Boston man, and King George man, black man,
yellow man, Chinaman, Indian, Aleut, Esquimaux, and men of all colors,
nationality, and nativity, all associating together upon the common
terms of sweet republican simplicity. There was no authority at band
to punish the evil doer, no power to redress savage enormities. It was
this feeling of insecurity, this sudden transition from order to chao ,
which induced Collector Berry to urgently invoke aid from the Departmen t, seconded by myself, in order that no outbreak might occur.
It is to the credit of the native to ay they have behaved them elve
with commendable and extraordinary prudence, and that the repetition
of the horrors of Hayti and San Domingo have not been reenacted. It
only goe to prove the correct e timate formed of them by Oollyer,
Dodge, and other . I will venture to ay that nowhere on the uucivilized globe would nch au order of thing prev il.
That there hav be n period wb n o-r at danger wa ju tly apprehended there can be no que tion, and that, unle . the troug arm of the
Gov rnment i interpo d, th time will come when the civilized w rld
will tall(! a.gb t at ome gorgon horror p rpetrated there can be n
di put . It i th na ural ord r of thing . The two r
mu t
ntually cla h · and it ill not b • ny tudi d plan of rev nge for injuri , fanci d or r 1 but ill
th r ult f brutality and oppre . i n
up n th part of the hit m n and raze fe r, deviltry, and int 11 ·t
b ot db rum upon the p rt f th n Ii, n r c .
I i
pr v t thi ruptur of bl
·b d rapine, and mnrd r th t
ffi
b
n dir ·t d nd if , n. bing I h,
ritt n , id, r
u
• ( l>li ·h ( mor. h 'c 1 hy 11d .-alu < r . II Ji i 11
f: r off ll I t
; nd mu ·h malign d C untr I will
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be more than content, and feel fully repaid for any exertion, anxiety, or
trouble it has caused me.
This narrative will not be complete unless the reports of the several
revenue-marine captains are given who have visited the Territory since
it has been under the control of the Treasury Department. First is the
report of Oaptain White, who was sent there upon the representations
of Collector Berry and myself soon after the withdrawal of the military.
Captain White reports as follows:
UNITED STATES REVENUE STEAMER THOMAS CORWIN,

Sitka, Alaska, August 12, 1877.
SIR : In compliance with the Department telegram of the 26th ultimo, I proceeded
to this place, where I arriveu at 4 p. m. of the 10th instant, and, as the mail steamer
will leave here this p. m., l have the honor to submit the following report:
Soon after mooring, a number of the natives gathered around t he vessel in their
canoes, with fish, game, etc., for the purpose of trade, and from them I learned that
most of the men were away fi hing, as is their custom at this time of the year, and
none with whom I conversed seemed to know of any particular trouble brewing.
E arly the next morning, accompanied by an officer, I visited the custom-house
building, an d found there Mr. E. G. Harvey in charge, Collector M. P. Berry being
absent, at Victoria, Vancouver Island, for medical treatment.
Mr. Harvey seems clearly to understand the situation of affairs here, and several of
the traders support his views in the main. It is the opinion of Mr. Harvey that any
trouble which may arise will be clue to the excessive use of a very fiery and intoxicating drink, which the Indians and cr eoles( or half-breed Russians) easily distil from
either molasses, sugar, potatoes, or the various kinds of wild berries growing heremolasses, however, being the chief article relied upon. The making of the drink (an
art learned from the soldiers) is now being carried on by both Indians and half-breeds,
and in quantities to suit the demand, so that all can have a "big drunk" whenever
they are so disposed, and at such times serious trouble may possibly arise. In my
opinion, however, much of this could be averted by the traders themselves if they
w ould not dispose of molasses, save in very small quantities, or, better still, not at
all, as the principal use of the molasses imported, which is of the cheapest and most
inferior andwich I sland production, is for the manufacture of this intoxicating
drink. Judging, however, from the class of men trading h ere, I think it unlikely
they will refrain from trading in anything the law allows at least.
The mode of distilling this drink is very simple, and the apparatus used inexpensive in the extreme, viz, two coal-oil cans and a very small coil of pipe, which is
ea ily put out of sight or destroyed upon the slightest chance of detection; and I
am informe<1 that many did so destroy or remove to the woods these petty stills
upon our arrival in sight, especially when it was seen to be a Government vessel.
After diligent inquiries and careful observation since our arrival here, I have not
discovered any breach of the public peace, nor bas my attention been called to any
particular act save a few petty trespasses committed by the Indians, half breeds, and
white men as well, soon after the departure of the troops.
\ hile the Indians, more thoughtful, are now preparing fish for winter use, the
half-br ed , from their utter shifllessness and inordinate cravings for strong drink,
sacrificing all their summer earnings to obtain it, will, I am afraid, suffer for food
tnis comino- winter.
The great de ire of all with whom I have conversed seems to be that the Indians
should be made to und rstand that the Government has not entirely abandoned the
country to them, and that its pres nee here should be represented by an armed vessel
or retnrn of the troops. I would here respectfully sugge t the propriety of having
an arm d vess 1 visit this place and the principal Indian villages in this archipelago
once every two or three months at mo t, a that of itself would have a greater
re training influ nee over both white and Indians, and tend to the better enforcement of tbe laws and preservation of the public peace than by stationino- troops at
this point. Carrying out this view, I would respectfully inform the Department
that, after becoming satisfied that our stay here will be no longer r eqnired for the
proper enforcem nt of the laws for the time being, I hall proce d to visit some of
the principal villages and Fort Wrangell, thence to Port Townsend, Wash., where
I will leave Pilot Ki en , and report to the Department, exercising my best judgment
at all times for the b t intere ts of the overnment.
I have to add that, from the best data obtainable, the population of this plac ~s
follows: Twelve or 15 white men, of various nationalities, claiming to b Am ncan
citizen ; 5 full-blooded Rus ians, including the priest, and _about ~70 half-br d ,
including men, women, and children. The Indian population vanes from 300 to
1,500, according to the s ason. The priest informs me that the half-breeds are a low,
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degraded class, over whom he has no influence, and that more fear is to be apprehended from tihem, when drunk, than from the Indians themselves.
I have the honor to be, very respectfully, your obedient servant,
,J. W. WHITE,
Captain, United States Revenue Marine.

Subsequently in October, Captain Selden, commanding the cutter
Wolcott, visited Sitka for the purpose of being present at a potlatch to
be given there by Sitka Jack.
Captain Selden made the following report:
UNITED STA.TES REVENUE STEAMER WOLCOTI,

Sitka, .Alaska, October 18, 1877.

SIR: In obedience to your telegram of the 1st instant, I have the honor to report
my arrival at this port after a passage from Port Townsend of eleven days.
The situation of affairs here remains unchanged since the cutter Corwin left. The
festival among the Indians is nothing new; they have continued this fashion of ~olding an annual celebration, similar to this one, for years, and I learn from a reb~ble
sonrce that no trouble has ever come from it, nor is there likely to now. The Indians
are noisy and boisterous in their mirth, and aEsume immense airs, and swagger
around with some insolence, but never make any threats. Sitka Jack, the chief of
tl1e Sitka Indians, has recently built him a new house, and celelnates the event on
this occasion by inviting the relatives of his wife, numbering about thirty persons,
from the Chilkaht tribe. These are all the Indians from abroad, which, with the
500 Sitka Indians, comprise the total uumber present. With the exceptfon of the
mirth and noiRe incident to these festivities, I am astmred by the chiefs that there
shall be no disturbance.
The policy of trading spirituous liquors to them for temporary gain in trade has
assisted in degeneratin~ the race, and effectually destroyed their industry. They
manufacture a kind of hqnor themselves, and the illicit introduction of spirituous
liquors, so readily and secretly effected through the hundreds of harbors and ch~nnels of this archipelago, especially as the Indi ans, from love of rum, assist in warm~g
and hiding the smugglers, is the great evil, and will probably produce trouble lil
the end.
I feel convinced, by what I have seen and learned since my arrival here, th~t the
principal cause of the present alarm is occasioned by the pulling down of a portion_ of
the stockade and some petty thefts committed by the Indians. Heretofore, w3:111e
protected by the troops, the citizens felt so secure that they meted out severe pumshment to the Indians for the slightest offense. Now their relations to each otller have
changed; the Indians in some instances are guilty of theft, which the people don't
feel as secure in resenting as formerly. I can not learn that they have made any
threats or manifested any hostility toward the whites, but the feeling on the part of
the whites is that they are powerless to prevent any action that they may determine
upon. Their alarm is rather as to what might happen instead of what is immediately
threatening.
These Indians, unlike those in the interior, are entirely dependent upon tl.Je s~acoast for the means of subsistence, and if they were driven away they could not hve
in the interior; they knowing this, and the certainty of punishment if they display
any hostility toward the whites, fear the consequences too much to commit any depredations. In talking with them they express a wish to see the whites remain among
them, and desire to keep on friendly terms with them.
Agreeable with my orders I shall remain here until the Indians conclude their celebration, and if nothing occurs after that to require the presence of the vessel h ere I
shall return to Port Townsend.
Very re pectfully, your obedient servant,
Hon.

J.M. SELDE '
Captain, United Statea Revenue Marine.
JOHN SHERl\UN,

Secretary of the Treasu1·y, Wa$hington, D. 0.
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other disturbing element which renders them intractable, how ungovernable they become.
Wishing to visit the Klawack fishery, and the Wolcott having only a
limited supply of coal, I accepted a cordial invitation extended by Captain Thorne and Purser Hughes, of the California, to take passage on
that ship. I found on board the whole outfit and paraphernalia of the
cannery intended to be established by Mr. Hunter at Sitka. He had
some white employees, and eighteen Chinamen, who were hired exclusively to manufacture the tin cans. Upon reaching Sitka, as usual, the
whole tribe, more or les , were found congregated 011 the wharf. As
soon as the Chinamen were descried, a general howl arose, and the
wildest excitement was manifested. Before the lines were made fast,
runners started for the village, and the whole beach suddenly became
in instant commotion. Old and young, lame, halt, and blind, all started
pell-mell for the "heathen Chinee."
Ann ah Hoots, the war chief; made a most inflammatory speech to the
young bucks, to the effect that the Chinamen should not be permitted
to land. Sitka Jack was present as a quiet spectator, seemingly not
interested in the proceedings, but I could see he was taking everything
in, and kept quiet in order to be more respected as the row progressed.
Fortunately-and, in fact, I could not have successfully gotten along
without him-I had asked permission of Captain Selden for our pilot,
Mr. J. W. Keen, to accompany me, feeling assured before I returned to
Wrangell his services as interpreter would be needed.
Annah Hoots could not speak Chinook, so Mr. Keen had to :first translate my words and those of Mr. Hunter into that language to Jack, who
subsequently repeated it to Annah Hoots in his own tongue. This took
up much time, but the Indians instead of calming down became more
and more excited. The situation was critical, and I :firmly believe had
tlie Chinamen landed before a proper understanding was had every man
of them would have been ruthlessly murdered, and God only knows,
when the sharks had tast~d blood, where it would have ended.
Mr. Hunter decided not to attempt to establish his fl hery, and at
o~ce abandoned the enterprise, stating be had positive instructions from
h1s employers not to land a pound of material unless everything was
quiet and there was no prospective danger; that his owners had rested
under the belief that a revenue cutter would be stationed at Sitka all
summer.
I b aged him to recon ider his determination and see if we could not
pacify the Indians by explaining to them the presence of the Ohinese.
That he ought to talk to them in a positive and straightforward manner, and make them no promises he did not intend to follow strictly to
the letter.
Accordingly, Mr. Hunter, Ke n, and my elf mounted to the hurricane
deck; nnah Hoots and Sitka Jack right under us on the dock, and
the whole tribe scattered about howling and yelling like Satan. Under
thi state of affairs the wa-wa began.
I relied very much on the good sense of Jack, who was very anxious
to have the cannery there, and in truth, so were all the Indians; but the
point of controversy was, that the Chinamen had been imported to catch
the fl b, and that the Indians were half naked and hungry, de erved
the employment by right, and they would fight before they would pe!mit any such infringement upon their reserved rights. It wa their
country and John Chinamen should not come. A very strong argument, it must be admitted.
Mr. Hunter very frankly explained to the Indians such wa not the
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case; it was entirely foreign to his own views as well as those who
employed him; that it was his intention to buy all his fish from the
Indians; that the Chinamen were brought along to make tin cans, and
when they had finished the cans they should be sent away. Furthermore, if the Indians would learn to make cans, no more Chinamen should
be employed.
Mr. Keen very adroitly impressed upon those present the folly of their
course, and I am satisfied it was owing a great deal Lo the tact and judgment displayed by him that we. succeeded as well as we did. I had but
little to say, only to remind them that the ''mau-of-war" was not far off,
lying at anchor at Wrangell, and if they wanted a little gunnery practice they should be speedily entertained.
After a long powwow, a calm succeeded the storm, good humor as
suddenly prevailed as their angry passions had become inflamed, and
order reigned in Warsaw.
In a very short time as many Indians as could be set profitably to
work were hired by Mr. Hunter to discharge bis material, tbe Chinamen landed in perfect security, walked up town, hired a cabin fro~
one of the tribe, purchased wood, and by nightfall were snugly domiciled, with half a dozen dusky klootchmen (squaws) squatted on the
floor, and enjoying their fish and rice. .
.
Thus ended what might have proved a very serious affair. But it
only goes to show how utterly helpless are the white population when
the anger of the natives is aroused.
While at Wrange1l, the water in the Stikine River was so shallow as
to preclude steamboat navigation; a large fleet of canoes were called
into requisition. Some of Mr. Duncan's Indians from Metlecatlah came
over to r eap the harvest. The Stikines objected, saying the river
belonged to them and that no King George Indian should be permitted
to canoe it on the river.
The presence of the Wolcott was sufficient reason for this threat not
being carried into execution, and Mr. Dennis and myself made it very
evident to the Stikines that no such tomfoolery would be tolerated for
a moment.
As the treaty of Washington guarantees to both nations tbe free navigation of the Stikine, and a the Indians of British Columbia are not
iud pendent tribe arid nation , like those on thi side of t.be line, but
Briti h ubject in the fulle t interpretation of the word, the question
might naturally ari e: If Indian re ident in an American town (Wrangell) ball, by force of arm , prevent Briti h ubject from enjoying the
right guaranteed by our treaty tipulations, would not John Bull in
quick order ee they were re ·pected
Mo t a uredly he would and
we would. have the mortification of eeiug- a Briti h gunboat in the
tikine maintaining Briti h right , which by all honor and the law of
nati n w ar in duty bound to nforce, but which b rea ·on of not
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by every principle of honor and humanity, as well as by treaty obligations, to protect.
We have provided no government, no law, nor means of enforcing law in Alaska .
Crimes against persons and property may be and are perpetrated openly and with
jmpunity, and the only redress open to the injured party is to act as judge and executioner and kill the offender. I tis a national shame and disgrace that such a condition
of lawlessness sh..9uld be suffered to exist in a Territory of the United States, and
Congress can not undertake a more creditable work of legislation than providing a
government for the people of that outlying •rerritory of our common country. The
coast line of Alaska, from its junction with British Columbia to the end of the
Alaska Peninsula, forms an irregular crescent, one born of which rests upon the
British boundary in latitude 54° 41' north and lon?itude 130° west, the other ending
on the point of the peninsula in latitude 54° 50 north and longitude 163° west.
Between these points the coast trends up to 61° north lat itude on the meridian of
148° west longitude. Thi1:1 coast is studded with islands, separated by deep and
navigable channels, and is penetrated in every direction by deep :fiords and in-lets,
which run up to the base of the mountain ranges upon the mainland. There is perhaps no equal extent of coast line in the world which contains within its limits so
large an area of protecte<l navigable waters, and there are few coasts which offer
greater obstacles to land transportation on an extended scale. While gunboats and
other vessels are able to move about with safety and celerity, troops stationed at
points on the coast, or on the islands, are unable to move more than a few miles from
their quarters without the aid of water transportation, and to punish or repress
outbreaks at any distance from a garrison the aid of an armed vessel is required.
Troops are therefore unnecessary and of little use, while the presence and protection
of armed vessels is a necessity. Two gunboats are needed for the protection of the
settlements on the coast and islands of Alaska. One vessel should have her coaling
station and headquarters at Kadiak, and her cruising ground should extend from
the one hundred and forty-fifth meridian round to the entrance of the Yukon River,
embracing King William Sound, Cooks Inlet, the Peninsula, the Aleutian and eal
Islands. The second vessel should have coaling stations at Wrangell and Sitka,
cruising from Tongass Narrows, on the British Columbian line, to Ca,p e Hammond,
on the one hundred and forty-fifth meridian, and taking care of all the settlements
in the Alexander Archipelago. These vessels should be kept upon these stations
and not permitted to leave until a relief arrived, the time not actually employed in
crui ing to be given to surveying the straits, inlets, and harbors on the coast. As
all the Indian settlements on the coast of Alaska are close upon navigable waters,
and within easy range of the guns of a warship, no auxiliary armed force is required.

This about sums up all I have to offer of the condition of affairs in
outheastern Alaska. I believe I have given an exact an<l truthful
tatement, as substantiated by my own ob ervation and the best
authority.
In many instances I would have preferred to clothe some of the facts
in different phraseology; but it ha been thought best to give the original words of the authors.
In the San Francisco Chronicle of September 30, la t, however,
appears an article howing an entire new pbase of Indian retribution,
and, for the sake of history and truth, I copy it, as follows:
EXCITEMENT AT SITKA-THE CITIZENS COMPELLED TO COMPLY WITH INDIAN LAW.

A corre pondent of the Chronicle, writing from itka, Ala1:1ka, optember 12, says:
''The only excitement in itka, sin ce the departure of the last mail, was an Indian
row and demand, w hicb at one time threatened serious results to one of the brothers
Rath, mining experts, and am Goldstein, a hopkeep r and trader, who is well
known in San Francisco. In May last William Rath and bis brother, with sev rnl
itka Indians, started on a prospecting tour to the Uhilcat country. Arrived at the
entrance to the hilcat River the Indians there opposed th ir further progres aud
forced them to return to itka. A few days ao-o \Villiam Rath, who has an unf rtunate liking for alcohol in any procurable shape, invited one of hi Indian omrade of the Cbilcat expeuition to join him at bis room in a festive debauch on the
timulating hoochenoo. '£hey drank until they could no longer stand, when R:~th
took to his bed and the Indian took to the floor. Rath r cov r d, but th Indian
died, and great was the hubbub in the Iudian camp when the dead Indian wru carried horn . lt was at once charged that the brave had been poison.eel by Rath and
that, in compliance with Indian law, Rath must be executed, and masmncl?, as the
offense occurred in am Goldstein's house where Rath was 1 cl ing, oldst m must
pay 2,000 to the family of the dec·ea d ~arrior bummer. In clefault of p, ym n~ of
the fine Goldstein was to be put to the ordeal of £re after the mo t apDroved Indrnu
fashion. Many interview!:i were held and much diplomacy exerted to arrang mat-
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ters and insure Rath a.nd Goldstein from the ignoble fate which threatened them.
The Indians w~re resolved to have "money or life," and as they wisel.Y preferred
the former the issue was soon narrowed down to the money question, and how much t
After much negotiating $250 and a plentiful supply of "hoochenoo" was agreed
upon as the ransom of the two white men. Rath paid the money, the Indians held
a grand potlatch, and all is sereue again until another diseased Indian can manage
to "step out" in the white quarter and force us to pay more for his worthless life
than the whole tribe can earn in a twelvemonth. We must have a code of laws and
a magistrate to administer the law, with a gunboat to enforce obedience to his decisions and rescue us from the operations of the barbaric code of our Indian neigltbors,
which they do not hesitate to enforce against the w11ites whenever they can find a
pretext for extorting money by threats of taking life. This last occurrence and the
successful swindle which followed it will embolden them to repeat their extortions
until the situation of the white residents must become intolerable, and, no matter
how barefaced the extortion may be, we have neither redress nor escape from their
demands, as the Indians far outnumber the whites, and the Government has withdrawn
all protection from its own citizens as well as from the Russian residents who were
guaranteed protection by treaty which transferred Alaska to the United States."

I have made diligent inquiry as to the truth of the foregoing article,
and can state it is substantially correct. The different recitals vary a
little about the amount of hoochenoo consumed and the number of
Indians made drunk; but upon one point there is no difference, and
that is that the blood of the deceased comrade required a potlatch, and
that the white men must pay for it.
Rath compromised the matter by the payment of $250 in money and
left the country. He is a British subject, and resides at Victoria, Vancouver Island. I refrain from making any comment upon this extraordinary affair, save only to inquire, who nextf
FORM OF GOVERNMEN1'.

There has hardly been a writer upon Alaska who has not suggested
some peculiar form of government, save Mr. Elliott, who stoutly contests for none whatever. I had the honor, in 1876, to present some
reflections 1io Mr. Secretary Bristow upon thi subject.
.
Since that report was written, when the military were in pos ess10n
of the Territiory, I have ha,d occasion to materially change my view .
As matters at that time and from tliat standpoint were related to me, I
think the position then assumed 1io be correct; but the country ha
very much changed since then, population has Ia.rgely increased, mines
have been discovered and opened, the fishing interests, timber and
agricultural resources have become vastly more prominent, everything
denotes a speedy ettlement of the country, and tlle era has approached
when a republican form of government for the Territory can not, either
with safety or propriety, be longer postponed.
There are now sufficient American citizens in Ala ka, not counting
the citizens acquired by purcha e, to eutitle it 1io a Territorial form f
government. There will be next year at lea t two thousand addi ional
white per ons in Ala ka. The tide of emigration is etting thither.
The Ru sian who elected to become citizens of the United State are
not erfi , but free born, and have been guaranteed all the ble ing of
civil and r 1igiou liberty.
The qu ti u to my mind, i. w JI worthy of con id ration, whether th
opinion of tt ruey- uera! V iJJiam i orrect when he pronounced
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with an important and delicate duty, I have endeavored to present the
facts as they are, without addition, subtraction, or division. The responsibility must fall where it properly belongs, without any blame being
attached to myself for bringing it too prominently forward.
When the present Secretary of the Treasury had the whole responsibility of the government of the Territory thrown upon his bands suddenly by the withdrawal of the military forces, he found himself without
the proper vessels to enforce his authority, and if any error in the management of affairs has crept into the public service, it cannot be attributed to any lack of fidelity or zeal upon bis part to afford protection to
the citizens of Alaska, and faithfully collect the customs revenue; it
must be attributed to the lack of sufficient means at bis command.
It is not deemed necessary for me to suggest any form of government
for these people; that rests entirely in the discretion and wisdom of
Congress; but that this abandoned, neglected country should be fostered, encouraged, and protected in every sense of the word, I think I
can safely maintain without being deemed intrusive. To my knowledge,
Alaska is the only Territory that does now and ever has directly paid
any revenue into the Treasury of the United States, save the ordinary
collection of taxes.
It is a well-known fact that the fur-seal islands of St. Paul and St.
George, in the Pribilof group, are leased by the United States to a corporation known as the Alaska Commercial Company. I presume there
are very few people in the United States who know how much revenue
is derived by the country from this lease. The following figures are
ta ken from a report made June 3, 1876, by the Hon. Fernando Wood,
chairman of the Committee of Ways and Means of the Forty-fourth
Congress:
When the proposition to purchase the Alaska T erritory from Russia was before
Congress, the opposition to it was very much based on alleged barrenness and worthlessness of the territory to be ac<]uired. It was supposed that thou gh 'there might be
many political r easons for this addition to the American Pacific possessions, there
were not commercial or Tevenue ad vantages. The value of those seal islands was
not considereu at all. Russia had derived but little r evenue from them; indeed a
sum not sufficient to pay the contingent expenses of maintaining the official authority.
Under our system, however, we have a very different result.
'l'be Alaska Commercial Com1mny has paid into the Treasury, in rent and taxes,
the enormous aggregate of $1,722,813.67.
'.rhe annual payment is $262,500 tax and $55,000 rental, making an aggregate of
$317,509 every year. This s mis nearly 4½ per centum interest on the original cost
of the whole Territory of Alaska, including the seal islands referred to. Certainly
the Government has no right to reproach itself for a want of mercantile shrewdness
in the purchase of this Territory, nor in the prompt advantages which it has been
enabled to obtain from it. If the Alaska Commercial Company has found its lease a
profitable investment for its capital, the Government has no right to complain, so
long as its own interests have been well secured, and the les ees have faithfully fulfilled all the conditions und r which they obtained the franchi e.

The amount then paid by the company up to the present time would
tand as follows:
Tax on seal skins and rent of fur-seal islands to June 3, 1876 ... ·----· $1,722,813.67
Rent of fur-seal islands:
1877 . _. _•• __ ••• _______ . ____ .. ____ . ____ . ____ .•••• _.
$55, 000. 00
1888 .. - __ .. - - - - .. ____ .. ____ .. ____ .. ____ ...... ____ .
55, 000. 00
110,000.00
The tax on seal skins varies according to the number
taken, but the average for four years would produceFor the year 1 77 _... ______ . ____ . __ ... __ - -..• - - -- 262,289.93
262,289.93
For the year 1878 ___ •.• _. _•. __ •... _- - - .. - - - - . - - ...
524-, 579. 86

'Tote.I a.mount pa.id .• _••. _____ ... ___ ..••••..•••• _••••• _. . . • • • • • 2, 357, 393. 53
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And, in addition to this, the company furnish annually to the Aleuts
on St. Paul and St. George islands supplies amounting to $18,000.
THE .A.LASKA COMMERCIAL COMP ANY.

The prevalent opinion in southeastern Alaska, and throughout the
country geuerally, seems to be that this company are directly responsible for everything that occurs in the Territory, and that it is owing to
their influence and opposition that Congress bas hitherto failed to legislate for it, and provide some form of government, Territorial or otherwise.
It is rather a reflection upon our national iegislature that it can be
supposed they could be influenced, pro or con, by this or any other corporation; but owiug to the fallen state and licentious character of the
American press, the people are fast becoming educated to the belief that
there is uo honesty of purpose or uprightness in any of our public men.
I fail to reconcile satisfactorily to my mind the truth of this popular
opinion and prejudice. The Alaska Commercial Oompa,n y have not, to
my knowledge, one dol1ar's worth of interest or propertyofany kind ea t
of Kodiak Island. When they removed their headquarters from Sitka,
they, wholly and without reserve, abandoned southeastern Alaska.
General McDowell bas clearly refuted the charge of their connivance
in having the troops withdrawn from the Territory; and even if they h~d
joined in getting them away, there is nothing wrong or criminal in it,
for it was the very best thing the Government could have done, always
premising, however, the ubstitution of a suitable maritime force.
I know nothing ab olutely whatever of the views of the company
about the large extent of country to the westward, for the portion I
have visited is only a small fraction of this immense part of our national
domain. It is an empire in itself, being estimated to contain about
560,000 quare miles.
I do not suppose it will be questioned that in the recommendation for
a form of government for the Territory it is for one moment to be
thought that it i intended to include the seal island . By no mean .
The e i land have been lea ed for twenty years to the Alaska Commercial Company, by virtue of the act of Oongre s of July 1, 1870, and
, ubsequently approved by Congress, and they are under the direct control of the Tr a ury Department. To interfere with thi lease by any
indir ct le · Jation would be to impair the obligation of contract and
would not
uil. the t t of the courts.
The afia
of th company have been thoroughly inve tigated by a
ongr ·i
1committ e, and th re ult ha proved 'ati factory both to
the Government and the le . e . They are faithfully fulfilling the term
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test this trade with the company, and divide with them a large portion
of it.
I have never conversed with an officer of the company touching their
feelings in the matter, save in a conversation had with General Miller,
the president of the company, in which I casually mentioned the condition of things at Wrangell and Sitka. The general then assured me that
his company bad no interest there whatever, and had wholly withdrawn
from that portion of the Territory.
Until I have more evidence than mere rumor and unfounded charges
I shall be loth to believe thi~ corporation is :fighting the people of Alaska
in their tearful and earnest prayer to the National Legislature to aflord
them some protection for their lives and property, wbile they prepare
for the salvation of their souls in the future.
And right here the dual question naturally is self-propounded, Who
is preventing the people from being guaranteed a republican form of
government, and why has not Congress legislated upon this suQject long
since! The answer to one part of the question is obvious. There never
has been but one man in the Congress of the United States who has
lifted his voice in favor of a government for this Territory, and that was
the Hon. J. H. Mitchell, Senator from Oregon, who did, during the
Forty-fourth Congress, introduce a bill for the government of the Territory. That measure contained some grave constitutional objections, and
did not become a law. No one seems to have championed the cause of
"abandoned Alaska." She has no voice, no Delegate upon the floor of
the House, to portray the wrongs she suffers, the redress she desires,
and what she is now paying into the national Treasury, and what further
resources she has to offer for the constitutional boon of enjoying, without
being murdered, the fruits and sweets of republican liberty.
There will yet arise in Congress some champion of her rights, who will
devote his time and sacred energies to her cause, and like the Phamix
from her ashes, her motto will be "Resurgam," and the next decade will
tell a very different tale.
THE SENSE-KEEPER OF AL.A.SKA.

So little is known about Alaska that whenever anything comes up in
Congress relating to it information is sought wherever it can readily be
found. The "informant" is ever on hand, with his work on fur seals
comfortably tucked underneath bis left arm, to impart all the knowledge
extant about the country, "for be knows more about Alaska than any
man living."
A decade has pa ed since we acquired this Territory, and for a decade
ha it afforded employment and ubsi tence for it pre ent en e-keeper,
but the next decade is warming into national exi tence, and it i about
time this bubble was pricked and the bladder not quite o much inflated.
I am fully aware of all the consequences to be dreaded, the re pon ibility a urned, when ra h enough to dispute th h retofore elf-e tablished authority from the .Arctic Ocean to the Portland anal.
I will not pretend to deny his valuable contribution to the ethnology
of the Aleutian race, for be married a native of that tribe, nor question
the accuracy of his description in the management of a bidarki, or the
chase after the ea otter; in all of the e outlandi h ports and occupation he i perfectly at home. But when he come to denounce a wh le
country and it people, et himself up as the vade mecum f po ~lar
intelligence the great "I am" of a whole Territory and populat1 u,
neer at any pro pect of a change for the better, and venture o ugge t to Congre what they shall and shall not do, and will not acknowl-
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edge there is any merit in the land save what is evolved out of the deep
researches of his own intellect, I say-yea, I repeat it-it is time the
impostor is exposed, and, disagreeable as the duty has been, it has not
been shrunk from.
This man seems to be the natural foe of Alaska, prosecuting and persecuting her with the brush of the pencil and the pen of an expert,
whenever and wherever he can get an audience, and I attribute the
present forlorn condition of the Territory to-day more to his ignorance
and misrepresentation than to all other causes combined. He is accused
of being the paid creature and hired tool of the Alaska Commercial
Company, and belonging to them body and soul. I have made diligent
inquiry, and ascertain he is not in their employ, and furthermore they
repudiate the ownership. They should not be held responsible for the
indiscreet utterings of the sense-keeper, notwithstanding the charge of
ownership might cause him to be more readily listened to.
Doubtless when they have been attacked through the columns of the
press they have employed this individual, who is unquestionably possessed with the cacoethes scribendi, to reply to unjustifiable onslaughts,
and paid him for it, as they would any other penny-liner who makes
literature and writing for the press his profession.
REVENUE-MARINE VESSELS FOR .A.LASK.AN DUTY.

It is presumed there is no difference of opinion among those familiar
with life in Alaska, who will contend that an armed vessel is not. the
most appropriate police force that can be used for keeping the natives
in subjection. A writer in the Guide to British Oolum bia, speaking of
the condition of the tribes in that province and the sudden influx of
white men during the Fraser River mining excitement in 1858, remark :
Subsequently it became necessary to employ severe measures upon the west coast
of Vancouver Island. One or two villages were bombarded by the vessels of.Her
Majesty's squadron, in order to compel the delivery of offenders guilty of crimes
against a shipwrecked crew, and a salutary dread was established in all parts along
the coast, which the periodical visit of a gunboat serves to maintain and strengthen.

It is now full three years since I assumed the proposition, and have
steadily maintained it affirmatively ever since, that the vessels of the
revenue marine in sel'vice on this coast were not calculated for an
extended cruise in Alaskan waters, and I am clearly sustained by two
of the commanders with whom I have conferred.
ecretary Morrill, in bis remark upon the revenue marine in his
report made December 4, 1876, used the following language:
The new vessel intended for the Pacific Coast is nearly ready to be assigned to
duty. This will upply a. want which the increasing commerce and the exten ion of
our territory on that coast by the acquisition of Alaska. have caused to be greatly
felt.

The ve el alluded to i the steamer Thomas Oorwin, now on the
Columbia I iver station. Thi ve el carries more coal than the W0lcott, and i in ever r . pe ·t more fitted for the northern crui e. She
carrie ufli ·i nt can va to take care of herself if an accident of a serious
uatur honld ha1 pen to h r machinery.
I h d oc a ion to rit the following letter on the occasion of the vi it
of the l olcott to la ka in 1 77 :
PF.CIAL AGENT OF THE TREASURY,

OFFICE

Victoria, Britiah, Columbia, Ocu,be,• 11, 1877.
IR: I have th honor to inform th
epar m nt of the following condition of the
cutter Wolcott, uow n route for, itk , the r ult ofmy o n personal observation and
conv r . tion with her comm nd r, Capt. Jam
1. • elden.
pon r aching Port To n. ncl nd J min h Wolcott w nnder ailing orders.
1 joined her and proc ed d to th1 port. I do not h sit te
.y tha.t h circametanc under hich 1he left for hia crai. e retl ct no er dit upon the Revenue-Marin
7
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Service. This vessel has been neglected, and she has been sent into a hostile country,

at an inclement season of the year in those latitudes, with a battery defective and
one-half gone, her steering gea1· incomplete, complement of officers reduced, and in a
general state of ineffectiveness, the morale produced upon her officers and crew being
anything but desirable.
The Department bas repeatedly been advised of most of these facts. On January
31, 1877, Captain Selden reported the condition of his battery, and the loss of one
gun at Cape Mudge, and asked his vessel be supplied with a complete battery.
On the 25th July, 1877, in reply to a letter from myself to him at Seattle, Wash.
Ter., inquiring the condition of his vessel for Alaskan service, he folly set forth what
was required. 'fbis letter was by me transmitted to the Secretary from this place a.
few days thereafter.
Again, on July 28, 1877, at the verbal request of the collector of the Puget Sound
district and myself, Captain Selden made another detailed report to the Department
co!lcerning the effectiveness and general condition of his vessel.
The attention of the Department has repeatedly been called to the fact that there
are stored in the custom-liouse at Sa.n Francisco two brass, smoothbore, Dahlgren
24-pound howitzers with carriages complete-the exact size of the battery of the
Wolcott.
On tho 20th of August, 1877, Captain Selden informed the D epartment of the bad
condition of his rifle ammunition, stating it had been in the vessel a long time, and
practice had demonstrated a large proportion was worthless, and 2,880 cartridges
were requirecl for, which have n ot been supplied. With this defective ammunition
he is expected to fight if necessary. A few hours before he sailed, in the steamer
which carried me to Port Townsend, he received a box of pistol cartridges from California. They are of the old paper pattern, requiring several minutes to load a
weapon.
After Captain Selden received the telegram of the Secretary of October 1, he immediately proceeded to place his vessel in as effective and fighting condition as possible, and upon his own judgment took the responsibility of borrowing from private
parties in Port Townsend some additional guns.
Mr. H. L. Tibbals and Messrs. Waterman and Katz, of Port Townsend, some years
since purchased at Government sale the battery of the revenue cutter Joe Lane.
Captain Selden borrowing of them three pieces, iron 12-pounders, which he mounted
as well as he could, although I doubt very much if they will be of much service in
ac tion, there being no bolts for breeching or for the side tackles to hitch into. A
spar was lashed outside each port and the train tackles and side tackles made fast
thereto.
Captain Selden discovered among his ballast some round shot, grape, and canistar
which formerly belonged to the battery of the Lane, and which fitted these guns.
He also obtaiued from the commandant of the military post near Townsend powder
for cartridges, some shrapnel, grape, and canister, and primers and cylinders for the
round sbot.
On the 19th of April, 1877, the Department was written to by Captain Selden setting forth the incomplete condition of the steering gear, and stating that the repairs
recommended by Capt. John W. White, superiutendent of construction, revenue
marine, did not answel' the purpose. The same thing was mentioned in the property
return for June, 1877.
My faspection shows that the wheel in the pilot house can not be used at all, the
after wheel must be depended upon solely for steering the vessel, thus keeping the
helmsman continually exposed to the weather, an unnecessary severity and actual
cruelty in Alaskan navigation. The aforementioned periods are not the only times
this particular subject bas been presented to the Department to my own knowled~e.
I also find the engineers' department illy supplied with facilities formakingxepairs
to the engine and boilers, if required. There is not an extra tube in the ship, nor a
piece of extra machinery; nor is there a. piece of boiler iron large enough to make
any extensive repairs in case of au accident. This cutter is deficient in officers; she
left port with but two assistant engineers, and one of them sick and hardly fit for
duty. About two homs before she sailed was received the detachment of Lieut. W .
F . Kilgore, thus leaving the vessel with only two deck officers to stand watch and
watch the whole voyage.
I deem it incumbent to present in detail the above facts. The probability is that
no occasion will lJe required for the ves el to go into action; and, beyond the inconvenience of an insufficient detail of officers and suffering to tbe crew, no very bad
results may follow. But it can not be denied that not sufficient attention has been
given by those having this thing immediately in charge to the representations made
by the commander of the Wolcott and myself as to the condition of that vessel.
I am, respectfully, your obedient servant,
WM. GOUVERNEUR MORRIS,
Hon. JORN SHERMAN,
Special .Agent.
&cr,tar, offht TrfM1Wy, Wathington., D. O.
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During last summer the Wolcott has been put in thorough order,
having been laid up at Seattle for several months undergoing repairs ;
everything represented as deficient in this letter bas been supplied, and
she is now effective for duty on the cruising ground for which she was
built and originally intended-the inland waters of the district of Puget
Sound. It is true she can go to Alaska; she has been there three times
on short cruises, but to remain there any length of time she is wholly
unfit, and I thirik unsafe.
The following is the opinion of Captain White, superintendent of construction of the Revenue-Marine Service on this coast. It will be perceived he thoroughly sustains me in my estimate of the insufficiency of
the present Pacific fleet:
REYENUE STEAMER THOMAS CORWIN,

San Francisoo, Cal., Septernber 22, 1877.
SIR: Referring to Departme1i t telegram of the 20th inst., asking me bow soon, in
my estimation, should cutter be sent again to Sitka, I an swered on the 21st inst.,
"Indians have festival at Sitka last of October. There might be necessity for cutter
at that time." In this connection, and as supplementary to my reports of August 12
and September 8, 1877, I would respectfully state that none of the cutters on this
coast are properly constructed and provided to cruise or r emain in the waters of
Alaska, especially during the winter months; and if it is intended for one to do duty
there at all seasons of the year-and it seems to be essential that the Government
should be properly represented in those waters by an armed vessel-I beg to suggest
that a proper vessel be con tructed, and provided with a steam launch and other
necessary appliances, that she may be able to take care of herself and afford some
protection for the health and comfort of her officers and crew, as the inclemency of
the weather is such that the stoutest can stand it but a short time on vessels not
constructed and provided to suit the climate.
I have the honor to be, very respectfully, your obedient servant,
J. W. WIDTE,
Captain, United States Revenue Marine.
Hon .•JOHN SHERMAN,
Secretary of the Treawry, Washington, D. 0.

The views of her commander, Captain Selden, have previously appeared in this report. Aside from the defects in the seagoing qualities
of the Wolcott, he is very much deficient in accommodations for officers of 'the civil service-in fact, so are all the cutters. The wardrooms
only contain sufficient berths and pace, and that quite contracted, for
the health and comfort of the complement of officers of the ship. When
the Rush made h r recent cruise to the seal i landR she had on board
two deputy ollectors-one destiued for Kadiak I land, the other for
nala ka. Both these gentlemen were compelled to occupy the berth
deck for leeping quarter-:.
The cabin are generally large and commodiou , but there are no
quarter th re for a civil officer; neither can he have any privacy during
day or night, even if he is the gue t of the captain.
PEOI.A.L VESSEL FOR ALA KAN
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from the collector of customs at Port Townsend, Wash., and Capt. J.M. Selden, commanding the re,Tenue steamer Oliver Wolcott, relative to the necessity for the presence
of a revenue vessel in Alaskan waters, etc., and directing me to prepare a special
report of such facts bearing upon the statements made in these communications as I
might be able to ascertain in my cruise to Alaska with the revenue steamer Corwin.
Since my reports of August 12, 1877, and of September 8, 1877, and 22d ultimo have
anticipated much of what I deem a proper reply to the statements made in these
communications, it will be necessary; therefore, to refer only to such portions of them
as are more particularly covered by the said reports.
Captain Selden speaks of the possible necessity arising for landing an armed force
and of the great assistance a steam launch would be not only for such an emergency,
but for the ;rursuit and capture of canoes in places where the vessel could not go.
It is also said the coast Indians may successfully invoke the aid of the interior tribes
in their warfare against the whites. In reply to the e statements, and speaking
from my own personal observation and the experience gained in my former cruise to
this portion of Alaska, eml>racing the waters of the Alexandrian Archipelago and
extending from latitude N. 54° 40' to latitude N. 60° , I have no hesitation in respectfully stating that, even for armed vessels of the deepest draft, there is no difficulty
in approaching, within easy shelling distance, any of the villages and completely
destroying them and the canoes, without resorting to the step of landing an armed
body of sailors entirely inexperienced in the methods of Indian warfare and where
the odds would be largely against them. A small vessel properly armed and equipped
could accomplish all that a larger and more heavily armed one could, with the added
advantage of celerity of movement and quickness of evolution. The tribes are
scattered over a large extent of coast, and the· massing of any force to carry into
execution a plan of attack must be by canoes, since land travel, from the difficulties
of the country, is out of the question.
I lay much stress upon the fact of an armed vessel being able to destroy their villages and canoes as a means of overawing them, because, do this, and their accumulations of perhaps years of toil and industry are swept away and their very means
of a livelihood taken from them. The idea of the interior Indians coming to the
assistance of the coast tribes seems to me visionary and farfetched, for there is no
community of interests, feeling, or pursuits between them, and a jealousy of local
l'ights and privileges animates them.
The presence of this vessel in these waters had an undoubted good moral effect,
and, lest this should be too quickly effaced by the absence of the cause which produced it, I recommended that an armed vessel should visit tbem at short intervals.
The statement that the build of the Wolcott, with a quarter-deck without bulwarks, affording no protection to the officers and crew from the aim of breech-loading
rifles in the hands of the Indians, applies to th otl.Jer two cutters on this coast, and
it would have great force and pertinence lying moored in the narrow harbor of
Sitka1 particularly with no steam np and the vessel within short musket range of
the village. In these cases the only safety would be in keeping under way.
Referring to my letter of the 22d ~eptember, in relation to a particular class of
vessels for the Alaskan waters, it was not intended to convey the idea that the cutters on this coast are none of them fit to do duty in Alaska; on th e contrary, they
are all able to make special cruises there for brief periods, including the winter
months. The idea sought to be conveyed was this: That for an extended service in
the e waters at all seasons of the year a vessel specially designed would be required,
and the steam launch there suggested was with the view of sending out and expl ring unknown passages and anchorages, and performing such other work as could
not be accomplished in open boats.
I have to add that the steamer California on her last trip landed in Sitka for the
traders there 200 barrels of molasses-enough t o mak 200 barrels of liquor. The
trad rs know full well that the chief, if not sole, u se for thi molasses is the making
of liquor, thus importing into their very midst the probable means of their own
ruin and d strnction. If the importation of this mola ses could be prohibit d, it
would go far toward allaying any fears of depredation by the natives.
I am, very respectfully, your ob dient servant,
J. W. WHITE, Captain.
Hon. JOHN SHERMA ,
Secreta1-y of the Treaaury, Waahington, D. 0.

When the Wolcott took me to Ala ka, her final coaling place was at
anaimo, Briti h olumbia. When we left that p rt our whole upply
consi ted of 8 tons including all that could be towed in h r bunker
and on deck, while her daily consumption wa from four to ix tons,
according to the rate of peed maintained.
The ship was dirty, uncomfortable, and unsafe. Her quarter.de •k
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was covered with coal in sacks two rows deep, and coal was st-0wed
loose in bulk as far forward as her pilot house between her house and
bulwarks, thereby greatly damaging her paint and woodwork and
endangering the safety of the ship.
While it is true the navigation is to a great extent inland, Queen
Charlotte, Wright, and Millbank sounds have to be crossed, and frequently one experiences there very nasty weather; and a vessel of the
class of the Wolcott, loaded as she was, is not fit to be intrusted with
the lives of officers and crew nor a peripatetic special agent. Neither
bas she stowage room for rations for the crew or mess stores for the
officers for a long cruise. The space under the wardroom has been
curtailed by a portion being diverted for the protection of loaded shell,
and ship chandlery takes up a good deal of the remainder. The officers
are greatly inconvenienced by want of sufficient store room.
.A vessel intended for permanent duty in Alaska should have commodious quarters for both officers and men. .All the space that can be
afforded should be allotted them. It is cruel to expatriate a ship's company to that wet, damp, and inhospitable coast during the winter season, and then pack them like sardines in a box and deprive them of
every human creature comfort. There should be a separate room constructed for the special agent who may be assigned to .Alaskan duty, and
there should also be one for the collector of the district. They should
be of sufficient size to write in, and should be comfortably fitted up.
The vessel should not be less than 500 tons burden, and able to stow
away with ease 200 tons of coal. She should have a flush deck fore
and aft, bark rigged, and show plenty of canvas. She should carry a
crew of at least 60 or 70 men. .All the vessels now in the service on
this coast carry too few men and have too small a battery. No ve sel
should be permanently stationed in .Alaska without having a surg~n
attached to her. It is impos, ible to procure medical aid otherwise.
She· should carry four broadside guns, one pivot gun forward, and a
Gatling aft. The crew should all be armed with breech-loading rifle ~f
the latest improved pattern, including pistols. The small arms now m
use on the cutters are not effective. She should by all means have a
steam launch for boat service.
Such a vessel, including the launch, can be constructed for the sum
of 175,000, and pos:ibly less, but it would be better to have the appropriation in these figures, as it leaves a margin for the bids of contractors. It does not follow because a certain um is appropriated that
necessarily the whole amount mu t be spent. Witness the construction
of the Oorwin.
OONOLUSION.

The foregoing remarks are respectfully presented for the con ideration
of the honorable Secretary. The fact stated have been collected with
a good deal of care and patience and I have a erted naught but what
I hone tly belive to be the plain unvarni bed truth.
Thi um up an I have at pr 'ent to say upon matters appertainin
to Ala ka.
houJd tl.te Dep rtment think my pre ence at the e
f
ov rnm nt will t nd to promote the in re t of the public ervi e aud
b of u in the matt rs contained in this report, I tand ready and ill
be mo t h p
pro
t
a hington at a moment notic .
I am r p ctfull , ur b di ut rvant
OUVER

Hon.JOH

HER

ecretary of the Trea ury, Wa h ·ngton, D. O.

UR

ORRIS

Special .Agent.
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APPENDIX.
[Pnbliehed in Port Townsend Argue, September, 1877.)

COMMISSIONER'S REPORT.
Official report of Jamea G. Swan, late special comrnissioner to procure articles of Indian
manufacture fo1· the Centennial Exposit-ion, being an account of the 01·uiBe of the United
States revenue-cutter Wolcott, in .Alaska, tluring the summe1· of 1875.
The officers of the Wolcott were: Captain, Charles M. Scammon; :fl.rat lieutenant,
H. W. Harwood; second lieutenant, W. F. Kilgore; third lieutenant 1 W. K. Orcutt,
chief engineer, James T. Wayson; first assistant, Ho1·ace Hassell; second assistant,
A. L. Broadbent; pilot, J. W. Keen; crew, 28, including firemen, coal-passers, ancl boys.
The following report, made by me to the honorable Commissioner of Indian Affairs,
of' my cruise in the Wolcott to Alaska in 1875, although published in the official report
of the honorable Commissioner, has never appeared in the newspapers, and at the
urgent request of severa.l of my friends I have consented to publish it in the Argus.
J. G. SWAN.
PORT TOWNSEND, September s, 1877.
PORT TOWNSEND, WASH., October 11, 1875.
SIR: I have the honor herewith to present my report of my cruise on the United
States steamer Wolcott, of the Revenue-Marine Service, during the months of June and
July, 1875, in the waters of Alaska and BritiRh Columbia.. Accompanying this report
I send a chart, published by the English admiralty, of that portion of the northwest
coast, from Fort Simpson, British Columbia, to Cross Sound, Alaska, on which I have
indicated the route of the Wolcott, and the various Indian villages we visited.
We left Port To\Vusend on Monday, June 7, 1875, and after coaling at anaimo we
again started on the 9th, and arrived at Alert Bay, on the west side of Commorant
Island, near the mouth of Vancouver Island. I found at Alert Bay one of the :finest
specimens of a northwest coast canoe I have ever seen. She is 60 feet long over all,
and 8 feet wide and 4: feet deep. She was made at Nootka, on the west side of Vancouver Island, for a chief named Mokiwilla, and by him isold to the head chief of the
impkish Indians, whose name is Klakotlas. I purchased this enormous specimen
of Indian naval architecture, and ordered it delivered in good order in Victoria,
British Columbia, where I had a,rranged to have the biU paid. She was subsequently
towed to Victoria by a schooner, and taken charge of by Hon. J. W. Powell, Indian
commissioner for British Columbia .
.After landing at Alert Bay on the 11th, we proceeded without stoppin~, and on the
14th we passed Metlakatla mis ion, which was established twenty years smce by Rev.
Mr. Duncan, who arrived in October, 1857. Mr. Duncan is a zealous and indefatigable missionary of the Episcopal Church, who has been fortunate in ma.king this the
most successful miesion on the northwest coast. The village was quite distinctly
seen from the steamer, and by the aid of our glasses we could see the fine church and
houses laid out regularly as a town. The church is a large Gothic structure, and
was built almost entirely by Indian hands. Com.missioner Powell informed me that
. Mr. Duncan had organized among the Indians a. town government, with au efficient
police force, and as be is a magistrate of British Columbia, he finds no difficulty in
enforcing law.
Mr. Duncan was formerly located at Fort Simpson, a Hudson Bay Company's trading post, 12 miles farther north, and near the boundary line between British Columbia and .Alaika. Here he commenced his labors with great effect; but, after a few
years, he thought it better for the Indians to have a town of their own, and founded
fotlakatla mission. As he was absent on a visit to Ottawa, we did not stop, but at
9.30 we arrived a.t Fort Simpson. Here we found another mi sionary, Rev. Mr.
Crosby, a We leyan Methodist, who, for nine years, has been teaching the natives at
,.aoaimo, and who is a zealous and faithful man, combining, in a marked degree, high
e ecutive ability and a conscientious and unremitting labor for the temporal and
spiritual welfare of the Indians under his charge. He is supported by the Wesleyan
Hssionary Society of Ontario, Canada, and by voluntary contributions of the
Indians.
He is now building a. large Gothic church, 50 by 80 feet, with buttresses, and tower
180 feet high. An architect a.t Victoria furnished the plan, and the work is superintended by a white carpenter, and the work itself i8 a.11 done by Indians. 'fhe
timbers, which are very mas ive, are entirely of yellow cypress, or Sitka cedar, a.nd
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will last for ages. The church has since been completed. The Indians here and at
Metlakatla mission are the Tsimsean, pronounced by the whites Simsean. They ar
the farthest advanced of any Indians on the coast; and although they do not equal
the Haidahs of Queen Charlotte Islands in the skill and beauty of their workmanship in gold and silver, or in their carvings in stone or wood, yet they are the most
orderly, civilized, and well-appearing Indians I saw on my cruise. In illustration, I
will cite an incident which occurred during the afternoon of the 14th.
I received a note from Rev. Mr. Crosby, stating that the Indians wished me to be
present at a wedding feast that afternoon, and in company with Second Lieutenant
Kilgore, of the Wolcott, we went to Mr. Crosby's house, to await the messenger from
the Indians to announce they were ready. In a few minutes he came, and in company with Mr. and Mrs. Crosby and Lieutenant Kilgore I went to the lodge, which
was an immense building of beams and planks, about 100 feet square. Tables were
set for 200 people, who were present. The young ones and very old people had been
:first served with a feast of rice and molasses, fried halibut, oil, and such luxuries.
Then the house had been cleaned, and tables set, with clean, white tablecloths on
each, and knives, forks, plates, cups, saucers, and all appliances requisite for a civilized table use. We were conducted to areserved table in the center, on which were
several vases of wild flowers, tastefully arranged.
After a blessing had been asked and a hymn sung, the company sat down to eat.
We were served with roast goose, roast ducks, potatoes, birds, rice, bread, cake,
coffee and tea, all well cooked and very clean. A number of young Indians, with
white jackets and aprons, acted as waiters, and everything was as regular and
orderly as in a restaurant.
After we had :finished eating, a hymn was sung by the whole company, and then
we were called upon to make speeches; and here I will mention anincidentshowing
that Indians are possessed of the virtue of gratitude, although it is generally denied
that they have such feelings. A woman rose and requested permission to speak. he
said that her heart told her that now was the right time, in the presence of her people, for her to say what she had wished to. She then stated that I had saved her
life, and she felt very grateful to me. The incident is as follows:
On the 20th day of September, 1868, a party of Tsimsean Indians, consisting of 1
persons, bound from Puget Sound to Victoria, were overtaken by a dense fog, and
camped for the night on Dungeness Spit, near the light-house. About 2 o'clock in
the morning they were attacked by a party of Clallam Indians, and the whole party
were mas1:1acl'ed, except this woman, who was dreadfully wounded and thrown into
the water for dead. She recovered enough, however, to crawl out on the beach,
where she was cast by the receding tide, and at daylight was found by the li<Tbtkeeper and placed in the family of a Canadian half-breed, who bad a. Tsimsean wife.
I notified General McKenny, the then superintendent of Indian affairs, and by his
instruction I attended to the case; and when the woman was fit to be removed, I
took her to Victoria and sent her to Fort Simpson, on the Hudson Bay Company s
steamer Otter, and with her a quantity of goods and coin fnrnishecl by General
McKenny, snfficient to satisfy the friends of the murdered party, and prevent their
commencing a. war of retaliation. 'l'he chief trader of the fort (Mr. forriso~)
informed me that th is woman frequently spoke of my kindness, and now she took this
public way of te tifying to her gratitude.
The interpreter was a native woman, who poke excellent Engli h. After the
woman had done talkillg, the interpreter said that she also wished to speak to her
people, that her own mother and her uncle had been killed in that massacre, and she
had heard how I had taken care of the dead bodies, and be felt gratified, and wi hed
to thank me before the people there assembled. Rev. Mr. Crosby then made a few
remarks, and at his suggestion the whole assembly arose and saluted me with
expres ion of thanks.
An old chief then made a speech, in which he said that I had showed mys lf a.
fri nd of the Tsimsean, and they never would forget my kindness to one of their
people.
After tbi there were many speeches made on various topics, inter persed with
singing of hymns and the whole was clo d with the doxology, to the !!'l'and old
tune of Old Hundred. It was one of the most intere ting and successft11 Indian
fe. t that I have e rs en, and refl ct d much credit on the good judgment and
mauarrem ot of th R v. ir. rosby and his wife.
The follo ing da ' I w nt with Mr. ro by to visit the mis ion school. A large
number of boy and irls wer pre ent, under charge of Mr. McKenzie, their arher.
I founcl the olu r scholar well advanced, and w much pleased with the progre
th y had mad .
t the r u t of ir. Cro by, I made an addr s to the children, which wa duly
int rpr t d t them by the native interpreter; for, although all their les on are in
English, and they are add.re ed in that language, they had not become sufficiently
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versed in it to nnderstand the conversation of a stranger, without the aid of an
interpreter.
Mr. Crosby has induced many of the Indians to give up their old heathen ways, and
to remove the ancient carved heraldic pillars which adorn the outside of their homes.
Some of them they have burned, others they have collected in a sort of museum, and
it is through Mr. Crosby's influence, together with Mr. Morrison, the chief trader,
that I expect to get some of these huge carvings for the Centennial. I have already
secured one, a column 40 feet long, and others are promised me. From Fort Simpson
we proceeded to Fort Tougas, in Alaska, some 15 miles distant from Simpson. This
is an abandoned military post belonging to the United States, and now occupied by
a United States inspector of customs and a band of 700 Tongas, under a chief named
Ya-soot. He came on board and expressed a great desire to have a missionary and
a teacher. He saitl he felt ashamed when he went to Fort Simpson to see all the
children learning to read and write and all the Indians going to church, while the
Tongas Indians had neither a missionary nor teacher, and he thought that " ·Washington" does not take as good care of the Alaska Indians as King George (the name
they give the English) does of the Indians at Fort Simpson. He wished me to ask
"Washington" t o send them a missionary, and he would make his people build him
a house, and he would compel all the Indians to send their children to school. Now,
this apparent eagerness for a missionary is simply owing to a feeling of ,jealousy of
the Tsimseans, who are given to boasting to the Alaska Indians that the Engl ish
Government takes better care of them than the .American Government does of the
Alaskans. Still, a beneficial influence is exerted by the feeling, for in all my experience of over twenty years among the coast tribes the great difficulty has been to get
them to allow a missionary to reside among them. This same feeling was exhibited
in every village we visited during our cruise. It was the old cry, "Come over from
Macedonia and help us." I sincerely believe if this matter were placed in the hands
of the various missionary societies and they could send men like Mr. Duncan and
Mr. Cr01:1by, free and untrammeled by any of the restrictions that now necessarily
surround the Indian agents under our present plan, that far more good would be
effected among the natives, and at far less cost, than by our present system. 'l'he
success at Metlakatla and Fort Simpson has demonstrated the fact that it is not
necessary to have soldiers quarternd among Indians, or even near them; and so far
as my own observation bas extended, I have invariably found that the presence of
soldiers has a most demoralizing influence, subversive of all good.
After leaving Fort Tongas we proceeded to Fort Wrangell, at the mouth of the
Stikine River, arriving there at 10.30 in the forenoon of the 17th of J nne. There were
a great many Indians assembled at this point, attracted there by the expectation of
getting work from the crowds of miner1:1 who start from Fort Wrangell up the Stikine
River for the Cassiar mines.
The Indians who reside at Wrangell are the Stikine tribe. Some of them have
:fine, large houses built Indian style, but with the modern improvement of doors and
windows. I conversed with several of the chiefs, and they expressed an anxious
desire for schools and missionaries.
The following day, June 18, we left Fort Wrangell for Sitka, and arrived in Sitka
Harbor the next morning. The Indians at this place are termed Kola hians, a term
which Major Berry, collector of customs, informed me is not Indian but Rns ian, and
means Christian Indian, or those supposed to have been converted to the Greek Church.
An early voyageur, Captain Marchand, a French navigator and a man of great
observation, says of these Indians near and on the shores of what Captain ook called
Torfolk Sound, that their tribal name is "Tcbon-kit-a-nay," and as he mentions the
word very frequently in his narration of the Sitka Indians, I am inclined to think be
must have been correct. I am more inclined to this opinion from the fact that other
tribes are called by names different from the tribal name. For instance, the fakahs,
at Cape Flattery, under the treaty of eah Bay. They are called Makah by the Indians
of Puget ound and (!lassett by the Indians of the west coa t of Vancouver Island,
but the tribe call themselves Kwe-nait-cbe- bat. It is an interesting question in
ethnology, and Major Berry bas promised me that be will investigate it. Captain
Marchand performed his voyage during the years 1790, 1791 and 1792. There were
very fo w Indians at Sitka, the greater portion being absent, fishing, hnn ting, or trading with other tribes for furs.
In one lodge I saw a large quantity of very valuable furs, which the Indian told
me they were about to take to Fort dmpson to sen. I subsequently saw the same
Indians at Fort impson, where they bad disposed of all of them at the company's
fort. This is a matter which needs careful investigation. The mistaken policy of tho
military at • itka and the stringent regulations the Government lays on the trad rs
drives all tbi lucrative trade into the bands of the Hudson Bay Company, and the
blankets th y receive in exchange for their furs are smuggled into Alaska. without
the faintes t hope of the customs officers at Tongas being able to -prevent it.
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Again, on the plea that the Indians distilled whisky or rum from molasses, the
commander of the military at Sitka issued orders that no person should be permitted
to purchase more than one pint of molasses at a time. But the Indians can get all
the molasses they want at Fort Simpson and of traders at various points, and, to
illustrate the absurdity of this order, I can state as a fact that a schooner was cleared
at Sitka for a trading voyage among the Indians at Takow, Chilkat, and other large
villages, with 18 barrels of molasses on board, and this only a short time previous to
our arrival.
The Indians learned the art of distillation from a discharged soldier, who commenced
at a place called Koutznow, or Hootznoo, and smuggled his poisonous compound into
Sitka, where he sold it to the soldiers and natives under the name of Hootznoo.
In a conversation with Major Campbell, commandant at Sitka, he was of the opinion that the Indians used only molasses, but I ascertained that they distill spirituous
liquor from a ferment composed of flour and sugar. Lieutenant McComb, at Fort
Wrangell, told me that he had seized a mash ready to be distilledz which was composed of wheat. Another officer informed me of a mash composea of potatoes, and
Marchand states that in 1791 the Russians and Aleuts distilled liquor from the roots
of a species of wild lily called by the Indians "white wild rice," from the rice-like
granulations of its tuberous roots, and it is well known to all old traders that from
time immemorial the natives of Alaska have produced intoxication by a beer made
from spruce buds and other ingredients, which when old is as strong as brandy. This
beer is called '' quass." I was told by a reliable gentleman that he had seen and
tasted of a very fair quality of liquor which an Indian woman had disti1led from dried
apples, and in the berry season they distill a liquor from the fermented juice.
I believe a great change would be effected for the better if our Government would
adopt a different policy. Alaska has been declared Indian country and placed under
military control. Nothing could be more suicidal on the part of our Government a~
regards the development and settlement of Alaska. Every soldier should at once be
rnrnoved and their places supplied by a class of swift steam cutters. The coun~ry
should be placed under the civil rule, and not the military, that deadly upas which
blasts the prospects of every place when it has exclusive control. The country is not
Indian country. It is ours by right of purchase from Russia. We obtained the fee
simple to the whole of Alaska by that purchase, and there is not one word in the whole
of that treaty which reserves any right of joint ownership to either Indians or any
other people.
If the Government desires to open up Alaska to settlement the same inducements
should be offered to settlers as were held out in early days to settlers in Oregon
and Washington Territory. Then Congress should pass a law allowing goods to be
imported into Alaska on a scale that will compete with the Hudson Bay Company,
and it can be easily demonstrated not only that actual settlers will go to Alaska,
but that the Indians will trade with our own people. I believe that the Ameri~an
people are quite as competent to deal with Indians as the English citizens of British
Columbia. The experience of a series of many years shows that while, with our
mistaken _policy, we have had frequent severe, bloody wars with the Indians of Oregon
and Wasbmgton Territory, the Indians of British Columbia, though numbering some
of the mo t powerful and warlike tribes on the northwest coast, have never had any
trouble with the colonial authorities which has not been instantly quelled by the
presence of a gunboat.
If a Territorial government can be formed and the whole country placed under
civil authority; iflands can be surveyed and liberal inducements held out to actual
settlers; if duties can be reduced to a par with that of British Columbia on foreign
goods, and if two or three gunboats or revenue cutters can be kept cruising on the
coast, I am of the opinion that the country will speedily become settled.
AGRICULTURE,
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head; but under a judiciol18 system of drainage vast tracts of land can be made to
yield abundant crops.
At Sitka I was succeseful in ~ettin~ a good assortment of Indian manufactures
from a trader who deals largely m Indum curiosities.
I talked with the Indians in one of their houses in the village, and they were very
earnest in their entreaties that a missionary and teacher should be sent among them. It
is very true there is a Greek church at Sitka, with a fine chime of bells, with silver
chandeliers and candlesticks, and :fine paintings, presented years ago by Catherine,
Empress of all the Russias, but the present priests are Aleuts, who have no influence
among the natives. The Indians told me they wanted a "Boston" (.American) missionary, who would teach their children to read and write,just as the missionary
does at Fort Simpson. I promised to report their wish to the Indian Bureau at
Washington.
On the morning of the 23d we left Sitka and proceeded north of Baranhoff Island,
and anchored at Lindenburg Harbor, near Chatham Stra.it, where we remained all
night. The following morning we reached Koutznoo Point and village, on the northeast side of Chatham Strait, east from Lindenburg Harbor. We found the village
regularly la.id out in streets, lanes, and a.Heys. The houses were surrounded with
garden patches planted in rows, well heaped up to admit of drainage. Each garden
was fencecl in, and each had narrow strips of bark stretched across from fence to fence
over each bed to keep off the crows, which are exceedingly numerous and great pests.
These wary birds, however are always on the alert for a trap or a snare, and the
strips of bark make them think the fowlerhasspreadhisnetforthem, and they keep
away. This delusion is kept up by the Indians, who bang up the carcasses of several
dead crows in each garden patch, tying their legs to the bark lines as if they had been
caught in that position. It is a simple and very effectual contrivance. The Indians
raise most excellent potatoes at this place.
Although most of the tribe were absent on a hunt there were quite a number present,
who beset me with entreaties for a missionary and a teacher, and I promised them, as
I had done the others, that I would present their case to the Indian Bureau.
I procured several articles of these Indians, most of them of an ancient date. At
12 m. we left Koutznoo and ran down Chatham Straits for Kake village, on the
north side of Kou or Koo I sland. Here we r emained all night. I procured several
articles of those Indians who came on board the cutter to trade. The chief had a
little b oy with him and expressed a strong desire that the child should go to school.
He also asked for a teacher to be sent among them. The Kake Indians are regular
pirates. It was a party of this tribe who murdered Colonel Ebey, the former collector
of customs at Port Townsend, and after committing murders and robberies for several
years, :finally had their village burned to the ground by the United States war steamer
Saginaw, soon after the acquisition of Ala-ska. They have been pretty quiet since
that time, but they bear an ill name among both whites and Indians and require
careful watching.
We left Kake vill:l.ge on the 25th of June at 3 a. m., and ran down Chatham Strait,
crossed Christian Sound, and at 5.20 we anchored at Shigan on the north end of the
Prince of Wales .A.rchip~lago.
A very few Indians were here collecteu at a trading post recently established. They
belong to a band called Hannegar or Engla, whose village is about 20 miles from
Shigan, near ackine Straits.
A few days previous to our arrival a woman had died, and the Indians had burned
her body on the beach, and on the spot they erected a pole with a piece of white
sheeting on top as a sort of flag, which will remain till blown down by the wind. It
was at this place that we received definite information of the locality where the
remains were found of Payma ter Walker, U. 8. A., who wa-s lost on the steamer
Wright three years since.
A requisition had been made by General Howard on Collector Berry, of Sitka, for
the Wolcott to proceed to the spot and recover the remains. We took on boa.rd the
trader and his Indian guide as pilots, and left on the morning of the 28th, and at 9.15
we came to anchol' at Klawark village, a trading post. The Russian name as shown
by the chart is Klavak-han. Klawark is a corruption of that word.
This place, which consists of an Indian village and trading post, is situated on the
west coast of Prince of Wales .Archipelago, in latitude 55•; 40' north, longitude 133°
J 5' west, and is approached from the oceau by several passages through tne islands.
There is a fre h-water stream emptying into the bay at Klawark, and great quantities
of salmon aretakenduringJuly, ugust, and ept mb r. Theplaceisquiet, secluded,
and roman ti , and most beautiful of any we have visited. There were a great many
Indians at this place, both Hannega.r and Haidahs. The lands of the latter its ems
are not confined to Queen Charlotte Island1 but extend to Alaska Territory, nearly
to Kla.wark at Atka Rapids, as shown by tne chart.
Here I purchased of a doctor or Tom nawos man a complete Het of danc~ng rattle
and conjuring sticks, and in the afternoon he came alongside the cutter with a party
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and favored us with a dance of welcome. In the evening the young men had ca.noe
races to show us their skill and perfect management of a canoe.
The trading post at this place is owned by a man named George Hamilton. As
there are quite a number of Indian children here, and as it is a position easily visited
by the Indians from various villages, it would be a most excellent position for establishing a school, and Mr. Hamilton, whom I met at Sitka, assured me he would do all
in his power to render assistance to any teacher who should come among them. I saw
some remarkably intelligent looking children whose parents lamented that there was
no school for them.
It is not necessary to make treaties with the Alaska Indians or to remove them to
reservations. My own experience among the Indians of Washington Territory bas
proved to me that the whole system is wrong. What these Indians all ask for is to
have a teacher sent to them, one to every principal Indian village, and when there is
such a universal desire to have their children instructed we may look for the happiest
results.
At 3 a. m., on the 30th of June, we left Klawark for Howkan village, where is a
trading post of Messrs. Sherrick & Turk, where we arrived at 1.55 p. m. Howkan
village is on Klervak Strait, on the southwest pa.rt of Alaska, in latitude 54° 50' north,
longitude 132° 40' west. It was here that we found the Indian who had discovered the
remains of Paymaster Walker, U.S. A., who was lost at the time of the wreck of the
steamer George S. Wright. This Indian's name is "Edinso," a HaicJ_ah. He had been
employed three years on steamer Oalifomia as coal passer during her voyages from
Portland, Oreg., to Sitka, and has also worked in Port Townsend two and a half
years cutting cordwood. We took him on board, together with Mr. Turk, his trader,
Mr. Dickenson, and steamed around Kaigan or Kaigarny Point, to Port Bazan, an
unfrequented harbor, where the Indian pointed out the remains, which were enveloped
in a military coat with the chevrons of a paymaster of the United States Army up~n
the sleeve. The remains were taken on boa.rd by Lieutenant Kilgore, and placed m
a box, and afterwards taken by the Wolcott to Fort Wrangell, and there turned over
to the military commandant, and by him sent to Portland, and finally the~ were
buried at Fort Vancouver with military honors. After receiving the rernams we
returned to Howkan.
The collection of carved posts and monuments at this place is very fine, but owing
to the absence of nearly every Indian I could not procure any, especially as they a_sk
the most fabulous prices for their carvings. Soon after our arrival a chief's wife
came with some of her people. She is the most intelligent woman I have met. She
had lived at Victoria long enough to acquire a knowledge of the English language.
She told me the monuments and columns were to commemorate some great event, but
mostly were erected in memory of the dead. She said, ''We will not sell them ~ny
more than you white people will sell gravestones or monuments in y()ur cemeteries,
but yo11 can have one made."
he pointed to one pillar 80 feet high and most elaborately carved. "That cost," said she, "one thousand blankets," or $2,500. I found,
however, that the cost is not what theypaythe man or rneu who do the carving1 but
when a chief or headmau thinks to prove himself as such he will cause one ot the
carved pillars to be set up in front of his house, and on the day of the "raising~' he
calls together a vast number of people and distribute blankets, fl.our, and other th11?gs
among them. Another chief, feeling j alous, will put up another and a. higher st1c)r
of carved timber, and the greater the number of blankets distributed the greater 1s
con idered the chief.
I subsequently secured one at Fort impson, which cost at Victoria about $120. I
pnrc·ba ed everal articles of In<lian manufacture from this woman. Her husband,
who was chi f of the tribe, was a half-breed. He had recently died, and she had him
in a box in the lodge waiting the decision of the Indians whether they would burn
the body or bury it. The Indians have been induced by the in.flu nee of the mi ionari 8 to abandon their practice of cremation, particularly at Fort Simpson and fotlakatla, and the influence seems to have ext nded to Alaska.
n the morning of tho 2d day of July, 1875, we left Howkan for Klemmakoan
village on the north side of Cordoon Bay, and arriv d there at 3 p. m. 'The chief of
this villao-e i a ltalf-br ed, nam d I inowen, a elebrated silversmith, from whom I
pnrcba d owe b autiful brae l t aucl other jewelry of ilver.
This illao- i th larg t ancl h, mor carving than any I have s en, but the
Indian wer unwilling to part with any.
Kinow n came on bo rd tho ntt r with hi wife and four obilclren, and told me if
th Am ric n 'ov rum nt would ncl, t acber hew nlcl 1 t him elect a, place to
uit him, and the Indi n ould build him hon e and nd the children to school.
nth 1th of July w nrriv cl at Fort Tonn-a , which is now a de ert d milit ry
p t, hut th r id n of bout
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inviting ns all to visit his village the next day, went ashore. The following morning
I went ashore with Lieutenants Harwood and Kilgore to make a call upon the chief~
and found that during the night a niece of Yahsoot had suddenly died. I was invited
to see the corpse, and in company with Lieutenant Ki )gore went into the house (Lieutenant Harwood not caring to join us). Here I witnessed a scene I never before have
seen in all my experience among Indians durin~ twenty-five years' residence among
them. The body was laid out in state, dressed m the latest habiliments of silks and
satins, and rich and costly furs. Around the body knelt her relatives singing in
plaintive dirge. The father on one side kept up a conversation with his dead
daughter, and the husband on the other side, bowed down with grief. The mother
ao.cl other relatives about the feet. The whole scene was one of solemnity and very
impressive.
At the request of the chief, I addressed them in terms of sympathy, and to show my
respect I immediately returned on board the cutter without visiting any other lodge
or making any purchases. This was appreciated by the Indians present, who thanked
me for respecting their feelings.
On the 6th day of July we ran into Karta Bay to the Indian village of Kazan.
Herc I purcha ed of a trader several beautiful specimens of bead embroidery and
shawl work, and on the morning of the 7th we proceeded to Fort Wrangell, arriving
there at 6.22 p. m., and remained there until the 17th. The Indians were, like all the
rest, earnest in their entreaties for teachers and missionaries.
Prom Fort Wrangell we proceeded to Fort Tougas, where we landed some stores
for the customs officer, and then proceeded to Fort Simpson, British Columbia, where
we arrived at 11 a. m. on Sunday morning, July 18. All the Indians, except some
strangers from Alaska, had gone to church, and not wishing to disturb the congregation, I took a walk to see the new church which Mr. Crosby was building. As I
passed the big lodge where we Lad the wedding feast, about a dozen Indians, men and
women, ca,me out, all well dressed. One of them had a book under his arm. I asked
them if they were going to church. They said no, that they belonged to Metlakatla
missiou, and had 1.Jeen holding service after the Episcopal form taught them by Mr.
Duncan. The Indian with the book under his arm told me that he was the minister,
and then opening his book he handed it to me, pointing to a passage. "Read that,"
said be, "l can't read well; I wi h I could." The book was the Bible, and the passaf
,cre was the eighteenth and nineteenth verses of the fourth chapter of St. Luke.
" wi h I could preach better," said he. The text was so appropriate and the serious earne tness of the whole party, together with the profound stillness of the
villag , made a deep impression upon me.
Just as I fini hed talking with this Indian minister, the congregation of Mr.
Crosby's church came out; there were some :five or six hundred of them, all scrupulously clean and well dressed. It was a sight I have never witnessed before, and it
spoke volumes to my mind of the efficient training Mr. Crosby ha.s given these
Indians, and the wonderful chancre wrought in this tribe b y Mr. Duncan, Episcopalian, at Metlakatla, and Mr. Crosby, at Fort Simpson.
I partook of lunch at the fort with Mr. and Mrs. Morrison. .As we sat down to the
table Mrs. Morrison, a native woman, asked a ble sing on our repast, and when we
had :finished she returned thanks in the forms common among English people, and
this in a simple and devout demeanor, which showed that she really felt what she
said.
I was so impressed with what I had seen that day that I could not help the thought
that the people whom we dare to call savages can teach the so-called Christians
lessons of humility. I left Fort impson with a feeling of respect for those Indians
that I have never before felt for any tribe I have livecl with on the orthwest Coast,
and I feel confident if missionaries and teachers are sent them by the various mi sionary societies of all denominations of Christians in the same untrammeled manner accorded to Messrs. Duncan and Crosby that the Alaska tribes will not only
stay at home ancl trade with our own people, but they will be morally, physically,
and pecuniarily better off than they will be should our present miserable policy of
Indian agencies be thrust upon them.
At 2 p. m. we left .lfort impson and proceeded on to Bella Bella, a Hudson Bay
trading post, which we reached the next afternoon at 6.50. Mr. Kennedy, the trader,
furni heu me with a£ w curio ities, ancl afterwards sent me a valuable collection of
ancient article. of Indian manufacture, and twenty-six large paddles ornamented
for the big canoe. At 8 p. m. we left Bella Bella for Port Townsend, where we
arrived on the 2d at 9 a. m.
JAMES G. SWAN.
The honorable COMMISSIONER OF INDIAN AFFAIRS,
Washington, D. 0.
The foregoing report has been somewhat altered from the original to fit it for the
I nrat show by the won-

preea, but the principal features have been kept in view.
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derful success of the mission at Metlakatla and Fort Simpson that thr J)resence of
soldiers is not needed. Secondly, that these missions are conducted without expense
to the English Government, the expenses being defrayed by a stipend paid by the
missionary societies to the missionaries in charge and by voluntary contributions
by the Indians.
Every denomination of Christians should have the privilege of sending missionaries and teachers to Alaska, the whole to be under the care of one general superintendent, who should visit every missiona.ry station once in each year during the
spring, so as to be able to make bis annual report at the close of the fiscal year.
These annual visits should be made in a revenue cutter. By adopting the plan of
the missions in British Columbia, we would do away with that stupendous system
of fraud of Indian agencies which, with the peculations and downright robberies of
many of the agents, has been the fruitful, and in many cases the actual, ca?se of
the Indian hostilities. Ala.ska presents a field for commencing a reformation m our
Indian policy. It is separated by British Columbia from any contact with our
treaty Indians, and the present seems a most fitting time to try the experiment.
JAMES G. SWAN.
PORTLAND, Feb1·uary 119, 1876,
DEAR SIR: The following items respecting Alaska were gleaned last week from

Capt. J. W. White during our trip up the Columbia.
data.
Very respectfully,
Gen. 0. 0. HOWARD, U.S. A.

I give them to you as valuable
G. H. ATKINSON.

In a pleasant conversation respecting the purchase of Alaska with Capt. J. W.
White, of revenue-marine service, and superintendent of construction of revenue
cutter at Albina, the following valuable facts were stated:
To the question, What is the value of the purcbasef
.
Reply. It was a present. Count the fisheries, the furs; the lumber, the mmes. of
coal, iron, and gold, the varieties of fruits and vegetables that can be raised, W1th
its political value as a military station. The Yukon River is navi~able for ste~mers
1,400 miles. It spreads out into :fiye mouths, inclosing a levol cottonwood region or
delta of 70 miles, covered with grass. On Unalaska the grass is 6 to 8 feet high, and
so thick that it must be parted to get through. It is so on Kodiak. The small Russian,_ cattle that live entirely upon it are as fat as seals. They live on it all the year,
needing no shelter but the ravines. The wild-pea vines grow 6, 8, and even 12 feet
long, fnrnishing choice food for stock. The shores are rough and mountainous. We
know but little of the outlines by our common maps, which are gnesses, not surveys.
Having been ordered thither by the Government in 1867, with instructions, I s_pent
more than two years coasting and visiting all parts, from Fort Wrangell, Sitka,
Aleutian Islands, Boring Sea, to the Bering Straits.
There are no proper icebergs in thos'e seaa. The warm Japan current divide~ at
the southwest point of the Aleutian Islands, part going north through Bering Straits,
which are too shallow for anything but field ice to pass, ::m d only a narrow polar
current pas es down near the Asiatic Coast, as the one from Greenland passes do'Yll
near the Atlantic shore. Ice floats off the shore, in winter and spring, and soo_n dissolves, with little danger to shipping. The region is chilly, even in summer, m the
ravines hid from the sun; but parts open to the sun, though frosts and snow are on
the mountains, produce luxuriant vegetation; and fruits, like blackberries-larger
than the Lawton-and whortleberries, abound in their season.
What of the codfisheries f Some gentlemen in the business say that the Oko k
ea bas the better codfi h banks, but as the food of this :fish comes np on the outhern arm of the vast Japan current that awe ps past under the Aleutian , why are
there not good codfi hing grounds und r Ala ka f
Answer. Th re are. I sounded the shores 700 miles by lo&' northwest of itka,
and found the entire length a codfi h bank (with plenty of halibut al o). The
maller codfi hare in the hallower, a.tars near the shore, of 20 or 30 fathoms; but
the be t fi h ri are farther out, in 70 or 0 fathom .
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set baok and tbe lin pr par d. \ hat baitf I had a barrel of oo-P-t onnd clam
alted form
itb thi purp~ e. It ok my 1 ad-lin
large a. my thumb, attached
five hook nbov the 1 ad, with a. ol m on each, and fa t ned to the davit.
oon the
bit
on , t o, hr , of n fiv , w r felt. I thr
the line over the pnll y, and
put four m n to pulJ and op onld ome t, , tlire , and ometimes fiv od, weighing 30 to 4-0 poun
piec .
e h d out nbon 20 lin , a.ncl a.ogbt 250 fi h in two
hotll'I. I me om fi b rm n, nd k 1 why tb y did not fi h farther ont. in tead
of ca bin th mall r on of 5 to 15 ooodE c'h ne rer shore, They replied tha.t
the d ep- ater hing "
too hard ork."
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What of the coal fields t
Answer. I have seen coal veins over an area 40 by 50 miles, so thick that it seems
one vast bed. It has anexcellentstea.mquality; leaves a clear white ash. It comes
out in cube blocks, bright and clean. It does not coke. The qua.ntity seems to be
unlimited. Thi8 bed lies northwest of Sitka, up Cooks Inlet or Bay, which extends
to nearly 61° north and broadens into a sea in some parts. But our geographers plot
it as an unimportant arm of the seal They are wrong. It is a large body of water.
Its shores, though in part mountainous, several valleys and plains and forests with
large and various resources.
Did you see fur traders along the coast trafficking with the Indians Y
Yes; they are everywhere gathering up furs.
Do they deal in whisky¥
Yes; and tobacco, blankets, eto. A whisky distiller was tracked nearly up to
Bering Straits. He thought he had got out of reach, but a vessel found him and
broke up his business. They made desperate efforts to secure the furs.
Will the Aleuts trade for whiskyt
Yes; they will drink themselves drunk if they can get it. They live for the most
part on the Aleutian Islands and vicinity, and probably descended from the Japanese.
They are a quiet, honest people. The Kalosh are anothel"'race of Indians, shrewd and
warlike, who live on the mainland mostly of Alaska proper. You must show your
power, and they will respect you and do what you say, or what they ag-ree to do,
exactly. When some of them came on deck I showed them over the ship. They
watched everything and a little jocosely said, "Our guns are better than yours."
They had Hudson Bay smooth-bore muskets. I said, "Ah, well." I ordered a gun
set, put in a shell, and aimed at a clay bank on the face of an island 1½ miles off.
I knew the distance, having been sounding it recently. The shell hit within 10 feet
of the center, scattering the dust and dirt. At first the smoke hid the object and
they laughed at the failure, but as it cleared, and they saw the dust fly1 they threw
up their hands in wonder and made no more jokes about my guns. The old chief
asked me, without my guns, the next morning. We went, taking the precaution of
course of having revolvers on our persons and Henry rrnes in the boat in care of a
dozen sailors. We went up to his house, and entered a room about 20 feet square,
covered with the finest bear skins, with a raised seat or ot,toman for us, covered with
the richest fox, mink, and fur-seal skins that could be imagined. He arose as we
entered and waved everyone to a seat with ae much politeness as a courtier. We
talked awhile about trade. He finally asked if we would drink something, saying,
"When I was on your ship you showed me your house, and some wine was offered,
and now I want to offer yon mine." He then brought out a bottle of the finest
Hudson Bay brandy.
The traders sometimes complain of ill treatment by the Indians. One reported a
sad story of his wrongs to General Davis, and wanted the tribe punished. The
General spoke to me about it. Knowing there might be two sides to the story, I
said to the General, "I am to be near that tribe soon to survey, and I will learn the
facts." On sailing near the village of the tribe not an Indian was to be seen. In a
day or two I found one from another tribe and learned that they had fled, knowing what ill reports the trader would carry to the fort. I sent this man to tell the
chief that I wanted to see him. He came with his attendants. I told him the
revorts, and wanted his story. He said, "I will come to-morrow at 9 o'clock and
brmg my witnesses and tell you." He came promptly, and as he related I wrote it
out. The trader had come and offered tobacco and blankets, etc., for furs at the
common rat s, and the bargain was made. When they paid down the furs, he
charged double rates for tobacco and blankets, and, by the way, they were threepoint Hudson Bay blankets. Martens, at $1 in trade, worth $5, he would give only
50 cents for; otters, at $1 in barter, yet worth $5, he would give only 50 cents for.
o with foxes, etc. "We would not trade in that way, and gathered up his goods
and our furs and went home." "Did you know that was wrong " "Yes; but he
was wrong first, and our young men got angry. My son was with them. We have
not uee<l one of his things. I had them sent back to him."
Captain White said, "I then told the chief to report himself to General Davis at
the fort. He went and I sent my letter with the statement by him to the General.
When I went back this chief met me on the wharf with General Davis, who said he
told the story exactly as I bad written it, and brouO'ht all the good1:1 except one plug
of tobacco. The General had the trader arrested, and the collector took barge of
him for smuggling, thus avoiding a war. Thi chief became our warm friend, but he
said he would not trade with such men, but he would with honest men. He would
give a mink for 1, fox for $1, and an otter for $1; every one of these skins is worth
.~, thus giving the trader from 400 to 500 per cent."
Do Messrs. Hutchisson, Kohl
o., or the Alaska Commercial Company, now
styled, who have leased the fur-seal :fisheries on t. Paul and St. George islands,
take one seal -per year more than the agreement allows!
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No; it is not for their interest to do so , For illustration: I was sent to Alaska by
the Government to reconnoiter, protect its interests, and make surveys, and was
th re in 1867, 186 , and 1869. I found four or five fnr compauies, Messrs. Hutchisson,
Kohl & Co. among them, killing seals on those islands as fast as they could hire the
Aleuts to do it. One eastern ftrru, who were too reli gious to work on the Sabbath,
did, with others, sell whisky to the Aleuts in pay for furs, and these poor people
had nothing for their work. I knew when the ships were gone they would be left
without food. The great slaughter of the seals would soon destroy all of them.
Followin~ my general mstructions to care for our country's iuterests, I put a stop to
the slaugnter, broke every whisky barrel, and poured it on the ground. 'l'he Aleuts
thon~ht I did wrong. They were so eager to get it that some of them laid down and
sucked the ground and puddles of it, and got <lrunk. But I saved them, and I would
not allow tlJe traders to kill any seals except such as the Aleuts selected-the
2-year old males-and to a limited number. I required all of them to pay the Aleuts
in provisions, clothing, and other needful articles, but not one drop of whisky. I
reµorted my action to Secretary Boutwell, and my course was approved. The vast
catch that year reduced the price of skins to $3 each.
.
The next year comparatively few seals came to the islands; but after this fur
company got the sole right, they having bid highest for it, caught only 100,000 per
year. 'l'he seals came back numerously the tllird year. That company have the
lease of the two Russian islands, Barenleoff, on the coast of Kamtchatka, which furnish 30,000 per annum, and thus they have practically all the sources of supply, and
have control of the European market, which gives them now $16 per skin. They P.ay
the Government $2.25 or $2.50 per skin. They pay the Aleuts 40 cent,s each for killing, and extra for salting, and have some other costs. The Aleuts on these islan~s
have good, comfortable houses put up by them, and a good school. Most o~ their
children can read and talk English. Three or four of them are in San Francisco at
school. They are fairly treated. All are doing well and some have funds in the San
Francisco savings banks.
Had all the companies been allowed on the islands they would have destro.yed the
bnsinoss and the Aleuts also. It is not for their interest as a company to kill more
thau the agreed number. The market is limited and easily glutted. They can regulate the supply and keep up the prices nnd make the most money in this way. ~fr.
Bryant, the United States Government agent there, takes the account of the skins
from the Aleuts' day books; also counts them himself, and bas llis clerk count and
keep the number put on board the ships. The Government inspector at San Franci co does the same, ancl thus the exact tally is checked off.
Does this company also trade in furs along the coastf
Yes; that is open, free ground, and they go in with the rest and, of course, have
the fairest chance. Yet the fur business is only temporary. It is the mere surface
product of Alaska. Wllen we develop the coal and fisheries there will be grander
resnlts for labor and commercial enterprise. When the forest of Oregon and Washington are gone Alaska will be our permanent supply. From Sitka over the ~ountains ea tis the nearest route to the Cassiar mine , instead, as now, by the St1ckeen
H.iver route. Gold is in these mountains, the Indians say, perhaps the head of supplie of the Cassiar, but the Indians will only reveal what they know to their frien~s,
and a company can not go over unles able to defend themselves and well provisioned to remain awhile and test the region.
The best way for our Government to care for Alaska is to have two revenue cutter
all the time in tho e water , coasting about, well armed, supplied, and roanne<l. If
the Indian should combine they could easily take the fort and de troy the garri on.
They have no v el for cl fen e or attack. Two armed vessels could protect commerce and control the Indian in a. very economical way.
Do you not think it would be a good country for the Icelanders who are leaving
their conntryf ,vonld they not b our IJ t means of <lev loping the re ource of
Ala ka, and of rightly dealing with and 1 vating both the Aleuts and th Knlosh
Indian T
Y s 1 th v ry be t d £,n ewe conhl have, the b t coloni t to save the country a.ncl
th people. Th soher, incln trion Jc land r won!
oon make a T rntory, and
ultimately a .~tat of gr at valu • to onr mcrican 'niou. To move 10,000 or 20, 00
of th m th re would IJe th rand t nt rpri. of th nation, ancl grant them land
, ncl a. hom ~r . It wi!I n \' r do to. mnk_ • Ala k
count of v a hington TerritoQ·, for w_l11 k • and m1 ml and trit , 111 n u , d troying the people and the
cotrntr · nhk .
Will no th pl n of brio ing 10,000 r - ,000 le 1:mdi oloni ts to 1 k . ranting th m horn t :ul , insnr a good ivil rnJ
nd
v that
uotry to tho nitod
t~ t n n nrowin" ncl mo ,·nlnahl T1 rri oryf
Y , mplrntic lly; tha i th thin t b Ion a one .
Will no the c d, h libut, nd hnon fl h ri , nd th op Ding of the co I fields
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and lumber interests there furnish the Icelanders a steady and profitable business as
a motive for their colonization, while it will aubserve our commerce on the Pacifi.cf
Yes; the country is a good one for them, and they can make it a good one for us.
[First indorsement.J
HEADQUARTERS DEPARTMENT OF THE COLUMBIA,

Po1·tland, O1·eg., Ma1·ch2, 1876.
Respectfully forwarded to the Adjutant-General of the Army. The following memoranda has been furnished me by Mr. George H. Atkinson, of this city, taken from the
verbal statement of Capt. J. W. White, of the Revenue-Marine Service, superintendent of construction of revenue cutter at Albina. He was in Alaska in 1867, 1868, and
1869, on Government service. His report is favorable to the Alaska Commercial Company. He commends the Government official, Mr. Bryant, very highly for bis carefulness in checking accounts at St. Paul and St. George Island. He believes with the
post commander of Sitka, Maj. J.B. Campbell, Fourth Artillery, that the settlement
of Alaska with the Icelanders, who are seeking to colonize, will be the best thing for
the Government, for the Aleuts, and for the Indiana. Undoubtedly every possible
facility should be given to the colonists who come well prepared to develop the
resources of that country, and who would soon afford us a steady and reliable basis
for a Territorial government.

0. 0.

HOWARD,

Brigadier-General, Commancling.
[Second indorsement.J
HEADQUARTERS DEPARTMENT OF THE COLUMBIA,

Portland, Oreg., May 6, 1878.
Official copy respectfully furnished Maj. William Gouverneur Morris, special agent
Treasury Department, for his information.
By command of Brigadier-General Howard.
J. A. SLA.DEN, .Aide-de-Canip.

[From the Puget Sound Argus, November 23, 1877.]
WHY ALASKA SIIOULD HAVE CIVIL GOVERNMENT,
EDITOR

Aoous:

FORT WRANGELL, ALASKA,

October jt, 1877.

IR:_ Within the columns of your paper having read Commissioner Swan's report
to the honorable Commissioner of Indian Affairs relative to this country and its
people, and believing the Argus to be an advocate of the best interests and future
welfare of this Territory and its inhabitants, I conclude to send you for publication
and circulation a petition by the residents of this place to the United States Senate,
praying for law and order to be extended over this region.
This petition (hitbtrto annexed) states nothing but facts, and, in order to be brief,
does not lay before the en ate one-tenth part of our grievances; therefore I take the
liberty and ask apace within the columne of the Argus in order that a few uaked
truths may be laid before the public.
Having been a resident of this Territory near eight years, and having had my eyes
and ears open a po,rtion of that time, I know whereof I speak.
This p tition is not our first effort in striving to be recognized by the Government
as a people having rightA worthy of consideration. We have petitioned and repetitioned to the head1 at \Vaahington to do something for us, and thus far our petitions
l1ave accompli hed nothing; hence w try again, and our prayer is that the present
ongre swill enact a law wher by whites and Indiana in Alaaka may obtain justice.
·we, a American citizens, claim a an inalienable right that we are entitled to protection in Ii£ and property.
Ten year ha.v elapsed since the acquisition by our Government of this country,
and durin1P that time theGovernmenthrurneither encouraged nor sanctioned the development of its resources.
othing has been done toward improving the condition of
it inhabitants, either intellectually or morally. All that has been done has had a
t •ndency to stagnate our commerce, impede enterprise, and debase and demoralize
th native inhabitants.
1isrule has been the fate of this Territory ever since the hoisting of the Stars and
tripes over it, and now we humbly ask a change.
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An effort is being made to have the military return to Alaska, and in the name of
humanity and common sense, I ask, what forf Is it for the best interests of the
Territory that they should return f Look to the past for an answer. Whenever did
they do anything for the country or the people in it that deserves praise f Did they
encourage enterprise and assist in the developing of the resources of the countryf
No! It stands recorded that they foiled the developing of it, and placed restrictions
on enterprise and improvements. Did they seek the enlightenment of the Indian
and endeavor to elevate him to a higher moral standard f On this point let the
Inil.ians themselves testify. "Sakes," "Toyayah," and "Shoe-stack," chiefs of the
Stickeen Indians say this: "For many years we have been desirous of having
schools and chnrches established among us. With the coming of the military among
us came a big church 'tyhee,' who told ns that the soldiers were come to protect
us, and that he would have schools established and churches built for us. Time
passed; no schools were established and no churches built, and instead of the soldiers being any protection to us they sought to debase and demoralize us. Liquor
they sold us that crazed the brain, and trouble came that ended by Captain Smith
being killeil and one of our men hung." Such is the testimony of Wrangell Indians
regarding military rule here.
With the exception of Captain Jocelyn, no efforts were made by the military to
encourage morality and sobriety among- the Indians. I have known many soldiers
while here make a business of manufacturing liquor and selling it to Indians. Even
in the company's quarters stills were erected that produced the famous "kootzeno?·"
Soldiers and Indian women were frequently seen having a drunken spree, immorality
being the watchword.
Then, for a change, Indians have been known to make liquor and sell it to soldi_ers
by the glass at 10 cents a drink. I have frequently seen soldiers go to the Indian
ranch for their morning drink of kootzenoo. These things were done and no efforts
were made to prevent it.
.
And yet white men were arrested, confined, and prosecuted on a charge of ~3:vmg
introduced and drunk at Wran~ell a bottle of liquor. All attempts by the 1!31htary
to check the manufacture of liquor by the Indians were a farce, and consisted of
pretended restrictions on our merchants and traders from selling ruolasse and su~ar.
I hnive never known a military man to speak well of Alaska. They all seeme~ to
have become soured on arrival here, and were certainly deploring their fate of berng
stationed in such a detestable place.
'£he future welfare of this country and the best interests of the people in it demand
that we have no more military rule, but that instead civil authority, judicial power,
and law be tried.
Our Indians here are not a band of cutthroats and pirates that require bayonets
and brass guns to keep them in subjection.
Here at Wrangell the Indians, although greatly demoralized, are somewhat civilized, and after many efforts a school has been established on a permanent basis at
this place. The Presbyterian Board of Mjssions having taken the matter in baud,
a lady by the name of McFarland has been sent here, and she has now a daily attendance at school of about sixty Indians, old and young, most of whom have mastered
the alphabet and many of whom can read sentences composed of words of one
syllable.
This speaks volumes for the Indians of Alaska, especially when it is remembered
that all the Indians of this Territory desire teachers and preachers sent among them .
Alaska's wealth will j nstify a little legi lation in her behalf.
During the past year mineral has been discovered in this Territory that will, I truly
believe, revolutionize the Pacific Coast. Alaska fish are being lookecl after, and wi tli in
a few years "Ala-ska canned salmon" will be exported to all parts of the world. Di ·
believers may croak as much as they please, but these things are as inevitable as the
ri ing of the sun.
A ide from a11 this is the Ca.ssiar mines in British Columbia. This sea on bas
d v loped the f ct that Ca siar is an extensive gold country that will la t for yea .
Tb
ar 187 will bring near 3,000 men thither, perh1tps more,, 11 of whom mn t
p
through\ rangell. I hM· s n 900 miners in this to, n at one time; a few day
ago_400 were h r a_waitini ocean teamer .
Liquor mug 1 d JD to tb1 port and that mad h re can be had at all time and yet,
in th ab enc of 1 w 1 but few men have b en drunk and no on
riou ly hart.
But th pre nt qmetn . c n not al
r i n. Peac i not core among 500
bit _nd 1,000 Iuclian
ith no a~hority x pt deputy collector of a tom
nd
he devoid of 111 gal po r
rn
e of tronbl . Tbe fact of no rioa troobl b vin oc arr d, _h 011 icl . orld mu t not i!n in 11ni tn
r ins upreme t
'\i ran 11.
ar from 1 • I m d il • b
t by wlu m n and b Indi n who come
ith 11 r of comp! in , man
f hi h r of a rim in 1 nature. Th~ a
ieved
k for jn ice. I c n but dvi .
u
Ivie
ill n t lway nffic . Jnatice i
demanded, and unl
omething · don
her by the gnilty can be tried and pun-
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ished trouble will occur, and that of a serious nature. Will not the present Congress do something for usf Or must we be compelled to or~anize ourselves into a
committee of safety and make and execute our own laws! Time alone will tell.
I. C. DENNIS,
Deputy Collecto1· of Customs.
CIVIL GOVERNMENT IN ALASKA.

We call the attention of our readers to thevaluab]e and interesting letter from Mr.
Isaac Dennis, deputy collector of customs at Fort Wrangell, Alaska. Mr. Dennis is
well known in this town as a man of education and experience, and one wen qualified to write on Alaskan affairs, from his long residence at Sitka and Fort Wrangell in
an official capacity. He fully indorses the views contained in the official report of
Commissioner Swan to the Commissioner of Indian Affairs, to which we called attention in our last issue.
Mr. Denni s's views re1ative to the great minernl wealth of Alaska are also true, and
in proof of the report taken to San ·F rancisco by Capt. John M. White, commander of
the United States revenue steam cutter Thornas Corwin, relative to these deposits, and
that the subject is beginning to excite the interest of the capitalists of San Francisco, we will state, on the authority of the British Colonist of November 18, that
Flood & O'Brien, the bonanza kings, are represented as having taken an active
interest in the development of the deposits in Alaska of gold, silver, iron, copper,
and coal. Nor is the wealth now lving dormant in Alaska confined to the minerals.
Her :fisheries of cod, salmon, halibut, eulachou, and other varieties of edible fish, the
great quantities of whale, sea elephant, porpoise1 and other oil-producing inhabitants
of the ocean, and the inexhaustible quantities ot fur-bearing animals of both sea and
land, are now only awaiting the magic touch of capital to be developed into prolific
sources of wealth to those who have the energy to go and seek for them.
The remn.rks of Mr. Dennis respecting the Indians are correct and have ·been fully
corroborated and proven by the reports of Commissioner Swan and Captains White
and Selden, of the United States Revenue Marine; and if the policy as laid down in
the commissioner's report can be adopted by our Government, and the same method
of ti·eatment of the .Alaskan Indians be carried out as is now done in British Columbia,
there will be no need of troops or of extending the farce of our present system of
Indian agencies among them-a mistaken policy inaugurated in the days of George
Washington and continued to the present day; a policy of treatm ent of the savages
which the enlightened public of the United States have weighed in the balance of
common sense, common humanity, and common charity and found l amentably wanting. Let Congress adopt the same system of governing the Indfa,ns of .Alaska as is
now so successfully carried out by Dr. John W. Powell, Indian commissioner for
British Columbia, under instructions from the Dominion Government of Canada;
and the various tribes and bands placed under charge of missionaries and teachers
sent by the various religious denominations, as bas for more than 30 years been so
eminently productive of good at Metlakatla, British Columbia, under Mr. Duncan, of
the Episcopal mission, and at Fort Simpson, British Columbia, under Mr. Crosby,
of the Wesleyan Methodist mission. If this system is carried out and adopted by
our Government we shall hear no more of the rascalities of Indian agents and no
more Indian wars precipitated by the cupidity of Indian rings. W hat Alaska now
needs is a. civil government, as stated by Mr. Dennis and petition ed for by more than
four hundred residents at Fort Wrangell. William King Lear, esq., whose name bas
accidentally been misspelled as one of the signers to the petition to Congi·ess on onr
first page, is one of the weallihiestmerchants in Alaska and one of the most prominent
citizens of Wrangell. Mr. J.M. Vanderbilt was for a long time purser on the steamer
California, and shows by his signature to that p etition that he is well aware that the
opening of .A.la ka to settlement will be more for the interest of steamboat owners
than to have the conntry locked up as it has been by the presence of troops.
We commend the whole subject of the communication from Mr. Dennis and the
petition of th citizens of Alaska to the careful consideration of our Delegate in Congress, and we ask the cooperation of th entire press of the Pacific Coast to aid in
having la ka. opened to settlement and development by immediate action of the
present Congres11 of the United 'tates.
[From the Puget Sound Argus, January 25, 1878.)
NEWS FROM ALA KA.
WRANGELL, A. T., January 10, 1878.
Items from this section being appreciated b y the read rs of your
paper, I will record occurrences at this port during the past two months.
eather
during the period dated has been remarkable; mild and rainy has been ita principal
EDITOR ARGUS:
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features. Sloshing about in the mud has caused us to become ae webfooted as Oregonians. During the month of November we had but 3 nights of frost, 19 days of
rain, 6 cloudy days without rain, and 5 clear days.
December was introduced with a light frost, and during the month the w'eatherwas
23 days of rain, 3 cloudy days wHhout rain, 4 clear days, and 1 day of snow squallsthe depth of snow fall 1 inch. The lowest range of thermometer during December
was 26°, highest 46°; average sta~e during the month, 37°. As further evidence of
the mildness of our climate, permit me to state that in a window of my sanctum is a
rosebush now in full bloom, and which has been ever since the 1st day of December.
Prevailing winds here during the past sixty days have been east and southeast, which
accounts for mildness of climate.
FROM CASSIAR.

Messrs. Sylvester and Humphreys arrived here from the gold :field on December 21
and report very mild weather at the mines and not much snow. They had much
difficulty in coming down the Stikine River on account of no ice, except a little near
the banks. Several companies are at work tunneling on the :first north fork ~f
McDames Creek, and are doing well, taking out about 60 ounces per week. Provisions are scarce at the mines; butter and bacon there is none, and but little flour and
sugar. Miners going to these mines on the ice must take plenty of supplies with
them.
HOLIDAYS AT WRANGELL.

Christmas eve was ushered in by a grand raffle for Christmas cakes, after whieh
came a magnificent display of eatables an d drinkables, which, being free to all,
everybody partook thereof and became happy. Hootzenoo and all other brands of
liquor fl.owed in abundance, and in honor to the residents of Wrangell be it s~id that
on this occasion no white man created an.y disturbance. The only commotion "'."as
by an Indian, and he, I regret to say, is a native of Washington Territory. As nndnight approached our attention was attracted toward the Indian village. The school
and church going portion of the Indians had at this hour collected in numbers_n~ar
two hundred, and were on the march toward town, singing as they came. Arrivmg
at the residence of their teacher, Mrs. McFarland, they halted and serenaded her. by
singing several hymns. Their singing was admirable, considering the length time
they have been under tuition. As I listened to these natives, who are seekmg to
become enlightened and benefited by the teaching of Ch»istianity, I could not but
admire their seeming sincerity and reflect that they were showing a. good example. to
many of us who claim to be their superiors in all things. Christmas dawned with
an easterly wind and rain, which somewhat dampened the spirits of our inhabitant •
As the day advanced, however, the rain let up somewhat, and the people circulated
around and enjoyed each other's congratulations. The day pa sed •ff in perfect
harmony; and, as evening approached, all those who love to tip the fantastic toe
were preparing for the masquerade ball. A.t 8 p. m. the doors were opened, and,
being supplied with a "complimentary," I wended forth to the hall and beheld about
twenty couples, of whom many were in gay and costly co tume, being the handiwork
of Indians. Leaving the scene of gayety, I strolled to the residence of Toyahatt, a
chief of the Stikines. The church and school people were giving an entertainment
at his house and, having been given to understand that the presence of myself and
friends at the feast would be considered an honor greatly appreciated by all, to~et~er
with friend anderbilt, I went there. Arrived at the place of attraction, a b01ld1Dg
in size 30 by 40, we beheld congregated together about two hundred Indian , old and
younO', of all sizes and all shades of color. The room was well lighted by lamps,
caudl , and a huge fire of dry wood in the center of the building. The walls were
gracefully decorated with evergreens, flag , and pictures. In tbe room wer four
large table , on which were 1>laced in abundance "Boston muck-a-muck" of every
t1 scription, and around which were seated youth and age doing justice to all before
them. A. the table. were fini hed, a fre h lot would be seated, and before anything
wa at n gra.c wonlcl be aid by fr . Dickinson. In a small room near the ta.bl
wa an organ, at whi h wa seated fr . on tau tine (an Indian woman), who regaled
th throng with several pieces of mu ic. After all had eaten, Toyahatt ent rtain
us with tableaux, which ere v ry laughabl .
ould our wi e head ancl 1. wmak r at\
hington and elsewher have witn
the thin a above tforth, they oulcl hav b ome somewhat enlightened regarding th p opl b r and th ir ant8. Talk a.bout h a.th as, barbarians, and Chri tian mi io in for i•m land. ! Iler in l ka is the point to turn your attention.
1ini t
nnd hristian of th
nit
tat , her is mat rial for you to work
ith · h re are p opl d ily pr ·in
od that aid will be nt th m.
ometbin
h h n clone; a chool h b n tabli . h d and a lady acher nth r . Bot thi
· n t uftici nt. ,lore i
k d; man i r quir d-on
ho i nthusi tic on the
ubj ct of r forming Indi
from their old tr ditionary praoticea and habit.a and
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converting them to the better faith. Rev. Sheldon Jackson, while here last summer,
assured us that a man would be sent to this mission as soon as a suitable one could
be found; and the Indians are continually asking when he might be expected to
arrive.
Senators and all in authority at Washington again we call upon you; aside from
our own demands as citizens we urge upon you in behalf of these people to give deep
thought and legislate wisely. Our Indians here are like the whites; they are divided
in two sets-church and antichurch. The churchgoing Indians are opposed to the
hootzenoo traffic, and are trying to stop its manufacture. The antichurph portion of
the Indians are the whisky prodncerd and consumers, and they frequently endeavor,
when drunk, to sow discord and create a panic amoug the elect. Could the manufacture of liquor by the Indians be stopped the church here would soon have enrolled
as members nearly every native. The manufacture of liquor in Alaska by Imlians in
my mind can be stopped but by one way, and that is by extendin°· law over this
country and punishing an Indian by fine and imprisonment when convicted of the
traffic. When these Indians here lose their purse their hearts are touched, and
imprisonment, as bas been demonstrated, drives terror to their souls. The presence
of troops and an occa ional gunboat have no effect toward destroying the trat'fic in
this country; they only foster the trade by noninterference. But give us gunboats
and troops with law attached, or law without either, and see how long it will take
to create reform. Law we must have, and each day's doings here calls ont louder
for the same. We must have law in order to protect the Indians from the doings of
contemptible white men. There is no nece sity of the whites here asking protection
from the Indians, for they (the Indians) have, since the withdrawal of troops, shown
themselves to be the most law-abiding. All they ask is justice from the hands of all
men, and nothing will be done by them that will create disturbance.
An outrage was committed here a fortnight ere Christmas by a colored scrub named
Cato. He, having some difficulty with an Indian woman, and not content with tongue
lashing her, set to and beat and kicked her most shamefully. At such treatment the
Iudians d manded justice; but none was to be had. The Indians were advised, howev r, that shoulcl the rascal attempt any further trouble they should take him in custody and administer on his bare back one hundred la hes. Aft er the affair was all
over several of our citizens talked of lynching him, ancl all that was required to carry
out their notions was a. little urging.
A GREAT SENSATION.

On December 29 this little town was greatly agitated over an occurrence as follows: The hootzenoo manufactur rs, having by noninterference become bold and
unprincipled, one John Petelin, a Russian and distiller of poison, sold to an Indian
some of his manufacture, which caused a drunken rqw in the ranch and in which
several Indians got seriously hurt. This drunken spree caused a few of the churchgoing people to fall from grace, and consequently tbe church party concluded it was
time to make an example of somebody in order to convince white men that whisky
selling by them to Indians would be no longer tolerated. A score of Indians therefore marched to the Russian's house, seized bis "still" and liquor, and with him in
custody started for the ranch. Arriving at Toy ah att's resid nee a council was held,
and the decision was that the Russian should be tied to a post for one hour. This
entence was carried out, and the culprit's "still" and "mash tub" were placed
alongside of him, that all passers-by might know why such punishment wa inflict d.
A portion of our white population (those who hesitate not in violating the laws of
the country) setup aniYuominious howl over the occurrence, claiming that if Indians
were permitted and tolerated to perpetrate acts like this th y would become emboldened ancl no white man would bo safe. Many talk d loudly of marching to the r scue of the Ru ian while under sentence, but, as is generally the case, talk wa cheap,
and none cared to act. Others, who are posse sed with more brass than brains, commenced defining other men's cluti s, never once consid ring that their duties a lawabiding citizens demand that they shall discountenance and ntleavor to suppress
theliquortraffic in Alaska. And again, there were a£ w of another class, of the'' cutand-shoot" stamp, who howled loudly of individual right and elf-protection, a rting what they would do should anyone attempt to enter their premises in sear ·h of
liquor. H re was a scene for you, fellow-citizens of thi our great Republic. H r ,
ln.wmaker of Washin~ton, wa a scene to be carefully con idered by you. JI re
were thr e hundrecl whit m n greatly agitated over an act perpetra.t cl by a few lawabiding Indians, the justn s of who e doings we will consider her~after. H r w_
were, all more or le. excit d, and many under the influ nee of hquor. Woulcl it
have he n strange had anything serious occurred
.
Taking advantago of the excitem nt, a call was made for the people_t<? org~mz . a.
select committee and empower the ·a.met pre erve the peace and , dmm1ster Jll bee
at this town. The call accomplished nothing, and it was demonstrated that more
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were in favor of creating discord and violating the laws of the land than to the contrary. Such being the case, the customs authorities got their backs up, quoted the
laws, and proclaimed that they should commence a war of extermination on all
whisky makers and lawbreakers.
A LITTLE COMMON SENSE.

There is reason in all things and justice in many. Therefore let U8 consider the
following carefully:
Congress, by act approved March 3, 1873, made Alaska an Indian 001111try, and section 2140, Revised Statutes, authorizes Indiana to destroy all liquors found in an
Indian country, except that which has been introduced legally.
Such being the case, the Indians had the right to enter the Russian's house, seize
upon and destroy his "stills" and liquor. But had they the right to administerpunishment on the man f Legally they had not. But common sense and justice ceded
them the right on this occasion, and will a~ain if it becomes necessary. If a man, be
he white or black, so far degrades himself that he will, in defiance of law, manufacture rank poison and sell it to Indians in a country like this, thereby jeopardizing
not only the lives of Indians but that of his own and hundreds of others who claim
to be ]aw-abiding citizens, there is, in my mind, no punishment too severe; and, in
addition to being tied to a post, the Russian richly deserved a castigation with a
"cat-o'-nine-tails." The churchgoing portion of the Indians here deserve credit for
their efforts in trying to destroy the liquor traffic, and had our white citizens encouraged sobriety among the Indians and discountenanced the liquor traffic by white
men there would have been less trouble among both races.
NEW YEAR.

The dawning of 1878 found many of our inhabitants noisy. Change of drin~ operated badly. H ootzenoo would not unite harmoniously with other brands of liquor,
and the consequences were ill temper. By night many gave evidence of a quarrelsome nature and became abusive-so much so that umbrage was taken andageneral
rowoccurredt in which revolvers were drawn. Luckily, however, friends interposed,
and no shootmg was done.
CROOKED WHISKY•

On the following day the customs officials, seeing that men were making fools of
themselves and that trouble might arise at any moment, concluded to out short the
supply of hootzenoo and made a raid on illicit distillers. Searching the premises of
several persons, nothing was found except at Mr. Clark's, and be said that he was
compelled to make it and sell it or starve. He is therefore recommended to se~k
admittance in some tate asylum where they give the inmates plenty of ~b and m
addition teach them a. trade that will on discharge from the institution be more
remunerative than making hootzenoo in Alaska. On January 3 the war of extermination was renewed, the officials heading for the Indian ranch. On hoe Stacks
Point hootzenoo stills and bowls of mash were found in nearly every house, and the
destruction thereof was great.
•
Old hoe tacks, who professes to be a "hyas tyhee," who has letters of recommendation from nearly every military and naval officer that has been at Wrangell,
had in his house two distill and mash enough to make forty gallons of whi ky, and
notwithstanding this fact be has always claimed to be a good Indian and oppo ed
to the hootzenoo traffic. This same Shoe Stacks, without exception, iij the wor t
Indian among the tickines, and does more to prevent the success of the church and
chool than all the balance of the Indians combined. Could he be persuaded to
partake of an overdo e of hootzenoo and die from its effect but few would mourn
his lo.· .
Th
whi ky rnids have accomplished something, and could punishment b
nl
puninflict d on tho found guilty, an ncl to the traffic would soon follow.
i bro nt is impo d there i no u e d troyiog " till ," for if tho who manufacture
and ell ho tz ooo can not m. ke it in their d ~ lling th y will make it in the woods
on ome adjacent i land. Th cu tom officer hav , by advising and destroying
" till. 'and liquor, od avor d to prev nt the manufactur .
ut t lkinir od de tro in w n t do it. It i About time an example be made of
m on . If th d p rtm nt cho
not to puni h, then let th flood gat b opened
and th• countr~· will oon '0 to the clevil and th r will b non ed of n kind of
gov rnm nt in Al ka, for all decent IDen ill le e in dis!,ruat.
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{From the Port Townsend Weekly Argue, March 22, 1878.J
AFFAIRS IN ALASKA-A LETTER WHICH TALKS BUSINESS.
WRANGELL, ALASKA, February 28, 1878.
ARGUS: Keep it before the people, shout it from the hilltops, and howl
from the valleys the fact that the people of these United States are at last learning
that Alaska is American territory; that outside of her fur interests she is rich in
resources; that capital is now in vested, and these resources will be developed. Proclaim also the fact that it is the imperative duty of the present Congress to legislate
on Alaska, and frame laws whereby those who have invested money in this Territory
may be protected in all the rights and privileges inherent as American citizens.
EDITOR

WRANGELL WEATHER

during the past two months has been very mild, with abundance of rain. The record
for January shows 17 rniny days, 9 cloudy days, 3 clear days, and 2 days during which
snow fell; depth of suow fall, one-fourth inch; lowest stage of thermometer during
the month, 3ou ; highest, 49°; average stage, 40°. February recQrd shows 14 days of
rain, 3 cloudy days, 8 clear days, and 3 days of snow fall; depth of snow fall, 2 inches;
lowest stage of thermometer, 30°; highest, 48°; average, 39°.
A STORM BREWING.

Affairs here of late have not been as they should be. The customs authorities still
continue the war on whisky, causing a few white men to howl and many Indians to
grumble. White men, by abuse, insults, and bad advice to Indians, and many of the
Indians, by meanness and cowardly threats, imagine that they can frighten the
officials, and thus prevent tbe further destruction of their loved hootzenoo.
We have a few contemptible renegades here who have endeavored to cause a conflict between the customs authorities and the Indians, and it is recorded that in case
of trouble these same sneaks will get a taste of lead.
CHURCH AND SCHOOL,

The mission school still progresses in defiance of the combined influence of bad
Indians, dance-house bummers, gamblers, and dead beats. In order to preserve good
order among the :flock, the church members elected a committee of five of their number to act as judges, and to decide on all offenses committed. Their principal modes
of punishment are fines and tying to a post. The other day, a school boy having
committed an offense, he was tied np 1 ancl some of his "tillioums," who do not
belong to the church party, set up a bowl and :finally cut him loose. This act caused
a commotion.
The judges, seeking advice as to what they should do, were told that when Christ
was on earth, and His enemies struck him on one cheek, He turned the other, tha1
they might strike that also; and that th y, desirin~ to be His disciples, must imitate His example, and not notice such petty meanness. This advice somewhat
amused them; however, they acknowledged it to be good doctrine and agreed to
follow it.
''SHOE-STACKS" ON THE WARPATH.

Thie high-toned chief, being present a.t the meeting when the committee of five
was elected, concluded to try a little bluff. He commenced by opposing the elect.
ing of a committee, saying that the Indians would not tolerate it and would not
permit them to inflict any punishment. This was very cool1 considering that he waa
an outsider and had nothing to do with church matters. Fmding that his eloquence
had no effect, and Mrs. McFarland being chairman of the meetrng, he thoap;ht he
woulcl frighten her.
aid he "Woman, what did yon come h reforf You will min
all these Indiana and upset the whole town. Yon may think you are safe here, lrnt
I advise you to get your soldiers again." About the time he was getting warmed
up nicely the customs' ty-hee stepped in, and the brave "Shoe-Stacks" hauled in
his horns and completely went back on him elf.
In order that the Indians may be properly watched and detected in the liquor
traffic, the deputy collector has appointed several Indians to act as detectives and
policemen.
This move ma.de our friend" hoe-Stacks" only angry. He tried every conceivable way to prevent the Indians from servin~ the collector, and demanded that they
be removed from office. But, alas! his politics not being the same as the deputy's,
no removals were made. Then, said the bold chief, " oppose one of your police.
men gets killed wh n he attempts to search ca.noes, what will you dot" "Wha1
will I do," said the deputy, somewhat riled; "who talks of killing! Do you come
here and tell me that you will kill one of my policemen should he attempt to search
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your premises f If you do, I will soon teach yon what I will do." "No," said
"Shoe-Stacks," "I don't intend to kill an,y one, but I am afraid that strange Indian
coming here might kill them." '' Too thin, old matt," said the deputy, "the game
of bluff won't win."
A CONTRAST.

Such is "Shoe-Stacks," "a good Indian and white men's friend." Now comes
Toy-a-att, another chief; what is his "tum tum" f This chief goes to church. He
made a speech the other day to all the whites and Indians in town. Here is what
he said:
TOY-A-ATT'S SPEECH,

I come before you to-dav to talk a little, and I hope
that you will listen to what I say, and not laugh at me because I am an Indian. I
am getting old and have not many summers yet to live on this earth . I want to
speak a little of the past history of us Sitka, Indians and of our present wants. In
ages past, before white men came among us, the Indians of Alaska were barbarous,
with brutish instincts. Tribal wars were continua], bloodshed and murder of daily
occurrence, and superstition controlled our whole movements and our hearts. The
white man's God we knew not of. Nature evinced to us that there was a first great
cause; beyond that all was blank. Our god was created by us; that is, we selected
animals and birds, the images of which we revered as gods.
"Natural instincts taught us to supply our wants from that which we beheld
around us. If we wanted food, the waters gave us fish; and if we wanted raiment,
the wild animals of the woods gave us skins, which we converted to use. Implements of warfare and tools to work with we constructed rude]y from stone and
wood. [Herethespe,tkershowedspecimensof stone, axes, and weapons of warfare.]
"These," said he, holding them up to view, "we used in the place of the saw:s,
axes, hammers, guns, and knives of the present time. Fire we discovered by fnction. [Here he demonstrated how they produced fire.]
"In the course of time a change came over the spirit of our dreams. We b,ecame
aware of the fact that we were not the only beings in the shape of man that rnhabited this earth. White men appearecl before us on the surface of the great waters
in large ships which we called canoes. Where they came from we knew not1 but
supposed that they dropped from the clouds. The ships' sails we took for wmgs,
and concluded that, like the birds of the air, they could :fly as well as swim. As
time advanced, the white men who visited our country introduced among us everything that is produced by nature and the arts of man. They also told us of a God,
a superior being, who created all things, even us, the Indians. They told us that
this God was in the heavens above, and that all mankind were His children. These
things were told us, but we could not understand them.
"At the present time we are not the same people that we were a hundred ye~rs
ago. Contact and association with the white man has created a chan~e in our habits
and customs. We have seen and heard of the wonderful works of tne white man.
His ingenuity and skill has produced steamships, railroads, telegraphs, and thousands of other things. His mincl is far-reaching; whatever he desires he produces.
His wonderful sciences enable him to understand nature aud her laws. Whatever
she produces he improves upon and mak s useful.
.
"Each day the white mau becom s more perfect in the arts and sciences, while
the Indian is at a. standstill. Why is this f Is it because the God you have told us
of is a white God, and that you, being of his color, have been favored hy him f
"\ by, brothers, look at our skin; we are dark, we are not of yonr color, hence
you call us Indians. Is this the reason that we are ignorant; is this the cau e of
our not knowing our Creatorf
" {y brother , a change is coming. We have seen and heard of the wonderful
things of this world, and we desire to understand what we see and what we h ar.
We <l, . ire light. We want our eye to become open. We have been in the dark too
long, and we appeal to you, my brothers, to help us.
"But how can this b donef Li t n to me. Although I have been a bad Indian,
I can see the right road and I cl ire to follow it. I have changed for the b tter. I
hav done way with all Indian eaper tition h bit . I am in my old a" b comina
ch·iliz d. I have J arned to know J u and I d ire to know more of Him. I
d ire education, in ord r that I may b bl to r ad the Holy Bible.
"Look at Fort imp on and t etl katla, Briti h olumbia.
ee the Indian
th r . In year •one by th y w r th wor t Indian on thi coa t the mo brut, I
barh. rou and bloodthir tv. Th y •r ur worn nemi ancl w r continu. lly
at ar with u . Ho ar b y nowf Io t ad of our n mi
they ar our fri n
Th -:,· hav b
m p rti 11
,luca d nd civiliz d. TJ1&y 'an uncl r t nd ha
h y
and what th y b r· th
n r acl ncl, rit , ud r I , rnio o b ome
'lui tian . Th
Indian , my br th r , a th pla
ju t pok n of ar Briti h
In,li u , nd i mu t ho.v b nth
i h of th Hriti h u en th t her In~li n hooJd
be educat~d. We have b n told th
th Briti h o rnmeni is a po erful one,
"MY BROTHERS AND FRIENDS:
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and we have a]so been told that the American Government is a more powerful one.
We have been told that the President of the United States has control over all the
people, both whites and Indians. We have been told how he came to be our great
chief. He purchased this country from Russia, and in purchasing it he purchased
us. We had no choice or say in change of masters. The change has been made and
we are content. All we ask is justice."
"We ask of our father at Washington that we be recognized as a.people, inasmuch
as he recognizes all other Indiaus in other portions of the United States.
"We ask that we be civilized, Christianized, and educated. Give us a chance,
and we will show to the world that we can become peaceable citizens and good
Christians. .Au effort has already been made by Christian friends to better our
condition, and may God bless them in their work. .A. school has been established
here which, notwithstanding strong opposition by bad white men and by Indians,
has done a good and O'reat work among us.
"This is not sufficient. We want our chief at Washington to help us. We want
him to use his influence towards having us a church built and in having a good
man sent to us who will teach us to read the Bible and learn all about Jesus. And
now, my brothers, to you I appeal. Help us in our efforts to do right. If you don't
want to come to our church, don't laugh and make fun of U!! because we sing and pray.
"Many of you have ]ndian women living with you. I ask you to send them to
school and church, where they will learn to become good women. Don't, my
brothers, let them go to the dance houses, for there they will learn to be bad and
learn to drink whisky.
"Now, that I see yon are getting tired of listening to me, I will finish by asking
you again to help us in trying to do right. If. one of us should be led astray from
tho right path, point out to us our error and assist us in trying to reform. If you
will all assist us in doing good and quit selling whisky, we will soon make :Port
Wrangell a quiet place and the tickeen Indians will become a happy people. I now
thank you all for your kind attention. Good-by."
Such, my readers, is Toy-a-att's speech, verbatim, as near as I could report it.
What do you think of itf Does it not speak volumes! Does it not convince you
that all the talk about the Indians of Alaska desiring missionaries sent amono- them
is not aB. idle rumort This speech was made at his own request before hundreds of
people, and he desired that I bould publish to the world what he said. I have
endeavored to do so, and I trnet that the public will receive it as an ea.meet appeal
from an Indian who I believe is truly sincere in his efforts to do good.
Toy-a-att spoke in the Indian tongu~, and his speech was repeated by In<l.ia.n
"Charley" in "Chinook." Toy-a-att is not the only Indian here that de ires to
become Christianized. ).\{any otbers are a.s eager as be to become enli;~htened.
On acquisition of this territor.v, had our Government pursued a din.er ·nt policy
and extended law and order over it, instead of placing it under the control of the
ar Department, to-day its resources would have been developed and its inhabitants
be better morally, physically, and intellectually. Military rule is a curse to any
country in time of peace, and Alaska. wants no more of it. It will be very curious,
indeed, if the people of Alaska. oa.n not be governed in the same manner as the
Dominion Government controls affair in Cassiar, Fort Simpson, on the keen.a. and
Taas river.a, Queen Charlotte Island, and hundreds of other places in British
Columbia .
.At th.e above-named pla.c.e they have the same class of people to deal with that
we have here, and there it i the fear of the Jaw that keeps things quiet, while here
people do as they please because they believe there is no law that can reach them.
A disgraceful affair occurred here on the night of February 16-an affair that put!!
to ha.me anything that h occurred at this place heretofore. .A. gang of bumm ers
and ro dies have for the pa ithr e months been in the habit of p1·owling a.bout town
at midnight, making the most lli<leous noises imaginable, disturbing everybody, and
insulting those who objected to their infern11ol acts.
On the night above mention d these hoodlums, being drunk and disorderly, ta.rted
out on their midnight orgie , and, after kickin up a rumpus all over town, .finally
vi itecl
house occupied by an Indian woman, gave her whisky that made her
bea tly drunk, and th n left.
hortly after their departlll'e the hou e ocoupi cl by
th ir victim wa di overed to be in flames, and ere any as ist nee 0111~ b rend r ,
it, with the two women, w burned to a ·he . The burnin house bemg n arto the
cu tom-hou e, the I eoplo had difficult in preventin it from being burned_ al o.
A man by the name of Beedy i the individual that gave the oman whisky, and
heh ving had a grndge a _inst b r, the as. rtion h been mad~tb t he,_after making her drunk, locke b r mto and then fired the hou o. T~IS B dy th;e aa.me
man that Captain Bancroft one y ar ago ent out of the T rr1t ry for his m.lS~e cl
and for the crimes and misd meanor that he has ommitted at this place; ho richly
d erves ten year in the penitentiary. .A. little law just now at this place would _be
i·er • acN}ptabl 1 • ucl a magi trat could distinguish him lf and become a savior
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nuto our people in sending by sentence several bad characters beyond Alaska's rockbound limits ne\·er to retnrn. vVe shall wait patiently a few months lon"er for Congress to extend·law over thie region, and if our appeals are not heeded, then we hall
organize a vigilance committee and take the ln.w in our own hands, let the conequences be what they may. A few determinfld men can become a power unto themselves by acting in unison and doing that which is for the common good.
Vigilance committees are not desirable in any country, but what other reco11 r e
have we should the present Congress refuse us aid f vVe must have law and order;
this fact each day niore fully demonstrates.
ALMOST BLOODSHED,

On February 19 nine canoes, loaded with Indians, arrived at this port from "Auk.''
The customs officials, desiring to search these canoes, sent one of their "special "
(a Stikine Incliau) to do that duty, and while he was performing the same a Takoo
Indian came rushing out of bis house with a musket and attempted to t1hoot the
"special." 'rhe gun, being an old '' flintlock," would not go off; hence no damage
was done. The customs officials theu summoned the Takoo Indian to appear before
them, and as a punishment for the att.empt at murder ordered that he surrender hi
canoe. This he refused to do until he was informed that unless he did he would be
tied to a post and whipped. Not relishing the idea of beiug disgraced _in _t,his m~nner, be gave up bis canoe . Thereupon all the whisky bummerA aud tbrnvmg_ white
men set up a how 1 and told the Indians that the customs officers bad no nght to
take the canoe; that it was an outrage on the Indiam, and that they should go and
tak e the canoe.
COURAGE TESTED,

The canoe being made fast alongside the custom-house, on February 25 tbe ~epu~y
collector, stepping from the door of his office, beheld fourteen stalwart Indian. m
the act of picking up the canoe and walking off with it. Calling to them to de 1st,
no attention was paid. Calling a second time and no attention, the deputy then
reached for his "Springfield," went to the door, and sa,id, '' Drop that canoe or !ou
are all dead men." .A.t this threat they stopped and paid attention. On investigation it was found that a certain cowardly sneak of a white man had indnced the!u
to come and take the canoo, he telling the Indians that the collector would be nfr:ud
to prevent them. The deputy quietly informed them that all the Indians in\ ~~ngell
could not take the canoe unlees they took it over his dead bod~·, and that if they
stole it during the night he would have it back or the Indian ' s alp that dared to
interfere.
A pretty mess this state of affair . The customs officials propose to stop the liquor
eYtraffic among Indians at ·wrangell, and in order to do this they must have aid.
eral 'tikine Indian have tendere<l. their services and have been accepted, and be
who objects to the earching of dwellings and canoes must abide by the conequences.
The custom official did not take the stepR they have taken until they wer
appealed to hy 3:11 good citizens and peaceable Indian . The state of.affair: w
such that omethrng had to be done to prevent serious trouble. The officials dtd not
tllke the steps willingly, neither without carefully considering the con equenc ·
Having as um d authority, th y J)roposed to exercise it and haYe it obeyed. Th Y
an not be bluffed or fri,,.htened. Therefore it behooves Congress to do something,
and that soon, that will tend to calm the s a of trouble.
BRIGHT PRO PEC'f ,
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succeeded in organizing a company with plenty of capital, and work is to commence
immediately in testing new discoveries.
Mr. Healy, the celebrated quartz discoverer, has several ledges which are rich in
gol?, He has in his house barrels of rock, specimens of which are half gold. This
roc.k he crushes by mortar process and then extracts the gold, making thereby plenty
of cash.
·
Aside from the Sitka gold :field is another of no mean pretensions-the Shuck district, up the coast from here. The placer mines at this ca.mp during last season gave
employment to about thirty men, all of whom make good wages. At the present
time t h er e are about twenty men at work at those mines, and more will go soon. In
a<'ldi t ion to the placer mines at Shuck are quartz ledges which show pure gold.
These ledges are now being prospected, and ere long the result will be known.
ENTERPRISE AT WRANGELL.

At this port a company has been formed who propose utilizing the myriads of
herring that infest these waters. The company have built them a vessel and a,
cooper shop. The herring will be taken and converted to oil; also salted and dried.
Several parties at this place have also fitted out and gone do~fishiug.
Therefore, with all the foregoing staring us in the face, is 1t not presumable that
Alaska is all right; that her darkest days are over, and that a great change for 'the
better is fast approachingY Does it not brand as lies, base lies, all the newspaper
and magazine articles lately published in which Alaska is held up as a country of
no resources, no climate, and no people worthy of consideration outside of the "seal
islands" and the "fur companyY" There are none so blind as those who will not
see. Senators and Congressmen, drop the scales of ignorance and prejudice from
your eyes and give us a little sensible legislation on Alaska, is the humble prayer of
yours truly.

x.

[House Report No. 495, Fifty-fourth Congress, first session.]

REPORTS, MAPS, ETC., RELATING TO FUR SEALS, ETC., IN ALASKA.
In the House of Representatives, February 24, 1896, Mr. Perkins,
from the Committee on Printing, submitted the following report (to
accompany House Con. Res. No. 19) :
'l'he Committee on Printing, having bad under consideration the resolution (House on. Re . No.19) authorizing the Secretary of the Treasury to print the reports, corre pondence, charts, map , and other documents now on file in the Treasury Department or other branche of
the Government relating to the fur seal, salmon :fisheries, and other
matters pertaining to the Territory of Alaska, have had the same
under consideration and recommend that it be agreed to.
The archives of the Trea ury Department contain many valuable
reports relating to the seal and other .fisheries of Alaska and other
que tions connected with the Territory. It is de irable that these
reports be printed a their hi torical value will be great. A re olution,
ub ·tantially the ame, pa , ed the Hou e March 2, 1 95, but failed to
pa the Senate becau e of the lateness of the se ion.
It is not po sible to give an accurate estimate as to the cost of this
publication but it i ascertained from th Tr a ury Department that
it i believed the expense will not exceed 3,000.
HOU E CO CURRE T RE OLUTIO

No. 19.

fr. Dingley submitted the following concurrent r esolution:
Resolred by the House of Representatives (the Senate concioTing), That the Secretary
of the Trea ury be and i hereby, authoriz d to print the reports, correspond nee,
charts, maps, and oth r documents now on file in the Treasury epartment, or ot her
branche of the ov rom nt, r elating to the for seal, salmon fisheries, and other
matter. pertaining to the Territory of Alaska; three thou and opies to be printed,
of whi ·h seven hundred and fifty Rhall be for the use of the , enate, one thou and
five hundred for the use of the House of Representatives, and the remaining seven
hundred and fifty copies for the use of the Treasury De:partment and other Department who e reports are thus printed.
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LETTER OF TRANSMI'l,T.AL.
WASHINGTON, D. o., .August 7, 1882.
SIR: In obedience to my instructions of .April 20, 1 80, under which
I was directed to ascertain and report as far as po sible the number of
inhabitants of each geographical division of the Alaskan di trict, with
an account of the occupations, modes of ubsi tence of the people, their
dietary, dres , etc., indicating a proportional consumption of dome tic
and imported article ; their religiou and educational in. titutions, with
all tati tical information relative thereto which might be available,
together with such matter of economical and ocial importance a
should seem to me to fall within the cope of my labor , I have the
honor to report that durino- the sea on of 1880 and 1881 I made an
extended exploration of the gr ater part of Alaska and a careful
enumeration of its people, collecting at the ame time facts and tati tic bearing upon their pa t and pre ent condition and the volume
of trade in that region.
.
The immen e extent of countr contained in the di trict mad it
impo ible for me to vi it e ery · ction in I r on, v n in tw ummer but the population ta i tic of r gi n , be nd m r , ·h I h ~
obtained from the mo t r liabl
urc .
h p c p1 of th
r ti ~
coa t down to King I l nd, in B ring
num r, t
t
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E. E. Smith, a whaling master of long experience, speaking the Innuit
tongue, who accompanied the United States steamer Thomas Corwin
on her .Arctic cruise in 1880 in the capacity of ice pilot. Most of hi
figures are from actual count.
For the enumeration of the coast people from Kings Island to the
mouth of the Kuskokvim River, and of the inhabitants of the Yukon
delta, I am indebted to Mr. E. W. Nelson, United States Signal
Service, who obtained his figures by actual count during a series o1
sledge journeys through all that region. The same gentleman ha·
also furnished me with much statistical information of great value.
The enumeration of the people of the Yukon River and its tribu
taries beyond the points reached by me during my journey of 188(
was obtained, with the assistance of the traders, Messrs. Harper
Mayo, and McQuestion, from chiefs and oth<.'r prominent native o:
the various settlements during their annual visit to tbe coast.
.At all places visited by me in person I succeeded in making ar
actual count. Having obtained the official retums of the churcl
authorities within the area claimed by the various parishes and mi
sions of the Russian Church, I compared these with my own enumeration. I also compared the pari h returns· with tbe local registers kep:
by the '' reader," or church repre entative, in ea ·h Christian villagi
The official returns of the Rus fan Church were furni bed me by tre
Rev. Zakhar Belkof, missionary of the Kvikhpak mi ion (Yuko1
River); Rev. Peter Shi hkin, mis ionary of tbe u hegak mi i
(Bri tol Bay); Rev. Father ikita, mi' ionary or the Kenai mi . i
(Cooks Inlet); Rev. ikolai Ii sef, of Kodiak pari h; Rev. Moses Sal·
matof, of Belkov ky pari h, and Rev. Innokenty Shaia buikof, of Un
Jaska pari h. The returns of th Russian pari h of Sitka, in out·
ea tern .Ala ka, were obtained from the Rus ian consi tory of s,
Franci co, Cal., through the court sy of Bishop e tor, of the dio e
of Ala ka.
The enumeration of the people of southea tern .A.la ka, which regi
I failed to vi it in per on wa made by Mr . .Alexand r Militicb wlo
wa appointed a p cial agent of the Tenth Oen u by the uperi ·
tend nt upon th recommeudatiou of th c Ile tor of cu tom in Sitk .
.A far a I have been able to check Mr. iilitich s figure' of populati
by compari on with lat r counts made by the naval authorities at itk
I have found them orre t and therefore feel justified iu accepting b
enumeration a a hol .
Of the comm rrial iudu trial, and mining stati tics of southea t
Ala ka I wa una le to btain much ati factory information, owin g
an apparent di inclin tion on the part of the majority of the bu · in .
m n to furni h th . am . fy iuquirie by l tter er an w red wi
glowing tatem nt of , hat he country would be in th near fntnr.
but a to the tate of affair a bn time of writin my informant w r
il nt.
or information nc ming h
e· ·
·
m nt in uthea t rn la k
r
of . Ii ion , 1 m md bt
to I Y. ~ b l
hr u o-hon h
} nd n r h of 1
d
in m r P.ar h
• n l in m pro r .- tin
an
r b tb a nt ~ n ra l r~ of h
I l· C mmJr ·ial omp
and of th ~r t rn nr c <l n in O' ompc n , b h of an ran ·i
al.
hi a i. tan
f h 1tr c ' imp r n
t m · in ·
i h ut it I ould n th Y , a c· mpli ·h 1 m .'pl r: ti 11.
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William B. Hazen, 0hil3f Signal Officer, United States Army) and of
Capt. Calvin L. Hooper, United States Revenue Marine, 1 bave obtained
important geographi al data, which, together with the notes of my own
ob er ·ations, enables me to compile a new map of Alaska. During the
progre s of this work I ha e al o profited by the favor of the United
State 0oast and Geodetic Survey and the United States Hydrographic
Ofli e i.n the shape of the late t geographical collect10ns. All the
ancien and modern map and charts (Russian, English, French, and
American) acce ible to me have been consulted, and the various authoritie duly examined and compared, and I trust that the re ult will be a
map of Alaska more accurate, both in contour and detail, than any h .retofore publi hed. f ir. Henry Gannett, geographer of the Tenth Census,
ha kindly uperintended the teohnibal execution of the work.
In addition to this gen ral map, I have prepared special map , showing tlle distribution of native tribe , of timb r, and of the various furbearing animals of Alaska. On the latter point I have received the
mo t valuable assi tance from traders and others acquainted with the
re onrce of the country.
In arranging my work, the result of my own ob ervations a well a
of r earch~s iu public and department librarie , arch ive , etc., I l1ave
found it mo. t convenient to divide my report into th following h ad :
1. A brief stati. tical review of Ala ka in geographical divi ions,
with tabl of population, ta.ti tics, et .
2.
r view of the fur trade, fi herie , mineral and agri ultural
r esourc in the pa t and pr ent.
3. Tb geography and topography of Alaska.
4. An bi tori cal ,k tch of la ka from it disco ery to the year 18 0.
ot on Ala kan thnology.
I have the honor to b , very re pectfully, your ob dient rvaut,
IVA

Hon.

H

LE

w.

PETROFF,

/_pecial Agent.
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of Hazen Bay, in the west. The island of St. Lawrence, in Bering
Sea, is included in this division.
3. The Kuskokwim division, containing 114,975 square miles, bounded
on tbe north by the Yukon division, and comprising the valleys of the
Kuskokwim, the Togiak, and the N ushagak rivers, and the intervening
system of lakes. The eastern boundary of this division is a line running
along the main Alaskan range of mountains from the divide between
the Kuskokwim and Tennanah rivers down to the low, narrow isthmus
dividing Moller Bay from Zakharof Bay, on the Alaska Peninsula.
Bering Sea washes the whole west and south coasts of this division,
which also includes Nunivak Island.
4. The Aleutian division, containing 14,610 square miles, and comprising the Alaska Peninsula westward of the isthmus between Moller
and Zakharof bays and the whole chain of islands from the Shumagin
group in the east to .A.ttu in the west, including also the Pribilof or
fur-seal islands.
5. The Kadiak division, containing 70,884 square miles, and comprising the south coast of the .A.la ka Peninsula down to Zakharof Bay,
with the adjacent island , the Kadiak group of islands~ the islands and
coasts of Cooks Inlet, the Kenai Peninsula, and Prince William Sound,
with the rivers running into them. The main Alaskan range bounds
this division in the north and we t. Its eastern limit is the one hundred
and forty-first meridian, which inter ects the coast line in the vicinity
of Mount St. Elias, while the outh shores of the division are washed
by that section of the North Pacific named the Gulf of Alaska.
6. The southea tern division, containing 28,980 square miles, and
compri irw the coa t from Mount St. Elias in the north to Portlan
Canal, in latitude 54° 40', in the outh, together with the island of the
Alexander Archipela o between Cro Sound and Cape Fox. The
ea tern boundary of thi divi ion i the rather indefiuite line e tabli hec
by the Anglo-Ru ian and Ru inn-American treaties of 1824 and 1825.
re pectively, following the ummit of a chain of mountain supposec
to run parall 1 with the coa t at a di tance not greater than 3 marirn
lea u from the ea between the head of Portland Canal and Moun1
St. Elia .
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ville River, emptying its waters into the Arctic Ocean about .halfway
between Point Barrow and our eastern boundary; the Kok RIVer, the
mouth of which is located perhaps 50 miles to the eastward ?f I~y Cape,
near Wainwri<rht Inlet· the Inland River, or Noatak, fallmg mto the
northern part~f Kotzebue Sound, and the Kooak, the Selawik, and the
Buckland rivers, debouching into the same estuary. .
The natives on the coast and whalers report the existence of settlement~ farther up on all the e rivers, with the exception of the Colville
Hiver whose head waters no white man has ever visited. The coast
settlefnents between Oape Prince of Wales and Point Barrow are visited annually by many schooners and ships engaged in whaling, h_unting,
and trading and the inhabitants are better accustomed to white men
tbau the natives of any other regions in Alaska. Being possessed of
great commercial genius and energy, they do not confine themselves_ to
this intercourse with the Caucasian race, but carry on an extensive
traffic with the natives of the Arctic coasts of .Alaska and of Asia,
meeting the latter on the common trading grounds of Bering Strait
and the D.iomede Islands. In the intervals between this traffic the
natives living in the villages of Cape Prince of Wales and the Diomede are active hunters and whalers, and when the icy barriers of
winter close up their deep-sea hunting grounds they confine themselve to the inlets and streams, hunting seal, reindeer, and polar bears,
and trapping the Arctic fox, whose snowy coat is rising in value from
year to year.
From Point Hope to the eastward we find a series of villages, inhabited principally by reindeer hunters, who kill the seal during the summer
ea, on only for the sake of its luscious blubber and meat. The skins
oftliereindeer are made up into garments, and fa t,hat shape find ready
sale among the whalers and the neighboring Eskimo tribes to the westward and southward. .Along that dreary, low, ice-bound strip of coast
between Point Rope and Point Barrow the scattered Innuit settlements
al o depend upon reindeer, seal, and walrus for their subsistence, each
of these animals being hunted in its proper season.
From Point Barrow eastward to the boundary the settlements are few
and widely cattered, and the navigators who have made their way
through the <langerous channel between the ice and the shore have
:found ~he e people quite expert whalers, harpooning the ·huge cetaceans
on their way to and from their breeding ground at the mouth of the
:Mackenzie River.
The only mineral of any value known to exist on the coast of tbis
im:111:1-se Ar~t~c _division is coal, located in several easily accessible
-vem 'm tlle. vic1111ty of Cape Lisburne, reported long ago by Kellett and
otber Engh h explorer , but more definitely located and utilized hy
Captai_n Roope~, of. ~he United States Re~eirne ~arine, in July, 1880.
'1'1n di covery 1s of Importance to the crmsers of the revenue marine
~u!d to the steam wbalers visiting the Arctic from San Francisco, but
will not probably open up a field for private enterprise in that direction.
Tl~ only attra~tio~1 for the daring navigators who pa.y annual visits to
t ln, coast consists rn the natural resources of furs oil and walrus ivory·
. t'mg circumstances,
b n t ~m.der ex1s
.
'
and as long 'as our
portion of the'
_A.retie 1 comparatively unprotected against encroachments of unscrupul?us contraband ~raders, there is danger of an utter exhaustion of
tur, and of .wal:us Ivory at no very distant period.
. The whalmg mdustry may be expected to decline gradually here, as
~t ha,• done in other sections of the globe. The danger indicated lies
th e fact that the trading vessels coming to this region, chiefly from
l.ll
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the Sandwich Islands, have carried such quantities of alcoholic liquor
that the natives have acquired a craving for the same that can no longer
be subdued, a11d this causes them to look for no other equivalent f'or
their furs, oil, and ivory than the means of intoxication. At the s3:me
time they have become utterly reckless in their pursuit of fur-bear1ng
and other auimals, thinking only of satisfying their desire for the present, without the slightest thought of the future; and if this state of
affairs be continued, the extermination of the people, consequent upon
the exhaustion of their means of subsistence, can only be a question oi
time. The immoderate consumption of alcohol brings with it disease
and war. Against the former all remedies are out of reach, and, far
from using hi influence in suppressing- strife arising through his fault
alone, the freebooter supplies the unfortuuate Eskimo liberally wi tb
breech-loading arm and ammunition, thus making their wars more
bloody and destructive.
o trace or hadow of Christianity and its teachings has found its
way to the e de olate regions, the dark night of shamanism, or sorcery,
still hanging over the human mind. 'Ihese people share with their
Eastern kin a general belief in evil spirits and powers, against w horn
the haman alone can afford protection by sacrifices and incantations.
All sickue s i ascribed to the direct action of evil spirits, and is treated
accordingly. There can be no doubt of the ' incere belief of many of
the e sorcerers in tlieir own performances, but in every instance they
make the exerci e of tlieir power, be it real or imaginary, a • ource O'
revenue and of influence amono· their people.
o philanthropic mi ionary ha· ever found. hi way to this icy coast
and unl
some modern Han J~gede makes his appearance amon
them in the near future there will be no soil left in whi •h to plant Chri ·
tian eed.
It
evident to any careful ob erv r that there is no foundatio
in tl
no
ka upon which to build hope for future devel
it i
it may r main for a few year at the mo t, bu·
opm
imp
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beyond the rang of po. ibility.
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The walrus, like the whale, is found ~tll over these waters in the
vicini y of ice. The e animal enter the Arctic in the spring as soon as
th e ice di appears from Bering trait, and remain until driven away
gain by the ice, when they retire into Bering Sea. They collect in
large numbers on the ice in groups or herd , called "pods" by the
hunter , and hundred of them may be seen drifting through the strait
ou ice floe <.luring the month of June. The walrus seem to prefer
detached bodi of ice to the main pack, because they can better watch
tbu for the approach of their natural enemy, the polar bear.
Seal in three or four vari ti s se m to be ubiquitou in the e wat€rs,
the leopard eal being the r, re tam 1-ig them.
Polar bears ar met with everywb re, and are generally found on the
ice or in its illlwediate vicinity, but instance, have been recorded of
their being ·een at , a, 50 or 60 mile aw, y from any land or ft 'ed ice.
They grow to an enormous ize, ften weighing from 1,000 to 2,000
pouud . The kin f thi animal i only valuable late in a,utunm and
during the winter· but only a few re ecnred during that sea on of the
year. Th y fight the walru con tantly, and g nerally uccessfully, and
are ever ready to turn upon•tbe man who happens to inflict a wound not
immediately mortal.
J: eiudeer are aid t be mo t numerou in that ection of the coa t
lyillg bet,yeen Point Barrow and Point Belcher, but they often change
t heir habitation, at time rnigrc tillg in imm n number to regions hundred of mile ~1way, wh r their human pur u r do not dare to follow.
Thi · habit of migra iou aloue ha tlrn far pre erved the reiud r from
xtirpation by tlte ar ent hunt r.
loo e do not appear an wlu>r on h
bor , but nativ s report
hem a numerou in the far interi r.
11 h p are al o ·aid to
u pl ntiful on the lin e of bill · r mot fr m the :easbore, but only a
ew born · of tb animal, . bap d i11to p on and other uten il ·, can be
found on the · acoa .: t ; and if the animal ar 1 med in thi r giou at
all, it i done by natives locat d in tile int rior and not yet vi. ited by
whit rneu.
:Mtl.'luat and ·quirr l are num rou all ov r tlie oa t. Their , kin
a,r offer d for ·al in large quc nti i ' , a th e h kimo doe not make u '
of them for bis wearing appar l, but pr f r ' tile heavi r coat of the
r ind~ rand eal for that purpo ·e.
-U o · ar pl utiful, e I ciall the white or rcti variet , and their
kiu ' ar a ily , cured and meet with ready . al . In th 1 pth f
ill t r, wh 11 be ·e fo ..
experi Jl
r t difficulty in obtainiu . 11 (' , ~.;ary food th y fi , rl ly approach th dw lling. of m n 11d help
b m Iv ' to whatever comes within their re h, n matter wllat th
nmt rial o long a it fill · the , tom ch.
q natic bird ar very num ~rou al u
he oa t and cliff ' and
myriad, of g e e and duck breed and rear their oung- on th va, t
·warnpy tundras a, oon a the now di appear and the plain are ovred with be enlivening color of an Arctic mnmer vegetation.
'l'he only ti h of auy value found on the .Arctic coa t of Ala, ka are
t h ·almon. They ar quit 1llentifu1 and of fin flavor, tboug-h g 11 rall ,·maller than tho e caught farth .r outh, and the E kimo loc ted
in tlle vicinity of riv r cure large quantiti of t,h m by mokiug a!ld
drying for wint r u e. The pre ence of va t number of eal , living ~n
fi h alone indicate most ertainly the pr nee of other mall r varieti 'of fi h but the natives appear to cat ·h o other kind, and ev n the
hal ?.,, can gi e u no information upon this point. In the chapter on
.fi h rie further detail will be found.
r

1
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It is impossible to obtain statistics of the provisions, ma,nufactu:red
goods, arms, and ammuuition sbippe<l to the Arctic coast of Ala ka
and disposed of among the natives there, chiefly because the bulk of
this trade bas fallen into the hands of illegitimate traders, who clear
from American ports for the coast of Siberia, then touch at the Sa1~d·
wich Islands to lay in a supply of spirituous)iquors, and fina11y cru1se
along the Alaskan coast, purchasing all the furs, fossils, and walrus
ivory in the hands of the Arctic Innuits with rum, breech.loading arms,
and ammunition. This traffic, though quite extensive in volume, lies
at present altogether without the pale of official investigation, and only
the continuous presence of one or two vessels of the revenue marine in
these waters could reduce the trade of the .A.retie division to a legi-ti•
mate basis.
During the summer of 1880 an enumeration of the E8kimo inhabiting
this division was made by Capt. E. E. Smith, then ice pilot of the revenue cutter Thomas Corwin. In nearly every in tance this enumeration
was made by actual count, and based upon ·th.is authority we presen. t
the following list of settlements and their population:
.A:rctic division.

I

Settlements.

- Kingigamute ....... .............. .....
Inalit............................ .• . . . .
Villa&:e opposite on mainland..........
Ta-apxuk... ..... ..... .. .. ....... . .. ...
Kugalukmute . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Kongigamute ..........................
lawigamute . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

Location.

Eskimo.

Cape Prince of Wale , Bering Strait .............. .
East Diomede Island, Bering Strait ............... .
.Arctic Ocean ..................................... .
'ape Espenburg, Kotzebue ound ....... ......... .
Kotzebue oun<l ......... .... ............ .. .. .... . .
Duckland River, Kotzebue ound ...... ...... ..... .
la wick Lake, Kotzebue ound .................. .
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within our boundarie . Along the eastern portion of this division its
northern and outhern boundaries are clearly defined by nearly parallel
chain of mountain , the outhernmo t of which greatly exceeds in
height the northern. i arther to the westward, where the Kuskokvim
River tak , its ri e in the region unknown to white men, the branch of
the main laskan chain of mountains, forming the watershed between
the latt r river and the Yukon, gradually decreases in height, until
nothing r maiu but i ·olated group of hill only a few hundred feet
above th level tundra , tretching away to the we tward, until they
finally mer · with th ,·hallow waters of Bering Sea. In the vicinity of
the portag rout b tw n the two large rivers, where they ,tpproach
to within 30 r 40 mil s of ea ·h other, the ·ountry i o low that a canal
of le than half a mil in length ould allow the water' of two vast
river y t m to mingl with ea ·h other.
The lit art ry of all thi va t divi ion i , of cour e, the river from
whic it t k. it.' nam which ha
rved a the highway of nation
and trib :£ r m ny · n uri , long b for the whit ,man, with hi
impro
mean · of trau portation, accompli hed the f at, marvelous in
their y , of ra r iug in on bri
ason th di tan e from its deltoid
mouth
the IIud ·on Bay fort at th junction of the ukon and the
Porcupin riv r,'.
Th
or b m rican Indian of thaba }fan sto ·k inhabiting the
bank f th ukou and it tributarie ea t of th nvik and. hag luk
ri er had l>u a faint couc ption of the a to the we tward, and perhaps c1 m~jori of he trib , w re ignorant of it exi tence. On the
o ther baud the hardy E kimo, living aloug the coast of orton ound,
t h lower ukou Ri er, and he l u kokvim D lta, had advanced at an
early day aero the divide between he gr at river and the ea, following up the cour e of tlle Oonalakl et Riv r, triking the Yukon 40 or 50
mile outh of Tulat . Th y ttl d th right bank f tbi., river from
there to it mouth and bo h bank w t of th bageluk, but were not
allowed to hold p a eal>l po · ,·ion th Indian rallying from all
direction and driving th iutrnd.er · ba ·k far down the river, where he
la t race of ro1ling hill are lo t in th wampy tun lra . From time
to time the
kimo advan eel again, and traditional tale of bloody
battl and year of war b tw nth trib he ve come rlown to u , but
throu hall the varyiug fortuu of th c nt t the E kimo <'Ucceeded
in k eping the Indian from 1·ea -bing th . a .
.At the pre ent time the Indian or 'Ingalit" tribes bold full way
over the river down to Paimute villao- , ituated below the junction of
th
nvik River with the Yukon, and no Innuit (or E kimo) a. cend
the riv r b yond thi point unaccompanied by white men while no
Ingalit de c nd without the ame protec ion.
During he brief ummer of thi r gion the whole population flock
to the river bank , at ra t d by myriad of salmon crowding the wat r
in their annual pilgrimage ot reproduction up thi mighty tream.
t
that time bo h bank are lin d with ummer vi11ages and camp of fl hrm n, who build their ba. ket trap far out into the eddie and bend
of the tream and lay up their tore of dried fl. h or "yukala" for the
long retie winter. Thi annual congregation along the river bank
compl tely drain of human life the valleys and plain . tretching away
to he northward and outhward, and many of the lake regions in the
we tern plains.
The trav l r pa ing up or clown the river during this bu y sea on
would form an ntir _ly rrou ou.· e.'tirnate of the den ity of the popula.on if he should draw the con '1u 'ion hat the va t fore ts covering the
:l

1
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mountains and slopes on either side are inhabited by other tdbes.
Were he to make a brief excursion into the almost impeuetrable fore ts
and over the bills and mountains he would quickly perceive that along
the river alone exist the conditions necessary to sustain life through_out
the year. The small rivulets of the interior and the vast swampy plain ,
covered with snow for seven or eight months of the year, are only viRited by tbe trapper and hunter when the skins of the marten, mink, and
muskrat are in their prime. Where tbe mou!ltains are bigJrnr along- the
upper courses of the Yukon and Tenn,1nah game is more abundant and
the inhabitants are less dependent upon the river and its :fish.
In the past the staple food during the winter was the meat of tbe
reindeer, which animal was then abundant throughout the whole Yukon
section, but the first introduction of breech-loading arms among the e
native tribes caused an indiscriminate slaughter and the almost total
disappearance of this animal from the immediate vicinity of the river.
At that time the moo e was found only high up the river, and the
mouutain sheep was rarely eveu heard of. At present the reindeer i
again gradually making its appearance here and there, but the moose,
though hunted con tantly and energetically, seems to be increasing in
number , and has advanced down the river and spread all over the
delta between the Yukon and the Kuskokvim.
American enterprise has already taken bold of the fur trade of this
region to it full extent, and rival firm have lined the banks of the
Yukon with tradiug tores from Bering Sea to the ea tern boundary.
The hrill whi tie of the team boat i~ welcomed annually by thousand.,
along the river bank at the breaking up of the i ·e, and it is echoed bJ
tlJe hill and mouutain of the far interior where the Hudson BaJ
Company once reigned upreme.
Fox of all hade , from the highly prized silver-gray and black t,
the fi ry-red nd the now-white fox of the Arctic, furni h the stapl
fur of the ukon re 0 fon. The marten and the laud otter come ne
in numbe and the black and the brown bear con titute but an insionificant it of trade, bile the mink of the tundras and the river delta,
though exce din ly numerou , are next to valu le . The moo e an
d r kin are nearly all con um d by the native themselve for clothing
aud b dding.
Th total :-1lue of
· ped from thi
·
the Americ o
and European mar
not probabl
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lfnch ha ' been said an<l written by travelen; who passed dmi11~· a,
brief Arctic summer through the ukon valley with its high te1uverature, rank vegetation, and brilliant flora (and by others who never
aw the river) of the great agricultural region here awaiting development in the 11eaC' future. The real facts do not warrant any such expectation. The whole valley of the Yukon lies within a few degrees of
the Arctic Circle; the Roil, where 1t 1s level, is always swampy, and even
the slopes of hills and mountains are never drained of their superabunda11t moisture. The heat of summer bas no effect beyond an astonishingly rapid growth of native grasses and weeds and the briuging
into life of dense clouds of mosquitoes all over the country.
There is no doubt that a few vegetables will come to maturity bere
during the summer, and traders, tired of au uninterrupted diet of animal food, have made many experiment in this line. In no single
instance has there been a continued success iu these ventures, heavy
frosts at the end of July having, a it were, frequently nipped in the
bud the growing hopes of the traders of reaping a scanty harvest of
potatoe , turnips, and radi hes. Even if the interior valleys of the
Yukon were as well adapted to the production of cereals a are the
Sas katchewan and the Red River valleys, which they are not, there
would still be the difficulty of .finding a market for produce from such
an inaccessible region. Their only artery of trade would ue, of cour e,
the Yukon, and tha.t is not open to navigation until the month of July,
closing again at the end of eptember.
o seagoiug craft can enter
the river at all, and transshipment of cargoes would be neces itated
at some point on the coast away from its mouth.
For hundreds of miles from the sea the ukon River flows through
low, level tundras, or mossy moras. es, re'ting upon a foundation of clay.
The shifting current of the river eats away tlJe hore on either si<le
with a toni hing rapidity; the dull thud of aviug banks is constantly
heard by the traveler, and whole reache change their aspect entirely
within a iuo-le season. Stepping upon the hore the explorer mu,' t
jump from hummock to hummock or wade around from knee to waist
deep. In many places the ice never di appear within a few iuche of
the surface, being protected from the rays of the sun by a nonconductive carpet of sphagnnm. Wherever there is a slight elevation of grou11d
in a11 thi watery wa ~te the wretched native have located tl.teir villages, the dwelling consisting of excava.tions in the ground roofed over
with mouud of ods. Here they fi h during· the ·ulllmer and hunt the
mink and moo 'e in the winter. Million of gee and dnck,· vi it thi
r gion in the breeding eason, but comparatively few of th m fall vic tims to tbe lnnuit hunter, who is but an i11dift' r nt shot, and powd r
i dear. 'rhe capture of a large pecie of al called (. maklak" is conidered a great windfalJ by the hunter, and if three or four of them succeed in 'laying a now-white b luga, r grampus, the village at once
becom e the cene of fe tivity and rejoicing. Milk and honey cau not
be said to flow at auy time in thi · region, but oil does occa ionally,
lending a decided. '' lu ter" to the life of the Innuit and all hi· smrounding .
The ob ervation of the temperature in the Yukon division have not
heen e t en ive, and of only two point in the interior have we a ri
of temperature reading .
ulato is a trading station and Indian village, ituated at about the central point of the ukou l iver all Y·
llere the mean annual temperature, according to the ob ervatious of. th
Western niou Telegraph exploring partie ·, appear, to be but 6° h'
abovo zero. It must be remarked, however, that the warme t mout
II. Dae. 92, pt. 4-12
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of the year are not included in this series of thermometrical readi
From Fort Yukon, at the junction of the Yukon and the Porcu.1 _
rivers, we have a complete set of readings for a whole year, from -w-11..
we deduce an average for the summer temperature of 56°, and :fc::n~
winter of -23°, with an annual mean of +16° 84'.
We insert the following table as published by the United Sta
Coast Survey in the Pacific Coast Pilot of 1879:
Te1nperat1we obseri-atfons at Nulato, Alaska.
1866 and 1867.

Month.

--- - - - - - - - - - - - I 9 a.

- -

m.12"_~·m.

0

8 p.

0

n~

Mea,n. , Max:_

0

0

71

January ..................... ........ ....... -18. 5 1 -•16.3 - 18.3 -17.
February . . . . . . . . . . . .. .. . .. .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . -15. 5 1 -10. 4 -12. 9 - 12. 9
March ..... ................. . . .. .. .... ...... + n. 5 + 19. 6 +rn. 5 + 14. o
.A prll.......... . .. ...... .. . . . .. ...... .... ...
l!J. 2 + :14. 4
25. 0
26. 5
:\fay........................ .. ............ . .
40. 9
56, 1
42. 3
46, 4 I
Deccmhor .................................. •-11. 2 - 8. 0 -10. 2 - 9. 8
Who) p riod . .. ..... ........ ......... + 3.4 ,

+10.0 I+

+

5.8 ,

6.8

Min.

O

Ran

O

0

64

-49
-51

+15
25
38
49
74
22

+22
-56

+74 1

-56

76

-40

7

4-9
52

,___ _ _
78

130

1

T, mpernture obserrations at F01·t riikon, Y11kon Rirer, .d laska.
Mouth .

.<\ lll!Uf!!.. .................... ..

-~~~~·

::1~ -:::-1

............- . -. .-. -. .-..- . -..- . -..- . -.•-..- .-. 1

::\Ion th.

April. ....................................... .... ..... . .......... ... ... .

~ay ......•..•.. ...............•................. .. .....................
Jun ......................................................... ...... ... .
July ................................................................... .
ugust ................................... ....... ..................... .

ept mb r ..... ...... .......... ....... .... .... .. ..................... ..
October ..... ......................................................... .
~·ov mb r .................... . ....................................... .
D c mber .......... .................. ...... ........................... .

,~~i!~;~: : : : :::::::::::::::: ::::::::::::::::::: ::::: ::::::::::::::I
ar ....................... ........... ~ · · · ~ ~ · ···· ........ ,

Dnr
tlH

Dnily

I rn an .

11~'/Yt:~ :: :::::: :: :::: :: ::: :::::: ::: ::~ :: :::: :: ::::::::::: ::~::: :: :~::

Spring ....... ..... ............ ..................................... .. . .

19

0

1 70.
January ............. ...... ........... ................................ .

m

Min. / Range.

Mean. , ::\fax.

0

-26.85
- 26.44
- 11. 16
12. 66
41. 24
53. 40
65. 75
50. 00
38. 66
21. 60
- 8.2
-1 .43

I:M:ean
at
1 p.
111.

0

27.58
-23. 55
- 0.94
19. !3
48. 81
62. 00
74. 84
70. 04
52 73
0.40
- 5.40
- 5. 39

MontJ1 l y
max.
0

17
10
28
52
70

76
86
69
50

22
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These may be called safe dates for any vessel except in au unusual season, as during
a large part of J uue fine weather prevails. There is usually but little risk-in entering
the ice at that season.
TEMPERATURE.

The range of the thermometer during the past seven years has been from 76° to
-55° or 131° , though for the past fonr years the average yearly val'iation has been
but 71.2° . The maximum variation of the past four years was in 1877 and 1878, when
the highest extremes were, respectively, 75° and -50° , and 73° and -52° , amounting
to a range of 125° . The smallest range in 1879 wal:l 100°, from 68° to-32° ; the average of th mean monthly temperature, made up from the daily average of three
observations for the years 1877, 1878, 1879, and 1880, is as follows:
Degrees.

January .......••••....•......... - 5.0
~.,ebruary . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . - 6. 5
March ........................ _. _
9. 5
April............................
22.1
May . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
32. 8
June ...... .................. _. __ 45. 2

·

Degrees.

July .•••.••••...•.•....•.•.......
August . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
eptember.......................
October.................. . . . . . . . .
November. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
December...... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

53.1
52. 1
43 .3
2 .0
S. 3
8. 9

The minimum averages of any single month are -23.7° for February, 1877, and
-19.8° for January, 1880. The highest monthly means are 54.5° and 53.4° , in July
and August, 1 77, respectively. The mean annual temperature for the four years i
25.5° . 'rhe highest m an for one year i 26.8° , in 1879, and the lowest 23.9° , iu 1 0.
January and February rank as the two coldest months, and July an<l. August are the
warme t.
TIDES.

The ordinary tides are small and give a rise and fall of only about 2 or 3 feet, but
the winds from either north or south produce a striking variation. A long-coutin n d
and heavy gale from th south raises the water of orton Sound at I ast 10 fi et above
ordinary tide mark and overflow large stretches of the low coa t to the southward.
'ome of the h aviest of thes gales occur during the winter, and frequ utly the s a,
covered with heavy ice, sweep over the low coa t lands between the Yukon and the
Yuskokwim rivers for mile , aucl whole native village have been thus destroy d with
many of th ir inhabitants within the last fi w years. As tl1e tide fall , the ice, 3 or 4
fe t thick, i 1 ft tranded on the lowland. A light south wind is ·ufficieut to raise
tbe tide from a few inches to everal feet above the orclina1·y extent.
orth winds
aff ct th e tide in proportion. to their 1,treugth exactly in the inv r e ratio of the
south wiu<ls. When long-con ti nu d and trong gale!:! from this direction occur (most
fr <1uently in autumn), tho shallow bays are lnid bare, loner re fs are xposed, and a
general fall of the water of about 8 feet oc urs. It i to the hi 11 h tid s and outh
wind of sprinu or early summer ibatthisregion is ind btecl forth driftwood which,
JlJerging from the Yukon, is cast upon the beach, a,ncl furni hes the only fu 1 and
building material here.
VEGET TI

The whole coa tin thiR part of the country i bar of any kind of timber, and a
fi w patch of crau ,~y alder on helt r cl sonthern hillslop , with the Ar tic
willow ere ping over mo y ~ound, are al1110 t the only bu h to be fonncl. The
ground i cov red with a soft 1. y r of decaying
le matter ancl m
hich
bol<l water like
er •
In addition, a vari
rely ub1
to thrive ev ry
x cept on the nort
of th
,
rility pre ails. As
warm ch
li c·b n row or t
plants st,art up and byth fir t of June ha
ry with
,
making a pl a. ant ontrast to the !ITay and
her ; a
a
the soutl.i rn hill lopes are thickly dotted with flowers.
GARDE~l

G.

R ep ated attempts to rai e garden vegetables have been ma.de, hnt with P?Or
succe , as t11rni p ·, radi hes, and I ttuce app ear to be the on l · v g table from wh1 h
an y adequate return may be expected, and even in these ca es the tr n bl far exceeds
the reward.
AT:\10 PHERI

PHE Ol\1E A,

For the four years pr ceding April 30, 1 80, the average proportion of cloudin
during th y ar ha8 been as follow :
1 2. 2
Tb average number of totally cloudy days ...••• ••••·••••·················· · 131.:,
Th~ aYerage number of partfally cloudy and fair dav - - • - · ···· -· · - - · · · ·· · · · · 5 . 5
The average number of clear days .............. - ..... - - - · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · ·
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The average number of days during which rain or snow fell at St. Mi<liael d nrin.. 0
the last four years was :
January .... . ..................•. . 9.0 July .... _........ _..... .......... - 14.2
February ........................ . 5.7 August ........ _... _........... _ - . 19.5
March .......................... . . 8.2 September _.................... __ . 17.7
April ..................... _______ _ 16.2 October ...................... _ ... - 16.0
May····-···---·------·---------·· 11.2 N overn ber ..... . .. _............... - 1.0. 0
9.7
June ..... _. _.....•........ •...... . 9.8 December ........................ .
Ur an annual average of 147.5 days on which rain or snow fell. The average
annual precipitation equals 18.36 inches.
The number of days on which rain or snow fell appears very disproportionate, but
this is readily explained by the character of the precipitation. In but a single
instance during four years have I seen a had. downpour of rain, such as is common.
in lower latitudes, but either fine showers of short duration or long misty rains,
which at times fall for a da.v or two, leaving scarcely a measurable quantity of
moisture in the rain gauge, though every exposed object becomes saturated like a
water-soaked sponge. The snow usually bears the same character and falls in fine
amorphous flakes, rarely showing perfect crystalline forms and as rarely faJliug in.
large flakes.
ELECTRICAL PHENOMENA.

Thunder showers are said to be quite common in some parts of the Yukon River
Valle)T during the summer, but in the vicinity of t. Michael :fl.ashes of lightning,
accompanied by thunder, have been observed on two occasions durinO' the four ,rears.
Probably the low temperature and the high relative humidity combine to lessen such
displays h ere. During the colde t weather in winter, nearly always after a snowfall,
the air is in a highly charged condition, and at such times a passing stroke upon any
loose fur causes tbe hairs to stand up, so fully charged that by presenting the finger
to a single bairtip the snap of a spark may be beard 3 feet away; and in the dark a
train of sparks follows the hand in stroking any fur.
MIRAGES,

During the fine weather, from the last of February until the latter part of Jnl.v,
most of the clear day ar accompanied by more or 1 ss mirage, whi h is generall.
strongest pn old, clear days in March and in fine, warm days in May and June.
The coa t bill and ape , 30 to 75 miles away, are lifted up and contorted into the
mo t fanta tic hap s, which con tantly assume new forms with protean rapidit ,
until the whole land cape appears bnt a form of uir, th least hange in one' altitude producing a di proportionate change in the scene. I have seen a tall, pinnacled
hill, appar ntly hundred: of£ thigh, melt away and totally disappear under th
horizon by desc nc1in~ ubont 15 f et from m first point of view, and th hange in
outline are equally abrupt and urpri ing. During the entire year upon plea ant
da s the air is on tautly Yibrating mor or l s nppr ciably to th ey , but durin
the ·lear, int •n ly cold days in the latter part of wint r tu e vihration are o
energetic that verything on or n ar the urface of the ground be ·om •sat a distanc
of about 2 mile bi oded into an indistinct, treruulous blur.
CIIANGF. Olt'
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MIGRATION OF BIRDS.

The earliest arrival in spring is generally a solitary goose or two. In the last
days of April, and from then on until the 1st of June, birds continue to arrive, the
main migration falliug between the 15th and the 25th of May. The common barn
swallow comes May 20; the waterfowl, geese, arnl ducks begin nesting on the last of
May. The autumn migration of birds passing southward begins on the last of July,
and only a few of the hardier waterfowl remain at the end of September.
FISH.

The arrival of fish depends largely upon the date of open water along the shore.
Herrin°· generally arrive from tho 5th to the 20th of June. 'rhe delicious king salmon ome from the 15th to the 25th of the month, and the inferior species of salmon
in July and th month of August.

In 1868 Mr. William H. Dall made a report upon the agricultural
re ources of Ala ka, which was published by the Oommis ion er of
Agriculture. From this official document I make the fol1owing extract:
'fhe character of the country in the vicinity of the Yukon River varies from rolling and somewhat rocky hills to broad and marshy plains, extendino- for miles on
either side of the river. The underlying rocks in great part are Azoic, being conglomerate, syenite, and quartzite. Tho south shore of orton ound and portions
of the Kadiak P ninsula are ba alt and lava. 'fhere is on the northeast shorn of
Norton ound an abundance of sandstones and clay beds containing lignite.
andstone is also abundant on the Yukon, alternating with the Azoic rocks. The uperincumbent soil differs in different places. In some localities it is clayey, and in such
situations is quite frequently covered with sphagnum, which always impoverishes
the soil immediately beneath it. In others it is light nnd sandy, and over a lar .,.e
extent of country it js the rich st alluvial, composed of very :fine sand, mud, and
vegetable matter"brought down by the river and forming deposits of indefinite
depth. * * * The soil js u ually frozen at a depth of 3 or 4 feet in c.,r<linary ituation . In colder ones it remains icy to within 18 inches of the surface. This layer
of frozen oil is 6 or feet thick; below that depth the soil is destitute of ice, except
in very unusual situations.

Th mean temperature of the Yukon region, as given by Mr. Dall with
reference to the point of t. Michael, in latitude 63° 28'; the mi iou f
the Greek Church on the Yukou River, in latitude 61° 47'; ulato, on
th ukon River, in.latitude 64° 40', aud Fort Yukon, on the same river,
in latitude 67° 10', i exhibited in the following table:
Nulato.

Fort

ukou.

--------------------1------ - - - - - - - - 0

~=!~~~~~t~~nJ;;::::
:::: :: :::::: :::::::::::: :::::: ::::::::::
Mean for autumn ......................... ...... ............ .

Mean for wint r .. ............ .. ......... .... ....... .. ...... .
Mean for year....................................... . .

+29.3
+53. 0
+26.3
+ .6

,.,

+19. 62
+59. 32
+ 36.05
+ 0.95

0

+ 29.3
+oo.o
+ao. o
- 14.0

0

+ 14. 22
+so. 67
+11.:17
23. 80

-- - - - - - - +27.
- +29.
-- 3 -+26.48
-i-16. 92
8

The temp rature a exhibited ill the above table would not
m to
afford much c11couragement to the agricultural immigrant, v u witlwu
reference to the exi ·tence of frozen oil throughout the year itlli11 a
bort di tanc of the urface, as m ntioued above.
Incomplet and un ati factory as our information i
the data given would appear to be conclu ive a to th adapta
the Yukon R iver alley for agricultural pur uit . ◄ rorn variou orn ·
on the river trader report a temperature of from 50° t o 67° b lo~ :,wr
a common occnrrence during the winter; and, tlllough ~r, vel r 111 au
re, ident of thi region complain of oppr :ive h a durrng tlt umm r
evere fro t8 frcqueutly occm' jn the month of Juue and ugu ,t an
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one instance is recorded of a heavy frost at Nuklukaiet on the 27th o f
July, which destroyed a promising vegetable garden planted there in.
the summer of 1879.
Two Roman Catholic missionaries, Bishop Charles Seghers, S. J., and
1:!"'ather Mondard, his assistant, passed the winter of 1877-78 in the central Yukon region. They suffered much from severe cold during the
winter, aud when at last the ice disappeared and the snow melted away
from forest and from tundra, the contrast between winter and. summer
was so great that the pious missionaries were filled with delight, and
warming their bodies, chilled through the eight months of constant cold,
in the genial rays of the sun of July, they grew enthusiastic over the
warm climate of the Yukon and its "fertile valley" that might support
millions of agriculturists. These good missionaries evidently bad no
experience in farmi11g or husbandry, and bad never attempted to sink
a spade into the matted, elastic covering of the Yukon tundra. The
plague of the Arctic, the mosquito, alone would drive any but the most
energetic and desperate settlers from the country.
In the apparent absence of precious minerals in paying quantities we
must base our hopes for the future of the Yukon region upon its furs
and fish alone.
The dreary coa t line of this division, washed by the shallow waters
of Bering Sea, is inhabited by a hardy race of seal and walru hunters,
who have planted their villages at every point where it is po ible for a
few familie to eke out a living. A few point. ou tbi coa:t line from
Cape Prin ·e of Wales to Cape Rumiantzof require special mention.
Port Clarence, just outh of Oape Prince of Wale , offer
barbor
accommodation , and three or four Immit Yillage are
h re.
Kings I land, called "Oukivok 'by the natives, is a mal
i land
about O mile outhea t from the Diorned
land .
land i
about 700 feet in height, with almo t per
cular cl
d deep
water on all ide. · is com po ed of ba alt, i
dingly r
in outline, and i. barren of tree or shrub. The
emarka
ure of
the i land i the viJJage, compo ed of winter hou es, about 40 iu number
ex avated into th ide of the cliff , and built on a teep <leclivity, which
.
' · ·
·
ri. e from the. ea at an angle of abo
tbe fa e
· ·
·
·tant er
,b
•
in of 1
nd al
.
Gibral ta
wal
n
·
the. a11i
·
,
their kai
f
both th
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to the coast at the end of June or the 1st of July, and each receives his
allotment of goods to take back with him in sailboats and bidars during
the few months when navigation on the river is not impeded by ice.
The vessels supplying tbi depot can seldom approach the anchorage of
St. Michael before the end of June on account of large bodies of drifting ice that be et the waters of Norton Sound and the traits between
St,. Lawrence Island and the Yukon Delta.
In the de cription of this division we must include the i land of t.
Lawrence. This island originally had a population of about 1,000, but
during tbe winter of 15378, on account of the failure to lay in supplie
during the hunting season, a period of general starvation occurred,
which cau ·ed the death of at least 400 men, women and children, prin ·ipally the latter two clas es. There are several village on the island
inhabited by a tribe of .Asiatic or western Eskimo. They are tall,
straigl1t, and muscular, are generally good looking, and ubsist principally upou the walrus and the seal, generally taking only a much as i
actually ueeded for their immediate wants, without providing for the
future. They make hou es, boat , clothing, etc., of the kins of the
walrus, a11d sell whalebone and ivory to traders for rum and br ech loading arm . Living directly in tbe track of ve els bound to the
Arctic for the purpose of whaling and trading, this situation has be n
a cur to them; for as long as the rum lasts they do nothing but drink
and fight amono- them E'lves, and whenever they collect a few fur , in stead of exchanging th m for provision or clothing, they refuse to sell
th m for anything but whisky, breech-loading arms, and ammunition.
fbere i a chapel at St. Michael, but the headquarters of the Gre k
Oatholic Church, which ha the only e tabli hed mis ion in thi division, i at Ikogmute, on the Yukon River, ju t opposite the point wh re
the Ku kokvim portage come over. Here there is a church with everal hurch buildings under control of an ordained pri t, who e influence
over the e people is very mall. On paper he lay claim to having ,000
pari bioner , but I wa unable at any ettlemeut to recognize hi title,
even approximately. The worthy priest abound in faith, however, and,
in addition to his fir t-cited claim, al o reports that he holds 600 more
"nearly persuaded," a if it were a mere question of time to gather them
in finally.
The people of the United State will not b quick to take to the id a
that the volume of water in an la kan riv r i greater than that di charged by th mighty Mis i si.ppi; but it is n irely within the bound
of houe:t 'tatement to ay hat the Yukon l iv r, th
a t d ltoid
mouth of whi b open into orton Sound of Bering a, di charge
every lwur one-third more water than the "Fath r of Wat r . ' There
i room for om very important mea ·urem nt to b made in this connection, which I hope will oon be mad . W know the number of
cubi fe t of water whi h the Ii . i ippi roll by ew Orleans ev ry
day, but we do not po ess authority coucerning the volume of the
flood di ·cha1·ged by the Yukon. Entering the mouth, or rather any
one of the mouth , of thi large river, we are irnpre ed first by the
exceeding shallowHe, of t lrn ea ,>0 mil out from it, varying in depth
from 2 to 3 fathom ; and , econd, by the mournful, de olate app arance
of the country it, elf~ which i. carcely above the level of the tid , an~
which is covered with a monotonous cloak of scrubby willow and ran.Ir
gra es. The bank , wherever they are li fted abov the r ddi h urrent, are continua11y undermined and wa hed away by the flood, and
so uddeu and precipitat are these land lide · tit time that rad r,· and
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natives have barely escaped with their lives. For 100 miles up through
au intricate la"byrinth of tides, blind and misleading channels, sloug-!J_s
and swamps we pass through tlle same dreary, desolate region, until
the higher ground is first reached at Kusilvak, all(l until the bluffs at
Andreievsky and at Ohatiuakh give evidence of the fact that all the
land in Alaska is not under water. It is watered, however, here, there,
and everywhere, and impresses one with the idea of a vast iuland. sea,
which impression holds good even as far up the river as 700 or 800
miles, where there are many points, even far in the interior, at which this
river spans a breadth of 20 miles from shore to shore. As we advance
toward its source we are not surprised, when we view the character ot·
the country through which it rolls, at the vast quantity of water in its
channel. It would seem as though the land itself drained by the river
on either side within Alaska were a sponge, into which all rain and
moisture from the heavens and melting snow are absorbed, never finding their release by' evaporation, but conserved to drain, by myriads
and myriads of rivulets, the grea,t watery highway of the Yukon. I
notfoed a striking evidence of the peculiar uonconducti-ve properties of
the tundra mosses, or swale, last summer in pa. siug through many
of the thousand and one lakes and lakelet ' peculiar to that region,
where the ice had bound up the moss aud overhanging water growth at
the edges of the lakes. In the breaking up and thawing out of summer
that ice failed to melt, and tbe renewed growth of the sea on of veo-etation, reaching out in tum from this icy bord r, will again prevent
thawing, and Ho on until shallow pool. and flats are changed into fi ed
ma se. of ice hidden from view.
The border:-; of the bed of this river alternate from side to side with
flat here and low hill. there, tli river shifting from one to the other.
The hill above the mL' sion a ' well as the rollin o- uplands are all timbered while tbe flat are covered with rank gra es and willow thicket .
This river is bound hy i e iu October and i ' not relea ed until the un
of June exert it · power.
very remarkable occunen e in connection
with thiR anuual e-v nt took p1ac in the ummer of l t <'0, by which a
famine en uecl at th mouth of tlJ rukon, and the people th reof were
oblig d to re1 air for food to n ighboring ttlemeut far to th northward or on the u kokvim. The ice came down the Ynkon in :uch
ma ' and in . n<'h profu ion that it Tound d in the deltoid mouth in
th mo11th of ,Tnl , ,· o a: to form a barri r a ·ain t the runnmg of th
alm n .
.1 Ii:
of · ttl m •nt: and tatiou~ in th
ukou <livi ·i 11 with th ir
re p tive p pulat ion i , h >r app nded, ,v follow ·:
0

1'uko11 dil'iaio n .
• tt lem nt .

Location .

···-··
.......... ...··...--.
..........

·· ..··.....
···....···
......····
.... . .··..
· ·············

;~:it:::~!;:

.~..~}~.;::?::

· ········•

, B rin,,., a,..

k .••..... ..
or.·orto11 '11u11Cl
.•..•••..••••.. rlo ...•..•.........•.•...

6

....... . ....... ,Jo·········• · .. · ·· · ·····
••••.•...••..• rlo •••...••.•.• . .....••..

: 0 .•.....• ••··•••· ·••••••••·

•·········· ••..• rlo ••••.•...• .. ...•......

••• • •• • ••••• ••.••• 11< •••.•..••..•••.••....•

10

.............••...• ··••••

:.!1J

•••••••• ••••••••

ll

........................ .

•••••••••

15
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PLATE I.

YUKON TUNDRA IN SUMMER.
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Yukon division-Continued.
Settlements.
Cbioolrak .... .. .. .. . . . . . .

_ _l_T_ t 1 ,ul ~t
.
L
t
____o_c_a _i_on_ ._ _ _ _ ~
· orthcoastof

orton , ound

~;~kl~::::::::::::::::::: :::::j~ ::::::::::::::::::::::
~~r~a~.~~~~.~~~~~~: ::::::: :: J~ :::::::::: :::::: ::::::
0

tit~e cf~.tn;;g .A::::::::: .ii -~i or" No;toi:t·:s"~j::::::::
8

0

Oona.kbtolik ............... East coast of orton Sound.
haktolik . .. . ... ..... .... ..... do ..................... .

6~if~~a\1~:;·~_:::::: ::::::::::: j~: :::::::::::::: ::::: ::

f:i}}~t\

1
~·:· :::: :: :::·~:: : : : :

:i~ :::::::: : :: :::::::

t. Micha.el and Tachik ..... do ..................... .
vmage.
Pilcmiktalik . ................... do ............. .. ...... .
Pa. toliakh .............. . ...... do ....... ....... .. ..... .
Kotlik . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Yukon Delta . ..... . ....... .
:Fetkina ..... ... ............... do ... . ....... ......... . .

1ia.~i~~r~~:~~;:~~7:;: :::J~::::::::::::::::::::::
Cb fokhla~amute, first .. ...... . do ... ... ............... .
Ch fokblag:unule, Recond .... .. . do ... .. ........ ...... . . .
Chefokblagamut , third . ...... . do ..................... .

1:tr:t:~ ~~t-~:: ::::::::::: :::::~~ ·.::: ::: :::::::::::: :::
1

Kaslnmok ..... . ... ....... . ... .. clo ..... ............ . ... ,

g~!i!~~!ti:::::::::::_:: ::::i~ ::::::::::: :::: : : : :
Village (name unknown) ...... . do ... ... ....... . . ... ... .

:rs:~~t1~~~~~.~:t:.:: ::::::: :::J~ :::::::::::: ::::::::::

Nauvogalokhla.gamute ......... do ........... ... . . ..... .
VillagesonBigLak r gion ... . do ..................... .
Coast b tw en l'astolinkh .. ... do ... ... . ..... ......... .
and Cape Rumiantzof.
Komarof"s Odinotcl1ka. .. . . Yukon River . ............. .
Al xeief'1:1 Odinotchka . . .... ... do . .. ....... .. .. .. ..... .
Eliseic•f's Barabara . ... .... .... . do ... .................. .
Chatinakh .. ........... .. . .. . . . do ... .......... ....... . .

t~~;J~~~t~~~;~::::: :::J~ ::::::::::::::::::::::

!i!;f::o~~:::::::::::::::::::J~ ::::::::::::::::::::::
Staraie,' lenie . .... . ...... .. . . . do ....... .... ... .. ..... .

}!~~~~~:•tf~~!!·S·i~~:: :::::: ::::.i~ ::::::::::::: ::: ::: :::
Rybnja ......................... do ..................... .

:fat~:;~;~r:::::::::::: :::J~ ::::::::::::::::::::::
.A.skl1omute .... .. ...... ........ do ..................... .

~~:;.:i~t~~.l~ ~.::::::: J::::3~ ::::::::::::::::::::::
Anvik station aud village.
do ......... ......... ... .
jn~~ J'.~~~~:: :.·:: :: :::::: :::::ag: ::::::::::::: :: ::::::
1•• • ••

Do ... .. .................... do ...... .. . ... ......... .
'.l'anakbotkbaiak ...... ........ . do ...•.............. ....
Single house ......... .... . ... .. do . ... . ... .. ........... .
Chageluk settlements . .. .. Cba,geluk Slough aml lnnok
River.
Khatnotoutze ............. Yukon River ...... ........ .
Kaiakak .•..... ... ........... .. do .......... ....... .... .
Kaltag .. .. ... ..... ... ..... .... . do ...•...... .... .. ......
ulato, station nllcl Yillage ..... . do ..................... .
Koyukuk s ttlcrnents .... . KoyukukRiver ............ .
Terentief's station .... .... Yukon River .............. .

:Itit~{;~t:::::::::::: :::J~ ::::::::::::::::::::::

Ynkokakat ......... .. ......... do ......... . ... . .. .. .. . .
Melozikakat ................... do ..................... .
Mentokakat .................. .. <lo .................. .. . .

:J:c1v~a.~\~::: :::::::::: :: :::: :j~ :::::::::::: :::::::: ::

15
100
20
30
80
20
20
15
60
10
100
8
20
5
109

C- 1 \.A.thaba . Ek'
reo e. ~ ~
15
100

20
80
80
20

20
15
60
lO
100
8
:.!O

3
4

2 ........... .. .•••..
5 .•. . . . . .• .
100

10 . ...........•. ....... .....
80 .....••..• ...••.. .........
8 ...... •. ·•••·•· · ..• ..•••.•
30 .... . ....•..... . .. •. ......
6 • •··•·•· ·•••·• .. . ••.••••..
8 .••...• . . • • ...• . . • . . •••••.
18 .... . ... . ..••..•.... ......

]~6 I::::::::::::::::::::::::::
. • ...••... •··•• · ...••..••.
1~~

125
100

25
20
15
80
'40
100
166
300

: : ::: :: : : ::::::: :::: :::: : :
.•...... . ......... • .. .. . ..
..... ... . . •. . ... .. .. .... ..
·····• .. ..••.. . ..•. .....•.
... .. • ........... . ..... •..
...... .. ...... . . ......... .
. ........................ .
...... .. .. •• ........... • . ..
......... .. ... . .. .... .••..
.... ... .. ..... ...... . • · · · ·
......... . •...•..•........

10

80
8
30
6
8
18
15
5
6
10
175
125
100
25
20
15
30
40
100
l GG
300
12
15
20
40

13
16
20
40
14
90
151
102
63
10

)2
90

151
102
63
10

55 ········. .... ... ....... .•.
HS
5 ... · ··••··
1
1 ... . ......
37
40 . ........ .... ... ....... ...
121 .... . ... ........ ....... . . .
!) ..•.•....••..•.. • • • •••• ...
9 ......... •·····. ······ ····
:m ........ ·•···•·· •·••··· ...
175
121
1 . ...... .
95
20
20
12
12
15
15
52
52
15
150

55
143
35
40
)21
0
80
:10

::::::::::::::::::::::::::, m
114 1........
-··· .... ..

:::::::: ::::::::1

·········

........ .
.......•.

l~g 1:::::::::

115 ········ 1········
124 .................. .. .
45
168
]50
15
100
10
25

115
124
45

]63

150
15
100
JO

25
(j

6
30

:io

20
12
15

g 1:::::::::

20
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Yukon division--Continned.
Total.

Loc:i1ion.

~o1 tlements.

I

White. Creole. Atkhabas•fEskimo.
an.

-- - -

------

Noyok~kat ...........•..•. Yukon River .... . ....•..•..
Kozmas .......... . ............ do .. .............•.•... .
Nuklukaiet .................... do ..................... .

107

1 ....... .

J~~:p>;~t~~~~~:~:::: :::::: ::: :i~ :::::: :::::: ::::::::::
Fort ReUance ........... ....... do ........ ..... ........ .

110
109
83

2 •.•..• ..
1 ....... .

Gems <le Large ... . ............. do ....•.................
Fetoutlin (David's people) . .... . do ..................... .
Tennanah villages ........ Tennanah River ........... .

120
106

lOti ...••••• -

700

700 . . .... - . -

St. Lawrence Island......

M ··· ·· ·2· :::::::~-

Bering Sea ...••..•.••.......

500

Total........ .. ...... ...... ...... ...... ..•... .•....

6,870

106
11
27

110
107
82
120 ....•••. -

500

18

19

2,557

4,276

The Russian mission on the Yukon River claimed in the year 1880
that 2,252 of the natives were professors of Christianity, but personal
observations lead me to believe that this estimate is exagger ated, comprising a it does quite a number of individuals in distant settlements
to which this zealous missionary can show no title beyond a wholesale
sprinkling of the villaue during a hurried visit. In 1880 there was no
chool in existence within tlle jurisdiction of this mission, but steps
were being taken by the bishop for the location of an educational
establi hment at Ikogmute.
The trade of the Yukon division has been thus far confined altogether
to the barter with the natives for furs, seal oil, and some walrus ivory
along the coa t. The importations of goods and provisions in payment
of these native productions are quite large, amounting in the year 1880
to 150,000 pounds of flour, 100 chests of tea of 52 pounds each, 150
half barrel of brown ugar, and 50 half barrels of white sugar. The
con umption of flour alone foot up 25 pounds for each man, woman,
and child in the di trict, and the demand for thi article i increasing
annually. The dry goods, hardware, etc., imported, tog·ether with this
Jarue quantity of provi ion , represented in 1 0 a value of nearly
$~0,000.
Th nm ohtai11 din exchange for the e provi ion numbered 27,356,
of all kiud, , divid cl a follow :
"\Y olf......... • .... _..... .. _..•..

Lynx .......................... .
B a Yer ...... _... ...... .... ____ ..
,'iJ,·cr fo .· ...•........ . ..... : ... .

·ro f,,x . .. . .... . .............. .
R d Fox ....................... .
\Yhit fox . ........... . . . ....... .

B

Yf'!f •••••••••••••••••••••• -···

32 j Marten ......................... . 2,000
310 Mink .......................... . 7, i74
132
3, 7 1 Bear ........................... .
206 1 Muskrat ....................... . 2,00
310
00 Land otter ..................... .
5,000
Total . _. .......... . ....... 27,356
1,791 I
3,200
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The length cf the main artery of this divisi.on is not known, tbe head
waters of the Kuskokvim having thus far been untouched by the
explorer or trader. We have the statements of native to the effect
that the upper Kuskokvim River flows lnggisblythrough a va t l)lateau
or valley, the current acquiring its impetus only a short distance above
the village of apaimute. From this point down to the trading station
of Kalmakovsky and to the southern end of the portage route between
this river and the Yukon the banks are high and gravelly and chains
of mountains seem to run parallel with its course on either side. This
section of the Ku kokvim Valley is but thinly populated, though apparently the natural advantage· are far greater than on the correspouding
section of the Yukon. The soil is of better quality and i sufficiently
drained to permit of a more luxuriant growth of fore t trees, shrub ,
and herbs.
Such indication of minerals as have been found here are the most
promising of those in any portion of we tern Alaska, consisting of welldefined veins of cinnabar, antimony, and silver-bearing quartz.
Game and fur-bearing animal. do not abound in tbi section of the
river valley, a it is an old bunting ground and bas been drained by
con tant traffic for more than half a century. The principal 1.msine ·s
of the traders at Kalmakov ky i derived from the almost unl nown
head water of the river, where the beaver, marten, and fox are still
plentiful.
From the head waters down to Kalmakov ky the people belong to the
interior Indians, or Athabaskan·, and for some distance below this point
there se m to be a mixed race of Innuits and Indians; but from the
villa,O'e of Okhogamute down to the coast of Bering Sea the E kimo
alone appear on both bank of' the Ku kokvim, peopling also the section of th delta between Cape Vancouver ( :rel on I laud) and the
month of tbe river and the i land of univak, lying off the coa t. This
triangular , ection, haviug for its apex the above-mentioned village,
teem with population.
i1lage dot the bank of the river at int rval.,
the di tanc b tween them gradually d crea ino- toward the a oa t,
while on th delta the lake and luggi h treams are lined with
numerou · ettlement .
According to our tandard, the people of the lower Ku kokvim River
and of the tundra are very poor indeed, their country offering notbiug
but seal in the a and tbe river, m riad of minks, om fox , th
brown bear, and a few moo. e.
mong th :e animal. the hair eal i' of
the greate t impo1-tance, furnL hing oil and 1, t.-: k.· (dried seal hide·),
the chi ~f article of trade with the whit and nati
tra<ler ' on tl1
upper river. The kin of the mink i of o littl value that traders
often refu e to buy unl , in v r lar
quantiti . .
ltog th r the, e
p ople would be in a orry plight ind cl were it n t for the abundant
supply of almon duriug tbe summ r. Tuey all flo ·k together on the
bank of the Ku,·kokvim and fairly Jiue th river with .fish trap and
dryin · frame , or pole , and from the be 0 -ill11ing of Jun to th< month
of Augu t the traps are constantly empti d and filled again. The
quantity of fish ecured during the asou i very 0 Teat, even in proportion to the number of inhabitJint. ; but when we cousider the wa. teful practice of drying the fish until only a mall fraction of the original
sub tance remaill ~, it can not a toni h u , to hear tbe native complain
of an in ufficient supply. Over 4,000 p ople lay in the winter upply
for them elves and for their dogs durillg a few month of umrn.er, but
it iR. afe to state that with a rnor economical mode of pre rvmg the
fi h four time the number could live in comfort wi uin the same space.
1
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A glance at the map will show a very conspicuous broad openi~ 0
through which the strong current and turbid waters of the KuskokVJ.m
are discharged into Bering Sea. The tideR in this capaciou estuar_run with a surprising velocity and an enormous vertical rise and fall·
..At the village of Agaligamute I saw a 111om1d, the apex of which wa ~
over 50 feet above the level of the sea at low water, totally subm~rg :,.d
by the flood tide, assisted by a southwesterly gale. This ex traordu1ar5'"
change in tide level extends up i11to the mouth of the river beyond
the point where the trading schooners discharge their cargoes at
Shineyagamute.
At each succeeding flood tide a traveler in his bidarka can pass over
willow thickets of larg·e size and groves of poplar, while at low w~ter
he :finds himself sunk between high banks of bottomless mud, shuttmg
him out from all view of the interior. The a8pect of the country he~e,
as far as it lies under the direct influence of the changing tide, is strikingly desolate and forlorn. The settlements along the banks and the
tributary swamp8 of this river are located on little patches or narrow
dikes only just above high water, and from here acrO$S to the hi11s to
the eastward extends a great swale or watery moor of from 40 to flO
miles in width. Hummocks and ridges afford a path to the hu11ter
liere and there, and when the river js at its ebb the great flats of mud
and slimy ooze are bare. A rank aud luxuriant growth of coarse water
grass, reeds, a11d rushes covers the whole expanse, with little clumps of
dwarf willows and poplair along the elevated tide rim.
The native villages are ranged close together, each occupying all the
dry land in its immediate vicinity. It i clifficult even to find sufficieut
dry ground outside of the houses upon which to pitch a tent, and at low
tide it is almost impossible to pass between the village and th wat r'
eclge, a mile or more away, eparated a they are by an almost impas able mud.
On the we tern bank of the lower Ku kokvim the Jan<l i. al
and , wampy and th , ettlement are more wicleJy eparat d fro1
other. In th 1 wer part of thi tr am, in the vici11ity of oo
Bny, wb re oue bank can no longer be igltted from the other there
:~xi t a o-roup of low bar or i let upon wl.lich both the common al
ancl he maklak are aid to "haul up" to breed. Thi: tatement ha
110t h
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For many years one trading station belonging t o one of the wealthy
San Francisco companies seemed to absorb the whole trade of the
Kuskokvim River. Two years ago, however, a rival agency was established, and at present there seems to be traffic enough to afford to each
firm a moderate profit. The most valuable skins shipped from this
region are tho e of martens and foxes, procured from the roving tribe
of Koltchanes inhabiting the terra incognita about the head waters of
the Kuskokvim.
There is another feature in this country which, though insignificant
on paper, is to the traveler the most terrible and poignant infliction he
· can be called upon to bear in a new land. I refer to the clouds of
bloodthirsty mosquitoes, accompanied by a vindictive ally in the shape
of a smaU poisonous black fly, under be stress of whose persecution
the stronge 't man with the :firmest will mu 't either feel de pre ·sed or
succumb to low fever. They hold their carnival of human torment
from the fir ·t growing of spring vegetation in May until it is withered
by frosts late in September. Breeding here, as they do, in the va t
network of lo ugh and swamp, they are able to rally around and to info t
the wake and the progress of the explorer beyond all adequate de cription, and language i simply unable to portray the misery and annoyauce accompanyiug their presence. It will naturally be asked how do
the native bear this They, too, are annoyed and suffer, but it should
be borne iu mind that their bodies are annointed with rancid oil, aud
certain ammoniacal vapors, peculiar to their garments from cou tant
wear, have a repellant power which even the mosquitoes, bloodthirsty
and cruel as they are, are hardly equal to meet. When travelin g t he
natives are, however glad enough to seize upon any piece of mo ·qnito
11 t, no matter how mall, and usually they have to wrap cloth
or
kius about their head· and wear mitten, iu midsummer. The trav 1 r
who expo es hi bare y s or face here loseR bi natnral appearance;
ltis eyelid swell up and close, and his face become · one mass of lumps
and fiery pimple, . :i\fo quitoes torture the Indian dogs to d ath,
pecially if one of th e animal , by mange or otberwi e, loses an
in ·ou iderable portiou of it thick hairy covering, and even drive the
bear and the de r into the wat r.
The e 'oud river sy:tem belonging to thi divi ion is that of the
Togiak a tream mptying into th we tern por ion of the ·oa t indentation b tween Cape: ewenham and Cou tautine. The cour, e of thi
river i bri f, the di tance b tween the high plateau from wbi h it
prin gs and the acoast being not much ov r 100 miles, but it i broad
and ha many lake-fed tributarie and it banks are lined with populou villages.
Thi whole r"gion i poor in uch natural produ ·t a white men
desire, ancl one of the re ult of thi poverty i that no white trader
has ever thought jt worth hi' wJJil to visit these people. Th Togiak
E kimo , eem to live lJy hundred and even thou aud in an almo t
primitive 'tate, withou craving for any of t he white man 8 pos e sion ,
with the ole exception of tobacco, an article they hav re ·eiv d from
urrounding tribe , and which tJiey have learned to appreciate. They
seem to live without any tribal authority or organization, and have no
•hiefi, each family managing it own affair , coming and going with
perfect freedom, without any r gard for the wishe of other m~mb :r of
the community. Whole families and communitie leave t heir wmter
bou ·es or ubterranean dwellings a fancy takes them, elect som
point on the tundra or on the river bauk, and pass two or three month
with no other shelter than that afforded by their upturned kaiak and
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a waterproof shirt made of deer entrails and bladders stretched o tr
paddles and spears. As the wind chang:es they shift this unsatisfact Y
shelter about, seemingly caring for nothing beyond a small space to le J
their heads where they are not exposed to the pelting rain or snow:
Brown bears ( Ursus richardsonii) are ple11ty in the swampy nvel'
bottom dillring the fishing season, and are boldly attacked by the men
with spears and lances; but when the salmon disappears the popula e
migrate inland to the hills and devote a month 01· two to the ar~ent
pursuit of the ground squirrel to replenish their stock of clothing.
The skins of minks and foxes alone are from time to time taken down
to a small trading post on the seacoast and exchanged for tobacco by
one or two courageous iu<lividuals who act as middlemen.
In the winter herds of moose are said to visit the Togiak River Valley, and, being easily hunted and overtaken in the deep snow, afford a
welcome change of diet to tbe natives. Along the mountain range
extending between the Kuskokvim and the Togiak rivers, and impinging upon the sea at Cape Newenham, reindeer are plenty, and are
hunted constantly by the natives ou both sides of the divide. Of tbe
country between the headwaters of the Togiak and the Kuskokvim
nothing is known, but it is safe to conclude that it is not permanently
inhabited.
Turning away from these populous villages, with their mound-like,
grass-grown dwernngs, upon the apex of which the natives are wont to
perch, gazing out to sea or into vacancy, recalling- the a pect of a village
of prairie dogs on an enlarged scale, we leave behind us the most primitive among the native E kimo sonth of Bering Strait.
In the Nushegak di trict, named after the third river comprised in
the Kuskokvim divi ion, we fiud everywhere traces of long and intimate intercom' e with the Ru. sians, who made this valley and a series
of lakes their highway of trade, connecting Bristol Bay with Kalmakov ky R~doute and ~t. Michael.
The hou e in all of thi district out ide of the missionary settlem nt
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In the interior regions where both fuel and building material are
more abundant, the houses change somewhat in appearance and con•
struction; the excavation of the coast houses, made for the purpo e of
saving both articles just mentioned, disappears and gives way to log
structures above the ground, but still covered with od. Living withiu
convenieut distance of timber, the people here do not depend so much
upon the natural warmth of mother earth.
The coast between the Togiak and the Nushegak i, very sparsely
peopled, but a few small villages are located in the large bay of
Ooallikh and Kulluk. The inhabitauts of these settlements derive
their sustenance from both sea and land, making long journeys in their
kafaks to islands and banks on the sea, the re ort of the seal and the
walrus, while on the land they hunt the b1·own bear, the wolf, the fox,
and the reiudeer. For their clothing they depend upon the ground•
squirrel, and occasionally the traveler sees a parka or shirt.like o-arment
made of the breasts of sea fowls, cormorants, gulls, and other birds
living in millions on the steep, rocky coast.
On the upper u hegak River and around the numerou lake from
which its water flow a greater variety of fur.bearing animals and game
exists, the marten, mink wolverine, beaver, 1and otter, wolf, and b ar,
and tbree varieties of the fox being still found here in ample number .
It is owing chiefly to the indolent habits of the people, who are much
given to festive a · emblie , where singing- and dancing ar freely
indulged in, that the quantity of furs secur d from this di trict is quite
small. A single trading po tat Alexandro sk's R -;doute ha drained
all this extensive interior region for., ears past, and the trnder tationed
there a ert that he did as much lmsine s in walru · tusk from the
coa ta in furs from the interior.
The salmon family, the great feeder of all the Alaskan people, fre.
quent in a ·toni bing numu rs the Nush gak and other strealll empty.
iug int Bristol Bay. The facilities for building traps and weir ar c lso
extraordiuary, and American :fi hermen have for ome year been
engaged here every sea ou in r aping a rich harve t and hipping the
:fi h, alted in barrels, to market. Hmidr d · of barrel hav been filled
with a ingle clean.up of the trap. The only drawback to this bu 'ine s
is the hort period over which the run extend·, n ·e sitatin · the
employment of a very large number of hands whil it la ·t . On the
Igu hek River, entering Bri tol Bay from the we t ard not mor ban
40 uative gather their winter tore of dried :fi h on tbe river.
The walru , above referred to, are kill d nly when th y 1 av their
natural element and resort to the s luded sandy b acb
aud bar
during the breeding ea on.
For the temperature of the Ku kokvim clivi ion
ha e bu very
un ati.-factory data. In the whole alley of the 1 u kokvim no ouser•
vations have been taken, but at lexandrnv k tation, on the u he•
gak River I ucceeded in obtaining a et of monthly meall · oft mpera•
ture covering the period from eptemb r, 1 79 to
ugu ·t 1 o,
inclusiv . The e ob ervation were taken by Mr. J. Y . lark the
agent of the Ala ka Uommercial Company at that place, a follows:
D(•g. l •'.

D g. Jt'.

1879-

ept mber ...................
October .......•.............
... oveml>er ...............•...
Dece111her ........••.....••..
18 0-Ja.nuary.. .. . ... . ... . ... . ... .
ebruary.... . . . . . . • • • . . . . . . .

4.-.1
32. 0
2,1.
11. 5
1. 5
14. 2

18 0- :farch . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 21. 2

ti1:::: :: ~·: : ::: ::::::::::::~rt~

1

July ........................ ~ I. 1
August • • • • • • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • :33. 0
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The observer remarked that the winter of 1879-80 had been unus u a1ly
severe. Another set of mean temperatures, covering the winter months,
is as follows :
D eg. F.

Deg.F.

1878-November ...................
December ...................
1879-Jannary .....................
February ....................

26.1
26. 6
20. 7
10. 0

1879-March ............... __ ..... 23. 7
April .................. _.• _. 29. 1
May .............•.......... 35. 8

I append a tabulated list of the villages and stations in this division,
with their population, as follows:
Kttskokvirn division.
Settlement .

Location.

Total. White. Creole. I .A.leut . .A.tl~:~~S· E skimo.

- - - - - ----1- - -Nunivak I sland . . . . . . . . . . Bering Sea ........ - .
Tanunak . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Nelson I sland ..... .
Kaliookhlogamute ............. do ............ -Ka higalogamute . ........... .. do ........ . .... .
N ulakhtolagamute .... _.. Yukon Delta ...... .

. ....... · ·•··•·· · · ····-· ·--···-·· ·
·--· · -·· - ······· ........ ··-·······
···-···· ........ ···--··· ···--·-·-·

400
8
30

. .. ........ . ........... . ··--·- ·· ··

g~i~;;!;~~t::: : : ::::J~ :::: :: :::::: ::

10

···-···· ··· ····· ........ ··--···--·

25

-----· ·· ---· ·-- · ··· · ·--· ·-·- ·· ·· -·

35

···--· · · ··-· ·· ·· ····· · -· ···· · ···- ·
........ ·--····· ·-······ --·- ·-·-··

60
75

····-··· . •..... ........ .......••.

t~~EF::K~i~ti::::::::::::Jg ::::::::::::::

6

::::) :<: )! :: ::::::J ......

Kinagamute ... .. .. . _.. _. . Kuskokvim Riv r . .
Village at head waters . .. . .... . do ..... ... ..... .
Napa1mute ......... _. .. ... .. . do ......... . . .. .
Roaming Koltchane . .......... clo ............. .
K a lmakovsky R~douLe . .... ... do ............. .
Kokblokb to khpagamute ...... . clo ............. .
Toolooka.anahamute .......... do ............. .

1~

i.t~r;1;;1);1; :;;;I!!!;;;;;;(;
t~~:r:~1.t~.::::::::::::: :::J~ ::::::::::::::

~1m~~Jl~~r::::::::: :::J~ ::::::::::::::

Mumtrekhlagamute stii,. .... . do .... . ........ .
tion ................... .
M11n1trekhlagamute Yil• ..... do ........ . .. .. .

J!liJJi!itt~::::::i ::J: ::: :::::::::

196
9

l

Tagbiaratzoriamnt ...... . .... do .......... ... .

5:t

~:ti~W:d~~f~.~~.:::::: ::::·~~ ::::::::::::::

193
162

~t?~iJ;t:i~t.:::::::::
:::J~ ::::::::::::::
K1k.khmga_gam11t ..... _... . . do .. .... ..... .. .
i°i!f:f;~1::i :i't
;~~
Iliuta~amut .................. d11 ....... .. .... .
1
~i11

1 6

:::::::::::: : : : : :

: : : : : : ~:::::::

~~~il~~.~~:~r(~ .. :::::: ::: :: :::~[~ :::.::::::::: ::

Qniu habumut . .. . . . . . . .

·u. koknrn J~ny ..•.
A:::ulii;:nmnt . ................. do ............. .
'l'nkrk t a.nmt .•............ 110 •••••••••••••.

~:;~1 11 §a:::t1::: :: :::::: .(;f;~~~O ;.~;··ff;,:::::

tr
Tzaha,· ::: nunt .........• l rin~ •, H:n:...•.
•~z1 .'°i::: mut ••. ... .•.... : zl~-i.,ia :. 1:i\'. r ... .
1 o g 111ut . . . . . . . . . •• . . l 0 ° 1 k I n· r ..... .
Ik liukha •......... •..•.•.. - .. do .......•.•.••.
'l uri11
bi 11 •••••••••••.•.••• do .......•......
K I 11111111 ••• ••••••••••••••• tlo .•............
·111 ok •....................•. do ............. .
Ki I b .•...•........ •.. .... d,, •.............
nnu 1100 ••• ••••• •••
do ............. .

··1· .. ..
A:' i'm.:h •• ~-~~:::::::::::: -~:.':~tf:~.'~::::::::::

.Kullu • • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . KulluJ.: .lfay . .•. ....

5
9
94

71

ij

.

120
21
1
162

. ...... ........................ . . .
••••.••.••.•••. ·•···•• ··--··· .•.
.••.. ••..•.. •••..••..•• . ······· •••

:+:::++:: /]

....... ....... .......... ·-······· ·
.......••......•.. . .... ·-·-······
................ ... . .. - .......... .
..............•.......... ·•··••··

.......... ..... .................. .

132 ....••...••....... •..•.... ·····- .•
270 ........•.. ···-· .•...•.... ·•····••
l!l:! .....•.........•..•..•••...•...•.•
137 ........................ ······•••

!JIEE:::::}::\:++
08
G5

•••·•••· •••••.•• ·• •·•••· ·••·••••••
•••••••• •••••••••••••• • • ••••••••••

il
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Kuakokvirn division-Continued.
Settlement.

Location.

Total. \ White. Creole. Aleut. At~!~~s- Et1kimo.

74 1 = ==~-74

Ignshek .................. !gusbekRiv~r ...•..
.A.nagnak ............ . .... .r-l usbegak River ... .
Nu be>p:ak(.A.lexandrovsk) .... . do ............. .
Kanulik ....................... <lo ............. .
Kakuak ...................... . do ............. .
.A kulvikchnk ................. . do ... .. ........ .
.A.givi-..ak ..................... . do ......... . ..•.

i~i :::::::: ::::::J ::::::: ::::::::::

~~lc\Da~~~.~illu°ge~::::::: .M~i~hati:i"~ Ri.;e~:: ::

91 ........................ ··········
91
180 . . • . . . . . . .......
180 ..... .•..

87
178

.A.kuliakhpuk . . . . . . . . . . . . Lake of same name ..
Ekuk.................... . Bristol Bay . ....... .
Koggiung .... ..... ....... Kvichak River .... .
Kaskinakb .................... do .............•
Ch1kak ................... Ilyamna La,ke ..... .
Ilyamna ....................... do ............. .
Kichik ................... KicbikLake ... .... .
Paugwik (two villages)... Na}!.nek River ..... .
lk•kbagmute ............. Lake 'Walker . ..... .
I gagik............... .. . . . .A.liaska Peninsula ..

....... ... .. . ...... . ..... ·········
1
86 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

87
91

52 ....... .. ...... .... ...... ·········

~~I52

'1 ·

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

:i49! ~))~ !)!~~~/~!) ~~~)~~~! :i!
51

91
192

. . ... . . . . ... . . . .
13
. . . . . .. . . .... .. .
. . . . . . . . . . . .. •. .

. . . .. .. .
til ........ .
. . •.. . . .
36 . ••. .. ...
. . ... ...
91 . ······ ..
. . . .. . . . .... . . . . . .
192

········1········ ..........

162
162
120· ........
..... . ..
2 ........ ..........
118
177 ........
l
176 .................. .
37 ·· ···•· · .....•..
37 ................ , ..

~!~!~~~~::::::::::::: :::J~ ::::::::::::::

40

Total. ........... .. .......... .•... ........

....... . .••..••.

8, 911

111

40 .. .. ............... .

255 j

506

8, 0311

1

The superficial area of the Ku kokvim divi ion is 114,975 square miles,
and its total population 8,911. These figures would indicate a proportion of 1 inhabitant to every 13 square miles. The number of whites
and creole in this divi ion (114 in all) is too small to take into consideration in this connection.
THE ALEUTI.A.

DIVISION.

Before proceeding ea tward alo11g the continent of .Ala ka in our
brief urv y of the geographi ·al divi ions of the Territory, we turn our
attention to the Aleutian di vi ion, comprising the Aleutian I land ,
from th
humagin group, in the east, to the island of .Attoo, in the
extreme we t, and al o a mall ection of the .Alia ka penin ula at it
.·outheru e, tremity. The idand appear to be a mere continuation of
the main 1a kan range of mountain groups. Many of the e i lands
contain vol ·auic peak , and ome of them are still in a tate of moderate activity.
light hocks of earthquake are common through ut the
chain, but many year have elap d 'ince the occurrence of viol nt pheuomena traceable to volcanic action.
11 thei lands re mountainou.,
and many of th m exhibit uow• ·over d p aks of from 4,000 to 8,000
fe t in height. Tbe entir divi ion i treeles , dwarfed ·pecimens of
er ping willow b ing the near t approach to timber fouud anywhere
on the i land or mainland. Th oil con. i t of veg table mold, clays,
volcanic detritu , and h r and th re a light calcare u loam. Gra e,
of a11 kind grow in gr at abundance, except in the interior alley and
plateau , where a lack of <lrainag·e ha allowed deu e ma e of spbag1mm to prevail over the l) remiial gra · e natural to the oil. The
nrfa e of the oH verywhere, ev n where very tall gras es eem mo t
lu uriant, i cut up .into hurnmo k .' to uch a degree that to travel on
foot i exce dingly difficult and tir ome.
.
o min ral ha been found in tbi divi ion with the exception of it
ea tern xtremity, where on the i land of Ounga depo it of al have
he u <li covered, aud thoroughly pro p cted through a long serie ~f
y ar.. The quality of the coal wa ucl1, however, a to make competition with other coal regiou of the Pacific Ooa t impo ' ·ible.
H. Doc. 92, pt. 4--13
.L.
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The abundance of grass throughout this region would naturally I~a
to the conclusion that it might be adapted to catt.le breeding or the dairy
industry, especially since the mean temperature is not at all low; bu"t
the winters are sufficiently prolonged to necessitate the feeding of cattle with hay for six or seven months of the year, and the dampness of
the climate makes the curing of hay very uncertain and laborious.
Under the auspices of the Russian Government a weather average of
seven years was obtained and recorded by the missionary Veniaminov.
This ha~ the remarkable showing of 53 clear days, 1,263 cloudy days,
and 1,230 days with snow, rain, or hail. At Unalaska, the only place
where cattle are now kept by the priest aud by the traders, hay can be
obtained from San Francisco cheaper than it can be cut and cured on
the spot. Potatoes have not tli us far been successfully grown in an~
part of this division; but whether this be due to the quality of the oil
or to the climate, or to lack of proper atteutioll to the subject, I am not
in a position to decide. I merely llote the fact.
'l'he people inhabiting this district, though distinct in language and,
to a certain extent, in habits, are uudoubtedly of Eskimo origin. They
were the :first tribe subjugated by the Russian adventurers who invaded
this region about the middle of the last century, and, having maintained ever since that time tlie most iutirnate relatio11s with their conquerors, their individuality as a, race or tribe has almost completely
disappeared.
In their connection with the Rm,sian Church the people of thi division are divided into two parishes and one iudependent church organization. The parishes are Belkov ky, in tlte ea.·t, comprising the Shumagin group of islands and the settle111ent on t he southern extremity
of the Aliaskan peniu u1a, and nala ka pari h, in the west,compri ing
all the islands from vatanok to Attoo. Tb pari h churches are
lo ·at d at Belkov ky aud 11ala ka or Iliuliuk village, but nearly ever
settlement contains a small chap I w
prayer ar read by unpaid
native ubordinate i.nem berR of the cl
. An indep .110.ent organizae
nati v maintain a prie t and
tion exi ts on the eal island
hi a i 'taut at th ir own
,
with ome a i tance on the
part of
f the i la
v
a flue church.
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inate buuting must, of course, be extermination. Limited q uautities
of fox skins of various shade. are also secured on the island of Ounga.
The coal veins exi ting not f.:i.r from the Ounga settlement on Humboldt Bay have already been referred to.
On the adjoining island of Korovinsky there is a small ettlement
inhabited altogether by Creoles, whose ancestors bad formed an agricultural colony under the auspice~ of the Rus ian Fur Company. Up
to the transfer of the territory these people were not allowed to huut,
and were compelled to maintain themselve by the cultivation of
potatoes and turnip and by ke ping a few bead of cattle, but ince
that time they bave gradually abandoned mo t of their agricultural pursnits and turned their attention to the more profitable pursuit of the
sea otter.
On Popof I land there is a station of fishermen in the employ of a
San :Francisco firm engaged in the cod fi bery 011 the Shumagiu Bank .
The fishing is do11e to a great extent iu sma,11 boat on the more shallow
ban ks within a short di ~tance from shore, and the fish are carried to
an Francisco in schooners. The number of fish taken annually varie
between 500,000 and u00,000.
The trade of Om1ga i divided between two rival companies, who
have established permanent stores, and many private traders, who pay
occa ional visit in schooners and sloop .
The next settlement to the we ·tward, named osnes ensky, i · situated on the small i land of Peregrebnoi. The population of thi village doe not exceed 50 oul , but they secul'e between 60 and 70 seaotter kins every year, and live in comparative affluence.
One of the mo t important points in the Aleutian division is the ettlement of Belkov ky, situated on the• outhern eud of the Alia. ka
penin ula. Thi iH a village containing 300 inhabitants, a fine, new
church, and many good log and frame building . Tbe hou
are
perched ou the ummit of a bluff clinging to the flank of the mountain . There is 110 beltered harbor here, or even a safe anchorage for
ship , and the gale and 'torm weep over the ettlement with uninterrupted fury, but the hardy ea-otter hunters elect this s1 ot a the
one mo t convenient for ·etting out upon their expedition to tb outlying rock · and cliff· within a circuit of 50 mile or more. The ole
indu try of this place is, of cour ·e, the cha e of the ea otter. The
large number of from 1,900 to 2,000 of tbe e rare and co tly kin are
annually sold at th three trading t r located in tbe villa · .
Under ome civilizin intlu nee or home r traint thi ' onglJt to b ,
comparativ ly ,peakiug, a w altby ·on muuity, but a the a e n w
stand , every cent of heir urplu aruin tlic ti· not ga h r din for
the upport of the hur ·h by the pri • ti quandered by tbe p ople iu
di ipation and for u el s Inxurie ·. Tbe be t and mo t co tly 'tyle.
of ready-made clothing are in common u e, and only when at ea on
their huntiug expeditions do the native wear home-made waterproof
garment.
Some 50 or 60 mile to the outhward of Belkov ky lie the i. land of
annakh, tl.Je riche t lmntiug ground of this whole divi ion.
umerou hunting partie from the i lands and the mainland to th a t and
we t can be found here at all time of the year, en amped in t nt · or
rude turf and od helters, watching for the rare intervals of w ather
sufficiently fine to allow them to put out to ea in earch of their quarry.
The trading companie have e tabli bed here mall depot· of upplie ,
in order t take from the hunter every excuse for leaving the i ·land
and neglecting their busine until they have colle ·t d a uflici n number of ·kill to warrant their <l parture for localitie. affording better
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opportunities to spend their money. In many instances these part~es
remain at Sannakh from three to five months at a time, and cons1s t
chiefly of men, with one or two women to do camp duty and to provide
a few comforts for the drenched, chilled, and exhausted bunter wheu
he returns from the surf-beaten reefs and rocks.
Just north of Belkovsky is the small village of Nikolaievsky, containing less than 50 inhabitants, while to the southward, but still on the
mainland of the peninsula, there is the larger settlement of Protassof,
or Morshevoi. The latter place contains nearly 100 people, who are
successful sea-otter bunters, securing an average of 500 skins every
year. These people are equally as opulent and extravagant as tlleir
neighbors at Belkovsky, and are even more dissolute. In spite of an
average annual revenue of uearly $1,000 to each family, the whole place
})resents an aspect of great poverty, misery, and debauchery, which
has put its stamp more firmly and more shamefully upon the people of
this place than elsewhere in all Alaska.
Near tllis village, less than lrnlf a mile away, there is a series of warm
sulphur springs and ponds, which would afford the sickly natives partial or permanent relief could they only be induced to bathe therein;
but, while there is not one man, woman, or child in the village free
from cutaneous disease of some kind, not one of them can be induced
to make the exertion necessary to try the efficacy of the waters.
The natural food resources of this .whole region-fish, berries, seal,
etc.-are abundant and varied.
ot far from Morsbevoi walrus can be
secured with but little difficulty, and large herd of reindeer formerly
came down at regular interval from tl.ie upper penin ula to its we ternmost point, and. even crossed the strait to Oonimak I land, but of
late, for ome cau,·e unknown,they Ila e cea ed to make their appearance. The old men and youths not ab orbed by the ea-otter partie '
trap foxes all over the mountains and rol1ing plains and shoot a bear
occa ionally, while tlie women are bu ily eugag d in collecting driftwood and bru b, the ouly fuel found in the ·ountry.
Pas ing to the westward from Belkov ky the traYeler fir t notice
the now-covered peaks of two volcanoe · on Oonirnak I 'laud, of which
the larger i Mount Shi haldin, ri ing to a height of ,000 feet.
mok
ri e con tantly from the crater of thi mount, and ' hock of earthquake
occur very frequently. The island i uninhabited, ancl ha been in that
condition for the greater part of the pre ent century though it fr rich r
than many other island of the leutian chain in natural mean of
u taining lifi .
Foxe are quite plentiful here, and ea otter.· frequ nt the re fr and
point but v r ,'ince (n arly oue lmndr d year ago) almo, t all th
inhabitant: of four r five populou ' ville g-e wer ma aer d by th
I\tL ian prom :hl nik: a uper titiou , dr , cl
, m to pr v nt th
1 u fr m making < p rmau 11t home at Oonimak.
'1hr e mall i. Janel,· int rv n betw en Oouimal~ and Tnala:kc
Jau I at n l, k n, and lkutan-witli a mall
ttl m u of
a- tt r bu11t •r n a •h.
Un, la ·k, I. J, ncl. 1l
in iz to ouima,k i h poiu of gr at t
i111p rtan iu thi divi ·i u ha ing < it , prin ipal ilJao (Ilinliuk ) tl1
pari h ·hur ·h c ·u t m-hon · with h p rt f ntr f r all w t '·u
la k< w h rg trn liu rr . ta 1i ·hm ut: wharv , and th r <' mm r·ial f' dliti .
, rl r ~ 11 h
a- t r , ' nr d fr m th
'luuna.!ill
in tb
t .t to > 1 I, 1ul iu tb w ·t ar ·oll ct •d b r au<l hip1
1
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plentiful throughout the bay, and herring and salmon crowd its waters
in each season. It would eem easy for a small community to exist
here on the natural resources alone, but the people of Iliuliuk are all
sea-otter hunters, going as far as Sannakh aud other distant hunting
grounds upon expeditions extending over many months. As these men
are generally successful the settlement is nearly as prosperous, :financially, as that of Belkovsky, but they :find themselves in a better condition, owing to the moral influence of the parish prie t locate<l. here
and the example of quite a number of the whites of a better c]a s who
have here congregated. The wharves and shipping afford a constant
ource of revenue to those of the natives who are able a11d inclined to
labor, and nearly all the families are enabled to dispense with the
laborious process of gathering driftwood and small bru h for beating
and cooking purpo e8, buying cord wood in1porte<l from Kadiak and
coal hipped from British Columbia or San Fra11ci co.
A school, in which both English and Rus iau are i,augbt, is maintained
by one of the tracliug firms, but the atteudance is at best irregular.
early 50 per cem of the adults of Iliuliuk, however, are able to read
and write in the Aleutian language and a few in tbe Ru· ian.
The same firm that maintains the school also employs a phy ician
and keep a well-stocked dispensary, where natives are treated free of
charg-e. Thi islaud and the fur- eal i lands are the only localities in
all la ka where medical attell(lance can be obtahied.
Bxperiments in vegetable gardening in nalaska I land have not
be 11 attended with ucce s. From 8 to 10 cows are kept, but, a already
explained above, their .u tenance during the winter is obtained with
great difliculty.
When fir t di covered by the Rus ians this island contained many
populou village , but of the. e but four remain to-day out icle of the
harbor ttlement. The village of Makushin, Koshig-i11, and Cheruovky in th we ·t aud Borka in the east are all inhabited by ea-otter
hun t 1\, who pend but a small portion of the year in :fi,·hing and trapping black and r d fox s. Altogether there are between 700 and 800
people on the i laud of nala ka. of which about 2.3 are white.
A. th y live bere to-day, in their more than semicivilized condition,
each family generally inhabits it!:! own hut or barabara. They have
long in ·e cea ed to <lre th m, el e in kins or their primitive g·arm ut ' macle from the inte tin
of marine mammal', ave at a few
points wlt re extreme poverty compel them to wear bird- kin parka
and oth r garrn nt banded down from ancieu tim . The vi itor to
any one of the e Aleutian ~ett1ement will find it p ople dr ed in
'' ,tore clothe. ' aud on unday will 11 ice a great many uit of t 1erab]y good broad ·lotb. 'lhe women of th "wealtuy" familie dre
in 'i lk on gr at occa ion , but genera11y in gown of otton fabric
made up with ,'pecial reforen ·e to the lat t fa bion brought up from
'an li'ran~i co. Althougl1 in their hunting excur ion , and frequently
wh n about the villao- , tliey till wear the ancieut "kaml ika," or
waterproof birt, made from int , tine a al o mocca ins or hoot made
of the t11roat of ea]s aud oled with th tough flipper of th
a lion,
they all dre , up 011 Suuday and on tbe church holidays in calf: ·kin
boot and ladies' kid.· and lipper , hipped from an Franci ·o. Broadnowned ·ap. with a 1·ed band are till much in vogue amo11g th mal
exqui. ite., vid ntly a legacy of former time , when Ru ian uniform '
w re e 11 011 tbe e 'bore . A a rule, however, the male dre '' ol>el'ly,
with bnt little attention to <li. play, color, or ornamentati011, hough
they htvi . h ·ome •kiJl and ta. te in trimming their We terproof garment
u:ecl in the chase or iu traveling; as al o the earn, of the'' kamleika ·,"
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tbe skin boots, and other waterproof covers, including those of their
canoes and bidarkas, the latter being frequently embellished with tuf_t
of gaily colored sea-bird feathers and delicate lines of goose-qu111
embroidery.
The women have a natural desire for brjght ribbons and :flashy jewelry, such as the traders sn11p1y tliem with; all(l the extent to which
they deck their persons with gewgaws and trifles of this kind is only
limited by their means. With the exception of a few whose lords have
been exceptionally fortunate jn capturing sea otters; they seldom wear
bonnets or hats; but around their houses or at ehureh they have handkerchiefs of cotton or silk tied over their headA, the married women,
after the Russian peasant fashion, drawing them tightly about the
bead in the sbape of a turban, almost completely hiding the hair from
view, while the unmarried girls tie them loosely over the top of tbe
head. The hair, when attended to at all, is put np in braids and tied
up behind.
The interior of Unalaska Island consists of a labyrinth of ravines
and gulleys with steep, grass-grown hillsides a11d masses of volcanic
rock and lava, deeply indented and cut in every direction by sparkling
streams. Deep snow in whiter and a dense growth of vegetation in
summer make traveling acrosi;; the island exceedingly difficult; and it
is safe to assert tliat scarcely one jn a hundred of the inhabitant ever
pelletrates to within a mile of tlie . ea bore.
The volcano Makn~bin, situated between the village of that name
and Iliuliuk, though smoking occa ionally, has l1ad no eruption during
the present century.
The next settlement to the we tward is that of Nikol ky, on the
sou hwest coa, t of Oum11ak I land. Wh n the Ru iaus fir t arrived
in this vicinity tltis i land wa th ite of no le s than eleven .Aleutian
village and settlement._, and the people, wl10 at fir t w ]corned their
unknown visitor, in tbe mo t friendly manner, becam
ub eque11tly
enraged at the tr atm nt received at their han<l and offered a tubn an almo
born re i 'tance. 1'he truggl here a el ewhere, re
total extermination of the original inhabitant , and
ky, with it
120 inhabitant', i' all tl
· eft to.day of a once numer u pe ple.
What the e peopl Im,
numbers th y have gained in pro llin eyer
a
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and the new 11eaks were till smoking, and the latter was sputtering.
During the shakiu 0 • aud trembling connected with these phenomena
the fi h seemed to have left the shores, and the inhabitants were for a
sea ou obliged to go to adjoining island to lay in their wiuter upply.
Quite a number of young fur seals are secured here annually by the
natives, these animal passing down from the waters of Bering Sea into
the 1wrthern Pacific Ocean during the autumn and early winter. The
flesh of these animal is greatly prized, and the skins make e celleut
clothi11g and bedding.
The 1Jext settlement in order as we proceed westward is the village
of azan, on .Atkha Llm1d. 'fbe people of thi i land have always
spoken aHd still peak a dialect differi11g considerably from that of the
nala 'ka people. This difference wa . deemed , ufficiently important
by Veniaminof, the mi ionary of the e i land , to have tran la.tio11
made into it of the principal books of prayer and portions of the ew
Te~tarnent u ed in the church services; and it is intere ting to observe
how families which have been eparated for generations from tlteir
ki11<lred on the fur- eal i land , or in the Unala ka di trict, or even on
the Alia ka Peuin ula, have pre ened their distinct idiom and transmitted it to th ir children, ho to-day peak both diale •ts distinctly
and are 11roud of the accompli hment.
The village of azan contain 230 inlm1Jita11t , who are lodged iu
hou e or barabaras of rather re~pectalJle appearance. They lrnve a
well-pre 'erved little church, and give every indication of being a thrifty
and prosperou community. Between 175 and 200 sea-otter kius are
a11 nually old at the two trading . tore .
R mov d a th y live, from the vil influences of '' too much ·ivilization,' th m n of A tkha con, titute perhaps the :fine t body of ea,-ott r
hunter in the country. Tb y make long journey. from th ir born ,
being arried on ai1ing ve el with a11 th ir huntiug paraph malia,
hidarka t ·. to di tant i land , where th ye tabli. h temporary camp
aud cour the outlyiuO' reefr and point , where their experien e teach
th m to arch for the hy a otter. Th e bunter remain in amp,
engaged in the cha e for p riod of ma11y montb at a tim , until, in
ac ·ordance with previou agreement with tbe trader , the v
l that
carri d them out return to take them back. On the .returu of th party,
the hunter tally their kin , ettle all out tanding obligation , make
th ir donations to the church, and ·peedily pend the surplu up n the
out r and the inn r man.
Tb i laud of Atkha po e
al o other natural re our . . Tho e
of the male population who do not go out , ith th
a-ott r parti .
kin , th black, cro , and r cl fox
e nr quite a, ri ·h barve t of fo
being quite numerou ; and ven th bln £ x ( Vi'-lpe.· lagopus), n w •onfin cl to but£ w loca,liti throughout la ka i till found h re.
The worn n of tkba <requite xpert in the manufactur of fin gm.
cloth and gra war , and for tl1i, purpo c th y gather the gra e , dry
and prep, r th m with the great t care, and pare no amount f lab r
and mllimit d patience in the ex cution of tbeir de.·ign , wbi h tak
the form f ci ar ca e., ba 1 et , mat and th , like. Th re i orne bing
xc ding·ly ta teful and exqui ite in tbe delicate bl nding of c 1 r,', nd
J>atterns which the gra,. w rk r of tkba employ in the pr du ti n of
their ware. , and an in, tan i · known to me of a workba k t b ing made
to ord r for a trad r by an old native woman a the very . t
i len ·
of her kill.
be wa engaged upon the work ix y arR, an<l i i. m111 c·es ary to , ay that the ba •ket wa · a r markable e hibiti n of b autiful
handi ·raft.
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Formerly the people now located at N azan lived at Korovinsky Bay,
on the north side of the island, where tlle first church was established
as early as 1826; but a few years ago, when both :fish and driftwood
were becoming scarce, in order to better themselves, they removed to
their pre.sent village site. Where they are now the Alaska macker_el
is quite abundant, and quantities of this palatable fish are salted 1n
barrels and shipped to California.
At one time under the Russian regime Atkha was quite an importan t
place; it was the central depot of the western district, the jurisdiction
of which extended westward as far as the Kurile Islands, and the
Aleuts now on the Russian seal islands of Bering and Copper, off the
Kamchatka coast, are all descendants of natives of Atkha. The Russians introduced cattle and goats here as an experiment in those days.
The latter became very unpopular with the timid Aleuts on account of
their pugnacious disposition and a morbid propen ity for feeding- upon
the grasses and flowers that grew on the earthern roofs of the barabaros, frequently breaking them in or causing serious leaks. 1'hough
there is an abundance of nutritious grass all over the island, the stockraising experiment was allowed to lag, and finally, a short time after
the transfer of the country to the United States, the last of the bovine
race found its way into the soup kettle and to the tables of the traders.
The numerous islands lying between Atkha aud Oumnak in the ea t
and Atkha and Attoo in the west are uninhabited, though nearly all
show evidence of ancient ettlements. At the preseut time they are
each visited in uccession by the sea-otter bunting parties of Atkba.
The extreme western settleme11t of the United State , or of orth
America, is located on the island of Attoo. This was the fir t land
made and di covered by·tbe Russiaus a they navigated ea tward from
the Oommam1er Island , on the coa~ t of l amchatka. N evodchikof, a
trader and navigator, lauded bere fir t in 1747. At that time the
adjoining island of Agatoo was al o inhabited by the Aleutian but
to-day the only ettlemeut i a vilhtge of little over one hundred inhabitant at the head of the landlocked harbor of bichagot: The e people are pecuniarily perhaps the poore t of the whole Aleutian race, tll
sea otter, upon which th y depend entirely for the mean of purclia ing
such arti ·le of dre and food a they have l arned to regard as nece arie having dwindled down to a mere fraction of th numb r formerly
f the vilJao-e
found ou th hunting ground . The able-bodied m
n
e an annual averao-e of only 20 or 25 a-ott
in . Thouo-h
th
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the sinews taking the place of thread, while the meat is a very palatable article of diet. Though poor, these people impress tbe visitor in
many respects more favorably than their wealthier and better situated
brethren in other parts of the .Aleutian chain. The chief of the village,
or ''toyon," acts in the triple capacity of trader, leader in the chase,
and leader in the church. Naturally the consumption of flour, sugar,
tea, and woolen and cotton goods by this community is limited by the
causes above referred to, and for clothing they have recourse to a great
extent to the primitive bird-skin parkas and other skin dresses and
garments such as were made and worn by their ancestors.
On account of the scanty supply of sea otters tbe natives have
turned their attention to the protection and preservation of the blue
fox, and of these they now kill about 200 annuaUy, with every prospect
of increasing their stock in band. The island itself supplies them with
nothing except a great abundance of berries in their seasoa, principally
the salmon berry and the Empetrum nigrum. The grasses found on all
the e j lands seem to grow here, ':Vith exceptional excellence, as high
as the wai ts and even the heads of the people, and are used largely by
the people in the manufacture of mats, rug , screenR, etc., adding very
much to their domestic comfort; they also weave or plait a great many
handsome specimens of grass work in the shape of baskets.
The islands of the Pribilof group compri ing the breeding grounds of
the fur seal, now occupied by a wealthy trading firm under lease from
the nited States Government, are four in number, only two of which
are frequented by the seal . St. Paul and St. George contain all these
so-called rookeries, while Otter and Walrus islands are never vi ited by
the millions of these animals playing in the waters a.bout them. The
subject of the fur-seal indu try and it commercial and physical aspect
has been fully discu ed in a monograph written by Mr. H. W. Elliott,
under the direction of the Superintendent of Oen us, and it only remain
to say here that the busine s has been so thoroughly worked up and
sy tematized a to bring it to a par with a well-conducted cattle ran ·h
on a large cale-with this difference, perhap , that greater care i lavi hed upon the eal and greater caution with refereuee to their comfort
than i' generally bestowed by farmers upon their cattle.
Tbe people now clas ed as natives of the i land ar in reality natives
and de ce~<lant of nati
of the variou i land of the Aleutian diviion, a majority having sprun from tkha and nala ka. When the
Ru sian navigator Pribilof di covered the i lands, toward the end of
the la t century, be found th m uninhabited, and in order to slay and
skin the va t number of eal, and ea o ter th n found th re it wa
nece ary to import laborer from the more populous di trict,.
nd r
the Ru ian regim , when these ealer were lodged in wretched subterranean hovel and were fed upon eal meat and blubber the year
round, it wa con, idered a bard hip to be tation d there, aud the
managers of the Fur Company found it nece ary to relieve their force
from time to time. Since the i land have fallen und r the direct management of the nited State Government the condition of the peopl
l1a been improv d to uch an extent a to top all applicatio11 for
removal from the i land and to create a great demand on the par of
nder th t rm
tlte people of other i land to be trau planted tber .
of the lea , the le ee have rected comfortable ottage for all the
familie , and provide them throughout the year with ~u~l and a1.1 abundant upply of alted almon free of charge. In add1t10n to th1 , ach
for th l< bor
family derive from the compeu ation paid by tbe le '
of killing and kinning the eal , which i done upon a ·oop
pl;~1
devised by the natives themselve , a ca h income of fr m
·
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Many other opportunities arise at various times during the year for
adding to their income by labor of various kinds at a good rate of
wages. Whatever necessaries, comforts, and luxuries the sealers may
desire to procure from tlle stores are sold to them at very reasonahle
rate . Were it not for the strong propensity for gambling existin~
among them every sealer would liave bis bank account, but even now
there is quite a respecta b]e 1ist of names upon the books of the co 111.
pany of those who annually drnw interest from deposits in the savi11 g:s
banks of San Franci."co. A school on each islanct, maintained by the
lessees, under direct supervision of the special agents of the Trea. my
Department stationed ou the islands, exerts its beneficial influence
among tlrn younger member ' of those isolated communities. Many of
the boys aud girls can exhibit quite respectable specimens of penman•
ship, and even compo ition in the English language. These were pro•
dnced at school, and uuuer great pressure; but if the visitor attem pts
10 address one of these youngsters in Bnglish the reply will be a gl'in
and a shake of the bead. They have not thus far learned to apply the
knowledge acquired. The average attendance at the school on St. Paul
is 69, and at that on St. George 23, out of a total population of 3DO.
The i lands are of volcanic origin, and almost entirely barren, with
the exception of a scant covering of coarse grass on sheltered slope.,
and as the climate is exceedingly rigorous and the atmospheric condi•
tions very unfavorable no cultivation of th~ soil can ever be thought of.
There is an a bun dance of fish in the waters about the islands, but as
soon as the ice disappears the seals come, and where millions of the. e
animals, each of which can devour from 15 to 20 pounds a day, nre
feeding ther~ can not be much left for the human beings on shore.
On St. George only there is quite a large supply of birds' eggs in thr
breeding season, and these, with a few walrus secured from Walrns
Island, are the only additions that nature makes to the larder of the
islanders.
Blue foxes have been transplanted to these islandR, and have been
carefully protected anu. preserved from deterioration by tbe admixture
of white foxes that sometim es reach the islands over the ice. At pres·
ent about 600 of these animals are killed annually, making another
addition to the revenues of the commn11ity.
I append a tabulated list of the villa.ges and tations iu this di vision,
with their population, as follow :
Aleutian division.

I

Settlement.
Attoo. .. . . . . ..• . . . . . . . .
Nazan . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Nikolsky ..............
Iliuliuk....... .. . . . . . . .

Locatio_u_. _ _ _ _ _ Total.

I

While. , Cre~le. Aleut.
1
2
2
14
l
1
3
1
2
1

Attoo Islantl .............................. .
Atkl1a ls land ............................. .
Oumuak I land ........................... .
Unalaska lslaml. . •................. . ......

~!1h~g?!n. ::::::::::::r :: :i~ :::::::::::: :::::: :::: :: ::::::: :::: ::
~~:~o~.~~:.: :::::: ::::: ::::i~ :::::::: :::::::::: :::: :: ::::::: ::::::
.Akutan.. .... ...... .. .. .Akutan Island ........................... .
.Akoou................. .Akoon fsland .......... ......... ..... . .... .

32
14
8
162
30
4
6

·- · . •. .. . ••. . •. .
14 . . . . . • . .

tSt.·::::1~~.:::::::::::::
Itribrtr r~1l~d~~: ~:::::::::::::::::::::::: ·
GeorJJ;e .................. do ................................... .
0

74
220
117
230
31
73
94
133
63
54
19

281
4 ........
8
11
89
168
. . .. . . . . . .•.....
43
2
21
77
1 . .......
21
15
69
]01
44 . ·······
7 ......•.........
,

l3elkovRky............. .d.Jiaska Peninsula ...... ....... ........... .
ikolaievsky ............. .. do ................................... .
ProtasRof .................. do .................................... .
Vo nessen ky... ...... Vosne sens Island ................... .. .

kl

l~~~~~f ~:: : : ::: :};!Ns:l~in:~:::::::::::::::::::::::::::: ______ __
Total ..................................._........ .

2, 451

8~

~

1, 890
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The superficial area of the Aleutian division is 14,610 square miles,
and the total population 2,451, indicating a, proportion of 1 inhabitant
to 6 square miles, 1 white to 178 square miles, l creole to 301 square
miles, and 1 Aleut to 7~- square miles.
THE KADI.AK DIVISION.

This divisi.oncomprises the south side of the ..A.liaska Peuin ula as far
west as the narrow isthmus between Port Moller and Zakharof Bay,
the Kadiak group of islands, the Kenai Peninsula, and the coast of the
mainland eastward to Mount St. Elias. Its western and northern
boundary is the main Aliaska chain of mountains and Lake Ilyamna
and the continuous mountain groups of the peninsula.
From the head of Bristol Bay, where the Kvichak River discharges
the waters of the inland sea of Ilyamna down to Port Moller, the settlements are small and widely scattered. The sea. along this whole coast
is very shallow, and sandy bars extend far into the ocean. Being of
the same continental Eskimo stock with the inhabitants of the Kuskok vim division, the people here live very much in the same manner.
The huge walrus frequents the coast at nearly all seasons of the year,
providing the inhabitants with ample stores of food and canoe material,
in addition to their tusks-the latter the common currency ofthh, region.
As already mentioned above, these marine mammals are generally killed
011 shore outside of their natural element, but the more venturesome
among the natives go out to sea in parties of from five to ten canoes and
boldly attack the whales frequenting these waters with their young.
The country between Bering Sea and the alpine chain of mountains
extendil1g along the eastern shore is a gradually ascending plain, dotted
with lakes fed from the glaciers and eterual snows in the east, and having their outlet" in the west. In the northern portion of the penimmla
a belt of timber reaches down in the center to the vicinity of Lake
Bocharof, but beyond this the forest disappears, and only the deep
ravines exhibit a stunted growth of creeping willow and alder bru h.
The reindeer browses and herds an over this region, retreating during
the summer up to their inaccessible retreats among the snowy peaks of
the mountain range, where they are often seen by the traveler below as
a moving line of black dots winding around the summits. During the
autumn and winter tbey seek tbe vicfa1ity of th~ lakes and scatter over
the tundra, where they are bunted with comparative ease. Foxes, land
otters, marten , and mink· are pleptiful throughout this section, and the
gigautic brown bear of continental Alaska rivals the native ti bermen
in the wholesale destruction of the finny inhabitants of lake and stream.
'The people of Port Moller and OogasLik are of the Aleutian tribe,
wliich iu former years made warlike expedition along this coa t,
extending as far to the northward as the Naknek River and Lake
Walker. At the village situated on one of the feeder of the latter
lake the present fababitantei 8till tell the story of the night attack
made by the" bloodthir ty" Aleuts long years ago, when every oul in
tlrn place was dispatched without mercy, with the exception of one
man, who bid himself under a waterfall close by, and thus survived
to tell tl1e tale.
The peculiar formation of this country led to the di covery at an
early date of several easy portage routes across the peniu ula. The
Ru ' Sian promyshleniks first made their way to Bristol Bay and
u begak across the peninsula from Kadiak, and found abn~dant
evidence to show that this route of communication had been an rntertriba.l highway for ages past.
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During_ the early years of t_he Russia:n-American Company's sway in
the5e regions a large proportion of their traffic was carried on in thi
way from Kadiak to Bristol Bay, and thence to the Kuskokvirn and
Yukon rivers and St. Michael. This was a tedious and expensive
mode of transporting merchandise, but it was Jong preferred to the
risk a.nd uncertainty of sending sailing craft around to St. Michael
through the shal1ow and stormy waters of Bering Sea. On the eastern
side of the peninsula the mountains rise abruptly from the sea, a short
day's climbing transplanting the traveler from tide water into the
mid t of glaciers and eternal snows and scenes of alpine grandeur and
solitude.
The group of islands of which Kadiak is the largest is, perhaps, at
the present day the most important section of this division, being the
central depot and station of the several firms engaged in the fur trade.
Kadiak Island was discovered by the Russian traders as early as 17G2,
but was abandoned owing to the hostile disposition of the natives, who
were then quite numerous, and it was not until twenty years later that
a permanent foothold was gained by Sbelikhof, the founder and
organizer of the Russian-American Company. For many years after
Kadiak was the headquarters of that powerful corporation and the
residence of the governor of all the Russian colonies on t:ue Northwest
Coast of America, until Baranof's ambition drove him to tl.ie eastward
along the coast, where he met with English and American traders
among the.islands of the Alexander Archipelago, and there established
himself, claiming Russian sovereignty over the coast to the southward
far beyond the present boundary of Alaska.
The first missionary establishment of the Russian Church on these
shores .also landed on Kadiak Island, and from here a few courageous
apostles set out to regions then totally unknown to preach the gospel
among the savage tribes. A century of uniuterrupted presence of
Christianizing infl.uenrn)s among them has so transformed these native
that not a vestige of their former fierce and savage nature can now be
found, and their settlements will compare favorably in neatness and
domestic comfort with most of tbe fo,hing villages of northern Europe.
The climatic conditions of the island are more favorable than in most
other sections of A.laska, the cultivation of potatoes and turnips aud
the rearing of cattle being among the general iodustrie · of the people.
At the creole settlement of Afognak there is quite an extensive acreage,
fenced in, under cultivation, and at the village of St. Paul, on Wood
I land, and on Spruce Island these farming operations are extending
every year. The crops are by no means abundant and can not be
counted upon as a certainty every year, but there is enough to add
much to the comfort of life and a pleasant and wholesome variety to
the dietary of the people. Experiments in beep raising have also
been made with encouraging results so far as the quality of the wool i
concerne<l, but tlte increa e in lamb[ :~ much less than in Oregon or
California, ancl j.• ~ ]l :~r,re diminishe(. - the ravages of eagles and
rav ns. As tho nol'thcrn portion of the island of Kadiak aud the
maller island to the r.Ji. :·hward are timbered ~he people here have
faci1itie for hip or boat building, of which they avail them, elve to
the fnlle t exte11t. One or more mall crafts can alway be found in
pro e s of ·on trnction, principal1y upon orders from tbe pro perou
white 'ea-ott r hnllter of the Shumagin I land or fol' the trading
firms and private trader,. A deputy collector of customs Htationed at
Kadiak ba quite a re p ctable Ii t of , mall craft buil aud regi ·tered
in the di tri •t.
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Sea-otter parties are fitted out in nearly every village, and are frequently taken to distant hunting grounds in sloops and schooner_s.
The old men and youths remain at home and employ their time profitably in hunting bears and trapping foxes, principally of the black
and the cross variety. The salmon fishery is increasing in volume with
astonishiug rapidity, and furnishes labor for numerous hands, whites
as well as native males and females. Codfish is found nearly everywhere in the shallow soundings of the coast, and forms a great staple
of food with the people, but at present it is not exported.
The parisb priest. of the Russian Church located at Kadiak village
has m1der lJi spiritual jurisdiction nearly the whole of this division,
with the exception of the western coast of the .A.liaska Penin sula aud
the upper portion of Cooks Inlet, the latter section being confided to
the care of a missionary monk located at Kenai, on the R edoute St.
Nicholas.
On the coast of tlte peninsula opposite Kadiak Island coal has been
found, together with many inuications of the existenl'.e of petroleum;
but if other mineral deposits are hidden within the recesses of the
mountains they have thus far escaped the searching eye of the prospector and explorer.
The settlement of Katmai, in this vicinity, was once the central point
of transit for travel aud traffic across the peninsula. Three different
routes converged bere and made the station a point of some importance;
1.10w Katmai's commercial glory bas departed, and its population, consisting of less tban 200 creoles and Inuuits, depend upon the sea otter
alone fol' existence. The men could have reindeer in plenty by climbing the mountains that rear their snow-covered summits immediately
behind them, but tbey prefer to brave the dangers of the deep and to
put up with all the discomfort and inconvenience connected with seaotter huntiug, aud iu case of success purchase canned meats and fruit
from the tradiug- istore, leaving the deer on the mountain undisturbe<l..
TlJe people of two vil1ages across the divide, in the viciuity of Lake
Walker, come down to Katmai to do their sllopping and to dispose ot
thefr furs, undertaking· a very fatigui11g tramp over mountains and
glaciers and across deep and dangerous streams in preference to the
ca11oe journey to tbe Bristol Ba,y stations. Only at lon g intervals a
small party will proceed to N ushegak to visit the Russian mis ionary
tatioued there, to whose spiritual care they have been a igued without regard to locality or conveuience.
Of the creole embraced in the parish of Kadiak 103 are r eported by
the clmrcb a,uthoritie as being able to read and write in the Kadiak and
a Hmall proportion of Imm in the Rus ian language.
ortbward from the Kadiak group ,Ye find a deep indentation of the
coast, bounded by a lofty mouutain r ange, witll wl.i.ich several volcan ic
peak. in the westward a,nd the peniusula in the ea.st form ti.le great
e tuary known a Cooks Inlet.
When the Russian traders :first peuetrated into the rece e of this
region under the lead of two rival compa11ies, in 1787 and 1789, they
made war upou each other. Scenes of piracy and blooch,bed were
enacted iu wift ucce sion for ten long years, until Baranof, wjth bi
iron will a11d hand, ettled all disputes by sending the disputa~ ts to
Siberia for trial aud pu11isbment. Historically tllis whole reg10n 1 one
of the mo, t iuteresting in all .A.Jaska. It i:; also interesting to the ethnologist, from the fact that here are found the ouly fnstance of the
interior Indian tribes of the .A.thabaska,n family 1mprngrng upon the
coast. The people known as Keuaitze (Kmnats or Tinnats) are trongly
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defined; but they are a separate people from tlle Eskimo inhabiting
Kadiak and t he seacoast adjoining. The height of the male of the
Kenai .t ribe is greater than that of tlle Eskimo, an<l. a full-grown man
of less than 5 feet 8 inches is rarely encountered. They are slim, lithe
and sinewy; the eyes are set straight in the head; tbe uose is promi~
neut, frequently aquiline; the mouth is large, with full lips, tbe chin
frequently receding; the skin is very preceptibly darker than that of
the E skimo; they wear their hair, which is thick and coarse, much
longer than the natives of Kadiak; and the males gather it foto a tllick
s tubby braid, hangfog dow11 the back, thickly smeared with grease and
sometimes powdered over with featllers a.nd dowu.
At the bead of the inlet and on the rivers emptying into it from the
north we find these people more primitive in their manners and custom ,
dressing in buckskin shirts and trowsers, the men and women almo t
alike. Many of their hunting shirts a11d breeches are tastefully embellished. with porcupiue quills and grass braiding, bead embroidery alld
fringes, while both nose and ears of the men are pierced for tbe insertion of the white shells of the dentalium, or hyqua, here ca11ed "sukli. '
This shell was formel'ly in general demarnl among· the Indian tribe of
the territory, but now tllis seems to be the only sectiou where there i
a steady call for tbe article. The women are treated well and kindly,
but they have much heavier bnrdens laid upon them in the line of
manual labor tba11 those imposed upon their wives by tlrn Kadiak or
.Aleutian natives. The Ke11aitze travel a great deal by laud, and tbe
women serve as pack animals. In their domestic architecture and
economy they also differ much from tlle Eskimo, their l1ouses 1.Jeing
~1lways erected above the ground with logs and roofed with bark, tbe
u11<ler side of each log being ho11owed out, so .as to fit down tigb tly o~er
the round surface of the one beneath. They build their roofa with
1·egnlar rafters, pitched sufficiently to shed the rain and melting ~mo\Y,
am1 a fireplace is reserved in the center, with a small aperture directly
above it in tbe roof. The door to this structure is a low, square hole at
oue end, large enough to admit a stooping person, and a bear ' kiu is
usually hung over it, or a pla11k is placed before it. The floor is generally
the natmal earth, while around the sides of tbe room, afootortw·o from
the ground , and wide enough to allow people to stretch out upon at nig~1t,
is en.· ·ted a rude stage. On this staging they lay grass mats and, krns
for 1Jeddiug and covering. This is the most primitive style of dwelling·.
Tho ·e among them who have had frequent intercourse with the trading
posts and villages farther down the inlet have added to their hou ·e '
·wings, or small box-like additions, tightly framed together, with an
entrance only from the interior of the larger structure. These little
addition , used as sleeping apartments and sc,metime as bathroom ,
are furni hed with the luxury of a plank floor, and in many instance
have a mall window of transparent bladder or intestine.
On all the principal hunting grounds, or along the trail mo ·t fref1ue11te<l. by the Kenaitze, are found tructures imilar to those ab ve
mentioned, with addition built very compact and low, which erve a '
place of r fuge for the hunter and traveler in times of snowstorm and
e~'ce ' ive cold.
party of hunter can retire into one of the~e shelter.·
and keep up quite a high degree of temperature with their own auimal
lieat for hour ', ancl even days, if the torm should be prolonged, aud
they ar ·afe from the cold, though the air they breathe may Dot be of
the b :t.
Th Kenaitz ar in di po ition much more taciturn than their Innnit
neighbor , and are more dignified in demeanor; but they are ard nt
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hunters, spending most of their time and energy in the chase on land,
where the fur-bearing animals peculiar to the country are numerous,
varied, and valuable, and often make loug j : m rneys into the interior, up
and through mountain defiles, and even over summits and glaciers,
erecting at every. convenient camping ground the temporary shelters
above referred to. At localities where tribes or families meet for trafllc
or hunting they build up somewlrnt larger structures, cousi::5tiug of two
open sheds with sloping roofs facing each other, allowing the iumate::5
to warm themselves by one and the same fire. These people along the
rivers and the northern portion of the inlet build birch-bark canoes,
, but wheu they get down to the seaboard or to the Iunuit settlement:::; of
the lower peninsula they buy bidarkas or skin canoes for the purpose
of fishing or navigating in salt water. Wooden canoes or dugouts are
not known west of the mouth of the Copper River.
1
Fhe Kenaitze are expert fishermen, and certainly enjoy an abundance
of piscatorial food, salmon of fine size and quality running up their
rivers, aud trout crowd the hundreds of lakes in their country, where
they are found all through the winter and caught through the ice. The
fishermen descend to tidewater only when king salmon or "chavitcba"
come up from the sea in dense masses, or when schools of white wllales
or grampus follow up the "eulacha,n " or candle fish uutil they are left
high and dry by the receding tide and fall easy victims to the natives.
The variety of native mammals is very great. Bears both brown and
black, the former of great size and ferocity, frequently from 10 to 12
feet in length, strongly suggestive of the grizzly, are killed in large
numbers by the hunters every year. The deer found here is apparently
a larger cousin of the reindeer, tlte woodland caribou. Moose, single and
iu family groups, can be found feeding through the low brushwood and
alder swamps, and mountain sheep inhabit tile higher mountains, feeding upon the nutritious grasses and moss found in the clefts of mountain tops and rocky ledges. The fleece of this sheep (or goat f ) is surprisingly long aud coarse, their skin::; making a favorite beddiug of the
natives. These natives trap the beaver on streams and lakes, the land
otter, not only in the interior, but on the seashore, and kill the porcupine, the whistling marmot, wolves, black aud gray, tlle lynx:, the wolverine, the marten, mink, muskrat, aud a small white weasel, called
here "ermine" by courtesy. Of wild fowl th ey have the grouse (both
the white ptarmigan and the ruffled grouse), wild geese and duck in
millions during the breeding season, and the blue sand-hill crane and
white swan in flocks.
From the Kenai settlements on the eastern shore of the inlet and the
Kustatan village oppositP,, southward, the men are also sea-otter bunters, goiug down to Anchor Point and the Barren Islands in partie,, or
to the reefs of Chermaboura and Cape Douglas. Tlie Kenaitze population proper is all located north of a line drawn from .Anchor Point to
the Ilyamna portage of the we t coast of the inlet, south of tile deep
i11<lentation of the Kenai Penin ula called Cbugachik or Kuchekmak
gulf. This country is settled by Innuits, who have peopled the east
coast of the penin ula, and from ther e eastward along the mainland
nearly to the Copper River. Two of the trading stations in t he Kenai
district are located among these Innuits at Euglish Bay and Seldovia.
Three more station , con ..:isting each of two rival stores, are lo a tecl at
Kenai (Redoute St. Nicllolas), on the river Kinik, and the village of
Toyonok, or West Foreland.
.
.
The central point of all this region is Kenai, once th "1t_e oftbe a!he t
permanent settlement on the inlet, the remnants of which can ~ till be
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seen. A Russian missionary is located here, and a new church is nearly
completed.
At the time of the tra1tsfer of the Territory Kenai was still a fortified
place, with a high stockade and octagonal bastions at the salient point,
Both stockade and bastions, with their primitive armament of lk-ponnd
falconets, have disappeared siuce then, but a uumber of new building'
have sprung up, and a thrifty colony of creoles has taken to the cultivation of potatoes and turnips ou a larger scale than had ever been
attempted before. Perhaps 10 or 12 acres are planted here now, and
several of the families keep cattle. Some of the choieest salmon of tlle
territory is salted here, and is barre.led aud shipped to San Franci co.
The hunting grounds in the immediate vicinity do not yield their former abundance of valual>le furs, but the presence of tlrn missionary
establishme11t causes a concentration of natives from all parts of the
inlet at least once a year and briugs considerable trade to this old station. It was on tlie river Kakuu, or Kenai, that the Russia.n mining
engineer Doroshiu reported the existence of surface gold in paying
quantities. After laboring with a numerous party in the mountains
for two seasons at great expense to the Russian American Company, be
returned with a few ounces of the precious metal, but he could present
no inducement to the corporation to proceed any furtl!er in this enterprise. Since that time American prospectors have passed years in this
region following up the Russian's tracks, but not one of them bas thus
far found gold enough to warrant him to work the :tiud. In former
years Kenai was also the site of a lal'ge brickyard, the only establishment of the kind in the colony, from which all stations and settlement
were supplied with the material for the old-fashioned Russian ovens or
heaters.
About 30 miles down the coast from Kenai there is another settlement
deserving at least a passing notice. A uumber•of "colonial citizens," or
superannuated employees of the old Russian company, were ordered to
settle some fifty or sixty years ago at .Ninilchik, and their descenda~ts
live there still. Each family has quite a large garden patch of turmps
and potatoes, yielding enough to allow the. owners to dispose of a largi
surplus to traders and fishermen. They have quite a herd of cattle,
and the women ~ctually make butter; but they are not ufficientl_y
advanced in farmrng lore to construct or us a churn, and the butter 1s
made in a very laborious manner by shaking the cream in bottle ,
They also raise pigs and keep poultry, but on account of the hogs running on the seashore digging clams and feeding upon kelp, and the
chickens scratching among :ti h bones and other offal, both their poultry
and their pork are fishy to such an ex.tent as to be made unpalatable.
The young men of the settlement go out to bunt the sea otter at Anchor
Point, or even lower down the coast.
The whole region about Cooks Inlet is wooded, the forest l>eing here
and there intersper ed with mar by tundras; but everywhere along tlrn
coa t tlle timber is small and stunted, being of larger dimensions only
in the interior.
In the vicinity of Anchor Point, on Kuchekrnak Gulf, and on Graham
or Engli. b Harbor, exten ive coal veiu ' appear along the bluff and
come to th_e , ur~ace. The Ru ian,- merican Company jointly with a
an Franc1 co firm worked here for year to d velop the mine and
obtain a product good nough for the u of teamer and engine , but
after inking a large capital he enterpri e was abandoned befor the
tran. f r of the T rritory took place.
few r mnants of the extensiv
buil<lin
r ct cl in ouue tion with the· miui11g operation 'till remain
ou th north ·bore of Engli h Be: y.
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The easternmost section of this division comprises the coast bordering upon the Gulf of Chugatch, or Prince William Sound, and from
there to Mount St. Elias this is essentially an alpine region. The whole
coast between Cape St. Elizabeth in the west and the mouth of Copper
River in the east is deeply indented with coves and fiords, and towering peaks rise abruptly from the sea. Nearly every valley and ravine
has its glacier, some of the latter being among the most extensive in the
world. In Port Valdez, at the northern extremity of the Sound, a glacier
exists with a face 15 miles in length at the seashore, while its dow11ward track can be traced almost to the summit of the alps. Huge icebergs drop off its face with a thundering noise almost continually and
drift out to sea, and ~the whole extensive bay is covered with small
fragments, making it inaccessible to even boat navigation, and consequently a safe retreat for seals, which sport here in thousand~. Port
Fidalgo in the east and Port Wells in the west also have tremendous
glaciers, and another glacial formation forms the portage route between
Chugatch Bay and Cooks Inlet. Though covered with a dense forest
to a height of 1,000 feet from the sea level, these mountains are comparatively poor in animal life, and support in small settlements only a
very limited population scattered along the coast and islands. The
timber is nearly all spruce, some of it of extraordinary size, but no
pra,ctical use has been made of this material since Baranof established
a shipyard in Resurrection Bay, on the Kenai Peninsula, and •with the
aid of English shipwrights constructed a few small vessels. One of
these crafts was a three-master, and boasted the title of frigate~ though
it measured only 100 tons.
Traces of the Russian woodman's ax are still"plainlyvisible along.the
western coast of the Sound and on Montague Island, and the huge logs
still lie where they were felled in anticipation of an industry that was
not developed.
The principal fur-bearing animals of this section are the black and the
brown bear, otter, marten, and mink, but on the eastern side of N uchek
Island there ~s quite an extensive sea-otter hunting ground, which supports two large trading stores on tbat island. Whales are plentiful in
these waters, but tbe natives are not bold enough to attack them. Codfishing banks exist in a few localities, and all tb.e rivers and streams
have their annual run of salmon. In the early times of the Russian
r egime Nuchek, which was tl1en called Redoute St. Constantine, was
quite an important trading center, bei11g visited by Thlinket tribes from
the coast to the ea 'twarrl as far as Bering Bay, ancl also by t,he Copper
River Indians of the Tinneh famil.v. This traffic, to a certain extent,
still exists, but not in the old dimensions. There is every reason to
believe that the Copper River people have much decreased in nnmbers,
and that they find other outlets for their trade to the northward on the
Yukon or the Tennanah.
Under the protection of the Ru sians the Eskimo race here occupied
the coast as far eastwa1~d as Kaiak Island and Comptroller Bay, but in
late years the Thlinket have gradually advanced wAstward, fir t mixing
with the Eskimo and then ab ' orbing and superseding them, until at the
present day they are established in predominant numbers even we t of
the mouth of the Copper River.
The number of sea otters sold at the Nuchek stores every year doe
not exceed 150, and are ail killed between the islands of ushegak and
Kaiak. The whole Eskimo population of this secluded di tri~t i_ only
about 500, and, as they are poor, they will most probably rern:31m m tln
seclu ion, which is broken but <1nce or twice a year by the arrival of the
H. Doc. 92, pt. 4-14
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trading schooner. They have food in plenty, such as it is, consisting of
seal blubber, salmon, the meat of the marmot, porcupiue, and bear,
varied occasionally by the welcome addition of mountain sheep, an animal that is found over an this alpine region, and is as persistently and
skillfully hunted by the natives as is the chamois in Switzerland and
the Tyrol. The meat of th_is mou11tain sheep, or goat, is hi every way
equal to the finest tame mutton, but by the time one of the native
huuters brings a carcass down from the mountains to the seacoast or
the tradiug store the meat i:::, sadly bruised and lacerated, and presents
rather an uninviting appeara.nce. Foxes, of course, are plentiful here,
as everywhere in Alaska, in two or three varieties, some very fine specimens of silver-gray being brought down to the coast by the Copper
River Indians. No mineral deposits have been discovered in thee
monutains, with the exception of pure native copper, specimens of
which have been secured from Copper River ever siuce the Russians
first made their appearance there, but repeated attempts by Rm;sians,
and later by Americans, to locate the source from whence these specimens came have always resulted in failure. An American prospector
who lived with those Indians for two years reports that he failed to discover copper or gold in paying quantities anywhere in that region, but
his individual opinion is not sufficient to deuy the existence of copper
deposits, of which so many specimens have been procured; and the ultimate location of these deposits is only a question of time and energy.
Of the features of the coast between Copper River and Mount St.
Elias but little is known, but it is evidently a narrow tableland between
the high mountains and the sea, well timbered, and traversed by numerous shallow streams that- take their origin in the glaciers and eternal
snows. The natives describe it as an excellent bunting ground. The
island of Kadiak is undoubtedly tbe point where Bering first approached
the North American continent, and upon the southern point of which
he bestowed the name of Cape St. Elias. It is -not permanently inhabited, but hunting parties from the mainland sometimes remain here
for many months at a time.
The Eskimo of this section partake of the same characteristics with
the people of Kadiak and the peninsula.
Timber exists here in the greatest abundance. The dwellings of the
people are generally under ground, according to Innuit cu tom, but
where the Thlinket or Kolosh race has mixed with them and gained
supremacy the mode of architecture changed at once to substantial log
structures entirely above ground, generally with a plank platform running along the entire front, on which the inmates assemble in fine
weather and sit upon their haunches, wrapped in grea y blanket ,
smoking and staring , tupidly into vacancy. .At Nuchek there is a
Russian chapel, but it is eight or nine years since a priest has made his
appearance there. A creole reads prayers every Sunday in the chapel,
which i kept in excellent repair with the aid of donation from all the
urrounding villages. It is touching to observe the constancy and faith
of these poor people, who have gathered at this central point from a
circuit of 100 mile every spring for the la t nine year in the expectation of eeing a priest come at last to give them hi bl ing and to
solemuize the marriages that have been contracted during thi long
int rval. Bapti m can be performed by the church reader under the
rule' of the Ru ian Church.
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I append a tabulated list of the settlements and the population of
the entire peninsula division, as follows:
Kacliak di1 1iBion.
Location.

Settlements.

Total.

·white. Creole. Eskimo. A\~~~s- Thlinket.
- - - - - - - - - - --

- -- - - -- - - - - - - -- ,-- - - --

l

Mitrofania ................. .Aliaska Peninsula ...

i~ik~~~;;::::.-..-.· .-::::::: :: J~ :::::: :::::: ::
i~l~:t..~:::::~::::::::l:::J~
::::::::::::::
Kukak ....... . .. .. ............. . do .............. .
Asbi.vak ...... ........ ... Cape Douglas ...... .
St. Paul. ................ Kadiak I s1ancl. .... .
Lesnova ..... ...... . ... .. Woodisland ........ .
Y el<;>vo~ ....... . .. . .. . . . . . . Spr~ce Island .. ........ .
Oozmk1e .......................... Kadiak I. land .......... .
Afognak (twoY~llages) . ,.Afognak !~land-....... .
Oo~anok (two vlllagcs). Kacliak Island .......... .
Oo1ak .... ............... ............... ....... do ....................... ..
Karluk ................................. do ........................ ..
..Akhiok .............. . .......... . ....... . do ....................... .

tr;~t1:~~~::::::::::::
:::J~ ::::::::::::::
Three Saints Bay........ . .. .. clo ...................... .

22
30
25
18
218
37
46
288
157
78
45
339
73
76
302
114
101
109

22 ............. ·········· ........... .
1
29 ....................... .
......... ... . ... ... .
25 ........................... .
......... . ... ... . .
18 ..................... .
37
181 ........................... .
........... .........
37 ........................ .
6
40 ...... ......... ........... .
20
253
15 . • .. .. . .. . . . . . ........ .
2
56
90 ......... . ............ .
78 .................................... .
45 .............. ...... ..... . ......... .
195
144 ...................... .
. .....•.. ..........
73 ........ . .. . .......... .
·•····· · ...........
76 ....................... .
24
277 ................... ... .
1
........ .. . .. ... .....
114 .... . ... ..... ............. .
4
97 ............ . ........... .
6
102 ............................ ..

7

4

3 ................ . . . ........ .. . .

160
5
155 ............................... .
Old Harbor .............. ............. ... do ......................... .
147
8
139 ............... .. .. .......... .. .
Orlova .......................................... do .......................... .
24 ...... ....... ...........
24 ......................... .
1
36 ......... ..... ...
.~~~::::::::
36 ........................... .
88
12
75 ... ............ . ....... . ..... ..
Alexandrovsk . .. . . . . . . . Kenai Peninsula .....
Yalik......................... Eastern Coast Kenai
32 ............ .............
32 ............................. .
Peninsula.
Seldovia and Ostrovki.. Kenai Peninsula .... .
74
38
36 ................. ......... .
29 ............ . .......... .............
20 ........ ... .
La:ida ...... ............ ... ... . do .................. .
Ninilchik ........................ do ................ .
53
53 ...... .............. ...... ........ .
Kassilof ....................... do ............... .
31 . . .. ...... ... .... ..... .. .. .. . ........ ..
31 ............ .
ChkitukandCbernila ....... do ................. .
50
10 .. .. . . ..........
40 ............ ..
8kilakh ....... ...................... . do ..................... .
44 .......... . .... .... ...... .......
44 .............. .
Kenai Redoute ...... . ..... ... do ...................... .
44
2
42 ..... . .............. .... .... ....... ...... ..
TitukilskandNikisbka .... . . do ................ ..
57 . .. ... ... . . .... . .... . .. ..............
57
Kultuk ........................ . clo ................... .
17 . .. . ... . .. . . .. .. . . . .. . .. .. .. . . .. . .. .. .
17
Knakatnuk............. Kinik River, Cooks
57
1
l . . .. . ........
55
Inlet.
Zdluiat ........................... clo ................ .
Hi
16 .......................... .
Nitakh ......................... clo ....... .......... .
15
15
Kinik ........................... clo .. .. ; .......... .
46
46
Sushetno (first villagt\). Cooks Inlet ......... .
44
44
Sushetno (second vil• ...... do ............... .
46
46
lage.
6 . ............... .
Toyonok station and ...... do ................... ..
100
117
v illage.
Kus tatan ..................... do ................ .
65 ...................................... .
65
Chenega .. ............ : ... Prince W i 11 i am
80 . .. .. ... . . ... .. . . .
80 . ... ...... ... .. .......... ..
Sound.
Kanikbluk ................... do ... ............ .
54 ............ ......... ....... .
54 .................. .
Tatikblek ..................... do .................. .
73
73
ruchek ........ ................... do ................ .
60
74
11
3
Ikbiakand.A.laganu ... . Mouth of Copper
117
117
River.
7
1 . ... .. .... . .... . . . . . .. . .... . ... . ....
6
Cape Martin .. ....... ... . .. ... do .. ............... .
250 .......... ... .
Atnah villages ........ . Copper River .. ..... . 250 . ...... .. . . . .... .. ..... ...... ........... .
170 . ...... ..... . .... .. ..... .......... .... . ............ ... .
170
Chilkbaat villages....... Comptroller Bay ... .
150 . .. . . . .. . . . .. . .. .. .. . . ... . .. . . . . . ...... ... . .. .. .
15()
Yaktagvillagee ........ Foot of Mount St.
Elias range.

iW1ut!.~~~

:::::i~ ::::::::::::::

Total.............. .. . .. .. . . ... . .. . . .... .. .. .. . .. . .. .. .

4,352

34

917 /

2,211

861

326

1

The superficial area of the Kadiak district is approximately 70,884
square mile ; the inhabitant., numbering 4,352, would give us a ratio
of 1 iubabitant to 16¼ square miles. The ratio of civilized population
(white and creole) is 1 to 74½ square miles.
'.l'HE SO UTHE.A.STER

DIVISION.

The narrow strip of coast line from Mount St. Elia to Portland
Canal, a strip that was patched upon the solid body of the Rus ian
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possessions on this continent through the ambition of Baranof, differ
in all its characteristics from the bulk of Alaska, partaking essentially
of those of the coast of British Columbia and the islands adjoiniu<r,
Though Baranof, or rather the company which he represented, at the
beginning of the present ceutury was powerful ~nough not only to
establish but to maintain possession of the narrow belt between the
mountains and the sea, he was never able to extend the Russian po
sessions into the interior, where the outposts of the B udson Bay Company were already located, and as the successor of the Russians the
people of the United States have shut off the British possessions from
the seacoast for a distance of nearly 500 mileR.
This whole division is densely wooded and excee<lingly mountainou
in its formation. Tbe coast is deeply indented with bays and fiord , and
for two thirds of its length is sheltered by the numerous islands of the
Alexander Archipelago. The forests, impinging as they do upon the
seacoast everywhere, are easily accessible, and will be of the greatest
value in the future either as fuel or as building material. The Alaska
spruce is the prevailing forest tree; but in the southern section of the
division the yellow cedar, the most valuable of all the northern tree ,
exists in considerable quautities. The wood of this tree has always
been an article of export to a limited extent, and it is purcllased by
the cabinetmakers of the Alaska coast at tbe present day; but the
extent to which this industry might be developed is not yet known.
Large bodies of this timber are found farther south in the adjoining
British possessions. Coal has beeu discovered on many of the island
and on the mainland, but no practical use bas thus far been made of
the discoveries. An extensive vein of bronze-copper was opened on
Prince of Wales Island by a British Columbian firm, but for some r_eason nnknown the enterprise languishes. Discoveries of gold-bearmg
quar_tz have bee~ made on Baranof lsland, in the immediat~ vicini_ty
of Sitka, only smce the transfer of the territory, a.nd for a time quite
an excitement was created; but now these ]edges are scarcely worked
at all, being simply held by the owners for further developments, or
until some process can be discovered for working with profit the peculiar grade of ore existing there. In the meantime surface gold was
di covered on the peninsula between the inlets of Takoo and Obilkbat.
The mining population of Sitka, and, to a great extent, that of the
Wran_gell and the Ca siar country, was drawn a,rny to the new ~i cov rie,, where they are now engaged with apparent success. Vern
of quartz have also been located in the · same locality; and with the
undat~n~ed pro pector throughout all this region, in a few years more
the mmmg re. ources of outh astern Alaska will be fully known .
..L ext in impor~au ·e to the mining indu, try stands the fur tr~de, once
tlJe sol foundat10n of the country's pro perity. From the s11 ver and
the bla ·k fox, th marteu and tbe ]and otter the most valuable fur
are ecured by the nativ , together with skins of the bla k and th
brown l> ar a limited quantity of beaver and a few sea otter. Owinrr
t ex es:iy omp titiou the prices paid for the, e furs are abnormally
high arnl the profit· from the trade mu t be corre~pondingly mall.
'almon halibut and b rriug cro, d all the wat rs of the eacoast a,
w 11 , ., th?· of th in~ ri r •1.ia~nels of the archipelago, and two or
thr
•annrn and altmg tabh hment have been in op ration for
om y ar,. Th~ oil pro ur d from herring aud dogfi hand hark finch.:;
a r acly m_ark t. A few 'mall awmills furnish rough lumber for local
r.on. nmpt1011, , 11 l a fi w. mall <'raft, ill ln<lh1g one steamer of< 0 tou
lmrtleu 'pl O\' 'r th Leltereu iulau<l watel's au<l a far uol'tb a, Bering·
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Bay on the open coast. The natives on many of the islands make quite
a profitable business of killing hair seals for their hides and the oil
rendered from the blubber.
The climate of this di vision, especially from Cross Sound to the
southern boundary, is very peculiar. The temperature h; not as low as
might be expected in this latitude, thermometrical observations extending over nearly fifty years presenting a minimum of only 4° below zero,
while the maximum reached +87°; this, however, occurred but once
unring the period mentioned. The mean annual temperature derived
from all these observations is 43° 28'.
The rainfall statistics, extending over the same period, show a mean
aunual precipitation of over 80 inches, and several of the annual records
are above 90, while one reaches 103. The number of days on which
rain fell during tbe periods referred to averaged 165 per annum, and of
suowfaU 33; but dm ing several years the rainy days numbered as higli
as 250 and even 264 a year. The highest number of days on which
snow fell here was 47. This enormous precipitation makes it plain
that, in spite of the comparatively high temperature, the climate of
southeastern .Alaska can not be called an agreeable one, or one that
would bold out a prospect of success to agricultural emigrants. Vegetable gardens, however, have been successfully cultivated all over tlJis
district wherever white men settled who were willing to bestow the
necessary labor upon this way of ameliorating their daily fare. Potatoes were found among the natives of this region by the very :first
English and .American visitors, especially among the Hyda tribes, and
at present they are freely offered for sale by the natives wherever white
people congregate for mining or trading·. Owing to the rugged and
mountainous formation of tue country and the thick undergrowth,
making the forest almost impenetrable, the keeping of cattle is surrounded with great difficulties, and hay is not easily cured during the
few smrny days of which this section can boast.
early all the natives inhabiting the southeastern division are of
one kin-the Thlinket tribe, or "Kolosh" as they were called by the
Rus ians. Ouly at the southern portion are fouml a few ettlements
of the Hyda tribe from British Columbia. When the Russians :first
came to the Alexander .Archipelago the natives offered a stubborn
re istance to tbeir permanent e tablishrnent. The :first blockhou, e or
station erected by Baranof, at old Sitka, was taken by surprise and all
the inmates put to death by the combined Sitka and Stockin tribes,
and about tLe same time the Tbliuket of Bering Bay or Yakutat fell
upon the settlement established there, killing the inhabitants and
carrying off a few women in to captivity. Auout this time, also, two
large sea-otter bunting parties, consisting of Innuits, under the leaderhip of Russians, were surpri ed and almost annihilated by tlle Kolosh.
Undaunted by these disaster Baranof drove the native warriors
from their fortified po ition on the site of the present town of Sitka
and established himself there, making that point the headc1uarters of
the great Ru sian Fur Company. From that time forth the 'rhlinket
only indulged in an occasional robbery or murder of isolated hunter ,
but no cordial · intercourse was ever established between them and
their conquerors. 'rhe business between them was carried 011 in a
cautious manner, highly sugge tive of a state of siege. The Hu sian
prie ts made very little imi,res ion upon the warlike pagan s, who ~mly
occasionally, for the consideration of a present, consented to ubm1t to
the ceremony of baptism.
.
.
.
As late as 1855 the Sitka Indians attacked the Ru s1an fort1ficat10ns,
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an action of several days resulting, during which quite a number were
killed and wounded on both sides, but the difficulty was finally settled
by treaty.
At that time the town of Sitka was thoroughly fortified with numerous bastions and batteries mounting between GO and 80 cannon of
various calibers. The most important of the batteries was located
about the mansion of the chief manager of the Russian-.Americau Company, which was perched upon a steep, rocky elevation, and is still
known as "the castle." Here 17 cannon (12 and 24 pounders) were
planted and kept constantly loaded. Every male inhabitant of the
Russian settlement of Sitka had bis station assigned to him in ca e of
attack by the natives, and all employees were drilled occasionally in
the manual of arms, ete. The military garrison, consisting of 180 soldiers of the Siberian battalion, mounted guard regularly, with sentrie
stationed at the various gates in the stockade_
For nine years after the transfer of the Russian possessions to the
United States a military post was maintained here, consisting at first
of nearly 250 men; but the number was gradually diminished, and the
last troops were withdrawn in 1876. A few difficulties arose during
this time between the troops and the Indians of Sitka and one or two
of the more distant tribes, but they were generally adjusted by arbitration and a mere display of readiness to fight. A United States
man-of-war now (1880) does police duty at Sitka, patrolling occasionally
the interior channels of the .Alexander ArclJipeJa.go. It is safe to predict that the mere presence of some armed force in this section will
always be sufficient to keep in check the naturally warlike and arrogant Thlinket.
Since the transfer of the territory the town of Sitka has continued to
be considered as the most important point in Alaska~ and whatever
display there bas been of military or civil power on the part of the
United States was made here. The collector of customs for the di ·
trict of .Alaska resides at Sitka, and is unable to communicate with hi
deputies in the west except by way of San Francisco.
For thirty or forty years previous to tbe acquisition of .Alaska by the
United States the Sitka settlement contained a number of schools and
churches-the latter comprising the cathedral of the diocese, two
maller Russian chapels, and a Lutheran church for the use of German , Swedes, and Finlanders in the employ of the Russian company.
Of the schools one was for the sons of the higher officers of the company, under the ambitious name of "Colonial .Academy," one a boarding chool for girls of the same class, and two other schools for the
children and orphans of the lower grades of employees and laborers.
For some time Sitka was al o the ite of a theological eminary of the
Rus ian Church. All these establishment , with. the exception of the
cathedral, have been discontinued, and at pre ent the only effort in
the field of education are made by mi sionaries and teachers sent ont
by the Pre byterian Board of Missiou , with some pecuniary a sistance
of the naval authoritiP-s at itka. Mis ion chools have been located at
hil oot, Hoon ab, Wrangell, and at Shakan, on Prince of Wale.
t rangell there i also an indu trial home for native girl",
I land.
maintained by the Presbyterian , and tbe chapel and tlJe par onage
of the Homan atholic Church. Concerning the e mi fonary" e. tab Ii ·bment. , the Rev. heldon Jackson, D. D., ha furni hed the following
tati tics:
The fir t chool at Wrangell wa establi bed in 1877 and placed in char e of , lady
teacher. In 1 78 a home for girls wa added to the stabli hment, and in the easou
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of 1880 aml 1881 this latter establishment contained 30 inmates, while the school
had an average attendance of 60.
At Sitka a school was opened in April, 1878, and kept open with varying success
until in April, 1880. An attendance of 130 (grown people and children) was reported.
One of the naval officers stationed at Sitka introduced upon his own responsibility
a system of compulsory education 1 appointing regular truant officers. Each child
was labeled, and if found on the streets during school hours was arrested and the
head of the household to which he or she belonged was fined or imprisoned. This
extraordinary and arbitrary measure worke<l so well that the "average attendance"
was suddenly forced up to between 230 and 250, one day reaching 271, a result highly
gratifying to the Presbyterian teachers, whatever objections the public at large may
have bad to this modus operandi on constitutional grounds. The school above mentioned was for the Indians alone. For the benefit of the creole children a school was
established in 1879, with the assistance of the naval authorities, who furnished a teacher
and interpreter in the person of an educated creole lady, who was rated as an" able
seaman." This school had an average attendance of from 45 to 55 children, who
were instructed in the English language and primary branches.
lu the summer of 1880 a Christian Indian woman of the Tongas tribe was sent to
open a school among the Chilkhats at the head of Lynn Channel, and here, later,
buildings were erected at that point by the Presbyterian Board of Missions and a
competent teacher installed, who reports an average attendance of 75 pupils.
A school was also established among the Hoonyah tribe on Cross Sound. The
teacher reports 70 pupils.
At the southern end of Prince of Wales Island, on Cordova Bay, a chief presented
a house to the Presbyterian Mission and a school was opened, with an average
attendance of 80 pupils.
At Shakan, on the north end of Prince of Wales Island, a small school has been
opened and placed in charge of a native teacher and his wife, both former pupils of
the Wrangell school.

We append a tabulated list of the settlements and population of the
southeastern division, as follows:
Southeastern division.
Settlement.

Location.

Total.

White. Creole. Tblinket. Hyda.

NATIVES.

Ohilkhat tribe.

Yondestuk . . • . • . . . . . . . Chilkhat River and :Say .••...••. }

················
.••..••.....•••.

98

ID1;l~~1:::::::::::::
:::::i~::::::: ::::::::::::::::::::
Chilcoot.. .. . . . . • . . . . . . Chilcoot River ....•..•..•.•••••.

............. .....
~ ................

171
125
565
127

Hoonyah tribe.

Koudekan............. Chichagof Island ...•...••....•.. }
Klughuggue . ......•••..••.. do •.•••...••••.••••••.•..••• .

800
108

908{

Khootznahoo tribe.

Angoon................ Admiralty Island, Hoods Ba.y ... }
Scutskon ...•....••.•....... do ...••••.•••........•••.•••.

666{ · • • ••••• · ••.••••

················

Kehk tribe.

Klukwan. . ...... .•. • • • Kuprianof I1land .............. ·

1f~°fi:::~i~::::::::::::::::::

........ ········
········
1.................
······--

1

668

Vill~~~ :::::: ::: : ::: : : : •
Do .......••••••••.. Seymov.rs Channel ...•••.•••.••.

,20
246

.............

261
82
100

. ........

75

..••••...•.•••. .

50

Auk tribe.

VillDag e_ .·•·•·••.••• •.•_•• ._ ._ ._ .• •.•. _· Stephens Passage .....•••••..••. }
Admiralty Island .....•......•..
0
Do .......••..•••••• Douglas Island .. .......••.••.••.

········
{········
········ ······· ·

290
800

······ .. ········

26
118
106

640

.••.•••. •••••••·

50

Takoo tribe.

Tokeatl'e village....... Takoo River and Inlet ...••..••. }
Chitklin's village ••••••.••.. do ...••••..••.•.•••••.••..••.
Katlany'11 village ..••.••••.. do ...•••••..••.••.•••..•. .• ••
Fotshou'e village •••••••••• . do •••••••••••••••••••.••..•••

269

.••••••• •••••••·

..... -...... ..
...............
\ ······

2'
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Southeastern division-Continued.
Settlement.

Location.

Total.

Stakhin tribe.

White. Creole. Thlinket. HydL

1

Shust ak's village .••••• Etholinisland ...•.•••••••• •·•···
Kash's village .............. do ........•.•••.•...•........
Shakea'svillage . ............ do ..•.•.•...........•....... • 1
Tow1,yat'1 village ...... ..... do ...... . .. •·•··· .... •·•···..
Kohltiene's village..... Stakhin River ..•••.•.....•......

,938118 ••.•••••
......
..
...... ..
82 ...... ..
28 ....... .

317

f~a.t~:=-:~::::: :: ::::::~~::: ::: ::: :::::: :::: :: ::::::

31 ....... .

2'1 ...... ..

Shallyany '• vfila,ge.. . • . . •••. do .••••••••••••••••••••••••••

24, ••••••••

l

Prince of Walu Iala,nd
tribe.

Kouyou .•....•••••••••. PrincA of Wales Island, west
ooaet.

fi::i~: :: ::: ::::::: :: ::::::i~: :: :::::: :::::: :::::: ::::::

60 ••••••••

5871--······ ..•••...
.................
........ ....... .

600 ....... .

• • •· • • • •
273{ ...•••..
. .............. .

173
100

27 ••••••••

Tonga11 tribe.

Village . •• • • • • • • • • • • • • . Island mouth Portland Canal .•.. }
Cape ~ox.............. Prince of Wales Island..........
Sitka, tribe.

Sitka, Indian village... Baran of Island .•••••••••••••••. ·
Silver Bay .............................................. .
Hot Spring• ............................................ .
Indian River .......... .................................. .
Old Sitka ............................ . ................. ..
Yakutat tribe.

Scattered villages be- Coast of mainland .......•••••• •·
tween Cape Spencer
a.nd Bering Bay.
Yakutat . . . . . . . . . . •• • • • Bering Bay •.•••••••••••••••••••.
Hyda, tribe.

ID\~;~a!~~.~~~.~~::::: .:.~i~Ji.~~~~~~~:_s_l~~~::::::::::

I~~~t:i.:::::::::::::
:::::~~ ::::::::: :::::: :::::::::: ::
Shakan ••••••••••••••••••••. do...........................
Total native . . • • • • • • • • • • ••• • • • ••• • • ••• • • • • •• • • • • • • .

i · · · · . . . ..
I
. ................. .

721 ............... .

. .............. .
. .......

1

········

500f ·••·•••• ••••••••

l ········ ········

54.0 ••••••••
39
••••••••
26 •••••••.

43 .•••••••

73 .•••••..

200
300

l l: : : : : : : : : : : : :
788 :::::::: :::::: :: ::::::::::
........ ........ ..........

7, 225

~
2s1

14.1

l===l====,! ==6=,•=37=r==788=

WHITES AND CREOLES.

Wrangell.............. Eth~lin Island . . • • • • •••••• •••••.
Shuck . . .••••• ••• •• • • • . Stephens Passage ..•.............
Soundun.. .••••• ••••••. Holkb11,n Bay....................
Shakan . . . . • . . . . • • • . • • . Prince of W alee Island..........
Old Sitka . ........... . . Baran of Island..................
Sitka .....•...•.••••••.... . . do........ . ..................
Kaeean ................ Prinoe of Wales Island ..........

106
10
10
8

6
376
7

1 ·••••••••· ······ ..
10 .•••••.. •••••••••· ····••"

105

1g6 ······s
·········· ········
........................ . .
157

210 ··••••·•·· ······ ..
7 ·••••••••• ·•••·· ··

- - -'1 - - - - 1 - - - - 1 - - - - ' . - - -

Total white and .••••••••••• •••••. ••••.•.•••.•••..
oreolti.
Grand total...... . .. . . . •••• .. ••. .•• ................

523 1==29=3='==2=3=0=1:·=·=··=··=·=··=·l=··=·=··=·=--

=7, 74.8

293

230

6, 4.37

788

The superficial area of this island division is, as nearly as it can be
computed from the limited data at my command, about 28,980 square
miles. This would give a density of population of 1 inhabitant to
nearly 4 square miles. The ratio of civilized (white and creole) population was, in 1880, 1 to 55½ square miles. This element is now probably
three times as numerous, or 1 to 19 square miles. The Thlinket and
Hyda, however, are very susceptible of civilization, and are rapidly
advancing in their social status, thanks to the efforts of missionaries
and the contact with Oancasian miners and traders.
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.Recapitulation of the population of Alaska.
Division.
Arctic. . • .. • • • • • . . . . . . • . • . . • .
Yukon . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • •
Km1kokvim _................
Aleutian .. . . . . . ... .. . ..• •• ..
Kadiak...... . . . • . . . . . . . • . . • .
Southeastern................

Total White. Ureole. Eskimo. Aleut. At::;:~s• Thlinket. Hyda.
3, 094
6, 870
8, 911
2, ,51
4, 352
7,748

• 18
3
82
34
293

a, 094
4, 276
111
8,036
479 . . . . . • . . . .
917
2,211
230 . • . . . . . . . .

• • • 19

••• •• •• • •••••• ••• .
. . ••. • . .
2, 557
255
606
1, 890 • • • • • • • • • .
. • • .• . • .
8i4
. • • . . •• . . • • •••••••

. ••••••••••..•••••
••••.•••••...•••••
. ••·•••••• ...•.•••
• • .. • • • • • • . •...••.
326 .....••.
6, 437
788
6,763

788

The earliest actual count of any Alaskan people now on record was
made by Delarof (an agent of the Shelikbof Company) in the year 1792.
This count comprised all the villages on Kadiak Island and the settlement of Yukatmak (Katmai), on the Aliaska Peninsula. The number
then given was 6.,510 of both sexes, as against Shelikhof's estimate of
50,000, made only six years before that date. Four years later, in
1796, Baranof counted 6,200 inhabitants on Kadiak Island and the
opposite coast of Aliaska Peninsula.
On the Aleutian Islands, Panof, a trader, claimed to have counted
1,900 inhabitants as early as the year 1781, but this was only a verbal
statement transmitted by others. In 1792 Captain Sarychef, of the
Billings exploring expedition, who had been instructed to enumerate
the natives, reported the population of the Aleutian Islands as 2,500 of
both sexes, but the result of an actual count made by order of the
imperial chamberlain, Rezanof, resulted in the number of 1,942, approx•
imating closely the estimate of Panof, made over twenty years before.
At the time of Baranof's retirement from the management of the
Russian colonies in America, his temporary successor, Captain Hage•
meister, of the Russian navy, ordered an enumeration of the natives.
This count included, of course, only those tribes over whom the Rus.
sian•American Company had absolute control. Of this partial census
we have two returns, differing slightly in the totals. One was first
published in the report of an imperial inspector, Kostlivtzof, who dated
it 1818, which reads as follows:
Native population of .Russian colonies in America in 1818.
District.

Total.

Male.

Female.

- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 1-- - - - - - - - Kadlak ... ...........••....... . ........•.•...................••.........
A.liaska Peninsula ....•... ~•...... . ......•......... .... .......•........
Kenai (Cooks Inlet) ...................•••.•............................
Chugach (Prince William Sound) ...................................... }
Oughalentu (Prince William Sound) .................................. .
Mednovtze (Copper :River) ................... .. ... .. .................. .
Fox Islands (Aleutian) ....•••••••....•••................... .......... . ·
Pribilof Islands (Aleutian) .................... ............. ........... .
Aleutian .............................................................. .

J

Total............................... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Russians . . . • • • . . . • • • • •• • . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Creoles............................................................. • ..

8,430 {
869

-i,,n

m{

567
1,469 {
8,283
354
256

1,484
142
402
723
172
51
294
463
188
42

1,769
35
467
748
188

a, 961

,, 322

34'
147

66

273
55g
191
26

10
109

1----1-----1
- -', 8,898
', 452
Aggregate . • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • . • • • . • • • • • • • • • • • • •• • • • • • • • • . • • .
441
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No estimate of the Thlinket or Kolosh accompanied this document.
The other return of the same enumeration was publiijhed by Tikb,
menief in his Historical Review, and dated 1819. It is as follows:
Native population of Russian America in 1819.
District.

Male.

Total.

Kadiak district. . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . • • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Aliaska Peninsula.....................................................
Chngach (Prince ·wmiam Sound) . . -........... - - - -. -- - • • - - • • • • • • • • -- •}
Oughalentse (Prince William l:iound) .•••••.••.••.......•••••.•••••.•..
Fox Island8 (Aleutian) ............................................... .. }
Pribilof Islands (.Aleutian)...................... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
.Aleutian laborers at Sitka ....••........................................
Kenai (Cooks Inlet)....................................................
Mednovtze (Copper River)................................ . . . . . • . . . . . . .

Female.

1,483

3, 252
869

477 {
{
1, 748

402
172
51

46'
188
285

1,471
723
567
294
1---+---+Total. . . • • • . • • . . • • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . .
8, 384
4,062
Russians...................................... .... .....................
891
Creoles.................................................................
244
Thlinket or Kolosh (estimate)..........................................
5,000

.Aggregate ...•.•.......................•.........................

1,769
(67
1
66
559
191
61
74
273
4,3~'2

U,019

The discrepancies between these two returns are small, and are ea ily
accounted for by the differe11ce in date.
Three years later, in 1822, another return placed the native popula•
tion under control of the company at 8,286.
Next in chronological order comes a population return of the Russian
colonies in America, forwarded by Chief Manager Baron Wrangell,
under date of January 1, 1825, as follows:
It,lnnd.

Kadiak Island ........ ................................................. .
Aliaska, coast opposite ..•.•............................................
Ookamok Island .......... ..... ............... ......................... .
Chugach (Prince William Sounu) ...... ......... ...................... .
Kenai (Cooks Inlet) ................................................... .

~n:i,~~%~,s::~~~:rJn~ii::::::: ·.:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::
Chernovsky (Unalaska. Island) ........................................ .
.Borka. (Unalaska.Island) ....•..........................................
Onmnak Island ....•...................................................

1t:~lf:f:}:~~
::::::: ::::::: ::: :: ::: ::: :::::::::: :: :::::: :::: :: :::::: ::
.A.koon Island ....•.....................................................
Ava.tanok Island ....................... .. ............................. .

i!E:lt;t~~:;~:;:::::::: ::: : : : : : : :: :: : : : : : : ::i

Sa.nnakh Island ..... ................ ............... ....... ............ .

2.~kf: rn:g :::::::: :: :: ::::: ::: :::::: ::::::: :: :::::::::: :: :::: :::: :::

i~~t~ f:}:g ::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::

Amchitka.Island ...... ... ...... . .... .................................. .
Attoo Island .......................................................... .
Total ....••.......................................................

Total.
2,819
190
88
1,563
1,299
671
833
43
27
137
11
36
139
43
52
4.9
207
99
101
50
130
62
198

,2

I Male.
1,851
99
51
782
636
806
152
21

11
62
3
18
59
22
24
19
1]8
4.5
48
25
63
29
104

1'

97

45

8,481

4,102

Female.
1,468
91

37
781
663
365
181

22
18
75
8
18

80
21
28

30
M
~

2!,

8i

33
89
28
52

- - - - - - --4,8711

Thi count al o includes only the native under control of the company, ignoring the Tlilinket, and mu t be ascribed to Veniaminof
during the first year of his ojourn on the Aleutian Islands. .According to this statem~nt, the aggregate of Aleutian tribes was then 1,850
of both sexes, wh1le that of Kadiak and the adjoining coast of the
Alia ka Penin ula was 3,097, figures which do not agree with a com-
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parative statement of population of these two sections published in
1830, and also ascribed to V eniaminof, a,s follows:
Kadiak and
Aliaska.

Year.
1792 ..•••••.......••..........•...•••
1 806 . .•• : ••.....•........ .........•..
1817 •.••.••......................••••
1821 ...•..................•.•.•......
1825 ............. . .................. .

6,510
B,SU4
,,198
B,649
3,396

Aleutian Is•
lands.

Year.
1781. ...•••.••••..•••••••.•.•..•...•
1806 .....•• . •••••• ·••·•••····· •••.••
1813 .••.••......•...•....•........•.

1,900
1,898
1,608
1,478
1,460

1825 ........••......................
1830 .•........................•.....

From tllis it will be seen that the aggregate population of the two
districts in 1825 was nearly the same as tllat given in the preceding
table of WrangeH, though the distribution differs somewhat.
In the year 1831 the same priest, Veniaminof, made a careful count
of the Aleutian people, which may be considered as authentic. The
result of his investigations was a tabular statement, arranged by villages and islands, giving also the number of houses and canoes in each
settlement. I can not do better than republish it in full:
Census of Unalaska district in 1891.
Island.

Village.

Inhabitants.
- - -- - - -- - , Houses. Canoes.
Male. Female. Total.

- - - - - - - - - - -1---------1- -- -- -- --- - -- - -Unalaska ...................... .
Do ..................... . ... .
Do ......................... .
Do .•••..•...................
Do .••...................... .
Do .••...•...•........ .. .....
Do .••.•••...................
Do .•••.............. . .......
Do .••••••...................
Do ..•..•....................

Iliuliuk ..•......•.•••.
atuikinsk .....•.••..
Peetriakof ......••.••.
Vesselovsky ......... .
Makuahin ........... .
Kosbigin . ........... .
Chernovsky •.....•••.

90

106

6

9

18

21

7

8

15

20
23
24
17

18
20

15

2

2

6

4
3
6
9

3
6
8

20

256

472 1

11

45
15

26

8

49

60

109

18

i:~i!::!
:::::::::::::
Bobrovskaia .....•....

Total nalaeka (10 vil• ••••••••••.•.••••.• •• • • .
lageR).

216

21

Total Oumnak (2 villages) . .•• • • . •••••• •••••. .... • .

35

27

41
44
32
1'
41

15
6·

Oumna.k . . . . . . . . • . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . Rechesbnaia ...••••••. Do.......................... Tulik....... ... • . . .. • .

196
15
89
15

38

8

I

83 '

10

'

4
2

2
2
6

4

65 --5-8
13

1

I

I

12

6
18

16
32
Akoon . • • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . Artelnaia....... • • • • • .
16
7~
9:
Do.......................... Rechesbnaia. •• • . . • • • .
19
18
87
9
16
Do .•...•.......•............ Srednaia..............
7
Total Akoon (8 villng s) ...••••.••.••.••••.....•• . --,2- i- - - - 1
43 - - - 1
85· - - 1 - 4 1--2-1

Pribilof. ........................ St. George and St. Paul
B orka . ..•....•................. . Sidanak .•............

88
17

1~
!~ta~k·::: ::::::: ::: ::::: :::: ~~~~~~1c·:::::: ::::::
Akutan .......................•. Akutan...............
J~~~k:::::::::: ::: ::::::::::: Ji!f:~~fci~:::::: :: ::: :
Onnga . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . Delarof...............
Total small island s (9 viJ. • ••• .. •••••. •••• •• •••••.
!ages).
Aliaska P eninsula.............. Morshevoi ........... .
Do ..........•..••....••...•. Belkovsky .•••.•...•••
Do.......................... Pavlovsk ............ .
Total Aliaeka Penin sula ........................
(3 villages).

182

94

«

::
52

27
18
25
7
59
58
64

278

342

16
49

29
53
81

102

~~
6

7

3

49

'

116

5
2
6
2
18

15

615

37

54

13
97
91

---1-- - -1

28

6

23

45

59

9

1

u

4

7

6

10

16
9

8

-93 ~1~ - - 251- -8-l

ScatteredatSitkaandelaewhere. ...... ............ ......

10

18

Grand total of district .••••••••• •••• •• • ••• • .. • • • . .

683

832

I

28 · · · · •• ... \... ·•· ••·
1, 515

157

l

l82
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This table gives us the proportion of nearly 10 inbamtants to each
house, 8 inhabitants to every canoe, and 1 canoe to between 3 and i
male inhabitants (about 1 canoe to every two adults). The exce s of
females over males was nearly 10 per cent.
In the year 1835 the same priest, then stationed at Sitka, made a
close estimate of the Kolosh or Thlinket of southeastern Alaska, which
seems remarkably accurate in its total, though some of the village
enumerated by Veniaminof are not known to us now. He divided the
Thlinket into 16 villages or clans, as follows:
Estirnate of Kolosh in 1895.
1. Yakutat village. - - --·. -- - . - -- . . .
2. Ltuia or Avetzk .. -----·. ··--··.
3. Icy Strait (Cross Sound) ... ____ ..
4. Chilkat (Lynn Canal) ...... __ ...
5. Akut (Auk). ____ ................
6. Sitkha. -----------······--·-···7. Takoo ••••••••..... _•... _. _•.. __
8. Hootznoo. _. _ .............•••. _•
9. Kehk. _..... _................. _.

150
200
250
200
100
750
150
300
200

10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.

Kuyutzk ............... ---··. 150
Henu (Hunyah or Hanegaf). .. 300
Stakhin ___ . __ ................ 11 500
Tongass .. _......... . . . . . . . . . . 150
Kaigan (Hydan) .............. 1,200
Chassin -·-··················· 150
Sanakhan . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 100
Total .....•............... 5, 850

In 1839 Veniaminof made another estimate, including the total population of the country now called Alaska. He wrote as follows:
The northwestern part of America, from Bering Strait to tlie meridian of Mount
St. Elias, or 141° west of Greenwich, and all the islands situated along the coast of
America farther to the eastward, and a portion of the mainland, to a distance of _50
versts from the seashore, down to longitude 130° and latitude 50°, belongs to Russia,
and is bounded on the east by the British possessions. Our America is peopled by a.
multitude of tribes and races, the number of which is of course unknown to us,
but as far as the names of tribes in our part of America. have been ascertained they
are as follows:
1. The Kolosh, inhabiting the islands and the narrow strip of the American
Continent at the extreme southeastern limits of the Russian possessions,
whose number is now about ......................................... . 5,000
150
2. The Oughalentze, living near Mount St. Elias, numbering not more than.
300
3. The Mednovtze1 who live on Copper River, to the number of ........... .
4. The Kolchane, living far away in the interior of the continent, near our
boundaries; their number is unknown.
471
5. The Chugach, living on the gulf of the same name, numbering now .... .
6. The Kenaitze, living on the shores of the Gulf of Kenai, numbering ... . 1,628
7. The inhabitants of the southern shore of the AliaskaPeninsula, numbering .......•...... ··-····-·-···-···· ...•........ ···-·· ...... ·-···· ... . 1,600
402
8. The Aglegmute, on the northern shore of Aliaska Peninsula, numbering ..
9. The Kadiaks, or Koniagi, living on the island of Kadiak, numbering ..... 1,508
10. The Una.laskans, or Aleuts, inhabiting the Fox Islands and a portion of
the Alia.ska Peninsula, numbering .................. _................ . 1,497
11. The Atkhans, or Atkha Aleuts, inhabiting theAndreanof islands, number750
ing ......... -... - .. - - -.. - . - .. - - .. - ... -........ - . - - - - ....... - ........ .
12. The Kuskokvims, living on the river Kuskokvim, which empties into
Berin~ Sea.., numbering about. _____ ........ ____ ..•.................... 7,000
13. The Kv1khpaks, Kiatentze, Malegmute, and other tribes inhabiting the
shores of Bering Sea a.nd the rivers emptying into the same, and also the
coast of the Northern Ocean, whose number can not be less than all
those above mentioned together.
To this native population of Russian America we must add Russians living
706
in the various settlements, to the number of .... ·-···· ................ .
Creoles-that is, the offspring of Russians from native American mothersw ho form the foundation for a class of Amerioan citizens of Russia.,
numbering .•.•• _-----·--·····-·-·--· ____ -·-····--··· ____ ....•.•...... 1,295
Consequently our total population in America ma.y be given as follows:
Known and counted ..•. _. __ •• _•• _. __ . __ • _ • __ .. __ •... _.••........••••.. _.... 10, 313
Known, but not counted._. ___ ._ •• _. __ •••••••.• _. _••..•.•••.. _••..• __ •.••••• 12, 500
Estimated only-····--·-· •••••• ·-·-·-·· ____ -······-·····-···· ......•••• ____ 17,000
Making a total of ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• _••••• _ • • • • •• • • 39, 813
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Though objection may be made to certain details of this estimate ,s
incorrect, the total comes sufficiently near to our latest data to convince
us that Veniaminof had then a better conception of the population of
Russian America than the compilers of the official reports of the
Russian•American Company, exhibited during many succeeding years.
Next in chronological order we :find an enumeration of the Thlinket
and Hyda tribes of Alaska, made under the auspices of Sir James
Douglas, of the Hudson Bay Company, in the year 1839, when the latter :firm had obtained from the Russian-American Company a ten years'
lease of the continental coast between Lynn Canal and the southern
boundary. This document was never printed, but bas been preserved
in the archives of the Hudson Bay Company and in Sir James Douglas's private papers. Its :figures are somewhat in excess of Veniaminof's
estimate, but approach more closely to our most recent enumeration.
The names of tribes and clans, as given by Douglas, can not all be
identified now, but the whole table, circumstantial as it is in its classification of adults and children of both sexes and even of slaves, bears
the imprint of authenticity. Subjoined I give it in full, as copied from
the manuscript journal:
Censu8 of native tribeB of RuBsian America between latitude 59° and 54,0 40 1 N., exclitBive
of the Sitka tribe on Baranof Island, in ~889.
Adults.
Locations.

Children. Slaves.

Total.

- - - - - - - - - - - - - 1 - - - - - - - - - 1 -- - - - - - - - - Chilcat . . . . . . .. . . . Cbilkbaat . • • • .••.. Lynn Canal. .••.••..
Cross Souncl ...... Hoonyah ..•........ Cross Sound ....... .
Auke ....•........ .A.nke .•..•.......... North of Takoo
River.
T ako Samclan..... Tako,Samdan,Sitka Takoo River, Sitka
River.
Hoochenoo
Hootznoo .•.••••.... Hood's Bay ..••.••••
Jianega ........... Henega ...••••••••.. Prince of W a I e s
Island ........... .
Kake .........•... Kehk ...••.••••..... Kehk Archipelago . .
Stakhin:
Stikeen. .. ........
Liknaahutly .... Stakbin River .... ..
Do............
Ta.ee.teeton ......... do ........•.....
Do............
Kvaskaguatee ....... do ....•.••..••..
Do............
Knkatn . ............. do ......•••.•.•.

Et:::::::::: I~tiit!:\:::::: :::J~ ::::::::::::::

Do............
Port Stuart.......
T ourgaas .. . . . . . . .
Cape Fox.........
Kaiiani . . . . . . . . . .

Kadi•ettee ........... do ............. .
.A.hialt.............. Port Stuart . ...... ..
Kitaboonet . . •. . . . . . Clarence Strait .... .
Lukhselee.......... Cape Fox ......... ..
Yonahuo • . • . . • . . • . . Prmce of W al es
Archipelago.
Cliokass .....•••......... do ............. .
iuiabanless ••.......... . do ............. .

~i~iE;::::::::::: :::J~::::::::::::::

498
782
203

167
258
72

116

71

234

108

61

4931

127

7291
269

2'7
82

8931
I

118
98
135
234

300
169
99
172
186
316
177
i34

4171
148
4581

229

249

42

85

66
88
81

110

71

66

59

60

2'0
80

85
29

76

40

41

27

27

24

109

106

70

64

24

20

31
88
59
07
83
62
81
61
50
85
4i
68

24

80
10
10
36
60
27
21

27

2

9

8

4

6
82
46
83
18
19

6

13

42
60

49 ••••••••

98

80
117
53
65

29
41
67
117
61
21
60
46
90
60
70

105
85
121
61
62

:.io

40
2

36
54
2

4

2 .••.
82 52

2
4
4

4
4
8

39

«

65
6
0
43 ...... ..
52 ....... .

102
42
118
54
59

112 .••.••••
41 .••.•.••
107 .••..•••
61 .••..••.
83 .•.....•

Total...... . . . . • . . . . • .. . • . . . . . . • . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . • . . • • .. 7, 190I ll, 125 1, 996 1, 238 1, 201 295 835

From this time forward the biennial reports of the Russian-American
Company to the imperial ministerium of commerce gave the population
of the Russian possessions in America as from 56,000 to 70,000.
o
authority for these statements existed, but they were repeated aga!n
and again until the sale of the country to the United States, though m
the meantime several enumerations were made bowing a very diff rent
result.
The :first enumeration of the tribes on ort n Sou11d and 011 th e l wer
Yukon, or Kvikhpak, was accomplished by Lieutenant Zagoskin, of the
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Russian navy, during an exploration of that region in the years 1842
It is, of course, impossible at this date to recognize ali
the names of villages given by Zagoskin, but as far as I can trace bi.
count to personal observation, it appears to have been accurate. Hi
exploration took place just after the whole region traversed by him
had been depopulated by smallpox. In the table which is here reproduced, Zagoskin's division of the people into Christians and pagan
has been omitted:

184:3, and 1844.

Ennrneration by Lieutenant Zagoskin, I. R. N., of natives of Norton Sound and Lo1cer
Yukon in 1842, 1843, and 1844.

,,,

,,,
Q)

Tribes and villages.

i:s

0

~

1 3
0

Q)

~

-

2

-

-

Total Chnagmute ..••••.... . 24 283

1

11

]

13

--283

5 120
4 61
5 90
4 89

QI

11
7
65
17
13

Kunkhogliak village ..•••••.•...
Oolukak village .................
Tuttago villa)?e ... .. .. ....•.•....
Kakagokbakat village . ..........
Khutulkakat village ....•••.•...
K· khaltat village ..• . ••.•••.••...
Khogoltlinde village ..••••.•••.. .
Takaiak village .................
Kbulikak:at village .•.•••••••••..

7

11
35
32
9
16
9
60
81

1

11

2

'

2
1
2
1

'

Total Inkilik .............. 2' 26'

681

3

Innok:.a village ...................
Ttalitui village ..................

3

Total Tlegonkhotana ..•...

6

«

'5

89

T otaglita village ....•••.....• - ...
Tliali\kaka.t village . ..••.••.•. . ...
:.ra hos hfon v~llage ...............
rok-kha at village . ...... ........
Tok-khakat village ...............
K, kbliakbliakat village ...•••.••.

--

- 4 -56 --56
3
3
2
1
3
2

37
27
30

6
50
26

89

33
37
100

,s

70
71
80
120

-'"
- 770

Yunnakakhotana, Koyukt1 k River.

26.(

Yugelnut, Kvikhpak, and Km•
kokvim rivers.

Inselnostlende vilJai;re ...•..••••. 2
Khuini;itate½hten village ...•... 3
Iltenlo1cl n village . . . . .. ......... 6
'l'legoshitno village .... .......... 3
1Total Knskokvigmute .... . . ~ 1360 ~ Khuligiohakat village . .... . .•... 5
Kvigimpainagmute village ...... 3
Total Kang-yulit . . . . . . . . . . . 80 . • . • 1, 324. Vashioh~at vilJage . .... .. ...... 5
Anvi~ village ... ................. 5
I= = ·=
TrYNN.AY PEOPLE [TINNER] .
}fakk1 ,ill age .................... a
Auilukhtakpak village .......... 8
Yunakhotana, Kvikhpak River.
Total Yugelnut ........... 43
Noggai village .............. .. .... 1 10
Minkhotliatno village ...•••.••... 3 46
Goltzane, interior.
Total Yunakbotan a ........

28!)

Tlegonkhotana, Tlegon River.

Kuskokvigmute, Kuskokvim River.
Khalkngmute village .............
Ookhagmute village ..............
Tulnkagnagmnte villag-e ........ .
Kvigimpafoagmute villa~e ......

'
2
1

0

~

Total Yunnakakhotana .... 23 289

4 .(5
6 122
3 40
6 130
4 uO
5 92
3 45
5 123

Total Kvikhpagmnte . ...... 38 ,681

1
1

4i

p.

Inkilik tribe, Kvikhpak River.

Kvikhpagmute, Kvikhpak River.
Kavlanagmute village ...•........
Nigikligmute village ..•••••••.•..
Kauignmte village ..•• ••.•••• •.. •.
.A nkaohngmute village •.•••••.••.
Ta kchagmute village .... •••... ...
1 lrnagmute village ...•......••....
N"nkblungmutevillage ........... .
Jkogmntevillage . ................
Ikaligvigmnte village .• ••........
l'.iimute village ...........••. •....

i:s

0

l'sonago~iakhten village ...•••..
Tsogliak ten village ............
Kbotilkakat villaire .............
Oonilgaohtkhokh village ....••...
Nulato village ...... .. ......•.•••

KANG·YULIT PEOPLE [INNUIT) .

13
5
1
3 28
3 19
4 57
4 45
7 116

!
l:q

8

Ohna,qmute tribe, Norton Sound.
Oonalaklik village •..•.•.•••.• ••..
Nigvilnukvillage .•. •• ••.•••••.•. .
K ikhtaguk village ••••••. ..•••....
Taohik village . .....••••••.••••. ..
Atkbvikvillage ..•..•.•••••••....
Tikmikhtalik village •.•..•.•••...
Paahtolik village .•..•••..••••....

Tribes and village■,

0

170

1

Khunanilinde village .. ..........
Toohotno village ................

-770

I)

1
9
- - - -18
Total Goltzane ............ 2 18

Total Ttynnai .. ...•••..••. 102
Total Kang-yulit .. ........ 80

-

Graud total. ............... 182

-

....
....
....

-

1, 4 6
1,324
2,810

The importance of Zago kin's population stati tics is altogether of a
relative nature. He imply counted tho e whom he came in contact
with, and made no timate of people living away from bi line of
proo-r · hence I can make no comparison between hi data and mine.
But from thi partial return it is seen that, then as now, the villages in
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the vicinity of the seacoast were more populous than those of the interior, and that the houses of the Tinneh tribes must be of almost the
same capacity as those of the Innuit. Of the former Zagoskin counted
1,486 living iu 102 houses, maki11g an avera~e of nearly 15 inmates to
each dwelling, while the Iunuit counted by him numbered 1,3'.M in 80
houses, an average of a little over 15 to each dwelling. Among the
Innuit the average number of dwellings iu each village is nearly four,
while the Tinneh viUages average less than three.
From this time forward until the year 1860 no population returns of
Russian America were pnblishe<l, with the exception of the fictitious
total of 56,000 contained in the brief biennial reports of the Russian.
American Company, referred to above.
In 1860 the Holy Synod, the highest ecclesiastical authority in Russia, published in its annual report a census of Christians in Russian
America, as furnished by the priests and missionaries stationed i11 the
colonies. This inchukd nearly all the natives under immediate control
of the company, aud was as follows:
Christians in Ru.~sian Amcl'ica in 1860, exclusive of Russians.
Total.

Tribe.

Male.

Female.

- - - - - - - -- - - -- - - - -- - ---J-- - - - - - - - Creol es ........................... ............................ ......• ...
.Aleut (including Kaniags) ............................................ .
K enaitze ............ .. .......................... .......... ............ .
Chugach .............................................................. .
Mednovtze ............................................................ .

1,676
4,391
937
456
18
19
39
206
1,395
379
39
476

Koloshians ............................................................ .

447

853
2,200
430
226
17
18
19
105
755
220
19
263
97
22]

Total. .........................................................••.

10,668

5,455

~;~~\~::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::

!t:fo~~t;;;:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::
Kvikbpaks ............................................................ .

~~~r~t::: .: .:.:.:_: : : :_:. :_:.:.~:_:.:.:.:_:.:.:.:_:_:.:.: ~:: : :~:::::::::::::::::

190

823
2,185
507
230
1
1

5,213

20
10]
G40

153
20
213
93
220

In 1861 Lieutenant Wehrman, of the Russian navy, but then in the
employ of the Russian-American Company, compiled a census of tbe
Kolosh or Thlinket tribes by settlements. Wehrman gave'tbe number
of free males and females and male and female slaves eparately. The
appended reproduction of Wehrman' table will show plainly that he
obtained only the totals at eacll place aud divided them ub eq uently:
Thlinlcet (lfol osh) population in 1861.
Slave.

Free.

Village.

Total.

Male.

Female.

Male.

Female.

- - - - - - -- - - - -- - - -1---11----1--- - - - - - -

~J~:~~:~!~;i:~::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::

111~!if/EELL?EE

Assan Harbor vi[ ages ...............•...•........

~E~i{t:::+::::::?E++

1,344
600
1,616
445
712
411
333
331
118
262
697
758
590
380

Total ..............................• · •..•••.

8,597

Total free ......................... •·····••··
Total slave ..............•••....... ••·••···•·

7,769
82

715
280
728
210
335
195
154
154
56
126
308
280
265
163

535
280
728
210
337
197
154
154
56
126
308
280
267
168

3,969

3,800

............... ...............

61
20
80
13
20
10
13
13
3

5
41
99
29
25

43
20
80
12
20
9

12
10
3

5
40
99
29

24

400
I
=-==
422

:::::::::} ::::::.:
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If the totals of the above table be correct, there appears to have been
no increase or decrease in the numbers of Tblinket during the twentv
years intervening between the count of Wehrman and that of Sir Jam ·.
Douglas, the latter having arrived at a total of 7,190 exclusive of the
Sitkan clan, which numbers 1,344 in Wehrman's table.
During the last few years of the Russian-American Company's exi tence the population returns made by various colonial and inspecting
officers appear very much confused. Thus we have two counts dat <l
January 1, 1862, showing the same total, but clifforiug very much in
distribution. Both counts are incomplete, ignoring the Tblinket aud
nearly all the northern natives. One enumerates the people by race
and tribe, the other by districts. They were printed by Tikbmeuief in
bis Historical Review as follows:
·
Russians . . • • • • . . • . . • . . • . . . . . . . . . .
577 Sitka district ....•••. _. . • • • • . . . . . . 988
Foreigners.......................
6 Kadiak district ................... 6,985
Creoles .......... _... . . • . . . . . . . . . . 1, 892 Unalaska district . . . . .. . . . . . . •• . . 1, 359
Aleut (including Kadiaks) ........ 4,752 Atkha district.................... 972
Kena:itze . ___ .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 927 Kurile district.... . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . 253
Chugach and Atnah........ .. . . . .
719 Northern district................. 545
Kuskokvims ..................... 1, 283 Kena:i distriot.................. •.
54

10, 156

10, 156

In Tikhmenief's work no explanation is given that might enable us
to analyze these puzzling figures. For instance, the 1,283 Kuskokvims
could only be col!.ilted with the northern district, but the total of that
district is given in the other list as only 545.
In 1863, in the second volume of his work, Tikhmenief published a
table with the following heading: "Population statistics of inhabit•
ants of Russian America dependent upon and actually counted by the
Russian-American Company," as follows:
January 11830 .•.••••............ ···•··
1831 ..... ·-···········-······
1832 ....... ... _..............
1833. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
1834 ................. ........
1835 ......... _.... _. . . . . . . . . .
1836 ............... . .........
1837 .. _.... ..................
1838. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
1839. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
1840 .... .............. .......
1841. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . .
1842. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • • .
1843. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
1844............. . . . . . . . . . . . .
1845....... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • .
1846. .. . • . . . . . .. . . . . . . . .. . . . .

10,327
10,423
10,493
10, 800
10,670
10, 867
10,989
11,022
10, 313
8, 070
7,574
7, 580
7, 470
7, 581
7,896
7,224
7,783

Januarv 11847 ............. ···•·•·••···
1818 .........................
1849. ... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . ..
1850 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
1851.. -·············-········
1852 ... . .. ........... - . . . . . . .
1853 ...... . ... ..... ··········
1854........... . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
1855. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • • • .
1856. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
1857 ......... . ......... ......
1858. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
1859 .......... _. . . . . . . . . . . . . .
1860. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
1861. ............... _........
1 62 .........................
1863 ... ........ .... .......•..

7, 874

8,707
8,892
9, 081
9,273
9, 452
9,573
9,514
9, 660
9, 725
9,792
10, 075
9, 902
10, 121
10, 136
10, 156
10, 125

This Ii t ought, to agree with the number of Cbri~tians reported by
the Holy 'ynod, but in the year l 860, for in tauce, the priests and mi ·
sionaries reported 547 Christians in exce s of the "total counted" of the
Rus ian-.A.merican Company. The above table i of importance chiefly
a showing the effect of the mall pox epidemic, which appeared in the
Ru ian colonies iu 1837. During· the first two years the loss was nearly
3,000, and the population gradually decreased from 11,022 in 1837, reaching it lowest point, 7,224, in 18~5. During the econd year of the
epidemic the mortality was greate. t, over 2,000· but it mu t b rem mbered that th e figure. . r late only to tho,'e nativ m1der tbe imm diate control of the company and acces ·ible to medical tr atment and
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vaccination. If the mortality in these favored sections was 20 per cent,
it is safe to assume that in tl10 remote regions of the north, in the
densely peopled districts of the Yukon, Kuskokvim, and Bristol Ba,y , it
must have been fu1ly 50 per cent, if not more. This assumption is borne
out fully by the evidence of native tradition and ruins of depopulated
and abandoned villages still in existence. 'fhe abandoned village sites
in the Yuko n a,nd Kuskokvim valleys far outnumber the settlements
now inhabited, and wllole populous villages were converted into cemeteries by the burial of the dead in their owu dwellings. Such fu11ereal
towns are still frequently met with in the whole coast region of Alaska
west of lVIount St. Elias. Amoug the Thlinket tribPs, who practice crernatiou, the losses must have been equally great, but with them no traces
of the uuiversal calamity of nearly half a century ago remain, except in
the blind and pockmarked persons of the few aged of both sexes.
We have still auother count of inhabitants of Russian America, pub] ished iu 1863 by a special inspector of the imperial government, KostIi v tzof, a,s follows:
..Inhabitants of R11s1iian America January 1, 1863.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _T_'r-ib_e_.- - - - - - - - -i
Creoles... .......... ............ . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Aleut ...•....................•................... , ... .......... . . ......
Kena'itze • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Kadiaks................ ...... .......... . .... ... ................. ......
Chugach ..••.••••..... ............. . .......... . ....•...... .......••••..

Male.

j Female.

925
1,236

1,192

430

507

1,896

071

l, 115
226
-3, 932

I Total.
2,428

037
2,217
456

1,102
230

I

4, 002

To this Kostlivtzofad<led an estimate of .A.tnah11 or Copper River natives .................•...
And Kolosh or ThLlnket . ....... .. . ...... ......... ...... .............. ........ .... 1• • • • • • • • • •

I

Total. . .•......• . ........ .. ....... . ..............•.........••........... ···· '. ··········

a7, 934
2,500
20,000
80,4:14,

a, Thie is 2,101 less than the company's total for the same year, but the Russians and northern
natives were omitted.

About as good an estimate as Veniaminof ma<le over tweuty years
previow,ly, if we except the classification. By reducing l.Jis estimate
of Atnahs to 500, and that of Thlinket to 8,000, and cla sing 14,000 as
northern natives, Kostlivtzof would have been nearer the truth aud.
still within his own estimate of the total population of the pre ,ent
Alaska.
To show the extravagant estimates of the population of Ala ka made
at the time of its acquisition by the United States, I quote the following tables from the report of Major-General Halleck, nited tates
Army, and of Rev. Vincent Collyer, both made in the year 1 68:
Major-General Halleclc's esti1nate of popnlation of Alaska.

600 [Thlinket]-Continued.
Koloshians : Hydas...... .... ..•.
[Thlinket] :
Chilkahts .... ·-- --· .... ---·.
Henegas . _____ . _• __ .. _. . . . . .
500
HoodE-nahoos . _. __ .......... Chatsinas [f] ............ ---500
Hunias ....•. --·- ·----· ..... .
500
Tougass .. ___ ... _. _. .... -- . - .
itkas ... ---- .. - ..... -- ..... .
Hyaks . ____ ........ .. .. - ... .
Stickeens [Stakhin]... ...... 1,000
Kakes [Kehk] ...... ____ ... . . 1,200 Kenai'ans [Athaba skans] ....... .
Kous [ i]. . ___ .. ... _....... - - .
800 .Aleutiau -----· ----·· ........... .
KoutznoutJ . __ ..... _... . . . . • .
800 Eskimo .•........ - - - - - . - - - - ... • •
.Awks . ____ . . ____ . . .. ...... -800
Sam dam 'l'akos ..... ____ . _...
500
Total .. ____ . - - - . --... - - - - .

2,000
1,000
1,000
1,200
15,000
2i.>, 000
J0,000
~0,000
82, 400

The Rev. Vincent Collyer, in hi report to the ~ommi ioner of
Indian Affairs, reproduced General Halleck' ' wild estimate, and added
H, Do~. 921 pt. 4-15
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a special ~~tirnate of the nu_mber of Kolosh or Tblinket, fnrnisbe<l bya
trader, l\lauoney, who certmnly ought to have been better informed:
Malwney's estimate of Thliukct.

Bering Bay:
Yakutat.. ...................
300
Stikine...................... 1,200
Tongass. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
800
Admiralty Islancl:
Auk ........................ .
750
Cross Sound:
500
Whincga[ f]. ............... .
800
Whinega, (interior) ......... .
Chilkaht Inlet:
Chilkaht.. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2, 500

Chi1lrnht Inlet-Continued.
Anega[9] ................... .
300
Stephens Passage : ·
Takoe-...................... . 2,000
Sitka ..........•............ 1,000
Admiralty Island:
Hoodsiuoo ·................. . 1,000
Kake ....................... .
750
Total Thlinket ............ 11, 900

General Halleck's table, in addition to a general overestimate, con•
ta.ins such duplications as "Koutznoo" and "Hoo<l.snahoo," both tile
same tribe; "Kakes" and '' Koos," also the same, and 15,000 "Hyak ,"
an imaginary tribe.
A single glance at any map of southern Alaska will reveal the utter
absurdity of the Uollyer-Mahoney estimate.
EDUCATION.

On the subject of education in Alaska but little is to oe said. Under
the administration of the Russian-American Company schools were
maintained at various stations, under the personal superintendence of
the trader or agent, in which children of both sexes were taught during
the winter season. Many competent copyists, clerks, and bookkeeper
were furnished from these district schools. At Sitka these establi hments were conducted on a more pretentious scale, with competent
teachers (generally selected from naval aud petty officers), scientific
apparatus, and facilities for studying navigation. This was a great
step in advance from the first primary class, established on Kadfak
I laud in 1784 by Grigor Shelikhof and his wife; but from the beginning to the end of the Russiau compan;y'1:, rule that corporation, while
apparently complying to the letter with the requirements of its charter
relative to the maintenance of schools, arranged all educational facilities offered to the natives of Alaska with the sole object of benefiting
the business of the company rather than with that- of educating the
people. Bright youth among the creoles (offspring of Rn' iau fath r
aud native mother ) were carefully trained in navigation and the
mechanic arts, but they were compelled to remain in the company's
ervice for fifteen years after finishing their course of instruction.
Competent master of ve sels, mechanics, and lJookkeepers were thu
secured at small expense and firmly l>ound to the company's iutere:st,,
as ther was no danger of their leaving the service if dis ati, fied.
Creole girl in limited numbers were trained to become hon ekeepers
and wive of the employees of the company, wlto were thus prevented
from leaving the colonie . To the masses of the native population,
however educational facilities were not extended, a none of the Ru sian mi sionary tations maintained a -school except for the training· of
children of the clergy. There was a emina,ry at 8itka .for everal
year , in which many of the creole and nat ive priests now officiating
in Ala ka received their :fir t instruction, but this establishmeut wa
ub quently removed to Kamchatka. In the creole settlement of
th~ Kad~ak and Aleutian districts parents taught their children to
wnte a httle and read the catechi m, prayer , and a few chapter of
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the Bible in tlrn Russian language or one of the native clialects, and
this rudimentary education is still founcl to exist in many of the isolated
communities. Nearly an these schools were discontinued some years
prevfous to the transfer of the CQtmtry to the United States, when the
Russian company was endeavoring to relieve itself from the mainte•
nance of schools, clrnrclies, and local government.
At present tbe only Rchools in all western Ala'ka wliere English is
taught are on the Pribilof Islands and at Iliuliuk settlement, Una.
laska, both beiug maintained at the expense of a trading firm. The
daily attendance in the seal islands (Pribilof) schools is kept up to an
average of 56 on St. Paul Island and 16 on St. George, through the
constant efforts of Government agents stationed on the iRlands. At
Unalaska, a village of nearly 300 inhabitants, the attend ance varies
from 10 to 20. Two otber schools, where Russian only is taught, are
reported at Belkovsky, in tbe Aliaska Peninsula, and at Alexandrovsk,
on the Nushegak River, with an average attendance of G for each. But
in spite of these poor facilities, settlements like Kadiak, Belkov .ky,
Iliuliuk, and Afognak, where the creole element prevails, furnisll an
exhibit of from 50 to 75 per cent of the population able to re:Hl and
write in Russian or tbe native vernacular, or both. This is all that can
be said concerning education in western Alaska.
In southeastern Alaska quite a differeu t and. more promising state of
affairs exist. Here the Presbyterian Board of Missi011s bas done much
in tbe way of establishing schools and furnishing teachers for the same,
and. under its auspices a school an<l a home for girls have been main•
tained at Wrangell. The former institution has a daily attendance of
from 60 to 100 pupils, while the home contains 30 inmates.
At Sitka a school wa established in April, 1878, also under tbe aus•
pices of the Presbyterian mis ion, with two teac]rnrs, which school is
still in operatio11, with an average daily attendance of from 100 to 150.
W ith the assistance of the naval commander at Sitka a school was
OJ)ened there in 1879 for the benefit of the Russian-speaking children
whose parents felt scruples about sendiug their children to. ectarian
schools of anotlrnr denomination. The attendance in this school is
reported to average from 45 to 55.
At present tbe Presbyterian mi sionaries have Rchools in operation
in the Chilkaht villages, on Lynn Canal, at the principal Hoonyah village on Cross Sound, and alRo at Kaigan, on the south end of Prince of
Wales Island, among the Hyda tribe.
A number of native Alaskan youths have also been received i11to
the Unite<l States Indian school at Forest Grove, Oreg., but tbu far
they have all been selected from the pagan tribes of southea tern
Alaska by the Pre. byterian missionaries, wbile the bulk of native
A laskan population, located in tbe we. t, bas been totally ueglected.
The natives and creoles alJ along the coast, from Mount St. hlias west•
ward, are too strongly wedded to the faith of the Greek Orthodox
Church (adopted by their forefathers nearly a century ago) to take
kindly to sectarian schools of another denomination.
The Russian Church claims on its registers 10,!)50 member , clis•
tributed as follows:

275 1Nushegak
Pribilof parish-················-·
372
mission. - -...... -.... • • 2,848

Sitkaparish-·-·-·····-·····-·-···
UnalaRka parish __ ..... __ ....... __ 1, 364
Be~ovsky:parish- ............ ··-·
633
Kadrnkp:m h---·---·····-------· 2,606

~6

1

Yuko~ m_is~ion - .. -- ·--· •··- -····- 2, 2
Kena1m1 s1on .·--·-·-·· -····- --·6

Of these uumbers at least half of those counted with tbe northern
missions or 2 500 may be afely stricken off as fictitious; 11013, the

'

' '
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creoles, are semicivilized, a small percentage being able to read and
write, while the remainder are savages to all intents and purpo e.
Iu the discussion of this subject, embodying as it does a, vital intere t
to the people of Alaska, we are brought face to face with many 11atural
and some artificial difficulties. In the first place, the limit to which a
savage people, forced by all the pressure of a higher civilization, will
progress has been repeatedly marked in the examples recorded of the
educational disappointments and successes which have attended the
efforts of our Government and our clergy to elevate the mi1uJ., and
advance the comfortable living of our own immediate aborigine, . If
the youth of Alaska are to be lifted aLove their existing low medium
level, in our opinion the Government of the United States is the be. t
.able, from its position of strict neutrality among religious creed , to
promote the progress of simple elementary education among tho
people.
The Russian Church, which is the dominant ecclesiastical power in
Alaska, is of course poor, comparatively speaking, neces arily o, ancl
the great majority of these chapels are in the bands of native and •reoles, who are not members of the clergy. A somnolent organization i
their chief constitution, and they drone through the exercises of the
church as appointed, preside at its calendar days of festivity, :uul then
retire seemingly exhausted and desirous of repose. If anything can be
done to reach these me11, to invigorate and stir t11ern up, it must com
from the individual supervision and orders of some active, zealous head
of the church.
Among tbe 7,000 or 8,000 members of the Russian Church _l have
found less than 400 able to read a11d write in either the Rus81an th
Aleutian, or the Kadiak veruacular, though in the villages where parish churches are located. quite 30 per cent of the people posse s the e
rudiments of education.
Not one of the tliree missions of the Yukon, Nushegak, and Kenai
possesses a school, and in the village immediately surrou11diu g the ~ormer ( which now has a uative missiouary) I fouud but one man outside
of the attaches of the church who could even speak tbe Rns ian language. The late Bishop Nestor had planned the e8tah1ishment of a
training school for native boys from all parts of the 'rerritory at Unalaska, but at bis death the project was abandoned.
Among the Innuits are fou11d a quickness of apprehension and a
lurking spirit of inquiry which point them out as capable of being yery
much benefited by an intelligent system of educational labor, provict ed
it can be establi hed in their country. They are, if anything, brighter
and more de irous of learning than the A]eutiaus them elves, who
appear, as a people, to be degenerating, owing to the hybridization coutantly going on in their country.
The natives themselves are quickened into appreciation of the benefits of an educatiou when they ob erve the advautage' which tho .. e
among their number who are conver ant in the method and manner of
conducting trade and keepiug a ·couuts have over the re t, and s e the
advancement of the ·e to po itiou of tru t and co11fiden ·e by the tradr . This pra ·tical application reaches them fairly and fully, where
the mo ·t eloquent and cogent advocate of the ab tract ad vantage of
education would fail to make the lighte t impre ion or to arou e a
pa ing intere, t in their mind .
All tho e who now r ad and write, principally their own language
among tbe Aleutian. a a cla aml th Kadiak people, have derived
t~e elementary rudiment· of iu,'tructiou from the Greek Oatho1 ·c
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Chnrch. The father who cau read and write, as a rule, teaches his sou,
while the exercises of the church keep the lesson somewhat fixed in the
juvenile mind.
At the. location of all parish churches it is supposed or expected that
schools will be maintained by the church authorities, but, as already
mentioned, there is much laxity in this respect, and at least 20,000
natives are entirely without the remotest influence of church or schoola, fact our boards of foreign missions might take into consideration.
Under existing circumstances the General Government could extend
educational facilities only through the medium of the Indian Bureau, a
branch of administration having as yet no foothold in Alaska. The
extension of all the complicated and expensive machinery of that
Burea,u would be unwise, iudeed, among tribes now entirely self-supporting and occupying no lauds attractive to white men; but as an
entering wedge, and an earnest of future civilization, fifteen or twenty
youths might be chosen from various regions, instructed in some of the
Indian schools (such as that at Carlisle, Pa., for h1stance), and, if found
capable, t.rained as teachers in some nOl'mal school. Oare should be
ta.ken in the selection of boys, who should be pure natives and not the
offspring of traders and native women, in order to insure the desired
future benefit.
Quite a large number of Aleutian youths have been, since the transfer, from one cause or aHotlier, taken down to San Francisco and the
States east of the Rocky Mountains, and there educated, and iu all
iustances of which I have knowledge they have invariably returned, if
living, to the country of their birth. This is simply natural, and needs
no extended explanation.
DISEASES.

Those diseases which are most fatal to life in one section of Alaska
seem to be a.p plicable to all the others. In the first place, the native
children, as they grow up, have little or no parental supervision or care
iu regard. to clothiug, etc., from a purely sanitary point of view; for
the little fellows, male and female, for the first few years of their lives
are more often naked than clothed at all season of the year, though the
little girl s, as a rule, earliest receive their garments. Exposed as they
are in their manner of living to drafts, to insufficient covering, and
cold nooks for slumber, they naturally at the outset of their rude lives
lay tbe foundation for pulmonic troubles in all their varied degrees.
Consumption is therefore the imple and comprellensive title for that
disea e wbich destroy the gTeatest number throughout Ala ka. The
Aleut, the Indian, and the E kimo suffer from it alike; and they all
exhibit the same stolid fadifforence to it stealthy but fatal ad vaucement-no extra care, uo attempt to ward it oft~ protect, or shelter
again tit, not eveu until the supreme moment of dissolution. 1
After consumption, perhaps the large t number of deaths may be
a:cribed to scrofulous diseases, which, taking the form of malignant
ulcers, eat into the vitals and de troy them, rendering the people of
whole ettlements sometimes lepers in the eyes of the civilized vi itor;
and it is hard to find a ettlement in the whole country where at lea t
one or more of the families therein has not the singularly prominent
1 A rather disgusting habit, common to all the uncivilized natives, may perhaps
serve to spread the disease. Devoted wives carefnlly gather in cups or oth r rooeptacles th e expectorations of their consumptive husbands (blood as well as matter).
and swallow them.
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scars peculiar to the disease. Most of this scrofulous complaint beinr
ou the surface of the pa,tient's body, as it were, one would naturally
look for some care and attention ou the part of the sufferer toward tbe
alleviation of his own misery, wl.Jile with regard to cousum1)tion, that
being more concealed and less disagreeable both to the native and hi
associates, they are not likely to notice it iu the way of applying remedies; but, so far as I know, the same apathy exists among the native
with regard to the treatment of the latter. It is, of course, imme11 ely
aggravated and made more violent by their neglect and filthy bauit ,
Following these two great sources of disease and death may be enumerated quite a uurnber of other ills, such as paralysis, inflammation of
the bowels, a few cases of fits, and a rather abrupt ending of advanced
middle-aged life from what is called ''general debility;" or, in other
words, tllese people, as a rule, live to no great age, as might be inferred
from tbe method aud exigeucies of their life. When a man or woman
rounds his or her fifty years, he or she is a rare example of the tribe;
yet, if he or she is free from rheumatic troubles, or the death grasp of
disease, it is uever without iujured vision; for it is a noteworthy fact that
eye diseases necessarily arise fi.·om the smoky interiors of their barabara.
and other places of residence, wbieh, with the snow, so affect the eye.'
that the middle-aged are rarely witllout signs of decay, the various
stages of granular ophthalmia being most marked.
.
li'or tlrn prevention of snow blilidness the Eskimo people use their
peculiar goggles, but the greater evHof smoke poison to the ophthalmic
nerve is not overcome by any of them. Nearly all of the traders bave
their medicine chests, aud much relief and real kindness are extended
by them to the suffering natives immediately about them wherever
they are; but what they do or can do is a mere drop in the bucket.
Hence it will be observed that tlle natives of A laska are not a longlived people, as a rule, and when a very old person is found among
them be gives evidence of what must have been in youth a magnificent
constitution.
The Indian, E::-ikimo, or Aleut has not, however, au exalted idea of
our pharmacy; ill other words, he appreciates only forcible treatment,
and nothing else will satisfy him. As an example, of Ep~om salt the
traders are obliged to giYe, if they give any at all, to a sn.ffering native,
aturally
a great dose, or there is no e:ffect whatever in tlrn operation.
the traders use only the very simplest remedial agent known to the
apothecary. As a rule however, of internal remedies, a child's do e
ordillarily will act readily upon an adult native, while, on the other
baud, applications to the skin-tinctures, liniments, etc.-must be o1
treble strength to produce the desired effect. For instance, tincture
of iodilie, to reduce swelling on an Alcu,ka native's body, must be o1
such a trengtb that it would bli ter a Caucasian epidermi .
The native tbem,' elves have no medicine whatever, nor any knowledge, as .fa,r a can be di covered, of any medicinal herb wbateverwhicu_ i.· a very i11gular foct. All th ir lesser and lighter indi po iti011, ari.'iug from any natural cause, they treat by the m1iver al and
verla ting ;veat bath. Thi i their panacea, and thi i all, except
wh nth y call in the "shaman" to either worry the unhappy l atient to
death or to prolong hi wrelchecl exi tence for a period by, timulating
perbap an undue nervous ten ion, which cau es the u ually languid
and re igned sufferer to rally, as it were, before the flame flickers out.
These people are certainly fatalist., and are wonderful in their
patience when su:ff'ering all the ills that fl.e his heir to in their lonely,
desolate home .
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In addition to the troubles for which the natives themselves are responsible, dreadful consequences arose from the introduction of smallpox,
through Russian intercourse, first in 1838 and 1839. This disease
swspt like wildfire up from its initial point at the confines of the southern limits of the Alexander Archipelag·o over the whole length of the
Aleutian chain, Cooks Inlet, Bristol Bay, and Kuskokvim, fading out in
the north, until entirely checked by the Arctic cold. It actually carried in its grim grasp one-half of the whole population of Alaska to an
abrupt aud violent death. In certain places it swept out the entire
populatiou, being exceedingly viruleut amvng the Thlinket of the Alexander Archipelago. The physician who knows this, however, will
readily understand how a people living as they have lived and yet live,
with their strange apathy, ignorance of sanitary regulations, will be
crushed before the onslaught of this disease. When LaPerouse visited
this country, at Lityua Bay, he found natives (in 178G), to his _great
astonishment, marked by smallpox, which it seems the savages had contracted from a visit made to the coast to the southward by the Spaniards
nine or ten years earlier; yet there is no definite knowledge that this
epidemic in those early times even approximated the extent of the ravages of that which we have ju:st cited. In 1843 and 1844 another outbreak of smallpox took place on the Aleutian Islands, but the people
did not 1mffer as they had previously done, great number& of them
having been vaccinated by the Russians in the meantime.
Upon this point the only interest or attention which these people ·
have given to our medical practice is manifested; they occasionally ask
why the American Government does not send out its agents for the
purpose of vaccinatiug their people, as the Russians did-a sugge tion
which, though late, may be timely.
Syphilitic disease was probably first introduced in Alaska by the
Rm~~ians, though several writers claim that the scourge already existed
in the Aleutian Islands when the Muscovite hunters made their appearance there. At any rate, Captain Cook records that several of his crew
contracted the di ·ease during their brief stay on Unalaska Island in
the year 1778. Syphilis yet exists in all coast settlements, chiefly in
the vicinity of stations visited by shipping, and also in the interior
where the people have con tant intercom e with the seaboard. It is
found in all tages and degrees, being entirely neglected by the natives
themselves, and only at a few trading centers, where wealthy firms
maintain physicians, and perhaps in the towns of southea. tern Alaska,
is anything done to check its ravages.
Another imported plague among th se peOJ)le i due to the introduction of the measles, a simple trouble with us, but of fatal power with
them, assuming, doubtle~ on accouut of the exigencie of the climate
and the natives' methods of life, the ''black" form. It fir t ravaged
Kadiak Island and the mainland contiguous, on one or two occasions,
and produced a panic also at Sitka. The climate of Ala ka ren~ers
its treatment very difficult, and it is an exceedingly dangerous complaint there for tho e even who have the best of care and medical attention. The last extended occurrence of this disea e took place during
tbe winter of 1874-75, principally confined to the Kadiak Island .
Typhoid pneumonia, al o, from time to time has w~ ted whole e~tlements, chiefly on the seaboard. The creoles and nat1ve_s ~em to yield
at once to this di ea e, making scarcely any effort to re~1st its progre , ,
It ass~es an altogether epidemic form, its advan~e berng ea 1ly tra ed
as it is carried from one village to another by trading vessels or canoes.
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Duriug the last few years the number of skilled sea-otfor hunter: lia~
been reduced nearly one-half by this disease.
In the absence of all vital statistics, the question as to whether the
natives of Alaska are increasing or decreasing in numbers i difficult
to answer, but as an individual opinion it may be i,tated tllat the inhabitants of the Aleutian Archipelago, the peninsula, and Cooks Inlet ar
to-day nearly as numerous as they have been at a.11y time since the
destruction in 1838 and l 839, caused by the sma1lpox plague of that
season. All authorities agree in saying that these people have never
regained their former strength in point of numbers.
The E8kimo on the Arctic coast and St. Lawrei1ce Island, utterly
demoralized by the unchecked importation of spirituous liquors by
whalers and traders, are rapidly decreasing under the alternate eff c·t
of wild intoxication and of starvation, the latter being the consequence
of utter recklessness engendered by the former. Their extermination
will probably follow that of the walms-their staff of life-now being
wantonly destroyed by thousands for ivory alone.
With reference to the Athabaskans of the interior and the E kimo
tribes south of Bering Strait it may be said that they seem to be a
numerous now as they were twenty years ago, and that they probably
number as mau y as the country will support, always bearing in mind
their ext:r:aordinary wastefulness in seasons of plenty. VV re they
provident they might live by tens where a single one exist s now.
The Thlinket of southeastern Alaska have perhaps the greate t
vitality of any of the Ala. kan tribes. At present they are under the
influence of Presbyterian missionaries, and we may hope for a gradual
amelioration in their mode of life a11d the introduction of ome regard
for sanitary measures. Living in more intimate relations and i11 constant and universal contact with <1 aucasians, the Thlinket are ubject
to the drawbacks as well as the advantages of such au as ociation ·
but, taking everything into con, ideration, a rapid decreaRe of native
population in this section of Ala ka need not be apprehended, and
there is possibility of increase in the fnture.
POLI'.l'ICAL S'.l'A'l'US.

Alaska i now, aud bas been since its acquisition by the United State
"a thing which it is not," a Territory in name only, without jts organization. It. is a cu tom di trict, for the collection of customs only with
a collector and three deputies eparated by hundreds and even thousand of mile . lt has 110 law lrnt a few Treasury regulation , with
no county or other ,. ubdivi ion , , and, of cour e, no capital. The olle ·tor of cn, tom and the only repre entative of p lice re triction -a
man-of-war with its cornmandel'-are locatell at ~itka,, cut off from all
commuui('ation with the bulk of the Territory except by way of San
Franci,·co.
In th ~tl'ip of ountry between Uape Fox and Mount t. Elia , 30)
mil
long by from 30 to fi0 mil~.· wide, including i lauds ontaining
about 29,000 quar mil' , there are at pre ent po,' ibly l ,500 wbite
and er ole · able to p rform th function of citizen hip, and 7 000 wild
Iudian · about nongh for a mall county organization.
In all thew tern r gion tb re are 139 wbite male and 5 femal ,
including_ 3 boy a11cl 1 girl. Tbough no ;peaking Engli h among th
r ol might b found brtwe n 400 and 00 uffi ·i utly intelligent to
under taml what cnu. tituti nal governm nt mean ·, makincr an av raoof le. ~han 011 po ·~ibl ·iti1, n for v r r 600 quare mile of up rficial
ar a,, 1thouL r gard t tll fact that mauy of the men are foreigner .
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The main difficulty of organizing or legislating for Alaska lies in the
utter impossibility of reconciling the widely.diverging interests and
wants of two secti011s, entirely separate geograpbically, and having no
one feature alike, beside being very u11equal in size. 'Ihe general map
accompanying this report will illustrate this at a g1a11ce. rrhe only
practical and economical solution of tLe question will be to treat each
section separately.
A reference to the map will impress the observer with the vast dis•
tance, in many cases, from one settlement to its neighbor, rendering, as
a rule, communication between the small villages and settlements of
the Territory infrequent and rare, San F raucisco being the central point
for information received annually from the whole Territory; for instance,
the people of Kadiak or Unalaska Lear from and learn of any one in
Sitka by the "Golden Gate," and vice versa.
The only official knowledge which the Governmeut bas or can have
of the condition of affairs in Ala.ska has been and must be derived
from the cruising of the revenue.marine steamers, and from the com•
mander of the naval vessel stationed in the Alexander Archipelago,
wbo monthly reports the natives "in all parts of Alaska" quiet and
peaceable.
The maH line established between Sitka, Wrangell, and Port Town·
s e nd, in Puget Sound, is the only branch of the postal service extended
over Alaska.
MEAN TEMPERATURE AT V .A.RIO US POIN1'S IN .A.LASK.A..

The following table shows the means of temperature for the months
of January and July at various points in the Territory:
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NATIVE NAME •

In spe11ing the Ru ·sian and Alaskan names and term tllroug-hout
tbis report I have endeavored to repre ent Rn, ian and native ounds
b y their true phonetic eqnivalents in the Engli h alpbabet.
The Ru, Rian names aucl words endi11g- in o.ff, ow, or ov, as heretofore
variously peUed, 'hould be written of; tlie pronun iation being exactly
that of the Engli h word "of," for in tance, BaranoJ; Veniaminof; in
the pos essive case, however, or in the pJural, the sound of ''v" always
takes tbe place of' the "J:" e.g., Baranova, 6strova, etc.
In words like Kamchatka the letters ch represent the full phonetic
value of tbe corre pondino· J us iau letter. The old way of pelling it,
Kamschatka, is pul'ely German, and not to be tolerated in an Engli h
work.
The Rus,•ian and native strong aspirate, resembling somewhat the
German ch in Woche, I lrn,ve represented by kh.
.
.
Profitiug by observance of linguistic defect in former pubhcat10ns
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on AfaRka I have abstained as much n.s possible from the n, e of Rn.·:iau
or native terms. '_rhe few such terms retained for the want of a g l
English equivalent are:
Ba,r abara, a term of Siberian origin for a semisubterranean hut or
dwelling.
Beluga, the white grampus or white whale.
Biddar, a Karnchatkau word, an open boat with a wooden frame an(l
covered with seal, sea-lion, or walrus skin.
Bidarlca, a skin canoe of the .Aleutians, covered all over with the
exception of one, two, or three circular openings, to accommodate a.
many paddlers.
Ka.fak, Eskimo skin canoe.
Karnlei'ka, a Siberian term, waterproof shirt of seal, whale, or bear gnt.
Pa,rka, a Kamchatkan word, upper garment of fur, with small head
opening and sleeves, varying- in leHg'th.
Promyshlenik, a Hussian word for fur hunters or laborers, now ob, olete.
Shaman, a Kamchatkan term for sorcerer or medicine man, used by
many tribes who once were subject to Russian i11fluence.
Toy6n, Kamcbatkan term for cbief, introduced by Russiaus. T'l.ty11k
and Tookoo with Aleutians and other tribes.
Tundra, a Siberian term, a moor, morass, or swampy plain, produ ·
ing a dense growth of mosses and grasses over a frozen subsoil and
ice, which does not thaw to a greater depth than 18 inches below the
surface.
T ,ungak, a term used by certain Eskimo tribes for a shaman or conjurer.

CHAPTER

II.-RESOUROES.

The Territory of Alaska, so called, an area 11early equal to one- ixth
of the whole United State and Territories, i a reofon to which the
attention of the American people was very suddenly and earne tly
directed in the summer of 1867, wbeu it was secured as a measure of
diplomacy and good will between the .Amedcan and Russian Governments. The Russians, who occupied the land with an eye primarily to
the fur trade and it dependencie , retired from that country, leavin(J'
u a generally correct map of the vast extent of rugged coast, locating
it people in a mea ure correctly, with some fact.' and figure bea.ri1w
upon the re ources, 11atural history, and trade, which have since been
found to be quite accurate, but wllich at the time of the tran ,fer w re
o clouded and distorted by the advocates of the purchase and it
opponents that the real truth in regard to the subject could scarcely
be ob erved.
When the United State· took po e sion of .Ala ka a great many
active and ambitiou men on the Pacific Coast w re jmbued with the
id a that much that wa really valuable iu laska in the line of fur
and the precious metal' would be d ve1oped to their great gain and
benefit if they gave the ul>ject the attention which it de rv d.
Ac ordingly, many expedition were fitted out at an Francisco Pug t
ound, and other point on the Pacific Ooast, and dire •ted to an examination of the ·e r puted ource of wealth in that di tant country.
Thfrt 011 year. hav rolled by, and in thnt time we have been enabl d
to judge pretty accurately of the l' lative valu of thi new Territory in
compari on with that of oru· nearer pos:ession , and it i now known
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that t1ie fur trade of Alaska is all and even more than it was reputed
to ue by the Russians.
In this connectiou the most. notable instance, l)erhaps, of the great
value of these interests may be cited in the case of the seal islands.
It will be remembered that at the time of the transfer, when the most
eloquent advocates of the purchase were exhausting the fertility of
their brains in drumming up and securing every possible argument in
favor of the purchase, though the fur trade of the mainland, the seaotter fisheries, and the possible extent of trade in walrus oil and ivory
were dwelt upon with great emphasis, these fur-seal islands did not
receive even a passing notice as a source of revenue or value to the
public. Yet it bas transpired, since the Government has been wise
enough to follow out the general poli cy which the Russians establiRhed
of protecting the seal life on the Pribilof Islands, that these interests
in our bands are so managed and directed that they pay into the treasury of the United States a sum sufficient to meet all the expenses of
the Government in behalf of Alaska., beside leaving a large excess
every year.
Of otl1er resources, sucl1 as the adaptation of· the country for settlement by any considerable number of our people as agrim11turists or
busbandmeu, and its actual value as a means of supplying gold and
silver, coal or timber, it must be said that as yet 110 very rcma,rlrnble
gold or ilver mines have been discovered, nor liave there been any
v ins of coal worked tl1at would in themselves sustain any con iderabJe
uumber of our people or give rise to any volume of trade.
The timber of Ala lrn in itself extends over a much larger m .a of
that country than a grea.t many surmise. It clothes the steep hill, a11d
mountain sides, and chokes up the valleys of the Alexander Archipelag·o and the contiguous mainland. It tretcbes, less dense but still
abundant, along that inho pitable reach of territory which extends
from the head of Oro s Sound to the Kenai Peninsula, where, reaching
down to the westward and southwestward as far as the eastern half of
Kadiak Island and thence across Shelikhof Strait, it is found on the
mainland and on the peninsula bordering on the same latitude; but it
is confined to the interior opposite Kadiak, not coming down to the
coa t as far eastward as 0ape Dougla ·. Here, however, it impillges on
the coast of Cooks Inlet, reacl1ing down to the shores and extendi11g
around to the Kenai Penimmla. From the interior of the penin sula
above refi rred to tlrn timber line over the wl10le of the interior of the
great area of Alaska will be found to follow the coast line, at varyi11g
distances of from 100 to 150 miles from the seaboard, until that , ection
of Alaska north of tbe Yukon mouth is reached, where a portion of the
coa t of orton Sound 'is directly bordered by timber a far north as
Cape Denbigh. From this point to the ea tward and northea tward a
line may be drawn just above the Yukon an<l its immediate tribntarie
as the northern limit of timber of any considerab]e extent. There are
a number of mall water cour es ri ing here that find their way into
the Arctic, bordered by hill and lowland ridge on which ome wiudstunted timber is found, even to the shore of tlie Arctic Sea.
In thus broadly sketching the di tribution of timber over · la ka it
will be observed that the area thu clot,hed is very great. Yet when
we come to con i<ler the quality of the timber itself, and its conomic
value in our markets, we are obliged to adopt the standar~ of t~e l_nmber mills in Oregon and Wa bington 'rerritory. Viewed m th1 . l1gl_1t
we find that the be t timber of A laska i the yellow cedar, wh1 h m
jtself is of great intrinsic value. But this cedar is not the dominant
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timber by any means; it is the exception to the rule. The grea.t bulk
of .Alaskan timber i' tlrnt known as Sitkan spruce or balsam fir. The
lumber sawed from this stock is naturally not of the first quality.
The fisheries, which I shall speak of hereafter, as also of the fur
trade, cover a very large area, but their value and importance, in consequence of tbe limited market afforded for exportation on t.he Pacific
coast, has not been fully developed. The supply certainly is more than
equal to any demand. ·
The soil of .Alaska is not sterile, being at many points of the requisite
depth a11d fertility for the production of the very best crops of cereal
and tubers. The difficulty with agricultural progress in .A.la ka is,
therefore, not found in that respect; it is due to the pec_uliar climate.
Glancing at the map the observer will notice that hydrograpber
have defined the passage of a warm current, sufficient in volume and
high enough h1 temperature to traverse the vast expanse of the North
Pacific from the coast of Japan up and across a little to the southward
of the .Aleutian Islands, and then deflecting down to the mouth of the
Columbia River, where it turns, one branch going north up along the
coast of British Columbia by Sitka, and thence again to the westward,
until it turns and bends back upon itself. The other grand arm, continuing from the first point of bifurcation, in its quiet, steady flow to
the .Arctic, passes up to the northeastward through the strait of Bering.1 This warm current, stored with tropical heat, gives rise naturally, as it comes in contact with the colder water and air of the North,
to excessive humidity, which takes form in the preva1ent fog, sleet, and
rain of .A1aska, as noted aud recorded with so much surprjse by travelers and temporary residents from other climes. Therefore at Sitka,
and, indeed, on the entire seaboard of south .Alaska and the A1eutian
Islands~ instead of :finding a degree of excessive cold carried over to
the mainland across the Coast Range, which the latitude would seem
to indicate, we find a climate much more mild than rigorou'; but ~be
prevalence of fog clouds or banks, either hanging surcharged with
moisture or dissolving into weeks of consecutive rain, so retard and
arre ·t a proper ripening of fruits and vegetables in that climate that
the reasonable certainty of success in a garden from year to year i
destroyed.
When we look at Alaska we are impressed by one alient featur , and
that is the remarkable distances which exi t between the isolated ettlements. It is not at first appa,r ent, but it grows on the trav ler until
he is profoundly moved at the expenditure of phy i al labor, patience,
and skill required to traverse any considerable district of that country.
The Sitka di trict i e entially one of rugged inequality, being mountainous on the mainland to the exclusion of all other featur , and
equally so on the i lands. It i traversed here, there, and everywhere
by broad arms of the sea and their hundreds and thou ands of le er
channel .
Land travel is simply impracticable. Nobody goes on a road; savage and white all travel by the water. Perhap the greate t humidity
aud the beavie t rainfall in the Ala kan country occur here. The quable and not rigorou climate permit of free navio·atiou at all a ons
of the year, and it i , ldom ind d that the little lal e and hallow
lagoon near the ea level are frozen o firmly a to allow of a winter
skating.
1 The exist n e of this nortliern branch of the warm Japaiwse current ha
been
denied by :Mr. William II. Dall, of the Ditetl States Goa ·t antl ueodetic urvey.
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The Aleutian and Kadiak districts are quite as peculiar in themselves
and as much individualized by their geological age and formation as is
the Sitkan division. They hold within their boundaries a range of
great fire mountains-grumbling, smoking, quaking hills, some of these
volcanic peaks being so lofty and so impressive as to fix in the explorer's eye an image superb and grand, and so magnificent as to render
adequate description quite impossible. Like the Sitkan district, the
Aleutian and Kadiak regions are exceedingly mountainous, there being
very little low or level land compared with the sum total of their superficial area; but in that portion extending for 1,100 miles to the westward of Kadiak, nearly over to Asia, bare of timber, a skeleton, as it
were, is presented to the eye and strikes one with a sense of an individuality here in decided contrast with that of' the Sitkan country.
The bills not clothed with timber are covered to their summits in most
cases with a thick crop of circumpolar sphagnum, interspersed with
grasses, and a large flora, bright and beautiful in the summer season.
To thoroughly appreciate how much mois ture in the form of fog and
rain settles upon the land, one can not do better than to leave the ship
in the harbor, or the post where he is stationed, and take up a line of
march through one of the narrow valleys near by to the summit of one
of the lofty peaks. He will step upon what appeared from the window
or the vessel a firm green sward, and sink to his waist in a sbakbg,
tremulous bog, or slide over moss-grown shingle, painted and concealed
by the luxuriant growth of cryptogamic life, where he expected to find
a free and ready path.
Passing from this district a very remarkable region is entered, which
I have called the Yukon and the Kuskokvim divisions. I have during
two summers traversed the major portion of it from the north to the
south, confirming many new and some mooted points. This region
cot~ers the deltoid mouth of a vast river, the Yukon, and the sea-like
estuary-the Amazonian mouth of another-the Kuskokvim, with the
extraordinary shoals and bars of Bristol Bay, where the tides run with
surprising volume. The country itself differs strikingly from the two
divisions just sketched, consisting, as it does, of irregular mountain
spurs planted on vast expanses of low, flat tundra. It is a country
which, to our race perhaps, is far more inhospitable than either the
Sitkan or Kadiak divisions. Yet, strange to say, I have found therein
the greatest concentrated population of the whole Territory. Of course
it is not by agricultural or by mining or any other indu try, save the
aboriginal art of fishing and the traffic of the fur trade, that the people live; and, again, when the fur-bearing animals are taken into
accouut, the quality and volume of that trade are far iuferior to tho e
of' either of the previously named divisious, and we find the nativ s
existing in the greatest number where,according to our mea ure of
compensation, they have the least to gain.
This country, outside of these detached mountain regions and purs,
is a great expanse of bog, lake , large and small, with thousands of
channels between them, and sluggish currents filled with grasses and
other aqueous vegetation, indicated ~o the eye by the presence of water
lilies.
The traveler, tortured by mosquitoes in summer, blinded, confused,
and disturbed by whirling '' purgas," snow, and sleet in winter, find~ng
the coast rendered almost inacces ible by the va ·t y tem of sho3:lmg
which the current of the great Yukon bas effected, pas e to the rnterior, whose superficial area comprises nearly five-sixths of the landed
surface of the Territory.

•
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Here is an immense tract reaching from Bering Strait, in a succe sion
of rolling ice-bound moors and low mountain range1:;, for 700 miles an
unbroken waste, to the bonmlaryline of British America. Then,agaiu
from the crests at the head of Cook's Inlet and the flanks of Mount t.
Elias north ward over that vast area of rugged mountain and lone]
moor to the ~ast, nearly 800 miles, is a great expanse of country, om
an<l through which not much intelligent exploration has been undertaken. A few traders aud prospectors have gone up the Tennanah arnl
over the old-established track of the Yukon; others have passed to tl1e
shores of Kotzebue Sound overland from the Koyukuk. Dog-sled journeys have been made by these same people among the natives of the
Kuskokvim and those of the coast between Bristol Bay and N01ton
Sound; but the trader as he travels sees nothing, remembers notbin ,
but his trade, and rarely is be capable of giving any defiuite information beyond the single item of his losses or his gains through the region
be may traverse. We know, however, enough to say now, witltont
much hesitationt that this great extent which we call the interior is by
its position barred out from occupation and settlement by our own people, and the climatic conditions are such that its immense area will
remain undisturbed in the possession of its savage occupa11ts, man and
beast.
The subject of the agricultural resources of tbe country will, however, form the topic of another chapter in this report.
'.l'HE FURS OF A.LASK.A..

Of the various industries of Alaska the fur trade is one that may be
discussed in a satisfactory manner, because we have authentic recor~s
of shipments, prices, and management reaching to the beginning of this
an<l even to the middle of the last century. At tbe Siberian ports of
Okhotsk, Bolslrnretzk, and Petropavlovsk regular and generally reliable registers were kept of all furs arriving from tlle east, including tbe
islands as well as the coast of 1he America,n continent. The fignr s
obtained from these records ma.y safely be considered below rather than
above the actual numbers, because, as the Ru sian Government exacted
a tithe or otuer percentage from all shipments, some shippers endeavored to smuggle through as.much as they could without reporting it.
Even at this late day it is po sible to apply a eheck to the total of
importation of furs from the region now called Alaska, by comparing the
same with equally authentic figure of tramiactiou in furs and tea on
the Chine e frontier, and at Irkutsk, the center of the trade of all
Siberia.
Of the large number of fnrs, principally sea otter, that found their
way to Europe or China direc ly in the ve el of American and Engli h
tra<lers toward the end of the eigltteeutb century aud in the beginning
of the nin teen th, we have foll tatements in the publi bed journal of
the eve sel .
OnJy tw in tances of shipment ' of furs from laska to France are
known-the famou expedition of La Perou e, which touch d this coa t
and the trading venture by merchant of far eill ,
in the year 17
, ho eut out a hip under the command of foquefeuille, in the y ar
1 1 . Thi French captain, who had ailed with the mo t angnine
expectation of opening a new fi Id of operation. to the n tur·e ·ome
trad r f .. Iar. eille. .:, and of ultimately e tabli hino- a rival traffic to
that of b_ Ea I_ndia ompauy wa doomed to di. appointment.
be
poor quahty of lu trading good wa 0J1e of the •auses of bi failure
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among Indians, who had for long years reaped the benefits of fierce
rivalry between Eng1isll, American, and Russian trad~rs. He states in
his own narrative that he looked upon the inferior grade of woolen
goods with which he had been furnished in France as t.he chief cause of
ill success in trading with the natives. He boasted, however, of the
superior quality of French muskets, bnt as be confesses to having paid
as much as a musket a,n d 12 pounds of powder for a single sea-otter
skin it seernR that he profited but little by the superiority of the article.
After a s ummer's cruise among the islands of the Alexander Archipelago Roquefeuille came to the conclusion that as a mere trader he could
not succeed, and therefore fo1lowed the example of the Americans in
organizing a hunting expedition on joint account with Baranof, the
chief manager of the R1rnsian colonies. In this venture also he met
with misfortune. Being fitted out with Aleutian hunters, he was compelled to sign an agreement to pa,y the sum of $200 for any native who
might lose his life while in his employ by drowning or at the hands of
ho tile natives. In the course of his expedition 26 Aleut hunters were
killed by the Hydas on Prince of Wales Island, and as the number of
sea otters secured did not exceed 200 Roq uefeuille left the port of
Alaska somewhat disgusted, and reported that there was no field for
French enterprise on the northwest coast of America.
Tlie American a,n d the English explorers and traders continued for
many years to hunt sea otters witb Aleutians and t heir bidarkas, furnished by Baranof and his suceessors, but as their opel'ations were
chiefly carried on a.l011g the coast of New Albion or California the
results of these ventures do not fall within the scope of thi s report.
The Engli h and the American sea ca,p tains who visited Prince
WilUam Sound and the Alexander Archipelago previous to Vancouver's
voyage reaped the most abundant harvest of sea otters in that 8ection
of the territory, as many as 2,000 skins being secured by a single ves 'el
in one eason; and at the beginning of the present century Baranof
estimated that 120,000 sea otters were carried away by '' foreigners."
The prices even at that early day were remarkably high, and we find
instances of 10 and 12 blankets, and even $40 in cash, having been paid
for a ingle skin. The Russians. who were compe1led to transport all
their tra<ling goods across the Asiatic c011tiuent and then by ships
from Okhot k, were not low to discover that it was impossible to compete in trade with their English and American rivals. The valuable
animal wa rapidly becoming extinct in the more acces ible hunting
grounds and Baranof concluded to extend the old policy of hunting, in
preference to trading, to the sea-otter ground of tbe outheast. He
summoned large numbers of Aleuts and native of Kadiak, with their
bidarkas, and peremptorily ordel'ed them to proceed to his new settlement at Sitka, bunting on the wRy. Partie composed of 600 and 800
ca110es each set out upon this perilous journey of over a thousand
miles, following the line of the coast. One-third of tlle fleet wa lost
on the way. Some of the natives were surprised by violent storm in
cro ing the open sea from one promontory to another, while others
suffered death at the hands of hostile Indians of the mainland. Tho e
who :finally reached their destination were divided into smaller parties
and sent out to lmnt in the intricate inlets, streams, and forests of the
country. Some never returned to report either their sncce s or their
lo ses. The association of Siberian merchants organized in 17 5 to
carry on the fur trade of the North Pacific had the favor of the Em pres
Catharine, but the first :furmal charter wa granted by the Emper?r
Paul in 170!:t When hunting in that regio n became no longer profit-
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able the Russian-American Cornvany continued to purcha ·e of tlt
Indians a few sea otters kill ed by them, but, owing to the vicinit, 0
the Hudson Bay Company, the prices paid for these skins were excee(l.
ingly high. While the .Aleut and Kadiak Innuit who were cornpelk,l
to hunt for the company received but $10 for the very best grade of ea
otter, the independent Thlinket sold the same quality for $30 and ,.'!0
at Sitka. The manager of the Russian Company ackrrnwledged that
no profit was derived in these tra1isactions; that the skins were purchased only to prevent their acquisition by the Hudson Bay Company.
On the Aleutian 1slands the killing of sea otters was brought into
system and order as soon as the Russian-American Company obtained
control of the country by their charter in 1799. At first the company
claimed the right to employ the .Aleutian bunters in the pursuit of the
sea otter without any compensation beyond their snl>sistence as an
offset to their exemption from imperial taxes and other duties. Thi ·
profitable but unjust procedure was abolished by the Emperor Alexander I, and the c01npa,uy was instructed to pay the Aleutiau hunters for
every skin deposited in the company's storehouses. The Emperor'
manifesto was complied with, but the price paid to the Aleutian hunters for sea-otter skins was ridiculously small, 011ly 10 rubles of colonial scrip or leather currency being paid to the hunter for a fir t-cla
skin, and he was required to furnish his own subsistence, with the
exception of a few articles of luxury-a very small quantity of fl.our
and tobacco. Even in those early times the Russian-American 0o~pany realized from $50 to $100 for their skins in the markets of A ia
and Europe.
·
When the Russian hnnters and traders first advanced from the coa t
of Asia along the Aleutian chain of islands the expeditions fitted out
by Siberian merchants, consis ting of one or two small vessels, w_ere
generally absent from five to seven years, and at the end of that time
returned with from 2,000 to 7,000 sea-otter skins. Their primitive craft
were of such wretched construction that fully 50 per cent of tlie, e valuable cargoes were lost by shipwreck. In spite of the e lo es, however, the value of sea-otter and fnr-seal skins imported through the
port of Okbotsk was estimated at the end of the eighteenth century at
nearly 2,000,000 rubles per a110um, of which the Imperial Governmeut
exacted one-tenth as royalty from the hunters. Under the indi riminate slaughter of many rival hunting expedition s the ea otter di appeared rapidly, and when the Ru, ian-American Company at la t
obtained exclu, ive control of the whole business the annual cat ·h did
not exceed 1,500 skins for nearly half a cent,ury succeeding their fir ·t
charter, and at no time during the existence of the company wa it
officially report d as exceeding 2,000. The policy adopted by the Ru sian company wa to hunt thoroughly over a certain ea-otter o-rouncl
for two successive year aud then let it remain undi tnrbed for tlire
years following, but even under thi, careful management the total catch
did not increa e to tbe figure attained ince the trao fer of the country
to the United State . Certain i ,Jancls and their outlying rock were
more prolific in the valuable animal than they are at present, but the
total ield of ea-otter kin i now five or six time what it wa then.
It i true that w find u h entrie a. the following iu the record of
the cu tom -hon e of Okhot k in a , ing'le y ar: ' The hip of the promy hlenik di charged a the cu tom-hon.· in the ear 1770 16 000 ea
otter , 23 00 able , -" 00 black fox , 14,000 red fox
25,000 fur al
36 0 0 blu fox
va1n d at 000 000 ruble ancl the trad r, , ti mat
th valu of good gi en in 'Chaurr at 200,000 ruble ; lm it mu ·t
.;J
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be remembered that the entries of tl1at one year may have been the
res ult of the transactions of several ships during four or five years.
'.rhe imperial chamberlain, Rezanof, who visited the Ru"sian colonies
in America between 1805 and 1807, estimated the value of ,' ea otters
exported annually from the colonies at 80,000 rubles. Somewhat later,
in 1817, the artist Choris, who accompanied Kotzebue in uis voyage
around the world, reported the annual catch of this valuable animal
as worth from 100,000 to 150,000 rubles. The official reports of the
company, however, showed a much smaller estimate; but it is safe to
state that from the time of Kotzebne's visit to the Russian colonies
until their transfer to the United States no le, s tban 3,000 sea otters
were placed in the market every successive year, and al No that to those
shipments alone was due the maintenance of Russian colonies on this
continent.
O f the profits accruing to the Russian-American Company from tlds
traffic, from 300,000 to 400,000 rubles were annually di slmrsed to
employees in the colonies, bnt nine-tenths of tl.Jis sum was ultimately
carried to Russia, only a small fraction finding its way into the hands
of the natives of the com1try. At present the change in the way of
conductiug the bu iness is so great as to leave 50 per cent of the valne
of furs, at the lowest calcnJatio11, jn the territory. On the other hand,
the value of furs shipped from the territory is also vastly increased.
In scanning the t~bles appended to this chapter the reader may
easily trace the decrease or increase of sea otters from year to year, and
tlrn gTeat discrepancy between the yield of the preseut and of former
time can not fail to attra et his attention . The rernnrkabJe increase of
shipments in our time is due solely to the increased inducem ents to the
natives to exert themselves to the utmost:, in order to satisfy the new
wants growing upon them every year. '11he animal certainly existeu in
the same numbers in former times, but wheneHr a, large bouy of them
moved from one feeding ground to anotl1er 110 effort was ma<le to trace
or fo11ow them up as is done now . As far as cau be ascertained tbe
greater slaughter of the sea otter has not r educed the number existing
in the Alaskan waters to any peTceptible exteut, and at pr sent the
shipments iucrease from year to year. In due course of time, however,
the collapse must come, and the black cloud of prospective ruin aud
s tarvation is even now rising within the poor Aleut's limited scope of
visiou.
At an early day in the history of the Russian olonies in America
tran._ actions in the kin of fur seals began to rival in magnitude tbo. e
in sea-otter skin . During the year immediately succ eding the cli8covery of the Pribilof group, in 1786, over 500,000 fur eat were kmed
by the Ru sian hunters ( Veniaminof make the e :figures 2,000,000),
and the animals were almost extirpated from the i land, . Fully onehalf of the skins taken during tlJat period were thrown into the ea in
an advanced tage of putrefaction, poi 011ing the water around the
i lands to such an extent as to drive away the eaJs for several sea~on .
It was soon discovered tl iat the Chine e merchants of the Siberian
frontier placed a high valne upon these skins, frequently refu ing- to
exchange their teas for auy other equivalent, but when the Rn .·ianArnerican Company obtained its exclu, ive privileges the fur seal were
so nearly extinct that the compauy's traffic in their skin ':a at first
quite insignificant. The chamberlain, Rezanof, above men tioned, was
the fo:st t o observe the threatened extinction of tbe trade, and promptly
applied t.he remedy by prohibiting th killing of eals for c p riod of
five years. At the end of that time the shy animals had returned and
H. Doc, 92, pt. i-16
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mu1tiplied sufficiently to afford a regular ani1 reliable source of reve.
nue. On the Pribilof Islands, as on the Aleutian group, the companv
paid native hunters for each skin secured, but the price was out of ail
proportion to the value, 40 and 50 cents each being all the poor Aleut
obtaiped for skins worth then $40 in the Chinese market. Under the
circumstances it was natural that tllese poor follows did not reli h life
on the barren, desolate islands, and frequently asked to be relieved by
other laborers.
These seal islands were early looked upon by the Russian manager
as an unfailing treasury from which to draw in times of need. At the
beginning of this century, when breadstufl's and other provisions were
shipped to the colonies through Siberia, frequently failiug to arrive at
the proper time, the chief manager, Baranof, was obliged to purcba e
whole cargoes of goods and provisions from the English and American
traders, and, having no money on hand for such transactions, he hit
upon the expedient of paying in fur seals, a currency always at hand
when needed. At first this mode of payment was profitable enough,
the captains accepting each skin as an equivalent for a Mexican dollar.
These transactions becoming known, expeditions were fitted out in
England and at New York and Boston with the sole view of exchanging cheap provisions for fur seals at Sitka and theu selliug the latter at
an immense profit in Chinese ports. The managers of the Rus:iau
company in St. Petersburg beard of this traffic and ordered the bipment of seal skins to China direct on account of the company, but
being continually in want of provisions the manager of the colonies
could not always comply with his instructions, though he succeeded in
raisin~ the price of skins fi;om $1 to $2.
An end was finally put to these transactions by a peremptory order
from St. Petersburg to make no further payments in fur seals. Tile
reason for this order was a very sharp transaction on the part of a
Yankee trader who had sold a cargo of provisions to Baranof at Sitka,
receiving fur seals at the rate of $1 each in payment, and then cro ,ed
over to Kamchatka with his ship aud sold the skins to the agent of the
same company at that place for $3 each.
At the time of Pribilof's discovery of the seal islands they were
found to be uninhabited, and the vast number of seals shipped during
the first decade succeediug were killed by laborers from Unalaska and
Atkha I lands hired for a period of years. These Aleuts were engaged
at a fixed annual salary, being relieved from time to time by other ·,
generally at their own request. It will thus be seen that from tl.Je very
beginning the Russians recognized no proprietary rights to the fur
seals as ve._ted in the Aleuts. Subsequently, when the Rus ianAmerican Company a urned control, these laborer were allow d, aud
even compel1e<l, to remain for longer period , of time, sometimes for a.
whole g neration, a' the company by its charter became sole owner of
everything within the limit of the Ru siau colonie in America; and,
con 'equently, every fur-bearing animal killed by natives was con idered
a killed for the company, payment being made in the bape of compen ation for the natives' time or labor. The paragraph in the imp rial
charter of the company defining its right invested that organization
with full proprietary title to "all product of the sea and laud, including even birds of the air, and whatever might be found in the interior
of the arth."
In l 05, a already mentioned, the eal islands were vi ited by
R zanof and Lang dor:fl'. The former did all in his pow r to arre t he
indi criminate laughter of seal, by removing oue-half of the men
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engaged in killing, and prohibiting shipments of skins for five years
thereafter. Langsdorff, on the other hand, in his voluminous reports
called the attention of the Imperial Government to the threatened
extinction of fur seals, making the rather remarkable statement that
30,000 seals bad been killed for food by the laborers on the islands, the
skins being thrown away; and also that he had observed in the month
of May a school of fur seals moving southward and covering the surface
of the ocean for a distance of 2 nautical miles. Langsdorff presumed
t.hat this abnormal movement, entirely at variance with the habits ot
the animal, was caused by the indiscriminate onslaught of Aleut hunters
on the islands of St. Paul and St. George.
The measures adopted by Rezanof certainly proved effective, as only
ten years later Kotzebue stated that from these two seal islands the
Russian-American Company derived the most regular and ample revenue in all its vast possessions. The skins that had accumulated on
the islands previous to Rezanof's arrival had been most carelessly cured
by a crude process of drying over fires. Of 60,000 skins shipped from
there to Canton by the ship Neva,, 30,000 were thrown overboard within
a day's sail of Canton in an advanced stage of putrefaction. Gradual1y,
however, improvements were introduced in the management of the
business and in the processes of curing and packing. The art of preparing seal skins for the market by plucking and dyeing was an invention of the Chinese, reported by the Russian-American Company's
agent at Okhotsk as early as 1799. The exact date at which this process was adopted by English furriers can not now be ascertained, but it
is safe to presume that it was early in the prese:p.t century, as a regular
demand for these skins in England can be traced to that time.
At a later period-about the year 1850-shiprnents directly to New
York were made, and these continued at the rate of from 5,000 to 10,000
skius every year until the transfer of the Territory.
When the acquisition of the Russian colonies was advocated before
Congress no mention was made of any trade in fur seals, but the annual
average of fur-seal shipments from the Pribilof Islands to England,
the United States, and China from 1820 to 1867 was 42,000 skins, or an
aggregate of 1,974,000 in forty-seven years.
It is not easy to explain why the Russians failed to work this" seal
mine" to its full capacity. In the reports of the agents on the islands
to the chief manager at Sitka subsequent to 1820 we find a constant
repetition of the statement that the seals were increasing in number,
accompanied by a req ue t for permission to kill a number of old eals
for the purpose of obtaining oil from their blubber, and in one instance
this request was granted, and in a year or two after the discovery of
gold in California, when fur-seal oil sol<.l in San Franci co at $4 per
gallon, the skins of these oily old patriarchs were of no value.
It is, however, altogether due to the exces ive care exercised by the
Russian authorities that the fur seals did not become extinct on the
islands during the years intervening between the sale of the Territory
and the passage of the act of Congress making the Pribilof group a
Treasury reservation.
By that time the accumufation of seals had become too great to be
affected by the killing of over a million within three years. The present
limitation to 100,000 seals per annum was based upon the mo t careful
observations and estimates; but it has Jong since become evident t~at,
as far as any danger of extirpation is concerned, the number m1~ht
safely be doubled. A change of fashion may take place at any tune
ancl depreciate, a.t least temporarily, the product of these islanus; the
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beauty and durability of the material, however, are sueh as 1io in ure
its consumption to some extent among the votaries of fashion for an
indefinite period, and just so long Alaska can be made a valuable po.
session wjthout reference to any other sources of wealth that may be
developed within its boundaries.
The sea otter is an exceedingly shy and sensitive animal and clo
not congregate in auy great numbers, rarely setting foot upon the
shore, unless it be for a few hours 0f repose upon some outlying rock
or bar, and probably during the breeding season in some secluded
retreat. It js found 60 and 80 miles from land, sfogly and in pair ;
and even females with their young may be seen drifting about at that
distance. Patches of floating kelp are their favorite resting place,
and in still weather the female can be seen floating on her back, holding her offspring. Some hunters with well-developed ears or vivid
imagination assert that the animal g·ives forth a crooniug sound or
lullaby, hushing the baby, as it were; During a very cold winter
(in 1879-80) some sea otters came ashore in Cook's Inlet.
In former times the Aleutian hunters prepared themselves for seaotter expeditions by fasting, bathing, and other ceremonies. The sea
otter was believed to be possessed of a very strong aversion to the
female sex, and consequently the hunter was obliged to separate him•
self from bis wife for some time prior to his departure, and also to
prepare the garments he was to wear, or at l~ast to wash with hi ow_n
bands such of his garments as had been made by women. On b1
return from a successful hunt the superstitious Aleut of former tiJ?es
would destroy the garments used during his expedition, and bef?re
entering his hut dress himself anew from head to foot in clotlung
prepared by bis faithful spouse during bis absence. The hunting garments were then thrown into the sea. Oue old man stated in explana•
tion of this proceeding that the sea otters would find the clothing and
come to the conclusion that their late persecutor must be drown~d,
and that there was no further dauger. With the spread of the Chr1 ·
tian religion among the sea-otter bunters most of these super titiou
cerem.ouies were abolished, but even at the present day the sea-o_tter
hunter occupies a prominent position in the community and euJ0Y
great social advantages. Anything he may want which is not in the
posse sion of his own family will be at once supplied by bi neio-bbor ,
and weeks and even months are spent in careful preparation of arm ,
canoes, and implements.
The mode of hunting the auimal has not essentially changed ince
the earliest times. A few privileged white men located in the di trict
of Ounga employ :firearms, but the great body of Aleutian bunters till
retain the spear, and in a few instauces the bow and arrow. The ea
otter is alway hunted by parties of from 4 to 20 bidarkas, each mann d
by 2 hunters. From their village the hunters proceed to ome loue1y
coa t near the hunting ground, either in their canoes or by schoon r~
and sloop b longing to the trading firm ', a few women genera11y
accompanying the party to do the bou ework in the camp. In former
time , of cour , tbi was not the ca e. The tent of the party are
pitched in ome pot not visible from the. ea, aHd the hunter
tiently
ttle down to await the fir t favorable day, only a mooth a permitting th hunting of e ott r with any pro pect of ucces . In the
inbo pitaul climate of la ka week and month sometime pa by
befor th patient hunt r are enabled to try their skill. A weatherwil-le individu I, here yclept 'a tronome," generally accompanies ach
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party, giving due notice of the approach of favorable weather and the
exact time when it is best to set out, and few Aleuts are bold enough
to begin a bunt without the sanction of this individual. At last the
day arrives, and after a brief prayer the hunters embark fully equipped,
aud in the best of spirits exchange jokes and banter until the beach is
left behind; then silence reigns, the peredovchik, or leader, assumes
command, aud at a signal from him the bidarkas start out in a semicircle from 50 to 100 yards distant from each other, each hunter anxiously scanning the surface of the water, at the same time having an
eye upon the other canoes. The sea otter comes up to the surface to
breathe about once in every ten minutes, the smooth, glossy head
remaining· visible but a few seconds each time. .As soon as the hunter
spies an ot,ter he lifts his paddle as a signal and then points it in the
direction taken by the animal, and the scattered bidarkas at once close
in a wide circle around the spot indicated by the fortunate discoverer.
If the animal comes up within this circle the hunters simply close in
gradually, beating the water with their hands to prevent the escape of
the quarry; but very often the wary animal has changed its direction
after diving, and the whole fleet of canoes is obliged to change course
frequent1y before the final circle is formed. As soon as the otter comes
up within spear's throw one of the hunters exerts his skill and lodges
a spear head in the animal, which immediately dives. An inflated
bladder is attached to the shaft, preventing the otter from diving very
deep. It soon comes up again, only to receive a number of other
missiles, the intervals between attacks becoming shorter each time,
until exhaustion forces tbe otter to remain on the surface and receive
its death wound. The body of the animal is then taken into one of
the bidarkas and the hunt continues if the weather is favorable. On the
return of the pa,r ty each animal killed is inspected by the chief in the
presence of all the hunters and its ownership ascertained by the spear
head that caused the mortal wound, each weapon being duly marked.
The man who first struck the otter receives from $2 to $10 from the
owner. The skins of the slain animal are at once removed, labeled,
and classified according to quality by the agents of the trading firms,
and carefully stored for shipment. It frequently happens that a whole
day passes by without a single sea otter being sighted, but the Aleut
hunters have a wo11<l.erful patience and do not leave a place once
selected without killing some sea otters, be the delay ever so long.
There are instancesi. wl1ere hunting parties have remained on barren
islands for years, subsisting entirely on "a1gre" and mussels cast from
the sea. On the principal sea-otter grounds of the present time, the
island of Sannakh and the neighborhood of Belkovsky, the hunting
parties seldom remafo over four or five months without securing ea
otters in sufficient number to warrant their return. Single hunters
have sold sea otters to the value of $800 as their share of such brief
expeditions, but payment is not made until the return of the party to
their home station.
As soon as the result of a day's hunt has been ascertained the chief
or leader reminds the hunters of their duty toward the church, and
with their unanimous consent some skin, generally of a small animal,
is selected as a donation to the priest, all contributing to reimburse ~he
owner. The schools al o receive donations of this kind, and the k~ns
thus designated are labeled accordingly and turned over ~o the tr_admg
firms, who place the cash value at the disposal of the priest. R1v~lry
in the business of purchasing sea-otter skins has induced the various
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firms to send agents with small assortments of goods to all tbe hunting
grounds as an inducement to the members of parties to squander some
of their earnings in advance.
The method of killing the sea otter is virtually the same in all sections frequented by it.
The killing of fur seals is accomplished entirely on land, and ba
been reduced almost to a science of the greatest dispatch and system.
The able-bodied Aleuts now settled upon the two islands of St. Paul
and St. George are, by the terms of the agreement between themselve
and the lessees, the only individuals permitted to kill and skin the
seals for the annual shipment as long as they are able to performthe
labor efficiently within a given time. For this labor they are remunerated at the rate of 40 cents per animal. Lifelong practice has made
them expert in using their huge clubs and sharp skinning knives, both
implements being manufactured expressly for this use. These men are.
as a class, proud of their accomplishments as sealers, and too proud to
bemean themselves in doing any other kind of work. For all incidental labor, such as building, packing, loadiug and unloading vessel ,
etc., the lessees find it necessary to engage laborers from the Aleutian
Islands, these latter individuals being generally paid at the rate of 1
per diem.
The work connected with the killing of the annual quota of fur seal
may be divided into two distinct features, the separation of the seal
of a certain age and size from the main body and their removal to ~be
killing ground forming the preliminary movements, the final operat1?n
consisting of another selection among the select and killing and sk1~ning the same. The driving as well as the killin~ can not ?e done ;n
every kind of weather, a damp, cool, cloudy day bemg especially desirable for the purpose.
As it is the habit of the young male seals up to the age of 4 year_s_to
lie upon the ground back of the so-called rookeries or groups of fam1h~
that line the seashore, the experienced natives manage to crawl m
between the families and the '' bachelors," as they were named by the
Russians, and gradually drive them inland in divisions of from 2,000 to
3,000. It is unsafe to drive the seals more than 5 or 6 miles during any
one day, as they easily become overheated and their skins are thereby
injured. When night comes on the driving ceases, and sentries are
posted around each division to prevent the animals from straying duringthe night, occasional whistling being sufficient to keep them togetbe~.
In the morning, if the weather be favorable, the drive is continued until
the killing ground is reached, where the victims are allowed to rest over
night under guard, and finaJJy, as early as possible in the morning, the
sealers appear with their clubs, when again small parties of 20 or 30
Heals are separated from their fellows, surrounded by the sealers, and
the slaughter begins. Even at this last moment another selection i
made, and any animal appearing to the eye of the experienced Aleut to
be either below or above the specified age is di missed with a gentle
tap of the club and allowed to go on its way to the shore rejoicing at
it nar~ow ?ape. The men with clubs proceed from one group to the
other 1mmed1ately follow d by the men with knives, who stab each
tunned eal to the heart to in nre its immediate death. The e men
a~e fo turn follow cl by tb~ kinner , who, with astoni hing rapidity,
div t the ~ r ·a _e of tbP1r valuable covering, leaving, however, the
bead and fhpp r intact. Only a few paces behind the skinner come
cart. drawn by mule? into which the kins are rapidly thrown and
earn d a ay. The wives aud daughter of the sealers linger around
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the rear of tbe death-dealing column, reaping a rich harvest of blubber
which they carry away on their beads, the luscious oil dripping down
their faces and over their garments.
The skins, yet warm from the body, are discharged into capacious
salt houses and salted down for the time .being like fish in bins. This
treatment is continued for some time and after the application of heavy
pressure they are finally tied into bundles of two each, securely
strapped, and then shipped.
The process by which these unsightly, ill-smelling bundles are transformed into the beautiful fabrics of fashion is described briefly in a letter written by a leading furrier of New York, from which I extract the
following:
When the skins are received by furriers in the salt the latter is washed off and the
fat removed from the inside with a beaming knife, great care being taken that no
cuts or uneven places are made in the pelt. The skins are next thoroughly cleansed
by being stretched upon beams, with the fur side up, and then a careful removal of
grease or other matter attached thereto. The next step in the proceeding is a stretching of pelts upon frames arnl drying the same over a moderate heat. After the drying process they are soakecl in water and thoroughly washed with soap. After this
the fur is dri ed again, the pelt being kept moist, and the operator pulls out the long
hair with the assistance of a dull knife. The operation-a very delicate one-is
repeated several times, until nothing but the soft fur remains. The skins are then
dried again and dampened on the pelt side and shaved until a fine, even surface is
obtained. Then follows the slow and tedious process of working, drying, an<l softening the skins by treading them with bare feet in a hogshead, with :fine hardwood sawdust to absorb the grease . In dyeing the liquid dye is put on with a
brush, carefully covering the points of the standing fur. The skin is then pulled so
as to make tho points touch each other for some little time, and partially driod. 'fhe
dry dye is removed and another coat applied, and the same process is repeated a
a number of times. A few of the coats of dye are put on, heavily pres ed down to
the edgeofihefnr. From eighttotwelve coats produce a good color. The skins are
then washed again and cleansed with sawdust. The English process is said not to
include the washing after dyeing.

The manner in which the proceeds of the joint labor of the sealers
are divided among them is quite worthy of attention, and in its way
solves to orne Axtent the problem of communal labor. The introduction of this rather complicated system was founded upon measures
adopted by the promyshleniks, or the companies of Siberia of the last
century. As an example the division of proceeds on St. Paul Island
alone in the year 1879 is presented: The sum total of joint earnings
was first ascertained; next the number of claims upon the fund-that
is, the families, individuals, and institutions to be supported-was definitely settled. Special donations were Dext in order, these consisting
of gifts to three chiefs or uperintendents of the labor of 150 each, $100
each to two men connected with church service, and one annual donation of $450 to the parsonage of nalaska. The remainder was
divided among the church of St. Paul, the priest of that church,
64 actual laborer and heads of families, and 14 invalids and widows,
the latter being divided into three cla ses according to their wants.
The church, priest, and able-bodied men a.re entitled to what are called
:first-class shares in the proceeds, the others receiving second, third,
and fourth c]a s shares respectively. The total number of participants
in the distribution of earnings by shares in the year 1879 was 82, counting the church and priest at two shares each. The sum total of earnings was in that instance divided by 82 in order to ascertain the value
of one first-class bare. The value of a second-class share wa a certaiued by deducting 10 per cent from the first-class share, ancl the a!Ile
rule was followed as to the third and fourth classes. Tn the reduct10n
of three classes of shares a sufficient sum is left to cover all the
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special gifts above mentioned. In the yenr referre<l to 1 t11r cli\'i. i011 wa
as follows: The total ea.min gs of sealers OH St. Paul l ·laud ,,.l'r"
$32,153.40; first-cla8s shares, 68, of $410.75 each; second-class, l1a1e,
6, of $3G9.67 each; tbird-cla8s shares, 6, of $328.00, and two fourth ch .
shares of $287 .52 eaeb. The special gifts conferred by unanimou consent of the community, aggl'egating $1,100, have already been mentioned above. Th" same rnles are observed in dividing the earning of
the sealers on the i~la11d of St. George, where the catch rarely exceed ·
20,000 per a11nurn and the value of shares is somewhat smaller.
No lJetter plan could be devised by experienced political ecouomi t
to provide in a just and equitable manuer for all tbe members of an
isolated cmmmrnity cut off from all the means Qf support but the on
secured for thern by the Government.
It is evident that the sliiprnents of·both sea otters and fnr seal have
more than doubled since the transfer of the Russian colonies to the
United States. Au official statement, made in 1863, concerning the
shipments of sea otters from Sitka during tl1c period of tlventy years
preceding, places the aggr gate at 25,89!J, or au annual production of
1,295. At the present date tlte number approaches 6,000. TlJe di tribution of the sea otter is 8omewl1at ebanged, but I know o( only one
hunting ground where the number secured arn1ually was greater in the
past than it is 110w; that is on the island of Attoo, wllicli, during the
twe11ty years mentioned, produced i,421 sea-otter skius, or 121 per
annnrn, against 14 or 1G now obtainefl on tlie island each year. In the
district of Kadink and the Slmmagin Ishwds tll.e yield ha been
iucrea-.:·ed, while at the same time sea otter,· have made their appearance in larg·e nnmbers at the southern end of Cook Inlet, where they
were 11eal'ly exterminated almost a century since.
.
The iu C'rea~e in seals does not extend to the Commander Islands, still
under Ru~sian control.
Of l a11(l furs tlrn records now available are less satisfactory with
regard to the pa ' t. We have, however, an official statement coyering.
. the same tweuty years-from 1842 to 1862-iu whieh skin. of foxe of
three kinds (black, cross, all(l red), an<.l from all source , are reported
as numbering 77, 47, or 3,8D~ per a11num; those of the .A.retie fox, 54,134:,
or 2,706 per annnm; beaver, 157,484, or 7,874 per annum; land otter
70,473, or~,523 per annum; _martell, 12,88~, or 644 per annum; bear,1, 93,
or le. s than 100 per anuum. That this officfal i;;tatement wa far below
the actual yield i macle prnbab1e by the fact t11at at tbe pre.. ent da.y,
after forty year. of hunting and trappi11g, the yield of land fur I '
greater by mmiy thou ands of each ·pecies. The only fur-bearing
animal of tliis <'la that ha decrea eel in number in our time. i ' the
beaver, and Llli i not dne to the effects of hunting or tra1 ping but
to several a .·ons of exti-aordi1Jary cold, during which the ubmarine
ntran · s to the ueawr hut were closed by ice and the animal. starv d
in ·ide.
'Ille mart nor ,·able, though inferior to the iberian pecies, i quite
valuable, but the . uppl.r L limited. Whetller it ever xi ·t d in larger
number' i difficult to :1 :c·ertain, b •can, the l{u ian com pan did uot
hip th m from th ·oJoni<' , but g ,we or old them to tbe higher cla ' e
of 1t' ~mplo
.
11d r tu pr :<•nt rul of p rmitting only uativ
of
th 011 t hunt and trap, tli' balau ·e b t"-e n upply and ou umption
a m,' to b w 11 pr
rved.
... o comr laint.' are he.ml of th, xtinction
f a11.v fnr-h , ring- a11imal · with the 011 ex· ption of th beav r.
the whim of fa:hion ·bang· th pric , of >rtain kirnl · and qnalitie
of for, tra<l r · iuduce tile nativ t ecure tlio kinu, in pref r nee
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to otl1erR, and t1rns disrrepancies arise in tlrn annual eaten, bnt tnis
makes no tlifference as to the total. 'rbe fact tbat game, such as moose
and reindeer, has been killed off to a grnat extent in the regions fur.
nishing the principal land furs wonld lead us to expect that the natives,
deprived of their natural food supp1ie?, would be compelled to purchase
largely imported provisiolls of the traders, and hunt more actively to
provide means for the purchase. AR far as cal) be observed this is the
case only with regard to flour, though they seem to spend now for footl
money which was formerly squaudered in beads and gaudy clothing
unsuited to their mode of life. lf extinction of fur-bearing animals in
the continental region of Alaska should take place in tbe future it will
be due entirely to the constant drain from the Arctic slrnre, where the
Eskimos are constantly exchanging furs for whisky a11d other intoxicating liquors, drawing largely upou furs obtained from their neighbors
in the interior as far south as the Yukon, for which they receive 110
return but the means of stupefying themsel res for dayc and weeks, and
perhaps a breech.loading rifle, wllicb becomes useless in their hauds as
soon as the fixed ammunition is expended. The fur.bearing animals on
the irnmedia,te seacoast are almm,t exterminated or of little vRlue, but
tbe equivalent return of supplies of alcohol must be obtained, aud, as
a conseqnence, a traffic with their southern neighbors is carried on by
these people, on the principle of buying furs for a little whisky and
selling them for a lal'ger quantity, the evils of this system working in
both directions.
'.l.'HE DISTRIBUTION OF THE FUR-BE.A.RING .A.NIM.A.LS IN .A.LASK.A..

THE FUR SEAL ( Oallorhinus urs-inus) .-Tbe only haµling or breeding
grouucls of the fur seal known in Ala ka are on tlle islands of St. Paul
and St. George, with the addition perhaps of the adjoining Otter Island,
where these animals occa io11ally haul up but do not breed. From early
spring until late in the autumn fur seals are met with in all portions of
the North Pacific illelosed by the Alaska coast, from latitude 54° 40' to
Mount St. Elias, and thence westward along Prillce William Sound, the
east side of Kellai P ' nh1, ula, and along the .Alia ka Peninsula and its
continuation, the Aleutian chain of i lands. In Bering Sea the animal
bas not been observed to the nottbward of latitude 58° . In the spring
of the year only fur eals are found in large numbers in the vicinity of
the Strait of Fuca and along the coast of Vancouver a11d Queen Charlotte Islands. During the tillie of the general migration to and from
the breeding ground everal of the pa ses through the Aleutian chain
are crowded with adult in the spring and with young eals and yearlings in tbe late summer and autumn. 'flle pre nee of large numbers
of these m1imal, in these, e ·lu<led water and tho, e of Priuce WilJiam
Sound late in the season (iu Juue and July) lrns often given ri e to the
suppo ition that som e breeding ground· mu. t exi tin those Jocalitie",
but the most minute aud per istent search bas failed to sustain the
supposition.
About 50 miles south of the Aleutian chain large numbers of seals
are frequently eeu during tbe summer, and for balf a century rumors
of the existence of breeding grounds in that neigh borbood were launched
from time to time.
The Russian.American Company fitted out numerou exploring expe•
dition , but these were alway un ·ucce. sful. Tbe last enterpri e of the
kin<l was und rtake11 by a former employee of the Ru . ian company,
under the a,n ·pice of the pre ent le ·.·ees of the al isl nd , on . he
schLJoner John Bright, in 1873, beirig the third exped.ition of the krnd
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fitted out by the .Alaska Commercial Company in two years. On tbi
occasion indications of land, such as are accepted by all navigate
were not wanting in the waters included in the search. After a
n
of fruitless search the captain finally abandoned his undertaking coming to the conclusion, however, that within a short distance southward
from the .Aleutian Islands there existed banks sufficiently shallow to
serve as feeding grounds for the seals, which possibly visit them for
that purpose even during the breeding season, as a journey of 300 mile
is but a brief excursion for these rapid swimmers in search of food.
All other expeditions in search of the supposed "winter home" of
these seals have met with the same lack of success. The Pacific Ocean
and the Antarctic have been scoured by the sealers and by emissarie
of trading firms, but at the present day the fact seems to be establi bed
that the fur seals, after leaving their confined breeding· places, scatter
over the broad Pacific to localities where extensive elevations of the
bottom of the sea enable them to subsist upon fish until the instinct of
reproduction calls them again from all directions to one common goal.
THE SE.A. OTTER (Enhydra marina).-The sea otter seems to exist,
chiefly on a line para1lel with the Japanese current, from the coast of
Japan along t.he Kurile Islands to the coast of Kamchatka, and thence
westward along the Aleutian chail1, the southern side of the Alia ka
Peninsula, the estuaries of Oooks Inlet and Prince William Sound, and
thence eastward and southward along the .Alaskan coast, the Alexander .Archipelago, British Columbia, Washington Territory, and Oregon.
At the beginning of the present century large numbers of these animals were also found on the coast of California, from wltich they have
now disappeared altogether; and on the coast of Oregon, Washington
Territory, and British Columbia they have decreased to such a deg~ee
that only at long intervals is the patient hunter rewarded with the prize
of one of these valuable skins. On the west coast of Vancouver Island1
in the vicinity of Nootka Sound, where Meares, Portlock, Dixon, an<l
others of the earliest English northwest traders found thousands of
sea-otter skins in the posses ion of chiefs, the animal has been almost
exterminated, and there can be no doubt that, had it not been for the
protection afforded under the Russian monopoly for nearly three-fourths
of a century, this animal would be extinct to-day in Alaskan waters.
The Innuit tribes alone entered understandingly into the measures of
protection introduced by the Ru sians. The Thlinket, on the other
band, a fierce and savage people, opposed to system and order or control of any kind, were the most active agents in the extermination of the
animal. From the time they began to under tand the value of sea-otter
skins from the eagerness with which the early English visitor purchased all they had, even mere scraps and rags, the Thlinket all along
the coast, from the mouth of Copper River outhward, hunted and
slaughtered the sea otter indiscriminately and in the most clumsy manner, frightening away as many as they killed. Had these tribesjoiued
to their reckles ne the same skill and patient persi tence ob erved
among the Eskimo and .Aleut there would be uo sea otter on that
coa t t.o-day; but in th. ir wooden canoe they can only hunt in fine
weather, and at ucb tune the ea otter retires from the coast to a
di tan e which no Thlinket would venture.
In the Rus ian po e ion about the Kurile I lands and the coast
of Kam h~tka but_a few h~ndred ea ott r are now killed annually.
At thr e different times during the exi t nee of the Ru ian-American
Company their age:nts on b Knr~le I land and Kamchatka reported
the a ott r as e tin t an a h time the animal appeared again after
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they had not been hunted for a few years. Along the Aleutian chain
the sea otters frequently change from one feeding ground to another;
for instance, for a long series of years the island of Attoo and several
smaller surrounding islands furnished many hundreds of sea-otter skins
every year, but for some unexplained reason a migration eastward took
pla,ce, and at the present time from 14 to 20 skins are all that tbe poverty-stricken inhabitants sell to the traders. The numerous islands
between Attoo and Atkha are each visited in turn by the bunters about
once in three years, and under such management the numbers of the
animals appear to remain the same. The outlying reefs of Atkha,
which once furnished the most abundant supply of these valuable skins,
are now entirely deserted, and the inhabitants undertake long hunting
voyages to the westward under convoy of schooners belonging to the
trading firms.
From the island of Oumnak eastward the sea otter becomes more
frequent, until we find it in its greatest abundance in the district of
Sannakh and Belkovsky. Here, within a radius of not more than 50
miles, over 2,000 sea otters are secured every year by the fortunate
hunters without any apparent decline in numbers. From this point in
a northeastly direction the coast of tbe AliaRka Peninsula is lined with
hundreds of islands and reefs, affording ample facilities for shelter and
refuge to the persecuted animal, and though it is hunted here recklessly
by white and native hunters alike, using firearms in violation of existiug regulations, no alarming decrease can be ascertained from statistics
at hand. Still further northward, in the waters of the Kadiak Archipelago and the southern half of Cooks Inlet, and thence eastward to
Prince William Sound, sea otters are found in less number than in the
di. trict described above, but still in comparative abundance, the annual
yield being between 1,000 and 1,500 skins.
As far as it is possible for us to know, the only enemy of the sea otter
is man, with the exception perhaps of tlle so-called "killer-whale."
We have reports of natives only in support of the last statement, but
as this whale is known to make sad havoc among fur seals there is no
reason to doubt that they occasionally attack the somewhat larger sea
otter. Skins have come under my observation marked with scars
produced evidently by the teeth of some large marine mammal.
The distribution of the sea otter along the coast of Alaska, as indicated in the accompanying map, has not essentially changed within
historic times. Certain localities have been abandoned by the animal
altogether, others temporarily; but where Bering, Chirikof, and Steller,
and subsequently the Russian promyslileniks found the sea otter more
than a centuary ago, we find it now, and the supply of such skins in
the fur markets of the world is certainly as great now as at any time
since the first indiscriminate slaughter prior to the establishment of
the Russian monopoly; in fact it is apparently much greater.
THE LAND O'l'TER (Lutra canadensis).-Tbe ]and otter i one of the
most widely distributed fur-bearing animals in Alaska, ranking in this
respect next to the common cross fox. The skin, however, is much
more valuable, since of late it has been utilized for the manufacture of
an imitation of seal skin. The skin bas always met with ready sale in
Russia, where it is used extensively for collars and cuffs of the uniforms of army officers of the line, who can not afford the more expensive
sea-otter trimmings. The demand for it in former times was so great
that the Russian-American Company in lea ing a strip of land to the
Hudson Bay Company was not only willing but anxiou to accep~ payment in land-otter skins. The Chinese also have a liking for this fur.
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The land otter is found on the whole coast of .Alaska, from the
southern boundary to the northern shore of Norton Sound. It also
occurs on all the islands inside of these limits as far as Unimak in th
west and N univak in the north. Within the Arctic Circle the land
otter is confined to the upper courses of rivers emptying into Kotzebue
Sound and the Arctic Ocean, such as the Colville, the Kok, the Inland
and Selawik. It is found also along the whole course of the Yukon a
far as known, along the Kuskokvim, and all over the delta lying
between the mouths of these rivers, in the valleys of the Togiak anrl
the N ushegak, and in nearly all parts of the Aliaska Peninsula and
Unimak Island, as well as on the Kadiak Archipela.go, the shores of
Cooks Inlet, on the Kinik and Sushetno rivers emptying into the same,
on Prince William Sound, and on the Copper River. The traders
report the land otter also along the whole coast from Mount St. Elia
to the southern boundary, with the exception of the smaller islands.
THE BE.A.VER ( Castor jiber).-The beaver was once one of the mo t
important among the fur-hearing animals of continental Alaska, but
both in supply and demand a great decline has taken place during tbe
last ltalf century. It would seem that the smaller demand would cau e
an increase in the supply, but this has not been the case. Throughout
the whole interior regfou north of Cooks Inlet and south of the Yukon
River the beavers have frequently suffered from excessive and prolonged cold during the winter, the ice in rivers and ponds forming so
rapidly and to such thickness that the animals found it impossible to
keep open the approaches to their dwel1ings under water, and they
died from starvation before the thaws of spring opened their prisons.
The Indians of the Kinik and Tennanah rivers state that after an
extraordinarily cold winter they have frequentJy found the putrefying
carcasses of hundreds of beavers in their so-called lodges. Thousands
of old beaver darns all over the continental portion of Alaska also te tify
to the former abundance of the animal, which now is thinly scattered
over the same ground. At nearly every trading post throughout
Alaska where beaver skins are at all secured huudreds are purchased
now where thousands appear on former records.
Tlte nortlrnrn limit of the beaver seems to be but little to the southward of tbat of the land otter-considerably above the Arctic Circlebeing identical with the limit of trees. Skins are obtained from the
natives living on the northern tributaries of the Yukon River, which
have passed into the bands of the latter from the head waters of the
Colville and other rivers emptying into the Arctic.
All the streams emptyin~ into Kotzebue Sonnd are still inhabited by
the beaver, and it is found on the ea t shore of Norton Sound, along
the whole course of the Yukon and its tributarie , among all the lake
and streams of the Yukon and Kuskokvim de1ta , in the lake and river
sy tern of the Togiak and Nu~hegak, about Lake Ilyamna and the
lakes and rivers of the Alia ka Peninsula down to a line identical with
tba,t forming the northern bouudary of the leutian tribe. On the
hor of Cook Inlet aud th riv rs mpt ing into the same the beaver
is till comparatively plentiful, e. p cially in tbe vi foity of the large
lakes occup, ·iug the · ntral porti n of th K Hai Peninsula. Beaver
, kin ar ~I o bt. inetl fr 1;11 th nativ
occupying the head wat r of
PI r Riv r an<l he en -' of lake
nnectino- the river with the
Kinik aud h u h tno riv r .
In th · L1th a ·t rn ·tion of la: ka_we t of Mount t. Elia , tradr r port th e ·i t n e f he lJeav r on tream and ri er of the
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mainland, but it is probable that most of the skins obtained in that
vicinity come really from the British possessions, whence all tbese
rivers flow.
In the past, when the Hudson Bay Company reigned supreme
throughout the beaver country of northwestern America, the skins of
these animals represented in trade the value of an English shilling
each, and were used and accepted as common currency. \ ' ithin the
Russian possessious tbe value was always somewuat higher, and at the
preseut time the prfoe of a beaver skin of average size in Alaska is
from $1.50 to $2, according to weight.
Tlle Indians of the interior and a few of the Eskimo tribes look upon
the meat of the beaver as a great delicacy; it is a dish that is always set
before honored guests, and is much used during festivities. The long
in cisors of the beaver form an jmportant item in the domestic economy
of the natives who hunt tl1is animal, the extraordiuary hardness of
these teeth making it possible to use them in the mauufacture of chisels,
urnll adzes, aud other tools used in the working of wood and bone.
Under the rule of the Russian-American Company the exportation of
castoreum was quHe exteusive, but 110w that article meets with no
demand outside of the Uhinese inarket, the Celestials still looking upon
it as a valuable part of their materia medica.
THE BROWN BE.A.R ( Ursus 'richardsonii).-The 1'.rown bear of Alaska,
a huge, shaggy animal, varying in length from 6 to 12 feet, is distributed over nearly every section of Alaska, but seems to prefor an open,
swampy country to tLe timber. The northern limit of tbis animal is
about latitude 67° north, where it is found on the head waters of the
rivers emptying into the Arctic, and occasionally on the streams emptying into Kotzebue Sound, aud in the interior of the Kotzebue I>eninsula,. Being an expert fisher, the brown bear frequents, during the
salmon season, all the rivers emptying into ~ering Sea and the North
Pacific and their tributaries as far as the fish will go, and at the end of
the annual run of fish the animal retreats into the recesses of hills aud
tundra, where berries and small game are most plentiful. The banks
of all the streams are lined on either side with the well-trodden trails
of these huge animals, offering better facilities for the progress of the .
traveler than do the paths of men. The brown bear is the great roadmaker of Alaska, and not only are the swampy plains inter ected with
paths made by him in all directions, leading generally t9 the easiest
fording places of streams and riYers, but the-hills and rWges of mountains to the very top show the traces of this omnipresent traveler. He
shows great judgment and local knowledge, for his road up tlie mountain is as afe to follow a is the most practicable route. In greate t
numbers this animal is found in the region between the lower Ku kokvim, the Togiak, and tbe u hegak river , and al ·o on the Alia~·Jrn
Peninsula and the island of Unimak. The island of Kadiak is full of
this species of bear, but the largest specimen are shipped from the
coast of Cooks Inlet. The skin of a bear that bad been killed in the
vicinity of the Kenai mis ·ion during last ummer (1880), which I measured, was 14 feet 2 inches in length. On the steep sides of the volcanic
range of mountains, on the west side of Cooks Inlet, brown bear can
be seen in herds of 20 or 30. Their skins are not very valuable, and,
owing to this fact and to the fierce di. position of the animals, th y are
not commonly hunted. All native of Alaska respect them, and it i the
universal custom of hunters to address a few complimentary remarks
to the intended victims before attempting to kill them. Perhaps the
skins Git' fully one-half of the brown bears killed throughout Ala ka are
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retained by the natives for bedding and to hang before the entrance of
houses in the place of doors. The smaller skins are tanned and cut up
into straps and lines, and the natives of the interior utilize them for
manufacturing sledge fastenings and the network bottoms of snowshoes, because this leather does not stretch when exposed to moisture
as moose and deer skins do.
'
THE BL.A.CK BE.A.R ( Ursus americanus).-The black bear of Alaska is
widely distributed over the continental portion of the Territory, but is
generally confined to regions of timber and mountains; as far as known,
it exists only on a few islands in Prince William Sound and on Kaiak
Island. The northern limit of the black bear extends, according to
observations made by Mr. E. W. Nelson, even beyond that of his brown
cousin. It is said to exist farther down the rivers emptying into the
Arctic, and to be quite plentiful thence southward to the valley of the
Yukon. The western limit of the region where the black bear is found
is perhaps a line drawn from the Selawik River southeastward to
Nulato, and thence across to the Kuskokvim River in the vicinity of
Kalmakovsky. From the upper N ushegak many skins are obtained, and
one trader reports black bear even west of this line, on the lower left
bHnk of the Kuskokvim and on the Togiak Peninsula, but as that region
is not timbered the statement appears doubtful. From Bristol Bay
eastward the black b\ar is confined to the timbered regions about Lake
Ilyamna, but is more plentiful on the coast of Cooks Inlet and in the
interior of the Kenai Peninsula. From the head waters of the Yukon,
Tennanah, Sushetno, Kinik, and Copper rivers many black-bear skins
are brought down to the seacoast, and from Prince William Sound and
eastward the mountains and forests harbor large numbers of these
animals. These skins command high prices and are still increasing in
value, but the animals are shy, and to hunt them requires m11:ch time ~n_d
patience. The natives do not fear them in the least, and, m fact, it 1s
considered the work of boys to kill them. Owing to its value, proba~ly,
the natives never use the black-bear skin for bedding. The glo sie t
and largest of these skins come from the St. Elias alpine range a_nd
the vicinity of Prince William Sound; but the black bear never attams
the size of the brown variety.
THE RED FOX ( V ulpes fulvus ).-The only fur-bearing animal found in
every section of Alaska is the red fox. From Point Barrow to the
southern bou11dary, and from the· British line to the island of Attu,
this animal is ever present. It varies in size and quality of its fur
from the fiuest Nushegak variety, equal to the high-priced Siberian fire
fox, dowu to the diminutive, yellow-tinged specimen that rambles furtively over the rocky islands of the Aleutian chain. Its color gives
variety among the uniform snow-white robes of its polar cousin along the
Arctic hore, and with the unwelcome persistency of the poor relation it
mingles with the aristocratic black and silver foxes, always managing
to deteriorate in course of time the blood and coating of the "first
families." Mountain or valley, forest or swampy plain, all seem to be
the ame to him. The red fox seems perfectly indi:fferent in regard to
hi diet, fish, fie h, and fowl being equalJy to his taste, with such little
entremet as hellfi h, mussels, and eggs of aquatic birds. He has
an adv~utage over his ~e1low in the fact that hi skin is cheap, and
the native do not eat h1 fie h except as a last resort in times of famine.
The;y hu1;1t or ~rap the red fox only ~hen nothing el e can be obtained;
the rntenor tnbes, however, make wmter garments of their skin .
B~ing an inve~erate and intrepid traveler, the red fox: is not above
makrng an occasional sea. voyage on the ice, which explains his presence
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on a,ll the is1ands of the Aleutian chain, the Shumagin group, and even
on St. Lawrence and the Pribilof islands, over a hundred miles from
any other land. It is common practice among both Innuit and Indian
tribes in the north to make household pets of young foxes whenever
they can be secured alive. The average price of red-fox skins throughout the country is about $1.
'fHE BL.A.CK OR SILVER FOX ( Vulpes fulv'lts, var. argentatus) .A.ND
THE CROSS FOX ( Vulpes fulvus, var. decussatus).-The king among the
various tribes of the 1)ulpes family is the black or silver fox. He is
found in his prime in the mountain fastnesses of the interior and on the
head waters of the larger rivers. Here he appears of large size, with
long, soft, silky fur, varying in color from a silver tint to deep jet-black,
the latter being the most rare aud highly valued. These two qualities
are found principally in the mountains on the boundary between southeastern Alaska and British Columbia, in the country of the Chilkhats
and the Takoos, on the upper Copper River, the Kenai Peninsula, and
on the Sushetno and Kinik, the upper Yukon, Tennanah, and Kuskokvim rivers. In the last-named regions the traders pay from $10 to $15
for each skin, but in southeastern Alaska, where competition is more
fierce, as much as $-10 or $50 in coin are frequently paid for a single
skin. Along the Yukon and its northern tributaries the black fox of
an inferior quality is found almost on the. seacoast and on the shores of
Norton Sound and in the interior of the Kotzebue Peninsula. The animal is also reported to exist on the head waters of the Colville River up
to the sixty-eighth degree of latitude. Black foxes are quite plentiful
on Kadiak Island, and they occur on the Shumagin group, Oonimak
Island, and on most of the Aleutian Islands as far as Atkha, but to
many of these points they have been imported through the agency of
man. On the timberless highlands of the Far West the fur of these
auimals seems to deteriorate in quality.
Another species of the fox family is generally found with the silver
fox, forming, in fact, the connecting link between the red plebeian and
the black aristocrat. This is the cross fox, partaking of the distinguishing qualities of both the red and black, evidently the result of
unrestrained intermixture. The quality and the color of the fur of the
cross fox come much nearer those of the red, and the skin of the former exceeds that of the latter but little in value-from $2 to $3 being
paid for the best of them. While the distribution of the cross fox is
natura1ly almo t identical with that of the silver variety, the animal is
found farther westward on the Aleutian Islands, and is more frequent
on the Aliaska Peninsula, though on the islands of Prince William
Sound and on Kaiak Island both the black and cro s varieties exist.
The skins of silver foxe form the most important element in the
trade of the whole Yukon Basin, being almo t the only high-priced
skins found in that vicinity, but they are by no means numerous. The
only section of .Alaska where these animals are of the best quality and
in large numbers at the same time is in the mouutains about the
Chilkbat and Takoo rivers, and there the reckless competition leaves
but little margin for profit.
THE ARCTIC FOX ( Vulpes lagopus-blue and white).-Of the Ar~tic
fox we :find in .Alaska two varieties-one white and the other a blm h
gray, commonly calJed "blue fox" by the traders. The white fox is
found along the coa t of continental .Alaska from the mouth of the
Kuskokvim northward to Point Barrow and the eastern boundary.
Its fur is of a snowy white, e pecially in the young\ and both soft and
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long; but, owing to the lack of durability, it does not commancl a lii11b
price in the market.
The animal is very numerous northward of Norton Sound, and uot
at all sby. Natives and travelers alike report instances of the fearlessness with which these foxes enter their camps, a11d eve11 dwelling
in search of food or out of me:z:e curiosity. A large portion of the
skins ~ecured by .Eskimo and other 11atives are used by the:nselves for
trimming their garments, and the remainder falls chiefl. into the
hands of whalers and whisky smugglers, so tuat it is impo, ibl to
obtain accurate figures as to the annual catch. They may be called
omnivorous, and they refuse nothing that will fill their stomach . I
observed one sleek and apparently well-fed specimen which devoured
nearly the whole of a large salmon, and afterwards worried down with
considerable difficulty a thick leather strap with a heavy buckle attached
to it. In the depth of winter the natives find it_.\l isafe to leave auy
article of clothing, dog harness, or boat material within th"ir reach.
The blue fox exists now on several of the Aleutian Js11,nds, wllere it
was found by the first discoverers in 1741. The animal is al. o fouudon
the Pribilof Islands, and here, where it has been possible to prot~ct
the species against intermixture with other and inferior foxes, the km
are of the finest quality, commanding a high price in the market.
Traders report the existence of the blue fox to a limited extent in the
vicinity of Oogashik, on the .Aliaska Pe11insula, and also on the lower
Kuskokvirn; and it occurs also on the delta between tl1e montbs of the
Yukon and Kuskokvim. Uaptain Hooper, of the revenue marine, "'.ho
commanded the United States steamer Corwin during two succe 1ve
cruises in the .Arctic, reports that he saw blue foxes at Uape Espenl>e~'g,
Elephant Point, Hotliam Inlet, Point Hope, Point Belcher, and Pornt
Barrow. The same gentlemen also states that he "found the blue fox
much more pJent.iful on the Siberian than on tile .American Coast, and
that all the blue foxes in the far north are so inferior to tbo, eon the
isla,uds of Bering Sea as to suggest the possibility of their being a different species." Even on the Arctic Uoa t Uaptain Hooper saw blue
foxes, taken at the same time and place, difieriug very much in the color
and quality of the fur. On the Pribilof Islarnls, from 1,000 to 1,500 of
the best quality of blue-fox skins are annually . hipped, aud evera1
hundred of a little inferior quality from Attoo and tkba i land , bt~t
it is impo sible to a certain the quantity obtained a1oug the Arctic
Uoa. t by whalers and illicit traders.
THE MINK (PU,fo1·ius vison) .-The Alaska mink is distributed almo t
as widely a the red fox, but does not extend to the island . It i mo t
plentiful in the va t tundr-a or mo 1y rnarshe of the lower Yn~on,
Ku kokvim, Togiak, a11d u begak basins. The kin i of very little
va.lue; the Hi.u, 'ian- mericitn ~ompany did not pur •ha e it at all, and
even n w tl10 trade in thi article i confined ·liiefly to the nati e who
manufactur it i11to uarrneut or use it for trimming.
o more tlJan
10 00 or 1.5,000 of tbe: mall kin a ...· e ported annualJy. The uorthrn limit of the mink i but little outh of the r ic Ooa t, and from
th nee outln ard it i found verywllere throughout the continent until
it. outh ro and
t 1·11 limit, are reached OIL the lia ka Pellin ula
on a. lin b w n .,ap 'trog, nof and ~ntkbum I. land. The oul
i, l ud on bi h mink r fi nncl to xi. tare th e in Prine :\ illi!lm
o_und , nd_ p :ha1 . m _f tho. in tb
lexa11d r rchip Iago.
o
km. f h1 hu~ ~1p1 d from 3:ny porti n of Ala l equal in quality
or rnln h . f Rr1t1 1~
lum rn v , . hington '£ rritor and Or gon,
th tr
imply buyrng tb m fi r the ake of a commodating their
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customers. The region about Togiak River and lakes, which furnishes
scarcely any other fur than mink, has for that reason been entirely
neglected by traders. Until a year ago no white man had penetrated
into the recesses of the tundras, and the inhabitants, having no intercourse with civilized men, are stm in their primitive condition of barbarism. The natives living on the Yukon and Kuskokvim deltas are
called "mink people" in derision by their neighbors-a term equivalent
to beggar.
THE MA.RTEN (Mustela americanus).-The limits within which the
marten is found throughout Alaska are almost identical with those of
standing timber. The animal is found occasionally as far north as latitude 68°, and inhabits the valleys of the Yukon, Kuskokvim, and
Nushegak rivers from the head waters down as far as timber exists, on
the wooded mountain rauges of Cooks Inlet and the Kenai Peninsula.
On the Chugatch alps, the Co1)per River ra11ge, and the St. Elias alps
martens are plentiful and of the finest quality. Very fine skins of this
kind are also purchased by the traders in southeastern Alaska, a portion of these probably being obtained from the British Possessions.
The Alaskan marten or sable is inferior to the Siberian fur of that name
(''sable" is simply a corruption of the Russian word for marten" sobol,"
and is by no means a distinct animal). The Russian-American Company considered the Alaska sable of so little value that they did not
export it at all from the colonies, but sold the whole catch to officers
and employees of the company. The price set upon these skins under
those circumstances was small indeed, being only 10 cents each. After
the transfer of the Territory a demand for them arose, and in a few
years of competition raised the price to $4, $5, and even $6, much to
the delight of the astonished natives; but tbe inferiority of the article
soon made itself felt, and reaction set in until at the present day the
price of marten skins in northwestern Alaska does not exceed $1.50,
though in the southeastern section excessive competition still keeps up
a higher figure.
_
A few more fur-bearing animals existing in Alaska may be mentioned,
but they are not of sufficient importance to deserve more than a passing notice. The polar bear is found only on tbe .A.retie Coast, where
ice in large bodies exists, and with the moving ice :fields he enters and
leaves the waters of Bering Sea. The number of skins annually
secured forms but a very small item in the bulk of trade.
The lynx is found only in the wooded mountains of the interior on
the Kenai Penin ula and the St. Elias range of mountains, the skin
being used chiefly for carriage robes and trimming, but the fur i not
durable.
Wolves, both gray and white, are found, but are rarely killed.
Muskrats exist all over Alaska, but the skins are at most valueless,
and but few are hipped away.
Rabbits and marmots are killed only for their fie h, and occasionally
the natives use the skins of the latter for the garments of the poor.
Wolverines are rarely exported, as they find a ready market among
the inhabitants of the coast region of the Yukon and Kuskokvim divisions, who prefer this shaggy piebald fur to any other trimming for their
garments.
EXPORTS OF FURS FROM .A.LASKA..

The first authentic list of fur shipments from Russian A:,meri a w~..
compiled at the beginning of the present century by Lieut. . a 1h
Berg, of the Ru._sian navy, who, having access to all the archives of
H. Doc. 92, pt. 4-17
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Petropavlovsk, Nishnekamchatsk, Bolsheretzk, and Okhotsk included
in his ~ist all the importations_ f~om America from 1745 to 1797, with the
exce~t1~n of one. carg_?, co1;1-tamrng near:Iy 4,000 sea-otter skin (the hip
Vladimir, Oaptam Za1kof, m 1779). With the year 1797 the sy tematic
operations of the Russian -American Company began, though their charter was not promulgated until a year or two later, and from that time
forth official tabulated statements of furs shipped from the colonie were
published from time to time. Other tables can be found in the work
of various authors and travelers, but it is safe to state that, generally
speaking, the totals thus furnished were below the actual yield of furs.
These tables, furthermore, do not include the large shipments of eaotter furs from the Alexander Archipelago by American and Engli h
traders at the end of the last and the beginning of the present century, aggregating at least 20,000 or 30,000 skins. The transaction of
Baranof, the first chief manager of the Russian-American Company,
who paid for many ships' cargoes of provisions and trading goods in
fur-seal skins, were also ignored, and no account was kept of lo se by
the frequent shipwrecks and through carelessness of subordinate
employees. Thus, in one instance, the captain of the ship Nadaishda,
in 1805, was obliged to throw overboard 30,000 fur-seal and several
hundred sea-otter skins, which were found to have reached an advanced
stage of putrefaction in the hold of the vessel. The naturalist, Lang ·
dor:ff, who accompanied Lissiansky in his voyage around the world,
learned from the sealers stationed on St. Paul Island that they had killed
at least 30,000 fur seals for their blubber only, the skins having been
thrown into the sea for lack of time, hands, and fuel to cure them.
The incompleteness of the official Russian returns is easily demonstrated by comparison. One of these reports, covering the period
from 1821 to 1842, gives the total shipment of furs as follows: Of ea.
otter 25,416, or an annual average of 1,210; of fur seal 458,502, or an
annual average of 21,833, and of beaver 162,034, or an annual average
of 7,716. Another partial report, yet also official, covers seven year
of the same period, but shows results quite different. 'fhe annual
average computed from the latter would be 1,407 of sea otter, 18,8 0
fur seal, and 5,711 beaver. The average annual yield in these fur , a
computed from the company's official returns for the next twenty
years, from 1842 to 1862, was 1,294 sea otter, 18,644 fur eal, and 7, 74
beaver.
Large quantities of furs formerly found their way from the low r
Yukon River and Norton and Kotzebue sounds to Siberia, through the
hands of Ohu.kche and Malemute traders, who obtained trading good
from Siberian merchants on the Auadyr and Indigirka river'. The e
Ala kan furs were, of course, not included in any estimate, nor can I
now give the number of skins purcha ed annually along the Arctic
coa t by the ill gitimate traders who carry rum and breech-loading
arm from the Hawaiian I land and spread ruin and de tructiou along
the e ice bound bore . From the per i tency with whi h the e men
continue to a ume the ri k of thi unlawful traffic it mu t be concluded
that both jt volume and profit are large.
From onth a tern la. ka, al o, lar e numb r of fur are carried
into Briti h olumbia of which no record can be obtain d both nativ s
aud ~ite b ing th re engaged in muggling them aro s the frontier.
11 b1 go t b w th.at all r turn of la ka yield of fur always
hav
·e' ar1ly ~u. t be, b lo~ rath r t~an above the reality.
T
bu]ar exb1b1t of fur b1pm nt from Ala ka ince it
fir t in
iberian fur trader ha been compiled from records
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:found in the archives of the Russian-American Company, from Russian
official reports and other publications, and from the books of the San
Francisco custom-house, supplemented by statements furnished by the
:few firms engaged in the Alaskan trade. This. table shows strikingly
the extraordinary increase in the number of furs purchased annually
since the transfer of Alaska to the United States. This discrepancy
may, however, be only apparent to a certain extent, and could probably
be much reduced were the means at hand of ascertaining the reliability
of Russian returns. The officials of the Russian-American Company
were disposed to conceal the actual extent of their transactions, as the
company, during- the later period of its existence, was constantly
striving to obtain a reduction of or relief from the vast expenditure
(for administrative and protective purposes) imposed upon it by the
imperial charter. Another factor in the deficiency of returns may be
found in the dishonesty of subordinate employees of the Russian Company, who :filled their own pockets at the expense of the shareholders.
It was, however, the accepted policy of the managers of the corporation to keep the wants of the natives within the narrowest possible
limits, and thereby to reduce as far as practicable the quantity of
merchandise required for the colonial trade, which had to be shipped
around the world at an enormous expense. Since the transfer of the
country, on the other hand, and since the breaking up of the monopoly,
the rival traders have vied with each other in dazzling the eyes of
fortunate hunters with a lavish display of costly articles of luxury and
delicacies for the palate, exciting them to the utmost exertion in the
pursuit of fur-bearing animals.
Sum11iary of furB Bhippedfrom RuBsian .11.?nerica and .Alaska from 1745 to 1880,
Fox.
By whom shipped.

Sea
otter. Fur seal.

Land
otter. Beaver.

Arctic.
Black.

Cross.

Red.
Blue.

Wbito.

- - - - - - - - - - --UNDER RUSSIAN RULE.

Siberian tra-ders, from
1745 to 1797 ...•.•.•....
Sbelikhof Company,
from 1786 to 1797 ......
Russian-American Company:
From 1798 to 1821. .• .
From 1821 to 1842 .. ..
From 1842 to 1862 ....
From 1862 to 1867 •••.

1,679

........

10,421

15,147

14,961

62,361

3,360

428

4,625

5,222

5,704

600

........

86,644 1,767,340 17,768 56, 001 15,112 24,535 35,456 45,904
458,502 29,442 162,084 17, 1113 26,462 45,947 55, 714
25,416
372,894 170,473 157,484 21, 212 23,102 33,533 32,180
25,899
198,718 21,816 37,409 14,310
11,137
7,942 12,316
8,082

5,130
13,638
22,004
5,119

96,047

417,758

15,647

189,266

I

Total R ussian
shipments . .••••• 260,790 3, 36-(, 478 2'4, 538 413,356

83,593 102,410 147, 917 204,791

····-·--

45,891

SINOBPURCHASEBYTHE
UNITED ST.A.TES.

By .American traders :
From 1867 to 1871 . ... 12, 208
From 1871 to 1880.... 40,283

338,965
938,368

6,307
18,964

17, 041
41,217

Total .American
shipments ...•... 52,491 1,277,333

25,331

58,268

Grand total. . .••.. . 313, 281 4,631, 811 269,869 471,614

2,310
6,992

6,214
19,410

31,714
82,919

4,419
7,508

4,312
11,492

9,302

25,624 114,633

11,927

16,804

92,895 128,034 262,550 216,718

61,695
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Summa1·y of furs shippecl f1·om Russian America and Alaska, etc.-Continued.
Bear.
By whom shipped.

Mink.
Black.

Marten. Muskrat.

Brown.

Wolvo,-1
L ynx.
ine.

Wolf.

- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -UNDER RUSSIAN RULE.

Siberian traders, from
ShelikhofCompany, from
1745 to 1797 . ...........
1786 to 1797 ..••••......
Russian-American Company:
From 1798 to 1821 .. . .
From 1821 to 1842 ....
From 1842 to 1862 ....
From 1862 to 1867 ....
Total Russian
shipments ..••...
SINCE PURCHASE BY TIIE
UNITED STATES.

By .Americirn traders:
From 1867 to 1871 ...•
From 1871 to 1880 ....

·----- .... ........ -. .. .......... .............. ........... .. ......... ······ ·· ········
.........

·········· . ...........

·······--· ........... ········ ········

200

.........

2,650
5,355
1,893
590

5,345
15,481
12,701
690

17,921 .............
4,491
15,666
6, f.i70
13,682
3,180
918

............

10,488

34,217

48,387

14,241

1,910
5,207

32,100
71,213

24,311
81,609

17,908
50,322

--······

---···-........

- -- - - - - -121
719

1,234
1,564
10
78

1,819
4,253
6,927
4,012

201
24
116

2,886 17,011

841

I

I

Total .American
shipments •••••••

940

7,117

103,313

105,920

Grand total ..•••••

9t0

17,605

137,530

154,307 1 82,471

...........

2,412

180
421

8,724

601

25,735

942

............. 6,312

68,230 ............
2,886

With the aid of the above table a computation may be made as to
the average earnings of the native lm11ter in dispo iug of his fur to
the traders. The returns from. the southeastern division are incomplete and partly inaccessible, and therefore the calcula tion is confined
to the people living west of the oue lnrnclred and forty.first meridian.
During the ten years from 18',0 to 18 0 the purcha es of furs by
traders from natives aggregated40,283 sea otter, at $60, worth ...............•..•..................•.. $2,416,980.00
18,964 land otter, at $2.50, worth...... ...............................
47, 4-10. 00
41,217 beaver, at $2.50, worth.... .................... .... ..... .. .....
103,042.50
6,992 black fox, at $15, worth ............ _.... _.. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
104-, 0. 00
19.410 cross fox, at $2.50, worth ....•.... _...... _...... ....... ........
48,525.00
82,919 retfox, at $1 1 worth..................... .......... ........ ...
82,919.00
7,508 blue fox, at $2 1 worth ...•..................... _.. . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
15,016. 00
11,492 white fox, at $1, worth . ...................... ............ _....
11,492. 00
819 black b ear, at $3, worth ................. _.... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
2,457. 00
5,207 brown bear, at $1.50, worth ................ _... . . . . . . . . . . . . • • • .
7,810. 50
71,213 mink, at 20 cents, worth.............. ................. .......
14,242.60
'l,609marteu, at$2, worth........................... ...............
163,218.00
50,322 mu krat, at 5 cents, worth... .................................
2,516.10
6,312 lynx, at $2, worth ......•........•.•...••••............ _.... • • . •
121 624. 00
421 wolf, a.t $1.50, worth ....•........ .....•••.•••... _................
631. 50

Total

. . . .. . .. . .. . ... .... .. .. . . .. .. .. .. ... ... ... . .. .... .... .

3, 033, 764. 20

v rage for one year,

··

·

303 376.42, which sum divided between 3 000
h an annual income of about 100 from thi
tic Innuit are not in cluded iu thi •ala
in th above li t. Auoth r exception
h
f or fur.
Ii land , who divide o er
np; I
n 100
ilie . It i also nece ary
fa

to fr

vid
0,000

roceed of the whole sea300,000 per annum.
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The official report of State Counselor Kostlivtzof, who was appointed
i.n 1861 to investigate the affairs of the Russian-American Company,
~ontains a table exhibiting the purchases of furs from natives of Alaska
during a period of nineteen years, from 1842 to 1860, inclusive. This
table is arranged by districts and stations, and has been transcribed in
full from the Russian original so far as it confines itself to the limits of
the present Alaska. The operations of the Hussian-American Company embrp,ced also a few localities not included in the transfer of territory from Russia to the United States.
Summary of furs purchased by the .Russian-American Company in Alaska from 1842
to 1860.
~

~
4)

Jo<

4)

When and where

~

purchased.

co

~

cil

<D

~

w.
1842.
Sitka.. ................

0

'°d

.;l

,.;

0

4)

~

ij

4)

H

~

131
2
162
342 ••••.•• 1, 018

Kadiak. ...............

I><

4)

~

M

0

r;:.

~

.s.i.l

~

,..
0

4)

~

~

<D

1g

~

~

:;j

~

A

~,..

·i::
~

~
p
~

A

p,,

H

---- --- --- -

236
129 .••. ..
6, 198 3, 175 . • • • . .

168
136

631
182
68 14
37 .••.•. 3, 210 100

<D

~ :!:l0

~

-

-

11
35

~

4
3

%~!r:Sk~::::::::::::::
··ass·::::::: ···5s· ::::::: i,"6oi· :::::: :::::: :::::: :::::: :::::: :::: :::: ···,
Atkha . ........• : ..••.•...•...•••.•...••.•.....••.................. ···••· ••.••••••• • • •••· ·•·· ··•·
Attoo .. ............•........ •······ ··•••· ······• ·-·-·· ···-·· ··••·· ···••· ·••·•· ·•••·· ·•·· ·••· ··••
St. Paul Island .............. 7,600 ••••.. .•••••. •.••.• 505 .••••..••••• ·-·-·· ••••••....•••...••

r~~~kf!;;~a~~::::::
:::::: .::~:~. :::::: ::::::: :::::: ~::~~. :::::: ::::::
::::::
::::::
:::: :::: ::::
St. Michael....... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 240 2, 088 532 549
73
58
300 36 . . . . . •••
Total............

- - - - - - - - - ·!- - + - - - ! - - - -11 - - t - - - t - - - f - - - t - -

806 10,172 1,478

8,522 5,527 2,545

:304

741

198 . • . . • • . 241
294 ••••••• 1,028

328
101 • • •• • •
6, 592 2,022 • • •• • •

100
122

40
60

-

1843.
Sitka... ...............
Kadiak. ..... ...• •. . . . .

240 3,578 150

46

11

=~x=

120
16 . . . . 9
861 ...... 111 . . . .

7
1

i~?~~~:::::::::::::: ··~r :::~ii::::~::::::::~~~~~:::~~~:::::::::::~:::::::::::::::::::~::::~
.Attoo .. ...........• ••. .•.......•••.••••••.•••••....•...... .. .•••••.•.••...•.....•••...•.... ... ..
St. Paul I sland ..... _....•... 10, 236 . •• • • • • ••• • • • . . . • • • 615 .• •••.••.•••.• .•.. ..•..•. - ...••...••

r;.~~{~;;k~~~::::::
:::::: .~:~~~. :::::: ::::::: ::::::
~:~~~. :::::: :::::: :::::: :::::: :::: :::: ::::
St. Michael. ......•••. _ ... _.. . . . . . . . 274 a, 004
300
424 . . • . • • . . . . . .
11
64 33 ......••
--~---11--1-- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

Total •••••••••••• 1,054 12,171 1,608

18«.
Sitka ...• ••.•••••• _••• _

Kadiak .•••.•..••...• _.

81 • • • . • • •
191 . • • • •• •

UO
727

9,924 4,006 3,302

291
3
1
5, 580 1, 601 ••• • • •

222

102

20
54

2
96

992

80 144

10

11

250 . • • • . . 3
346
6 27

11
66

1
4

xi~!a:~~:::::::::::::: ··1tr :::i~i: ~~~~: ::::::: i:i~r i;i~: :::::: :::::: :::::: :::::: :::: :::: :~:~

.Attoo ........•.••••••...•.••....••.••••••••••••.•••••...... .. •••••.•••.•.................••.....
St. Paul Island ..• ..•........ 11, 094 •• • • • • . • • • • • . • • • • • • 394 ••••••.••••...•••..•••...•....•.••••
1
i~1~e;;f!s
~~~.
St. Michael. •. __ ••..••. . . . . . . . . . . . . . 250 3, 180 278 174
2
29 . . . . . . 5 ..•..•..

;~a~~:::::: :::::: ...

Total ....... _....

:::::: ::::::: :::::: ~:~. :::::: :::::: :::::: :::::: :::: :::: ::::
,- - - -f- -,1--1--1•- - - - - 6 35 67
9
a, 356 a, 021 76 98 625

926 12, 680 1, 21'

9, 051

144 • • • • • • .
343 .... .• .

192
80 • • • • • •
4,240 1,945 ••••••

1845.

Sitka..... ....... . . • . . .

Kadiak ...... .•. . . . . • . .

164
781

x~r~~~~:: : : : : : : ~~~: : : : : : :~~:

::====:

30 • • • . • •
88
78

~:~~: ====== :====: :::===

2G2 . • • . • . . . . . 14
574
145 63 67
====:=

9
6

::::== :::: :::: :::~

Attoo .........••...••..••............ .•...•••.•..•.••••••.•• .•••••.•••.••••••..•••.......•...••.
St.Paul Island ..........•... 12,637 •••••• •••.••. ••••.• 865 •.••••. .•••• •••••.•••••••... ·••· ··••
St. George Island...... . . . • . . 1, 000 .•• •.. .•. _..••• _..• t, 3G6
a . -·. ·- . -..... -..... io. :: : : : : : :
Kalmakovsky......... • • • • • . • • • . • . . 76 1, 646 135 ....••
6
14.9 ·-··-· 27 ••••••••
St. Michael.... • • • • • • • • . . • • . . • • • • . . . 320 2, 607 504 138

Total...... ...•..

,-----1-- - - - - - - - -1- - 1 - - t - -·822 13,137 1, 358

17
8, 685 3, 798 1, 869 =1=27='==78='==9=85::!:=14.=5= =100=,:=7=1:1= =
1
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Surnmary Qj furs purchased by the Russion-Ame1·ican Company in Alaska, etc.-Continn
I-<

~

When and where
purohased.

~0

~
Cl:)

....

:t:
0

~

"C

0

~
Cl:)

~
H

::l
far.I

Cl:)

rn

~
~

I-<

Cl:)

:;3

~
0

...

~

p::i

~

0

as

~

p::i

Cl:)

,!,j

.s

;:;1

cri

.,

j,..

J.l

as
~

as

;

:a

>i

ItI

;l
I>,

>4

1846.

Sitka..................
Kadiak....... .. . .• . . . .

142
266

t .;

0

:::

~

I

158
107
78
4
6 192 .......... 10 !
418 4,855
628
72 154 1,629 ..... . 124 101 6
7
~ ::::::: 1.~i~ :::::: :::::: :::::: :::::: :::::: :::: :::: ::::
.A.tkha....... ... .. . . .. . 398 ..•.•.. ••• . .. ••••••.
61 1,788 .............................. .. .. ..
.A.ttoo. ...... ....... ...
91 .. .............. ........... ...... ........... .................... .. ..
St. Paul Island ........ . ..... 14, 053 • • • • • . . . . • • • . . . • • . . 528 .......................... ...... :...

%!!f:Sk;:::::::::::::: 2~~

r~ftieik~!;:~~~::::::
:::::: .~:~~~- ···52· ·2:09i. --·19·
~~~~~- --·io· :::::: :::::: :::::: .. s. ::::i:::
St.Miohael...... .... .. ...... ...••.. !!27 3,623
408
132
3 .... •.
47 ...... 33 .. .... ..
Tot.al •••••••••••• 1, 216 15, 070

934 10, 676 2, 788 3, 866

89

119
361

69

160 1, 868 ...... 162 l11

1847.

Sitka...................
Kadiak . . . . .. . . . . . . . . .

158
251

%~fa~b::::::::::::: i~!

58
3, 601

6

g :::::::

3 .... ..

29
692

51 .......... 11 1
101 1,585 152 151 55 ....

1,m :::::: :::::: :::::: :::::: :::::: :::: ::::::::

Atkha . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
87 • • • • • • . • • • • • • . • • • . • .
27
.A.ttt>o . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . .
84 . . • • . . . . . . • . . . • . • • • . . . . . . .
St. Paul Island .............. 16,703 .••••. . ...... . ... . .

235 ............................ ...... ..
284 ............................ ...... ..
515 .................................. ..

r~e:k~::k;'t.l~~::::::
:::::: -~:~~~... ioo· ·2:395° ··236° ~~~~~.... 8. :::::: :::::: :::::: '49' :::: ""i
St. Michael............ . . . . . . . . . . . . . 179 3, 404 293
161
5 .......•.......•.. 111 ...... ..
Total ............

980 =17=1 _70_3_ __8_24=•'--9_,4_5_8-1,3=,=44=4='=2,=5=49=1-·~8~5
1

101 1,636

152 311

66

2

1848.

Sitka..................

Kadiak. .......... .. . ..

95 . • . • • . .
397 . •. • • . .

114
48
7
300 .5, 544 1,215

Atkha --···-----··----

113 .......... ......... ... ........

10
109

54
74

55 . •• . . . 15
948
60 178

2 .. · ·
19
•

%!1!f:;k~·::::::::::::: ~~g .......... ~~- ::::::: 1, !it :::::: :::::: :::::: ... ~~- :::::: :::: --~-::::
19

.A.ttoo .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
91 ...........·.. . • • • . • . . • . • . .
St. Paul Island .............. 13,650 •••••• . •••••• .•••..

130 ............................ ··· · ···· ····
274 ........................ • • • • ...... ..
461 ........................ · ··· ···· ... .

t~:kf!~~-~~:::::: :::::: .~:~~~- ...20715· ·i,-949.
··333· ~:~~~- ... i4. :::::: :::::: :::::: ·20· :::: ::::
2,749
469
13
3
20
96
490 110

St. Michael............ ...... .......
Total ••••••••.••. 1,035 14,650

=

762 10,290 3,857 2,176

136

148 1,122

550 323

22

= = ===l===!===l==!===!==:ai===i"c..-...1=

1849.

Sitka...... . . . . . . . . . . . .

164

KUOunnaad::akka::::_._·.:.:.:.:_::_:_.:_:_:_:

li9~5i

136

623

33

4

54

65 . • . . • • 10

6

4
6~
Ias
.•..•.•••••....•...........••. ···· 1
Atkha ...•. ..•.. ...... 148 ..•.••.•••••..•••.....•.•........•••••.••................••..... ··•·
.A.ttoo . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 238 . . • . • . . • • • • . . . • . • . • . . • . • • . 222 ..••... .••.... ..•..•• •.. • • • • • • • •
St. Paul Island .............. 20, 450 •••••. . • . • . • . . . . • . . 519 ............................ · • · · .. · ·
2

4~~7 .•••.•.
-~:~~~- 2,m
423

...... ··-~- ... :~. ~•-~~- --~~~- ~~~-

tal!iei[f!~~~-:::::
:::::: -~'.~~~- ... 78° ·i,-436. ··208·
~'.~~~- ....8. :::::: :::::: :::::: 'i5' :::: ::::
St. Michael............ . . . . . . . . . . . . . 269 2, 543
637
41
2 . . . • . . 175 ...... 124
Total. ........... 1, 186 21,452 1, 054

8, 937 3, 900 1, 851

,-==I

1850.

itka............. .• • . .

~f~~:::::::::::::~

260

~g~

1

230

128

4-30

105 •••• ••

74

13

129 1, 516

80

146 418

·

200 . •• • • •

9

77

4

9 ... .

':1 .•••••.
-~:~:~. 2,1:~
::::::i..~~- ·--~~- .. ~~~. --~~~- ~~- ~~- ~
680 ··•••• ..• .••. ..••..••..•..•••..••.........

l]:1t~¥H::: ::'.IT:'.;:~'.:::;;::~;;~:::~:;~r : : ;: ::;!:: iiiif: ::m: ;ii: :~::6\
t. Michael . . .......... . ·.... .......
Total ............ 1,358

e, 771

124

2,505

790

s, 601

79:J

_4, m

U

22 . .. • . •

64

686 196 .•• .. •••

0rao 158 ~ 1,257 8961~

~

7
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Sumnia,·y of furs pm·chased by the Riissian-American Company in .Alaska, eto.-Continued.
~

~

~
0

~

IP
U1

~

~

"d

~

H

p::i

0

r-..

ce

l>-1

IP

~

IP

When and where
purchased.

0

I>

§

~

~
~

~

0

IP

~

--- -

~

~

~

.i.l

~

«
IP

~

p::i

..8r-..

SJ

~

~

~

4)
A

~

Ill

i::l

·~

~I>, .t0 !!:l0
~

H

- ----

-

~

-

1851.

Sitka..................

65
462
22
1
144
189 •..••. . . • . 6 ••••
25a 4,442 1,047
99
173
473 60 93 ..••
3
1
~
~~i
······ ······ ···· · ··· ····
Atkha ................
25 .....•. .••.•. .••••••
90
Attoo ....... .. ........
21 ....... ..•••. •••••.• 253 ........••.••..••.••••••••••••....•••..•.•
St.Paul Island .............. 6,064 .......•.•..•...... 517 ..••....•....••••••••••..••.••• . .•••

Kadiak.. .•. . • .... .....

%~!fa~i~·:::::::::::::

111
416

gi~ ······ ······

··i26· :::::: :::::: :::::: :::::: :::: :::: ::::

ik~!;k~~~:::::: :::::: ... ~~~. ···45. "i.·iaa· .. sail·~~~~~.:::::::::::::::::::::::: ·iii.········

0
~~~

St. Michael............ . . . . . . . . . . . . .

157

3, 169

259

12

1

29

67

692 106

- - -1- --1 · - - - 1 - - -1- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - t - - 1 - - f - -

Total.. .......... 1,043

6,564

561

9,239 3,437 1,918

101

174

429 1,165 185

99

1852.

Sitka... ...............
Kadiak...... . . . . . .. .. .

46
155

15
448
6
~
.A.tkha . . . . .. . . .. .. . . ..
91 . . . . • • . • • • . . .
.A.ttoo . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 123 . . . • . . • . • • • . •
St. Paul Island. . . . . . . . . . . . . . 6, 225 . . . . . .

~~~

.g!~fa~k~· :::::::::::::

143
2 •• •• • • . . . . . • . . . . . .
3, 196 1, 637
65 . . .. . .

24 ................. .
503 . • . . • . 14 80
5

:f :::: :: :::::: .... ~. :::::: :::: :: :::: ::::::::

::::::: 1,
.......
34
•• • • • • • . . . . . .
. . . •. . . •. . • . .

243 .................... . .......... . .. .
294 ................ ... ..... . ......... .
645 ...•.........•... . .................•

rJ:~k~!;k~~~::::::
:::::: ... ~~~. ···54. ·i;?s2· ···a2·
:·.~::.
::::::5 ::::::
::::::::::::"ii.::::::::
St. Michael............ . . . . . . . . . . . . . 116 1, 720
630
77
. •. . . .
46 1, 152 24 ... . ... .
Total............

880

6, 725

704

6, 791 4, 314 2, 736

70

6

573 1, 152

49

80

1853.

Sitka. .................
1 .•..... ......
79 ..•..•
Kadiak...... .......... 282 .•••••• 248 6,179
589
Ounga ................ 242
87 .•••... 517
Unalaska ............. 299 ••••••.
B .••••• . 1,167
.A.tkha . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
4 . . . . . . . • . . . • . . • • • . • • 285
.A.ttoo . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . 193 . . . . . . . • • • • • . . • • • • • . . . . . . .
St. Paul Island .............. 16,034 . ...•• •.•••.• ..•...
St. George Island...... . . . . . . 2, 001 ...................
Kalmakovsky ......... . . . . . . . . • . . . .
48 2, 640
163
St. Michael.. .......... ...... ....... 250 3,174 454

••••••
2 ............................. .
••••••
75
51
232 1,146
5 74
6
...................... .•......... . ..... ...
••......•••...•...........................
185 • . • . . . . ...........................•.
388 ..••..........•.....................
641 .................. •... ............•.
1, 238 .•.•..••••.•............ ............
113 ...............•............... . ....
30
3
70
122
568 15 .... . . . •

1 - - + - - - 1 - - ·1- - - - t - - - ' 1 - - - 1 - - - 1 - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

Total.. ..•....... 1,021 18,035
1854.
itk.a.......... ........
Kailiak..... ••. . . . . . . . .

636 12,072 3,175 2,595

1 . . . •. . . . . . . . .
390

1

438

80

23 . . • • . . • • • • • . . •• • • •
22

654 1, 534 . . . • • .

121

30

8

354 1, 714

20

-

74

6

21 .......•...•...••.
238
167
3 46
1

.g~~r:!k~·::::::::::::~
··2ss·9 :::::::
.... i. ::::::: ··12i· ::::::
:::::: :::::: :::::: :::::: :::: :::: ::::
.A.tkba ............ ....
••••••• •••••• ••••••• 125
193 •••...........••••.••.•. .•. .........

.A.ttoo . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . .
74
Si;. Paul I sland ...... ........
t. George Island...... .. . . . .
Kalmakovslcy... . ..... . • . • . .
St. Michael.. .......... . . . . . .

.........•...• .•••••.... ...........•...•••••........•............ ...
24, 146 . . . . . . . . • . . . • . . . . . . 624 ........•....•••.....•..... . ......••
2, 000 .................. . 1,291 ........•..•.....................•••
• •. . . . .
42 1, 472
105 . . . . .. . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1 .•......
. . . . . . . 442 3, 855
288
4
B
1
254 . . . . . . 10 ..•... ..

--- 1-----f--➔ ---

Total............

742 25,147

923

- - - - - - - - - - - -1-- - 1 - - - 1 - - 1 - - - 1 --

6,004 2, 773 2,112

25

39

513

167

14

46

1

1855.

Sitka..... .......... ...
3
2
9 ...•....••••.•.... ···-·· •••......•....•..•..
Kadiak............. •. . 296
253 6,837
735 ...... 111
165
990 1,050 43 143
Ounnaga .k·a··.·.•·•·••.•.•.•••·•••••.•.· 673
176 ......• 64.6 •••••• •••••• •••••• ••• •• • ••• • • • • • • • 1
U alas
338
2 • • • • • • • 820 . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . • . . . • • • . . • . . • . . . . . . . . . .
Atkha.................
36 . .......•..•••••••••.••..........••..•.••....•••....••...... -···
Attoo .....................................•••.....•................••... ··••·· ···•·· ···· ··•·

. •..
6

....

. •••
....

··-·

~1if::;ra~~:::::: :::::: .!:~~. :::~;::::~~::::ii:~~~~~::::::::::::::::::::::::: ::i: :::: ::::
t. Michael............ . .. . . . . . . . . . .
Total ..•••.•••... 1, 346

8, 585

347

1,594

847

9, 405

4.70

36

2

33

502

235

4 •••• ••••

~ 1,159 173198 1,4921,28550144 - 6
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Siimma1·y of fu1·s purchased by the Russian-.il.mm·ican Company, etc.-Continued.
i-:
(1)

When and where
purchased.
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1856.
Sitka.....................................
15 ........................................ ....... .
Radiak. .. . .. .......... 251 ....... 506 2,176 1,015
59
3 886 ...... 76 39 ... .

t?~!r:;k~::::::::::::::

m::::::: ...~~. ::::::: m:::::: :::::: :::::: :::::: :::::: :::: :::: ::::

Atkba. ...... ...... .•..
86 ...•...
.A.ttoo . . . . . . . . . . . • • • • • • 325 . . . . . . .
St. Paul I~lann. .............. 20, 550
St. George Island...... . . . . . . 3, 000
Kalmakovsky . . • • . . . . . . • .. • • .. . .. ..
St. Michael...... .. .. .. . .. .. . . .. .. . .

Total ............ 1, 070 23,.550

..•.•. .•.••..
71
159
. . • . . . . • • • • • . . . . . . • 280
........••.•..•.•... 514
................... 1, 145
88 1, 161
260
99
2!8 1, 207
673
138

I

906

4, 559 2, 501 2, 335

--------

.•••.........•..•.............. .....
..••...•••.•.•••.........•..... .....
....•............•.••........ .......
................................... .
16 • • .. .. 450 . . .. . . 10 ....... .
llJ
104
396 220 26
94

107 1, 732

220 112 39 •••.

1857.
Sitka ........................................................................................ ... .
Kadiak................ 331 ....... 519 4,562 1,056
97 101 857 '.l, 287 174 70
I

%~!r!k;::::::::::::::

m....... ·--~~- ::::::: :~ :::::: :::::: :::::: :::::: :::::: :::: :::: ::::

.A.tkha.................
3 . • . . . • • . • . .. • • .. .. • •
11
33 ................................ ... .
.A.ttoo ................. 176 ....... ...... ....... ...... 180 ................................ ... .
St. Paul Island .............. 18, 082 ................... 1,417 ................................... .

r~::~k~!!k~a~~:::::: :::::: .~:~~~. ::::::
::::::: :::::: ~:~~~.
:::::: :::::: :::::: ::::::
:::: :::: ::::
375 2, 683 1, 059
159 .•••••.••... l, 387
52 33 fi2

St. Michael............ .• . . . . . • . . . . .
Total. ........... 1,186 21,082

943

7,245 3,057 2,987

97

101 2, 244 2, 339 207 122

1858.
Sitka ........................................... ....... ................................... ...... .
Kadiak............. •. . 169 . ... .. . 442 3,120 1,364,
17
76
42 1,002 2,880 208 73
4
Ounga................. 274 .......
51 ....... 240 .................................. •··· •·· ·
Unalaska . • .. . . • .. . . . . 418 . . . . . . .
7 ..•••.. 1, 102 ............................... -...... • • • •
.A.tkha . . • . • .. • . . • • . . ..
32 . . . . . • . . .. . . . . .. .. .. 223
228 ............................. · · · · · · ·
.A.ttoo ........... ...... 249 ....... ...... .•••••• .•.•..
94 .•.••••.••••.•.••.•.•.••.... •··· •···
2

~t !!~~::i:J~~a.-::::: :::::: ::gig :::::: ::::::: :::::: 1J~~ :::::: :::::: ::::::1:::::: :::: :::: ::::
2,010 w ~ 2,748 2,949

Kalmakovsky.. .• ..• . . •••••. .......
St. Michael. .......... .- .. .. • . . • • • • . .
Total ............ 1, 142 32, 810

95
286

1,280
1, 449

128
506

881

5, 849 13, 5tJ3

8
150

7 .••..• 352 ...... 95 ....... .
24 ...... 1, 394
69 53 ...... -•
856

1859.
Sitka.................. . .. • . • . • • • • . . . .. . ..
32 . .. . . . • .....
Kadiak...... .......... 491 ....... 557 3,178 1,420 ......

5

81

22
41

73 _ 4

4 ....... - . · · ·
675 1, 197 94 56
1

xit~-~~:::::::::::::: m1::::::: :::t ::::::: ·f~ ::ii~::::::::::::::=:=========::::::::::::
1

.A.ttoo .................

279 ....... ...... .•••••• ••••••

5 ................................... .

~t !~~;:t~~~a.-::::: :::::: :;ggg :::::: ::::::: :::::: 1Ji: :::::: :::::: ::::::

Kalmakoveky ...... ... .•.•.. .......
St. Michael............ . . . • .. . • . .. . .

103
333

1,717
1, 982

757
995

63
267

1
:::::: :::: :::: ::::

10 ...... 346 ...... 52 ....... .
37 ...... 1, 946
140 32 1 ... .

- -1 - - - i - - - l • - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

Total. ........... 1, 678 22, 000 1, 037

6, 909 4, 622 2, 875
Ia3
63 2, 967 1, 341 178 57
1
===l===l====!::==t==l==l::=l==

]860.
itka.................. ...... .......
3
88
1
Kadiak................ 30ff .. .. .. • 421 5, 413 1, 988
Ounga. . ................ 357 . ... .. •
63 ... • • • • 305
nalaeka . • • • • . • . . .. .. 478 . • .. • ..
6 • • .. • • • 870
.A.tkha .. . . .. . . . . . . . • • .
49 . .. . .. • ...... . .. • • . •
42
.A.ttoo ................. 259 ......................... .

t ~':~f:l~~~d::::: :::::: 1::~og ::::::
:::::::
::::::
79
969
398

Kalmakov11ky......... . • • • • . . . .. . • .
St. Michael............ . • • • .. • • • • • . .

313

1, 950

8115

11

12

26

39
20

7
6 ........... .
527 1, 184 36 68 .. ..

245
59
625
911

37
54

10 ...... 950 ...... 9
46 ...... ], 536
28

1---1----1---i-----l----11---1---1---

Total ............ 1,539 21,690

885

8,420 4., 499 1,943

93

59 3,020 l,lPO

73

68 ---·
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Sumvmary of ftws purchased by the Russian-A:niel'ican Company, ef-0.-Continued.
RECAPITULA.'rION.

Year.

Sea
otter.

1842 ..•••••
18-13 ...•••.
18-14 ...••••
18~5. ·•••••
18Hl ....••.
18-t7 ....•..
18!8 ..•••••
1849 •...•..
1850 . ...••.
1851 ....••.
1852 ..•••••
1853 .••••••
1854 ....•..
1855 ··•·•••
1856 ··•••··
1857 ·••·•••
1858 .......
1859 .......
1860 .......

806
1,054
926
822
1,216
980
1,035
1,186
1,358
1,043
880
1,021
742
1,346
1,070
l, 186
1,142
1,678
1,539

Fur
seal.

'+-<
Land
.Arctic
Mat'- Musk- Lynx. Wolver- 0
otter. Beaver. Fox. fox. Bear. Mink. ten.
rat.
ine. ~

- - - - - - - - - -- - - - - - 8,522 5,527
10,172 1,478
9, 9~4 4,006
12,171 1,608
9,051 3,356
12,680 1,214
8,685 3,708
l:J, 637 1,358
15,070
934 10,676 2,788
824
9,458 3,444
17,703
14,650
762 10,290 3,857
8,037 3,900
21.452 1,054
790
8,691 · 4,447
6,771
561
9,239 3,437
6,564
704
6,791
6,725
4,314
636 12,072 3,175
18,035
26,147
923
6,004 2,773
8,585
847
9,405 2,683
906
23,550
4,559 2,501
21,082
943
7,245 3,057
32,810
881
5,849 3,563
22,000 1, 01!7
6,905 4,622
21,590
8,420 4,499
885

2,545
3,302
3,021
1,869
3,866
2,549
2,176
1,851
1,786
1,918
2,736
2,595
2,112
1,159
2,335
2,987
2,610
2,375
1,943

304
222
76
127
89
85
136
74
168
101
70
80
25
173
94
97
107
133
93

741
102
98
78
160
101
148
129
99
174
6
121
39
198

107
101
42
63
59

240
992
625
985
1,868
1,636
1,122
1,516
1, ::!57
429
573
354
513
1,492
1,732
2,244
2,748
2,967
3,020

3,578
80
6
145

·----·
152
550
146
896
l, 165
l, 152
1,714
167
1,285
220
2,339
2,949
1,341
1,190

- - ·-

150
144
35
100
162
311
323
418
497
185
49
20
14
50
112
207
356
178
73

46
10

67
71
111
66
22
77
131
99
80
74
46
]44
39
122
73
57
08

Total.. 21,030 311,394 18,345 160,727 69,747 45,735 2, 24'4 2,566 26,313 19,075 3,384 1,403

11
11
9
17
8
2
4
4

7

......

5
6
1
6

-·-·

1
4
1

·---

97

A comparison of the total purchases according to tbe above table
witb the total shipments as exhibited for the corresponding period of
time in Table I will reveal certain discrepancies that require explanation. For instance, the shipments of land-otter skins from 1842 to 1862
aggregated 170,473, while only 18,345 were purchased of the natives
from 1842 to 1860. During this period the Hudson Bay Oompany
rented from the Russian•American Company the strip of mainland
lying back of the Alexander Archipelago, and, upon mutual agreement,
the greater part of the rent was for many years paid in land-otter
skins, purchased in various sections of the Hudson Bay Oompany's
domains. These skins were then in great demand for the trimming of
officers' coats in the Russian army; hence the large shipments in excess
of what Russian America could supply.
Further comparison of the two tables demonstrates the fact that the
skins of the marten (Alaskan sable) and of the bear were rarely
exported under the Russian management, being disposed of chiefly to
employees of the company, and in consequenc~ of the limited demand
these animals were not very extensively hunted.
A comparison of the quantity of furs purchased during the nineteen
years included in the exhibit of the above table with the incomplete
return of hipment by American traders in thirteen years, from 1867
to 1880, the latter being necessarily below the real figures, is shown
below:
Outp1d of furs

iii

A.laska.

Classes of fur.
Sea otter .•••••••••••.•••.••••.•..•••••. - -.•••..••..•••••.••••••••••••• •· •··· •·
Fur seal ..••••.••••....•••.••.......•.....••••••..•......•...•..••..•••..•••••
Land otter ...•••••••••...•••.•.•..••••••..••••...........••....••• ······•·····
Beaver ...•........••....•••.••.•.••...........•.•..•.•••......•.•........•.••.
Fox ...........•..•••.•....•••..................................••••...•....••.
A.retie fox ..••.•••.•..••............ -- • • • • • •--• • -• • -- • -- • • • • -· • • • · · • · · · · · · · • · ·
Bear ......•..•..•.•...•..•••••........................•..•......•..•...•...•..
Mink .........•.................. .. ...........................................
Marten .•••..•••..•. . .••. .. •...••..............••...... •.. ...•.......•....•••.
Muskrat .•....•••..•.....••••••..........••...•................ .•... .......•..

~!~Ifu~:::::::::::::::::::::
_. _.:::::::::::::::::::::::: :::::::::::::::::::::
Wolf .••..•.••••••••••••.•••••••••••.•••...........•••... •. ..•..•.•..••...•••.

From 1842 From 1867
to l 860
to 1880
(19 years). (13 years).
21,030
311, 394
18,345
160,727
69,747
45,735
2,244
2,566
26,313
19,075
8,384
1,403
97

52,491
1 277 333
' 25: 331
58,258
149,559
~7, 781
8,057
103,313
105,920
68,230
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A contemplation of the above table may furnish food for reflection to
United States officials, and might probably be of interest to the Ru .
sian Government.
The prices paid to natives for their furs have, of course, greatly
increased since the admission of unlimited competition to the field of
operations. The subjoined comparative table of prices will present thi :
Classes of fur.

Under Russian
rule.

Sea otter .......•••••.•.•••..........••.......•.......•.•....••..... .
Land otter ...............•.•.................................•.•....
Black fox .......................................................... .
Cross fox ...•••..... .. .•.•.•....•............................••..•..
Red fox ......................................................... ... .
Arctic fox (blue) ................................................... .
Arctic fox (white) ................................................ ..
Beaver ....... ..... ................................................. .

$10. 00

.60
$2. 00 to 3. 00
.60
.60
.80
.20
.60
.05

Mink: ...... . .... ................................................... .

.10

Marten (sable) ..................................................... .

At present.
$60. 00 to $100. 00
2. 50 to 3. 00
10. 00 to 40. 00
2. 50 to 3. 00
LOOto U O
3. 00 to (. 00
2.00
2. 00 to 3.00
'20
3.00 to lOO

Owing to competition the purchasing power of money has not
decreased in Alaska in the same ratio as prfoes have increased. The
natives in all accessible sections of the territory are now enabled to
purchase necessaries and luxuries of which,they did not dream previo_n
to the abolition of the Russian monopoly. The fur seals of the Pn~•
ilof Islands were never purchased of the natives. The latter were paid
only for the labor of killing and skinning the animal, as is n~w done
by the present lessees of the islands under the terms of their lea e
from the United States Government.
The market value (London) of the annual yield of furs in western
Alaska may be approximately stated as follows:
Number.

Classes of fur.

Price.

Value.

- - -- - - - -- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - Seaotter .............................................................. ..
Fur seal ............................................................... .
Land otter ...... ...... .... . ... . .. .. .................................... .
Beaver ............................................................ ..... .
Black fox .............................................................. .
Cross fox .......................................·...•.............•......
Red fox .. ................. ....................... .. .... ............... ..
Arctic fox (blue) ..... .................................................. .
Aroticfox (white) ....•••.•...........•..... ......... .......••.•.•••.•..
Bear, black ...•......••.•..•••.....................•.......•.•.•.•.••..•
Bear, brown .............•...•.....•.......•...•...............•...•....
Mink ....... .......................................................... ..
Marten (sable) ...... .............. .......................... ........... .
Muskrat .............................................................. .
Lynx .................................................................. .

4,500
100,000
2, 500
5,800
920
2,560
11,400
1,190
1,580
100
711
10,300
10,500
6, 800
870

$100. 00
15.00
3. 00
3.00
80.00
3.00
1. 50
4.00
8.00
5.00
2.00
. 80
3.50
.10
3.00

$450,000
l , 500, 000
7,500
17, 400
27,600
7,680
17,100
4,760
4, 740
500
1,422
3,090
36,750
680
2,610

·----1·---1----

Total ............................................................. . ...........•..••... 2,081,832

Adding to this $100,000 for the fur of southeastern Ala ka, the
greater part of which were sold in Briti h Columbia, and the value of
the annual fur yield of Alaska may be e timated at 2,181,832, which
amount may be swelled a little by the Arctic fur trade, of which I have
no return .
Thi e timate, which is nece arily low, furnishes the best answer to
the que tion wh ther the pur ba e of la ka from Ru ia, considered
from a :ti.nan ial tandpoint, wa a judicious mea ure.
THE FISHERIES.

Mr. Tarl ton H. Bean of the mi b onian In titution, enumerates 75
pecie of food-ft he exi ting iu la kan waters, o er 60 of which Mr.
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Bean claims to be strictly adapted to the use of man, while the remainder
come under the heading only as bait for catching the others.
Of the sea fishes the codfish stands foremost in quantity as well as
in commercial importance.
Within a short time after the purchase of Alaska by the United
States Prof. George DaYidson, of the United States Coast Survey,
stated that the sounding·s of Bering Sea and of the Arctic Ocean north
of Bering Strait indicated the largest submarine plateau yet known.
In the eastern half of Bering Sea soundings of less than 50 fathoms
are found over an extent of 18,000 square miles. The extent of the
banks in the Gulf of Alaska, between longitude 130° and 170° and
latitude 60° and 54°, bas not thus far been estimated, but it is probably
equal to that of the banks of Bering Sea.
In general terms it may be stated that the codfish is found around
the whole south shore of Alaska. Its distribution on banks properly
begins, however, with the Strait of Jfuca, though it is found occasionally as far south as the Farrallones. .A few schooners fish for cod
in British Columbian waters, especially near the .Alaskan line. The
:fish is quite abundant in many of the channels of the Alexander
.Archipelago, and is found in Yakutat Bay, off the southern and western
shore of Kaiak Island, in Prince William Sound.
The first large bank after crossing the southern boundary of .Alaska is
found in Chatham Strait, but another and smaller bank lies in Peril Strait,
between Baranof and Chi chagof islands. The next bank of general im portance is the Portlock Bank, located by the explorer of that name along
the southeastern coast of .Afognak and Kadiak islands. The soundings
of this bank are from 45 to 90 fathoms. Some distance to the southeast
of Kadiak, in latitude 56° 13' and longitude 153° 30', there is another
bank, with soundings of from 22 to 28 fathoms.
More to the southward is found the Simeonof Bank, discovered in
1867, between latitude 54,0 45' and 54° 38', longitude 158° and 158° 30',
with soundings averaging 40 fathoms, and about 20 miles east-northeast
of Simeonof Island a little higher plateau is reported, with soundings
of from 26 to 40 fathoms. The famous Shumagin Banks, of which the
Simeonof Bank, perhaps, is an extension, are located around Nagai,
Popof, and Ounga islands, within a short distance of the shore. Most
of the shipments of codfish from Alaska to San Francisco are made
from this vicinity, the banks heretofore named being worked almost
exclusively for local consumption.
South of the Shumagins an extensive bank, with soundings averaging 35 fathoms, is known to exist in the vicinity of Sannak I land,
between latitude 540 67' and 54° 20', longitude 161° 55' and 162° 30',
and another large bank is reported off Unimak Pass, in latitude 54°,
longitude 166°, with soundings of 40 fathoms. Still farther to the
southward, in the vicinity of .Akutan Pass, a bank with soundings of ·
50 fathom was reportied in 1869.
.A very prolific codfish bank exists inside of Captains Harbor, in
Unalaska I land, with shallow soundings of from 10 to 20 fathoms.
The westernmost codfish bank definitely located in the Aleutian chain
of islands extends from the south end of Umnak Island into the orth
Pacific, with soundings of 30 fathoms, in latitude 52° 30', longitude 16 °
50'. Many more such banks exist in the vicinity of the Aleutian I lands
and the eastern portion of Bering Sea, but these rich stores of food-fl h
will probably remain undisturbed for some time to come. E_ven the
banks enumerated here are merely skimmed, as it were! of th.err abundant produce, the fishing ,being done chiefly ''inshore," m dor1e , boats,
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and canoes, the schooners engaged in the business being employed
almost exclusively as carriers of the catch.
The codfishery of Alaska may be considered as in its infancy. ince
Captain Turner, of the schooner Porpoise, sailed from San Franci. co in
the spring of 1866, and returned in the same year, after a brief vi it to
Queen Charlotte Islands, Ounga, and the Shumagin group, with a cargo
of marketable codfish, the industry opened by this pioneer ha uot
developed in such a degree as might have been expected from the
almost unlimited supply and the favorable location of the banks.
As bas already been stated, no deep-sea fishing, such as carried on in
the North Atlantic, exists in Alaska. In the channels of the Alexander
Archipelago the fishing for cod bas until lately been confined altogether
to the natives of the Thlinket tribes, who opposed all attempts of white
men to compete with them in this particular industry. The few small
sloops engaged in the business in this region depend a1t,ogether upon
the inclination of these natives to exert themselves in obtaining their
cargoes. These fishermen use their own appliances, tlshing with bark
lines and wooden iron-pointed books, and two men in a canoe feel ati fled with a catch of 30 or 40 fish, which they sell at a comparatively
high rate to the captains of the sloops; and thus it happens that the e
crafts are frequently detained for many weeks awaiting a cargo that
could easily have been secured witl1in five or six days by white men.
In Prince William Sound the codfish is only caught by natives for
their own consumption at a season when no other fish can be obtained
in abundance. The :fishing here is from canoes within a short distance
of the shore, mostly in well-sheltered bays. Perhaps one-half of the
catch is consumed fresh, while the other half is split and hung up t-0
dry in the open air, without salting or smoking. In spite of the damp
climate of thiR reg-ion the specimens of dried codfish t,hat came under
my observation were apparently well cured, quite palatable, and in a
better condition than salmon or redfish treated in the same manuer
the disagreeable taint which seems to be inseparable from dried fish
of the salmon family being scarcely perceptible in these specimens of
dried codfiRh. As the codfish of Prince William Sound is now confim~d
almost entirely to its northern shore, it is safe to state that the total
annual consumption, both fresh and dried, does not exceed 30,000 or
40,000 fish.
In English Bay, on the southwestern extremity of the Kenai Peninsula, tb.e natives fish for cod occasionally, but only when unfavorable
weather prevents them from hunting outside of the limits of the bay.
The cod here is all consumed fresh, and the total catch can not exceed
2,000 or 3,000 fish.
Proceeding from here south.ward to the islands of Afognak and
Kadiak, we meet a people partially ubsisting upon cod:fi h throughout
the year. The Portlock Bank is within easy reach of all the settlement
on the ea tern shore of the e i Jands, but on]y the most enterprising
among the people, chiefly th~ creole or half-castes, venture out to any
di tance in loop built on the i land . The principal fl bing is done
clo in. hor in ma_ll boa~. and dorie . The old men and the boy of
th er ol and Inmnt fam1he may be se n in their boats or canoes a
mile or two from bore on almo t any m rning throughout the year
x p~ w_h n furiou. nor h~a ter k ep th mat horn .
early all tbi'
ca . h 1 rnt nd d for 1mm 1ate con umption, a the inhabitants of this
r !n n d n t dry an codfi h. In the er le ettl ment of Afognak
J?ru I I, n and in the vicinity of adiak fr h codfish togethe;
with pot t
grown in their little garden patches, form th~ constant
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diet of the inbabitants throughout the year. In the harbor of St. Paul,
the central settlement of tbis group of islands, the codfish is also prepared for exportation. The favorite ground for these fishermen is a flat
with soundings from 15 to 20 fathoms, and here they average a daily
catch of 200 :fisb per man. The shipments from this point to the Cali- fornia market have been thus far limited to small quantities of boneless
fish put up in 30-pound boxes.
The only active codfish industry existing in Alaska is located about
the Sbumagin Islands, the firm of McOollam & Co., of San Francisco,
having a permanent station at Pirate Cove, on Popof Island. The force
of this establishment consists of a foreman and 8 fishermen, who go
out in their dories during the day and dress their catch on shore in the
evening. The :fishermeu who come up with the schooners from San
Francisco generally ply their lines within easy reach of the harbors on
Popof and Nagai islands. The average catch per man in this vicinity
is also 200 .fish, though catches of from 500 to 600 have been recorded.
Since the :first opening of this industry on the Shumagiu Banks the
total annual catch has not exceeded 500,000 fish. The best results in
dory fishing at Pirate Cove are obtained in the month of February.
The schooner fishermen meet with good success from late in April until
the middle of August, and the fishing on the deep banks of Simeonof'
Island is best in .Augus.t and September. At the latter place it has
been reported that 10 men caught 4,000 fish in one day, the average catch
being from 1,600 to 1,800.
All the fishermen engaged in the vicinity of Kadiak and on the
Shumagin Banks agree in the statement that the abundance of codfish
is as great as ever, occasional fluctuations in the catch being due
entirely to migration of the fish.
Careful investigations by Professor Jordan and Dr. T. H. Bean, of
the United States Fish Commission, into the quality of the Shumagin
cod have shown no essential difference between this species and that
of the North .Atlantic. The facilities for the pursuit of the indu ·try
are greater on the Pacific side than they are on the .Atlantic. The
journey from San Francisco or Puget Sound to the Shumagin Banks is
comparatively brief and very safe, and the banks are within a few
hours' run of numerous commodious harbors. In view of all these circumstances, the conclusion is unavoidable that the great want of the
Shumagin fisheries is not fish or safety to the fishing craft, but simply
a demand for fish, and that a market such as the New England fl hermen enjoy would whiten tbe vast extent of the Shumagin Banks with
sa,i1s of all descriptions. The yield of codfish, so far a it could be
obtained from the records of shipments to San Franci co for the la t
few years, is given in the subjoined table. In connection with this ubject it may be mentioned that fully one-half, if not more, of tbe codfish
brought to San Franci., co i caught in the sea of Okhotsk. The fish of
tbe latter sea is not superior in quality, being caught early in the season and before reaching- the best stage, and the quantity does not em
to exceed that caught on the Shumagin Banks, while the average weight
is somewhat less. The question arises, Why do San Franci co ft hermen go to the Okhotsk Sea at all!-a question which must be left for
future investigators to solve.
The shipments of codfish from the Shumagin Island to San r. 11 •
cisco in the year 1880 consi ted of 7 cargoes, aggregating 43..,, 0 ~ 'h
and weighing 1,728,000 pounds. During the same year 725, 0 ti h
were brought in 5 cargoes from the Okhotsk Sea, having been caught
in Russian waters.
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The cod fishing of the North Pacific has been carried on for sixteen
years, with the following results:
Year.
1865 ...••••••..••.•••••••••.
1866 ··••••···•·•·••••·••••••
1867 .•••••..... ····--··---··
1868 ••··•••·•••·••••···•• ••.
1869 •.•.....•.•.•••.••...•..
1870 ...................... ..
1871 ....................... .
1872 ••••••••••••••••••.••.••
1873 •••••••·•••••••••·••••••

Vessels.
7
18
19
10
19
21
11
5

7

Fish.

Year.

469,400
724,000
943,400
608,000
1,032,000
1,265,500
772,000
300,000
550,000

1874 ··················--···
1875 .......................
1876 ·•···· ········ .........
1877 .......................
1878 .......................
1879 .......................
1880 ------·······--········

Total. ...............

Vessels.
6
7
10
10

12

13
8

-·········

Fi11b.
381,000
501,000
75 000
750,000
1,190,000
1,499,000
1,206,000
I

12,952,300

Of this, three-fifths, or 7,771,380 :fish, came from the Okhotsk Sea
and the remainder, or 5,180,920, came from Alaskan waters.
Salmon shipments aggregated somewhat over 3,000 barrels salted
and 8,000 cases canned.
A peculiarity of the Alaska cod:fishing industry is that the fish is not
cured in the vicinity of the banks. The cod is only cleaned and pickled
on board of the carrying craft, taken down to San Francisco, and there
pickled auew, being :finally taken out and dried in quantities to suit the
demands of the market. Expert :fishermen located on the Shumagin
Islands and at Kadiak claim that the :fish could be cured on the spot as
well as it is done at Cape Ann and other Atlantic codfishing stations.
It is difficult to understand the reason for the process adopted by these
San Francisco firms. The repeated pickling certainly does not serve to
enhance the quality of the Shumagin codfish, and it is probably owing
to this fact that the Eastern codfish commands a higher price in the
markets of the Pacific Coast.
·
Another deep.sea :fish_of importance in Alaskan waters is the halibut.
It exists all along the coast from British Columbia northward and west•
ward, and also in the deep harbors and straits of the Aleutian chain of
islands. Among the natives of the .Alexander Archipelago the halibut
is a very important food staple, being obtainable throughout the year.
The Thlinket :fishermen exhibit great patience and skill in catching
this huge flat :fish, which often attains a weight of several hundred
pounds in the e waters. It is consumed in immense quantities, both
fresh and smoked, in all the villages and settlements inhabited by
Thlinket tribes. Along the coast inhabited by Innuit tribes and about
tbe Aleutian Island the halibut does not exist in the same abundance,
and the whole supply is consumed fresh.
The only attempt thus far made in Alaska to preserve halibut for
exportation is reported from the Klawak fishing establishments, on
Prince of Wales Island. It is doubtful whether anywhere in Alaska
ou~ ide of the outbeastern divi ion a sufficient quantity of halibut
ex1 t to warrant :fi. hermen in making a pecial busine s of their catch.
In_ order to f1;U'ni h an adequat idea of the immense con umption of
fl h m Ala ka 1t becomes nece ary to di cuss each division eparately
in thi c nn ction.
1. OUTHE TER
LA KA..-Thi division has a population of over
7?0 0 inbabit~nt , all o~ whom .depend more or Jes upon :fl h for sub. 1 ten e.. Thi p pul_ t1 n ou 1 t
almo t entirely of natives engaged
m
tchmg nd curmg v _ri u kinds of fish throughout nearly the
w~ol
r·. and . n_ durmg the hunting sea on, when fur-bearing
. rum _l re m_ th 1r prime and all the able-bodied mal adults are busy
lll then- pa.r rut, the old men, women, and youth of both sexes remain
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-i.n the vi1lages situated upon the seashore, fishing whenever the weather
-permits. Though tbe variety of fish is great in this region, halibut and
salmon always form the basis of supply. In the Sitka market may be
seen, in addition, at the various seasons several species of rockfish, trout,
cod, and herring, while mussels and clams are also abundant. The
halibut is here caught exclusively with bark lines, and hooks of peculi ar construction. The hook consists of two pieces of wood fastened
together at one end with strips of spruce root, so as to form an acute
angle with each other, an arm of the ang·le being furnished with a bent
pointed piece of iron. The wood is generally carved to represent some
an im al or fish, and the bait, usually herring, is tied on so as to cover
not only the hook but also the wooden shaft on which the hook is
fastened. The halibut will gulp down the bait, opening its jaws wider
and wider, the short arm of the hook being constructed so as to leave
only a narrow space between it and the iron point, thus admitting of the
motion necessary to fasten the fish while preventing its escape. A
halibut thus held with its mouth wide open will soon be drowned and
can be easily secured. This Indian style of halibut hook seems to l,e
more effective than that of civilization. Set lines, each provided with
one hook, a stone sinker, and a buoy consisting of an inflated bladder
or the stomach of a seal, with a small signal or flag attached to indicate when the fish is hooked, are in common use, and are generally set
in 10 or 20 fathoms of water around the numerous islands of Sitka Bay.
In the open bay of Sitka salmon are caught occasionally by trolling
and by spearing.
Herring are caught in immense quantities by impaling them on a
sharp nail fastened to a long, thin strip of wood, and are consumed both
fresh and dried, but the larger portion of the catch is converted into
oil. The spawn of the herring, which is collected upon spruce boughs
placed in shallow water for the purpose, furnishes a favorite article of
food in a semiputrid state. The ::fish most commonly seen on the drying
frames at Sitka village at all times of the year are halibut. They are
cut in strips, dried partially in the open air, and then suspended in the
smoke of the dwelling houses.
At the :fishing station of Klawak, on Prince of Wales Island, halibut
are caught with the same style of book. and lines of kelp or bark. The
principal bait used here is the cuttlefish, the fishing being done in from
10 to 20 fathoms of water. In fishing for the cannery at this place the
Indians average 8 or 10 halibut to a canoe per day, with 2 persons, using
not more than 3 or 4 hooks. The amount canned here per annum has
not exceeded 200 or 300 case of 2 dozen 2-pound cans each.
At Klawak, as well as at Old itka, salmon has be n canned during
tl1e eason, but the latter e tabli hment has been aban loned. The
Klawak cannery ha had in it employ during the ea on a many as
160 Indians and 20 whites, among the former 30 being worn n aud 5 or
6 boys. The shipments of canned salmon aggregated between 7,000
and 8,000 ca e of 4 dozen I-pound cans each. The once famous
redoute or deep-lake salmon :fishery on Baran.of Island, which at one
time durin g the Ru sian rule supplied this whole region, and whence
2,000 barrels of salt almon were hipped in 1868, now lies idle.
In order to arrive at the quantity of ti h con urned by the people of
this division it is necessary to take into consideration the fact that
fully one-half or more than one-half of the catch i consu~ed in a dr~ed
state, very much reduced in bulk and weight. The wa ~e m the dry~ng
process is so great that one person can ea ily eat at a smgl . meal ~ fi _h
that weighed 20 or 30 pounds when alive. It is therefore entirely within
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the bounds of probability that each individual man, worn n, or child
consumes the equivalent of between 3,000 and 4,000 pounds of fre h
fish per year. Among the Innuits of the west the proportion mu t b
much larger, but in the southeastern division game of various kin
is still comparatively abundant. Thus, with a population of 7,000 in
round numbers, we may calculate an annual consumption of 24,000 000
pounds of :fish; or, striking an average of 5 pounds per :fish, betwe n
large and small, halibut, salmon, codfish, and herring, nearly 6,000,000
fish of all kinds, in a section the inhabitants of which consume 1
fish than any other coast people in Alaska.
The eulachan (ulikon) or candle-fish, though consumed by the people
of this division, is obtained chiefly in barter from the British Po
sions, the catch in Alaska being confined to the Stakhin mouth and it
immediate vicinity.
2. PRINCE WILLIAM SOUND.-The people of this section, numbering some 600 in all, inhabiting the coast from Mount St. Elias westward
to the east coast of the Kenai Peninsula, though engaged in fishing to
sQIDe extent at all times of the year, do not depend altogether upon
this article of food for subsistence, and consequently the aggregate
consumption, or rather destruction, of fish is less than in the southeastern division. Seal meat at all times of the year, and the flesh of
mountain goats during the summer, together with that of bears, marmots, porcupines, and sea fowls, are consumed in perhaps equal proportions with fish. A limited number of codfish, halibut, herrings, and
the various species of salmon comprise the catch of this region, twothirds of which is probably eaten fresh and the remainder dried, no salt
fish being prepared for home consumption or for export. An annual
consumption of about 60,000 fish of all kinds (but chiefly salmon), representing an aggregate weight of 300,000 pounds, may be safely e timated for the Prince William Sound section of the coast.
3. CooKs lNLET.-The shores of Cooks Inlet are inhabited by about
800 natives and a few families of creoles, who are engaged exclusively
in fishing during the whole summer season, from May to September
and Oct.ober. During this time the fur-bearing animals are not in good
condition, and consequently the whole population, down to the mall
boys, turn their attention to fishing. In addition to the native :fishermen, white men are engaged in salting salmon at two points in the inlet,
at the mouth of the Kenai or Kaknu River and that of the Kassilof. 1
The mode of capturing the salmon adopted by the natives for their own
purposes is exceedingly primitive and unsatisfactory. The fish being
too large to spear with safety, a frail staging of poles is erected at right
angle with the river bank, extending into the stream. An Indian seat
him elf at the outward end of this frame, and, holding in the turbid
water a large wicker basket with an aperture about 3 or 4 feet in diameter, waits patiently until a salmon enters the ba ket. But of cour e
thi mode of capture is impracticable where the water is clear, and even
in the muddie t tream hundred pa s by where one enters.
The king almon, or chavicha, frequent the stream of the inlet
betw n May ~O and A1_1gust 20. They_ are mo t abundant during the
umm r neap tide, but m numb rs their proportion to the other and
l_
aluabl ~1mon ?Cie i a onetothree. Thisdiparityinquant1tJ· l1owcv r 1.- (Jnahzed omewhat by bulk and quality. The maximm1~ 1 ng h . f th · ·he Yic·h, r 1 orted ince 1 70 wa 6 feet and the
m~ . ·1mum
1O'ht
pound the a rag length being bout 4 feet and
er put up 6,000 cases of 2 dozen cans ea.ch.
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tbe average weight 50 .pounds. They appear regularly on the 20th of
"May, running in pairs and not in schools, and hugging the shore. They
at all times refuse to take the hook, aud prey upon the candle-fish and
stickleback, not, however, consuming very mauy. They are caught by
tbe whites in weirs and nets, the latter being 12 feet deep by 120 feet
i"Jt length, with about 8 and 3½ inch mesh. The weirs, consisting of
-poles and a wickerwork of roots and bark, are erected on the mud flats
of the river at low tide.
After the king salmon, two other varieties, the silver (kisuch) and the
red salmon, make their appearance in immense numbers. The mode of
capturing the salmon adopted by the white fisherman is essentially the
same on the Kenai and the Kassilof rivers. The number of king salmon captured at the latter place during 1880 was 8,000, weighing 320,000
pounds, while the red and the silver salmon numbered 18,500, of an average weight of 10 pounds each, or 185,000 pounds. At Kenai the number of king salmon secured was 7,500, weighing about 300,000 pounds.
The native population of Cooks Inlet comprises 168 families (averaging about 4 individuals each). Each of these families prepares at least
750 pounds of dried salmon for winter provision, which would give an
aggregate amount of 126,000 pounds of dried salmon put up on the inlet,
representing over a million pounds of fresh fish. The creole families
distributed over the various settlements number 44; these put up about
6 barrels of salt salmon each, or 264 barrels, weighiug 52,800 pounds.
Of dried fish these creoles put up 400 pounds to each family, or an
aggregate of 17,600 pounds, representing 176,000 pounds of fresh fish.
Thus we arrive at the astonishing ~ggregate of 2,700,000 pounds of fish
as the annual consumption by natives and fishermen on Cook Inlet.
It must be borne in mind, however, that by far the greater portion of
this immense bulk is wasted in the process of drying.
In former times the natives of the lower part of Cooks Inlet engaged
largely in the capture of beluga or white grampus, derivfag from these
monsters the greater part of their subsistence. The belugas seem to
be plentiful in the turbid waters of the inlet, and schools of them enter
some of the rivers as far as the limits of tide water, but the practice of
hunting them seems to be dying out among the present generation,
which finds easier modes of procuring subsistence, and the killing ot
the beluga is now a rare occurrence.
.
Large schools of the eulachan, or candle-fish, frequent the larger rivers of the inlet and al'e highly prized a food, but their pre ence in the
rivers is exceedingly brief, aud the catch can carcely be con idered as
an item in the domestic economy of this region.
4. THE K.A.DI.A.K DISTRIOT.-The piscatorial wealth of this district
bas already been referred to in regard to codfishery, but at the pre ent
time the salmon catch is of greater importance both for home consumption and for export. The consumption of dried salmon within tbe district by 159 families of creoles and 255 families of natives amounts to
310,500 pounds, representing 3,105,000 pound of fresh fish. The creole
families put up in addition nearly 1,000 barrels of salt salmon, weighing
approximately 200,000 pounds. The consumption of fre h salmon, a
such, may be estimated at one-half of that of codfish throughout the
year.
.
In addition to this immense catch of salmon for home consumption
there are on the Karluk River, emptying into Shelikhof Strai~, on the
west coast of Kadiak Island, two fishing establishments of cons1dera.?l
magnitude; between 1,600 and 1,800 barrels of salted salmon berng
H. Doc. 92, pt. 4-18
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secured here by the two firms during the season of 1880.1 Several bun.
dred of these barrels were filled with bellies only, a process that required
the killing of 37,500 fish in order to fill 125 barrels. Three hundred
thousand pounds of salmon were converted into "yukala" at thi tation in 1880, yielding 17,500 pounds of dried fish, and it is safe to 1>re.
sume that at the present time three orfour times this quantityi salt d
at Karluk and shipped to San Francisco. The run of salmon in tl1e
Karluk River at the height of the season is so great as to interfere
seriously with the movement of canoes in crossing the stream, and from
10,000 to 20,000 barrels could be filled here easily during the sea on.
The fishing is done entirely with seines from 20 to 25 fathoms in length
3 fathon_1s in depth, with a mesh of 3½ inches. The average weight of
the salmon secured at Karluk is 10 pounds. The whole. native population is employed in these :fisheries during the summer, turning their
attention to hunting on]y during the winter.
Among the creoles of the Kadiak district and the more prosperou of
the native families the use of the bidarka or kaiak has been to a great
extent superseded by small craft-sloops and plungers, mostly built to
order by the skillful carpenters of the creole settlements of Afognak
and Y elovoi. A few :fishing schooners ranging from 15 to 20 tons bur•
den have also been constructed at Kadiak and Wood Island, but thee
are employed in fishing comparatively a small portion of the time, being
chartered by traders during the hunting season.
The salmon of Karluk is perhaps a little inferior in quality to that of
Cook Inlet, but, being possessed of flesh of a deep red color, it meet
with ready sale.
5. THE BELKOVSKY DISTRIOT.-This district includes the Shumagin
Islands, which have already been discussed in connection with the cocl:fishery. Throughout this section salmon is caught only for home consumption, for which purpose there seems to be an abundant supply;
but with codfish near at hand in the immediate vicinity of every settle•
ment it is not looked upon as being of great importance. The inhabit;.
ants of this district are nearly all successful sea-otter hunters, who are
able to purchase large quantities of imported provisions, and con equently the consumption of fish is much less than in some other di·
tricts. A calculation could not be made upon the same basis here as in
the K adiak or Kenai di tricts, but the 167 families inhabiting the settlements of BHlkovsky parish consume perhaps from 150,000 to 200,000
pounds of almon annually, fresh and dried, and an equal quantity of
codfish.
6. THE UNALASKA. OR ALEUTIAN DISTRIOT.-The inhabitants of
Unalaska district ngage chiefly in the pursuit of the sea otter and
fishing is limite<l by the demand for home consumption. The ft hes
here are nearly the same as those of the Kadiak and the Belkov ky
di trict , with the exception of the greenfish or rock-cod, which i
pl ~1tifnl in the deep bay of the Al utian chain of islands; flatfi.she ,
b_a!1l>ut. , and flounder are_ very abundant, and are taken in large quan~1t1
with. p _ar.·; the hall but, however, is not as large as that found
m o her d1 ·tr1 ·t of Ja ka. .As ha already been remarked, codfi. h
al: fr qu n. th harbor. and a few ban ks in Bering Sea, and the striped
:fi ~ ellow fi:b. or tkha mackerel exi ts here in immense number .
Tht fi h (d · r1l,ed b Pc II a Labrax monopterygius but known at
Ir nt ~. Pl ur~grarnm:u monopterygi'us) is found abo~t the whole of
th 1 utian <:h, m nd 1 o among the Shumagin islands, congregating
2,

om the same place 5,000 cases of canned salmon and
eaoh of salt salmon.
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in large schools. At Attoo it is known as the kelpfi.sl1, on the ShuID.agins as the yellow or striped fish, and from U nala.ska to Atkha as
~he Atkha mackerel. The last name appears very appropriate, from
--the fact that when salted and preserved just as mackerel are treated, it
J:i.as the same taste as the latter. There can be no doubt that if this
striped fish were properly- introduced · into the markets it would meet
with ready sale, as it is certainly an excellent food-fish either salted or
fresh. Traders at Nazan Bay, .Atkha Island, report that 500 to 600
barrels could easily be put up by them in that bay alone. The latest
price of this salt fish reported from San Francisco was only $10 a barrel,
but it is safe to presume that the same fish put up in a marketable shape
in kits would command a better price.
Three or four species of trout and many varieties of salmon frequent
the bays and larger streams of this district, existing everywhere in sufficient quantity to supply the inhabitants with winter stores of dried
fish or yukala. Captains Harbor, on Unalaska Island, is frequented at
certain seasons by immense schools of herrings of a large variety, and
exceedingly fat. Occasional shipments in small lots to San Francisco
meet with ready sale in that market, especially for pickling.
Here, as in the Belkovsky district, the comparative wealth resulting
from the sea-otter trade has caused the natives to neglect their natural
food supplies, such as fish and game, and to purchase imported provisions; consequently the consumption of fish is proportionately much
smaller than in less favored districts; but at a rough estimate the
annual destruction of fresh fish by the inhabitants of the Unalaska or
.Aleutian district, numbering some 1,400, may be put down at 700,000
pounds.
7. THE BRISTOL B.A.Y DISTRIOT.-This district comprises the coast
of Bering Sea, between Krenitzin Strait and Cape N ewenham, with the
rivers Oogashik, Igagik, Naknek, Kvichak, Nushegak, Igushek, and
Togiak, and their tributaries. The natives of this region, numbe1·ing
about 4,000, derive a very large proportion of their subsistence from
the various kinds of salmon, which frequent the rivers in the greatest
abundance. Exports. from this section have thus far been limited to
from 800 to 1,200 barrels of salted salmon per annum from the N ushegak
River.
The inhabitants of a few settlements on the north coast of the Aliaska
Peninsula and about Bristol Bay engage occasionally in the pursuit of
the whale and walrus, gaining thereby a very considerable addition to
their food supply, but the consumption of salmon is not thereby perceptibly lessened.
The annual "run" of the salmon family in the rivers of this district
begins in the last half of May and continues until the beginning of
September. The inferior species of red fish and" gorbusha" are caught
until late in October, and even in November, while the various kinds
of salmon trout and white fish exist under the ice of streams and lake·
throughout the winter. By the middle of September the banks of lakes
and rivers, whose waters begin to fall with the first frosts in the mountains, are covered with rows and heaps of dead silver and king salmon
2 and 3 feet in height, representing the number of these fish that
died from exhaustion and bruises received in struggling with the fierce
current, the rocks, and snags in their annual journey of reproduction.
The description of one river at this period may serve as a type for all.
In ~he month of September, 1880, I struck the Igus~ek River -yrhere it
prmgs from a beautiful Jake surrounded by mountams of con d rabl
height. The gravelly beach of the lakes and every bar and shoal of
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the river was lined with the decayed and putrefying bodies of the fi b
which lay in windrows, as it were, from 1 to 2 feet deep, while every
overhanging bough and projecting rock was festooned with the rott
bodies. At night a space had to be cleared of this disgusting ma
to pitch our tent upon, and the abominable stench affected us to ucb
a degree that, though entirely without provisions, we did not feel th
pangs of hunger there.
There can be no doubt that here, as well as in the districts already
discussed, a more economical method of preserving the :fish would permit of the exportation of large quantities, though the salmon caught
annually to feed these 4,000 people can not be estimated at less than
2,000,000 pounds.
8. THE KUSKOKVIM DISTRIOT.-We now turn our attention to
another district drained by a great river and somewhat densely inhabited by an almost purely ichthyophagous population. Salmon in three
or four varieties throng the channel and sloughs of the Kuskokvim
from May to October; trout and whitefish of various kinds are trapped
under the ice throughout the winter, while the backwaters of the tundra, the lakes, and ponds are full of pike and a very too~bsome and
nutritious small blackfish peculiar to this region and the Yukon delta,
which has been named, in honor of Mr. William H. Dall, Dallia pectoralis. The :fish is so abundant that only old men, boys, and women
engage in the catch, while the men hunt reindeer and moose and pursue the "maklak" (a large seal) for the sake of its luscious blubber.
In the estuary of the Kuskokvim and the wide-mouthed tide creeks of
the low delta land the beluga, or white grampus, is still quite ple~tiful,
and furnishes ample stores of blubber and oil, a large proport10n of
which finds its way to the people living above tide water, who can only
obtain by purchase the oil in which to dip their dried salmon.
. .
The consumption of salmon in this district, thickly populated as 1t 1s
within 100 miles of the coast, is exceedingly great, for here not only
human beings but dogs also must be fed. The ratio accepted for the
other districts of 500 pounds of dried fish for each individual must be
increased here by at least one-fifth, representing 6,000 pounds of fresh
fish destroyed for the maintenance of one individual and his proportionate share of the family dogs.
Throughout the winter, when snow lies deep through forest and tundra and hunting is made impossible, the native of the valley of the
Kuskokvim depends entirely upon the supply of whit.e:fish (Ooregonus )
in the main river and its tributaries, and every village has its traps et
over eddies and shoals as soon as the ice is ::firmly established. The
traps are of nearly the same construction as those used in the summer,
but of somewhat smaller dimensions, as they are not intended for the
reception of the huge king salmon or the full-grown "naJima." Every
morning at dawn, or between 8 or 9 o'clock, the men of the village can
be seen making their way to the traps, armed with ice picks curiou ly
f~ hioned from w_aln_Is tu k _or reindeer antlers, for each succeeding
mght a new, ohd, ice covermg forms over the trap which must be
removed to et at the fl h.
ometimes after an extraordinarily cold
night it b~ppen that ~he whole _wicke~ ba ket of the trap, including its
ont nt , 1 frozen olid, n accident rnvolving considerable labor as
the trap mu _then b taken to pi~ce an~· built anew. In spite of' all
u }1 diffi ulti the upply o_f wb1tefi h 1s generally sufficient for the
mamt Den e of th
u k?kVIm p ople during the winter, with the help
f th
n y
r ?f dr1 d almon, pre erved during the summer and
h hare and pt rm1gana trapp d by the boys.
'
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In the lakes, the feeders of all the tributaries of the Kuskokvim, the
salmon trout is quite plentiful throughout the winter, and is secured by
the natives with hooks and lines or dip nets through openings in the
ice. Were it not for this unfailing supply of whitefish and trout it
would be impossible for these improvident savages to live through the
winter. This remark refers only to the inhabitants of the upper river.
On the lower river, within the influence of the tremendous tidal action
described elsewhere, the river does not sustain a solid covering of ice,
and seals are hunted throughout the w{nter, furnishing ample supplies
of luscious oil and blubber; and even the beluga comes up the gulf-like
estuary in schools, puffing and snorting like a fleet of tugboat::,, between
the masses of ice floating up and down with the changing tide.
The oil obtained from the beluga and the large seal (maklak) is a very
important article of trade between the lowland people and those of the
mountains, the latter depending upon it entirely for lighting their semiE;ul>terranean dwellings during the winter and to supplement their
scanty stores of food. The oil is manufactured by a very simple process. Huge driftlogs are fashioned into troughs, much in the same manner as the Thlinket tribes make their wooden canoes. Into these
troughs filled with water the blubber is thrown in lumps of from 2
to 5 pounds in weight; 11hen a large number of smooth cobblestones
are thrown into a fire until they are thoroughly heated, when they are
picked up with sticks fashioned for the purpose and deposited in the
water, which boils up at once. After a few minutes these stones must
be removed and replaced by fresh ones, this laborious process being
continued until the oil has been boiled out of the blubber and floats on
the surface, when it is removed with flat pieces of b~ne or roughly
fashioned ladles and decanted into bladders or whole seal skins.
The densely populated delta between the mouths of the Kuskokvim
and Yukon rivers, with its great network of channels, sloughs, rivers,
and lakes, offers to its inhabitants scarcely any article of food but such
as is drawn from the water, the beluga and the seal furnishing the
meat and oil so necessary to sustain life in high latitudes, while the salmon and whitefish abound here as they do on the larger rivers; and in
addition to these is found the small blackfish named Dallia pectoralis.
This fish, not exceeding 5 or 6 inches in length, and scarcely known to
the scientific world until a few years ago, is of the greatest importance
for the inhabitants of this delta. It is found in all the shallower channels and lagoons throughout the country in such quantitie as to furnish subsistence for whole settlements in the most desolate regions,
where nothing else could be found to su tain life at certain seasons of
the year. The blackfisb, as it is called by the natives, is e ceedingly
fat, and a good quality of pellucid oil is obtained from it by the process
described above. Its presence is of the greatest advantage to the civilized traveler who may happen to traverse this almost unknown region,
as it represents the only palatable article of food to be found there
during the winter; and without it be would be obliged to ubsist upon
dried fish, blubber, and oil in various stages of decomposition. The
people inhabiting the region where the blackfish is found are in better
condition physically when spring approaches than any of their neighbors in regions where it does not exist, being almost exempt from tbe
annual period of starvation elsewhere preceding the beginning of the
salmon run in the rivers. The 3,000 or 4,000 people inhabiting the d lta
must be looked upon as fish eaters only, and the consumption of fl h by
them in the course of the year must be correspondingly great.
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9. THE YUKON RIVER DISTRIOT.-It is next to impos ible t.-0 fo
an adequate estimate of the consumption of :fish on a river of tbe m
nitude of the Yukon from the point where it entrrs Alaska on
British Columbian boundary until it reaches Bering Sea. We kno
that the run of the various species of salmon is very large, though n
extended over a, long period, and also that a large proportion of th
catch is preserved by the wasteful process of drying only, which r clur
a :fish weighing as it comes out of the water from 60 to 100 pound toa
flat and shriveled object of from 5 to 10 pounds. The loss on all cla...
of fish is in a like proportion, and consequently the quantity requir
or the sustenance of a single individual throughout the seven or eight
months of winter must be very great.
As far as the Eskimo race has extended its settlements on the bank
of the river, to a distance of from 200 to 300 miles from the sea, the fi. h
traps already described lie on both banks; but as this mode of fi hing
affects only such :fish as ascend the stream along the banks and eddi ,
the number of salmon which complete their journey of reproductim
without meeting any obstacles must exceed by far the number ecur d
by the natives. In view of the immense width and depth of the riv r,
it seems very doubtful whether any of this immense mass of fish coul<l
be secured by :fishermen, even were they provided with all the appliances now in use on the Columbia River in Oregon and the Sacramento
in California.
The Athabaskan tribes inhabiting the upper Yukon region do not
as a rule, make use of traps. The game is still plentiful in their country, and they resort to :fishing only with hooks and lines, chiefly in tbe
smaller streams and lakes. For the purpose of securing a mall stock
of :fish for traveling stores and dog feed, whole families descend tbe
river in the summer and camp at some favorable spot for a mon th or
two, while others obtain tbe same supplies in exchange for fur from
the natives of the lower river. In addition to man and bis dog we
:find here another factor in the consumption of :fish in the bear ( Urn
richardsonii), who is an expert :fisher and consumes immen e quantiti
both of salmon and whitefish. Be is accustomed to select a projecting
point on the sloping bank of a river, where be stretches himself clo
to the water's edge and watches the surface of the turbid stream. The
ripple caused by the passage of a large fish informs him of the prop r
time to make a sweep with his huge paw, the claws projecting like o
many hooks, and he seldom fails to bring forth one or more fl h at a
time. These he carries away to some distance from the river ban~
where he lies down and strips the bones of all the flesh as neatly a if
be intended to preserve the complete skeleton as a specimen. The
bones of salmon and whitefish are frequently found at a distance of a
mile or two from the treams, where the :fi h have been carried by bear
to feed their young. The e animals are plentiful throughout the ukon
region, and snb i t upon no other food from th time the almon begin~
to run until the berries are ripe, late in August, when the shaggy fi h
eaters becom trict vegetarians.
For the Yukon River di, trict the annual destruction of :fish for the
maint<>nance of each individual can not be calculated at les than 6 000
pound .
10. TIIE RCTIO DISTRICT.-Of th consumption of fi h along the
t of_ Ala ka to th northward of B ring trait nor liabl
d ta. are a
1ble. The pe pl ·nb i t t a, greater _ t nt. upon al
. alru
n~ th 1;11e t o_f wl_ial , . The run of almon in h fi w 1 rO'e
n r waterrng this reg1.0n 1 n c arily hort, and the fl h h; much
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smaller than we find it to the southward. The natives, however, manage to put up during the brief summer a small supply of dried salmon
and whitefish. "Fakhnia," a species of tomcod, is caught during the
summer along the lower Arctic Coast, and salmon trout ascend the
larger streams. Codfish have been caught at a few points along
the .A.retie Coast, but no banks have been locateu. Of late years,
since whaling bas been pursued more actively by means of steam vessels and improved appliances, the Eskimo living upon the coast have
lived so largely upon tbe offal left to them by whalers after cutting up
the huge cetaceans that they have been enabled to neglect fishing to a
great extent; but unfortunately these same whalers, who temporarily
increased one source of subsistence, destroyed by thousands an animal
furnishing the staple food of these regions-the walrus-which is rapidTy being exterminated for the sake of its ivory. The animals are shot
with rifles from ships and boats, and out of 10 animals killed but 2 or
3 are secured, while 7 or 8 sink and are lost. This wasteful practice is
a question of life or death with the poor Eskimo. .A.t points most
exposed to such depredations, like St. Lawrence Isla,nd, in Bering
Sea, two-thirds of the people have already perished by starvation.
The evil is increased by the effects of spirituous liquors freely distributed among these natives by whalers and illicit traders, causing the
latter to neglect, during periods of wild intoxication, the laying up of
stores for winter.
The whaling industry of the north Pacific is now carried on chiefly
on the American 1:dde of the Arctic, beyond Bering Strait, with the
exception of some coast whaling on the California Coast and in the channels and passages of Alexander Archipelago. The vessels engaged in
the business on the Alaskan Coast in 1880 were 36 sailing craft and 4
steamers. Their catch consisted of 35,000 pounds of whalebone, 15,000
pounds of ivory, and 21,000 barrels of oil. The value of the bone alone
was $850,000; that of the oil, $280,000, while the ivory brought $9,000,
making a total of $1,139,000, or an average of $28,475 per vessel-certainly a remarkable showing of the profits accruing from this industry.
The 15,000 pounds of ivory represent at least 3,000 walruses, the average weight of a pair of tusks being 5 pounds. The 3,000 walruses
whose tusks were secured would indicate. that at least 10,000 were
killed, seven-tenths of which were lost. In view of such wanton
destruction it is easy to foresee the extermination, at no distant date,
of the people who depend upon the walrus for subsistence.
The common hair seal and the sea lion have decreased in numbers to
such an extent along the whole coast line of .A.la ka that their pursuit
no longer occupies a place among the industries of the country, and
they supply a wholly local demand. The sea lion ha almost disappeared from the vicinity of the sea-otter hunting grounds, compellingthe trading firms to import such skins from the coast of Lower Ca,Jifornia and Mexico in order to furnish their hunters with the material for
making their canoes. Sea-lion meat was once a staple article of food
with the Aleutian people and among all the Eskimo tribes, but at present it is looked upon as a delicacy not easily obtained.
The supply of fish of various kinds in Alaska is practically inexhaustible, but the store lavished upon the natives of t,h at country
by bountiful nature could not be more wa tefully used than they are
now. Any development in the fishing industry must necessarily be
an improvement, causing a saving in the supply.
The proportion of Alaskan fish brought into the market of the
civilized world, when compared with the consumption of the ame
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articles by the natives, is so very small that it barely deserves the
name of an industry of the country. The business, however, show a
decided tendency to increase in magnitude, and within the la t fe
years the shipments of salted salmon in barrels from the Kadiak.A.leutian divisions have been steadily increasing, until they now
amount to between 4,000 and 5,000 barrel.s per annum. These ell
readily at $9 per barrel in San Francisco, leaving a handsome profit to
the men who have invested capital in the euterprise. The number of
cases of canned salmon shipped during the last year was between 8,
and 9,000, each case containing 2 dozen 2-pound cans. Codfish shipments from the Shumagin Islands and Bering Sea amount to nearly
600,000 fish of the average weight, when cured, of from 3 to 5 pounds
each, bringing from 6 to 7 cents per pound. But few men with a small
amount of capital are engaged in this industry in .Alaska in the
present unsettled condition of the country.
THE TIMBER OF ALASKA..

The claims of .Alaska to the possession of vast tracts of valuable
timber have been both exaggerated and disputed.
At the beginning of this chapter we sketched the distribution of
forests throughout the whole country. In detail we find that the timber
of .Alaska consists of evergreen trees principally, the spruce family
preponderating to an overwhelming extent. These trees grow to their
greatest size in tbe Sitka or .Alexander .Archipelago. .An interval
occurs from Cross Sound until we pass over the fair-weather ground at
the foot of Mount St. Elias, upon the region of Prince William Sound
and Cooks Inlet, where this timber again occurs and attains very
respectable proportions in many sections of the district, notably a~
Wood Island and portions of .A.fognak, and at the head of the Keu~1
Peninsula and the two gulfs that environ it. The abundance of this
timber and the extensive area clothed by it are readily appreciated by
looking at the map, and are rendered still more impres ive when we call
attention to the fact that the timber extends in good size as far north
as the Yukon Valley, clothing all the bills within that extensive region
and to the north of Cooks Inlet and Kenai Peninsula, so that the
amount of timber found herein is great in the aggregate. The ize of
this spruce timber at its base will be typified in trees on Prince of Wale
Island 50 feet and over in height, with a diameter of at least 3 feet.
They have not grown as fast as they would have grown in a more
congenial latitude to the south, such as Puget Sound or Oregon; hence
when they are run through the awmill the frequent and close proximity
of knots mars the quality and depresses the sale of the lumber. Spruce
boards are not adapted to nice finishing work in building or in cabinet
ware, or, indeed, in anything that requires a fini h and upon which
paint and varni h may be permanently applied, for under the influence
of light degree of beat it sweat , exuding minute globules of gum or
ro in, which ar sticky and difficult to remove.
The other timber tree in outhea tern Ala ka Kadiak and Cook
Inlet may be c lled e:x:ception_al._ But one very valuable pecie of ell we dar ( upressusn'utkaensi ) 1 found cattered here and there within
th I x n~er rchipela:go ~nd on he~0-mile trip. H re thi reallyvaluab1 tr i.. fi und t w1d mterval. ~ small clump principa11y along
ho I wat 1: · ur
and fl.or I
ttarnm a much great r size than the
pru a fr u ntl tr
ar found lU ti t high with a diameter of
6 nd 6 fi t.
he lumber made from the i xce dingly valuable, of
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tbe very fine t texture, odor, and endurance, and is highly prized by
tne cabinet-maker and the shipbuilder.
While, therefore, we :find a very large supply of timber in Alaska
such as we have described, yet it is instantly apparent that as long as
the immense forests of Oregon, Washington Territory, and southern
British Columbia stand as they exist to-day there will be practically no
Dlarket for Alaskan lumber.
The accompanying map indicates, as far as it has been ascertained,
the distribution of the yellow cedar (0. nutkaensis) · and the Sitka
spruce (Abies sitohenis) and also the northern and western limits of the
latter tree. The white birch is found throughout the region which supports the sp1·uce-scattered or in small bodies-chiefly along the water
courses. The alder and willow are found on all the lowlands, reaching far beyond the northern and western limit of the spruce. A poplar,
resembling our cottonwood, attaining great size under favorable circumstances, is also found in nearly all the timbered sections of .Alaska
south of the .Arctic Circle.
To the westward of the one hundred and forty-first meridian no timber grows at an altitude higher than 1,000 feet above the level of the
sea, and consequently the forests are confined entirely to valleys and
plains, all mountains being bare throughout the section indicated. On
Kadiak Island and on the .Aliaska Peninsula the change from a vigorous growth of spruce timber to bare hills and grassy plains is very
abrupt, and is apparently unexplained by any corresponding change in
soil, temperature, or general climatic conditions. A slightly curved
line, beginning at the intersection of the coast bills of the east shore of
Norton Sound with the 0onalakleet River, passing across the Yukon
and the Kuskokvim rivers, the mouth of the Nushegak, across tbe
.Aliaska Peninsula, and impinging upon the north Pacific in the vicinity
of Orlova Bay, on Kadiak Island, will serve as the western limit of
spruce forest in .Alaska.
With reference to quality the Alaska forest trees may be divided as
follows:
1. YELLOW CEDAR ( Oupressus nutkaensis).-This is one of the most
valuable woods on the Pacific Coast, combining a fine, close texture
with great hardness, durability, and a peculiar but pleasant odor. The
Russians named it "du lrnik" (scented wood) on account of the lastnamed quality. In the immediate vicinity of Sitka, on Baranof and
adjoining island , this tree was nearly exterminated by the Russians,
but on the Kebk .Archipelago (Koo I land) and on Prince of Wales
Island and a few otliers of the Alexander Archipelago, near th.e British
Columbian frontier, con iderable bodies of it can till be found, and
beyond the line, in the Nass and Skeena River valleys, it is al o abundant.
2. SITKA SPRUCE (Abies sitchensis).-This is the univer al forest
tree of Ala ka, and is found of gigantic size on the islands of the
Alexander Archipelago and on the shores of Prince WilJiam Sound.
It medium growth it appears to attain in the valleys of the Yukon
and the Ku kokvim, while on the ea t side of Cooks Inlet and on the
more northern uplands it js quite stunted and dwarfed. The itka
pru ·e i mo t closely connected with the variou requirement of all
Alaskan natives in their dome tic economy, as its timb r i u din the
con truction of nearly every dwelling throughout the c untry. a.~ 1
ev n those tribes who inhabit barren coasts far removed from h hm1t
of coniferous tree are upplied with it through mean of D: het a!1d
ocean currents. The appy outer portion of the wood furm hes plin-
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ters and torches that light up during long months of win~r the dark
dwellings of interior tribes of Tinneh stock, who know not the oil lamp
of their Innuit neighbors. The same ma.terial is also used for sledae
runners on loose but crisp frozen snow, over which iron or steel would
dra.g with difficulty, as over deep, coarse sand. The Thlinket and the
Hyda fashion their buoyant and grac~ful canoes, both large and small
from spruce logs, and split from them also the huge planks used in th
construction of their houses. The lumber manufactured from the itka
spruce is much less durable than the yellow cedar, very knotty, and
consequently not adapted for shipbuilding.
3. HEMLOCK (Abies mertensiana,). -Though this tree generally
exceeds the spruce in size, it is of rare occurrence, much less valuable
as timber, but well adapted for fuel.
4. BALSAM FIR (Abies canadensis).-This tree is found only in small,
scattered bodies, and is of little value as timber, but the natives u e
its bark for tanning and for other purposes.
5. SCRUB PINE ( Pinus contorta).-The scrub pine is found throughout
the interior of Alaska in small, scattered bodies up to the highe t
latjtudes, but it is of no value as timber.
Thus it will be seen that the forests of Alaska are altogether coniferous, as the small bodies of birch and the alder and willow thicket
on the lower Yukon aud Kuskokvim rivers can scarcely be considered
to come under this head. Aside from the yellow cedar, which is rare,
the timber wealth of Alaska consists of tlle Sitka spruce, which is not
only abundant and large (trees of from 3 to 4 feet in diameter being
quite common in southeastern Alaska and Prince William Sound), but
also generally accessible.
·
To give even an approximate estimate of the area of timbered land
in Alaska is at present impossible, in view of our incom~lete k~o'Yledge
of the extent of mountain ranges, which, though falling withm the
timber limits, must be deducted from the superficial area of fore t
covering.
A few small sawmills of exceedingly limited capacity have been
erected at various points in southeastern Alaska to supply the local
demand of trading posts and mining camps, but finished buildi~g lumber 1s still largely imported even into this heavily timber~ reg10~. ~
all western Alaska but one small sawmill is known to exist, which 1s
on Wood Island, St. Paul Harbor, Kadiak. This mill was first ~et up
to supply sawdust for packing ice, but since the collapse of that m~ustry its operations have been spasmodic and not worth mentiomng.
Lumber from Puget Sound and Briti h Columuian mills is shipped to
nearly all ports in western Alaska for the use of whites and half-breed
while the native in their more remote settlements obtain planks and
boards by the very laborious process of splitting logs with iron or ivory
wedges. On the treeless i les of the Shumagin and Aleutian groups,
as well as in the outhern settlement of the Aliaska Penin ula, even
firewood i imported from more favored ections of the Territory and
command high pric .
Th driftwood a hed upon the shores of Bering Sea and the Arct1c
i of very little value a building material and cannot be worked into
lumber.
On the m p I b veal o end avor d to show approximately the extent
of th tundr" or mar by plain pr~ducing a vigorous growth of mosses,
gr · e , and
n flo r. but r ting upon a ub tr tum of frozen soil
and ic
hi h ~o . not th
during the brief ummers. The glaeiers
also ha e b n mdi
her th y are definit.ely known to exist but
other .eonld doubtl
be found in mountain regions not yet vi ited.
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MINER.A.LS.

Coal is found, chiefly or wholly of a lignite composition, at a great
"ffi.any points throughout the southern and western coasts of Alaska
and the islands thereof; and during the past season a vein was opened
in the Arctic, above Cape Lisburne, by Captain Hooper, of the revenue
marine, who says that he mined it easily and used it with great satisfaction in making steam for his vessel. The oldest coal mine in the
country is that on Cooks Inlet, near its mouth, at a place still called on
the map Coal Harbor. The Russians also took notice of coal at Unga,
on the Shumagin Islands, and several openingR were made by them of
veins here and there in the Alexander Archipelago. Following the
Russians, our people discovered and attempted to work one or two in
the Sitkan .Archipelago and several to the westward. The quality of all
this coal located and worked for a brief experimental period was of so
poor a grade that in no case has it been pronounced fit for use on steamgoing vessels, being so highly charged with sulphur and other deleterious combinations. The value, however, of Captain Hooper's vein in
the Arctic to the opening enterprise of steam whaling, and for the use
of the revenue marine itself, must be of very striking moment. These
experiments with Alaskan coal have been exceedingly thorough and
patiently wrought out at Unga, where the most laudable, persistent,
and even desperate determination has been manifested by the owners
of certain ledges thereon to develop their holdings into mines of
wealth. The steamers in the Territory bring their own coal with them,
or have it sent up by tender from British Columbia Sound or California.
The traders at the different posts where timber is scarce or entirely
wanting use it now as their principal fuel, and it is the sole fuel on the
seal islands.
In regard to the reputed findings of large-paying gold mines and
other precious minerals, I can only say that, as far as is known, there
is nothing of the kind in western Alaska; at least there is nothing
located and worked as such, though the prospecting or searching is as
active as it has been since the transfer. The surface of the country in
southern Alaska being so mountainous and concealed by tlle timber
cloak everywb~.r e covering it, it is of course a slow and exceedingly
difficult undertaking to penetrate any distance back, up, and among
the mountain valleys in search of minera1. The color of gold can be
washed out of the sand of every little stream emptying into the ocean
on the northwest coast, and in many places it can be found by searching in the surf-beaten beaches of the seacoast it. elf. But the question
immediately arises with the miner, "Will it pay1" and by that he
means, ''Will it yield me from $4 to 10 a day if I work it'" Le s
return for his labor does not satisfy him, nor will it bring others to the
places.
The gold-bearing belt of the Rocky Mountain divide, so familiar to
us as it crops out all through our States and Territorie , rea hes
undoubtedly to the Arctic Sea itself. But it must be borne in mind
that with every degree of northern latitude as we a cend we cut off
working days, as the icy grasp of frost check the flow of water ~nd
shuts down the mills, so that when this gold-bearing belt cro e rnto
our Alaskan boundary, far back and concealed from the ea by be
towering summits of the coa t range, we find it practically ~arrecl ont
from our miners unle s they shall find the free gold and a ri h quartz
in unwonted abundance.
The quartz mine iu the immediate vicinity of i ka have ~ en
abandoned as worthles under present conditions, the output offimally
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reported for the year ending June 30, 1880, being but a trifle over $6 000
with an expenditure of nearly four times that sum. Since 1880 how~
ever, much surface gold has been found in the mountains on Ga tineaux Channel, between Douglas Island and the mainland, chiefly
from the decomposed mroppings of ledges. These discoverie hav
attracted several thousand miners and their followers, and a thriving
town, now named Juneau City, has sprung up, claiming very bright
prospects in spite of the long interval of enforced idleness between
December and April. The never-satisfied -prospector has already left
these diggings behind and pushed on from the head of Lynn Canal
across the divide separating the headwaters of the Yukon from the
North Pacific; but whatever discoveries have been made there are
located in British Columbia, and consequently without the pale of this
report.
The Cassiar diggings, which have during the last five or six years
given quite an impetus to Alaskan travel by Fort Wrangell and Sitka,
are situated in the territory or dominion of British Columbia, far up
the Stakhin River, and away from our limits. They have been failing
lately, and the last season's work has been one of sore disappointment
and discouragement to the few miners who still hold on.
In Norton Sound, within the deep, land-locked shoals of Golovin Bay,
there are reputed to be leads of silver ore and graphite. Cinnabar ba
also been discovered on the Kuskokvim, and assays made of the ore
in San Francisco indicate a very valuable discovery there. Other than
these minute circumstances we have no better evidence of the mineral
wealth of Alaska to offer at this writing, unless we refer to the old
legend and partial corrobora,tion of it in regard to the presence of an
extensive deposit of copper in situ on the banks of theAtnah or Copper
River. There is also a mine opened, but just at present n?t worke~,
on Prince of Wales Island. This little mine, however, we might say 1s
owned by British Columbians, who say that they ar~ ~arred_ out from
their legitimate home market on account of the Domm10n tariff; hence
they are idle.
In connection with the discussion of the mineral resources of Alaska
I insert here a translation of tbe report rendered by Lieutenant Dorosbin, who was intrusted by the Russian-American Company with an
examination of the gold-bearing deposits on the Kenai Peninsul~Dorosbin has frequently been accused of suppressing the result of his
explorations in order to please the Russian-American Company, but
from his report and private letters on the same subject it would seem
that such was not the case. He wrote as follows:
In the year 1850 I was ordered to the Gulf of Kenai (Cooks Inl et) in order to
investigate the indications of gold first discovered by me in 1 4 , during my fust
visit to that neighborhood. I l eft Sitka on the 1st of May and return ed on the 4th
of October. During this period the laborers under my command were at work only
forty-nine days, the remainder of the time bein~ spent in excnrsion to Nuchek and
Ochek islands and Vo kressensky Bay, and also m the laboriou as ent of the river
Ka-ktnu, and the tedious transportation of provisions and iruplements on the backs
of m6n.
In 18511 left Sitka on the 8th of May and returned on the 30th of October calling
at ucbek and t. Paul Harbor (Kadiak Island). Tho working days during t,his
summer numbered sixty-six, much time being wasted in the transportation of provision a.nd tools. The working force during this season was the same as the last12 men.
Under the e circumstances my prospecting was confined to (1) the valley of the
creek Tu.slitnu, mptying into the lake Ka. tudilin, the h ad of the river Ka-ktnn ·
(2) the valley of the er ek T~slikh-tnn, with it tri'1:mtary ravines, and (3) the valley
of the creek hunu-ktnu, with several lateral ravm es. The streams Taalikh-ktnu
and Ch~u-ktnn empty into the kiliankh River, connecting the lakes kiliamna and
Kastudilin.
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Nearly everywhere in these localities gold was found, but nowhere in a larger
quantity t h a n ~ of the dirt, or 16 grains of gold to 1 pood (36 pounds) of dirt.
Though the results of my two years' exploration of the Kenai Mountains were thus
insignificant, they may be the foundation for more extensive search of the goldbearing strata. .A.side from the valley of the Tsulitnu, where I could not complete
my investigations on account of a forest fire, only two other valleys, with their tributa.ry ravines, were examined, and consequently only a small surface of the mountaiinous Kenai Peninsula has been touched, while nothing has been done in the main
mountain ranges, of which the Kenai chain is only a branch.

In the following year (1852) Doroshin wrote to Prof. G . .A. Gosse:
The small result of my labors has cooled the ardor of the chief manager of the
colonies for gold seeking. I do not cease to hope, however, that later some other
engineer will be more fortunate in the path pointed out by me, with better means
than were at my disposal; in that case, of course, nobody will think of him who
first found gold where there were no ancient diggings-where no grains of gold were
found in the crop of a grouse [referring to an incident of gold discovery in Siberia],
and where the natives have not even a name for the precious metal.

In November, 1855, Doroshin wrote to General Helmerson, member
of the Imperial Academy:
Last summer I passed among the mountains of the Kenai Peninsula, where I had
discovered traces of gold as early as 1848. In that year I became convinced that the
alluvial sands of the site of the Redoute St. Nicholas are auriferous. When we
find gold in such localities there must be deposits of auriferous ores or sands somewhere. This reasoning and the peculiar combination of clay and diorite on the
upper Ka-ktnu induced me to explore its headwaters. We found gold at the outset,
and as we advanced up the valley it became evident that coarser particles of gold
took the place of the at first barely visible scales.
AGRICULTURE.

I now pass to the ag.ricultural and pastoral resources of .Alaska. So
much has been said upon this topic, of frantic declamation on one band
and indignant remonstrance on the other, that I shall be very cautious
in my presentation of what I know to be facts.
In the first place, let me preface my remarks with the statement that
the cereal crops can not be grown in Alaska; this has been settled by
numberless patient and repeated tests in the most favored localities.
Also, that the fruit trees and the small fruits of our gardens here, as we
grow them and recognize them (unless it be the strawberry and the
cranberry), can not be cultivated successfully up there. But these people do have in Alaska quite an abundance of indigenous, hardy shrub
fruits, such as I have specified elsewhere. The statement made by
certain high authority that wild apples are indigenous and perfect their
fruit at Sitka is a mere figure of speech, but the other half of the assertion, that wild ro es grow there, is true; and for that matter the wild
rose blossoms with a rosy flush and the suggestion of perennial :flowering up the Yukon, while the violets, the -gaily colored pea, and indeed
nearly 200 species of lovely blossoming annuals and perennials are
found everywhere on prairie and forest Jand, on the bare hills of the
Aleutian Islands, and covering the great moor and tundra of Alaska.
But taking up the subject of the vegetable garden, it is found that
there are localities in .Alaska where for the last eighty years or even
more up to the present date good potatoes have been raised, though
I should say perhaps that the raising of these tubers i not a certain success year after year except at one or two point within the
Alexander .Archipelago, namely, at the mouth of the Stakhin River, at
Fort Wrangell, and on Prince of Wales I land. The potato grounds
of Ala ka, however, can with due care and diligence be m~de to furnish in the Alexander .Archipelago, in Cooks Inlet, at Kad1ak I~land
and islets contiguous, and at Bristol Bay a, positive source of food
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supply to the inhabitants. It is not generally known that on Afo .
nak Island there are nearly 100 acres of land dug up·in patches here
and there which are planted by the inhabitants, and from which they
gather an annual harvest of potatoes and turnips; but there are no
fields spread out, squared up, and plowed anywhere in Alaska. The
little openings in the forest or the cleared sides of' a gently sloping
declivity in sheltered situations are taken up by the people, who turn
out with rude spades of their own manufacture, principally, for the
purpose of subjugating and overturning the sod. Many of the gardens, noticeably those at the Kadiak village, are close by the settlement, while others are at some distance.
The potato crop at Kadiak in 1880 was a total failure; and this happens at intervals of from four to six years. The winter preceding the
planting in 1880 was an unusually cold and protracted one, and the
season, short at the best, was cut oft' by unwonted early frosts during
September and the latter part of August. The usual growing eason,
however, opens early in June, from the 1st to the 10th, and the potatoes are planted iu May, coming up and growing freely until October,
when they are harvested. This growth of potatoes, fairly established
and well defined, presents the only :firm and tangible evidence of agricultural capacity within the limits of Alaska. The turnip grows and
:flourishes wherever the potato succeeds.
On Wood Island, Kadiak Harbor, during a number of years past,
horses have been kept to perform certain labor in connection with a.
mysterious ice company, and for the use of these horses a :fi.e_ld of 12
acres of oats is regularly sown; growing up, frequently head11;1g out,
but never ripening. Tb.is, however, is a secondary object with the
planters, who cut the green crop for haying purposes.
There have been repeated attempts to raise stock cattle, s_hee~, and
hogs in large herds within the borders of Alaska. The subJect 1s one
in which the Russians :first naturally took a deep interest, for they were
fond of good living, and were as desirous as any people could be to
have the best of beef or mutton and the sweetest pork on their table .
They brought over hardy selections from the Siberian stock, placing
the cattle at almost every point of importance for trial. The result
after years of patient and persistent attention was th~t t~e her_d .on
Kadiak Island throve the best and became of real service m a 1 tmg
to maintain the settlement. Here there is a, very :fine ranging ground
for pasture, and in the summer there is the greatest abundance of
nutritious grasses, but when tbe storms of' October, freighted with; now,
accompanied by cold and piercing gales, arrive and hold therr own
until the following May, the sleek, fat herd of September becomes very
much worn and emaciated in June. It has given its owner an undue
amount of trouble to shelter and feed; hay, however, uitable for cattle,
or at least to keep cattle alive, can be cut in almo t any quantiti s
de ir d for that purpo e, but the stress of weather alone, even with
abundance of this feed, depre es as it were and enfeebles the vitality
of the tock so that the herds on Kadiak I land have never increa ed
to anything approximating a stock-grower's drove, rarely exceeding
15 or 20 head at the most.
otable examples of ·mall flocks of sheep
which have been brought up ince the tran fer and turned out at Unala ka Ounga, and 1 where have done well. The mutton of the Ala ka
h. p when it is rolling in its own fat, a it were, i pronounced by
ep1 ure
be very fine. But the ev re winter , which are not o cold
protra t , when the weather i o violent that the ammals have to
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huddle for weeks in some dark, low shelter, cause a sweating or heating of their wool, which is detached and falls off, greatly enfeebling
and emaciating them by spring. The practice of the traders at some
places now is to bring beef cattle up in the spring from San Francisco,
turn them out into the grazing grounds on the .Aleutian Islands, Kadiak,
and even to the north, where they speedily round out and flesh up into
the very finest beeves by the middle or end of October, when they are
slaughtered. Some ludicrous instances occur in this connection when
Texas cattle are disembarked in these unwonted nooks, where they
charge from the gangway of the vessel up through the native settlements as though possessed of an evil spirit, while the natives dive into
their barabaras with remarkable celerity and activity, peeping thence
at intervals in anticipation of some fearful crisis. The animals at once
repair to the solitudes of the mountain recesses of the interior, away
from the settlements, where they remain undisturbed until they are
hunted and shot by the traders.
The Russians familiarized some of these natives with horses as well
as cattle; but a great sensation remained in store for these people after
the transfer of the Territory, when mules were taken up there by the
soldiers under the mistaken notion that they were going to be used in
going about and over the country. These animals were a source of
profound astonishment to the natives, and the mules manifested toward
them an exceedingly vindictive and aggressive disposition, always
charging, with ears laid back and threatened uprising of the heels,
upon the luckless savages chancing to cross their feeding grounds,
the warriors turning in swift, tumultuous flight from the advance of the
unknown quadrupeds when they would have faced any number of bears
without moving a muscle of their countenances.
Mules and horses, however, have no economic value here, there being
no service for them on land. A little work is done with profit on the
seal islands by mule teams, and these, perhaps, are the only draft
or saddle animals that serve any useful purpose in the Territory, with
the exception of those at Wood Island, before mentioned.
With regard to the raising of hogs, the propensity of these creatures
to devour carrion on the seabeach bars them of much interest, and
they are not encouraged anywhere. The same difficulties as specified
above, however, occur in feeding and caring for them during the winter.
I feel fully warranted in saying that the extended coast islands and
mainland of Alaska will not support any considerable number of our
people as agriculturists, but it is also equally apparent that the existence of those who are living and who will always live in the Territory
can be softened in many of its asperities by better attention to the
development of the resources which are latent in the oil at many
favored localities, notably at Bristol Bay, Kadiak, Cooks Inlet, and
the Sitkan .Archipelago. There is a singular indifference, with a growing disinclination of the people themselves to labor in this direction.
In the times of the old Russian rule there were regular orders and
regular squads of soldiery assigned to this purpose every year, and the
old retired and patient colonial citizens were obliged by the terms of
their indenture with the company to devote themselves wholly to agriculture. Now of course they are free to choose between the profits of
hunting and the smaller gains of farming, and they naturally dr<;>P the
latter and rally to the former. It will thus be seen that the subJect of
agricultural resources in Alaska is not a new agitation, and the result
of American thought and industry; and it will be found that tho e
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points located by the Russians eighty years ago as most suitable for
their potatoes and other garden relishes, such as radishes and turnip.,
are the best to-day.
BUSINESS STATISTICS.

Owing to peculiar local circumstances and the nature of the traffic
carried on in .Alaska to obtain furs and fish, it is exceedingly <;lifficul~
t,o arrive at an even approximately correct estimate of the volume of
importations of provisions and dry goods. As an example of this I
may cite the discrepancy existing between the sums obtained from the
custom-house of San Francisco and those furnished by firms engaged in
business in the country. .At the San Francisco custom-house the books
indicate shipments of provisions to Alaska from that port in the following quantities: Flour, 801,508 pounds, or not much over 3,000 barrel ;
hard bread, 3,403 cases; tea, 823 chests of 52 pounds each; sugar, 7 Z
barrels and 2,463 half-barrels; and for the same period the books of
two San Francisco firms trading in .Alaska show shipments of over
5,000 barrels of flour and other provisions in proportion. At some
points the consumption of imported provisions, such as flour, hard
bread, tea, and sugar, is extraordinarily large, and this is especially the
case in regions inhabited by the prosperous sea-otter hunters and on
Pribilof Islands, where the native sealers have large incomes, and the
consumption of flour amounts to a barrel per annum for each man,
woman, and child-more than the average in civilized communities. It
is reported by traders that the demand for flour and hard bread increases
annually, even among the savage tribes of the interior. The d~man~
for tea, also, is steadily gaining, and the consumption of sugar 1s umversal wherever it can be carried by the traders, but is especially large
in those sections of Alaska-especially in the southeastern divisionwhere the creoles and natives understand the manufacture of alcohol
from sugar and molasses. Including the southeastern division, which
is supplied chiefly from Portland, Oreg., and British Columbia, the
annual shipment of flour to .Alaska may be estimated at not less t~an
10,000 barrels, or a barrel for every three individuals of its population.
If to this are added 5,000 or 6,000 cases of hard bread, 1,200 chests ?f
tea, and 2,500 barrels of sugar it is seen that the trade with Alaska_m
these staples alone is assuming considerable proportions. The shipments _of tobacco aggregated from 15,000 to 20,000 pounds. Of_t~e
value of the dry goods it is impossible to make an estimate, b ut it 1s
safe to assume that it does not equal that of groceries or provisions.
F rom the above it would appear that .Alaska, with its savage population of over 30,000, represents a larger volume of trade than any other
portion of t he United States inhabited by uncivilized tribe , even without reference to such mineral wealth as has been or may yet b e developed within its limits, or to the net revenue derived by the Government
above all it expenditure for Ala ka from the lea e of the fur-seal
re ervation on t he Pribilof I land .
The stati tic relatin g to la ka contained in the repor t on commerce and navigation fu rni hed by the Trea ury Depart.meut are of a
v ry un ati fa tory character, a a few extract from the e document
will rve to dem ~ trate. During ~he Ia t y ar of R ussian rule in
la k we find the import fr m Ru 1an America to the nited State
for the . ar n li~g June O 1 6, valu d at 39,544, while the export
to Ru 1an m ri ·aw r 1 ,315, of which 1 6 9 covered dome tic
produc : In th
r en _in Jun 30, 1 8-the fir t ar of meri an
occu1,ati n-the total hipm nt to Ala ka were valued at 56,067.
(T
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This represents the period covering the first rush of business men into
the newly acquired country. During the years following this period
both imports and exports apparently increased in volume, reaching the
figures of $180,000 and $200,000 in value; but looking at the itemized
list of shipments it is easily discovered that this trade is in transit
from British Columbia, through the .American port of Wrangell, to the
Oassiar mines in British Columbia, the items showing large shipments
of grain, mules, cattle, flour, bard bread, and groceries among the
exports of Afaska, articles which should, of course, have been placed
under the head of transit trade. .All these successive reports evidently
refer only to the shipments · to and from .Alaska through the nearest
custom-houses of Port Townsend, Wash., and Portland, Oreg., the vast
trade of Sau Francisco with all western .Alaska not being considered
at all. The statistfos of immigration contained in the same Treasury
reports may mislead, as they simply record the transit of miners and
traders throngh Alaska from one point in British Columbia to mining
camps in another section of that country. By far the largest portion
of Alaska iij removed from all communication with Sitka.
The shipping statist.ics derived from the same reports represent
chiefly the shipping- of the southeastern division. .One reason for this
state of affairs lies in the fact that the returns from the westPrn ports
of entry at Kadiak and Unalaska can be forwarded to the colJector at
Sitka ouly by the sailing vessels of fishermen and trauers via San
Francisco, and \t often happens that these documents are delayed for
months and even years.
As an instance of the deficiency of the shipping statistics I may
meution that while the report of 1880 gives tbe number of sailing vessels registered as 7, aggregating 133 tons, in the same year there were
registered at the port of Kadiak alone 11 sailing vessels, aggregating
175 tons in capacity.
CHAPTER

UL-GEOGRAPHY .AND TOPOGRAPHY.
THE MAP OF AL-4_SK.A..

Tbe fact that the new map of Alaska published with this report
differs esi;i.entially in many of its features from all the maps which have
previou ly been published nece · itates a few words explanatory of the
method adopted in compiling, of tbe rea"ons for the election of
authorities, and for changing the outlines of certain portions of the
coaRt.
'l'be sontbPa tern section of Ala ka, from the outbern boundary to
Cape Spencer, compri , ing the i Jan<l of the Alexa11der .Archipelago,
hH been represented in accordance with the survey under the au. pice
of the British Admiralty, corrected to date by Commanders Beard Jee
and Glas , United States avy, a11d .Assi tant William H. DaU, United
States Oo::ist Survey. In the topography of the section of the mainland
formi11g the water, lied between the Chilkbat and Yukon river , or
rather between the Pacific and Bering Sea drainage sy terns, the late
di <'overie of the explorer Krau~e, of the Bremen G ogre pl1ical
01·iety, have been in~erted, and the route to the eastern atid we t rn
Ku~~.oa l,1ke. (the real bead' of the Ynkon) bas been iudi ·at d.
'l'he chang-e in Lynn anal, or Cuilkhat Inlet, a.11d t? the 11ortl.t of
'ro · Sou11d ,tr quite remark ..tule. The waters of Glacier Bay extend
H. Doc. 92, pt. 4-19
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far to the northward, where heretofore a compact peninsula appeared
on the maps and charts, while the positions of Sitka and a few other
important points have also been corrected.
The intricate character of the deep-sea channels which form a network throughout this section leads us to the conclusion that futurt
actual and connected surveys will probably result in essential change
of outline and in the location of hundreds of islands as yet notindicatetl
on the map.
The boundary line between this portion of Alaska and the Briti h
possessions has been laid down as near as p':>ssible at the uniform di.
tance of 10 marine leagues from the shore line of the mainland. from
the head of Portland Canal to the intersection of this line with tbe one
hundred and forty-first meridian. The clause in the Anglo-Ru sian
treaty of 1825, which was adopted in our treaty with Uussia in 18u7 a·
defining this boundary, states that this boundary sllall be a line commencing from the southernmost point of the island called Prince of
Wales Island, which point lies in the parallel of 54° 40' north latitude
and between the one hundred and thirty-first and one hundred and
thirty-third degrees of west longitude.
The said line shall ascend to the north, :1long the channel called Portland Channel,
as far as the point of the continent where it strikes the fifty-sixth degree of north
latitude. From this last-mentioned point tbe line of demarcation s~all iopow the
summit of tbe mountaius situated parallel to the coast as far as the pomt of mtersection of the one hnndrerl. and forty-first degree of west longitude, and finally from the
said point of intersection tbe said meridian line of the one hundred and fo~ty-fi~t
degree in its prolongatiou as far as the Frozen Ocean. With reference ~o the lrne laid
down in this article it is understood, :first, that the island called Pnnce of Wale
Island shall belong to Russia [now by cession to the United State ] ; second, that
whenever the summit of the mountains which extend in a direction parallel to the
coast from the fifty -sixth degree of north latitude to the point of intersection_ of the
one hundred and forty-ilrst degree of west longitude shall prove to b~ :1it th d1st~nce
of more than 10 marine leagues from the ocean limit between th~ B.nt1sh pos e s~ons
and the line of coast which is to belong to Russia, as above mentioned [to the Umted
States by cession], shall be formed by a line pamllel to the winding of the coast, and
which shall never exceed the distance of 10 marine leagues therefrom.

We have absolutely no data for locating the summits of the chain ?f
mountains "running para1lel with the coast;" it is not even certam
that there is such a connected chain, and consequently it ha been
tllought best for the purposes of this map to run the boundary in conformity with the last paragraph in the clause of the treaty mentioned
at a distance of" 10 marine leagues from the seashore of the mainland,
in expectation of a future settlement of this altogether too indefinite
line by treaty or convention between the United States and the Briti h
Government.
survey with a view of locating the boundary in accordance with
tlrn obtu e wording of the treaty would be altogether too co ·tly, but a
traight line between certain ea ,jJy defined points agreed upon by
mutual on ent would olve a difficulty which promises to arise in the
near fntur , owing to the di covery of valuable mineral deposits on the
v ry gTOuud placed in di pute or doubt by the old tr aty.
It may be tat d here that a line from the point above mentioned
o~ be fl.ft. - ixth para1lel to the inter. ection of the ixty-fifth parallel
with h _one_ hundr cl and fort -fir. t meridian would nearly follow tb
n Im rn . outh :-vt rn la. ka wliile it would give to the nited
D
f th h a<l bran ·h . of the .,. ukon Riv r-the main arter
of tracl of b <·outin 11tal portion of la.-ka,-whi •h i now cro ed
~ ' t)1 b undary at a p int con ·id rabJ bel w the head of steam nav1 at10n.
1
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The coast line from Cape Spencer northward to Mount St. Elias has
been drawn in accordance with the Coast Survey chart of the Mount
St. Elias alpine region from observations and triangulations of Assistau t William H. Dall, who discovered important errors in the vicinity
of Dry Bay and at other points. Minute descriptions of natives, confirmed by observations of Mr. Dall, induced me to change the contour
of Icy Baiy. From Cape Yaktag to tl.te mouth of Copper River the old
outline, based upon Teben kof's Russian atlas, bas been retained, but
the mouth of Copper River, which Las heretofore been represented as
a wide estuary, I found to be filled with low islands, intersected by
narrow, winding channels. These islands were located by magnetic
bearings ouly. In Prince William Sound the only change made consists in the relative position of the three headlands of Montague Island,
in accordance with my repeated personal observations. The coast iine
of the sound is the same as on the Coast Survey charts· of this section,
which are based upon the surveys of Spanish, English, and Russian
explorers.
In the Kenai Peninsula, the island of Kadiak, and Cooks fnlet no
chauge has been made with the exception of the location of villages or
settlements in accordance with personal 110tes of the compiler.
The outlines of the Aliaska Peninsula are essentially the same as in
all earlier maps based upon the surveys of Lutke, Sarychef, and others,
with the exception of a few correctiolls in the Shumagfo group of
islands, which were furnished by the United States Coast and Geodetic
Survey.
In the interior of the peninsula my observations enabled me to insert
a few alterations along one of the chief portage routes from Bristol
Bay to Shelikhof' Strait by way of the N aknek River and Walker La,ke.
The Aleutian Islands are represented 011 this map in accorda11ce with
the charts of Sarychef an<l Tebenkof, with corrections to date by
Assistant William JI. Dall and party, of the Coast and Geodetic Survey.
The coast line from Bristol Bay to Cape Newenham is e i,;eutially the
same as that found on t,he Coast Survey map of 1869, which latter is
ideutical with that in Tebenkof's atla ·.
In the interior of this Hection some details showing ilOrtage routes
and settlements have beeu in erted from personal note of the tompiler.
The course oft.he Kuskokvim River has been retained as re1 resented
on the Coast Survey map of 1869, with the exception of a portion of its
headwaters corrected from Indian map and tbe description of traders.
The delta between the Ku kokvim and the Yukon mouth pre ent
several striking and entirely new features, for which I am indebted to
the discoverie of Mr. E. W. el on, United State Signal 'ervice.
Some years ago I was informed that the two de p indentation8 heretofore
represented on an maps of A1a ka to the north a11d outh of Cape ancouver do not in reality exi t, and happily Mr. elson wa iu a po itiou
to confirm this report, and to furnish the real outline of the coa.-t a
laid down by magnetic b aring and clo e e timate of di tance ~ from
points known and e tabli bed. That gentleman, during a ledge journey performed in the winter of 187 -79, truck the coa t of Bering Sea
at a point a little to the outhward of Cape I umiantzof, and takiu 0 • hi
departure from that well·cstabli hed point, followed the coa t to Uape
ancouver, another known point, and thence along the hor 111to th
mouth of the Ku k.okvim, finally cutting aero s the center of bed l_ta
to the banks of the Yukon. 1'hi journey re ulted in th impo1·tant ~1 ·
covery that Cape Vancouver i located on au island form tl by two wid
channels unith1g in a large inlet far inland. Thi i laud wa nam d
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after the discoverer, while the name of Baird was bestowed upon the
inlet above referred to and that of Hazen upon the bay to the north of
Nelson Is1and. 1
Another important point confirmed by Mr. Nelson during his journey
is that the central portion of this delta, where the compiler of the 'oa
Survey map of 1869 located a chain of mountains, consists in reality of
a vast system of lakes connected by shallow and intricate channel .
The couroe of the Yukon is laid down on this map in accordance with
the survey of Capt. Charles W. Raymond, United States Engineer·
who ascended the river to ascertain the position of Fort Yukon, which
hP found to be considerably to the westward of its location on the map
heretofore published.
For the course of the river between Fort Yukon and the Briti h
boundary I am . indebted to magnetic bearings furnished by trader:
traveling on the steamer which ascends the Yukon to Fort Reliauce
an American trading station. These bearings, confirmed by Indian
maps and the descriptions of various intelligent individuals, when
brought into connection with the change in the position of Fort Yukon
bring Fort Reliance within our possessions, though heretofore it wa
supposed to be on British territory, owing to deductions made from the
erroneous location of Fort Yukon.
The course of the Tennanah River and that of the portage route
connecting this little-known stream with the Yukon on the east and
the Kuskokvim on the west are represented in accordance with Indian
maps and a careful comparison of statements of many traders and
intelligent natives; and a change has been made in the course of the
Innoko, anotl.Jer tributary of the Yukon, in accordance with note ofa
reconnoissance made by Mr. E.W. Nelson.
The positions of St. Michael and Stuart islands, in Norton Sound
have been corrected in accordance with observations of Lieutenant
Hand, United States Revenue Marine, and Lieutenant Danenhower,
United States Navy, of the Jeannette expedition, who determined the
same to be considerably more to the westward. A slight difference
exists between the observations of these two officers, but as the naval
officer seems to have had better instruments, more lei ure, aud more
favorable atmospheric conditions, I have accepted his location of St.
Michael.
'
In comparing the authoritieR for the eastern coast of Norton Sound
it wa di covered that the charts of the United States Hydrograpbic
Offi ce contain d an important error. A draft man at that office in fir t
laying down this coa t line had made u 'e of chart o. i of Tebenkof'
atla , on wbieh the meridian lines were drawn at the half degree, a.
mi. take whi h remained undiscovered by the Hydrographic Oftice, and
the error re ulting ha· been perpetuated in each ucceedillg issue of its
chart of Bering 'ea.
In the coa. t Jine of uortbern la ka from Norton Sonnd to Bering
Strait and alouCJ' he Arctic bore the charts of the Briti h dmiralty
and the nit d Stat IT drographic Office in their late tis ue have
b n lo ely follow d, '!ith the addition of some detail furni bed by
Capt. . L. Ho p r
mt d tat .Reveuue Marine aud E W el on
n it d ' tc t . , igna 1 r i · .
'
.
•
'
_In runt1jo&" he_ b undar b twe n the Ja kan and Siberian coast a
h g ht var1 t1 n fr m ch, rt h retofor publi h d wa made nece ' ary,
au})
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in accordance witl1 the wording of the treaty, at a point where this line
passes between St. Lawrence Island and Cape Obukotsk.
Wrangell Island is reprt>se11ted in accorda11ce with the sketch of Lieutenant Berry, United ~tates Navy, publisl_1ed with the }a.test chart of
that region issued by the United States HydrogTaphie Office. The
point where Capt. C. L. Hooper, of the Revenue Marine, landed and took
possession in the name of the United States was named" HoopersUairn"
on Lieutenant Berry's sketch, but the name had been omitted by the
draftsmen of the Hydrographic Office. .As an act of justice to the first
man who set foot on this Arctic island, I have restored it. The latest
hydrograpbic charts of the .Arctic adopt Professor Norde11skiold's coast
line of Siberia to East Cape, but with the assistance of the obsnvations
made by Captain Hooper during the summer of 1881 I have been enabled
1o make important corrections between Cape Serdze Kamen and Cape
North. Professor Nordenskiold passed along this section of the coast
late in the season with thick and unfavorable weather, while Captain
Hooper was favored with the finest atmospheric conditions and double
observations of both midday and midnight sun.
The contour of East Cape of Siberia has been cllanged in accordance
with a careful sketch furnished by the brothers Krause, of the Bremen.
Geographical Society, together with other details, the result of a boat
journey along the east coast of the Cbukche Peninsula. Tllis change
in contour, though radical, is based solely upon the discovery that what
has been heretofore represented as an isla11d on the north side of the
"neck" of East Cape is really a sand spit separating a lake containing
many islands from the sea. In this connection it may be stated that
many of the names of villages collected by the brothers Krause are identical with those of a list furnished by a Cossack explorer at the end of
the seventeenth century .
.A careful comparison of all the accessible authorities during the slow
process of compilation naturally led to the discovery of errors in many
of the maps and charts consulted, but throughout this work it has been
the experience of the compiler that the Russian atlas of Tebenkof, and
to a certain extent the charts of Sarychef, furnish the most reliable
material; in fact they are the basis of all maps of this vast territory.
Wherever a point or coast line has been laid down as definitely known by
Tebeukof,it maybe relied upon as true in contour and latitudinal position. .A curiou in tance confirming this assertion presents itself in the
case of the southernmost outlet of the great Yukon River-the Ka ·hunok-iudicated as a broad arm on ''chart 2" of Tebenkof' atla . Mr.
William H. Dall, in compiling hi map for the United States Coa t Survey in 1869, omitted this feature, but examination proved the Rus iau
geographer to be correct. The outlet ~xists, but is le s broad than
indicated by Tebenkof.
The large numbers of new name of settlements inserted in this map
lie chiefly along the line of my personal exploration.
In the absence of all connected surveys of Alaska ab olute correctness can not be claimed for any map of that country, but in presenting
the result of my labors to the public I look upon thi map as embodying new information and as an additional guide for future labors in the
same direction.
THE GEOGRAPHY A.ND TOPOGRAPHY OF A.LA.SK.A..

The coast of .Alaska commences in the south, at latitude 54° 4~', and
sweeps in a long curve to the northward and westward for 550 miles to
Prince William Sound, and thence southward and westward over 700
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miles to the extremity of the .Aliaska Peninsula, wl1ence the Aleu ia
chain of islands stretches toward the coast of .A~ia in anotl1 r lon
curvei with its convexity to the south. The highe 't latitnde of tlia
great bend of the maiu coast line 11orth of Sitka is 60° 30', while h
southern point of the A1iaska Peninsula is in latitude 55°. From the
Rtrait of Issanakh, which separates the peninsula from the i land o
Oonimak with its great volcanic peaks covered with eternal now, th
Aleutian Islands sweep in a grand curve to the southward and we. tward for 750 miles, reaching a latitude of 51 ° 30' in the meridian o
Greenwich, and thence northward and westward 125 miles to Att-00.
the western extremity of the United States. The Aleutian Island are
certainly the summits of a continuation of the main Ala kan ran g of
mountains which sweeps along the Alaska,n Coast from the boundary
around the bead of Prince William Sound and Cooks Inlet and dow1
the Aliaska Peninsula. The whole chain, at least tltat part of it w t
of Mount St. Elias, is marked by many volcanic peaks, several of th m
still active. The mountains of the mainland between Cross Sound tbe
northern line of the Alexander Archipelago, and the east shore of the
Kenai Peninsula are very high, Mount St. Elias measuring over 18,000
· feet, Mounts Crillon and Fairweather being but little less in height.
The peaks of the Chugatch Alps, encircling the north side of Prine
·William Sound, loom up grandly under their covering of eternal now:
and on the west side of Cooks Inlet are found mountains reaching an
elevation of from 10,000 to 12,000 feet. From the Ilyamna Volcano
down tlrn peninsula the peaks gradually decrease in heightr-Sbi haldin, on Oonimak Island, measuring nearly 9,000 feet; the .Makushi~ on
Oonalashka, over 5,000, and the remaining mountains of the cham to
.the westward varying from 3,000 to 6,000 feet in height. The north
side of the Aliaska Peninsula presents a low and sandy shore. The
great extent of water lying within the curve of the coast between tlle
southern boundary and tlie southern eJ1d of the Kadiak Archipelago
has been named by the United States Coast Survey the Gulf of .Ala ka.
North of the Aliaska Peninsula the coast bas a geueral northerly and
we ·terly direction to Bering Strait, indented by three large bay or
ound.: -Bristol Bay, the Ku kokvim estuary, and Norton Sound. In
the retie the coa t of Alaska turns eastward with the sole interruption of Kotzebue Sound, in latitude 660 north. The island of Nunivak
the Pribylof group, and St. Lawrence and St. Matthew islands are
situated off the coa t of Bering ea.
From Dixon Sound and Portland Canal, in latitude 54° 40', to the
Chi1kbat Inlet and CroR Sound, in latitude 59° 40', the mainland i
shielded from the sea by a vast archipelago of i land , large and mall
mo t of them being mouutaiuou throughout, and all covered with a
den e growth of spruce, hemlock, and cedar. The dimension of thi
great accumulation of i land average about 75 mile ea t and we t
and 260 mile northwe t and outhea t, divid d by hundred of navi~able pa , ag- . Th numb rofth ei Jand ~i given a 1,100 divided a
f l~ow: Prmce f
nl I.landandtho eclo ely urroundingitnumber
J 3a · fr m P rtland 'anal to ap
aamaiio there are 134 • from Cape
l 'aamafio o h middl
f th
, kbin 77 · between Chatham Fredr1 k au
takhin trait
-o· dmiraJty I land and tho e ur'ronnd
ing it numb r. 11 · Bara11 f nd a lja u i ]and 1 • Chatham trai
n rth of dm1r I . L land · n in .., · and hi hagof and i land adja
.n
r.. ., . u11. ~ . •. . h fi rd f ..1.. orwa and th ' ch re ' o
ml_ nd mk mt rn 1 mfi u · b fi r th
re
iruen ion of the
tr, 1t ud un . Am ng th larg r p
dividing thi archi
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l)elago, Chatham Strait, named by Vancouver, is the most important,
stretching in a straight line 195 miles in a northerly direction from
Gape Ommaney, in latitude 56° 10', to the mouth of Chilklrnt Inlet, in
latitude 59° 40', with an average width of 7 or 8 miles and a great depth
of water. Several large passages connect this waterway with other
straits to the eastward and also with the sea north of Sitka. Of the
latter, one called "Peril" or "Destruction" Strait leads directly to
Sitka, while the other consists of Cross Sound or Icy Strait, about 75
miles north of Sitka. 'l'he .Alexander .Archipelago embraces a shore
line of nearly 8,000 statute miles.
The outline of this section of .Alaska is naturally a very irregular
one on accouut of the numerous straits, bays, and islands. The south
coast, facing upon Dixon Sound and Portland Canal and extending 80
miles from the latter westward to Cape Kaigan, exhibits numerous
headlands and broken shore, steep hills, and mountains covered with
dense forest to their summits. The mountains attain an elevation of
from 2,000 to 3,000 feet, with scarcely a valley between them.
The extensive eastern arm of Dixon Sound, called Portland Canal
by Vancouver, forms the southeastern dividing line between British
Columbia a11d .Alaska. It begins in latitude 54° 41', and its northern
head is in latitude 55° 45' and longitude 149° 54'. The inlet is but a
little over a mile in width.
On the islall<l of Tongass, situated a little to the westward of the
mouth of Portland Canal, a military post was established soon after
the transfer of .Alaska to the United States, but it has since been
abandoned; a few of the buildings, however, still remain, surrom1ded
by the easternmost native villages of an Alaska. ·Cape Fox, the
southerly extremity of the mainland within the .American territory, is
situated in latitude 54° 45' 30". · From the north side of Dixon Sound
several large passages extend to the northward-the Revilla Gigedo
Channel, or Tongass Narrows, between Cape Fox and Cape Northumberland; ClHrence Strait, between Cape Northumberland and Cape
Kaigan; and Cordova Bay or Strait, between Cape Chacon and Cape
Kai.gau, having connection with Bucarelli Sound. The largest of these
pas ages, Clarence Sound, runs in a northwesterly direction for 120
miles, witb an average width of from 15 to 20 miles, and finally mingle it water, with those of Chatham Strait, its western shore being
formed by Prince of Wales lslaud. Strange to say, this lal'ge island,
which ha been known to the maritime nations of the globe for over a
hundred year , still remains unsurveyed, and ha been variou 'ly named
an island and an archipelago and accoaut of natives report numerou
navjgable pas ages cu ting through it here and there. From the ea tern side ot Clarence Strait great arms penetrate in a general northeasterly direction until they reach the base of tbe coast mountains.
Their waters are navigable, the shore bold and covered with timl.Jer,
and the whole forms an intricacy of inland navigation difficult to
de ·cribe in detail, and a chart aiford but a faint idea of it perplexing
grandeur. There seem to be no harbor on tbe mainland in this vicinity. The port of Wrangell is located on an i land of the same name a
short distance from the moutb of t,l1e Stakhin River, in latitude 5U 0 31'
and longitude 132° 23'. The Ru, sians bad a mall stockaded station
here called Redoute Saiut Dionys, which was subsequently lea d to
the Hudson Bay Company.
..
After the acqui ition of the country by the United State a nnhtary
post was establi, lied here, but wa finally abandon d 1:n 18!7.. Tb
Stakhin is the large t river of sontheastern Alaska, but h • w1tlnn our
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boundaries for a distance of only 30 miles iu an air line from its mouth.
The Dominion Government claims a boundary even nearer to the eacoast, including the spot where British ocean steamers land cargoe
and passengers, and the advent of the British here has rlestroyetl the
once large transit trade of Wrangell. The interior of the countrv
adjoining this river is broken into a succession of sharply defin d
mountain ranges separated by narrow, deep valleys similar to tho e
between the islands of tbe coast.
Tbe topography of the Alexander .Archipelago is the type of that
of the interior within our boundaries. Beyond, on the upper river
within the British possessions,- thAre is a large rolling plateau stretching between the Coast Range in the west and the prolongation of the
Rocky Mountains in the east. Like all Alaskan rivers, the Stakhin
takes its head from a succession of great lakes. A number of glaciers
descend from the snow-covered peaks on both sides of the river down
to its banks. The largest of thm;e is situated on the right or west bank,
with its face on the river 4 or 5 miles in width, and its length i said
to be over 60 miles. 'l'he Indians relate that in ancient times tlli glacier extended across the river, forming an icy arch over tlle stream, ~ut
in course of time the spring freshets washed away the obstruct1on.
Some officers of the Russian navy attempted to explore this huge glacier
to its head, but they probably fell into one of the numerous chasm , as
they were never heard from again.
One wide passage from the mouth of the Stakbin to the ocean, called
Stakhiu Strait, runs westward between Prince of Wales Islaud on the
south and the Kehk Archipelago on the north, reaching the ea between
Cape _Ommaney on Baronof Island and Coronation Islaud on the outh.
Another passage, Prince Frederick Sound, rm1s from tbe mouth of the
Stakhin northward along the coast of the mainland, ~nd then w_es~ward between Admiralty Island and the Kehk Archipelago until 1t
empties into Ohatham Strait. A brauch of this channel, Stephen
Passage, runs northward between the mainland and Admiralty Island
until it mingles its waters with those of Uhilkat Inlet. At about the
middle of its course Takoo Inlet opens on the east, and a little beyond
this Douglas Island divides the strait into two channels. This i the
locality where the most promising discoveries of gold placer and q?a_rtz
mines have thus far been made. Juneau Uity, or Harrisburg, a mrnmg
town of recent growth, is situated on the mainland opposite Dougla
Island. From the junction of Stephens Passage, Uhilkat Inlet, and
Chatham Strait a wide channel, called Cross Sound, or Icy Strait (by
the Russians), opens between the maiuland in tlJe north and Cbicb agof
or Hoonia Island on the south. A large bay, not heretofore repre ented
on any chart, was definitely located la t year on the northern side of
Cross Sound by the officers of the United State sloops of war Jamestown and Wachuset. Glacier Bay extend in a northwe terly direction
from the north shore of Cro s Sound, between Lynn Canal or Uhilkat
Inlet and the Pacific, for a distance of about 40 miles. Abo~1t 20 mile
from its month there is au i ·land 5 or 6 mile in length named Willougbb
Island, and around the hore of the bay are five immen e glacier .
The fir t, in the vicinity of Willoughby Island i about half a mile wide
and 150 feet high; the next i about three-fourth of a mile wide and
200 feet high; the third, known among the Indian a the "great
glaci r, i ituated at the bead of the bay, and i about half a mile
wide and from 200 to 300 feet !Jigh · tbe fourth on th north •rn bore
of the ba , i bout half a mile wide and 150 feet hi h and tbe fif h
awl smalle t i about half a mile wide and 50 feet high. N ea1·ly all
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the ice floating in tbis bay and Cross Sound comes from the!-e glaciers.
The sea wasbe8 under tbem, honeycombs the ice by its ince~sant lapping, and pieces are broken off co11stantly. Prof. Jolm Muir, an eminent geologist of the Pacific Ooast, describes another huge glacier
located here, as follows:
On the northern shore of Glacier Bay, north of Willoughby Islancl, there is a. large
inlet, from 3 to 4 miles wide at its mouth. It runs to the uorth ward and westward 5
miles, and at its head there is an immense glncier which extends across the head of
the inlet for a distance of 3 mil1•s. Ten miles back from its face it is 10 miles wide,
and near this, its greatest width, sixteen branches of the first class uuite to form
one immense glacier. Four of the sixteen branches are each over 2 miles wide, w bile
nearly all have tributaries. '!'he distance from the face of the glacier to its farthest
removed fountain is a.bout 40 miles.

The port of Sitka is situated on the west coast of Baranof Island, in
latitude 57° 0~' 52'' and longitude 135° 17' 45".
Westw;trd of Cross Sound the coast-mountain range attains an ele-·
vatiou of about 18,U00 or 19,uoo feet, covered far down with peqwtual
snow, the highest peaks (Mounts St. Elias, Fail'weatber, and OriUon)
looming up in silent grandeur above them, visible in clear weather a
distance of 150 miles at sea. From Lituya or Port des Frarn;ais westward the immediate seacoast is comparatively low, wooded ground, but
closely backed by icy declivities that come down from the high monntain ranges, a11d at the head of Yakutat Bay reach the coast land. 'fl.tis
narrow strip of low coast, interrupted ouly in tl1e viciuity of Icy Bay
by a suceession of precipitous glaciers fronting the sea for 15 or 20
miles, e:xternJs to the month of Oopper River. Here the sediment
canied dowu from the mountains has been deposited for thou:--auds of
years, until a va~t low delta bas beeu formed, through which the waters
of th e river find their way to the sea in innumerable channels. In many
places the swift current bas carved large basins and lagoons out ot this
soft material, the whole presenting the spectacle of a perfect labyrinth
of lakes and streams. The mountains rise up abruptly from the northern edge of this flat to a height of 8,000 or 9,000 feet.
Vistas of the far i11terior are afforded here and there by the gradually
sloping masses of glacier ice. West of the Copper River the foot of
the Uhugatch Alps is bathed by the ea without any intervening low
l a ud, with only two or three exceptions, and these have been utilized
for the location of settlements. 'rhe mountains on the northern side of
Prince William Sound must reach a height of 10,000 or 12,000 feet, all
densely wooded up to a. hei~ht of about 1,000 feet, and covered with
eternal snow from their summits to within 3,000 to 4,000 feet of the ea
level. The i~terior of Prince William Sound, on the Gulf of Ohugatcb,
forms a ba in almost eutirely landlocked, being sheltered from the
south by the islands of N uchek and Montague; but although thus snrrouuded on all sides by land, it is by no means a calm and pleasant
sheet of water to navigate, as furious gales and "woollies" sweep down
the mountain ide without a moment's warning, compelling the luckle. traveler in a small craft or canoe to seek the lee of one of the buntlreds of island and capes studding the coast. Immen e glacier on
tlt e northern shore are con tautly descending into tbe sea and shedding
fragments of ice, both large and small~ that are carried off by the tide
in compact fields or loo e masses, still more endangering navigation:
The western shore of the sound, the northeast coast of the Ke11a1
Peninsula, is very much cut up into deep bays and fiords, a?d everywhere mountains can be seen looming up in the backgro~nd 1th nowy
peaks and ridges. The deepest indentation i~ this ection of the .c?ast
ofth& peninsula is Resurrection Bay, which was long yea.rs ago utilized
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by the Russians as a shipyard. This bay affords the only harbor'
the vici~ity, though _i~s entnmce is beset with islan~ls and the approa
made drfficult to sail mg vessels. From Resnrrect10n Bay in a o1 tkwesterly direction the coast is one succession of deep fiord b
exposed as it is to the fierce easterly gales prevailing here at nea;·ly
times of the year, it is shunned by navigators, especially becau eeH
the deepest and most extensive bays do 110t afford a single ancbora,,,
so that vessels entering them to find refuge from storms would still be
at the mercy of the tides.
The entrance to Cooks Inlet, or the Gulf of Kenai of the Rus ian.
lies between Cape Elizabeth, on the southwestern extremity of t11~
Kenai Peninsula, and Cape Do11gfas, a bold promontory jutting out
from the Aliaska Peninsula. Nearly half way between the two i
group of bleak, naked rocks called the Barren Islands, which, pla
as they are in mid -channel of the tide mshing into Cooks Inlet from
the ocean, cause violent a11d irregular tidal currents very dangeron
and perplexing to the navig·ator. Duriug calm weather the so-called
"tide-rip" will toss a craft about more violently than any sea tirred
up by wind, and a sailing vessel caught within a few miles of the Barren Isl ands in the "tide-rip" without wind is irresistibly drawn to
destruction upon the rocks.
Just above its mouth the waters of Cooks Inlet widen out into the
Gulf of Kamyshak on the west and Kucbekmak Bay (called " bugachik" on the Coast Survey maps) on the east. On theeastshoret.be
mountains are not high, and contain extensive coal veins of an inferior
quality, but on the west the main .Alaskan chaii1 of mountains rear up
several volcanic peaks to a considerable height, rising abruptly ~om
the seacoast with a narrow belt o shelving woodland intervenrn~.
North of the indentations mentioned the shores of Cooks Inlet agam
approach each other to a distance of not over 30 miles between Anchor
Point on the east, and Mount Isaac on the west. From this point northward and ea tward the eastern shore is low and flat, with an eleyation of from 50 to 100 feet above the sea. High ridges of mountam
traverse the iuterior and eastern side of the Kenai Peninsula, but
between them and the coast there is a strip of marshy tundra, wooded
along the river courses and varying from 40 to 50 miles in width. A
the iulet con tracts till further, especially between the promontories of
East and West Foreland, tlle tides increase in velocity and violence
of action until they attain a peed of 8 or 9 knots with an average ve~tical ri e aud fall of 24 to 26 feet. The northeastern extremity of th1
vast inlet or gulf which Cook entered with the expectation of :finding a
northwest passage, aud, being disappointed, applied to· it the narn of
"Turuagain," equal in tidal phenomena the Bay of Fundy. The flood
comes iu in a hug·e "bore,' with thundering noi e and astoni hin a
rapidity, and a traveler advancing with it in a canoe experiences the
p ·uliar , eu ation of. e~ing oue hig:h bank of clay and gravel af~er
:moth r a])l>a~ ntJy . mk11? · before him a he i lifted up and carr1e_d
over by the rnpourrng tide. 1 rom th mountain
urroundina0 tlu
bran •h of th inle inuum_ r~ble avalauch
weep down their rocky
and wood ~l lope d moh lung large ction of for t and piling u p
ro k d lm to ,u b an xt nt a to cau e frequent and total change
in 1J a p
f the
untr whil th outline of the oa t undergo
qu~1ly p r · l tibl m difi a i n from th action of the tide .
\ ha. th · untr north of ook Inl ti like no civilized man ca
~ •11 • m ~I tb
ar ' of o u1 ati n of th oa t by the Cauca°'ian rac
1 t ha r mam <l a
led book. Th Indian tell u that the rivers lea
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into lakes and tha,t the lakes are connected by rivers with other lakes
again, uutn fina.11y the waters tlow into the basins of the Temrnnah
and the Yukon; lmt collflictiug "·ith this intermingling of the waters
are stories of mountains of immense altitude visible for hundreds of
miles. The natives living north of this terra incognita give, however,
a ~imilar description, which may be accepted until reliable explorers
a-re enabled to penetrate this region.
On the western side of Cooks Inlet the main .Alaskan chain of
mountains, called by Dall the Chigmit Range, rises abruptly from the
.·eain steep ridges and peaks, the highest of the latter being th'eRedoute
and the llyamna mountains, both volcanic and emitting smoke. Only
at two points along this coast within the inlet does low land intervene
lJetween the mountains and the shores, at Toyonok and at Kustatan,
both of which localities have been utilized by the natives for establishing settlements. Up to the height of about 1,000 feet all these mountains are densely wooded. From Kamyshak Gulf, situated between
fou11t Isaac and Cape Douglas, a portage i8 made over a slight depression in the ridge to the basin of tile great Lake Ilyamna, but on the
southwestern shore of the bay the mountains rise again to a considerable heigllt, culminating in the four peaks to the we tward of Cape
Douglas. The last-named cape is one of the most prominent aud
boldest in shape of the many .Alaskan promontories, jutting out, as it
tloes 1 at a right angle for a distance of several miles into the sea, with
a sudden descent of over 1,000 feet into the waves of Cooks Inlet.
'J:he same chain of mountains extends down the south coast of the
peninsula, varying in height between 5,000 and 8,000 feet, with peaks
much eroded by glacial and meteorological action. The numerous
glaciers existing throughout the upper regions of this mountain chain
do not anywhere approach the seacoast, as is the case with Mount St.
Elias and the Ohugatch Alps, these formations being found only at high
altitudes, generally facing westward and southward.
Two distinct and continuous lines of ''watermark" can be observed
along the whole of this chain, one at an altitude of 1,000 feet, the other
perha,p ' 500 or 600 feet above. Both of these lines show the effect of
the wash of the ocean for ages, together with many petrifactions of
mollusks and other marine life. The natural conclusion forced upon
the ob.' erver i that the whole peninsula of Alaska bas undergone two
successive periods of elevation from volcanic action, and that thi
region would afford a highly interesting field of research to {.?.'eologi ts.
It is a significant fact that no glacial action is ob ·ervable below the
upper sea level.
The immediate eacoa t here is cut up into innumerable fiords and
coves, and lined with rocky i let .
The term '' mountain chain" applied above to the elevated portion of
the penin ula doe uot, perhaps, quite de cribe a very peculiar formation. The mountain or mountain groups are interrupted from time to
time by depresRion , but these do not at all bear the character of mountain passes, as they consi t of low, marshy plains, exte11ding entirely
aero s the peninsula, varyiogvery much in width. A similar formation
can be found on the coast of Prince William Sound, where outlying
, purs of the main chain are frequently divided in the ame way. The
impression created in the mind of the beholder is not that of a con~ch a the
tinuou alpine chaiu, but rather of a eries of i land
Aleutians, rai ed by ucce" ive volcanic action until tbe traits betw en
them are left dry. The e depre ion serve as. the port~ge ~01;1te
across the peninsula. A careful ob erver could easily recognize distmct
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islands in tlie mountain groups of Morsbovia and of Belkovsky C-O.
neeted with ea:ch other and wit_h the Pavlosk _:volcanic group only b
low, swampy isthmuses. Agam, the mountam groups oppo 'ite t'i
Sl.mmagin lslauds, containing the Venia111iuof and other volca11
loom up, entirely isolated by similar deprns:--iow~, north and ·outh.
Between Moller and .Zakharof bays the portage is made in half an hour
from the waters of the uorth Pacific to those of Bering Sea.
Other swa,npy passages lead through from the Bays Uhigmik and
Kislmlik to the north coast of the peuiusula. Nearly all these i,olate<l
mouutaiu sections bear a peculiar resemblance to the outward sbape ot
the island of Oonimak, the first of the Aleutian chain that is actually
separated from the peninsula, though only by a strait too shallow to b
navigable. That an elevation of this region has taken place is confirmed by abundant evidence, and altogether it does not seem at all
improbable that what now resembles from a distance a long mountain
range was once a chain of islands.
At Cape Atusl1agwik the coast of the peninsula approache neare t
to that of Kadiak Island, the width of the strait here being only a little
over 18 miles.
Iu the vicinity of Katmai both coal and petroleum have been found,
but 11ot alm11daut in quantity or excelling in quality.
':I.11ie volcanic group of the Pavlosk l\fouutains stauds, as already men•
tioned, entirely isolated with its two craters, of which one is still active
wl.Jile the other is report,ed to have been extinct since the year 17 6.
From this region also samples of coal of inferior quality have be n
procured. South of Pavlof Bay anotller volcano- rears its jagged
.
crown,- separated both north and south from the mountains.
In the neighborhood of Belkovsky and .Morsbovia sev_er~l vo_Ican~c
peaks can be observed, but they have not been active w1thm h1storw
times.
On rounding the southern extremity of the peninsula and turning
northward and eastwar<l a total change in the aspect of the coa t can
be observed. Low, Randy reaches and slightly elevated moorla~d
cover the wide interval between tlte mountains a11d the shores of Berrng
Sea, interrupted here and there by lake-fed streams and rivers. In
the vicinity of Ougachik the volcanic character of the country di ap·
pears entirely, the rock formation being altogether of granite and
quartz, and pumice stone and chalk are only washed up by the ea.
All along the coast from here wo encounter gray granite, hornblende,
serpentine, porphyry, and sandstone, but all along, at an altitude of
about 300 feet above sea level, parallel strata containing fossil bivalve
appear on the faces of bluffs. As we advance northward the interval
between mountains and eacoa t widens, until in the vicinity of Lake
Walker and Ilyamua swampy plateau nearly 100 miles in width are
found, dotted with many lake .
Proceeding northward along the coa1-1t of the mainland the first deep
indentation of the shore-line is Bri tol Bay, into which the waters of
Lake Ilyamna flow through lie K ichak River. From the soutbem
extremity of Aliaska Penin ula to this point Port Moller afford the
only harbor for hipping, though three river , the Sulina, tlie Igagik,
and the aknek, flow into Bering ea from the mountains in the ea t.
In the vicinity of th mouth of the la t two treams the bore i
hiah and rocky, bu nly few tra e of volcanic a tfon an be discovered
rth of Lake Il ·amna bigh m nntain of the main ]a kan range
protrude between that b et of water and the a hegak River, its
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spurs a-pproacbin g nearest the coast immediately behind the N ushegak
-post and settlement. Other spuri:; of the same range of mountains aud
isolated groups of hills appear at long distances from each other on the
coast of Bering Sea, the intervals being filled up apparently with alluvial, swampy soil, not altogether level, but gently rolling. The earliest
intelligent observer of this region, the Russian missionary Veuiaminof,
described the conformation of this section of the country as follows:
Slight elevations can be found along the whole extent of the American Coast of
Bering Sea; they are in nearly all cases connected with the mountains in the interior.
If the observer ascends to a height the country appears to him like a heaving ocean
suddenly become stationary, with its waves transform d into sand and mud; these
waves are now covered with vegetaLion, but their out nes are still very striking.
In the midst of this dry sea we find occasionally high, rocky islands entirely separated from the neighboring hills.

To the westward of N ushegak the mountains first reach the coast on
both sides of the Bay of Kulluk. The summits of this range as seen
from the lakes forming the portage between the bays of Kulluk and
N ushPgak are very jagged in outline, rising abruptly in almost perpendicular blocks and peaks too steep to afford lodgment for the suow.
The capes and headlands jutting out from this range into the sea
are frequent]y composed of sandstone worn into fantastic shapes by
the action of the tides and changes of temperature. The next great
e]evated headland is Cape Newenham, which forms the terminal point
of a rather low range of bills running parallel with the left bank of the
Kuskokvim, west of t,h e Tuluksah River. At Cape Newenham these
hills culminate in two towering peaks between 2,000 and 3,000 feet in
height. Between this point and Oape Vancouver in the nortb the country on both sides of the wide estuary of the Kuskokvim is evidenty of
an alluvial formation, low and swampy. Both at Cape Vancouver and
on the island lava is found, in addition to many other evidences of
volcanic origin; and the same is true of the islands farther off the
coast-St. Matthew and St. Lawrence. At Cape Rumiantzof, in latitude 61° 47' is another aggregation of volcanic hills rising like mountainous islands from the tundra.
The deita of the great Yukon is of course entirely alluvial, with the
exception, perhaps, of the isolated hi1ls of Kusilvak, which give indications of volcanic origin. From the nortl:ern mouth of the Yukon
ea tward the south coast of orton Sound consists of low, rocky bills
of lava and ba alt. Between the small stream of Pastolik and Pastalak are high bluffs of basalt, and the sandstone cape of Vsacbagbik
looms up between 400 and 500 feet from the sea level. The i land' of
St. Michael and Stuart are comparatively recent lava format,ion , and
contain several extinct ·raters. The tradition of the natives here
speak of the island of St. 1i bael as having ri en from tbe ocean, and
old peop]e living in Tebenkof' time related to him that twice within
their recollection tbe whole i land wa covered by the ea. From St.
Michael northward the chain of low hills composed of lava and basalt
runs parallel with the coa t, averaging in height from 200 to 300 feet,
but at a distance of about 30 miles inland a few peaks attain a height
of between 1,000 and 1,500 feet. At Cape Denbigh a granite formation
appears, jutting out iuto the ea at a right angle with the volcanic range
of bills. The shore of orton Bay are low and all the alluvial depo its
contain bones, tusks, and keleton of tbe mammoth and D_1a todon. ~n
the north coa t of orton Sound we :find the de~p indentation of Gol?vin
Bay between two high point , Cape Derby and tony Cape. The mterior at the head of Golovin Bay is low, and a, -portage route extenda
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thence by means of lake, and rivers to Grantley Harbor. From Stony
Cape to Cape Rodney the hore i low an<l level, but in the interior a
few high mountains are visible, covered with 'now.
Off tlle coast, 1lOt far to the eastward of Uape Rodney, there i the
small i land of Aziak or Sledge 1 laud. It ha,' a circu111ferenceof only
12 miles, and is covered with large blocks vf gn1,uite arnl l>a alt. The
island contains a small village and is the favorite tradiug mart of the
Inuuit tribes of both contiuents. Still farther to the north, oppo ite
to the entrance of Port Olarence, lies King I 'land, a precipitous ma ,
of rocks some 700 or 800 feet in height, inhabited by about 100 Inuuit ;
who have carved their dwelling places iuto the almost perpendicular
sides of the cliffs at a height of over 50 feet from the sea level. Only
one or two narrow paths lead up from the water's edge to this northern Gibraltar, which also bears traces of volcanic origin.
Port Clarence con ists of two capaciou ba -ins, the outer one sheltered from the sea by a lon g semicircular tongue of faud of alluvial
formation. The inner basin, Grantley Ilarbor, is surrounded by deep
cliff· of slate; and from its head or eastern extremity the portage route
lead to Golovin Bay, a mentioned above. .A chain of hills from 2,000 to
3,000 feet iu height extend from Port Clarence on the coast north-northwest terminatiug in Cape Prince of Wales. The formation of thi cape
appear to be basaltic, its almost perpendicular line being frequently
interrupted by steep, narrow gulches through which mall tream find
their way to the sea from the swampy tableland above. In about midchannel between Cape Prince of Wales and Ea t Cape lies the Diomede
group, consisting of three small islaud ~, of which two are witbin the
United States boundary. Tlleyallriseabruptlyfrom theseatoaheight
of a few hundred feet, but are level on top.
From Cape Prince of Wales ea tward and northward the coast is low
and swampy until we reach the vicinity of Kotzebue Sound and Cbori
Peniu ula, where ridges of slate and chalk appear on the coa t, generally rnnuing- parallel with it. The inner bore of the great e tuary of
Kotzebue Sound are generally low, the gravelly soil re ting upou a
foundation of blue clay. Occai-ionally thi.' blue clay ri e into bluffs
of a few hundred feet in bejght, and the whole formation contains
numerou fossil remains of the mammoth anu ma ·todon. The few mall
i la11d within the inlet are i 'Olated ma:-; 'es of granite covered in heltered localities only with a thin coatiug of phagnous vegetation.
Kotzebue ound is by far the best harbor in thi se tion of the retie Oc an, and i much frequented by whalers and illicit trader in
liquor and arm . Proceeding hence northward we find everal chain
of addle- 'haped bill interrupted here aud there l>y wide depre ion:-.
a few pyramidal peak , and steep, i olat d rocks. The o-eneral formation
of tbeJe i aid to be late a,nd clay. .At Cape Li burne tbe cliff> ri ·
abruptly to a height of 850 feet above sea level. Ilere al o late and
chalk seem to predominate, but a ,hort di tauce to the eastward car bouiferou, vein of con iderable width appear in borizonta11ayer along
the and tone cliffs overhanging the ea bor . The ame formation
continue from here ea tward to Point Barrow and the a tern boundary of la ka, r ceding occa ioually to a di tan e of 10 or 15 mile
from the ea hore and th n advancing ::wafo, fonuillg teep but low
ape and h adland , the mo t promin nt of which i Point Barrow in
latitude 71° 22'.
To complet the de.·cription of the topographi al and geographical
fi atur , of ontiue11tal laska, it i n c . :ary to follow up the ba in of
the ukon and Ku kokvim ri er . The ukon Delta, a already t ted
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abo ... e, is altoo·ether alluvial, but bet we n Ooual, kl t on th a t hore
of ...L.: ortou ound, aud the Yuk n Ri er th r i a •hain of hill' co11 i ting of gra11ite and late formiug the water b d b .twee11 th Oo11alakleet Ri-ver arn.l tbe A11vik, a northern tributary of tlJ
ukon. En t of
the
11 vik the mountain
in rea e in h ight until in th vi foitv f
Ikoo·mute, where on the rig·ht bank of the river few p ak ri e to a
height of 2,500 feet.
The b • t de eription extant of the topo 0 Tapby of thi riv r i hat of
Capt. 0. Y. Raymond, United States Army, which •over,' th di ance
b_etweeu Fort Yukon and the Ru ian mi sion at II ogmut , ju t rnentioued. Captain Raymond state that Fort Yukon i 1tuat <l in latitn le
66° 33' 47" and longitude 145° 17' 47", at a point wh r the ukon
rec ives the waters of the Rat or Porcupine Riv r, a large tributary
ernptyin °· on the ri 0 ·ht bank and :flowing- from it 11 ad water in a · ueral direction a little south of we t. From. Fort ukon to the month
of the Chetaut River, a di tance of about 200 mile , the river ha a
general direction about we t- outhwe t, the couutl'y on both i<le of
the trearn bein~· low and level, usually consi ·ting of saud or gravel.
1:he average width of that portion of the river is about three-quarters
of a mile, bnt in some place , rnea ured aero it numerous i laud ,
it wid n out to 5 or 6 mile . The current, through a.11 it, pas ag , , i
extemely rapid, and in many place the deep . t chann l doc not carry
mor than 3 feet of water. Vegetation on the bank and i. land is
principally ~mall willow and poplar, with o ea ional gTove of pruce
and birch. The principal tributarie in all tlli · etion of the river
flow from tlJe north, but none of them eem to be of much importance,
and no native villa.ge are known to exi t. ·
From the mouth of the Cbetaut River, however, the Yukon rapidly
chan ·e it chara ·ter; the island di app ar, tlle bank Ii e into hill ,
and the tream Tadually narrows into one clrnnnel, :leep and rapid,
until it finally rth he with great velocity through the Rampart ran
of hill . The bluff com po ing thi range ri e abruptly from the water's
ed e and are compo ed principally of a hard greeni h rnck, though
lat i o ca, ion ally ob erved, and at the principal rapid· a ledg(} of
gr .. nite cro ,'es the river. Mo t of th hill ar cover d with grove
of pruce and bir h but the tree a.re all mall a11cl in many place they
lie for . om di ta nee scattered iu every dir ction, howiug the ~ mall
d pth to which their root <le end in the frozen ground , nd the great
for of the prevailing wind· . From the Chetaut River to tbe I ampart
Rapi<l ·, a di tan ·e of ome 60 mile the rnkon flow in a direction
nearly north we t, and averag about two-third.s of a mile in width,
whi ·h lecrea"e at the rapid to about 150 arcL. The tdbutarie
emp yin · into tlli ection are al o chiefly from th 11orth and mall in
volmne. The fir ' t native village m t after de cendiug from Fort ul on
i _ ituat d ju 't below th rar id . From her t
ulato, a di tance of
· 11 :!40 mile , the river ha a general direction about we t by outh.
There are h wever, many b nds, although they are 1 · udden and
uumerou than in other portion of the rive1.
, ft r leaving the Rampart Range the riv r widen a ain and dimini he in velocity. The right bank i, generally hi1ly and abrupt, a11d on
t ie left though th hore i g nerally low or fiat, the hill c nd bluff
o · ionally approach be wat r e lg . The av rag· width of th
ch, nnel · about tbree-fi urtb of a mil but occa:io11ally gronp. of low
i and can: a wi<l ninO' of th riv r.
b ut 50 mil R b1·l< w the Tul lnkai
tation a rang of monntnin~ appear n the right bauk. Thi i.a ucce · ·ion of w ,n.d fin d p ~ k' aud ridge , de ·cribiug a b autifnl
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cu~~e of many miles, wifh its concavity ~oward t~e river and its flank
restmg upon the w~ter s edge. All this bank 1s well timbered with
spr~ce, poplar, 3:nd bn·ch. The principal tributaries emptying into this
section of the river are as follows: From the north the Tozikakat th
N ovikakat, the Melozikakat, and the Koyukuk, and from the so;th th:
T~rrnan~h 3:nd ~ few smallar str~ams. Th_e ~ost important among the e
tributaries 1~ size and beauty-m fact, chief among all the tributaries of
the Yukon-is the Tenn~nab, the river of the mountains. It empties into
~be Yukon about 30 miles below the Ramparts, and its turbid water
mcre3: 'e the current of the main river for a long distance. It :flow apparently m a generall.v _no:thwestern _direction, its head waters approaching
the upper Yukon w1thm five or s1x days' "Indian" travel. The mountai~ overhangin_g its u~per course are said to be steep and to contain
a_ur1ferous deposits .o~ vems; and samples of surface gold from this ect1on _have been exhib1ted. At t~e mouth of the Tennanah is the great
tradmg Agr~und_ called Nuklukaiet, where the Indians inhabiting the
bank or tb1~ tributary are aecustomed to congregate in the spring and
meet the white traders and the few scattered ba11ds of native roaming
over the bunting grounds between the Yukon and the Kuskokvim.
ot
far east of Nulato the Koyukuk empties into the Yukon from the north,
forming a route of traffic between the river and Kotzebue Sound.
From Nulato, situated some 50 miles south of the mission, to .A.ndreievsky, the distance is about 350 miles, and the river bas tbe following
approximate dire tions: From Nulato to Anvik, south-southwest; from
Anvik to the upper entranee of Ohageluk Slough, south. outheast;
from the upper entrance of the slough to the great bend, soutbwest;
from the great bend to Andreievsky, west by south. It is difficult to
convey an idea of thi~ portion of the river, as its numerous windiug· ,
its hundreds of islands, its bars and shoals, ever cha.nging and shifting,
baffle the traveler in his search for a navigable channel. · Generally
speaking, the right bank is high, exhibiting many bluffs of sand and
rock, much eroded by the ice torrents of the spring. The ice sometime
undermines tlle high banks to a dh,tance of 20 or 30 feet, an<l the tree
standing on the projecting tops of the banks are loosened by the action
of frost and water and precipitated iuto tbe ·tream beneath, and tbu
the river goes on wideniug and shoalin_g, and flol;1iting imme~se q_uanti~e
of driftwood down to the sea. Sometm1es the r1ght bank rises mto high
hills, but thf>I left bank is generally low ~nd level; h~re and there, however a few isolated bills are seen standmg back a mile or two from the
watJr, and for nearly the whole distance a range of di~tan~ mountain
paraJlel to tbe left shore is visible. In these mountam he the upper
branches of the great river Kuskokvim.
.
.
Sandstone and slate continue throughout this portion of the Yukon
Valley but on the lower part a dark volcanic rock makes its appearance. '.B etween a point near Andreievsky _and the sea n_o rock ·an IJe
found anywhere along the river. The hills on the ri~ht ball~ are
generally well covered with sprue~ and poplar, oc a 10nally 1~termingled with a little birch, but om_ng to the coldne s of the muter
these trees seldom grow to great size. T~e left ba~ k, on the other
hand, is generally covered with a _low t!11cket_ of willow and alder.
This section of' the river has few tributaries of 1mportance but t~ r.e
are many small streams, eutering usually t:ro~ the north. The prmc1pal streams are the Takaiak, which empties_ rnto the Yukon about 5
mile below Nulato, and the Anvik, debouc~mg from ~he north abo?t
160 miles below that point. The latter has its source m the mountain
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range which run paralh•l with the
acoa t; it bank are 11igh and
teep, and the very ·he llow wat r, rn11 with gl' a,t v lodty. Tw11 riv r
empty iuto tile Yukon in tlti' vi ·i11ity from tli
on th-the I , inkak
R~ver, auont 40 miles below ulato, and th 01.rngeluk.
l>out 130

miles below ulato the Yukon " parntt->R into two l>rant·be , the main
stream pur, uing a outber]y cour ·e, whi1 tl1e 1
1· branch, numiug
at fir ""t < little outb of ea t make :finaJly a gr at beud to the outh
and we t and enter tlrn main river again about 60 mile hel w the
poiut of separation. 'l'bis le ser branch i ·all d Ohageluk lough,
and into it, a few mile from it entrance, empti , the Uhageluk, or
Innoko, River. A little l>e1ow All(h i v~ky th
ukou beud abruptly
to the north and 1·uu . . about north by we ·t from tbi poiut to the ea.
The three principal outlet of the great river are the p-lrnn, or upper,
the Kvikhpak, or middle, and tbe Kn ilvak, or lower, moutl1 . The
Ap-huu outlet is about 40 mile in length and has an average width of
perbap~ one-third of a mile.
Of the upper portio11 of the Ku 'kokvim River I bave no authentic
reports, but the native relate that along it everal branche the
country is a level plain encircled on all id by tr rneudou mountain .
All through it upper cour e the current i' aid to be e 'Ceedi11gly
sluggi:b but at ome point ea t of the la t known settlement of apaimute there mu t be a breal through ome natural barrier, cau 'iug a
rapid descent and corre pon<li11g increa of velocity of tbe river. From
tbi point to the great b nd in the viciuity of Kaltkbagamute the
Ku, kokvim rnns nearly due we t.
The mountains ea tward of the Redoute Kalmakovsky are high,
hea ily timbered around the ba e, and give ample evidence of the
pre en ·e of mineral depo it', vein of quartz, cin11abar, and other ore
being ea il_y traced wherever the 101 e and bluff are expo ed to view.
Throughout the whole valley of the river the ob rver i truck with
the wide difference exi ting between tbi formation and that of the
Yukon. The bed is bard and gravelly throu ·bout and the vegetation
on it bank more profu e and of gr at r variety than we find it on the
lar 0 ·er river. About 200 mile from it. mouth tlie Ku kokvim makes a
beud to the southward, and from thi point the hill di appear gradua11y and at the ame time the fore ts of alder and spruce recede from
the bank until for the la. t loO mile of the river cour endle s marshy
plain extend on both i<le a far as the eye can e . Between the
Yukon and the Ku kokvim, we t of the general portage route, there i
a va t . yst m of lake •onn cted by treams with both riv r , but of
tbi region very little is known beyond the fact th, tit, i tbi •kly · tt1 d
by I eople holdiug li tle intercour e with their n ighbor inhabiting th
river ba in .
Turning now to the island of we tern Ala ka, we begin with the
Ka iak "roup, consi ting, in addition to the large i land from which it
take it name, of he L, laud of Slmiak, Afognak, Malina, Marmot,
pruce, Ougak, Satkhliclak, azikak, itkbinak, Tugidak, and Oug-anik,
:ide a number of other too mall to mention by name. All of tb e
i ·land are covered with mountain and bill , a few of them looming
up between 2 000 and 3,000 feet into the regi n of eternal now.
From the north rn extremity of Shuiak to a line from the h ad of
Ou ak Bay or Eagle Harbor to Ouga11ik Ba. , n the we t coa t, the
i.·laud are heavily timb r d with pru{}e, attaininO' in ome lo ·alitie a
le ro-e ize. Thi timb r lin i · quit har].)ly d fiuecl, though a1on0' h
at r emu. e throuO'hont tb group a ·tuuted growth of er piug wilH. Doc. 92, pt. 4-20
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low exists, and a heavy carpet of grasses and moss covers the hill
and mountains to the very summits. The geological formation con i ts
chiefly of slate, porphyry, and basalt.
The bays indenting tbis group of islands are numerous and deep,
affording the greatest facility for sma11 fishing and trading craft. The
most important at the present day is that of St. Paul Harbor, on the
northern side of the Gulf of Chiniak, protected from the sea by Long
and Wood islands. A short distance south of Chiniak Bay is Eagl~
Harbor1 or Ougak Bay, connected by a series of J~kes with ~notll~r deep
fiord still farther south, the Bay of Killuda. This harbor 1s agam connected, by a sheltered passage between the islands of Kadiak and
Satkhlidak, with the harbor, or bay, of Three Saints, where the first
permanent settlement of tbe Russians on Kadiak was located. Next
in order is the Bay of Kaguiak, a capacious basin sheltered from all
but north winds. Passing around tbe southern end of Kadiak Island
we come to the large Bay of Alitak, whence westward and northward
a long reach of rocky coast extends without indentation or harbor of
any kind until we pass the great fishing station of Karluk River and
enter the Bay of Ooiak, the deepest fiord on the island, divided D:om
the Bay of Killuda on the eastern side by only a narrow range of b~ls.
To the northward of this bay there is one other indentation on Kad1ak
Island, the Bay of Ouganik, divided in to two arms by the island of the
same name, and one large bay on the west side of Afognak Island,
named Paramonof Bay. With the exception of Spruce and Wood
islands the smaller islands of this group are uninhabited and serve
only as hunting grounds for the inhabitants of Kadiak and Afognak.
Southward from the Kadiak Archipelago are the Semidi gr~up and
the Island of Ookanok (also called Chirikof Island). They are hil1y and
evidently of volcanic origin, earthquake shocks being still of frequent
occurrence. In the autumn of the year 1880, when the inhabitant of
Sitka, 600 miles to the eastward, were startled by a violent earthquake,
similar phenomena were observed on these islands, while no subterra- nean movement was felt at Kadiak and the adjoining islands .
. The next large group of islands is the Shumagin, consi ting of t~e
islands ?f Ounga (the most important of the group), Popof, Koroym,
Androm1ka, Nagai, Great Koniusha, Little Koniusha, Simeonof, um~k,
and a number of small rocky islets. This group, which received it
na~e fr~ID: Bering during hi~ second voyage, bears indications of volcame or1gm, great change m the elevation of points and headland
having taken place within historic times. In geological formation they
are nearly all alike, consi ting of slate and porphyry, but on Oung
I land are extensive vein of bituminous coal. The product of the e
veins ha , however, been declared unfit for steaming or manufacturing
purpo es, and after expen i e experiment , continu d through a long
. erie of year , the mine have be n :finally abandoned. The mo t
important odfi h banks now utilized by an Franci co fl hermen in
Ala k ar lo ated iJ?- the imm diate vicinity of the humagin group.
B w n he huma m I land ancl O nim, k the fir t of the I utian
up,_th .. i d tted with multit~1 ?f i 1 nd , reef: and rock of
. ol m ongm
num ~on t,o d r1
m d tail; th y form th m t
imp r . nt
· . r huntm" gr und fall J k , t nding from Per .
gr bn ! I. I nd m h. n rt~
, nn, kh in h
utb .
. h 1 1 nd f
nun, k 1
u
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the Shisbaldin, rising in one elegant pyramid to a height of between
8,000 and 9,000 feet, and the Pogromny, between 5,000 and 6,000 feet
in height. The whole island has been described as the vault of a
subterranean smelting furnace with many chimneys, through which
flames, sparks, and ashes ascend from the molten masses beneath. It
bas been and is still the theater of the most constant volcanic action
in all Alaska. In the earliest times since the discovery of the island
by the Russians whole ridges of mountain peaks have beeu observed to
split open and emit huge flames, torrents of lava, and clouds of ashe::;.
These manifestations were always accompanied by the most violent
eart1Jquakes, tidal waves, aud :floods, the latter caused by the sudden
melting of masses of ice and snow on the mountain tops. The greatest
activity on record occurred in 1796, 1824, and 1825, aud as late as 1827
burning lava was observed descending from the craters. Oonimak has
also from time immemorial been the Aleutians' great storehouse, from
which they obtain sulphur and obsidian, the latter being employed in
the manufacture of knives, spears, and arrowheads. The Russian missionary Veuiaminof, who witnessed one of these eruptions in the year
1825, describes the event as follows:
On the 10th of March, 1825, after a prolonged subterranean noise, resembling a
heavy cannonade, which was plainly beard on the islands of Unalaska, Akoon, and
the southern end of the Alia.ska Peninsula, a low ridge on tho northeast end of
Ouniruak opened in five places with violent emi ·sions of flames and great masses of
black ashes, covering the country for miles around. The ice and snow on the
mountain tops melted and descended in a terrific torrent 5 to 10 miles in width on
the eastern side of the island. Until late in the autumn the sea on that coast was
turbid after this eruption. 'l'he Shishaldin crater, which up to that time had also
emitted flames, continued to smoke only, whilo about midwa.y between summit
and base a new crater was formed, which was still smoking in the year 1831. On
the 11th of October, 1826, a small peak in the i llterior of the island opened und~r
violent expl()sion of fire and a rain of ashes, whicll covered not only the southern
end of Alia.ska Peninsula, but Sauna.kb and Ounga and othor adjoining islands. Since
that time smoke comes out of many places among tile loose ma ses of rocks on the
mountain side, and a,11 the streams and ponds in tho vicinity are hot enough to emit
steam in midsummer.

Between Oonimak and Unalaska there is a group of islands which
was formerly named the Krenitzin group. The most important of this
group are Avatanok, Tigalda, Ougamak, Akoon, Akutan, and Ounalga.
The latter island has no high mountains, but is very rocky, and its
coast con ists of steep, almost inaccessible cliffs. The i land of Akutan
is nearly circular in form, and has a group of mountains culminating
in a volcanic peak 3,300 feet in height. Smoke still is ues occasionally
from the crater, the inner ide of which i lined with deposits of sulphur
of great purity, and many hot springs emerge from the :fissures and
crevices, in one of which the temperature i, sufficiently high to boil
meat and fish. The island of .A.koon is comparatively low, but smoke
can be seen to ascend from one of its peaks. The natives report depo ·its
of coal in the southeast side of the island, and Tigalda, high and rocky
at its south end and level in the north, also exhibits a carboniferous
formation.
The great island of Unala ka, the most important of' the Aleutian
chain, is _about 120 miles long and 40 mile wide. Three eparate
groups of mountains occupy the coast and interior: The Maku hin
group, consisting of two parallel chains running northwe t and southeast, between the bay of Maku ·hiu and Captains Harbor, with ~be
volcanic peak Makushin 4,000 or 5,000 feet in height; the Bobrovo1 or
Otter Mountain, extending from northeast to southwest, between aptains Harbor and Beaver Bay, and the Koshigin Mountains, extending
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through the southern portion of the island from northeast to soutbwe. t.
The snow never leaves the summits of these mountains.
The volcano of Maknshin lies about 20 miles north of the anchorage
in Captains Harbor, and is an almost perfect cone in shape, blunted a,
little at its apex, where the crater is located. No flames or lava have
been emitted by this volcano in the memory of severa,l generation ;
but smoke still issues at brief intervals, and earthquakes and subterranean noises are of frequent occurrence. Russian naval officers who
visited the island at long intervals in the early part of thi · century
as"ert most positively that many of the points and ridges changed
eutirely in outli11e owing to this volcanic action. A lake near Ve leowiky Cape, at the we't entrance to Captains Harbor, was by Veniaminof described as a lagoou conuecte<l with the sea, but at the P ' e ent
<lay it is separated from the latter by quite a wide strip of rocky land.
'_rhe geological formation of Unalaska com,ists chiefly of granite,
ba alt, porphyry, and late in alternate layers, and a few hot spring
are found at various point,s on the islaud.
Three vast bays indent the shores of Unala ka Island. One openino·
to the northward-Captains Harbor-is divided into two bran ·hes l>y
the island of Amalrnak, and is tlle site of the prineipal 'ettlement of
Ilinliuk. Another ba.\, tlrn large"t in size on the island, open into the
Pacific in a northeastern direction; this i Bobrovoi or Sea Otter Bay,
rn·arly 30 miles in length. A narrow isthmus ·eparates this gnlf from
the bay of Mnku bin, opeui11g we ·t,Tard into Bering· Sea. 'fi1e whole
south coaRt of the island is cnt up into deep fiords, but a' they a.re
opeu to all southerly :rnd ea terly wind ' they afford no anchorage for
shipping, with the except.ion, perhaps, of the small bay of Kiliuliuk,
whence a portage route lead.' across to the Bay of Ka biga, deboL1chiug
iuto Onmna,k: Strait.. An excellent harbor opening iuto the same
pas age is the Bay of Chernov ky, near the southwe tern extremi y of
the L land.
eparated from Unala,'ka by a pa s only 5 miles in width is ~he
I 1aud of Oumnak, nearly GO mil<>R in le11gth but not over 10 mile w!de
at any point. The soutll m extremity of thi i~land i low, rolh_ng
prairie land, ri ing grnu.ually into a chain of mountain R crowned with
now-covered ummit , two of wbich are aetive volcanoe . The soutllernmo t of the e i ituat d a short di tance northward of the pre nt
ettlement. The larger and more important is the
vidof, wbi h
rear it head 11 arly iu the middle of the i land, ju t onth of lnanndakh Bay.
notber extinct •rater i located near th north end of
Oumnak I land, and bear the na.me of Tulik. Earth
drumbling noi
are of fr queut oc ·urrenc her , and a ,
e y ar
1 7 a ne '
· ·
nd boiling mud
rupin th 1 ·
the
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report a large num her of hot pring- in variouH portion. of the j land.
Tb g 11 ral formation of tlt mountain ,·eem.- to b porpllyry n,11d
granite, inter, ecte<l. with lar ·e rna · of ob idian.
To the northward of Oumnak at a di tan
b twe n 10 and 12
mile., lie the mall ro ·k i. land of Bogo,:lov
hn th 'Ih ologian).
Thi i land or crat r appeared above the wa
ering a within
hi toric time . On th 1 th of Ia , 1796,
n trader named
Krukof found him elf on the north end of Ou
aud · th weath ~r
wa ~ thick and tormy, a11d tlrnre were many iu · ·
of vol 'anic di turbance, bnt ou the following morning the ,
·l ared and a
column of .,moke became vi ibl ome di ·tan
Toward evenin · n, black o~ject ap1 ared under the moke, all(l during tile night
large flame of uch brilliancy ro up from t
oiut ti.lat on the
i land nig·bt wa converted into day, and at
tirn au earthquake wi,th thundering noi
whol
hil rock w re
occ3.·i01ially thrown aero '
the 11
· it,ll sunri e
of the third day the earth
tli fl
down, and the
newly created i land loom
1ape
month later
Krukof found the peak con ·
y big-he
itting fire an<l.
a h ; later, howev r, the fla1
ed al
· Hl volcanic action
wa confined to the emi :ion
a1
Four y ar lat r,
in 1 00, the moke bad cea d
hen
l1ad elap d :in e
the fir:t appeara11c of the i::,l
e ht
l itH ~ bore, a,ll(l at
tha time ti.le ea immediat ly • nrrouucliu
till warm and the
rock. too hot to permit of landing, but a f
later the cliff' of
Bogo lov had cooled suffi ·
1
attra t a 1
mb r of a Jion .
I 1'r m the time of it ti
)
ranee until
snc-ce . ive vi.-itor
reported au in •rea. e of
ht and cirC'mnference, but from that
date no further elevation
have taken place.
The next group · · la
e we.-twHrd b ar , the ·ommon nam of
>eak,• 1 ·land
d
of Ouli 0 •
in, Kagarnil, Chuo-i•
1
and Una k
d
all r ro
1rJy a11 th .
i
e find ·ra
which are or ha
ti
bin ld t ric
a11d 'DH)ke
·
· 1 th
agamil, and
mukhta. lfarthqua
11t,
lava, a, h , ,
ou idian, and other v
t al
13ut on of
th .. L land., Chugina
an
)ing-, and conntly the group i
d x
llunt<•rH. In
r year many vi
1<'
f th i:land of
mil a lar ,. colle
1i
r
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the Korovinsky, nearly 5,000 feet in height, and a few miles to the
south another rises to almost the same elevation, the Kliutcheva (or
Springs volcano), and the third, somewhat less in height, though also
covered with eternal snow, is situated near the northeastern extremity
of the island, and was named Sarychef. A few smaller volcanoes are
scattered along the gradually descending mountain range forming the
backbone of the island. The northernmost only of these craters i
active at the present day, emitting smoke and askes, but earthquake
and subterranean noises are felt and heard all over the island. The
largest indentation of Atkha is on the west side, in the hay of Korovinsky, on the shores of which the principal settlement was formerly
located. The old establishment was removed, however, to Nazan Bay,
nearly opposite, on the east coast of the island. In neither of tb se
bays was the anchorage very desirable, one being expo ed to weste:lY,
the other to easterly winds. About mid way on the west coa t is a
sheltered harbor, Banner Bay, extending some 5 or 6 miles inland, and
separated from a corresponding opening on the eastern coa t by a l?~,
narrow isthmus. The mountains in the northern part of Atkha exh1b1t
the only glacial formation known to exist on these i lands west of
Oonimak. Hot springs are plentifnl throughout the interior, a~d ~t
two or three points the natives report mud craters throwing up liquid
masses varying in color from red to green, blue, and a brillian~ yellow.
Of the small islands adjoining Atkha in the west but little 1s _known
beyond the fact that they are mouutainous, uninhabited, and eviden~ly
of volcanic origin. The nearest large island is that of Sitkhin, which
is round in shape and mountainous, culminating in a snow-coye~·ed
peak 5,000 feet in height, which was reported by Sarychef as em1ttrng
flames in the year 1 W2, but at present no volcanic action is ob erve<l
beyond bot springs emerging from the rocks in mauy places.
To tbe westward of Sitkhin rises the large island of Adakh, covered
with mountains and indented with several bays, of which, howe~er,
only two, Kiliuliuk Bay on the west and Shagakh on the east, afford
anchorage to ve sels. One grand peak rising up nearly in the center
of the i land was called the" white crater" by the Ru sian,, but at
present it seems to be extinct; hot springs abound, however, throughout the mountains and valleys of the island.
The i lands of Ka11aga and Tanaga, in the vicinity of Adakh in tbe
west, also exhibit a ucces ion of volcanic peak ri ing abruptly from
the ea, a few of them still rooking and grumbling. Only on Tanaga
I land is there an anchorage, on its western shore, in the Bay of lava
Ro sia.
The small island of Anangu ikh, or Goreloi, is situated due we t of
Tanaga, aud con i t of one immen e peak ri iug abruptly from tlle ea
with a circumferen e of about 1 mile .
everal of the Ru ian explorer e timated the h igbt of this peak greater tban that of Sbi:haldi~
or more tl1an 9,00 £
but no recent mea urement to confirm thi
tat m nt have b n made.
Thr_ou bout th whol group of the ndreianov ky I land , Atkha
cont m the ~ly ttl n nt, all the otb r i land , though once populon , now ervin nl < • t mporary hunting ground .
The n t gr up f i l~nd to the we tward, nam d by the Ru i3:n
be Rat I_ 1 nd
n 1. of a ma: of mall vol anic peak , with
tb e~ ption f
o f
mewb_ t l rg r dimen, ions-th i land of
mch1tka nd K hka .. H t prmg . r found on n arly ev ry i I nd
f h
kmg rat•: . 1 t oul on
mi ei p chnoi of
nd n ~ 1tkhm th 1 t r being probably the
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we ternmost active volcano of the Aleutian chain.

The only anchora ges to be found in this whole group are on the west coasts of Kyshka
and Amcbitka, respectively.
The last subdivision of the Aleutian chain was clas ed by the Russians a a separate group (the ear Islands), and consists of the islands
of Attoo and Agatoo, the latter situated a hort distance southeast of
t he former. The formation of the e two island seem to be very similar
to tho e to the eastward, but no volcanic phenomena have been
ob erved here within historic times. On the northeastern coast of Attoo
t he only settlement is situated on the small sheltered bay of Chichagof, but another anchorage, called Mas acre Bay, exist on the outh
coast. The island of Agatoo has long since b en abandoned by its
inhabitants, and afford no shelter to sailing craft.
THE VOLOA IO REGION OF ALASKA.

As the best authority extant on the volcanic manifestations in Alaska
I use a translation of Dr. C. Grewingk's "Treati eon the volcanic character of certain regions of the Ru sian po, essions," published in the
year 1850, in the Proceedings of the Mineralogical Society in St. Petersb urg. Grewingk writes as follows:
We know of no more extensive theater of volcanic activity than the Aleutian
Islands, the Aliaska Peninsula., and the west coast of Cooks Inlet. Here we have
confined within the limits of a single century all the known phenonema of this kind:
tLe elevation of mountain chains and islands, the sinking of extensive tracts of the
earth 's surface, earthquakes, eruptions of lava, ashes, and mud, the hot springs, and
exhalations of steam and sulphuric gases. Not only does the geological formation of
mo t of the islands and a portion of the continent point to volcanic origin or elevation, but wo have definite information of volcanic activity on 25 of the Aleutian
I lauw. On the e islands 48 crater have been enumerated by Veniaminof and other
conscientious observers, and in addition to these we have on the Aliaska Peninsula 4
volcanoes, 2 on Cooks Inlet, 1 on Prince William Sound, 1 on Copper River, and 1 in
the vicinity of itka (Mount Edgecombe); 3 other peaks situated between Edgecombe and the Copper River have not been definitely ascertained to be volcanic. The
di tance from the Wrangell volcano, in the vicinity of Copper River, to the Sitkhan
I and ie 1,505 nautical miles. We have every reason to believe that the Near Islands
(t,he we ternmost of the Aleutian group) are al o extinct craters; and thus we find
one continuous chain of volcanoes from Wrangell to the near Commander Islands
(Bering and (;opper), pointing to the existence of a subterranean channel of lava :finding i outlet or breathing hole through the craters of this region. The nearest volcanoe to the south of thitt line are Mount Baker on the American continent, in latitude
0 48' aucl the crater of the Kurile chain of islands on the coast of Asia.
That a
nbterranean connection xists b tween this long line of craters is indicated by the
fact that whenever volcanic activity grows slack in one section of the chain it
incre
in violence at some other point, an observation which has been confirmed
by all ob. rvers. ltrom all information on the ubject at our di posal it appears that
the er , ters of Mounts Fairweather, Cryllon, and Edgecombe, and Mount Calcl r
( Prince of Wales Island) have not been active since the middle of the last century,
and
the univer al law of volcanic acti vity seems to place the frequency of erupion in an inverse ratio to the height of t he volcano s, we might reasonably expect
that the e on of rest for the e craters will be a prolonaed one; but how terrible
nd dcv tatln rmm~t betheawa.kening ofthesleepingfurnaceswhenitoccurs! With
r ~ar,1 to ~fount t. Elia , we have many authentic data as to its volcanic nature.
B lcb er and Wrangell con id r that the black ridg descending from the summits of
e ountains, and the fact that the glacier on Copper River exhibit a covering
o
g ta ion, as proof of the volcanic character of the mountain. The first phenomen may rettt entirely upon an optic delusion, a it is not at all certain that the black
re k con istof lava or a he , while the appearance of vegetation on the surface of
I. ier on Copper River i very prob bly due to the fall of volcanic ashes. The latter
be omenon may be traced a ea ily and with far more probability to the Wrangell
olc no.
ith a feeling of relief we abandon this field of speculation and enter upon a
· ew of the volcanic phenomena of the e regions in geographical as well as chronoogi al order. All the e<litioos upon which our list is founded came from the reports
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of the accidental visits of Enropenn travel rs an<l explorcrA. Owing to the low grade
of civiliiatiou of the natives, ancl eYon of the colonists, it has b een exceedingly ditlicult to collect the necessary information from inhabitants of the country; but such
as it is I have made use of all material accessible to me. We first review the volcanic
manifestations, as far as known, in g og-raphical order.
On Prince of Wales Island, Mount C:tlder, located in latitude 56° 15' and longitude
133° 30', was active ( Y) in the year 1775, according to Don Antonio Manrelle; not
active in 1793, according to Vancouver, and reported in the sam e condition by all
later obser\rers. On Baranof Island we have bot spring , situated in latitude 56°
51' and longitude 135° 19', which were reported flowing by Baranof in 1779, and
have remained in the same condition. On the mainland we have Mount Cryllon, in
latitude 5 ° 45' and longitude 137° , r ported not active by Cook in 1778. Mount
Fairweather, in latitude 59° , longitude 137° 30', reported not a ctive by La Perouse
in the years 17~6 to 1788; Mount St. Elias, in latitude 60° 17' , longitude 140° 51',
reported not active by, ancouver in 1794, and continued in the same condition. 1:'he
coast cmter on Prine William ound ( Y ), in latitude 60;) 54', r Pported in ernpt1~n
by Don Fidaigo; fount ·wrangell, in latitude 62° and longitude 142° , discovered lll
1819, _and reported act,i ve by Kliwosky and Wrnngell. The bi 0 ·h peak or Redoute
Mountain, latit0<le 60° 30', longitncle 152° 45' (west coast of Cooks Inlet), reporte<l
smoking since 1819 by Wrangell and others. Monot Ilyamna, latitnde 60° , longitude
153° 15', reported not active hy B ring in 1741 (f) ancl a ctive by Cook in 177 ; also
by Don Artsaga in 1779; al. o in 1768 by Portlock and Dixon, and in 1793 by_'7an•
couver, and also by all later observers, and still continues the same. On the A_l1a ka
Peninsula the Veniaminof crater, latitude 56° , longitude 158° , 1·eported smokrng_by
Veniaminof from 1830 to 1840; hot springs in the same vicini t.v r eported flow mg
by Veniaminof at the same time, and continue in the same condition; Paslovsky
crater, in latitude 55° 24' nn<l longitude 161° 48', reporte(l active from 17~2 to !76 by
the promyshlen iks. According to Chamisso, one of its craters became ext_mct m 17 6,
l'eported active by arychef in 1790, also by all later observers,. aud is. till s111ok111g.
'fbe craters of Medvednikof and Morshova, in latitude 55o and lon g1tn<lo L62° 37',
repor~cd not a?tive in 1768 and 1769 by Krenitzin, bn t active in 1~90 by. ary~ bef,
smokmg occa t0nally; bot springs at the entrance of forshova Bay, rn lat1t~Hl 54
3-l/ and lougitnd 152° 25', were reported flowino- in 1832 l>y Ltitke. llot springs on
the peninsula, in latitude 55° , longitnde 1630 10', were re,Portecl by Veniaminof a
flowing in 183 ; hot spring on Moller Bay, latitude 55° 45, longitude 1601.J 3~', we~e
reported flowing in 1828 by Li.itke and in 1840 by Veniaminof, and still C<?ntmue 111
the same condition. The volcauic i land of Amnak, latitud f>5u 26' , long1tnde 163°
15', was active during the last century, but not active sin 1 0-1, according to l{rusenstern. On Oonimak Island the volcano Khaginak, in latitude('), has not been
active within historic times, though V niarninof, from native accounts, compnted
that its crater was formecl in the year 1690.
Of th two other volcauoes on this i land, bi haldin, in latitn<le 5-1° 45' , longitu<le
164° , and Pogromny, latitude 54P 30' and longitude 164° 45', we have the following
data:
In the years 177u to 177 the hishn.ldin was reported as occa ionally active b_y
Zaikof; in 177 ,'hi haldin wa report d moking by Cook, and in 1790 h y 'anPr; it
wa al o reported smoking in 1 2-1 l>y
niaminof,· and as in foll emption in 1 r;
in 1826 a new eruption wa reported by Veniaminof and also increase<L activity from
1 27 to 1 29, and from 1830 to 1 31. Pogromny bad itR greatest a ·tivity in the Y ar
17fl-, and another violent eruption in 1 27, and in the autumn of 1 30. Both are
till moking.
In the I land of Akoon a emit r, si ,rnted in l:ititnde 51,0 17' , longitnd 165 33',
wa reported by th promy hl niks a not active b tw en 1765 and 1770 · in the Y ar
1 2 Y niaminof reported it moking. Hot springs were reported flowing in 1 2
and till contiune in t,be same conclition. The crater on Akutan I Jan<l, lati tulle 50° ,
!onJiit~1d~ 165° 5-1', wa r por~ecl not active in 177 by 'ook, and al o by h_elil~bof
m l, ; 1t w r ported amok mg by auer and , 'arychef in 1790; al o by en 1ammof
and later obs rver .
n Toal, ka I land the ~Iaku bin er, tu in ln.titud 5::3 5:l'
longitncl 1 ° 4 ', was r ported a ·tive b • Krenitziu in 176 1 no't activ hy ook in
177 ,
tinct _by au<•r in l'! an.cl 1702, smoking u • ' ary •h f in the snm 'year. In
18 2 an ernp 100, ac<'ompam. cl with arthcpiak , wa report d by Lang ,Jorff· in 1 16
and~ 17 E hbolz r P?l' d 1 , not: <·th· · in 1 20 \ T •niaminof n•po1t carth<ptak ,
ancl m 1 2 , n ru11 ''?ll · la •r oh 1·, •r. r1•po1tc•1l it till moki11g.
n
umnak
~. la~ 1 h P,rorn_Y h~<•n1k r ·por ,~ no v lcau1 • ph 110111 na betw 11 1763 nn,11770·
rn 11
the\ ,·1<101 _·ra ·r wa._ till mok!llJ.{j in 17!1 i wa n·porte<I smokiu~ b
, 1·~· l'h ·f. 1'r ml 1,
l 20 nol ut ruptwn an,ll'arthqnak" tookpla c· thro11ghu_t th
hol
nmu7k rnn~ . !n _1 ~I an,\ in 1 :10 oth •r rnption w n· r port •tl b,
Lh k an<l Po t •1 • l !H: ·ok, m e 1 lnntl of Bo"O lov ro e from tlw •a in 17H6 with
ar hqunkc nncl mp 1011 : r por 1•~1 ' not 111okin, in 1 f)O h:v Kotz<·hn • al o in
1 ~ h · Ln11'
t • r po
cl rnok111' in 1 -1 Ly Kotznbne; in.eruption in' 1 0 · by
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Lang dor:ff; throwing up stone in 1 14 br Baranof: deer a ing in height in 1815,
also. b~ Barauof; not active in 1 16 and 1817, a cording to Esd1holz, and smoking
~gum m 1820, according to Dr. tein; reported by V niaminof a no long r smok1u0·
ince 1 23. The volcano on Kao-amil I land, in fatitnde 52° 53', lono-itude
169° 30, wa reported to have been active by Liitke and Po, tels. In 1 2~Veniaminof
rel)orted only hot springs, an exhalation of ga s, and nbterran an 11oises.
n the
I .·ln.nd of Tanaga, in latitud 53° , longitude 169° 45', th vol nno i reported not
act_ive by Bragin in 1774; in 182 Liitke r portecl it :t tive, with many hot springs
at 1t base. The volcanoes of Onliugan and hegnlakh, in latitu<le 52c 53' and longitude 169.., 40', and latitude 53° 08', longitude 169° 24.', re pectively, h~ive not h •en
a ctive ince the end of the eighteenth ·entury. The vol •ano of l naslca, latitncle
52° 40', lougitnlle 170...l 2 ', wa r ported smoking in April, 1 17, by J1oris; in eruption in 1 24 by Ltit,ke, arnl in 1 30 by Veuiuminof. The volcano of .Amnkhta, iu
latitude 52° 30', lo11git11cle 171° 04', r<'ported in foll eruption in .Jnne, 1786, by
Shelikbof ancl in 1790 by arychef; in 18B0 it wa reported not actirn by Liitke,
but smoking by later ob, ervers. Tho Yol •;mo of 'iguam, in latitnde 52° 20', longitude 172° 12', with mnd craters ancl llot springs, wa reported active by arychef in
1790, and smoking by Liitke iu 1 27; also by lat r obserTers. The ii vo craters on
the L land of Atkha wer r eported active from time to time since 1760 by Zn,"ikof~
Tol ·tykb, Liitke, and other . Th
aryc·h f crat •r was consid 'red oxt,inct Ain e
1792, but broke out again in 1 12, according to VaAsiler. The Korovinsky crnt r
was in eruption and r-moking in 1 29 and 1830. The Konik Peak was report ,c1
rooking in 1827 hy Liitke; in 1829 by Ingenstri.i111 · al:o by Jn,kr observers.
The Yolcano on .'itkhan Island, latitude 52° 0J 1, lon~it11c1e 1G7° 0:&' was r portC'd
not active by Tol. tykb in 1760, in eruption by 'ar_yclicf iu 1792, cover d with sno\Y
aud rooking b_y lngeustrom in 1 29, also by later ous ·rvers. The White vol ·nno, on
Adakh, in ln.titndo 5:J 0 4-,, longitn<le 176° 30', was reportedactirn in 1760 h,v Tol tykh ;
al o in 178-! by, ·hclikhof'; and in 1790 and 1791 hy 'aner an<l ary<'lief. The vol ano
of Kanaga, latitn<lc 52°, lonp;itude 1713c f>0 ', wa~ reportecl a ·ti,·e, with 111an,v hot
prmgs at it base, by 'fol tykh in 1763, ah> uy 8helikhofin 176 ; smokin,!.\' in 1790
and 1791 by ar_ychc,f, and in 1827 b~· T.,iitko ancl hy later ob ·e1Tcrs. The crater on
Tanaga, in latitncle 52° longitude 178° , was reported a tivo from l763 to 1770 by
promy hleniks, ancl, moking hy 'aner in 1791, a11il by later observers. The volc:ino
on Goreloi, latitnde 51'-' 43', longitude 7 (.. 45', wn.s r ported active in 17G0 by Za,"i kof,
in eruption hy ,_'arychef in 1792, s111okin_g by lng'en ·triim in 1 :29. The rnlcano of
emi ei opoclrnoi, latitude 52° , lo11gituclo 180 15', reported smoking iu 1772 by
Bragiu; al ·o by 'arychef in 1790 and 1792 · by Liitke in H.t30, and by later ob. orvers.
The volcano of 'itignak, latitude 51 ° 39', longitude 181° 33', wa reported active by
Bra~n in 1776; aucl finally the crat r of itkhan, in latitude 52° and longitnde 1 1°
30', reporte<l smoking by Liitke in 1 :2 .
CHRo~-OLOGICAL REVIEW OF VOLU.A TC PHE .,.0 rn , TA ON TIIE ALE TIAN' ISLANDS
.L'D THE .c'OI'TllWE T 'OA l' OF A.MERIUA FROM 'l'JIE E n lG!JO.

Formation of the crater on the big he t peak of Oonimak I. land ea t of the, 'hishaldin. probably the Khaginnk.
1700 to 710.-Volcanic ar·tiYity on the Onliagao, hegnlakh, and Amnalc.
17-H.-Iyiamna . Joun tain not active ( n
1760.-Adakh, Goreloi Chechina, and Atklrn. smokino-; Koniu. by I Janel ri ino-.
1762.-l'a, lov ky vokano, on Alia.. ka J>c11ius11la, acth· .
1~63.-, oJcano on Tanaga activ (until L770).
176 .-The Makn.·bin an,l another volcano on Unalaska active; aL othe Medvednikof ancl ~lorsho,·a on tbepeninsula.
1770.-.\mukhton, acth·e.
1772.-~ •mi. ci opocbnoi rnoking.
177 .-The vol,·ano on Tannakh-Ang-nnnkb artive.
1775.-Monut <'alcler an<l oth r 1><·a ks on Priuce of Wal C's Island activ al o one
crat<·r on '1011imak 1. Janel 111tnmitteut.
li76.-T11 volcauo on, 'itignak in rnpti011.
177 .-Ilyamna vol,·ano a,·tive and .~hi. h:il,lin smoking.
17 .-\'. c idof. on Omonak I land smoking; also tb1~ hechina.
17 .-The vokano on Kana~a in I nption; Pavlo vky crat r nctiv ; , io-uam and
\n111khta active. tho form r until 1790, th latter until 1791.
l 'i . - o volcanic- ph 1Hmwna r port cl, hnt on tbc 27th of .Jnly a, floo<l Rnl>merg- cl
the i la11 ◄ 1 of , a11nakh and nnga and a pu1tion of the pcuiu nla ( •vidently a tidal wave owing to , rthcprnke).
17 .-Ah11an peak moki11g-; al o \'Heviclof, on nmnak, tbe l auaga, ancl, mi. iopoclrnoi. 'J lrn ~l: ku hin on l'uala. ka, ac·tivc from 17!J0 to 17!l2· ancl
th • hi lrnlclin 1rom 17! 0 to 18'.lf> (intermittP11t) . Emption r port cl on
Prince, illiau1,01111d iulatitude60-' 54' . (~)
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1791.-The pen.ks of Tanaga and Kanap;a mokiug.
1792.-'l'he peaks of Sitkhin and Goreloi in eruption in May; Semiseisopochnoi smoking in June.
1795.-Eruptions in southwest end of Oonimak, while a crater on the north ide
becomes extinct.
1796.-Appearance of Bogoslov Island; Edgecombe active. (f)
1796 to 1800.-Craters on the Four Peak Islands active; also Amnak Island.
1800 to 1815.-Bogoslov rising, but not smoking.
1802.-Makushin in violent eruption-ea.rthqnakes; Boo-oslov not active.
1812.-Sarychef Peak, on Atkha, very active after a long repose.
1817.-An eruption on the north end of Oumnak with a flow of as bes and earthquake;
Unaska smoking.
1818.-Makushin, on Unalaska, shaking; subterranean disturbances on Amna.k.
1819.-Mount Wrangell in eruption; the Rcdoute volcano smoking.
1820.-Bogoslov smoking.
.
1824.-Shisbaldin in violent eruption from 1824 to 1825; Unaska in violent ernptLOn
after a long repose.
1825.-Eruptions on the northeast side of Oonimak.
.
1826.-Ernptions and fall of ashes on the south end of Oouimak; the Makushm, on
Unalaska, smoking and shaking.
1827.-Tbe Sbisbaldin and the Pogromny, on Oonimak, in eruption from 1827 to 1 29.
The peaks on Koniushy and Kanaga smoking. Iu June, earthquake on
Copper Island.
.
1828.-The peaks of Sitkhin, Akoon, Akutan, Tannakb-Angunakh, Atkha, Komushy,
Goreloi, on Oonimak, smoking.
1829.-Shisbaldin smoking; also Sitkhin, Goreloi, Tanao-a, Kanaga, and Atkha
smoking.
1830 to 1831.-Shishaldin in violent eruption i also an eruption on southw~st end of
Oumnak and on Unaska; the Korovmsky, on Atkha Island, smokmg.
1836.-Earthquake on islands of St. Paul and St. George.
.
18~8.-Shishaldin in eruption, and three other peaks on Oonimak Island smokmg;
the Tannakh-Augunakh, the Makushiu, on Unalatika, the Akutan, the Pavlovsky crater, and another peak on Aliaska Penio ula, smoking.
1844.-The Korovinsky crater, on Atkha, and the fakushin smoking.
From this review, however incomplete, it would appear that the volc~nic activi~y
of the Aleutian Islands and the Alia ka Peninsula has be n decreasing smce the discovery of those regions by the Rn ·ians. When we con ider the thr ee cla es (!f
manifestations of volcanic activity-that is, eruption, the reduction of sulphuric
deposit , and total inactivity-and apply them to the i lands mentioned, '!'e find
that in the year 1830 twelve of the i laucls prodn ·ed sulphuric deposits, eight islands
were in a. state of total inactivity, and five ( naska, Tannakh-Angunakh, Ou!Dnak,
Unalaska, and Oonima.k) were in a state of perceptible, though not always violent,
uninterrupted activity.
It is also clear to the observer that certain relations exist between the alternate
repos and activity at various point along the northern volcanic belt now under
conAideration. According to the earlie. t accounts of Tolstykh, Bra.gin, Za'ikhof,
Sbelikbof, ook, auer, Vancouver, and other , the islands of Sitignak, Kana~a,
Amukhta, Kigamil, Boero lov, nalaska, Oonimak, and the volcanoes of the penmsnla and the Ilyamna, were from the middle to the encl of the last century in a st~te
of alternate but generally decrea ing activity, while the center of volcanic a tLOn
apparently advanced from w t to east. On Kamchatka, where from 1727 to 1731 the
Kluchev wa in constant eruption, and in 1737 and 173 violent eruptions took p~ace
from the Avatcha and anoth r vol ·anic peak, we find only two violent eruptions
daring th econcl half of the eighteenth <mtnry (of th Klucbev in 1762 and 1767,
and of the vatcha in 1773 ancl 179 ) . In 1 20 the fnrnac·cs of naska, Onmnak, a~d
onimak evin ed renew cl activity, while at th ame tirue :Mount Wrang 11 wa m
~rnption. \Vh n, howev r aft r tbi period, the vol canic nrnni~ tation on th . e
1 lancl l> o-an to decrea. , th Kamchatka. peak once mor opened their rater with
in r a ed viol nc~ in h y ar l 27 and 1829.
flat (1 49) we have received no
r po
of vol~am · pb. nom_ n on tho Aleutian I land , hut the Kamchatka crat r
ar on e mor m .rnption m
1
.
Tb e data, va u
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tains run at right angles with this chnin or dam. When we look at the outward
shape of the islands we find those in tu west spreading aud flattening toward the
north and northwest, and those in the east spreading to the west and south; consequently the lifting force must have been strongest in the direction from southwest
to northeast, and this has been the direction of nearly all the earthquakes within
historic times.
It seems that three kinds of volcanoes are represented in the Aleutian chaineruptive, or true volcanoes; intermittent, or partially eruptive volcanoes; and volcanoes that have risen and accp1irecl elevation without an outbreak through the
surface. All the volcanoes, with the exception of Shishaldin, have their summits
covered with eternal snow. 'l'he location of craters on these peaks is as follows:
On Shishaldin the crater is located on the summit of the cone; that of Khagina.k i8 on
the summit; that of Akoon is also on the summit; on Akutan volcano the old crater
was at the summit, and another of later date is situated on the north slope of the
peak; the crater of Makushin is located at the summit of the blunted cone; the crater
of Vsevidof, on Unimak Island, is on its comb-like summit; the crater of Chegulakh
is at 1,he summit of the cone; and that of Unaska is also on the summit of the
blunted cone; the Korovinsky volcano has its crater in a depression between two
peaks ; the volcanoes of Kanaga and Tanaga have their craters at the summit, while
that of Sitkhin is located on one srne of the conical peak.
A. majority of the volcanoes mentioned have their craters at the summit, and
should consequently he true volcanoe , but we are by no means sure that all the
apertu re· from which smoke issues are actual craters affording confltant communication between the entrails of the earth and tbe external atmosphere. On many of
the island volcanoes the appearance of smoke is due to hot springs or steam arising
from cracks or clefts differing very essentially from actual volcanic craters. Where
the smoking or steaming is periodical, and increasing in volume during the autumn
of the year, we may presume that the .constant commnnication with the volranic
earth beneath exists, since the voluminous atmospheric precipitation at that season
of the year would penetrate to the heated strata of the earth and rise as steam from
the furnace or crater.
The ernptions reported by the various observers must also be accepted with due
caution ; in many instances they consisted probably of ignited gases only, as several
such eruptions have been described a!! taking place for prolonged periods on the
summits covered with eternal snow. Occasiona11y the appearance of fire may be
traced to the mere reflection of the g]ow of molten lava in the interior of the crater
on the clouds and vaporous atmosphere above. It is true that lava, ob idian, a.nd
pumice stone are found at various points of the Aleutian Islands, but we have no
description of streams of burning lava, a phenomenon which could not have failed
to impreM~ itself upon the mind of e,·en the most careless observer. A few eruptions that have occurred witbiu historic times consisted of ashes, stones, and liquid
mud, and they seldom took place in the main craters, being apparently of a subordinate and spasmodic chara ·ter. We know that sulphur is gathered from many of
the craters, but the crystarnzation of sulphuric gas is among the weakest manifestatiom1 of volcanic activity. A majority of the Aleutian volcanoes belong to this
cl s of 11lpbur-producing clefts an<l craters.
The falling in of mountain ri ing on the east coast of Bering Sea, the apparent
welling and bursting of whole sections of islands-all these are indications pointing to a constant proce s of formation of peaks, craters, and crevices by elevation.
A. gradual ri ing is still observable on Unimak Island and the north coast of
Ali ka Peninsula. Bering Sea at its we tern end has a nniform depth of a hundred fathoms or more, while the ea tern half is very shallow. Another point in
favor of the theory that this region owe its origin more to gradual elevation than
to violent eruption lies in the fa t that the island of Bogoslof was not the result of
eruption and piling-up of debris or fava, as the island rose very slowly, and its
crater was active but a very bri f period of time; the elevation continued long
years after all other volcanic manife tations had cea ed . The only islands actually
formed by accmnu]atious of l: va dnriog rnptions in Bering , ea a.re St. 1atthew,
t. fichael, aud Stoa.rt l8lands, the Pribil f group, and perlrnp Amnak Island.
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CHA.PTEH, TV.-HIS'l'OHTCAJ1 SKBrrCH OF ALASKA.
A report upon a country so little knowu to us as AlaMka is at the pre ent cfay would scarcely be con idered complete without a brief hi torical
·ketch of its first di covery a11d subsequent development until its :final
fu ion into the union of States and Territories. For this purpo e it i
unnece sary to go back beyoud. the second voyage of diseovery nndertaken by Vitus B ring, who in the conr._e of his first exp1oratio11s some
year previously bad dh:coveied the trait named after him, and proved
to the world the separation of the con ti nei1ts of Asia and America. Tbe
so-called second northern naval expedition, fitted out in the year 1733
by order of the Empress Anna though unfortunate in nearly all it
detai1s aud fatal to its commander, served to show the Rn 1-dau r~ayip;ators the way to unknown regions of North America nml ad,1ommg
islands. The information brought back by members of the expedition,
however vague and unsati sfactory, acquainted the Rus iaus with ome
islands the existence of which had been exceedingly doubtful. The
labor oftbisexpeditionre ' ultediutbedi coveryoftlie orth Am rican
coa. t in the vicinity of latitude 580, and of the, everal i 1an l of the
Aleutian chain, as well as of the greater portion of the Kurile l'lan~ •
A few of the latter bad been reported as early as the end of the _s!xtee11th century, but for more definite informatio1i as to th . e locahti
the world wa indebted to the Russian trader~ mid ltunters or other
adventurers, who, upon a mere rnmor of the existence or valnable fur_,
set on t in uch craft as they could Jay their hand npon and nrn<l their
way from island to island until the whole regio11 was di . covered.
Up to the year 1743 we have no account of any ex1wditio11 in , e~r h
of furs in tllis direction, but from that time for a period of nearly 1xty
year merc1iant, and otl1er individuals fitted out ve~ el , and ven
squa,dron of ma11 craft, either individually 01· in company with oth r ,
for hunting or trading on the Aleutian and Kurile i:--land
Mu ·)-1
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to the honor of thi~ di. covery becomes very doubtful. The inhabitants
of the i.-la11d ~ also pre er e a tradition that Glottof was tbe first H.us~ian wllo came among· them, and that he ba,ptize<l many of the natives.
Glottof was also the fir t to furnish a map of that region to.bi Government which map coutaiued eight large island' ituated east of
Unala. ka.
In the year 1760 the merchant Andreian To] tykh landed upon the
i ·hrnd of Adakb, and in the cour e of a ojourn of three years accompli "' hecl a, thorough exploration of that island and seven others urroulH1in0· it, and made a detltiled report to the Government, tati11g
t uat be had su~jected the people to the l u sian Crown. The:-:;e i 'lan<l
were named, after him, tlle " ndreian Island ." The re ·ult of his
report to the Rus iau Governme11t may be gleaned from the fo1lowing
nlrn e of the Empre2s Catherine II to the Govemor of Siberia, Ohicl1erin,
<lated larch 2, 1766:
l>E ~' I

l\'AXOYICH:

Your information oncerning the discovery antl subjection of six Aleutian islands
hn tofon• unknown, a well a the ·opy of the report of the Cossack Vassintin, I
ha.ve rea.11 with the greate t atiisfactiou. Tlieso entorpri es are exceeding-Ir plea in<r
t me. I am only ·orry that there is no detailed de cription of the couut1·y and the
p eople.
Your action in promising l'ewards to the mor ·Lant Tol tykh, and special privileges
for a11v future undertn,kiu<rs of the same kind, under condition that a tribute of a
t nth ·part of the re ult be paid to th Crown, I fully approve; and you may tell
bim that he may proceed in acc·orclanee witli thi proposition. Him, as well as the
<.:o~. ae:ks Vasscutin and Lazal'ev, you will promote into tha class of, 'iberin,n noules.
( , 0 11 grant that the propo · d vo,vage may b a fortunate one, and crowned with
n1 · 1·1•
•
I should like very mu ·h to 1 am whether any information can be gleaned
fro m tlie uative of those island of any previous vi it of European to their country,
a nd if there has hec•u no wre ·k of vessrls of any other uat,ion. Yon must urge upon
t he e vrom~ shlenik to treat the natives with kindness and to avoid all oppression
or ill treatment of their new brothers.

To thi · ukase wa affL ed the EmpreR ' own signature.
In the year 1761 a ·hip of the merchant Bechevin made the coa t of
t he lia. ka Penin ula.
p to thi time the relations between the
nati ·e · of the islaud' and the Ru · ian invader had been al tog-ether of
a fri •ndly cllaracter, the former ul>mitting patiently to the demarnls
of the newcomers, but the pl'omyshlenik , encouraged by their ea:y
couque:ts, proceeded from bad to wor e, committi11g outrages of every
kiud. reducing the p ople to a state of ervitude verofog upon ab olute
lav ry and continu d to act in this manner until the patience of even
thi timid race wa exhauHt d.
The fir 't Ru ian to fe I the effect of a change in tbe attittHle of the
n ti
were the member of an expe<lition under command of th merchaut Dru hiunin, who arrived at nala. ka in 1762.
pop. a 00 iven
i n, 1 the people of all th illage on the i ·land aro e and laughter d
th,-ir oppre. :or until of a omplem nt of over 150 men only 4 individual· who happened to be ab eut from their ve els, survived; tlte e
re ·ub equently aved tlJrough the go d office of a charitable A1e1lt,
ho k pt them in ·one alment in the int rior of the island until it was
p ibl to ·ommunicate with the member of anoth r expedition.
11 th meautime th gov rnor of iberia, in an wer to his instru ·tion
to furni:11 more d tail d information concerning the new di cov ry,
re r
ut d to th Empre' that it wa impo: ible to accompli h thi
a long a the new di cov rie w re vi ·it d only by ignorant trac1 r ,
inc I able of mak.in,. any a tronomical ob ervation or cientific inquir. . The governor r qu t l that ·ome naval officer be d tailed to
ke the de ired explorati n,'. The Empr
r f rr d the matter to
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the Aomiralty College, :rnd after some corre 'pondence two captains of
the navy, Krenitzin and Levashef, were selected to execute the will
of the Empress. After many mishaps these two officers succeeded in
saili11g frem Kamchatka in two Government vessels in the year 176 .
Krenitzin, who was senior in command, advanced as far as the trait
between the .A.liaska Peninsula and the island of Oonimak, and went
into winter quarters, while his companion, Levashef, established himself with his crew in Captains Harbor, Unalaska Island. Krenitzin had
some difficulties with the natives, re ulting in several skirmi he., and
both commands suffered terribly from the scurvy during the whole
winter, disease and other misfortunes preventing them from doing
much in the way of scientific observation, and in the fo1lowing. year
they returned to Siberia with only one-third of the crew, the remamder
having fallen victims to the scurvy or been killed by the warlike natives
of the mainland.
The first visit to the island of Kadiak, made by Glottof, was also
attended with disaster. He reached that island in the autumn of 1762,
and went into winter quarters with his crew at the southea tern
extremity of the island, in the neighbo.rbood of the present settlement
of Kaguiak. .After several hostile attacks, which were repul ed ~y the
Russians, the natives kept aloof, refusing to trade; but when m ~he
course of the winter scurvy appeared among the invaders, reducmg
their strength toles than one-third, the savao-es again made att mpts
to complete the work of the dread disease by killing the survi or , a~d
it was only with the greatest difficulty that Glottof ucceeded, late m
the following spring, in launching his ves el and makiug his es ape to
Oumnak.
The history of the Rus ian discoveries for the next twenty y ars i a
continuous story of outrage committed by the numerou trading expe-.
ditions and of internal quarrels between themselves. The ucce of
the earlie t ad venturer had been so great that every Sib rian merchant who bad a few thousand rubles at his command ought to a ociate hims lf with a few other in order to fit out a mi erable craft or
tw~ and enga~e in the ame bu ine , and over . ixty di~tinct c1~terpr1 e of the kmd can be traced. They all carried on their op rations
on the ame ba'i ; that i , the owner or owners of the vess l engaged
a crew on sbare , tbe cargo of furs brought back by each ve el l> iug
divided into two equal hare ; one of the e wa claim d by the own r
who had furni hed the mean , and the other half wa. divid d in u h
a manner a to give each member of the er w one bar and to the
na igator and commander two each.
fter the divi ion had l> n
made each participau wa oblig d to give one-tenth of hi har to the
gov rnm nt. Th e o-called trader bad manag d to do th ir l>u in s with an exc edingly mall tock of g od . Where no opp :ition
wa off r d by the nativ th invader did not v n pr tend to buy
kin of th m, but for d th m to go out and hunt, nd turn over th ir
b
b promy ·ltl nik
ithout payment b yond ~ fi w
cl and
I f. r
f b .
iv n
r uity in on id rati n of g > d
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together with Ivan Larionovich Golikof, a merc~ant ~f the. city of
Kur k. For ~ome time Shelikhof was engaged m busmess, rn company with the latter and a few other Si?eri~n traders, fitting out hu~ting e. pedition to the Kurile and Aleutian islands, the results o! which
forced upon him the conviction that the yield of furs was g~owmg less
from year to year. The evident decrease in furs, togeth~r with the hostile attitude of the natives, provoked altogether by the rnhuman treat:
ment received at the hand of their visitors, called for some fundamental reform in the manner of doing business and the mode of treatment
of the natives, in order to achieve a revival of trade. Fully a'_Vare of
the nece -·ity that tbe new di coveries should be C?Ime~ted wit:ti. t~e
mother country by clo er tie , Shelikhof made up his mmd to vlBlt m
per on the di tant regions, in order to discover the best means for t~e
accompli brnent of hi end~, and for this :(>Urpos~ he yersuad_ed. bis
partner Golikof, together with another Gohkof, Mikhail Serge1evrnh,
who wa called a captain, to form a new company for a period of ten
year . The paid-up capital of the new firm was limited to 70,000 rubles,
divided into 120 sbare!:l, and with this capital it was proposed to contruct two or three hips and dispatch them on a sea voyage under the
per onal npervi ~ion of Shelikbof; or, according to the wo1ding of the
mutual agreement by the partners, '' to sail for Aliaska land, called
merica, and for known and unknown i lands, to carry on the fur
trade and explorations, and to establish friendly intercourse witl:i the
native . '
Haviug fitted out at Okhotsk three galliots, named, re pectively, the
Three aints, the .Archangel Michael, and the Simeon the Friend of God
and Anna the Prophetess, Shelikhof sailed with them on the 16th of
Augn t, 1783, taking pa age with his wife on the fir t of the e vessels.
Bad weather and contrary wind caused the ve els of the expedition
to ep rate, and after losing sight of the second-named ve el the commander concluded to winter on Bering Island. After visiting during
the following year the i land of Unalaska and repairing his vessels as
far a po ible, Shelikhof sailed with interpreter and ten Aleutians,
who voluntarily joined hi expedition, for the island of Kadiak, leaving
order for the commander of the missing ve el to follow him to the
ame >lace. On the 3d of Augu t, 1784, the two ve, els reached the
i l~nd and entered a harbor, which they named after the ship Three

, a ts.

v al bidarka were sent out to di cover whether the island was
inhabit , and in the cour e of the day they brought back one of the
nativ , horn Shelikhof treated with great kindne , making him prese_nt and sent hi1;11 ho~e the ~ext day. It w~ evident that the avage
It ked the reception given him by the Hu ian , as he reappeared the
fi llo ing day ~nd refu ed to leave Sbelikhof again until his final departur f1 om tbe 1 land. He not only accocapanied him and served him in
all hi voyages about the i land, but he frequently warned him of the hosii ·ntention of hi countrymen. Thi hostile di position soon became
. pp reu~. A party of me~ ent out i~ boat to hunt and to explore the
1 I nd. d1 covered a ~mltitude of natives a sembled on a precipitou ,
r ·y 1 land a hort d1 tanc_e from the coa t. Shelikhof gives the numr of he e a 4,000, an ey1dent exaggeration. Thinking that such an
mblag coul~ not b without ome pecial object helikhof resolved
nd to the 1. land a deputation to invite the n~tives to trade with
u i, n and to live at pe~ce with them, but the only answer made
h ~ ag wa th~ atemng demand that the navigators should
ly le e the i land and never dare to approach it again.
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l pnn thiR rrpl, • h likhof him <:>lf proC'ee<l <l t o th e spot and endeavored
to \IL' :--11 .tlt> t It• sn vag·L•~ to a:-- nme frielltlly relations witli hirnselt and
111 111L•11, del'iari11µ; that h had
with no li o:--t1le i11tentiou, but wa
.1d11;1t ·
·
r·
t the people of t he country. Hi
wo1
natives by th e iu terpreters, l1ad no
h,i
' 0 discliarg;ed fr om the multitude,
eau
hip . Measures were taken at once
for
T. A few d ays later, in the middle
o'
d the bal'bor un observed and threw
t
e battle la t ed until daylight, with
g
, for the n ecessity of self-preservation
c
promyi:;:,hlenik to fig;ht witll e _·traordinary bravery, a~d a,t
1
m , though va ' tl.Y uperior in numbers, was put to _flight.
ictory did uot by any mean avert all d a nger, _as it was
r ported by one of the na,tive who had come over t o tlle side of the
Ru 'sian that the a ages were only waiting for considerable reenforcements from a 11 •ighbori11g tribe, and were folly resolved to renew the
attack upon th intruders and to extPrmi11ate them to the Inst man.
Under 'Uch circum ta,nce Shelikl10f re ' olvecl at on ce to attack tlie
main stronghold of the enemy on the rocky island. ·with a pfrked crew
of promysltleniks be atta,cked the savages in a position deemed by tbem
impregna,b le, and after a few discha,rge from his iron 2-pountlers tormed
the place with such impetuosity that tile enemy became complet~ly
demoralized, jumping over the prel'i pices into the sea, and surrendermg
in large numbers to the Ru ~iaus. Tliis victory was achieved at gre_at
sacrifice in killed and wounded on the part of the Russians. The pri ·oner taken were located at a di tance of 50 versts from the harbor and
furnished by Sbelikhof with provi 'ions and hunting gt1ar. In order to
secure their allegiance twenty cbildren of the most prominent a1~1ong
the captive. were taken as hostages on board the sbips. Occ~ 10ual
attack were made after this upou hunting parties at a great d1 tance
from Shelikhof's headquarter , but the invaders bad attained uch a
moral upremacy over the people that no further combined or 01·ganized oppo 'ition was o:ffe1 ed.
A
oou as Shelikhof found hims:.elf relieved from anxiety coucer~ing the i-1afety of his mall command he began the organization of hi
colony and a ystematic exploration of the surrounding regiou . . He
dispatched one expedition in four large bidar , carryin°· 5i Rus ~au
and 11 natives of the Aleutian I land\ and accompanied by 110 native
of Kadiak, each in bi own canoe. 'rhe command proceeded along the
northern ide of Ka,cliak I land, and crossing the trait dividing· the
island from the Alia ka Penin ula ( ub equently ua,mecl after Shelikhof) explored the coa t of tb.e maiuland to the northward a · far a the
mountai11ons coa t of ook, Inl t, inhabited by a different race. The
expedi~ion met with no oppo:ition whi<-h wa probably due to it
1
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lished with the native chief; the latter succeeded in gaining the fullest
confidence of the Russian leader, and was furnished with qui.te a large
quantity of goods for trade, with the understanding that he was to act
as Shelikbof's agent. The selection was au unfortunate one, as the
chief not only retained the goods for his own use, but killed the men
who were sent to look after the business, and then formed an alliance
with the Kenaitze, on Cooks Inlet, who sent him a force of nearly a
thou and men to join iu a combined attack ou Shelikhof's fortifications.
When this news was received at Three Saints Bay, at the beginning of
the year 1786, Sbelikhof at once dispatched two parties to meet the
enemy, one consisting of promyshleniks alone, and the other of friendly
natives of Kadiak aud Aleutians. They were instructed to disperse
the approaching enemy and to establish a fortification on the island of
Afognak, adjoining Kadiak. At the end of the season reports arrived
from the north to the effect that the objects of the expedition bad been
accomplished, and that a lodgment had been effected, not only on
Afognak, but on the coast of Cooks Inlet, after severe chastisement of
the hostile Kenaitze inbaoiting that region.
Another exploring party was sent to Prince William Sound with
orders to proceed as far as Cape St. Elias, located by Bering in ]1is
second voyage, now known to be the soutllern end of the island of
Kaiak. As a business venture thi.s last enterprise was not very successful, the inhabitants of Prince William Sound and the Copper River
delta showing decided aversion to intercourse with the Russians, and
apparently the only result of the enterprise was the erection of crosses
and variou other signs at different points of the islands and seacoa t
for the purpose of notifying explorers of other nations that the coast
had been taken pos es ion of by the Russians. Both Spanish and
Engli h vessel had been in the ame vicinity many years previous, and
had taken formal !)OS es, ion, leaving the usual marks of' notification.
All the e were carefully removed by the Russians before planting their
own. The ame geographical farce was enacted again at tbe time of
Vancouver's crui e in the waters of Prince William Sound, when, on
several occasions, the English discoverer took formal possession of one
ide of an i land while the Spaniard erected his cros es on the other
side, and at the same time the Ru sians, already permanently establi hed, moved quickly about from place to place in their light, kincovered boats, removing the marks of possession as fast as planted, and
sub tituting their own.
At hi. headquarters in Thr e Saints Bay Shelikhof labored faithfully
to enlighten hi~ captives and hostages and to convert them to the Greek
atholic faith. Hi arguments were of a practical nature; he showed
h m the advantages of living ac ording to the cu tom of 1 hri iauity
and civilization, and the poor miserabl Sc vag w re ouly t o glad to
be , llow d to vartak of such rude comfort a the Ru iau trad r
·oul<l boa t, and in r urn for th , e ad anta
w re alway willin to
ro through any r m ny helikhof ho e to perform.
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portraits of t.be imperial family, and as these were the first examples of
the painter's art ever belleld by the natives, they made con iderable
impression upon their minds. Sllelikhof' · wile also did her part in the
work of civilization, instructing the girls aud the women in needlework
and such household arts as conld l>e of any use to tl1e savage .
In the month of l\1ay, 1786, the ship Three Sciints had been repaired
and fitted for tlle return yoynge, aud having convinced him:elf that all
tllat could be effected in establishing and fortifyiug hi headquart r in
the newly <l.iscoveretl district lrnd been done, Shelil ltof resolved to take
his departure, in order to obtain more private means a well a GoYemment assistance aucl sanction for bis enterprise. He ailed 011 t he 2,.,d
of May, and ,inst as hi ship was leaving the coast the long-lo.·t ,j:ter
ship Saint ~11ichael ap1 eared in the distance. It appeared from the
commander's report. that thi unfortuuate ve~· el had been 11carly three
years making ber passage from Kamchatka to J: adiak, a di:;;ta11ce of
about 1,000 miles. After promptly relieving the incapable commander
Shelikbof ordered the hip to assist in an organized exploration of the
coast in company with the remaining· ve ·sel of the fleet-one of the ve sols to visit the northern com,t of the peninsula and proceed tlte11ce
northward as far as Hering Strait, while the other was to ' nrvey tl.ie
coast from Kadiak eastward.
Shelikhof himself arrived at Kamchatka on the th of Aug-n t and
proceeded at once to Okhot8k, reacliing tbat port ju January, 17 7.
He had taken from tlte islands thirty uative , who sub:equently aC'companied him to Irk utsk . He at once snbmitted to the governor-general
of eastern Siberia a <l. ,t,1,iled report of his di coYeries, with rbal'ts of
the islands aud plan. of the fortifications and station establi ·lied, asking for in~ trnction ' for the future conduct of the entcrpri -e; aud he
made the bolu ·tatem nt that by his labors u0,000 . u~jects had been
added to the Hu ~ian Empire, ready to do homage to the Empre8s and
to accept the Ohri tian faith. If he had divi<1ed thi number by ten he
would bave been 11earer the truth. He tated to the governor-gen ral
that ithout the apvroval of the Empre._s 11i labor would b in vain,
a he bad acted with the sole pnrpo. e of doing his humble ,·hare i11 the
extension and a 0 ·grandizement of his country aud in .. ecuring tlle dil:;covcries made by H.us 'iau, ag·ainst the encroa,chruents of other power,', and
upon hi urgent representations Jacobi, the governor-geu ral, forwarded
hi reports all(l hart' to t. Peterslmrg.
In the meautime olikof, Shelikhof''s part11er, l1ad paid a vi it to hi
110me in tbe city of Kur. k. The Empr .. s happening to pa s through
the place on one of her voyag s through the Bmpire, Golikof iz cl the
opportunity to pre e it him .. elf before her and to display the map· and
chart of hi partu r. '£be ~mpre, was at once iutere ted, inquired
into the loing of he firm in all it d tail:, arn1 gave orcl r that Shclikhof pr eut him H in p r on at 11 • 11ah <: aH ;oou a. he came to St.
ret r burp;. I~n_m •c1ia •l aft ·r t_h · re~nm of the Empr . to th capit;~l wo . ,· p_ •chtHm .' , · ·r or~amz <l tor t11
xploration of the new
th
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re1 ort the best means of fostering the commercial enterprises in the
Pacific Ocean, and of maintaining Russian supremacy over the new
di coYeries; and be wa also to report a system of management of the
native tribes, in order to extend to them the benefits of Christianity
and civilization, and to improve their mode of life.
In order to secure Rus ia's possession of her new discoveries Jacobi
c n ·idered it sufficient to send at 011ce thirty large copperplates with the
Ru ian coat of arms, and as ma11y wooden crosses with the inscription
Laud in Hussian possession." The greater part of these were to bo
turned over to the agents of Shelikhof and Golikof, who were already acquain ted with the be t localities for planting sueh tokens. With regard
to the amelioration of the condition of the natives the governor proposed
that the tribute theretofore levied byCossacks accompanyiug the trader , or by the latter themselves, shonld be changed to a voluntary tax,
left to the determination of the native chiefs. At the same time Jacobi
expressed the opinion that as long as every Siberian trader was allowed
to roam at will over the islauus and coasts of the Pacific Ocean the mtti ves would always be at the mercy of these men, who carried with them
crew, composed of the worst elements to be found among Siberian convict· and desp~rauoe ·. He called attention to the humane and patriotic
manner in which Shelikbof hacl conducted his euterprises and exploration , and to the fact that he bad baptized many of the pagan natives
c ml bad done his utmost to instruct both children and adults, always
proclaiming that everything he did was done in the name and for t,he
glory of Her Majesty the Empress; if, therefore, the regions incorporated with the Empire through the efforts of these men were left under
their control, the interest of both the Crown and the new subjects
would always be du1y considered, while tlrn lawless horde of Siberian
promyshlcniks and convict would l>e driven from the country, and
th reby the mo t fruitful cau, e of strife with the native removed forver. Jacobi was very eloquent in urging the Empress to confer exclnive vrivilege upon the company represented l>y helikhof and lliB
I artner ; but his ardor in the matter was to a certain extent explained
by the ub equent appearance of his name among the hareholders of
the company.
Upon tl1e reeeipt of Jacobi's report and propo ·itions, and the petition
of 'helikhof and Golikof con ernjng their proposed further ext-:>nsion
of trading operation over the i.'lands of the Pacific and the coa,'t of
~ merica, the Empre
at one i11 trncted the department of commerce,
h1 ough its pre ident, Couut Oherny,•hcv, to mak a thorouo-h e. amina,tion of all ubjects pertaining to the condition and tr, de of tho,· lo ·alnd of them , n of extPnding I u,' ·ian commerc in the Pacific
. ·
. The commi tee on commerce pre e11tet1, in March, 178 , the folopiuion:
t result obtain <l through the or 1raniz <1 ex rtion of
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tions to the islands of the Pacific and American coast would alone justif'y the company to ask for some assistance from the Government, without which the operations
would be nece sarily limited. In consideration of the facts stated the committee
takes the lib rty to repr sent to Her Majesty that it would be well, in accordance with
the request of helikhof and Golikof, to place to their crec1it from the public treasury the sum of 200,000 rubles for tweuty years, without interest, the capital to be
returned in installments at convenient intervals; the sum should also be exempt from
taxation. This favor would enable the company to resume their enterprise in the
most vigorous manner and thereby to revive trade and traffic throughout the ea~~~ru
portion of Her Maje ty's dominions. The Government would always be in a position
to reimburse the Treasury by levying a duty of 10 per cent on goods and furs crossing the border.
The committee recommends action upon the propositions of Governor-General
Jacobi in accordance with his plans, but to him should be left the appointment of
commanders of fortifications established in the new regions.

An addition was made to this report on recommendation of the committee in behalf of Shelikhof and Golikof, which resulted in the following imperial ukase, issued September 28, 1787:
In consideration of the services rendered by the merchants Shelikhof and Golikof,
to the advantage of the Imperial Government in tho discovery and set~lement_ of
unknown countries, and the establishment of commercial intercourse with native
tribes, we most graciously present to each of them a sword, ancl a gold medal to be
worn around the neck, with our portrait upon one side and a legend on the other,
stating the reason for which the decoration was conferred. The usual letters of
transmittal and commendation to accompany these awards.
Signed by us and countersigned by the president of the senate.

On his return to Irkutsk Shelikhof at once ordered the equipment of
two vessels for the voyage · of discovery-one being destined for ~he
Kurile Islands and the other for the American Coast and the Aleutian
Islands, with the intention of establishing a settlement as far south on
the coast of the mainland as possible. In the year 1787 he disp_atched
another vessel from Okhotsk with supplies for the stations of his c?mpany already established on the islands. In 1788 the ship Three Saints
saile~ under instructions iRsued by Delarof, a Greek, wh? had be~n to
Kad1ak as manager of the Shelikhof colony. Two experienced sailors,
Isma'ilof and Bochorof, were in command of this expedition. In_the
month of May the ship arrived in the Gulf of Chugatch, or Prmce
William Sound, where quite a trade was carried on with the native~ of
that vicinity; and as the price paid for a sea-otter skin at that tune
consisted of 8 or 9 needles and 3 or 4 small beads, the traffic must have
been profitable. The two explorers entered the Bay of N uchek and
remained at anchor for some time in one of its many coves, which they
named after Saints Constantine and Helena. All the chief: of the
neighborhood who came to visit the Russians were duly decorated wit~
copper and bronze medals in accordance with instructions from J acob1,
but it was found impracticable to place the copper tablets claiming
po session for the Rus ian Empire in any prominent po ition, on account
of the thieving propensities of the native , who would seize immediately
upon any scrap of metal within their reach.
From u _hek th hip pr ce ded to akutat, or B ring Bay. H re
the.head chie~ l o r~c 1v dam dal an lat hi ame t requ ta porr 1tof t~ prm h ir th. ~and duke ~>aul P trovich. Ace rding to
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explorer being ignorant of its earlier di covery by the Rus ians.
Though the Russians most certainly had learned from the natives the
di a ter which overtook at that p1ace two of the boats of La Perouse,
not a word of this or any other particular concerning the French vi itors
wa mentioned iu the official reports of Shelikhof's company, the ignorant traders imagining that they could keep the fact of La Perouse's
movements from their own Government. In the fo11owing year Isma'ilof
alone explored most thoroughly the Gulf of Kenai, or Cooks Inlet. In
the meantime an additional di covery bad been made which increased
the anxiety of She1ikhof and his partner to obtain from the Government the exclusive right of trade on the American Coast.
The kipper Geras im Pribi1of had succeeded, after several vain
attemp ts, in finding the summer resort of the fur seals, first on the
i. land of t. George and in the following year on St. Paul. Small
numberA of these eals had been killed annua1ly during their passage
up or down between the island of the Aleutian chain, and the Rkins
had found a ready market on the Chinese border; but when Pribilof
and hi, companions returned with the marvelous tale of millions of
these animals congregating on two small islan~s, easy of access, this
branch of the trade became at once of the highest importance. To
ecure the overland trade with China was a question of life and death
with the Siberian merchant , but as they could not compete with the
staples and manufactured articles introduced into the Celestial Empire
by_England and Bolland by sea, the trade had been declining and langm bing for year . This new di covery, however, caused a sudden
change in the aspect of commercial affairs on the Chinese border. The
cele tials prized the skin of the fur seal above any other. They had
kn.own this kind of peltry from time immemorial-probably through
h1pments made from the coast of Japan-and bad long since discovered a proce s of removing the hair and dyeing the fur in various
color . With an almost unlimited supply of this article at their command the Ru sian merchants could have their choice of Uhinese staples
mo t alable in t,he marts of their own empire.
_During the few year of the exi tence of the Shelikhof company,
with partial protection of the Empre a.nd the exclu ive privileges in
tbe di. coverie made by their own navigator , nearly all the smaller
c mpanie bad gradually gone to tlie wall. It was not always th power
conferred upon a gr at firm by it larger apital that gain d th day in
a, pirited conte, t for a valuabl trad ; it frequently occurring that the
employee of one mpany re orted to force of arm · order to obtain
ad van
ver tb other ,
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equally interested in both companies. In spite of these circumAtances
the quarrels and hostile encounters between tbe traders increased from
year to year, until on Cooks Inlet the depredations committed and the
raids made by one party of hunters upon the other acquired such dimensions as almost to deserve the name of warlike operntions. A native
Siberian by the name of Kolomin had established l1imself for tlle
Shelikhof company at the site of the present Ke11ai, or Redoute St.
Nicholas, where he lorded it over the natives with gTeat severity and
wanton cruelty. A Russian captain of the rival company, named
Konovalof, drove him out of his fortification and caused him to build
up a new settlement some 20 or 30 miles to the southward. Tlrn conqueror in this conflict, however, had no sooner begun to attend to his
trade with the natives, and to send out hunting parties and explorer ,
than his vanquished enemy seized the opportunity to make night attacks
upou any small detachments sent away to a distance from the fort; and
in many of these enterprises Kolomin was as isted by the natives of
tbe warlike Kenaitze tribe. Both parties bad traders and hunter. on
Prince William Sound, on the other side of the Kenai Pe11in nla, and
hostilities soon broke out in that region al ' O. This fighting bet,-yeen
the Russians bad, of course, the most pernicious effect upon the native ,
wbo seized upon every opportunity to fall upon the vanquish ed in the
various encounters and kill or capture all that hn.d been spared by the
stronger party.
At this time of general anarchy, and when the very exi tence of the
Russians in these distant regions was threatened, a new character
appeared upon the scene. Shelikhof recognized that ~itbout ~he
strong hand of some experienced man at the llead of their enterpr1 e
in the colonies the busine s would soon prove a total los , a ev ry
branch of it was then declining, and he finally selected a mercha,nt
from the town of Kargopol by the name of Bara.11of, who bad dh-ip13:y~d
extraordinary energy and decision in the manag 1 ent of bi, own aflam
in Siberia. Shelikhof approached bim several time, with reque t. to
euter the employ of his company, but being in bu i11e for him elf,
Baranof, who bad an independent spirit, alway deelined, until finally
he met with overwhelming losses in bis own enterpriRe~, having two or
three of his trading caravan destroyed and plnll(lered by the, avage
Cllukches in the vicinity of Anadyrok.
belikhof at once called upon
the ruined trader and offered him ten pre~ rred hare· of biF! company
for hi services. A contract w., onclude<l on the 18th of Augn t 17n0,
and the man who finally e tabl ed the Ru ian l!impire on onr orth
American ontinent ailed for
new fi 1cl o
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gency that might arise in such a way as to ecure the actualorimag'iuary
right of the Hussian Govemment in the Pacific Ocean. The Eug1i h
e ·tabli hment at J.: ootka, on
ancouver I land, wa considered as
e pe ially threatenin~ to Rn' ian intereRts, and Baranof was in tructed
to pu 11 lii e tabli 'hment southward in that direction as far as possible,
all(l eveu to occupy "ootka it elf if it lay in ·his power. Everyvestige
or mark of foreign occnpation was to be destroyed and replaced by the
c·opJ er tablet previou 1y mentioned.
The fir ·t difficulty Baranof fi und himself obliged to cope with was
the llo tile attitude of the rival trader on Cook Inlet. but he made
,·hort work of these. Both Kolomin and Konovalof were seized, placed
in iron , mid ent to iberia for trial, and their followers were scattered over the various trading po t of both companie in such a ma1111er
a to make it impo sible to communicate with each other. A cruel
ca ti 0 ·ation with the knout was inflicted in most cases, in order to
impres · the wretche with the fact that the reign of Jaw le sness was
a ( n end and that the promy hlenik no longer ruled the land.
Though mall of tature, Baranof wa. pos e ·cd of a physique of
extraordinary strength and grrat power of endurance. He was an
ind fatigable traveler, aud had a natural talent for management and
organization. As soon as be arrived on Kadiak Island he discov~red
that the headquarters selected by Shelikl10f were not adapted to the
requir •ments of the 1arger cale of operation· he had in view, and took
tep at once to remove the priucipal establishment to the haruor of
't. Panl, on the northeastern end of the i.'land, where the settlement
of that name is now located. There he had timber at hand sufhcieut
for all the building of the company, aud an ample harbor, with mauy
outlet , allowing hip to depart and enter with almost any wind.
s oon a the foundation wa. laid to the new central establi hment
~ t t. Paul Harbor, Baranof returned with renewed vigor to the explor< tion of the adjoining coast. The i:;kipper Bocharof was di patched
ith party of 30 men in a Jarge kin-covered l>oat to examine tlte
1,orthern coa t of t.11e lja ka Peuinsula, and began his exploration at
I:. anakh Strait, between the southern point of the 1>enin. ula and the
i land of Unimak. Ile followed the coa t of the mainland northward,
and was well received by the native of the few scattered villages lle
n ·ountere<l on l1is way. Late in the ea ou Bocharof'R expedition
arrived at the month of the Kvichak, the outlet of Lake llyamna.
1:lle chief of the populou village located here treated the newcomers
ith the greate t con ideratiou, aucl expr t-;ed his willingne s to give
ho a e and live at peace with the Hu. ians forever aJter. 'I 1t
appr ~ ch of winter and the lack of fre h provi.' ion .. , together with foe
• Pl ranee of ·curvy among l1i men, cau ed Bocharof to make an effort
turn to Kadiak. Hi 11ative friend told him of a, portage route
the p nin:ula; thi he followed, di. covering at that early' day
b q icke t nd afe. t mean of cornmunicalion between the Strait of
1 likb f a11d Beriug Sea and h returned to St. Pa,ul Ilarbor at the
·uniug of , iuter with a large quantity of fur , walru ivory, a1Hl
·in . Barauof bim:elf had ·et out early in the spring of 17!>:3
o large kin boat with 30 men in the direction of Cooks Inlet, but,
1 ing lie ~iel of
a otter. in that vicinity d crea. ing, he made hi:
round the Kenai Penin ula into the wat r, of Prince ·wmiam
n wher lie entered into friendly r latio11.:. with uati ve of all tlic
t vill g , taking ho tagcs from th 111; mid at uchek Harbor lie
· nt r 1 I matlof the · >mmmH1er of tl1 J '<1i11t Nimco11, wbo l1ad l>een
ar ·h of n 1w di. coveri, ·. Aft ,r di ·p~Ltching a portion of
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his command to the island of Suklnk (Montague), Baranof prepared to
encamp on the island. Just at that time a large force of Kolosh Indians
appeared in the harbor bent upon avenging some real or imaginary
insult offered to one of their tribe by the Chugatch Innuits. Observing the mall force of Russians, they concluded to combine revenge
with profit by taking possession of the stores and trading goods belonging to Baranof. In the middle of tbe ni ght they surrounded his bivouac,
and under cover of darkness succeeded in throwing themselves upon
the tents before the alarm was given. Tbe panic created among the
Aleutians of Baranof's party added much to the confusi011, and everybody was groping for arms and ammunition in the dark, scarcely knowing in which direction to shoot, or able to discern a friend from. an
enemy. At last, toward daylight, the superior arms of t110 Russians
prevailed, and at the same time reenforcements arrived from Isrna'ilof~s
ship. 'rwelve dead bodies of the enemy were found on tlie field. Their
wounded they had carried away with them. In Baranof's party 2 Russians and 9 Aleuts were killed and over 15 wounded. The comm~nder
himself wrote of the occurrence in the following words:
God presor ved mo, though my shirt was pierced by several spears, and the arrows
fell thick, without doing much damage. I was awakoned from a sound sleep and
hatl no time to dress, but as soon as I bad emerged from my tent I knew that we
should lie able to beat them.

As early as 1791 Sb.elikhof had conceived the idea that, in order to
convince the Russian Government of the company's intention to permanently settle and develop the newly discovered country, it would be
wise to construct a few ships in the colonies to ply between tbe new
settlements and Okhotsk or Kamchatka. He acted upon this idea at
once, and in the autumn of the same year dispatched to Kadiak in the
ship Northern Eagle, under command of Lieutenant Shields, a cargo of
iron, cordage, canvas, and other materials for shipbuilding. The c~ptain of the vessel wa a practical shipwright who had left the EnO'lt h
naval service and entered the Russian army. Shelikhof, alway looking about for the best means to advance his colonial enterpri e, di coverecl the fact of Shields's practical knowledge of shipbuilding and
engaged hi services at once. As oon as be bad the means at hand,
Baranof', elected a bay in Prince William Sound as bis future sbipya:d,
the harbor being named Re urrection Bay. Timber of the large t 1ze
abounded in its immediate vicinity, and under Baranof'i; per, onal upervision and hields's practical management a Rhip wa completed in ~he
summer of 1794. Thi craft had two deck , three ma t , a length of 73
feet by 23 feet beam, and l 3~ feet d pth of hold; she mea ur d l 80 ton ,
an l wa named the Phamix. Thi was certainly the fir t thre -ma. ted
ship ever built on the northwe t coa t of America. Ilaving no paint
or tar, Barauof wa oblig d t cover th new •raft with a coatillg of
s1nuce gum, och r an<l wha1e oil. A s o n a. the Phmnixwa laun h d
th keel of two man r v . 1., 40 f et in 1 ngtb w re laid and the
al o wer fmi 11 cl the t llowin y ar and nam d th Dolpliin and the
Olga.
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keep out of the way of foreigner , and to give no unnece ary information concerning t]Je company's bu in or the intention of tbe Ru ian
Government. At the same time he
afraid that hields, the Engli hman, might be induced to leave hi
ould he
t with his countrymen. Bi, desertion would have be a great mi ortun , indeed, and
would have nipped in the bud all sc
es of naval construction for the
future. Bara11of ucceeded in pre enting a meeting, though a few
letters pa sed between officer of the Discovery and the Engli h
hipwright.
Another important event of the y ar 1794: was the arrival of the fir t
mi sion of the Greek Church in tho '0 waters. For ev ral years the
a tute Shelikof bad petitioned the Government to dispatch prie ts and
mi ionaries to the new settlements, stating t,b at his own efforts to
pread the gospel among the pagan natives must necessarily be limited,
and that he should not feel safe among such numerous savage tribe
unless the peaceful doctrines of Christianity were inculcated and
preached among them. In a special ukase, dated June 30, 1793, the
Empress, Catharine II, instructed the metropolite Gabriel to select the
be t material for uch a mission, and in the following year the archimandrite Iva sof, with seven clergymen and two laymen, was dispatched to the i land of Kadiak from Okhotsk on two vessels. At
the same time Slielikof had asked that a certain number of Siberian
co_nvicts, e pecially mecha1)ics and farm laborers, with their families,
m1ght be selected to establish an agricultural settlement on the coast
?f America. This request was also granted by the Empress Catherine
ma ukase dated September 1, 1793, and the whole force, numbering
over 200 person , arrived at Kadiak together.
_Of the convict settlers Shelikof retained four families at Okhotsk,
with _the intention of sending them to the Kurile Islands, and the
remamder were to be settled in the vicinity of' Yakutat, but the best
me banics and laborers among them were picked out for service at the
variou stations of the company before the colonists reached their
de, tination.
The members of the mission at once began work at Kadiak and went
forth to preach in variou direction . One of them, uamed Makar, went
to nala ka and converted and baptized within a few years nearly the
hole of the leuti( n tribe,. Another missionary, the monk Juv nal,
proceeded northward to Oooks Inlet, and from there to th Ilyarnna
in by the natives for too a ·tiv int rregion, where he wa finally
ith their polygamou actice ; while a third
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skins. Commercial transactions at Kiakhta had almost wholly ceased
for many year , but in the year 1794 the Chinese Government notified
the governot of Siberia that the merchants of the Celestial Empire
were anxious to resume their operations on the border, aud at the same
time new privileges were granted to the Russians in conducting the
intercourse. In the following year, on the 20th of July, 1795, Sbelikhof died at Irkutsk, a few days after the receipt of a patent of nobility
from the Empress conferred in con iderat-ion of hi services to his country; but bi widow continued the management of tbe company's bu ine . It had been a favorite scheme of her husband to effect the union
or consolidation of the various companies trading in eastern Siberia,
Kamchatka, and the American colonies, a. scheme which was al o
favored by Ivan Golikof, one of the partners; and when the widow
a surned control of the common business she used her influence to carry
out her husband's wishes. The consolidation was finally effected in
the year 1797, and the new firm, under the name of the Russia.n-American Company, obtained a charter from the Russian Government granting it the exclusive right to all the territory and the resources of water
and land in the new Russian possessions, including Kamchatka, the
district of Okhotsh, and the Kurile Islands. This charter, which wa
finally (1799) granted by the Emperor Paul, who had at first opposed_
the creation of such a monopoly, marks an epoch in the history of
Alaska, which from that time until the transfer of the country to. the
nited States became identical with tbat of the Rus ian-American
Company. The privileges conferred by tbe charter were very great
and of the most exclusive nature, but at tbe same time the compa~y
was burdened with some lleavy obligations, being compelled to marntain at its own expense the government of the country, a cburch e~tabli shment, a military force, and at various points in the terr1to~'Y
magazines of provi iou a11d store to be used by the Government for
its naval ve els or troops whenever it was necessary. At a time when
•all such store had to be tran ported from Rus ia overland through
iberia thi was the most burdensome clause of the charter, and numerous p titions were forwarded by the company to be relieved from it
lffovi ions. Under this charter the company pa.id no royalty or re?t
to tbe Government, but the trea nry was in receipt of larcre sum m
the shape of duty on teas carried by the company over the Chin
lJord r. The record how that in some year a much as 2,000,~oo
rubles were paid by the company to the Government for tb e dut1
alon . The company wa al o obliged to make experiment in tll
tal>lishment ot agricultural ettlemeuts. The native were fr ed
from all taxe in skin or money, but tho e who were under it co11trol
w r obliged to furnish a ·ertain quota of sea-otter hunt r, to the omJ)any ,very a n all men b tw n the ages of 1 and 50 b ing liab1
to tl1is clut hut u t m r tl an on -half of thi number onlcl be call d
uJ)on at u • thn . _ r~'he m_, ua m 1!t of the company wa placed in the
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Siberia which gave it the opportunity of picking out such mechanics
and tradesmen as were most u efu] in the colonies. The company was
al o permitted to purchase at co t price powder, lead, and a.rm from
the government works in Siberia. The chief manager had full jurisdiction over all offenders and criminals within the colonies, with the
exception of C'apita,l crimes; offenders of that class were given a preJimiuary trial and then forwarded to the nearest court of ju tice in
iberia. In cases of mutiny or revolt the powers of the chief manager were ab,olute. The servants and employees of the company were
en{l'aged for a certain term of year , at the end of which time the company was obliged to furnish them free transportation to their homes,
unle the unfortunate individuals were indebted to it, in which case
they could be detained until the debt was paid. This privilege enabled
the company to retain in the colonies any men among the lower class
of employees whose services were desirable, as the miserable pittance
allowed to the employees made it an impos ibility to keep out of debt.
Ev n among the higher officials were many who had served one period
of even year after another without succeeding.in clearing themselves
ufficiently from their obligations to the company to be allowed to
return to their homes.
The charter was granted for a period of twenty years, counting from
tbe year 1799. The company also bad the right to carry its own flag,
to employ naval officers as captains of its vessel , and to call itself,
'under the highest protection of His Imperial Majesty, the RussianAmerican Company." In tbe meantime the new company began to
attract considerable attention at St. Petersburg and Mo cow, nobles
and high official of the Government buying shares, and finally the
Emperor and member of the imperial family began to invest; the latter,
however, making their inve. tments under the pretext of donating their
hares to chool and charitable i11 titutions. It wa the fir t enterpri e of the kiml in the Ru sian Empire, and under imperial patronage
ro rapidly in public favor. Its mo t sanguine supporter prophesied
for it a future prosp rity as great a that of the Eugli h Ea 't India
Company; and many of the ·hareholder were dr amiug of an anne ation of J < pan and p rhap portion of Ohina on one ide of the Pacific,
aud of the whole C'oa t down to the Gulf of California on the other.
uobl •man high iu office and of very influential connection , Count
:rikolai Rezanof, chamberlain of the Emperor, had mauied a daugl1ter
of helikbof. Hi
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struction of a fortified trading post, the site selected for which was distant about 6 miles from the present Sitka. During the winter of 1799
and 1800 hi whole force was busy erecting substantial log houses and a
high stockade surrounding them. In the spring of 1800 some American
trading ship made their appearance, and the owners carried on a brisk
traffic under the very eyes of Baranof, who at once forwarded ~ispatches to the administrative council of the company, representm_g
that the Gov rnm nt must put a stop to such infractions upon. the_1r
privil ges. The tranger obtained most of their sea-otter skms m
exchange for firearms, and paid no attention to Baranof's remon•
strances. As soon as the Americans had left, Baranof returned to
Kadiak, where he found the employees of the company in a state
bordering on insurrection. There bad been disputes between officers of
the company and members of the clergy, each declaring himself independent of the other, and the bad feeling bad extended even to the
ranks of the common laborers. No attention was paid to the orders of
tl1e company's agents in charge, and a few bold spirits had already
commenced to fit out .one of the small vessels of the company for.the
purpose of leaving for other climes, when Baranof returned and m a
few days succeeded in restoring order, punishing the chief offenders
with great severity. A man by the name of Larionof made an at~empt
to assa sinate the chief manager, but Baranof seized his assailanys
hand, wrenched his weapon from him, and strangled him to death with
his own hands.
The loRs of the ship Phmnix, which occurred about this time, interfered most seriously with Baranof's plans, as he stood in great need of
both goods and men. The garrison he had left at Sitka was a ~mall
one, surrounded by numerous hostile tribes. He felt the necessity of
reenforcing his establishment there, while he saw himself powerless.to
send any succor of sup1)lies or promysbleniks. Humors of war :'7_1th
England bad reached the colony and added to Baranof's perplex1t10 ·
Be set out at once on a round of the several trading establi hments to
warn the tra<lers and give instructions how to act in case of the appearance of hostile cruisers. During his absence news was received. at
Kadiak of the destruction of the Sitka settlement by the natives, which
disastrous event was the result of a preconcerted plan on the part of all
the native tribes inhabiting the neighborhood. On a certain day, w~en
over half of the small garri on was absent from the fortification huntrng
or fishing, a force of several thousand armed men surrounded the blockhouse, and, a sailing it from all sides at once, soon gained an entrance.
All the inmates, including the commander, Medvednikof, were ma acred at once, and over 3,000 sea-otter skins were tak u from the war ·
house. Of the men who were ab ent at the time of the attack thr e
l u ian and nve lents ucc ded in l1iding in the wood until they
<'onld commm1icat with an 11in li h ve el anchored in the vicinity.
Ei~ht n worn n who had be n wa. hing cloth sin the riv r were taken
and h ld • ptiv . by th Indian . The capt in of the En ,Ji h e 1
r £ ri: d to, I _. 1·ber by na.m _u ~ d di~ enticing tw of th mo t
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re cuing them. With thi demand Baranof could not, or would not comply, and after many days au agreement was arrived at on the basis of
the payment of 10,000 rubles.
early at tl1e same time with the Sitka disaster 180 Aleutian hunters
were urpri:ed and mas acred at various points in the viciu1ty, and oue
party, con i ti1w of nearly 100, perished almost to a mau from eating
poi 011ou mu sels in the trait £eparating Baranof from Ohichagof
I ·laud, which derived its name from this disaster (the Russian name
wa Po )'yb hie Strait, meaning'' destruction" strait, not "peril," as it
ha been translated by American geographers). Attacks upon hunting
partie' were made at many other points along the coast inhabited by
the Thlinket or Kolosh.
t this time one disaster after another overtook the Russian colonies
iu merica. Tl.nee hip loaded with provisions and stores were wrecketl
on their way from Kamchatka, aud the employees of the Ru" sian-Ameiican Company were on the verge of starvation when au American ship
arriYed at Kadiak from New York, enabling Baranof to purchase a cargo,
con i ting chiefly of provisions, for 12,000 rubles. A portion of these
upplie wa at once forwarded to Yakutat and Sitka, while Baran of
h'n1 ·elf proceeded to Prince William Sound to wind up the affairs of the
Leuedev and other companies which were ~till represented by hunting
partie in that region. In Prince William Sound Baranof met Kuskof,
who had been in the vicinity of Yakutat in cbarge of a hunting party
of 300 canoes, and reported that he bad repulsed an attack by the
native" with considerable loss to the latter. He was still unaware of
the di a ter that had overtaken the new settlement of Sitka, but as soon
a he heard of it from Baranof he propo ed that they should both repair
to the ..,cene of action at once and inflict pm1isbment upon the hostile
Kolo h. The chief manager did not act upon Kuskof' sugge tion,
chiefly because the only ve sel at his command was the Catherine, a
chooner of le than 50 ton burden and but poorly provisioned, while
Ku:kof' hunting party had only just returned from a long voyag·e along
the coa t and a erie of combats with the warlike Kolosb. Before
returning to Kadiak Baranof vi ited hi hipyard on Prince William
I laud and laid the keels of two more vessels to be employed in cruising
along the coa t occupied by the Kolo h for the protection of hi hunting
partie . At Kadiak he found dispatche from Siberia that had been
aved from one of the wreck d tr n ports and forwarded by canoes. A
chan of ruler had taken place in Ru sia, and lexander I had ucceedecl the Emperor Paul. The commander at Ok.bot k, in making the
• nnouncement,forwarded au order to a semble all the nati es of Kc liak
and the " urroundin cou.ntrie ," in order to inform them of the a c n·ion of the new Emp ror to the throne ud to l mand from th m the
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inve. tigation; bnt unfortunately for Baranof, the document was delay ll
n arly two year in tra11 mittal tbrouo-h Siberia to the Russian colouie.',
and dudng all that time Talia ucceeded in creating disturbances wherver he was stationed on the American coast.
Shelikbof had petition d the Rus ian Government some time before
his death for permis ion to employ naval officer on leave of absence a·
commander of hi .. trading ve els, but the re()_uest was granted on1y
at tbe time of t.110 consolidation of the·various companies, a clau e to
tllat effect being incorporated in the charter of the Hussian-American
'ompany, and in the year 1801 two capable officers of the navy, Lieutenants Khvostof anu Davidof, re •eive(l permission to enter the company's service. Up to that time the ships sailing from Okhotsk and
Kamchatka were managed by "morekllods," that is, "seafaring men."
'Illis title was applied to anybody who had maue a sea voyage, no matter
in what capacity; but they were generally hunters or trappers from
Siberia who had some slight experience in flatboat navigation on the
rivers. Tlley were entirely ignorant of nautical science and unacquainted with the use of instruments, relying altogether upon landmarks to make their way from Asia to America. 'fhe most extraorclinary instances of stupidity in managing their vessels are related of
some of these so-called navigators. Once out of .:ight of land they ,yere
lost, and compelled to trust to cLance in hitting upon the right direction to make the laud again. It was the practice to coa t along the
Kamchatka shore until nearly opposite the Command r Island and to
wait for some clear day when the latter could ue sighted, then t?e
crossing was made and, satisfied with such a brilliant result, the kipver would beach his craft for the remainder of the sea on and pa the
winter iu ki.lliug fur s~als and ea cows and saltiug down the meat for
his further voyage. Late in the following spring, ra.rely before the
month of June, the ve ·sel was latrnched again anu headed at a venture
to the nearest islands of the Aleutian chain. If the captain succeeded
in findin~ the land be would proceed along the chain of i Ian~ , keeping
a. hort distance to the northward, careful never to lose sight of the
mountain peaks. As the trapper captain, with hi crew of land men,
kuew nothing of keeping his •raft up to the wind no progress was
made unle s the wind was absolutely favorable, and thus anotb r
season would pa s before Atka or Unalaska I land was rea bed, where
the craft was hauled up again for the winter.
term of seven y~ar
waR frequently con urned in making the round trip to the Am r1can
coa t and back again to Kamclrn ka or Okhot k, a voyage the t at the
pr 'ent time a schooner can ac ·ompli"'h in about three week . At 1 a t
7:3 per cent of all the ve sel that sailed upon the e voyaO'e from the
di covery of the Ameri an ·oa t to the beginnirw of thi c ntury uffered
wre<'lc, allCl v 1·y one of th . e disa ters coul(l be traced to the ignorance
both of ·apt. in ancl sailors.
' lt arri l at Okhot k of the wo naval oflic r above r ferred to
form .•m po ·h iu the hi ory f I a ·:ian 11: viga.tion in the north Pa ·iflc.
'l lt ,,.y w r b th 'O 11 ~ ll(l ~ : i ' arnl pro ·e ·dell wi h o-r at n rgy in
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't. Petersburg. The request was at once granted, and a, number of
na.Yal officers were detailed to navigate two vessels of between 400 and
500 tous burden, purchased by the company in London and named the
... ...ei-a ancl the Nadaishda. The former was commanded by Captain Lisi an ky, aud the latter by Captain Krusenstern. Rezanof himself was
ordered to accompany the expedition in the capacity of Governmeut
in pector of the colonies and special amba sador to Japan, and was
al o inyested by the Rus ian-American Company with the powers of its
plenipotentiary agent in the colonies. He sailed on the Nadaishda and
proceeded directly to Kamchatka on his way to Japan, arriving at
Petropavlovsk in July, 1804, after a voyage of' nearly a year. The
7
.J.. c1:a arrived at Kadiak at the beginning of the same month.
Here
learnin g that Baranof bad already left his headquarters for another
vi it to Sitka, intending to rebuild his ettlement and punish the savage , Lissiansky sailed at once for that place, being anxious to assist in
the enterprise.
Baranof in the meantime had been delayed at Yakutat, fitting out
two mall sloops built during the preceding winter. His whole squadron
con isted of three ve sels, in all considerably under 100 tons burden,
with about 40 Rus ians and several hundred Aleutian hunters, and
with this mall force he intended to attack the powerful tribes inhabiting the vicinity of Sitka, numbering several thousand warriors; but to
hi agreeable urpri e he found the Neva anchored in the roadstead
when be arrived at Sitka. He made a formal demand upon the chiefs
for re toration of the furs stolen from the warehouse at t.he time of the
ma . acre and for the surrender of a number of hostages as security for
their future conduct. These demands met with prompt refusal and
ho tilities began. A party of promyshleniks, Aleuts, and sailors from
~he hip, commanded by Baranof, made an attack upon a lar·ge fortified
mclo u.re, but were beaten back with some loss, three sailors and eight
pr?myshleniks .be~ng killed and Baranof, Lieutenant Arbuzof, and M.idh1pman Povah hm wouncl~d. The approach of night prevented further operations, but the following day the ships approacheu the beach
and bombarded the ho tile camp. On the next day another attack was
made with the same result as before, but during the night following
the avages abandoned their fortification and retreated to Chatham
trc it. With the as i tance of Lis 'iansky and his men a fortification
wa erected on a steep, rocky eminence, the present site of the ·o-called
ca "tle in Sitka. Around this nucleus quite an extensive village prang
up within a few month , eparated from the adjoining Indi n village
by , high stockade. Twelve cannon were l_)lanted at a point commandin o- the immediate surroundings a w ll a the e tran ·e to the bay.
oon a Baranof had firmly e tabli hed him elf i hi new po ition
Li ian ·ky left for Kacliak and t~10re pa ed the 'Yinter; but in the
1,ring be r turned and finall ailed f r O nton with a c rgo of fur
00 ruble .
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Bo on macle it appearance in
rfolk Sound and brought much-needed
r 1i . f. R z, nof bought b th hip and cargo and employed the former
t brin further a i tan e. In a few days he was on his way to Californh~, tu near • t ·oa t from hich grain or flour could be obtaine~,
r c lnn°· th Bay of
n Fr ncisco, after a long and stormy passage, ~n
o wr tch cl a condition that wh n tbe Spanish officers visited the ship
I ezau f ordered the er w to be kept out of sight, in order to conceal
a far a po ible from the trangers the extent of their distre_ss. It
wa again t the olouial law of Spain to hold any intercourse ~1th fori 0·n
el , but Rezanof, with the assistance of the missionaries, su?., ded in ov rcoming the cruple of the governor, and filled up his
'hip with grain, tallow, and meat; and after a stay of sev~ral months,
durin<T which he engaged himself to marry the daughte~ of the_ comn~andaute of San Francisco, be sailed again for Sitka, '!1th _th~ rntention of proceeding at once to St. Petersburg, by way of S~beria, m order
to ask the Emperor's consent to his marriage with a fore1gner.. .
rezanof's vi it to California was the beginning of comme!cial_ mtercour e between the Russian and the Spanish colonies, of vital importance to the former.
~~he chamberlain had, during his sojourn in San Fr_ancisco ~ay,
written to the Emperor and to the directors of the Russia1;1-Amer1c~n
Oompany, submitting plans for the extension of the Russian ~oma;m
and of the operations of the company in the direction of Cahforma.
Ile spoke in glowing terms of the natural resources of the latter country, urging the establishment of an agricultural colony on ~be coaS t
north of San Francisco, then called New Albion, stating, qmte truly,
that up to that time the Spaniards bad no permanent settlement nor:th
of the presidio of San Francisco. With singular foresight be considered the fact that among the hunters and trappers in the Russian colonies it would be impos ible to find laborers familiar with agricult~al
1mrsuits, aud therefore suggested that the "patient and indust~10us
Chinese" should be imported to labor on the Russian plantations,
wh~ch pr?po~al, m_ade in 1806, is certainly the first on record looking to
Chmese immigration to the Pacific Coast.
.
Before his departure for St. Petersburg Rezanof laid tile foundation
of a very important change in the management of the company's
affairs. Up to that time all employees bad been engaged under the
old sy tern of allowing shares in the proceeds to all laborer ; but Reza·
nof understood the inconvenience and injustice ari ing from such a
sy. tern as the company's operations increased in magnitude, and be
left positive orders with Baranof to introduce the payment of annual
alarie to all employees as soon as practicable. On his way to St.
Peter _b?-rg the ~h~mberlain gav~ order for the organization of an
exped1t1on, cons1stmg of two ships under command of Lieutenant
Kf;7a tof and pavidof, again~t _Japan ~ avenge the light put u~on
zanof aud h1 emba y. H1 m truction were only partially carried
ut by t"h:e two _offic r. n IJ?-ed who _the~ by involv d th m elve in the
mo
en u d1ffi ·ultie. w1 h th 1b nan uthoritie . From Okh t. k
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Kadiak Island, one off Afognak Island, one at the entrance to Cooks
Inlet (Alexandrovsk), three on the inlet-St. GeorgP., St. Paul, a,ucl St.
icholas-and two on Prince William Sound, one of them at uchek
and the other on Sukluk island, Za'ikof Bay. In addition to these
there was the Fort St. Simeon, near Cape St. Elias; two forts in the
Bay of Yakutat, and, finally, New Archangel, iu the Bay of Sitka.
The fortifications were nearly all armed with 3-pounder brass guns.
The number of small arms, rifle , and shotguns in the colonies was
about 1,500.
The number of Russian employees was then 470, of which 69 were in
the di trict of Unalaska. Experiments in agriculture had already been
made in nearly every section of the colonies, but without success, except
in the cultivation of potatoes, turnips, and cabbage. The sma,11 breed
of Siberian cattle bad been successfully introduced at Kadiak.
After the first expe<lition of the Neva and the N adaishda the company continued to send supplies and reenforcements by sea from St.
~eter burg. The former ship was fitted out immediately after retururng from her first voyage under command of Captain Hagemeister.
The pre ence of naval officers in the colony had led to complications
between the chief manager and the former, who were inclined to ignore
any, uggestions or requests made by a mere "civilian" or "kupetz"
(trader). Complaints and charges arising from these difficulties were
forwarded to St. Petersburg, and, upon Rezanof's suggestion, the
~mperor conferred upon Baranof the rank of "commercial councilor,"
m order to give him a certain official standing. The commission was
accom panied with a gold medal and the order of St. Anne of the third
cla ,._ for di tinguished services. Baranof was of course highly grat ified
a~ h1 elev~tiou _and the recognition of his services by the Emperor, but
h1' promotion did not save him from endless disputes with Government
o~cer in the colonies, which continued until he left, and embittered
b1 whole after life.
Iu the meantime thee tabli ·hment of the Russians on the northwest
coa. t had attracted the attention of American merchants, especially
tho ·e Bo ton, who began to send their hip to Norfolk Sound and
to K3:d1ak, laden chiefly with provisions most acceptable to the Russian
colom. t . In payment for such supplies they acceptell fur-seal skins at
the_ rat
1.25 (Mexican) each; these being subsequently disp~ ed
of m th
e e 'en port at an immen e profit. Other entered mto
an agr
with lfara11of to hunt a otters, with native hunters
furui hell by him, on e(}_ual ·ha
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pany's settlement at that place Baranof employed the Boston captain,
Oampbell, with his ship, to intimidate the hostile natives into a urrender of a few captive survivors, and during a single year the company's share in sea-otter e peditions, undertaken in partnership with
these Yankee skippers, along the Oalifornia coast, amounted to 200,000
or 300,000 rubles. In many instances, however, these shrewd '' partuers" managed to secure to themselves the best of the bargain. Once
a Oaptain Bonnett sold his cargo of provisions and stores for fur-seal
skins at the rate of $1 each, and then sailed across to Kamchatka and
, old the skins to the company's agent at Petropavlovsk at 2 each.
These and similar transactions were duly reported to the company's
home office, accompanied by demands for the appointment of a succe sor
to Baranof, who was represented as a mere plaything in the han_d~ of
the foreign traders, who got into his good graces by wining and dmmg
him in their cabins. The peculiar circumstances attending the attempt
of Hunt, the agent of Astor, to negotiate with Baranof have be~n
graphically described by Washington Irving in his sketch of Astoria.
The directors of the Russian-American Oompany became thoroughly
alarmed at the reports of tlie large sums diverted into foreign channels
from their own domains, and instructions were promptly forwarded_ to
Baranof to change his policy. This communication was accompamed
by the announcement that another ship, the Sitvarof, comman~ed by
Lieutenant Lazarev, was being fitted for a voyage to the Russian colonies. The vessel sailed from Oronstadt on the 8th of October, 1813,
and arrivell at Sitka November 14, 1814, having been delayed nearly
four months in England waiting for a cargo. She had scarcely ueen
moored at her anchorage when disputes arose between her co~mander
and the chief manager of the colonies, tbe question of relative rank
being of course involved and giving additional bitternes to the cont_ t-.
Lazarev final1y refused point blank to obey Baranof' · orders, ~nd sa1lecl
from Sitka without final instructions. In his rage Baranof d1 char~ d
a few of his cannon after the retreating ship, without, however, domg
any damage, and Lazarev proceeded to San Francisco, and thence to
South American ports, buying up a valuable cargo of the product of
the tropical climes, which met with ready sale in Russia. The v~lue of
the whole shipment by the Suvarof, including the furs, was e timatecl
at considerably over 1,000,000 rubles. In his reports to the Emperor
and to the directors of the Rus ian-American Oompany Lazarev
reported the doings and character of Baranof to bis disadvantage, and
arrangements were made at last to elect a successor.
A Dr. Scheffer had gone out to the colonies in the c, pacity of urgeon
of the uvarof, but during that ves el' stay in the harbor of itka the
doctor 1md quarr l d with tbe officer , and finally left the bip and
]_)laced him lf under tbe protc tion of Baranof, the latt r taking a,
gr at fan y to th forei. O'ner, who could boa t of great lingui tic abilit
ner l p li, h acqui~ecl in a lit of adventure. Thr ugh tb
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rule of King Tomare, and endeavored to incite the latter to throw off
hi' allegiance to Kamehameha and place himself under the protection
of the Emperor of Russia. With the assistance of quite a large force
of Aleutian laborers Scheffer erected buildiu()'s and planted gardens
and field , the gift of Tomare, whose wife he had succeeded in curing
of intermittent fever. Thi nterprise was maintained for several
year , and, upon Baranof's earnest application, the company's authoritie endeavored to enli t the Imperial Government in its aid. A magnificent gold-embroidered uniform, a general's chapeau, and some gold
and ilver medal were forwarded to Tomare from the court of St.
Pet r ·burg, but, fully aware of its weakness at sea, the Russian Government refused to go beyond this in support of the company's enterpri e. In the meantime English and merican intrigue had been active
at the court of Kamehameha, who finally took active measures to
re" tore his upremacy over the rebellious Tom are. The latter became
alarmed at the nonarrival of Russian reinforcements promised by
cbeft'er, aud at la t compelled him to fly from the islands. Two ships
belonging to the company's service had been lost while attempting to
convey supplie to the Sandwich Islands settlement, and altogether the
e11terpri e was attended with pecuniary loss of such magnitude as to
draw upon Baranof the severest censure of the board of directors.
life of dissipation, old age, and constant struggles with savages
and hi own ·carcely less savage subordinates, as well as the irritating
quarrel with Government officers, began to tell upon Baranof's health.
Ever ince the year 1809, when two promyshleniks, Naplavkof aud
Pop0f, bad organized a conspiracy to kill Baranof, fit out one of the
company' vessel with arms, provi ions, and merchandise, and to make
their e cape to one of the South Sea islands, where they propo ed to
lead a life of perpetual blis , the chief mannger had given evidence of
a hrok n spirit. The con piracy was suppressed without bloodshed,
one of the members having proved traitor, but its effect upon Baranof's
mind could be detected in all his ub equent tran actions. Twice the
director of the company had resolved to relieve him; and once, in
1 0 th y appointed Colleofate A es or Koch to tbat po ition, but 110
died in Kamchatka before reaching his destination. Seven years later
a
· ·er of the civil service, Collegiate Councilor Bornovolokof,
out on the hip eva, but the es el wa wr eked within a
n ·e of itka, and Bornovolokof lo t hi life. At la t, in 1817,
ag m ister
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shore, where he wa attack d with malarial fever, and with the greatsst
difficulty wa taken on board when the ship was ready to sail. The
following day, the 16th of April, 1819, the creator of Russia's domains
on the orth Pacific breathed his last.
Lieutenant Yanov ky, who had been left in temporary charge of
the colonies by Hagemeister, did his best to carry out the wishes of the
company concerning a thorough exploration of the territory, and expe•
dition w re sent out by land and sea in variou " directions, resultrng
in the discovery and preliminary survey of the coast from Bristol Bay
westward to the mouth of the Kuskokvim River and Nunivak Island.
One party of explorers even reached the vicinity of Norton Sound, without, however, discovering the Yukon River, the mouth of which m~st
have been passed by the boats of the expedition. Another explor~ng
J)arty proceeded from the mouth of the N ushagak River into the !nter10r,
and succeeded in crossing over the mountains and tundras mto the
valley of the K uskokvim.
The work of changing the company's system of hiring laborers on
shares to the employment of men with fixed salaries was completed by
Yanovsky under Hagemeister's direction.
Occasional intercourse was still carried on with the Boston traders,
but not on its former scale of magnitude. In 1818 H agemeister made
a contract with a Captain Roquefeuille, who bad been fitted out by several merchants of Marseilles for the purpose of opening the northwest
coast of America to French trade. Roquefeuille saw at on_ce that. he
could not compete with the Russian-American Company m opemng
. trade, and therefore made an agreement with the Russian c~ief manager_ to hun_t sea.otters on shares, with the assistance of ~a~1ves. ~e
received thirty b1darkas (of two men each), under the cond1t1on that ~n
case of loss of life or accident during the voyage the French ~aptam
was to reimburse tbe company or the hunters' families, the price of a
life being fixed at $100.
Two weeks after leaving Sitka, Roquefeuille's ship was attacked by the
Hyda Indians inhabiting the southern end of Prince of Wales I la~d.
~e succeeded in beating them off, 'but a party of his hunters, ~ons1strng of twenty men and three women, who had landed some chstance
from the ship, were butchered by the savages. Roquefeuille made _a
few attempt to trade with the natives after this agreement, but ~s
goods were of an inferior character, and he failed to secure a single s~rn.
He returned to Sitka, paid for the twenty-three live lost, and ailed
away, and on bis arrival at Mar eilles convinced hi patrons that there
was no field for French enterprise in the North Pacific.
The ettl ment e tabli hed by Baranof on the coa t of California had
by no mean remaineu undi turbed. When the paui h authorities at
an Frauci co di cov r d that the Ru sianH bad locat d tbemselve perman ntly, th y ent ~n offic r with ev ral men with a per mptory
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privately accepted. The Russians remained undisturbed on their farms
at Bodega Bay, and the coffers of the Spanish officials and missionaries beg·an to fill with the bright dollars received in payment for sea
otters killed by Innuit hunters in Spanish waters. 'rhe principal motive
of Rezanof in ordering the establishment of this colony had been to
secure a depot of breadstuffs for the northern stations, but in this
re pect the enterprise proved a failure, owing to the very cause foreeen by the chamberlain.
The Siberians and the Aleuts were but indifferent farmers, and would
go off on huntiug expeditious just at the time when the ground ought to
be plowed or the seed put in, and the consequences were short crops
and a demand for supplies from Sitka. In cattle breeding the Arctic
farmer met with no better succe s. Large herds were purchased from
the Spaniard , but the Aleut herdsmen were in mortal dread of the
huge animals unlike anything they ever saw at home, and at the least
di play of unruliness on the part of the cattle they would fly to the
~ tation, leaving their trust to the mercy of marauding Indians. Failmg in these two objects, the manager of the colony began to experiment in shipbuilding, using the wood of the live oak and cedar covering
the hillsides.
The privileges granted the Rm,sian-American Company by the Emperor Paul expired with the year 1820. The busine s of the country
during the preceding twenty years had, on thewhole, been very profitable, and the mo t strenuous efforts were made to get an extension of the
privilege for another period of equal length, and owing to the fact that
many nobles of high standing, and even members of the imperial family,
were shareholders this object wa easily attained. The Emperor Alexander I not only extended the old privileges, but made some valuable
~dditions to the rights conferred upon the company by the charter, and
m the year 1820 the company reported the payment of a biennial dividend to the shareholders amounting to 1,U>5,495 rubles, while for the
y ars 1 16 and 1817 it had been 1,156,950 rubles.
The I opulation of the colonie under full control of the company
(e clu ive of the independent native tribes) was given at 301 Ru ians,
444 creole , and 8,384 natives.
The fleet owned by the company and engaged in traffic in the colonial
water in the year 1 20 consi ted of 1 brigantine of 306 tons, 3 brio-s of
200 ton , 2 ·cho ner
f 120 and 1 of 60 tou ; and 3 loop , 1 of 60 and
2 of 30 ton each. In addition to these the company bad purcba cd 5
foreign bark and llip for the v yage from St. Peter burg to th colonie · and other for ervice in the colo11i .
In the ear 1821 Hag mei t r was reli ed by fikha'il Ivan vi h
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on the 2( th of F bmar , 1 _5 d ignatino· Prince of Wales Island, in
1, titnde 5<1o 0' north, and b tw en longitude 131 and 133° west from
Greenwi h, a the outh rn liue of the Ru sian po sessions, and a it ·
ea tern boundary a line running from the h ad of Portland Canal northward along
uu · of the coast range of mountains to a point
where it in
th
fty- i th degree of latitude; from thence the
line rmrning to the Ar
O ean along the one hundred and forty-fir,'t
meridian. .Both Eugl
and m rican traders were allowed to trade
for a p riod of ten ye
in the waters belonging to the strip of coa t
up to latitude 06°.
The principal explorations undertaken during this period we~e made
in the northern pre ,inct of Bering Sea by two skilled navigator ,
Eth lin and Kromch nko, the former of whom subsequently rose to tho
rank of chief manager of the colonies. The surveys are stil~ our bes_t
authorities for the coast line included in their labors. An Arctic expedition had been organized as early as the year 1815, byCountRumi_antzof,
at his own expense. He fitted out the brig R1trik, and placed 1_n c~m mand LieuteuantK.otzebue,ofthenavy. TheGermanpoetandsment1 t,
Adelbert vo11 Ohamisso, accompanied this expedition, which re ulted
in the discovery and urvey of Kotzebue Sound and the Arctic Coa t of
America as far as Cape Li. lmrne.
.
.
In 1 26 Muraviev was relieved by Captaiu Cbistiakof. In tb1s period
occurred the exploring voyage of the sloop of war eniavin, commanded
by Captain Li.i.tke, who subsequently compiled an at.Jas of th~ ~la. kan
Coast and islands and published a valuable work descr1bmg the
count,r y.
.
The work of christianizing the natives of the Russian colome. had
been prosecuted with increa ·eel vigor since the renewal of the ~ompany's privileges in 1821, anu in 1823 the priest Mordovsky arrived at
Kadiak with two mis. iouary monks. In 1824 Ivan Veniaminof land d
at Unalaska, aud in the following year Yakof
tzvetof took cbarg' ?f
tl1e church at Atklla. Veniaminof especially wa instrumental m
spr auing the teaching of Christianity over a vast extent of count1:Y,
vi iting not only the Aleutiau I lauds, bnt al o the coa t of the mai~1lancl from Bristol Bay we tward beyond the Ku kokvim Delta, and lil
the third year from his arrival the H.u ian ' hurch in the colonie numbered 10,51n communicant , of whom ,532 were native . All th
chnrche and chap 1 were erected at the expen e of the comp~n ·
The ·bools at that time number d but three, locat d at ► itka, Kadiak
and Unala ka.
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in the brig Oltwagof to the mouth of the Stakhin River with order to
e tabli h a station. Thi he did, con tructing the R clonte St. Dionys
on the spot where the present Indian village of Wrangell i located.
everal boats of the Hud on Bay Company attempting to enter the
river were fired upon and turned back. At la t th British trader
concluded to make the attempt on a larger cale, and fitted out a bark,
the Dryad, commanded by Captain Ogden, with orders to establi ll a
I. rge fort at the head of tide water on the Stakhin Riv r; but Captain
Ogden, finding it impracticable to ascend, r turned to
ancouver
I land and reported his failure. 'fbe matter was duly representecl to the
directors of the Hudson Bay Company in London, who presented a
claim for damages against the Rus ian-American Company, amounting
to £21,500, the alleged expenditure incurred by the company in fitting
out the Dryad. At this time Baron Wrangell's term of office was about
to expire, and he concluded to attend personally to the settlement of
thi complication. Proceeding to San Francisco in one of the company's vessels, and thence overland through California and Mexico to
the capital of that young Republic, he endeavored to settle with the
authorities a dispute concerning the Russian title to the Ross colony on
Bodega Bay. Without concluding this business, he hurried on to
Hamburg, where be met two commiRsioners of the Hudson Bay ComI a~y, including Sir George Simp on, aud an amicable arrangement was
mckly agreed upon. The terms of this agreement were as follows:
1. The Hudson Bay Company abandoned all claim to the sum of £21,500, the damages for the detention of the vessel.
2. The piece of coast in the Russian possessions from Lynn Canal to the southern
boundary was leased to the Hudson Bay Company at an annual rental for a period
of ten years dating from thelstof June, 1840, the Hudson Bay Company to have the
e~clu ive right of trade in the leased territory for the timo mentioned, under conditwn of final surrender of all the buildings and fortifica,t ions erected on the lands thus
lea ed.
3. The Hudson Bay Company was obliged to confine its operations to the mainla.nd
a.nd not to trade on any island or other portion of the Russian domain.
• Tb~ paymen~ of ~ental was to. be made annually in land otters, to the number of
2 000 skrns, representmg at the prices of that time 118,000 rubles.
5. In addition ~o this payment the Hudson Bay Company bonnd itself to sell annually to ~he :ausstan-American Company 2,000 additional sea-otter skins from tho
olnmbia River at 23s. each and 3,000 land-otter skins from Hudson Ba,y at 32s. en.ch.
?· 'rh Hudson Bay Company bound itself to furnish the Russian-Am rican colony
1th a. certain quantity of provisions, carrying the same on their own vess l at a
fixe.1 rate of fr ight.
7. In ease of war the agreement was to be annulled after a. notice of three mouths.

This agreement was approved by both the Russian aml the Engli 11
Government , and the land in que tion was urrendered to th
11
Company. The arrangement was ac1va.n!age:ou, to t~e
.
rican ompany, who theretofore h~d marntamed th ir
t on the tahkin iver at a. los , bemg unable to comp te with the
I com an in the interior.
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and inaugurating proceeding- leaning to its final sale a few years later.
Toward the end of hi administration the missionary Veniaminof wa
called to Irkutsk and con ecrated a bishop of the independent dioce e
of Rus ian America, which up to that time had been attached to the
Episcopal ee of Irkut 'k, this change involving the erection of a cathedral at Sitka and the subsequent residence of Veniaminof (who on bis
consecrati® had assumed the name of Innocentius) at tbat place. In
bis new :field of labor be devoted himself to the conversion of the savage Kolosh, and, mastering their language, translated several book
of the New Testament and some hymns and a catechism. His succe s
in the work of conver ion was, however, only temporary, being confined
altogether to the time of his presence among them. A seminary for
the training of native and creole youths to the priesthood was also
established by him and maintained until the bishop's see was finally
transferred to Kamchatka.
While the northern seacoast was being surveyed by scie":tific ~avigators, such as Lieutenants Tebenkof and Rosenberg, the mter10r of
the country was not neglected. Glazunof and Malakhof penetrated
into the recesses of the Yukon and the Kuskokvim valleys; the former
ascending the Yukon (then called tbe Kvikhpak) as far as Nulato, and
waR the first to make the portage between the Yukon and the Kuskokvim in 1836, while the latter proceeded from the redoute ~n ~be
~usbagak River to the Kuskokvim, and tllence to Nulato, estabbshmg
a station which was subsequently destroyed by the savage natives. .
Tlle fortification of St. Michael, established by Tebenkof, was seriously threatened by the natives of Kotzebue Sound in the year 1830.
The r edoute was surrounded by a large force during the absenc~ of a
small detachment consisting of nine men, with the trader Kupr1anof;
but the latter, observing the movements of the savages, fought his way
through their lines with great bravery and rejoined the garrison, and
together they succeeded in repelling all attacks.
One of tl1e most remarkable events that occurred under Kuprianof's
administration of the Russian possessions was the appearance of a
smallpox epidemic extending from 1836 to 1840, hlclusive. The disease
first made its appearance in Sitka, November, 1836, and though at that
time the company had a resident physician, Dr. Blaschke, at that place,
all efforts to stay its ravages were in vain. Old and middle-aged people
suffered most, attacks in their ca es proving nearly always fatal, but
among children the mortality was less. The creoles, owing, perhaps, to
their more cleanly mode of life, suffered in a minor degree, but the
Kolosh, living in :filth and misery, were swept away by whole familie .
and inside of three months 400 deaths occurred in the native village of
Sitka alone. Only one Ru ian was attacked during that time, and
lrn 1· covered. In March, 1837, th di ease began to die out. Among
t1te inhabitant of the native ettlement on the interior channel of
tlle l _xan~er Ar hip lago l! mortality wa al o ry great. A soo?
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refu ed to submit to vaccination, the con equence being that 550 per, on, were attacked by the di 'ea e: of whom o er 200 died. The la t
ca e of smallpox in auy portion of the Ru ian colonies were reported
in 1840.
About the end Qf Baron Wrangell's administration it had becorn
evident that the expenses of tlle Rus ian-American Company in maintaining their colonies in nortllwe't rn America were increa ing to an
alarming deg-ree, while the income derived from the fur trad';.'.·rernain <l
. tationary, or even decreaS1ed in many of its branches. The offircr. of
the company stationed in the colonies reporte.d that one reason for thi'
tate of affairs could be found in the fact that hnndreds of feeble and
superannuated employees were drawing salaries aud subsistence without rendering adequate service. These individuals had grnwn old and
lo t their health in the employ of the company, and could not weU be
di charged and thrown upon their own resources; and in order to
relieve the company from this burden, to a certain extent, the directors
petitioned the Government for permission to pension off the useless
employee or to settle them in the most favorable localities as :fishermen and tillers of the soil. The proposition was favorably considered
by the Government, and a ukase was issued on the 2d of April, 1835,
empowering the Russian American Company to locate as permanent
ettler such of their employees as had married native or creole women
in the colonies, and who, on account of disease or old age, were no
longer able to serve the company. Such settlements were to be made
only upon written request of the superannuated servants, and the company was obliged to select a piece of ground, build comfortable dwellrng . furni h agricultural implements, seed, cattle, and fowl , besides
providing the settlers with provisions for one year. The e individual. thu located were exempt from taxation and military duty, and a
Ii t of their names was to be forwarded annually with the company's
report. '.rbe children of the e ettlers could be taken into the compauy's ervice upon their own request, ate tablished rates of 'alary.
'.rhe company was obliged to purcha e all surplus produce of the ettlers,
and al o uch furs as they might be able to obtain. The ukase al. o
1mrmitted creoles to enjoy tbe same privileges after concluding tbeir
term of ervice with th company. The llu · ian ettlers of tbi cla
were to be known officially as colonial citizens and the creole a. olonial
As localiti best adapted to this purpo e the chi f manager
d the coa t of Cooks Inlet, the island of Afognak, and
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unable to provi le for its own exi tence, and to establish large villages,
ach under the mauag 'ment of a com peteut chief. The chiefs were to
be held re pousible for the collection of food supplies at the proper season, aml were iutru ted with the maintenance of storehouses in which
ach community depo ited surplus provi ions in times of plenty, to be
i. sued again in times of want. This measure was energetically carried
out, Hot only at I adiak, but on the Shumagiu and the Aleutian Islands,
and its effect was very beneficial.
'1:he second term of tho Russian-American Company's special privileges expired in 1841, and the directors and shareholders labored assiduouRly for a new grant of charter for another twenty years. The Imperial Government took ome time to consider the question, but in 1844 a
new charter was granted. 'fhis document increased the rights and
ad vantages enjoyed by the company, confirmed the establishment of the
two c1a8ses of colonial citizens and colonial settlers, and enlarged the c~louial government by tl1e establishment of a council to consist of the ass~stantchief managera,ncl twoorthreenaval officers stationed in the colomes,
wliich council was invested with advisory functions only in the management of colonial affairs, but acted in certain emergencies as a court
of arbitration between the inhabitants of the colonies and the company's
authority.
An extensive exploration of the Yukon and Kuskokvim regions was
ma.de under the direction of Etholin. In the month of May, 1842, the
brig Okhotsk proceeded to St. Michael with Lieutenant Zagoskin, of th_e
navy, and five assistants. After :fitting out hi8 expedition with provisions, dogs, and canoes, Zagoskin made several journeys along the coast
of Norton Sound, and fmally crossed over tlle hills of the Coa t Range
into the valley of the Yukon. On the 15th of January, 1843, the expedition reached N nlato, and from llere Zagoskin undertook a jom:ney to
Kotzebue Sound, but, owing to the desertion of his assistant, fmled to
accomplish his object and was obliged to return to Nulato. Th~ following sprillg he constructed a large bidar of six oars, and set out m June
upon the journey to the upper river. After advancing more tha:n 100
miles from Nulato the hostile attitude of the natives obliged bim to
return to the latter place, whence he made his way to Ikogumte, cro iug over the tundras to tho Ku kokvim. In the beginning of Febr_uary,
1844, he established himself at the Redoute Kalmakovsky, making a
thorough exploration of tile surrournling country, finally returning to
St. 1ichael and thence to itka.
Zagoskin subsequently published a voluminous journal of his travels
in the basi.ns of the Yukon and Kuskokvim.
At tbe beginning of hi administration Captain Etholin concluded
arrangements for the ale of the Ross colony on the coa t of California.
The imp rial permi. . ion for thi tran f r had been obtained some years
previou ly by th <lire ·tor, of the com1 any, who had become convinced
tbat th nt rpri ·e had not re ult din any pecuniary ad van tag . During th
up tion f the . ttl m nt ten v el (brig and hooner )
had b n
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but having failed in its principal object of creating a never-failing supply
of bread" tuft' for the 11orthern stations, the company finally sold the
laucl, with all building and live stock, to a native of Switzerland, named
Sutter.
Etho1in aiso di played great energy iu establishing new schools and
en1ar 0 'ing tho e already in operation in the various di tricts of the colonies. Under the active superintendence of his wife a home was
founded in Sith, in which the creole girl were educated, instructed
in hon ·eho]d clutie and female ball(licraft, and finally provided with a
man dowry and married to officers and employees of the company.
The clause in the company's charter requiring that the chief rnanaMer
houlcl be elected from officers of the navy had an unfortunate effect
upon lm ine s. After Baranof's departure not a single practical merchant or hu iue s man had tlie management of colonial affairs, and the
con ·equence was that the dividends dimini heel every year, while at
the ame ti me, according to the official reports to the directors and to
the Imperial Government, the colonies , eemed to be flourishing and
developing rapidly. Each succeeding chief manager seemed to think
only of making the greatest di. play of continued explorations, erectiou
of building , construction of ships of a,11 size , and the establishment
of industries and manufactories. The shipyard at Sitka was as complete a any imilar establishment in the Russian empire, being provided with an kinds of work,'hops and magazines, even having brass
and iron foundries, machine hops, and nautical-instrument makers.
Experiment· were made in the manufacture of bricks, wooden ware, and
even woolen stuff of material imported from California. For all these
enterpri e the skill cl labor bad to be imported from Russia at great
expeu e, and this circumstance alone will explain the failure attending
the attempt .
ast urns were also wa ted in endeavors to extract the
iron from a very inferior grade of ore found in various section of the
country. The only real advantage the company ever reaped from its
many work hops at Sitka wa the manufacture of agricultural irnp1em nt for tl1 ignorant and indolent rancheros of Ca1ifornia, thousands
of plowshare of the very primitive pattern in use in those countl'ie
being marle at Sitka for the Oalifomia and Mexican markets. Axes,
b tchet , sp,
d hoe were al o turned out by the industrious
worhnen of
ka shipyard, while the foundry wa for some time
en «aged in c
bell"' for the Catholic mi :ions on the Pacific Uoa t .
.i:fany of the
are. till in xi t nee aml bear witness to tbe arly,
though perhaps abn rmal, indu trial d velopment on our n rthern
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cial, with a force of Aleutian laborers, being sent to the mines, where he
took up a claim, but after obtaining a few ounces of the preciou metal
his Aleutian left him to take up claims of their own. Finding themelve baffled iu this enterprise the directors of the company dispatched
an experienced mining· engineer, a graduate of the college of mines in
St. Peter burg, to Sitka, with orders to prospect for precious minerals
in the colonies. This man, Lieutenant Doroshin, began his explorations
in 1 49. Ile discovered gold in the vicinity of Cooks Inlet and collected
several ounce iu <.lnst, but this was the result of the labor of 40 men
for uearly a year at great expense; and upon the recommendation of
Doro llin these experiments were abandoned.
.
Tlrn exi tence of coal in the southern portion of the Kenai Pem~sula
bad been known for many years, and occasionally a small quantity of
the rn ineral had been extracted for use in the Sitka shipyard and on
the tugboats and small steamers of the company. Tlle discovery of
gold in California, bowe,~er, gave a new impetus to this industry. Exl)erieneed miners and engineers were imported from Russia and G~rmany, and a large force of men was employed in opening the coal vems
at E11glish Bay or Grahams Harbor.
.
The prosecution of thi enterpri e required a large amount of cap1t~l,
which the shareholders of the Russian-American Company were t~nwil_liu0· or unable to furnish, but by this time the development of Oahfori:ia,
had created a demand for coal, and it was not difficult to find men willing to engage in such a venture at San Francisco. A company wa
formed, consisting of several American merchants of San Francisco a~d
the Rnssiau-American Company, represented by their re£ident agerrt 10
San Fmnci co, Mr. Kostrometinof. Arrangements were made for the
shipment of machinery, pump, and hoisting works from the Easter~ 1
State , the Russian-American Company furnishing tbe necessary capital for preliminary expenses. The San Francisco partners of the new
firm, which was subsequently named the American-Rus ian Oo!Dpany,
suggestecl that shipments of ice from Alaska to San Franm co be
included in tl1e operation of the firm, and the Ru sian company began
tbe con trnctioo of ice houses and wharves at Sitka, and subsequently
on Wood Island, near Kadiak.
.
In tbe spring of 1851 Lieutenant Barnard, a member of Oaptam
Oollinson's Franklin earch expedition, proceeded to ulato in sea~ch
of information with regard to the fate of Sir John Frauklin, and_bav1?g
traced certain rumor of the presence of white men in the far mterior
to the Koyukuk tribe, he expre ed his determination to send for the
prin ipal chief of that tribe, who wa th n participating in the cel_ebr~ti
·
· cl about 25 mile from ulato. The chief m
·
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The Indian companion of tllo murdered trader was also kiHed. Innnecliately after committing this crime the warriors prepared for action and
et out for ulato. Only half a mile from the trading post was situated
the uative village of that name, containing about 100 people. 'rhe
Indian lain by the Koyukuks belonged to this village, and in order
to fore, tall retaliation the invaders surprised the inmates in their
bou ·e killing all with the exception of a few omen and childreu.
Tl.ii ~ wa' done o quietly that the Hu sians a11d their visitor at the
tation were not arou ed. When the bloodthirsty savages finally
reached the tockade they found the commander, Deriabin, who had
ju t ari en, ,·itting bebind one of the houses. He was approached
, tealthily from beliind and stabbed in the back, dying immediately
without giving the alarm, and over his body the party entered the
hou e where Lieutenant Barnard was reading. At the sigllt of the
infuriated Iudian the English officer seized a gun and fired twice without hitting anyone, and a notorious shaman, named Larion by the
Ru ian , then stabbed the lieutenant in the abdomen, inflicting a
mor tal wound. The Iudians next turned their attention to the barracks,
whero the laborers lived with their native wives, but a few shots fired
br the be ieged induced them to retreat with the prisoners made in the
V1llage. 'rhe murderous shaman had been wounded in the melee, but
managed to make his escape and lived until a few years ago, both feared
and batecl by whites and Indians, committing many honible crimes and
frequently inciting others to murder. Lieutenant Barnard was buried
withi11 a few yards of the tockade of Nulato, aud a cross was erected
ove.r hi grave by Surgeon Adams, royal navy, with the inscription:
"Lieut. J. J. Barnard, of Her Majesty's Enterprise, killed February
16,. 1 , by the Koyukuk Indian .-F. A." The cross has since been
p_a rn
at variou times by traders stationed at ulato, and the inscript10n
<li appeared. When I visited the pot in the summer of 1880
th , imple monument was still standing, with a new coat of sky-blue
paint, and to the l'ight and left were two other graves of victims of
murd ·ron Indian in the vicinity.
In 1851 Tebenkof wa relieved by Captain Rosenberg as chief manager of the colony. The latter contiuucd to carry out the terms of the
ompauy' agr ement with it San Francisco partuers in the coal and
ic bu.·ine , but a u pen ion of all traffic wa threatened by the outbrea1~of the Crimean war invol ing tile danger of an attack upon t11e
I u , ian colonies by Engli h crui er . As oon a war wa declar d
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ncouuter took pla e b tween the Rus ians and the allied fleet, among
them the famou un uecc ful attack of the joint French and English
squadrons upon the harbor of I etropa.vlovsk.
ltoscnberg, ~ hose transactions as chief manager were confined witbin
v ry narrow limits by the war, was relieved in 1854 by Captain Voievodsky, under who e administration the lease of the territory to the_H~don Bay Company wa. a.gain extended for ten years, upon terms su~ilar
to those of the first agreemellt. In the year 1855 the Kolosh Indians
located in the immediate vicinity of Sitka gave evidence of an unruly
pirit, and toward the end of the year two savages, who were preven~d
from stealing wood by a sentry, wounded him with a spear.. The chief
manager demanded a surrender of' the guilty parties, but this demand
was met with threats. A few shots were fired from a cannon over the
village, but the only effect was a swarming of armed warriors from all
the huts and hovels, who rushed upon tho fortified inclosure of thesettlement and l)egan to cut down the palisade with axes. Fire was then
opened upon the savages by all the batteries and blockhouses, ~nd was
rapidly returned by tlle savages. The latter obtained posses _ion of a
chapel built of stout logs for the accommodation of the natives a~d
converted it into a stronghold from which they could command wi~h
rifles nearly all the Russian batteries. During the first day they ~id
considerable execution in picking off officers and men as they hurried
to their stations; but on the following day a regular bombardment of
the native village took place, and after two hours the Indians cea eel
firing~ declaring themselves willing to treat. The most profuse profe sious of friendship for the Russians were made by the savages and
good behavior promised for a11 future time, and after the a , ailant of
the sentry had been surrendered for punishment Voievodsky agreed to
pardon the attack. During the action 2 Russians were killed and 19
wounded, the Kolosh losing 60 in killed and wounded. A repor~ of
the transaction to the Imperial Government resulted in an express10n
of thanks by the Emperor to Captain Voievodsky.
.
Lieutenant Baranof, of the Siberian line battalion stationed at Sitka,
who had been wounded, received the order of St. Anne of the fourth
class; and one gold and four silver medal , with the inscription "For
bravery,"were bestowed upon soldiers who had distingui bed themselve
on the occa ion.
The American whalers frequenting Bering Sea previous to entering
the Arctic through Bering Strait had frequently been the object of complaint to the Rn sian Government by the Rus ian-American ompany.
It wa claimed that the e whalers made a practice of landing on th
Aleutian I land to try out blubber, and that the offen iv moke an<.l
stench re ulting from thi operation liad the effect of driving away the
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Under the terms of the treaty with Engl nd and America no ves el
of either of those two nations was allowed to hunt or ft h within 3
marine leagues of tbe hore; but a' there was no armed Government
craft in the colonies the provi ions of the treaty were totally disr garded
by the whalers, until at last the company proposed to the Imperial
Government that if a crui er were seqt out from Russia to guard the
colonial coa t against intruders the company would bear the expenses
of ucb aves el. Tlle Emperor agreed to the propo al, and gave orders
to the naval authorities to prepare estimates as to cost and expenditure. In reply a report wa8 received stating that the sum of 270,000
rubles wa required to fit out the ship for the cruise, and 85,000 rubles
annually for it maintenance. This sum the company found itself
unable to pay and the project fell through. At last, in 1852, the corvette Olivitza was ordered to the Sea of Okhotsk, and did some service
in keeping foreign whalers out of that sea and breaking up their principal station near the Shanta I lauds. In the meantime Tebenkof snggc tions concerning the fostering of Russian whaling interests in the
Pacific had borne some fruit, a fow of the shareholders of the Ru sianAm~rican Company, together with some shipowners in Finland, concludmg to fit out whaling ships in Finland or at Cronstadt and send
them around into the waters of Bering Sea and the Arctic beyond the
strait .
A capital of 100,000 rubles was quickly contributed, and active
operation began a early as 1849. By order of the Emperor a sum of
20 000 rubles was appropriated from the special fund of the province
of Finland to aid in the construction of the first whaling ship, and a
um of 10,000 rubles to be paid the company for the construction of
each succeeding hip of the same class. The company also obtained
the privilege of importing free of duty all the material neces ary for
building and fitting out the first twelve hips, and to carry on the busine. without l)ayment of duties for a period of twelve years. The
name of this branch company was" The Ru sian-Finland W haling Company," and its charter wa approved on the 13th of December, 1850. r
The first hip, the Suorni, of 500 ton , was built in the llOrt of .abo,
Finland, in the year 1851. The command of the vessel was intrn, ted
to a German captain, Ilag hagen; and a crew of 36 men was engaged,
which con i ted principally of foreigner , among them 3 steersmen, 3
he rpoon r,·, and 3 cooper . The whal boat had been importecl from
..1.: ew Bedford.
The crui e of the uom,i in the Okl10t k Sea iu. th yea,r
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Company wa also forwarded ou this ship; but by various disasters the
ve sel wa delayed and did not arrive at Sitka until late in 1 53.
Shortly before reaching port a few whales were killed, 150 barrels of oil
•and 650 pound of whalebone being secured.
Early in the following pring the ship proceeded to sea under command of the fir t mate, Sederblom, the captain being disabled by di ea e. The voyage wa very successful, resulting in a catch of 1,700
barrels of oil aud 23,000 pouuds of whaleboue.
During the siege by the .1\.uglo-French fleet the Turko was in the h_arbor of Petropavlov k, but :::-ucceeded iu making her escape,dischargrng
her valuable cargo at Kadiak for afe-keeping, and finally reached
Sitka, where she remained safely until the end of the war.
.
The third whale ship dispatched to the North Pacific from Fmla~d
was the .Aian, 54:0 tous. She was commanded by a Finlander, Captam
Euderg, a11d reached the Sea of Okhotsk in 1854. The catch during the
first year was uot great, aud in the spring of 1855 the naval commander
of Kamchatka ordered the captain to land his cargo and to trau port
tlle families of officer and soldiers from Petropavlovsk to t~e .A1~oor,
and duriug this voyage the ship was captured by an English frigate
and burned. At the end of the war the whaling company discovere~
that, though no actual loss had been incurred, the profits of the ~us1ness were uot what they bad expected, and the sub equent operations
do not seem to have been pushed with energy or vigor.
.
~ few more ships were fitted out, but as soon as they return~d w1tll
their cal'goes of oil and bone they were sold for whatever price t~ey
wou1dbring. Itwasperbaps unfortunate for the interests of the R~s 1an
whaling industry in the North Pacific that the company engaged m the
business was so closely connected with the Ru sian-American Company, which was then becoming more deeply embarrassed every year.
Under Captain Voievod ky's administration the affairs of the Ru ·
sian-American colonies were managed very much in the same way _a·
under his predeces ors-with the ame extravagant display of colon!al
government and usele s experiments in mining, agriculture, ~nd ~1pbuildin g which characterized tbe five years immediately precedmg
the ex11iration of the third term of the company's privileges. The corporation wa leeply in debt, and, though de ·irous of continuing the
bu ines , endea,vored to transfer to the Government the expe11se of maintaining its authority in the colonies. The imperial cabinet wa · both
unwilling and unable to accede to the propo ition, a the country bad
just em rged from a di a trou and expen ive war, and thus the graut
of another charter wa postponed from year to year. In them c 11time
ev ral Gov rnmeut offic r were intrusted with a thorough in pection
of the condition of th c lonie and the compauy s affair . Privat
ouncilor Ko, tli tzof and Captain Golovin compiled voluminous report
on the ubj · and committ
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With the establi lnnent of peace in the United State the
bj et
wa taken up again by the Rn 'iau ambassador
ecr tary wa,rd.
f the A ri anan Frauci ·co merchant , among them them mb
Ru ian ( o called) le Company, wer among the
active pron,oters
of thi ch me, the latter firm expecting to ·ucce d the Ru ian-American Company in their fur trade and other branches of bu ine . Upon
the refn. al of the company to appoint a new chief manager the Emperor
of R11..:, 'ia had ent out Prine
lak ntof, a naval offic r of Ta1 tar
extraction 1 who admini 'tered the colouie" under the title of military
governor. Be was, however, sub equently invested by the AmericanHu 'ian Company with the power' of a plenipotentiary agent, and
finally a sume(l the whole rnm1agernent of it ~fl'airs in winding up the
general L11.c·iue,' and tran. ferrilig it property.
In 18(;;''5 t.11e manager of th v tern nion Tcleo-raph Company
conceived a plan for con 'tructing a line of telegraph to connect the
w Wol'ld a11d the Old by mean of a cable via Bering Strait. 'fhe
pr dect wa. fir t dir ct' by l\Ir. P. McD. Collin , who obtained the
n ce · 'ary <'hart er from
Briti band Rus ian Governments. Colonel
Bulkley of the United ate Army, wa appointed chief engineer of
the enteqiri e and, af
making arraugements for work in Briti h
Colnmbia, w nt to Sitka in tbe 111ted tate teamer Shubrick, which
had 'be n plac d at the Rervice of the Western Union Cornpa1ly by the
tioYernmcnt. Here olon 1 Bu1
· foun<l his advent quit unexp '~t d but the gov nor, l)rinc
aksutof, expr
d readiness to
afto!·d eyery a ·:i tan in hi p
, giving the a
ranee that tbe
native. woul<l be friendly to th
terpri e if pr
rly approached.
'. 'ome of th r_i hliuk t cl1iefs were
at itka, but
kimtof tllought
1_t he.·t ~o <ld' r ne 0 ·otiation , probably becau e he had no instructions
from 111 Govemrncnt. Duri110· the ·ame year iu tbe month of July,
an exploring party of the t legraph company,' commanded by Robert
J nnH.:ott, wa la.ll{led at t. Ii
1, orton Sound, by the bark
Golden Gate, l> lo11°fog to the '-lv
Union T 1 graph Company.
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tion of the tran atlantic cable put an end to the enterprise as far a the
We tern Union Company wa concerned, and all its various detachment already in the field in the wilds of Alaska and Siberia were
recalled at once.
ln the ame J ear (1 66) the legislature of Washington Territory
forwarded a petition to ·washington requesting the United State
Government to obtain from the Emperor of Russia such rights and
privileges as wonld enable American fishing vessel~ to visit the port
and harbors of the Russian po ses ions. As negotiations for the purcha e of the tenitory were already in progress no further notice was
taken of this special request.
Early in 1867 a nr"eying party, under command of Prof. George
Davidson, United States Coa t Survey, was dispatched from ~an
Franci co by the United tates steamer Lincoln, arriving at Sitka
August 11 and returning late in November.
After long debates in Congre s, both in the Senate and Ho~se of
Representatives, still fresh in our memory, the treaty with Russ1a for
the cession of the present Territory of Alaska to the United States was
final1y passed and the neces ary appropriation of $7,200,000 made. '1,he
opposition to the measure was strong and fierce, and its succe s wa
almost wholly due to the efforts of Secretary Seward and Senator
Sumner.
In tbe mouth ot:May, 1867, the treaty was signed, and on the 18~h of
October of the same year tbe ceremony of final transfer of tbe territory
took place at Sitka. Both American and Russian troops were dr~wn
up in line, General Rousseau acting as commissioner for the Um~ed
States, Prince Makrsutof occupyin g the same position for the Russian
Government. With the roll of <lrums and the discharge of musketry
the imperial eagle of Russia descended and the Stars and Stripe~ ro e
into the murky atmo pliere of an Ala kan autumn day. The Prmces
Mak utof wept at the spectacle, aud all nature seemed to keep her
company, drenching to the kin all tile participants in the cere~ony.
The native fodians in their canoe witne sed it from a distance, hstening tolidly to the booming- of cannon and gazing with indifference uyon
the desce11di11g and ascending flags. Of the nature of the proceedm~
they had a faint and imperfect conception, but one thing they ~id
realize-that the country they once imagined their own wa now b mg
tran ferred to a strange people by what must have appeared to them a
ingular ceremony.
The new acqui ition was looked upon as an "Indian country," and_a
military commander was placed in charge, Gen. Jefferson C. Davis
being appoint d commander of the new department, with headquarters
at. itka. Th gnrrison on. i t d of one company of artillery and one
company of infantry, numh rinp; tocreth r perhap 250 men.
. ?umher of bu:in . : m u had acc-ompanied or preceded the comm1::1011 •r: of th wo overnm nt ,rnd the Am rican flag wa scarcely
flo ti 11g from tli> top of h tia~:taff h for n w ~hop, were opened
va •an l?t <·<!ver •<l , ith th ! fr!lllH! vork of ,·ha.uti s, aud n g tiation
n r<~ l 11_1to fo1 th ! pnr<:11. _ f hon • furs, aud oth r prop •rt of he
1<1 l n. : ian · mp, 11y ~ tHl m 1 .
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To the new American domain flocked a herd of men of an orts and condition -Alaskan pioneers and squatters and a pirant for political
honors aud emolument in the new territory. Before the fir t 'Un et
gun was fired preemption stake dotted the ground, and the air was full
of rumor of framing a~, city charter," creating laws and remunerative
office·; and it was not long before an election was held for town officer ,
at which over 100 votes were polled for nearly as many candidates.
The Ru ian population looked with wonder upon this new activity.
The families of the higher official , as well as tho e of the farmer and
laboring classes, opened thefr bou e to the newcomer with true Ru ian ho pitality; but, unfortunately, they did not discriminate, treating
officer , merchants, and soldiers alike, and in many in tances their kindne wa. shamefully abu ed. Robberies and a ault were the order of
the day, or rather of the night, until the peaceable inhabitants were
compelled to lock their doors at nightfall, not daring to move about
until the bugles sounded in the morning.
A number of representatives of wealthy firms a,nd corporations had
arted upon a race from San Francisco or the Sandwich Islands to
cure the property and good will of the Russian-American Company.
r. H. :M. Hutchinson, representative of the firm of Hutchinson, Kohl
Co., wa the succe ful competitor, he having completed his bargain
with Prince Mak utof even before the agent of the American-Russian
or Ice Company, the previous partners of the Russiaus, had been able
to pre ent his claims.
The Ru· ian-American Company was allowed two years in which to
ettle its affairs and to transport all the Russian subjects who wished
to return. For this purpo e all its employees di tributed through
the territory were collected at Sitka, and from tbe time of the transfer
to 1869 nearly 1,000 of them were living there; and to these between
40 000 and 50,000 were paid every month a alaries, which, being
regularly ·pent before the next pay day, made bu ines decidedly brisk.
In addition to the e Rn sians there were two companie of soldiers and
a few hundred American and other traders, wl1ile a man-of-war and a
re enue cutter were always in the harbor, yieldjng a golden harvest to
bu ine men and saloon keeper . At this time l1igh hopes of Ala ka's
future pro perity -wer entertained. The We tern nion Telegraph
enterpri e, before it abandonm nt, had pu.·h d it wire to Briti h
olmnbia, to Fort Stager, on the keena River in latitude 5 ° 0'.
Thi brought the telegraph within 350 m ·
itka, but at pre ent
the neare t tel graph office is at ictoria,
er land, 900 mile
a ay.
I iffi
an at an early
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i y committ cl
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h Indi
ook no
right t
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h< t if the for ign flag was not remov<:d by daylight
h , uld bombard the village, and when d, y
<
of th un il1uminated the Stars and Stripes in place
o
t.
rg ; but the Indians were surly for some time
a
ling an outbreak occa. ionally.
r ·b, 1 H , a newspaper a,ppeared in San
the Ala. ka Herald. It was publi bed by
,
k hurch, who had never, ee11 Ala~ka, but
lled upon to declare him.:elf a champion of
'
n . A few columns of thi sheet were pub1
age and the most ab urd proclamation
~
Ala ka were circulated among its reade1: ,
an
her succeeded in sowing the seeds of di ·
cord ·
ong the new Russian-speaking citizens of
the nite
telling them that as Americans they were all
entitled at once to 160 acre of land and that they must not labor for
l 'comp nsation than 5 a day nJ gold, declaring witb th~ greateSt
effrontery that the Con titution of the United States so provided . .
In the m antime military garri ons were dispatched to other pomts
i~ the territory and locat d among peaceable tribes, w:here ev~11 t~e fir t
di- coverer had never found it nece ary to make a display of force. A
battery of artillery was tationed on the island of Kadiak, and ~notb~r
command from the ame regiment sailed from Wa bington Territory m
June, 18G8, to establish a military post on Cooks Inlet. The spot to ~e
selected_ had not been definitely indicated on the charts, and while
attemptmg to find the proper place a ship was wrecked upon a rock on
July 16, at the mouth of wbait is now called Engli.'h Bay or hraha!11
~arbor; no lives ~vere lost, but nothing else wa saved_. After ufferrng much hard 1np the wrecked soldiers were rescued rn the montll of
August by the teamer Fideliter and taken to Kadiak. For mauy_ rears
followi11g the natives of the vicinity had ample upplie of military
clothing, rifles, a.nd other stores cast up by the ea.
Tbe first American vessel that visited the seal i lands was owned by
the firm of Williams & Haven, of ew London. The agent and commander landed on St. Paul Islanrl on tbe 13th of April, 18ti8, and on the
2d of September ailed for the Sandwich Island with a rich cargo of
seal kins. Di.'putes arose between this party and the agent of 11
succe . or to the Ru ·ian- merican Company, and the Gov rnm nt
found it necessary to station Trea. ury agent on the i land to pr erve
order and prevent, if po', ible, a,u indi. riminat laughter of eal ·
. In ]!ebruary, 1868, the fir t d tachm ntof Ru ian homeward bound
left Sitka, _numbering 200, on the ship 11sarit::o.
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On the 1st of January, 1869, the chief of the Ohilkhat tribe wa on a
visit to Sith with ixty or eventy of his warrior , and paid hi re .. pe ·t
to General Davis, who made him 'a pre ent of a few bottles of whi ·ky.
The American oommander had adopted from the Ru ians the rule of
allowing no Indian in ·ide of the pali 'ades urrouuding the settlement
between un et and sunrise. On that day the vi itors began to feel
the influence of the whi ky, and both the Sitka and the Chilkhat chief'
refu ed to retire, and snatched the gun from the entry who endeavored
to enforce the order. The Sitka chi f wa immediately arrested, but on
attempting to eize the other chief the soldiers were met by an armed
body of Indian , and in the m lee the Sitka chief was knocked down
and one of the oldiers was wounded, when both parties retreated. On
the following morning the Sitkans came to the fort with a flag of truce,
reque:ting an audience with General Davis, declaring- that they desired
peace and protection. A messenger wa sent to demand the immediate
urrender of the Chilkhat chief, and, when he refused to come, orders
were given to hell the bou e in which be wa staying. The troops
we:e all mider arm , guns double shotted; and citizens prepa,red for
defe11 e. The vessels of war in the harbor had order to prevent the
escape of Indians from the village, but during the followin~ forenoon
everal cano s put off from the beach and were fired into from the
Saginaw. One canoe was sunk and three of the inmate killed, one
belon_ging to the Sitka, one to the Ohilkhat, and one to the Kehk tribe.
Obtaming no payment, the Keh ks killed two white men, pro pectors, who
had ventured into tbeir country. At the ame time a small schooner,
the Louisa Downs, was wrecked in one of the interior channel , and it
wa reported that the whole crew had been ma acr d. General Davis
placed a company of troops on board of the United States teamer
aginaw and tarted from Sitka on the 11th of ]fobruary. The first
v_illa ·e wa · found to be dese1 ted by all the inhabitants with the except10n of one quaw, and the hou"e were laid in ashe and everything of
value de troy d. Subsequently two other village were found alike
de rted and were treated in a similar manner.
ot a ho~tile warrior
wa een.
ome time later it as di covered that the. hip wrecked crew
had not been killed, but r • cued by these avages and tr ate<l. kindly.
The retum to Sitka wa delayed only through fear of then, ti ve cau ed
by th· bl o<ll . campaign narratecl a ove.
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Mr. Seward, the military commander,
aldermen." But the Russian Church
paraphernalia of worship, and minor
. Among the officer wordy di putes
ought with fatal result.
in command of the military division
in p ·tiou throughout the Ter~itorr, and
f th
tate of affairs deemed it w1 'e to
n Ala ka with the exception of tltat at

y ,r w
w er, without additional difficulty with
th Indian o
laska.. An occurrence took place at ~ort
Wraugell whi
bandomnent of that post for s01~1e time.
ome whit
e winter at that place had sold liquor 0
the Indiau
·t and one of the drunken savages beat his
squaw until the blood rn h~d from her mouth. rrlie post trader, Leon
Smith, int rfered and hatl the woman carried into the house of ~ne 0
the laundre es of the garri on. The brutal husband then feigue
regret for the ill treatment of his wife and offered to shake the hands
of the laundress who had protected her~ During tllis friendly cerem~ny
he suddenly seized one of the woman's fingers in his mouth all:d bit it
off, and then fled for the Indian village. A detachment of oldier '. 'Yas
sent to arrest him, but the Indians dis played considerable ho_ ~iltty.
The trader Smith then set out for the village, hoping to pacify th0
savage , but after advancing a few steps he was shot down. After
cons~derable delay, and bombardment of t~e Indian village 0 m th~
garnsou, the murderer was delivered tried by court-martial, an
hanged, the chief of the tribe acquiesci~g in the sentence. .
In the spring of 1870 another murder was committed at Sitka_ ~ya
soldier who bad l>een dishonorably discharged. This man, Willi~m
Bird, had a grudge against the commander of bis company, and meetmg
him in a saloon he drew his pi tol threatening to kill him. The oili er
struck at Bird a.nd pu hed him out of the door; the man tllen fir_ed
through the door, in tantly killing a lieutenant of the Revenue ervice
who happened to be standing in range. The murderer, though threatened w~th ~nob _l~w, was sec_ured by the guards and ubsequeutly repeatedly t~ied m military and civil courts at Sitka, Portland, Oreg., and. an
Fra,nc1 co but wa finally released on account of conflicting rulings
couceruiug juri:diction.
In the f.; Ummer of 1870 the organ of the tailor journalist wa removed
fr
to ~eattle, Wa b., and , hortly after pa sed out of xi tence.
T
nmmportant a it ,' med in it lf, marks the end of the
·
11 of commercial pro 'peri y in. itka.
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of Sitka, and but few could under tand that the resources of a northern
country are few and low to develop.
During the year 1 70 the we tern military garri on were withdrawn,
and the ubstantial building· erect u at great e p nse of labor and
money were abandoned. It would be difficult to point to a ingle benefit conferred upon the people of tho e regions by the temporary sojourn
amon o- them of the military force . A mall detachment of soldier had
al o been stationed on the seal i la11ds to enforce uch regulation as
bad tllen been promulgated by the Treasury Department for the protection of both sealers ~nd eals. This mea ure benefited only the
soldier themselve , who were employed by the traders in killing and
kinning the eal , and in thi way a sisted in the threatened extermination rather than in the protection of the e animals. Fortunately for
the exi tence of the valuable fur-seal indu try, the Government about
tbi time hit upon the only practical plan to pre erve the animals from
de truction . The islands were declared a Treasury reservation, and
by an act of Congress approved July 1, 1870, the i lands of St. Paul
and t. George were lea ed for a term of twenty years to a corporate
company. 1he lea e was awarded to the highest bidder, the Alaska
Commercial Company, located at San Franci 'co; and since that time
all danger of extermination or a decrease in the number of the seals
ha been averted, and, in fact, at pre ent a steady, gradual increa e
can be ob ·erved.
During the brief period of prosperity, between September, 1867, and
Augu ·t, 1869, the arrivals of ves els at Sitka were 71, with an aggreg~te tonnage of 13,339, the departures during the same time being 67,
with an aggregate tonnage of 12,371; but from that time forward the
·hipping of the port was confined almo t entirely to the monthly mail
teamer, th only means of communication between Sitka and Washiugto11 Territory, and all intercourse between Sitka and the we'tern
portion of Ala ka was absolutely at an end.
In 1 72 another difficulty with the Sitka Indians occurred, originathig iu a ti 0 ·ht betw en a ~ olclier and an Indian. In the fracas ensuing
three Indian were wounded aud an attack upon tbe garri on was
thr atened. The affair wa settled, however, without addi ional bloodhed. The garrisou at Sitka and Wrangell are till maintained, but on
the fith of
uary, 187 , th la t mayor of Sitka, George A. Ede ,
·
a
council' h ld it la t m ing on Fel>ruary 18 of the
r
nction of th . e officer, had b en e eedingly
· followed hi event, c nd matter, w nt on
nu
'Y rule.
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p pulation for at
rti
of la ka pasRed by. During the
ame y ar fonr m
Ca
r '' diggin gs," in British Columbia,
made th ir way t
te
f the Yukon, and descended that
tr am. Th y d ·
all '
o ·pects" of gold in a few localities,
but found it more profitable to engage in the fur trade, in which pursuit
they till ·ontinue.
During th year following several bill were introduced in Congress
looking to th e tabli hm nt of some sort of civil authority in Ala ka,
one of them b ing to make it a ounty of W a hington Territory, and
another to annex the country to Washington Territory altogether. All
the variou measure propo ed fell through without action on the part
of Co11gre until 1877, when be troops were :finally withdrawn.
In 1 78 the Sitka Indians beO'an to comport themselves in the m?st
insolent m~ nner, defacing the graves in the Rus ian cemetery, pulhng
down the stockade separating the town from the Indian settlement,
and committing other imilar outrages. At that time not even a re_venue cutter was present in the harbor, and the ~nhabitant ,. becommg
very much alarmed, sent an appeal for immediate prot~ct10~ to the
commander of an English man-of-war in the harbor of Victoria. The
a sistance was promptly rendered, just in time, it was claimed, to prevent disa ter; opinions on that subject were, however, divided. In due
time the English man-of-war was relieved by a similar vessel of tbe
United States Navy, and since that time a vessel of that cla · bas been
constantly sta.tionell in the harbor of Sitka, affording protection and
as isting the inhabitants of southeastern Alaska in various wa,y •
Ledge' of gold-bearing quartz had been discovered in the vicinity of
Sitka before ~he rem~val of the troops, but considerable diffi~ulty wa
encountered m securrng the neces ary capital to open the mrne ; but
:finally some capitalists in Portland, Oreg., formed a company, and for
a time the pro l ects of Sitka were once more brightened. A tamp
mill was erected, but, though numbers of other claim were located
and opened, the ore existing here was found to be of a very low grade,
and would not even pay for the most economical mode of working. For
years the enterpri e was kept up in the cou tant hope of" trike " of
better ore, but at pre ent the Sitka quartz mine are practically c bandoned. On the coast of the mainland in the vicinity of Wrang 11 a
urf~ce-mining camp of mall extent ha been in exi t nee for everal
years, yieldin
ofit to two or thre proprietor of the claim, ·
The mo t pro
ry of the kind wa made at the end of tbe
ea on of 1
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CHAPTER

V.-NOTES ON ALA K

ETil.1.: OLOGY.

The native tribe of Alaska offer a va t field for the labor of students
of orth American etlmoloo-y, Thu fa.r tl.iey have only b en roughly
grouped in families and tribe by various writers, many of whom, pose. ing no per onal kno dge of the subject, have built up theories
from the note" of incomp 1t and ca ual observers. As an in tance of
thi we may cite that c
1 remark of trav lers on the facial similarity e i ting between certain Aleutian individual and the Japanese
re ·ulted in the po itive and reiterated a sertion by scientific writers
that the former migrated to their -pre ent home from eastern Asia-a
theory now thoroughly exploded by recent authorities.
Our knowledge of the di, tribution and cla sification of the tribes in
the extreme northwest is still very limited, and years of careful investigation will be required to enable us to arrive at any satisfactory result
~nd to attain to any degTee of accuracy. Some fragmentary ethnological material from Rus ian America ha been furni bed in times pa t by
Ru ian and German writer ; Veniaminof; Davidof, Zagoskin, Wehrman, Baer,Wrangell, Holmberg, aud others have given to the scientific
world valuable contributions ou thi subject. Veniaminof (who died
but a few year. ago in Mo cow as the metropolite or primate of the
Ru ian burch) was one of the most reliable and painstaking investibut hi per onal observation were limited to ·the Aleutian
I
and the Alexander Archipelago. Davidof, an officer of the
1 navy, vi it cl the i land of Kadiak and the adjoining continental
at the beginning of the pre ent century, and Holmberg also
<.
him. elf cbiefly to the Kadiak and Sitka di tricts. To L. Zagokin, a lieuteuant of the Ru ian navy, we owe our first definite knowled Q'e of th
il1
of orton ound and the Lower Yukon region.
Anot11 r n
o
r, Lieutenant W ebrman, compiled in 1 57 the first
map ·bowi
1
lors th di tribntion of native tribe in Rus ian
m rica a
quite accurate in it main feature .
ext in order is
~be manu cri1,t map, also in color , compiled by Dr. George Gibbs from
mform · obtained from the
·
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· mpnri .
m 1 · al map publi. hed with this report
with tho p
1
ile<l
ariou times will how the gradual
· itiou o ,.
n thi
bject. The differences between the
and the one precediug (compiled by Mr. William H. Dall)
· e evidence only of an extension of the field of investii
lt ·
th more gratifying because fr. Dall and
dat
imilar conclu ions through entirelydifferent
out
tation upon thesubject. The crude groundd earlier by Ru ian and other writers was, of cour e,
qu,
e
e to both of u , giving to a certain extent a common
ba
rt from.
·
The four farnilie or group now distinguished in Alaska are the
·mo (or lnnuit), the 1 ut (Oonangan), the Thlinket, a.nd the Athaan (or Tiunel1). Th fir t three named occupy the whole co_ast of
ka, forming a it were a, barrier between the Athabaskan m the
ior and the eacoa t, except in on instance, where the latter people have ucceeded in supplanting the Eskimo on the shore of Cooks
Inlet. The evidence in favor of ascribing to the Eskimo and to the
Aleut a common origin is quite strong, but time. an~ c!rcumstauce
have wrou 0 ·ht uch changes in both physical and llngmst1? features of
tll.e leut tribes that a di tinct classification appears justifiable. For
tll.e purJ o es of thi report I have adopted the terms E kimo and At~aba kan, in lieu of the Immit and Tiuneh of recent writers, purely m
the in~erest of uniformity, and in deference to the action of_ both the
American aud British science a sociation which have decided t~at
:priori_ty 11;u,'t prevail, and tbat the name fir! •t given to a race 01;' tribe
m cie11t1fic cla sifi.cation mu t be retained. '.rl1e terms Innmt and
Tinnell represent words in their respective languages, and a such I
should pref~r th~m, ~ut I am quite willing to bring a_ sacrifice upon the
altar of umformity m the work of science. In takrng leave of th e
term , therefore, I will only mention that Inmtit was derived from a
root igu_ifying ma'f!, and existing iu a majority of the Eskimo diale~t ·
I fi.11d tin, root as_ in:!'11k, niftk, yiik, yut, WU, and lii7.k; th~ pl~ral being
~enera11y formed m m1g or iiin, with a coll ctive form endrn~ mt? m~anmg people . . It ~as be •n sugge ted tbat tbe word ina, which ~igmfi~s
hous~, d1celling, m nearly all the dialect , has been blended with ~hi
root _rn o_rder to de 'cribe a people living iu hou e , or a tt~ed tribe·
but m view of the nomadic habit of the Eskimo thi theory 1s op n_ to
doubt. In the dialect of the asternmost E kimo tribe ou the Pacific
Ooa. t, _the Ohu 0 ·achinmte, ina de ignate a house, but the word_ for
people 1 ,flhu"itor shv'it (from 8hiftk man). Zao-o kin, who e observations
xt. nd ~ oy
al ye:11· , t~ted tbat aft r much que tioning ~-f
var1ou' rnd1v
arrived at the •oncl ·
hat yugguit or yughmt
a collec
lur 1 f man witl1
on ~ound tribe , and
1w
ioyulit wa
all the oa t
>_l _
th . lia ·k~
at
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.th
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'Ihl·
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J.-TIIE E KI 10 ( or Innuit).

The E kimo or Innuit, numbering n arl 1 ,ooo, inlrnbit the whole
coast line of Alaska we t of the one hundred an<l. forty-fir t meridian,
with the exception of tbe northern part of Cook Inl t, that portion of
the Alia kan peninsula lying west of the one hundred and fifty-seveuth
meridian, and the Sbumagiu and leutian roup of i lands. The origin of the Ala kan E kimo ha been di cuss d by variou" author , mo t
recently by Mr. William H. Dall in olume I, Contributions to North
American Ethnology, but the only tangible re ult of such discussion
ha been the establishment of a general belief that these tribes are of
American origin, and that their appearance on the Ala kan coast probably occurred at tbe arne time with the general migration re ulting in
the ettlement of the inhospitable regions where are now found the
ea tern or Greenland E 'kimo.
For reasons elsewhere explained more at length it appears improbable
that the settlement of the Ala kan coa t and the i lands by the E kimo
could have been effected without the aid of the kaiak or skin canoe, or at
lea ta craft of similar construction, and con equentlyit may be presumed
that they svread gradually to the westward and southward after having
reached the Arctic shore from their original habitations in tbe interior
of _our continent; for the present, however, I have nothing to do with
tlus que tion, the discussion of which rests chiefly upon speculation,
and therefore turn to a description of the tribes of Eskimo stock now
found in Ala~ka.
All the Eskimo tribe , without exception, manufacture and use the
covered skin c11noe known as the kaiak, identical with that of the easte~n or Gre nland E kimo; and this feature is so distinctive and exclu1~ethat a tribal name might justly be based upon it should the necessity
~ri e f~r another. At present I know of only one instance where an
rntermtxture of the Innuit with another tribe has taken place under
uch circum tauces that the foreign element has gained the upper
ba~1d, and tl1ere they have already abandoned the manufacture of the
kaiak and apparently forgotten the art of its construction. I refer to
th~ Oughalakhmute, who have mixed wit11 tbe Thlinket. The open
• km boat, the ooniiak, or women's boat, al o known a bi<lar, is u, ed by
certain trib on tbe north coast of Asia; but the kai.ak proper is only
found am ncr th
· o.
When he Rn
first ob erved this craft they al)-plied to it the
na!De of bidarl a, a diminutive of bidar, a Kamcbatkan term for an u~en
·km-boat. '
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inhab·
wbale hunters, wbi.le at others much
d to
,
of r inde r, each i11dustry engendering
its a
but they all have subterranean winter
kin co
for nmmeru e. Though they have been
i
th wh
tly and indirectly for nearly a century, there
<
din u
ong them many implements fashioned of stone,
iv
bone; and th y ' till consume much of their fish, seal and
t and blubb r in a raw state. Bnt a remarkable contra t
w
to
itive condition i furni bed by specimens of carvings, chiefly
m
human fi nr , depo ited in the National l\1useum by Mr.
E
on, many of whi ·b may justly be cla, sed as artistic sculpture..
A large amount of r ndy-made clothing finds its way into tbe band of
tl1 ' p 01)le who wear it in the ummer, but the excessive cold of
winter compels them to re ume the fur garment formerly in ge_ner.al use
among them. The heavy parka of reindeer, wolf, or dog skm 1s. tbe
out 'ide garment worn by both sexe ; undergarments are generally f~shioned of the tanned kins of reindeer, or of hair-seal and fox skm ,
the latter being used for trimmhw; and tbe high boot' worn by both
exe are made of hair- eal and reindeer skins.
Of the tribal organization of these people but little is known, but
t11ere seems to be no recognized chieftain bip; each i.:olated settlement
generally containing one man who makes himself prominent by u~ rintending all intercourse and traffic with vi itor . The profits ac rurn_g
to him from this position give him some slight intlue11ce a1;11ong hi
people; but the ooma.ilik (oomuialik of Zagoskin), as these m1ddleme.n
or spokesmen are called, possess no authority over the people of th ir
village, who pay far more attention to tbe advice or threats of s~rcer_ r ' ,
'ha.mans, or "medi ·ine men." In the festi al , consi ting of f astrng,
singing, and dancing, with which tbe ·e hyp rboreans while a~ay ~he
long winter nights, the shaman. a1 o play a prominent part, du ctmg
the order of the performances aud the manufacture of ma k , co tum ,
etc., while the oomailik or spoke man sinks back into in ignificance for
the time being.
During the brief ummer a large proportion of tbese people roam
ea. tward and we tward along the coa t trading and huntiao-. In late
years their movement hav been guided cbjefly by tho e of the wbal r
pur uing their quarry in the narrow belt of open wat r betw 11 th
solid ice and the coa t.
THE KoPAGMUTE (Big River p ople).-In thi
ubdi i ion I
all the
·
,·
· ·ng in the we tern int rior of retie
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indulging, however, frequently in robbery and violence when trade is
lack. They erve a middlemen in the exchange of commodities
between Bering Sea and the .Arctic, drawing their supplies of stock in
trade chiefly from the depot of St. Michael, which place they visit
during the summer in large open skin boats fitted with masts and sails.
The Mahlemutes are expert navigators and bold hunters, but th ir reputation with whalers and traders is decidedly bad, and great caution is
observed in intercourse with them. They are naturally anxious to
maintain their profitable position as middlemen, and thus far have
re ented all attempt to locate permanent trading stations among them
or within the limits of their own mercantile operations.
In dre s and appearance the Mahlemute do not differ from their
neighbors. In the sketch herein inserted they are represented as they
appear in their ummer encampments on Norton Sound. The southernmo t village permanently occupied by the Mablemute is Sbaktolik,
on Norton Bay, but everal families possess winter houses in the vicinity of the trading po t of Oonalakleet, within the boundaries of another
tribe. Their fe tivals are di tingui bed for variety, there being one in
honor of nearly every animal bunted by the people, most of them bein
celebrated during the period of winter idlenes , tl10 "reindeer danc "
and the "whale dance" being among the most important ceremonie ,
which are accompanied by the most grotesque di play of masks and
?Ostumes. The ''labret" or cheek ornament, of bone, ivory, or stone,
1
till worn by the Mahlemute a univer ally a it is found among
~he coast tribes in the north and we t; and even where the ornament
it elf is ab ent the cut made in tbe cheek and under lip for its insertion
can be observed. All the ma ks are provided with an imitation of this
ornament. The custom of trimming the hair of tbe head exists among
the Mablemute a w 11 as among nearly all the tribes of E kimo stock,
bat the shaving of the entire crown of the lrnad of male seem to be
confined to the retie tribes. Wherever tbe Ei;;kimo appear togeth r
with their interior neighbors itis ea y to distingui ·h the long, unkempt,
matted hair of the thaba kan from the clo ely-cropped bullet head'
of the Eskimo.
THE Kr GIGUMUTE (including the Okeeagmut of Dall and tlrn
Okeeagmut of King' I land).-This unruly and warlike tr·ibe occupi
the country adjoining Cape Prince of Wale and the i land of Beriug
trait. They are also great trader , and act a middlemen between the
people of A ia and tho e of Am •ric, . They hunt but little, living
chiefl y on the profits of traffic. Th ir reputation with whaler and
trader i fully a bad a that of th falll mute on Kotz bu ound.
Their fi tival and up r tition clo 1y r . •nib1 tho
f tl1 ir n ighb r and the am can be aid ub tantially of th ir outh rn n ir-hbor .
THE KA I.A.G TE.-Thi tribe cupie. th p 1ti n of th K, viak
Penin ula
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THE NUNI AGlllUTJi,, .-Thi tribe occupies Nunivak Island and also
a few settlem ut ou the Ka hunok branch of the Yukon.
THE K.A.I.A.LIGUM TE.-Tltis tribe occupies the coast from Cape
I umiantzof to Cape A vinof, with the exception of the Kashunuk settlem nt, but including the villages on Nelson Island.
The three tribe la t enumerated were classed together by Dall as
Magmuto, but uffi i nt differentiation has been discovered by Mr. elson to warrant t1rn new divisions.
To all the coa t tribes between Kotzebue Sound and the mouth of
tbe Ku kokvim River may be applied the description furnished by
Lieutenant Zago kin in the year 1843. He stated in substance that
tbe na.tiveH of Norton Sound and their neighbors are of medium stature,, well built, quick in their movements, with round faces, varying in
complexion from an alm ost white to a light bronze. All the males
exhibit some trace of beard, and mustaches are quite common. The
hair is black, coarse, and straight, but glossy; the m_outh large, n?t
curved; teeth even and white. The men wear labrets m the lower hp
on each side of the mouth, consisting of stone or bone buttons; but
among the females this latter custom has long been obsolete. ~he men
trim their hair all around the head, while the women confine th1s operation to the vicinity of the ears, wearing the back hair either loose or
plaited.
No cbiefs are known to exist among them, though some families h~ve
acquired prominence and influence chiefly through the accu.m~1at10n
of what they consider wealth. The oomailik, the most experie~ced
tradesman of the village, who serves as spokesman in a11 transact10ns
with strangers, exerts his influence only as agent or business manager.
If a joint action of a number of the inhabitants of a village becomes
necessary for any purpose, the old men assemble in the council:ho~se,
or kashga, where they settle upon the plan of action for the d1 t~I?U·
tion of labor; and no young man will venture to disregard the dec1s10n
of his elders in council.
These coast tribes, being essentially a trading people, are possessed
of greater shrewdness than their neighbors in the interior, but they
rarely use this superiority for the purpose of cheating in trade, as all
their capacity in this direction is reserved for their intercour, e with
white people. As a rule these tribes do not practice polygamy, though
a few instances have been known of wealthy traders who maintained
eparate households in the various settlements visited in pursuit of
their busine s. .L: o especial marriage ceremony seem to be ob erved,
though the con ent of parents eems to be essential to the accornpli hment of a union. The bridegroom either takes away hi bride to hi
own people or be remain with her family. Separation rarely occur,
but in uch cases the children remain with the mother. A man who
ha lo t two or t?ree wiv s ra_re1y succeeds in obtaining a fourth.
Th femal of th oa t tnb s are not fruitful and to ee four childr n of on moth r is_ f}uite a rare ?CCurrence, ~ne or two being the
common numb r of clnldr n to a fam1ly. Marrying early a a natural
con eq"?- nc hew men fa~ arly ;. a wife of 25 i always ~n olcl woman.
~h b1ldr ?- ar r ate 1 with gr , t_ tend rne , but gro, up in perfi ct
hb r . u~til tb Y ar ; lf- upportmg all(l th ir every want or whim
a 1 fi d by th J>, r •nt
V n at th(! gr ,a . t in onveni nc·e t themIv . Tb oung f b h - a ·quir kill in their r . pee i labor
arl;r wbil pl, yjn", ith h dim!nntiv arm tool alld impl m nts
f ;h1?n
f?r b1 p_nrp . l ~- h •1r pa~en . }1' • tiviti tak plac t
c r rn p ri d
urm
ll hv
f ·lnldr n. · For in t n , when the
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boy's hair is trimmed for the fir ,t time, or when be fir t goes to sea
alone in a kaiak, or when he don hi :fir 't p, ir of snow ho
or wh n
the fir t inci ion in his lip is mad to accommodate the labret , a foa t
is given by the parents if they are able to do so; but in ca es of great
poverty th , e ceremonies are frequently postponed until the young man
him elf i able to provide the nee ary material.
o youth is considered to have reached manhood until he bas killed either a wolf, a reindeer, or a beluga.
The shamans, or sorcerer living among tbe e people furni h children
with amulet , or charms, con isting of little ivory carving or piece of
kin fancifully braided, or other articl s to be worn around the neck,
and the parents frequently go to considerable expen e to secure such
tali mans.
The men sometimes change their names e eral times during their
Jive by as urning a new one after every great memorial fea t given in
memory of a decea,sed relative. ·
A woman after childbirth is not allowed to partake of fresh food for
twenty day , during which time slle mu t stay within the house, generally itting in some dark corner with the infant; and every five days
during this period she must bathe.
Like all E kimos these tribes are super titiou a.nd afraid of the d~ad
or dying, though they seem to r verence the memory of the deceased;
and ometimes a sick person at the point of death is carried into an
abandon~d hut and left there alone to die of hunger and neglect. The
dead bod1e are generally wrapped up in mats, with the knees drawn
up to the chin, and are covered up with rocks or piece of drift log; and
the kull of reindeer or bear are frequently placed be ide uch burying
place e p cially if the decea ed l1ad been a hunter. After the death
of a hu band the wife cut her front hair short, and abstains for a period
of twenty day from fre h food, the husband frequently obsetving the
am cu tom on the death of his wife. The fe tivals in memory of the
d~cea eel ar celebrated at various times of the year, chiefly at time of
le1 ure between the easons for hunting various animals. In addition
to th annual memorial feasts, grand festivals are celebraterl at interval of ten and fifteen years, according to the ability of the surviving
relative to accumulate sufficient property for the purpo e, and on such
occa:ion the giver of the feast frequently distributb all his property
amono- tl1 gue. t .
Th clothing of tbe e c
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m rly re, ·orted to an artifice which ha
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and the wolf hungry, the hunter would
about 2 feet in length, roll them up,
"
nbber and throw them promiscuon ly
a
ugry wolf w~uld bolt down one o~ these frozen
11
the tornach melting the fat, the p1~ceofwhal~nd tr( io-hten out killing the ammal, and m
b
'
.
t
would go bout and pick
up his
quarry. .
Reind
gen rally captured by these tribe by surroundmg the
h rd a11
ing the animals with arrow or bullets as they approach
the conceal d bunters. Fish ar caught both with net"' and ho?k and
lh1 , and ,·eal are generally shot or p ared on tlle ice in tb.e wrnter or
a they come up to their breathino hole . While watching f?r seal t~e
hunter pile up piece of ice before bim and wears a white remdeer , km
parlfa in order to conceal himself from the vigilant animal. The b luga
is hunted by numerous parties in kaiaks. Sometimes a hundre<~ or
more of the natives proceed to sea on a calm summer day, ob ervrng
perf~ct ~ilence and keeping ~vell iushore. .As so~m a a scbool of b l~d
.
s1°·hted an old man gives a igual, the karnk _hurry to eawai
of th_e school, and a tremendous noi e begins, with slmll cries and y~n. ,
beatmg of drums and rattles, and splashing of pa<ldle. and speais m
the water. The hunter gradually approach the hore, driving the
belugas bet:ore them, until the latter, in the hallow water, fall an ea Y
prey to their spears. In former times when the beluga was more plentiful, from 100 to 200 were secured in this way in a single day, and the
old men and the women and children crowded the . bore ready to drag
off the carca es beyond the reach of the tide.
All of the e tribe shun the use of iron in killing the beluga, confining them elve entirely to spear and arrow head of tone and bone.
Inflated bladder _of whole kius of the young eal are attached_ to the
pear head
ervmg to buoy up the wounded animal and keep it fr 01
diving. 'l1 he blubber, m at, and kin of the beluga are an val
ik
a food when fre b, and the tanned hide i us
· n, kincr bo
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and knees. Theinteriorarrm1g·ern11ntoft
viut rh u e ·
r ·
,
and i nearly the same with all th . tri
.
pi >c o
a
deer kin i hung before the int(•rior op ng of the p
g
center of the inclosure is the tireplace whi • ·
u
directly under the smoke hole in the roof
i gen
y
and frequently two low platform auor
width ex
the ides of the bou e from the ntrance
k, cov red with mats
and kin', which 'erve a bed at night. In the larger dwellin°· occuf each are eparated
pied by more than one family, the 1 pin p
from each other by u pended mats, or imp1
pi e of wood. All
the bladder containing oil, th wooden v
, kettl , and oth r
dome ·tic uteu ils are kept in the front part of tlle d elling, and before
each leeping place there i · o·enerally a block of ood upon which is
placed the oil lamp u ed for beatin°· and cooking.
The summer houses are erected above ground and ar generally log
·tructures roofed with skin and open in front.
o fire i made in the e
hou ·e , and therefore they have no opening in the roof all cookiug being
done in the 01,en air during the urnmer. Th y Idem have floori11g,
but otherwise the interior arrangements re ·emble those of th ;vinter
hou 'e . The storehou e' of all the E kimo tribe are set on po ·t · at a
hei ht of from 8 to 10 feet above the ground to protect them a 0 ·aiust
foxe ·, wolve ·, and clog'. 'rhey have generally a small square opening
m front that cau b clo ed with a 1iding board, and which i reached
by mean~ of a notch d "tick of wood. The e building are seldom more
than 8 feet <]uare by 3 or 4 feet in height.
~n every village there i a common building known as the ka hga,
b_mlt after the patt rn of the winter hou e , but of mu h larger dimen' 1011,', ,'ome ka ·bg
mea mfog a much as 60 feet square and from 20
to 3<! feet iu height. Arai ·ed platform run all around the iuterior,
and m a few ka._ hgas of extraordinary size three tier of such platforms
have been ob. rved. The fireplace in the center is large, often 3 or 4 feet
d~ep, and on ordiuary occa ion , when no fire is wanted, i covered over
with plank,. Theentrancei tltroughapa ager semblingthatofthe
dw llino- hou e,, but divided at the end; one branch leading to the firepl3:c _below the flooring, the other into the main compartment. In this
bmldmg th men carry on
·
· labo1·, uch a, the -pr paring of
·
the plaitin°· of :fi.,'h
mauufa ·tnre of leds. In the
l all public bu, in ,
counci1 h ld, and it al 'O
a h l
vb
there entertain u,
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d fi.11 w io-lling p rbapR a pound.
fter br akfast tbe men foHow
t
va.riou pm nits of hunting and :fi.Rhing, and some time in tbe
Hoon, having indulged in a bath, they partake of another piece of
a
Ii
rm at of about th ame w ight, with the addition of a ti~bit of
rotten fish or~ pawn, whi h th y eat , itting on their haunches, wlule the
worn n turn their backs to them, as it would be unbecoming to watch
th .m , tino-. Vi itor are tlrns erved by the wives or daughters of
tho e whom th y vi. it.
n v ui11g meal j frequently, but not al.way ,
partak n of at home in the dwelling ; l>ut the women and children
alwayR at at hom .
Their mca11 of trnn portation consist in the kaiak, the oomiak (bid~r),
and in winter the dog led, a they are all alike skilled in propellrng
the kaia k and in the management of dog teams.
.
Tile leds u ed by the coast tribes are generally from 8 to 12. feet
long, and the dogs are bame sed tand m. Their snowshoes con 1 t of
a very light frame of pruce wood, over which is stretched a network
of eal hide, which sul)ports the foot; the toes only being a~tacbecl to
the shoe by mean of a small strap. The length of the Eskuno snowhoe i about 3 feet.
In addition to the spears propelled by band, used in hunti1;1g tl1e beluga
and the maklak seal, the coa t tribes also have spears especially adapted
for killing bir<ls and reindeer; these they shoot by means of bow and
tl1e bird spears are divided into several prongs, with the obje~t of ~lr~o-ging down the bird if it be not killed. The spear heads tor k1lhng
reindeer are made of walrus ivory, and are provided with teeth o~ one
ide; these weapons are still preferred to bone points. The l_rnft' of
both arrows and spears are made of spruce or larch wood. obtamed on
the Yukon at the bead of orton Bay; the length of the shaft is fr?m
2 to 3 feet, and that of the bone head from 5 to H inches, while the pornt
proper measures about 2 inches. The bows al. o are manufactur d of
pruce and larch wood, and the strings are made of the inew of the
seal or whale.
Ind pendent of the great annual and periodical fi tivals accompa~i d
br religiou.s or super titiou rite , and to attend whic.h the pe.ople Jrom
different villages flock tog tber, the coast tribe al o rndulge m private
fe tivals or evening entertainments during tbe late autumn ancl the
beginning of winter. As among other mortals, singing, <lancing, and
e~ting form the principal object of uch merrymaking . Ou the. o?cas10n , however, one family doe not invite another to pa . the evemncr
a either the whole population of the village att ncl promi cuou~ly, or
tlie women invite the men treating th "1Il to delica ie of th ir own 1>rovic1~11g o~ vice versa. '.ro pa the time ma querading iR often r :ort .d
to, m wb1ch a e be women who give the entertainm nt aP1war rn
male garment with rnn
, and with bead pendant. in th . nnd r
lip, and dau lik th n
e latter on the oth r hand, repre · nting
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dancer being displa-ved only in the en<lnn nc and n ':ibility of hi
mu ·cle . The worueu, on the other hand with th ir e " t dowu,
motionle , with the exception of a pa moclic t it ·bing of the hand ,
tand around in a circle, forming, w may l y, a living frame to the
animated picture within. The le moti u a dancer di pla, the great r
hi kill. There is nothing indecent in the dance of the aboanl
native . The dancing dre of the men on i t of llort, tight draw r
macle of white reindeer skin and the um mer boot of th Chukch ,
while the women on such occa,iou only add oruament , uch as ring
and bracelet and bead pendant , to their common dre , frequently
weighting themselves down with 10 or 15 pounds of the' baubles.
The entertainment of the women was de cribed by Zagoskin a
follows:
We entered the kashga. by the common pa sage and found the guests already
assembled, but of the hoste es nothing wa to be seen. On three ides of the
apartment stone lamps were lighted, the fire hole wa covered ith boanl , one oJ
them having a circular opening through which the hostesses w re to make ti)i}it
appearance. Two other burning lamps were placed in front of the fire hole. 'l'ht
fue ~s, who formed the chorus, began to sing to the ound of the drum, two men
eep11ng. them in order by beating time with sticks adorned with wolfs' tails and
gull .wmgs. Thus a good half hour pas ed by. Of tho song my interpreter tolcl me
tuat it consi ted of plea antry directed against the women; that it was eviclent
th~y had nothing to give, as they had not shown themselves for so long a. time.
Another song praisecl the housewifely accomplishments of some women whose
ap.pearance was impatiently expectecl with a promised trencher of the mixed mess of
reindeer fat a_nd berries. No sooner was this l!!Ong finished than the woman appeared
and was received with the greatest enthu iasm. The dish was set before the men,
and t_he woman retrea,ted amid vociferous compliments on her culinary skill.
he
was follo':ed br another woman. The beating of drums increased in violence and
the wordmg ot the song was changed. 'tanding up in the center of the circle
the woman. b~gau t~ relate, in mimicry and gestnre. how she obtained the fat, h?w
he tored it m various receptacles, how she clean ed and meltecl it, an1l then placmg
a kantag upon her bead she invitetl the spectators with gestures to approach. The
s.ong went on, while eagern s to partake of the promisecl luxury lighted up the
face of ~he crowd. At last the wooden spoons were distributed, one to each man,
and nothmg was beard for a time but the guzzlinu- of the luscious fluid. Another
~om~n appeared, followed still by another, and lnxUl'ies of all kinds were produced
m quick su_cce ion and as qnick.ly dispatched, while the singers pointedly alluded
to the pra1sworthy Ru ian cu. tom of cli tributing toba co. When the desired
luxury had be n procluce<l, a. woman repres ntecl with great Rkill the various stages
of tupefaction re nlting from smokiiw and snuffing. All the women appeared in
men' parkas.

The men's entertainment witn~. ed by Zago kin took place in the
same village. The prepm·atory arrangem nt. were the same, one of the
womeu,
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then gave imitations of the various female pursuits and labor, the guests
chuckling with ati 'faction. Suddenly the parka was thrown oft' and
the man began to represent how he hunted the maklak, seated in his
kaiak, which performance ended with the production of a whole boiled
maklak, of which Zago"kin received the throat as his portion. Other
represented a reiudeer hunt, the spearing of birds, the rendering of
beluga blubber, the preparation of seal intestines for waterproof garments, the splitting of deer tendons into thread, and so forth. One
young orphan, poss s ing nothing wherewith to treat the guests, brong~t
on a kantag filled with water, which was drunk by the women a1md
much meniment. It sometimes happens on these occasions that love~s
of fun sprinkle the women with oil, or with the fluid which they u em
place of soap, quirted from small bladders concealed about their persons, and such jokes are never resented.
The Eskimo tribes all look upon the shamans or conjurers (tun~~k~)
as mediators between them ' elves and the in visible world, but it 1s
impo ible to say whether or not they believe in the actual control_ of
spirits by the conjurers. A majority of these individuals lJave considerable p1·actice in tricks of sleight of hand; at the same time th~y do
not seem to enjoy much respect, unless they combine with the bunne s
of conjuring t.be qualities of an expert trader and skilled hunter.. The
tungak, iu addition to calling spirits proper (ilchchingak), a~ o cla_1med
tbe powtr to torce the ouls of deceased members of their fannly to
enter hi (the tuugak's) body. The spirit or principal of life (~ltkhluaghwn) is invoked on all occa ions, but principa1ly in ca 'es of 1Ck.1_1e,'s.
It is believed that he appears in five distinct forms. A creat~r. of tlrn_
world, called unalukhta, also occasionally appears in tradition. of
the coast people.
A festival in honor of tbe spirits of land and sea, and in memory of
deceased kinsmen, is celebrated annually in tbe month of Octo~er or
ovember, in the following manner: At sunset the men a emb~e rn th~
kasbga, and, after a hurried bath, orn ament each other by tracmg vanou figur s with a mixture of oil and charcoal on the naked back. 'fwo
boy , who for thi occasion are respectiveiy named the I aven and the
Hawk, are in attendance, mixing the paint, etc. Finally the fac s also
are thickly meared, and then the female are ummoned into the
ka ·llga. After a brief lapse of time a noi ·e is heard, shriek and Y 11 ,
snorting and roaring, and tbe disgui ed m n, emerging from the fire hol_,
bow tb ir bead above the floor, blowing and puffing like al . It 1
impo ible to di tingui 'h any complete human fio·ure, a ome are crawling with tlrnir fe t foremo t, other runninu ou th ir hand and i et,
while the h ad of an ther i
en protruding b • ween the leg. of a companion. The all ·liug together and mo e in cone rt, like one immeu
nak .
numb •r of th m u w ar ma k, r pr ntiug th bead of
an ima1 , c nu th un.'ightly h in
ad vauce upon the pe ·tator , but
chi fly nd • vorin., to fright nth worn n who hav no m an, of caping m 1 ·. tati n <·ept y bu iug ff h • a.ctor.- with pr ent . Kn wi11 O' what w : b t_ r_ th •m h · ha brought th kan tao-, or o den
b wl · full f d hc10u 1 or l -b lu 1ra blubb r walru m t , haleil d _b rri c u<l h ·r <l !n i . .
~1 n a •h of th ma •k r, h·'
at n
and fill d ~ b ' l r ~· ' 1th d he:· c1_ t-0 tak horn th y indulge in a
ur • t>!; '< f l11~hly gr it• ·qu ch r •t r.
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An nnnnal memorial fea. t, tel l>rn.t l in one of J1e village on .r ordescribed by Za o-o kin a: follow ,' :

ton ouud w

Ou the day before the festival the people from neighboring villag s bad a ornbl d
to the number of 70, exclu ive of childr n. On the following day the giver · of the
fea. t proceeded to the burial ground, for the purpo e of renewing the memorial po ts
and depositing the head of a. reindeer with its entrails; wooden bowls with various
articles of food were also depo ited. In th evening t
ash era was filled with people,
but the most profound silence reign d. The fea t w in memory of 7 decea. ed peron , and accordingly 7 huge stone oil lamp were pla
around the fire hole. Before
the boo-inning of the ceremonie th giver of the fca dre ed in th ir be t apparel,
depo. it d upon the floor the articl intended for
tribution in memory of th ir
dead kin men. These article con isted of spears, arrows, garment of ,ariou kind. ,
al. kins, paddle , knives, hatchet , rings, tobacco, mat , and vnrious trifles. Each
iver proclaimed in a loud Yoice for whom each article wa intend d, and then delivered it in ilence. At the end of the distribution the spectator and ho.·ts divi,led
them. elve into four groups, one in each angle of the kn hga. One of the vi ·iting
old men, assi ted by a number of women, began to chant a son o- especially compos cl
for the occasion by the shamans o-r tungaks, acting as master of ceremoni . 'l'lle
voices of the sincrers were kept in a low key; drums and rattle wer not used on this
occ. ion. Then the o-ivers of the feast r presented in pantomime, "·ithont stirring
from their place or moving a foot, the deed of their dee asecl relative . After the
pantotnime, which lat d half an hour, th performers left the ka. hga. After
th lap. e of a.bout fifteen minutes the whole floor of the ka ho-a was cover d with
fo~cl; ther w re mountain, of blubb r, everal whole boiled s al , hnge pile of
dri <l Ii ·h, and al o, to my a toni hment, seYeral wooden di hes with lean water.
e,eral of the givers of th foa t produced as many a 15 ditfnent <lisbe . All tho e
who rt•joic cl in the same nam as the <lead in whose honor the feast wa.s given were
1 cted and pre ented with one of the mall bowls of water, which they oized,
wett d theirfing rs, and sprinkled a few drops of water upon the floor, whispering, at
the• a.me time, "Drink, our dead kinsman." Then the e namesakes of the u ad were
pr :ented with bowls of food, and they also scattered a fow morsels upou the ifoor,
say~ng, "Take thi , our deatl kinsman, from our stores, autl help ns to obtain more
durmg the comin year." After thi th gorging became g n ral.
'IhP mallpox had clecimatecl thPse tribes but a few y •ar previou ·ly, and the number of 1,owl of water d. trihnt cl hi m mory of it victims was v •ry great.
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h r . Arrived b r , the bladders are tied to the sticks and weighted
wi h ton , and finally thrown into the water, where they are watched
with the gr at t int r t to ee how long they float upon the surface.
From the time of ,iul i.ng and the number of rings upon the water
where the b1a<ld r b
di app ar d the tungaks prophesy success or
mi fortun in lnrnting duriug the coming year.
final memorial feast in l10nor of a distingui hed ancestor is condu t d a follo :
Eigbt old m n clad in parkas enter the kashga, or council house, each
carrying a tone lamp, which tbey deposit around the fire bole. They
ne 't produ tln
mall mat and spread them upon the floor in three
corner of the bnilding and from the pectators three men are s~lected
w110 are willing to go to the grave. The three nearest relative of
the d cea ed hen at them Ives on the mats and divest themselves
of all their clothing, wa h their bodies, and don new clothes, girding
them elves with belt, manufactured several generations back and pr~served as heirloom in the family. To each of tbese men a staff 18
given, and they advance together to the center of the kasbga, when
the oldest among the invited guests ·e11ds them forth_ to call the dead.
The messenger leave the building, followed by the givers of the feast.
After an ab 'ence of ten minutes the former return, and through t~e
underground pa "age the whole lJOpulation of the village cr?wd m,
from the old and. feeble down to children at the breast, and with them
come tbe masters of ceremonies, wearing long seal-skin gloves, a_nd
strings of sea-parrot bills hanging about the breast an~ arm ,. with
elaborate belts nearly a foot in width, consisting of the white b lhe of
unborn fawn trimmed with wolverine tails. All such ornament are
carefully pre erved and banded down from generation to gen :atio_11
some of them being made of white sable-an exceedingly rare skm-for
wllich high prices are paid, as much as twenty or tbirty beavers or
otters for one mall skin. The women bold in their hands one or two eagle
feather , and tie around the head a narrow strip of white able. Ea~h
family, grouping it elf behind its ow11 stone lamp, chants in turu m
mournf?-1 mea~ure a song composed for the occasion. These song _are
almo t mdefi.mtel_y prolonged by inserting the names of a~l the r~1ativ~s
of the decea ed, hvmg and dead. Tbe singers stand mot10nles m thmr
places, and many of those present are weeping. When the " ong of
~lie dead" is . on eluded the people seat them elves, and the u ual fea .tmg and gorgrng ensu . Tlrn next morning, after the bath indulged m
by all_tli male , th multitude again assemble in the ka,•bga. The
chantmg arouud the fire hole is renewed in the ame mournful ton
until 011e old man , eize a bladder drum and take th lead, accompauied by a few ing r and follow din proc . ion by all participant. in
tl1 f<.>a t. Tb Y, alk. lowly to all tlie epulcber iu ucc ion, l1altrng
befor~ e~_l ·h ~o ·bant a m~nrning ong· th vi itor not b longin to
the fannly m_ th rn aut1mc crowding upon the odd d roofr of th
hou, . wat lnng th lro •(>(•(ling . In he evening all tbat r main,' of
food in th vi11ag L t b for th people and wh n the la t kanta~
i
·r p cl f th• la r •mnant of it cont' 11 th fi a ti, nded a,nd
th
i itor: ~ 011ce l ])~ 1 t for th ir horn .
0 ·
i _u, 11yp1 giv r of. uch a t•. t d .iring to do pe fal h n r
o th
bJ c·
• 1 pa:.~- tl1r •~~ <la . itting uak cl upon
mat in a,
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The hi tory of a day a it pa .-i:;e, in an E, ki.mo ill age on the
·11 °
~ea coa twill furnish the best de:cription of the manner antl c
m
of these people. As ha already been ment.ioned, it i cu tomar
ith
the men t-0 leep in the ka hga, a fow having reind er skin a b dding
and those who are without them 1 ep Oil the bare l)la,n 1~ , coverin a
them elves with their parkas and u ing tbeir nether garments a pillow ; feather pillows seeming to be tbe prerogative of the wealthy only.
In the winter time the day b gin at about 8 o'clock. v hoever
1,appens to ue fir~t awake light the oil-lamp, if any of the fluid
remain from the previous night; if uot, he emerge from the ka hga
and bring a ~ upply from hi home. The ka b ga is common property,
though a few old men, who probably assisted in building it, a ·surne
the du tie' of hosts on certain occasions. Axes, wedges, and other tools
are brought to the ka hga from time to time, and are al ' O cou idered
common property as soon as they have been depo ited. The huge
tone lamps for lighting do not require any repair , and are banded
down from generatiou to generation; but if any material i wanted,
such as planks, dried gra s, etc., for repairing the building, it is at once
furni 'hed by those who happen to ha,v e it on hand.
A few of the men prepare breakfast in the kashosa, but to most of
t~em the meal i brought in by their wive or some other female relative. After breakfast it is de. erted for a ti.me, the men going out to look
after their traps and fi h nets, or to lmut in the neighborhood. 'l'he
women a sist their hu bands in barnes ing the dogs, and then, in their
turr~ go out to gather dry wood or employ themselves in domestic labor,
ewrngor patl'biug, making threads from deer tendo11s, or plaiting mats
or ock .
early all the coast tribes here discussed wear, al ways in
the summer and frequently during the winter, socks made very skillfully of dried gras. by the women. Occasionally a woman may be
e_en hammering with all her might one of the posts of a storehouse
without auy apparent purpose; she is in the last days of pregnancy,
and that kind of exercise is cou 'idered conducive to an ea y delivery.
The boy and girls scatter about the vicinity to look after their snares
and traps et for hare· and grou e. About an hour after noon the
thickeniug, whitish moke ari.'ing from the dwellings indicate the dinner of the cbildren; aft r that the adult a semble for the same purpo~e.
The wife di
her returning hu band of hi wet garments, un1rnrhe
epo:its he led Oil the roof of the dwelling, and stores
th
l10u ,e the ft h or game brought home by th hu baud,
la
de a portion for da -., wh n the inclement w ather dll
ke
e
r at home. During the wint r from four to five da. 'S
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, tench in the kashgn, which i till increa. Pd anrl perpetuated oy throwing the r mains of the -fluid contained in a bowl into the four corner of
the building. While t he m n are indulging in the bath we will watch
the port of tbe young p ople outside. Some boys and youths have
organized a jumping match. A.number of willow branches are placed
upon the ground at a di tance of 6 or 7 feet from each other, and the
contestant endeavor to jump from branch to branch without removin g
them from their place . Graclually the di tance between the marks i
increa ed until but a few active individuals ucceed in accompli. hing
the feat. In the meantime the women are cha ing each other over the
now, screeching and laughino·, and if one happens to fall she i jeered
mo t heartily and nearly smothered with snow thrown upon her by the
spectators. The bath being over, the opening in the roof of tbe ka hga
is uncovered, and the men it around the platforms, stupefied with beat
and smoke and weak from profuse per piration. Some of the more
ambitious youths propo e another contest, while the fresh air gradually
enters the kashga and makes it habitable once more. An ardnou ta k
is :.:;et-to go to the river and in the shortest possible time to pierce t_he
ice, at least 4 feet in thickness. One of the old men is cho en as umpire
and the whole party proceeds to the river bank. The tool e~nploy d
are ·rude ice pick and bone rowbars, and it is astonishing with what
rapidity this solid ice is pierced, while a shower of sparkling fragments
flie. up and over the ambitious workmen. In five or six minute the
feat is accomp1i hed, water welling up through the opening mad~ by
the victor, who is escorted back to the kaRbga amid general accla~at10n.
Evening i approaching, the people are scattering about tbe v11lag_e,
when away in tile dist,rnce on the foe of the river two sled appear 111
sight, and children playing on tbe river bank are fir t to discover them·
but no particular attention i paid to the incident. The tra".' 1 r,.
approach a11dputup atone of the dwelling ; iti a family on i tmgof
a man, a woman a grown-up daughter, and a mall boy.
. obodr meet
them but the new arrival , eeming perfi tly at born e, tie their dog
to the poRt of the torehon, e, discharge their lot of provi ·ion, or utensils, and place the sl ds on top of the roof. The woman and tb_e boy
then enter the hom:;e while the man pro •eed, to the ka hga, wh1_ch ½e
enters without any oli itation-in fact words of Nalnt are mi: mg- 111
the vocabulary of thi people. l\faking his way to on<' of th platform
he hakes the snow from hi boot , then tak s them off and lump; up
his outer garment to dry; be then di,ye. t:-; llim If of hi , glove or
mittens and draw hi arll'l out of the ,,1 ve
f the inner parka.
Seating himself he may r mark to the m~m uext to hirn "I . it be !cl
thee," to which the other will an wer 'Ta ai, t, vai ·' an expr ·ion
of as ent, with no very d finite meaning. Th newrom r then light
bis pipe or take a pin •h of nnff, a1Hl aft r thu,' r fre8l1ing him, lf
b gin, to tall~. Ile <lo not addr •.·. him . Jf to anyl> ody in parti nlar
but commnnwat ~ wl1at 11, , 1rnppe11 <l a.1011~ the line of hi. jonr.11
wh~t h h,
n nd wh, hP lu '. h ~. nl in the varion village tbrongh
w}n b 11 b l)' _:- · <l · lmt e • rv hm~ 1 r(•lat •din~ di:gui: d incl fi11it •
m, nn r.. ◄ or rn · , n<:(•. h
, Y : 1.J'n ·ia11 or trad r · la, e b n in
·uh :'111 g an cl n, l JI:! .n of tohr • •o.' 'Ihi. m an· thct b ha
n h
tr, ll"'. r. , ncl l11m •lf r r, •iwd 1n· 11t wi hont , p if ing
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KUSKOKVAGMUTE MALE SUMMER DRESS .
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ber are plenty with them, "'ithont going to the trouble to explain that the
head of the house ha.s returned from n, long bunting or trading journey
crowned with success; but who died,·or who was sick, or who was fortunate in hunting, is only ascertained upon further questioning, which
may be postponed for days. At tbe time of the first narrative just
described nobody makes any remarks except, l)erhaps, "Ah kika," an
affirmative exclamation.
The stranger has not come to see anybody in particular, but wishes
to dispose of some goods in excbange for otlter articles he needs.
After having told his tale, in the fragmentary manner described above,
he brings into the kashga all he wishes to barter, declaring at the
same time that for such an article be wishes to exchange such other
commodity. Everyone present inspects tbe articles deposited on the
floor, and if one finds anything of u se to him he leaves the kasbga without saying a word and brings the article asked in exchange, which is
at once submitted to the inspection of a.11 preseut. lf the stranger
is not satisfied he remains s:.lent, the purchaser withdraws, and others
try their fortune until a trade is made. Here comes a man who purcha ed something of the stranger a year or two previously, but, ruing
hi bargain, returns the article, aying simply "This does not suit me."
The other picks ·it up and return' without any remonstrance anything
he has in his po session of equal value with the original price.
When night comes the kasbga appear dark and empty, and the
greater part of the men have gone to partake of supper iu their own
dwellings; but gradually they assemble again. Those who are well to
do bring their quota of oil for the lamps, others bring tbeir handiwork,
while others again sit on their haunches, rocking backward and forward, listening to the narrative of t1rn new arrival or to domestic
go , ip, from time to time refre bing tbem, elves with moke or nuff.
Suddenly tbe sound of the drum i heard from one of the dwellings,
accompanied by the chanting of the tungak, signifying that S1ome, ick
man is being doctored. In one of tbe dwelling: sits the patient, suffering from fever and rheumatjc pains, before bim are placed two li 0 ·hted
oil lamps, and a parka i drawn over bis head, while two shaman or
tungak , one tanding on eacb ide, alternately sing and beat the drum.
Behind them, faintly vi ible in tbe semidarkne, s, is tbe head of an old
woman who, while imitating tbe croakillg of a r
rubs and pound
the back of the pati nt. If tbe pain does n
tbe old woman
change her tactics and also ber voice, imitati
ively, tbe chat- •
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At midnight 11 oung men tret h themselves upon the platform of
the ka hga, whi •h ha b n deserted by the married men, who have
returned to tb ir hom .
THE K KOKV .A.GM '.1'. E.-Thi tribe (the Kuskokvogmute of Dall,
or the Ku kuchevak of Richardson), numbering between 3,000 and
4,000 oc upie both bank of th Kuskokwim River from its mouth to
the vi inity of Kalmakov ky, and are among the most intere ting of
the E kimo trib bordering upon B ring Sea. They were brought
into contact with the Ru siau at an early date (1835), when Kolmakof
explor d the o rland route from Bristol Bay to Norton Hound, along
whi h route, now no longer tra eled, the effects of Russian intlu~nce
are quite per eptible; but the inhabitant of the lowlands about the river
mouth have carcely come iu contact with Caucasians up to the present
day. The labors of the Ru ian mis ionaries of the Yukon nev:er
extended to this region, though their registers and reports show qmte
a number of Christians on the Kuskokwim River. The only trace of
Christianity among this tribe, outside of the immediate vicinity of t½e
trading station with its chapel, con ists of a, few scattered _crosses m
the burial places adjoining the settlemeut. At the village of Kaltkhargamute, within three days' travel of the Russian mission on the Yukon,
the graveyard contains a remarkable collection of grotes'l.uely carv ~
monuments and memorial posts, indi ating very clearly th_e _pre~ominance of old pagan traditions over such faiut ideas of Clmstrnnny a
may llave been introduced among the people. Among the monuments
in tbis place the most remarkable is a female figure with four arms and
hands, resembling closely a Hiudoo godde s, even to the almond eyes
and the general cast of features. Natural hair is attached to th~ head
falling over the shoulders. The legs of this figure are cro 'Sed m tr1:1-e
oriental style, and two of the hands, the lower pair, hold ~usty tm
plates, upon wbich offerings of tobacco and scraps of cotton prmt have
been depo ited. Tbe whole is protected by a small roof et upon po t ·
Other monuments are scarcely le s remarkable in variety of feature
and coloring, and tbe whole collection would afford a rich harve t of
specimens to any museum. During· my brief stay at tbi ·pot it wa
found impossible to a certain anything of the meaning of tbe e monuments or to gather any of tbe traditions of the people with reference ~o
them, though everal of the tructures werP quit new, one of them, rn
memory of a young man who bad been kill d accidentally while hunt. ing,_h~ving been erected but a month previou. ly. The pre·ence of_my
Christian paddler from the Yukon mi sio11 act ~d a a, very ffic1ent
re traint upon the people of Kaltkhagamnte, who nominally b loner to
the mi ionary fold.
early all the. e figur w re human, though grote _que and mi hapen, and drawn out of proportion. No imag of
ammal or bird·, which would have indic. ted th xi tenoo of t t m
and clan in the tribe, wer to b
en; but h re au<l. there, over apparntly n gl ct d gra , a ·ti ·k urmouut d by av ry rude carving f
fi h of th<• :almon p ci • ·ould b dL· ·ov •red.
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toms which their neighbors have long ince discarded; and it is very
desirable that some scientific explorer should locate him elf for a year
or two on the lower Kuskokwim, in order to investigate thoroughly the
ethnological features of this highly interesting region.
The Kuskokvagmute re emble in outward appearance their Eskimo
neighbors in the north and west, but their complexion is perhaps a
little darker. The men are di tinguished from those of other tribes by
having more hair on their faces, mu taches being quite common, even
with youth of from 20 to 25, while in other tribe this hirsute appendage does not make its appearance until the age of 35 or 40. Their
bands and feet are small, but both sexes are muscular and well developed, inclined rather to embonpoint. In their garments the Kuskokvagmute differ but little from their neighbors described above, with
the exception of the male upper garment, or parka, which reaches down
to the feet, even dragging a little upon the ground, making it necessary
to gird it up for the purpose of walking. The female parkas are a
little shorter. Both garments are made of the skins of the ground
quirrel, ornamented with pieces of red cloth and bits of tails of the
quirrel, as depicted in the accompanying plate. The females wear no
head covering except in the depth of winter, when they pull the hood
of their reindeer parka over the head. The men wear caps made of the
kin of the ground squirrel, resembling in shape the famous Glengarry
cap. The young men frequently wear a small band of fur around the
h_ ad, into which they insert eagle and hawk feat,h ers on festive occa10n • The former custom of this tribe of inserting thin strips of bone
or the quills of porcupines through an aperture cut in the septum
eems to have become obsolete, though the slit can still be seen on all
grown male individual . Tbe ears are also universally pierced for the
in ertion of pendants, but these eem at present to be worn by c1lildren
ouly who di card them a they grow up. In fact, all ornamentation in
the ;bape of beads, shell , etc., seems to be lavished upon their little
one', who toddle about with pendants rattling from ears, nose, and
lower lip, and attired in frock tifl' with embroidery of beads or porcupine quill , while the older girls and boys run almo t naked, and the
I arent are imperfectly protected agaiu t cold and weather by a single
fur garment.
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Tbe steam baths so common in all these regions are also prepared in
the kashga, but are indulged in only by the grown-up males.
The accompanying plate represents a beluga hunter of the lower
Kuskokvim and his humble home.
THE ToGI.A.GAMUTE.-This tribe has not heretofore been distinguished
as a subdivision of the Eskimo, having never been visited by white
men in their own country until the year 1880. They have remained thus
isolated and unknown because their country affords no attraction to
the trader in the shape of furs. They possess the general feature of
their Eskimo neighbors, bnt the males rarely have any beard until th ey
are quite old. Their dwellings are of the most rude description, the
villages resembling those of the prairie dog on a somewhat enlarged
scale. This similarity is increased in the moruing, when it is the custom of the men to crouch upon the apex of the low mound of sod_,
staring about aimlessly into vacancy, wrapped completely in their
ground-squirrel parkas. The Togiagamute-who may be divided into
people of the coast and those of the interior or lakes-have held no
communication with traders, except through the medium of a few
individuals of the coast people who were bold enough to visit a ~all
trading post some distance to the eastward of the mouth of Togiak
River. The interior people, or Kassianmute, had never beheld the
Uaucasian until my visit. Of their domestic life but little- could be
ascertained, as women and children would fly screaming to hide in the
tall gra~s of the tundra at first sight of the visitor, who was at once
surrou11ded by a crowd of astonished and inquisitive males, nearly
everything on and about the traveler and bis canoe posi:;essing the
greate t interest for them, and loose articles, such as a compass and
field glas , writing materials, etc., were passed around from band to
hand and clo ely in pected, but safely returned at la t. An ab nee
of the elaborate carvings found among the Kuskokvagmute is v ry
noticeable here, the crudest images of fish and the human head and
face being all they po ess in this line. They lead a thoroup:hly
no~adic lite, wandering from place to place in 'earch of game or fl _ll,
h_avrng no helter beyond that afforded by a kaiak turned_ upoJ?-. it
side, supported by a paddle or two. This imple creen 1s bifte_d
about as the wind changes, and whole families rest in the lee of this
un ati. factory 'helter in pelting rain torm., with only their head
enjoying the 1 a. t protection. Among the E kimo tribe heretofore
de cribed the traveler generally find some one in each villao-e who
act a poke man, though not pos essing any real authority; but tlrn
Togiagamutes , eem to Ii e in the most perfect state of indepenclenc f
each o her. Even the communitie do not e m bound tog th r in any
way, f milie and groups of families constantly changing their abode
lea~ing one community and joining another2 or perhap forming one of
their own. Tbe youth, as oon a he i able to bnild a, kaiak and
upp rt him, _1f, no longer ob rv any family tie but go .· where hi
fancy tak him fr qu n ly ro ming about with his kaiak for thou and
of mi] . b £ r anotb r f, n ·y all. him to tak a wrn to xcavat
mi. rabl d Hing nd to, ttle down for a tim .
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Ru ians and neighboring tribes, as a portage route from the Kuskokvim to Too'iak Bay leads through their country; consequently they
clo not difler much in their customs from the Kuskokvagmute, though
their dialect i tllat of the Togiagamute. There is one peculiarity of
the people just de cribe<l which they have in common with the inhabitant. of the lower Kn~kokvim. I refer to the surprising indifference in
regard to the quality of their drinking water, as they drink the water of
l>racki h lao-oon, , full of offal of fish, seal, etc., even in localities where
running water of better quality is quite convenient. The hunters who
proceed to ea in their kaiaks in pursuit of the seal or of the beluga
take with them only a dipper and quench their thirst with salt water.
I had occa ion to observe this peculiar custom even when I had with
me a 'Upply of fre h water, of which these natives might have partaken.
The accompanying plate represents a burial place near the mouth of
the Togiak River.
THE USIIEG.A.GMUTE.-The Nushegagmute, also known as Kiatagmute, are confined strictly to the valleys drained by the Nushegak
River and its tributaries. In outward appearance they resemble their
neighbors already described, but their manners and customs have been
omewhat changed by 1011g contact with the Russians aud the location
of the mi ionary station at Alexandrovsk, on the mouth of tbe river.
Th men are hunters of considerable skill on both laud and water. The
natiYes inhabiting the bead waters of tbe river and the lake region of
the interior are in constaut communication with the Athahascan tribes.
11 the native of this tribe are carried on the Tegister of the Rus 'ian
mi:-:ionary, an<l consequently are nominally Ct:.ristians, although still
add1et d to their old pagan cu~toms aud festivals. During a favorable
• t>a on the outlying settlements receive an annual visit from the mis"ionary, who e influence does not extend much beyond the ba,p tizing of
il1fant. and the marriage of uch couples as visit the mi sion station.
Tlie i11terior of thi region being generally wooded, the dwelling of
native: are ornewhat larger and more comfortable than tho e of the
·oa, t people. The inhabit"mt of the imm diate vicinity of Ale androv.·k and the seacoa t have been strangely mixed by immigration
frorn the we tward and nor hward, and we find here families from the
kvim, from the Yukon Delta, and even from Norton Sound, the
f the fab lemute tribe. Many of the e stranger are engaged in
hunting along the hallow coa t and about the outlying 1 land,.
· on th Ku kokvim, the native within the reach of tide w ter
e
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of the flowinrr blood. Stnff <l animat iutrodn eed on such occa ions
are g u rally mo eel about quite uatnra1ly by hidden strings and cords,
and carved bird flap their wing thr,ingh the same agency. The
m3ijority of the ma l s have movable eye · and jaw . In fact, thee
p rforma11ce afford a triking •ontra t to the dramatic scenes enactecl
by the Oliine'e, who boa t of the olde t civilization of the glolJe. A
learned Chinaman, with the red button on his cap, tbe proof of having
pa ed th 10 t difti ·ult examination . will tarnl in the auditorium of
a bine..
ater crowded to uffocatiou, through a five or six hour
I)erforma
on the board ta ere, where everything in the way of ceuery
con i,t
£ w dry-goods boxes and a stool or two; wherechang s of
scenery a denoted by placing a small flower pot on one of ~he_drygoocts bo
to repre ent a o·arden, and placing an inkstand to mdrna~e
an office or a court room; where a criminal about to be executed 1s
touched with a paper word on the side of his neck, and walks demmely
off the tage in full sight of the audience; where a man about to ~e murdered walk out a11d brings in a miserabl dummy and holds 1t_up to
be lain in his place; while among these savage tribes every detail pertaining to their repr . entations is attended to with patience ancl_ca:e,
exceeding even those be towed upon uch matters on our provrncrnl
stages.
'.rHE
GLEXU'.l'E.-This tribe, numbering but a few hundred_ ,
in11abit ' the nortb coast of .Aliaska Peninsula, down to the Uga~hik
River, where the .Aleutian settlements begin. The A.glemute a1 o are
Christian·, but, like their neighhors, retain all their former cu, to~ and
superstitio11 . Their villages are all located on the se~coast, with tlte
exception of 011e at the bead of Lake Walker. The nat1ve of the coa _t
village' are walru bunters and occasionally put out to ·ea in pur Ult
of whales. They are equally killed in ivory caning with th ir nor~hern neighbor the differe11ce between them being· almo t purely dialectic. 'l'lte latter circumstance is probably owiug to the fact that the
.Agl mut lrnv lived from time immemorial upon the portage rou~
between Bering Sea and the ortb Pacific, acl'oS ' the Alia ka Pemnsula. The people of tbe easternmo t village on Lake v alker e en
now maintain a more con tant communica,tion with tlte Ka11iagmut of
Katmai aero the mountains than they do-with their kin:men on ~b
coast of Berin °· Sea. .Among the glemute al o trace of immigrat10n.
from di, taut tribe exi t. I found on the akn k mv r, tbe outl t of
Lak vYalker, a family bailing from Ikogmut, ome 200 or 300 mil
up t
ukon. Their immigration had taken place quite
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traders had become more intimately acquaint d ith
cln ed them a' Aleut , on the stren 'th of
·
to the latter, and such they were can cl a lo
under Ru ~ian rule, though scientific men kn
belonged to a different tribe from thi . Our
Kaniagmute i based upon the r port of
lauded on Kad iak in the year 1762, and of
the fir t permanent settlement on the · l
d
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The Kaniags (Kadiak people) are tall, healthy, a
ng, gen rally ronn i-faced,
with lirrht-brown color; the hair is black: seldom dark brown, and is cut off aronud
by men and women. The wiv~, of some of the more prominent natives comb a.
bunch of their hair forward over the forehead ancl cut it off at the eyebrows. A few
of the men have beards, and both sexe frequently tattoo th br ast and shoulders
in imitation of neckerchiefs. Men, women, and yonna girl pierce the partition of
the ~o e as well as the eare and under lip; the latter dis.fig;uremen t often as nm s
the size and hape of a. second mouth. Throu rrh the hole in the nose a small sti 1- or
boue i worn, and bead ornaments are placed in the ears. mouth, a.nd no e. The men
do ?0t cut their b~ard. 'l'hey have no shoes, going always barefooted, and at home
entne~v na'.·ed, with the exception of a man apron of skin. They wore parkas of
tb_e kms of beaver, otter, fox, bea.r, birds, gronnd quirrels, marmot, marten, rabbit,
r~mdeer, wolverine, and lynx. Their rain garments are made of the entrails of sea
hons, ·eals, and whalee. On their heads they wore hats made of spruce roots and
gra s; also wooden caps, bent or curved, of one piece.
In the <:h~se of marine animn.ls they used spears that were thrown from little
board., but m war times they usecl bows and arrows aud lances, with points of iron,
co~per, h~ne, or tone. They haYe iron hatchets of peculiar shape; also pi-pes,
kmve of iron and bone, iron needles (until our arrival the women made their own
needle.. of bone); thread made of sinews, dishes made of wood, of the horn of
mountarn sheep, of clay, and stone. Their boats were biclar covered with skins.
Th ~· catch fi hat sea with bone ho0ks, the lines being very long and made of driet1 sea
""!eed, the seam of one kind of sea weed being sometimes 40 fathoms long. In the
r~ver they catch the~ ~sh by means of weirs and dams, killing them. with spears.
1he' make fire by ~r1et10n, and use stone lamps for lighting filled w1tl1 the fa,t of
eals, bears, or sea hons, and provided with wicks of o-rass.
~f their marriages I know nothing, nor can I say anything of their new1Jorn
ch1lclren, except where the name is given from the first object in view, be it animal,
bird, or anything el e.
111e burialcnstoms differin the various tribes of the Kaniag. 'I have not witnessed
th_e e ceremonies, but I have been assured that some deposit tbe corpse, tog tb~r
w~th the mo t valua.b1e pos e sions of the deceased, in a small can?e, and cover 1t ·
1th earth; others inter at the same time with the deceased a hve slave. The
Keuai~e (Keua~tze), however, burn the corpse, together with a number of skins preentecl liy relat1ves for the purpose.
.
Durincr the mourning for their dead r la.tives they cut the hair of the bead ancl
mear th face with a blackl)iµ;m nt. Tl~i they do onlyforre~ativ s, u~h as fath r,
mother, brother, i ter anc1 th •rs e pecia11y beloved; som t1m s al.Bo 1f a. strang r
for whom th y have£ it great friPndship. If the_d ceasec1h~s been m bad r pute or
quarreled with bis relativ , th latter do not go mto roour_mng.
.
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on a dish it is pa. ed b< ck to the fir t, who gathers the renmants and put them by
to tak with him on bis <lepartnre. The meal finished, conven;ation begiu , :ind
wb n all the news ha been exchanged dancing and singing are indulgecl in to the
mnAic of drum ancl rattle .
om don masks of grotesque pattern mad of wood
aucl painted. When the gue tsar dressed they are carried by tbe boat to a large
hut; thi building r s mble S?mewha.t at mple of irregular and barbai:ous_arc.hite tnre. Her the real entertamment be~ius; as lon g as the guests rema111, smgmg
and dancing and pantomim are continued; when tirccl they go to sleep, but ,•:_h?n
they awake the entertainment o-oes on, ending only with the t .. rmination of the v_1S1t.
On takin"' leave both parties make presents to each other, and pPrhaps do a little
tr::ulilw. In thes large buildings all of the councils, consultations, and a se~blies are held; and whenever anything of importance is going on the female sex 1s
excluded.
[The Kaniag an l Chugach have one language, but the Kenaige are ent.ire1)'. different in both lan"'uage and cu toms J Thu people live in subterranean dwellin(Ys,
the walls of which are lined with planks; the window openings are on top, covered
with bladder of various animals; the entrance is from beneath. 'p1ey have no
fh·eplace , and make no fire because it is warm enou gh without. Their bath ho? es
are similarly constructed, and heat is produced with stone heated in a fire 0 11 t 'ide;
here the natives rub themselves with bundles of gra s and twigs .. These l!atbs a.r.e
very hot, but no steam is used. Each settlement bas a common k1tchei:1 w1t)1 <loot
or openings all around. Whoever steals most frequently and succei-st11lly i. moa t
re pectetl. They do not have many wives-seldom a ruau has ~wo, bnt the goodlooking and active women sometimes keep two and three men without :my appearance of jealousy among them.
They have no vehicle on land and no draft animal, and though dog are numerous
they are not employed for this purpose.
They have not the slightest conception of a God, and though they say th~t two
b eh,_gs or spirits exist in the world-one. good and one bad-tll~.Y ha "e. no
or likeness of the n.m , and do not wor b1p them . They are not 1~lolat01s O t 0
beings or spirits mentioned above they know nothing beyond the fact that the g? 0 .d
spirit taught them to use bidars-tanght them to make bidars-and tho bacl ~P 1: 1t
how to spoi' and destroy them. From this fact we can judge of the na,rrow lm~it
of their understanding. TL y have, however, a great, deal of $0rcory an,1 sooth aym~
among them; they have no law of justice and everythiug tends to how that tbey lea
a life differing but little from that of beasts. They are of au nrclent natm:e, f-pecially the females. They are enterprising and cunning by nature, and when msulted
they are revengful and malicious, though meek and humble in outward. appt>a:anco.
Of their faithfulness anu honesty I can ay but little, owing to my l,r1 f res1d nee
among them. I have seen examples of good faith and firmne:R, _bnt al. o of _the ont rary. If they are tol<l that tht:1y may derive profit from a certn.in un clcrtakrng th ey
spare no pains and dare anything. Altog ther they are a happ y and harmk l? 0 ple, a i proYed by their daily ga.m and frolics; but as they li rn in constant en.1oyment, and neglect tlieir domestic affairs, it frequently happ us that, they sntr r from
want of food and clothing.

u;ar

In ancieut times the Kaniagrnute ettl meut extend d much farther
both north and south than they do now. Tb y carri d on con tant
wars with the leutian of the Shumagin and Al u tian chain ' of i land ,
and in the north w re fouud by Captain Cook halfway up Cook fol t
a. late a 1778. In warlike disposition, tre11gth of b dy aml tr a<'hery, th y appeared to the Ru ian very different incl eel from the me k
and l1umbl
hmt , but, once conquer d, they became fully a manag abl and a a Hy ace pt cl th t aching of the Hu ian mi;:i011arie ,
who began th ir labor among th min 1795. Th int rmixtur of Cau·a:ia_n an~ oth r. l_ m nt_ in thi ~i. ~l'i_d ha: b n ,'O gre, t a: to 1 a
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land, who embodied much of Daviclof' work in hi
n hich a
li hed about the year 1850. Other Ru' ian and G rm,~ ri~ r
.
pr viou m
t1~ touched upon the ubject. The ub tance of th
tion together with my own peronal ob er a ion , are embo lied in h
following page .
The Kaniags (Koniag, or Kikhtagmute) ar th inhabitants of the
I land of Kadiak and surrounding i laud . Tb wer called KadiakAleuts by the Russians, or bri fly r adh k .
either of the e two
appellations is strictly correct, as originaU neith r i land nor people
bore uch a name. The name of Kadiak i evidentl a corruption of
Kikkhtak, a word signifying in the lainguage of the K aniagm te a
eat i land, and which wa naturally applied to the large ti land of
the group. What may have induced the Ru ians to call the Kaniag
Aleut , a name first applied to the inhabitants of the Fox I land, , different entirely in language a well as in out ard appearance from the
f<:>rmer, i not easily explained, unless it wa ba ·ed upon the geueral
1milarity of outline existing among the natives of the northwe t coa t
of America. In the course of time the name of Kadiak ha been universally adopted even by the 11atives of the i land, while the younger
generation call them elves Aleut, which they pronounce A.leutik; only
the aged_ till maintain that in the days of their liberty and independen_c~ their ;11ame was Koniag. We find in the Kania gs a people divided
origrnally mto commoners and hereditary chiefs. Among the Thlinket
the commander or head man, who was much respected, wa cho en
a_mong the familie of chiefs. Under Russian rule this social organizat10n had almo t di appeared, but the chiefs or elders (starshina) were
elected by the Russian-American Company on account of their influence or wealth, and the company also took care to make these selections
from families in which chieftaiusbip had been hereditary. They received
a s~lary from the company, and if they held their office for a prolonged
period_ they were presented with a long tunic made of scarlet cloth. A.
tarshma (or elder) dressed in this manner enjoyed among his people a
greater respect than is accorded to European nobles with hundreds of
ance tor .
The ystem of lavery was le s developed among the Kaniags than
amon g the Thlinket. They held sla e , but their number was small,
and thew alth of individuals did not del_)Emd upon slaves entirely, a
among th Thlink t. rrbe acrifi.ce of sla es wa unknown. Tlrny w re
looked upon only a laborer or ·ervauts, and th ir lot was a ha1mier
one t han that of their Thliuketneighbor . Of pri oners ofwal' onl the
omen and childr n wer cauied into lavery. 'lh men (accordino- to
the doubtful authority f Davidof) w re killed at once, or I_)erbap 1neerv d for ome gr t f ·tival t o b t rtur in ie, of the hole ettlement. The few wh urviv d uch torture wer p rmitted t liv .
h I_)rin •ip l mode of obtc in~w, ·l a
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trib · but
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mmitted •rime . It e m that the number of crimes committed
alway incr a, eel with th demand for labor, and finally the sy tern of
uni r . al Ii .. bility to labor for the company was adopted, from which
e n hildren , ud women were not excepted. In outward appearance
a few haract ri ti• di 'tingni._ b th Kaniag from other tribes of the
11 r hw
t c a t of Am rica. The po terior portion of his skuU i
de idedly flat, an<l hi tature is con iderably above the medinm, mak•
in°· him th tallest among hii:i neighbor . Occa ionally individual of
giganti tature ar met with; for instance, Davidof claimed to have m~t
with a cl1ief in th Bay of Igak who mea:-;ured 6 feet and 9 incbe _m
height. The dark or nearly copper color of the face or skin i considered by Davidof a not natural, but the consequence of a life of con ta?t
po. ure · a11d at the same time he remarks that he saw many wb1te
female . The same observation was made fifty years later by Holmb rg but tbe white faces always appeared to him to be the re ult of
mixture with foreign blood. The coarse black hair, the small black
eye , protruding cheek bones, and brilliant white teeth are common to
all the tribe of the Ru sian co1onie . In former times both sexes wore
their l1air long, the men's in plaits and the women's in a rou~h knot or
roll on the top of the head and cut straight on the forehc:!d_.Ju t above
the eyes. Ou festive occasions it was smeared with whale 011 ancl a red
powder made or'burut ocher, and finally strewn with white do"'.n, generally taken from the eagle. Of all these modes of ornamentmg tbe
ha~r, oiling alo~e ~as been retained, and nearly all _t~e men, women, and
ch1ldren dre sit m European fashion. The part1t10n of the nose, ~he
lower lip, and the external rim. of the ear ,vere pierced for tbe rece:i;>t10n
of ornaments, of which the one destined for the uo e alway consisted
of a cylindrical pin of bone five inches in Jeno-th, sometimes replaced
with the sea lion whiskers. In lips and ears the omarneuts or pendants
consi ted of small pieces of poli bed bone, generally pierted and trung
upon thread , but after the arrival of the H.us ians glas bead took the
place of these. At the beginning of this century the lip and ear ornaments of the wealthy Kaniag women or a young dandy frequently
weighed several pounds.
~he dentalium was an ornament much prized by men an~ worn n.
This shell did not exist in tbe Ru sian po ses.'ion , but was imported
from the Bl'itish colonie north of the Columbia River, and thenc pa eu
from band to band along the whole coa t as far as the Al utian I l~nd ·
At the time of Davidof's vi it to Kadiak in tbe year 1 02, the puce of
one pa~r of these little hells was a, whol~ parka of quirrel ki~ •
. DaVIdof also relate a tradition of the r auiagmute to tlie effect that
m the country of the Thlinket, far to the , outbward, th re wa' a lake
fro_m which_ the d~ntalium or byqua ,·bell wa obtained, the m~llu k
~emg fed with bod1e f slave. thrown into the wat r-a tory evid ntly
mveutecl by th Thliuk to enhance the price of thi commodity, of
whi ·h th y had a monopoly.
The ruo. t pr ciou o~nam nt ·on ·i. t <l of ·mall piec of amb r that
w r w~ h d up o :ca. 1011all by th . a on th, on h coa t of J ~ diak
but ch1 fly nth 1. land of O~>ka111ak. 'Ihe w r pi 'l'. d and trun(J'
and . rv • l h wom H' anmg or 1> nda11t..
t c rtain tim .' aft r
~ n ~ r_ hqn k i
rul th o · 'n e m d to h, mor. 1, vi. h in bec'tOW·
m h1 tr
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five or six time the men b ving only one ·u ·h
om d udy in
ancient times ofiginated the fa hion of m, kin°· a lon horiz utal lit
in the under lip parallel with the mouth, but thi mode had £ w follo~ ,
er owing to the inconvenience of having their food come out at the
artificial aperture.
At present only the olde t women of Kadiak I land how trace of
tattooing on the chin, though formerly thi cu tom wa universal. The
mode of procedure was to smear a thin thr ad of hale inew with a
mixture of soot and oil, anu then to dra,w the thread into the skin by
mean, of a needle, thu forming c rtain primitive pattern . In ancient
time the breasts were also tattooed, and frequently two parallel line'
were chawn from the ear to the chin; and if a u wly-married woman
wi hed to give her husband a llfOOf of great love be tattooed her elf
on various parts of the body and in the baud .
It was the custom of the Kaniags to paint their face in various color before fe 'tivities or games and before any important undertaking,
such a the cro ing of a wide trait or arm of the sea, the sea otter
c~a e, etc. The colors most commonly used were red and black, the
pigment con istirtg of oxide of iron and graphite, which are found on
v~rious _parts o! the coast, mixed with whale or eal oil and applied
with pornted sticks. After the face had been covered with one color,
the ticks erved to scratch in the still moi t foundation figures and
,·tripe·, which were either :filled with other colors or allowed to retain
the 11atural color.
!n former time the clothing of both male and female Kaniags was
alike, and consi ·ted of the kamleika and the l)arka. Both of these
n~me w~re introduced from Kamchatka, the native word for "kamle1ka ' 1:>emg kanakhliuku, and for the parka, atkulcu. The parka was a
lon shirt or garment with a small opening at the neck just large enough
to allow the head to pass through and with two short sleeves, which
·ere intended more for ornament than fo1· use, as under each sleeve
there was a vertical lit through which the arms were thrust when
nee<led, but commonly these members were kept concealed under the
garment. The parka was made of the skins of birds or animals; of
the fo:mer the cormorant, the duck, and the sea parrot furnished tbe
material, and of the latter those of the ground squi.rrel, tbe sea otter,
the marmot, the bear, and the reindeer were used. After the bird had
been kinued the women removed the fa ty -particles by ucking and
then meared them thickly with putrefied fi ·h roe and l t tbem remain
in thi hape for ·ome time. After a few day they w re clean ed and
kneaded with hau<l · and f et until dry. 'I'.he kin thu prepared were
·ed togeth ~r with n e<l.le mauufa ·tUl' •.d from the b_one of u~all
bird. and thread prepar d by a v ry t .<.ho1;1 · proc •. : . from _the dn d
ill •w of tbe whal . Th m t valuabl of 11 the lnrd- ·km p rka
r tho, e pr l)ared altog th r f then •k: of th cormorant worn only
b the youu worn u an<l a :ingl g rm •n r 11uir •<l the ne ·k of from
.- t 2< o bir . Th f ath 1. f h • g, rm •nt.
r
orn on be ut·i . all(l ,
nam nt • ·i h h 1on ' mir of th• r ind r trip · f
nd m inw
i h a 1 • f ~ ~1 •r ·.
h r l>ir<l.-. kin
in·
•r li<•r i h th• f ath r · in. i<l , • ud in
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wed together so that the head and
ba k and pendant tail the other, these
tog-ether t o make the parka, which
d
out. The parkas made of bear,
•1
al ways worn with the fur outside.
y barter from the Kenaitze an~ Chuin lrn.l.>ita n ts of the .Aliaska Penmsula,
or amber, etc. Reindeer parkas were
, uead , etc.
1port~1ut article of clothing wor~ by th_e
a gaiust r ain and moisture, an~ w~thout it
er take an y extended voyages m b1~arkas.
utrails of bears ea lions, or seals, occa 10n~lly
al
ea otter. Thes~ are dried, cut into long s~rip~,
an
rnto birt with wide sleeves, and a hood which 18
draw~ over the bead until only a portion of t he face remains ,bare. The
entrail are pr pared in the following manner: They are first turned,
0
in ide out and all the fatty particles removed with a sharp frag~ent
a hell; then they are repeatedly washed in salt water or urme an
rirn;ed and allowed to dry slowly; when dry ther are r11:bbed between
the hanus until perfectly soft and then are cut mto strips and sewei
together. When one of these garments is completed the s~eeves an
neck. ar~ tightly bound and water is poured into the bo~y m order to
te tits 1mperviousuess. The kamleikas made of the entrails of the bear
are considered the strongest but the material is less plentiful than th ~t
obtained from sea lions or ~eals. Lieutenant Davidof states that m
ancient times the skins of the tongue and the liver of the whale were
al, o used for the same purpose.
.
.
:rhe garments of the Kauiags as they have been described may .8till
be found among them. The squirrel and bird parkas and kamle1kas
are still. univer ally worn, but they are now ornamen~ed with red wor
and strips of cloth. When the Russians had obtarned a firm footbol
in these regions they prohibited the natives from wearing garment
~ade of sea otter, bear, or other valuable furs. .At present the par~a
is wort?-- only out of doors, while indoor shirts of cotton, dre ' e of calico
and drill, and trousers of coarse cloth or linen are in common u e. Hat
an~ caps of American manufacture have almo t superseded the J:i.at
pla~ted of roots and highly ornamented with beads, dentalium ea-lion
~h1_ kers, and figures in black, red, and blue color . .A blue color, ~ons1 tmg of s~all fragment of ore which are ground to powder, i obta11;1ed
by barter with the inhabitauts of the Aliaska Peninsula. In applyrng
these pig~ent it was the cu tom to open a blood ve el of th no e with
a sh~rp piece of hell and to mix the color with the blood to the proper
cornnstency, the Kaniags claiming that uch a mi ture was more durable
t
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of their content,s and boil them with berries; this is done chiefly at a
season when the bear also lives upon berries. This disgusting habit
can not be traced to necessity, as food of all kinds abounds at that time
of the year. It may be stated briefly, but truly, that the Kaniagmute
eats anything and everything from the toughest root to the most disgusting worm of land or sea.
The principal means of subsistence, however, is fish. During the
summer season it is generally cooked before being eaten, but during
the winter the air-dried fish is eaten raw more frequently than cooked.
The drying of the fish is done in the open air, and nothing hinders flies
and other insects from depositing their eggs therein, which speedily
develop into ma,ggot,s.
The dried fish is generally stored in the dwellings, being piled up
along the walls; but if the supply is great it frequently happens that
the floor is covered with them several feet high, and the family live on
the top of their food until they gradually eat their way to the floor.
Among the greatest delicacies of the Kaniag are the meat and blubber
of the whale. No other article of food, be it fish or flesh, seems palatable to him without being dipped into oil, and if the supply is ample he
drinks the latter pure. The capture of the whale always marks an
epoch in the season, people hastening from distant settlements to assist
in cutting up the animal. It is the custom to present such assistants
with one-quarter of the whole animal, and consequently there are but
few idlers, and the operation is concluded with astonishing rapidity.
On the island of Afognak Holmberg witnessed the cu,tting up of a
whale, and te tified to the fact that in two hours nothing but the bare
bones remained on the beach. The blubber as well as the meat is cut
into long narrow trip ; the meat is boiled, but is seldom consumed
fre h, being deposited in excavations in the ground, where it undergoes
a proce of putrefaction, and where, according to a Ru sian expression,
it" become sour," before it i con idered fit to eat. The blubber was
formerly reduced to oil in the following manner: It was fir t cut up into
very small pieces, then the old men and women and children who could
not a si tin the cutting ma ~icated the fragment and pit out the juice
into a large di h or kettle; sub equently thi liquid was boiled and preserved for future use. Frequ ntly the blubber is mixed with berrie or
with the boiled roots of the wild garlic, and put up in bladders for the
winter.
It frequently happen that a long time elapses between the killing of
a whale and the capture of the carca s, and under such circum tance
the con umption of the m at can disea e and ometime d atb. The
Kaniag , however, claim to be able to de ide wheth r the meat i till
fit to eat by ob erving the gull nd other aquatic bird that warm
about the carca ; and if a certain spe ie of bird i ab ent the Kaniag
ill not touch th meat.
vari ty of wild celery cicuta, al o form a favorite article of di t
ith th Kania ; the ut ide of the talk being removed with the
t e h and the .·o~ pulp in id ea n. Lieutena t Davidof al o tat d
that the root of rt in f •rn w r l)re erv d in oil and a ten.
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:m n nt tl1. t tim wn, to n.t nnd to 1 ep. Before snnrhle in the mormng a kettle of
'~·uku.la, ' wa on tho fir , and ach man devoured. two fit:111 ; early in the forenoon
onr hot gave n.notber fi h to ach of th men; this was eaten raw with whale oil; at
noon a upply of fr h almon wn hronght in, a,utl sixteen of these were boiled ~nd
n.t n by my crew; in tb v ning the morning meal was repeated, so that dunng
<l. :light a h mn.n bn<l d vonr d at 1 a t seven fish, and what they consumed during
tho ni ht I could only urmise.

r r r tnrni.ng to Pavlovsk Harbor Holmberg related the in~ident
t
fr. Mnrgin, the agent at that place, omewhat apprehensive of
beino- di b li v d, but hi tory was received only with hear_ty langht r, and in return he was favor \d with a similar auecdote wluch _threw
hi
I ri nee altoo-ether in the shade. )Ir. Murgin, duril!g a b1~larka
journey, encamped upon an i land late in the evening, and 1m?1ed1ately
after landing an imrnen •e bear was killed by hi:-. men. )\forgn~ went to
sl ep, aud aft r re tiug six hours he was asked to embark agarn. Seeing no sign of the bear about the camp he a ked what had become of
it; the reply was," We have eaten him up." Six men b~d devonred
the huge bear within a single night. I myself. also, w1tnes eel the
devouring of two 50-pound halibut by Aix men between 10 a. m. and
6 p. m. while delayed by bad weather on Kadiak Island.
.
A already mentioned, mussels are a favorite article of fo?d with_ t~e
Kaniags, but it seems that these also arc poisonous in certa.m locahtrn
or at certain seasons. One instance is ou record where a large number
of sea-otter hunters perished from eating mussels in what is now ?alled
Peril Strait, in the vicinity of Sitka. An old main named Arsent1, who
w_as present at the time, gave Holmberg the following account of the
disaster:
Soon after the new fort had been built at Sitka, I was one of a sea-otter pnrtr
which had been ordered to winter in Sitka, but when they arrived there Medvedmi
kof, the commander, informed us that ho had provi ions only for half the party, anc
that tb.e other half mnst return to Kacliak · I was amourr those who returned. Whed
we passed through the straits we bad no fish and were compe11ed to cat muss ls,fan
a few hours later more than one-half of our men were <lead. Death took hold? me
also, but I remembered the advice of my father to eat raw sticklebacks. I did so,
vomited, and was cured.

Previous to their acquaintance with the Ru. sians the Kaniag. undertook to make an intoxicating beverage by distilling alcohol from t~ie
fermented juice of raspberries and whortleberrie., but thi w~ prolub1ted by the Russian company. Now they all know how to ch t1ll alcohol from flour, sugar, and molas e . The u e of tobacco ha b r_ome
universal, e pecially in the shape of snuff; and among other art1 ·le
of luxury tea and sugar are the most important.
.
Holmberg expre sed bis astonishment wh n he arrived at am
settlement and learned that the inhabitant. numbered from 200
a
·
in only 10 or 15
·
nt wlien he nterecl one of
d ~eheld the cro
fold and yonu er the matter
lam_ed. . :;
hit cl by thr
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tand upright within; they are lighted up ometimes by a small bladder window in the roof. Small a the. e compartments are they serve
a . . 1, eping rooms for everal farniJies to stretch out promiscuously upon
the plank floor without covering of an y kind. One of these little compartment is u ed as a steam-bath room, for which steam and heat are
obtaiued by means of red-hot stones, over which water is poured; and
after the Kaniag has been thoroughly steamed he runs into the sea or
river to wa h l1imself, in winter as well as in summer.
T he Kaniag canoes are remarkable for fine workmanship and graceful form They con ist of a ligl1t frame of light wood tied together
with whale inew and covered with seal skin, with the exception of an
openillg for the oarsmen, and are made with one, two, or three openino·s.
Each kind ha a different name, but are all known as kaiaks. The
br ee-hatch kaiak is called the bidarka (paitalilc); the two-hatch canoe
i. called kaiakhpak (big canoe), and the one-hatch canoe, kaiangvak.
'l'he t wo-hatch canoes are most o·ern~rally used at Kadiak. Over each
hatch a waterproof apron is fa, tenerl (called by the Russians obtiashka
and by the natives alcvilivak), which the inmate draws up to his armpit in bad weather, securing it tightly about his chest. The Kadiak
hi<larka differ in form from those of other coast tribe , being shorter
and broader than tho e of the Aleuts, and the paddles have but one
l>lade. In addition to the. e canoes they have so -called "bidar "
~ anf!ia k), much larger aml of different grade. The framework for th se
1 <·011 ·tructed imilarly to tha.t of the canoe, but is not covered on top,
a11d l'e emble our boats in sliape. They were formerly n sed principally in time of war aud for long journeys, as they uold easily from 30
to 40 1_1er on . Oars are used to propel them, and sometimes ma ts
~ nd :all . At present nearly all of these crafts are in the hands of the
tra<ler .
T he Kauiag are po He sed of great skill in carving figures and other
o~j
from walrns tu ks, th material being obtained from the .A.lia,'ka
l <:'
la. 'Ibey al ·o make v ry nicely carved nuft'boxes of whale1 01
Form rly all th<>He object were worked with tone implem nt ,
bu
n:e of iron lia long be n known to th Kaniags, who used it at
h ~ arrival of the Ru8 'ians. The avages said that iron was occa ionally ca ·t upon the beach by the waves ( ic !). The stone implem ~nt
·011 ·
of lrnmmering w l1ge aud axes made of hard graywacke,
kni
a<l of a hard kil\(1 of stone, similar in sha
ml provid d
vith wooden handle. , and tool: ma<1e of he1
ooth or pol7
i·
till fi nd n Ka<1iak many
1
anufa tur d
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At he b ginning of this c ntury Lieute11ant Davidof witnessed such
f ~.-r
T
bont Kadial I 1, nd is e ceedingly rich in fish, the most
pr01
m
b ·
e salmon, of which six species are dis•
tin
-th
h,
hutch, the gorbusha, the chavicha, tbe
I
l th
o
n t10ut. ha<'h of these species throng
U(}.
a
in easous of the year, and are ea ily
t
he natives know so well tbe time at which each
1t
ain sp eics of salmon tbat ~b~y rarel_y
i
rn of a (
ir calculations, generally sb1ftmg their
•h localit
time for the propo 'ed catch.. Of late
th
nu to u
made of whale sinews. Halibut and
codfis
caught wit
milar to tho:e of the rrhlinket.
Their arm ' and implements consist of arrows and spears, th~ former
propelled with bow and the latter from a board. .All these article ~re
made of the wood of the spruce and the Doug-las pine, the latter bemg
quite common among the driftwood. The bow is about 4 fe~t long and
has a striug of whale sinew. The spear board is about 18 mcbes l_ong
and serves to give an impetu to the spear in throwing it. I noticed
among the Kaniags six different kinds of arrows and spears used for
the chase of different animal .
Formerly the most important pur uit of the Kaniags was t~e. cba~e
of the whale. Only one speci s of this animal is known to VIStt. this
region, but according to their age the natives designate them_ by d!fferent name . The c1assifi.cation of whales adopted by the natives is as
follows: First, the old or full-grown whale they call annivak; the half
grown, kavoikhnak; the third, the yearling, agashitnalc; and fourth, the
calf, akhvalc. Of these the yearlings and calves are hunted almo t
exclu ively.
.
In the month _of July tbe whales begin to make their appe3:rance m
the bay , followrng up the mall fl.sh and mollusks upon which they
feed. Some bays are visitl'd everal time· duril)g the summer, and the
hunt continue sometimes a late as August. For a, successful chase,
calm, clear weather is necessary. On such o casious the two-hatch
bidarkas leave the beach at early <lawn for the bay where wbal~s ~ave
been ob erved. Of the two men in each bidarka only the oue m front
~s a whaler, the other acting as his a si tant or oar man, having notbmg to do but to propel the canoe in accordance with the other' order ·
Having approached to within spear throw of a whale the man carefully
notes tlJe dir ctiou in which tbe animal dive and calculate to a me ty
the spot wher be will probably emerge. If he j fortunate enough ~o
com within ~O or 30 feet of the ri ing mon t r the whaler throw ht
p ar, aiming at th middle fin at the back; and a 0011 a· the pear ha
b n thrown th_e ca11oe i propelled ~way a rapidly a po ible, in o~·de_r
toe. •a.1 the v10l •11t movcm nt.· of th wouncl d whale. It i prmc1pall/ 011 a'(' nut of th dang r of cap.-izing that two canoe alwc y go
t g •tlwr.
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ing place; and it is stated that on several occasions whales that had
been killed at Kadiak were secured by the people of Unalaska. In
ancient times the pursuit of the whale was accompanied by numerous
superstition observances, kept a secret by the hunters. Lieutenant
Davidof states that the whalers pre ' rved the bodies of brave or distinguished men in secluded cave , and before proceeding upon a whale
hunt would carry these dead bodies into a stream and then drink of
the water thus tainted. One farnou whaler of Kadiak who desired to
flatter Baranof, the :first chief manager of the Rus ian colonies, said to
him: "When yon die I shall try to teal your body," intending thus to
express his great respect for Baranof. On the occasion of the death of
a whaler hi fellows would cut the body into pieces, each man taking
one of them for the purpose of rubbing his spearheads therewith.
The e piece were dried or otherwise preserved, and were frequently
taken into the canoes as talismans.
These observances are no longer in use, but there is still much super'tition connected with the pursuit, and the greatest secrecy is observed
in regard to it. Ouly once bad I occa.'ion to notice anything of the
kind. This was in the settlement of Killuda, where I entered a hut in
the corner of which a young woman lay covered with bear skins; I asked
if the woman was sick, and learned that her husband had gone to hunt
whales, and that the wife was obUged to remain prostrate without food
until his return in order to give him good luck. These people are at
lea. t nominally Chri1:11tians.
The sea-otter chase is now conducted altogether by large parties
o~ from 80 to 100 two-hatch canoes, which assemble at the beginnmg of l\Iay and proceed to distant hunting grounds. It is nece ary
to await a perfectly calm day, when all the canoes leave the beach
together, forming a long line. As soon as an otter is sighted by one of
the men he elevates his paddle as a signal, when a circle is immediately
forD?ed by 10 or 15 canoe around the spot where the sea otter i. expected
ton e. When the animal lias received the first arrow it dives immediately, but a new circle is formed and the otter is prevented from
escaping until, weakened with loss of blood and exhaustion, it finally
fall an ea y victim .
. The sea-otter arrow of the Kaniags is of fine workmanship, and con1 ts of a shaft about 2 feet in length, with a headpiece of bone 6 or 7
inche· in length, which by it weight keeps the arrow upright in the
water. The point of the arrow i al o of bone and i very harp; it is
ecured to the shaft with long tring , but i not attached to the headpiece, being . t only into a mere socket. When t11e ea otter i truck
the point r mains in the body and the haft impede the motion of th
animal in diviug. Th , e. bone point ar al o mark d by hunter and
a the otter i rarely kill d by a in 1 rr
u uall requiring as many
four or ft e, th ru1 i tbat he wh • arr w enter neare t the head
b come, the p · .. ·or of h kin.
Th e tbr w u on th b r f Kadi, 1 a o- all d, ab an hich
wa greatl 1>riz d b 11
· tter hunt r au
·ur d b th m
Ii man. H ln b rg u · · ff r d m n O pap r rubl , ( ) for n
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compulsory labor exact d by the Russian company, has done much
towal'd eradicating th trace of former belief and amusements. Only
a fow old men anct women pre erve some confused recollections of the
l10roic age of the people, and these are not easily induced to communicate their knowledge to trangers.
Polygamy wa, formerly common among the Kaniags, a wealthy man
frequently l.uwing five wives. Their marriages were accompanied with
but little ceremony. The young man proceeded to the father of his
cbo en, and, after obtaining bis con ent, was obliged to carry wood and
heat up tlrn batb; then both be and bis intended father-in-law bathed,
wbile the relati v of the bride as em bled for a fea t. On emerging from
the bath the young man adopted the name of his father-in-la.wand delivered his pr eut , taking away the bride to his own home. The fir t
wife alway had a preference above all others; and property descended
first to the brother, and from him to the son of the deceased who had
been previously selected by him as heir.
.
The position of the women at Kadiak was not as inferior as with
most tribes of North America; they frequently enjoy great re pect, an_d
bad the power of maintaining "assistants" with the couse1,1t o~ their
husbands. The "as i tant" had no rights as such exceptmg rn the
absence of the original husband, and altogether his position wa more
that of a servant who carried the wood and water, gathered mus. els,
fished and bunted, etc. This custom was mo1:e common among tbe
Kaniags than among the Thlinket.
We find among the ancient Kaniags the same cruel treatment ?f t,he
young women at the age of puberty which prevails among the Thlmket.
At this period the young girl was led into a hut, in which she was compelled to remain for six months in a stoopiug position upon her ~nees.
After that the but was en 1arged sufficiently to enable the captive to
straighten her back, but in this position she bad to remain another half
year, and was considered unclean and an outcast with whom ~ob~dy
was al.lowed to communicate during all this period. At the exp1rat10n
of the term of seclusion the parents prepared a feast and introduced
their cbild as a marriageable young woman.
The dead were wrapped in seal skms, and if they bad been w~al~hy
were buried with spears, arrows, canoes, and skin , and, wit~ mgm_g
aud weeping over the grave, were prai ed in accordance with their
deserts. On such occa ions the relatiYe cut sb rt their hair and dyed
th ir face· black. After the death of a rich man the widow gave a fi a t,
frequently consuming all the property he had I ft, the people beli ving
that every man became a pirit after death; and if uch a pirit r veal d
him elf to bis relative it wa con i<l r d a ign of good fortune. Tbe
hou ·
hich a man had ·
·
·
and anew o
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~
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from the edo-e of one skin to the other, tr ·ing to v r tl1 bon di.-k.
a min d th ir 1· le ti
When all th: disks had been thrown the pla. • ~1-.
po ition.. If the bone disk had been cov red th lu l
hr
from hi opponent three bone ticks or mark · lm t if 11
only one of the black dot of the di k h r iY d
o mark and th
wooden di k which had fallen neare t to th b n pro ·ur d for the
thrower one mark, and the mark were nb qu ntl r d m d with
Yaluables.
ho po Among tl1e Kaniags there were alway a i w incli idual
hich th
e .·ed ome knowledge of medicine, and kn w 1tain herb
applied in decoction' iuternally or externally. 'Ih
r quite uc
fu1 in blood-letting, which they accompli hed with lane t mad of 11 1 11 ;
and they also performed more important op ration , nch a the cutting
out of pear heads, etc.
Tbe fe ti val of the Kania gs becran with c rtain ecret
which women and children were not admitted. Bundl
were ignited, and prayers imploring the spirit to gi e u ce s to the
~unter were _chanted. Then the men emer · d from the ka hga (kash1ma, or council or ~lance hou e), and the whole population of he ettlemen_t r~n about with lighted torcl1es. Thi wa the signal for the real
begmmn_g _of the fe ti val, which wa open to an, and lasted as long as
tl!e provi 'IOns for entertaining the invited gue t held out. Boys and
O'Jrl could_ not atknd until they l1acl ueen introlluced by their father,
who on th1 occasion cut bis best garment to pieces, giving away the
frag ments to the multitude in memory of the event. In the absence of
the fc. ther the mother or other relative could take hi~ place.
The council hon. e or kashga in which the festivities took place was
the property of the whole settlement. At the end of the festival the
buikliI~g wa som time, de, troyed and erected anew the following year.
ometn~1e a Kaniag cut hi best garment into pieces a,t tbe end of the
fea _t, g:1~ing t11e fragment8 to the guests in recognition of tbe honor of
t!1 1~ v1 it. The e festivalR consisted chiefly of gorgi g, dancing, and
,rngmg. In the diary of Lieutenant Davidof we find the subjoined
de.-cription of two of such fe, tivals among tbe Kaniags:
£

To-day, the 8th of Dec·emher 1802 we were invited to a festival, and at 8 o'clock
in the evening we proceeded to' the kashima, where several spectators were already
. eate,l in one of the ide rompartments. On entering we were struck by almost
m npportable beat, there being 60 per8ons of both sexes seated upon the benches
ancl 1loor of the mall 1·oom. Th men bad all doffed their parkas, on account of the
b at, and ·orne were entirely naked. The actors in the performances repr sented
hunt r al,out to et out on an expedition. About a large stone lamp that was burning in the midcl1 of t110 room s Yeral men with {1rum were seatecl. These drums
wereof <lifferentsizr ,t11 largestli_ ingintheh_andsof t? newboacteda_sleader.
·
lamp sat two gir1R clr secl m kaml 1~:t and decked with ornal011g piece of hone tl1rougl1 th pa-rt1 10n of th nos , pendants
th 1ow r livs a
the l1uir powc1 red with agle
·
and and
·
other.
ks of l,i
ro,1ade o
nd
two ac
g1 clo

i
0

I
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drnm~ boat faster the singers began to shout, and all the spectators joined in. The
two girls grasped their l aml ,ikas in th ir hands and swayed from one side to the
other. The leatler occasionally shouted a few worde, such as ''Look there! The
shore I Let u · mbark there! Ile who has not killed anything will see the animals
~ow," etc. , hen ever the word "animal '' was 1wonotmced all the spectators joined
m ~he great noise, imitating the voices of the different animals. Boys were blowing
wh11:1tl s ancl th noiee was clea.fening. At every intorruptiou of the song the hunters
swn.yed back n.nd forth arnl plie{l their rattles. In tlle meantime trays with food
w~rn carried i~to the k~shima and placed around tbe lamps; the dishes consi. ted
chiefly of b rnes and 011. A stone marked with red dots had also been deposited
11 ar th
lamp; this was said to represent the coffin of the distinguished men in
who e memory the fe tival was given. I could not wait the end of the performance,
a I uffered with a splitting headache caused by the hea,t .
On the 18th of December I attoncled another festival in the kashima. At first five
mon, a11 in_ different costumes and masks, some of them adorned with fen~s,. appeared
one after tile other, the blue thiRtles attached with a thread to the part1t1on of the
nose, and went through the most wonderful contortions. One was painted red,
another black; two were attired in parkas, and the fifth in a kamleika ; all bad rattles in their hands. The first two and the one in the kamleika also had a garment
of feathers hanging down to the knees near the lamp; two men in their ordinary
costume were seated. I could not ascortain the meaning of this performance. T~e
interpreter said they were men who had devils who betrayed the men, but he did
not appear very certain about it himself. All the kuowle<lge of traditions connected
~ith festivals and of the spirits is confined to certain men, who a.r~ called by the
islanders kassiati-that is, wise men-who invented such representations, and occasionally relate instances of the ancient history of Kadiak and adjoining_islands, and
the actions of spirits. If a Kaniag can not or will not answer a question be ~ays,
"the kassiati knows." After the devils had :finished their contortions and disappeared the men began to <lrive out the women and children. Thi~ is _gen~rally done
. after a feast to which guests from di tant settlements have been mv1ted m orde~ to
talk over matters of importance, but on this occasion this could not be the motiv~,
and the expulsion of women ancl children could only be attributed to some super~th
tion. When the house had been cleared a man dressed in a kamleika appeared wit.
a peculiar mask before his face and rattles in his hands. He represented the evil
spirit, and shouted and ran about in time to a song and beating of the drums.

The wars of the Kaniags in ancient times consisted altogether of
ambu~cades and surprises, and prisoners were sometime tortur~d and
sometime kept as slaves. The wars were chiefly confined to their own
tribe, and it is stated that at the time the Rn,'sian appeared the e
iute:uecin_e quarrels had become so general that during the ummer
the mhab1tants of small settlements intrenclled them elves upon teep
rocks surrounded by the water. I have seen everal such fortified
places, and this precautionary measure is easily explained wbeu we
con ider that during the summer nearly all the able-bodied men a~e
scattered over the hunting and :fishing grounds, and tho e who remam
in the ettlements are not able to defend them elves against sudden
attacks.
An old man named Ar enti Aminak related to Holmberg the tory of
the di coverer of tbe island of Ookamak a follow :
The island of Ookamak belonged to my father. He was a. very rich chief, a there
wer grounu sqllirr ls on this i lancl in the 11kins of which 11 nrove a profitn.hJe
trade. But bow he ca~e into po, qc sion of the island I will tell you. Form rly our
-peopl eel 1
lurinrr which the gn t w re
feaq
we proc <•cl d o ca ionally to
tl!
'1 u a.t Ayn.khtalik. On
~
rriva.l of the fi
a.n ,
oma
fa.th r, with
rka. \Vh n they had left
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them. They arrived at Katmai, the people of which, being Ogala.mutes, were hostile
to the Kaniags, though they spoke our language. They threw themselves upon the
strangers, robbed them of their treasures, a.nd intended to kill them, but a chief
·aved them on condition that th y should conduct them to tbe island containing
snch riches. They proceedecl to Ookamak in two large bidars, and killed a great
number of sea otters with clubs in a very short time. They also killed ground
squirrels with spears, and gathered much amber; then they returned to Katmai. As
a reward for their services the chief gave onr lost men an escort to the crossing place
of Yakolik, from whence they proceeded to_my father's house at Ayakhtalik, after
having been absent six months and having been mourned as dead. My father received
his relative well, and in his joy to have e caped from such dangers he made a present of the newly-discovered island, with all its treasures, to my father.

Voluble as the old man was in relating the deeds of his people in
ancient times, he became mute when questioned concerning the old
be~ief of bis father. At first be would not speak at all, but finally he
a1~, "I could tell you much, but I fear that it would cause you injury."
This threat, however, did not frighten Holmberg, who pressed his
~emand, obtaining only brief a.nswers to his questions. The little
rnformation he gathered is contained in the following:
hliam Shoa-that i , the master of the world-was worshiped by the Kaniags as
the upreme God; he created the earth and the heavens, but light was not there. He
sent two human beings, a brother and a sister, upon the earth, and prohibited them
to eat grass. The sister was curious to know what might be the result of breaking
the command, and said to the brother, '' Probably it will be light when we eat grass."
The brother advised her to desist, saying that it might cause them injury, and that
they would be ashamed to look upon each other's naked body. The sister, however,
could not re ist the temptation, and began to eat grass, and behold there was light.
T;hey ~ecame very much a barned and wanted to separate. The sister went in one
direction and the brother in another, but they could not hide themselves, and finally
returned to heaven. Upon the steps leading to heaven they met and began to love
each other. Five children that were born. to them all died, to their great sorrow.
Just before the birth of the sixth Shliam Shoa came and asked, '' Why do you grieve f"
They replied, "All children born to us died." " Do not grieve any more," said Shliam
boa, "I will sing you a song and you 1:1hall have children thereafter;" and thus it
happene_d. He sent them again to the arth, and from them the bu man race sprang.
At one time a. flood (aliak) 1s said to have destroyed the whole human race, but how
the earth again became populated the old man did not know. After a fortunate hunt
an offering was made to Shliam Shoa: consisting of some animals, sea otters or seals,
but never of human beings. The offerings were also brought in advance to secure
good fortune. lyak was the god of evil. He lived in the earth and also listened to
the prayers of men, but he chiefly favored the hamans. When hliam Shoa is angry
at the doings of men he sends out two dwarfs, who make thnnder and lightning. In
the volcanic mountains of Alia ka there lived men strong~r than the Kaniags, who,
when they heat th ir ba,t h or cook their food ca.use smoke and fire to issue from the
dnmmits of the mountains.

An old man of the village of Kagiuak told me that when the Rn. ian landed upon their i land hi auce tor tuok hem to be cuttle fi.'11,
on account of the buttons on their clothe ."
A list of Kadiak local name from h likhof' · vol me will be o1
int re t when compared with tho e of the pre ent. He mentiousK ktag-now Ka.diak.
Hinda-no Killuda.
-not changed.
hinia.tzk.
k.

st, whi h w
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January was Agvinikh (sixth month).
Februar was Kypniakh hik (dri d fish in small pieces).
forch was Koigit a.unit (river [ice] breaks up).
April was Manikbchikh,·ak (ra.Yen lay eggs).
~lay was fanikhcbicba,l (little birds lay eggs).
June was Kaioog ya-at (seals breed).
July was fanag-khet (porpoises have young).

THE CHUGACHIMUTE.-The Ohugachimute (Cbugach of the Rnssiaus), or Chughchil-shvit (their tribal name), inhabit the shores of
Prince William Sound (or tbe gulf of Chugach). Tbey are at pre 'ent
the ea ternmo t tribe of purely Eskimo extraction, numbering le s tha~
500 in all. Their language i almost identical with that of the Kamagmute, and in their habit·, manners, and traditions there is an equal
resemblance. Here, as well as amoug the Kaniagmute, we no longer
find the kashga, or kashima; the dwellings are nearly always con.structed of logs and planks, affording good shelter during the long, cold
winter. Living as they do upon a narrow belt of timbered land surmounted by the inaccessible snow-capped alps of the Chugach range,
the Chugachimute have become not only skilled sea-otter hu_nters and
fishermen, but also expert mountaineers, hunting the mountam goat (or
sheep) with skill, daring, and perseverance equaling th~ e_of an_y Swis
or Tyrolean chamoi hunter. These people are all Chr1st1ans, m name
at lea t, although they have been neglected for many years by the
Hussian missionaries stationed at Kadiak and Cooks Inlet.
By their Athabaskan neighbors of Cooks Inlet the Chugachimute
are called Tatliakhtana, but, as one of their villages in the northe_rn
part of the sound is to-day Tatikhlek, this may llave only ~ local igni:fi.cance. This tribe has always been in contact, both friendly a_ud
hostile, with its Athabaskan neighbors in the west and north, and with
the Thlinket in the east, and this circumstance may have aided in m_ak·
in g their character more warlike and repellan t than that of other E k1mo
tribes. ~rheir first English visitors under Captain Meare and under
Portlock and Dixon, had much cause to complain of the treatm nt
received at the hands of the e natives. The U,u sians also had many a
battle with them before they could bring them iuto final ubjection.
These early visitors report, however, one custom, of which no trace
has ~een found among any other tribes of Ala ka, and which ha been
cons1dPred as belonging to the South Sea i 'lands only. I refer to
the exchange of name . Both Meares and Portlock report that th Y
exchanged names with certain chief: of the Chugacbimute, and w~en
Baranof visited uchek I land an old man in isted upon
u er
~ame with the Ru ian chieftain' dog ( argach). This
~:t
mstance r lated of thi, curiou cu tom, which e m to
o~gotteu by the Chugachimute of to-clay. In their inte
1r
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architecture, with circular opening in front. The fur garments or
parka. of the E kimos have been upplanted by the blanket worn by
the Thlinket, and even the manufacture of the kaiak has been abandoned and is now forgotton by this hybrid tribe, occupying the lowland at the mouth of the Copper River and the coast eastward to
Comptroller Bay, cutting off the Atnahs or Copper River Indians from
the coast. So complete has been the amalgamation that young men of
the 0ughalakhmute now employ an interpreter in dealing with their
Chugachimute neighbors living at a distance of a few miles from them.
The pre ent custom among the Onghalakhmute, and the Thlinket
farther to the ea tward, of obtaining wive from their western Eskimo
neighbors, show clearly how thi encroachment has been accomplished.
The burial places of the Oughalakhmute to-day exhibit the houselike
epulchers of the Thlinket, but as yet witho~t the totem.

ll.-THE

ALEUTS.

The Aleuts (or Un(mgun of Dall, the Takha-yuna of the Kinnatz, or
0onaugan, according to Veniaminof and my own observation) inhabit
the northern coa t of Aliaska Peninsula, from Cape Stroganof westward, and it southern coast from Pavlof Bay westward, the Shumagin
I land , and the whole group known as the Aleutian chain, extending
from the Sbumagius in the east to the isJand of Attoo in the west.
The term Aleut applied to these tribe and also to some others by
t~e. Russians i of an origin somewhat obscure. Various explanations
of its derivation ha ,e been given by different writers, but it would
eem that it can be traced to the river Olutora on the coast of Kamchatka. The people inhabiting the coast near the mouth of this river
were called by the Ru ians Olutorsky. They were known a the only
Karncbatkan tribe who hunted whales, and they were called "strangers" l>y their Koriak neighbors. It would eem quite natural in view
of the e circum tances that the Ru ian promyshleniks on first beholding the Aleutian natives in pur uit of whales would apply to them the
name of Olfrtorsky. On one of the earliest maps of the Aleutian ArchipelaO'o, publi h cl by Staehlin, we fi.ud two groups of islands, one
named Aleut ky, the other Olutor ky, the latter being located near the
mouth of the Olutora River. As no islands really exist in that vicinity,
an equal right could be claimed for both term as applicable to the
eutian chain. Tb initial O of the Rus i.an i invari bly broadened
into a ound almo t quivalent to a in farther, and the tran itiou from
the Olutor ky to the Aleut ky of the later Ru sian, w uld e m ea y
ind ed. 'l'he term of Ooruingan of V niaminof I have a:certaiue<l. to
lJ c univ r. < lly known to the Aleut 1 eople a
r. William II. D 11 ha
cl imed ti r hi ver ion of the m , n 'mgun. Thi. a1 par nt di r pncy may, ho v r, b a: rib cl ol ly to an inability on h part of one
r the other writer to di tingui h betwe n the finer inflection of pronunci tion.
n of the p ople have b n c llected and
iu, r , but they are evidently of
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another point in ppo ition to the A iatic theory. All such points of
imilarity b twe n the 1 nt, a,ud Japanese as have been reported, a
w 11 as the
n ral
i ti· cast of features observed in many of the
Aleut ettl m nt , can ec ily bee plained by the constant intermixture
of Aleuti n with native of Kamchatka and other parts of Asia in the
employ of the Ru ian invad r . Certain articles discovered in ancient
1 utian burial cave would indicate that formerly there must have
e i ted a con tant and more intimate intercour e between the Aleutian
and the E kimo of the c011tinental coast, as kantags or wooden bowl
have b en found in such place exactly resembling those manufactured
on the coa t of Bristol Bay and the Aliaska Peninsula at the pre _ent
time. R mains of hut built with whale ribs, such as the coast Es~1mo
erect, have been discovered high upon the mountain sides of Oo?1mak
and Atkha islands. These buildings were probably erected m ~he
immediate vicinity of the seashore as it then was, the islands h~ymg
sinc_e risen through volcanic action; and this also w~uld militate
agamst the theory of the original settlement of these islands from
Asia. Another argument in favor of the American origin of the_Aleut
lie in the fact that the settlement of these islands would seem impossible without the aid of the kaiaks peculiar to the Eskimo tr~bes. The
wide passages between the islands, which must have been s~1ll br~ade}
in the earliest times, preceding the gradual rising of this cham 0
craters, could not have been traversed by any craft less seawor~hy
than the kaiak, as the violence of storms prevailing throughout Bermg
Sea and the fearful current of tides rushing in great bores through
these passages would prevent any other craft from crossing from one
island to another.
The theory advanced by Mr. William H. Dall, in the first vo_lume ?f
Contributions to American Ethnology, that the .Aleutians bmlt their
present homes by passing from island to island on rafts, many thou ands
of years before the kaiak was invented, would eem altogether ~ntenable in view of the fact that no material for making raft ex1 t or
could ever have existed on the Aleutian Islands and the adjoining portion of the continent.
Among the traditions of the .Aleutian people concerning the~r origin
we ~a~ not find !1' single one pointing to immigration from Asia. .~he
trad1t1on on this subject, however that have survived the trans1t1on
from paganism to Christianity are v~ry few.
We have many traditions speaking of warlike expeditions undertaken by Aleutian chiefs to the coa t of the American continent, where
they fou~de~ new ~mmuniti ; but in no in tance do we hear of any
commumcations with the we t or the coa t of
ia.
One of t:iie tr~ditions of_ the Aleutian people relating to the origin of
sea ott r 1s of interest cluefly b cause it furni •he the only key to the
curiou uper titions of ea otter hunters who wheu about to put to
sea in search of their quarry, avoid mo t car~fully all conta t with
women, or the u e of any garm nt or imp] ment that have b nu d
r 11 • ndl d_ by w m n. . Th 1 ve of a chief's on for hi i ter r ult d
tr, ~wally ~ th drowmng of bot~ in th
a. 'rh y ro e to th urfac
a" m _b vmg ~ - n tr 11 • ti rm •d mto a otter ; but, in rem mbr nee
th · ~ nimal ar ' id t.o hold in bhorr u •e
of th !r prog m ~ f:
u, tbmg ha
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standing1y of their manner , cu toms, and traditions. I can not do
better than insert here a few extracts from hi writings, in tran lation:
TUE ALEUTIA.N PEOPLE.

Under the head of "Traditions" the Ru sian missionary writes:
1. The Aleuts say that in olden times the weather was clearer and wa.rmer, the

wfod more moderate. This last assertion is confirmed by the first Rus ia.n e plorers.
2. They say that their forefathers came from their original dwelling places in the
we t, in the same great land, which was called also "Aliakbskha," that is, continent.
In that country there were no torms, no winters, but constant pleasant atmosphere,
~nd th~ people lived peaceably and quietly; but in the course of time quarrels and
mtertnbal wars compelled them to move farther and farther to the eastward, until
they finally reached the seacoa t. Later they were even compelled to take to the
water. But even on the coast they could not remain in peace, being pressed by other
peopl~, and therefore were compelled to seek refuge on the islands; and finally,
travelmg from island to island, they settled in their present villages.
3. Before the war and dissension broke out among them here they were accustomed
t-0 travel (agoulaghan) peaceably to the weetward and eastw a.rd, to make th acquaintance of_other people and their customs; and one of these travelers (a.goulanam) succeeded m rea~hing the northernmost cape of America, which he named Kiga11itigan
~amga, that 1s, Northern Head, and of which he told hie people on hie return that
it was covered with ice, and told of the products of the country and the habitations
0
[ the -people, who were as much afraid of heat as we are of polar cold, a,nd at the
t.1me of the summer solstice they left their villages, fearing to die if they remained.
ubseqn~ntly_t~e ob,ject and direction of theee voyages were gradually changed; in
place of mqurnes into the customs of other people, they began to travel for the sake
of trade and traffic, and :finally for purposes of plnnder and slaughter, and to go to
war.
4. The Aleuts consider as their relatives the Kenaitze, Chugach, Yakutats, and
Kolo h (but the Kolosh do not acknowledge this). In substantiation of their claim
the Aleuts •~y that one prominent individual, the father of a numerous family, was
from nece1mty compelled to leave his village on Oonalashka.; in one summer he
c?llected all bis family and relatives, and departed in large bidarkas to the northern
side of the Aliakhskha, with the intention to travel (agoulaghan) ancl to search for
a better a_nd richer country. He landed in the first at one of the A.glomute villages
~nd remamed, but the Aglemutee did not receive them as friends, but as enemies, and
~n a g~neral attack put them to flight. The Aleuts, :finding it inconvenient or
11;DPO s1ble to settle near the seacoast, proceeded to the headw. ters of some large
river, &nd having selected a oonvenient spot settled down for good. Their descen~~nts made peace with the natives of the country and increased, but with then
mcrease came a greater C'hange in their former customs, appearing principally in the
greater inclination to war ancl hunt. After the lapse of much time a quarrel ensued
between the deijc ndants of the original ona.lashkans and the creoles or half-br eds,
:finally resulting in a war. Their village was situated on both sid s of the tream,
~me half oppo He the other. They had adopted th habit, for th sake of ~ccu tommg th m elves to war of making sham attacks one upon tbe otb r, shootmg t1p ar
and arrows without p~ints; but during one of th se Rham tta ks some one place<l
ab a.d upon hi arrow and hit an en my in the ey . The attack was at once ch ngetl
from ham to reality, but ae the number of er ol was much larg. r th Oona~a. hkans
were obliged to leave the place and move farther eastward ~mally pa mg from
river to river an<l emerginrr upon the shor of the gulf of K na1, where th y ett]('(l
do n once more. 'I h p;' s nt K naitze are thoir d scondant . Th creol H 1 ft
llehincl increased morn a.ntl 1nore, and clivisious of th m w r comp 11 d to move to
the northe&! ward, and tim lly b oame the founders of th Chugache, Yakut ts, ancl
Kolo h.
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also a very great flood in punishment of disregard of sacred customs and traditions
'fhey express it in their language for "onr evil doings the water came upon us."
7. In former times the seashore along the whole group of islands was more deeply
indented (in some localities this is even yet perceptible); they also say that the
grandfathers of the present Aleuts in their youth heard from their grandfathers that
they found on elevated spots, and often far distant from the sea, signs of former
dwellings such as whale ribs and Jarge logs of driftwood. Between these places
and the shore line they also fonnd sometimes small pebbles tied with whalelione
:fiber, such as are now used for sinkers, .fish lines, and nets. From these indications
the Aleuts came to the conclusion that at some time these elevated positions, showing
the remains of dwelling places, were on the seashore, and over the places where tho
sinkers are now found the sea once extended. But all this was subsequent to tlrn
flood.
8. With regard to the volcanoes, the Aleuts maintain in their traditions that in
times gone by all the "fire mountains" on Unalaska and Oumnak islands quarreled
among themselves as to which had the largest body of fire inside of them, and afi:er
a prolonged dispute, in which not one of them would yield to the others, they concluded that a decision could only be made by a trial of strength. Immediately a
most fearful conflict ensued, lasting for many days, the mountains throwing fire and
rocks at each other in place of spears ; the smaller peaks could not withstand tho
larger ones, and, recognizing their weakness, they bowed down and went out forever. Finally, only two of their craters remained, one on Unafaska-Maknshin
(Ayak)-and the other on Oumnak, the Recheshnaia (Ismak). These, having vanquished all the others, engaged in a single-handed conflict with the most disastrous
consequences to their surroundings; :fire, rock, and ashes were thrown in such quantities that all animals inhabiting t he neighborhood perished and the air became
heavy. The Oumnak crater finally could not keep up with its rival, and, seeing
destruction impending, gathered all its strength, jumped up with a bonnd, and collapsed. The Makushin volcano, being victor and but little injured, and seeing no
more enemies around him, gradually calmed down, and now only smokes occasionally.

With regard to early estimates of the Aleut population upon the
islands I can not do better than again quote Veniaminof, who wrote as
follows in 1840:
The number of native inhabitants of the islands of the Aliaska district. exclusive
of Russians and creoles, has been of late very small. In 1834 all the Aletits belonging to the district, that is, those liv ing in the villages on Unalaska and on the Pribilof Islands, numbered 682 males and 812 females-a total of 1,494 souls. In 1806
the number had been 1,953-965 males and 988 females. Mr. Sarychef, in his voyage,
writes that with the arrival of the Russians on these islands the number of native
inhabitants decrea1ted greatly, and during his presence in 1792 barely one-third of
the inhabitants remained. A consultation of his tables, however, shows that then
the males alone numbered 1,235; if we add. to this the larger number of females,
the inhabitants of Aliaska district in 1792, exclusive of those living on the Pribilof
Islands, were more than 2,500 souls. If, again, we take this number for one-th_ird,
as Sarychef says, the number of inhabitants in 1750, or about the time of the arrival
of the Russians, must have been not less than 8,000.
The traditions of the Aleuts are to the effect that up to the arrival of the Russians
their number was ten times greater than Sarychef found it. Old men relate tha~ a
long time a.go, before the arrival of the Russians, the inhabitants of Unalaska district were so numerous that every island and every convenient location was settled,
and that in every village were from 40 to 70 bidarkas, with aM many adult males ab_le
to propel a bidarka; and if we add to these as many females and twice as many children and old men, it follows that every village contained from 150 to 280 souls, or
an average of 215. From personal observations and from tales of the Aleuts I mu t
suppose that in this district 120 villages were located, and thus supposing that each
village contained a nearly equal population, it seems that the inhabitants of the
Aleutian Islands in their best times numbered 25,000. Doubtless this number i
somewhat large, but as far as we can trust to the accounts of Aleuts, as well a of
Russians who lived here at the end of the last century, and who sa.w with their own
eyes the destruction of many villages, it seems very probable that the number of
the Aleuts once reached twelve or fifteen thousand. Of the reasons of decreaee we
eball speak below, and only remark b re that the decrease of the Aleuts in number
began long before the arr~val of the Russians, and continued steadily down to th_e
year 1 22. From that per10d to 1 29 the decrease ceased an«i from 1829 to 1838, until
the appearance of the smallpox, the number of Aleuts began to increase. The
malle t number of lent we find in 1820 to 1821. In 1822 the regi ters showed
69- male , 779 female -a total of 1,474. From this it is evident that in 1834 the
number of Aleuts bad increas d by 20 male without counting the femal then
married to Rn ia.ns and creole , who represented at least an equal number. Glanc-
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ing at the appended tables of births and deaths from 1822to 1837, we see that during
the first five years the number of Aleuts born average 34 per annum, and exclusive
of illegitimate births, 29. During the last nine years, however, the average was 40;
exclusive of the illegitimate, 38. Consequently of late the number of births has
increased nearly fourfold. And here it is also necessary to take into consideration
that the number of females who bore children, or were able to bear them, was, up to
1828, very much larger than after that period. This is evident from ihe fact that of
172 souls born from 1822 to 1828, 25 were illegitimate, that is, one-seventh of all the
births; but in the last nine years only 17 out of 362 births were illegitimate-less
than 1 in 21. The reasons why births were formerly less frequent than of late may
be briefly stated as follows:
First. The absence of midwives and ignorance of managing women in childbirth.
It is true that though a few who are more intimately acquainted with the Russians
have adopted their customs before and after the birth of children, being convinced
by example and persuasion, but at the present time there are still very many who
proceed in their old way.
Second. The married women are still very dissolute, and their excesses interfere
with their fruitfulness, but of late there has been great improvement observed in
this respect.
Third. In former times the Aleuts were entirely at the mercy of vicious and ignorant hunters. It was quite common to force young girlR into marriage with the
strangers at too early an age. Of late, however, the teaching of Christian doctrines
has counteracted this evil.
Fourth. The diseases of various kinds introduced by the Russians have also interfered with the fruitfulness of women, but this cause has now heen nearly overcome.
Fifth. Another obstacle to more ra.pid increase of population will probably be
~ound in the fact that the Aleuts suffer from temporaTy starvation every spring, the
fathers and mothers on such occasions thinking only of their children, and forgetting
t1?-emselves to such an extent that in some families the parents can scarcely be recogmzed as their former selves, while the children are fat and healthy.
These are the reasons why births were of comparatively rare occurrence among the
women in former times (in no greater propOTtion than 1 to 9) and why they are
now more frequent. It is necessary to remark that in their present mode of life
the Aleut women can not at all compare in fruitfulness with Russian women,
b ecause, having no milk beside their own, they must nurse their children not less
than a year. It has been mentioned above that in the course of ten years the number of Aleuts increased only by 10 from a total of 1,474-thatis, one-fourteenth of 1 per
cent-but the increase of creoles in ten years was very much greater, showing 31
bhths among 120 married couples, or about 26 per cent. The r easons why the wives
of creoles, who were nearly all Aleuts, are much more fruitful than the wives of
Aleuts may be the following: The wives of creoles at the time of birth proceed not
according to the Aleut, but according to the Russian custom. All creoles are generally possessed of means to procure fl.our and tea, and keep on hand a sufficiency of
provisions at all times. All creoles are also much better lodged than the .Aleuts, at
least in so far as they have warmer huts and more clothing and linen than the Aleuts,
who are not in a condition to procure them. The causes of decrease in population
are, in the opinion of Aleuts themselves, internal wars, the Russians, and diseases;
the first, occurring previous to the arrival of the Russians, were conducted with such
cruelty that in retaliation for the murder of one, whole settlements were destroyed;
but the greatest decimation of the Aleut population they ascribe to the Russians,
and especially to Sollovey, or Solovief, who was the direct or indirect cause of it, as,
ex.elusive of those whom he and his companions killed during the course of two
years, not one-tlJird of those who fled before him returned to their habitations. It
is SU}Jposed that a majority of those who did not return died from cold and hunger,
while the younger ancl healthier Aleuts found means of subsistence and would not
return, and these are the first fagitives mentioned here. In addition, it is said that
e"en when the slaughter ceased, and the Aleuts, becoming accustomed to the later
arrivals of Russians, began to live peaceably once more, the population not only
failed to increase but decreased very perceptibly for some reason unknown to them.
The causes of decrease amon~ the Aleuts of this district may be divided into three
periods : First, fro m the begmning of their internal wars to the first appearance of
Rns ians amon g them-that is, up t o 1760; second, from the first arrival of the
Russians on these islands to the arrival of the expedition of Billings-that is, up to
1790; and, third, from the t ime of the departure of this expeclition until the present
time. Each period, in addition to those causes common to all times, h_as its own
proper causes entirely distinct from each other; that is, prior ~o the arrival o~ the
Russians the Aleuts decreased from internal wars; after the arrival of the Russians,
from violence and oppression, but subsequently from being compelled to fit out
hunting parties and recruit their columns.
.
. .
Each period presents a multitude of more or less important incidents, but I shall
speak only of such as are best known and entitled to credence.
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THE FIRST PERIOD.-A long time before the arrival of the Russiane the Aleuts
began to have wars with neigh boring tribes-with the Aglemute, and principally
with the Kadiaks. Thus it is told that the inhabitants of this district destroyed a.n
Aglemnte village on the Nushegak River, at the site of the present redoute of A.lexandrovsk. This victory was so overwhelming that not one of the Aglemute escaped,
and a lake situated near the village was filled with blood and corpses. Several times
they attacked the Kadiaks and destroyecl their villages. However, though these
enterprises were bold and frequently successful, it was but natural that sometimes
the Aleuts should meet with disaster. It occurred several times that out of the
whole contingent of islanders departing upon such expeditions not one returned, or
only a few. Mr. Davidof relates that many Unalaska Aleuts perished in Ooiak
Bay on Kadiak Island, whither they bad proceeded for the purpose of attacking the
Kadiaks. RetaliaLion was the order of the day, and both sides suffered severely.
Gradually these wars or warlike raids became of such frequent occurrence that the
inhabitants of the Shnmagin Islands were compelled either to join the hostiles or to
retreat to their fastnesses on inaccessible cliffs or outlying rocks. Locked up in
their fortifications, not daring to leave them, they could not secure their winters'
supplies and died of starvation. In addition to such wars and mutual attacks of
different tribes there was altw much internal conflict. It is known that the people
of Oonimak attacked those of the Shumagin Jslauds, Aliaska Peninsula, Unalaska,
and even Oumnak and the Krenitzin Islands. The Oumnak people made raids upon
the Unalaskans and others. In the course of time the raiders were raided in their
turn, and general destruction, amountin~ almost to extermination, ensued. It is
known that of an attacking party of Oommak people on the island of Amaknak, in
Captain's Harbor, all rem nio ed on the field of action. Finally tl.te internal dissensions inctreased to such an extent that not only the inhabitants of one island fell
upon those of another, but the people of one and the same island made war upon
each other, and inflicted upon each other every imaginable injury. Thus the Aleuts
of Oonalga killed several men from a neighboring village on Unalaska simply
because they had threatened to kill one of them. There is no doubt that all these
wars caused the destruction of a large number of Aleuts in addition to those slain in
conflict. For instance, of t he wives and children of the Aleuts who perished at
Ooiak Bay, on Kadiak, many who lost husbands and fathers suffered want, and the
tradition that the Aleut population previous to the internal wars was twice what the
Russians found it becomes probable. A few old Aleuts maintain that if the Rue ians
had not made their appearance upon these islands the population woul<l. have entirely
disappeared by this time. From this standpoint the arrival of the Ru sians, which
bad put an end to the internal war and strife, may be considered as a blessing to the
hunters.
THE SECOND PERJOD.-When the Russians arrived the internal strife was discontinued and one particular cause of decrease in numbers was removed, but the rate
of decrease remained the same. The peace aud good nn,lerstanding established
between the Russians who first visited Oumnak and Unalaska islands under the
leadership of Glottof lasted but a short time. It is not definitely known who gave
the first provocation to quarrel-the Russians by oppression and violence of every
kind, or the Aleuts by refusing to submit to the foreign yoke. The first is much
more probable, but the last must not be entiroly overlooked. Whatever the ~ause
was, the first hostile measures were taken by tlie islanders, who during one wmter
,lestroyed three Rnsl'!ian ships and thereby gave the Russians a pretext for avenging
the blood of thair co untrymen and for adopting stringent meal'!ures for their own
protection. It devolved upon Glottof ancl Solovief to wreak nnlimit~d veng~ance.
Glottof ha.vinJ? returned from Kadiak to the i. land of Om.nnak, previously d1Sc~vere<l by him, found the friendship and gootl feeling formerly oxisting between bun
and the Oumn ak people changed to hostility. In retaliation murder an<l fire took
the place of peace and good understancliug-. Under the pretext of avenging the
death of bis countrymen , and partially from fear, he destroyed all the villao-es on
the sontbern side of Oumnak and the inlrnuitants of the i lands a.malgi aud ]four
fountains.
olovief, who had arrived ou Unalaska from Knmcbatka and anchored
bis ship in Ko higin Bay, treat cl tho poor Aleuts with excessive cruelty al o under
th prPt xt of avenging the cl nth of Drushinin, another trader. 1r. B ro-, in hi
history of the di covery of the Aleutian Island , n<leavors to undere timate the
number of islanders slain by 'olovief but for all that he says that olovief killed
JOO men who bad attarkecl the Rns ·ian station, and from one fortifi d village
de troyed by tire 200 bodies were thrown into the wat r.
on eqnently, it appears
from the t timony of this prejudic cl witn
that ·, lovief de tro:ved not les than
300 able-bodied male and youths. .e •arly a c •ntnry h a elapsed ince the e dreadful tim s, and ther is no long r u.u · r •a on fo r con aling the deed of the :first
Ru ian prom bl niks nor to xagg rate their crnel treatment of the leut . The
fact: can not be changed or m ncled, and, thouo-h there is no nee ssit for paradina
the dreadful cruelties of ignorant and viciou people, especially as these men were
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Russians and my countrymen, I am compelled to speak of what I heard from very
many who had been eyewitnesses or heard the same from Solovief's own companions
(I have personally interviewed many Aleuts who bad known Solovief). This must be
done in order to bring forward new evidence of what men will do when left to themselves with unlimited power and no fear of retribution. Without this my account
of these people would be incomplete.
The Aleuts say that the Russians shot many of their number with their muskets
only for sport, using them as targets, but others deny th is; but it certainly occurred
more than once, at least in this district, and particularly in the village of Koshigin.
It was Solovief who conceived the idea of ascertaining how many human bodies a
bullet would pierce, and to this end he ordered twelve Aleuts to be tied together
(who were probably not altogether guiltless) and shot at them with his rifle. It is
said that the bullet lodged in the ninth man. It is also known that he destroyed
two bidarkas of Oumnnk Aleuts who had come to visit their kin, and after many
single wanton murders he finally found the inhabitants of several Unalaska villages
assembled on Egg Island, Sprikin, and fortified. The second attack of Solovief was
successful, and he destroyed all the besieged Aleuts, with their wives and children.
This slaughter was so general that the sea in the n eighborhood was covered with
blood from the dead and wounded thrown into it.
Natriibin, partner and worthy companion of Solovief, destroyed the Aleuts on
.Avatanok, unarmed and frequently innocent, and it is said that Solovief himself did
not kill as many Aleuts as his companions on the neighboring islands. During this
time, so terrible to the Aleuts, thern were two Russian ships in the vicinity, one at
I sanakh Strait and the other at Makushin, the crews of which also destroyed many
Aleuts. The Russians on the first vessel, from suspicion or in revenge of the Russians
killed at Issanakh, destroyed the four villages on Oonimak Island, sparing only the
young females and a few youths. The Russians, under the leadership of their "peredovchik," who had with him a girl from Atkha, left a few men on the ship and
proceeded to Oonimak, with the intention of exterminating the rebellious people.
~cretly making their way to the first village, they secured all the spears from the
b1darkas, where they are always kept by the Aleuts, and broke them; then, suddenly
falling upon the defenseless inhabitants in their dwellings, they slaughtered without
mercy all who succeeded in emerging from the houses, while the remainder perished
in the flames. In the same manner three villages were destroyed. On approaching
the fourth, however, situated at the foot of Shishaldin Mountain, they were over!'aken by a severe rainstorm and thoroughly drenched and disheartened. The inh~1bitants sighted them from afar and recognized them as Russians. 'fhe chief proposed
to meet them outside of the village and kill them, saying that they did not come to
them for nothing, but the other prominent inhabitants refused to agree, saying,
"Why should we kill them when they have as yet done us no harm Y" Consequently,
the islanders received the Russians kindly, warming them and providing them with
food. 1 'he Russians were exhausted to such a degree that they could not descend
into the subterranean huts without assistance. The poor Aleuts did not know what
they were doing. The Russians, having recovered their strength, at once weut to
work. Having assembled all the natives under some pretext, they began to shoot
them down without mercy. They then proceeded on their way to continue the work
of death, but the inhabitants of the next village disputed their entrance into the
village, and, making a sudden sortie, killed the peredovchik and his girl, wounded a
few, and put the remainder to flight. The place was subsequently ca.lled a'' dangerous village" by the Russians. It is not quite clear to which ship these Russians
belonged-to that of Protossof or to that of Becbevin. It is also related that some
Russians destroyed three villages on Ikatak Island and that they fired upon and
killed a number of Aleuts who were coming to make them presents of fish.
The second ship at anchor in the Bay of Makushin appears to have been the same
mentioned by Berg as being under command of Brigin. The Aleuts of one of the
villages in the neighborhood, being informed of the destruction of Drushinin's ship
in Captains Harbor, made up their minds to imitate the example of another village.
The Russians, however, being warned of their danger, turned the tables and
annihilated the plotters.
Horrible as the deeds of these first Russian visitors were, some excuse may be found
for them and in some instances retaliation was absolutely n cessary. 'l'be doings of
later arrivals however can not be excused upon any ground. '£he promyshleniks
coming to th~ islands between 1770 an~ 1790 foll~wed the example o! their pr .decessors and indulged in the most revo~tmg crue~ties. . The names .of Ocheredm and
Pt,lutovsky became especially obnoxious at this penod. Of their fo1lowe1·s, many
are still held in dreadful remembrance by the Aleuts. Among them are La.zarof,
:Mola.tile, Peter Katyshevtzof, Shabaief, Kukanof, itnikof, Brukhanof, and Malkof.
The first two of these were on Akoon Island and t~e others farther to _the eastward.
These men placed not the slightest value upon the hf~ ~fan .Aleut .. It 1s .well kno~vn
and authenticated that the first threw over the prec1p1cea, cut with knives-which
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he al ways carried with him-and felled with axes a nnmber of .Aleuts for no other
reason than that they dared to look at his concubine (·who died only in 1838). One of
those men named let out the entrails of an Aleut girl because she had eaten a favorite
piece of whale meat which he had set aside for himself. When we consider all these
murders-I do not speak of such cases as are not fully substantiated-and take into
consideration the consequences, it would seem that the number of Aleuts slain by
Solovief, according to Davidof, is not exaggerated. He places it at 3,000, and even
the number of 5,000, mentioned by Sarychef as that of Aleuts murdered by the
Russians, is not without probabHity. Sarychef calls it a moderate estimate.
At last, in 1790, the arrival of tho Billings expedition put an end to murder and
cruelties and a more peaceable life began.
'fHIRD PERIOD. -Though cruelties and murder ceased after the departnre of Billings's expedition, the decrease in the Aleut population did not cease. Misfortunes
of another kind, brought about by dangerous pursuits and voyages, formed a new
reason for the decrease of the islanders. Thus at one time Merkulief, an agent at
Unalaska, sent 80 families to the Pribilof Islands, of whom less than one-1.ialf
returned; 32 of these were lost at one time in 1812, in a bidar commanded by Zakharof, and never heard from. A number of others were killed at various times by
sea lions.
The occupation of Sitka by Baran of made it necessary to push forward reenforcements of men, and 100 men with their families were dispatched to Sitka in their
bidarkas, but only one-third of them eveJ,' returned. The rapid decrease in the number of sea otters made a more active pursuit of the animal necessary, involvi:qg long
voyages from one hunting ground to the other. During such jonrneys many perished;
in 1809 a, bida,r ka with 40 people, in crossing from Oumnak Island to the coast of the
peninsula; in 1811 a bidarka with 30 men; in 1824 20 bidarkas which left the Four
Mountain Islands were lost; and, finally, in 1828, a bidar with 15 men in the Akutan
Straits. In addition to these disasters there were, of course, numbers of less importance. It is impossible to ascertain the whole number of lives lost in this way; it
is certain that the number greatly exceeded that of deaths from natural causes. In
addition to the causes of decrease already mentioned, there were others that may be
called unavoidable and unforeseen canses, such as famine and infectious diseases,
both of which were very prominent factors in decreasing the population. Famine
made its appearance at the time of the internal wars, according to the tradition of
the Aleuts, and it seems that its victims were more numerous than those of battle.
Ever since that time famine has been a constant visitor among the Aleuts, before and
after the arrival of the Russians, and oven after the establishment of the present
privileged company. The Aleuts never lay up great stores of provisions, ancl nearly
every year they suffer at least a partial famine durin~ the first months of the year.
Their name f~r the month of March is Khissagounak-that is, "when stravs ar_e
chewed." This expresses that about that time they had no proper food. It 1s evi.dent, therefore, that at such a time the least misfortune in hunting may bring about
the most dreadful consequences. But what must be the condition in those villages
where only women and children remain, the men Laving perished or gone away by
order of the company f This was often the case in former times; indeed, numerous
instances of wholesale starvati<>n are known. Under the administration of Burenin
all the inhabitants of one of the villages on the eastern coast of Akntan died of
hunger, only one old woman remaining to tell the tale. Also, under Pe troff's administration, in 1822, seven people died in Koshigin village of hunger, but, thanks to
the efforts of the officers and chiefs, such disasters are likely in the future to be
prevented, though scarcity of food may still be apprehended.
.
Of epidemic diseases we have but little information. They have occurred in this
district, but the deaths have been less here than in other regions of the colonies.
The nature of epidemics in early times is of course unknown, bnt in 1807 and 1 0
there occurred ou Unalaska an epidemic called the "bloody fever," which began in
the principal village and rapidly spread over the whole district, a very large number
of men and young women dying of tbe same, olcl people seeming to have been entirely
exempt. The greatest mortality was in the principal village. After the wreck of an
American ship, under command of O'Kane, the virulent di. ease made its appearance,
the origin of which was ascribed to the eating of wet rice. 'fhis disea e began to
spread, and attacked large numbers, in every ca ·e those who partook of the rice. In
rn30, in the autumn, an epidemic b"gan and continued until the spriaO' of tbe following year; thirty people, mo tly youths and strong men, died of this di ease, but
children, old m~m, and th~ whole female sex seemed to have been exempt. The
greate t mortahty from this cause was at Ounga, where the tli ea e had appeared
some time before, and extencle<l to the Aliaska Peniusnla.
n tbe other island it
wa unknown. The la t epidemic wa the smallpox, which app ared h re in 1 3 .
Th syphilitic di ease wa perhaps tbe mo. t di nstrous of all bnt the extent of it
ravagea has not been aacertained. This disease appeared with the Russians, and
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committed its greatest ravages about 1798. At that time there were whole families
and even villages, from the oldest to the youngest, marked by this dreadful disease.
Such a family came under my own observation in Makushin village, but I believe
that this family was the last victim of this l)lagne, as since that time I have observed
but rare instances, principally in the harbor village during the presence of ships.
THE A.GE AND ORIGIN OF THE .ALEUTIAN PEOPLE.

To express a definite or authoritative opinion on the subject would be impossible,
because there is no definite information concerning it; opinions must be necessarily
based upon guesswork up to traditions of the Aleuts tbemsel ves and local indications.
Were these islands always inhabited, and who were the first inhabitants-Aleuts
or another peop]ef At the first glance upon the islands of the Unalaska district,
devoid of timber and poor in products of the land, it becomes evident that the present Aleuts must be the first inhabitants; and it would also appear that they did not
settle here very long ago. The traditions of the formation of these islands are not
very clear, but we encounter at every step the traces of volcanic revolutions of comparatively recent date. Traces of villages have scarcely been touched by time, and
whenever the old men point to a spot where a village existed in former times we can
still perceive the ground work of the huts, and even the holes for seasoning the :fish,
and a, luxuriant growth of grasses plainly indicating the extent of the former settlements; therefore we may conclude that the islands have not been inhabited very
long, and that the present Aleuts are the first race that settled upon them.
From whence came the Aleuts to these islands-from America or from Asiaf The
traditions of the Aleuts, chiefly transmitted in songs, say that the Aleuts came from
the west, near the great land, then Aliakskhakh, or Tnam Angouna, which was
their original habitation, and that they wandered from there to these islands, and
the~ gradually extended to the eastward and finally penetrated to the presentAliaska
Pemnsula.
Tnam Angouna is now one of the Four Mountain Islands, and in its present condition certainly does not deserve the name of "great land " when compared with any
of the other islands. Perhaps it received its name from being the largest of the
F~u~ Mountain Islands; bnt in spite of this some of the Aleuts l>elieve that they
or1g1nated there. 'l'bis theory would only be admissible if we were to assume that
the Four Mountain Islands at one time form ed one body of land together with the
Andreianof Islands, and perhaps was united with Kamchatka. But it is much more
pr?bable that the Aleuts really came from the west, from a great la.nd-tbat is,
Asia-and their descendant,s penetrating farther to the eastward, though preserving
~he tradition about coming from the great land situated in the west, lost any definite
idea of the same, forgetting, perhaps, the very existence of Asia, and began to
believe that the small island Tnam Angouna was the place of their origin.
The migration of the Aleuts from the westward may be accepted as a fact; and
even if the mainland of Asia and the Aleutian Islands were always at the same distance from each other that they are now, the island of Bering is visible in clear
weather from Kamchatka, and from Bering the nearest Aleutian island can sometimes be sighted [!]. This would indicate the route of the migration. As to the
mode of conveyance by which the Aleuts made their way from the continent, it is
most probable that they traveled in canoes and bidarkas, since in former times the
weather was very much finer during the summer and clearer than it is now. Such
journeys from the Kamchatkan shore to the Aleutian Islands were accomplished even
after ships had commenced. to make the voyage. We might add that if the Aleuts
came from Asia they must have come from Kamchatka, or from Japan over the Kurile
Islands, and in that case there should be some similarity, in language and customs
and mode of life, between the Aleuts and the coast people of Asia. At any rate, the
Aleuts b.ear greater resemblances to the Asiatic than to the Americans; while, on the
other hand, the F ox Island Aleuts, in their appearance, mode of life, and customs,
resemble more closely the North American native, especially the Kadiaks. Their
language, though differing from that of surrounding tribes, is constructed in the
samemanner as that of the Kadiaks, which is kuown to all the tribes inhabiting the
coast of North America; and even the language of the Chngacbs (Chukchesf) is a
branch of it. There seems to be no similarity between it and the Japanese, as far as
I can judge from questioning the Japanese who visited Sitka.
But even this theory could be overturned by the following question: Suppos~n(T
that the Aleuts and other Americans speaking the Kadiak language had, some time
before the settlement of America, lived in close vicinity, the latter to the southward
and nearer to Kamchatka and the former to the northward and nearer to Cape
Chnkhotsk, but in time being pressed by other tribes they were. compelled to
migrate to their present residence, the first from Kamchatka to Benng Island and
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farther on, the latter probably much earlier crossed Bering Strait to America, and
perhaps continuing on their way southwarrl and founding other nations, such as the
Kolosh, the Indians, Mexicans, and others. In this case they should not forget the
wars carried on, especially between the Aleuts and the Kacliaks. Was not tbi
strife, which existed before the arrival of the Russians, the remnant of wars between
them before migration f

We know now tltat Veniaminof misunderstood the meaning of some
of the Aleutian traditions. The Tnam Angounam or Four Mountain
group was formerly a center of population among tbe islands, as can
easily be surmi ed from the large number of ancient village sites and
burial caves found here; and from Tnam Augouua other islands were
doubtless settled. The name Aliakshakh or Alakshak was always
applied to the Aliaska Peninsula.
GOVERNMENT.

Veniaminof wrote as follows on this su~ject:
Before saying anything of the government of the Aleuts I must refer to their present condition and rights. At the present time all the .A.lents may be said to form a.
class of laborers, because even their tribal chiefs a.re only overseers, frequently
la.boring with their command, and not in any way distinguished from the others.
Only of late years the head chiefs, appointed by the commander of the colonies and
selected by the Aleuts from their own chiefs, have enjoyed a certain distinction,
especially in their interco urse with the office managers.
In former times the Aleuts were divided into three classes-the chiefs, the common people, and kalgi or slaves; the chiefs and their children and relatives and
their descendants composed th e bigbest class, promineut in warlike exploits and
!!killed in the chase. The class of common people consisted of ordinary Aleuts . not
differing from servants or laborers, but the slaves were prisoners of war and their
descendants.
The right of disposing of slaves was only vested in the upper class; the common
r,eople rarely had slaves, and no sla.ve had any authority whatever over another.
The power of the master over his slave was almost unlimited; he could pnnish him
with death for crime without incurring any responsibility; be could sell him or trade
him for goods; he could give him away or set him at liberty. The price of slaves
was nearly always at the rate of a bidarka and a good parka for a couple of slaves,
that is, a man and a woman; and of a stone knife, bnnch of beads, or a sea otter
garment for a single slave. The slave could hold no property; everything he
acquired belonged to his master. He was always obliged to a ccompany his master
and protect him in cases of attack, and, in consideration of this, t he master was
obliged to support not only the sl:we, but his family. A slave suffering want would
bring dishonor upon his master. Good and kind masters maintained t heir slaves,
and especially the industrious and faith fol among them, like their own children, and
the name of slave was the only distinction between them and the children of their
master.
'rhe form of government of the Aleuts may be called patriarchal. Every viJlage
consisted always of relatives and formed only one family, where the oldest of the
tribe was named Toyone (Toukhoukh), and bad power over all, but his power was
·very much that of a father over a large family; that is, he was obliged to look after
the common welfare, and to protect his territory (every village had its grounds et
apart); strangers were not allowed to hunt in grounds thus set aside; infraction of
this rule often gave rise to wars. 'rhat chief was the leader in war, but he had no
right to take from his command anything except the share due to bis family of a.11
food, fur, , or driftwood, ~hether he was present at the distribution or not; but hi
share was not greater than that of any other man. With regard to the affair, oftbe
community bi power extended far enouO'h to enable him to send out anybody with
aons or relatives to execute any errand that might benefit the community, but on his
own business be could not di patch anybody.
o special honor or outward re pect
wa hown to the chief. The Aleuts had punishment, and even capital punishment,
lint the fatter could not be inflicted by the chief without the consent of all the nobles.
The chief could not be!!in wars with neighbor without tho con ent of other chiefs
living on tho a.me i. land, and without the consent of the oldest among them.
A few villag s the inhabitant of which ba l sprung from one family, formed a
stat or community wh r the olc1 t chief d cended in a straiO"bt line from their
for father who fir t ettled the i Jand , was the ruler. If no direct de cendant wa
availa.bl , t~ ~ead ch~ •f wag olectecl among th oth r r·bi ii for bis bravery, wisdom, and skill m huntmg. Ile hacl such powers over the other chiefs as were vested
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in the chief of the village over his own people. It was his duty to protect all and
avenge insults; in case of war he commanded all the force with the consent of other
chiefs, and made peace in the same way. Without his consent no sabchief could
make war upon his neighbors, or undertake a raid against the Kakiaks, or set out
upon any important bunting expedition. Of all that was cast up by the sea he had
an equal share with the people of each settlement, and therefore such head chiefs
became richer, and consequently stronger, than the others. The respect in which
the head chief was held by the neighboring tribes depended entirely upon the
influence which he wielded over his own subordinates. The principal chief, with
such powers and rights, may be called the ruler of his island or district, but the
Aleuts never had any chief or ruler who had the right to disp0se arbitrarily of the
whole community.
I have already remarked that the Aleuts have capital punishment. The murderer
and the betrayer of community secrets were punished with death. When it had
been reported that an Aleut bad committed a crime worthy of death, the chief
assembled the council, composed of all the nobles and old men and himself; he laid
the matter before them and asked their opinion, and when all were unanimous in
judging the accused as worthy of death, all the males seated themselves in an open
space, armed with their spears. The culprit was also brought out, surrounded by a
few young men at the command of the chief, and suddenl~,:, at a preconcerted signal,
they thrust their spears into him. If after this he was still alive one of the warriors
was ordered to stab or cut him to death. It must be remarked that it was not necessary to keep the culprit guarded or to bind him during the punishment, because
every criminal endeavored to make the greatest display of indifference in the face of
death. He ne,Ter wasted words in exoneration or in appeals for mercy; he walked
upright and fearlessly to the place of execution, in order to make his name famous
among his people. Many of such executed criminals are still praised in the songs
transmitted to their descendants.
Other less important crimes were punished at first Ly reprimand by the chief before
the community, and upon repetition the offender was bound and kept in such a condition for some time. This was a great disgrace; in rare instances the men tlrns tied
were beaten. The law with regard to slaves was more strict and better defined.
For disobedience the ears were cut off; for insolence to the master, lips were severed;
and if any evil resulted from indiscretion on the part of slaves, such as war or quarrels, the offender was put to death. For the :first attempt to escape they receive corporal punishment; for the second, their hands were tied at their back, and in such
condition they were kept a long time; for the third attempt they were hamstrung;
and for the fourth attempt the punishment was al ways death. The mode of putting
slaves to death was entirely different from ordinary executions. They were not
speared, as other people, but killed with clubs. For the :first theft (which was considered a very disgraccfnl crime, especially when the slaves stole from stra.ngers),
corporal punishme11t was inflicted; for the second offense of the kind some of the
fingers of the right hand were cut off; for the third, the left hand and sometimes the
lips were amputated, and for the fourth offense the punishment was death.
The power of the chiefs and all the rights of the Aleuts were in fall force at the
time when the population was greatest. Interior wars decreased the number of
Aleuts, and at the same time the power of the chiefs and their own privileges, but
with the arrival of the Russians the latter were entirely extinguished, and even the
power of the chiefs remained only a shadow. Solovief and his companions, who
undertook the work of pacifying, or rather exterminating, the Aleuts, :first lessened
the influence of the chiefs over their people. The Russians who followed in their
wake also adopted this policy, until the chiefs were distinguished in no way from
other Aleuts, being exempt neither from labor nor from punishment. In course of
time the Aleuts began to look upon the chiefs as their equals in every other respect.
Our Government empowered the commanders of naval expeditions that visited this
region between 1792 and 1~23 to confer br_onze, silyer, and gold meda~s upon the
chiefs, and the new regulations of the Russian-American Company provided for the
distinction of chiefs from common people, restoring to them a portion of their former power. It is difficult, however, to restore or establish what has no stability in
itself. Of late years (1832) the colonial government found it necessary to set up in
this re(J'ion two or three head chiefs selected by the Aleuts themselves from the number of tribal chiefs and confirmed by the chief manager of the colonies. And thus
the present g~vernment and mal?agement of the Aleuts depend altogether u~on ~he
Rn sian-.A..merican Company, actmg through the manager of the Unalaska district,
who on the strength of his office, gives directions and orders to the "bidarshiks"
for transmitting the same to the Aleuts through their chiefs; or the manager consults with the head chief and a few others, and explains to them his orders conce~ing bunting and similar sub_jects, asking them how many bidarkas they can furrush
for the sea-otter parties, and how many men for shooting birds, etc. The present
rights and duties of the Aleuts are as follows: They enjoy the protection of the law
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equally with the serfs, but they are exempt from all duties and taxes. As an offset
to this, they a,r e obliged to serve the company from the fifteenth to the :fiftieth year
of their age, receiving pay ·from the company for their services. All furs which
they may obtain must be sold exclusively to the company at certain prices established
by the Government.
It may be asked, Is the present government of the Aleuts and their present condition good f I answer, It is good; b ecnnse the Aleuts, aside from their service with
the company, enjoy complete liuerty, au<l their service is only temporary and always
for pay. The company takes good care that the man appointed as the manager of
the Unalaskan district be a man of good intentions and executes strictly the directions of the colonial government. The Aleuts have not recovered their former liberty, but there is no necessity for changing their present condition for any other.
Any chanO'e could only be injurions, and even disastrous. It would be perhaps
desirable {hat the Aleuts should receive for their furs prices somewhat commensurate
with those charged for goods, and also that their head chiefs should have the right
to look at the accounts of tbe Aleuts kept at the various offices, and that all the
chiefs be furnished with written rules and instructions for their guidance. Such
changes as these might prove beneficial to the various communities.
RELIGION AND BELIEFS.
The religious belief of the early Aleuts was an outg-rowth of shamanism as found
in the Asiatic possessions of Russia. 'I'he Aleuts believed and acknowledged th at
there is and must be a creator of everything visible and invisible, and who was called
by them Agoughoukh, tha.t is, creator; but, having only a limited understanding,
they did not connect him with the management of the world and showed him no
particular respect. Worshiping no one being, they soon came to worship everythin g that seemed of importance to them. As rulers of everything in their surroundings they have acknowledged two spirits, or two kinds of spirits, who regulated
the fate of man in every respect. 'l'he first they called Khougakh and the second
Aglikhaiakh. Some of these worked blessings to man and others only evil, but how
far their influence extended and the limits of their power, even their best theologian
could not define.
Among the earliest Aleuts there may have been worship of the light and of celestial bodies. The first may be snrrnised from their custom of saluting the light. 1 'l'he
second supposition is based upon the fact that they were al ways afraid, and still show
reluctance to say anything bad of the celestial uodies. The old men told the youths
that anybody speaking ill uf the sun-for instan ce, complaining of its heat or g larewould be struck blind anu never see its light again. 'l'he moon was impposed to kill
its slanderers with stones; and whoever censured the star8 would be compelled to
count them or else lose his life. If, in thesummert,ime, upon a clear and calm day, some
youth would complain to his companion of the heat and regret the winter, with all
its storms and famine, such carelessness was always punished by the sudden appearance of violent gales and storms, and if the offense was repeated the winter would
always make its appearance earlier and with greater severity than common. In this
way the young Aleuts l earned to display the greatest indifference to all changes of •
weather and temperature.
The Aleuts believed that there were three worlds, each with its separate beings
and doings. The first world-which was called Akaean Kughoudakh, that is, the
highest world, where there was no night or evening, and where a multitude of peo•
ple live forever. The second world was our globe. The third was subterraneon,
and called Sitkougbikh Kouyudakb, wber~ there was also a multitude of people,
whether mortal or immortal was and is not known. Theyhacl no temples, but there
were sacreu or hallowed localities called Aoudeagadakh, and also sacrifices to invis1 This early custom is described as follows: The grown men were in the habit of
om~rging from their hnt as soon as day was brealriug, naked, and standing with
their face to the east, or wherever theda.wn appeared, and. having rinsed their mouth
with water.I saluted the light and. the wind. After this ceremony they would proceed
to the rivulet supplying them with drinking water, strike the water several times
with_the l?a~ms ~f their bands_, saying: ''.I am ~lOt asleep; I am alive; I greet with you
the hfe-givrng light, and I will always live with thee." While saying this they al o
had their fac turued to the ea t, lifting the right arm so a to throw the water
dripping from it over their bo,lte . Then throwing water over the head and wa bing face and hands1 they wad d into the stream up to their knees and awaited the
nr ·t appearance ot the nn. Theo the ' would carry water to their homes for use
during the day. ~n localitie wherether wa no tream the ceremony was performed
on the s ab a.ell m the same manner, with the exception that they carried no water
away with them.
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ible spirits. The fi~t could be found in every village, being generally some rock or
cliff or other prominent pl::tce. The females and young men were strictly prohibited
from visiting such places, and especially from gathering the grasses and weeds growing upon them. Any infraction of this prohibition on the part of bold or curious
youngsters was sure to be followed by disease and speedy death. In a few instanees
insanity was the consequence. The adult males could visit these spots at certain
times, and only for the purpose of sacrificing.
The offerings (akhakhilik-that is, "All his to him he gave") were of two kinds,
one optional and the other defined. The first sacrifice consisted of almost any object,
principally the skins of animals, which were brought to the sacred spots with trifling
ceremony and prayers for assistance in war or the chase. The second sacrifice consisted of the tail feathers of cormorants and a few other birds, only worn by men.
These sacred places were protected only by prohibition. The modus operandi consisted of the votary's taking a certain number of feathers, smearing each of them
with some paint, gtmerally green or red, and throwing them 1,o the four winds and
uttering his request to the invisible spirits every time that the feathers escaped from
his fingers. When the sacrifice was completed the man simply said: "Now give me
what I ask."
The early Aleuts had shamans and shamanism, but what their sorcery consisted of
is now difficult to ascertain, beyond the fact that it was accompanied with the usual
accessories of songs, dances, ueating of drums, and contortions. The shamans here
as elsewhere called themselves mediators between the visible and invisible worldbetween men and spirits; and the mass of the people believed that they were
acquainted with demons who could foretell the future and aid these sufferers, and
therefore turned to them for aid in dangerous sickness or misfortune, asked them for
good luck in hunting, long life, rescue from clanger at sea, the calming of gales; and
also those who were not accoucheurs called them into their houses in cases of difficult
birth.
Concerning their knowledge of the future the old Aleuts assert that some of the
more prominent shamans bad foretold, long prior to the arrival of the H.ussia,ns, that
white men with strange customs would come to them from the sea, and that subsequently all the Aleuts would be transformed to resemble the new arriYals and live
according to their customs. They also asserted that at the time of the first appearance of the Russians they saw to the eastward of their islands a bright light, or large
star, containing many people resembling the newcomers, but in the lower world few
people remained, and impenetrable darkness set in.
In spite of all their knowledge and power and their efforts to impose upon the
ignorant, the shamans were not held in much respect, being scarcely <listingnisbed
from other people. Though helping other people they frequently were themselves
in want of assistance and were forced to apply to others. They perished from
hunger and accident, like their fellows. It was a very rare occurrence that the son
of a shaman adopted the trade of bis father; probably the shaman on his deathbed
forbade his son to do so, explaining to him the worst side of his position, and turning
his desires into another direction. Many of the shamans called their occupation
"service of the devil," and told the young men that nobody who had any fear or
apprehension must lay claim to the title of shaman, and that they themselves had
not adopted the profession voluntarily, but because they were powerless to resist
the devil. The Aleutian shamans said they could not summon spirits (as the Kolo '·h
do), but that the spirits made them. their servants. They claimed that from the age
of 15 years the devil begins to trouble them with constant apparitions and delusions;
while hunting at sea they would constantly see an island rise before them, or immeu~e
cliffs bar their way to the shore; travelin~ on foot they would be tempted from their
paths by other kincls of apparitions in tne shape of animals or marvelous beings,
until they were bewildered and willing to submit to their inevitable master_s. It
is known that tlie Aleutian shamans have nothing whatever to do with marriages,
births, or the bringing of sacrifices.
The Aleuts had an indefinite belief in the immortality of souls and in a future
life. This becomes evident from the fact that prominent "individuals on their death
directed the killing of slaves to serve them in the other world as they had done hero.
They could not say what the condition of souls was in tlie future world, but the
slave consiclered it a favor and an honor to be sent with their master, and therefore
we may conclude that they expected to live pleasantly in the coming life.
They all believed that the souls of the dead, or, as they called them, "shadow,"
remained invisible among their people, accompanying thorn on lancl and sea, especially those whom they had loved, and that they were in a condition to do goc~d as
wen ·as evil. Therefore the Ii ving called upon the dead in times of danger, especially
in wars undertaken for avenging insults to the tribe.
.
1Vith regard to the origin of the first man the Aleutian theologians are not ~m~mmoua. Of all their various theories, either very absurd or grotesque or v~ry ~1m1lar
to our sacred history, I present here only two. One says that at the begmnmg the
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earth was vacant, inhabited by nobody; but at one time there fell from heaven to
the earth two beings somewhat resembling man, but they had long fur all over their
bodies. From them sprang a couple of simila.r beings, but without the fur; and from
this couple again came all the people, and began to spread out to the East and North
(they do not mention the South, they did not suppose the people could live there).
'l'he place where these people originated was warm. There was no winter, no gales,
but a perpetually plea.sant climate. The first human beings were long-lived, strong,
and hardy. At the beginning the people lived peaceably and in friendship, knowing
no dependence or independence, no quarrel, and no wants; but with the increase of
people want and necessities appeared, and in their train the art of making arms or
bunting animals. Then came dissensions and wars, and the arms were turned against
men. Want and the oppression of the weaker by the stronger compelled the former
to migrate from their original habitations, and thus the world was peopled.
Others say that before any people appeared on Unalaska or other parts of America
there was, on the island of Unaska, one man (his name is not known), who, having
lived for a long time in utter solitude, began to think that perhaps somewhere in the
world there might be other people like him, and therefore, with the intention of
searching for his fellows, he concluded to travel. Re constructed a boat-a kind of
bidarka-called ouliliak. At first he circumnavigated Unaska, and finding nobody
there he went on to the island of Four Mountains. There, also, he found nobody.
J,'inally he proceeded to Oumnak and, landing upon its western extremity, went
ashore and at once saw a human track. A short time elapsed and a woman walked
up from the beach in grass boots. He was not long in making her acquaintance, and
as she suited his taste he made her his wife. l!'rom this couple sprang all the people
inhabiting the northwestern part of America. The first fruit of this union was a, dog;
the second, a. very strange being of the male Bex with wings, who, when he grew up,
began to say to his parents, "I am not like men; you have no share in me." The
mother having heard this remark several times, and seeing that he actually was not
like them nor apt to propagate the human family, and consequently woul<l. only
work evil, proposed to her husband to kill him, and thQ father consented. When
they had killed him with their own hands a son was born to them, and then a
daughter, perfect human beings, and from these last couples people began to multiply. B11t their children moved away from them, and some spoke different languages. The difference of speech induced them to scatter all the more in all directions, those speaking one language settling together, and those migrating to the
eastward founded the various nations of the mainland of America.
The superstitions of the Aleuts were innumerable. Every action or undertaking
or every step required its own observances and talismans. Of the latter the most
comm on was a girdle plaited of sinews and grasses under invocations; and certain
pebbles, called by them "chimkikh," cast out by the sea occa ionally. (This pebble
resembles in shape a turnip, but is hollow inside, smooth on the outside, and of two
colors, one entirely white with yellow rings, and another red with white rings. The
first were called male and the other female pebbles.) 'l'he first talisman was worn on
the naked body as an unfailing protection from death during hostile attacks or
encounters with animals. Possessed of this charm a man would conquer everybody
and everything without injury to himself. In spite of the fact that the material of
these girdles was of no value whatever, they were by no means plentiful, and pa"3sed
as beirlooms in families from father to son, or from uncle to nephew, with certain ceremonies. The second talisman was exceedingly rare, and therefore very highly valued. The fortunate individual that found such a one preserved it in some secret and
clean place, and never looked upon it until the house was quiet and after having
washed hi bands, and never unless some dreadful danger threatened. This pebble
was only taken from its resting place on sea-otter expeditions, when it served as. a
charm to attract the coveted game. The lucky possessor was al ways fortunate in
the chase. He did not hunt the sea otter. The sea otter gathered around him and
gazed at him with loving eyes.
To secure success in fo1hing, they attach cha.rma to the line and hook consisting of
small fragments of roots, weeds, or anything green or colored.
The pnr nit of whalel! was encumbered with many observances and superstitions.
The spear heads n e<l. in hunting the whale were greased with human fat, or portions
of human bodie were tied to them, obtained from corpses found in burial caves, or
portions of a widow's garments, or some poison ed roots or weed.1 All such objects
1
Aleuts a sert ~hat ome of the corpses found at the present day in caves on one of
the Four Moun tam Islands were in the same condition in their earliest times as they
are now. They are l ying together, one beside the other clothed in dog-skin parka.8;
their beard and hair are reddish, the skin of the body bl~ck · and from the e corp es
the h)mtor~ endeavored to detac~ some pieces of the body, ~r perhaps a fragment of
cl~thrng. rhe h~ters wh~ obtam such ~harms a.re always fortunate in their p~sUit~ but ~eet. with an unt1mely a.nd painful death. They begin to putrefy while
yet m theu pr1me.
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had their own special properties and influence, and the whalers always kept them
in their bidarkas. The hunter who launched a spear providc<l with such a charm
upon a whale at once blew upon his hands, and having sent one spear and strnck the
whale, be would not throw again, but would proceed at once to his home, separate
himself from his people in a specially-constructed hovel, where he remained three
days without food or drink and without touching or looking up on a female. Darin~ this time of seclusion ho snorted occasionally in imitation of the wounded and
dyrng whale, in order to prevent the whale struck by him from leaving the coast.
On the fourth day he emerged from his seclusion and bathed in the sea, shrieking in
a. hoarse voice ancl beating the water with his bands. Then, t aking with him a
companion, he proceeded to the shore where he presumed the whale had lodged, and
if the animal was dead he commenced at once to cut out the place where the deathwound had been inflicted. If the whale was not dead the bunter once more returned
to his home and continued washing himself uutil the whale died.
For hunting the sea otter such poisoned spears wer e not used, but as the Aleuts
believed that the sea otter was a. tran sformed human being they endeavored t o ornament their bidarkas, their garments, and their spears as much as possible, in the
belief that the sea otter would be attracted by the beauty of the outfit. ·
Of the many superstitions concerning health, long life, etc., I know only of their
fathers and uncles endeavoring to obtain the viscid expectorative matter from tho
throat of some old man, famous for his achievements and of irreproachable oharactor,
who had been hea,lthy, and compelling their children or relatives to swallow it as a
preventive against all violent a,nd epidemic diseases and as a general strengthener
of the body. Such old men, in dying, frequently blessed their relatives and gave
them some of their gray hairs, or fragments of their clothing, or arms which they
had carried in wars, and ordered them to preserve them as charm!!! against misfortune
and disease.
The females had their own observances and customs at times of birth, etc., of which
I do not know the particulars, and perhaps they are not worth knowing.
It is remarkable that with their talismans and invocations and other snnerstitious
ceremonies it is a rule to admit no female and to impart no knowled ge of these ceremonies to the other sex, the greatest disaster being threatened in case of infraction
of this rule. :F'or instance, a whale hunter who had violated this law would be seized,
before the stricken whale had yet expired, with violent nosebleeding and swelling
of the whole body, often ending in insanity or death. The sea-otter hunter was not
subject to such terrible punishments, but he met with misfortune in the chase, and
t~ough surrounded by sea otters could not kill a single one-the animals laughing at
him, gathering around his bidarka, and throwing water into bis face in sport. The
same happens to sea-otter hunters whose wives prove unfaitl1fnl during their absence,
o! whose sisters are unchaste. The same strange conduct of the sea otters was sometimes observed toward the lazy, evil disposed, or disrespectful toward tbe aged. It
is impossible for any belief to exist without some moral lesson contained in it, and
we may consider that even the superstitions of the Aleuts led toward cleanliness of
body, a careful execution of their duties, no matter how absurd, and respectfulness in
demeanor.
I will endeavor to give here briefly the moral code which, I believe, is evidently
contained or hidden in the mass cf superstition among the early Aleuts:
:F'irst. The old men said it was necessary to res-pect pnrents, beca.nse they _gave us
life and nursed us in sickness and brought us up with great trouble, foll of kmdness,
and deprived themselves for our sake without knowing what we would <h? for th m,
and, therefore, we should sincerely love them, clo a.11 we cou1<1 toward their supp~rt,
remain with them and care for them until their death h. if they should become blrnd
or feeble we should take them by the hand and lead t em. To disregard one's parents was considered the greatest and most dishonorable of crimes.
.
Second. If one had no father he should respect his oldes~ br?ther and ~erve him
as he would a father and a brother himself must always aid bis brother 10 war as
well as in the chase, ~nd each protect the other; but if_ anybody, disregarding this
natural law, should go to live apart, caring only for ~self, s?-ch a oue_sho~lcl be
discarded by his relatives in case of attack by enemies or annnnle. or m time of
storms; and such dishonorable conduct would lead to general ontempt. .
Third. Feeble old men must bereepected and attended when they need 01d, and the
y onug and strong should give them a share of their b?oty a.nd he~p them throngh all
their troubles, endeavoring to obtain in exchange their good a<ly1ce only; and_ whoever acts thus will be long lived, be fortunate in the chase and m war, and w1ll not
be neglected when he becomes old himself.
Fourth. The poor must not be neglected, but assisted; J?-Ot_ only not abn eel_, ~~t
protected against abuse, b ecause man does no~ alway. r<'mam.1n the am con<l 1t 10 r'
and even in the richest and most powerful tribes, as well as m ~he l?wly and poo ,
sometimes quite unexpectedly their conditions change, and the rich will become poor
and the poor rich, and therefore-
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Fifth. During poverty they should be humble and respectful and not offend the
rich who divide with the poor.
Sixth. We should be hospitable; every visitor should be received as liberally a.s
possible, and feasted in order that he, on his return to his people, may speak of UB
with praise.
Seventh. All who move to another village are called strangers during the first
year, and such must not be abused, but aided and assisted in every way, and considered as of the people. Under such they will sooner forget their own home aud
become accustomed to the new; and in case of need will be defenders of the village.
Eighth. We must not be forward; it is better to listen than to speak in every
condition of life. That is what made people in olden times long lived and strong,
because they talked but little. Every evil and misfortune springs from the tongue;
therefore in olden times those who caused common misfortune by imprudent talk
were frequently punished with death.
Ninth. The children were instructed to be kind in their intercourse with others;
to refrain from selfishness i to be bolcl in case of hostile attacks, and disdain death,
and to strive to accomplish some famous deed, such as avenging the death of their
relatives, and so forth.
Tenth. The following offenses were considered as worthy of death or punishment:
For instance, to abuse a companion without cause by word or deed, or to kill him
(but to kill an enemy was quite another thing); to take another's property; to steal
or rob (theft was not only a crime but a disgrace); to betray secrets of the councils
of war; to grumble at severe weather, cold, wind, or heat of the sun; to talk
unnecessarily and unfavorably of stars and clouds; to defile in any manner a sacred
spot, or a stream of running water, so as to prevent fish from coming up, or to disturb the sea in the vicinity of the vi11age, aud thereby drive away the fish or game.
Girls or unmarried females who gave birth to illegitimate children were to be killed
for shame and hidden; their children were called "anikshoum agoucha," that is,
"hidden children." 1
Incest was considered the gravest crime and was punished with great severity;
it was belie,·cd always to be followed by the birth of monsters with walrus tusks,
beard, or other clis:figuration.
The Aleuts still maintain that a failure to observe the customs of their forefathers,
and especially a, willful neglect of the same, is attended with all kinds of disasters
and punishments. They always return good for good and evil for evil. It was considered praiseworthy to go to sea in times of gales and to make difficult landings.
As a proof of such achievements they would mark their bodies in some way to indicate that they had been on some inaccessible cliff, or that they landed unassisted
with their bidarka at some spot where nobody had yet landed before. But still
more praiseworthy it was to be brave in war. The first duty was to be kind to
strangers, because their forefathers had been travelers, and they had all sprung from
one father and one mother.
The light is the life-giving principle; running water gave strength to the body,
but the sea water was still stronger, making men fearless and invincible. Therefore,
whoever was in his youth afraid of the sea would be forced to bathe, and thereby
be made strong and brave. ·
One of their sayings was, "The wind is no river;" that is, the river runs always
and never stops, but the wind sometimes stops. Another saying was, "A.. bear is
not a man;" by which they meant that a bear is not so revengeful and bloodthirstr,
as a man. Another saying was, "Not out of every sweet root grows a sweet plant;
that is, good children clo not always come from good parents.
The teachings of their faith and all customs were transmitied in two ways, either
1 The Aleuts said and still maintain that illegitimate infants killed from shame
would begin some time after being buried to cry and weep like new-born babes,
aucl :finally they would begin to walk around at night in the villages, appearing like
little clouds, weeping also and when many such children were observed the father
of families assc•m bled and tried to fincl out the guilty persons, and if the culprit
wonld not confess they sometimes proceeded to torture. The kindest father would
not scr en his favorite daughter in such a ca e; but when the guilty person was
discover d she was smeared with paint and placed. in a dark and bleak hovel. Here
she wa. seated in a corner and covered with a grass mat with two slits so as to
expo e the br a~t and t~ n s~e was obliged to sit in that position night after night in
or<ler that the b1dclen child might come ancl nurse and not disturb the virtuous women.
hc~ever there ~a evidence.that a woman had nursed an infant during the uight
h~r sm wa foro-1ven.. ometu~e a _woman thus locked up would cry out in the
maht, and the men, with. rm m their band , would hurriedly nter the hut when
in her arms was found not a babe, but a small black bird. This bird wa 'killed
with certain c ·remonies and torn into small fragments, and the nightly d.i.stlll'bance
cea ed forever.
•
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from father to son, or, more frequently, from uncle to nephew. This teaching may
be called domestic. Another manner of propagating their doctrines was communal
or pu b1ic, when the teacher were not shamans but old men who had lived to a great
age and become famous for their achievements and disinterested life. Such old men
con idered it their duty to teach the young on every occasion, and this was done
nearly every day, in the morniug and in the evening; that is, when all were at home.
The old man wonl<l go to the middle of the barnbara for this purpose and seat himself, and all the young people wonlcl surround him and listen attentively to all be
said; even if he repeated tho same advice for the Lund red th time they would listen
to him with respect, because they considered it their duty to do so.
Now let us speak of their present faith. The Aleuts, as well as the Kadiaks, are
baptized Americans (i. e., natives), and are of the Greek-Russian faith, which they
adopted from Russia. The Aleuts may justly be called exemplary Christians,
because they abandoned shamanism as soon as tlley received Christianity; not only
the outward signs of it, such as masks and charms, which they used in their dances
and invocations, but even the very songs in which they trarn~mitted the deeds of
their ancestors and their former beliefs and customs were all forgotten without any
compulsion. The first to convert and baptize them was the Ierodiakon (or holy
monk) Makar (a member of the Kadiak mission), who had been sent to the Aleuts
from Kadiak in 1795. He did not have recourse to any violent measures in inducing
them to be baptized, and if he hac.1 been inclined to forcible means he had not
the power. The Aleuts received the new belief very willingly. The best proof of
this lies in the fact that Father Makar traveled from place to place, to the most distant villages, without having any protector with the exception of one Russian
sen·ao t. The Aleuts themselves transported him from place to place, fed him, and
protected him on his errand of baptism. And from that time to the present the
Aleuts have been God-fearing and religiously inclined. They willingly assemble for
prayer whereYer there is an opportunity for service, and especially when they are
visi te<l by a priest. During service of prayer they stand in rapt attention and admiration, without turning to one side or the other, and without shifting from one foot
to the other, no matter how long the service. At the end one may look at the prints
of their feet and count how many there were; and though they understand but very
little of the teachings of tho church they never slacken their attention during the
ervice. All religious observances required of them they fulfill to the letter. I need
not mention that they strictly observe the fasts, because hunger goes for nothing
with them for two or three days at a time. But nothing pleased me so much as the
willingness, or rather the ardor, with which th y list necl to the word of God, their
ardor being so great as to fatigue the most earnest teacher. This I can assert from
personal experience. Dnring my journeys among them, whenever I arrived at a village, all at once left their avocations, no matter how important to their immediate
or future comfort; they collectecl around me at the first signal, all listening to me
in rapt attention, forgetful of everything else; even tender mothers sometimes disregarded their crying children, whom they had left behind in their huts. The strong
and healthy would carry the old and feeble to the place of meeting.
When we compare the Aleuts with the Kadiaks, their ueighbors, in a, religious
sense, there seems to be a great disparity. The Kaclialcs practice shamanism to the
present day ancl all th ir form r supel' titions are still in foll force, while among
the Aleuts the former does not xi t a.t nll and the latter have almost disappeared.
Only about one hundredth part of the Kacliaks fnltill th s observances to any exten1
and ery few show any ardor or inter st, while th Aleuts nre, in that resp t, not
behind the be t hri ti ans of o_ur time.
nch ~ diff re~1<·~ is :Lll.th<r moro a tonisl)ing
because the Kacliaks ba.ve UJOY <.l the benefit of m1ss1omar1es among them since
1794, but the Al uts have bad a r sident prie . nmon~ them only since 1824, having
u_p to that time seen only • ather 1a.kar, th 1r baptizer, once, and for a very short
tune, and also two chaplaius of °!1' ~nl ve_ ls, in ~7~2 ~nd 1 21, also for a, ve~y short
period, and then only at th~ yrmc1pal _v1~la~e. . rh1a 1s not a place to clee1~e why
the Kadiaks, with every fac·1llt~ for "11r_ist1amznt1011, have r marned only half Christian but it would b e very en non to hncl a reason why tho Al ·nts so commonly and
a,lmo 't suddenly changed th ir 1, Ii f-tb~ii- simpl nn,1 _a y ~elief-for the very
stricte t, and why th y sh? 11 mu.ch_ mor _mt r , t than ~hc1r ue1ghbora. The principal r a on for this I hehev to h m their charnct<~r. 1110 nalaskans have more
go d qualiti s than bad, , ncl on qn .ntly the s d of the worcl of focl fi.ncl better
ancl de p r oil and: grow_ with gr a ,r pe '1. It mu t . l! acknowledged, howev _r,
that the cont mpt m wb1 h th hnm, n w re h 1<l f:whtnted the wo1·k of the m1sei n. Any otb r tron r r 'OU in'1n,:ing th
1 nt8 to nee· pt their faith I can not
ftnd
It is trn we ma
h Al nt nc pt <l ' hri tianity b<!CllU e th y h:ul nly
a. vecy vague and on
is n
r l ·Ii f tha did not nti fy th demand of th ir
on
f" r th Hn sinn n<l, •r • ag r to please th rn;
800 18 ancT that th y l1acl r
nd third an<l 1 t b ·: u th nr.r. cpt: n<' of hri ti1 nity ·xc-mpt u th •m from the
n of tribut~.
11 he er
11t1 ruay ha e inuuc •d th ·m to change th ir faith.
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but certainly could not make them the earnest observers of its rules that they are;
but when we come to scrutinize these reasons they appear but weak. It is true that
their former religion was unsatisfactory, but could the Christian faith be any more
so to them at first, In the absence of good interpreters they could have but incomplete understanding of God and his attributes; and could even that Christian
faith be satisfying to their hearts when the first preacher of the same could not
express himself sufficiently well in their language to explain its most beneficial
mysteries, and forbade their own custom of polygamy f The Aleuts are very subservient, but we mnst acknowledge that the Russians never attempted to compel them
to baptism in any way. The most powerful reason may be considered the exemption of new converts from the payment of tribute1 especially since they thereby
escaped the dreaded oppressien of tribute gatherers, but if we consider the trifling
value of such tribute, which they pay only at their option, and also that the exemption only continued for three years, even this reason appears insufficient to account
for their earnestness in accepting the new faith.
The Christian faith was carried to America (I mean only Russian America) by the
Russians. The commander of the first vessel which discovered the Aleutian Islands,
Glottof, and his companions, were the first propagandists of Christianity in America.
Glottof, during the first time of his stay at Oumnak, in 1759, established such friendly
relations with the native inhabitants that the chief allowed him to baptize his son
and to carry him away to Kamchatka. He lived here several years, and learned the
Russian language and grammar, and then returned to his country in the capacity of
supreme chief over all the islands. This convert, who may be considered the first
among all our Americans, was named Ivan, with the surname of Glottof. He assisted
greatly in spreading Christianity among the Aleuts. It is unknown that Glottof and
his companions baptized anybody except the son of the chief, but we know that they
erected at that place a large cross, on the site of which a chapel was subsequently
erected in honor of St. Nicholas, and in 1826 was replaced by a new one. 1
For some time after Glottof's visit to the island the Russians in the Unalaska district forgot to baptize any more Aleuts, being occupied solely with their "pacification," as they called it, or rather extermination, and not before 1780, when the so-called
pacification ceased, did the Russians once more begin to think of this subject. It
was not so much Christian ardor as business considerations that induced the Russians
to persuade the Aleuts to the acceptance of baptism, since the converted natives
became more manageable, and attached, to a certain extent, to their godfathers,
giving their trade exclusively to them. ·w hatever the reasons were the fact remains
the same that the first Russian hunters were the first baptizers of the Aleuts, and
subsequently of the Kadiaks, thus paving the way and facilitating the work of the
missionaries coming after them.
Shelikhof, the founder of the present company, included in his plans for the development of the Russian colonies the spread of Christianity and the erection of churches,
and therefore on his retnrn from Ka<l.iak, in 1787, he petitioned the Government for
the appointment of a mission, which he promised to transport to the field of action
and maintain at the solo expense of himself and his partners. His petition was
answered and a mission was detailed by the holy synod, under the command of the
archimandrite, Ioassaf, for preaching the word of God to the tribes annexed to the
Russian dominion. A mission was fitted out with everything, and even with more than
was nece sary, by Shelikhof and his partners, and departed from St. Petersburg in
1793, arriving at Kadiak in the following autumn, where they began their labors
at once. 2
Juvenal first visited Kadiak and baptized all the inhabitants. In the following
year, 1795, he went to Nuchek, where he baptized 700 Chugachs, and then proceeded
1 This cross was in course of time used by some Russians, in the construction of a
house, for the posts of a sleeping platform, very unnecessarily, but old men and eyewitnesses assert that as soon as the men began to sleep on the platform an unknown
di ease broke out among them, and one-half of those living in the house died, while
the Aleut living around them remained in good health.
~ The personnel of this first mission was as follows: (1) Archimandrite Ioassaf.
He retnrned to Irkut kin 1797 for promotion to the grade of archierey, and in returning from there to Kad iak he was drowned with all the occupants of the ship Phamix.
(2) r_chimandrite Ier?mo~akh Juvenal (who had once been a mining engineer)
was kill d by the natives m 1796 near Lake Ilyamna. (3) Archima.ndrite Makar,
th~ bristiani_zer of the Aleuts, retu_rned. to Irkutsk in 1796, and on his return, in the
smte of the 1.nsbop, was drowned with him. (4) Archimandrite .Afanassy nlled the
office of priest a.t Kadiak until 1825, and then returned to Irkutsk. (5) Ierodiakon
tr fan (also a former officer) wa drowned in the suite of the bishop. (6) rchimandrite Ierolliakon akar returned to Irkutsk in 1806 and died there eight y ars
~ater. (7) fonk Ioassaf died at Kadiak in 1 23. (8) Monk Herman died at Kadiak
in 1 37-the 1 t member of the Kadiak mission.
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to Kenai and baptized all the people there. In 1796 he crossed over to the Aliaska
Peninsula and penetrated to the lake Ilyamna, where he ended his apostolic service
with his life, having done more service to the church than all his companiona. The
cause of his death was his strong oppo ition to polygamy. It is said that when he
was attacked by the savages Juvenal did neither fly nor defend himself, which he
might have done successfully, but delivered himself unresistingly into tbe hands of
his murderers, asking only for the safety of his companions, which was granted. The
savages relate that after the missionary had been kill d he rose up once more, walked
toward his murderers, and spoke to them; they fell upon him again, but he repea,ted
his miracle several times. At last the savages became exasperated and cut him into
pieces, and then only did the preacher of the word of God become silent. Father
Makar proceeded to Unalaska in 1795, and traveled over the whole district from Unga
to the Four Mountains, and baptized all Aleuts without exception. The other members of the mission confined th eir activity to holding services in the churcheiJ at their
respective locations and teaching children in the schools, but Herman began from
the very first a secluded life on a small island (Spruce Iilland), devoting himself to
prayer and agricultnre. Subsequently he taught a few girls, orphans, in the Russian
language and manual labor, and this small establishment was in very good condition when visited by Baron Wrangell. Among the work of the Kadiak mission must
be mentioned that in 1806 Monk Gideon, who visited the island in the ship Neva,
translated the Lord's prayer into the Kadiak language, and it was sung in the churches
after that time. Subsequently, however, it was neglected and finally lost. Mr.
Shelikhof, who considered such a man not equal to the work of spreading the word
o_f God in such a vast region, represented to the Government the necessity for addit1_onal action, but the drowning of the bishop appointed and the death of Shelikhof
hnn 'elf put an end for the time being to the enterprise.
Baranof, having established Sitka, asked for a priest, and in 1816 the priest Alexei
Sokolof arrived there. Subsequently, when the charter of the Russian-American
Com.l?any ~as renewe~, in 1821, they were orde1·ed to maintain a sufficient number
of pnests m the colomes. The company petitioned to have them sent out, and the
prayer was granted. Veniaminof arrived in Alaska in 1823; Frumenty Mordovskoi
ente:ed Kadiak in 1824, and a creole, born at A.tkha, Yakof Netzvetof, was assigned
to his native island in 1825. This last-named worthy pastor did much toward the
spread of the Christian faith; he subsequently transcribed my translations of the
Evangel and catechism from the Unalaskan into the Atkhan dialect.
. At the present time we have in our American colonies four churches-one at Sitka,
lil honor of the Archangel Michael, established in 1817; the second at Kadiak, in the
name of the elevation of the cross, established in 1795; the third at Unalaska, in
honor of the reimrrection of Christ, established in 1824; the fourth at Atkha, in the
,!lame of St. Nicholas, established in 1825. Nushegak and the Redoute St. Michael
m the north have remained thus far without priests, since the priest of Kadiak, to
whom the former properly belongs, finds it impossible to visit it, and the Unalaska
priest can do so but rarely. Many converts have been made in that region, and a
church or mission will doubtless be established there before long. The following
translations have been made in the Aleut tongue to assist in the spread of Christianity : A brief catechism that was printed by permission of the holy synod in 1831,
at the instance of the American-Russian Company. The Evangel of Matthew,
which the holy synod allowed to be used in manuscript, and a pamphlet entitled
"Guide to the Sl10rt Road to the Heavenly Kingdom " was also used in manuscript.
To the honor of the Aleuts, it must be stated tbat they eagerly read these books as
soon as presented to them in their own tongue.

DESCRIP1.'ION OF FORMER CUSTOMS .A.ND BELIEFS OF THE .A.TKHA
.A.LEUTS. 3

The .A.tkha Aleuts, or the inhabitants of the Andreianof, Rat, and Bering islands,
situated between the Unalaska district and Kamchatka, are of the same tribe or
nationality as the Unalaska Aleuts. This is proved by their language, customs,
character, and outward appearance.
The Atkhans believed that all the inhabitants of the islands known to them originated from one couple that came from heaven to the island namecl Tanaga, one of
their group. 'l'he Atkhans, like their brethren of Unalask~, beli~ved in sbama~i~m;
that is, though they acknowledged a creator, they also beheved m powerful spirits.
The upreme Being th y called Kouyudam Agougou and also Acbida~ goago11:; the
first signifies creator of heaven, and the second creator of the lower regions. To mtervene between mortals and spirits, and to decide which of them wa.s to be mostrespectec~,
was the business of the shamans. The demonology of the Atkhans wa Yery comph3
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cated. They also believed in certain birds, fishes, and other creatures, together with
the sun, the heavens, and other inanimate objects, thinking that spirits lived in them.
As communication with spirits was carried on only through the medium of shamans
they imagined that these spirits looked as the shamans appeared durino- their cere~
monies and dances, with masks or disfigured countenances. Such masks and faces
were still seen by the priest above mentioned. He says that they a.re generally well
executed, representing the heads of animals in an exaggerated form. Some of the
Atkhans ascertained that in certain inaccessible localities there were colossal beings
of human shape, called Taiagouligouk, to whom sacrifices or offerings were brought,
consisting of paints, skins, pebbles, and fine sinew thread, hut there was no open
idol worship, and even this approach to it was considered dangerous among the people.
They believed that idols might occasionally be of assistance to those who had made
them; but though they complied at a certain time with the wishes and demands of their
worshipers, they finally proved their destruction, and sometimes a whole family or
tribe was annihilated for da.ring to visit the locality where the idol was kept, and therefore it was strictly forbidden to make such figures. But tho shamans continued to
foster the worshif>, and instances of the same have been discovered often siuce Christianity was introduced in the Atkban district. Especially was this the case amon~
the inhabitants of the island of Attoo, where the last secret org ies were held. Idol
worship was :finally broken up by the priest during his visit in 1827. The Atkhans
relate that on one of their islands, named Sagougamak, on a hay named Ousamkoukh,
about halfway up the mountain, there had been erected an idol by some shamans
which destroyed at sight all who passed by. They all had seen it and knew that it
destroyed their brethren, but they did not know where and how they were clestroyed
until :finally one of them sacrificed himself for the purpose of ascertaining the place
wher.e the Aleuts disappeared. Having resolved upon his undertaking, he went to
the dreaded vicinity, taking with him his wife, whom he hid in the interior of his
bidarka. Arriving on the spot, he sat down his wife in a place of concealment and
told her to watch him, while he himself went on farther and camped. His wife saw
that something emerged from the idol, proceeded toward her husb:1nd, killed him,
and carried him off to a cave. She returned home and relatod the occurrence. The
Aleuts at once collected in large numbers, proceeded to the idol, and killed the spirit
operating the same, and after that the bay was safo. They also said that about the
year 1814 an idol was found on the island of Kana~a which gave signs of life; and in
1827 a similar discovery was made on Adakh Islana. by two Aleuts, who saw the spirit
come out of the cave. The first iclol was destroyed by being brokon up, but the
second was killed with a. gun and then shattered and burned.
The Atkhaus also believed that the souls of dead people did not die, but separated
from the body and lived, scattering everywhere, without any permanent place of
abode. The Atkha shamans, as a rule, were men, but a few women have been known
in the profession. According to the belief of the people, the shamans had intercourse
with spirits and the power to summon them in cases of necessity; they foretold the
future; they threatened those who showed them disrespect with various punishments; cured the sick, and assisted the hunters in their pursuits, etc.; consequently
th e more prominent or skillful among them were held in considerable respect. For
curing diseases or bringing good luck to hunters the shamans generally employed
the roots of plants, and sometimes of clwarf willow and birch, pieces of which were
considered as valuable gifts. If the prophecies or assistance of shamans proved
successful, they demanded from their clients offerings to the spirit most r espected by
them, while they themselves were satisfied with what their clients were willing to
give. One of the common occupations of the shamans was the manufacture of
masks and faces, and sometimes of charms and nostrums. 'l'hey also supe1fotended
games and dances, composed songs, etc. For all , uch doing they l1ad certain localities where no unclean per on or woman was allowed to enter. In order to keep
themselves and their belongings beyond the in.ti nen e of any unclean being, the aha.mans frequently washed themselves, their clothing, and their implements in the
water of running streams.
The Atkhans, like their brethren of Unalaska di trict, strictly prohibited the
betrayal of secret to otb r tribe as leading to quarrels, murder, and war. They
also prohibited lazin ss, theft, willful a.bu e; to avenge a wrong even by the mo t
violent means was not only consider d praiseworthy, but an un~ivoidable duty; respect for par nts and for the age l and gratitude to benefactors were considered
uch cau es
virtues. To kill a man for cause was considered ju t and allowable.
were a vi?lation of th . marriage-1?ed, a. refusal t? fight for the community, trea on,
or secret mterrour with otb •r tnb . The pnm hment for these crime wa sometime car_ri d o far as to inclnde the wife of the offender; bnt children specially
small cb1lclren were al ways pared. Th y had no g neral punishment for crimes·
each one was suppo d _to clel!-1 with ~is own enemies. Theft was not sufferoo among
thPm at all· a hon e m wb1 h fh it or rolilJcry had ueen committ d was at once
1 v l d to th ground and r built in another pla e with c rtain cercmonie ; then a
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shaman with a few other men entered the new building, burning certain herbs and
going through various ceremonies, in order to find out the guilty one. It was believed
that the ashes of the burned herbs would fly into the face of the thief. Once discovered, the guilty man was stripped and beaten. A very remarkable custom among
the Atkhans is the "purification," which they call aliag. Sodomy and too early
cohabitation with a, betrot4ed or intended wife are called among them grave sins.
The manner of purification was this: The offender de5irous of unburdening himself selected a time when the sun was clear and unobscured; he picked up certain
weeds and carried them about his person; then deposited them and threw his sin
upon them, calling the sun as a witness, and, when he had eased his heart of all that
had weighed upon it, he threw the grass or weeds into the fire, and after that consid ered himself cleansed of his sin.
The Atkbans, like other savages, did not know the value of their lives, and, therefore, in disasters they were easily overcome by their feelings and deprived themselves
of their lives. Grief over the death of relatives-a son, cousin, husband, or wife,
et c.-often led to suicide; but there were no examples of children depriving themselves of their lives from grief over the death of their parents, no matter how dearly
they had loved them. This was probably considered as a law. It occurred also that
~en committed suicide from disappointment at the failure of an undertaking, fearmg that they would become the laughing-stock of the village. Sometimes they preferred death to capture among their enemies, for all prisoners of war were slaves for
the remainder of their lives.
The Atkhans allowed intermarriage between all relatives, with the exception of a
brother to a sister, father with his daughter, and a son with his mother; and in case
of the death of one brother the other was obliged to marry the widow. Marriage
was contracted at 10 years of age, the time when a boy was considered able to
manage a bidarka and throw a spear, and consequently was counted among the
hunters, while the gi.rl was able to sew. Sometimes the parents betrothed their
children to each ot,her. As soon as such an engagement had been resolved upon the
parents presented the children with household utensils, clothing, hunting gear, etc.,
but the :narriage was only considered as binding when the young couple had brought
forth children. At that time it was the custom to present them with slaves; and the
refusal of an offer was considered a great insult, for which the most severe measure
of veng_eance might be instituted, even to death. Men were a,llowed to have two or
m?re wives, but only very few bad more than two. They were very jealous of their
~1ves, _and adulterers were subjects of cruel vengeance, and this crime often led to
mtertribal wars. The love of parents for their children and of children for their
pa~ents was as exemplary as among the Unalaskans. The parents managed their
ch;il~ren strictly, teaching them everything necessary for their comfort without per1mttmg them to follow their own inclination, even setting apart certain hours when
t~ey might leave them temporarily. Brothers and sisters were not allowed to play
with; each other. J:t.,or disobedience and trifling offenses the punishment was only a
reprimand, but for a graver infraction of rules the children were made to fast a day
or more. The parents were al ways willing to in trust the education of their children
to relatives, or even strange people. It was also the custom to give away children
for adoption, sometimes without consideration, but generally expecting some return.
T hese adopted children were accocded all the rights of real children of their new
p arents.
'£he mode of burial fliffered in accordance with the social condition of the deceased.
The nobles, the wealthy, or prominent, distinguished hunters were buried with spe~ial ~eremonies. A corpse of this class was clothed in its best g~rmen~s and deposited ma small structure of earth, ornamented as much as possible with mats and
flowers; the deceased was seate<l. with his knees drawn up to the chin; then the
structure was covere<.l over and closed. If the deceased had been a hunter all his
hunting utensils were buried with him. The poor ancl common people were simply
t hrown into holes, but also in a sitting posture. Men who died at sea were generally eviscerated for the purpose of postponing decomposition. The entrails
w ere burned separately. Relatives of the deceased individual killed slaves in his
honor, or as proof of their love for him or their violent grief-customs observed by
ot h er American tribes. Tear relatives of the dead continued a genera.I lamentation for several days; during this time they fasted; they did not partake of meat or
oily food such as :fish heads, and they kept themselves clean; and even husband and
wifo did not cohabit during the time of mourning. Those who were very much
a ttached to the deceased, if they dicl not commit suicide du~i~g the first paroxysm
of grief, often fa te<l. almost to starvation, and frequently v1s1ted. t~e place of bnrial to mourn and lament, giving away to the people large q~a.ut1t1es of va~uables
in memory of the dead. When children died the parents d1d not. we P, with the
ex cep t ion of cases where children died before having any teeth; m that case the
father fa ted ten days and the mother twenty. Tho wife at the cl a.th of h r ~n band, and the hui:iband at the death of his wife, kept a fast and lament; for sixty
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da,ys, beginning from the eleventh day after the death; but if the husband died or
perished at sea the days of mourning and fasting were reduced by half. At the conclusion of the mourning period the widows or widowers might contract a new
marriage.
The government of the Atkhans was patriarchal and liberal. They had no laws
or rules; customs and traditions were their only guide. They had hereditary tribal
commanders, like other American nations, but their power was limited and conditional; they were only obeyed by those who chose to listen. Their power consisted
principally in the office of selecting men to perform certain labor for the common
welfare; to divide whales cast up by the sea; to collect the forcefi in cases of emergency, and act as leaders during battles with the enemy. But on such occasions it
was necessary that they should conduct themselves bravely and be ahead of everybody; if one acted otherwise some "brave" was at once selected to replace him, and
such individual was at once invested with all the prerogatives of a chief. Chiefs
who displayed extraordinary cowardice were deprived not only of rank, but of their
property.
Special days or periods of repose they did not know, but whenever there was any
occasion for feasting, such as the arrival of strangers, the return of parties from long
voyages, victories over an enemy, or uncommon success in hunting, a season of
rejoicing was at once instituted. Their celebrations consisted generally of scenic
representations, with songs to the accompaniment of drums; masks were also used at
such times, and other ornaments according to the subject represented by the actors.
Frequently shamanism entered into such solemnities; shamans were always present
on such occasions, and were consulted in the shaping of masks or disguises. These
festivities began and frequently ended with feastings. 'l'he fare consisted only of
local products, all marine animals f\xcept the "killer" whale, all birds with the
exception of the hawk, eagle, and gull. All fishes and all known berries and roots
were consumed as food, but the most luscious morsel was a mixture of sarana roots
and berries with blubber.
The Atkhans had also special games for evenings, during which personal encounters or trials of endurance took place. The contests sometimes were of songs, sometimes of dances, and, rarely, a rude kind of wrestling. Formal challenges w:ere
sent and accepted on such occasions, and a failure to be ready at the appointed time
was considered a disgrace. The whole proceedings were of a friendly nature, and
were generally accompanied with feasting, always with songs and dances. In cour e
of time abuses entered into this custom, and contestants and enemies made use of
such opportunities to inflict injury upon each other. Open breaches of the peace and
murder were of exceedingly rare occurrence on such occasions.
The Atkhans, as well as the Unalaskans, maintain that there was a time when they
all lived at peace with each other and with their neighbors, but subsequently quarrels broke out, and fina1ly it became customary for inhabitants of different villag~s
to attack each other and destroy houses and property. Only the permanent residence of Russians among them put an end to internal strife and murder, and the
adoption of the Christian religion only chan~ed their character. antl united ~s
brethren those who had formerly been eno-aged m strife. 'l'he bloodiest wa!s pr~v1ous to the arrival of the Russians wore carried on by the Atkhans with their neighbors of Unalaska; the latter, being the more numerous, w re g nerally victors.
They say that the first cause of war between them was the following occurr nee:
One of the Una,laskans had married a native of Atkha and had a son by her, who
unfortunately had only one hand at birth. At one time the relat ives and brother
of the wife came to the village and stopped. The husband at this time was away at
some distance. 'l'he uncles and relatives noticed the:u: one-hand nephew and began
to make fun of him. They tied to his body an inflated bladder, or drum, and told
him to dance. To the mother such sport, though perhaps innocent in itself, appeared
an insnlt, but she did not exhibit her anger. The guests departed in peace, without
suspicion of coming evil. ·when the bu band returned she told him everythin r,that her r latives had made port of their unfortunate son. The bu band became
v ry angry, and collecting a few of his relatives, he set out at once to seek revenCTe.
He carried out hi intention very asily, a his former guest had no inkliI.1g of being
pur ued. Thi fir t errand of venf"J'eance ave ri e to continued hostilitie between
th Atkhans and nala kans and to a r petition of the first attack. The na.laskan ,
f cour e, consid reel them elve aa insulted and injured, and in their turn attacked
the Atkhan . In coar e of time it bee, me impos ible for members of the two trib
to m et without a bloody c~nflict; but the tkhans suffered much more, because they
w 1: w •aker, and n?t darmg t? _attack the ill, ges of h ir enemie , they w _re
obh ed tow tch th 1r pportumti when the uala kaus, ere on journey at d1 ·
taut hunti~g ground . Th
conflict g nerally took place on iguam, Amlia, and
Amukhta 1 _,h nd . The n· la k, ns on the other h and, raided upon the Atkhans
eY ry ·
r 111 numb r of from 50 to 10 bidarkas. This was carried on to such an
ex nt th t the tkh n w re oblig d to shut themselves up during the summer in
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secluded and inaccessible fortified places, but even then they were often besieO'ed
and compelled to surrender. The islands of Siguam an<.l Amlia were generally the
theater of war.
Though unable to return the attacks of the Unalaskans, the Atkhans occasionally
made war upon the Rat and Near islands as far as Attoo, and only with partial success. They used the same weapons as the Unalaskans-lances and knives. 'l'he prisoners, especially the males, were treated by the Atkhans with great cruelty, ancl
those who were made slaves were fortunate, indeed; the others were burned alive in
fire, roasted on heated rocks, and beaten with straps.
The Atkhans, as well as the Unalaskans and other tribes, believed, until the arrival
of Europeans, that they were the only people in the world, and therefore the fitst
appearance of the Russians created great consternation. All such acts of the Russians as were incomprnhensible to them were ascribed to supernatural qualities, aud
in the early times the Russians were classed with spirits or with devils. 'rhis character was maintained by the Russians subsequently by their cruelties and violent
treatment of the Aleuts. Any article of Russian manufacture found upon the beach
was considered as unclean, and was at once thrown into tho sea or burned. At first
tbe nse of iron or copper was strictly prohibited by the shamans; but where there is
a rule there is always violation of the rule. The Aleuts became more bold and convinced themselves of the superiority of metals for spear and arrow heads, knives,
etc., and subsequently they became better acquainted with the Russians and their
customs, and iron and copper became the most valuable objects in their eyes, though
the belief continued that they were manufactured with the assistance of the devil.
DIVISION OF TIME.

The Aleuts had twelve months in their year, the eleventh of which
was longer than the others, to complete the full year. Their seasons
were:
Kanakh, winter; Kanikinga (after winter), spring.
Sako6dakh, summer; sakoodikinga (after summer), autumn.
The milky way was called inim sighida, from sighidak, linia alba
(from the navel downward).
Their months were as follows:
1. March-Kadoogikh (first month), or Khisagoonakh (when straps
are eaten-starvation).
2. April-Agliooigikh khisagoonakh(end of eating straps),or Sadagan kagikh (time for leaving houses).
3. May-Ichikh khookh, or Chigum tugida (month of flowers).
4. June-Ohagalilim tugida, or Chagaligim tugida (month of breeding and hatching).
5. July-Sadignam tugida (when animals grow fat).
6. August-Oognam (or Ukhnam) tugida (warm month).
7. September-Chugulim tugida (when furs are good).
8. October-Kimadgim tugida (hunting month, when seals come
from the north).
9. November-Kimadgim kangin (after hunting month).
10. December-Agalgugakh, or Agalgalukh (when seals are hunted
in disguise).
11. J anuary-Tugidigamakh (long month).
12. February-Anulgiliakh (cormorant month).
III.-THE A':l H.AB.ASK.ANS.
1

The Athabaskans or Tinneh inclmle a 1arge number of tribes gener-

ally classed as "Ndrth Ameridan Indians," extending _from ~he ~outh

of the Mackenzie River in the north to the borders of Mexico m the
south. The nort.hernmost tribes of this stock extend in a westerly
direction nearly to the coast of Bering Sea and the Yukon Delta, touching the seacoast at one point only in the northern part of Cooks Inlet:
At every other point they are separated from the ocean by a belt of
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Eskimo population. The re~sous for adopting the term .Athabaskan in
preference to that of Tinneh have already been given.
Closely allied as these tribes are to our own well-knowu Indians of
the interior, they will probably share in the fate of the latter, disappearing rapidly before the first advances of civilization, until scarcely
enough may be left to accommodate themselves to the new ~tate of
affairs. While the Eskimo tribes of Alaska, especially those living to
the southward of Bering Strait, have the faculty of assimilating with
races of a higher type, the Athabaskans of the far north have thus far
displayed no traits which would warrant us to hope for their speedy
civilization. The territory which furnishes the Athabaskan tribes,
numbering a few hundreds, or perhaps thousands, with a scanty living
equals in superficial area many of our States or Territories. With the
exception of the Tinnats or Kenai people, on Cooks Inlet, these tribes
have not been in direct contact with Caucasians-until quite lately, and
with the one exception before mentioned they have not taken kindly to
the invaders of their vast domain. Nearly all the Athabaskan tribes
of Alaska add to their tribal name proper the word khotana, kokhtana,
or tena. A few tribes on the upper Yukon have the term kutchin, with
the same meaning. It is very probable, however, that this kutchin
may be traced to the same root as the ab<,ve-mentioned kokhtana, and
perhaps to the khuilchan (kolchan or golchan of the Russians). The
latter expression means "far-away people" with the natives of Copper
lUver, and also with the Tinnats or Kenai people.
In enumerating the Athabaskan tribes of Alaska we begin with
THE NATSIT-KUTOHIN.

The Natsit-kutchin (Natsikkutchin of Dall and Natchekutchin of
Ross) are known to the traders as gens de large. Tbe word natsit
signifies strong. They are nomadic, not numerous, and occupy the
banks of the Porcupitle River, above its junction with the Yukon, and
the country between the latter river and the Arctic divide. They are
but little known, and carry on a traffic with the Kaugmaligmute of tl1e
Arctic coasts. Their dwellings are rudely constructed log shelters,
and during the summer they Ii ve in tents.
THE HAN-KUTOIIIN.

The Han-katchin, living on the upper Yukon River, betw~e? . the
British boundary aud Fort Yukon, embrace several of the snbd1v1, 1on
made by Mr. Dall, such as the Tutchon kutchin (Kolcha,ne) and ebannees. To traders they are known a geus cl s fau '. They also lead a
nomadic life, and trade with the natives of Copper River and tho, e of
the upper Tennanah River.
TIIE YUKO IKTIOTANA.

Thi trib , compri iu(T tl1
nakh tamt and the Kntcbakntcbin of
inhabit. the b nk of
nl on River from Fort Yukon we twnrd
roadie in their habit than th ir a t rn
lato. The people ar 1
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bor , but are by no me
r
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l
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signifies "men of the Yukon." The existence of totems among them
has not been definitely ascertained, though we have many indications
of their division into clans. In distinction from theirneighbors of the
west and north, they do not use their dogs as draft animals, but only
for hunting. In winter and summer alike they carry such loads as they
wish to transport upon their shoulders. They are, as a rule, tall and
of spare habit. Their women are worn-out and faded at an early age,
having, in true Indian style, to bear most of the household burdens.
They are polygamists, in spite of the fact that the males outnumber
the females considerably in the majority of the settlements. They have
no marriage ceremony, but the custom of purchasing wives, found
among so many of the Athabaskans, does not exist among them.
They are not copper-colored, being rather of an ashy hue, and they are
le s hairy than their Eskimo neighbors.
THE TENN.A.NKUTCHIN.

~he Tennankutchin (Mountain men), or Tennan-tnu-kokhtana (Mountarn River men), as they are called by the Tinnats, occupy the mountainous ba in of the 'fennanah River. But few white men have penetrated
into their domain, as they have always borne the character of a treacherous and warlike tribe. They number, perhaps, 700 or 800, living
chiefly in villages near the headwaters of the river, which they descend
during the summer in birch-bark canoes to trade on the neutral ground
of Nuklukaiet, at the junction of the Tennanah with the Yukon River.
Their common dress consists of moose-skin shirts and pantaloons, for
both sexes, the difference consisting only in the shape of the skirt of
the upper garment, which is rounded with the females and pointed with
the males. Both sexes are fond of bead and porcupine-quill embroidery.
They paint their faces, and on festive occasions powder their unkempt
locks with eagle-down, after the fashion of the Kaniagmute, in the far
southeast. In summer the men wear no head covering but a narrow
band of skin for the insertion of feathers. The accompanying plate
represents two individuals of this tribe, who were the :first to visit the
seacoast, in the year 1880. They have been known to trade with the
Kenai people in ancient times, and are reported to possess a system of
totems.
'1.'HE YUNN .A.KA.KR OTA.NA.

The Yunnakakhotana, first named by Zagoskin, inhabit the Koyukuk
River, the northern tributary of the Yukon. Their name igui:fies "faraway people," and was probably given to them by their southern
neighbors, but Mr. Dall calls them Koyukokhotana. Zagoskin is the
only white man who has ever visited them in their homes. He made a
winter journey along the river and across the divide to the headwaters
of Selawik River, which empties into Kotzebue Sound. He describes
them as living in small communities of one or two log houses, widely
cattered. The Yunnakakhotana trade alternately at Nulato, on the
Yukon, and with the Eskimo of Kotzebue Sound. Mr. E.W. Nelson
reports that he aw natives belonging to thi tribe on the coa t of
Kotzebue ound, who bad mixed with their E kimo neighbors to uch
an extent as to have adopted their language while still retaining their
distinctly Athaba kan physical features.
.
Mi led, probably, by his imperfect kno~ledge of the ~u 1an 1~nguage, Mr. D 11 ha mentioned Zacro, lnn (~ncl upon h: auth~rity
Wrangell and Baer) a cla ing the e people with the Innmt or E ·kimo.
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In this he is mistaken, as Zagoskin drew a very distinct Une between
his Tim:~ai and the KngJulit ?r Eskimo everywhere, locating the
boundaries between the tribes with remarkable correctness.
I'

THE K.A.INHKHOT.A.N.A..

The Kainhkhotana,comprising the people of both banks of tbe Yukon
from Nulato down to Paim u te (the eastern boundary of the Eskimo tribes
on the Yukon), as well as the tribes living upon the banks of the Chageluk, lnnoko, and the Thlegon rivers, formerly classed as Ingalit or In kalik, are the westernmost of the .Alaskan .Athabaskans, almost impinging
upon the seacoast at the headwaters of the .Anvik River. The tribal
name means "lowlanders." Like their eastern neighbors, the Kainhkhotana live chiefly by hunting, and engage in fishing only to eke out scanty
supplies. They live in permanent villages and make use of dogs as draft
animals, having adopted in addition many customs of their Eskimo
neighbors on the west. In traveling on the river and on the lakes they
make use of both the birch-bark canoe and the kaiak. The latter,
however, is not manufactured by themselves, but purchased from the
Eskimo, who in their turn, as before mentioned, have adopted the birchbark canoe for certain purposes. The Kainbkhotana have also adopted
from the Eskimo the frequent celebration of festivals and the rites of
shamanism. Their dwellings are large and partly underground, with
a superstructure of logs and sods. The kasbga or council house of the
Eskimo is absent here, and festivals are held in the larger d wellingR.
No traces of the totemic system have been found. Duriug one of their
festivals, connected in some way with bunting reindeer, which the
writer witnessed on the Chageluk River, the following representation
took place: Two meu, who had been donning their costumes behind a
screen of deer skins, suddenly appeared in the center of the house, the
sides of which were liued with spectators. One man was attired in a
fantastic hunting costume, richly ornamented with beads, friuges, and
tassels, and wearing a band around the head studded with eagles'
feathers, and with bow and arrows in his hands. The stuffed skins of
several animals and birds were drawn fortl.t from some corner in rapid
succession l>y means of strings, and as each animal appeared the hunter made an attempt to kill it. Every attempt, however, was foiled by
the other man, who was dre sed up in imitation of a raven, witlJ the
appropriate mask and with wiugs fasteue<l to bis arms. With the e
wing he would spoil the hunter's aim, and then hop about, imitating
admirably the awkward jumping of the crow, while he kept chattering
away in der.i ion of the awkward hunter. This was keptupforsometime
until a shaman or sorcerer appeared upon the scene, dres ed up in a long
Jmnting shirt nearly covered with string of bears' claws, eagles' beak ,
bead , etc., and with rattle in both hand . Th shaman pres ed upon
the hunter the acceptan e of a charm or amulet, for which he received
in payment nearly everything the hunter bad about him. Then the animals began to appear again, the hunter laying them one after another
without any further int r:£ rence from the raven. It was evidently
unne
ary to look for any deep meaning in thi performance, a it
wa onl the haman s advertisement of bi charms and ervi e , pure
and imp] . In uch fe tival a are celebrated in memory of the d ad
th I rforrnan e are more vari d and of greater intere t.
The I ainhkhotana like mo t of their tbaba kanneighbor, depo it
h b di of their d ad iu boxe rai don po ts omewhat above th
>Totrnd . Flag and treamer of white cotton are frequently attached
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to these structures. The burial places are generally located upon some
prominent bluff overhanging the river, where the graves can be seen
from a distance.
THE KHUILOH..A.N.

The Khuilchan, or Kolchane of the Russians, occupy the vast interior
mountainous region bordering upon the upper Kuskokvim, the divide
between the latter river and the Tennanah in the north, the main Alaskan
range in the east and south, and the country of the N ushegagmute in
the west. They are nomads, roaming about at will from river to river,
and from one mountain chain to another, selling their skins at the trading posts nearest their hunting grounds. This last custom has given
rise to an overestimation of their number, as the same tribes have been
accounted for as trading at three or four different stations. Their whole
number at present probably does not reach 200. The many traditions
of their treacherous and warlike character handed down to us by the
Russians may safely be looked upon as fabulous. Living as they do,
they could never have been a numerous people or the cause of danger
to their neighbors. It is said that they have some permanent villages
on the head waters of the Kuskokvim, but no white man has ever beheld
them. Such of the women as have been seen at the various tradingstations were of repulsive appearance, and gave evidence of a life of
hardship and abuse. TheKhuilchan use birch-bark canoes, and do not
make use of the dogs as draft animals.
THE TINN.ATS- (OR KINN.A.TS-) KHOTANA.

The Tinnats-khotana (Kenaitze of the Russians), named Tebaninlmtcbin by Dall, are the only tribe of Athabaskans occupying any portion
of the seacoast in Alaska. They came into contact with the Russians
at an early date, but were subjugated only after much fighting. As
early as 1789 permanent trading stations were established among them
on the coast of Cooks Inlet by the Russians, and from that time they
have been nominally Christians. Their regular missionary station is
now located on the mouth of the Kaknu River. The settlements of the
Tinnats-khotana extend from Kuchekmak Gulf on the Kenai Peninsula
around the inlet northward and westward, including the valleys of the
Kinik and Sushetno rivers, and reaching to the great lake of Ilyamna,
and down to the vicinity of Cape Douglas, where the Kaniagmute territory begins. The Tinnats-khotana are taller than their Eskimo neighbors; their skin is a shade or two darker, with the exception of those
living in the neighborhood of former Russian settlements, where they
bave intermingled with the invaders. Their women are generally much
more prepos essing in personal appearance than those of the other
Athabaskan tribes of Alaska. In the coast settlements their mode of
life has been much changed. They have adopted to a great extent the
customs of the semicivilized Kaniagmute and creoles, but in the
interior, especially in the Sushetno and Kinik valley , we find them
still dressed in deer-skin hirt and trou ers, men and women alike; a
practice clearly indicating their kin hip to the northern Athaba kans.
Many of their garments are ta tefully embelli h d with porcupine
quills, bead and grass plaiting. The ears and no e of the men a~e
pierced for the insertion of pendants of dentalium or hyqua bell, this
being almo t the only ection of the Territory where the trader till
finds a teady demand for the. e shell . In th interior the people
use the birch-bark cano xclusively for coa t voyages and for the pur-
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pose of hunting the beluga; purchasing the bidarkas they use from
their Eskimo neighbors. They build their permanent dwellings of logs.
These logs are so fashioned that the uuder side, hollowed out, fits down
tight, almost air-tight, upon the rounded surface of the timber next
below. Some of their houses are from 15 to 20 feet square, and have
regular rafters, giving a pitch to the roof sufficient to shed rain and
melting snow. The covering of the roof is the bark of spruce trees.
The fireplace is in the center, with a smoke hole directly above it. The
entrance to the house consists of a low, square aperture scarcely large
enough to admit an adult person. The floor consists of the natural
earth, trodden hard, and along the sides of the inclosure are rude platforms, erected a foot or two from the ground, covered with grass mats
and skins, and serving as sleeping and lounging places in the evening.
In the houses of the well-to-do hunters we find wings or box like aduitions to the main building, tightly framed and put together, opening
into the main room. These little additions are furnished with the
luxury of a rough plank :floor, and in many instances with a small window covered with fish gut. Tlley are used in winter as sleeping apartments, and as reception rooms during· visits of ceremony, and al o as
bathrooms, being heated during the winter with hot stones carried in
from the fire outside, thus enabling the natives to dispense with clothing
during the night, which they consider a great luxury. Wherever the
Tinnats-khotana are under the influence of the Russian mi~sion they
bury their dead under ground, but in more remote settlements we find
the bodies deposited in boxes set upon posts, as before noticed in speaking of other Athabaskan tribes. The bodies of chiefs and prominent
persons are frequently placed in a structure resembling a smaU house
with door and window, and gifts are deposited at graves and burial
places. At the death of a chief it is the custom to carry all his belongings into the hut that shelters his remains. In the vicinity of Toyonok
I saw such a burial house nearly filled with articles mest valuable in
the eyes of the natives, among them several Russian samovars, worth
from $50 to $60 apiece, breech-loading arms, rifles, large number of
blankets and deerskins, richly ornamented garments, etc. 'fhe decea ed
who had been thus honored was a Christian, and not long after my vi it
the Russian missionary proceeded to the burial house and carried off
all articles of value and sold them at auction for the benefit of the
church.
o opposition was made at the time to this summary proceeding, but it is very probable that the resentment naturally cau ed
thereby in the hearts of the natives will rankle there for years, until some
opportunity presents itself for vengeance. The men of this tribe are
of a taciturn dispo ition, but they are indefatigable hunters, and spend
most of their time in the chase of fur-bearing animals and game, makiug
long journeys into the interior through the mountain defiles and over
passes, nearly always on foot, using their birch-bark canoe chiefly for
cros ing rivers and lakes. They build along their routes of travel here
and there temporary helter or sheds open in front, with sloping roof
thatched with gra s. Each traveling individual or party, on leaving
uch a place, depo it in a certain nook a mall bundle of dry mo
birch-bark, ro i11, or twigs, to enable the next comer to kindle hi fire
without difficulty. This ho I itable and thoughtful cu tom i never
mitted.
The Tinnat -khotana also have their fe tivals and dances on certain
occa ion during which pre ent are given away to those who a tend.
The !riv r f he fi a t alone app ar ma k d and dre ed up in fanciful
costume. The modus operandi of one of the e te tivals, celebrated on
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the occasion of a beluga hunt at the village of Chkituk, was as follows:
The invited guests who were to participate in the feast arrived in
canoes late in the afternoon, and were received on the beach by the
chief of Ohkitnk, accompanied by nearly all his people chanting a song
in slow measure. The guests took up the song, and both parties walked
up to the vlllage, the hosts carrying all the baggage and belongings of
their visitors. The party proceeded at once to the house of the chief,
where they were entertained hospitably during the remainder of the
afternoon. Etiquette did not permit a single question to be addressed
to the newcomers until they bad satisfied their appetites. The greatest
delicacies, berries preserved in rancid oil, beluga blubber, dried moose
nose, and fish spawn were pressed upon them without a word and partaken of in silence. At last their hunger was appeased and conversation began, which was kept up until darkness had set in. Then the
chief retired into a corner of the apartment, and with the aid of his two
wives attired himself in his best costume, consisting of an immense hat
trimmed with bears' claws and beads, and a loose robe of white cotton
richly embroidered with beads. In his bands he had rattles, inflated
bladders filled with pebbles. He advanced to the center of the room
a~d began to dance, two of his sons chanting and beating time with
sticks. The measure increased in rapidity as the dance proceeded,
involving a corresponding change in the movements of the chief, who
wound up his performance with the most violent contortions. When he
was thoroughly exhausted he ceased dancing and threw upon the floor
a number of articles he wished to give away. The spectators, excited
by the song, also produced gifts aud threw them upon the others. The
whole was then distributed among those present in accordance with the
directions of' the oldest woman present, the chief lifting up each article
and the woman calling the name of the person who should have it.
After this the chief changed his costume four times, performing as many
dances, and after each there was a distribution of presents. This ceremonial was kept up for three successive afternoons, until the hunters
departed on their journey, chanting a canoe song and keeping time with
their paddles.
The Tinnats-khotana, though nominally Christians, still observe
many of their old customs, one of which is the driving away of evil spirits from the couch of a dying person. I witnessed a scene of this kind
in a village situated within a few miles of the missionary establishment.
A woman was lying upon a wretched couch in her last moments, wl1ile
her husband stood in the entrance or doorway of the house, loading and
firing his gun and shouting between the discharges at the top of his
voice, accompanied by a chorus of yells and groans from the other
members of the household, his neighbors joining. The action appeared
to be cruel and savage, but the intention was good, being to frighten
away the evil spirits from the dying woman.
The Tinnats-khotana have many traditions of gigantic races, living
to the northward, who in ancient times invaded their territory, killing
many people. Oue old man assured me that during the lifetime of his
grandfather one of these giants came down from the mountain , and as
he trode through the village be would pick np an unfortunate individual in each hand, swing them by their feet, and knock their hea?s
together, after which ummary proceedings be would deposit them m
the breast of his parka. It is of course out of the question that the e
savage should ever have heard how Polyphemus treate~ the c~~p~nion of Ulysses. Tbe same old man, in speaking of the t~1bes adJommg
the Tinnats-khotana in the north, said that after crossmg the moun-
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ta.ins the traveler would first come to the Khuilchan, who were cannibal ,
easily distinguished by a blue ring around the mouth caused by their
horrible practice. Beyond this tribe lived the giants heretofore mentioned, and still beyond them a very small race of people, almost black,
but exceedingly skillful in the use of bow and arrow. Beyond this
dwarf tribe again there was only water and big fish, as big as mountains. One might also imagine from this fantastic description that the
Tinnats-khotana knew of the undersized Eskimo of the Arctic coa t
and the whales in the Arctic Ocean. Their superstitions with regard to
the various smoking and rumbling volcanoes in their country are numerous. They do not like to approach such localities, aud until the Russians settled among them the immediate vicinity of volcanoes served
as a refuge for thP- reindeer, moose, and other game, which were never
molested there. They tell of an eruption of the Ilyamna volcano, during which lava and rock in huge masses were thrown across the iulet,
covering up whole villages with debris. It is of course impossible to
locate with accuracy the time of this fearful eruption, but all along the
eastern coast of Cooks Inlet are yet found blocks of lava and conglomerate that invest the tradition with some probability. The natives al o
say that a pestilence followed this eruption, nearly destroying the people. This also we may believe when we glance at the large number of
village sites almost hidden from view under a dense-covering of sphagnous growth.
The following are the names given by the Tinnats to other tribes:
Their own name: Tinnatz or Kinnat½kokhtana.
Kaniagmute: Ultz-chna (slaves).
Chugachimute: Tatliakhtana.
Copper River: Otnokhotana.
Thlinket: Totkoliushok. [ ¥J
Aleut: Takhayuna.
Aliaska Peninsula: Nieskakh-itina.
Prairie or tundra people: Ghuil-chan.
Ilyamna people: Ktzialtana.
People of the seacoast with long spears: Tutna.
Dog-drivers (in the north): Tyndysiukhtana.
Russian: Kaziakhtana (Cossack).
THE AH-TENA OR AHT A-KHOTANA.

TheAh-tena (of Dall), a name signifying "big men," or Otno-khotana
as they are named by the Tinnats, occupy the whole ba 'in of the Copper, or Atnah, River and its tributaries. Their permanent village are
located on the headwater of the river, a hundred miles or more from
the ea. They do not number over 300 all told. Their position is that
of middlemen between the Eskimo tribes of the eacoast and the .Athabaskans of the far interior, their trading operation extending a far a
the headwat rs of the Yukon and Tennanah rivers. Them n are tall
straight, and very active, with features resembling clo ely tho e of th
typical orth American Indian; aquiline no e are the rule amon
the Atnah people. The men do not posse s any beard, or perhaI
remove all hair from the face after the cu tom of other well-known
tribe . The females of thi tribe have not yet come under the ob ervation of any white men who lived to de cribe them; two or three Ru ·
ian who v ntured to penetrate into the Copper River country wer
kill d b b a ag and the on1 whit man (a miner) wbo ha mad
an attempt iuce the acqui ition of Ala ka by the nited tat though
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suffered to reside in the lower Copper River region for nearly two years,
was not permitted to visit the permanent villages or to ascertain the
mineral resources of that region. The name of the river from which
this tribe has taken its name is properly Ahtnu, or "Big River," tnu
being the word for river in their language as well as in that of the Tin11ats. The party of Copper River natives who made their annual visit
to the Nuchek trading post in the year 1881 gave to me, as their tribal
name, .Ahtnu-khotana, or" Big River people." For the purpose of visiting the seacoast these people purchase large skin-covered boats of the
Ohugachimute or of the traders. The return journey up the river is
exceedingly difficult, as at two different points glaciers have crossed
the river, making long portages over the ice necessary. The men claim
that they must spend from three to four weeks on their return voyage.
This assertion is probably true, as they abstain from purchasing any
article of weight or bulk for the purpose of their trade, confining themselves entirely to beads, a few light packages of cotton prints, and
tobacco. The beads are purch!l,sed by them only for the purpose of
selling them again, as they do not themselves make use of any kind of
bead ornaments. Their deerskin garments are trimmed with porcupine-quill embroidery and fringes alone. They wear their hair long,
either hanging loose or tied in a single scalp lock at the top of the
head. The accompanying plate represents one of these Atnah warriors,
together with an individual from their nearest neighbors in the east,
the Chilkhat Thlinket. For the reasons above mentioned, nothing is
known of their domestic life or their beliefs and superstitions. By the
Eskimo of Prince William Sound the Copper River people are called
Yullit, according to the same authorities, but it is probable that this
term signifies "one people."
IV.-THE THLINKET.

The Thlinket, numbering perhaps somewhat over 7,000 people, and
inhabiting the coast and islan~s from the intersection of the one hundred and forty-first meridian to the southern boundary of Alaska, are
perhaps the most interesting among the native tribes of the country,
from an ethnological point of view. The curious totemic system is
more fully developed here than it has been found with any other tribe.
The ties of the totem or clanship are considered far stronger than those
of blood relationship. The principal clans are those of tbe Raven, the
Bear, the Wolf, and the Whale. Men may not marry in their own clan,
and children belong to the clan of the.ir mother. The Thlinket are
trictly confined to the seacoast by the natural barrier of stupendous
monntains that rise everywhere within a short distance from the shore
along the whole length of their territory; hence they are empbatically
a maritime people, skillful in the construction and management of their
huge wooden canoes, fashioned out of a single log. Nearly all their
sub istence is drawn from the sea and from the rivers, with the addition of deer and mountain goat from the mountains. Their country i
thickly wooded, and as a consequence their dwelling are large, being
con tructed of huge planks and logs, some of the latter of such dim nsions as to make u wonder how these savages could handle th m without mechanical appliances. In all the villages where the_ Thli~ket li_ve
jn their primitive manner totem posts, from 50 to 100 feet 1~ he1ght, ri e
up in front of nearly ev ry dwe1ling, elaborate! carved with th t t m
in all imagiual>le variation·, a,11(]. indicating in . om ob ,~r w~y l!
pedigree of the owner. 'rhe Thlinket excel in all manner of carvrng· m
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wood, bone, or stone. 'l'hey shape pipes, rattles, and masks, with all fantastical forms, from the hardest material. The women are equally skillful in plaiting baskets from spruce roots split and soaked in water.
The fibers are dyed in different colors and worked into tasteful patterns.
In former times they also made a practice of weaving the long hair of
the mountain goat into cloaks and blankets in the most gorgeous color
and patterns, but since the introduction of woolen blankets and manufactured clothing this art bas been neglected until now it is almost lost,
but a few of these garments now existing as heirlooms in the more prominent families.
The Thlinket, like their near relatives, the natives of British Columbia, have always owned slaves, and the custom has not been abolished
among them since their transfer to the United States. The slaves were
always, in the first place, prisoners taken in war aud sold from one clan
or tribe to another, but the descendants of these slaves also remained
in the condition of their parents-liable to be given away, traded off, or
even kille<l, at the pleasure of their masters. The former custom of
killing slaves on the death of a chief in order to furnish him with servants in the other world has becotne obsolete, or exists only nominal1y,
as for long years previous to the sale of the territory the Tblinket of
.Ala8ka were in the habit of accepting presents from the Rus ian
authorities in consideration of releasing the intended victims of this
practice. They resorted to the same extortion during the fir t year of
.American occupation, when the military commander at Sitka, with 200
or 300 soldiers at his back, was weak enough to comply with it and to
bribe the insolent chiefs into abstaining from murder. They think any
insult or injury can be repaired by payment of money or goods. The
murder of a relative can be atoned for by a certain number of blanket
(their common currency since their first acquaintance with Caucasian ).
Wounds and injuries are assessed in proportion. A refu al to marry a
widow of an uncle or elder brother can also be settled by the payment
of blankets. Wars are frequently avoided by an indemnity arrangement, and they go so far in this system of compeu ation that they
demand payment for Jo ses from parties who have been in no way
instrumental in causing them. For instance, an Indian of Sitka bro1 e
into the room of two miners in their absence, emptied a demijohn of
liquor, and died in consequence, and the relatives of the robber
demanded and received payment from the unfortunate Caucasians. If
a man be attacked by a savage dog and kills him in self-defi nse he
mu t pay for the dog· to the Thlinket owner. A mall trading schooner
while running before a furious gale, rescued two Thlinket from a sinking canoe, which had been carried to sea. The canoe was nearly a
long as the schooner and could not be carried or towed seeing which
the natives themselves cut the worthless craft adrift. When the
humane captain landed the rescued men at their village he wa a toni hed by a peremptory demand for payment for the canoe, back d by
threat of retaliation or v ngeance.
The observation of the priest Veniaminof, who labored patient!
among the people in the cause of Chri tianity and those of everal
uh equent explorers, are embodied in the following ummary:
The tribe or rac ho call th m el e TlJUnket-that i , "man in
their own langua -but who r ceiv d from the Ru i ns the nam
of aliu bi Kolin bi, or Kolo b, inhabit he coa t f orth m ri ·a
lnmbia I iver or from latitud, 6 ° t
from Mount t. ◄ lia to th
4-- o north. i'he ubject of m in v tigation, however, ha b en that
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portion of the race living north of the Nass River, or of the British
boundary. Veniaminof estimated the number of the whole race at
from 20,000 to 25,000 living within the Russian lines, but the estimate
was made in 1840, and if it was once correct a remarkable decrease in
numbers must have taken place since.
The term Kolosh, applied to the Thlinket by the Russians, is not
recognized by themselves. It is a term perhaps derived from the Aleut
word kaluga, signifying a trough or wooden dish. When the first
Rus ians encountered the Thlinket in the vicinity of Sitka the Aleutian
hunters were struck with the remarkable lip ornament of the Thlinket
women, consisting of a trough-shaped disk inserted in an incision of
the under lip. In spe~king of these natives they probably described
them as people with "kalugas," of which latter word kalushka would
be the diminutive, and thus it is supposed the Russian name of the
tribe originated. It is difficult to determine the authenticity of this
deriviation, as we meet in all sections of the former Russian colonies
with provincialisms of Yakutish, -Kamcbatkan, and Aleutian origin.
It is a significant fact, however, that the oldest authors on the subject
used the term Kaliushi or Koliushi, wbile only the later writers adopted
the word Kolosh. In Sitka, at the time of the transfer of the country,
the ancient form had become altogether obsolete.
Holmberg noticed that in Sitka it was the practice to address a
native with the word shniaga, and claims that this also had become a
term siguifying the whole race. The Russians claimed that this expression is of Thlinket origin, but this seems to me not supported by evidence. When a Thlinket addresses a Russian he also uses the word
shniaga, which seems to signify "friend, or good friend, listen," or
something equivalent. But as there is no similar word in the Thlinket
language expressing the same meaning, we may surmise that the
Thlinket adopted the word from the Russian, modifying it probably to
snit their own idiom. The Thlinket themselves state that the term was
adopted from the Russians; it is only too prolJable, therefore, that the
word shniaga sprang from the Aleutian or some other native tongue of
Alaska or Kamchatka. The Thlinket themselves adopt names from
their principal places of residence, such as Sitkakhoan, Chilkhatkhoan,
and Stakhinkhvan-that is, people of Sitka, Cbilkhat, and Stakhin.
Ru sians and other European nations with whom they have come in
contact were named by them Kusskbakhoan, but to the Americans,
with whom they always carried on a clandestine traffic iu :firearms and
powder, they applied the name of "Whashtankhoan." As the roots of
these two names we easily recognize the words Co ack and Bo ton.
The first word probably sounded at first Kussakekhoan. Among the
E kimo of the we t the same word is in use as Kossage and Koshage.
The Thlinket tribe is divided into two branches or clans, the Raven
and the Wolf family, respectively. Their myths or traditions speak of
two heroes or gods, who at the beginning of time, through deeds of
valor and supernatural power, procured for mankind the advantages
and comfort they now enjoy, and to these heroes the Thlinket tbink
they trace their origin. The names of the e beings or demigod were
Ye bl or Yehl, the ancestor of the Raven clan, and Kbenookh, the
ancestor of the Wolf family. In spite of this theory of th _ir origin.
the raven and the wolf, con idered as animal , do not take an 1m1 ortant
place in the Thlinket mythology. In di cu ing be m hol_o Y _r
b elief: of th · Thlinkct. we ball find tl1at
sbl (or_ bl)_ <lnrmg lu ,
frequent transformation occasioually adop <l. th 1orru oi h raven.
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and in this way the name of the god may have come to be applied to
the bird. It may have been the same with Khenookh, though the
traditions make no mention of his appearance in the form of a wolf.
Both the Raven and the Wolf clans have many subordinate divisions.
Thus, in the Raven clan we hear of the Raven, the Frog, the Goose, the
Sea Lion, the Owl, the Thlukhu (a species of salmon), and in the Wolf
clan the family of the Wolf, the Bear, the Eagle, the Porpoise, the
Shark, etc.; and each of these subfamilies is again divided into branches
in accordance with the locality occupied by it.
The Raven clan, which claims to have sprung from Yeshl, the benefactor of mankind, enjoy perhaps the greatest respect, but the Wolf
clan has acquired renown through its greater courage, large numbers,
and successful warlike expeditions and heroic deeds.
The most renowned of the subdivisions of the Wolf clan is the Khawakhasbthan or Kokhanthan, living on the Uhilkhat River, which formerly
held but little intercourse with other clans and maintained a reputation
for courage alld ferocity. Each clan or family displays in every possible way the totem or coat-of-arms in the shape of some easily-recognized
part of the animal or bird that has given the name to their division.
We find such representations carved or painted upon canoes, utensils,
blankets, shields, wooden helmets, and even on their horses; and on
solemn occasions, during dances and feasts in memory of the dead cremations, or other funeral ceremonies, we frequently find iudividuals
dressed up altogether in the form of the totem of the clan.
Without reference to clan or subdivision all the Thlinket are divided
into two classes, one containing the chiefs or the nobility, the other the
common people. The chieftainship is hereditary in the families, but
the authority connected therewith is entirely dependent upon wealth,
which until of late consisted chiefly in the possession of slaves. The
latter, if they belonged to the Thliuket tribe, formed a third class, a
the children of a slave always remained slaves, but the majority of this
class were originally prisoners, acquired by purchase or by war from
other tribes to the south ward, in the British possessions.
Veniaminof's opinion of the division of the Thlinket clans was that
at the beginning only two families existed, the oldest aud most prominent members of which were Yesbl and Khenookb. Their children
adopted the names of various animals, and still live together, though
in eparate houses. Each house was described by name in accordance
with its position (on a bill, or on the shore of a river or lake); but when
in cour e of time the descendants increased in number they were obliged
to seek other dwelling places, carrying with them, however, the name
of the abandoned locality and the proud title of a, '' son of Ye bl" or a
" on of Khenookh." These names have descended to modern time
wbile the progenitors, who e memory is carefully pre erved, were finally
wor biped as god-like beings to whom the Ihlinket owe all they po e
of earthly happiness.
The traditions of the Thlinket unite in the theory of their common
origin in the interior of the merican continent, whence they migrated
northward and estward until they emerged upon the coa t of the
Pacific in the icinity of Queen harlotte Island. An appar nt imilari y between the langua · of the pache and Aztec tribe and that
of h Thlink t and perhap al o of the .A.thaba kan tribes of the
north ha b n hint d at by many ethnologi t and explorers ince th
d y of Wran ell who fir t called attention to the cir nmstance.
Th on ward chara t ri tic of the Thlinket tribe may be enumerated
a follow : he coar e, tiff, coal-black hair; dark eyebrow , but fain tl
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delineated over the large black eyes full of expression; protruding
cheek bones; thick, full lips (the under lips of the women disfigured by
the custom of inserting round or oval pieces of wood or bone), and the
septum of the men pierced for the purpose of inserting ornaments;
beautiful, white teeth; ears pierced not only in the lobes, but all around
the rim. To these may be added the dark color of the skin, a medium
stature, and a proud, erect bearing (this only applies to the men). The
bands of the women are very small, and large feet are rarely met with.
Before their acquaintance with the Russians the only clothing of the
Tblinket consisted of' skins sewed together, which they threw around
their naked bodies without regard to custom or fashion. In addition
to this they wore on festive occasions blankets woven out of the fleeces
of mountain goats. From time immemorial they have possessed the
art of dyeing this material black and yellow by means of charcoal and
~ kind of moss called sekhone. The patterns of these blankets wrought
m ~olors exhibit _an astonishing degree of skill and industry; the bat,
plaited of roots, 1s also ornamented with :figures and representations of
animals.
By nature the Thlinket are indolent, those inhabiting the coast frequently living upon the refuse of the tide upon the beach that can be
obtained without exertion. As long as they lived in their primitive
st~te, and before the creation of artificial wants, the men of the Thlinket
tribes were urged to exertion only by the rigorous climate, which compelled them to bunt fur-bearing animals and to use their skins as cloth~ng. As their wants increased, however, they overcame their natural
mdolence, and now they labor faithfully and cheerfully for the sake of
increasing their means of purchasing whatever takes their fancy.
The male costume is but little distinguished from that of the females,
each wearing now (unless they have adopted the garments of civilization) one cotton shirt or garment reaching to the knees, a woolen blanket of various colors, white, red, green, and blue, and ornamented in
front with rows of brass or pearl buttons. These blankets they wear
much in the manner prevailing among the Indians of the United States
and Mexico, throwing one end over the shoulder. Occasionally the
garment is tightened around the waist with a gorgeous belt. As a
rule, the Tblinket of both sexes go barefooted.
Both men and women paint their faces black and red with charcoal
or soot and vermilion (cinnabar), which are their favorite colors. They
are mixed with seal oil and rubbed well into the cuticle. Subsequently
:figures and patterns are scratched upon thi-s surface with sticks of
wood. The wealthy Thlinket paint their faces every day, while the
plebeians indulge in this luxury only occasionally.
The men pierce the partition of the nose, the operation being performed in early childhood, frequently within a few weeks after birth.
In the aperture thus made a silver ring is sometimes inserted large
enough to cover the mouth, but the poorer individuals insert other articles, such as feathers, etc. They also pierce the lobes of tbe ear for
the purpose of inserting sharks' teeth, shells, an<l. other ornaments,
while through the holes around the rim of the ear they draw bits of r d
worsted or small feathers. Veniaminof state that each bole in the ear
was pierced in memory of some event or deed.
The ornamentation of the under lip of a female (now almost obsolete)
marked an epoch in her life. When she came to the age of puberty tbe
lip was pierced and a mall cylindrical piece of bone or silver wa
inserted. A long a he remained single he wore this, but as soon as
she wa married a larger piece of wood or bone wa pressed into the
B. Doc. 92, pt. 4-28
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opening and annually replaced by a still larger one, the inner side being
hollowed out. Old women could frequently be seen with such labret
2 inches in diameter. It was of course impossible for these individuals
to close their mouths, the under lip protruding, distended by the disk
of wood or bone, in the most disgusting manner-the failure to clo e
the mouth causing an incessant flow of saliva, and often offensive pu .
The Thlinket, like most of the tribes of the northwest coa, t of Nort h
America, may be called marine nomads, as they occupy fixed. dwellin g
places only during the wfater, roving about duriug the summer in search
of food for the winter. They derive their principal nourishment fro m
the sea, a few roots, weeds, and berries forming luxuries only of the
summer season. The sea that washes the shore is extraordinarily rich,
not only in fish, but in all kinds of mollusks and algre. The ebb tide
bares the shore twice each day and leaves behind an abundance of uch
food iu pools and on the rocks, enabling a Thlinket to pick up his dinner without much exertion. He refuses no kind of mollusk and consumes nearly every species of marine plant. His favorite articles of
food are clams and mussels (cardiurn and mytilus), echinus, cuttle fi b,
the roe of herrings, and all kinds of :fi h. The herring's spawn is collected together with algre, upon which it has been deposited, and preserved in boxes for the winter. This delicacy is not considered fit for
the table until it has gone through a process of fermentation. Oil is
pressed out of this preserved spawn of a higher and "finer" flavor than
that of seal oil. Of the cuttle fish only the arms are eaten, and the e
are boiled until the slimy particles coagulate. In contradistinction fro m
the Eskimo, the Thliuket do not eat their fish raw; the cooking is now
done in iron kettles, but in former times they used for this purpo e
water-tight baskets, into which heated stones were thrown. The fish
intended to be kept for the winter is not dried in the sun, as is done by
the Eskimo, but suspended in the smoke of the house.
'The larger marine animals, such as the seal, otter, and porpoise, are
much hunted and furnish abundant food to the Thlinket, but the meat
of the whale is held to be unclean, being de ·pised by all the Thlinket
as pork is by the Jews, with the exception of the Yakutats living in
the vicinity of Mount St. Elias. This cllange in habits may have been
caused. by the vicinity of the Yakutats to Eskimo ti·ibes, a supposition
which is strengthened by the fact that the Yakutat females do not wear
the horrible ornament in the under lip.
The Thliuket dwelling within the boundaries of Alaska live in fixed
settlements, but in the summer they leave their villages and roam about
at will, erecting temporary shelters with poles and bark wherever th~y
remain for a time. The winter hou e is erected with great care and 1
frequently built strong enough to serve as a fortification again, t the
attacks of other tribes. The height of the Kolo h or Thlinket hon
is from 6 to 8 feet and con i ts of a parall logram of heavy logs; rafter
joined at an angle of 45 degree and covered with bark form a roof.
The entrance cou i t of a mall aperture, generally circular, but occaionally quare in hape, at ome distance from the ground. Each of
the e aperture can b clos d from within by a ponderou door. In
the c uter of the r of there i a larO'e quare opening which afford an
n tran e to daylight and an it ti r the moke. A creen of plank i
al way pla · d on th w atb r ide of thi op ning and hifted about in
~c ·orclanc , ith the wind. I~m ~iately und r the op ning in t he ro f
1. a 1 rge fir plac
unk a httl mto the ground. The flo r in th
hon · of th
< ltliy cou i t of pl a nk, but commonly of the b, re oil.
On two id of the interior of thi edifice are partitions for torage o
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provi ions and uten il , while iu the baekground opposite the entrance
there i a number uf small box-like partitions serving as sleeping and
reception rooms for indiviclual member.., of the family. These latter
apartment are not high euough to permit the inmate to stand erect,
and rarely large enough to allow him to stretch out.
The Thlinket display the greatest skilJ in the manufacture of their
canoe , each being carved out of a single log. The war canoes differ
from tho e in common use only in size, the formPr being intended to
carry from 40 to 50 people, while tlle latter do not hold more than 10 or
12. The ·hape i ub tantially the same, and all arn oroomented in
bow and teru with gai1y colored :figures and carvings, the war canoes
frequently bearing tlrn totem of the owner. The handles of paddles or
oars are al o imilarly ornamented.
Lon er before the :fir ·t meeting of the Thlinket with the Europeans,
and con equeutJy before they became acquainted with the us~ of iron,
they po se sed the art of forging copper, which they obtained from the
inhabitants of the Copper River region. A tradition exists to the effect
that an old woman of Ohilkhat invented the art of forging, and that
she was wor·hiped in consequence as a benefactress of her kind. For
long years this art was a hereditary secret with certain families. Dagger and spears are now manufactured chiefly of iron. The dagger is
very broad and has two blades, one on each side of the handle, the
upper one generally much shorter than the lower, and the handle is
wound with leather thongs and provided with a loug strap which is
tied around the neck during combats to prevent the dropping of the
weapon. Both blades have leather sheaths, also fastened to the person.
Thi dagger is the inseparable companion of the Thlinket; wherever
they go they carry it concealed under the blanket. In the market of
Sitka where they dispose of game and :fish, they are seldom seen without it. The iron-pointed spear was used only in war and has been
almo t entirely superseded by :firearms.
Tl.le greate t ingenuity is displayed by the Thlinket in their carvings
in wood, bone, and slate, but chiefly in the manufacture of tobacco
pipes, cups, etc. This work is now done altogether with implements of
steel.
In the modes of hunting a great change has naturally taken place
since the introduction of firearms, and the sea otter, formerly in the
greatest abundance, is now almo t extinct. Superstition interferes with
an active pursuit of marine bird , as it is generally believed that the
killing of the albatross and several other pecies causes bad weather.
The bear was formerly rarely hunted by the superstitious Thlinket, who
bad been told by the shamans that it is a man who has assumed the
shape of an animal. They have a tradition to the effect that this secret
of nature first became known through the daughter of a chief who ca.me
jn coutact with a man transformed into a bear. The woman in question
went into the woods to gather berries and incautiously spoke in terms
of ridicule of the bear, whose traces she observed in the path. In puni hment for her levity she was decoyed into the bear's lair and there
compelled to marry him and assume the form of a bear. .After her husband and her ursine child had been killed by her Thlinket brethren, she
returned to her home in her former shape and narrated her adventure .
Ever since that time women on observing tracks of a bear at once
begin to peak of him in terms of greatest praise, and continue in thi..c
train until they a-re "out of the woods."
Of greater importance than the chase, perhap , i th~ ft hery of the
Thlinket. The herring catch is conducted in the followrng manner: .A
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pole about 10 feet in length is armed with iron points or nails at one
end, at intervals of an inch from each other. The Thlinket fisherman
propels his canoe into the midst of a, school of herrings and beats the
water with his pole, bringing forth a herring transfixed by each iron
point at nearly every stroke. The canoe is speedily filled in this manner. The halibut is caught in very deep water with wooden hooks
pointed with iron or bone, the line consisting of kelp. A small fl h
named ssakh (the eulachan, or candle-fish), the oil of which is very
highly prized by the Thlinket, is caught in baskets. A Thlinket chief,
when asked whether these baskets were their own invention or introtroduced from abroad, related the following story:
A long time ago there lived on Thlamshasbakhian (Cross Sound) a Thlinket named
Khakhekhuthe, who with three companions undertook a long voyage in bis canoe.
They could not make a landing at night, and laid themselves down in the bottom of
the canoe to rest. Khakhekhuthe lay with a paddle under his head, and dreamed
that various birds were flying about him, screaming. He seized a paddle and struck
about, antl at every stroke a bird fell. When he awoke he found his companions
dead in the boat, so that be was compelled to return homeward alone. Here again
a sorrowful spectacle met his eye. All his people a.nd all the inhabitants of the place
had died during his absence. Then he concluded to go in search of people at some
othe1· place. On his journey he arrived at a river, the mouth of which was full of
smaU fish. While deliberating on the best way of securing some of these fish without hook or line he invented a basket of pliable willow twigs, and this art waa
transmitted to all the Thlinket he met.

This is the trivial ending of a promising tale transmitted to us by
Holmberg.
The marriages of the Thlinket are without any religious ceremonies
or observances, but a very strict rule exists preventing the contraction
of marriage within one and the same clan; or, in other words, a Thlinket of the Raven clan must marry a wife of the Wolf clan, and vice
versa. Polygamy is universal, especially among tbe wealthy, but the
first wife al ways preserves a supremacy over the others. V eniaminof
stated that be knew a chief on the Nass River who had forty wives.
When a Thlinket youth has selected a maiden to his taste he sends a
middleman to the parents or to the nearest relative of the woman; if
the answer is favorable he sends to the future father-in-law as many
presents as he can buy, borrow, or steal, and then proceeds to the spot
in person. The fatl.ter of the betrothed invites for a certain day all the
relatives of the bridegroom, as well as his own, and when all the gue
have assembled the young man advances to the center of the floor and
seats himself with his back to the door; the guests then begin a song,
accompanied with dances, in order to coax the bride from her hiding
place in some corner of the room. After the song, which is compo ed
only for this occasion, is finished the floor is covered with cloth, fur
and other articles of value from the hiding place of the bride to the
seat of the groom, and the maiden in festive array is led over this co tly
pathway and seated beside her intended.
During this and all the subsequent ceremonies it is of the greatest
importance that the bride shall not raise her head, but keep it in a bent
position. Dances and song follow, which are participated in by all
pre ent ex pt the young couple, and when the dancers are tired refre hment are erved to all except the bride and groom as in order to ecnr
good fortune the latter ar~ oblig d to fa t two days. When this peri d
has elapsed they ar fnrm hed a small quantity of food but this meali
follow d by another fa t ?f two day , and onJy after foul- days of f: ting
are the . allowed t:,<> r mam tog ther, but the marriage is not considered
cco~pli h ~ n~tll four
k_ h ve elap et If the bridegroom i ri h
he giv a unilar feast at hi own residence, and when the festiviti
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come to a close be is at liberty to live with his wife's parents or at bis
own home. In the latter case the bride receivPs a dower equal in value
to the presents made by the bridegroom. 'l'his marriage can be dissolved at any time by mutual consent, but in that case the presents and
dower must be returned. If the man is dissatisfied with the woman be
can send her home, returning the dower without any claim for a return
of his presents, but if the woman proves unfaithful the man bas the
right to reclaim bis presents and to send her away without her dower.
In all such cases the children remain with the mother.
Veniaminof states that among the Thlinket, as well as some of the
people of Kadiak, the married women are permitted to have what are
called "legitimate lovers," or 4 ' assistant husbands," who are maintained
by the wives and enjoy marital rights only in the absence of the original
husband. At all other times they act as servants, carrying wood and
water and providing food. Among the Thlinket the office of vice-husband can only be filled by a brother or near relative of the husband.
After the death of the husband bis brother or a son of his sister must
marry the widow, and a neglect of this rule has frequently caused bloody
wars. If no such relative of the husband is in existence the widow
bas tl!e right to select another from a strange clan.
If the seducer of a wife escapes the dagger of the husband he must
buy the forgiveness of the insulted man; but if the seducer is a relative
of the husband he must at once assume the office of "assistant." as
described above, and contribute his share to the support of the woman.
The lot of the women among these savages is not to be envied; they
are treated with the greatest cruelty before as well as after marriage.
The special suffering imposed upou all womankind by nature is increased
here a hundredfold by ancient custom and superstition. At the time
of childbirth, when women more than at any other time are in need of
assistance, the Thlinket females are driven out of the house and left to
their fate, shunned by everybody as unclean. The child is born in the
open air, no matter at what season, and only some time after the birth
is the mother allowed to enter a rude shed, erected for the purpose,
where she is confined for ten days.
Holmberg relates the following:
When I was on the point of departure from Sitka for California, at the end of
December, 1850, I was detained for several days by bad weather and contrary winds,
the ship being anchored directly opposite the 1.'hlinket village. On sevt}ral occasions I noticed a heartrending cry of diskess from the hills back of the village, and
upon inquiry I learned that these were the cries of several women about to give
birth to children, and who had been driven forth from their homes. There they lay
during a, violent storm of rain and snow, deprived of all assistance.

A new-born child is not allowed to taste its natural food until it has
vomited, and if this does not occur naturally its little stomach is
pressed and squeezed until the de ired effect is secured. At the age of
a few weeks tbe babe is wrapped in furs and strapped upon a board,
and is always carried about by the mother. The jufants are given the
breast from ten to thirty month , but they are accustomed to other
food after they are a year old. The :first strong nouri hment given them
is generally the raw blubber of marine animals, except that of the
whale. As soon as the child begins to walk it is bathed daily in the
sea without regard to the ea on, which account to ome extent for
the' robustn s of the body of the Thlinket after he bas once pas ed
the tender age. On the other band, this cu tom explains the decrease
in number , as only a comparatively small percentage of the children
survive the ordeal.
11 the men of the Thlinket trib pr erve the
custom of bathing frequently in the ea both in SUllllller and winter.
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Each Tb lin ket bas one name from bis mother and another from hi
father. The first is applied immediately after the birth by the mother
or her relatives, and is generally the name of some distinguished
ancestor of the mother. The other name is taken from a decea
relative on the father's side, but this is applied only on some fe tive
occasion or during some great memorial feast. Such Thlinket as are
unable to provide a feast of this kind remain without the second name.
A wealthy chief bas the right to apply such a name at the time of birth
of a son, but in that case the son is bound in course of time to ce]ebrate
a feast in memory of the paternal ancestor after whom be has been
named. If a father possesses a son who has distinguished himself the
father is named after this son, as "the father of such and such a one.'
Holmberg relates tlrnt among the principal chiefs of Sitka there was
one whose name from the mother's side was Sbighakhu, but during a
great festival he received the name of an uncle, Kukhan. He was subsequently baptised and received the Christian name of Micbael. A
the most powerful and distinguished among the chiefs he ought to have
had a distinguished son, a11d thereby derived the fourth name, but as
be had no son the other Thlinket, in derision, called :h.im after one of
his dogs and spoke of him as "the father of such and such a dog."
As soon as a young girl arrives at the age of puberty she is confined
in a dark shed with not room enough to move about. For a whole year
she has to remain secluded here, being regarded as unworthy to enjoy
the light of heaven, and during the whole time she must wear a broadbrimmed hat, so that she can not even look heavenward. Only the
mother and a female sla,ve have the right to bring food to her. It i
easy to imagine the inexpressible misery this long imprisonment mu t
cause. In the immediate vicinity of Sitka and other settlements, however, the Thlinket have reduced the period of seclusion to six, and in
some instances to even three months. During the first weeks of thi
imprisonment the operation of piercing the under lip takes place.
Female slaves are excepted from all such ceremonies and observance.
All observers and visitors at Sitka have noticed that the Thlinket
women have a waddling, crooked, and sometimes even a limping gait,
which seems all the more remarkable in view of the proud and erect
bearing of the men. It would be a natural coucJusion to a cribe tbi
defect to this long period of imprisonment at a time when the fem~le
body is <leveloping most rapidy, but we :find the same custom to e~1 t
among Eskimo tribes, with even stricter rules, without causing a similar
change in the gait and bearing of the women.
.
After the period of seclusion of a wealthy female Thlinket has expire_
the relatives provide a feast, during which the girl. richly clothed,
presented to the assembled guests, who have been feasted and treated
to all the delicacies of the Th1inket cuisine. The female slave who
as ists in <lre ing the girl for this festivity generally receives her freedom, and the garments worn during impri onment are de troyed.
The Thlinket con ider corporal punishment a the greate t di grace
that can be inflicted upon a free man, and consequently they do not a
a rule, make n. e of it. On one occa ion, however, it may be employed.
~en a ~oy refn e to bathe_ iD: cold water he is compelled by beatin
with a tick to do o ;_ but tb1 1 looked upon not a a puni hment, bu
a a m an of h rd mug the body. Theft i in their opinion not much
of a crim~; nd if a ~hief i caught he is only r quired to r turn th
tol n rt1cJe or pay 1t value.
or murder the law is "blood demand
bl d.'
'
Th
r of th Thlink t, no of rare occurrenc w re eith r gener
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or private in character. The general ,vars were conducted with great
cruelty by means of ambush or surprise, and the captives were made
slaves. Early English and American visitors to the Thlinket coast
reported the existence of the practice of scalping and that scalps were
used on festive occasions to ornament the legs of the dancers. It is
impossible to ascertain whether the Thlinket ever were cannibals, and
nothing has been stated on this point by early explorers. Only the
English Captain Meares, who sojourned for some time at Nootka Sound,
states that the natives there, who are closely related to the Thlinket
family, acknowledged to cannibal practices.
When a Thlinket warrior prepared himself for a war he painted his
face red and powdered his hair with the white down of the eagle. The
last-mentioned decoration is always an indication of gTeat solemnity in
the undertaking.
The private wars consisted only of quarrels between ~ubordinate clans
or families, and occa,sionally such disputes were settled by single combat.
In this case each party to the contest chose ·one :fighting man from their
midst. The two families or clans were drawn up in order of battle, while
the two combatants, provided with thick armor made of moose or bear
skin, and with wooden helmets, carved in the shape of the family totem,
protecting the head. The only weapon used on such occasions was the
dagger, and the contest was accompanied with dancing and singing on
both sides. When peace was made an exchange of hostages took place,
and it was the custom for the latter to eat for several days only with
the left hand, the right having borne arms too recently. To each hostage
two companions from the opposite side were assigned to watch him, and
these companions had to be of equal rank with the hostage.
The Thlinket burn their dead upon funeral pyres, with the exception
of the bodies of shamans or sorcerers, which are deposited in boxes
elevated on posts. The dead slave is not considered worthy of any
ceremony whatever; his corpse is thrown into the sea like the carcass
of a dog. When a Thlinket dies his relatives prepare a great feast,
inviting a multitude of guests, especially if the deceased has been a
chief or a wealthy and prominent member of a clan. The guests are
chosen only from a strange clan; for instance, if the deceased belonged
to the Raven clan the guests must be from the Wolf clan, and vice
versa. No certain time is set for the cremation or for the festivities;
this depends altogether upon the magnitude of the preparations, and
it frequently occurs that the corpse is in an advanced stage of putrefaction when the time arrives. Poor people, who are unable to defray
the cost of such ceremonies, take their dead to some distant cove or
bay and burn them without any display. When the guests have assembled and the pyre bas been erected, the corpse is carried out of the
village by invited guests and placed upon the fagots. The pyre is
then ignited in the presence of the relati ve!-l, but these latter take
no acti e part, confining them elves to crying, weeping, and howling.
On uch occasions many burn their hair, placing the head in the flames;
others cut tbeir hair short and smear the face with the a hes of the
decea ed. The Thlinket of Prince of Wales Island boast of torturing
themselve in the mo t recklesR manner at the time of cremation, slashing and tearing their arms with knives and beating and brui ing the
face with harp rocks. When the cremation of the body has been
accomplished the gue t return to the dwelling of the decea ed and
seat them elve with th widow, wbo belong to their clan, around the
wall of the but; the relative of the dee a ed then appear with hair
bur ed and cropped, faces blackened and di :figured, and pl, ce them-
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selves within the circle of guests, sadly leaning upon sticks with bowed
heads, and then begin their funeral dirges with weeping and howling.
The guests take up the song when the relatives are exhausted, and
thus the howling is kept up for four nights in succession, with only a.
brief interruption for refreshment. During this period of mourning,
if the deceased had been a chief, or wealthy, the relatives formerly
killed one or two slaves, according to the ra.nk of the dead, in order to
give him service in the other world. This is the only indication of the
existence of a belief in a future life by the Thlinket. At the end of
the period of mourning, or on the fourth day following the cremation,
the relatives wash their blackened faces and paint them with gay colors,
at the same time making presents to all the guests, chiefly to those who
assisted in burning the corpse. Then the guests are feasted again, and
the ceremonv is at an end. The heir of the deceased is his sister's
son, or, if he has no such relative, a younger brother. I have already
mentioned that the heir was compelled to marry the widow.
The festivities of the Thlinket consist almost exclusively of singing,
dancing, gorging, and a distribution of presents. The dance consists
of very rapid motion and passionate action, according to the wording of
a song or the significance of the feast. All the festivities I have thus
far mentioned belong, with the exception of cremation, to the occasions
of minor importance; of the same class are the festivities on the occasion of moving from one dwelling place to another, which form a parallel to the house-warming of civilization; so also are the sorceries or
incantations. This subject, however, will be more properly discussed
with the religious views of the Thlinket. It sometimes occurs that
dancing and singing are carried on with9ut any apparent motive, and
on such occasions imitations of the actions during the greater festivities
are given, apparently with the object of keeping them fresh in the
memory of the people by repetiton.
The festivity in memory of a deceased relative is by far the mo t
important celebrated among the Thlinket. They call it "to glorify the
dead," and frequently monuments are erected during such occasion,
not so much in honor of the deceased as in memory of the feast and its
giver. However, as only the wealthy are able to celebrate such feast
and the expense is exceedingly great, they are of rare occurrence.
Guests are invited from many distant settlements, and all these must
not only be fed but also loaded with presents. It frequently happens
that the giver of a feast thus squanders not only bis whole possession
but also the dower of his wife, the result being a life of the greate t
penury for himself; but he is satisfied with the honor of having celebrated the memory of his deceased ancestor in a dignified manner.
Sometimes these festivities are confined to one family, sometimes a
whole settlement is invited. Long before the period agreed upon
arrive , me sengers are sent out near and far to call the guest from di ·
tant clan or tribes, not by name, but simply saying that all may come
who wi h to do so. Frequently women and children accompany the
gue ts. The hou e cle ignated for the celebration is cleansed as much
a po ible or perhap a new hou e is erected for the purpo e, ornam ut d within. and without wit~ the totems of the po ses or. When
the. gu t arn _e the fea_ t beg1 ns with dancing and singing, las tin er
until the follo rng mornm · tb<:n comes the grand repa t of which
onl the gue t wh I y _b gm ~he_ festivitie , have a right to partake. For m,_ u
, an m ht mgmg and d ancing are only intertm(7, ~nd th w~ I elebration continue as long a the
r~p db
gi er of th fi a ·t 1
ble to f ed tile i itor • On the evening of the
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conclusion of the ceremonies the host retires to a corner of the house
accompanied by a slave, and there is adorned with garments used only
on such occaRions and kept as heirlooms in the family. These garments
vary in the different clans, and consist chiefly of parts of the animal
represented by the totem of the clan. This dress formerly was ornamented with sea-otter teeth, ribbons, strips of ermine skin, etc. The
slave who assists his master in dressing for this feast always receives
his Jiberty.
As soon as the host emerges from his concealment in georgeous
array, surrounded by slaves, the whole assembly breaks out into the
cry of the animal representing the family totem. (Holmberg states
that in accordance with the peculiar tone or inflection of his cry one or
more slaves were killed.) Upon completion of this sacrifice the relatives of the host begin the traditional songs of their clan, singing ot
the origin of the family and the deeds of their ancestors. Then the
host seats himself on the floor, and the presents intended for distribution are deposited before him. The distribution is by no means equal,
the wealthy and the most prominent individuals receiving the greater
number of presents of the greatest value, often consisting of slaves,
while the poor have to be satisfied with worn-out blankets or even
fractions of the same. This virtually ends the festivity, but frequently
a repetition of the whole affair occurs in the next house, and so on
until the whole settlement bas contributed to the splendor of the occasion. As has already been mentioned, the giver of such a feast has the
right to adopt the name of an ancestor on his father's side.
Another festive occasion must be mentioned, which also belonged to
the more important feasts, and was intended to give social standing to
children. Great expense in the shape of presents was connected with
this feast, but at present it is rarely observed. It is very similar to
those already described, differing only in a few minor ceremonies. No
slaves were killed on these occasions, but on the contrary a number of
them, equal to the number of children in whose honor the feast was
given, were liberated. For this occasion a new house was erected with
the assistance of the invited guests as well as of the people of the clan.
All who participated in the labor, without regard to family, received
presents, while at all other feasts only the guests were thus remembered. After singing and dancing and the distribution of presents the
children were introduced one by one and subjected tG the operation of
piercing the ears. As soon as the awl was introduced and the puncture
made all persons present gave forth a hissing sound, probably with the
intention of smothering the cries of the children. After the operation
presents were again distributed and a final repast indulged in.
Before turning my attention to the religious views and myths of the
Thlinket, I must say a few words of the unfortunate beings who were
considered by their masters as merchandise, and given away or killed
at their pleasure. The slaves of the Thlinket all sprang from prisoners
of war (but frequently the prisoners of one clan were purchased by members of another), or they were born of female slaves. Though under
the Russian rule wars among the Thlinket tribes became of rare occurrence, the number of slaves did not diminish. The supply was kept up
by barter with the more southern tribes, and at that time a majority of
the slaves belonged to the Flathead Indians of the British pos ession .
The slave enjoyed no civil rights whatever among the Thlinket. He
could not possess property, and if he acquired anything by labor or. by
gift it was till the property of his ma ter. He ould not marry without his master's consent, and very rarely was he allowed to do so at all.
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As already mentioned, slaves were killed onfestiveoccasionsorliberated.
The liberated slave was invested with the rights of the lowest grade
of tlle Thlinket, and was counted with the clan to which his mother
belonged. This rule held good with the slaves from the British pos e sion , as there also the natives are divided into the Raven and the Wolf
clans. Rarely an able-bodied slave was slaughtered on festiveocca ions,
as he was looked upon as merchandise of the greatest value, difficult
to replace. If an intended victim managed to escape or to conceal himself he was allowed to Jive, and m igb t return after the conclusion of
the festivities at the house of his master without incurring punishment.
It frequently occurred that powerful chiefs assisted favorite slaves on
such occasions to make their escape. The universal rule was, however,
to select for the sacrifice only the old or disea'ed slaves who were more
of a burden than profit to their masters. Of the honor of cremation
after death the slave was deprived.
In the Thlinket mythology Yeshl or Yehl occupies the place of creator of all beings and things, and his power is unlimited; he created everything in the world, the earth, man, plants, etc., and assigned the sun
the moon, and the stars to their places. He loves mankind, but in
times of anger be sends disease and misfortune. He existed before hi
birth; he does not grow old and does not die, and with tho east wind
the Thlinket receive tidings of his existence. His dwelling-place i at
the place nearest where the east wind blows (called by the Thlinket
Ssannakhe). The Thlinket locate this place about the source of the
river Nass, which enters the sea near the British boundary. Thi
locality is sti1I called Nass-Sha kiyeshl. Yeshl has a son, but his mother
and the circumstances of bis birth have remained unknown. The on
loves mankind still more than bis father, and it frequently occurs that
be intercedes with the latter in his wrath and supplies mankind with
food. That Ye ' hl is the origin, the ancestor of the Raven clan, bas
been already mentioned. The life and deeds of Yes11l form the only
thing in the shape of dogma in the belief of the Thlinket, and their
whole moral code is comprised in the doctrine, "As Yeshl lived and
acted, so must we live and act." There was a time when the world
was not and man lived in the dark; at the same time there wa
Thlinket who bad a wife and a sister; the former be loved so much
that be would not allow her to do anything; she sat the whole Jong
day in her cabin, or out~ ide upon a little hil1, ju t as the Tblinket ~ove
to do now. She had alway eight little bird about her with a bright
r ed color, such a come up to thi · part of the coa t from California
and are calJed kun by the Thlinket; and whenever she indulged in th
most innocent con versation with any other Thlinket the birds fie
away and thu informed tlie jealou lmsband. Hi jealou y, however
w nt till further; every time that be went to the woods to build cano
in which art he a a grec t ma ter, he placed his wife in a box, lo king the am . Hi i t r had everal on -it is not known by whombut the u piciou un ·le kill d them all, one after the other. As o
a he noticed tbat then pb w wa approaching manhood, and perhap
ca t bi ey upon hi wifi , he invit d him to go fi bing in his can •
and a
on a bey were at a di tance from the bore he up et the
anoe of the. n phew and thu got rid of a po ible rival. At length
th m b r .mcon Jabl ov r the l
of h r child, walked along th
h r
prng· h ob erv d a number of I rge dolphin or whal
p. . ing
th hor , and on of them ha t ned to nter into con r• ti n with th mournin m th r.
hen he 1 arned the c u of h r
rro h dvi db rt g into th water pick up a mall pebble from
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the bottom, swaI1ow it, and then drink copiously of sea water. AS oon
a the whale had left she followed his counsel, and the con equence was
that in eight months later she gave birth to a son whorn she con idcred
a common mortal, but it was Yeshl. Previous to his birth the mother
concealed herself from her brother. When Ye hl grew up to boyhood
his mother made him a bow and arrow and taught him their uses.
Yeshl soon became an expert and a successful marksman, so that no
bird could escape his arrow, and as proof of' bis great skill it is narrated
that the mother had a long garment made entirely out of the skins of
humming-birds shot by the son. One morning when Yeshl arose he
saw seated before the door of the hut a large bird with a tail as long
~s that of a magpie, and provided with a long, strong bill with a metalhe luster. This bird the Thlinket named kutzghatushl-that is, a
crane who can reach heaven. This bird Yesbl killed and carefully
removed its skin, which he put on himself, and immediately expressed
not only the desire but the power to fly. He arose at once into the air
and :flew so far that he struck against the clouds with this bill with
~uch fo:ce that be remained hanging, and only with difficulty succeeded
m extricating himself from bis disagreeable position. As soon as he
had freed himself he returned to his hut, doffed the bird's skin, and
concealed it. At another time he killed in a similar manner a gigantic
duck, and thereby procured for his mother the power to both swim
and fly.
When Yeshl had grown up to manhood he heard from his mother of
the crimes of his uncle and the sad fate of his brethren. He set out at
once to revenge himself, and soon reached the dwelling of his uncle,
wh? was absent in the forest working. He opened at once the box iu
which his uncle's wife was coufiued, and the birds flew away. The
uncle returned homeward in a great rage, but Yeshl sat calmly without stirring from his place. Tbe uncle then called him out of the hut,
led him into a canoe, and paddled out to sea to a spot where a number
of marine monsters were sporting about. Here he threw him into the
water, believing that he was rid of another enemy, but Yeshl walked
along the bottom of the sea to the beach and rejoined his uncle. Seeing
that be could not destroy his nephew by any common means, he ordained
in his wrath that a flood should arise, and the ocean began to rise higher
and higher, but Yeshl again crawled into bis bird skin and flew away
to the clouds, banging there with his bill until the flood had covered
all the mountains, just touched his wings, and then subsided. '.rhen he
let go his hold, fell into the sea upon a bunch of kelp, and a sea otter
carried him thence to the shore.
The Stakhin Tblinket tell this story somewhat differently. They say
that Yeshl after bi aerial flight fell down upon Queen Oharlotte I land,
and picking up pieces of the wood of the Douglas pine (called by the
Thlinket shlakh, by the Rusi-iians cbaga, of which the be t canoes are
made) in his bill be flew all over tbe other i lands, and wherever he let
fall a piece of this wood, there thi tree, which i highly prized by the
Thlinket, grow now. It seem that he <lid not reach the island of
Sitka, as this pecies of pine does not exist on the i ·land.
From this period began all hi journeys through the world, which are
o rich in adventure that the Tblinket ay one man can not know th m
all. Once he recalletl to life ome dead boy by tickling their n i:; ,
with hair; at another time he obtain d tb fi h akh, by in iting a
fight between a gull and a heron; but t1i mo t remarkable of hi d 'eds
wa the creation of daylight on the artb.
p to tbi time the nn,
moon, and star were not yet 1,lac din the heaven , but w re conce led
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in three separate boxes by a rich and powerful chief, who guarded his
treasures so well that nobody could touch them. When Yeshl heard of
this he expressed a desire to obtain them, and how he succeeded is
described in the following narrative:
The chief just mentioned had an only daughter whom he loved and pampered so
much that she was not allowed to eat or drink anything until the father had examined the food or drink. Yeshl, aware of these circumstances, understood that it
would be possible only to the grandson of the chief to obtain the light, and therefore he resolved to be born again by his daughter. This apparently difficult task
was an easy one to Yeshl, who could assume any form he liked. Consequently be
transformed himself into a blade of grass and leaned against the vessel out of which
the chief's daughter was in the habit of drinking, and when, after due examination
by the father, she lifted up the bowl to quench her thirst, Yeshl, disguised in the blade
of grass, wriggled into her throat and was swallowed. The result was that in due
time the chief's daughter was about to give birth to a child and her father spread a
number of sea-otter skins on the floor to afford a soft couch, but all the efforts and
assistance of servants did not seem to help in her labor. At last a very old woman
led her out in the forest, and as soon as she had stretched herself on a conch of moss
the birth took place. The grandfather was very much rejoiced over the birth of his
grandson and lovell him almost more than his own body. .At one time Yeshl began
to cry and would allow nobody to quiet him. No matter what they gave him-whatever was given to him he threw away and cried all the more, always pointing with his
hand to where the boxes containing the heavenly lights were suspended. To give
him these it was necessary to have the consent of the grandfather; however, as
there seemed to be no end to his crying the old man gave him one of the boxes.
Yeshl at once ceased his clamor and commenced to play with the box in great glee;
gradually he dragged the box out of the house, and noticing that he was not very
closely observed, opened the lid, and at once the stars were in the heavens and the
box was empty. The sorrow of the old man over the loss of his treasures was
inexpressible, but he never denied his beloved grandson. Yeshlsoon after employed
a simliar ruse to obtain the second box, which contained the moon. At last he
invaded the last box, the most valuable of all, in which the sun was hidden, but the
old ruse would no longer serve his purpose. The grandfather remained inexorable.
Then Yeshl began to cry and weep so hard that he could not eat or drink, and
became seriously ill. At that the grandfather's pity was aroused and he gave him
the box with the strictest injunction that the lid must not be raised, but as soon as
Yeshl had the box outside he transformed himself into a raven and flew away with
the box. On his way he heard human voices, but could not see the people because
no light as yet illuminated the earth. He questioned the people whether they
desired to have light; they answered: "You will only cheat us-you a.re not Yeshl,
who alone can give us light." In order to convince the doubters Yeshl raised the
lid of the box and at once the sun shone from the heavens in all its splendor. The
men ran a.way, frightened, in all directions; some of them into the mountains, some
into the woods, and some into the water, and all of these were transformed into
animals according to their hiding places.

The Thlinket were still without fire; those wbo had it were located
upon an island far out at sea. Yeshl proceeded to this spot, with the
help of his bird skin, picked up a burning brand in his bill and hurried
back, but the journey was so long that nearly all the wood burned up,
and even the point of his bill was scorched. .As soon as he arrived on
the shore he let fall upon the earth t.he glowing coal that still remained
and the sparks were scattered over both wood and pebbles. From this
time the Thlinket say both wood and stone contain fire, which can be
obtained from the one by concu sion and by friction from the other.
Fresh water wa al ·o not to be found on the islands and continent
inhabit d by the Thlinket, but on a small i land a little to the ea tward
of Sitka there wa a well, guarded forever by a watchman· named Khenookh th original ance tor of the Wolf clan. Y eshl again employed
artifice in obtaining the boon of fre h water. He took as much a he
could into hi bill and then flew away to the island and remained letting fall h re and there drop of the preciou fluid. Wherever the litt le
drop fi 11 b r ar n , rivu!et aud tr ams, and where the large drop
fi ll Iak s and good l rge n vers were formed. The ruse employed by
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Yeshl in stealing the water from Khenookh forms the subject of a separate tradition.
Khenookh is, in the mythology of the Thlinket, a mysterious person
without beginning or end~ wealthy, and more powerful than Yeshl; be
plays a prominent part in this water myth. He was a man, as was Yeshl,
and inhabited the island above mentioned. Even now the Thlinket say
that a square stone-capped well with a stone cover exists on the spot.
In the interior of the well they point out a narrow colored or striped
line, which they say was not there from the beginning, but only since
Yeshl stole the water. The water of the well is said still to possess
some curious qualities. If an unclean being washes his hands therein
the water disappears from the well and rises on the seashore. The whole
neighborhood is still calledKhenookh-keen-tbat is, Khenookh's waterbecause at the time when Yeshl, for the benefit of mankind, undertook
his enterprise Khenookh guarded the well so strictly that he built his
house over it and slept on the cover of the well. At one time Khenookh
was paddling over the sea with bis canoe, and meeting Yeshl, also in a
canoe, he asked him, "How long have you lived in the world¥" Yeshl
replied that he was born before the earth was iu its place. "But how
long have you lived in the world¥" asked Yeshl in his turn. "Since
the time," replied Kbenookh, "when the liver emerged from the beach."
Yeshl replied, "Then you are older than I am." Thus boasting against
each other they gradually left the shore point and Khenookh, desiring
to display his strength and power before Yeshl, took off his hat, and at
once there came up a dense fog. Profiting by this, Khenookh turned
away from his compauion, out of his sight. Yesbl became alarmed and
began to call Khenookh by name, but he kept silent and concealed by
the fog. When Yeshl saw that he could do nothing in this terrible fog
he began at last to cry and to shout. Then Khenookh came to him and
said: '' What are you crying about 7" and with these words be replaced
his hat upon his head and the fog at once disappeared. By this action
he caused Yeshl to exclaim, "You are more powerful than I am." Then
Khenookh invited Yesbl to bis dwelling, and upon arriving there Yesbl
was treated to fresh water. This pleased him so much that he could
not get enough. .After the repast Yeshl began to relate his deeds and
adventures, and though his tales were exceedingly interesting, and
though Khenookh listened at first with the greatest attention, be finally
sank into a profound sleep, unfortunately still stretched upon the cover
of the well. Then Yeshl had to invent another ruse. He stole out of
the hut, killed a dog, and smeared the sleeping Khenookh with the
blood. Then he shouted to the sleeper and said, ''Arise, Khenookh,
and look upon yourself; you have been bleeding from the nose." Kbenookh awoke suddenly, half dazed, and rushed out of the house into
the sea to cleanse himself~ Then Yesbl hastened to the well, lifted the
cover, and drank bis fill. After filling his stomach he took as much as
he could into his mouth, transformed himself into a raven, and tried to
escape from the cabin through the smoke hole, but his wings caught on
something and the returning Khenookh at once recognized bis guest
in the struggling raven. He made a fire and began to smoke Yeshl.
(The Thlinket think that the raven only turned black on this occasion, having been white before.) .At last Khenookh grew tired and
Yesbl escaped, allowing the water to drop upon the earth as heretofore
described.
A soon as Yeshl bad done everything for the welfare of the Tblinket
he proceeded ea tward to hi· home, the as -Shaki~e. hl, whi?h w~s
inacessible not only to human beings but also to spmt~. It 1s said
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that in modern times a spirit attempted to reach the locality and was
punished for his presumption by having his left side turned to stone.
The mask of this same spirit, which was in the possession of the famous
Chilkhat shaman, was miraculously affected at the same time, one ide
of the mask, which was originally of wood, being petrified. Yeshl in
his capacity of God also bears the name of Hashakhoon, a name which
l1a been applied to the God of the Christians (the common expres ion
for the latter term is Mokh, a corruption of the Russian Bogue). The
Thlinket have a very great number of subordinate gods or spirits, called
by them yekh (in plural yakh'h), whom the shamans or sorcerers (ikhth)
invoke during their performances. Every sorcerer, and they are very
numerous, has his special spirits who are at his command, in addition
to a large number of others upon whose assistance he can count only
on special occasions. These spirits are divided into khiyekh or khinayekh,
that is, the superior spirits, and into takhiyekh (land spirits who live
in the north) and tekiyekh (water spirits). The khiyekh are the spirits
of the braves who have fallen in battle. They live in disguise and
reveal themselves in the aurora; consequently a strong northern light
is considered by many Thlinket a prophecy of war. The takhiyekh
are the spirits of those who have died a natural death, and their home
is called Takhankhoo. The road to this place is not the same for all.
Those over whose death the relatives cry or howl but little is smooth
and even, but those who receive their whole measure of noisy mourn•
ing must walk over a swampy, wet road. The takhiyekh appear to the
sorcerers in the shape of land animals, the tekiyekh in the shape of
marine auimals or fishes. In regard to the origin of the latter the
Thlinket do not all agree. Some maintain that they are the spirit of
the animals themselves. In addition to these each Thlinket has bi
own yekh, who attends him as his guardian spirit. When a man
becomes wickedly inclined his yekh leaves him and sometimes kills him.
The spirits seem to like cleanliness, as a rule, and they allow them•
selves to be conjured only with the sound of a drum, or another instrn•
ment which we have not yet described. This consists of a hollow
wooden bird filled with small pebbles, so that every movement of the
bird creates a rattling noise. This is used in all dances and song .
The Tblinket believe in the immortality and migration of souls. The
soul does not migrate into bodies of animals, but into other human
beings, chiefly into relatives of the female line. For instance, if a
woman before giving birth to a child sees in a dream a decea ed relative, it is said that the latter's soul has gone into her; or if the newborn child resembles in auy way the deceased, it is taken for granted
that he has returned to earth, and the child at once receives hls name.
A Thlinket who envies a rich or noble family may be heard to ay:
"When I die I should like to be born again in this family;" other
exclaim, "0 that I might be slain speedily, so that I might be born
again in this world under better circumstances." The souls of tho e
who are cremated are whole ome and comfortable in the other world·
other ufler with cold, but the souls of those in whose honor slave
llave b n acrific d will never need to wait upon themselves.
The tradition of the Thlinket 1 o peak of a general flood, during
which the people av d themselve in a huge :flat edifice. When th
water rec d tl thi craft strand d upon a ubmerged log and broke in
two, wh n the water receded till more. From this it is aid comes the
diffi r n e in langua e , a the people in one-half of the broken ve el
r mnio d Tlilin k t while th • f th o h r half w r clia,11 o- dint all
th• uati 11 • f Im , rth.
At the b ginning of thi :flood a brother and si ter were separated.
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The brotber's name was Khethl, tbat is, "thunder and lightning;" the
si ter's uame was glii hanookhu, that is, "wife under the ground."
In taking leave Khethl said to his sister, "You will never more see me
as long as I live." Then he donued the skin of a gigantic bird and flew
away to the part of the world which we call southwest. The sister,
after the eparation, ascended Mount Edgecombe, in the vicinity of
Sitka. The mountain opened its summit and swallowed her. From
this time dates the great hole at the summit of the mountain (the
extingui ·hed crater). Khetbl kept his promise to his sister and comes
annually to Sitka. The thunder is the noise of his wings, and the
lightning is the fla h of his eyes. His favorite food consists of whales.
The continuance of tlle sister's life in the interior of the mountain points
to the origin of its volcanic naiture. In the opinion of the Thlinket the
earth, forming a di k, rests upon the point of a pillar, nicely poised.
This pill r i b Id in the hand of the humane Aghishanookhu, who
guard a11d wat h it in order that the earth may not fall and be sub.merg d in the , ater. But at time , when the gods hating mankind
batt 1 d with b r for the purpo e of obtaiuing possession of the pillar in
order to de troy the inl.JabitautR of the earth, the earth trembles, but
.Aghi banookhu i troug euough to defend her children.
From anoth r source Holmberg obtained a variation of this myth
concerning Mount Edgecombe. " o," he said, "I have never heard
that animals came out of Edgecombe, but in a great hole at its summit
tb ere Jive the bird khunnakhateth [probably the name of the bird into
which Khethl was changed], who, after eizing with each talon the
whale, rises into the skies, producing thun<ler with the beating of his
wings and lightning with the blinking of bis eyes."
Having thus discussed the myths of the Tblinket, representing as
they do the different dogmas and historic traditions as in a poetic
dream interwoven with the darkness of fable, I now turn to the not
less important subject of "shamanism," closely related to the former.
Sorcery or shamanism played an important role in the aucient history
of all northern nations. Shamanism bas existed among an of them,
though in various forms and degrees, but their nature and character
are always the same. We find in every nation of the world more or
less super._ tition-that is, an inclination to explain by supernatural
agency all that the mind is unable to grasp-but tbe particular kind of
sorcery or shamanism referred to here belongs exclusively to the North.
To explain the cause of this perhaps requires a very profound and
searching insight into the physical and psychological condition of mankind in variou climates, or perhaps it lies concealed in the magic darkness that envelops the sharply defined characteristics peculiar to polar
regions. It appears that both shamanism and magnetism have their
center near the pole, and both are in their inmost 11ature unknown and
mysterious. We can observe only their effects manifested, as phenomena.
The words and actions of the shamans and sorcerers are considered
as infallible by the Thliuket, who believe in them sincerely. Some
shaman , it is not kn'>wn why, prohibited the consumption of whale
meat, which is considered a great delicacy by all other coast tribes of
northwest America. In order to be a shaman it is necessary not only
to possess the power to have various spirits at one's disposal, ~mt also
to call them whenever the emergency arose. On these occasion the
shaman twists, throws, and paints his body in the most unn:ttural
manner. The object of such sorcery is not only to reveal_ ~he future,
but to ascertain all that is hidden and, with the help of spmt , to pr vent or avoid misfortnne and di a t r. Shamanism is g nerallY: hereditary in families-that is, it is trausmitted, with all its my terie and
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collections of apparatus, such as masks, drums, straps, etc., to the on
or grandson of tbe shaman. However, the descendants of a shaman
Are not al ways able to follow in his footsteps, not possessing, perhap ,
the power to call the spirits and to enter into communication with them.
A man who intends to prepare himself to become a shaman proceeds
for a time into the woods or -to t.he top of a mountain, where he may
remain undisturbed by visitors. Here he passes from two to four
weeks, feedi11g only upon the roots of Pamax horridum (called by the
Russians nezamainik). The length of time depends upon the willingness of the spirits to appear. As soon as they come the most prominent among them sends a land otter, in whose tongue the secret and
power of shamanism are believed to be hidden, to meet the aspirant.
On sighting each other they both stop, and the man kills the animal,
exclaiming four times "Oh I" in various keys. The otter then falls upon
its back, the tongue protruding. This the shaman cuts off and preserves
in a diminutive basket brought for the purpose. This talisman he conceals carefully from everybody. If it should happen that an unwashed
being obtained this secret charm he would lose his reason at once. The
skin of the otter is taken off and kept by the shaman as a sign of his
profession, and the meat is buried in the ground. Owing to this tradition no Thlinket dared to kill a land otter previous to the arrival of
the Russians at Sitka, but of late years experience and avarice have
overcome the superstition in this respect.
If the shaman, after a long seclusion, does not find himself able to
summon spirits, he proceeds, still fasting, to the grave of a decea ed
shaman, passing the night with the corpse and taking one or two of
its teeth into his mouth. If this last effort prove successful the haman returns to his people, half starved and much reduced in body, and
as soon as he arrives his power and skill in sorcery are tested. The
honor and power of a shamau depend upon the number of his spirit.",
and whose influence be caused to contribute to his wealth. Each ha-man bas his own spirits and a certain name and certain song for each
of them. On many occasions he meets with the spirits of his ance tors, which increases his power to such an extent that he is enabled to
throw his spirits into other beings who refuse to believe in his pow~r .
The unfortunates to whom this happens faint away and suffer temble
cramps or faint ever after. If a shaman becomes ill his relatives fa t
for many days in order to help him . . His apparatus is kept in sepa~ate
boxes, and for each spirit be has a peculiar wooden mask. The hair of
the shaman is never cut.
As has already been remarked the shaman is not cremated after
death, but set by in an elevated box. During the first night the body
is allowed to remain in the corner where the death occurred, but on be
fo11owing day it is removed to another corner, and this is continued for
four days, until the corpse has rested in every corner of the hon~ e.
During this time all the inmate of the house must fa t until on the fifth
day, dres ed in the full traditional costume, he is la hed upon a board.
in the sides of which boles are pierced. Two bone sticks that were
u ~d by the shaman during his incantations are placed one through th
hair and ~he other th~ough the orifice in the partition of the nose1 then
t~e head 1s covered with a basket made of twigs and the corpse 1 carried to the place of burial, which is always located on the shore.
Whenever a ?-'hlinket pa ses the grave of a shaman he throws do":3ome tobacco _mto the water (formerly, of course it was some other article of value) m order to earn with this sacrifice the favor and good will
of the deceased.
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The shaman's incantation is generally conducted as follows: On the
day set for the purpose the relatives of the shaman who assist him,
especially the singers, ~re not allowed to partake of food and are
obliged in addition to empty their stomachs, which they do by drinking
tepid water and tickling the palate with ~ feather. The celebration
begins with sunset and continues until the following dawn. All the
Thlinket who wish to participate in the ceremony, men as well as women,
assemble in the house of the shaman, which has been cleaned as much
as possible, and begin their singing to the time of a drum. After the
shaman has donned his professional apparel and covered his face with
a mask he begins to run around the fire burning in the center of the
house, twisting and moving his face with violent contortions to the
beating of the drum, and until his eyes, which during all this run are
always directed to the ceiling, are almost turned in his head; suddenly
he stands still, looks upon the upper side of the drum, and utters a loud
cry; the song ceases, and all eyes are bent upon him. In these ceremonies consist the whole art of the sorcerer. During the performances
the spirits pass in review before him, appearing in various forms. Upon
the appearance of each successive spirit the shaman changes his maskthat is, he dons the mask of the spirit with whom he communicates for
the moment. Any words he utters during this ceremony are considered
as inspirations of the spirit. At the conclusion of the ceremony the
assembly is first treated to tobacco and then provided with fdod.
These incantations only take place in the winter, at the time of the new
and full moon; and are undertaken chiefly for the purpose of preserving the good will of the spirits toward the inhabitants of the settlementto obtain their assistance, perhaps, in allaying an epidemic disease
and transporting it into some hostile settlement. In addition to the:se
grand occasions incantations are indulged in from time to time for the
purpose of ascertaining the cause of sickness or misfortune, etc. The
cure of diseases, however, does not depend so much upon the shaman
as upon certain other individuals, who are called by the Thlinket
nakuzati (derived from the word na,ku, which signifies medicine; the
term might be translated physician or medicine-man), and in whose
power it lies to injure or destroy other people.
The Thlinket name for Russian people, is Kuskekhan (Cossack);
Kadiak people, Kaiakwan; Chugach people, Kushek; Kenai people, Tisnakwan; Aleut people, Tiakhakwan; Yakutat people, Tliakhaikhkwan.
Sir James Douglas, governor of the Hudson Bay Company's domain
in British Columbia, wrote as follows:
The most enlightened of the Thlinket tribes entertain ra.tiona.l ideas concerning
their deities, while others invest them with irreconcilable qualities, such as boundless power, with an extreme simplicity that the most stupid can puzzle and deceive.
Probably they have no clear and well-defined ideas on these al>struse points, which
are not of a nature to attract their attention, and they merely repeat the tradition
as it was received from their fathers, without scrutiny or comment of their own. The
Thlin ket believe in the existence of a Supreme Being, whose name is Yealth, and
that he has a son named Yea.1th Yay, i.e., the Son of God. They also think that
there is a malevolent being called Kosstahooshtekakah. Yealth wears the human
form; he made the earth; then man was formed. A faint light afterwards appeared,
gradually growing in brightness until the stars were seen. Then the moon was
made, and lastly the sun shone forth in all his glory. They think that all men are
not descended from the same parent stock, but that Yea.1th traveled from country to
country and made a new man in each, to whom he gave a new language, not through
tlte exertion of miraculous power, but by the mere physical process of chan~ing the
position of the internal organs by giving them a good sound twist with. h1s h3:nd.
When all things were finished he commanded man to do good and to commit no w1ckednesa while at the same time he urged them to retalialo for hostile attacks of other
people' and return injury for injury. He added: "I am now going away, but my cyo
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CONDITION OF SEAL LIFE ON THE ROOKERIES
OF THE PRIBILOF ISLANDS, 1893-1895.
By C.H.

TOWNSEND,

THE ROOKERIES IN 1893.
LETTER OF TRANSMITTAL.
WASHINGTON,

D. 0., February 26, 1894.

SIR: I have the honor to inform you that during the summer of 1893

an inquiry wa conducted on the Pribilof Islands by the United States
Fi h Uommission, in compliance with the following clause contained in
the sundry civil appropriation bill for the fiscal year ending June 30,
1894, namely:
And the Commis11ioner of Fisheries is authorized and required to investigate under
the direction of the Secretary of the Treasury, and when so directed to' report
annually to him regarding the condition of seal life upon the rookeries of the Pribilof Islands.

The report upon this investigation by the naturalist of the Fish Commi -sion steamer Albatross, Mr. C. H. Townsend, by whom it was cond ncted, is herewith respectfully transmitted, in accordance with your

direction.
Very respectfully, .

M. McDONALD,

Hon. JOHN G. CARLISLE,
Secretary of the 1..1reasury, Washington, D. 0.

Commissioner.

INTRODUCTION.

The report herewith submitted is based chiefly upon the observations
made on St. Paul and St. George islands between July 11 and August
18, 1893, in conformity with the instructions issued for my guidance,
and with the object of determining the conditions of seal life upon the
rookeries of the Pribilof Islands during that period, as compared with
the corresponding period of the previous year. It is accompanied by 11
charts and 46 photographic views (105 plates),1 corresponding mainly
with those made in 1892 by Mr. J. Stanley-Brown, special Treasury
agent, and formi!lg part of his report to the Sec~etary _of the Tre~sury.
Views were obtamed from all of the photographic stations occupied by
l\'lr. Stanley-Brown, but as the photographer of the Fish Commission
1 This set of charts and photographs not transmitted for public~tion, ~he accompanying seriea for 1895, ghowiog more reduced condition of rookenes, bemg deemed
sufficient.
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steamer Albatross likewise secured several excellent negatives of some
of the rookeries from other good positions in 1892, I considered it
important to duplicate them also, and prints from these negatives of both
years have been included among the photographs transmitted. From
the appended catalogue of photographs, giving the dates upon which
the negatives were made in each year, it will be seen that, with one
exception, corresponding negatives were taken on the same or very
nearly the same date, foggy weather sometimes interfering with the
work, but not sufficiently to allow of any material change in the condition of the rookeries. The exception was at Northeast Point rookery,
on St. Paul Island, which the writer was unable to reach until the seals
had spread slightly. The difference in perspective observable in the
photographs of the two years is owing to the fact that the photographic
lens used in 1893 had a somewhat different angle from the one employed
by Mr. J. Stanley-Brown.
In comparing the corresponding photographs for the two years, it
will be observed that only a few of them show any appreciable differences in the abundance of the seals upon the rookeries to which they
relate; but my personal observations clearly demonstrate that a moderate decrease in the number of seals and slight changes in their distribution did occur between the summer of 1892 and that of 1893, as described
below, these facts being also more plainly brought out by a comparison
of the charts.
In this connection, it seems proper to explain that my acquaintance
with the seal rookeries of the Pribilof Islands has not been limited to
the investigation of last summer. I :first visited these islands during
Juae and September, 1885, at which time the rookeries were in their
prime, pelagic sealing, just then beginning, having produced scarcely
any effect upon the islands. Compared with the vast herds then observed, the body of seals now on the rookeries appears asa mere remnant.
As the naturalist of the steamer Albatross, Ialso made observations on
these islands from July 28 to August 10, 1891, and again between June
30 and August 14, 1892, during a part of this latter period having been
temporarily attached to the revenue-steamer Corwin, then engaged in
following the breeding female seals out to their feeding grounds, on
which, up to distances of 200 miles from the islands, specimens obtained
by means of firearms were found to be in milk and to have undigestied
food in their stomachs.
Recognizing the importance of designating the photographic stationB
previously referred to, so that they may be found without delay in
future years, I have marked many of those located near permanent
rocks or bowlders with their numbers in white lead, and I would respectfully suggest that this work be completed next season. The rookeries
at which the stations have been so designated are Great East, Little
East, North and Starry ArteeJ, on St. George Island; and Reef and
Zapadnie, on St. Paul Island.
ITINERARY FOR THE SEASON.

Accompanied by Mr. N. B. Miller, photographic assistant, I w
landed on t. George I land by the teamer Albatross on the morning
of July 11, and remained there until the 15th. Zapadnie rookery wa
photographed on the 13th; orth rookery in the morning and Starry
Arre l rookery in the afternoon of the 14th; the East and Little Ea t
rookeries during the morning of the 15th. The areas covered by the
ea.I at each of these rookeries were plotted upon the charts on the
same
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We took up our quarter~ on St. Paul Island on July 16, and on the
17th attempted to photograph the rookery at Northeast Point, but a
dense fog prevented. Later in the day, however, we succeeded in
photographing Ketavie and Lukannon rookeries. During the 18th,
19th, 20th, and 21st, work was entirely interrupted by fog. The 22d
proved clear, and permitted us to obtain plates of Reef rookery in the
morning, and of Tolstoi and Zapadnie rookeries in the afternoon. A
dense fog continued from the 23d to the 25th inclusive, followed by
clear weather on the 26th, when we visited and photographed Northeast Point rookery, the writer remaining there overnight to complete
his observations. Polavina rookery was photographed in the afternoon of the 28th, and on the 29th observations were made at Tolstoi.
and Reef rookeries.
.
A severe storm prevailed during the 30th, and on the following day I
visited that part of Reef rookery lying under the cliffs for the purpose
of ascertaining to what extent young pups may have been destroyed
by it, but I found the damage slight. In the afternoon I visited
Zapadnie rookery, and Mr. Miller returned on board the .Albatross.
On August 1 photographs were obtained of Lagoon rookery and of
Reef rookery from Village Hill. The 2d and 3d were spent in making
general observations; from the 4th to the 7th fogs and storms prevailed;
on the 8th visits were paid to Lukannon and Ketavie rookeries, and to
the rookery on Sea Lion Rock. On the 9th I secured photographs of
Northeast Point rookery from Hutchinson Hill, but the weather was
rainy or foggy from the 10th to the 13th, permitting only of brief examinations being made of Reef and Ketavie rookeries. August 14 I visited
Tolstoi rookery and found several hundred dead seal pups, nine-tenths
of which had undoubtedly been killed under the cliff's during the recent
fltorm. Their bodies were lying just along the line of debris left by
the highest wash of the waves, and as they were mostly near the commencement of the sand beach, they bad evidently been swept from the
narrow rookery at the foot of the cliff extendi11g out to the point. ·
On August 16 I was again transferred to St. George Island, where I
spent that and the two following days in reexamining the several rookeries. They were all well covered by the spre&,ding out of the seals
which takes place in .August, and makes the rookeries look larger than
in July. A large proportion of the young pups were also swimming
about the adjacent kelp beds off Little East rookery. In the afternoon
of the 18th I rejoined the .Albatross.
CONDITION OF THE ROOKERIES.

ST. PAUL ISLAND.

Northeast Point rookery.-The seals along the eastern side of this
rookery were found distributed as in 1892, but undoubtedly much more
thinly in the immediate vicinity of the point. Along the western side
they were hauled out a little farther back, owing perhaps to the later
date at which the observations were made. One or two breaks in the
beach line had closed since the preceding season, but no increase can
be noted on account of the thinning at the point. It is, therefore, probable that no appreciable change has taken place in the total ?umber of
seals on the rookerv since 1892. No seals whatever from this rookery
have been killed for several seasons. Photographed July 26 and
August 9.
Pol.avina rookery shows a decrease in seals, although the ~s~al area
i occupied. It will be noticed in the photographs of the roam rookery
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(Station G) by the thinly covered spaces. There was also a perceptible
thinning among the small bands of breeding seals under the bluffs
between Little Polavina and the main rookery. Photographed July 28.
Little Polavina rookery has apparently suffered a, slight decrease.
The wide hauling ground between this rookery and the main Polavina
was practically bare thi:oughout the season, seals being seen generally
close to the bluff in the vicinity of the slopes that give access from the
beach. Photographed July 28.
Lukannon rookery.-On that part of this rookery wherethe sea.ls are
crowded, chiefly between the low bluff and the beach, there bas been
no apparent change, but there were certainly fewer seals than in 1892
upon the hill that divides this rookery from Ketavie. The hauling
ground bad largely changed from the slope at the west end of the rookery
to the sand beach just north of it, as shown in the photograph taken at
station 26. Photographed July 17.
Ketavie rookery, now the thinnest rookery on the islands, shows a perceptible decrease since 1892. This decrease is distinguishable in some,
if not all, of the photographs of the rookery. Photographed July 17.
Reef rookery.-The hauling grounds at this rookery have not been
delineated upon the chart for the reason that the bachelors were driven
too often to permit of their lying in a perfectly natural condition. This
rookery shows a shrinkage under the low bluffs just north of Garbotch
(indicated on the chart), but otherwise there has been no change that I
can detect. There was a loss of one or two hundred pups from the
storm of July 30, 1893. Sea Lion Rock, lying just off this rookery, was
visited and found to be very evenly occupied by breeding seals. The
central portions of Reef Point, over which the bachelors travel more
or less, is becoming distinctively more thickly covered with grass from
year to year. Photographed .July 22.
Lagoon rookery remains unchanged since 1892. Photographed Au•
gust 1.
Tolstoi rookery.-The photographs exhibit only a slight change or
thinning out of the seals at this place, which is shown more distinctly
on the chart. There was a loss of perhaps 500 young pups from the
storm of July 30, 1893. They were swept from the narrow beach
below the cliff and deposited in a windrow at high-water mark near
the commencement of the sand beach to the northward. There w
no other loss of pups here, witb the exception of the scattered loss
from natural causes. Photographed July 22.
Lower Zapadnie rookery showed no change in number of seals, with
the exception of one or two breaks along the shingle beach. Photographed July 22.
Upper Zapadnie rookery is the most difficult ea.I area on the Pribilof
Islands to examine, and as the weather did not permit the use of a
boat, the larger bands of seals near the beach could not be approached
without di turbing tbe tract of ea]s in their rear. There ha however, been a decrea e of seal life here, which is, I think, noticeable on
the phorograpbs. Photographed July 22.
ST. GEORGE ISL.AND •

. En_st r~okery bow very little ~hango in e la t sea on, except in the
ch, r1 nt1 11 of ha h I r , the mam body of which l1ad Jin.n1 d out north
f h p n I in t ad of outh of it a in 1892. Owin t the un f: vorabl • 1 int from which thi rook ry ha to be photographed t,o avoifi
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disturbing the herd, the change tb~.t has taken place here_ is scarc~ly
perceptible in the photographs. Although the same area 1s occupied
by breeding seals as in 1892, and is so indi~ated on th~ chart, .the
change is there expressed by the words "Thmned out slightly smce
1892." Photographed July 15.
Little East rookery presents the same appearance as in 1892. I am not
able to detect any change, and the photographs taken there do not
seem to indicate any. Photographed July 15.
North rookery.-The seals are disposed on this rookery much as in
18U2, but a slight decrease is perceptible, which is also shown by the
photograph taken at station 5. Photographed July 14.
Starry Arteel rookery.-The scattered fringe of seals along the main
rookery visible in 1892 now seems to have been absorbed into the main
body of breeding seals. The chart will be found to indicate a recedence toward the bluff at two or three points. Bachelor seals seem also
to be less numerous and were not found distributed so far back as
usual, the higher positions on the hill being mostly unoccupied this
year. Photographed July 14.
Zapadnie rookery shows more shrinkage than any other of the St.
George Island rookeries. The decrease is perceptible in the photograph taken at station 6. The main breeding ground on the hill slope
by the bluff is decidedly scattered as compared with 1892, and there
are two breaks in the narrow breeding ground along the beach. The
hauling ground of bachelors is much more thinly covered, and seals
were not found as far back as in 1892. Photographed July 13.
CONCLUSIONS AS TO CONDITION OF ROOKERIES.

Taking all the rookeries of the Pribilof Islands into consideration, it
may be safely asserted that the total number of seals upon them has
decreased to an appreciable extent since the summer of 1892. The
annual increase of young seals has not, therefore, been quite sufficient to
offset the loss caused by the continuance of pelagic sealing in the North
Pacific Ocean. It is evident, however, that the closing of Bering Sea to
sealing vessels during the period of the modus vivendi has had a most
salutary effect upon the rookeries of the Pribilof Islands, and that their
present condition, so nearly stationary as regards the number of seals
since this regulation came in force, is distinctly traceable to the protection thus afforded.
ADDITIONAL PROTECTION FOR THE ROOKERIES.

The erection of watchhouses at all tbe rookeries and their connection
with the villages by telephones and roads bas been commenced, and the
continuance of this work can not be too strongly urged. The organization of the natives into regular watchmen is not only desirable for the
systematic care of the rookeries, but would be a most effective system
of discipline for them, as a class of people living most of the time in
en force<l. idleness.
A light mounted field piece, such as a Hotchkiss rapid-firing gun,
would be ~ valu_able aid in the work of protection. Sealing ves~els
have at various times approached the islands for the purpose of sealmg
or raiding the rookeries, and a thorough protection can not be ass~ued
during the absence of Government vessels, which must sometimes
happen.
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OPENING OF PART OF BERING SEA TO PELAGIC SEALING.

By the provisions of the recent treaty of arbitration, pelagic ealing
will hereafter be permitted in Bering Sea after .August 1 of each year
outside of a radius of 60 miles from the Pribilof Islands. Notwithstanding that the use of firearms will be prohibited, the opportunity afforded
by this privilege is likely to produce a very serious effect upon the seal
herd belonging to the several rookeries whenever the vessels :find continuous good weather. Seals, when in the water, can readily be killed
by means of spears, and they are regularly taken in this manner by
most of the Indian seal hunters of the Northwest Coast. Many sailing
vessels have been accustomed to carry Indian spear hunters with their
canoes in preference to the white hunters, who use guns and boat s, and
we may expect to see full advantage taken of the former method in the
free waters of Bering Sea. The open season for seals coming, as it does
at the close of the sea-otter season. will also make available the entire
force of Alaskan spear-throwing hunters, who will be the more eager ro
take advantage of the new privilege, in view of the recent restrictions
placed upon otter hunting and the present scarcity of otters. The
apparatus employed in the latter fishery is likewise 1argely adapted to
the pursuit of seals. After the month of .August, however, the weather
soon becomes unsettled and stormy, thus somewhat limiting the period
when pelagic sealing can safely be carrfod on.
Observations made upon the distribution of seals in Bering Sea
between July 28 and August 13, 1892, by the steamer Corwin, sbowed
conclusively that the nursing seals travel distances of at least 200 miles
from the Pribilof Islands in search of food, and consequently that the
closed area about those islands, having a radius of only 60 miles, afford
them only a very partial protection. The effect of killing large numbers of these females, which must certainly take place, means also the
destruction of their pups on shore through starvation and the more
rapid thinning out of the herds upon the rookeries than has hitherto
occurred. The complete protection of the fur seal in Bering S~
together with such restrictions upon its killing in the North P acific
Ocean as have been provided by the treaty of arbitra.tion, would no
doubt permit a steady increase upon the rookeries where it breed
but its pursuit in any manner within part of the area it occupies a a
feeding ground during the breeding season may be expected to have a
disastrous effoct upon the breeding rookeries of the Pribilof Islands.
List of the maps showing the outlines of the rookeries on the Pribilof Islands, 1893. 1
ST, P.A.UL ISLAND,

Northeast Point rookery_ .•••.. ________ ••..••.•..••.••••...•••••••••••••... Cha.rt A
Polavina rookery .. _____ . ______________________ . ____________ .. _•••...••.. -Chart B
Ketavie and Lukannon rookeries _____________ _ . _________________ .. --'-. ____ Chart C
Reef and Garbotch rookeries ______ ·-- ________ __ . ___ __ . ____ . _____ ··-- ____ __Chart D
Tolstoi and Lagoon rookeries ____ ___ __________ __ ___ __ __ ___ __• __ • _______ . ___ Chart E
Zapadnie and English Bay rookerie . _________ _______ __ . _______ • ___ Charts F and G
ST. GEOR GE I LA ND.

Starry Arteel rookery •••••••• _______ .••••...•• _. _______ . __ ••••••••••••.• _. Chart B
North rookery ___________ . ____________ •.•. ________ _______ .. ___ . __ • __ . •.• ___ Chart I
East and Litt le East rookeric ____ ______________ . __ • _________ . _••••.. ____ •. Chart J
Zapadnie rookery •••••.. __________ . _. _____________ . ______ . __ •.•••••..•• ___ Chart .K
1
~ s set of maps not transmit ted ~or pn~licat ion, the accompanying set for 1
1howmg more reduced area of rookenes, berng deemed sufficient.
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.Li.st of the photograph, of the seal rookeries on the Pribilof Islands taken during July and
.August, 1899, by N. B. Miller and 0. H. Townsend, ahowing the dates on which they
were made, and also the corresponding 11iews .for 189S. a
ST. PAUL ISLAND.

Rookery.

Station.

Number Dates on which
taken.
of plates
in each 1---~--1893.
1892.
view.

Jul:r;J_7.
l1 .:~lo~.
.... do .••
Do.

N ortbea.st Point •••••••••••••••••••••••••••.••••••••••. 1 ............. .
2 (north) .••••.
2 (south) .•••••

3 •... do ..•

Do.
Do.
5 .... do .. .
Do.
5 Aug. 9 Aug.6.

3 ••••••••••••••

1 .... do .. .

4 ••••••••••••••
5 .•••••••••••••
5 ••••••••••••••
6 ••••••••.•••••

25 ...••••.•••••
.PoJavina .............................................. . 21. ••••••••••••
22 .•••••••••••.
23 .•.•....••.•
24 (near) ..... .
G .....•.•.. ...

~

.:~lo:~.

Jut;.o·

~

.~~ao ~~-

July 19.
July 14.

~

.:~lo::.

2 July 28
2 •••• do ...

Do.
Do.
2 .••. do ..•
Do.
1 .... do .. .
Do.
5 .... do .. . July 21.

Lukaunon •••......•..................................• 12b •••••••••••

26b •••••••.••.

Ketavio .••................ : ........................... . 18 .•••.........

3 .••. do
1 .... do
5 •••. do
2 .••. do

14.••••........

14¼ ........... .

15 .••.....•••..

Reef ..•................................................ 16 .••••••••••••
17 .••.••..•••..
18 ••••••.•••••.
19 ....... ..... .
20 ••••••..•.•••

2
2
2

Grass arc•11, ...

1

Village Hill...
Lagoon .•••.•...•........•............................• 27 .••••••••••..
'l.'olsto1 .•••.• , .•.....................•.•.•............. 11. ..••.•••....
Fb ......•....

.. .
.. . Jul:bo~9.. .
Do.
.. .
Do.
Do.
Do.
.•.. do .. .
Do.
.••. do .. .
Do.
.•.. do .. . July 20.
.... do .. . No date.

: -~~5~ -~·

:2 ••..
.:~.1doJ'o ::... .

Lower Zapadnie ...•••................................• 7 ••••••...•••..

2
2
2
2

8 .•••••...• ...

8• ••••....•.•..
Upper Zapadnie ...............•....•....•..•.......... 9 ••••••••••••. .
10 ••••. ••·•·•·.

.... do
.... do
.... do
.... do

.. .
.. .
.•.
•.•

July 18.
July 22.
July 19.
July 20.

Jnlt>J.8.
Do.
Do.
Do.

ST. GEORGE I LAND.
East ..•......•••• •••••••••••••• ..••.•.••.••••.••....•.. 9 (near) .••••••
A ..........••.
Little East .............................. . ............ . B b •••••••••••
North ••••••........•.•....•........................... 1. ...••....•••.
2 ••••••••••••••
3 ••••••••••••••
5••••••••••••••

Eb •••••••••••
D •••••••••.••.
C •••••••••••••

2 July 15 July 15.
2 •••. do ... July 27.

2 .••• do . .. July 28.

<c>

.:~l/~.

i
Jul~'1 .••. do...
Do.

2 •••• do...

Do.
: .j~do if Jul:028.
2 •••

Jo...

n~:

a This set ofphotoiraphs not transmitted for publication, the accompanying seriesforl895,ahowing
more reduced condition of rookeries, being deemed suffioient.
b United States Fish Oommisaion station.

o One negati"Ye lost.
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THE ROOKERIES IN 1894.
LETTER OF TRAN SM ITT AL.

UNITED STATES COMMISSION OF FISH AND FISHERms,
Washington, .D. O., llebruary 23, 1895.
SIR: In accordance with your verbal request, I have the honor t.o
transmit herewith a report upon the condition of the seal rookeries,
Pribilof Islands, Alaska, during the season of 1894, the same being
based upon observations made by one of the assistants of this Com mi •
sion, Mr. C.H. Townsend, in compliance with the requirements of the
act approved March 3, 1893.
Very respectfully,
HERBERT A. GILL,
Acting Oommissioner.
The SECRET.A.RY OF THE TREASURY,

Washington, D. 0.

INTRODUCTION.

The report herewith submitted is based upon observations made on
the Pribilof Islands between July 12 and August 1, and again between
September 9 and 13, 1894. It is accompanied by 11 charts and 38 photographic views, the former showing the outlines of the rookeries, the
latter illustrating the condition of the most characteristic portions of
each rookery, at the time of making the observations. The positions
from which the photographs were made are identical with those from
which similar views were taken in 1892 and 1893, while the dates of
both charts and photographs correspond as closely with those of preceding seasons as the conditions of weather permitted. This report
should be considered in connection with those previously submitted,
as being one of the series intended to present the yearly changes in
the conditions of the rookeries.
~J1he steamer .Albatross arrived at St. George Island on the morning
of July 8, 1894, and remained there at anchor until the 12th without
being able to effect a landing on account of stormy weather. Not wi bing to detain the ship longer, it was decided to begin the work upon the
rookeries of St. Paul Island, where the opportunities for landing are
better, and, accompanied by Mr. N. B. Miller, laboratory assistant of
the .Albatross, and Mr. J. Stanley-Brown, I landed at ~ortheast Point
on the evening of the 12th, the .Albatross sailing for Unala ka at once.
July 13 was spent in examining and photographing Northeast Point
and Polavfoa rookerie , and we reached the village by wagon in the
evening, our baggage having been taken there from the Point on the
U. S. S. Ranger. On the 14th we examined and photographed Zapadnie,
Upper Zapadnie, and Tol toi rookerie . On the 15th clear weather
continuing1 we examined a1:1d photographed Reef, Keta~e, and Lukannon rooker1e , thn comp] tmg the nece ary photographic work for tbi
i land in le tim han we bad ever been able to do it before. I made
a further examination of the rookeries of Zapadnie, Upper Zapadnie,
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and Tolstoi on the 16th, and plotted upon the base maps the dfstribn,
tion of seals at Tolstoi and Lagoon rookeries on the 17th. Reef, Polavina, Ketavie, and Lukannon were revi ited on the 18th for chart data.
Leaving Mr. Miller to develop the plates exposed on St. Paul Island,
I sailed on the morning of the 19th for St. George Island on the U. S.
S. Alert, and succeeded in landing the same evening. On the 20th I
collected the necessary chart data for East and Little East rookeries,
St. George Island. From the 18th to the 21st, inclusive, the weather
was too tormy for photographic work, and it was not until the 22d
that I got the :first photographs on St. George Island, those of North
rookery. The 23d proved stormy, but with better weather on the 24th
I secured photographs of Ea t and Little East rookeries. Chart data
for
orth rook ry were secured the ame day, and I duplicated some
photograph of orth rookery taken in 1891. From the 25th to the
27th it wa too tormy for photographic work, but I collected chart data
tor Zapadnie and Starry Arteel rookeries on the 27th. On the 28th I
photographed the latt r rookery.
On the 29th an opp rtunity was afforded for returning to St. Paul
Island on the U. S. . .Adams, and, as the most important rookeries are
located on that i land, Ir turned without having secured photographs
of Zapadnie rookery. I immediately recommenced work on the rookeries of St. Paul I land~ spending the 30th at .1; ortheast Point and
Polavina rookeries, the 31 tat Reef rookery, and August 1 at Lukannon
and Keta vie rookeries.
The .Albatross returned to St. Paul Island on the evening of August
1, and thinking that my time could then be spent more profitably cruising among the fleet of pelagic sealers and observing their work than by
remaining longer on the islands, I went on board that evening accompanied by Mr. Miller.
My time while at the islands was spent on the rookeries, whether the
weather was clear or stormy, Mr. Miller attending to the development
of the plates, thus giving me ample opportunity for going over mo t of
the rookeries two or three times. Satisfactory photographs were taken
of all rookeries except Zapadnie, on St. George Island. Station 27
(Lagoon rookery) and the one on Village Hill (Reef rookery) were abandoned, as showing nothing on account of distance. The dates for
photographing the rookeries of St. George Island were changed to those
of St. Paul Island and vice versa, this change being rendered neces ary,
as explained above, by the uncertainty of the landings at the former
i land. St. Paul, moreover, being the more important island, is most
de erving of att-ention, and, in the future, I would recommend the completion of the work on that island' :first.
Several of the photographic stations on the rookeries were marked
with their numbers or letters fa white lead, on the nearest permanent
bowlders. The stations now marked are as follows:
St. Paul lsland.-Reef, Ketavie, Lukannon, Lagoon, Zapadnie, and
Upper Zapadnie (Stations Nos. 12, 26, 14, 14½, 15, 17, 18, 19, 20, 27, 7, 8,
sa, 9, 10).
St. George Island.-E~st, Little East, North, and Starry Arteel (9,
A, B, 1, 2, 3, 5, E).
For most of the remaining unmarked stations heavy stakes will have
to be driven into the sand, few permanent bowlders being available.
The photograph of the grass area on Reef rookery was not duplicated
owing to bad weather, which is to be regretted, as it would have shown
how very rapidly this portion of the Reef is becoming grass-grown.
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ST. P.A.UL ISL.A.ND.

Northeast Point rookery.-Although a comparison of the charts and
photographs of this rookery for 1894 with those made in 1893 may indicate a slight diminution of seals, I am not prepared to state that this
is the case. Owing to unfavorable weather the observations of last
year were made later than they should have been, after the spreading
of the rookeries had commenced. The data for the present year having
been secured earlier, the difference in the records should be accounted
for accordingly. I note,.however, an additional break in the belt of
breeding seals in the immediate vicinity of the Point.
Polavin{,(, rookery.-Although the photographs from Station G show
very little change in position, the rookery when viewed _from other
points appeared to have a well-marked break in the center, which will
be found indicated on the chart. Good weather having followed very
stormy weather, the seals had taken to the water to a noticeable degree
when the photograph was made. I think that no actual decrease can
be recorded.
Littl,e Polavina rookery apparently exhibits no diminution since last
year and very little change in position.
Lukannon rookery.-No perceptible change in the number or position
of breeding seals was noticed here.
Ketavie rookery.-This small and gradually diminishing rookery, I
believe, shows a shrinkage since last season, but not a ve!y l'D:ar~ed o?e.
Reef roolcery.-No decrease is apparent. The change m distribution
is s1ight.
Lagoon rookery remains unchanged since last year.
Tolstoi rookery._rrhe seals here are perhaps a little more concentrated at the north end of the rookery; but otherwise there is no change.
Zapadnie rookery.-The hill portion of this rookery is unchanged, but
the very thin portion extending about a mile along the shingle beach
exhibits several breaks never before noticeable.
While the fur seal, naturally so gregarious, returns year after year
under normal conditions to its accustomed breeding grounds, there are
indications that it is less at home upon tracts which are becoming thin,
and is inclined to concentrate upon adjacent breeding tracts more
thickly covered with seals. This appears to be the case with the abovementioned Ketavie rookery, and in the case of Zapadnie to be borne
out by the appearance of an increase upon the adjoining rookery of
Upper Zapadnie. This scattered beach rookery is illustrated by one of
the photographs.
. . .
Upper Zapadnie rookery,.-An increase since last season berng md1cated here, I went over the ground very carefully, and, although it may
not be apparent in the photograph , the chart will be found to show
changes which I believe mean a slight increa e.
ST. GEORGE ISL.A.ND.

East rookery.-It is possible that this rookery has suffered a slight
hrinkage since last season, but I found it difficult to decide that such
was the case.
Little East rookery remains unchanged.
North rookery.-Slight and unimportant changes in distribution were
ob erved, but no apparent decrea e.
tarry A.rteel rookery remains unchanged.
Zapadnie rookery.-There i a widening of the break along the beach
portion of the rookery, but no decrea e wa noticeable.
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CONCLUSIONS AS TO CONDITION OF ROOKERIES.

At the time of my inspection in July, 1894, the seal rookeries of the
Pribilof Islands, taken as a whole, were found to be in nearly the ~a~e
condition as in 1893. While the number of seals has slowly been d1mmishing, the decrease having continued even during the period when
Bering Sea was closed to pelagic sealing, no decrease in general was
noticeable this year up to the date of my departure from the islands on
August 1. This is probably traceable to the cessation of sealing in the
North Pacific Ocean on May 1, 1894, or soon thereafter. During the
months of May and June the migrating seals become massed south of
the Alaska Peninsula as they move toward the passes through which
they enter Bering Sea, and a very considerable portion of the catch has
been taken annually in that region by the fleet of pelagic sealers. By
reason of the cessation of pelagic sealing on May 1 of the present year,
the seal herd was spared the excessive killing from which it has usually
suffered there in the past, and the rookeries, in consequence, presented
approximately the same appearance as at the time of my last examination. This was contrary to previous experience, as an annual decrease
bad always been observed during the several preceding years.
Circumstances affecting seriously the welfare of the seal herd arose,
however, before the close of the present season, necessitating a second
and later examination of the rookeries, which revealed an alarming
change in their condition. By the award of the Paris Tribunal of
Arbitration, Bering Sea, with the exception of a zone of 60 miles around
the Pribilof Islands, was opened up to pelagic sealers after August 1,
with the result of causing great destruction to the seal herd. The killing of over31,000 seals belonging to these islands and consisting chiefly
of nursing females, was followed, necessarily, by the loss, through
starvation, of thousands of young seals upon the rookeries.
LOSS OF YOUNG SEALS IN SEPTEMBER AS A RESULT OF PELAGIC
SEALING DURING AUGUST.

After :finishing the work of inspection upon the Pribilof Islands on
August 1, I cruised with the Albatross among the fleet of pelagic sealers
until September 9, when I landed again upon the isln.nds to investigate
the loss of young seals, which was reported as becoming serious.
Thirty-eight vessels known tous, hunting just outside of the prohibited
zone, took 31,542 seals during the months of August and September,
these consisting for the most part of nursing females, which resulted in
the additional loss, by starvation, of the young seals thus left without
means of nourishment. Although sealing began on August 1, no dead
pups were noticed on the rookeries until about September 1, after which
time they were found in increasing numbers, and at the date of my
departure from the islands, September 13, careful examination had disclosed a loss of at least 9,000 pup seals, with a prospective loss of nearly
as many more found in an emaciated and exhausted condition. With
the assistance of Mr. Miller, the resident agents of the Treasury, and
Mr. H. C. Chichester, I counted 2,349 pups upon the following rookeries:
ST. GEORGE ISLAND.

North rookery, September 9 and 10, Townsend and Miller (whole rookery)....
Starry Arteel, September 9, Townsend (whole rookery)......................
East rookery, September 10, Townsend and Agent Ziebach (hill slope only)..
Little East, September 9, Miller (whole rookery)............................

405
305
130
140

Total counted. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • • • . . . . • . . . • • • • . • • • • • • • • • . • • • • • • • • • • • • • •
Za.pa.dnie rookery an~. beach portion of East rookery not counted.
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Garbotoh (or Reef) rookery, September 10 and 12, Townsend and Chiches•
ter (west side only) .••••••..•••••..•.•.....••••..•.•••••••••...•.••... 492
Lagoon, September 12, Townsend, Chichester, and Treasury Agent Judge

To)':f:tSe~t~~hl; ·i2,· T~-;;;s~;;d; Chl~h;;t;;, ·~~d
Ag;~t·j~cig; l05
(hill and nearer beach) ..•••..... ..................•....•••••••.••.•..• 497
Lower Zapadnie, September 12, Townsend, Chichester, and Treasury Agent
Judge(whole rookery) ................................................ 275

·'fi;~~~y-

Total counted. • • • • • • • • • • • • . . • . . . . . . • • • . . • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 1, 369

Total on both islands . . . • . . . • • . . . • • . . • . • • . . . . . . . . • • •• • . • • • • . • . • • . . . . • . 2, 3'9

On other rookeries showing a similar condition I compared the
uncounted area with that already counted, estimating the total loss as
follows:
Upper Zapadnie . • . • • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
350
Tolstoi (uncounted portion)........... .. . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . .. .. ... . 200
Reef...... • • • • • . • • • • . • • • • • . • • . . • . • • • • . . . . . . . . • • . . . . . . . . • • • • • • • • • . . . . • • • . • • . • 1,400
Lukannon and Ketavie • • • • • • • • • • • . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . • • . . . . . • 350
Polavina . . • . • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • . • • • • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . • • • . . . • • • . . . • . . . . . . 550
Little Polavina . . . • . . • • • • • • . • • •.• • • • • • • . . . • • • . • • • . • • . • • . . . . • . . . . • • • • . • • • • . . . . 100
Northeast Point (greatest of all rookeries) • • • • • • • • . . . • • . . • • . . . • • • . • . . • • . • • . • 3, 000

Total St. Paul Island, estimate for uncounted area ...•.....•..•••••••• 5, 950
East Rookery (St. George, uncounted portion) .......•..........•••.••••• 200
Zapandie (St. George) •••••••••••••••••.....•.•••••••.•••.••.•..•••.•.•. 450
Total St. George Island, estimate for uncounted area . . . . • . • . . • • • • • . • . . 650
Total uncounted, both islands...... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • • . . . . • . . • • • • . . 6, 600
Total counted, both islands ..••..................•••••••..••....••.... 2, 349
Total loss, both islands. • • • • . . • • • • • . . . • . . • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • . • • • • . 8, 949

Persons familiar with the comparative area of the rookeries will see
how low these estimates are.
The bodies counted were those of pups that had died within ten days
or two· weeks and were fresh, although greatly emaciated. No rotten
bodies, such as might have died during the breeding season from injuries
received on the rookeries, were included, although a limited number of
such were seen.
The attempt to count weak, emaciated pups was given up, owing to
the difficulty of separating any but the very weakest front the more
active and strong pups. Large numbers of starving pups were ob•
served, and they were, to the best of my belief, nearly as numerous
the dead ones. In counting it was found nece._ ary to pass over the
rookeries systematically, which re ulted in clearing the ection counted,
and driving most of the seals into the water or farther inland, accord•
ing to the direction from which they were approached. All adults and
active paps moved off in a body, followed by the less active and starv•
ing pups, there being occasional weak, tottering pup unable t.o do so.
The fell over frequently and eldom moved far. They were thin nd
ga~t, and clearly tarving. The majority of the pups were strong and
active and cow were ob erved everywhere suckling them. All dead
p~p . were c<:m6:ned. to the re!!lllar_ br ding grounds and were evenly
d1 tributed, md1cating that th y d1 d n r where their mother badl
th m.
Young
l are very f: t and eem to endure a month or more of
tarvation before they succumb. I ha e, from year to year ·. . r ed
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occasional young seals brought into the villages on the Pribilof Islands
to be raised as pets, but in no case have they fed, except when milk
was forced into them, and even then they did not live more than thr.ee
weeks. Young seals continue to live entirely upon their mother's milk
until late in the fall. During my examination of the rookeries, from
September 9 to l 3, I found the females suckling their young as com.
monly as they are observed doing a month earlier in the season. One
handsome albino pup, as large as any of the others, I secured as a natural history specimen. It was coffee-colored, with white flippers. It
was left upon a high rock, and finding, upon my return in the even.
ing, that two quarts of thick milk had run from its mouth, I photo.
graphed it. It weighed, after losing its milk, 18f pounds.
I dissected several dead pups, finding in all cases an almost complete
disappearance of fat from under the skin and an entire absence of food
of any kind in the stomach. Accompanying photographs of dead pups
illustrate, in a measure, the condition in which they were found, but
most of the photographs are unsatisfactory.

List of the oharts show-ing the outlines of the rookeries o·n the Pribilof I,lancls, July, 1894.'
Bl, PAUL ISLAND.
Northeast Poini rookery ...•••... ·- ..........••••.•..••••.••...... July 13, Chart .A
Polavina rookery ...............•.............•.....••..••.•...... July 18, Chart B
Ketavie and Lukannon rookeries ......•........................... July 15, Chart C
Reef and Garbotch rookeries .••......•................•..•••...... July 15, Chart D
Tolstoi and Lagoon rookeries ......... , .••....•••.............•••. July 17, Chart E
Zn,paclnie and Engli!h Bay rookeries ......•.•••.•••••..•••. July 14, Charts F and G
BT. GEORGE ISLAND.

Starry Arteel rookery . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ................. J nly 27, Chart H
North rookery ....•••••.••....••••.••••...••••..•••....•.......••.. July 24, Chart I
East and Little East rookeries ..••......••...•.•••.••.•••......••• July 20, Chart J
Zapadnie rookery ••••••••.•....••••..•.•••.••••..••••••••••....... July 27, Chart K

List of the photographs of the seal rookeries on the Pribilof Islands, take-nm July, 1894, by
N. B. Miller and 0. H. Townsend, showing the dates on whioh they wm-e made. a
ST. PAUL ISLAND.

Rookery.

Station.

Northeast Point •.• 1. ••.•.••.
2 (north).
2 (11onth).
8 •••••••••
4, . ••••• • ••

5.........
6 ..••••••.

25 ..•••••.

Polavina ••••••••••. 21. •••••..

22 ••••••••

23 .••••••.

2' ........
G .••••••.

Luka.nnon •••••••.. 12 .••••••.
26 .••..••.

Number Date on
of plates which
in each
taken.
view.
1
1

1
8
1
15
2
1
2

2

2
1
6
8
2

July13

Do,
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do,
Do.

July26
Julyl5

Do,

Rookery.

Station.

Kata~ ••••••••... 14 ..••.•.•

13 ..•.•• • •
14j ..•••••
15 ........
Reef .•....••••.... 16 ........
17 ..•••••.
10 ..••••••
20 ••••••••
Tolatoi •••••••••.• 11 .••••••.

Lower Zapa.dnie ..
Upper Zapadnie ..

F ..•.••••

Number
on
ofplate11 Date
in each which
taken.
Tiew.
1
3
4

2
3

5
2
2
3

7 .•••••••
8 ••••••••
8• .••••••

2
2
2
2

9 • •••••••

2

10 •••••••.

8

J~/5

Do.
Do.
Do.
Do,
Do,
Do.

Jul:J/'
Do.
Do.
Do.

Do.
Do.

• Thia set of photographa not transmittod for publication, the aooompanying Hrlea fer 1895, ahowing more reduced oonilition of rookerie11, beini deemed euffl.olent.
1 This set of mapa not transmitted ~or pn1?lica.tion, the a.cu~mpa.nying aet for 1895,
1howing more reduced area of rookeries, bemg deemed suffl.01ent.
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List of tlle photographB of the seal 1·oolcerieB on the Pribilof IslmldB, eto,-Contmued.
ST. GEORGE ISLAND.

Rookery.

Station.

East •.••••••••••...

0 .••••••••

Number D
of plates
at? on
in each whrnh
view.
taken.

Rookery.

Station.

Number 1
of plates Da~ on
in each which
view. taken .

11------1----1--- - - A ....... .

2
2

Little East......... B ..... ~-.
North ............. 1. ...... ..

2
l

July24
Do.
Do.
Do.

North ............ 2 .........
3.........
5•••••••••

Starry .Arteel. .... E ........

1 July 24
l)o.
1
Do.
2
2 July

OBSERVATIONS RELATIVE TO PELAGIC SEALING 1N BERING SEA
DURING THE SEASON OF 1894.
INTRODUCTION.

The report herewith presented includes the results of observations
made at sea between August 1 and September 20, 1894, together with
certain data subsequently obtained at Victoria, Port Townsend, Seattle,
and San Francisco. The work at sea was carried on in connection with
the cruise of the United States Fish Commission steamer .Albatross, at
that time detailed as one of the vessels of the Bering Sea patrol fleet.
The cruising ground assigned to the ..Albatross was to the we twardand
southward of the islands, chiefly outside of the protected zone, but
trips were also made to the northwest and southeast of the i land .
During the cruise sealing vessels were boarded whenever met with, and
I accompanied the boarding officer at all times, for the purpose of
obtaining information in connection with their operatio11s from day_ to
day. In addition to the data secured by the boarding officer, I copied
from the sealer's log books all notes regarding- the positions where
seals were taken, and examined all fresh skins not yet consigned to the
kenches.
The record of positions whW'e seals were taken by Canadian ves el
is incomplete, as most of those vessels continued. sealing for ome time
after being boarded, while others were not met with. Similar data
obtained from American vessels at sea were :finally secured in full after
their arrival at home ports.
Sealers were con tautly questioned concerning sealing matter , and
statements made by them will be found in the following pag .
I have, under a separate heading, called attention to the e:ffectiven
with which pelagic sealing was carried on in Bering ea by the 38 ve_ sels engaged in it. It will be seen, after proper con jderation of thi
point, how very destructive to the life of this industry the presence of
a larger fleet would be. In my report for la t ar I pointed out the
los of young eal that might b looked for upon the i land if a lar{Te
number of female eal were to be taken in Bering Sea during the
br ding ea on. Tbi ha bee11 borne out by the experience of th
pa t ea on, 20,000 being the lo e t e timate that can be made for dead
p~p , and we may. con:fi~ nt!y e p .ct to ee a, till greater lo of thi
kmd next e on if e lin 1 contmued on the feeding ground . The
r ultiS of the ea on p la ic cat h in B ring ea wer alr ad app rn on. the ro<?kerie h n I went over them from eptemb r 9 to 13,
~ nd will be till more o wh n he annual e amin tion i made next
J uJy. The rookerie in their pr
nt condition c n n t lo e 5 ,0 0 seals

INDIAN SEALING CANOE.

SHOWING METHOD OF THROWING SPEAR.
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in Be-ring Sea, in addition to the North Pacific catch, without such a
lo s being perceptible.
As stated under the heading referring to the condition of the rookeries in 1894, the beneficial results of the ces ation of sealing in May
and June were apparent on the seal islands in July. This would seem
to indicate that a respite of two months, in addition to such protection
as was afforded by the modus vivendi, would be sufficient to keep the
seal herd in its present condition. We may also infer that any additional restrictions that might be placed on sealing in the North Pacific
would count a a gain, and permit an increase in the herd in proportion
to the protection afforded, provided, of course, that there be no increase
in the size of the seaUng fleet.
Accompanying this report are a series of photographs illustrating
some of the features of sealing with spears, and also a chart showing
the distribution of the seal herd on its feeding grounds in Bering Sea.
DATA OBTAINED FROM THE SEALING FLEET.

The following tables 1 contain the daily seailing data of the pelagio
eating fleet in Bering Sea during August and September, 1894, giving the catch of each vessel, sex of seals taken, latitude and longitude
of each day's operations, with more or less data on the crew, boats,
and hunters of each vessel. With exception of one vessel not yet
returned it is complete for the .Americau portion of the sealing fleet.
The data for Canadian ve 'Sel are given for such vessels as I was able
to board in Bering Sea,. The remainder having turned in their log
books to the collector at Victoria I could not complete the work when
I went there.
.A record of the daily operations of the pelag'ic sealing fleet, even in
part, yields new and valuable information. It shows the number of
males and females at different distances from the Pribilof Islands, the
portion of Bering Sea most frequented by the seals, the exact number
of days duriug the season when the weather permitted of seals being
taken; 2 it is data upon which to base an accurate map of seal distribution during the breeding season, etc. These records, kept by the sealers in accordance with the regulations put in force by the Paris award,
con titute the first accurate information of the kind and supply data
respecting the seals at sea, of which we have long been in need.
The daily records of the sealers should have been collected by the
cu tom-houses to which they reported, but it was neglected, and I have
had to search for them, as some of the discharged masters carried their
Jog books away with them, making it very difficult to collect the information.
The catch of the Canadian portion of the fleet in Bering Sea appears
to be 26,341. By questioning many of the sealers at Victoria I ascertained it to be 26,312, which tallies very closely with the figures given
in the report of the collector at Victoria, 26,341. This number, plus the
American catch of 5,201, make the Bering Sea pelagic catch of 1894
31,542, unle s there were vessels ealing in Bering Sea of which we
have no knowledge, which is very doubtful.
There were 27 Canadian ve sels in Bering Sea and only 11.American
vessels. The Canadian vessels hunting with Indian spearmen from
Vancouver and Queen Charlotte islands were very successful, while the
1 The tables referred to will bo fo1111c1 appended to the report for 1895.
2

'l'llis is partly workocl out in the tables following for August and September.
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American vessels, with the except.ion of two or three, made poor catches.
Sealing with spears iu Bering Sea has therefore been profitable to Canadian rather than American vessels.
In respect to the claim that Bering Sea weather is sufficiently unfavorable for sealing to afford the seals protection from excessive spear
hunting, the accompanying tables, although based on incomplete data,
show that there was only one day during the season, :from August 1 to
September 21, when seals were not taken, and it is possible that when
all the data are accessible through exchange with Great Britain it will
be shown that seals were taken daily throughout the season.
The same tables indicate that storms in Bering Sea are local in their
nature, vessels to the westward of the Pribilof Islands having been
hove-to, while others to the southward were making good catches.
COMMENT ON THE PROPORTIONS OF THE SEXES REPORTED BY
THE SEALING FLEET.

I have compared the proportions of the sexes of seals taken in Bering Sea by the Canadian and American fleets, and having considered
both in the light of depositions now in the possession of the Trea ury
Department, made by London furriers, I can not admit that the proportion of male and female seals reported by the vessels is correct. American sealers reported a greater proportion of females, and in no c~se
reported more males than females, as some of the masters of Canadian
vessels have done. The latter were sealing very close to vessels reporting from two to five times as many females as males. When I questioned the masters of the schooners Favorite, Walter Rich, Henrietta,
eto., as to their alleged greater number of males, their explanations tome
were that their seals were skinned in the canoes by the Indians, and
the pelts thrown on deck as they returned after dark, and that un~er
the circumstances they had no time to bother with inspecting skm
minutely as to sez. Such returns are unreliable, and the.re is no do~bt
about the proportion of female seals taken by the Oanad1an fleet bemg
much greater than reported. This is borne out by the sworn statements, now in possession of the Treasury Department, of Messrs. ~fartin and Teichrnanu, of London, as to the sex of seal skins der1~ed
from the pelagic catch of 1894 in Bering Sea and the North Pacific
Ocean. These gentlemen personally inspected some of the largest consignments of seal skins taken in 1894 and found 85 to 90 per cent of
them to be females.
Mr. Lupp, of San Francisco, a seal hunter of several years' experience, informs me that the catch of 1,400 seals made by the ve el Ile
ailed with on the Japan Ooast in 1892 consisterl almo t entirely of
females with young, there being less than 50 males in the entire lot
and that of a catch of 1,100 seals taken by his ve sel, the Louis Olsen
in 1 04, in the same region, all were females but about one dozen.
Mr. John Fam1ing, who crui ed as a hunter with the chooner Denny
and Retriever, informs me that nine out of every ten seals taken on the
Japan oa t by him were female , and that wh n sealiug off the Commander I land eight out of ev ry ten were females in milk. I que tioned _other sealers on thi point, eliciting imilar statements.
In view of the abo_ve tat m nt of London furrier , the tatem nt
of ma ters of Oanadian e 1 a to the unc rtainty of their method
rtaining the .x of each day's catch, and the tatements of Japan
of
oa t
1 ~ a
the gre t proportion of female · in pelagic catches,
to ay notbm~ of our knowledge of the subject from re ults appa1:ent

c_.,..,.
A PORTION OF THE CANADIAN SEALING FLEET, VICTORIA HARBOR, 1894.
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on the Pribilof Islands, the returns of the Canadian sealers operating
in Bering Sea may well be questioned. They report but 14,636 females
in a catch of 26,341, while the American fleet reports 3,813 females in
a catch of 5,201-a much greater proportion. Not one American sealer
reported more males than females. ·one of them, the Deeahks-captain
and all hands being Indians-reported only 155 males in a catch of
1,023, while seven Canadian sealers reported more males than females.
One Canadian sealer, the master of the Borealis, apparently without
guile, has come very near the truth in reporting only 90 males in a catch
of 1,059 seals.
_
I ascertained upon inquiry at the custom-houses at Port Townsend
and San Francisco that the catches of but three of the American sealers
from Bering Sea had been examined by experts in furs to determine
the proportions of the sexes represented. These were the Therese,
Jane Grey, and Rose Sparks. The catch of the Louis Olsen, an American
sealer, landed at Victoria, was examined by my colleague, Mr. A. B .
.Alexander, of the United States Fish Commission.
None of the others, either American or Canadian, were subjected to
such an examination, but their returns, as a whole, are still capable of
correction in the light of depositions by the London furriers, who
received and inspected the bulk of the pelagic catch.
The examination of the catches of the four vessels named above
shows the proportion of females to range from two-thirds to four-fifths
of their catch. As to the catches of the JJJlla Johnson, Deeahks, Stella
Erland, Ida Etta, Ooliimbia, and Allie Algar, that of the Deeahks has evidently been faithfully recorded, while the others have at least placed
themselves on the safe side. Of the Canadian fleet, the Labrador,
Aurora, Mary Ellen, Walter Earle, San Jose, Beatrice, etc., reporting
from two-thirds to three-fourths females, are also on the safe side, while
the Borealis stands unique in reporting almost an entire catch of females
(only 90 males in a catch of 1,149).
As to the Sapphire, .Ainolco, Walter Rioh, Favorite, Henrietta, etc.,
the less said the better. They are convicted of inaccuracy by their
own admissions. If there was intention to deceive as to the proportion
of the sexes in Bering Sea, discrepancies should have been guarded
against, as comparisons with the returns made by the Borealis, Deeahks,
Walter Earle, etc., are damaging.
The proportion of females in the Canadian catch has not been represented in good faith, as it does not correspond with what the fur trade
know to be the actual conditions; with what nine sealers out of ten say
about the composition of pelagic catches in general, and with what we
known by count and observation to have been the loss of young seals
by starvation.
ABSENCE OF FEMALES FROM ROOKERIES AFTER AUGUST FIRST,
AND EASE WITH WHICH THEY MAY BE TAKEN AT SEA.

On August 1, 1894, just before leaving the Pribilofs on an extend.ed
cruise on the pelagic sealing grounds, I examined two small rookeries
very carefully (Ketavie and Lukannon), for the purpose of ascertaining
the proportion of females upon the breeding grounds. On that date I
estimated that about 80 per cent of the seals present consisted of males
and young, clearly indicating the great extent to which the females
were feeding at sea.
The cruising ground of the .Albatross for the first week in August was
far to the northwest of the islands, where very few seals were seen. On
th~ 7th, just outside the protect d zone and to the northwest of St.
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Paul, we found seals in abundance. The sea being perfectly smooth, I
went out in the dingey a few hundred yards from the ship and photographed several seals, showing their positions when asleep and awake.
The distance at which we were able to photograph them was from 30
to 40 feet. In the three-quarters of an hour 26 seals were counted.
Most of them were sleeping, and all were females, judging by size alone.
The photographs show the customary attitudes. Seals sleeping at sea
have little more than the nose, lower jaw, and hind :flippers above water,
the fore flippers being raised occasionally as the animal scratche i t elf
or rolls slowly from side to side. The back is always down and deeply
submerged .
.As a rule sealing with spears is practicable only when seal. are found
asleep, the ordinary spearing distance being-30 to 35 feet. To the f ur
seal's unfortunate habit of sleeping much at sea is chiefly traceable i ts
diminution, for it is at such times most readily approached by the pelagic
sealer and taken with guns or spears. The number of seals to be
observed asleep in Bering Sea is greater than elsewhere, the migration
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being over and the animals feeding at their natural habitat. It i~ ~
well-known fact of natural hi tory that breeding male eal do not l
the rookeries during the breeding season, and that young pup c n n~t
leave tbe immediate vicinity of the island until they depart on th 1r
:first migration ·outhward.
From the almo t con tant presence on the hauling ground of th
nonbreeding male , it.is al o well e tabli h d that they do not leaY
island to any great extent. The females alone con titnt a cla
e: n.
feed at long di tances from the islan ls during th breedin(l'
Their excur ions in earch of food extend over .,,00 mile· and commencing soon after the birth of their youn g are continued to h 1
of the sea on. There can be no doubt but that the nur ing f mal
the mo t constantly expo ed of any class of seal to the cl . truct_i e
method of pelaoic ealing in Bering Sea, and that their aptt~r _dm ~n °
the bre ding ea on i , of all the ag 11ci . t 11di ng· to .var<l th dunm u 1
of the eal herd, the one most to be del_)lored.

SLEEPING FUR SEAL.

USUAL POSITION.

AUGUST 7 1 18941 BERING SEA.

( Floating back down, with hind flippers turned forward.

Photographed at distance of 35 feet.)

FUR SEALS JUST AWAKENED, AUGUST 7, 1894, BERING SEA.
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The opening of Bering Sea to pelagic sealing has proved the most
fatal of all the provisions of the Paris award.
EFFECTIVE METHODS OF THE SEALING FLEET.

The effectiveness with which pelagic sealing may be carried on in a
circumscribed hunting ground like Bering Sea may be more clearly set
forth by directing attention to the number of bunting boats engaged
during the past season. The sealing fleet consisted of 38 schooners,
carrying from 6 to 20 boats or canoes apiece-the average number being
about 12. The boats hunted in all directions, frequently going 10 miles
away from the vessels to which they belonged, the hunting areas of the
different schooners thus overlapping at times. I have often spoken
canoes 8 miles from their schooners. Pursuing seals in this systematic
way, 38 vessels carrying somewhat more than · 450 boats, took 31,542
skins in six weeks, notwithstanding the fact that many of them were
late in reaching Bering Sea from the Japan coast, and left early on
account of having their North Pacific catches on board, for the purpose
of being early in market, on account of the impatience of Indian hunters already wearied with the long Japan coast cruise, lack of provisions,
or for other reasons.
THE USE OF SPEARS.

Of the Canadian fleet in Bering Sea, all but six schooners carried
Indian hunters from Vancouver and Queen Charlotte islands. These
natives have been taking seals off their own shores with the spear from
time immemorial, and it was a fatal mistake on the part of the Paris
Tribunal to underestimate the efficiency of spears in such hands, a fact
doubtle swell known to those having charge of the British side of the
ca e.
The pear used during the past season is very similar to that figured
by Scammon twenty years ago in writing of pelagic sealing by these
natives. 1 1he spear pole is 12 to 14 feet long, pronged, with two detachabl~ b3:rb~d iron spear po~nts, secured by a 30-yard line, the end of
which 1s tied to the boat. When a seal is struck the barbed points
slip off the pole, the latter being recovered after the seal bas been pulled
alongside the canoe and clubbed. Seals fight vigorously at such times
and seldom fail to leave permanent marks of their sharp teeth on boats
and canoes, while large bulls are very dangerous to ha::1dle.
Pelagic ealing is altogether impracticable for our own Aleut natives,
their light skin-covered bidarkies not being constructed to withstand
such attack as wounded seals make with their teeth.
CHANGE OF FEEDING GROUNDS.

The fur seal changes its feeding grounds in Bering Sea from year to
year. The changes appear to be quite marked, and are doubtless
dependent on the food supply. The pelagic cat h for the summer of
1894 was made chiefly to the southeast of the Pribilofs, the rest of the
catch heing made south, southwe, t, west, and northwest of the j lands .
.A small proportion only were taken along the border of the plateau.
Capt. J. W. Todd, of the sealer Rose ·sparks, states that in 1889 he
found seals pleutiful to the northeast of the Pribilofs, and moderate
numbers were to the northwest and southeast. In 1887, when ealing
with the schooner Lilly L., he found the herd chiefly to the southeast,
taking 197 seals in two days.
-

J

Marine Mam., Scammon, p. 159.
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Captain McCauley, of the sealer Beatrice, found seals plentiful 250
miles to the westward of the Pribilof Islands in 1891. Captain McLean,
of the sealer Favorite, also reports a great abundance of seals to the
westward of the islands in 1891 (latitude 56° 50', longitude 173° 30'), ten
canoes taking (with guns) 972 seals in three days.
Captain Guillams, of the sealer Louis Olsen, having in former years
found seals in greatest numbers to the westward of the Pribilofs,
cruised persistently in that portion of Bering Sea during the past
season, taking only 84: seals.
Many other sealers confidently expecting to find the bulk of the seal
herd to the westward of the Pribilofs cruised there at the opening of
the past season without success, but later made good catches to the
sou th eastward.
While engaged in pelagic sealing investigations with the United
States revenue cutter Corwin in 1892 fur seals were plentiful to the
westward of the Pribilofs, the cutter Rttsh, cruising to the east at the
same time, meeting with very few.
NOTES ON THE FOOD OF SEALS.

Captain Todd says the food of seals taken near the mainland consists
largely of salmon, and that this is true of the Japan and Copper Island
sealing grounds as well as of the North American coast.
Captain Magne en, of the sealer Walter Earle, reports the seals taken
on August 25, 1894 (latitude 560 13', longitude 172° 44:'), as feeding on
salmon.
Capt. S. Balcom, of the sealer Walter Rich, reported taking salmon
occasionally from the stiomachs of seals speared in Bering Sea in
August, 1894.
Capt. H. F. Siewerd, of the sealer Mascot, in 1894, collected the
stomachs of three seals, containing pollock apparently, at the followin g
position: Latitude north 56° 10', longitude west 171o 45'; August 2 ,
latitude north 58° 01', longitude west 1730 29'; latitude north 58° 02',
longitude west 172° 4:5', September 8.
Oaptain Siewerd writes that other seals opened at the first position
contained nothing but squid, and at the second position cod and squid;
but it is possible that the :fish observed were pollock, which closely
resemble cod.
Contents of the stomachs of 33 fur seals 1 taken during the month of
ugu t, 1894, at di tance varying from 100 to 140 miles west and
northwest of the Pribilof Islands, along the border of the plateau,
collected by A. B. Alexander, with the schooner Louis Olsen, show
the following:
Date.

Latitude Longitod
north.
w t.
0

u . 4

57

I

Sex.

m: ..3.
0

Contents of stomach.

M:. F.

I

173 56
173 56
173 56

:

Fis~~uch digested, apparently pollock.

1 .... P~llock or cod, with one-half dozen aguid; beaks small.
1 18 F1 b, much illgeeted, apparently poUock.
1 • •· ·
ulld peck of red-fleshed ftsh resembling salmon: bonea not
t rmined.
ted, probably pollock.
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Mr. Alexander r~ports the seals taken by the Olsen to have been
feeding on pollock, whenever identification was made with certainty.
Several seals were speared in the act of eating pollock, the fresh remnants making identification certain. During the cruise large cod were
taken at sealing stations in depths of 60 and 70 fathoms, and were so
abundant that the decks could have been filled with them, although
the stomachs of the seals taken contained pollock. The stomachs of
the cod contained starfish, prawns, squid, jelly-fish, and a few small
fishes; nothing of the kind being found in the stomachs of seals taken
at the same positions. Some of the cod weighed 30 pounds, the average being 9 pounds, while an examination of the fish eaten by the
seals shows the fish to have been of the size of pollock or smaller.
It would appear that the seals taken by the Olsen were feeding near
the surfacP,.
PROBABLE USE OF FIREARMS IN SEALING DURING SEASON
OF 1894.

In regard to the surreptitious use of firearms in Bering Sea, I have
to state that conspicuous blood stains were noticed on several rookeries
between September 9 and 12, 1894, both by the Treasury agents and
myself, and indicated the presence of wounded animals. In a few cases
dead seals were found. The blood as noticed in a dozen or more of
places was spattered upon the rocks from the beach well back into the
rookeries, leaving distinct bloody trails, with occastonal bowlders well
stained where the animals had paused. The stains were fresh, although
being rapidly effaced by moving seals and wet weather.
DEAD SE.A.LS FOUND (A.LL ADULTS).

North rookery, 1 female; Starry Arteel, 1 female; Garbotch, 1 male
and 5 females; Tolstoi, 3 females; Zapadnie, 1 male and 2 females;
total, 14.
The carcasses on Zapadnie were comparatively fresh, the others had
been dead probably three weeks. From the fact of these carcasses
being in the rookeries and rubbed and fouled by seals constantly crawling over them, I could not determine the presence of gunshot marks.
I have left out of the above count three rotten carcasses found on Garbotch, that apparently died early in the season.
Mr. A. B. Alexander reports that while cruising with the Louis Olsen
firing was heard from the vessel on August 10 during foggy weather,
and that the hunters reported hearing guns constantly while out in the
boats the same day. The crew are of the opinion that the firearms
were being used for sealing, although nothing was seen.
The hunters of the Favorite reported in Unalaska on August 27 that
they heard firearms in Bering Sea on several occasions. When 1
boarded the Walter Rich in Bering Sea September 6, the captain
reported having speared a seal on the 5th freshly wounded with buckshot.
Reports of a similar character came to our ears at times during the
season. The patrol fleet found it impracticable to search vessels at
sea,-nothing more than a cursory examination being possible under
the circumstances. If guns are to be prohibited, sealing vessel should
be searched at the Unalaska wharf, or some other favorable place
where there is a possibility of overhauling their cargoes in an effective
manner.
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Fu1·-seal catch in Bering Sea in 1894.
[From official sources.]
AMERICAN VESSELS.
Vossel.

Mal.es. Females. Total.

Ella Johnson ..••......•.............•.......
Deeahks ..•••.•....•.........................
Stella Erland .......................... .• •...
Ida Etta.·-·········· ....................... .
Columbia .•••......................•.........

t~:J;~~~::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::

rat,at:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::

322
155
219
204
180
128
81
37
40
16

Total .••..••.......•..•••..•........... ~

892
868
542
532
223
199
237
100
92
68

1,214
1,023
761
786
403
327
318
197
138
84

Entered at Port Town. nd.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.

Do.
Entered at Sau Francisco.
Do.

Do.
Catch lA.nded at Victoria.

8,813r5,201

CAN .A.DIAN VESSELS.
Vessel.

Males. Females. Total.

Vessel.

Malos. Femaleli, Totat

- - -------1----1----1---111---- -----1---- - - - - - - Triumvh ............. . 1,163
apphire ............. . ) , 226
Annie Moore ... ...... .
938
Ainoko ...••........... 1,092
679
Minnie ... - ....•••.....
Walter Rich .....••.... 1,000
752
Favorite .•.•...........
Bea.trice ........•......
842
Katherine ............ .
490
417
Venture.···-··········
303
Kate··········-········
San Jose .•.. _......... .
256
810
Fawn ...•.....••.......
Walter Earle ......... .
155
90
Borealis ·-···· ........ .

2,077
879
1,009
505
986
749
488
i!18
669
492
664
693

336
617
1,059

3,240
2,105
1,947
1,657
1, 665
1,7'9
1,240
1,160
1,059
909
867
749
646
672
1,149

Ueurietta.... •• • . . . . • .
Kilmeny...... . • . . . . . .
Saucy Lass . . . • • . . . . . •
Mascot . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Mar_y Ellen . . . . . . . . . . .
Rosie Olsen...... . . . . .
Vera..................
.Aurora . •. . . . .. . . . . . . .
.A.rietis . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
helby...... . . . . . . . . . .
Teresa? .............. .
Labrador.............
Umbrina. ..... .......

427
307
290
299
10!1
425
80
79
:19
323

340
327
378
246
352
431
115
138
52
145

179
30

381
30

Total . . . . . . . . . . . 11, 705

767
634
668
1,103
457

850
195
217
91
377
7670
560
00

14, 636 j 26, 341

TOTAL CATCH, .AMERICAN .AND CANADIAN, IN BERING SEA.
Males.

Females.

Total.

American .•••••••••••••.•.•.••.•••.•......... ··········-········........
Canailian .•.•••..••••..••..•....•...•....... _............................

1,388
11,705

3,813
14,636

5,201
26,341

Total. .................................. _........... . . . . .. .. • .. . • • •

18, 093

18,449

31,M2
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.Fm·-seal catch of Canadioo 1.'essels fo1' 1894.
[From official sources.]
Crews.
Vessels.

Tons. Wliite.

Catch.

~~~~· ~~!!~
coast.

Total.
J~~:n• Copper
Bering Sea.
coast. Island. Male. Fomale.

----------,--- ·- - - --- - - - - - - - - - -- - - - - - - -

Enterprise . . • • . . • • . . . . . . .
Rosie Olsen . . . • . . . . . . . . . .
Umbrina.. ... .. ...... .. . .
Oscar and Hattie.........
Diana. . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Brenda...................
Arietis . . . • . . • • . . . . . • • . . . .
Casco . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • • • .
Dora Siewerd . . . . . . . . . . . .
Walter A. Earle..........
Fawn •••• •••••• •. .••••. ..

~~\l~i~~-~~~~::::::::
Mermaid . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
City of San Diego........
Mary Taylor.............
Libbie....................
May Belle................
Mary Ellen...............
Viva.....................
W. P. Sayward...........

69

89
99
81
150
100
86
63
24
68
159
1

22
6
25
24
19
26
25
22
26
8
6

:25 ::::::::
::::::::
. . • . . • • . . • • . •• . .

46

16
19
22
14
28
26
20
20
19
24
8
25
28
8
26

'3

Teresa . • • . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Maud S.. •• • • • • •• • . • . • . . . .
Aurora. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Florence M. Smi tb. . . . . . .

97
41
99

24
18
27

180
18
25

5
8
5

37
82
75
58
16
48
76
23

2!
7
6
6
5
5
5
3
9
1

Vera.....................
Carlotta G. Cox..........

Triumph .••••..... ~. .....

Otto......................

E. B. Marvin.............

Sapphire . . . • . . . . . . • . . . . . .
Annie E. Paint....... . . . .
Geneva...................

~~~a~ i~ffee~::::: ::::::::

~a~\~i~::::::::::::::::::
Favorite • . • • . • . • . . • • . . . • .

Annie C. Moore...... . . .
Labrador.................

~~!::~~::::::::::::::::
Saucy Lase...............

:Borealis . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Katharine............... .
.Ainoko.. ••• • . . •. . • • • • • . . .

Kate . . • • • • • • . • . . . . . . • . . . .
Shelby . • . •• . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

Venture..................
Walter L. Ricl1.. .. . . . . . . .
Mountain Chief..........

rt~:fe~1::~::::::::::::::
San Jos6. ••••.. ........ ..
f~:J:L·::::::::::::::::
C. D. Rand...............

. . • . . . • . 1, 254
314 ................ .
. . . . . • • • 1, 048
425
481
. . ... •. . 2,588
153
80
30
. .•.. .•• 1,733
176 .••...•...•...•..
. • . • • • • . 1, 961
438 . • . . . • • . . •.....•.
. • • • • .. • 2, 388
343 .•...••..•.......
. . • . . • • . 1, J 97
39
52
. . • . . • • . 1, 026 .....•...•...••...• . ..•. .
. . . . • • • . 2, 584 . . • . . • . . . . . . . . . . . ..... •..
. . • . . • • . 1, 471
155
517
. •••••••
911
810
836
1

ii78

93
58
63
92
60
70
60
76
98
86
96
109
82
92
68

P enelope • • • • • • . . . • • • . . • • .

. ••. . . . .
16
. .......
. •••.••.
• • • •. . • .
. .. • • • . .
. . •.. . . .
. . . .. . •.
... ....
20
18

~~

:g

:g38

!~81
~~

?fl

25

~~

:

6
5

~

51

7

3,866

888

·m

1, 603
. • . . . . • . . • • . . . • . 1, 804
. • •. . • •. . • • . •• ••
874
. . • . . • • . . • .. . • .. . 1, 010
. •••. ••• . ••.. ••.
925
. • • • • •• • • • • • . .. • 1, 909
........ ........ 1,487
........ •••••••.
606
• • • • • • • • . • • . .. • • 1, 806
••••.••. ••••.••. 1,075
. . . .. .. . . . .. . .. . 1,947
· 36
1, 320 . . . . . . . .
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • 1, 014
..•... .. ...... .. 2,118
82
585 . . . . . . . .
. • • . • . . . . . . . . . • . 1, 497
• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 1, 092
. . . • • • • . . . . • • • . . 1, 102
1
'
• •• • • • . . • • . • • • • • 1, 848
. . •• • • •. . ••• •. ••
698
. . . . . . . . . ••. . . . .
96

:::::::: :::::: ::

i~~

m ········ ·········

· · · · 503 · : : : :: : : : : : : : : : : : :
250 .••..••..••...••.
250 .••...•.......••.
200 .....••...•...••.
907 ..•.......••.... .
86
105
852
..............•..••••.•..
85 ............••••.
296 .... ......•......
80
115
........................ .
. . . . . . . . 1, 168
2, 077
628 ..........• .. . ...
...•............. ........
. . . . . . . . 1, 226
879
531 ..•.••. ...••.. ...
558 .••••.....•••••..
120 .....•...••••••..

~+!86 ::::::
:: :::::: :::
..............••.
21
79
188
81 .....•...........

:87 ....606
~~~- ····55if ::::::::
. . . . . . . . . . •. •••.

87
14
7

809 . . . . . . . . . . • • • • • .
808 . . • . • • • . . • • .• • . .

14

~:

488
1, 009
381

~g ········
··i;2oa" :::::::: :::::::::
•••••. .. . . • .. . . .
290
378

17
170
20
303
20
269
22
467
20
79
10
84
17 . ... .. ..
25
691
13
175

2i

~t~

752
938
179

. . ••. • . . . . . . . . . .
90
1, 059
. .• • . . . . . . . . . . . .
490
569
. • • • • • . . . . . . . . • . l, 092
565
. . •. •• . . . . . . . • • .
803
564
. . . . . . . . . . . . •••.
232
145
..•..•.. ...... ..
417
492
. ...•••. .•. . .• .. 1,000
749
.. ...•• ..•••• •. ....... ..... ......

4: ::::::: : ::::::::
20 .• ..•.•. ..•.•. •.

····s19· ·····os6·
256

593

g
··--ai5. :::::::: :::::::: !g+
~~
22
357 .........•••.............•• .••••.

:Beatrice..................
49
21 ••••.. .. . . . .. . . . 1,703 .•..•...........•••••.••.
Canoe catch by Indians.. .. . .. •• . •.. • .• .. .•.••. .. 3,989 ............ .. ... ....••..••.•.••.

Total...............

518

11, 703

48, 993

7,487

11, 705

Description.
Number of vessels ......•.•.••.....••.•.....•••.•........•..•................•.......
Men in white crews ••.•.......•.•.•.•.•••.•••••••..•••..•.......•••.•...•.••.•..•••..
Men in Indian crews .................•...............................................

1,568
], 899
2,801
1,909
2,394
2,726
1,288
1,926
2,584
2,148
1,657
2,178
710
2,108
1,554
1,124
1,210
1,122
2,452
1,437
641
1,602
1,270
1,947
4,560
1,637
2,118
2,640
2,028
1,650
1,222
1,054
804
1,429
931
177
1,518
1,103
1,846
2,256
868
400
J, 681
838
1,452
1,328
2,124
946
411

909
2,440
175
92
2,153
869
684
1,082
357
1,703
8,989

14, 636

94, 474

1894.

1893.

59
818
518

55
847
432

29,113
29,206
12,013

Total Canlldlan catch.......................................... ....... .........

94,474

70,332
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Fur-Beal catch of American vessels fo1· 1894.
[Prepared by A. B. Alexander,}
Vessel.

j

Northwest Japan
coast.
coast.

Copper Bering Total
Isln,nds. Sea.
·

- - - - -- - - - - - - - - ------1-----i--- - - - - - - - - - -

Total. ......................... ......... ... .... .

2,652

31,376

I

1. 771

I 5, 201

a This veseel not yet returned.
cLoet; 535 skins ta.ken; none saved.
bLost; number of skine not known.
dLost; skins not saved.
,Indians from Neah Bay.
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THE ROOKERIES IN 1895.
LETTER OF TRANSMITTAL.

U. S.

COMMISSION OF FISH AND FISHERIES,
OFFICE OF 'l'HE COMMISSIONER,

Washington, February 1, 1896.
Sm: I have the honor to forward herewith copies of two reports by
Mr. C.H. Townsend, naturalist of the United States Fish Commission
steamer Albatross, entitled as follows:
Report upon the condition of the seal rookeries of the Pribilof
Islands, Alaska, in 1895.
Report on pelagic sealing in 1895.
The former is illustrated by 11 charts and 42 photographic views, of
which only the charts have been completed, and are now transmitted.
The photographs are in course of printing- and will be furnished at an
early date.
HERBERT A. GILL,
Very respectfully,
Acting Commissioner.
The SECRETARY OF THE TREASURY,
Washington, D. 0.

INTRODUCTION.

In the present report are recorded the results of observations made
by the writer on the fur-seal rookeries of the Pribilof Islands, Alaska,
during the summer of 1895, in continuation of the annual inquiries
respecting that subject, beginning with the season of 1892. It is
• accompanied by 11 charts and 42 photographic views, duplicating those
of previous years-the former indicating the outlines of the breeding
grounds and those of the hauling grounds in part, the latter illustrating
the condition of the more important portions of each rookery at the
height of the breeding season. The stations from which the photographs were taken are the same as those previously occupied for that
purpose, while the dates of both the charts and photographs correspond
as closely with those of preceding years as the conditions of weather
permitted or other circumstances, explained below, made advisable.
PRIBILOF ISLANDS.

The steamer .Albatross first reached St. Paul Island, of the Pribilof
group, on June 24, 1895, being then en route to the Oommander Islands,
Siberia, and remained at the former place until noon of the 26th. Mr.
F. W. True, curator of mammal in the United tate National Museum,
together with an assi tant, was landed on t. Paul Island for the purpose of making a serie of independent ob rvations re pecting the
rookeriE1 , as was also Mr. . B. -Miller, a istant on the .Albatross, the
latter being provided with the nece ary outfit for beginning upon the
sea on'. photographic work in case of any unfor~ een delay in the return
of the ship.
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I spent the 25th and the forenoon of the 26th in going over the rookeries of Lukannon, Ketavie, Reef, Lagoon, and Tolstoi. Female seals
were scarce, none being- observed on any of the rookeries at a distance
of more than 50 or 60 feet from high-water mark, although the usual
rookery area was occupied by bulls. The harems in course of formation
along the beaches were as yet very small, the average number of females
to each being five. About one-fourth of the females were nursing newborn pups, the others being conspicuously gravid. Some sections of'
rookery ground were still covered with snow and a number of new-born
young with the red placentre still attached were lying upon the snow.
Occasional females were noticed arriving from the sea, but none were
seen leaving. There were no signs of any then coming into heat. A
hasty count by harems of females and youug at two favorable points
resulted as follows:
Lukannon.-10 females, 5 pups; 2 females, 1 pup; 15 females, 2 pups;
4 females, 1 pup; 9 females, 4 pups; 9 females, 3 pups.
Ketavie.-14 females, 6 pups; 6 females, 1 pup; 8 females, 2 pups;
7 females, 4 pups; 10 females, 3 pups; 10 females, 2 pups; 8 female , 3
pups; 5 females, 1 pup.
The hauling grounds were fairly well occupied. A drive was made
from Reef rookery on the morning of the 25th, about 1,200 being killed.
At 1 p. m.. the rejected seals bad in large part returned to Zoltoi Neck,
from which they had been driven, and were hauled out nearly all the
way across. A drive of about 1,000 seals from Polavina rookery was
made on the 26th, from which about 700 were kiUed.
COMMANDER ISLANDS.

The .Albatross sailed at noon on June 26 for Bering Island, Siberia~
where we arrived on July 3. Dr. Leonhard Stejneger, curator in the
United States ational Mu eum, was landed for the season, in order to
tudy the condition of the seal rookeries and the habits of the Commander I land eal , re pectiug whi h he made an important serie
of observation during the year 1882 and 1883. The 4th was spent in
vi iting North rookery, 12 miles distant from Nikol ki village, the trip
being made on clog led furni hed by Governor Grebnitzky. Although
the weather wa. not clear, I succeeded in making highly satisfactory
panorama of the rookery, which lies in two sections, separated by a
pa · of about three-fourth of a mile. The rookery is located at Yu bin
Point at the extreme northern end of the island. The larger section of
the rooker occupie a flat, reef-like peninsula, the smaller being on
the beach to the outhwe tward. Very few bachelor were pre ent,
and the e were catter d so close to the breeding seals that di tinct
hauling grounds were not apparent. The breeding seals were very
den ely packed upon their re pective areas, a large portion of the
female having brought forth their young. The latter were beginni1w
to oll t into group by them elve , and the female were rapidly
comin o- in heat.
orth r kery, the mo t important of the four rookerie on the ommander I land I
imat <l to b of about th
ame ize and im1 ortance a Tol oi rook ry on the Pribilof I land . With but one oth r
rooker appr a hin it in iz it i
ident hat he eal fl h r of the
ommand r 1 nd i of ry mod r tie value as compared with tba
of the ribilof I land , whil it i ertain that there i at pre ent n
u •h uppl of
I, a
ould be nece ar for the maintenanc of the
Jar fl
of
l
op r ting upon thi herd during it migr ·
tion be e n Berin
a and the coa t of J pan.
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The positions where seals were taken by pelagic sealers during the
season of 1895 in the wate1·s adjacent to the Commander Islands were
for the most part to the eastward, southward, and westward of the
islands, within a radius of 100 miles, the catch of one vessel having
been made off Cape N agikinsky, 200 miles to the northwest. The data
are derived from the log books of 5 .American vessels whose catches
aggregate 714 seals, taken between July 5 and September 4. In the
year 1892 the schooner Henry Dennis made a catch of 563 seals between
July 2 aud .August 28 in these waters, all seals being taken within 170
miles of the islands. The sex of seals taken is not stated. The total
number of seals obtained by the combined Canadian and .American
fleets off the Russian coast during the season was 7,648, the positions
where seals were taken by Canadian vessels not being at hand.
Durillg the season of 1895 a sealing fleet numbering 45 v~ssels took
38,732 seals belonging to the Commander Islands herd, along the coasts
of Japan and Russia. To this number should be added the catch
made by a small fleet of a dozen or more vessels belonging to Japan, of
which we have received no record. The Japan and Russian catch for
the season is considered small, and would have been unprofitabl
for a shortage in the total pelagic catch and a consequent advance in
the price of seal skins.
PRIBILOF ISLANDS.

The Albatross returned to St. Paul Island on July 9, when I took up
my quarters on shore for the season.
Resuming the observations left off in June, the rookeries of Lukannon, Ketavie, Lagoon, Tolstoi, and a portion of Reef rookery were
examined very minutely and the breeding females occupying them
carefully counted. This work, with brief visits to all the other rookeries,
occupied the time until the 16th, when Ketavie and Lulrnnnon rookeries
were visited for chart. data. On the 17th we went to St. George Island,
where all the rookeries were photographed and their areas platted on the
charts during the 18th and 19th. Returning to St. Paul Island on the
20th, the chart and photographic work was taken up and pushed rapidly
to completion, the charts being finished on the 24th and the photographic serie on the 27th.
From this date until .August 9 I was engaged in making natural history ob ervations on the rookeries, and in setting up artificial laudmark to outline the present limits of the rookeries and serve a gui<les
for their delineation in futur .
The latter work con i ted in painting on suitable bowlders, in white
lead, large cro ses ( +) that would be conspicuous from the photographic
stations, and would appear in the panoramas that might be made
hereafter. These crosses, placed on Northeast Point, Polavina, Reef,
Tol toi, and Upper Zapadnie rookeries, on St. Paul I laud, and on
Zapadnie rookery on St. George Island, were located with reference
to the limits of the breeding grounds or the points where seals were
ma sed.
On ortheast Point rookery four crosses, visible from Station 5,
mark the rear limits of the principal masses of seals.
.
On Polaviua rookery four crosses mark the limits-two on each side
of Station G.
On Reef rookery five crosses from stg,tions 17 to 18, mark limits or
mases.
On Tolstoi rookery five crosses mark limits.
On Upper Zapadnie rookery six crosses mark limits or masses.
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On Zapadnie (St. George Island) a cross marks the extreme western
end of the rookery.
It seems advisable to have these artificial landmarks extended to
some of the other rookeries and located on their respective charts.
Photographic Station G, on Polavina, was marked F by mistake and
should be corrected.
Photographic Station 5, on Northeast Point, was appropriately
marked.
CONDITION OF ROOKERIES IN 1895 AS SHOWN BY CHARTS AND
PHOTOGRAPHS.

The changes that have taken place in the rookeries since July, 1894,
are so marked that their depleted condition in July, 1895, is in general
apparent upon comparison of the charts and photographs covering the
two seasons. The usual number of seals not having appeared at the
customary time of commencing the photographic work, the latter was
purposely delayed in order that the ground might have ample time to
fill up, the dates at which the photographs were made being mostly a
week later than in 1894. Even after the slight spreading of the breeding seals that takes place as the season advances, the grounds were
not at any time during 1895 occupied by their usual numbers of seals.
Rookeries, or breeding grounds, strictly speaking, are the tracts within
the limits of which young seals are brought forth, being perfectly distinct areas as contrasted with those over which they spread of their
own accord somewhat later. The "spreading" which results from the
swelling of the rookeries by the birth of thousan~s _of young was
scarcely perceptible during the season of 1895, the limited number of
adults on the rookeries making it unneces ary for the animals to scatter to the usual distances from the beaches. Many old breeding males
occupied their former positions in the rear o~ the rookeries, but !emained
alone, or with but two or three females durmg the eason, their harems
having been absorbed by harems nearer the beach and not permitted
ro pass back. Many of the branches of rookeries formerly extending
well back of the breeding grounds at favorable points where the seals
lie in masses have this year been absorbed into the main body of breeding seals. The e changes are shown in the photographs of some of the
rookeries and are repre ent don the charts. In many narrow rookeries
stretched along beaches where the number of seals is not great, changes
caused by a decrea e in eal life are not of such a character as to be
apparent in photographs until actual break occur. All such rookeries
confined to narrow beach slope < re now thinned out to the verge of
breaking apart in many place . They no longer overlap on 1io the level
g-round u ually found above the slopes, and the surplus of male seals
derived from their adjacent hauling ground i no longer of any importance. Break which occur in rook rie ar alway carefully not.ed, as
tbey are sru· indi ation of decrea in the s al life of rookeries heretofi re continuou . C rtain thin ction a ob erved in 1894 indi ated
bre k lik 1 to fi How further decrea e in eal life. As a, re ult of the
h
y lo of female and youn
al cau d by p la gic sealing in Bering
< in 1 94 m ny of th
pr diet d br a k actu Uy occurred in 1895.
Th
. tru tion of mu ·h I rg r numb r of fem I
ud young, through
t,i op r. ti n of he
aling fl
in B ring
a, in 1895, will an e a
r duction in h cl s of br
ing al next e on, amounting pr c ically
th l
f . ntinuity in a.11 th
hin rookerie. on th islands
and r nd ring h l>u iu
of l· ic
ling unprofitable.
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The thinning out of the breeding seals and the consequent recedence
of the breeding limits toward the beaches is followed by the encroachment of grass upon. the bare ground but recently occupied by seals.
Attention is called to a series of' photographs taken annually which are
illustrative of this feature.
It is impossible to represent satisfactorily the decrease of the rookeries by photographs or charts. The former are limited in number and
have frequently to be taken from unfavorable points, while the reduction
of a great tract more or less occupied by seals to the limits of a small
photograph is often misleading except to those familiar with the ground.
The case of the charts is similar, the changes in extensive areas of
land not being impressive when indicated upon charts of small scale.
Special attention is called, however, to the large panoramas taken from
Stations 5, 17, and G, showing the large rookeries of Northeast Point,
Polavina, and Reef. In all of these very comprehensive views the
decrease in the number of seals and the withdrawal of the breeding
limits toward the sea front is apparent.
ST. PAUL ISLAND.

Northeast Point rookery.-The thin patches of seals upon each side of
Sea Lion Point are reduced in numbers and area. From station 6 to
the point two important breaks occur at points opposite the marshes.
From the point to Station 5 the rookery bas visibly narrowed and the
seals have decreased in numbers. From Hutchinson Hill one of the
most important changes of the year is visible. The photograph from
Station 5 shows the wide rookery ground to be narrower than ever
before. At only one point were young seals born a,s far back as the
base of the bill. At Station 4 the change is amply shown by the photograph, which, although taken eleven daye later than in 1894, shows
no indication of seals spreading to their former limits. South of Station
4 the seals for the first time failed to cover an important tract extending back in the direction of Hutchinson Hill. This is shown in the
photograph from Station 3. The animals usually somewhat massed at
this point have found room upon the immediate beach slope. From
Station 3 to Station 1 the breeding seals are confined to the narrow
beach slope, very difficult of examination. Here the rookery is exceedingly thin, which is indi_cated to a slight degree in rather unsatisfactory photographs. The decrease in the number of seals at this great
rookery since 1894 is very marked.
Polavina rookery.-The main rookery, situated on a. comparatively
level tract, is shrunken perhaps 50 per cent in dimensions, and at no
point extends back to the limits of 1894. The small communities occupying the ledgea under the cliff's north of the point were much reduced
in numbers, and with the exception of a few stragglere did not overlap
on the plateau above. The photograph of the main rookery, taken at
short range, shows the breeding line to have receded toward the beach,
while the level ground at the left remained unoccupied. Another view
from Station 21, at still shorter range, shows a loss of seals from the
foreground and extreme background.
.
At Little Polavina rookery the branches of the rookery extendmg
back on the plateau have been absorbed, while the remnant along ~e
cliff is thinned and liee in patches. Foggy weather prevented satlBfact.ory photographic work.
.Lukannon rookery.-The breeding line here was drawn somewhat
lower than usual, and at no time during the aeason were the seals
H. Doc. 92, pt. 4----31
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hauled back to the customary limits. For the first time during my
observations of this ground no young were born on the hill above
Station 12. Photograph 26 is useless for comparison, t]le breeding seals
being altogether in the dim background to the left. The eastern twothirds of Lukannon rookery was counted on July 12; it contained 1,840
females.
Ketavie rookery.-Now thinner than ever before. It is broken apart
in many places. All the young born this season were on the lower
ledges, and thel'e was no seasonal spreading back whatever. The
ground is easily commanded, and a careful count was made. There
were only 2,070 females between Station 12 and Ketavie Point. Photograph 13 shows a reduced tract, with bulls in the rear that were unable
to form harems in 1895. The other photographs of Ketavie show a
decrease.
Reef rookery.-A comparison of the charts and photographs of this
ground for the seasons of 1894 and 1895 will show in a measure the
change for the worse that has taken place. Photograph 16 shows the
recedence of seals on the hill slope toward the water's edge. Photograph 17 shows a recedence toward the sea and a very distinct decrease.
The great extent of this panorama is more graphically indicated on the
chart (east of Station 17). No.18 shows the recedence of the seal belt
resulting from diminished numbers and the consequent isolation of old
bulls on breeding ground no longer reached by females. No. 19 shows
a recedence from the higher ground. No. 20 shows a reduction and a
recedence toward the water. The photograph of the grass area on
this rookery is especially interesting as proving the rapidity with which
grass takes possession of ground which a few years back was teeming
with seals. This area, devoid of grass in July, 1892, was selected and
marked at that time for annual observation. Being now well gras grown, as the photograph proves, it is valuable as showing the rapidity
with which grass grows on ground recently vacated by seals, a fact
denied at some length by the British Bering Sea commissioners (see
British Counter Case, Fur Seal Arbitration, Ex. Doc. 177, part 8, p.
504). Not only has the area marked by cairns become grass-grown,
but the entire tract between the rookeries is now a continuous meadow
covered with weeds and flowers.
Lagom rookery.-Here there has been a perceptible shrinkage at the
end . The photograph shows how the west end is breaking apart into
, mall harems. This Jong and thin rookery may be expected to illustrate next season the damage that will surely result from the past
ea on's loss of females and young. When counted on July 11, the
whole area contained 1,268 female seals.
Tolstoi rookery.-Thi rookery has diminished very perceptibly. Photograph F shows that the seals no longer ascend the hill and urround
the large bowlder on the extreme left, while photograph 11 shows a
thinning out in the for ground and a recedence from the left end.
Allo ance hould b ma l for a change in the hape of the bay it elf,
a hundr d feet or more of and having filled in the bight at the left end
of th rooker . A p ncil lin on photograph 11 shows the true bearing of the c mera. The numb r of female seal along the narro beach
from th do d line tow rd th point at the right ( ee photograph 11)
wa
.-~o on J n1 11 1 !l5.
Lo1cer Zapadnie.- ho gr ph 7 is too dim for comparison. Phogr pb •, 1th ugh m d at long range indicates a d rea e. In
pl_1 gr ph , _th
m ! h ving been ~rongly placed, comparison
. it? th pr dmg
r 1. . nf: orable, but dimini bed numbers are
m 1 "t d. Low r Za
DI 1 gre tly reduced since 1 94..
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Upper Zapadnie.-The view from Station 8 is too distant for satisfac tory comparison, but reduced numbers are apparent. In photographs
9 and 10 it will be noticed that some old bulls in the rear of tbe rookeries were unable to form harems, and in photograph 10 the continuity
of the patch of seals near the sea is. broken. In general there has been
·a shrinkage in territory and a marked reduction in numbers.
ST. GEORGE ISLAND.

North rookery.-Photograph 2 illustrates, on a small scale, the absorp•
tfon of the Rmall harems in the rear into tbe main body of the rookery
nearer the sea-the result of lessened numbers. This ground, when
counted July 18, conta.ined 110 females.
Little East rookery.-There is here a decrease and a shrinkage in area,
indicated to some extent in the photograph.
East rookery.-A very perceptible reduction in numbers.
Starry .A.rteel rookery.-A great reduction in numbers, with consequent abandonment of tbe high ground in the rear.
Zapadnie rookery.-The change here is shown on the chart. The
rookery has diminished in numbers and extent. The present condition
of the rookery is well shown by a new photograph from Station H.
List of the charta showing the outlines of the rookeries on the Pribilof Islands, July, 1895.
ST. PAUL ISLAND.

Northeast Point rookery .•..•.••.•.•.............••.••••.•••••••••• July 24, Chart A
Polavina. rookery ...................•............••••••..•...•.... July 24, Chart B
Ketavie and Lukannon rookeries ...........................•...... July 16, Char t C
Reef and Garbotch rookeries .....................•...••••......... July 21, Chart D
Tolstoi and Lagoon rookeries ....................••••.............. July 23, Chart E
Za.padnie and English Ba.y rookeries ..............•..••••.. July 20, Charts F and G
ST. GEORGE ISLAND.

Starry Arteel rookery •.•••.•••.•.••••............•••.•••.••••••••. July 19, Cha.rt H
North rookery . .................•.................•..••..•••.•.... July 18, Chart I
East and Little East rookeries ....................•..•......•...... July 18, Chart ,J
Zapadnie rookery .............•..•••...........••..•.••.•...•..... July 19, Chart K
Lis{ of the photographs of the seal rookeries on the .Pribilof Islands taken in July, 1895, by

N. B. Miller and C. H. Townaend, showing the dates on which they were made.
ST, GEORGE I SLAND.

Starry Arteel rookery ....•...•••..•......................••••.... July 18 (N. B. M.)
North rookerv .........•...................................•..... July 18 (N. B. M. )
Little East rookery ..........................................•.... July 18 (N. B. f. )
East rookery ......•••.......••................................... July 18 (N. B. M.)
Zapadnie rookery .•.•.•.••..•.•..•.••...........•...••••••••••••. July 19 (C.H. T. )
ST. PAUL I SLAND.

Northeaet Point rookery .............................•.••••.•••••. July 24 (C.H. T.)
Little Polavina rookery ..............................•••.••••.... July 24 (C.H. T.)
Pola.vina rookery ..................•...................••••..••... July 26 (N. B. M.)
Luka.nnon rookery ......................•........... . ..•••..•••.. July 20 (N. B. M.)
Keta.vie rookery ......••••...•..••.................. .. .....••••.•. July 20 (N. B. M.)
Reef rookery .••••.•.•.••..••..............................•••.••. July 20 (N. B. M.)
Lagoon rookery •.•••..••••.••...............................••••. July 27 (C.H. T.)
Tolstoi rookery ...•••••.•••........•••............•..•••••.•••••. July 24 (N. B. M.)
Lower Zapadnie rookery .............••••.............••.••••...• July 20 (C.H. T.)
Zapadnie rookery ••••••.•••.••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• July 20 (C.H. T.)
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NUMBER OF BREEDING FEMALES ON THE ISLANDS.

Upon ihe -return of the .Albatross 1io the Pribilof Islands on July 9,
1895, a general examination of the rookeries was made. Some of the
narrower breeding grounds were so thinly covered with seals that it
seemed quite possible to count them. Accordingly, Mr. True and I
began on Ketavie rookery and on the 9th and 10th succeeded in taking
a satisfac1iory census. The harems seemed full nd well defined, no
coalescing having begun, and they were therefore counted separately.
This work waa continued with Lagoon rookery and portions of Tolstoi,
Lukannon, and Reef rookeries, where female seals were counted as follows: Ketavie, 2,218; Lukannon, 1,940; Lagoon, 1,216; TolstiOi, 1,539;
Reef, 566. The whole number counted was 7,479.
Narrow places limited to the beach slope, like Lagoon rookery, were
not difficult to count from a boat when the sea was smooth, while no
trouble was encountered in doing the same with thin rookeries that
could be viewed from low cliff's. The value of the data secured can not
be overestimated, it being the ftrst time that rookeries were found sufficiently reduced in the number of breeding females t,o admit of their
numbers being determined with any degree of precision. .Although
these rookeries may not have quite reached their breeding height, they
were so near t.o it that the corrections t,o be applied are unimportant.
With a very fair set of figures for the extensive area thn! examined, we
are able to form a more accurate estimate of the number of breeding
females on the Pribilof Islande than ever before. .Adopting the scale
of the rookery char~ prepared by Mr. J. Stanley-Brown (264 feet to 1
inch) we find the 7,479 seals counted to be distributed over 7.05 acres,
·making 1,061 seals t.o the acre. The remaining area occupied by seals
has been computed at 54.47 acres, a.a based upon the rookery ground
delineated on the charts for 1895. The result is a total of 65,239 breeding females for all the rookeries of the two islands. Some corrections
might be applied for certain tracts on Reef, Tolstoi, and Northeast Point
rookeriee, where the seals always lie more or less massed, but I can not
admit that there were between July 10 and 15 more than 75,000 breeding females present upon the islands. There is a.lso a, correction to be
applied for a moderate number of females not on the rookeries at the
time the breeding females were being counted. As the season was
backward, and the females later than usual in arriving, their appearance
was made en masse, so it is altogether probable that the number of
absent.ees was not important.
From the 10th 1io the 15th of July the rookeries were filled with
female that had just brought forth their young. They had not noticeably begun going t.o sea t.o feed, and at no other time were so many
coming in heat. It is altogether unlikely that any very impor~ant
number of females could have been away from the rookeries at a time
when the females were still in excess of young. Mr. True found the
percentage of young to be 62 on July 9, while on July 20 the young
were everywhere in excesa of females. Later in the season 50 per cent,
at lea.et, of t.he femalee were customarily absent from the rookeries.
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Cfflftl of KetaN rookery, by harem,, from North E-nd to Ketam, Poi-nt, o• July 9 and 10,
[The numbera indioate breedbig femalet in eiwh harem,]
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Oenau, of Lagoon rookery, by hwrenis, on July 10.
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Census of Tolstoi rookery, by har,ms, from the Point to end of Graa, Bluff, on July 11,.
(The number, indioate breeding females in each harem.]
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Census of Lukannon rookery, by haremi, from bluff lo ledge of flat rooks, on July 11.
[The numbera indicate breeding females in each harem.)
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Otmsu,, by ha,·ems, of a portion of Reef rookery, below bluff north of Station 19, on July 15.
[The number11 indicate breeding females in ea-0h harem.]
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RESTORATION OF THE ROOKERIES.

With the number of breeding females in the Pribilof seal herd diminished to about 75,000 in July, 1895, and this number further reduced
by the pelagic loss of August and September (certainly not less than
30,000 females out of the catch of nearly 44,000), we have remaining a
very limited breeding stock, and yet, notwithstanding this circumstance, if absolute protection can be guaranteed to the seals without
delay and for a term of years, the stock is still large enough to insure
a comparatively rapid restoration of the rookeries. If there be no
further loss of females during the present winter by sealing on the
Northwest Coast, we may fully expect to find the rookeries in 1896
oc<·n pied by the present number of breeding females, about 45,000,
together with several thousand 3-year-old females that will then become
breeders. It is exceedingly difficult to calculate the increase of 3-yearold breeding females for that time, there being no record of the proportion of 2 and 3 year old females lost during the pelagic sealing of the
past two seasons. It is evident that the loss of over 50,000 pups in
1894-95 will result in a poor showiug of breeding females in 1897-98.
Supposing, however, that the existiug breeding females, with their
female progeny, were secured against destruction in future, the restoration of the rookeries would be certain, and the rate of increase more
rapid from year to year.
The following table showing the increase in seal life that would
naturaIJy re. ult from the complete protection of females is based upon
the natural-history fact that they breed annually from the third year
and produce both sexes in equal number . The loss from natural
cau es, such as old age, injuries received on the rookeries, killer whales,
etc., is probably unimportant.
Assuming a breeding cla of 50,000 seals in 1896, there is shown an
increase to nearly half a million int.en years, while at the end of twenty
years the breeding female aloue number over 6,500,000. The annual
incr a. e of young male would b equal to the annual increa of ronug
femal , or t-0 half the breeding females. A very mall proport,~n f
the being requir d for br eding purpo es, thi cla would pract1cally
urplu '.
ot only do ·eal breed rl .. in
be av Hable annl!ally a
life, and with gre. t r gularit , but they r turn t,o th ir br dmg
ground wi h a faithfulne
hi h d m n tr te the secnrit • h
fi el
there. The seal rook ri of th Pribilof I land can, therefor unqu tion· blv be r ~tor d and t a known ratio of incr a e. Tb e firrur
ma appear tartling, but they are founded on simple natural· · tory
facts.
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Table shotting the increase in seal life that would naturally result from the complete protection of the f emalea.
:Breeding

Year.

females,

1896 ..................................•.....•..••..••.
1897 ................................................. .
1898 .•••••.•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
1899
••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
1900 .•...•
.•.•..••••••••••••••••••••••••..••••••••••••••••••
1901 ••. ·•·••••·• .•••••••••••••••••.•••••••••••••••••••
1902 .••.••••••••••••••••••••••••...•••.••••••••••••••.
1903 ••...••••••••••••••••••.•••••....••..••••••••••••.
1904 . . . .............................................. .
1905 .•...•••••.••••••••••••...•••..•..•••.•••••••••••.
1906 .••.•••.•••••••••••••.••••.•.••••••••••••••••••••.
1907 .....••.••••••••••.•••......•••..•••.••..••••••••.
1908 ••.•••.•.•..•••••• : ••...•.••••. • • .••• • .••••••••• • ·
1909 .• .•••••••••••••••••...•...•••..•..••.••••••••.••.
1910 . ......••..•.•••••••••••.•••.•••••••••.••..••••••.
1911. ....•.. ·•••••••••••·••··•····•··•••••••••••••••• •
1912 ................................................. .
19Ul. ...••••••••••••.•....•..•••••••••••••••••.•.•••..
1914 . ••••••• ·••••••••••• ·····•···•·•·•••••·••••· ..••.•
1915 .•..•••••••••••••.••••••.•••.•.•.•.•••••.•..••••••
1916 . ........................................... ••••••

50,000
60,000
60,000
50,000
75,000
100,000
125,000
162,600
212,500
275,000
356,250
462,500
600,000
778,125
1,009,375
1,309,375
1,689,437
2,194,124.
2,848,811
3,693,529
4,790,591

Annual , Annual
increase of mcre~e of

:S.

f!!1!f

25,000
25,000
25,000
37,500
50,000
62,500
81,250
106,250
137,500
178,125
231,250
300,000
389,062
504,687
«154,687
844,718
1,097,062

1,424,405
1,846,764
2,395,295
2,818,677

~~4:~~f

Total
breeding

females.

(G)
(I.I)

(11)
••••••••••••
25, 000
75, 000
25, 000
100, 000
25, 000
125, 000
37 I 500
162, 600
50, 000
212, 500
62, 500
275, 000
81, 250
356, 250
106, 250
462, 500
137 I 500
600, 000
178,000
778,125
2:n, 250 1, 009, 375
300, 000
1, 309, 376
389, 062
1, 689, 437
504, 687
2, 194, 124
OM, 887
2, 848, 811
844, 718
s, 693, 529
1, 097 t 062
4, 790, 591
1, 846, 7M
6, 637, 355

a Available as breeders at third year.

LOSS OF YOUNG SEALS BY STARVATION.

The steamer .Albatross having left Bering Sea in 1895 somewhat
earlier than usual, I did not visit the rookeries on the Pribilof Islands
in September to repeat the observations made by me at the same
season in 1894, respecting the loss of young seals resulting from
pelagic sealing. Arrangements were made, however, with the resident
Treasury agents for a full and explicit report as to the extent of the
damage that was certain to result from the presence of a large sealing
fleet in Bering Sea during the breeding season. Such report, recently
forwarded by Messrs. Adams and Judge, the resident agents of the
Treasury Department in charge, gives the number of de-ad pups upon
each rookery to October 10, the total loss of young seals for both islands
up to that time amounting to 28,066. Many weak and emaciated pups
were observed on all the rookeries, and these have doubtless since died.
Pup seals are very fat and can not be killed by starvation in less than
a month's time. Although many thou ands of young seals were lost
by starvation in September and October, 1894, on account of dealing
done in August, I found no dead pups until after September 1. From
that time on, the death of the young was continuous.
The following summation of the loss for 1895 is accompanied by affidavits as to the correctness of the counts made:
LoBB of '!J011tng sealB on the Pribilof Islands by stat<vation resulting from the killing of
female seals in Bering Sea in 1895.
[Count in full to Ootober 10, 1895.J
ST, PAUL ISLA.ND,

Ketavie rookery ... __ •...••••••••
L ukan non rookery ...••••.••••••
Lagoon rookery ..•••••••••.•••••
Polavina rookery .•••••.••••••••.
Garbotch rookery ..••••••.••••••
Reef rookery . ___ ••.. __ ••.•••. __ •
Upper Zapadnie rookery ....• _•••
Lower Zapadnie rookery ....• ·--Tolstoi rookery .............••••.
Northeast Point rookery .••••.•••
Sea Lion Rook rookery .•••••••••

ST. GEORGE ISLA.ND,

857
1,347
300
1,970
1, 514
3,376
5, 231
381
2,582
4,017
361

Total ...••••..•••..••...... 22, 054

Zapadnie rookery . . . . • . . • • • . • • • • 2, 083
North rookery . . .. _.... _••• •• • •• 1,559
Starry Arteel rookery.... • • • • • • • • 1, 131
East rookery . . . • . . . • • • • • • • • • • • • •
986
Little East rookery...... • • • • • • • •
253
Total.... • • • • • • • • • •• • • • • • ••

6, 012
22,054

Grand total. • • • • • . • • • • • • • • 28, 066
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Twenty dead bulls and 101 dead females were found on St. Paul
Island dnring the season of 1895, 3 of the latter having spear points
and lines attached.
The total number of seals taken in Bering Sea during the season by
the pelagic sealing fleet was 43,697. There can be no doubt that at
least 75 per cent of those were breeding females, the death of which
would necessarily involve the loss of over 32,000 young. The proportion of the se:x:es represented in the season's catch, as reported by
the sealing fleet, is untrustworthy, judging from our experience with
reports of this kind in the past and from what we know at present of
the actual conditions.
RECOMMENDATIONS RESPECTING THE PRIBILOF ISLANDS.

Having already questioned the propriety of the driving and culling
of seals by the lessees upon the islands, it is unnecessary to repeat the
arguments against the practice. No further culling should be permitted. It would be preferable to kill a larger quota consisting of several
grades of skins taking all that might be driven, rather than to continue
the selection ol a single grade necessitating the excessive handling of
the animals now practiced.
Should a sealing fleet be prMent in Bering Sea during the season of
1896, the removal of all surplus males, except yearlings and large bulls,
would be desirable. While increasing the quota of Government skins
and lowering the value of the pelagic catch, it would also have the
effect of limiting the pelagic catch entirely to females. The number of
female~ is now so limited that no profit will be found in taking them at
sea, where they will be so scattered as to discourage pelagic sealers and
to some extent shorten the season of their operations•
.Another method, suggested by Mr. F. W. True, of reducing the pelagic
catch to an appreciable degree might be found in retaining all nonbreeding males upon the islands after August 1. Commencing about
the 20th of July, all males appearing upon the hauling grounds, and
rejected from the drives, could be placed in the larger inland Jakes and
held captive there for six weeks or more. A solution of the pelagic
sealing question might be found in the branding of nursing females in
such a. manner as would destroy the value of skins, while the question
of property recognition upon the high seas might be well worth raising.
Any action on the part of the authorities directed toward the killing
of female seals on the rookeries, for any purpose whatsoever, would be
deplorable. Nothing can justify the destruction of the source of supply
of anything-useful to mankind.

REPORT ON PELAGIC SEALING IN 1895.
The following report embraces the results of observations made at sea
between August 9 and 30, 1895, in connection with the fishery investigations of the Fish Commis ion steamer .Albatross and subsequently at
Victoria, British Columbia, Seattle and Port Townsend, Wash., between
September 25 and October 18. The work at sea consisted in boarding
nch vessels a were met with for the purpose of making inquiries as to
the number of seals taken, the positions where taken, their sex, age,
food, ete.
The perfecting of United States customs regulations providing for
the collecting of sealing data by American ve els left comparatively
little work to betdone at sea. The .• miuation of a considerable num-

CANADIAN SEALING SCHOONER E. B. MARVIN, BERING SEA.
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ber of carcasses of fur seals procured from sealing vessels during the
month of August indicated that the species breed annually from the
third year. It also yielded information on the sex of seals taken at
sea and the character of their food, which appears 1io be pollock, squid,
small fishes, and other surface life chiafly.
Upon the return of the Albatross fu Puget Sound, I began boarding
the vessels of the sealing fleet as fast as they returned. The catch for
the year on the different sealing grounds was ascertained, and a number of log books kept during former sealing voyages and containing
information on the seasonal migrations of the fur !eal were collected.
During the months of August and September, 1895, there were
engaged in sealing in Bering Sea 39 Canadian and 18 American vessels, the former making a catch of 35, 773, and the latter a catch of
7,924 seals.
During the &ame period in 1894 a fleet of 38 vessels took 31,542 11eale,
while the total Bering Sea catch for 1895 (43,697 seals) required a fleet
of 57 vessels, making a lower average per vessel, although a comparison of the log books of the American fleet for the two seasons shows
the sealing weather to have averaged better in .1895, seals having been
taken every day during the month of August.
The total number of Canadian and American vessels that engaged
in pelagic sealing during the year was 96. The catch of seals from the
Pribilof herd was 55,664, and that from the Russian herd 38,732, the
total being 94,396. Lese than one-third of the entire catch wu ma.de
by American vessels, while the proportion of the American catch in
Bering Sea is comparatively insignificant, the bulk of the American
catch for the year having been made on the Japan coast.
The operations of the sealing fleet in Bering Sea in 1895 were in the
same locality as in 1894:, the catch as a whole having been made southeast, south, southwe1t, and we■t of the Pribilof Islands, outside the
protected zone.
The sealing ground, platted upon a map prepared from positione
obtained from a large number of sealing vessels, appears as a nearly
semicircular belt about 60 miles in width, commencing to the northwestward of the Pribilofs and extending southward and eastward
around the protected area, widening somewhat toward the southeastward limit, where seals were taken nearer the Aleutian Islands.
The conclition of the American seal herd is now very critical. Should
no changes be made during the present winter affecting the work of the
great pelagic sealing fleet, the herd breeding on the Pribilof Islands
will, by reason of sealing in Bering Sea during the coming sea.son, be
reduced to a comparatively insignificant size, so small, at least, as to
ruin the seal fishery commercially at sea as well as upon land .
.At a meeting of Canadian sealers recently held at Victoria it was
decided that but one cruise be made during the year 1896, that to be
in Bering Sea. The.Northwest coast catch for the spring of 1895 proved
unprofitable, but one vessel having made expenses, while the catch in
Japanese and Russian waters was made barely remunerative by rea.son
of an advance in the price of seal skins. This action on the part of the
sealers is clearly the result of diminished catches. It is now evident to
all persons interested in the pelagic sealing industry that further profit
can not be expected from sealing in the North Pacific. That the sealing fleet as a, whole after one more season's work in Bering Sea will be
out of employment can not be doubted.
The condition of the seal herd breeding upon the Oommander !!lands
ia similar to that of the .American herd. With the inauguration of the
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restrictions of the modus vivendi, the destructive operations of the
pelagic sealing fleet, so long directed chiefly against the American herd,
were suddenly transferred to the Russian herd, and from that time its
decimation has been rapid, the slaughter extending annually, from the
latitude of Yokohama, in winter, to within 30 miles of' the Commander
Islands, in summer. The catch for 25 Canadian vessels in 1895 was
18,686 skins, as compared with a catch of 56,430 skins in 1894 by the
same number of Canadian vessels. The total pelagic catch from the
Russian herd for 1895 was only 38,732 as compared with a catch of
about 82,000 in 1894.
A minute inspection of the rookeries on the Commander Islands during the past season revealed such a reduction in the breeding portion
of the seal herd as to render immediate restrictions on pelagic sealing
necessary, if anything more than a mere nucleus of the Russian herd is
to be preserved.
PROPORTION OF SEXES IN THE PELAGIC CATCH.

This subject having been commented upon very fully in the report
for 1894, further discus~ion as to the proportion of male and female
seals killed by pelagic sealing seems unnecessary. Sealers detecting
the danger of restrictions that might follow a discovery of the great
preponderance of females in pelagic catches have in numerous cases
misrepresented the facts. American inspectors of seal skins have found
the reports made by masters of sealing v~ssels on this point to be subject to correction in cases too numerous to mention. There being no
official inspection of the Canadian catch, the reports of masters are
necessarily accepted for record. Canadjans are the chief offenders,
American sealers having in mind the customs inspections that accompany the landing of their catches. The American catch is reported
(with custom-house corrections) to consist of three times as many females
as males, no vessel reporting more males than females. The Canadian
returns represent the numbers as more nearly equal, no official inspection of catcMs being made, although 11 vessels state their catches as
chiefly male.
_
The following examples illustrate the differences usually found between the reports made by ma ters of vessels and those made by
in ·pectors of seal skins:
Vessel.

Males. Females.

chooner Ecrett:

~:~r!f!x1:~in~ti~~-: :: :: :::::: :: :::: ::::::::::::::: :::::::: :: :::::::: ::: ::::::
~ffi~tr!xr:,fi?~ti~;;:::::::: =::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::
Schooner Bering ea:

65

90

39

43
62

20

Master's r port .... .. ... ...... ..................... ......•.............• . .••••.
cb2,~o:t~~f{3!~ation ..........•.....••.••... ... .......•.•...•.......•.......•. ·1

76
35

Ma t r'e report ............•..•....................... ...•...... .. .... . ........
Official examination ........•..........................•..••.........•.........
chooner Erland:
aater'e report ....•......................•...........•........... .. ........ .. .I
Official examination .........•...... .. ..... ........... ......... . ...............

13

1

3'

g

Schooner Deeahkll:

104
145
22

6

35

83
83

132

82

Di crepancie were found in nearly all the log book in the fie t.
The kin were identified in the pre ence of the ma ters and other ,
who acquie ced in the identification a they were tallied. In all ca es
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of uncertainty the master's report was given the benefit of tbe doubt.
As a result of the corrections made in the masters' reports of the spring
catch for 1895, the records of the Bering Sea catch, made a few months
later, were kept more carefully. There being still considerable misrepresentation, masters of vessels, when licensed for sealing, should be
cautioned against making incorrect returns, for which the authorities
should accept no excuse. The facts of the case are apparent. The
skinning of seals in canoes by Indians makes the tally of the sexes of
skins thrown on the decks of sealing vessels after nightfall uncertain,
while the falsity of all statements of a majority of males is self-evident.
It could be demonstrated in many ways. Take, for example, the wellknown conditions existing on the Pribilof Islands; the breeding males
do not leave the islands-in fact, do not enter the water-during the
breeding season, while the surplus males resulting from the polygamous
nature of the seal have always been in large part removed by annual
killings upon the islands. Females must, therefore, necessarily constitute the great bulk of the pelagic catch. Out of a total of 123 seals
examined at random by me upon the decks of sealing vessels in Bering
Sea during the past season, 106 were females, or five-sixths of the
wbole number. The starvation of young seals upon the rookeries that
follows the operations of the sealing fleet in Bering Sea is al::w evidence
as to the sex of the seals killed. The loss of young seals np to October 10 is reported to be 28,066 by actual count, while many were then
found in a dying condition. 1
SEX, AGE, PREGNANCY, AND FOOD OF FUR SEALS TAKEN IN
BERING SEA DURING AUGUST, 1895.

During the cruise of the steamer Albatross on the pelagic sealing
grountl.s in Augu t, 1895, many carcasses of fur seals, obtained from
day to day from ves els engaged in sealing, were examined with reference to their age, sex, breeding condition, and food. Such carca ses
were readily secured from schooners after the return of the hunting
boats, while the evening work of skinning was going on, and all of
those obtained were conveyed to the laboratory of the .A.lbatro8s for
dis ection and examination. Of a total of 123 so examined in different
localities from August 11 to 21, 106 were of female seals. Of the latter
uumber 78 were nursing females, all determinations being based on
examinations of mammary gland~, uteri, and o-yaries. Of the remaining females, 26 in number, 15 were yearlings and 11 were 2 years old.
Of the males, 17 in number, 2 were yearlings, 4 were 2 years old, 8were
3 years old, and 3 were 4 years old. Nearly five-sixths of the whole
number being females, and nearly four-fifths of these being females in
milk, the heavy drain made by pelagic ea.ling upon the producing class
of seals is apparent.
Only one of the 15 yearling females bore signs of recent impregnation, and this one, taken for a yearling on account of its mall size,
may have been 2 year old. Four of the 2-year-old female were pregnant, one showing the corpus luteum in the right and the others in the
left ovary. The breeding season not being over, the other 2-year-old
females may have been impregnated later. A few nursing females not
bearing marks of present pregnancy may have been impregnated and
1

As this report goes to press I am officially informed that the sealing schoo1:1er

Penelope on February 29, 1896, entered at San Francisco a catch of 215 seals, of which

onlv 8 were males, all the rest-207-being females. The catch was made from Ja.n\lary24 to .l!'ebruary 26, between the Fnra1Jone Islands and Point Conception, Cal.,
•t distances averaging 25 miles off shore.-C. H. T., Ma.rob 12, 1896.
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the corpus luteum not yet developed. From these studies, the fl.nt of
the kind, it would appear that female fur seals are first impregnatied
at the age of 2 years, and bear their first young· at the age of 3. It is
also apparent that nursing females are already pregnant when they
begin feeding at sea. In all cases in which the condition of the uteri
and ovaries could be made out with certainty it was found that pregnancy occurs annually and in the right and left horns of the uterus
alternately. Some of the nursing females examined were, from the
appearance of their teeth, judged to be very old. These observations,
apparently demonstrating a wonderful regularity in the breeding of
the seal, are of special importance in calculating the length of time
that would be required for the restoration of the Pribilof rookerieB if
complete protection could be secured for female seals of all classes.
Of 123 stomachs of seals examined, 49 were empty or contained merely
abdominal worms or bloody mucus. Of 73 with food, 46 contained
chiefly squid, 23 pollock or cod, while 4 contained salmon. The majority
had mixed with the squid or larger fishes the bones of very small fishes
resembling sand Iants or tomcod-perhaps the young of pollock or cod.
These examinations of seals taken off soundings at different times
and places indicate that seals find plenty of food beyond the great fishing banks; that squid is the favorite food; that pollock and small .fishes
come next, while salmon and cod rank last, at least in this part of
Bering Sea.
The catches of seals for 1894 and 1895 were made for the most part
off soundings.

Table ,howing the reaulta of ob1,n,ation1 made on fwr ,eai. taken at 110 ln Bering &a,
.August 11 to ft, 1895, t·eapecting aex, age, pregnano-v, and food.
SCHOONER K. M. MORRILL.
[Latitude, 55°12' north; lon1itude, 1700 25' we1t. Date, A.ugust ll.J
OvaritL

Sex.

J..ge.

Uterus,
Scar resulthorn ahowing from
ing former
former
prepanoy.
cans).

cr::ru:~lt.

Sipiof
recent im,
pregnation
(oorpua
luteum).

S&omach oontenta.

Hale .•.... Byears ............................................ S~i~tityof amall 1lah and
.~~~d~

6
.:::

u:::;:::: :::::::::::: :::::::::::::: :::::::::::::: S~~ia(:!~~~~f~flahand
,~:

·-··-do··-· lyear----· ········---- -··-·-···-··-· --···········•••. _do-·-· Nursing .. Right---· . Right .. --··- Left···-····
·---·do··-· -----do ..•.... . _do .... -----do--·-·- ·-- .. do ......
••... do·-·· ___ .. do--·· Left-----· Left····---- Right·-·····--· -<lo--· · ·--·-do .•.. Right.---· Right ..... __ Left···-···__ ... do·--· ..... do·--· Left---···
(7)
Right---·-·-·-· -do·- -· .. - .. do·--· Right-·--· Rigbt .. _____ Left·····--_, . .. do ......... do-·-· --- .. do·--· ..... do·----- .. - .. do·-····
-·-·-do . ....... do··-·
(f)
(1)
•••.• do-··-··
---· -<lo·-· · _·-···do---·
Left·····Lost------··
Lo ·d• --·- ··
--·--do---·
.... do--·· ..•.
-do .... ....
_do--···· ·-··

'-······-1

Small quantity squi~ beak.a.
Squid; amall bh.
Do.
Two pollock.
11:mpty.
One aquid.
Empty.
Squid.
Empty.
Pollock; 11qafd beab.

:::::~~ :::: ::::::: :::: :::::::::::: :::::::::::::: :::::::::::::: ~-Sttyfi.h; quid.
••• -.do--·· •••.. do-··· R11ht .••.. Right .. .•.. _ Left ..... ___ 8m&llsquld.

•SeriAl number uaed only where apeoimena were uftd.
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TGble s1toanng the result, of o1'sor1'a.tiom made on fur setils·taken at sea in Be1'ing &a,
.August 11 to S1, 1B96, r~octing se:i, age, pregnancy, and food-Continued.
SCHOONER VERA.
[Latitude, M0 54' north; longitude, 1680 55' west. Date, August 12,]

.,

t
s;:,

Ovariee.

,.Q

i:I

Uterna,

Sex.

Aae.

ce,::
rZ

Soar reault-

hornshowingfrom
former
ingformer
pregnancy. pregnancy
(corpus al6ioarui).

Sign of
recentimpregnation
(corpus
luteum).

Female ... iloeB~---··
nrsmg .. Left •••••• Left .•••••.. Right •••••••
••••. do ••..
•••.. do ••.. ~ell!S ... .
••••. do ..•. nrsmg .. Right ...•. Right ..••..• Left ••••••..

Stomach content&

Empty.
Worms.
Three squid; amall fish •
Four squid beaks.

SCHOONER ENTERPRISE.
[Latitude, M0 M1 north; longitude, 168° ,a, west. Date, August 12.)
Female .. .
••... do ... .
•••.. do ..•.
•••.. do ••..
Mnle .•.•..
•••.. do .•..
••••. do •••.
•••.. do ....

Nurainc .. Left......
(f)
Right .••••..
2 years.... . . . . . . . • • • . • •• • • • . . • • • • • • • Left ....... .
Veryold .• Right ..... Right.......
(f)
Nursing ..••••• do . . . .
( f)
Left ••••••.•
1 year .•••••••••••••.••.••••••••••••.••••••.••••••.

Many small squid beaks.
Squid; very amall fl.ah.
Do .
Squid; few small fish .
Squid, tentacles 3 inches long.
3yeara .••. ••••••••••.....•..•••••••.•••••••••.•••. Few squid beaksJ_pollock. f
2yean •••••••••••••••..••••••••••••••••••••••••••. Squid; very small fl.sh.
a yeara. ... ···••••••••• ...•••.••..••. ···•···••··•·· On• squid; many amall flah.
SCHOONER MAUD S.

[Latitnde. N• '3' north; lonjtitude, 168° ,61 weat. Date, ..!.ugust 12.]

·····a~ .... .

Male...... 2 yeara .... .......••.•.........•.........••........
aye~a .••• .••••••••••• •••••••••••••· •••••••••••••.

Emt~:

Do•
• • • •. do .••.•••.. do •••..••••••••••••••••••••••••.••••••••••••••
Do.
•FemlJe •.•• 2 ye~• ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••.••••••••.•••• Small squid.

••••. do
• • • . . do
• • • . . do
•••.• do
••• • . do
•• •. . do
• • • • . do

.••.••••. do .•••.•.••••••••••••••••••••••..••••••••••••• Em1Bt
• • • . Nursinc . . Right..... Right....... Left ••••••••
Do.
Do•
• •• . Virgin •..........•••••.••••••••••••.••••...•••••••
Do •
•••. Nurainc .. Right ••••• Right.......
(1)
•••. ~_years .....••....•....••••••.••••••••••••••••••••• Squid.
•••. Nursing.. Right..... Ri&ht....... Left ..•••••• Bones of pollook; squid beaks .
Do •
• • • • 8 years ..•.••••••••••••.•••••••••••••••••••••••••••

SCHOONER VICTORIA.
[Latitude, 660 21' north; longitude, 167° ,g, wost. D:i.te, August 20.J

1 Female • • • 1 year..... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Empty.
2 •••.. do •••• Nursing •• Left •••••• Left .....•.. RiJht •.••••. Sqnid, amall fulh, pollook'..

!5 •••..
:::~:~~
:::: .~:.~~~·:::: :::::::::::: ::::::::::::::
::::::::::::::
~~~j~·
do .••. Nlll'lling .. Right.....
(1)
Right .•••••• Squid, email
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
18

.••.. do •••.•••. •do . . .. L ft • •• • •• Left ........ .... . do .•••••
•••.. do . • • . 2_yeara ••.••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
..... do . • • • Nunfng.. Left . • •• • • Left . . • • • • • . Right ..•••••
••••. do ••••••••. do ••••.••. . do ......... do •••••••••.. do .•••••
••••. do ••••.••.• do •••..••.. do .•••••••• do •••••••••.. do .••••.
•••.• do •••••••.. do • ••• Right..... RfJht....... Left ..•••••.
••••. do ••••••••• do •••..•... do •••.••... do ••••.•..•.. do ••••••
••••. do ........ . do •••• Left •••••• Left ..••••.. Right •••••••

flab, large flsl
(cod).
Squid, emall flab, pollock.
Do.
Blood.
Squid; amall ftah.
Cod.

EmJ?ty.

Sqwd; small ftah (cod?).
Do.

}: ·····j: .... _1,ear ...•...•••••.•...•.•• ••••••••. • •············· Bmt~:

a SeriD.l aumber ueed only where epec,J.mana weni saved.
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ALASKA INDUSTRIES.

Table showing the results of observationa macu on fur seals taken at sea in BP.ring Sea,
August 11 to 21, 1895, respecting sex, age, pregnancy, andfood-Continu<'d.
SCHOONER TRIUMPH.
[Latitude, 55° 21' north; longitude, 1670 49 1 west. Date, August 20.J

Ovaries.
Sex.

Age.

Uterus,
Scar resulthorn showing from
ing former
former
pregnancy. pregnancy
(corpus albicans).

Sign of
recent impregnation
(corpus
luteum).

16 Female . . .
17 .•... do ....
18 .•... do ....
19 ..... do ....

1 year ................................. .. ......... .
Nursing .. Left .••••• Left ........ Right ...... .
2 years ......•.•..••.•.......•..••.. Left ...••...
Nursing .. Right ..... Right ............ do ••••••
20 ..•.. do ......... do ......... do ..•...... do .......... . do .•.•..
(1)
..... do ..... .
21 ..... do ......... do ......... do ....
22
23
24
25 Female . .. Nursing.. Left .. .. . . Lost........ Right . ......
(1)
26 ..... do ......... do ......... do .••. Left........
(1)
Right ..... ..
27 ..... do ......... do .•••.•••. do • • • .
28 .Male...... 2 years ................................. .. ....... ..
29 Female ... N'u1sing .. Left .•••.• Left ........ Right ...... .
80 Male...... 1 year .................................. ... ....... .
Sl Female... Nursing.. Left .... •• Left • ••••• •. Right ..•••••
82 ..•.. do ......... do .... Lost ...... Lost ........ Lost ....... .
88 ..... do ••••..•.. do ......... do ......... do ........... do .... ..
(f)
Both ....... .
34 .•... do ......... do .... Left......
35

:~~t:::: Tt::i:" ::: ::::t::::: ::t;::::::: ::::t::::::

:::::!~ :::: 2ye~s:::: :::::~~-:::: -~~~:::::::: f!fr:::::::
0

36

87
88
89
40
41
'2
'3
4A
45
46

..... do .••. Nursing .. Right ..... Right ............ do •••.•.
..... do .••• l year ............................................ .
..... do .... Nursing .. Left ..• ... Left ........ Right ...... .
..... do ..•...... do .... Right..... Right....... Left ....... .
..... do ......... do .... Left ...... L11ft ........ Right ...... .
..... do ........ . do . . . . Right..... Right....... Left ....... .
..... do ......... do ..• . Right(f)..
(1)
..... do ..••..

Stomach contents.

Small-fish bones.
Small-fish hones; squid,
Salmon.
Small fish.
Empty.
Do.
Pollock (f).
Empt,y.
Do.
Do.
Squid; small fl.sh,
Do.
Do.
Small fish.
Empty.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Cod (1).
Salmon.
Squid; small fish.

Empty.

Do.
Do.
Do.
Salmon, cod.
Squid; small fish.
Empty.
Blood.

:::::!~ :::: ·2ye!is:::: -~~~~~::::: -~~~~~::::::: ::::J~ :::::: ~::1Jo~k.
Empty.
Squid.
:::::!~ :::: U:!;;:::: :::::::::::: :::::::::::::: :::::::::::::: Empty.
Small squid, worma.
re~e~1~·::: y~~!g:: .....c",y··-- '""""'c'i)'""' .. 'R{.iii::::::: SmallDo.fish; squid.

..... do ..•. Nursing.. Right..... Right ............ do ••••••
47 ..... do ......... do ......... do ......... do ••••....... do ..... .
48
49
(f)
Left ....... .
50 ..... do .... Nursing .. Right.....
51
62
53
54
55
56
57
58
69
60
61
62
68
M
65

..... do ......... do .•.. Right.....

(f)

Lef:. .••••••. Squid..
Small fish.
Squid, pollock.
Empty.
. .... do .... Nursing .. Left ...... Left ........ Right ...... . Small fl.ah, squid, worma.
..•.. do .•....... do ......... do ......... do ........... do ••••••

-~ti::: 'fi:f:::: ::::t::::: tt\::::: ::::t::::::~

f~~·::: Mi~~i:: 'i:eii:::::: ......{,)...... 'iiight:::::::
·Mai~~-::::
g::a:::: :::::::::::: :::::::::::::: ::::::::::::::
Female . .. Nursing .. Right ..... Ri~ht ....... Left ....... .

Emt~:

Bones of pollook.
Empty.
Do.
Boues of fl.ah.
. .. .. do ......... do .... Left ...... Leit ........ Right ...... . Blood .
Pollock bone&.
..... do ......... do .... Right ..... Right.......
(f)
66
Emp~.
Squid.
67

::::J~ :::: Vu~!fug·:: .Right::::: .Rigiit::::::: .i:eit·::::::::
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ALASKA INDUSTRIES.

Table showing the results of observations made on fur seals taken at ,ea in BM'ing Sea,
August 11 to ~1, 1895, respect-ing sex, age, p1·egnancy, and food-Continued.
SCHOONER G. W. PRESCOTT.
[Latitude, 55° 33' north; longitude, 168° 11' west. Date, August 21.)
Ovaries.

Sex.

Age.

Uterus,
Scar resulthorn show•
ing from
former
ing former
pregnancy. l;'r8fu1:~"6i_.
cans).

Sign of
recent im•
pregnation
(corpus
luteum).

Stomach content&

68 Female ... Nursing .. Left .••••• Left ..••.••. Right ...••••
69 ••... do .••...... do .....••.. do .•...•... do ••••••.... . do .•.•••
70 ••••. do •••.•••.. do ......•.. do ..•...... do .•••••... .. do ....•.
71 ..... do ....•••.. do . • . . Right.....
( 1)
Left .... ..•.

~~

:::J~ :::: :::::~~ :::: :::J~ :::: -~~~!·:::::: ·····%······

74 .•... do ..•.••... do
76 .... . do ........ . do

76 ..... do .•..•... do

~~

Squid, small fish.
Empty.
Minute squid beaks, worIDll.
Small squid.
Pollock or cod.
Empty.
......... do....
(1)
Left ......•. Squid, fish bones (pollookf).
. • . . Left . . . • . .
(1)
Right ...... . Empty.
.... Right ..... Right....... Left .••...•. Thl'ee cod.
Cod or pollock.
Cod.
.••.•••.. do ......... do • •••••
( 1)
Salmon.
......... do ......... do ......
( 1)
Cod.
.... Left...... Left........
(f)
Two cod.

:::::~~ :::: :::J~ :::: :::::~~ :::: :::::i~ ::::::

79 .••.. do .••...... do
80 .•... do ......... do
81 ..... do ......... do

rn

ti~i@~l+(?+E\ :~ I;mEfr+++I+rnrn: 'j
Nursing females 3 years of age or over.
Corpus albioane 1 the scar indicating ovary from which former pregnancy resulted.
Corpus luteum, ~he sign of pregnancy or recent ovua.tion from that ovary.
In these obeervatione only the ~ose appearance of ovaries is considered i impregnation may have
taken plaoe in all the 2 and 3 year old females, and the corpus luteum not ytn developed.
LIST OJI' PHOTOGRAPHS ILLUSTRATIVE OF PELAGIC SEALING.

[Photographs by N. B. Mill.er, C.H. Townsend, and A. B. Alexander.]

A portion of the sea.ling fleet at Sand Point, Alaska, in June, 1893.
Canadian sealing schooner E. B. Marvin. Berin~ Sea.
.
Canadian sealing schooner Annie E. Paint. Bering Sea..
Canadian sealing schooner Dora Siewerd. Bering Sea.
Canadian sealing schooner Katherine, formerly Black Dia11iond.
Canadian sealing schooner Dora Siewerd under storm canvas, showing manner of

stowing canoes. 1895.
Deck of Dora Siewerd. 1895.
Skinning seals, Dora Siewerd. 1895.
Canadian sealing schooner seized in Bering Sea. prior to 1888.
Canadian sea.ling schooner Tho1·nton seized in Bering Sea prior to 1888.
Canadian sealing schooner A.iuoko discharging skins at Victoria.
American sealing schooner Colu1nbia.
Types of sealing schooners. Victoria Harbor. 1894.
Types of sealing schooners. Victoria Harbor. 1894.
A portion of the Canadian seaHng fleet, Victoria Harbor. 1894.
Sealing boats stored at Victoria.
Portion of Indian crew of Canadian schooner Favorite. 1894.
Indian hunter of sealing canoe, showing double-pointed spear pole; detaching
spear points, with line 30 yards long; paddle; killing club, and wooden boat bailer.
Indian sealing canoe, showing ma,nner of throwing spear.
Indian sealing canoe under sail.
Indian sealing canoe with outfit and catch.
Sleeping seal-usual position, floating back down, with hind filppera turned forward over belly. August 7, 1894:. Bering Sea.
Fur seal just awakened.
Starved seal pups, St. Paul Island. September, 1894.
Starved seal pups, St. Paul Island. September, 1~

•
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Pelagic catoh of the .Amtr·ican sealing jfMtfor 1895.
Hunt-

Bering Sea.

ers .

•

Japan coast.

Northweat
coast.

Russian co:LSt.

j ~ 1f 1 ~ i ~
--------1--~--1-~- ~ ~~ j
~
_£_ ~.
li~J.tt~;1:m:::::: 2g :::: ··io2· ···21i· 393. ::::: ::::: m::::· ::::: ·--~· ::::: :::::: :::::
~:~~~~:::::: ..:. ·20· 1!~ m ~~; .:~~.. ~~: .. : ~~~- ::::: ::::: ::::::: ··20· ···62· ···82
- ·· · ··.;.;;
Vessel.

~IJ i f

l

Ii

~-~--,q-

_E--<
___""'
_

00

W. Ainsworth.....

5 ....

J. G. Swan •••••••..... 21
Stella. Erland . . . . . . 8 16

t~ivi~:t::: ;

117
212
203

1
-~~-

~:

323
440 ....•.•••. 1,180 ••••• •••••
61 ·872 1,084 .•... ••••• •••••• • •••.. ••••• ••••••• 68
473
676 • • . . . • • • . . • • • • • • . • • • . • • • • • • • • • • • • • 83

~1
::::

gg :~;

5" . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • • . . . . 153
216 369
840
660 • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • - • • . . .•••..... •
426
889 •••••.•••..•••••••••.••••••..••..
507
350 ••••••••. • ••••••••••••••••.•••••.
472 225 851
576 •••.•.•••••••••••••••••••••••••••

~~

Bonanza........... 10
93
1118
289
.AJton .•.•••••••••. _ 6
44
98
142
\Vinchester........ 7 . . . . . • • • • • . • . • . • . . • • . . . . . . . . . • • . •
Bowhead....... .... 6 ......•................ 268 421

i~s~fh~~1~1c:::
Mattie Dyer.......

~

,,.,.
1~

~i i;I :::::::::::::;ii~:::::::::::::::::::~~:::~~:::~~~

Columbia....... . . . 1 1 10
163
881
Lonie Oleen. • • • . • • • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • • • • • . .
Therese...... . . • . . . 7 . • . .
96
880
Emma Louisa...... 8 . . • . 108
899
Rattler • • . • . . . . . . . . 6 i .... 102
8110

~e~~~n!~~-:::::::

··
156
132

~~

926
815
589
684

:::::
::::: ::::::: ::::: :::::: :::::
.••.••••••••••••••••.••••••••••••
•••••.•••••••••.••••.•••••••.••••
••• . • . • • ••
102 .••.••.••...••••
..........•.•...•.••...••....••.•

:::: :::::: :::::::::::::··as· ·2a,· 1·~i~ ..~ .. :~:- ... :~~. ::::: :::::: :::::

G . . . . . •• • • • . • • . . • . . • • • • . . . • . . . . . . •
651 U
90
149 .... _ .......... .
Penelope........... 4 .•••••••••••••••••••••• 164 208
274 • • •. . . • • • .
98 ............... .
Idler. . . . . . . • . • . . . . . 8 . . . . . . . . • . . . . . • • . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . • . • • . . . . • . . • • • . . • • • • • • •
6
35
,1
Matilda............ 8 12 .•.•.. •••••• .........•...... _ .•.••.. . . . . . • • • . . • •• • • • •
5
80
S5
Elsie............ . . . 8 11 . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . • • . . . • • . . . . . . . . • . . • . . . • • . . • • • • . • • • • • • • 84
125 209
Puritan............ . . . . 14 .•••••.•.•....•.•..•••.•.••.•••••••.•••..•••• _ • •• • • • •
4
6
10
Emmett Felitz.. .. . 1 17 .•.•.. ...• •. • .•.•.. . ••.•. ••. . .•••.•. .•• . . . .•• . •••••••
9
40
49
C. C. Perkins·.......... 17 . .. .. . •••.... ..•. .. . .••. •••.. .••. •. . . •.. . ••••• ••••••.
8
26
3'

~~rc:!u::::::::::
..3. g 1:::::: ::::::: :::::: ::::: ::::: ::::::: ::::: ::::: ::::::: ~ 9~60 ~
Teaser..... . . . . . . . . 8 ·20 . • • • . . . • . . . . . . . • • • • • • • . . • • • • . • • • • • • • . • • . . • • • • • • • • • • • • 27
ir~~~ii.Aii;;::::: .. '.. ::::1:::::: ::::::: .::::: ::::: ::::: ::::::: ::::: ::::: ::::::: ::::: ... ~. Jt
~

Tota.I •••••••• ····1-·· · l,989

! 5,935

7,924 ..•...••.. 12,862 .••••.••.. 1,079

463 1,161 2,006

Pelagic catch of thtJ Canadian sailing jltet for 1896.
Hunters.

.Japan coaat.

&ring Sea.

Ru1111ian coast.

Northwest
coast.
ci

Vessel.

-a

- - - - - - - 1 - - 1---si-- - 1 - - -·1 - - -1· - -1- - - - - - - -

Mary Ellen. . . • • . . . • . . . 20

106

366

Libbie .......••.... _... 21
Agne11 McDonald .. 8 1'
Maud_ S ...........•.... 32
Minnie .......••....... 18
.Annie E. Paint .••. 26 . ...

451
593
750
266
191

1, 016
609

Katherine . • . . . • • . . . . . . 21

288

'°3

462

777 I.•••••••. -

I

- --- -- -

190 ••••.••••••• • • ·

Pioneer. . . . . . • . . . . . 24 ...•...... _ .......... _.. . . . . . . . . . . .
845 . . • • • . • • • • 790 .••.•••••• • • · · ·
Wanderer . . • . . . . . . . . . . 10
197
159
856 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • • . • . • • . . . • • • . . . .•. • • • • · · -• · · ·
6,2

393
575

1,467 ........ _. . . . . . . . . . . . . . • • . • • • • • • • 182 62
1,202 ..... .....
711 ·••·· ••••· ······1·····r ····

234.

·····

1,892 ......••...•..•..•••.•••••••••••• 186 102
287
859 ......••.•.•••.•.•••.••••.•••••• , •••..• • • · · •• • •·

766 •••..•••.. 1, 121 •••. _ •••••

185 .••.• •··· • •• •··

~~\!~~! 1;w ;;;tI ;i:~; i!i/i !Ii iill· !!!!! ! i!f ·J;- ttU I\\}~
691 . • • • • . • • . . . • • . • . . . . • . . . • • . . . . . . . . . • • • . . • • •

169

~!i~~~::::::: ii :::: :::i~~: :::~: :::~: ::::: ::::: ···=· ·w· ·•· ~ ::::: ::::: :~~

UmbliDA •••••• •• .. 25 . · •· ••·• •• . .••• •• . . ••. . • . . • •.. • ••• . 1,187 . •• . . • ••.•
Caeoo.............. 111 ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• - • • • • • 1, 309 • • • • • • • • ••
Viva ••••••••••••••• 23 • ••• ••••••. ••••••• ••••••• ••••• •••••

GOl

582 •••••••••••••••

161 ............ - ..

NT ..•...••••.....

______ ,_·---____ ··-··
----=.r::::::::::::: .~.::::::::::: ::::::: ::::::: ::::: ::::: I.~.·::::·:::: 'l: ··--·
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ALA~KA I TDUS'flUES.
Pelagic catch of the Canadian aa.iling fleet for 1895-Continued.
Huntera.

Teuell.

cri
C)

cii

i ;ati

~

~

Japan coast.

Bering Sea.

cii

1

C)

-;
~

~
fi

~

Vera............ . . .

i

ri,

'cil

G)

~

Northweat

Russian coast.

OOMt.

It}

ij

3

~

fi

cii
G)

'cil
~

0

~

!

! --! -j

0

fi

19
177
ll72
19 .. • • .. .. • • • .. • • • • •
18
27
125
21>1
23
817
300
•• • . 8
'5
156
Dora Siewerd. •• • . • . . . . BIS
7615
813
Victoria • • .. • • . • • .. .. • . 25
601
566
Labrador • • .. • • • • • • • • • . 11
107
152
Otto . . • • • • . • • • • • • • . • • • • 82
(32
86'
Penelope .. • . • •• • • • • • • . 2'
238
532
Sapphire........... • • • • 87
1127
956
W. L. Rich......... • • • • 2'
t78
53(
.A.inoko . . . . . • . .. • • • • • • . 26
,19
515
A.. C. Moore........ . • .. 80
730
112
F. M. Smith........ . • . . 4.1
IM
59'
Aurora .. . • • • • • • • • • • • .. 22
186
627
Mascot • • • • • • • • • • • • 7 lt
126
m
Ro1ie Olien........ • • • . . • . . • •• . • • . • • • • . . .
Oaoar and Hattie.. t 2'
64.11
519
Tereaa. •• . • .... • • • . I 17
135
532
C. D. Rand......... 7 11
182
'59
Saucy Lua . • • . • • •• I 21
2119
,a2
Entexyrlae •• • • • • • • 7 BO
N7
7i2
Beatrice (Shan,hai) • • • . . . . . • • • • . I 21
CIOI
1131
Beatrice (Vuoou•

4'9
• • • • • • • .. • • . .. • • •

Kate............... I
San J oso.. • • .. •• • • • I
Favorite........... 5
May Belle ••••••••• 7
Amateur . . . . • . • • • • 2
Fisher Maid . • • • • • • 1
Ktlmeny........... II
MountainChief.... 2
Paohwellie . . . . . • .. • • • .

21
20
86
28
14.
12
8
16
1,

673 • .... ..... . ......
569 • • • • . • • • . . . . • • . • •
1, 647
.•
••
1,118 : ... : : .. :: : .• ::::
. • • . • • • . . • . • . .. . . . . • • • ..
. • .. • • . • • • . • .. • . . . . . . • . .
.•••••• •••.. .•••. .......
••••••• ••••. .•••• ••••••.
. . • • .. • . • • . . . . . . . . ... . . .

South Bend........

10 . • • • • • • •• • • • • • . • • • • • • . • • • • • • • • . . . . • • • . . . • • . • • • • • • • • • ..

Diana..............

Fortuna ...........
1 B. :Hamn.......
Direc,tor.... .•• • •• .
Henrietta..........

F:.:!.::::::::::::: ..i. :

,:

278
118
927
4.37
• •• • •• •
• ••• • • •
.......
.••••••
. • •• • • •

856 • • . • • • ••••

!

l

m ......... .

a1s • • . . . . • • . .
9(6 ........ ..
817 .. • • • • • • .. .... •• • 80
11
201

15

-·-·· ..........

29~

219
10
71

1, 177 • • • • . • • • .. .... • • • • • • .. • • • • • ••• • • • 21'7

2lt
IOI
1, 167 • • • . • • • • .. • •• • •• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • H
IU
187
259 • • .. • • • .. . • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 82
19
51
796 . . • • • • • • . • .. • • • • • • • .. • • • • • •
88 • • • . • • • • . . 285
770
1, 783 • • • • • • • • . . .. • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 114 ..,.83
187
1, 212
U5
9114. . . • . . . . . . . . ... • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 211 106 825
1, 5'2 • • • . • • • • . • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 6' ,1 105
1, 1511 • • .. • • • • •• . ••• • • • •• • • • • • •• • • ••• • • 2111 '111 285
718 • • • • • • • • •• • .. • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 67
ISO 107
8'9 . . . . . . . . . .
787 • • • • • • • • • • lCIII .............. .
. . . . . . • •• •. . . • • . .
f27 •.•..••......•.........•.. ~ •...
1, 167 • • • • • .• • • • • ... • • • .• • • • •• • • • ••• • •• 181
I
1'7
867 . • • .. . • • •• ....... . • • • • • • • • . • • •• • • '2
eo 102
64.1 • • • . • • • • • . . .. . • • . . • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 107 .I 1'8
701 . • . . • .. .. . . • •• • • • •• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 152 10G 267
1, 729 .. • . • • • • • . • • •• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • lCIG 65 121

1,448

111

7'

m ~: ...........................................

89(
251
720
876
. •• • • • •
. •• • • • .
••••••.
•••••••
• •• .. . •

••••• ••••• •••••• 86 l!5
• • • .. • • • • • • • • • • • • • • . . • • • • •
• ••• ••
•
::::: ::::: •••••• 179 65
• • • • . . • • .. • •• • • • '5 20
• • • • • . • • • • • • • • • • CIG '3
..... ..... ••••••
I
7
.•••• ••••• ••••••
8 83
. • • • • . • • • . • • • • • • '5 2G

"24.11
lBl
1'8
150
23(

85
100
15
81

118

~~:K~~~-~~h- -~~- :::: ::::::: ::::::: ::::::: ::::: ::::: ::::::: :::-:: ::::: :::::: ::::: ::::: 3, ~~
,

l'T

111

1,a

Total •••••••••••••••. 15, ffl 19, 8N 35, 778 •••••••••. 18, 688 .••••••••• 8, 605 .••••••••• 9, 972
SUMllA.TION OF THE PELAGIO C."-TCH FOR lft5.

Pribilof Ialanda herd.
Northwest
coast.

Bering
Sea.

Am erican V6l!ll!lela ••••••••••

9,972
2,005

85, 778
7,924

Total .••••••••••••••••

11,ffl

"· 097

Canadian neaele .•••.••••••

H. Doc. 92, pt. 4---3~

Total.

Commander Islands herd.

.Japan
oout.

Rual!lian
coast.

Total.

Gruel
tot.al

'6, 74.5

9,9211

18, 686
12,362

8,605
1,079

18,"1

71,038
28,870

66,67(

81, 04.8

7,684

88,732

N,'°6

25,291
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Table Bhowing number of dayB during month of A.uguBt, 1894, wlten pelagic BP-aling was
carried on in Bering Sea, aB indicated by log entries o.f a majm·ity of the veBBels of the
Bealing fleet.
Vessels.

Date.
Aug. 1
2
3

,
5
6

7
8
9

10

11
12
13
14
15
16
17

18
19

20

2~
23

24
25

26
27

28
29
30
31

Mascot, Borealis, Earle, Favorite, RichJ Minnie, Etta, and Beatrice.
.
Mascot, Therese, Etta, Triumph, Sappnire, Moore, and Katherine.
Mascot, San Jose, Borealis, Earle, Favorite, Rich, Therese, Minnie, Etta, Columbia, Beatrice,
and Fawn.
Jose, lroreali8, Earle, Favorite, Rich, Therese, Minnie, Etta, Columbia, Beatrice, Fawn, and
L. Olsen.
Jose, Borealis, Favorite, Rich, Erland, Minnie, Etta, Columbia, Beatrice, and Fawn.
Jose, Ellen, Earle, Rich, Kilmeny, Therese, Deeahks, Erland, Minnie, Etta, Columbia, Fawn,
and L. Olsen.
Ellen, Borealis, Earle, Favorite, Therese, Deeahks, Minnie, Etta, Columbia, Beatrice, Fawn,
and L. Olsen.
Jose, .Borealis, Ellen, Favorite, Kilmeny, Therese, Deeahks, Erland, Minnie, Columbia, and
.Beatrice.
Mascot, .Borealis, KilmenL Deeahks, Columbia, Beatrice, Fawn, and Johnson.
Jose, Borealis, .Ellen, Earle, Mascot, Favorite, Rich, Kilmeny, Deeahks, Minnie, Columbia,
Beatrice, Fawn, Johnson, and L. Olsen.
Jose, Borealis, Ellen, Favorite, Kilmeny, Therese, Deeahks, Minnie, Etta, Sparks, .Beatrice,
Fawn, Johnson, and L. Olsen.
Jose, Borealis, Rich, Kilmeny, Erland, Minnie, Beatrice, and Johnson.
Rosie Olsen, Jane Grey, Arietis, Vera, Sapphire, and Aurora.
Borealis and Deeabks.
Borealis, Favorite, Grey, Rich, Deeahks, Minnie, Beatrice, Algar, Johnson, and Sparks.
R. Olsen, Rich, Deeahks, Erland, Minnie, and Fawn.
R. Olsen, Grey, Kilmeny, Minnie, Columbia, and Beatrice.
Borealis, R. Olsen, Earle, Favorite, Grey, Rich, .Kilmeny, Deeahks, Erland, Minnie, Etta,
Beatrice, Henrietta, .A.lgar, Fawn, Johnson, and Sparks.
Favorite, Rich, Kilmeny, Deeahks, Minnie, Etta, Columbia, Henrietta, Beatrice, Algar, John•
son, and Sparks.
Kil.many.
·
Ellen, R. Olsen, Earle, Favorite, Grey, Kilmeny, Deeabks, Erland, Minnie, Etta, .A.lgar, and
Fawn.
Favorite, Rich, Kilmeny, Therese, Deeahks, Minnie, Etta, Columbia, Beatrice, Algar, Fawn,
Johnson, and Sparks.
Favorite, Rich, Kilmeny, Therese, Deeahlcs, Minnie, Etta, Columbia, Henrietta, Algar, John•
son, and Sparks.
Rich, Kilmeny, Erland, Minnie, Beatrice, and Sparks.
Grey, Rich, Kilm.eny, Deeahks, Minnie, and Etta.
G1·ey, Rich, Kilmeny, Therese, Deeahks, Erland, Minnie, Etta, Beatrice, Algar, Fawn, and
Johnson.
Grey, Rich, Kilmeny, Therese, Deeahks, Erland, Minnie, Etta, Columbia, Henrietta, Beatrice,
.A.lgar, Fawn, Johnson, and Sparks.
Grey, Rich, Kilmeny, Therese, Deeahks, Erland, Minnie, Etta, Columbia, Henrietta, Beatrice,
Algar, Fawn, Johnson, and Sparks.
Grey, Rich, Kilmeny, Therese, Deeahks, Erland, Minnie, Etta, Henrietta, Beatrice, .A.lgar,
Fawn, Johnson, and Sparks.
Grey, Rich, Kilmeny, Deeahks, Erland, Minnie, Etta, Columbia, Beatrice, Henrietta, .A.lgar,
Fawn_, Johnson, and Sparks.

Table Bhowing number of days f1·om September 1 to 11, 1894, when pelagic seaUng waa
carried on in Bering Sea, as indicated by log e1it1·ie8 of a majority of tM veaaels of thd
fleet.
Date.

Vessels.

8ept. 1

Grey, Rieb, K:llmeny, Therese, Deeabks, Erland, :Min.ni.e, Coln.mbia,Etta, .Beatrice, Henrietta,
Algar, Fawn, Johnson, and Sparks.
Grey, Rieb, Kil.many, Therese, Deeahks, Erland, Minnie, Etta, Columbia, Beatrice, Bt.llrietta,
Algar, Fawn, Johnson, and Sparks.
Therese, Columbia., alld Katherine.
'.I'riumph, appbire, Borealis, .A.inoko, and Kate.
Rich, Columbia, Beatrice, Henrietta, .A.Jgar, Fawn, Johnson, and Sparks.
Beatrice, Henrietta, Fawn, and Sparks.
Erland, Henrietta, .A.lgar, Fawn, Etta, Deeahks, and Joh neon.
Beatrice, Erland, Etta; Deeahks, Johnson, and Ther08e.
Columbia, Beatricfl, Fawn, Etta, Deeahka, Johnson 1 and Therese.
Colum!Jia, Beatrice, Erland, Fawn, Deeahks, and Tnerese.
Sapphire and an Jose.
Erland, Fawn, D cahks, llD.d Mascot.
Columbia, ncatr1ce, Fawn, Deeahks, and Johrulon,
Beatrice, Erland, Fawn, and Deeahks.
Beatrice, Erland, Fawn, Deeahks, and Johnson.
Beatri , Etta, Kate, aucy Lua, and Be trice.
Beatrice, Etta, h Jby, .A.inoko, and B a.trice.
B trice, Etta, Venture, anoy La :.nrl B trice.
Etta, helby, Be trice, &phire, and Rosie Olsen.
Shelby, and Roaie O en.

2

a

'

5
Cl
7
8
9

10
11
12
i.

1,
15
16
17
18
1g
20
21

~n::
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Table showing number of days during month of August, 1895, when pelagic sealing wa,
ca1·1·ied on in Bering Sea, as indicated by log entries of a majm'ity of the vessels of the
sealing fleet.
Date.

Vessels.

A.ug. 1

Rattlef, Mand S., M. M. Morrill, Enterprise, Vera, Victoria, Trmmph, G. W. Prescott,
Columbia, Deeahks, J. G. Swan, Bering Sea, Stella Erland, J. Eppinger, Herman, and Dora
Siewerd.
Rattler, Maud S., Enterprise, Vera, Victoria, Triumph, G. W. Prescott, Columbia, Deeahks,
Willard Ainsworth, J. G. Swan, Bering Sea, Stella Erland, J. Eppinger, Herman, and Dora
Siewerd.
Maud S.• Enterprise, Vera, Victoria, Triumph, Columbia, J. G. Swan, Bering Sea, Stella
Erland Alton, and Dora Siewerd.
Rattler, Maud t-:i., M. M. Morrill, Enterprise, Vera, Victoria, Triumph, Columbia, Deeahks,
Allie Algar, Willard Ainsworth, J. G. Swan, Berin2: Sea, Stella Erland, J. Eppinger, and
Dora Si'ewerd.
:Borealis, M. M. Morrill, Victoria, Triumph, Columbia, Deeahks, Allie Algar, and Stella
Erland.
Bel'ing Sea.
Maud S., Borealis, Vera, and Deeahks.
Maud S., Victoria, Columbia, Deeahks, J. G. Swan, Bering Sea, Stella Erland, Louisa, and
Rattler.
Maud S., Borealis, M. M. Morrill, Enterprise, Vera, Victoria, Trinmph, Deeahks, Willard
Ainsworth, J. G. Swan, Bering Sea, Stella Erland, E. E. Webster, Bonanza, J. Eppinirer,
Rattler, and Dora Siewerd.
Maud S., M. M. Morrill, Enterprise, Vera Victori~, Triumph, G. W. Prescott, Columbia,
Deeahks, Willard Ainsworth, J. G. Swan, Bering Sea, Stella Erland, Louisa, E. E. Webster,
Alton, Bonanza, J. Eppinger, and Tl1erese.
Maud S., Enterprise, Vera, Victoria, Triumph, G. W. Prescott, Columbia, Deeahks, .Allie
.A lgar, M. M. Morrill, Willard Ainsworth, J. G. Swan, Bering Sea, Stella Erland, Louisa,
E. E. Webster, Alton, J. Eppinger, and There11e.
Maud S., Vera, Victoria, Triumph, G. W. Prescott, Columbia, Deeahks, Allie .A.lgar, M. M .
Morrill, Willard .Ainsworth, J. G. Swan, Bering Sea, Stella Erland, Louisa, E. E. Webster,
Alton, Bonanza, J. Eppinger, and Therese.
Triumph.
Victoria, Triumph, Deeahks, M. M. Morrill, Willard Ainsworth, J. G. Swan, Louisa, Alton,
Bonanza, J. Eppinger, Therese, Rattler, Herman and Dora Siewerd.
Victoria, Triumph, G-. W. Prescott, Columbia, Dee~ks, .Allie .Algar, M. M. Morrill, Willard
Ainsworth, J. G. wan, Bering Sea, Stella Erland, Louisa, E. E. Webster, Alton, Bonanza,
J. Eppinger, Therese, Rattler, and Herman.
Louisa, J. Eppinger and Dora Siewerd.
Victoria, Triumph, G. W. Prescott, Columbia, Deeabks, Allie .A.lgar, M. M. Morrill, Willard
Ainsworth, J. G. Swan, Stella Erland, Louisa, E. E. Webster, Alton, Bonanza, J. Eppinger,
Therese, Rattler, and Herman.
Triumph, G. W. Prescott, Deeahks, Louisa, E. E. Webster, Alton, J. Eppinger, Thereee,
Rattler, Herman, and Dora Siewerd.
Victoria, Triumph, G. W. Prescott, Columbia, Willard .Ainsworth, J. G. Swan, Stella Erland,
Louisa, J. Eppinger, Therese, Herman, and Dora Siewerd.
Victoria, Triumph, G. W. Prescott, Columbia, Deeahks, .A.llie .Algar, M. M. Morrill, Willard
Ainsworth, J. G. Swan..!.. Bering Sea, Stella Erland, Louisa, E. E. Webster, Alton, Bonanza,
J. Eppinger, Therese, !tattler, and Herman.
Columbia, Deeahks, G. W. Prescott, Allie .A.lgar M. M. Morrill, Willard Ainsworth, J. G.
Swan, Bering Sea, Stella Erland, Loaisa, E . E. Webster, Alton, Bonanza, J. Eppinger,
Therese, Rattler, Herman, and Dora Siewerd.
G. W. Prescott, M. M. Morrill, Willa.rd Ainsworth, J. G. Swan, Bering Sea, Stella Erland,
Louisa, E. E. Webster, Alton, Bonanza, J. Eppinger, Therese, Rattler, Herman, and Vora
Siewerd.
Bering Sea, Stella Erland, Louisa, Therese, and Herman.
Columbia, G. W . Prescott, Allie Algar, M. M. Morrill, Willard Ainsworth, Stella Erland,
E. E. Webster, Alton, J. Eppin~er, Rattler, and Dora Siewerd.
.A.llie .A.lgar, Louisa, J. Eppinger, rberese Rattler, and Herman .
.Allie Al~ar, Columbia, M. M . Morrill, J. G. Swan, Bering Sea, Louisa, E. E. Webster, Alton,
J . Eppmger, Thertise, Rattler, Herman, and Dora Siewerd.
Deeahks, G. W. Prescott, Allie Algar, Columbia, M. M. Morrill Willard Ainsworth, J. G.
Swan, Bering Sea, Stella Erinna, Louisa. E. E. Webster, Alton, Bonanza, J. Eppinger,
Therese, Rattler, Herman, and Dora Siewerd.
Deeahks, G. W. Prescott, Allie .A.lgar Columbia, M. M. Morrill, Willard Ainsworth, J. G.
Swan, Bering Sea, Stella Erland, Louisa, .E. E. Webster, Alton, Bonanza, J. Eppinger,
Therese, Rattler, Herman, and Dora Siewerd.
Bonanza.
Deeabks and G. W. Prescott.
Deeabks, G. W. Prescott, Columbia, J. G. Swan, Bering Sea, Alton, Bonanza, Herman, and
Dora Siewerd.

2
3

'
5
6

7
8

9
10
11

12

,

13
14

15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23

24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
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Tabli 1htnl1ffl{f number of ila.ys from Septtmber 1 to 1J1, 1895, u,hffl µlagie ,ealing u,a,
carried on m Bmng Sta, M indicated by log e,ntrie, of a m~ority of the tJeasila of 1M
UGlittg~t.

Sept. 1

2
3
,
6
8
7

8

9
10
11
U
:

l>t!Mhk1, G. W. Prescott, Columbia, lL K. Horrlll Wfllud Ainnrorth, J. G. Swan, llerlnr
Sea, Lom.1a, B. :B. Web.t.er, .Alt.on, Bonanza, J, :S:ppin:er, TherNe, Rattler, Herman, and
Dor& Siewerd.
Deeahka, G. W. Prescott, Columbia, lf. lL Morrill, J. &. Swan, Bering Sea, Stella llrland.
Louisa, .Alton, Bonanza, J. Eppinger, Thereae, RaUler, Herma.a, and Dora Siewerd.
G. W. Presooti, .Allie .A..lgar, Columbia, Be.rinf Sea, and Louiu.
J. G. Swau and. Berinr Sea.
'l'bsese and Rattler.
.Deeahka, Columbia, lL ll:. Morrill, Bermr Sea, Stella Erland, Bonanu, u.d Dora Slew-erd.
Deeahka, G. W. PreacoU, Columbia, M. M. Morrill, Willard .&.in1worth, Berin,; Sea, Lout..
:&. E. Wobat.er, Bonansa, J. 11:pping~~ Theroae, Rattler, Herman, and Dora Siewerd.
Deeahka, G. W. PreseoU, Columbia, .1r1. ll. Morrill Willard .Ainsworth, Berin,; Sea, Stella

:S:rlA!ld, Lou.iaa, Bonanza, J. Ep:pinger, Therese, Rattler, Herman, and Dora Siewerd.
Deeahkl, G. W. Preacoi5, Columbia, K. lL Morrill, J. G. Swan, Berinr Sea, SWla JlrlaM,,
Louisa, Bo!lanu, Ba.tiler, and Dora Siewenl.
Deeahb, Columbia, and Bonanu.
G.V.Pnaeoii.
Ber.tac Sea, LO'aiN, ad Horman.

l5 DeMbb, Blriac Sea, St.ella Erland, J. :Kppfnpr, 1taW., •4 Dora . . . . . . .
16 Colamlria, Besmc S-, and Stella JMand.
11
ll Columbia, Loai1a, and Rdtle:r.
20 Stella Erland. Rattler, and Dora steweri.

fl

lierillc Sea.

,n

JlNllo,om data on pelagic ,ealing
th. Nwth Pa0tfto Oc,an and BWMI 8• fr~
1878 to 1893, ,howing poaitfon, where f•r ,eall were tam.
[Data oolleoted by C.H. Tolrll.lend and.&.. B • ..UeX&Dder.J
.All.ElUC.A..N SCHOOHBB S.ilr Dlll:GO, D. lloLE.A..N, lU.SH:&.--1111.

Date.
1813,

llar,

~

ao ..••..•.••••......
-~- -.................
...................

Lat-

itude.

:N.

a705
4.7 21
61N

Lenli• Seala.
tade.

w.

125 so
127 24.
131 46

Dat.e.
1883.

13
19

.........

July l'f ••••••••••••••••••
111 ...•..••••••••••••

- ..................

Lr.titude.

N.

55.,

55 N

'5 00

Long.
itude.

...

W.
183 30
161112
189 00

21

.........

211

.&.MERIC.A..N SCHOONER M.A.'RY :KLLRN, D. lloLEAN, lU.STE:&.--188'.

Fe'b.

118'.
1, 2, a..............
,..................
8..................

W.

12
I

.Apr.

1814.

7..................

31 53
37 11 ········
7
39 ao m ,o
,
38 13 1.28 M .••••••
39 as ••••••••
•
. • • .• • •• • ••.. ••.
15
4.2 02 •••••••.
•
ti N ......•.
21

1 ...... ···•••······
10..................

2 •••••••••••••••••• •••••••• ••••••••
••••••••

21
24,

·••··••·
1• 60
1%5 •

21
1
,
D

:8..................

11..................
18.............. •• ••
20..... ....••.••••••
21, 22, 23, 27, 28......
29..... .•..••.•••••.
llar.

N.

. . . . . . . . . . . .. . . .

1..................

,.................. '2 14.
, •••••••••••••••••••••.••••
6....... .. . . . . ... •. a 1s
1. • • • • • • . . . • . . . . . . .
10
1.................. '2 58
12.................. U 29
13...... .•• . . . . .. . . . U '8

,a

14,.................. "00

125 41
12' 1J
1'25 It

IS..................
17..................

'5 M

W

48 II

IM 00

15.................. U Z2 1.25 31
IO

½:·. ~·.~~::::::::::::. ·4'7·;.;- ·u;·o;·
21 .....•••••.••••••.

n

II

m

31..................
Apr. 4... .. • • .•••.•••••.

47
41
,1
47

10
d
'1

120 •
12!5 GI
128 •
120 U
la JI

so••••••••••••••••• ·1 '1 a
5 •••••••••• -'· ••••••

1..................

M

N

12
J

23

11
lt
I

~

,
21
1,

a

•
•

N.

W.

4.7 5a
,113

127 O'T
W 4'

,1 4.3 127

£1

11, 12, 1, .....•..•... ········ ....... .
lG...... •••••• •••••• 47 5i 1.25 4.'f

11.................. a°' Ill a
11. •.• •• •••••• ••••••
20..................
24.... • • • • • • • • • • • • • • •
215. •• • • • • ••• •• ••• • • •

llay

4'7
'8
50
,.
,9

57
05
12
65
64

127 11

1211 30
121 5t
128 3'

~ :~

ft::::::::::::::::: !:
:
41 15

13.... •• •••••• ••• • . .

1,................. .

22..................
n..................

2'...... ............

215...... .•••••••••••
Zuly 1...... •••••• •••••.

0

111 15

15 lrT IO

"'°

'8 so
'8 21

5t 31
55 60

m 30

121 '5
12t 30
191 ~
111 ,o

2 •••••••••••• •••••• •••••••• •••• • •••

I...... • • • • • • • • • . • •
1..................
10. •. . . . • •.• .. . ... . .
11..................
1,. •• • • • ••• . • • • ••• • •
11 ••••••••••••••••••

61 30 11'7 IO
65 00 187 IO
65 10 lt7 •
u N 187 a
65 50 HIii 31
II 51 lGI M
51 H

11 ..•••• ·-·········

". -

Ji..................

*•
•

.•
I

11
lJ
11

n

13
1'
2

IS
15
12
6
25

•a

1'

f
I

'

18
23
lfS
'f

"

II

•
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Mwoellamou.a t1.t1tc ffl pelagic ,eaUng in the North Pa<Jifte Ocea" a,ui Bmng
1878 to 1893, ,howing positions uik,re fur aeau were taun--Continued .

.A.llERIOAN SCB:OONJ:R ll..._RY :&LLll:N, D. lloLE.&.N, 1U..STER-18"-ContinuN..
Dak.

1884..

J"nly 21. .••••••••••••••••
24: ..••.•••••••••••••
25 .•••••••••••••••••

26 ...•••••••••••••••
27 .•.•••••.•••••••..
31. ••..••.•••..•••. .
Aug. 1 •••••••••••••••••.
2 .•••.••.••••••.•..
3 .••••••••..••.....

,•..................
..................
7a·••·•••·••••·•·•··
.......•...•......

Lat- Lon,;iitude. tude.

N.

65
55
M
M
65

80
011
30
40
00
M 20
54 30
Mil
5' 47
5' 15
55 18
65 25
5i 18

w.

168 06
166 '9
168 00
168 50
168 30
170 15
le8 00
170 28
168 30
169 00
168 19
169 00
169 311

S.&18.

22
43

'
'

43

25
15
6

63
8

10
131
21

Lat-

Date.

itnde.

N.

1884..
Ang. 9 .••..•••••••••••••
10 .•••••••••••••••••
11 ••••••••••••••••••

12 .•••••••••••••••••
16 .••.•••.••••••••••
17. ····••••••·••••••
18 .•••.•••.••..•.•••
19 ...•••••••••.•••••
20 .•...••.•••.••.•••
21. •••••••••••••••••
22 ••••••••••••••••••
230 ..•••••••••••••• ..

55 Ml
65 13
55 oa
55 1•
55 00

6' 35
5' 4a

MU

5'55
64. 60

1:t~-

8eala.

--- - w.

I.a
lff
170
169
169
168
160
167
165
165
166

80
89
00
05
00
40
20
20
15
20
.to

-6'6G
....... ---·· ...

.

14t

rr

1,
28
4.1
2AI
le
50

53
ff
2

• Bound for walrua.
AMERICAN eoHOONER MA.RY :BLLEN, D. l!cLE~, lliSTER-1811.
1885.

N.

W.

.Tan. 26.... .. ..•. •• . •••••

38 34 124 00
34. ,2 124 30
l'eb. 4..... .. .... .. ...... 39 4.3 124: 28
5.... ....... .. . . . . . 89 4.2 124 10
11.................. 311 35 124. 20
13... .••• ... •• . ••. • •. 39 86 124 4.0
16.................. 89 50 126 00
17. ·····~·· ••.......•••.•........•..
20............ .•..•. 4.0 11 ....... .
21.. . . . • • . . • • . . . . . . . at 55 125 10
25 ..•...•.....•......• ..•••. . ·······
28....... .•• . . . .. . . . 39 50 124. 30
Mar. 1.................. 89 38 125 55
6.................. 38 57 lU 25
7.................. 39 00
8.................. 41 20 125 35
9...... ... . . . . .. . . . 42 50 124 4.0
ll.. .. . . . .. .. . .... .. 43 02 125 00
12... .. •••. •. . .••• •. 43 07 125 40
14. ····•·•·•·•••· •.. 43 19 125 00

20.. .••• ... .• . •..• ••

15...... •.. •. . ... . . .
17.... . • • • • . • • . . . . . .
18. ..• . . .••• •. . . . . . .
19..................
20....... •• . .•.•....
21..................
24................. .
25. ..• .• . .. .. . . . . . . .
26.... •• . . . . . . . . . • . .

27..................

,a so
« 54.

4.5 09
45 40
45 4.0
4.8 00
46 51
46 57
47 25

125

125
125
124.
125

oo

15
15
30
00

124 50
125 30
125 30
125 00
125 12
125 30
125 30
125 30
125 80
126 27
126 25
126 50
126 ,o
127 00
126 15

4.7 4.6
47
48 05
'8 00
'8 10
A.pr. 1.................. 48 4.2
3. •••. •• . ..••..... . 47 44
4............. . . . . . 48 14
6. ..... .. . . . . . . . . . . 48 01
10. .. • • . . . . . . . . . • . . . 48 10
11.................. 49 00
16...... •. . . . • . • . • . . "48 20
17.................. 48 34
18 .••.••.•.•••.•.... ·••·· ••.....•••.

28................. .
29 ......• · ·····••• ..
80.. .. . .. . . • • . . . . . ..
31............... . . .

,o

27 •••••••••••••••••. ••••••·· •••·••••
May n. . • • • • • • • • • • • . • • • • ,e 00 127 00
12...... .•. •.• •••• .• 4.9 23
15..................
17..................
19................. .
20. • • • . • • • • • • • • • • • • •
21..... ••• • • • • • • • • • .
22. • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • •

24:..................

• . ••• •• . . •. • . . . . . • .

•••••••••••••••••••

l'l--•••········•···

49 24
50 30
51 37
52 12
52 39
ISi. 32
56 20
51 38
18 4S
H 14

121
130
132
132
133
137

M
37
48
59

58
00
137 10
13'7 51
187 61

4.
14
15
2l
16
1

a

33

14.
10
5
9
7
29
39
3
3

45

26

27
9

1885.
N.
:May 28.................. 56 18
29. ••••• •••••• •••••• 58 27
81. .•.•••••••••••••••••.••••
June 1. ••••••••• •••••••• 58 11
2...... •. • • •• • •• • . . 58 00

a..................

4...................
5.. ................

I..................

8...... .... .. ......

9..................
ll..................
12...... . . • . . . • • • . . .
15.. .. .• . .•. • • •••••.
11..................
19. ..• ••••••••• ••• ••
26 .....•.••.•••.••..
30.. •. .••. ••••• •• . •.
July 1... ..••. •••••.• •• .

57 ,o
M 55
111 ~
i8 :ao
68 1J
55 58
64. 210
53 50
53 17
53 IO
ii 00
••••••··
66 411

W.
137 ii
lil7 41
-••..•••

"

138
138
1a11
140
188

as

10
23

oo

00
4.7
lU 30
148 21
151 4.9
157 18
168 10
162 33
164 30
187 00
···•····
165 17
6& I7 168 23

2 ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••

4...................

H 111

188 17

2

8 ..•.•••••••••••... •••..•..........

8

9.................. 511 51 169 07
10....... •• • • • • •• • • . 55 4.5 167 45
12. •.••• .••••• ••• • • . 66 26 168 4.1
13 ..••.•••••..••••••...•.•.. ···••·•·
14 ....•••. .••.••••••.••.••• ..•••••••

ll
13
2

a

18
14.
15
12
18
8

'
2

11
ll
llS
1
13
1
2
10
6
G
4.
13
I
7
17
5
S
4.
2G

I

11

15 •••••••••••••••••••••••••• ••••••••

16 ....•.••••••.••....••••••.•••.••••
17 ...•.....••••••••..••.....••••••••
18 ......• ••••••·•••· 55 46 ....... .
19... ..• ••••••. •• • . • 56 28 169 10
20.. ..••. ..• .• .••••• 65 28 169 02
24 .....•••.•.••••••••••...•.........
2G........... •• • • • • . 55 OCI 169 04.
'1:7 •••••••••••••••••• •••••• ••••••••••
28.... ••• • • . . • • • • • . . 55 14. 163 04.
29.... .. . ••• •• •.•• •• 66 10 168 G'l
80 .....••..••...••••.••••.........•.
31. . ...•••••••••••••••...••.... .....
Ani. 1... .. . . . . . . .•••. •• ISi. 55 168 04!
2.................. 5' 45 168 50
3 ..•..• •••••••••• •• 65 38 168 52
t.................. 55 10 169 Oi
12........... •• • • • • . 55 08 168 12
1,. ••.••••• ••• •••••• 65 20 170 15
15.. •••• •••• •• •••••• 65 2.0 170 11
18.................. 65 28 188 Qt
17.................. 53 ~ 1't •
18... ••• • ••• •• • •• • • • 54. 00 lGI lt
19.................. 6' 24. 18 •
20... •• • •• • • • • • • • • • • ISi. 4il llf e
21...... ••••• ••••••• 55 11
22 •••• -............. W 4J lOG at
5'
ltl •
M.... •• • • • • • • • • • • • . N 4IJ 118 •

23..................

'°

2
7
7

2

I
16

4
3

1
1
'3

a

20
14.
1
]

81
l
89
1

:o
15

91
1

•

2t,

14.
5

33
76
7
8

50
2

67
43
82

23

55
18
l9
44
39
2G

D

a.

•

23
SI
2

M

n

21

T
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ALASKA INDUSTRIES.

Miscellaneous data un pelagic sealing in the N01·th Pacific Ocean and Bering S«s from
1878 to 1893, showing positions where fur seals were taken-Continued.
AMERIC.A.N SCHOONER MARY ELLEN, D. McLEAN, MASTER-1881>-Continuecl.
Date.
1885.

Aug.

~t::::::::::::::::

27 .••••••••..•...••.
29 .••••••••••••.••..•

Lat•
itude.

Longi•
tude.

N.
54 31
54 26
54 26
54 09

w.

168
168
169
169

27
23
26
00

Seals.

Latitude.

Date.
1885.

104
72
15
4.8

3
!e~1:

L::::::::::::::::

2 ••.•••.•••••••••••
3 ..••••••••••••••••

Longi• Seals.
tude.

-

N.
54 22
55 30
55 00
55 12

--

w.

169 10
168 45
168 00
167 10

23
34
'8

24

.AMERIC.A.N SCHOONER MARY ELLEN, D. McLEAN, .MASTER-1886.
1886.
N.
3 ...•..••••.•...... 39 00
7 .••••••.•••.••••.• 40 00
8 .••..••...•.••••.• 40 10
9 .•••••••....•••.•• 89 35
11. ••.•••.•••••.•••. 40 01
17 .••••• •·····••••·· 38 31
18 .••.•••......•.••. 38 83
19 .••.•••.••..••..•. 38 30
20 .••••..•.......•.. 38 35
21. •••••.•.......••. 38 33
Mar. 3 .................. 38 00
4 ..••••.••......... 38 31
5 .•••••.•...•..•••. 38 48
7 ..••••..•..••...•. 39 47
9 ..•••............. 40 27
16 ..••••••••........ 4.0 40
24 ..••••.....•...... 48 16
25 .•.••••••..••..•..
28 ......••....•..•.. 47 45
29 .......•....••••.. 4.7 51
30 ..••.••••...•..•.. 48 00
31. •••••.••......•.. 47 62
Apr. 1. .•.•••....•...... 47 49
2 ....••••...•...... 47 36
3 ..•••.... . ..... ... 47 34
5 ••.••..•.•••...•.. 48 20
7 .••••••.•...•..••. 4 36
9 ...•••••...•...•.. 50 17
10 .••••..•......•••. 50 12
11. ••••........•.... 40 51
12 ·············· ··· 50 06
13 ..•••••.... .....• . 40 54
22 .•••••............ 48 :13
24. .••••••••.•••••••• 48 15
28 ..• ..••....... .... 47 45
May 2 ..•••••••.••...•.. 48 15
3 .•• ·············· 48 14
4 .....•............ 48 27
6 .....•••.......... 49 4!)
7 ....•••••......... 49 30
Feb.

········

8 ..................

10 .•••••••••...•••..

w.

124 10
124 50
125 27
125 00
124 40
124 08
123 50
123 47

. .......
. .........
123
123
123
124
125
124.
125

34
31
50
23
00
{8
26

125
125
125
125

31
11
20
00
00
50
08
56
02
30
17
10

125

124
125
126
12i
128
128
128

-------128 15

125 56
125 40
126 00
125 15
125 25
125 56
U7 27
128 20
49 M 128 22
49 10 127 20

1
10
9
4
3
36
44
29
8
4
23
14
11
2
5
21
5
1
24
26
9
9

7
5
1ll

20
3
4
1
90
16

10
13

34
5
18

82
63
20
17
53
24

1886.
.Tune 1. ••..•••••••••••..
2 .•••••••.••••••••.
3 ...••.•••••••.••••
6 •••••••••••••••••.

7 .•.•.•••••...•••••
8 .•••.•••...••.•••.

9 ....•••••••.••••••
10 ...•..•••..••...•.
11. ....••..•••••••••
12 ..................
.July 2 ...••..••.•••.•••.
3 ...•...•••••••••..
8 ..................
12 .••••.•••.•.•..•..
13 ..................
15 ..•••••••.••••.•..
17 ..................
18 ..................
21. •.••••...•...••..
22 ...••••••.•••..•..
2( .•...••...•.•.....

N.
w.
56 41 138 50
56 38 139 00
56 50 138 39
67 50 139 55
57 40 139 35
57 36 139 57
57 31 140 41
57 09 140 48
57 05 139 50
57 10 139 40
54 40 168 45
54 20 168 32
54 45 168 35
55 04 160 25
55 03 160 ,2
54 58 168 10
55 04 '169 33
54 50 168 50
54 58 170 28
5-i 30 170 40
5-i 45 108 80
54 51 . .......
M 51 168 34
54 40 168 24
64 '5 168 47

25 ... ...............
28 .. •••••..••.••••..
29 .•.•.•.••.•••..•..
30 .•••••••••••••.••.
31. •••••..•••••••••. ·····-··
Aug. 1 .. ................ 54 45
2 .••.••••.••.••••.. M 50
3 .•••••••••••••.••. 54 51
4 .....••...•..•.... 54 30
5 .•••••...•..••.••. 54 00
7 .•...•...••..•••.. 63 40
8 .......••..••...•. 53 30
9. ·····•···•··••••· 54 00
10 ..• ....••..••. .•.. 53 50
11. ••..••.....•••••. 53 15
15 .................. 53 51
19 .•• .•••.•••.••••.• 54. 40
21 ...•....•.•.••....
23 .•....•••..•..••.. 54 45
24 .•••••••••••••••••

········
1 00
168
169
168
168

00
15
30
10

170
170
169
169

30
00
45
00

. .......
-·······
. .......

139
151
44
95
125
197
179
172
38

32
24
27

157
79
129
60
57
96
51
135

74
40

31
230
135
45
152
87
45
8
6
03
61
88
127
18
44
14.6

58
167 20

........ . .......

37
31

.A.MERICA ' SCHOONER MARY ELLEN, D. McLEAN, MASTER-1887.
1887.
.Tan. 24. ..••• ...•.. .•••..
F b. 2 •.• . . .••••• .... ..

N.

W.

41 18 125 45
37 44 124 10
7.................. 38 00 124 00
17 .•••••••••..•.....................
Mar. 1......... .. .. .. . . . 38 00 124 00
5 .•.••.••..•. ·····• 40 53
9.................. 47 38 125 35
15...... ••••.. .. .... ,1 :18 125 35
17..................
00 1211 00
19....... •• • . . . . .. . . ,s 18 126 36
20 ••••••.•.... •··•·· .(8 00 120 20
21.................. 4 00 12H 34
22.................. 4 00 126 30
23 •••••••••••• •••• •• 48 00 120 30
2~.................. 4 0 127 40
2i.................. 47 42 126 00
28............ •••••• 4 00 126 00
80...... ••••... ... .. '8 00 121 oe

2
23
7
6
4
4
7
2
5
39
27
10
59
6
6

2:
10

1887.
Apr. 6...... ... . . . .•....

N.
49 14

W.

128 16

7....• ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••.

8. •• .•••.••• .•••••• 49 33 127 1?4
10. .. . • . ••••.. ...•.. 49 36 127 29
12 ..•• •• ·•••·• •••••. 50 07 128 '5
13 .•••• • ••••••••••••............•.. .
15. •• • • • . • • • . • • .• . . . .(9 30 127 30
May 9. •. • • • . •• • • • ••••.. 50 17 128
11. • • . . • • • • • • • • • • • . . 60 01 129 00
13 ..•.•••••••••.•••.•....... ····••·
14.. . . . . • . . • • . .. . . . . . 52 00 134 12
15 .••..••.•• .••.•••. ••• ·· ••... ···••·
18....... •• • •• •••••• 65 45 136 34
19............... ... 55 38 136 00
21........... . ••• • • • 66 13 1:16 00
!!2 ... • · • · · •• •• •••••• 50 52 139
23...... •• • • • • • •• • • • 67 26 1311 '4
2'. .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . •. 68 '8 1Bi fi1

,o

11

18
33
7

5
15
28
1'
38
111
r,
71
8

10
96
1
20

2'
M
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ALASKA INDUS1'RIES.

M"ucellaneous data on pelagic sealing in the No1·th Pacific Ocean and Bering Sea, from
1878 to 1899, showing positions where fur seals were taken-Continued.
AMERICAN SCHOONER MA.RY ELLEN, D. MoLE.A.N, M.A.STER-1887-Continued.
Date.

---------1

Lat- Longi•
itnde. tude.

I Seal

1887.
N.
W.
57 ,3 138 oo
31. ....••••••••••••.•••.•.•.........
June l.. .......... ...... 56 86 139 00
2 ........•.........................
5. • • • • • • • • • • • • • . • . • 56 53 139 32 I
9.. .• • • • • • . . .. . . . . . 57 32 143 02
11.................. 57 44 148 28
12.................. 55 46 150 56
14. .... ... ••.•..•••. 55 01 156 17
15. .. . . ..... .. . .. . . . 54 38 156 20
16 ....... ···•••·•••· 54 30
19.......... .•...•.. 53 43 162 02
20. ....... .. .• . .• ••. 52 57 165 18
22............ ...... 52 43 167 05
25. •• • •• •••••. ... . • . 53 57
(a)
26...... ............ 53 30 172 30
27 .••••• •••••• .•...• 53 17 172 16
28.................. 52 50 17110
29 ...•..•••••• •····· 54 40 170 20
80. ..••••...•• ...•.. 55 40 170 10
July 1.................. 54 00 170 48
2............ ..•••• 54 02
4...... . . . . . . . . . . . . 54 19 167 21
5...... . . • • • • • • • • • • 54 20 167 18

May 80. • • . • • • • • • • • • • • • • •

8 .................. ............... .

8

Date.

•

18
7
32
34
9

23
5
1
36
7
1
1
10

27
28
20
10

2
1
8
39
29
37

1887.
N.
W.
July 9. ..•• ••••••• ••••.• 54 44 168 25
ll ................................. .
12. •• • • • • •• • •• ••• •• • 55 32 167 36
13. ••••• •••••• •••• •• 55 47 168 10
17.................. 55 24 168
18....... ••••• •••••. 55 30 167 45
21.................. 55 51 168 10
22............ • • • • . • 55 25 167 40
24............. •• • • . 55 20 167 20
25.................. 55 41 167 51
26............ ... • • . 55 15 167 40
27 ................................. .
31.................. 54 28 169 00
.A.ug. 1.................. 54 41 169 00
a.................. 54 20 169 oo
5. .• •• • ....... ••• • • 54 15 171 00
6. •• • •• ••• ... •• .. • . 54 15 170 30
7. • . • • . • • • • • • • • • • • . 54 22 170 80
8. ••• •• ••• .. • . • • • • . 54 00 171 00
9.. •• • • • •• • . • • •• • • . 54 18 171 30
15...... •••••• ...... 54 19 170 01
17 . . • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 53 53 170 27
18........ •• • • . • • • • • 53 47 169 57
19....... •• • • • • •• • .. 53 37 170 05

'

5

as

o,

134
54
103
29

144
74
49
49
22
70
95
11
239
45
12
53
23
29
19
20

W1

3

a :Bering Sea.
O.A.N.A.DI.A.N SCHOONER FA.VORITE (BERING SEA.), D. McLEAN, M.A.STER-1886.
July

1886.
8 ..........•.......
9 .....•••••••..•••.
10 .•.•••••••••••.••.
11 .•.•••••••••.•...•
12 .••••.••••••.•.•.•
13 •••••••.•••••..••.
14 ..................
15 .•••••••••• ••..••.
16 ..................
17 ............ ......
19 ..........•.......
20 ..•••••.••••••••••
21 .•••••••••••..••..
22 ....••.••••.......
23 .•••••.••••••.••••
24 .....•......... ...
27 ..................
28 .•••.••••••••.•••.

N.
55 5!1.
55 58
58 37
55 18
55 19
55 25
55 20
55 30
65 30
55 30
55 39
65 32
65 35
55 32
55 26
55 21
54 55
56 01

w.

167
167
169
167
167
1611
167
167
168
168
168
169
168
167
167
167
167
167

25
08
09
21
23
56
05
20
00
00
25
11

60
10
15
30
30
49

ll
16
78
113
106
173
149
24
47
139
113
124
45
3
92
81
16
154

1886.
July 29 ..................
30 ...•.•.••••••••••.
31. .................
.A.ug. !. .................
2 .• ..•••.•••••••••.
3 .••••••.••••••••••
4 ..•.••••.••.••••..
5 ..................
6 .••.....••.....•••

7 ...••..•......••••
8 ............ ......
9 ..................
13 ...••••.••••••••..
14 ....•••••••••••••.
15 ..• .••.•••••••••..
16 .••..••..••.•••••.
17 .•••..•..••.•••••.
18 .••••••.••...•....

N.
55 15
55 24
55 17
54 60
54. 40
64 39
64 35
54 50
55 06
54 51
64 46
55 03
64 46
65 24
65 30
56 15
55 40
55 12

w.

167 43
168 08
168 17
168 49
168 50
169 23
168 40
170 07
170 40
170 49
171 01
170 40
]68 17
168 36
16\l 10
166 45
165 20
165 40

119
106
128
32
142
(a)

····-··
.......

.......
.......
.......
-......
.......
-......
.......
.......

·······
·······

a From August 2 to the end of the cruise no record ef seals written in the log.
CA.NA.DI.AN SC_HOONER FAVORITE (BERING SE.A.), D. MoLE.A.N, M.A.STER-1887.

N.
1887.
July 10 ...•.•..•••••• •••• 55 17
11. .•..•••••••••..•. 55 42
12 ..••••.••••••••••• 55 53
13 ...•...•.••••••••. 55 40
14 .................. 55 23
15 ...••• ·••••• ...••. 55 20
16 .................. 55 12
17 ... ••.••.•.•..••.. 55 12
18 .•••••.•••.••••... 55 15
19 ..••••••••••••••.. 55 28
20 .•••••••••••..••.• 55 38
21 .••••••••.••.••••. 55 19
22 .•••••••••••••••.• 55 13
23 .•••••••••.••..••. 55 14.
24 .................. 55 27
25 .••••••••••••••••• 55 17
26 .................. 55 05
29 .................. 55 llO
31. ••••••••••••••••• 65 06
Aug. 1.................. 55 30

w.

166 41
168 37
168 80
168 18
168 30
168 24
168 30
168 80
168 25
169 00
169 12
169 00
168 50
168 45
168 40
108 50
168 40
167 40
167 '5
168 30

2
23
13
a54

. ........

13
41
4ff
68
1
59
5
18
171
9

''

56
86

1887.
Aug. 2 .•••.•.•••..••••••
4 ...............•..
5 .•.......•• •.•••••
6 .............•.••.
8 ..................
9.•••.•••••••••••••

12 ...•...••....•....
15 . ....•......••••••
17 ...••••••.•.••••••
18 ...•••.•..•..•••.•
19 .••••••••...•••••.
20 ..•.•••••••.••••••
22 ...•••..•...•••.••
23 ..................
24 ..•••••••••.••••••
25 ..•.•..••.••••••••
26 ••••••••••••••••••
Total ..............

a This catch made by white hunters.

N.
65 16
65 05
55 45
55 45
55 38
55 47
55 48
55 30
55 20
55 03
54 37
54. 30
64 30
54 25
54 20
54 06
53 65

I 168w.29
168 46
168 50
168 47
169 18
169 23
169 20
169 00
167 56
168 20
168 17
]68 25
168 50
169 00
169 12
170 04
170 00

29
83
105
108
109
36
]03
10
26
147

a

14.
57
111

122

1,0
19

- i - -1,810
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Miscellaneom data 01, pelagio sealing i• the North Pacific Ocean and Bering B,o, frot,.
1878 to 1899, ahowing position, whm-e fur seala wm-e taken-Continued •
.illERICA:N SCHOONER HENRY DENNIS (NORTHWEST CO.AST), :&. H. JfiNml.
M.A.STER-1891.

Lat- Longiitude. tude. Seal.a.

Date.

I

Date.

N.
53 40

1891.
29 ••••••••••••••••••
2 ••••••••••••••••••

54, 41
54, 42

6 ••••••••••••••••••

7 ••••••••••••••••••

5115
57 40
57 40
10.................. 57 40
11.................. 57 40
12.................. 57 40
15.................. 57 49
18.................. 59 08
19 .................. 58 58
22 •••••••••••••••••• 58 48
215 .................. 57 20
20 .................. 57 35
27 .................. 57 35

...................
9 ..................

w.

1891.

133 30
135 49
186 27
137 48
136 51
131S 51
136 51
136 51
186 51
138 50
141 08
14119
140 18
136 49
136 52
136 52

30
3
21
8
90
64
64

55

Latitude.

---

May 29 ••••••••••••••••••
30 ••••••••••••••••••
81. •••••••••••••••••
June 4 ..................
6..................
7 ..................
8 ..................

N.31
57
57 38
57 38
58 38
58 3..,

I

Lonp-

tude.

I

8tala.

w.

2'
68
16
17

136 50
186 411
137 20
14110
140 27

88
2
ag

:: ~i I½~ :-l
59 03 14.0 37

13

9 ••••••••••••••••••
10.................. 58 57 14@ 45
11. ••••••••••••••••• 58 3' 14.0 511
14 .................. 58 39 1'4 25
16a ................ 57 45 150 47
17b ................ 67 45 150 ,1
18.••••••••••••••••••
••·•••••••••••••• 57 05 151 00
July 27
61 32 1 164"

30
35
49
1
31
1
10
1

aPortlook Bank, 50 fathoms, 600 pounds codfish.

71

1
11
1

•
I

1

b Codfish plent7.

AMERIO.AN SCHOON.ER HENRY DENNIS (NORTHWEST CO.AST .A.ND COPP.JIB ISL.£.ND
REGION), R. H. MINER, MAST.KR-1892.

w.
N.
4113 125 21
21 .................. 47 23 l:!5 37
23 .................. 40 45 124 30
21 126 38
Feb. 5 ..................
6.................. 46 20 127 00
14................... 46 51 124 46
15 .................. 46 48 124 36
HJ •••••••••••••••••• 40 68 124 42
11 •••••••••••••••••• 46 27 125 58
18 .................. 46 17 124 57
19 .................. ,6 19 124 54
liar. 19 .................. 48 19 125 54
20 .................. 48 36 126 59
21. ................. 49 29 127 ,1
"-pr. 3 .................. 57 12 137 38
5 .................. 56 36 138 oe
57 11 137 37
7 .................. 67 17 137 52
8 .................. 57 11 138 07
10 .................. 66 47 188 40
12 .................. 66 55 138 07
15 ...... ............ 55 68 139 51
16 ••••••...•...•..•• 56 55 188 30
18 ..•...•••.••...•.. 57 41 139 27
22 ... ...... ......... 57 62 140 13
23 .................. 67 62 140 13
24 •••••••••••••••••• 58 511 141 48
25 .•••••••...•...••. 68 51 141 48
26 .................. .
27 ..................
.
28 ••••••••••••••••••
29a •••....•...•••••
.
30 •.•••. •••••••••••• ........ ---·····
May 1. •••••.••••• ·••••• 591' 142 18
2 .•••••....•••.•••• 58 45 143 16
4 ••••••..•...•••••• 59 28 145 09
5 •••••••.•..••••••• 59 20 145 03
6 •••••••••••••••••• 59 17 144 4'
8 .•••.•.•••••.•.•.• 69 09 147 05
11. .••..••••••.••••• 59 15 U6 27
l'> •••••••••••••••••• 59 06 HS 45
13 .••••••••••. ·••••• 59 15 H6 '..'7
1, .•.•••.••••••••••• 59 16 145 30
15 .................. 59 22 148 57
16 .•.•.••• •••••••••• 59 13 145 12
1802.

Jan. 20 ..................

.. .... i

•o

,..................

. ... ... ........

.......
........ .......
........

a l!onnt St. Eliaa north 50 mllea.

b

few

l

24
9

9
30
8

o

'

7

4

1
2
5
8
8
411
20
58
05
1
27
61
40
87
5
116
97
173
101
81
60
1
7
39

I
N.
1892.
May 17.................. ti8 41
18.................. 58 23
21. ................. 67 oe
22 •••••••••••••••••• 67 18
25 .................. 57 20
29 .................. 58 15
30 .................. 58 02
81 ..................
June 1. ................. 58 00
7 ...... ............ 55 40
8 ..............•... 55 31
9 .................. 65 20

July

2b ................
4o ................
6 ..................

I

10 ..................
14 ..................
lfi ..................
17 ..................
22 ..................
23 ........ ..........
25 ..................
26 ..................
27 ..................
28 ..................
29 ..................
Aug. 1. .•••• •••••· •••••.
3 ..................

38

4
16
8
179
15
3
1
25

ls s n.

,..................

5 ..................
6 ..................
7 ..................
9 ..... .............
10 ..................
11 ••••••••••••••••••
12 ..................
14 ..................
11 ........... ..... ..
19 ..................
2'> ••••••••••••••••••
23 ••••••••••••••••••
20 ••••••••••••••••••
27 . .................
28 ..................

52 24

I

w.

147
140
149
150
150
158
150

I
50

18
11

40

38

15
18
1

05

18
20

84
8
121
20
1
5

15

150 00
152 55
154
155 10

,o

1

E.

169

"

.. -.... ····--··
54, 00 188 28

7
5

54, 09

168 53
58 46 1116 52
54 01 168 21
54 14 179 17
53 59 170 00
64 13 169 39
54, 27 169 38
64 39 169 20
54 01 169 17
b3 52 169 21
53 46 169 30
56 37 168 30
56 40 168 38
56 27 168 13
56 20 168 07
66 37 168 10
66 43 167 50
54 21 170 00
63 35 169 49
53 53 168 30
53 35 1(;8 50
53 10 167 14
53 18 169 45
53 41 169 51
52 36 170 53
52 18 169 10
52 38 169 "5
52 24 170 1)2
52 24 170 06

5

•

3'
1
2
2

38
3
27
37

7
l
13
40
108
26
l
2
15
2
2-1,

1
13
20
3
68
20

31

o Copper I.eland in slg\t., bcarfn& west.

1
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Mis~llaneou, data cm pelagic aealing i• the North. Pt1cifio Ocean ana Bering Sta frt,fA
1878 tQ 18fi8, ,hou,mg poaition, 1DM'rt f'lkr ,eaZ, were taken-Continued.
CANADIAN SCHOON.KR l1llBRINA. (J.A.Pil COABT}-1893.
Date.
1893.
Apr. 19 ••••••••••••••••••
20 ••••••••••••••••••
22 .•••••••••••••••••
24 .•••••••••••••••••

27 ..................
28 ••••••••••••••••••
29 ••••••••••••••••••
30 •• ••••••••••••••••
Hay 1 ..................
2 ••••••••••••••••••
8 ••••••••••••••••••

...................
7 ..................

•..................
10 ••••••••••••••••••
11 ••••••••••••••••••
12 .•••••••••••••••••
11 ••••••••••••••••••
14. .•••••••••••••••••
15 ••••••••••••••••••
16 ••••••••••••••••••
17 ••••••••••••••••••
18 ••••••••••••••••••

a ..................

20 ••••••••••••••••••
22 ••••••••••••••••••

Lai- Longiitude. tude.

N.

88 00

88
39
39
38
37
37
37
87
37
87
37
37
37
39

30
30

'°30

80
15
10
18
07
20
04
36
37
80
40 20
39 58
40 09
40 00
31Hi0
39 45
31 59
ao 25
40 20
40 22
lG

'°

S.ala.

11:.
143
143
143
144
145
11.5
145
145
1'5
1'5
11.5
1'5
145
1'5
144
145
144
145
144

144
14.4
145
145
144
144
143

00
00
15
22
55
40
17
10
30
20
09
00
15
40

,o

35
45
49
51
45
15
55
15
4-0
36
40

Dat..
1898.

91

........
3

31
79
71
51
45
191
10

'° 1500

25 ••••••••••••••••••
26 ••••••••••••••••••
29 ••••••••••••••••••
30 ••••••••••••••••••
June 2 ••••••••••••••••••

41 56
40 50

.

a.••.••••••••••••••

,..................

89
40
Bt
40
40

42
41

9 ..................

41
42
42
42
4.3
43
43

..................

10. •••••••••••••••••
•••••••••••••••••
11.
12 ••••••••••••••••••

75

13 ••••••••••••••••••
14 ••••••••••••••••••
15••••••••••••••••••
16 •••••••••••••••••.
18 • . ••••••••••••••••
19 ••••••••••••••••••
20 ••••••••••••••••••
21 ..................
22 ••••••••••••••••••
23 ..................

81
105
2
2

41

8 .••••• .••.•.•.•••.
7 ••••••••••••••••••

9

84.
la
65
27

1'.

May 23 •••••• ••••••••••••
2' .•••••••••••••••••

4
19
11

........

Lat-

itude.

41

43

43
43
43
43
43

'°80

Longi- Beals.
tude.

:a.

14318
37
23

1'3
143
14.S
144
1"
145
145
144
145
145

10
20

4.3
52
95
19

.......

e

00

50
05
11
05
50
35
00
05
a5
27
55 143N
57 143M
04 143 50
16 14435
55 14.5 20
00 147 00
06 H.7 56
06 14.7 41
09 14.7 20
15 147 00
35 14.7 05
25 14.7 18
12 147 33
12 147 83

21

47
13

7
32
79
il
9

29
4

.......
.......

29
85
25
35

4
10

•

......... ........

'I

CANA.DU.N SCHOONER TRIUllPH (JAPAN COAST), COX, H.A.STER-1892.

A.pr. 1 ••••••••• ••••••••••
2 •••••••••••••••••••
6 .••••••••••••••••••

7 •••••••••••••••••••
9 •••••••••••••••••••
10 •••••••••••••••••••
11 .••••••••••••••••••
14. ...................
15 ...................

11•......•••.•••.....
17 •••••••••••••••••••
18 ...................
20 ••••••••••••• ••••••
21 ................ ...
2' •••••.••••••••••••.

N.

at 17

st 31
40 00
40 28
19 '8
89 4.9

1950

,o40 1310
45 09
4.0 30
311 23
40 53
40 0'1
39 37

E.

1'5
145
145
14.5
145
145
145
H.5
145
1«
144
145
145
1(5
145

Ofl
02
08
28
10
05
10
20
05
09
25
CY7
28
50
08

N.
37
95
64
9

118
111
11
'3
104
38

•

18
13
27
103

Apr.27 ...................
28 ...................
29 ...................
30 ...................
May 3 ••••••••• ••• •••••••
8 .••••••••••••••••••

7 .•••••.••••••••••••
8 ...................
9 •••••••••••••••••••

10 •••••••••••••••••••
11 .••••••••••••••••••
12 ..•••••••••••••••••
· 14 •••••••••••••••••••
15 .••••••••••••••••••
16 ...................

40 04
39 '3
39 28
St 23
40 02
39 38
40 22
40 15
4-0 18
40 86
40 05
40 11
40 11
,o 89
46

,o

E.

SJ

145 10
145 39
145 47
14.6 26
145 41
145 06
U5 32
146 18
145 88
14.5 12
145 20
14.5 13
145 32
14.5 21
146 21

155
67
25
15
7
15

as

89
17
48
28
61
10
34.

CANADIAN SCHOONER TRIUMPH (NORTHWEST COAST), COX, KASTER-18t3.ci

Apr. 10 .•••••••••••••••••
11. .•..••••••••.•••.
12 ................ ..
22 ................. .
23 ................. .
29 ..••••••••••••••••
80 .••••••••••••••••.

N.

w.

57 48 131 38
57 57 188 57
58 02 189 09
57 25 139 19
57 21 138 38 ••••••..
57 51 139 31 •••••••·
58 31 140 06 ••••••••

May 7 •••••••••••••••••••

18 .....•••.••..••....
17.................. .

N.
57 '1
57 38
57 4.5
57 57
58 06
58 08

-vr.

141
140
141
142
141
141

52
59

103

22
37
43
50

b239

a Captain Cox has fonnd seals plentiful in Sept.ember in latitude 490 40' and longitude 147". .A
good sealine ground ia Motlllt Fairweather, 115 mil• north one-half weat.
b In three day1.
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Mis06llaneous data on pelagic sealing in the N01·th Pacific Ooean and Bering Sea jr<Y1J,
1878 to 1899, showing poaitions where fur seals were taken-Continued.
OANADI.A.N FUR-SEAL CATCH IN 1893.
[From official souroes.J
[Catch by eaoh vessel of the British Columbia fleet and the place where the skina were taken.]
British
RusColum- Japan sian Total.
bia.
coast. coast.
coast.

British
RnsCol!"ll• Japan sian Total.
c~!:t. ooast. coast.

Vessel

-------+---1---1---t---l~-------1---1--- - - - Triumph •••••••••••

. ------ -

623 2,336 Wanderer .........
201J
200
341 1,603 Viva ..............
1,471
1,441
30
517 1,531 May Belle .••••••••
1,852
1,852
327 1,184 Umbrina .••••••••.
625
2,452
1,827
434 1,860 Penelope .••••••••• .
Dora Siewerd ......
2,291
2,291
....... ··--··· 263 Vera •..•..••••••••
L~br~dor •.••.••••••
2,009
1,910
99
20
509 Pioneer ........... 1,050
Mmn1e .•..••.•.•••.
1,050
401 1,141 Otto ...............
Annie E. Paint ..••.
630
397
1,027
344 Ma.ry Taylor .•••••
Mischief ••••••••••.
845
1,085
240
294 1,001 Brenda ...•..••.•••
Diana •••••••••••••.
845
408
1,253
........ ......... 82 Libbie ........•..•. ....... 1,24-2 389 1,631
Venture •••••••••• :.
315 1,255 City of San Diego. . .......
940
Mermaid ........... .........
94-2
101
1,048
883 Geneva •••...••..•.
77
Fawn ••••••.••.•••.
806
1,612
454
2,0M
Walter A. Earle .... 1,622 ........ ....... 1,622 Casco ............. !. ••••••. 1,473
199
1,672
655 Carlotta G. Cox .••
655
Beatrice, of Victoria.
2,396
376
2,772
547 1,863 Oscar and Hattie. .......... 1,178 1,020
Ocean Belle •...•••. 1,316
2,198
128 Teresa ........... .........
128
677
Mountain Chief •••.
147
82'
920
464 1,384 Sadie Turpel. •.•. .
927
4.75
1,402
Arietis ••••••••••••• --······
86 .......
86 Maud S .•••••••••
9f!9
Cape Beale .........
989
293 MaJ:. Ellen ..•••••.••...•. 1,573
293
406
1, g79
Kate ..•.•••••••••••
.
949 .
949 W. . Rich . . . .. • • • 1, 321 .
Favorite ••••••••••.
1,888
833
822
1,307 Annie C. Moore .....•.•••.
Borealis •••••••••••• 1,307 . ......
l, 155
735
268
46 2,390 W.P.Hall ........ ........
998
.Ainoko ..•.....•.•.• 1,344
596
591J Beatrice, of VanW. P. Sayward •.••.
950 .
couver .••.•..••.
950
352
363
715
Katherine ..........
- 1,060
.......... 242 C.D.Rand ........ 1, 060 ..
242
San.Jose ...........
66 ·····-- 2,101
274 1,301 Indian canoe catch 2,035
Enterprjse .•....••.• ........ 1,027
2,333
483 2,766
.AgndS McDonald .••
420
Total ........ 28,613 29,173 111,955 6~, 741
Victoria .•.••.•••••• ···,20·.
358
358
Rosie Olsen ..••••••

i~¥f.1:~·:::::::
Mascot ......•••••••

1,713
1,262
1,01'
857
1,426
263
489
740
344.
707
82

........
········
.......

.......
.......

.......

·······
.......
.......
.......

.......
.......

.

........

.......

·······

.......
.......
······
...... .......

........

·········

.........

517/

.

........ .....
........... -

........ -·····

Positions of fwr seals observed by Lieut. Commander Z. L. Tannm-, U. 8. N., from
City of Peking in 1878.
Date.
1878.

,uamer

Latitude. Longitude.
N.

.July 1 ............................... . . . ..................................... .

'8 01

.Tune25 ................................................... . .................. .
.Tune?:1 ...................................................................... .
.Tune 28 ........................................................ - •· · · •· ··•••·· •

42 55
42
''
4,243

w.

161 21

E.

162 1'
172 40
177 41
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Poaitions whm-6 fur sealB we>'e taken by American and Canadian vessels in BM ng Sea and
the North Pacific Ocean in 1894.
[From official sources.]
AMERICAN SCHOONER ELLA JOHNSON (BERING SEA), R. H. MINER, MASTER,
Date.

Latitude.

N.

1894.

A~g. 1t ::: :: :::::::::::::::: ::::::::::::: ::: :: :::::::
11 .............................................. .
12 .............................................. .
15 ............................................. ..

18 .............................................. .

19 .••••••.••••••••••...•••..••...•••••••••••.•••.
23 .............................................. .
24 .............................................. .
27 .............................................. .
28 .............................................. .
29 .............................................. .
30 ............................................. ..

Sept.

i. ............................................:.
2 .............................................. .

3

5.............................................. .
7 .............................................. .

8 .............................................. .
9 .............................................. .

13 ................................. . ............ .
15 .............................................. .

54
54
54
55
M
54.
54
54
54
55
57
54
54
54
54
54
54
54
54
54
54

24,

46
47
05
37
15
17
311
30
01
87
15
07
10
09

29
29
52
49
07
52
54, 41

Longi•
tude.

w.

166
167
168
168
168

168

168
167
167
167
1611
168
168
168

168
168
167
168
168
168

169
167

45
20
18
55
26
43
25
07
20
58
03
57
34
51
83
39
42
54
54
56
03
57

Total ............................................................. .

Males. Females. Total.

1 ......... .
'
20
15
18
21
14
10
2
5

85
15
16
40
10
20
28

55
9

95
48
47
81
71
70
10
87
63
84

2

32
63
45
11
40
80
80
4

6

17

25
15

1
511

II
115
63
65
102
85
80
12
42
118
4,9

(8

103
55

81

68
55
45
3

26

822

AMERICAN SCHOONER DEEAHKS (BERING SEA), JAMES CLAPLANHOY, MASTER.
[Catch, 1,023; 155 males, 868 females.]

189!.
Ang.~·--····························------·--------··
8 .............................................. .
9 .............................................. .

10 .............................................. .
11 .................. · •·•·•····•··••··••·•••••·••·
14 .............................................. .
15 .••••••••.••..••••...••...••••..•••••.••.••.•••

16 .............................................. .
18 ....•••..••..•............••...........•.....••
19 .••.•••••••••.•.••.........••..•••.•••...•••••.

22 .............................................. .
28 .•.•.•••.•..•••••••.•••. . .....• : .••••.••.••••••

24 .............................................. .
26 .••..•••.•..•••••••••.•.••.•••..••...•••••••••.
27 .............................................. .
28 ........................ . ..................... .
29 ......................... . ..... ............... .
30 ................................. .. ........... .
31. ............................................. .

N.

54
54
64
55
56
56
56

55

55
55
55
54
54
54
54

55

Septi. ~::: ::: :::: ::: ::: :: : : : : : : : : : : :: : : : : : : : ::: : : :: : : :

54
54
54
64
64
54

7..................................... ......... .

54

8 .............................................. .
9 •••••••••••••••••.•••••••••• •••••••••••••••••••

54
54
54
54
64
54
54

10. ···•••··•···••···· ·· ·············••···••••····
12 .............................................. .
18 .............................................. .
14 .. ............................................ .
15 ....••.•••••••.•.•••.••..••..••..••.••••..••••.

33
41
53
36
02
10
21
43
35
16
11
10
25
35
59
03
37
30
30
54
25
34
35
4334
34
43
42
35
85

w.

11
7
11

167 00
168 00
170 52
172 17
172 27
172 37
173 09
172 39
172 36
171 05
170 42

167
167
167
167
166
167
167
167

166
166

167
166

2

55
20
1
9

1
23
13
51
66

00

30
38
00

40
5

12

:l4

21
14
14
56
47
18 .... 2 ....
57

166 49
166 51
166 51
167 33
167 16
166 45
166 45

153
91
58
14

170
2

80

9

21

17

34

30
51

5

7

1
12
17

27

40

1

4

1

'

13

18

4

5

NoTE.-Data for sex not collected by me from An~ust 6 to September 2, but reported from custom•
house at Port Townsend as 155 males, 868 females.-C. H. T.
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ALASKA INDUSTRIES.

Po,itions wh#-t fur seals were takmi 1,g .&m.eriocsn and Canadian vu,e-Z. iea .&ring l!oa atal
tke N01·th Pa&i-fe Ocea11 i• 1894-Continued.
•uarn.ICAN SCHOO~ S'l.':BLL.A. :BBL.ilfl> (B:mmf6 9,j.),

Date.

X.Utude.

1894.

lf'.
5'4'
5' M

.A.q. :·::::: ::::: ::::::: ::::::: ::: :::: :.-... _. :: ::::::::
8 ••••••••••••••••••• •••••• ••••••••••••••••••••••
12 ••••••••••••• •••••• ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
11.••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••.•
18 •••••••••••••••••.••••••• ·•••••••••·•••••••••••
22 ••••••••••••••••••••••••• ••••••••••••••••••••••

25 .••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
27 .•••••• •••••••••••• •••••• •••••• ••••••••••••••••

28 •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••

29 ............................................... .
80 •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
31 ••••••••••••••••••••••..•• •.••.••••••••••••••••
81,pi. l .............................................. .
2 ••••••••••••••••••• •••••••••••• ••••••••••••••••
7 ••••••••••••••••••• •••••••••••• •··•••••••••••••

•............................... ················

19 .••••••••••••••••••.• ·••·•••·••••••••••••••••••
12••••••••••••••••••••••• •••••• ••••••••••••••••••

1,.............................................. .
11 .••...••••••..•................•.............•.

Lonpkde.

w.

167 II
f
167 '1
I
165 51 .••.•••.
163 01 ••••••••
li2 r, ........
172 28
t
172 35
171 30
163 59
1
168 57
5
1ml 35
14
169 '1
31
16t 21
2a
169 25
3D
lG!I 41
21
167 4,7
17
186 56
32
156 69
8
166 55
1
166 38
'1
18' 15
lt

51 M
58
51
57
56
5e
5'
54
53
53
53
53
53
54,

1£--. J!'em&IN. ToW.

24
11

4.8
30
13
40
2'
4.7
35
84.

~

• "

Ill

1
1
II
21
1
I

•

31

4.7
20
54. 4.G
54 55
55 09
54 48
54 4.7

ToiaJ.. ....•.•......•.••.........•..••••••.•••. .••••••••• ..•••. .. •..

!19

t

a

A
16
eil

JI

•
"n

16
I
1
1
B6

u

1
I

1,

"n

GI
98
50
26

~

112

15
1
211
1.22

641

711

12

.A..KXRIOA..N SCHOONER ID.A ETTA (BERING SEA), B. B. WHITNIY, lU.BTRB.
[OreY, 17; boat.a, 9; hunters, 9.]
1894..

'°

vr.

let 00

I
I

12
1
2
11

51
12

89
10
55
05
25
27
50
14
50
4.9
00
35
35
25
09
15
23
39
08
55
05

7.6

53

Total .................••...................... .....................

2°'

2.••••••••••.•••.•••..•.•. ····•····••····•·•·••·

....·············
·········· ..
,•·······························
..................................
5•••••••••••••••••.•••••.•..••. . ...•.........••.
11 ••••••••••••••••••••••••• •......•..• ·····•··•••
7••••••••••••••••••••••• ••••••.••••••• ••••·•• •••

ll ................................... ........... .

18 .•• •••••••••.•••••...•••.. .......•..........••.

lt ........................ ...................... .
22 ........... . ·································•·

23 •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• •••••••••

24. ............ , ................................ .
21 .•••••. •.......•...........•...•••..........• •.
27 •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
28 .•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••.••••••••
29 •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••...•••••••
~

N.
6'
55 06
6' 46

5

....... 1.••..•...••..•.................................

30 ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••.•••.••..•••••.••••
81 •••••••••••••••••••• ••••.••• ····••···•••••·••••
1 .............................................. .

2.............................................. .
7 •••••• •••••••••••• •••••••••••••••••• •••••••••••
8 .••••• ••••••··••·· ..••••.••••....... ···•• • •··••
9 •••••• •••••••••••• •••••• •••••••••••• •••••••••••

18 .............................................. .
17 •••••••••••••••••••.•••.•.•••..•••••.•.•••••••.
11> •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
20 ...••.•••..• ······••·········· ...... ···········

11 ......••••••.................. .................

64
5'
55
55
68
54.
54.
54
M
54.
54
M
54.

50

4.9

aa

50
00
09

15
18
05
07
15
16
17
54. 4.3
54. 4.5

54. «
M 25
54. 21

2'
54. 17
64 18
54 58
55 11
54. 32
54. 28
54 U
54,

170
171
171
171
178
173
173
168
168
167
168
168
167
168
168
167
167
169
169
168
167
168
111
117
167
166
165
160

46
25
34
37
48

35

•a

40

'

8
12
1

78
21

86

36

8

Ii
1,

37
13
20
5g
18

35

46

9

18
1
2

•
s

10

•

14.

5
4.

•

1

17

•a .••.•.....

2
15

7
1'
7
63
13
8
18

'

1
14.
38
21
33

a
a

2
62
19
25
73
211

81
2'l
1
12
12
1
28
'3
25
39

· - - - -- 73G
682
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ALA SKA INDUSTRIES.

Porifint .ia.t,,, fur

1eal,

were ttlkm1 by Ammeata and Cmia.dia11 11U11Z.. ha .&ri,t,g &w, au

t~ North Pacific Ocean in 1894-Continued.

.ilORIO.A.N SCHOO:Nmt COLUllBli (BERJ:NG

SK.A.). T. J. PO"'WlmS, lU.8'!S1t.

[Crew, 2'; oanoea, 10, lnmt.era, 10; DOMIII, 1.)

Dau.

Ya.lea. FeawJ.ea. ToW.

N.

1894.

.A.u1. :···················------ ..................... .
5 .............................................. .
11 .............................................. .
7 .............................................. .
8 .............................................. .
9 ...............................................

10 .............................................. .
11 .............................................. .
17 .............................................. .
1, .............................................. .
23 .............................................. .
2' .............................................. .

................................................

29 .............................................. .
31. ............................................. .
Sept. 1 .............................................. .
2...............................................

55
55
55
56
511
56
5fl
56
57
67
67
57
57
57
rll
156
65

W.
U
17
32
09

30
33
51

54.
09
tl
08

'9
4.9
54.
OI

4.t
25

55 23

8 .............................................. .
5 .............................................. .
9 ...............................................

10 .............................................. .
11 .............................................. .

5' 251

boat■,

8

'

1
3

11
1
19

s

•

I

167 80

180

]894..

,.............................................. .
3 .............................................. .

.......•.

Ii

1J
16

1

,:r
fl
I

n

H

'
•
'
3

n

1

21

CB

1'
i
11

u

a

•
221

I!
I

1'

"'

15••>, CHA1lLll8 HARITW.EM, l!.A.STXB..

56
4.3
54. 22
54. 22

158 2'
11S6 52

20

Sl

13
10

23

n

16fl 62

64,
54,

lfl5 69
166 11

68 22

8 .............................................. .

1 .............................................. .

................................................

10 ............................................. ..

51
58
55
54.
54.

09

21

02
05
52

54,

5

lM 27

(9

4.7
54. 4.1
5' 60
54, 89
5' acs

o&

20

•
'

• ½:
~!
16fl 28

1
1

111 28

81

Total ..•••••••••••••••••••••••.••• ·•·••····•·· ··•••• · ••· ·•·· ·•••···

.ilUCRICAN 8CHOONXR .ALLIE L .A.LG.£.R (BERING

N.

.A.u~·tL:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::
:: ::
111....................... ........................ 5' ,e
22...............................................
23...............................................

2'...............................................
27...............................................
21...............................................
21.............. .... ........ ... ...... ...... ......

30...............................................

1
1

1
1

11
15

13
21
2
2
12
87

58

lle:,t. ~·· ............................................ .

171
174.
174.
173
173
173
171
1116

1
I
1
12
38
1
26
04.
I
OS ........
2 ••••••••••
50
1
11
4.5
87
HI! 5'

Cl ................................ ............. ..

11 ............................................. . .
23 .............................................. .
24. .............................................. .
27 .............................................. .
28 .............................................. .
29 .............................................. .
80 .............................................. .

w.

N.
51S 11
58 17
67 54.

7 .............................................. .
8 .............................................. .

M
64.
55
54
64.
64.

25

4.0
12
4.0
35

50

ts, ,.,

54. 20

..,., L::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: g~ ½:
..................... ••·•••••••••••·• .•••••...••

•

ll

•
•

I; hunt.en, I.]

A..u~. 2 ................................ ............. ..

81...............................................

'
••

If

I
i
JAi
1 • ••••• 11
11
27
20
3
2
I
I
2
2
2
1
10
23
7

Boeo11lo!I1land.

Total ............................................................. .

[CreY, 22;

2G
Cl

mza

6'58
M 28
J#1 57
M lt
'lfT/ 58
IO miles north of

.AMERIO.AN SCHOONER THERESE (BERING

I

171 10
11
173 30
ffl 30
173 10
1'72 34.
172 21
172 4.1
173 19
17, 20
174. 14.
173 58
175 01
175 09
l'r.J 52
173 Vl
172 55
172 2'

m

50 05

10
4A
I

'

5

•

!I)

fl8

15
1

•

6
15
1

lt
1

237

818

SE.A.), WESTER, HA.STER.
w.

141
lfl7
lfl7
167
167
168
1S8
188
188
107
187
lfl7
HIS
187
1aa

,a60

19
81
OI

55

,s

10

15
18

5
3

oa
,o
20
OCI
57

1

20
lt

80
11
50

5

16

·,·

20

u

.....

'

11
12
11

2
ll

~

29

•

1,
ll

'

J

:

9

.J,
:

a:

!3

'
:

i
1'
,............................................... e s11
1----!----1----t----;---::.,:-:-::
DI
r.t.1...........•.•••.•...•................... ··········

'
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A.LASKA INDUSTRIES.

- Positions where fur seals were taken by .American and Canadian vessels in Bering Sea and
·
the North Pacific Ocean in 1894-Continued.
.AMERIO.AN SCHOONER ROSE SPA.RKS {BERING SE.A.), J. W. TROTT, MASTER.

Date.

tude.

N.

1894.
.A.ng.11..... •• • • •• • • • . . • . . . . . • • • •• • •• . • •• • . • •••••••••.
15 ..••.•••..•.•..•.•.... ••••••· •••••. .••• •. ••••••
18.............. .• .. .. . . . . • • . •• • . . . • • . • . . . . . •••• ••
19.... .•••.. •••• •• • ••••••... ....•.. ••••••.•• .. • • .

56
55
54
54
54
55
55
55

23...... ........ .. . . . .... .. . .. . . . .... .. .. .. . . . . . .

Sept.

Longi•

Latitude.

24. • • • • • • • . . • • • • • . • • . . • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • . • • • • • •
25.... •• • • • • . . . • • • • • • • . . . . • • • • • . • • • . • • . . • • . • • • • • .
28. .••••.. •• .• • . ..••••. ••••••• •• .• .. .. •• .. . • •• • • .
29... •. • • • . •• • • • • • • • •• •• •• • • .• . • . •• .. . . . . • . •••••.
30.. •• . ••• • • • . • • . . •. • •• ••• • . • . • • . . • • . . . . . . • . .. . • .
31. • • • . • • . • • . • • . • • . . • • . . • • . . . . • • . • . . . . . • . . . • . . • • .

W.
42
48
42
48

31
26
45
06

54 54

54 48
54 54
54 42
64 42
54 31
54 28

1................ . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
2...............................................

5. ••• • • • • • • • ••• • • • • •• • • • • • • • • • • • • • •• • • • • • •• • • • • •

6.............. .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . .

Males. Females. Total.

174 23
172 27
167 48
167 20
167 15
167 57
167 47
167 48
168 10
168 20
167 30
167 34
167 26
165 45
165 35

1

1

2
2
57
3
19
1

2
52

6

1

2

5
14
1 .••..•....

3
5
5
2
6

1
1
1

Total. •••••••••••••••. ~••••••••••••••••••••••• ··········/···········

37

2

2

18
25
17

30

21
22

2

4

20
1

26
2

2
2

3
3

160

197

AMERICAN SCHOONER J.A.NE GREY (BERING SE.A.).

N.

1894.

.Ang.

fg••·········· ...................................

17 .•••••.••••..••..•••.•••..•........•........•..
18 ••••••••••. ·····•••••••·•••••·•·······•··••·•·•
22 ••••••••••••.•••••••••••••••••••••••.••••.••••.
26 .•••••••••••..•.......•.....•..................
27 ..••.••••••••.••..............•....•...•.......
28 •••••••••••••••••.••...•••....••••........••.••
29 ••••••••••..••.•..•....•.•.•.........•......•.•
30 ••••••••••••••••••••••.••••••••••••••••••••••••

31. •••••.•••...••••...•.•. ··••••····••· .•..••....

Sept. 1 .............................................. .

2 •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••

55

20

66 01
65 56
55 62
54 50
64 28
54 28
54 36
54 32
54 20
64 56
65 30
55 02

w.

172
175
172
173
170
168

28

1

00

1

06

2
2

8
7

1
13

7
17

7

9

5

8

45

4

7

32
12
65

1

32

18

168 45

168
168
167
167
167
165

ti

34

24
16

2

7

Total ...•.••••••••••••.••..••••••••.....••••..............•...•.•..

8
13
92

5

1
4

10
9
8

30
16
13
11
1
10
20

138

AMERICAN SCHOONER LOUIS OLSEN (BERING SE.A.), GUILL.A.MS, MASTER.

189!.

Ang.~···············································

I

7 •••••••••••••.•••.••••.•••.••••••.....•.••••••
10 .••••••••••••.••••.•••••••..••••••.....•.•••••.

11 ...•.•.....•..........••................•••....
18 ••••••••••••.•••••.••.•••.•••••••.....••••.••..

N.

w.

67 60

173 56

58 30
58 30

173
173
172
172
172

58 27
57 42
56 05

,.
4
4
1

56
66
46
52
17

Total ..••..•••.•••.••••.•.•••••••••.•.•••..•.. , ...... ···· ···········

3

8

16
30
3
10

2
16

12
19
34
4
13
2

68

C.A.N.A.DIAN SCHOONER ROSIE OLSEN (BERING SE.A.),
1894.

..A.u,r. 18 •••••••••••..•••......••..••..••..••..••..•....

16 ..••••••••.•..•...•.. . •...•.......••..••.••••••
17 ..•••.... ··•·••···••···•···••··················
18 .•••.•.•..••..•........•.•.......•......••...•.
22 .•••••••••.... . ..•..........••.••••.••..•....•.

27 ••••••••••••••..••••••••••••••••••••••••••• • •• .

28 ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••.••••..•.••••••••.•

29 ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••.•••.••••••..

80 •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••

Sept. ~···············································
5 •••••••••••.. .•.••••••..•••. ••·····••··· ...... .
•...............................................

'...................... ··-·--··----··----·--·

N.
57

07

57
56
56
56

06

47
40
66
57 47
58 00
57 58
58 01
58 01
58 0
57

,1

58 09
58 1B

w.

174
174
174
174
174
173
178
173
172
172
173
173
113
171

1

42

18
34
88
42
00

00
17
'4
50
10
20

,8

N

1•
8
8
7
2
(9

'

2
20
20

.

8

11

1
12

1
1
4

8

20
If>

1
68

117

'

6

211

,u

18

12

'°

3

11
8
49

csg
21
80

71

511

ALASKA INDUSTRIES.

Po,itiofls where jM seals we,·e taken by American and Canadian 11e1sela in Bering Sea and
the North, Pacific Ocean in 1894-Continued.
CAN.A.DIAN SCHOONER ROSIE OLSEN (BERING SEA.)-Continued.

Date.

Latitude.

Longitude.

Males. Females. Total.

------------------1----1----1--- ------1894.

Sept. 8 .•••••••••••••••.••••.••••••••••••••••••.••••••
9 ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• •••••••••••• ••••••

10 ....••••••.•••.••••.•.••..•.••.•••..••••••••...
12
. .• •·············-····························
14 ..•••.••..••••.••...••..•..••..•••..••.•••.•••.
16 ..••.•••.•••••.•..•••.••..••.•.•.•.•••.•.•.••..
18 ..••••••..•.••.••..••... •. ..••.••••.•..•••.•...
19 ••••.••••• •.•••••.•.•...•...... ··••••••··•··•··
20 ..••..•.•• .•••.•••••..•.•••.••.••••.••••.••••..

N.

58
58
58
57
57
58
57
57
57

13
11
15
50
56
05
56
47
47

w.

178 89

178
173
173
173
173
]73
173
178

20
24
17

11
09
09
16
08
22
25
21

Tota.I ••••••••••••.••..•••..•••..••••••••••••....•.•••••..•••••••••.

11

58
34

10
29
12
8

80
53
29
19

93
62

76
1

35
28
1
59
4

185
5

425

431

856

4

6

CANA.DIAN SCHOONER UMBRINA. (BERING SE.A.).
1894,.

Aug.

t:::: :::::: :::::: ::: ::: :: :::: :: ::: ::: ::::::::::

10 ..••••••••••....•.••.•••..•...••••.•. ••••·•·••·
18 ..•••••••••.•.....•.....•.. ·•··•• ·•····••••·••·
22 ••••••••.•••••••••••••••••••••••.••••••••••••••

N.

57
68
57
58
63

40
20
53
07
12

W.

176
172
172
172
172

1 ......... .

46
55
32
50
00

2

Total .•••.•••••.•••. . ••.•••.•••••.••••••••••••.••••••••..•••••••••.

1
2

7

6
15

20

7

22
27

80

80

60

7

20

4,

18
2
5
16
1
3
1
1

1
8

10

5
1
18

89

52

91

:

1g

80

45

2

8

CANADIAN SCHOONER A.RIETIS (BERING SE.A.).
1894.

Aug.

t ::::::::::: :::: :: :::: :: :::::: ::: :::::_:::::::::
6 •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
7 •••••••••••• ·••·•••••••••••••••••••• .•••••••••.
8 • ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••.•••••• •• •••••••••

10 ....••••.•......•...........••..•.•.••••.•••••.
11 .••••••..•....•••.•.....................•......
12••••••••••.••.••••.•.•...•••••...•••••..•••••..
13 ..••••.••••.••...•.•..•..••••••....•.•..•.•.•.•
16 .••.•••••••.••.••••• ·•·••••••• ••.••••••••••••••

N.

56
56
56
56
56
55
65

26
22
02
26
02
38
08
54 08
54 50
54 41

w.

172
172
171
172
171
172
171
170
168
16fl

14
14
66
14
66
50
07
38
59

Total. •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• ··········\···········

2

]0
5
2

2
7

26
6

a

3

CAN.A.DIAN SCHOONER WALTER A.. EARLE (BERING SEA.).
189'Aug ~:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::
, .•••••• •••••••••••• ·•·••·•••••• •••••••••••••••.
6.............................................. .
7 . •••••••••..•••.•••.. ·••·•·•••·••••••••••·••••·
10.. ••••••• •• .•.•.•.•.. ••• ••• •••••.. •• . •• .••••...
18.............. . • • • . • • . • • • • . • • • • • • . • • . • • • . • • • • • •
22.... ••••• •••••••••••. ••• • •• • • • . • • •• ••. • . . . •. . . .
28...... •• • .• • •• • • • • • • . • • • . . ••• • • • • • . . • • • . . . •• • . .
29...............................................
30.. •• ••••. .. • • •.• • • .. . • .••• ••. •••• •. • •• .•••• .. . .

Sept.

N.

~~ ~
66
66
67
67
66
56
56
5fl
56

13
00
68
10
00
12
27
2'
62

½··············································· :

!:

5............................................. •.
,...............................................
7................................. •••••••••.••••

'3

56
66
56
66
56
55

,a

w.

172
172
172
172
172
178
172
172
178
173
173
173
174
173
178
172
178
172
172

35

00
00
4.1
26
26
21>
15
33
88
88
4.8
16
52
52
58
00
55

1
15
10
20
16
15
9

26
2
6

8

I

25
12
20
82
12
80
2fl
20

:g

=

22
25
20
8................................. ..............
62
9....... ................ ...... ...... .... .. ......
14
64, ·····ii·
10. •••••••••••••••••••••••••••• •• •••• •• •••• •• ••• .
,o
68
1 - - - - 1 - - - - - 1 - - - - 1 - - - ·1- - 617
872
166
Total ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••. •••• ·••••··
11>
1,
21
68

7

......i.

16
18
20
60
14

86
82
86
47
21
106
26
22

512

ALASKA INDUSTRIES.

Poritiom where fur aeal8 toere taken b-y AmeriMn and Canadian ve3sel8 in Bering Sea and
the North Pacific Ocean.in 1891-Continued.
C.A.N.ADIA..N ~CROONER 'FAWN (BERING SEA).

N.

1894.

.A.q. ::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::

fi...... ...... ....... ... .. .... .. . ... . .. .... .. . . . .

cs ............ ·····..............................

7...............................................
0.... .. .... .. . .. . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

18....... .. .. . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . ... . . . ... . . . . . .. . . . .
11...... •• • • • • • • • . . • . • • • . . • • .. . . •. • . • • •. • • • . •. . . .
11 ..•••• ··•······. .•.. .. . . . . . .. ... ... ...... ......

IB............ ....•. ............ •...... ...•......
22. ..• •• . ... . • . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . .. . .• . . . . . . . . . . . .

ll3...... ••...• .•.. .• . . .••. ..•• •. ••.•••• .••. .. • .. .
:17...............................................

a.pt.

%1. •• • • • • •• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • •
•.••••• •••• •• . .• . .. ..• . •• . .••••• .•..............
311...... ...... .... .. ...... ....... ...... ...•...•..
31...... •••••• •••• •• . • . . . • • . • • • • .. •• • • . ••• • • • • • • .

:

57 18
57 35
58 10
58 05
57 50
57 4l
55 59
55 4-7
55 5'
56 2l
55 31
55 38
55 3f
55 St
56 38

t. .... ......................................... :: :
•. ..... ......................................... 55s,5' 1115852
7. •• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • . • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • .

12.... •• .• . •• • • •• . • •• . • . . • . . . . . . • • . . . . .• . . . . ••• • .
JJ.. .• • • . • . . • • ••• . . • . .. . . • . • . . . • . . • • . • . • . . . . . • • • .
1,...............................................

11...... ........... .. . . . . . . . . .. . . . .... .. . . . . . . . . .

tude.

Male,. Females. Tot.al.

W.

~= m: 1: ········,·

, •••••• •••••• ••• • • • . . • . . . . • . . . • . . •• • • . • •• • • • . • • .

•• •• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • . .
10.. •• •• • • • • •• •• • • • • • • • • • • • . • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • . • • • • •

Longi•

Latitude.

Dat.e.

55 Ui
1115 Jl
55 11
55 GI
55 00
55 10

172 4-0
1173 30
173 30
173 23 •
173 03
172 50
172 17
172 11
172 12
172 4-1
171 17
171 28
171 38
171 '2
171 11

2
3
15
,
1,
12

,
10
4.
5
12
,1
28
14.
11

m~:
108
11!3
1~
168
1118
1e1
lff
1119
1119

4.7
13
55
211
36
09
21
08
OIi

31
,
2'
22
I
7
7

1:

3
12
18
9
2'
3
3
ff
18

24.
21
11
I
I

6
15
31
13
38
15
3
Sl
II
(
29
B5
69
U
23

'=

·~

11

«

Iii
27
I
•
11
I

,
19
'9
1,

e

ts
10
1,

t
6
f----1-----l---+----1·--or.c.2. ..• •• . • . . .•• • • . . • • . . . . . . . . . . • .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
310
8311
MO
OAN.A.DliN SCHOONER MARY ELLEN (BERING SJU.. ).
189'.

.A.q.

r·············································:·
1....•..........................................

» .............................................. .
11 •••••..••..••••••.••••••••.••••••.••••••••••••.
n ................................ .............. .

21 ••••••••••••••••••••••••••.•••.••••••••••••.••.
215 •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
'¥1 •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
11 ..•...................................••...... .

•...............................................
............................. ····················
Sept. 1···············································
,...............................................
1 .............................................. .
'1 ••••••• ••••• ••• ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••

1 ..••...•.••••••.........•......................

•.............................. ·················

lt .............................................. .

N.
i7
57
157
5t
58

•
•

58

~

10
11

ae

H
57
67
57
57
57

il

67

22
22
22
22
'8

M
10
10
10

lt

57
57
57
57
57
57 52
57 M

,e

w.

171
lTI
171
172
172
173
173
173
173
173
178
173

178
178

173
173
173
173
173
173

le
24
Sli
51
M
04.

o,10
12
12

12
12
111
lCS
lG
18
22
22
2'1
27

Total ..................•.........•...•......•............•...••...

1
1
1

I

•'a
2

''
'

Ii
1,
I
18
2

12

11
1

33
7

2

11
22
87
18

I

I

I
8

I
23
18
10

n
2
u

"

I
18
is
(i

11
10

,137

'1

12
2

"a
17

•1e

105

852

457

'
•

S2

u

.s

O. UJ..6..DUB SOHOON.Elt VlUU. (BERING SE..&.).
1814.

..&.11.c,

N.

t::::·.:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: :65 57:
,. •••••• ••• • . . • •••••. .• • . • • • • . . • . • . • • • . • • • • • . . . .

» .................................. ······· ......

11 ••••••••••• · ••• • • • · · • • .• • • • . • • • . • • . . . • . • . • . • • • •
•••••••••••••••••••••••. . ••.•••••••••••••••••••.

u ...... ............... -. . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . .. . . . . . . .

111-..............................................

» ............ ···· ·· · · · · ·· · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · ·

12 •••••• ••••• • • · ••••• · •• • • • •··· • • · •• • • • ••• • • • ·•• .

•·•••••••••·•·••··•••••••••••••••••••••••••••·•
M......
...... .... .. .. . . . . .. . . . . . .. . .. . . . . . . . . . . .·

55 57
55 50
56N
6' ao
N at
U ~
U l'T
6' !3
U
3t

W.

mi;

172 38
112 30
112 51
ffl815

:ta

1.-r
ltT
lf7
1•
1•

,o

58
.C
31
03
O'/

r..l. ........................................ ·········· .......... .

1

a

••
•
a
.. I
13

11

'
'I
1

'

1

1
1
7

1

11
10
1

J

113
2

•
1
lt
I

111

'

2S
11
I

llli
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ALASKA INDUSTRIES.

Positions where f1,r stJals were talcen by American and Canadian vessels in Bering Sea and
the North Pacific Ocean in 1894-Continueu.
CANADL\. N SCHOONER TRIUMPH (BERJ,NG SEA).
Date.

Latitude.

N.

1894.

.A.ug. 1. ..... . ···••·· ........•...•.....•.••.••••••••••.

55
55
66
66
66
56
57
57
56
fj6
55
55
54
54
54
54
54
54
54
54:
54
55
54
55
55
55
55
55
55
55
55

w.

15
80
50
38
10
20
70
80
50
42
26
80
40
7
53
97
17
40
53
2

Total. ................... .. ....................................... .

1,103

4 ............................ ... .. .. .............. .

5 ...... ······ . ... ......................................... .
6......................................................... .

7.................. ............ .......

. ...... .

8 ................................ . ...... ·•····· ... .

9................................................. . .

10 ........................... ···········•••· .......... .
11 .......................... . .................... .
15 ............................. . ........................ .
19 .............................. .......... ............. . ...... .
22 ............................... ...... .................... .
23 ................................................... ·····
24 ............................... ... ..................... .
25 ............................................... .
26 ............................................... ·····•···
27 ................................................................. .
28 ..................................................... .
29 ........................................................... .
30 .................................................................... .
31. ....................................... .. ........ .. ... .
Sept. l. ................. . ................. .. .............. .. ..
2 .......................... ... ................... .
4 •••••.•••...... . ....• •.•. ...••••..••.•••.......

5 ................ ........... ..... . ·•••·•••·•••·••• .... .
6 .............. . .................. . . ••·••••••••••••
7 ........... .. ....................... .. .......... .
8 ................................. ····•·•••••••••·
9 ... ......... ....... ... .......................... .

10 ..............•......•.... ··· ······••••····••··

172
171
172
172
173
173
173
178
173
173
171
171
168
168
168
1()8
168
168
167
168
167
168
168
168
168
168
168
109
169
109
169

I

Males. Females. Total.

32
50
50
50
25
30
30
4.0
05
00
59
30
50
25
29
20
12
00
50
40
58
18
12
20
30
20
55
09
09
08
08

2 .•.... - ----· ....... -----------· ................... .

33
47
03
53
58
58
06
15
29
25
46
30
88
32
80
88
80
40
53
46
54
00
57
01
04
09
20
18
05
20
20

Longi•
tude.

28
35

87
78
90
6
15
62
13
5
70
36
11
25
63
58
0
51
12
80
93
98
117
83
85
244
83

90

4
30
50
5
30
20
4

10

90
207
38
87
157
14

115
113
180
10
45
112
18
5
100
56

15
37
143
108
89
22
50
163
178
167
125
61
324
128
26
143
304
55
127
210
16

-----8,240
2,077

CANADIAN SCHOONER SAPPHIRE (TIERING SEA.).

N.

1894.

Aug. 1 ....••......................... ·•·····•••··••··
2 ............................... ···········••···
3 . ..... ···························· ········· ..•.
4 ......................................................
5 ................................ . .......................
6 ................ ·-------··········-···---------·7 . ................ .. ·•······· ·· ··· .. -············

8 ...................... .............................

10 .... .......... ............... .. ......................
11. .......................... . .... ..... .... ..........
13 ...... .... ............................................ ...
15 .................. ......... ............ ......... ........
18 ......................................................
19 ....................•........ . •...............•
22 .. ....... ...... ......................... . ····•··
23 ............•...................... ·······•····
24 .•••............••...•••••................•••••
25 .•.....•.•. ·········· ..........................
26· •..... ·•···•·· .......... ·············· .•......
27 .......•......................... ··············
28 . ..... . .....•.... .......... ... ................ .
29 .................... . ····· · ······· · ·•··· .......
30 ..•..............................•.......•.....
81. .........•............... . .................. . .
Sept. 1 ... ....•............. ..• ............. .. ........
2 ........... ................................. . ..
4 .............. . .... .. ............. .... .........

5 .•.•................................ • ..........
6 ...................... .. .... .. .. ... ············
7 ................. . .............................
8 ......................... ······ ··· • ·•····••····
9 ..........•.....•.... ·•········•··••········•··
10 ······· ·····-········-- ·---·--····-- ·--- ----··
11 .•......•..•...... •......... · ·····•·•·•······ · ·
13 .••.......•...... ·················· ......••.••.
15 .•...•........... . ..•... ············· ·····••···
16 ••••..••....•.••.•.... .. ············· ..........
17 ........ ··········· .............. ··· · ········· ·
18 ..•..•.••.......... •..••.••............... .... .
19. ··••·••••···••· · · ..•••...... ...•......•...•.• .

Total ..••..••....•..••••.•...•••.•....•••.•.•.

H. Doc. 92, pt. 4-33

54
54
55
55
56
57
57
57
56
56
55
55
54
55

54

54
5~
55
54
54
54
54
54

55
55
55
55
54
55
55
54
54
55
54
55
64
65
55
65
54

58
55
01
50
00
08
03
40
26
10

32
17
50
00
49
46
57
00
57
58
39
50
53
09
13
11
00
57
13
05
50
55
09
40
03
52
09
23
05
10

w.

170
171
171
172
171
173
173
173
172
172
171
168
169
168
167
167
167
168
168
168
169
169
168
168
J68
168
168
168
168
168
168
168
168
168
168
168
167
167
166
104

59
20
16
01
61
59
04
30
42
30
49
4,8

9

41
33
12
18
2
25
25
5
80
21
8

•

42
38
8
42
18
7
JO
4
56
21
13
4.5
50
20

20
89
43
42
45
06
47
45
02
04
09

]O

2

66
50
6
10
70
41
60
112

59
33

13

8

05
37
4.8
18
21
03
02
01
09
40
68
23
04
02
11
38

110
42
8
98
12
28
8
02
1
2
31
20
4
24
14
21

----...........
········--

63
31

1,226

-------·-·6
83
20
26
45
3
64
25
4
30
4
9

95
69
17
83
4.6
19
37
6
81
4.6
]8
75
71

28
]2
125
83
6

16
15 3
61
86

157
11
174
67
12
128
16
87
8

49

···-- ·-···
11
4
1
10

7.
879

111
1
2
42

24
6
40
14
28
2,105

514

ALA SKA INDUSTRIES.

Positions whm·e ju,· seals were taken by A.rnerican and Canadian 1 essels in Bering Sea and
.
flte North Pacific Ocean in 1894-Continuell.
1

CAN .A.DIAN SCHOONE R AURORA. (BERING SEA.).
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _n_a_te_._ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ L atitude.

1~3.t /Males.

F emales. Total.

1

1894.

Aug. 6 ...... !. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
7............... . .. . .. . . . . . ... . . .. . . .. . . . . . . ....
8.. . .. .. . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . ... . .
9. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . .
10... . .. ... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ... . ..
11. ......... . .... . . ··· ·· · · .. ········· · ·· · ·•·· .•. .
13.................... . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . .. . . .
15.......... . ...... . .. . . .. .... .. ...... . .... .. ....
16........... . ....... . .... . .. . ...... . .......... . .
18 ... . ....... . ................. . ............ . ....
19.......... . ....... . ........ . ... . . .. . . .. ... . . ...
23. ... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . .

'l'o; al. .................... . ... .. ....... . ... . ..

N.
56 23
56 30
56 25
.,56 45
""56 12
56 17
56 40
53 55
54 04
55 28
55 18
53 18 I

W.
173 40
174 00
173 35
173 35
172 43
173 10
173 22
170 56
168 00
166 00
166 01
159 oo

4
10
1
6
20
3

9
12
22
1
17
10
9
22
22
5
8
1

12
16
3
4

=:-=,-.-.-..--..-

13
22
23
7
37
13
9
34
38
8
12
1

-.1---1----1
217
138 - -79

CANA.DIAN SCHOONER BEA.TRICE, OF SH.A.NGHA.I (BERING SE.A.).

N.

1894.

Aug. 1. .................. . ......... . ........... . .... .
3 .•.•.•..•......••••.•.. · · ·•···· .•.....• .. . . . . ..
4 .•••••....... . ... . .... . . • • . .•.• • .... . .. . ... . ...
5 .•.••••••..• . . . . •···•· ·· •. ··••· ·· ···· . . . .• .... .
7 ............................ . ...... . ... . . . .... .
8 ••••••••• • •.. ·•·•••·• .•.•.... .. ..•••.• • •.•••...
9 ............. . ............... . ........ . ..... . ..
10 ........ . .. . .. . ............ . .. . ............... .
11. ........................... . ................. .
12 .....•.............. . ...... ·· · ··· · ···· ·· ·· .. . . .
15 ...•........... ········ · · ··· ·· · ·· ··· ··· · · ·· · ···
17 .......... . ............... .. .. ... .. .. .. . .. . . . . .
18 .•••... . ....... . . · ·· · · ······· ···· · · ·· · ·· · · · ··-19 ............. . ..................... . .. . . . . .. .. .
23 .••.•.....•.. . ..... ··· ···· · · · · ··· · · ...... . .. . . .
25 ................ . ..... . . .... .. · · · ·· ··· ·· ·· · ··· ·
27 . .......... ..... .. .... .. .... . ..... .. .. . .. . .. . .
28 . . ...... . . . .. . . ··· ·· · ···. · ······· . ... .... . · .. .
29 ............ ... .. .... ... .. ... . .. . . .. ... ... . ... .
30 ............ ... . . . . . .. . . ... ...... .. .. .. ... .. . . .
31. ...... .. .. . ... . ..... .. . ·· · · ····-- · ··--· · ··· ··

Sept.

i::::: ::::~:::::::::.· :::::::::::::::::::::::::::
5 • •••••• •.•••• . .•. . . . • . • . • . . . . .•.• •• .. •...... ..•
6 •••••• • •••... • •• . . .• • ....... . ··· ·• • • • •· · • •··• •·

8 ....... .... . .... . . . · · ········ · ··· · · ··· -- · · .. . .

9 .... . .... .. . . . . . ... .... . ............... . .. .... .

10 . .. ... . .... . . .... .. . .. .... . .. . ... . ..... . ... . . . .
13 . . . .. . ... . . . . .. . . . ... . . . . . ... . .. ... .. .. .. . .. . . .
14 . ....... . . . ..... . . .. ... . .. .. ....... . .... ... . . ~.
15 ..... .... . . ... . .. . . . ...... . .... . . . .... .. . . ... . .
16 . .. . .. .... .. . . ... . ....... . .. . ... . . . . . .. . .... .. .
17 . .••. . ... . .. .... . .. . ..... . ... . . . .... . ······ · · ··
18 . .. ~ ..• ........... . . .. . .. . ... ...... . .. , . . ..... .
19 .. ····•· • · •· .. . . .. . . ..... . ... . ............... . .

54
55
54
54
54
54'
54

49
14
59
63
50
45
25
54 19
54 32
54 54

54 46
03
52
58
12
54 57
54 34
54 32
55 22
55 08
55 01
54. 41
54 49
51 24
54 57
54 56
54 55
55 08
54 36
54 37
54 39
55
54
54
55

5,1

53

55 09
54 51
54. 22

w.

3
1
55
10
14
19
11
18
15
2

166 35
170 34
170 16
170 23
170 49
170 44
170 53
171 27
171 49
171 30
170 18
171 06
171 00
170 53
109 27
171 01
171 34
171 36
171 32
170 40
170 81
170 24
170 02
168 41
170 14
167 35
Hi7 28
167 87
167 14
166 55
167 03
166 44
167 04
166 42
166 30

Tota.I . . • ••..•..•••...•.. . . • .. • •.. . . . . . •......• ... . .•.••..••.• . •••. .

'

6
3
1

7

7
2
6
10

3
30
8

5
6
5

20

10

13

6

7

136
79
72
23

191
89
86
42
17
24
29

6
6

14
8
6
6

48
4

14
13
43
21
16
40
5
82
3
4
13
11
75

10

10
6
54
7
15
20
50
23
21
50
8
112
6
9

10
16
05
3

3

1

28
15
39
3
36
6
1

342

818 1 1,160

15
12
19
3
20
4

13
3

20
10
2

C.AN.AD U.N SCHOONER !if.ASCOT (BE.RING SE.A.).
1894.

A ug. 1 .... . . ............ . .. . ..... . ... . . ........ . .... .
2 . •..•..•....•..•.. · ··· ·• ·····•• · ·•· ·· ··········
3 • • •• ••••• • . • . • •.. •.....••• • • •• • • •.••.•••..•.•.•
9 ...................... . . . .. . ........... . .... . ..

10 ... . ..... . .............. . ........ ······ · ·· ·· ···
11 . .. ......... . ........ . ....... . ................ .
22 .•.•..•• • ••. ·••· ••·••• • ••· · •• · ••••••· ·•· · ·•·· • ·
28 . .. .. . ..... . ... .. .... . ... . · · ·········· · ··· · ···.

29 . . ............... .. ............. . .... . . . . ... . . .

30 .. . ...• •. ... . . . ........ . ..•.. . ·· ··· · · ···· · · · ···
pt.

t:::: ::::::::::::::: :: :::::::::: :::::: ::::::::

N.
55 06
54 40
54 20
55 34
55 40
56 10
56 05
57 56
57 56
57 50
57 47
57 49
58 03

w.

168
167
167
171
171
172
171
17:1
173
173
173
173
173

20
:!O
10
33
15
00
15
20
29
11
15
13
46

18
2
1
2
33
11

12
31
4
5
16
15
18

5

'

2

23
6
3

'j

5
55
1

10
26

57

3

22

22

7

11

'

'1

25
S5
12

9

50

30

515

ALASKA INDUSTRIES.

Positions whe1·efur seals were taken by American and Canadian vessels i1t B ering Sea and
the North Pacific Ocean in 1894-Continued.
CANA.DIAN SCHOONER MA.SCOT (BERING SEA.)-Continued.
Date.
1894.

Sept. 6 .•.•••......................•••••.•.........•..
7 ••••• •. .•••••..•• . ••.••..••.•••••••••••••..•..•

8••••••.•••.•••••••••.•.••••.•••••••••. ·•·••••••

9 • •••••••..•.. .••• • ••• ••••••••••••••••••••••••••

12 .•••••.•..•........ ·········•··••·············

Latitude.

Longi•
tude.

N.
68
68
68
68
68

02
04
14
02
00

(a)

w.

174
173
173
173
173

Males. Females. Total.

00
50
45
35
35

(a)

Total ....••.......•.•..••....•••........••.....••........•••••...• ·

I

11
39
21
16
23
21

19
19
4
20
11

22
5R
4.0
20
43
32

299

246

1,103

64
2
30
67
52
14
13
48
26
22
28
30
24
60

162
2
79
217
122
74
23
08
60

11

a Canoe lost and picked up by schooner Wanderer with 32 skins.
CA.NA.DIAN SCIIOONER FAVORITE (BERING SEA.).
18!)4.

Aug. 1. ............................................. .
•

2 ••• • •••• • ••.. .. .. . .••.• •..... • •••• ••• ••••...•• •
3 ••••••.••••................... .. . . . ....... .. .•.
4. .............. ... ....... .. ... .. . . ... . .. ....... .

6 ......................... .... ............. . .. . .
7 ...................... ... . . ............. . .... . .

8 .... .... .. .. . ... .. ......... . .. . . .... .......... .
10 .................................. . ........ . .. .
11. .. ........ .... . ..... . . ........... .. ...... ... . .
15 . .. .. .... ................ ... ..... ........ ..... .
18 ................ . .... ···· ·· ······ ..... .... .... .
19 .. . • . ·· ··· . ······· ............. . .. .. . . . . ... ... .
22 . ••••.•••.•••.•.•..•••.•.••••••.•••.•....•••••.

23 . .•. . ......... ....... ..... ...... .... . .. .... .. ..
24 ..•. •••••. •• .... . ...•.....• ...........••••..••.

N.

54
55
55
55
55
55
66
56
56
54
54
54
54
54
64

40
06
13
03
40
40
46
26
26
41
21
25
39
39
88

w.

166
168
168
168
173
173
173
173
169
169
169
168
168
168
169

20
05
20
40
00
30
15
20
46
18
10
00
10
10
29

Total. ..•........ . . .. .. ........... .......................•.•.•.••..

98
49
150
70
60
10
50
25
26
60
89
40
67

47

9

0

88
69
64
127
18

752

4.8i!

1,240

24
13

48
24
26
60
8
4.0
l!lO
110

CA.NA.DIAN SCHOONER ANNIE C. MOORE (BERING SEA.) .
1894.

Aug. 1. .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . •. . . . . . . . . . ... . . . . . .. . .
2......... .. . .. .. . .. . . .. . . .. .. .. . . .. . . . . .... . . . .
3............. ... . .......... .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
4. . . . . . . .. . . . ... . . . ......... ... . . . . .. . . . . . .... ..
5............... . . .. ................ . . . . . . . . . . . .
9................. ... ... ................... ... ..
10.............................. . ................
11................ . .................. ............
13.......... •• . . . . . . . .. . . .. .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. .
15.... . .. .. . . . . . .. . . . . . . . .. . . . . .. . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . .
16....... .. .. ... . .... . .............. ....... . .....
18............................ . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . .
22..... .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
23...............................................
26. ... ... . . . . . .. ... .. .. ... . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
28................ .......... .. ...... ........ . ....
20....... ... . . . . ... . . . .. . . . . .. .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
30........ .......... . .... . . . . . .... . . . ... . . . . . . . . .
Sept. 1.... . . ....... ........... ........ . ........ . . . . . .
2..... . . .. .... .. . .. . ... .. . . . . .. . . . .. .. ... . . . . . ..
5................... .. . . . .• . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
6................ ............ . ... . ......... .. ...
7.... .... .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ... . . . ... . . . . . . . . .
8.. . ............................. ... ............
0 . . . ................... .. ........ · ••· ···... .. . . .
10..... •. . . • . . . . . • . .. . • . . . . . . . . . . . . • • . . . . . . . . . . . .

N.
67
57
67
58
58
67
58
58
58
57
57
55
56
57
57
57
58
58
57
58
58
58
58
58
58
58

50
60
50
00
00
55
00
00
10
60
55
40
46
00
50
56
00
03
55
05
00
00
03
10
15
20

Total .•.........•. . .... ... ••• ••• •••··········· · •• · · · · · · · · · ·

W.
173
172
173
172
173
178
173
173
178
173
173
172
172
172
173
173
173
175
117733

00
48
00
45
00
00
00
00
10
00
05
00
30
40
04
10
10
00
0175

173
173
173
173
173
178

30
30
22
10
20
10

········I

24
11
12
40
3
25
95
50
10
10
5

10
50
15
0

112
28
30
50
70
60
28
100
40
21
30

>38

14

20
5
15
95
66
29
8
4
88
56
20
8
110
31
20
52
80
70
23
90
48
20
41

48
106
85
17
222
50
50
102
150
130
51
100
88
41
71

1,009

l, 9'7

30

18
9

516

ALASKA INDUSTRIES.

Positions where fu1· seals were taken by A.rnerican and Canadia.st i:essels in Beri11g Sea anil
the North Pacific Ocean in 1894-Continued.
CAN.A.DIAN SCHOONER LABRADOR (BERING SEA}.
Date.

Latitude.

~~<lt

Males. Females. Total.

- - - - - - - -- - -- - - - - - - · 1 - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 1894.

N.
55 05
55 00
54 32
54 40
55 13
55 04
54 50
54 55
54 45
54 40
54 25

Aug. :_- ~ _-: _- _- .':::::::::::::::: _-::::::: .·:::::::::::::::
5 .••••••.•••••..•••..••...•. · · •• ···••··••··•••••
6 • ••••••..•.•••••. ·•••••·••••·•••••••·•••• ·•••••
8 ••••••••.•..••••• ••·••• ·••····•···•··•··•····•·
9 .••••••........•..•.•••.••..••. ·••••••···•·····

10 ................ ························· ..... .
12 ..•............................................
16 ............. . ........... ······ ............... .
18 ...••.•.......................... ··············
19 ..•.•••................................•.......

W.
167 00
167 10
166 20
167 00
166 45
167 25
167 05
167 20
167 24
167 30
167 10

100
20

13
S2
37
26
18
8
52
148
3
133
40

381

560

10
70

3

12
27
10
4
1
20
48
1
33
20

Total ......................................................... . ... .

10

16
14
7
32
100
2

170

CANADIAN SCHOONER SAUCY LASS (BERING SEA}.
1804.

g::::::::::::::: _- _- _- _- _- _- _- _- _- _- .·: _- _- _-: _- _-::: _- _-:: _- _-: _- _- _-

Aug. 2

27 ..................................... ........ .
28 ................................... .......... .
30 .... .. ......................... _ ........... . .

Sept.

i _-_-_-_-_-_-:.-_-_-_-_-_-_-_-_- _- _-_-_-: _- _-_-_- _- _-_-_-_-: _- _-_-_- _- _-:::: :: :_-:

5 ............................................. .
8 ••·•••••••••••••••••• ... • .................... .
9 •••••••·•••••• ..•.•••.. ••····•••·••··•·•••••·•
10 ............................................. .
13 .•............ ········· . ..................... .
15 ·················· .. ··· ·· ·····················
16 ·················· ····························
18 ··············································

• N.
54 28
54 28
55 08
54 30
54 44
55 09
54 50
55
54
55
55
54
55
54
54

24
56
07
23
52
05
51
05

w.

44
13
01
16
42
167 33
166
172
169
168
167

4 .. .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
5. ·· ········· ····. ...•.. .... .............. .... ..
6...............................................
7............ . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
12 ......•.........• •. ·........•...•.....•. . ......

7

9

6

10

8

6

20
5
8
25
8

167 40

167 30
Hl7 14
166 40

16
64
16
54

109
199
16
16
14
46
12
18

26
7

10
27
12
10

6

290

378 1

52

,,,,. 20
16

668

G SEA).

CANADI A.N SCHOONER .BORE

s pt. 1............ ...... .... .. . . ... . . . . .... ....... .. .

40

52
49
30
54

.

9

39
10
25
69
109

90

167 40

166
167
167
167

Total. ............................... • • • • • • • • •••••·····I········• •·

1894.
.A.ng. 1...... . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . .
3....... .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . .
4...................................... ...... ...
5... .. . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . .. . . . . .
7....... .. ................ .. ....................
8. .... .. . . ........... . .. . . . . . . .. . . . . ... . . . ......
9. ······..... ... . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . .. . . . . . . . . .
10. .... .. .. ... ... . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. ... . ..
11.. ... . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . .
12.. .. ... . . .. ... . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . .. . . .... . . . . . .. . . .
14 ...............................................
15........................ ....... ... .. . . . . . . . . . . .
18. .......... ... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . .
10.. .. . . . . . . . ... . . . . . . . . .. . . . .. . . .. . .. . . . . . . .. . . .
22.. ... .. . . .. . .. . . . . . . .. • .. . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . .. . .
23. ................................. . .. .... ......
25 ... ......... .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
27..................... .... .. . .. . .. ..... . .. . ...
28. .... .. . . . .... . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . ...... ... . . . . . .. ..
29. ···· ·· · ····· ...... ······ ·•················ ....
30. .. .... .... .. ....... .. . .. . .. . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . .

7
25
6
29

N.
57 36
56 04
56 12
56 05
55 33
55 27
55 26
55 27
55 36
55 20
55 26
55 32
55 27
55 30
55 31
55 44
56 34
56 37
66 50
56 .j!)
56 33
55 ao
55 35
54 59
55 06
55 Oi!
55 20

I

W.
166 43
167 22
167 21
167 22
170 25
170 21
170 14
170 55
171 00
171 00
171 09
170 36
169 :;4
170 36
170 04
171 15
172 20
172 ll
172 49
172 40
172 33
110 os
168 30
16 42
108 33
l 08 10
109 41

a

8
6

4

6

32
37
I 6

5

28
33
184
25
33

6

108

~

3
1

38

(1

1
4
1

1
19
41
1
1

4
2

a

4

1

2
2
6

891

6

1

26

4

77

8

1

4

9

12

5
1
20
45
2

1
3
2

6
05

27
8
81
1
57
6

7-1,

7

49

16

02

___
T_o_1a1_._·_··_·_··_·_··_·_··_·_··_·_··_·_··_· _··_·_··_··_·_··_·_·._._.._·...;·_··_·_··_·_··_· ...;
· 1_
· ·_· _· ·_··-·_
· ·..:...I_ _o_o_!.,-

~a

38

1, 0

5
7
I

1, 149
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ALASKA INDUSTRIES.

Positions where ftir seals were talccn by .Aniel'ican and Oanad-ian vessels in Bering Sea and
the North Pacific Ocean in 1894-Continued.
C.A.NADI.A.N SUliOONER KATHERINE (BERING SEA).

Latitude.

Date.

Longitude.

Males. Females. Total.

------------------1---1----1--- ------189(.
.A.ug. 1. ............................................. .
2 .......................... .... ................ .
4 ••••.......•. •...... ............. . .............
6 .................................. . ...... . .... .
7 .............................................. .

8 .................... . .... .. . . ................ ..
9 ..................................... .. ....... .

10 ....................... . ...................... .
11. ........................... . ....... . ......... .
13 .............................................. .
16 ............................................ . ..
17 ................ . ....... .. ............ . ....... .
18 .............................................. .
19 ............................. ...... ........... .
25 ............................... : ............. ..
26 ....... ....... ................. ···· ·· ··········
27 .... ....... ................... .. .............. .

28 ........ .. ... ... ..... ...... ... . ............. . . .
29 ............................................. ..
30 ...... .... ............................ . .... . .. .
31. ..... ........ ................ . ............ .. ..

Sept. 1 .. ..... ................. .. .. .. ................ .
2 ........................ . ..................... .

a................ .... .... ... ................... .

05
23
30
35
30
25
27
20
20
25
18
14
16
18
05
30
20
10
16
22

15
20
40
25
85

w.

173
172
173
174
173
173
173
172
172
172
173
173
172
172
172
174
168
168
168
167
107

167
167
167
107

4
33
61
23
59
7
14
116
61
4

20

2
13
21
20
31
4
9
100
11
3
8
4
24
12
54
3
4
51
42
37
25
52
2!
2
13

490

509

1,059

09
57
17
09
30
10
00
01
10
50
11
15

2

20
40
3

28
3
5

16
50
1
::l
8

4-5

22
16
00
30
25
Bfi
40
45
30
25
20
06

=. · · · ·--·· --·· . . . . . ···········I

5 ...... . ...................................... ..
Total. ..................

N.

56
56
56
56
56
56
56
56
56
56
56
56
56
56
56
56
54
54
54
54
54
54
54
54
54

9
5
8

1
30
38
6

57
20
105
13

10
12

33
17
62
4
34
89
48
94
45
157
37
2
33

CAN.A.DIAN SC.IIOONER AINOKO (BERING SEA.),
1894.

Aug. 1 .......................... .................... .
2 ............................................. ..

4 ....•...•••••...•• . •....•.•....•••.....•••..• ••

6 .••..........•........... · ····••··•········· .. .

7 .............................................. .
8 ......................................... ..... .
9 ........ .. ................................ ..... .

10 ..... ...................... ............ .. ..... .
11. .... . . ....... ................................ .
17 ................... .......... .. .. ............. .
18 . ....................... . .... . ........ . .... ... .
19 ................................ . ... : . ...... . . .
23 .... . ...... . .. . ................... . ..... . ..... .
24 .............................................. .
25 ................ . ......................... . ... .
26 ............................................. ..
27 ......... .... ........... ....... .. .......... .. ..
28 ...... .... . . .................................. .
20 ........ . ...... .... ....................... .. .. .
30 ....... .............. ......................... .
31. ..................................... . ...... ..

Sept. 1 . . . ......... .. ........ .......... ...... .. .. ... . .
2 ..... ...................... .... . .. .... . ..... . ..
4 ........................ .... .............. .. .. .
5.... ................................ ....... ... .
6 ............... ..... ......................... ..
7 ........ ......... ................... . ...... . .. .
8 .............................................. .

9 .............................................. .

13 .............................................. .
14 ................... . .......................... .
15 . ...................... . ...................... .
17 ........................................ . ..... .

N.

54
55
55
56
56
56
56
56
56
54
54
54
55
54
55
54
54
54
64

54
54
54
54
54
54
65
55
55
55
54
55
55
54

W.
56
05
07
42
55
48
50
35
87
29
80
23
05
47
03
42
35
45
84
67
12
23
28
31

23
00
05
16
07
53
04
07
27

Total .................................................. .

171
171
172
173
173
173
173
173
172
168
168
169
167
169
168
107
167
168
168
168
168
168
168
168
108
168
168
168
lli8
168
168
168
166

12
49
44
54
30
34
28
13
40
59
45
12
31
02
08
42
83
89
19
06
]3

27
43
30
43
35
37
42
06
27
08
01
23

l• ··········

8

20
60
13
14
12
5
15
18

1
6

41
9

13
4
3
12

5

42 •
85
70
25

24
0
45
24

10

6

7

5
58
43
18
18
12
65
20

62
75
02
61
5
107
8

1
60
32
14
76
dO
10
4.5
68

8

27
18
5
66

41
115
49
16
12
120
118
80
70
17
172
28

3

4

26
20
25
10

95
52
39
86
87
11
55
98

7

1
10
30

8

1,092

0

26
101
22
27
16

8

505 1

1,657
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ALASKA INDUSTRIES.

Positions where fm· seals we.i·e taken by American and Canadian vessels in Bering Sea and
the North Pacijio Ocean in 1894-Continued.
CAN.A.DIAN SCHOONER KATE (BERING SEA).

__________n_a_te_._ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ ,_L_a_t_H_u_de.l-L-t~-~-~-_i·_ _M_a_1e_s. _F_em_al_os_. _T_o_ta_L
1

1894.
Aug. 3. .. .. . ....•.. •... .. ...... ... . .. .•.... ...... .•..

4...............................................

5........... .. . . . . ....... .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ... . . .
7...... . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
10....... .. . . .. .. .. ............. .. . . . ...... ..••..
11...... ..... ........ ... ... .... .. ...... .•....••. .

Hi...............................................

18.......... . ............................... .. . . .
22...... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
23.................................... ••. . . . . . . . .
25........... . ...................................
26...............................................
27...... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
28...............................................
29. .. ... . . .. . ... . . . . . . .. . . ..•... ... . . . . . . . . . .. .. .
30................................... ............
31. ............. .. .. ·····························
Sept. 1.................... .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . .
2...............................................
4.................................. . ............

5...............................................
6...............................................
7 .................. ··················· ..........
8.. .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. .. . . .
9...............................................
12 ..•• .................. •...... , . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
13......... .. ......... .. .. . . . . . . .•... .. . . . . ... . . .
14. .•. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . ..
15.. .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ... . . . .

lG...............................................

N.
55
56 21
57 37
58 40
58 03
58 01
55 29
55 05
54 41
54 37
54 51
54 47
54 49
54 36
54 31
54 39
54 45
54 58
54 29
54 18
54 42
54 45
55 05
54 32
54 45
54 50
54 47
54 47
54 41
54 35

561

W.
167 31
167 28
lu6 43
167 48
172 00
172 80
171 14
170 20
168 50
169 00
167 56
168 42
169 06
169 24
168 43
168 41
167 59
168 03
168 25
167 40
167 37
168 23
168 56
169 00
168 35
167 37
167 39
167 39
167 33
165 24

1
1
1

5
20
14
1

4
4

11
7

8
38
54
67
3
9
62

5
29
36
3
31
15
1
10
3
52
8
1
12
9
15

12
1
12
8
25

6
21
15
1
15
11
8
43
83
103
6
9
93
60

45

3
44.
3
40
11
1
12
2
10
13
19
15
10
34

'

64
6
92
19
2

24
2
19
28
31
1
27
18
59
7

4
a
- ---1-- - -1-----1-----·- - -

Total. •••••••••• •..•••••..•••..••••.••..••••••••••••.••.••••••••••.

303

504 1

867

11
1
7
31
6

20
1
12
62
10
1
2
3
11

CAN.A.DIAN SCHOONER VENTURE (BERING SEA).
1894.
.Aug. ~:::: :: ::::::::::::: ::::: ::::: :: :::: :: :::: :: : :::
3 •••••.••••••.•••••.•••••.••••. ·••··••· •· ··•·• ••
4 ••••.••.•..••.•••• ••·•··••••••••••••·•••••••••
5 .•••.•...•....•....•••.. ·••·•·•··· ....•...•••••

6 ••••••.•.•••.••. · •••••••• ·• ••••• ••...•• •.• .••••

N.

54
55
55
55
66

w.

3G

163 37

9

02

106 18
167 11

6

00

24
14
28
20
12
05
54 49
54 88
54 48
5'1 53

55
55
55
55

167
167
167
168
168

17

21

30
14

4

1

15
60
55
55
08
43
46
27
20
05
13
14.
18
19
11
08
01
04
58
12
36
20
5)
07

Total .......•..•.•••••.••••.•••••.••••..••.•.......•.•......••••.•.

417

7 ••.•••.•• .. ••.•••....•. . ......• •...•..•..• •..• •
8 .................... ···························

11. .....••.............. ... ......................
12 ............................•...... ············
15 .............................................. .
18 .... . ........................... . ............. .
19 .............................................. .
22 . .... ••.... .. ..••. • . ··· ·••··••••··••···· .•...•.
23 .............................................. .

24 ...•...••••••••.....•..•••••.••.•..••.•••••••••
27 .............................................. .
28 ....•............... ···························

29 .••...•••...••....•.... •···•·•••··•••·• ..•...•.

30 ........................ ...................... .
31. .................. ... ........................ .

Sept. 1. ......•............. ...... ........... .........
2 ••••••.••••••.••..•••••••.••••.••••••.••••••...
5 ••••••••••••••••••••••••••.••••.•.••••••••••••.
7 ..•••.••••••.•.....••..•••••••.....• •·•·•••••••
9 •••••••••••••••••••••••• .• ••••• ••••••••••••·•••

13 ......................... ······ ············ ... .

1, ... .. .. ......... ... ············ · ··········· ··· ·

15 ......•.•..........••••••••••..•••.. . ..........
18 .............................................. .

54. 23

54 23
54 24
54 33
54 38
54 36
54 31
54.

50

54 4.6
54 59
54 4S
54 37
54 35
5i 49
54 38
54 39
54 26

169
169

170
169
169
168
168
168
168
168
108
108
168
168
168
168
167
168
168
168
167
161

2

1
6
44

84

6

9

16

13
21
74

13
7
63
13
24
41
42
21
19
17
87

5

3

12
3
13
5
2
24
1

7
1

6

¥1
5
16
19
27
14

2
6

5
2

1
16
492

78

15
29
12
110
18
4.0
60
69

35
82

ag

161
8
19

4
18
7

a

40
1
909

519

ALASKA INDUSTRIES.

Positions wlierefnr seals 1rere taken by r1nterican a11£l Gcma1Han vessels in Bering Sea a11d
the North Pacific Ocean in 1894-Uontinuecl.
CANADIAN SCHOONER WALTER L. RICH (BERING SEA).

Dato.
1804.
Aug. 1. .............. . .............................. .
3 •••••• • ••••••.•••..•.••••.••• ••.• .•• •• •••••.••.
4 •••.••.••••..•.....••.... . .•... .. . ......• .•.••.

5 .......•••.••..•...••.......•••.••••..•......•.
6 .. .•.•.•••••........•. •. . ···••·••••·· . • .•... • ..

10 ... ·· ····· .................................... .
12 ..... ........................ . .... ... . .. ...... .
15 .............................................. .
16 ..... ......................................... .
18 . .......... . .................................. .
19 .............................................•.
23 ......................... ················ ···· ··
24 ...•.•......•.................•.••...........••
25 .............................................. .
20 ...... ················ ........................ .
27 ....................... ... .......... ... ... . ... .
28 .............................................. .
20 .............................................. .
30 .............................................. .
31. •.... . ......................... ..... .. ... .. . ..
1:iopt. 1. ............... ......... . .................... .

2 .••..•...•....................................•

5 ••••••.••.•..........•••..•••••...•....•..•.•••

0 .••••••...•.•.•...••.... . ...•...••. . •••.••••..•

Lo.titude.

N.
55
55
55
55
55
55
55
55
55
54
55
54
M
54
54
55
54
54
54
54
5,1
54
54
54

05
17
17
10
00
15
11
05
12
50
00
58
40
48
53
05
35
35
42
30
40
40
50
40

Longitudo.

I

Males. Females . Total.'

W.
100 48
106 51
166 51
167 10
1(J6

30

107

44

107 50
167

10

167 20
167 45
167 30
168 20
108 44
168 10
168 00
168 10
168 10
108 15
167 45
168 34
107 50
168 22
166 54
Hi6 25

Tolal. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . .

1

23

3

7

53

50
4

10

20
37
96
73
12
143
60
87
12
3

12
3

30
40
32
60
133
21
53

24
10
103
14

5

2ft

19
80
6
2
36

56
176
79
14
179

4

64

16
22
25
31
32
75
45
14
34
145
0

103
34
28
43
35

60

105

85
40
94
278
30
113

6

5

11

1, 000

749

1,749

45
1
28
1
23
55
6
1
41
03
27
l
1
114
44
14
68
50
1
3
20

65

CAN A.DIAN SCilOONER MINNIE (BERING SEA).
1804.
Aug. l................................... . . . . . . . . . . . .
3.. .. . . . . . . .. . . . . .. . . . ... . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . .
4..... .. . . . . ... . . . .......... . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . .
5... .. . . . .. . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
6....... .. .......... ..... ............. ........ ..
7. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
8...............................................
10...... .. . .. ....... .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . .
11 . ... .. . . ... .. .. ....... .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ... . . .
12...............................................
15. ...... ...... .. .. . . ...... ... . . . . . . . . . ..........
16 ..... .... .. . . . . .. .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . .. . . .
17 ................................... ············
18............. .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . .
19............. ...... . .. . . . . ... . . . . .. . . . .. . . . . . . .
22................ . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . .
2:.1. ••• ••• • • • • •••••• •••••• ••• . •• • ••• •• •••• •• ••••••
24........................ . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
25...... .. .. . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . .. . . .
26.. •. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
27...............................................
28...............................................
29..... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
30..... .. .. .. . .. .. . ... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . ... . . .
31.......... ... . . . ... .. . . . . ... . . . . . .. . . . . . . . .. . . .
Sept. 1.. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
2..... .. . .. . . . .... .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . ... . .. . . . .

N.
54
54
55
55
55
54
54
54
54
54
54
5!
54
54
54
54
54
66
54
54
65
65
64
54

55
55
55

7 .••••••.••..... ·••••· ... . .. . ..••. ••..• . .. •. . . ..

55

8...............................................

55

9.............. .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

48
37
12
28
03
50
55
43
44
51
23
52
47
54
63
31
48
09
59
39
05
04
55
54
06
09
16
20
14
02
52
08
07
02

W.
165
165
165
166
166
166
166
166
165
165
168
168
168
168
168
107
167
168
168
168
167
167
167
167
167
167
167
108
167
167
167
167
167
168

51
31
07
29
44

30
31
14
20
30
30
24
13
00
07
30
34
00
23
03
42
39
35
49
55
36
51
00
41
30
25
22
19
08

20
2

16
18
21
7

31
24
12
47
12
4
15
18
14
33
81
103
58

10
76
12
10
fl

55
6
10........................ ..... ..................
55
1
12...............................................
55
l
55
14
13. .. . . . . . . . . . ..•... .. . . . . . . . .. . . . . . .. . .. . . . . . . . .
15.. ... . . .•.• .. . .. . .. . .. . . . . . . . . . . ... . . . . . . . ... . .
55
5
a) •••••.••••••.•••.•.•••••. ... .••.•..••••••••.••••••••.... ···•·•·•••· •••.•••.

Total ...•.•.••.•...•........•.•......••....... ·····················
ci Boat

679

of aobooner Minnie picked up by schooner Favorite with 5 skina.

GO

90
30
12
116
9
15
10
11
2

3

44
1
41
76
18
1
72
87
89
1
1
161
56
18
73

oa

1
17
53
14.1
193
88

2,

10~
21
25
18
17
3

5

1
34
14
5

986

1,605

20
9

520

AtASKA INDUSTRIES.

Positions whe1·efu,1· seals were taken by Ame1·ican mid Canaclian vessels in Bel'ing Sea a11a
the North Pacific Ocean in 1894-Continued.
CANADIAN SCHOONER S.A.N JOSE (BERING SEA).
Date.

Latitude.

Longi•

N.

W.
166 28
166 28
167 05
167 23
168 15
16!J 04
110 :n
170 55
168 10
166 34
166 44
167 33
168 00
166 54
107 13
107 30
167 11
167 5-0
168 06

1894.

Aug. 3........ .. . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. .. . . . .. . . .
4............. .. .. . . .. .. . . .. .. . . . .. . . .. . . .. . . . . .

54 54
54 54
55 01
55 01
55 12
55 04
55 02
55 13
55 11
54 25
54 56
54 54
55 29
65 10
54 67
54 55
55 01
55 04
54 57

5........ .. . . .. . . . . .. . . .. . . .. . . . . . . . . . . .. . . .. . . .
6...... . ... .. . . .. . . . . .. .. . . . . .. . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . .
8...............................................
10........................................ . ......
11......................... ...... .... ..... .......
12..... ........ .... .. .. .. . .. ... .... .. .. . ... ......
18...................................... . . . . . . . . .
19......................................... .. ....
23...... .. . . . . . . . . ... . . .. . . .. . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
24.................................. . . . . . . . . . . . . .
25.. .. .. .. ... .. . .. ... . . .. .. . . . . .... ...... .. ......
26...............................................
27.... .. ....... . .. . .... . .. . . .. .. . . .. . . .. .. . . .. . ..
28. ... . . . . . . . . .. . . . . .. . . .. . .. . . . . . . . .. . .. . . ... . . .
29.......................................... . ....
30.......................... .... ..... ........ ....
31.. . .. . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . .. .. . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . .
Sept. 1.. .................. · · ·· -- .. · ·· ··· · · .. ·· ····· ··
~~

t

tude.

Males. Females. Total.

2
8

12
4
2
2
3
8
80
15
13

3
6
4
7
9
4
20
43
1
10
]4
8
1
4

g igg gg

106 00

54 28

Total. ........... ............................ . I. .. . . . . . . . . ......... .

I

C.AN.A.DI

CHOO ER .KILMEr

9 . ... .......... . ............................... .

10 ................ ........... ...... ............ . .
11 ....•.•••••.•.•.•.. .. . .. .. . •..•• .. ....••••..••.
1::1 ••••••• •••••• •• •.••• ••• .••.•.• ••• •••.• •.• ••• •• •

18 .................. ... ..... ...... ....... . .. .. . ..
20 ..... ........... ............................. .
22 .............................................. .
23 .............................................. .
24 ............................................ .. .
25 ....•.•.......... ... ... ·················· ..... .
28 ..................................... . .. . ..... .
29 ......................... ........ ............ ..

30 ................. . ........................ . .. ..
31 ............................................. ..
Sept. 1. ................................... . ......... .
2 ................................... . ...... . ... .
7 ......................... .. ................... .
8 ...................... ..... ................... .
9 ..................................... .. ...... ..

10 .................................... . ........ ..
13 ......................... ............... ...... .
15 . ... .... ... .................................. ..

Total. ............................. . ..........

9

50
80
2

20

40
7

2
18

4
84
23
32

9
3
3
5
11
43
23
17
1
2
26
43
26
54
13
57
29
13
70
123
3
30
54
10
3

4

9

22
13

256

593

849

8
7

11
2

1
6
2

19
9
I

7

]3

50

43

2

3
59
11

---1---

(BERI G SEA.).

189-1.

.A.ug. :::::::::::::: ::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::

•

1
2
26
40
20
40
9
50
20

14

l;·_/t+/ -ii!!/!\ !ii H ii iii! I 11 ,11
15........... . ..... ..............................

2
74
15
20
5
l
1
2
3
13
R

10

65
66
65
55
55
55
55
55
55
55
55
64
54
54
54
54
64
54
54

30
00
10
00
55
30
12
10
00
00
10
40
20
40
50
80
80
85
40
54 10
51 35
5i

4.0

51

00

53 15

w.

165
166
165
l67
166
167
167
167
167
165
166
166
168
167
167
167
167
167
]67

167
167
167
166
105

00
00
00
00
30
00
00
40
00
00
00
25
20
00
20
40
30
28
15
15
20
05
03
JO

··········I········· ..

60
10
4
20
4
4
53
4
4

40
29
1
3
3

1
1
3071

4

15
8
2

43
40
10
84
9
4
6
10
2
2

2
8271

2
93
5
109
21

~
1.
6
98

"
14

74
38

5
9
13
2

s
3

634
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ALARKA INDUSTRIES.

Positions whercfw· secils were taken by Am.el'ican and Ccmadian vessels in Beri1ig Sea and
the North Pacific Ocean in 1894-Contiuued.
C.A.N A.DUN SCHOONER HENRIETTA. (BERING SE.A.).
Date.
1894.
A.ug.18 .•.... ... .•..••• .••••.••.... .•• ..••...•..•••••.
19 ..••..•..•.............................•••.....
24 •.•• .•. ····•••·•••••••••················••·••··
28 .... ................. .. ..... ......... ... .... . ..
29 ..••.••.•.•..................•.......... ·•·····
80 .. ..................... . .. ....... ....... .... .. .

81. ..... ....... .......... .. . ... .......... ... .... .
Sopt. 1. ................. . ................ .. ......... .

2 ................ . ............................. .
5 ............... ················· ···············
6 .... . .................. ............... ........ .
7 .............................................. .
8 .................... .. . ... ..... ............... .

9 .••..•••..•.•...•.•••.....•...•.......••••.•.•.
15 ....................... . ...... ....... ..... .... .

Latitude.

N.

54
55
55
54
54
54
64
54
54
55
55
55
55
55

50
00
46
40
16
05
47
57
56
02
15
00
05

54

40

10

Longi•
tude.

w.

166
166
166
168
169
109
169
168
169
168
168
109
169
168
167

Males. Females. Total.

20
80
30
46
l9
27
16
53
10
52
40
36
34
56
00

Total . .. ............ ....... .......... . ... .. ....................... .

16
24
21
11
20
5
15
65
21
81
82

8

4

8

20
25

9
38
84

23
89
39
28
120
26
27
185
61
51
42
7
12
53
59

427

340

767

4

4
2
28
1
3
2
5
2
1
8
11

8

16
18
12
100
21
12
120
40
20
10

C.A.N.A.DI.A.N SCHOONER SHELBY (IlElUNG SE.A).
1894.
Aug. 7........ . ..................................... .

8 ............ .. ............... .. ............... .

10 ........................................•......
11. ............................................ ..
13 ....... ···························•············
15 .............................................. .
18 ............................... ......... . ..... .
22 ...... .. .................................... .. .
26 ... .. . ....................................... ..
27 .......... .. .................................. .
28 ........................... .... .. . ............ .
29 .............................................. .

81. .............................. ...... ......... .

Sept.

t ::: ::: ::: ::: ::: ::: :::::: ::: ::::::: ::::::::::::

5 .•••• • ... •...• •••••.••...••••.••.••..• ••·••••••
6 .••.•.......••..•.......•..•...••.••.••.••....

7............... . . ............................. .

8 ............................ .......... ........ .
9 .•••••••••••.•••••..••.••.•••• ••••.••••••••••.•

17 .............. ........... ..................... .
19 ...... ..•...................... ······ ......... .
20 . ............................................. .

N.

54
51
55
55
65
55
55
55
56
56
56
56
55
55
55
55
55
55
55
55
55
55
55

40
50
14
20
41
88
52
05
82
10
20
19
28
19
14
82
82
23
06
13
32
28
21

w.

167
168
170
170
171
l'il
172
171
171
172
172
170
170
170
170
160
170
170
170
170
169
170
170

32
14
32
44
50
07
35
64
55
58
02
03
50
38
31
46
87
84
30
18
14
11
07

Total. ••...••..•....•••.••.••.•.•••.•••••...•...•••.••..•••••••.•••

3

27
3
2

1
2
7
10

24
4
4

10
16

8
4
6

5

1
14
3
20
15
8
8
6

232

145

2

17
4

30
28
16
13

8

5
55
4
5
3
7
9

1
18

85

4
7
14
22
3
31
7

56
43
19

16
10

877
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ALASKA INDUSTRIES.

Positions where f1w seals were taken in 1894 off the Japan coast by Canadian and American vessels.
[Data collected by C.H. Townsend and A.- B. Alexander.]
CAN.A.DIAN SCHOONER UMBRIN.A. (JAPAN CO.AST), CAMPBELL, MASTER.
Date.

Latitude.

1893.
Dec.28 ..•...•. . .••.•••••.
29 ...................

43 40
43 40

Long]
tude. Seals ·
w.

N.

142 00

14100
1894.

Jan.

r. .................

5............. . ....
15 ..•..•.....•...••.

41 24
40 19
39 06

150 00
146 10
173 55

E.
Mar.17 ....•.•........... 37 20 145 04
18 ....•...........•. 37 13 143 04
19 .................• 37 30 144 37
21 ... ······· · ··· .... 37 05 140 40
22 .................. 37 12 146 20
:)3 .....• ·•···· .•.... 37 16 146 27
24 .................. 37 10 145 15
25 ··•··•···•••·•·••· 37 20 145 35
26 .......... ········ 37 40 146 1D
Apr. 1. ................. 37 40 146 07
2 .. ··········· · ···• 37 25 146 00
3 .................. 37 15 145 38
4 .....•............ 37 20 142 20
5 .................. 37 10
6 .................. 37 20 145 40
7 .................. 37 17 145 20
8 .................• 37 35 145 33
11. .........•....... 37 24 145 40
12 .................. 37 27 140 05
13 .................. 37 20 146 00
16 ............... ..• 37 30 146 08
17 .................. 37 12 )45 50
18 .................. 37 14 145 45
19 .................. 37 19 146 00
20 .................. 37 16 146 03
22 ... ..•... ········· 36 55 145 50
23 ......•........... 37 06 145 45

~

Date.

Latitude.

Longi- Seals.
tude.

E.
1894-Continued.
N.
146 25
.A.pr. 26 ... ... ............ 36 40 146
27 .................. 36 48
(a)
28 •....•...•.•••••.• 36 50 14.6 23
31
29 .................. 37 34 145 55
30 .•........•... ... . 37 35 145 55
May 1. ... - - . ..........• 36 56 145 47
3 .................. 36 40 146 50
12 ... ....... -- -........ 37 40 146
58
14 .................. 37 49
17
26
15 ..........••...... 37 51 147 00
5
145
1
18 .................. 37 16
35
90
21. .•..••••.•...••.. 38 11 146
146 25
11
22 . .. ······ ...•....• 38 22 146 10
67
23 ............••.... 38 37
20
90
24 .................. 38 36 - 146 40
60
26 ....... . .......... 40 11 144 12
144
50
28 .................. 41 50
79
29 ............••.... 41 35 145 00
135
31. . .. ........••...• 43 03 147 30
145 40
88 June 5 ...•.............. 41 23 145
56
6 .................. 40 55
146
10
29
7 ..................
146
02
8 .................. 40 37
9 .................. 40 45 145 50
10 .........•.. . •.... 40 46 145 52
41
12 ............... .. . 40 30 145 41.
18
13 .................. 40 40 146 00
57
14 .................. 41 09 145 37
74
145 55
23
15. ···············•· 41 02 145 55
16 .................. 40 00
1
17 ....• .......•....• 41 57 146 08
15
18 •......•....•...•. 43 10 147 12
91
19 ...........••....• 43 41 147 30
33
21. ................. 43 45 147 05
58
22 ................•. 43 40 147 10
33

···-ii

8!
14
1
19
16
70
19
104
21
119
1
61
51
57
9
27
7
2
6
5
92
11
31
79
55

36

.. ----4.

.

8
1
15
2
81
9
11

a No observation.
AMERICAN SCHOONER EDWARD E. WEBSTER (J.AP.A.N COAST), McLEAN, MASTER.
1894.
Jan. 29 ..................
Feb. 2 ....•.•.......••..
5 ....•....... ·•····
17 .•......•....•..•.
24 ••••..•••..•.•..••
Mar. 5 ...... ············
15 .•.•..••.... ······
19 ... ···•· ...•...••.
21. .................
23 ..................
24 ••...•......•..••.
26 . .................
Apr. !. .................
2 ..................
3 ..................
4 ..................
5 ....... ...........
8 .•.. .•..... .. ....•
10 ..................
ll ..................
12 ...•..••..........

N.
37 46
38 00
36 35
38 30
36 30
37 32
38 01
38 10
38 00
37 20
37 20
38 31
a7 11
37 07
'&7 02
37 06
36 56
37 16
38 00
39 JO
39 10

E.

146 15
144 40
l!l.5 00
146 00
145 46
144 35
146 16
145 30
146 10
145 27
145 30
146 18
145 21
145 35
145 25
145 20
145 40
146 10
146 03
145 61
145 51

1894.
29 Apr. 16 ..........•••.••..
30
18 ....•.......•.....
19 ..................
17
61
22 ..................
27
26. ······ ...........
25 May 23 ..................
31
24 .••..••••••••.••••
36
30 ....... ········•··
47 Jnne 1. .................
3 . .. . ........•.....
65
57
6(£ .. ..............
28
8 ..................
61
10 .•.........••..•..
58
13 .....••••. ·••···· .
40
17
28 ..................
29
29 .. ....... . ....... .
33 July 1. .................
26
2 .•.........•......
47
8 .••..•.....•. .....
73
9 ..•...•.••.•...••.

a Capo Y crimo east 2!i milea.

N.
40
37
37
36
36
40
40
39
41
41

00
40
40
57
44
00
10
52
04
42

E.

l« 20

145
145
145
144
144
144
143
142
142

25
07
00
33
00
08
30
20

ao

.........
-·-····· .143
18

27
17
128
8-1
101
17
21
,U

29

24
38
18

4J 14
4110
41 24

143 15
142 36

22
24

42 02
42 04
42 12
43 30
42 56
43 16

179 02
178 15
177 20
177 00
176 15
174. 4'

30
7
17
11
27
38

w.
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ALASKA INDUSTRIES.

Positio11s irhere fur seals we1'e taken in 1894 o:tf the Jcipan coast by Canadian anil American vesscls-Continucll.
AMERICAN SCHOONER ALLIE I. ALGAR (JAPAN CO.A.ST), WESTER, MASTER.
Lat- Longi•
itude. tude.

Date.

---

--E.

N.

1894.

Mar. 23

Seals.

--···············

24 --···············
2G ..................
29 ...................
31 ...................
Apr. 1 ..................
3 ..................
4 ................. .

6 ..................
8 ..................
18 ..................

23 ..................

24 ..................
25 ..................
26 ..................
27 ..................
30 ..................
May 2 ..................
3 ..................
7 ..................
11. .................

39
39
40
39
40
39
39
39
39
30
30
39
39
4.0
40

22
45
00
12
00
54
15
25
28
25
20
27
51
1fi
13

144
142
144
143
144
144
144
144
143
143
142
142
142
142
148

23
57
00
13
00
17
06
24
31
10
54
21
00
23
00

(a)

(a)

40 03

143 06

(a)
(a)

(a)
(a)

41 39
41 8(i

142 05
143 20

a No position.

I

Lat. Longi•
itude. tude. Seals.

Date.

N.

1894.

8
37
23
2
86
17
78
32
16
47
88
10
3

29
40
2
26
45
11
47
25

May 12 .....••.•••••••••.

57
05
35
50
85

41
42
41
42
42

13 .......•....••••••
14 ..................
21. .................
24 ..................
25 ..................
26 ..................
29 ..................
June 1. .................
6 ..................
7 ..................
8 ..................
9 ..................
10 ..................
12 ..................
18 ..................
19 .. ...... ..........
July 23 ..................
24 ..................
25 ..................
26 ..................

E.

143
142
142
148
144

08
38
40
50
56

(a)
(a)
(a)
(a)

(a)
(a)
(a)
(a)

43 10

147 00

(a)
(a)
(b)
(b)
(b)

(b)
(b)
53 48
53 57
55 02
55 36

(a)
(a)
(b)
(b)
(b)
(b)
lb)

167
168
169
160

32
56
59
18

17
28
81
6
50
8
80
7
34
12
84
82
102
22
67
20

10
2
6
3

4

b Ten miles off Seo utan Island.

AMERICAN SCHOONER LOUIS OLSEN (JAPAN CO.A.ST), GUILL.A.MS, MASTER.
1894.
N.
86 26
13 .................. 36 17
15 .••.•••••••••..•.. 36 23
17 .................. 38 36
19 .................. 37 40
21. ................. 37 47
A.pr. 1 .................. 38 16
2 .................. 38 22
8 .................. 39 20
4 .................. 38 59
5 .................. 88 34
6 .................. 38 20
8 ............. .. ... 38 OB
12 .................. 40 13
18 .................. 37 06
19 .................. 37 02
20 .................. 37 30
22 ..•••••••..••..... · ll7 08
23 .................. 37 18
26 ................. : 36 15
28 . ................. 36 4.1
29 .................. 87 14
30 .................. 37 01
May 1. ................. 35 54

Mar. 12 ..................

E.
145 23
145 43
147 41
147 52
146 15
144 22
146 46
147 39
146 05
146 46
145 47
145 50
14.4 52
144 18
145 56
146 03
146 20
146 89
146 03
146 26
14.6 09
146 15
146 05
144 43

1894.

May 16 ..................

1
7
67
14
42
6
54
50
15
8
89
80
24
10
5
53
28
8
38
60

17 ..................
19 ..................
20 ......•.....•••...
21. .................
24 ..... . ............
25 . ... ..............
28 ..................
30 ..................
31. ... ....... .... ...
June 1. .................
2 ..................
3 ........ ... .......
4 ..................
5 ..................
6 ............ ......
7 .. .. .......... ... .
8 .•••......•......•
9 ..................
10 ..................

8
5

Total ............

29
36

N.

40
41
41
41

55
45
37
57

(a)

41
41
42
42
42
42
42
42
42
42
42
42
42
42
42

00
47
38
42
38
46
38
37
22
52
50
55
42
37
56

E.
142
143
143
142

58
35
08
27

(a)

143
142
142
144
144
145
143
144
144
144
144
145
145
145
140

00
28
fi4
58
38
03
57
06

ao

53
57
28
50
59
08

8

35
65
19
50
80
8
7
15
63
35
10
5
10

a

12
12
11
33
2

........ ........ bl, 055

a Cape Yerimo SE. by E. 28 miles.
"
b Fifty-seven seals additional belong to the catch; they were taken by the boats that went astray
a.nd weu picked up by the Penelope, making the total catch 1,112.
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ALASKA INDUSTRIES.

Positions wltere f1ir seals were taken in the North Pacific Ocean and Bel'ing Sea in 1895.
[From official sources.]
.AMERICAN SCHOO ER J. EPPINGER (BERING SEA), MICHAEL WIDTE, MASTER.

Dato.

Latitude.

54
55
54
54
54
54
54
55
5l
54
54
54
54

2 .............................................. .
4 .............................................. .
9 ............................................ ..

10 .............................................. .
11 ........ ... ................................... .
12 .............................................. .
14 ........................ . ..................... .
15 ............................................. ..
16 .............................................. .
17 .............................................. .
18 .............................................. .
19 ........ . .................................... ..
20 .............................................. .

5454
54

~~:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: .·::::::::::::: ·1

8 .............................................. .

55
55
56
57
56
56
56
56

fi5
07
58
59
40
46
54
17
55
35
38
35
30
46
46
17
23
07
08

04

44
40

33
18

Males. Females. Total.

w.

N.

1895.
Ang. 1 ..........•....................................

24 ........................... ················ .•.
25 ....................................... ... .... .
26 ....................................... .. ..... .
27 .............................................. .
28 .............................................. .
Sept. 1. ................................... .... ...... .
2 .•.••...•...........•...•........•..•.......•..

LOD "'i•
tuc1i.
167
167
167
167
167
167
167
168
168
168
168
168

47
27
16
40
30
46
47
00
01
35
40
35
30
52
52
51
00

6
3
1
1
8
13
1
1
12
13

56 50
54 20

(J" AP AN

42
48
3
4
23
1
22
1
27
16

16

3
22
11

10
1
25
41
2
333

174 22

5

169

1

446
5
1

339

4.52

as

Total .......................................... .................. .
AMERICAN SCHOONER HERMAN

3

2

168
161
8
167
7
167
7
169
2
173 40
10
173 50
5
173 03
7
173 25 ...... ..
172 40
4
172 32
4
175 10

113
9...... .. . . .. .. . . . .. .. . . . .. .. .. .. . .. .. . . .. . . . . ..
15. ..•... .... . . ... . . . . .. . .. . . . . . .. . . . •.•••.. ... . .

11
8
4
1
50
61
4
5
35
1
35
2
1
35
23
23
5
32
16
17
1
29
45
2

5
5

113

CO.A.ST AND BERING SEA.), SCOTT, MASTER.

1895.
N.
Mar. 20 ............................................. . a36 47
21 ............................................. .
36 4.5
27 ............................................. .
36 40
Apr. 1 ............................................. .
36 44
2 ............................................ ..
36 39
3 ....................... ... ................... . b36 44
5 ........ . ... .... ...................... .. ..... . b36 40
11 .......... ... .......... ........ ....... . ... . .• . b38 38
12 ............................................. .
39 02
13 ............................... . ... .. ... ... .. .
38 48
15 ............................................. .
38 06
37 30
16 ··••·· ........ .... .. .. ...... . .... .. .......... .
18 ............................................ ..
37 28
37 30
19 ························ . ......•......... •... .
23 ...................................... .. . .... .
39 27
25 ........ ...... ........................... .... .
30 25
26 ............................................ ..
39 22
27 ...................... .... ... .... ........... ..
39 23
28 ............................................. .
39 31
29 ............................................ ..
39 27
3
89 86
May
89 26
3 ........................................... ..
40 22
4 ............................................ ..
40 31

f :::::: ::::::::: :::::::: .:: ::: .· _- .'::: : _-_-.' ::: :::

5 ............................................. .
6 ............................................ ..
7 ............................................. .
40 54
8 .................................... . ........ .
41 12
9 ............................................ .. Cruising-

:g

~~

E.
145 26 ................. .
14.5 40 ................ ..
145 05
146 20
146 06
145 50
146 24
146 17
146 14
146 32
146 35
146 28
146 52
146 35
143 02
142 51
142 45
142 l/5
142 21
142 40
142 30
142 31
142 28
142 16

........... - ..... .
................. .
................ ..
................. .
................. .
................. .
................ ..
................ ..
................ ..
................ ..
.... . ........... ..
................ ..
........ ... ...... .
....... ..... ..... .
...... ...... ..... .
................. .
................. .
................. .

....... . ......... .
................. .
................. .
...... ....... .... .

m~~ ::::::::c:::::::
--1.. ·· ..... .

141 47 ......
142 00 ................ ..
from 20 ................. .
to 40 miles E. off

C~~ur
?~ ............................................. .
10 ............................................. .

14 : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : :
ig--........................
................... .
..........~ob .. ~~-- .ti~~·-.......··.. ··········

I

Cape Ye an.
~Os ~ile~· ................. .

41
42
41
42
41

53 1
13
48
07
51

142 18 ....... ·1 ........ ..
141 26 ........ ·••·••·••·
142
142 40 ................. .
142 31 ................. .
li D ad reckoning.

25 1................. .

1
4
1
40
26
2
4

1
7

13
9
21
5

7
1
5
4
5

06
3
11
17
7

3
9

19
23
2

5

11
]0
10
32
18

1
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ALASKA I DU TRIES.

Positions where fiir aealB were taken in the North Pacific Ocean and Bering Sea in 1895Continued .
.AMERICA.N SCHOONER HERMAN (J AP A r COA.ST AND BERING SEA.), SCOTT, MASTER-·
Continued.
Date.

Longi•
tude.

Latitude.

Males. Females. Total.

- - - - - - - - -- -- - - - - - - - 1----1----1--- - - - - - - 1895.

N.

E.

May 17. .•• • . . . . . . • •. . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . • • .• • • • • • • . ... . . . Cape Yerimo N. 20 ................. .
miles.

I

~g24.....
::::::::::::
:::: :::::: :: ::: :: ::: ::::: :: ::::: ::
...... .... ........................ . ......

!4li t5g0
il~2 ~2+0 :.:.:·:·:·:· :.:. :..:.:.:.:·.• :.:·:·:·
,.
25 ... •.. . . .. . • . . . .. . . • . ... . . . . . . .. . . .. . . . . . .. . . . Capo Yerimo ENE ..•........•.......

½E.

2G . . • . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Distance 30 ntilos. . ••.......•.......
Juno 1 ...•...... : •. ........ .... ................... .. Shotan NW. 15 ................. .
miles.
2 ............................................. - Shotan NNE. 10 ................. .
miles.
7 •. .. •• . . . . .. . . .. . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . W. encl ofYotorufie ................. .
Island NW. 25
miles.
8 ••••••••••••••.•..•••••••.•••.••••••••••.•••...•••• do ..............••••.•.......•....
10 ..• • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . S. sicle west encl W. . ................ .
25 miles.
12 .............................................. 10 1uiles S. of Jap ................. .
Bay, Yetoru.fi~
13 . . . . . . . . .. • . . .. . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . .
44 57 I 147 51 •....•...••.••••..
14 ..•..•...•.................................... W. encl Yetorufie ................. .

15.......... .• •• . . . . •• . . . . . . • • • . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . .
16 ..............................................
17 ..............................................
18 ..............................................
23 • • . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . • . . . • • . • • . .

Aug.

i :::: :: ::: :::: :: ::: ::::::: :::::: ::: ::::::: ::: ::

10 .. ................................. . ... .. .... .
12 ............................................. .
14 ..••...•.........•............................
15 ........ .... ...................... ...... ..... .
17 ·······•······· ························ · ······
18 .......•......................................
19 .................••..•...... ············ ... . . .
20 ··············································
21 ............................................. .

Island NW. 25
miles.
W . encl Yetorufie
Island NNW. 35
miles.
Ottor Island N. 6
miles, S. of Yeto•
rufte.
Otter I sland N. 10
miles.
W. endofYotorufie
N W. 12 miles.
45 19

N.
5(i

56
55
56
55
55
56
56
57
57
56
55
56
55
55
56
56
56
55
55
56
56
57

07
10

45
19
l!l
08
45
37
18
18

W.

15
25
51
10

13 .............. ··························••···•

8
23

13
2

5
0

4

11

103

9 •...•• ·••••·••••• • ••·••••·· •· . ·•·•···••• ••••••

55
03
56
54
02
12
56
56
49
42
16
44

16

................. .

Total. ........................................ ·······--· .......... .

2 ••••..••••••••.••.••••.•.••......••••••••.•...
8 ..••••..•......•••...... ..... ....•...... ·•••··

21

2
14

................. .

14

23 ................ · · ·········· ············ ..... .
25 ··········· ···· ····················· ·· ·--·····
2G ........................ . ......... ...... ..... .
27 ····················· ················· · ·······
28 ............................................. .
31 ............................................. .
Sept. 1 ............................................. .

9

........... .. .... .

149 27 ................. .
167
166
164
165
168
168
172
173
173
173
1n
178
173
173
173
173
173
172
172
172
173
173
172

19

20
13

................. .

47
43
43
29
30
4.3
21
21
23
4.5
35
32
50
35
55
41
37
39

22 .••••. ••••••••••••·••· ....•. •·•··••···· ...•••.

1
29

6

1
1
8
7
9
10

10
10
1
4
1
14
11
4
5
11

1
10
14
1
4

1
20
12
4
6

11

2

2

28
14
19
17
53

36
21
28
31
69
10
13
82
16

1

9

5
4

8
60
12

1
3

3

4

31

3i
l

22

1

327.1

1, G67

AMERICAN SCHOONER EDWA.RD E. WEB TER (JAPAN COAST AND BERING SEA),
A. C. FOLGER, M STER.
1895.

Mar. 20 ............................ . ................ .

Apr.

21 ........................ · ····· ............... .
22 .......•••.•...... ······ .......... .. ......... .
24 ••....••..... •...•... . ..•..........•. . ...•••••

3 ....................... ............. ......... .
4 .................... ...... .......... . ....... ..

8 ... ..... . . ......... .. ..... . .... .. . ........... .

10 ................. . ........... ...... .......... .
11 ............................................. .

N.

a37
37
37
37
38
39
39
39
38

a Ouservation.

22
34
17
38
46
06
10
08
53

E.

141 55
142 04
141 45
143 02
145 00
143 53
142 31
142 20
142 26

15
100
14
1
10
11
21
12
21
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ALASKA INDUSTRIES.

Positions iohm·e fur seals were taken in the No1'th Pacijio Oooan and Bering Sea in 1895Continued.
AMERICAN SCHOONER EDWARD E. WEBSTER (JAPAN COAST .A.ND BEinNG SE.A),
A. C. FOLGER, MASTER-Continued.

Date.

Latitude.

38
39
39
39
39
39
39
39
41
41
41
42
41
42
42
42
42
42

1() ••••••••••••••••••••• • •••••••••••••••••••••• • •

20 .............•............ ~ .................. .
22 .•••........ ··•·••·•·· .••....... . .... . ........
23 ·•···· ........................ ······· .. . .... . .
27 ••••..................... ·················· .. .
28 .•......... ·······•······· ................... .
30 ... , ......................................... .

May

2 ................................... . ... . ..... .
3 .... . ........... . ............................ .
4 ......................................... .... .
5 •••···••·· .......•..• . •••....•...•. · •••·••·••·
6 ............................... .. ............ .
7 •••.••...................•..•.•..•.........•..

8 •••••••••••••• •· ••••·• ....................... .
10 ··········· .. ······· ......................... .
12 ............................................. .
13 ••....•.......................................
14 .•...................•........................
15 ....... . ................. . ..... . ............. .
23 .•....................................... . . ..
24 .•..... ...... ............•.. .. .... • .... . . . ....
25 •••... ·•··••·•·••······••· · · ··• •·• • · ...... .• • .
26 ............................•............... . .
31 ............ ·····················--····· .... .
Juno 1 .............. . . ..... .....•..•...•............

50
48
47
37
24
49
50
45
26
50
53
18
14
11
20
16
27
09

(a)

2 •••·•· .....•.........•••••.•••••.• •.....••••••
6 •••••••••••• .•.•.••• •••••••.•••••• ••••• • ••••• •

47

04
18
24
26
26
28
50
10

(a)

141 00
143
146
146
146
146
146
146
147
147

147 16

(a)
(a)
(a)

(a)

N.

c47

47

10
30
66
13
01
08
08
25
27
l(j

56
57

w.

171
171
171
171
171
171
170
169
169
169
168
168
168
108

35
30
40
15
45
01
30
10
36
59
00
55
55
56
J(i8 00
165 18

Total. .••................................ . .....................•...

27 •••.••• ••••••••••••••••••••••.• ·•••••·••··•••••

29 ...•... .•• •.••.•.•.••.••••.•.•••. ·••• •··•• ··••·
30 ..•.. ···•••···••• •••••••• ·••·•·•••••·•·•·••• ••·
11r. 2 ................ .. ..................••.........
7 •••.•••••••••••••.•••.••••••••.••••••••••••.•••

10 .. ······· .. ·•········ .. ··•·•·· ·····•·····•••·••

11. ..• .. ..•... .••.••.••••.....•.•.•. ..• •.••• .• •••

21

a
a

17
22
15

9

t)

1
18

50
24
16
4
6
6

12

4
2
2

3
2
3

2

27
20
25
2!
6

33
20

•
~

9

4

'

7

205

1,037

1
66

3
15

1

D BERING SEA), A. J. ANDER ON,

1895.

ar. 26 .•• •..••••••••••..••..•••••••••••••••••••...•••

3
13

2
6

c Observation.

bDead r ckon ing.

AMERICAN SCHOONER. ALTON (JAP N COA."l'
MA,"TER.

23
2
13
18
41
4
4
3
9
27
29
18
25
9
9
15
9
5

05
55
51
24
23
23
50
02
10

44 12

5ii
M
50

a Not noted on log.

a

2
5
36
44
4
10
3
15
8
34
34
6
10
12
8

32
17
24
02
53
02
24
20
18
16
05

147 30

b55
55
10 •••••• .•.•.••..••..••.. •••• · •••••· ..........•.
11 .. ····•••• . .. ..... . ........ .. ······ .......... . c54
12 ············ .... ........ ·············· ··· ··· .. c55
15 .....••................•...•.... ·············· c56
17 ..•....•..............•..••................... c55
18 ......••................ ·················· .... c5fi
20 ...............•.............................. c55
21 ..•..............•..........•..... ············ c55
22 ···········• ·· ·· .•...... · ·· ·· ········· ··•••··• c55
24 ..•.....•..••.....•.....................•..... c54
26 ........................ ········· ··········· •· c54
27 .•.•.......•••••. .. •• •·•······•··••···· .•••.. c54
28. · ······ .......•. ........... .. ..... .. ......... c55
Sept. 1 .......................... . .................. . cM
8 ••••.•••.••••.••••..•••••• ••••••· •·•• ·· •• . ..•.

142
142
142
143
142
142
141
141
141
141
141

44 20
(a)
(a)

Ang. 9 ••••••••••. ••••.•••• .••••••.•••••...... ...••• .

3
35

142 30
142 32
1'2 39
143 26
(a)

(a)
(a)
(a)

(a)
(a)
(a)

8 •••·••• · ·••·•••••• • •• · ••••••••••••• ••• ••. ••••

10 ········ ··-- ....... .................. .. .. .. .. .
13 ......... .. .... ........ ...... . .... . ..... ... .. .
14 ...... ····················· .................. .
15 ·••·•·•···· ....•.•.....•......................
18 ······· ······· ····· · ············ ···· --········
19 ·•·•···•···•··· · ......••.•..•.•.•....•...•••..

Males. Females. Total

(a)

41
43
43
43
43
43
43
43
44

7 ........... ..... .................... .. ....... .

tude.
E.

N.

1895.

Apr. 14 .......................•......................

Longi.

40
37 07
37 50
as 5
3
55
41 40
41 18
40 14
36

E.
141 23
141 54
144 00
1« 00
1 1 57
143 28
141 52
U2 51

6

1
1
3

14
1
1

20
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ALASKA INDUS'fRIES.

I'ositions 1vhere fur seals 10c1·e talcen in the No,·th Paoifio Ocean and Bering Sea in 1895Coutinued.
AMERICAN SCHOONER .ALTO.i: (JAPAN COAST AND BERING SEA), A. J. ANDERSON,
MASTER-Continued.
Date.

N.

1885.

Apr. ~~:::::::::::::::::::::: ::::::::: :: :: : : : : : : : :: : : :
17 .......•......•...•...............•.....•...•..
18 ... ...... ......... .............. . ............. .
19 .......•.......•..•............................
20 .............................................. .
22 ..•......................................•.....

May ~: ::::::: :::::: :: ::: ::::::::: ::: :::::::::: ::::::
4.......................................... ·.••••
5 .............................................. .

6 .............................................. .
7.. ........... .. ............................... .
0 • .•••.•. ······························--·······

10 .............................................. .
15 . ............................................. .
16 . ............................................. .
19 ......•.... ··· ··················· ............. .
20 .... ·-·················--·····················

Ju'nol0 .............................................. .

11. ............................................. .
15 .• ...... .... ...... ....... .....••••.............
)8 .... ......... ......... ........................ .

28 .. . ········· ·· ················· ···· ······· ··•·•

July 2...•............ ..... .. . ...... ................
6 •••••.•••••.••..••.•••..••..••..••.••••.•.•.•••

7 •••••••• • ••.• ·•···•·••··•••••·••••• ••••••••••••

Aug.

Longi•
tude.

Latitude.

i;: :::: ; ;;:; :;::;:: ::;~; ; :;:: ;;:;:;: ~: ;;;;;;1
~!:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::!

15 ............................... ..... . ... ..... . .
17 ....• •.... ....... ... ......... ···············•·•
18 ... ...•.... .......... ······· ·················· ·
20 . ...•......................................••..
21 .............................................. .
22 ............ .... ...................... . ...... .. .
24 ..•••••..•..••......•.... . . .•..... •.•.•. .••. •••
26 ...... . .. .................•.. ·•· ············ ·• ·
27 .............................. .... ............ .
28 ..... ......................................... .
31. .................... ... ...................... .

Sept. 1 ........ .. .... .......... ...................... .
2 ......................................... . .. .. .

39
39
39
39
39
39
39
39
40
40
40
40
40
41
41
42
42
40
40
41
41
43
42
42
43
23
4.2
55

55
55
55
55
55
55
55
55
55
55
55
55
55
54
55
55
55

Males. Females. Total.

E.

63
33
55
42
56
34
47
06
24
13
30
89
50
33
13
26
14
22
30
36
00
03
47
58
01
40
01

143
142
143
143
144
143
143
143
142
142
142
142
142
142
143
145
144
142
14.2
142
142
145
147
166
174
178
179
178

07
45
5
40
00
00
05
00
49
52
48
17
50
15
00
41
00
49
66
16
51
40
OJ.
00
16
48
10
44

15
04
07
32
11
28
22
31
13
24
25
07
01
55
16
20
21

167
167
167
169
169
169
170
170
171
170
170
169
169
169
169
169
170

40
36
46
03
40
47
24
43
H
55
46
26
15
00
38
37
00

14

40
6

1
31
16
12
19
3
6

56
20
9
6

4
16
8
1
1
3

'

3

2

3

1
1
1
1
1

1 ··········
l
1
1
2
6
6
15
8
1
3
9
9
4
10
5
1
6
7
14
7
1
1
u
1
16
6
ll
2

w.

Total. ..... ......... .............. . .......... . !" .••....•.. ..... .•••.

1
1
1
2
11
18
1
12
13
ll'i

1
13
21
2

4
22
4

458

98

45

AMERICAN RCIIOONER MATTIE T. DYER (JAPAN COAST}, C. E. MOCKLER, MASTER.
Latitude. Longi•
tude.

Date.
1895.

Aug. 7 ...•..•••.• ••.
8 ..............
9 .....•••.••...
10 .•..••........
16 .......•••.••.
17 ....••..•••...
20 .... ...••. ....
21. •......•.....
23 ...•••.••.....
24 ....•••.......
26 ...•....••.••.

N.
54 00
53 40
53 38
55 12
53 43
(a)

5:l
54
54.
54.
54

28
18
20
37
16

E.
166
]66
166
16i
170

00
04
14
10
10

12
10
1
2
1
4

47
47
10
10
10

8

(a)

165
165
165
164
164

11 No observation.

Seals.

6
12
1
4

Date.
1895.
Au~. 27 .. ...........
30 . .•........•.
31. .....•.•..•.
Sopt. 2 ....... ......
3 . ......•.•.•.
4 .......... ...
8 . ............
9 •.•••••.•••••

Total .••••..•.

Latitude. Longi•
tude.

Seals.

----

54
54
51
55
55
54

34
20
30
45
4.5
38

E.
164 40
163 30
163 40
(b}

163 50
163 20
(a}

(a}

54. 38

162

ao

.......... ...........

bNo longitude.

-48
7
14
1
8

13
2
1
149
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ALASKA INDUSTRIES.

Positions where fnr seals were taken in the North Pacific Ocean and B e1'i11g Sea in 1895-

Continued.

·

· AMERICAN SCH OONER EMMA .A.ND LOUIS.A. (BERING SEA), A. McLEAN, M.A TER.

Date.
1895.

Aug. 8 ....
10 ....
11. ...
12 ....
14 ....
15 ....
16 . ...
17 . ...
18 ....
10 ....

20 ....
21. ...
22 ....
23 ....

Latitude.
N.
55
55
56
56
56
56
56
56
56
56
56
56
56
56

08
48
30
12
20
07
15

17
06
02
12
00
06
10

Long i•
tuclo.

w.

171
171
172
172
173
173
173
173
173
173
172
173
173
173

14
48
18
55
01
00
20
30
37
12
48
04
16
30

Males. Females.

. .......

1895.

9

3
7
16
29
4
20
l
22
12
21
40

1

19

6

33
1!l

---·····
3
4
1
3

.........
2
1
3

4

Date.
Aug. 25 ...
26 .. .
27 ...
28 ...
Sept. 1...
2 ...
3 ...
8 ...
9 ...
10 ...

13 ...
18 ...

Latitude. Longi•
tucle.

Males. Females.

- - - - -- -

w.

N.
55 47
55 44
55 50
55 59
57 27
57 00
57 00
56 50
57 21
57 12
56 50
54 09

173
173
173
173
172
172
173
174
173
173
173
167

00
15
15
10
56
48
00
03
00
07
03
15

- - -- - Total. ...........
··········

2
18
22
14
2
2

8
35
2!)
9
3
28
11
8
3
13

. ..........
2
. .. ......
2
2
5

:!

4
399

108

AMERICAN SCHOONER BONANZA (JAPAN COAST), GEORGE WESTER, MASTER.

Date.

Latitude.

1805.
N.
Mar. 30 ............................................... a39 27
.A.pr. 2...............................................
38 33
3. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
39 26
5 .................. . ............................ b39 29
13 ............................................... a37 26
16..... ................... .. . . . . . . . ... . . . . . . . . . . .
37 15
18...............................................
36 41
19...............................................
36 30
23 ............................... . ............... b39 48
25 ... ............................ ... ............. - a 39 28
26. .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . .. ..
39 28
27....... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
39 48
28 ............................................ -··
39 48
30................ ..... ...... ...... ............ .. b30 36
May 1. ......................................... . ... . a39 16
3..... .. .... . . ..... ....... . ....... . . .. .... .. . . . .
40 56
4............. . ............... . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . .
41 07
5.... . ........... ........ ........ .... .... .. .... .
41 07
6....... .... .. .... ........ .... . . ...... ........ ..
41 21

Longi•
tude.
E.

146
144
142
142
145
145
145
145
142
142
142
142
142
142
142
142
142
141
141

Males. F emales. Total.

22 ................ ..
20 .............. • ...
40 .....••.. · · · · · · · · ·
07 ................ ..
01 ........ ........ ..
44 ................ ..
08 ................. .
01 ... ..•..... · ·. · · ..
40 .................
.
1
37 ...... • •1· •• •· · · · · ·
38 .......... ... · · · · ·
48 ...... - .. - • · · • · · · ·
14 ................. .
16 ..... ............ .
21 ................. .
08 ................. .
16 . ......... · · -- · · ..
58 ········ ···••·····
58 . ······· ........ ..

f \})\!!)ili:::::::\::::;:::::):;:!;:i .:ii.: ···!Ii·~· !!:/!:!Li:/!/

14 . ... ... ...... ...... .... . . . .. . . . . . .. . .. .. .. .. ...
41 52
142 08 ................. .
15. ..................... ... . . . .. .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
41 49
142 27 ...... -- .. · · · .. · · ·
17 ................... ... . ....... ............ .. ................... .. ............ ..... ... .
23... ...... .... .. .. ..... .. . . . . . . . .... .. . . . .. . . . . . a42 33
145 53 ................ ..
24... .............. .... .... . ... .... ........ ..... .
42 42
145 47 ....... · · · .. · .. - · ·
25.. .. . . . . . . . . ... . . ... . . .. . . . . . .. .. .. . . . . . . . .. . . .
42 42
145 46 ........ · --- . .... .
26...............................................
42 48
145 34 ..... · · · · - .. · .... ·
27....... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
42 58
145 30 . ..... · · · · · - • · · · · ·
28................................ ..... ... .. . . ...
42 58
145 59 ............. · · · ..
30. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
42 32
146 35 ...... · · · • · · - - · · · ·
43 11
147 30 ·· ·· ···· ......... .
31. ...... ... .. .. . ........ .. . ... ........ ······· ·· ·
.June 2.... .. .. . . . . . .. . . . ... . . . . .. . . . . . . .. . . .. . . . . . . . .
43 05
146 32 ...... ... •·· • • • • • •
5. .. .. .. ........................ . . . . .. .. .. . . . .. .
43 38
146 58 ........... · · · · · · ·
6............................ ... .... ........... .
43 31
146 50 ......... -..... - ..
7 .............. .... ............................. b43 43
147 04 .. .. ............. .
8 .••.....•.•••..•......•...••••...•..........••. ··•••·•••· .••••• ...•. ··•·••·· ... ..... ..

10............................................... a43 23
146 42 ........ ........ . .
14 . ...... ......... ......... ..................... . b43 50
147 10 ................. .
16 ......................................................... ··········· ................. .
17 ....... .. ...................................... b43 43
146 52 ................. .
18....... .... .. ...... .. .. . . . .. . .. . . . . . . . ... . . . . . . a« OJ
147 51 ....... • • • -- • . ..
Ang. 9............. ... . . . . . . . . . . ... .. . . . . ... . . . . . . . . .
57 20
172 5t 1..... ·
3
57 40
172 •171
2
2
10. . .•.. .. .. .. . . . .. .. . . . .. . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . .
12 ......................... ·..................... b 57 3
172 47
1
2

··1

!L::;;;:;;:;:::;);;;);::i:::;:;;;;;;;;:: ·: ti mil
a Ob rratJon.

bD d r ckouing.

,f

--1

hI

11
5
?

2;
26

16
1a
6
10
2
41

56

1
3
2;,

124
41
61
42
9
5
26
19

63
40
26
0
11
10
57
2
2
1
3
5
8
2
13
10
1
3
9

2
9

17

3

4
3
8

52
55
11
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ALASKA INDU~TRIES.
Positions whe,·e fur sealB were taken in the

orth Pacific Ocean and Beri11g Sea in 1895-

Continued.
AMERICAN SCHOONER BONANZA. (JAPAN COAST), GEORGE WESTER, MASTER-Cont'd.
Date.

Latitude.

Longi.
tude.

Males. Females. Total.

- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -- - ----1---- - - - - - - - - - 1895.

N.

E.

54 55

Aug.~½::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: a55 06
27 .. ......................................... . .. .
28 . .. ...................... .......... ........... .
29 . ..................................... ....... ..

b54
54
55
55
31. .... ........... .... ....... ......... ... ...... . .
55
Sept. 1. ................... ........................ ..
2 .............................................. .
55
7 .. ..................... ........ . ..... . .. .... . . .
65
8 .......... ... .. ...... ... ... ....... . ...... .... .
65
9 ... ......... .. -. ............................... .
54
65
10 . .•..•....... ······· ··· ···· ····················
11. ............................................. . a55

32
44
20
]5
15
14
28
34
46
05
00

170
160
168
167
170
160
169
160
171
171
171
170
Hi9

30
5
50
2
03
3
54
7
30
23
6
24
33
41
6
31 ,
1
51
2
07 ..••••. .
50 ...... ..
50
1

Total . ........................................................ . ... .

a Dead reckoning.

93

5
17
2
1
1
12
34
6
l
4
1
3

10
19
5
8
1
18
67
12
2
6
1
3
l

106

1,215

b Observation.

AMERICAN SCHOONER BOWIIEAD (JAPAN COAST), W. P. NOYES, MASTER.
1895.

N.

w.

Jan. 14 ••••.••..••......•••............ ··•······••···

36 14

123 44

Mar. 25 ····· ············· ···--··--······ ···· ·········

36
36
36
36
36
36
36
36
37
37
87
37
80
89
39
39
89
39
39
40
40
39
39
40
40
4.0
40
40
40
40
40
40
41
42
4!!
42
42
42
42
43
43
42
43
43
43
43
43

146
145
145
145
146
145
146
145
146
146
146
146
146
146
147
147
147
148
148
148
148
148
148
148
148
148
148
148
147
148
148
146
146
145
145
145
145
145
145
146
146
146
146
147
147
147
173

Apr.

27 ··•···•····•······· ...........................
30 ..............................................
1 ..............................................
2 ............... ... . .. .............. ... ....... .
3 .............. ........ .................. ......
5 .... .. ....................... .. ... ..... . ......
6 ........ . .....................................
9 ..............................................
12 ..... ............ ........................... ..
13 ·····················--·······················
15 .......................................................
16 ------·-······· ····· ·· ···· ········---··-····· ·
17 ......................................................
18 . ..... . ................... . .......... . .............
19
20
21 ....................................... .. ... ... .
22 ······················----·······-···--····-··

::::::::::::::::::::T ::::::::::::::::::::::

23 ... ................. ... ............ ... ..............

26 ·····•···•· ......... . .... .... .................
28 ..... ....... ............................ . ... ..
.May 1 . ............................. . .. .... .........
4 ······················ ... ........... . ..........
5 ................................ ...... .. ... ...
6 ..............................................
7 ······· --· ·--··--··· ...................... .. ..

8 .................. ................. . ..........

9 ...... .... ................................ .. ..
11 .....•......•........ . .......... . .. .. · · · · · · · ..
13 ..............................................
16 ··········· . . ......... ......•. ........ .... .. ..
20 . ..... ... .....................................
24 ...................... ................. .......
25 -·-··········-··········-······ ··· ··--········
26 .... ...... ..... ... ............................
27 ... .... .................. . . ...... . ... . . .... . .....
30 ..............................................
31 .... .... ............................................
June 2 ..............................................
6 .......................... ................... .......
6 .................... ..... .....................
7 ....... . ........ ... . ............ . .............
15 ........................................... ..........
17 .................... ············ ....... .... . ..
18 .........•.•..... ... ....... ..... . ········ .....
July 6 ...................... ...... ..................

48
40
42
21
20
20
'J7
05
11
01
12
17
09
26
40
38
50
57
40
12
10

58
48
00
20
10
12
01
08
18
39
26
00
16
45
50
53
28
45
10
15
56
00
35
37
56
53

E.

01
50
10
48
01
43
00
:36
28
09
08
31
40
34
17
22
25
08
40
80
35
30
02
15
18
12
12
34
53
30
40
48
44
50
36
50
30

:rn

35
55
22
06
05
10
]5
58
25

Total .................................... . .... .... ....... ···········

H. Doc. 92, pt. 4-34

. .......
1

a
a

. --.. --.
10
6
2
4
1
1

8

7
8
1
5
11
1

····---·
3
16
3
8
42
2
10
17
8
11
7
2
2
3

1
5
8

.... . ..
1
3
4
9
5
2
I
1

-----···
16
1

18

18

9

10
14
2
27
56
23

11
2
24
46
17
'i
12
1

··········
27
23
7
1
7
14
3
1
3
22
6
14

64

8

16
2
1
35
30
15
2
12
25
4
1
6

38
8
22
96

2

4

14

24
43
12
21
7
2
3
4
1
7
22
1
1
4
G
10
11
4
1
2
1
21
l

26
4
10

. .........

··········
1
1
2
14
1

--········
1
2
1
6
2

. ..........
1
1
5

. ...........

203 , ~ , - 0 8 1
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ALASKA INDUSTRIES.

Positions where fur sea.ls we1'e taken in the N01-th Pacific Ocean and Bering Sea in 1895-

.

Continued.

AMERICAN SCHOONER WINCHESTER (JAPAN COAST), FRANK JOHNSON, MASTER.
Date.
1894.

Dec. 13 .• . .•••••.•••.
14. ·· · ·••··•·•··
16 ......••. . •••.
18 ..... ·········
l!l ..............
22 .. ···•· ....••.
23 ...........••.
24 ..............
29 ..............
30 ..•.•••.••.•..
31. ••.•••.••.••.
1895.
Jan. 1. ••.•••.••••.•
5 ••••••..•.....
6 ......••...••.
9 ..............
10 ...........••.
11. ....••.•.•••.

Longitude.

Latitude.

N.
36
37
37
38
38
38
38
38
37
38
38

5!)
06
15
00
00
24
33
31
55
08
15

Seals.

38
37
37
37
36
36

03
45
36
34
53
43

123
123
123
122
123
123

36
36
36
36
36
36
36
36
36
39
39
40
40
39
40
42
42
42
42
41
39

22
14
21
15
30
39
25
25
26
38
15
04
06
55
37
22
37
25
00
11
46

144
147
145
145
146
146
145
145
146
14.2
142
142
Li3
143
143
145
144
144
145
146
143

55
30
43
37
20
49
50
10
32
13
50

8
8
9

16
7

11
47

11
9

4
8

24
31
21
51
53
46

1
3
27
1
45
17

30
00
06
33
10
02
49
49
25
20
46
56
00
25
42
02
40
30
24
10
52

52
9
16
1
33
25
38

E.
Mar. 21. ••...•...•...
24 ..•...........
27 ..............
30 ....•...•.....
Apr. 1. ...•••..••...
2 ...•....•.....

:1. ...•.........

5 •..••• ·•·••• ••

6 ..............
15 ..............
16 ..............
17 ..............
18 .... . .•.... ...
10 .... •.........
23 .••••.••....•.
26 ....••........
27 .•............
May 4 ... . .... ......
5 ...•.......•••
6 ...........••.
8 ..•.......••..

Latitude.

Longf.
tude.

Seala.

---- -

w.

123
123
123
123
123
123
123
124
123
123
123

Date.

rn

7
18
18
4
13
44
8
1
2
0
1
13
8

1895-Continued.
May 9 ......••••.••
10 .... ··•••••••
12 ....•••....•.
13 .... •••····•·
14 ......•..••••
15 .............
16 .........•...
20 .......
25 .............
30 .............
June 1. .....•••••••
2 ....•••••..••
5 .........••.•
6 ... .. .......•
7 .....••......
8 ......•......
9 .............

10 ........•.•..
13 .... ····••···
14 .....••......
15 .............
17 .... . .•....••
18 .............
19 ..... ·•······
30 ...........•.
July 5 .. ·······•···
7 .............
14 .. ········· ..
16 .....••......
21. .......•.•••
22 ... ····•··•••
25 .............
28 .............
29 ... . .........
30 ..... ····•···
31. .......•..••
Aug. 1 .............
2 .. ···········
5 .•••.•••..•••

N.

39 39
39 37
39 32
40 00
39 54
39 53
40 12
40 44
42 29
40 09
43 15
43 20
42 59
43 33
43 43
43 57
43 47
43 40
43 30
43 37
43 29
43 29
43 40
43 30
49 30
52 37
52 58
53 40
53 48
53 09
53 45
53 51
53 24
53 27
53 25
53 58
53 27
53 30
53 16

E.
146 20
146 49
146 13
147 08
147 13
147 41
146 30
147 19
147 21
146 45
147 00
147 26
147 40
147 49
147 27
147 07
14.7 16
147 03
148 19
148 14
147 51
147 12
147 40
148 16
158 52
165 38
166 52
168 33
168 10
168 22
168 16
168 36
107 36
168 07
168 32
168 28
168 56
108 20
168 50

14
50
32
11
3
6
4
5

20

'

1
11
3
5
10
G

1

'

16
H

t

11
~

I

s

!

1

'

11
4

!
8

10
11
1

9

t

l

- - - - - - -9

Total •••.•.••.

·········. ·········

AMERICAN SCHOONER sorHIA SUTHERLAND (JAPAN COAST), A. c. SUTHERLAND,
MA '1'ER.
1805,
Mar, 9 .......•... •..
13 ..............
21 ... .. . ······ ..
24 .•••.•.•......
30 .... . .........
Apr. 2 ··•··· ·•···· ..
6 ··············
7 ..............
8 ·••····•···· ..
11 ..............
12 ..............
13 ••••···· ···· ..
15 · - ········· ...
16 ············ ..
18 ..... .... . ....
19 ...•..........
22 ...•..........
23 ····••········
27 ······•••··••·

N,
36 16
36 53
30 26
38 13
39 27
38 01
38 05
38 37
39 42
88 01
37 33
37 27
37 50
38 47
39 15
3 44
30 20
39 60
39 42

E.
144
141
144
142
143
145
143
142
142
145
145

145
145
145
145
1J5
144

145
H5

36
46
45
27
28
53
51
53
49
43
05
29
03
50
Ot
37
56
31
37

--

1
3
54
12
6
21
1
2
3
7
13
11 I

1
3
1
6
1
28
2

I

1895.
Apr. 30 ...••••••••••
May

L:::::::::::

10 ·••••• ·••••••
12. ·······--···
13 . ··•··•······
10 ...... ·······
17 ·••··· ·······
19 ··•··········
25 ........ .. ...
20 .............

.Tune 1 •..•••.......
11 .............
13 ...... . ......
14 .............
15 ..•...•....•.
Total ........

Cl Calm. No observation.

N.

40 41
41 21
41 05
41 13
40 54
41 31
41 22
40 06
42 02
41 52
42 30

., "I
40 42

40 40
(a)

40 55

E.
142
142
142
141
142
143
145
150
152
174
178

w.

21
31
20
47
19
08
38
14
23
58
21

177 47
150 21
148 15
(a)
147 -i6

r
r

t
2

:

ll

1
1
1
2

4
1

········6
3

········-·I········-·'L -a
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ALASKA INDUSTRIES.

Positions tvhere fur seals we1·e taken in the North Paoific Ocean and Bering Sea in 1895Continued.
AMERICAN SCHOONER RA'£TLER (JAPAN COAST AND BERING SEA), FREDERICK
NIELSEN, MASTER.

__________________ ,____ ,_____,___ - - - - - Date.

1895.
A.pr.11 . ............................................. .
12 .............................................. .
13 ....... ········•·· · · .. .. ···········•··· .•......
15 .. ········· .............•...•..................
16 .............................................. .
18 .................................. . ........•.•.
10 .. ............................................ .
23 . ..........................•...................
28 ..•..•......•..................................

Latitude.

N.

22
18
45
54
5~
18
41
85
08
42
58
41
40
01
08
07
55
4!?
40
28
55
52
40

7 . ............... ..... .............. . .......... .

3!)
89
89
39
40
40
89
39
89
89
40
40
40
41
42
42
41
41
41
41
41
41
41
41
41
42
42
42
41
42
42
48
48
4rs
43
44
41
42
43
48

8 • •••.• • •.•••.••.•••..•.. .. ..•••••..••..••.•••.

48

84

Aug. 1 ......................•.•......................
2 • ••••.•••..••.•..•..•.. •..... ••···• ·•···•····•·
4 .............................................. .

54
54
55
54
55
55
55

57
52
09
59
05
03
00

May ~::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: ::::::::::: :::
4 .•••••••••.•••..•••.•.•. ! ........ ............. .

5 ...•...•......................•....•...........
7 .............................................. .
9 .............................................. .

10 .............................................. .
12 ........................ .... ....... . .. .. ..•...•
13 .............................................. .
14 .......••................ ········ ·· ·· •·······•·
15 .. . ······ ....... ··········· ................... .
16 .................. . ....... . .. ................. .
24 ...........................................•...
25 .............................................. .
211 .•••••••...•...•••••• · •·•• · •·••·•····•·•···•·••
27 .......................... . ................... .

June ~: :::: :: : :: :: :::: : :::::: :::::: :: ::: : : : : : ::: :: :::
iL .......••...................••.•••••..•..•....
5 .••••..•..••.••••••••..•••.•••.•••.••••••••••.•

6 ........•.••.............. . ....•..........•....
7 .............................................. .
8 .............................................. .

10 .... ............................. ··············
11 .... •........... ... ··· ······ ············ · .. .. . .
15 .••..•....................................•....
18 . . .................... ........................ .
29 ... .............. . ................ .... ........ .
30 .................................... . ......... .

July 6 . •••••••••••••••••••.••••.•••.••••.••.••.••••••

8 ... ..... . ...... ............. .................. .

0 .............................................. .

10 . .................. ......... ............ ...... .
11. ............................................. .
12 . ... ..................... .......... ....... .... .
14 .... ............ ................... ........... .
15 .............................................. .
17 ...... .......... ... . ..... ············ .. ....•••.
18 .............................................. .
20 . ................................... ... ...... ..
21. .•.....•.••......•.....•...•.•.......•.•.•.•••

22 . ............... ..... ..... ..... ............... .

24 .............................................. .
25 ... ........ ......... .. ........... ... .......... .
26 ............•.............. ·· ··· ···· · ······•·•·
27 ..••....••..••..•.•.•.••••..••••• ·•·•·• .•.•••••
28 ................. ................. ......... .. . .

Sept. 1 .............................................. .
2 •• •••••••••• .• .•. .••• •••••. •••••••·•••·•••·••••
6 .................................. . ........... .
8 .••••••••.•...••.•••...•. •....•• •. . .•••..••••••
11 .............................................. .

10 .................. ..... ........... ...... ...... .
15 .............................................. .
]8 .....................•........... ··········· .. .
20 . ••....•••..•......•.••••..••••.•...... .•. : .••.

88

38
08
08
10
33
11

89
06
10
10
10
06
42
03
15
0!)

54 4.9

55 04
64

55

55 13
55 11
54 44
54 51
55 05
56 49

57
56
57
57
58
57
56
56
56
56
54

O!l
55
03
22
36
85
41
54
43
42
38
54 42
54 80

Lonoi.
tude.

E.

142
142
142
142
142
143
144
144
145
144

143
142
142
142
142
142
142
142
142
148
148
144
144
14-2
142
142
142
142
143
144
145
146
147
147
147
148
175
176
176
175
175

w.

167
167
1G9
169
169
169
169
160
160
160
170
170
108
169
170
174
173
173
173
173
178
173
174
178
174
178
166
166
165

41
82
45
35
01
55
16
48
11
55
11
58
85
47
16
08
17
38
48
32
47
42
00
26
25
10
10
00
24
88
32

Males. Females. Total.

10
21
2
7

1
19
4
2
11
3
4

8
12
5
11
8

a

45
82
37
12
10
22
20
10
30
24
88
36
51
31
38
49
48
51
50

Total .........................••.... ···•······ ·••···•••· ··•·••••••·

3
9

2
1
58

4

4

2
21

2
25

5

7

36

47
10

7
4

2
8
17
4

8

10
15
5
28
7
3

1
1

4

11

17

28

4
4
1
2
2

2
1

5
8

2

7
7

11
8
1
2

1

2
29

5
2

41

10

21
7

8

7

s
6

6

a
6

1
6

6

7
7

1

s

1
2

..... .i.
827

2

12
8
71

12
15

9
2

10
11
1

4

21
7

s

6

5
8

1

1

48

32
54
52
47
33
30
48
22
85

39

22
88

1
8
2

11

HI
16
16
14
56
21
00
58
55

12
17
1
2
2

24
2

1
4

48
57
7
28

8

92
81
2
81
10
10
1
7

60
72
13
34

0

12

28
1
6
1
24
1
44
29
1
13
2
16
1
5
2
1

84

1

5
721

2
12

1
30
1
51
86
2

13
2

10
2
7
2

l
l

5

1
1,048

.532

ALASKA INDUSTRIES.

Positions whe1'e fiir seals were talcen in the North Pa<tijlc Ocean and Bering _Sea in 1895Continuecl.
AMERICAN SCHOONER JANE GRAY (CO.A.ST OF JAPAN .A.ND RUSSI.A.), S. H. BURTIS,
MASTER.
Date.

Latitude.

Lon gi•
tude.

Seals.

Latitude.

Date.

--1895.

Mar. 24 .......••...•.

N.

35 58
25 .... .. .. ..... .
37 12
26 .. . • .•.••. . .• .
37 06
27 ••••••..•..••.
37 30
29 •••• ••.. ...•• .
38 06
30 .••• ••. ••...• .
38 08
2
•.
...
••
..
.
•.••
37
40
Apr.
3 ... •...••. ••••
38 07
5 .......••...•.
38 29
9 ••• ••..• .. ..•.
39 31
12 ......•••..••.
37 40
15 ....•..••.••••
40 19
16 .•• .. •• •...••.
40 27
17 .. . ....••...•.
40 28
18 ••••••.••..••.
4.0 15
19 ..••..•••..••.
40 11
20 ... •... ...• .• .
40 09
22 . •. •• •• ••...•.
40 50
23 .••......•.••.
40 00
25 .••..••.......
39 3-7
27 .••...•.••....
39 58
40 09
28 ....•. ··•··•••
30 •••••.•.......
40 50
1.
.............
41 54
May
2 ........ .. ....
41 54
3 .....•.•. •• ••.
41 54
4 ..............
41 54
5 ••••.••.....•.
41 54
6 ..... .. . ....•.
41 54
7 ............•.
41 54
9 .• •• •..••...•.
41 54
10 ••••.•. . .. .. •.
41 54
13 .. . •••.••.....
41 54
14 .•...•. . •• • •••
41 30
15 .• • ..• •. ......
41 25
16 . •••••.••...•.
41 25
20 ••••..•.•••...
41 55
21. • •..•...•..•.
41 4.0
23 •• •• •• ...... •.
41 35
24 ...•.•........
41 25
25 .••..••..•...•
41 4.5

E.

1895.

141 08
141 18
141 20
141 37
141 55
142 22
143 20
142 30
142 20
142 25
142 21
143 ]3
142 15
142 05
142 16
142 25
142 24
143 00
143 00
142 22
142 30
142 12
142 15
142 00
142 00
142 00
142 00
142 00
142 00
142 00
142 00
142 00
142 00
142 IO
142 15
142 15
]42 4.0
142 4.0
142 15
142 15
14.2 45

a June 19, one skin taken in trade,

May 26 .............

2
31
2
12
21
9
23

27 .••..•. . •••••

June 1. ..... ·· ·····
2 ... . .....••.•
3 ......•..••..
5 ...... ··· ·•·•
6 ............•
7 .............
13 ..•...•..... .
14 .. . ... . .•...•
15 ...... •····•·
17 . .. .. .. • •....
18 ........•. • ..
19 ..•....••.. . .
23 ........•....

11
6
9
2
14
30
7
10
75

24 . •.. . .•••.•..

11
71
30
5
58
19
4
6
32
33
89
32
94
55
1
16
14
24
51
8
26
4
19
23
14

N.
42
36
06
06
06
30
44
55
47
00
15
10
18
12

41
41
41
41
41
42
42
42
43
44

44

44
44
44
44 10
43 21

Longi. Seals.
tucle.

- -E.

--

49
46

142
142
143
143
143
146
146
146
148
147
146
146
147
147
147
148

19

2
2
1

20
20
20

'

24
20
16

1
10

12
10

35
10

10

10

5

55
03

10

i

''

28
40
00

5

Total .••.... ............... . ........ .. al,11,
.A.ug. 5 .......•....•
7 . . ..... .. .. ••
8 ..•..........
!J •••.•••••••••
10. ··•··· •.....
16 . . ········ ...
17 .....•.....••
18 . .. ..•••••..•
19 .... . . . • ...•.
20 . .. . ...••....
21 . ......•.....
22 .....•.•... ..
26 ....•........
27 . ... .......•.
28 ............ .

31 .. ....... .. . .

Sept. 2 .............
3 .............

4 .............

52
52
59
17
09
44
09
09
09
09
09
4.5
20
54 12
54. 01
54 1(1
54 JO
54 10
54 10
52
53
53
54
55
56
56
56
56
56
56
53
54

164
165
165
165
163
164
164
164
164
164
164
164
165
165
165
165
165
165
165

I
4:!

11
48

49
02

1

44
25
10
10

g

10

10
10
00

29
37
39
35
35
35
35

3
~

I

13
H
i
I
2'

'

11

5
J~

- - - - - - -r·

Total ........ ········· .. ·········

making 1,112 skins in

all landed at Yokohama, Japan.

AMERICAN SCHOONER THERESE (BERING SEA), JOHN WORTH, MASTER.
Date.

Latitude.

Longi•
tude.

Males. Females. Total.

- - - -- - -------------1----,----,--- - - - - 1895.

Aug.

fL:::::::: ::::::: :::::::::: ::::::::::::::::::::

N.

56
a54
54
12 .••••••••••••..••• ...... ••..... ..... ·······••••
14 ..................... . ........................ .
55
15 ..... ...... ... . ...... .. ....................... .
54
56
17 .••••• • ••...•..•• . ·•··•••··•·············•·••··
55
18 .. •·•·•••••••··•··· .• : .... .......•...........••
19 ••••••••••.••.•••...•.. ·················••••·•· a56

4.6
58
36
11
48
00
58
00

20 ............................ ~.........••. .• •...
56 22
21. ••••••••..••..••...•...•..•.......•.... ·•··•• .
66 28
22 ...••.•••..........•....•.....•.•. ·•••·• ···•·· . a56 25
23 •••••..••.• • •..............•................... a56 30
56 32
25 ...•...••.....•• ·········•····•·•· ·•·····•·• ...
26 .•••.••.•••.••.....••..•.. ········· •.........•
56 17
56 39
27 .•.•.•••••..•...•.. ··············•···· ·· ··· ... .
28 .................................. ..... .... .. . .
56 48
57 11
Sept.
56 32
6 •••••••.•••••••.•....•• .• •..••. .•• ••• •• ••. .... •
56 25
50 4:l
8 .•..........•...... ···························.
9 ................. .......... ....... ............ .
57 Oi

t::: :: ::: ::::: :: :: ::::::::: ::::::::: :: ::::: ::::

W.

168
168
]68
168
168
172
172
172

41
50
32
35
23
00
10
12

8
3

22
8

4
2

11
19

3
11

17

45
45
10
00
12
48
30

:.:o

4
48
20

2

:H

Total. ............................................................. /

11

- - - --b31

172
172
172
172
172
173
173
173
172
172
174
172
173

2
1

11
8

4
2
5
5
18
5

b9l
45
12
23
9
34
15
53
10
3

1
1

18

4
1

8
9

96

330

.

3

1

1
]5

21
14
?

bl~
5
20
27
11
3

2
71
15
3
19

1
12
10

a D ail r ·koning.
b Aui:n -'O, l titn,t 56" 22' north, Jou itude 1730 l l' w t, tho abov unmb ror skins and ex found
to
corrc by E . Y. . Johnson, li utcnant, Unit d ·tat r venue t , m r Perrv.
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ALASKA INDUSTRIES.

Positions 10ltere f11r seals 1.0e1·e taken in the North Pacific Ocean and Ber-tng Sea in 1895 Continued.
A.MERICA.N SCilOONER COLUMBIA (~fJ,~~~ST COAST), CHESTOQUA PETERSON,

Dare.

Latitude.

1895.
Jan. 24 .••.••••••••••••••.•••••••••...•.•.••.•••••••.•
25 .••..•...... ······•••··········•·· ............•
26 .•...•• .... .................•............ .. • ..•
27 .•••••..•...•............ . .................... .
28 ............. . ..........•......••..............
20 .•••••.••..•........ .. ............ .. ···········

Feb. 7 ........................... .... ............. .. .

8 •••.......... . .......•.......•....•............
9 .•••••..••. . ·········•···········•··•··•·······

Mar. 4 ••••..•••••• . .••••••••..•...••••••••••..••.••••

5 .•••• .•• .........•....••.•...•.....• ••••.••.•••
6 •••.•••••••.•.....•.......••......••..... .. ....
7 •••••.••..••......•.•. .. ....•.... ···········•·.
8 •••••.•••••••..••.••..•.•••. ····••··· ..•••..••.

21 .•••••••••••...................................
23 •••....•••..••••. ··· · •••·····•·······••·•••·•··

24 .••••••••••....••••......... ····••···•··· ······

25 ..••..... ........ ....... .. ........ ···•···· ·····
26 .•••...........................................
27 .•••..•...•... ........ •....... .......... .......
28 ••••..••..•.............. ..... .. . ...•. ........ .
29 .••••..•••....•.....................•..........

Total. ........................................

N.
48
48
48
48
48
48
48
48
48
48
48
48
47
48

07
10
06
12
15
00
07
08
12
10
15
40
42
00

47
47

48
4.G

47 39
47 33
47 44
47 43
47 52
4.7 44

Longi.
tude.

w.

126
126
12ti
125
126
125
126
125
125
125
125
125
125
125
125
125
125
125
125
125
125
125

Males. Females. Total.

10
16
12
18
12
9

00
01
00
58
03
58
00
58
59
20

24

3
8
3
1
2

:rn

00
05
02
21
25
25
20
50
45
08
07

4

2
11

··········I···········

5
15
3
9
4

7
10
3
7
5
6
6
2
39
3
2

15
31
15
27
16
16
34
6

15
8

7
8
6

2
50
3

2
1
32
17

1
12
2
2
13

41

54

165

204

a 360

20
15
2

4

a Shot 40, speared 329.
Customs examination, 216 females and 153 males.
AMERICAN SCHOONER COLUMBIA M~Ji~\~EST COA T),

1895.
Aug. 1................................. .... . .... ... . .
2 ••••.••••••.•••.••• . •••.••••••••.••••..••••••.•

3 .•••.. ··········· ............... ··········· ... .
4 .•........... ····•···· ........................ .

5 .•....•............ . ···· ······· ······ ····· .... .
8 ...... ........................ ·············· .. .

10 .......................................... ~· .. .
11. ............................................. .
12 .••....... . ······················· ...... ·······
15 ..•..•••.. ...... ·················· ............ .
17 ...•......... . ......................... . .......
19 ...•..... .. ... . ····•······· ...... . ...... ····· ..
20 ..................................•...........
21. •.•...••. ..•..... •. ....... . ....•..• .•.. .......
24 .•••.•..•..•. .. ..•.. .. ············ ........••• . .
26 .................. .. ........... .. · ·········· .. .
27 ••••.•.•••.•... .............. .. ........ . .......
28 ...•....•............. . ........................
31 ...•....... ............ . ·········· ··· ......... .
Sept. 1 ........ .. .... .. . ........................ . .... .
2 ••••••.•••••••••.•..•••......••..••.•••.......•

3••••••••••. ••·••••••••••••···•··•••••··••·•••··

7 ...... ··•·•· ...... ·····• ··· ··· .••••. ........•..

8 ............. .. ..... ............. ·············.
9 ••••••.••••• • ••.•••••.....•......• .••. .•• ..••..

10 .••...•.........•......... .... ... ·····•· ·······
11. .................... . ........................ .
16 .••...•..................... ··········•···· .. . .

18 ............................................. . .

N.
54 34
. 54 35
55 07
55 05
54 53
54 42
54 43
54 43
54 35
56 27
65 20
55 02
64 66
64 69

65
54
64
64
65
55
65
54
55
55

54
54
54
54
54

07
22
16
35
41
35
28
30
02
12
47
35
61
35
19

w.

166
167
166
106
166
166
166
166
166
167
167
167

65
07
a9
27
46
68
65
65
14
10
18
28
167 28
167 28
167 03
167 33
167 33
167 16
167 10
167 08
166 60
166 43
166 'J7
166 37
]66 38
166 31
166 40
166 24
166 14

o.

F. CHRI TIANSON,

20
12
3
1
18
16
3
6
~ ....•..
1
14
9

12
5
6
2
4
2

4

2
2
11
2
1
1

86
8
1
11
4
1
27
37

01
20
1
11
7

2
46
53

4

7

67
2

63

3

2
4

41
10
18

65
19

9
8

14
14
6
1
30
4
1
18
16
6
3:.1

4

1
82
2

J
14

H
3
22
2

8

2

30

4

9

a

l-----i-----1---- - - - - - -

Total. ................•.........•........ •·••• •··· •· • •· • · · · · · ··· · ··

163

381

644

534

ALASKA INDUSTRIES.

Positions whe1·e fu1· seals we1'e taken in the N01·th Pacific Ocean and Bering Sea in 1895Continued.
AMERICAN SCHOONER .TA.S. G. SW A.N (NORTHWEST COAST), PETER BROWN, MASTER.
Date.

Latitude.

1895.
Feb. 2 ..•.•.•................•.••.•.........•........

N.
48 00
453 07
48 12
48 09
48 05
47 50
47 40
47 4.5
47 49
47 50
47 40
47 4'2
47 50
47 51
47 44

3 .•.•..•.••..•••••.•••••••.••..••••..•....•..•••
7 ............................................. .

8 .••••.•.••...•.•..••••••••.••..........•.••••••

Mar. 5 .........•................................. : .. .
6 .............................................. .
7 ............................. . ................ .
8 ......... -- ........................ . .......... .

Lonl(i•
t.ude.

w.

126
125
126
126
125
125
125
125
125
125
125
125
125
125
125

Males. Females. Total.

00
58
03
05
15
20

9
22
3
10
3

19

21
23
20
22
23
30
21
05

3
5
10

13

1
3
14
3
14

2
1
2
7
5
41

Total ............................................................ .

100

124 1

A.pr. 2L ............................................. .
22 .............•.•................ ···············
24 .............................................. .
25 ........................ ·············· ........ .
26 .............................................. .
27 ...................... ····················•····
29 .............................................. .

15
34
7
27
5
1
8
11
23
2
2
5
21
8
55

6

12
4
17
2
1
5
6

a,224

a Shot 30, speared 194.
Customs examination. 156 females and 68 males.
AMERICAN SCHOONER .TA.S. G. SWA.N (BERING SEA), J. W. TODD, MASTER.
1895.
Ang. 1•.•••.........•........••.••.•.•.•••.••......•.
2 •••••.•.•••..•••••• ·••••• •••••••••.•••.•••••••.

3 .............................................. .
4 .............................................. .
8 ...•••. ····•· ••••...... . ··············•··••····
9......................................... •·••••

10 •... .........•.................................
11. .....•........................................
12 •••.•••.......•.•.....•.••...............••....
14 .•............................. ···•·•·····••···
15 .............................................. .
17 ................ ········· ..................... .
19 .............................................. .
20 . ......... ...•.......... ....... ················
21. ................. . .................... ·....... .
22 ........••..•... ········ · ...... ···········•····
26 ......•.•...••..••..•.•.............. ··········
27 ......................... ············ ......... .
28 •.•.•••..•..••...•.•••.......•...•......••.••••
31 .•.........•...................................
;ept. 1. •.......... ···· ··· ... . .... .••.................
2 .••.•••.••..••••• ·••••••••·••••·••·•••·•••·•••·

10 •••••••........................••.••......•••..

N.

54
54
54
54
55
55
55
54
54
55
55
55
55
55
55
55
55
55
55
55
55
55
55

22
38
42
44
24
10
20
52
48
18
18
22
07
30
22
22
08
04
14
22
24
24
24

w.

160
167
167
166
171
171
170
170
170
170
170
170
169
169
170
170
170
170
170
169
169
170
170

59
43
38
55
42
02
11
15
22
30
17
09
53
58
08
06
40
45
40
48
54
25
20

Total. .... ............ ............................................ .

7
3

8
12
3

10
9

4
8
7
16
16

11
12
8
25
7
3
31
8
4

3
5
7
10
1
8
81
6i
5
68
57
73
1
82
55
68
52
55
23
4
121
13
16

212 --872 1

1(
E

1;
22
l
11

:n

73
9
76

6'

80
30
7
152
21
20

1, 084

AMERICAN SCHOONER STELLA. ERLAND (NOR'.l'HWEST COAST), H. K. NEWGARD,
MA. TER.
1895.

Feb. 7.............................................. .
8 .............................................. .

Mar.

9 ••• . .•••.••••••.•...••••• •••·••••••••••···••••·
4 .............................................. .
6 •••••• •••••• · •••••••••••••••••• ••••••.••••••••.
6 ............................................. .

7 .••...•.••..•• ..• •.•........••.•..••.•. •.•.• ••.
8 . .............. ......... ...................... .
9 ................ ....... ............. .. ........ .

21. ............................................. .
24 .............................................. .
25 ...........•...•........................•......
26 . ........................................... .. .
27 .............................................. .
28 .............................................. .
29 .............................................. .

To

N.

48 16
47 51
48 03
47 46
47 46
47 45
47 57
!7 45
47 34
48 01
47 47
47 32
47 33
47 45
47 42
48 00

w.

125
125
125
125
125
125
125
125
125
126
12-5
125
125
125
125
125

36
18
29
10
50

25
02
35
50

00
05
45
30
30
2514

.............•....•...................... ~ ...... , ..••.......

tom, :nmln

on1 130 fem I

a. bot 2, pear d 103.
and as m J •

3
5
10
1
4
2
2

6
1
6

7
3

8

4

6
2

1
15
7

18
5

19

26

........

9
6
lG

1
4

a

2
15

3
10
2
3

2

33
12
1
4c5

1

2

I

csl65
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ALA, KA INDUSTIUES.

Pot,tions where fur seau 11,e}'e taken in the Yorth Pacific Ocean ancl Bering Seci in 1895Continued.
A.MERICAN 'CROONER STELL.A. .1.rn.LA. 'D {BER.ING SEA.), B. B. WHITNEY, MASTER.
Date.

Latitude.
N.
54 28
54 32

1895.
.A.ug. 1 .•.•.••.......•.........................•......
2 .••••.•..•. •••••••••·••••••·•• ·· .•..•• .•• • . •••.

3 •••.•.•••...••..•...•....••..•••.••••.....••••.

64

29

4 ••••••••••••••••..••.••..•••.. ·•·•·•··••·•••••·

5454
6454
64-

24 .. .......................... ........... ....... .

55
55
55
54
54

17
12
03
56
56
87
21
04
56
14
10
03
12
26
33

27 . .................. ... ........................ .

64

38

28 .............. .............. ........ ... , .•.....
Sept. 2 ............................................. . .

54
55
55
55
55
55
55
54

41
00
13
49
50
05
56
31

5 .............................................. .
8 •••••••...•..•••..••..••..••.•••.••• . ... . •••••.

9 ............................................ .

10 . ................................ .. . . ......... .
11. ............................................. .
12 .............................................. .
15 . .............. . .. . ........................... .
17 .............................................. .
19 .............................................. .
20 .............................................. .
21 . ........................................ ·•····

64

64
55
54
6fi

22 .•••.•••.•••.......•.•••.••.•.••..••.•••.••••..
23 . ....... . ........... ... .......... .. . ······••···

7 .............................. . ............... .

9 .............................................. .

10 .. .... .• ..•........ . ····················••·····
15 ..•.. .• . ........................ ········ ...... .
Hi ...• ...... ......... ........................... .
20 ............... ....... . ....... ..... ........... .

Longi.
tude.

w.

166
166
166
167
168
168
168
168
107
167
166
167
167
167
Hi8
167
166
167
165
165
168
172
172
172
167
165
105

19
34
29

55
33
03
03
05
30
11
54
27
32
51
14
26
17
17
46
56
37
60
23
15
02

Males. .Females. Total.

29

1
1
5
1
1
1:l
16

20
5

12
5
9
8
7

12
8

18
1
3
6

2

32

7

a

5
1
1
4
57
63
37
62
31
23
85
20
12
23
35
28
65
1
7
34

1
3
44
47

17
57
19
18
26
12
12
16
23
16
47
4
28

20

24,

6
3
2
44

203

47a

670

4
3
2

34

Tot.al ...................... .. ... . .........................•••••••..

72

43
6
2

AMERICAN SCHOONER PURITAN {NORTHWEST CO..:lST), IDIS WOODWARD, MASTER.
Mules. Females. Total.

Date.

---------------------------1--- - - - Between Mar ·h 8 and March 25, 1896 ..................................••...
Betw on March 26 and April 30, 1895 ...•.••••.••.••••..•••••••••••••••.•••.

2

'

6

2

alO

Total. .....•....•......•.•.•.••.••.••••...••••••••••••••••..•••..•....

a Speared.
AMERICAN SCHOONER TEASER {NORTHWEST CO.A. T), MAC OLE ON, MASTER.
Latitude.

Date.

N.

1895.
Mar. 5 .................................•...........•.

w.

42
18
58
18
25
26
12
26
34
24

Total .......................................................••..•..

6 .•••••• ••••••· ••• •• .•..• . ·•••·•••••·•• •·• ·•••••
7 .••••••.•.•..•.•.••••••.•••••.•••..••• ..•..• ••.
8 . ..... . .......................... .. ........... .
!! . ••.•••••••••.••.•.••••••.••••• • •..••••••••••••

A. pr·

LOD"i•
tutle.

l:::::: ::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::
22 . ............................... ···············
26 . ................... ..... ........... . ......... .
27 . ••••.•....•.. .. ......••• ....••••. •.•. . ..•.•.•.

48
47
47
47
47
48
47
4-7
4-7

OR
45
10
56
56
05

44
4-9
43

47 4-3

125
125
125
126
126
126
125
126
125
125

Males. Females. Total.

6

1
3

8
2

2
2
1

1'

a

2
6

1
9
14
7
14.

8

4
8
3
6
10

18

41

46

a87

6

6
4

8

----1-----1•--·- - - - - - -

a Shot 2, speared 85.
Cu11toms examination, 64- females aucl 23 males.
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AMmUCAN SCHOONER AUGUST (NORTHWEST CO.AST), CHARLES WEIBERH.A.RD,
MASTER.
Date.

Males. Femal~s. Total.

Between March 8 and March 25, 1895 .........•••........••..•.•...•.....•..

a6

2

a Speared.
AMERICAN SCHOONER MATILDA (NORTHWEST CO.AST), J.AMES YOKUM, MASTER.
Date.

Latitude.

1895.
Jan. 29 ............................................. ..
Feb. 9 ....... ... ...... .............................. .
Mar. 5.............................................. .

N.
48 06
48 01
47 53
47 40
47 42
48 00
47 00
47 40
48 00
48 06

8 ............................................. ..
9 .............................................. .

.Apr. 21. ............................................. .
22 .............................................. .
24 ............. . ................................ .
26 .............................................. .

27 .............................................. .

Longi•
tude.

Males. Females. Total.

w.

125

4
1
1
1
1
6
1
8
15
2

4
1 ......... .
1
1 ......... .
1 ........ . .
1
5
1

125 32
26

125
125
125
127

40
54
43
00
135 26
127 43

1
8

2
7

13

22

126 00

2

125 32

Total ............................................................ ..

aaE

a Shot 3, speared 32.
Customs examination, 30 females and 5 males .
.AMERICAN SCHOONER C. C. PERKINS (NORTHWEST CO.AST), TOK.ASKO, OR LIGHT·
HOUSE JIM, MASTER.
Males. Females.

Date.

5

Between February 28 and March 25, 1895....... .... .. . .. . .. .. • • ... ... .. ... .
March 25 to April 80, 1895 . . . . . .. .. .. • . . .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . . . . . . . . .. .. .. .. . . . .

Total.

17

3

9

1- - - - 1 - - - -1 - - -

Total.. ... .. .. • .. • • • . • . • . • . • . . .... .. ... .. • . . . . . . .. . . .. . • . . ... • .. .... . .

8

26

a Speared.
AMERICAN SCHOONER ELSIE (NORTHWEST CO.AST), N. T. OLLIVER, MASTER.
Latitude.

Date.
1895.
Feb. 8................................ , ............. .
9 ........ ...... .......................... .. .... .

13 ........... ........................ . ......... ..
22 ...... ........... ...... ......... ... ....... ... . .
23 .............................................. .

24 .. ................... ········ ········· · · ...... .
Mar. 3 ............................ ..... ............. .
4 . •••••••••.•...•..•...• : ...................... .
6 .............................................. .

0 .. ....................... ................ .... .

9 .. ............ .. ............ ............ ...... .
10 .............................................. .
31 ..••••• •.•••..... ·••••···•·•••·· •····•••·••••• •
A1>r. 4 . ............ .. ........ ... ....... .......... ... .

07

50

48

00

47
47
48
47
47
47
47
4.7
48

60
60

50

02
08
51
45
65
01
53

28
56

w.

125
125
125
124
125
125
125
125
125
124
124

28
30
83
50
12
00
04
05
32
50
55
25
03
12
12

Males. Females.

11
26
8

1 ...
2

11
4
8
2

Total.

4
11

15

2

1
4
16

5
4

1
3
2
2

1
1

1

4
3

11
5
6

37
3

8
4
5
2
2
2
1
15
8
10
27

125
125
125
125
125 00
]25 ]2
124 52
125 12
125 16
125 12
125 46

1
8

18

21

······· ·································· .......... ···········

84

125

a209

8 .............................................. .

20 . ...... ......................... ... ........... .
21. ............................. .. .............. .

22 ............................ ···········•····••·

24 . ............................................. .
26 ........ .. .................................... .
27 .............................................. .
29 .............................................. .
Tot

N.
48
47
48
48
47
47
47
48
47
47
47
47

Longi•
tude.

02
40
56
60

4
67
20

a ·r.ot. 2 , 1pear ·d 6.

'

1
1
2

26
G
4
11
3

6

5

13
4
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Positio11s whm·e fw· seals wei·e taken in t1ie North Pacific Ocean and Bel'ing Sea in 1895Continuecl.
AMERICA.

SCHOONER RERING SEA (NORTHWEST COAST), L. LARSEN, MASTER.

Date.

Latitude.

Longi.
tude.

Males. Females. Total.

- - - - - - - ~ - - - - - - - - - - - 1 - - - - 1-- ----1--1805.
Mar. 4...............................................
5........ .. . . . .. . . . . . .. .• .. . . . . . . . . . . .. .. . . . . . ..
6................... ... .........................
7........................ .... ............... ....
9. .. . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . .

10........ .. . .. . . . .. . . . . . . . . .. . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Apr.19 . ... ... . .... . ... ... . .. ..... ..... .. . .. . ... . ... ..
20.............. .. . .. . . . . . .. . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
21... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
22.............. .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
27.. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
28............................. .. ................
29.... .. . . . . . . . . ... . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . .. . . .. . . .. . . .

N.
48 30
47 28
47 39
47 50
48 09
48 05
48 46
48 30
48 30
4 20
48 07
48 10
48 15

W.
125
125
125
125
127
127
126
]26
126
126
126
126
126

19
00
10
30
00
10
30
40
30
15
30
20
15

Total . ....................................... .1 .•••.•.••••••••••.•••

----3
5
2
1
19
2
5
11
21

1
8

1
8
4

7
12
1
21
2
16

76

4
8
2

2
27
2
9
18
33
1
88

12
2
21

4

87

- - - --104

al80

a Shot 8, speared 172.
Customs examination, 145 females and 35 males.
A.MEJnCAN SCIIOONER BERL G SE.A. (BERING SEA.), L. LARSEN, MA.STER.
1895.
A.ng. 1 .. .... ..... ... ......... •················· •·····

2 .. •·••···••·• ...••..•.•..........••....•..•.••.

3 •.••..•• .• • • •••.•.•.•.••.••.. ....•... ..•••••••.

4 ....................... ······ ................. .
6 ••••••••• ••• ·· ••••• •·• ····· ···•· • · ··· ··· .....•.

8 •••••••...•. .. ..... .......................... ..
9 ............................. . ...... ... . . ..... .

10 ............... . ..... . · ···· · .. . . ········· ... .. .
11 ··········· .................. . ................ .
12 .............. . ...... .. . . .................... ..
15 ..•••.............................. .. ..... ... ..
20 .................. . ............ ······· ........ .
21. ................ ...... ... .... . ............... .

N.

54
54
54
55
54
64
54
54
54
54
54
54
5J.

22 .•••..•••• ...• ..••.•.• •••.... •••. .... .. . ....•.•

64

23 .......... . ....................... . ... . .. ..... .
24 ............................................. .
26 .............................................. .
27 . ........................ ....... .... ....... ... .
28 .......................................... . ... .
31. ..................... ..... . .................. .
Sept. 1 .................................... .. . ....... .
2 ...................... . ........ .. . ............ .
3.............................. . ...... .. . ...... .

54
54
54
54
5i
5i
55
55
55
55
55
55
55
54
54
54
54

7 .......................................... .. .. .
8 .............................. .. .... .. ........ .
9 ................ ... . .......... ............. ... .

10 .......................... ... ... . ....... .. .... .
Ul .••• •..••. .......................•...........•.
15 .... .. .............. ······· · ·· ................ .
16 .... ... ....................................... .
21. .•••.. ··•··•• ............................. . . .

Total. .....................................· ..

85
52
54
03
55
57
49
50
40
12
34
30
19
40
40
48
38
24
]8
35
00
24
21
05
20
10
15
51
50
34
25

w.

166 50
166 51
1(17 10
166 54
160 57
166 03
167 lO
167 23
166 45
166 17
166 09
166 4.0
167 04
166 44.
106 24
165 35
167 5tl
107 15
167 15
166 25
160 30
160 24
167 30
168 24
160 30
160 46
169 50
168 08
167 00
](i6 30
166 00

-I···· ..... •/·......... .

18

59
20
1

41
18
1

2

7

1 ......... .
1

1

3
31
105
2
53
16

10

32
17
7

6

7

1
1
4
41
137
2

70
23
10

4

4
6

4
10
4
4
7

7

11

10
27
6
23
8
12

10
33

]9

26

]()

33
12
]Ci

8
:)

2

32

1

23
19
1
20
1
15

2i
1
28
I
10

5

10

]5

3

5

0

0
8

8

663

165

AMERICAN SCHOONER DEEAHKS (NOifi'HWE T COAST), JOHN JAMES, MA TF.R.
18!)~.

Mar. 4 ............. . ................................ .
5 .............................................. .
0 ... ............ ..................... .. ........ .
7 .............................................. .
8 .............................................. .

Apr.~:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::

N.

48
47
47
47
47

(a)
(a)
(a)

00
56
38
24
19

w.

125
125
125
125
125

00
12
05
16
08

(a)
(a)
(a)

Total ................................................... ···········

a No position for these days.
Cuatoma examination, 62 females and 20 ma.lea.

l, Shot 9, s1,earcd 73.

3
8

5
4

5
5

3

4
6
8
10
8
2 ..... 6
10

39

I

43

8
12
8
9
9
18
2

10
b82
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AMERICAN SCHOONER DEE.ARKS (BERING SEA.), BEN MARTINIUS, MASTER.

Date.

Longi.
tude.

Latitude.

Males. Females. Total.

------------------;1----1----1--- ------N.
54 22
54 18
54 3~

1895.

Aug. 1 ...••••...•................................•...
2 ...•..•..••.. ···•••············ ······· ........ .
4 .••••••.•.......•.........•...•........ ····•··•
5 •••.•••••••..•..••••••..•••...•.............•..
7 ...•.••.••• •• . ...... .....• ....•.... . ...... .....
8 ••••••.•••••••• ·•·••·•····· .•.... •••••• •••.••••

54 30
54 50

30 •••••••••••••...................•...•.•....••.•
31. ••••..•••••..•.•.•.••••..............•........

04

55
54
54
54

9 .••••••• ••• ••..•• .••. •• .•...••...••••••.•....•.

10 ..•.••.••••..•..•.•.......... ······ ...........•
11. .•••....••....................................
12 ...••.•..•.................. . ..................
14 ...••......... ..•..••.. ............. .. .........
Hi .•••••••.••...••..••...........•...............
17 ..•...•. . ... . . ........... ······ ... .. ······· ..
18 •.••..........................................•
20,.... ........................ ·········· ........ .
21 ...•...••.......••••.................... .. ... ..
27 .......•.......................................
28 ...•...•.......•......................•........

W.
166
168
167
167
165
166
165
166
166
165
168
168
168
168
167
166
166
166
166
167
167
167
167
167
167
166
166

56

48
52

54 50
55 20
55 14
55 14
55 15
54 20
54 18
55 02
54 52
54 35
54 28
54 25
54 50
55 25
55 30
54 55
55 05
55 25
54 50

4
3
12
1

4
2

3
1
6
11
15
5
8
13
2
1

00

09
45
18
08
28
39
03

8

49
46
20
40
34
26
40

3
2
15

17
60

2
6
10

38
00
52
10
165 32

1

Total. ..........•.........................•••..•.....•..•••........

141

451

2 •••••.••••••••••.•••••• ••• • •···•······•••·•····

7 •••••••...•••.•...................•.•••.••..•..

8 •••••••••••••.•.•••••••••••••••.•••••.•••.••••.
9 ••••••••••••••..••••.•••••• . ..•.. .. •••••••••••.

10 .............................................. .
11 ...••.•........................................
15 •.......•••....•.....•............... ····•· ....

1
8

10

8

5
15
l
1
23
71
61
IF
47
62
21
5
43
13
21
48
3
22
25
9
28
14
3
11
l
2

46
13
39
49
19
4
35
10
10
33
1
16
15
8
20
8
3
9
1
1

Sept. 1 .............................................. .

11

5

6

58
15
45
51
55
01
55

6

2

59'l

AMERICAN SCHOONER EMMETT FELITZ (NORTHWEST COAST), JAMES CLAPL.ANHOZ,
MASTER.

Date.
1895.

Mar. 4................

3 ......... .

5...... ...... .... ........
G............ ....
1
7 .••............. ·•·· • ••·

8............ .... ........

Apr. 21....... ..... ....

3

Males. Females. Totlll,

Date.

Males. FemaJes. Total.

1895.

:
6

26................

3

27 .••••••••••••... ··•···•·

16

3
19

3

i

Apr.~;:::::::::::::::: ..••.. i.

3
5
3

Total..........

1

1
7

---•-l----·- 9

40

atO

a Shot lG, speared 33.
AMERICAN SCHOONER IDLER (NORTHWEST COAST), L. A.. LO

Date.

Latitude.

1895.

Jan. 28 ••.•••.•••••.•••••.••••.••.•••.••••..••••.•••.

Feb.

6. ......................... .................... .

8 ....... ············ ·················· ......... .
9 .•••.•••.•••.•••.•••••••..••..•........••••••••

10 ..... .•.....• ...... ······· ··· ··················
Mar. 6 ••••••••••••••••••••••••..•• . ••••••••.•••••••••
pr. 0 .••••••••••••••••.••.••.•••. . •••••••••.••••••.•
21. ••••..•••••••• •••••••• •••••••••..••••••••.••••
23 .•.•••••.••••.......•••.• ·•··•··•··•··•••·•••••
26 ••••••••••••••••••••••••• •••••••••••• •••••••••·
27 .••••••..•.•.••••...•.•.•••.••..•••..••••.•••.•
29 ......................... ················ · ·· .. .

To

·············

N.

47
48
47
47
47
48
48
48
48
48
48

25
05
50
50
60
00
20
00
00
10
20
20

Longi•
tude.

w.

125
125
125
125
125
125
125
125
125
125
125
125

Males. Females. Total

00

1

1

lO

'

'

10
10
lO
00
35
50
30
00
00
30

·················· .......... ···········
ca hot.

DALE, MASTER.

··•·•••·
•.... .•.
.••..••.
.•...•..
1

1
1
2

1
3
3
1
g

6

2
8

1
1
2

1
3

'

1
9
6

a

3

86

Gil
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Positions w1iere Ju,· seals were taken in the No1·th Pacific Ocean and Be,·ing Sea ,n 1895Continued.
AMERICAN SCHOONER .JESSIE (NORTHWEST CO.A.ST).
Date.

Latitude.

Longitude.

1805.
A.pr.10, 1895 .•••••••.........•••••••••••.•••••••••••..

N.

w.

48 00

125 04

Males. Females. Total.

--- --2

22

a24

a Shot 2, speared 22.
Customs examination, 24 females; 22 were preg1:1ant when caught.
A.MERICA.N SCHOONER R. ECRETT (NORTHWEST CO.A.ST).
1805.

ld:ar. 5 ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••.••••••••.•••• •••••
0 ..................................... ........ .
7 . ................................... . ........ ..
8 ••••.•• ••• •••.•..••••.•.••..•....•• • . .•••••••..

9 •••••••.••.•......••..•.•...........•.•••...••.

10 . ....................... . ..................... .
.Apr. 14 .............................................. .
20 ................. ......... .................... .
21. ............................................. .
23 .............................................. .
24 . .........•............... ........ .. ...... .....
27 .................. ....... ..................... .
~8 . ••••••••••••• ••••••••••••••••••.•••••••••••..•

29 .............................................. .

N.
47
48
48
47
47
47
47
48
48
47
48
47
48
48

W.
50
00
00
30
45
46
50
20
14
30
31
30
25
20

126
126
125
125
125
125
125
125
125
125
125
125
125
125

20
30
30
20
25
25
40
20
30
30
35
30
00
00

Total ............................................................ .

6

1

6

'

3

7

6
4
4

a

1
7
4

5
8

4
7
7
11
0
6

3
4
3
2

2

2

9
4
13

2
7
2
5

65

34

4

12
6

]6

a 90

a Shot 50, speared 49.
Customs examination, 90 females and 9 males.
AMERICAN SCHOONER GEO. W. PRE UOTT (BERING SEA.), HENRY McALMOND,
MASTER.
1895.

A. ug. ~::::::::::: : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : :
10 ................. ... .......................... .
11. ••••••......•........•...........•............
12 ........• .............. .....•........ ··········
15 ........... ·········· •······· ······ ······ ······
17 .............•......... . ........... ······ ······
18 ... .... ·················· ....... ..... ··········
10 .....••.................. ······················
20 ............................... ············ ··· ·
21 ............. ·················· ······ ··········
22 .... ... ························ ............... .
24 .••.••..•.... ·••••••• •···· ·····•••••··•··•· .••.
27 .............•................. ················
28 ................... ············ ...... ···•·· . .. .
30 ............. ············ . ........ .... ..... ... .
31. .......•......................................
Sept. 1 .................. .... ........... ... ...... .... .
2 •••••••••••••••.••• •••••.•.•.•. •••••••••••••·••

3 ••••••••••••••.••••.••••••••• •• •• •• •••••••••••.
8 •••••••••••••. • •....•••.......• .•... ..•..•.....
9 ••••••••••••••••••.••• . •••••••••••••••••• ••••••

10 .••................ ····························
12 .•......••..•...............•..................

N.

54
54
54
54
54
54
54
54
54
54
65
51
55
54
54
54
54
54
54
54
55
55
55
55

40
30
34
27
24
30
40
45
40
50
30
30
17
36
34
48
45
40
38
l:15
00
15
15
05

w.

168
163
16G
166
166
lGO
168
168
168
168
168
168
167
165
166
165
165
165
165
165
]67
167
167
166

17
15
16
00
5
7
00
5
16
30
23
40
4
4
49
14
6
25
3
14
2
20
5
24
13
15
35
01
G
4 ..••...•..
20
40
1
6
25
5
17
10
30
1
30
23
37
35
8
40
3
45
2
50
10
40
5
40
1
40 ..•.....
15
2
10

Total. •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••.•••••.• ••· · ···· ····•·

'

141

188

32
21
12
39
8

20
17
7

HI
15
0
4

1
11
27
1
00
8

3
2
14
5

1
2

329

540

ALASKA INDUSTRIES.

Positions whe1·e fur seails were taken in the No1·th Pacific Ocean and Bering Sea in 1895Coutinuod.
AMimIC.A.N SCHOONER ALLIE I. .A.LG.AR (BERING SEA), H.B. JONES, MASTER.
Date.

Longi•
tude.

Latitude.

1805.

w.

N.

Aug. 4 ..•••••••.•..••••••.•...••.......•......••...• .

55
55
55
55
55
55
55
55
55
55
55
54
54
56

5 ..••..............•••......... ········· · ·······
11. ..•........•...••. . ••. . •. . ... . ......... . ......
12 . ..•..•••••.....••..•. . ... . .... . .... ···········
15 .••.................. . ........... .. .....•......
17 ........•.•••.............. ·········· ......... .
20 ............•...•..............................
21.. ·•·•··•·· ... . .... ······ ................ ···•··
24 .................. . ............. ······•··•·····
25 ..••..••..................... . ....... . .........
26 ..••...•..................... ··········· ·······
27 .....•.••.....•.•......... . ....................
28 ..•••.•...........•••... ·· · ·············· ..... .

Sept. 3 ...................... . ............ . .......... .

27
42
36
17
01
40
17
02
44
12
20
56
31
41

166
167
167
167
167
167
166
167
167
168
169
169
169
167

Males. Female11. Total.

1

46
07
13
24
23
50
20
24
54
13
20
32
06

8

7
3
52

1
4
1
5

11

4
56
1
39
2
2g
14
1
1
12
12
7

34
2
27

2
1

13

1
1
10

2
2
1
20

Total .•••••....................•...........•............ ·••········

10
6
7

'1

193

173 1

AMERICAN SCHOONER WILLARD .AINSWORTH (BERING SEA), E. E. CROCKETT,
MASTER.
1895.

Aug. 2 ..•••..... . .......................••....•......
4 . ••••.••••••••••.•.••••.•............. . .••..•..
9 •.•••••••••••••....••..•••... ••••••····•·•·•••·

10 ..•••••.......•.....•.......••..........•......
11. .•••••••••.............. . .....................
12 ..••.•••..•.......... . ..... . ·············· · ... .
14 .••••••............ .': ............. . ........... .
15 ..••................. ······· .. . ..... . ....... . . .
17 .•••...•.............................. . ........
19 ... . ..................... ······ ········· ...... .
20 ..•.•••.................. ······ ............... .
21. .............................. . .............. .
22 ..•.......... ······ ............ ······· ........ .
24 ............... ··················· · · · ·· ....... .
27 ....•......•.•....................... . .... . ....
28 ..•..... . .... ······ · ····· · · · ··· ..............•.

Sept. 1 ....... ········· · ······ ....................... .

8 ••••••••••••••..••..•...•...•.•.•. • . • • . .•..••• .
9 •••••.•••••• . •••••• •••••••••······••••• • ••·•••·

N.
54, 49
55 10
55 08
55 16
55 10
55 00
55 06
55 20
55 21
55 09
55 18
55 32
55 00
54, 57
54 55
54 36
55 00
54 31)
54 40

w.

166
168
168
168
168
167
168
168
168

168
169
168
169
169
168
167
171
167
166

30
29
14
25
25
20
40
46
32
35
10
53
57
57
00
30
35
13
00

Total. ....................................... . ......•••. •··········

1
18

1 ··········
]2
6
2
]5
5
51
12
19
4
4
2
32
15
36
7
5
2
]8
38
38
20
20
1
11
7
9
6
9
4
19
7
2
1
117

323

2
20
63
23
6
47
43
7

~

21

F
H

n

«o

AMERICAN SCHOONER M. M. MORRILL (BERI NG SE.A.), EDW.ARD CANTILLION,
MASTER .
1895.
Aug. 1. •••••• .•. . .. ..••... . . . .• .... .. .••• . . ...... •• •.
4........... .. ... ... . • • • . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

5....... ... .. ..... . .... . ....... . ........ .. . .. . . .

9. . • • • • • . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • • . . . . . • . . • . . . • • . . . . .
10. ...• • . . .... . ... .. .. . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ... . .
11. ..... ....... · · · ·· ···· ·· · ··· · ·· .. .... . .. ...... .
12. .. .• . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . .
14. ........... .. .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
15. ............... . .. . . ... .. .. .. ... . .... . ... . . . ..
17 . •••.. •... .. ............. . .. ·· · · ········· · ·····
20.. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
21.. •. . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..
22 . .• . .. . .•... .. . . .. . . . . . . . . ... . . . .. . . . ... . . . . . . .

N.
54
54
55
55
55
55
55
55
54
55
55
55
55

27
51
05
16
10
12
12
12
58
20
10
]3
07

W.
166 50
169 44
170 20
170 30
170 12
170 25
170 18
169 47
169 25
169 28
169 46
169 47
]69 24

...,t / \!Ei/ii!E/iii!EHIft !ff i
2 . .• • .•• • · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · ·................ . ...
7 · · · • • • · · · · · • · · · · • · · · · · · · · · • ·. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
: · ······ ······ · ·········· · ··· · · · ······· · ······· ·
· ...... · · · · · · · .. · · · · · · · · · · · · . .. .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

10. • • • · · • • · • • • · · · · · · · · • · · · ·. •. •.. . • . . . • . .•• . . ... .

T otal . .. . ............. . ... .. .... . ............ .

54 40
65 18
64 00
54 83
64 27

167
167
167
166
166

20
l2
00
60
50

• •• • • •••• • • •••• ••••• · /
1

10
6
4
4

7
4
0
7
5

44
1
16

it

59

13

46

4

13
1
2
24
6
6
1
9
11

1
11
1
10
1
2
2
1
4

15
20

5
15
7
1
30
37
14
10

7

I

11

1

~7l

17

1

3
35
7
U

!

11
13

4

5

2

I

102r-m1--
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ALASKA INDUSTRIES.

PoBilions where f1w seals were taken in the No1·th Pacific Ocean and Bering Se1. in 1895--

Continued.
A.MERIC.AN SCHOONER KATE AND ANN.A (NORTHWEST CO.AST), CHARLES l. UTZENS,
MASTER.
Latitude.

Date.

Longitude.

Males. Females. Totnl.

---·1-------------lf------------1--- - - - - - 1895.
Jan. 15

25
26
28
29
31
Feb. 1
3
4

5
14

15

16
19
20
21
23
27
Mar. 1
2
3
4

5
6
7

15

~ii~~~~~~:::::::::::::::: ::::::::

.~b%i~;_·~.~:·:·:·:·::: :: :::::::::: :::: .

37 09 N. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 123 10 vV . • . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . .
37 04 N.. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 122 55 W . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
15 miles SW....................... S. Farallon......... .• . . . . . . .
1
0
i2°Ju3i
.~ ::: :::::::::::::
38 16 N...... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 123 25 W . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
38 14 N. . • . . • • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 123 15 \V . • . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . .
...... ......... .. . ...... ...... ...... ...... ....... ... ........ ......
38 06 . . • • • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 123 24 W . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . .
38 00 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 123 20 W . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

~~ 1fJ i/.~.~:::: :: ::::::: :::: :: ::::

~~

1W.

1

1

g

2

. . . .•••.

. . . .. . . .

3
4
4

::::::::

g

•••. •••.

.. . .. . . .
13
2 ......... .
1
16
. •. .. . . .
3
3
10

:n:: ~;::::: :: ::::: :: :::::: :::: ·~·o·i·nio~~:~~. ::: : :: ::::::::::: :::::::

20 miles ...••......... ........ ......... . clo .... ·. .... ...... . . . . . . . ... . .. .
38 42 N........... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 123 50 W . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
as 25 N ...••........... . ........... 123 45 w ...... ... . . . . .... .. .. . .....

.itElf~i~f}f ~~~ ~ ~ ~ ~ !~ ~~ ~ ~ ~~~ ~~ ;~~i;t~~~~j;;~~~ ~ ~~ ~ ~ ~ ~~; ~ ~ ~~ ~ ~ ~ ~~ ~~~

20 miles E. l>v 8 ........................ clo .•••.•. .. . .. . . . . . . . . •.
1
18 miles E E ........ . .................. do ............................. .

~~ ~l1:t ~-. ~:. ~-::::::::::::::::::: ·i2a ·~g w·::::::::::::::::::: ......~.

18 .............•••...............•••..••••.. ••····•··········· .•..•.
8
22 38 00 N...... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . 123 40 W ........................•..
23 38 08 N.... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 123 25 W .. .... ....... ...... .... ... .
24 30 miles ENE ....... .............. Point R yes ..... .. ..... .. ..
1
25 38 16 N............ . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 123 47 W .......................... .
30 42 00 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 124 25 W ............ .. ...........•.
Apr. 6 44 0-1 N. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 124 30 vr . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
1
7 44 01 N...... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . J 24 25 1V .......................... .
5
18 47 12 N.................... . . . . . . . . 125 08 W . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
5
19 47 20 N........................ . . . . 125 05 W . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
1
20 47 27 N............................ 125 15 '\V . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • • .
4
21 47 21N ............. ......... ...... 125 OOW ...... . . ...........
25 47 25 N. . ...................... .. .. 129 05 W ......................•....
4
26 47 27 N ............................ 125 25 '\V . .•• •• . . . . . . . • . . . . .
27 47 45N ............................ 125 lOW .......................... .
28 47 24N ............ .... .... ... ..... 124 30 W .......................... .
29 18 miles NE. by E................. Cape Disappointment... ....
3
43

Total .....•.•••.....•...............•••••..••...............

~

6
3

4
4
5
5

13
2

16
3

13
5
8
8

8

1
2

1
2
5

5
8

8

2
7

2

lO

20

2
14
2
20

2

18

3

2

3
2

11

12

7

2

28

6

6

8
9

8
10
7

7

14
24
20
10
1

]9

11

20
30
14
1
15

5
3
30

• 33

347

a390

5
3

a Shot.
MiscellaneouB data Bhowing poBitionB where fur Beals we1·e taken by Canadian and .Antel'ican veBBelB in the North Pacific Ocean an<l Bering Sea in 1895.
[Data collected by C. H. '.rownsencl and A. B. Alexander.]
CA.NADIA.N SUilOONER VICTORIA ( ORTHWE,'T COAST .AND BERI G SE.A),

Date.

Latitude.

Longi•
tude.

Males. Females. T11tal.

- -- - - - - - - -- - -- - - - --1----1-----1-- - - - - - 1895.
N.
W.
48 10
125 30
3 .. -- . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
48 00
125 40
4. .. . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
48 20
125 50
47 50
125 10
5 ..... - . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • • .
6....... .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
47 45
125 20
48 00
126 30
7 ............ ·········· ·· ............... · ·······
8............. ..... . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
48 30
126 30
16................................... . ...........
49 00
127 49
A.pr. 9........ .. . . . .. . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
58 10
139 00
10 ...... ··················· .............. ······ .. ·•········ ······ ···•·
12............. .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
58 25
139 40
16......................... .. ....... .. ......... . .
58 30
140 08
17 .....• ······ ....................... . ······. .. ..
58 30
140 08
19..................................... . . . .... .. .
aB 44
140 00

Mar. 1 ... - . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

6
3

4
6
8
10

2
2

8

4
4

.. ·--.e·
4
4
5
21
1

5

8
10
14
13
8
10
5

8
3
1

s
9
5

3
10

8
31
4

6

8

'

542

ALASKA INDUSTRIES.

Miscellaneous data showing positions whe1·e fttr sea ls we1·e taken by Oanadiaa and American vessels in the N01·th Pacific Ocean and Bering Sea in 1895-Continued.
CANADIAN SCHOONER VICTORIA (NOR'.rHWJ~ST CO.A.ST .A.ND ~ERING SEA)-Cont'd.
I

Date.
1895.

.A.pr.

iL:::::::::: :::::: :::·::: ::: ::::::::::::::: ::::
25 •••••••••••••••••• • ••···•·•••••••••••••••··••••

26 ...•••.•.••..•.... ·····•····•·•·············•··
27 ............ ·····························•·•••·

28 ••••••••••••••••••...•••.•••••••••••.••••••••••

30 •........•..............................•....••
Aug.

L:::: :::::::::::: ::::::::::::::::: :::::::: ::::

3 •••••• ••••••••••• ••••••••••••••..••.•••••••••••

4 .............................................. .
5 •...••••••................ ·····················
8 ....••.......•....•...........................•
9 •••••••••••••••..•• •. •.•.•••••••.•..•••••••••••

10 .•.•••.••.•• ·••··••······· ......... . .•........•
11. •.•••...........................••............
12 ...•••........•................. ··•······· .•...
14 .............•............ ········•·•••········
15 .....• · - ·················· .......•.........••..
17 ...•.••••••••.•............................••.•
19 ...••...••••.•...........................••••••
20 .•••••.•••••••.................•..•.•••••••••••

~Latitudo.

N.
58
58
58
58
58
58
58
54
54
54
54
54
54
55
55
55
55

13
13
17
30
30
45
45
39
21
45
45
57
48
04
05
04
00

55
55
55
55

15
13
30

22
55 20

Lougi•
tude.

w.

141
141
142
14!!
142
143
143
167
1117
166
166
167
lll7
168
168
168
168
168
168
168
168
167

Malos. Females. TotaL

40
40
36
44
44
50
50
12
02
45
4~
15
48
15
16
15

6

1

4

2

7
6

2
1
4

2

4 ·•••••••··
17
12
1
25
30
11
8

28
20

17
25

3

2

13
7
5

15
9
8

9

5

81
94
33
21

56
172
18
15

28
34

22
48

5

3
15

15
47

2

l
55

u

5
28

16
13
14
137
266
51
36
50
82
8
15

CANADIAN SCHOONER TRIUMPH (NORTHWEST CO.A.ST .A...."'fD BERING SEA), COX.
MASTER.
1895.
"Feb. 22 ........................ .. .................... .
23 .••........•.•..................•.••••......•••

N.

48 10
48 14
48 17
24 .......•...••••. ················ ..•...•......•.
Mar. 1. .......•••••..•..••.......•............•...••. 48 00
3 .............................................. .
48 00
48 04
6 ....•.......••. ·•·•·•·••··•······· · ··•··•·····•
50 13
16 ................... ·•···· •••......... .. . ..... .•
22 ....•...••............••..•.. .• . .. ••......••.••
56 07
57 40
24 ............................... ········'·······
57 32
25 .••.••• ·•••••••• • ••••·•···• ......•••••• ·••·••••
57 37
27 ....•...•. ··•···· ..•.........................•.
67 31
28 ...••••.••••. ·•···•··········· ······ ·•·····•••·
.A.pr. 3 •.......•... ....... ..........................•.
57 31
57 so
4 .......•••••• ..... ·•··••·••··· · .. · · ·····•···•••
9 ••••••••••.•••..•••••..•.•..•••.•.••. • ••..• • .••
57 24
to •••••••......•••...•.................•..••...•.
57 28
57 58
12 .......••...••... . •• .. .............. ····-·· ..••
16 .............................................. .
59 10
19 .............................................. .
59 07
23 .............................................. .
58 11
28 •..•.. . ...... .••.....••.••.••.•........ ..... ••.
52 27
55 08
.Aug. 1. ............ ······ .......•......... ...........
55 08
2 •.•. . .••.•• ······•····· ...................... .
55 06
3 ••••..••••••••••••••••• ·· ·•··•·• • ···· •• ••.••.••
4 .............................................. .
55 02
55 05
5 • •••.••••.••••..• •. .••..••.. .••.•.• ·••••••••·••
9 .••••••.••.••••••••••••.•....•..••••...••..•.••
55 02
10 ............. . ................................ .
55 00
11. ............................................. .
54 58
12 . ......... ............... .... ................. .
55 00
54 54
13 .................................. ········ ····•
14 .........•..................................••.
55 04
15 . .. .. ....... .................................. .
55 04
17 ...•.•..................................... ....
55 20
1 .. ......... ... ...... ..........•. ... ............
55 20
19 ..•••....................... .. ... . ....•........
55 32
20 .. .••••••• ..•.•...••............. .•. ..••....•.•
55 24

w.

125
125
125
125
125

125
129
137
138
138
138
138
137
137
139
138
139
142
142
140
133
167

30
31
18
20
20
36
4.7
07
03
24
48
32

51
56
28

09
08
45
19
05

1
3
2
4

2
4
11
6

a

4.
2

1
3
6
30
88
4 ••••• IO
4
7
9
IO
11
3
a
9
20
9

25

6

56

70
20

167 56

167 46
167 50
167 15
167 33
167 18
167 18
167 21
168 15
16
20
168 40
169 09
169 09
1
13
167 49

3

24
15
7

24
46
7
1
13

60
99
5

39

24

6
g

5
6
10
17
9
10
13
2
••••••• 2

12
21
11
14

3
I
lta
4

1-i
16

21
6
29
g

········2·
59
18
4

54
13
5
30
80
8

....... ii.
74
107
4
44
59

L
7
I

!>
12

L6
15
1

:?"2
1
:?16
9

-------------------''-----=----.:.-..-------
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ALASKA INDUSTRIES.

Miscellaneous data showing 1>ositions 'Where fu1· seals were taken by Canadian and ..d.11un"ican vessels in the orlh Pacific Ocean and Bering Sea in 1895-Continued.
CANA.DIAN SCHOO ER FAVORITE (NORTHWEST CO.A.ST), L. McLEAN, MASTER.

Date.

Latitude.

Longi.
tudo.

Males. Females. Total.

- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - , - - -1----1--- ---- --1895.

Mar. 9 ...... ............. , ............ .. ... ........•.
13 ..••.. ·•··•••········ ·······•·••·•· ........•••
14 ... ....•.••.. . .•.........................•...•.
15 ...•...•. .••...................................
16 ........ ..•....................................
22 ..•.. ·••· ·•·••·•·•·••·• ········ ·•••·····••••••·

.A.pr.

25. ····•···•••··••····•···•··············· .... . •.
26 ...••.••....•................................••
28 ..•. .• • .. ........ ............................•.
;j .• • •• •••.•••••• .. ..•••...•.•.•..•......•.••••••

8 ..•••...••.•...•..................••......•.••.
9 •. •••• ••••.•••..•..••.••.. ••.••.•••••••••••••••

10 ..... ..... . .. .... ............................•.
1:;. ..••.•.............................. .... ... ....
12 .. .•..••...•.. ......... .......................•
18 ................. ··•· · ··•·········· ··········••
19 . ..............• ·······················•·······
23 . ............................................. .
24 ..•. ......................................•..•.

25 . ....•....•......• •........ ......•...........•.

N.

48
49
48
48
50
56
57
57
57
57
58
58
58
57
57
68
58
58
57
57

00
06
42
45
03
49
30
18
53
45
12
15
30
48
4.6
00
15
12
46
46

w.

128
127
127
127
129
138
138
138
139
138
140
141
139
140
141
141
141
139
138
138

23
39
17
23
50
05
30
45
26
50

4
7
3
8
15

56

4
8
7

00
40
50
80
38
4.0
41
45
00

Total. ••••••...•.................•.....•.. .•• ...•....•...•...•••••.

CAN.A.DIA

4
2

9

3

4

3

6

5
2

20

1
12

32

2
8

5
20

6
2
3
6
4
8

7

10

2

5
8
4

12
5
8
4

4

4
1

1

2
5

5

122

28

150

SCHOONER SAPPHIRE (NORTHWEST CO.A.ST), COX, MASTER.

1895.
Fob. 23 . .•...............••.•...................... ••.
JI,!(\!, 1. .................................... ······ ... .

3 ...•.. ••••.••.•••.......••......•....•••••••••.

5 . •••••••••••• •••••··••··•·•···•··•••··•••••••••

16 ...... ...... ············ ··············· ·····•··
20 .............. .... ······ ··· ···· ....... • ........
22. ·····•·········· ··· ·······················•···
24 •....•.•..••. ··········•· ··•·•••····· ····· ....
25 ............................ ·············•·····
27 .................................. . ············
28 ............ ············· ···· ·· ················
31 ...•..........••.............. .................
.Apr. 3 .•••••••••.•••..•..•••..•......•. •• • ..••..•••••
4 .. ••·• ••••• ••• •••·••• · •···•···••··••·••···•••••

10 . ...•.. ······· ·· ··················--···········
11 ....... .. ............... ········· ............•.
12 ................ . · ············ ··········· ·•····
16 . .....•.•.. ············ ······ ...... .........••.
17 . . ·················· ····················· .... .
18 ........•.... ·········· ····· ····· ····· ........ .
19 .. ..•.•..•.. ········•········ ....... ··· ········
24 .... ...... .... ·································

N.

48
48
47
48
50
55
57
57
57
57
57
58
58
58
58
58
58
59
59
58
68
58

30
00
32
16
57
01
22
38
48
28
]5
80
30
38
45
27
58
10
04
24
37
11

W.

125
125
125
126
131
135

mo

188
138
130
130
139
141
141
141
141
1-!0
148
148
140
139
189

20
57
56
04
57
10
30
49
26
;is
80
51
15
11
30
4fi

50
18
06
80
36
07

Total ..••.••..••...•..••.............••.•.••.............•....••••

2
7
5
11
7

•

4
5
4

7

6

4

4

5

3

6
12
9

18
1:1
8
8

1
13
2

1
18
2
2
2

2

2
25

25
14
17
5
13

14

17
5
13
4

4
3

3

4

4

5

5
3

R

154

38

187

CA A.DIAN SCllOO ER DORA SIEWERD ( ORTIIWEST CO.A. T), H. F. SIEWElW,
MATER.
1895.
Feb. 26 ... •••........••...... .. . · ··•·•·•···••·····•••·
20 ... •.• . .•.............. ..... . .. •..... ... .. .. ...
2•.. .••••••.•• ··• ··· ··•·· ········•·•••··••·••••••

23. ·············· ············ . ...... ············•
24 ....... .... ...... ······ ··· ····· ···· ··· · ... .... .
28 ..............•.........• ·· ····· ·•····· ········

Mar. 1 .. ....................... .............. ... .... .
3 .••••••••• • . •••••..•••••••• ··••••• ••·••••••••••
6 .••..••.•••.• .•••...•• .. ····••· •••••• ..•• ••••••
7 ...... ..... ............... ..... .... ........... .

8 .•••••••.••.•• •··•·•·•• ···•••··•··••·•• .. ...•••
0 .•••••••.•••••• ··• •· · . ·•·•••·•••·•••· · · •••·••••

10 ..•...•................ . .......................
12 ........................ ··········•············
13 .. ...•......•... . ................... ... .......•
14. ······•···········•··••· ·· ·····•··•········•·•

26 .•••••••••••••••••.••• . ••••••••••••••·••••••••

N.
47
47
48
47
47
47
47
45
47
47
47
46

47
25
01
56
58
13
20
55
12
19
28

65
46 44

46
47
46
50

37
10
26
07

w.

125
125
125
125
125
12-i
124
124
124
125
124
124
124
124
125
124
129

25
10
00
06
28
24
50

16
29

7

13

23
42
11

0
19

3
5
3

13

82

2

6

8
38

4
0

7
9

42

14

45
08
27
50

8

4

12

21
l

15
3

36

19
17

16
29
4
6
34

56

51
00
51
00

a

2

8
29

24

5

4
8
35
46
6
8
63

544

ALASKA INDUSTRIES.

Miscellaneous clata showing JJositions where fnr seals were talcen by Canadian and .lfoteri•
can 1:essels in North Pacific Ocean ancl Bering Sea in 1895-Continued.
O.A.NADI.A.N SCHOPNER DOR.A.

SIK\\7 ERD (NORTHWEST COAST), H. F. Simr:EIW,
MA.STlm-Coniinned.

Date.

Latitude.

1895.

N.

Apr. 1. ............................................. .

55
55
58
5!l
58
58
58
58
58
58
58
56

3 .••..•••••..• • •...........••••..•.•.....•.•.•••
9 .••.•••••••• ·••······•·•··••·•· ..•..•.••.••••••

10 .............................................•.
12 ...•....... ······ ·· ·· ·· .......•.. ··········· ...
17 ...... ············· .........................••.
18 ......................................•........
19 .................•...................... ····••·
23 ..•.............•.•............ ···· ·· ··········
24 ......•...•..•....•.......•...•............••••
25 .••..•••.••.•••••••.....•.....•...••.........•.
28 ••••..••••••••••.•••. • •..•••.•••••••.•••...••••

27
27

~~dt
w.

.35

135
135
140
140

40

139

31
00
14
42
43
23
05

142
142
141
140
140
140
135

40

Males. Females. / Total,

00
00
00
45
43
15
00
12
20
39
30
39

Total. ....•••......................••..............................

2
1
13

2
1
4

10
11

4

6
9
3
14
4
3
12

1"
1
l
I
1

········s·1

···· ··· ·4·
1
2
4

287 1

216 1

CANADIAN SCHOONER WALTER L. RICH (NORTHWEST CO.A.ST), BALCOM, MASTER.
1895.
Mar.13 ......•..•...••...•...........•.............•..
25 .........•... ·•·••• · ··•·····················•·.
28 .. ····•····· ..•..•... ·············· . .. · ········
Apr. 1 .............................................. .
9 ••••.•••••••••.•••••.••.•••••••••. ·••••••·•••••

10 .......•.........••..... ... ........ .. ..........
19 .............. ... ········· .................... .
23 ..•................•........ . .... .... ..........
28 ........• ! .................................... .

N.
48
58
57
57
58
58
58
59
55

58
08
29
20
20
24
41
03
35

w.

128 35
138 36

138
140
140
140

5

2

12

12
2
9

6

40
00
00
00

10

6
11
10

6
8

12
20
4

140 07

140 50
135 20

7

Total. .•......................................................•....

i
2
E

u

-

1.
1,
~

?i

3

I

62

14!

AMERICAN SCHOONER ID.A. ETTA (COASTS OF J.A.P.AJ.'f AND RUSSIA), HUGHE ,
MASTER.
Date.

Lati•
tude.

Date.

- - - - - - - - 1- - - - - - - - ---11--------1

Lati•
tude.

N.
E.
1895.
N.
E.
1895.
Mar. 25. .. .. . •••••• •.
36 15
142 25
2 May 12 .....•.•..•.• Off Cape Yerimo,
ENE. 20 mile.
30 .....•.••••••........... ··········
7
40 03
146 02
.A.pr. 1..............
36 32
144 47
11
16 ....... ······
39 57
146 25
20 ............ .
1
2 .......•.•.•.. ··•··· .... ··········
40
20
145
44
3.. . . . . . . . . . . . . 15 mHes o.ff shore.
2
23 . .. ········ .•
40 12
146 30
24 .....•...•...
4.............. .......... ..........
2
39
57
145
55
25
....•.......•
5........ ........ . . ...... ... .......
6
40 03
146 19
27 ............ .
6 ....••.•.•.•.. ·········· ....... ...
14
30 50
145 55
30 ............ .
7..............
39 41
144 11 ... .... .
39 55
145 46
12... . .. . . • . . . . . .
39 48
143 56
21 June 2 ..••.•.•.•..•
39 15
146 00
3 ••.•.•. •••.••
18... .. . . • . . . . . .
40 06
146 07
5
39 30
146 10
5 .••••.•••••••
19 ........••••............ ··········
24
39
38
146
::?O
6
..••....••••.
22..............
30 06
146 49
2
30 36
146 26
7 ..•.•.•••••••
23...... •• . . . . . .
39 4-3
146 27
16
28... .• . . . . • . • . .
39 44
145 58
34 Aug. 20 ...... . ....•. 0
May 1.. . . . . . . . . . . . .
40 30
145 55
37
ki,
21. ..•••.••••••
3........ . . . . . .
41 45
141 00
1
. 20mile.
4..............
Yerimo,
3
mill·.
2.t............
·············
rimo,
5 .••••••••.•••.
17
26...... ......
· ············
ilf' .
27............
·agikin ki,
rimo,
6 ••••••••••••..
32
mil .

1w. :f!:lfes~i,
e aaikin

7 ••••••••••••.•

ri

24

Ill

8 .............•

rir

111
i,
m
10 ••..••.•••••••

·1110,

25

·11.

L:::::::::

3

2 ..•..•..•..••
3 ••••••.••••••

iki°··-25
iki

mi
iki
mil
iki

11

16
82
35

15
33
5

'

21

1

11

31
9

37

645

A.LASKA INDUSTRIES.

Mia-rullaneous data ahowing positions where fur seals 1ctn-e taken by Canadian and ..4.mmcan vessels in the North Pacijio Ocean and Bering Sea in 1895-Continued.
.AMERICAN SCHOONER ALLIE J . .ALG.A.R (J.A.P.A.N COAST), JONES, MASTER.

Date.
1895.

Mar. 7...... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
9 ....... ·········• ·· ..........•. ····•···•·······
11 .........•......••••.. ·••••.... ...•....... ... ..
12 .•...•........•.•.• ·······••··• ..•...•..•... ...

14 ...... . .......... ······ ...... ...... ...... ......
20. ...... .... ... .... .... ... ...... ... ... ..........
21. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
22...............................................
24 ••••••••••• ·•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
26 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
29 ............... ······ ..................... ·····
30...............................................
.A.pr. 3 ...............................................
5 .......... ··················· ..... ······•••····
12...............................................
13 ....... ···························--···········
15............................ ...................
16...............................................
17 ........... ................. ............. ......
18 ................................... ············
19. ····· .. .. .. . .. ....... ...... ... .... .. ..•. ......
22 ........... ····························.. ......

Latitude.
N.
86 2'
87 00
86 89
86 24
86 38
87 00
87 09
37 4.7
37 22
37 26
38 57
39 14
87 85
87 50
88 O'l
87 59
37 22
87 85
39 05
89 14
39 87
89 85
89 44

Longl•
tude.

Males. Females. Total.

E.
lil
1'1
142
141
142
U3
148
142
1'1
142
143
142
H2
141
146

89
00

6

1

13

50

59

12
10
8
1
2

18
36
25
14

il
18
35

48
25

20
5

12
14
5

53

82

145 50

1
18
12

6
17

'

5
8

a

8
7
8

'

1
1

11
1

,n
16
15
11
4.
2
28
12
20
18
G

1
1
25
19

7
145 50
7
7
147 07
5
2
6
146 15
1
49
146 85
19
68
54
146 23
82
22
31
146 07
22
23...............................................
«53
29
15
145 45
2
144 30
May
~ 1'3 55
8
1
6. . • • • • • • • . • • . • . • • • . . • • • • • • • • . • • • • • • . • . • • • . • . • • .
41 28
52
142 56
89
18
7............................................... 41 29
62
142 28
51
11
8............................................... 41 21
6
2
4
142 00
9.. ••..•• .. • • . . . .•. ...... ••.... .. •. .. •• .. •• .• • ..
42 00
2
40
2
141
10 ................ ..... ......... ············. ...
41 45
8
g
142 40
a
48
1
11 .. ···•••·•·•··••· ·· .•.•••••...••••••.•••...••..
41 43
142
1
5
142 52
12 . ......... ········· ····························
42 00
9
13 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
41 67
52
15
87
142 49
14...............................................
42 10
26
15
11
142 40
15.. .•..•...............•.................. ......
41 39
20
19
11
142 50
23.. .............................................
i3 12
12
9
8
146 39
24........................................... .... 42 23
48
89
9
146 40
25...............................................
43 27
4.4.
7
87
146 36
26. ..••.•.......•...••.•••..•..•••..••.••.••• ••• .
48 24
4.
a
1
146 21
5
1
27 ....................... ············ ...... ......
43 28
146 40
6
June 2.......... ... . . . .. . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 48 00
4.
8
1
14t! 59
6 . ............ ..................................
43 37
1
1 ···--···5·
U7 00
6............................................... 48 50
14
9
147 11
7............................................... 48 58
26
a
28
147 14
8. ................................ .............. « 00
9
6
a
147 20
10...............................................
44 17
86
17
19
147 40
11...............................................
44 60
2
2
148 47
13....... .......... ...... ............ ...... ......
'5 14
1
5
4
149 00
15............................................. ..
45 00
7
4.
8
148 55
4
17................................ .......... .....
4.4. 05
9
18
1'8 40
a
18...............................................
44 40
20
23
14.7 45
1
80...............................................
49 09
157 13
1
1 •--~i...---1
156 25
July. 1 ........... ··•········· ........................ _4_8_85-1----•1---1
802
1,008
701
Total ...................... ....................................... .

L::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: !i

'

!

'

'

H. Doc. 92, pt. 4-35
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ALAoKA INDUSTRIES.

Miscellaneous data showing positions where f1ir seals were taken b.11 Canadian and .A,neri,
can 1.1essels in the North Pacific Ocean and Bering Sea in 1895-Continued.
CAN.A.DIAN SCHOONER BOREALIS (NOR-:rHWEST COAST), ROBBINS, MASTER.
Date.

Latitude.

1895.

N.
48
48
48
47
47
48
48

Longi•
tude.

Mules. Females. Tot,al.

W.
125 80
,
4
125 40
4
6
125 40
G
8
5............ .. . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . .
125 10
3
10
6...... •• • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • •
125 20
2
6
7. • • . • . • • • . . . • . • . . . . . . . • • . • . • • • • • . . . . . . . . . . . . . • .
126 30
2
8
s. •••• •••••• ....... .• . ••. •. . ..• •. . •••.. . •.•..•..
ao
126 30
5
16.......................................... .. . . .
49 00
127 49
8
Apr. 9...... ... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . .. . .
58 10
139 00
6
3
10. .. . . .. . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . ... . .. . . . .. .. . . . . . . .. ... . .. . . . . ... ... . . . . . . ..
4
1
12. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
58 25
130 40
4 .. • ·
3
16...... .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. .. .... .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
58 30
140 08
5
17....... ... . . .. . . . . .. . . . . .. . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . ... . . . . .. ...........
21
10
10.. . • . . • • . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
58 44
140 00
1
3
23...... ••• . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
58 13
14] 40
6
1
24. .......... ............ ..............•......... ....... ... .... .. .. ...
4
2
25...... .. . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . .. . . . . . . . .
58 17
142 36
2
26............................. .•. . . . . • • . . . • . . . . .
58 30
142 « . . . .. . . . . . . . . .. . . .
27 ..•..............................•. ·•···· .... .. . . . . ...... ...•.. .. . . .
4
12
28 ..••....... ·················•·······••····· ....
58 4-5
143 50
17
30 ..•.... ..........••.•.•.....•...... .•. ................... ···········
1

Mar. 1. .••..••..................•..•••.....••·•..•....

3................ ... . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . .. . . . . • • .
4 •• ••••••••....•••.. .................-. • . . . . . . . . .

10

8

00
20
50
45
00

10
14
13
8
10
5

Totnl .. ...............•...... •·········· •····· ·········· ···•·······

1)6

91

[Record to August 9 only.]

N.

56 20
56 35
56 35

9 •••••••••••• ••••••••••••••••••••••• •••••••••••••

w.

4

174 35
15
173 33

1

173

2

CAN ADI.AN SCHOONER VERA (BERING SEA), SHIELDS, MASTER.
[Record to August 12 only.)
1895.
Ang. 1. •••••.•••.•.•............•.....•..••••••••.••.

2 ..•.•.•••••••••............•..••.••• ·•••••·•••·
3 .••••••••• ••.••.• .•..•...••..••. • •••••••••.•••.
4 ....•...•.....•.....................•.•••.••••.
7 ..•.•••••••••• .•. ••.••••••.•••.. ••••••••••••••·

9 .•••••••••••••••••.•••••••.•.•.•••••••••••••••.

10. ······•·· ············ ..••......•.. ············
11. ....•••.....••............................... .

12 .•••••...•..................•. ·••••······· .....

N.
54 18
51
54 49
54 45
54 53
54 47
54 54
54

54
54

49
55

w.

167 25
169 15

169
169
168
Jll8

10
10
25
18
168 23
IG8 25
168 52

~ •• •

24

3

5

5
2

16

7

6

1'

47

7

13

'

CAN .A.DIAN SCHOONER ENTERPRISE (BERING SEA), DALEY, MASTER.
[Record to August 11 only.)
]8!)5.
Aug. 1. •••••••••................••.. . .••....•.•••.••.
2 .••••••••••••••••• •••••• · ••··•••••• • • •••• • • ••••
3 ••••••••••••••...•••••••••••••••••• • •••..••••..

4 .......••..•.................... . ............ .
9 .••••••••••••••••••••••• . .•.••• •••••••••· ••••••

10 ....... ·························•·•··········· ·
11. ............................................. .

N

64 34
54

40

55 07
55 00

;,4

50

5-1 50
50
~,

I

w.
166
166
166
167

65
30
35
04

168 30
50
168
16& 80

I

13
16

I

9
15
77
64

6

318

4
7

62

l

29
l

1----+---

CANADIAN SCHOONER BOREALIS (BERING SEA), ROBBINS, MASTER.

1895.
Aug.5 ..•.•••••••••.........••.••••••.•••••••••.......
7 .••••••••••••••..•••.••••••••••••••• ••••••••••••

8

9
:

187
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Miscellaneous data s11-0wing positions where fur seal, were taken by Can adian and .American vessels in the North Pacific Ocean at1d Bering Sea in 1895-Continued.
AMERICAN SCHOONER RATTLER (BERING SE.A.), NEILSEN, MASTER.

Date.

Latitude.

1895.
_A.ug. 1. . ............................................ .
2 .............................................. .
4 .............................................. .

N.

54 67
64 62
65 09

Longi.
tude.

lfalee. Females. Total.

W.
167 45
167 32
169 37

10

21

3
3

7
7

31
10
10

46

135

CANADIAN SCHOONER M.A.UD S. (BERING SE.A.), MoKIEL, MASTER.
1895.

~ug. 1.................... . ......................... .
2.............................................. .

3 .............................................. .
4 .............................................. .

7 .............................................. .
8 ........... . .................................. .
9 .............................................. .

10 .............................................. .
11. ............................................. .
12 ...................................... ~ ...... ..

N,
M
M
M
54
55
54
64
55
64
54

67
62
32

4.6
13
51
48
6S
67
43

w.

169
169
169
169
169
168

35
14
18
35
01
51

169 39

169 21
169 20
168 55

89
53
2
32

22

75

21

53

2

1

1
1
26
123

1
16
88
95
12

10
35
64

23

159

15

--- -301
- --Total. .............................................................. .
309
610

UR SEALS OBSERVED BY THE AMERICAN WHALER OLGA (NORTH PACIFIC
OCEAN), KNOWLES, MASTER.
Date.
1895.

pr.I~18......................................................................
...................................................................... ....
19 ....................................................................... .
20 ....................................................................... .

Lat itude. Longitude.

N.

48 14

50 13
51 38
53 05

54 45

w.

162
160
159
158
157

30
21
20

07
00

FROM A REPORT ON THE FUR-SEAL ROOKERIES
OF THE PRIBILOF ISLANDS, 1895.
By F. W.

TRUE.

LETTER OF TRANSMITTAL.

u. s.

O0:MMISSION OF FISH AND FISHERms,
OFFICE OF THE COMMISSIONER,

Washington, February 4, 1896.

Sm: I have the honor to transmit herewith certain '' extracts from
a report relative to the natural history of the fur seals and the condition of the rookeries on the Pribilof Islands, Alaska, based upon
observations made during the season of 1895 by F. W. True, curator
of mammals, United States National Museum."
You will recall that Mr. True spent the summer of 1895 in making a
study of the seal rookeries of the Pribilof Islands independently of
Mr. 0. H. Townsend. His final report, which will be taken up largely
with a discussion of the natural history of the fur seal, will not be completed for some time, but in tlie preliminary account of his inquiries he
covers fully all the main points of direct intere t in connection with
the present sealing controversy, so far as that subject came within the
range of his observations. It is that part of his report which is now
forwarded.
Very respectfully,
HERRERT A. GILL,
A cting Oommissioner.
The SE0RE'l'.A.RY OF THE TREASURY,

Washington, D. O.

DEAD PUPS.

The matter of dead pups is one which I can only discuss briefly, as
the terrible mortality reported in recent years occurs late in the season,
after the date on which my observations closed.
I saw a number of dead pups during my sojourn, but do not think that
the total would exceed 150 for all the St. Paul rookeries. The largest
11umber were at the north end fJf Tolstoi rookery, where I observed 70
in one small area and about 25 more a little farther south, on the 15th of
.August. The area referred to was occupfod earlier in the ea ·on by a
great ma of seals, 3tnd I regard the number of dead pups found here
as representing the ordinary mortality of the young. These pups were
549
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not in the water or at the water's edge or in positions where they coul
be supposed to have been cast up by storms.
On August 2 I counted 23 dead pups on Ketavie rookery. The
were all on the higher parts of the rookery, and there were none at th
water's edge. A few dead pups were found on the highest parts of everal of the rookeries, and these, as Mr. Townsend suggested, were u
as had been worried to death by tbe bachelors which hang about t
rear of the rookeries. On several occasions I saw young bachelors
snatch pups away from the pods on the higher parts of the rookeri
and badger them about as if they had been cows.
On Ketavie rookery, on July 27, I saw a youngish bull at the back
the rookery seize a pup out of one of the upper pods with his teeth an
carry it up the hillside. He dropped it several times, but picked it u
again. The pup presently bit at his assailant, and when the attentJ.
of the latter was distracted, ran away down the hill again. .A.notl
pup, apparently brought up the slope by this same bull, had crawl ·
in under a rock, so that it could not be reached.
On August 5, on Ketavie, I saw a bachelor attempting to copula
with one of these pups. The instinct of reproduction seems to sp ·
up at an early age in the seals, and hence these unnatural assaults
the pups. I agree with Mr. Townsend in thinking that a portion
least, of the dead pups found high up on the rookeries are such as h a
been worried to death in the manner indicated. Some of these p u
however, are doubtless such as have wandered away from their moth .
beyond the confines of the rookery, and have died of starvation.
ESTIMATES OF NUMBER OF SEALS.

When Mr. Townsend arrived on St. Paul in July we endeavored
obtain data for an estimate of the number of seals present. With t
in view we went to Ketavie, Lukannon, Tolstoi, and the Lagoon r
eries and made a,n actual count as far as the conditions would perm
As we proceeded it soon became apparent that to count all of t.
several classes of seals was impracticable. The first difficulty that
encountered lay in the fact that the roughness of the ground preven
us from seeing some of the harems distinctly, and we were unable to
down among the seals without stampeding them. Later we came u
the triangles or wedges of breeding seals massed as close together was possible for them to lie. It was necessary to use a field gla
investigating these groups, and as there were no salient points w ·
could be picked out, as the count proceeded the eye soon became
fused and the count lost. The larger groups of pups presented
same difficulty. This class was omitted later on, because on areas w ·
had to be viewed from a distance so large a proportion of pup
concealed by the bowlders that the count could not be at all relied u
We came eventually to count only the cows. At the Lagoon we coun
by pa ing in front of the rookery in a boat, using a low-power l
The harems were separated here by con iderable int rval , and a ..
whole rookery was in plain view there wa no ob tacle to countin .
· On Ketavie we counted without a gla for the mo t part, going d
among the s al as be t we could, and the ame course was pur u
Lukannon a11d Tol toi.
It n not be claimed that onr count i mathematically accurate
I beli ve th t a sufficiently larg rea wa covered to render the ·
cur y of comparativ I little con equ n e. An actual census
be made only by driving all the eals inland and p
ing th
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review, or photographing the rookeries from overhead, both of which
proceedings are impracticable.
The enumeration of cows on tlle Lagoon, made July 10, was by harems,
as follows:
[The numbers indicate breeding females in each harem.]
8
1
41
16

7

28
1
7
23
4
37
15
67

10

14
3
3
2
21
4

16

24
4
26

20
9
1
38
32
20
12
24

20

15
16
22
1
31

67
18
1

8

4
2
4
6
7

4

35
5

1
4
16
18
2
48
23

10

25
9
12

16
31
41
3
1

1
20
2
6
19
14
16

8

1!)

2
1
25
26
16

39

4

Total, 1,264.

The enumeration of cows on Ketavie, made July 8 to 10, beginning
at the south, was as follows:
[The numbers indicate breeding females in eaoh harem.]
1
1
12
3

3
4

35
10
28
8
25
84
3
65

21
9
23
12
9
4

1
28 (4)
13
6
2
5
22
89

1
145 (3)
10
9
93 ( 7)
12
20
1
60
21
2
H
15
82

47

29

1
2
2
52

9
13
29
64
1
12
5
45 (8)
8
15
80
7
18

10

29 (8)
9
11

18
2
14
0
60 (8)

1
17
4
4
5
1
40
9
14
14
20 (2)
19
4
1

38
16

"

10

11

5
11

1
2
10
18

47 (4)
10

9

12
1
50
8
10
24.
17
5
7
1
80
28
12
17

15
9

1
1
25
85
15
19
75
10
42
49
16

22
19
24.
18
21
86
28
8
84
52
48
18
8

Total, 2,640.
NOTE.- The fi gures in parent h eses r efer to the number of bulls with the group of oows. In these
cases several h ar ems wer o of course con solidat d.

Mr. Townsend made an enumeration of a portion of Lukannon rookery
on July 12, and found 1,940 cows. The port.ion of this rookery on which
be made no enumeration is sixteen one-hm1dredth s of the total area of
Ketavie and Lukannon, and it is necessary, therefore, to add 732 cows
in making up the total for the two rookeries, which will then be 5,312
cows.
On J nly 11 I counted the cows on that portion of Tolstoi rookery
under the cliff's at the south end, as follows:
[The numbers indicate breeding females in each harem.]
10

7
8
25
43
6
16

2
20

2'
ll

7

a
9

13
41
61

31

82
5
2
10

14
60 (3)
11
13
1

~1

14

1
G

62

4

19

20

10

9
15

11
11
19
8

22

33

27

7

2
27

25

8

21

21
17

46
43

26
8
13

9
3

6
6

14

34

12

13
15

4
13

4

14

20
7
HI
11

51 (2)

9

41

7

11

6

10

2
2
17
5
7

9

'

29

1

27

a

8
18

a

23
16
8
13

8

5

Total, 1,624.

This portion of Tol toi rookery is only a small part of the whole area,
and the enumeration is chiefly valuable as a ba is for a ·certaining the
average size of harems and for forming an estimate for the whole area.
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The area of the several rookeries on St. Paul in J u1y of the pre u
year, as indicated on the maps made by Mr. C. H. Townsend, is sho
below. I have divided the total area in the case of each rookery into
two parts, on one of which the seals are distributed about as on t e
parts counted as regards density, and on the other are massed together.
The areas are as follows:
Not massed.

.

rir:~ ~:~~= ::::::: ::::::::::::::::::::: ::::::::::::::: ::: :::::::::::::
Tolet-0i ..•••••.•••.••••••••••••••..•.••••••...•.........•••••.••..••••••.•.

~:fr:::::::::::::::: ::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::

Ketavi and L11k:urnon ..•........•............••••••••••..•....•..••••••••
Little Polaviua .........•.••••••.•••..•....•.•••.•.•..•••..••.••.••••..•••.

~~~~~!!tp~1~i:: :: :::::::::: :: ::: :::·.::::::::: :: :::::::::::: :: :::::::::::

Square feet .
168,734
131,725
160,580
82,241
330,523
226,303
20,960
6i, 748
378,240

Employing again Mr. Town end's map , I find that the 1,264 co
counted on the Lagoon rook ry covered an area of 82,241 square fe
making the average occupied by each cow 65 square feet. The 4,1
cows counted on Ketavie and Lukannon rookeries covered 189, 712 squa
feet, or 46 quare fi et for each cow.
On Tolstoi 1,520 cows occupied 44,699 square feet, or 29
for each.
The average is as fo1lows:
Square fi

Lagoon rookery .................••••••••••..••• ____ • __ .. ____ ..•• _•.. ____ ...... .
K tavie and Lukannon rook ries ...... ....................................... . .
Tol toi ...........•.••....•...•...... __ . __ .. __ . _... ___ . _____ .. __ . __ _____ ..... .•
Average ....................................... ____ . ___ . . ___ .. ___ ....... .

If w <li ide th number r pr .-e11th1g- th total nr a, of the rnok ri
on t. P, ul by 46
hould find thereby the number of cow& I
happ n i10w ver, a. a]r ady tated, that on certain portions of th
rook rie th ,' .a1. , rem,, d together, and for the e areas it ha be
decided to con ider tb avera den ity as double that of the remaiuin
parts which would give u 2 square feet a the average area occupie
by each cow.
The cow on th wl1ole ar a of the Laa-oon ro kery having be
counted, the number obtain d by thi enm ration will be includ
instead of an .·timate, and the same course will be taken with Lukan
non and Ketavie rook rie .
The re ult is a follow :
Co

Lagoon rookery ....................•••...•.•.•.•.........••......• __ •.•• _.. 1, Keta.vi a.ncl Lnlrn.nnon rookerir~ ......................... __ ....•.. _____ .... 5 3

e; i'~!~~~l~~!~:rili ?~:~~!~~~ _~~~~~~~-:-~~i-~~• _.-~I~~~~. :~~1~i.c~ ~4.

To;nlo~~

Total . . . • . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 61,

•

65 3
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On St. George, by the same method, w.e find the following:
Rookery.

Area.

Number
of cows.

Sq.feet.
1
::
North . . .. . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 128, 868
Little East. ............................... ... .......... ..... ... .... ...... .. ......
24,254
East.............................................................................
67,884

~~~nf1:t~~i::: ::::::::: :::::::: ::: ::::::: :: :::: :: :::::: :::::: :::::: :::: :: ::::::

m

?:2, ~~:
800

527
1,476

1----1---

Total . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

8, 987

The total for the two islands will be as follows:
Cowl\.

St.Paul ...•.•...••..........•...•••...••••.•..•••..•••..••••.•••.•••••••.. 61,436
St. George . . . . . . . • . • . •. . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . • • • • . • • • • • • • • • • • . • • . . . 8, 987
Total. . • • • . • • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . • • • . . • . • • • • . . . . . . 70, 423

The number of breeding bulls, providing one for every 16 cows, as
already determined, will be as follows:

Total • • • . • • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • • • • . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . • • • • • • • • • • .

4, 402

ESTIMATE OF BACHELORS.

To count the bachelor seals on the hauling grounds is a much more
difficult task than to count the breeding cows. The bachelors are much
of the time iu movement, going down to and returning from the water,
fighting among themselve , etc. Furthermore, they lie pretty evenly
djstribnted over the areas they occupy, rendering it extremely difficult
to select a ingle point on which the- eye can rest as the count proceeds.
For the e reasons a count of the bachelors is in most places practically
impo ible. But there are other difficulties as well. The bachelors at
the water's edge and back of the rookeries are cattered and frequently
in situations in which they can not be well seen. On the large hauling
ground the ''drives" cause the number tori e and fall. Where there
are a thousand to.day there will be only a hundred to.morrow. Under
certain conditions of weather these young males re ort to the land in
great numbers, while under other conditions they remain in the water.
A1l these disturbances and changes cause any direct count to be of little
value.
The counting of the bachelors being deemed impracticable, it remains
to consider wbether an estimate of their number can be made. It is
known by official count how many seals are killed during the season,
and counts were al o made by myself and by the ai:;sistant Trea ury
agent tbi year of the number rejected from the m~jority of the killino- .
There is great confusion in the'' pods" or lit.tie bands of eals when
the killers attack them, and the seals r~jected when once started often
move off rapidly. Hence the enumeration of the rejected seal, can
not invariably be made with entire accuracy. Still, as I learned by
recounting, the eITor is only slight, and not sufficient to affect the
general result. We have then an exact count of the number killed
and an approximately accurate account of those rejected. Upon a certaining what relation the latter bears to the former we can determine
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quite accurately how many seals are driven off the hauling grou.n.d
The following table embodies these data for St. Paul Island:
Percentr Tota.I ( ei5ti:ttuillmebd~r N"!1filtedber age of mated) of
reJec . rejected.

Date.

Rookery.

1895.
June 20
24

Northeast, Point ................•.........••..•..
Reef.... .. ........... .. ........ ...............•..

July

t!!'~~-

'i fi~frr>::: : :: :.: )::;:;: :: : :

9 Northeast l'oiut ................................ .
10 ..... do ....... ...... .......... .. ..... .. .. .... ..••.
15 Reef....... . . .. .....•.................. .... ...•••
17 Halfwa_y Point ...............................••.
19 Zapadnie ... ..................... ....... ........ .
22 Northeast Point .. .........................•.•••.
27 Lukannon .. .... ...............•......... .. ••...•
Aug. 1 Reef (Zoltoi) only ...........................•..•.

1,961
1,548

1, 607
1,487

575

575

751
861
364
960
431
1,138

1,126
1,405
647
1,440
800

324

834
827
286
185

2,322
793
1,856
2,236
931
704

PerCMt.
a45
a49
50

60
a62
64
60
65
70
71

69
73
76.5
79.2
28, I

Total .••..••.•••..•....•... •.. ....... .. ..•..••.••••.. ·•••••·••··••·······

a Estimated.
NoTE.-Some bachelors were killed before June 20, but the number was very small and will
affect the general estimate. These killings were as follows:

Date.
May 27
28
June 1
4
8

13
16

Rookery.

Nlllllbe
killed.

Northeast Point ..••.•................ .................... .. ......•.....•..••.....
Reef ...................................................................•....•..••.
Northeast Point ..•....................•.........................••.......•.•••...
Reef ..............•...•...........•.•.... ......•.... .... ......... ..... .•..•••..••.
Northeast Point ....................................................•...••••.•.•..
'.l'olstoi. .............•....•......•••........ • • •..... • • • • • •. • • • • • • • • • • • • • · • • • • • • • • •·
Northeast Point ... .. ............•................. .....•...•......••.•••..••..•..

Total ...................................................................... .

The total number, 28,970, which represents quite accurately then ·
ber of seals driven from the hauling grounds duriug the season, woul
also represent the number of individual seals on tho e grounds durin
June and July, did not the rejected ones return to their place. A it·
known, however, that many do so return-and may be considered pro
able that all those rejected return to one or other of the grounds-it ·
evident that in this total some seals are counted twice or three tim
To :find the correct total it will be necessary to make a reduction
those seal which appear in the drive more than once, and this is a mo
difficult matter on account of the complexity of the problem. o
facts indicated in the foregoing table are of interest in thi connectio
It will be observed that the number of eal on each of the rookeri
is practically the same at different parts of the season. This agr
with what appears to the eye to be true; that is, in a short time af
the bach lors have been driven from a hauling ground there app ar
be a many eal pre ent again a there were at :first. The numb
from the foreO'oing table are as follows:
t Point:
June 20 .....•..•••••••••••••.••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••. S,

North

i~; iJ~-~~~:: .- .-.-.-.-.-.-: .-.-.-.-.- .- .-.-.-.-.-:: .- :: ::: ::::: :.-.- :.-.-: .- .-.-.-:: :.-:::.- .-.-.-.-: :,

Ref:

June 24 ......................... ................................ _....... 3
Jul 15 .................... . ................ , ..................•........ 3
H If, y I oin :

j~j1 .i1 ::::::::."::: .":::: :::.":: .- :::_-:::: ."::::.- :::.- ."::::: .":: :::."::: .- ::.- ::: t

-
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Zapadnie:
July 2 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . .
July 19 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Lukannon:
July 3 . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
July 27 . ................................................................

2, 266
2, 690
1, 011

1,217

Again, the proportion of seals rejected from the killing grounds
increases gradually as the season advances. As shown by the table at
the :first killing I observed that 50 per cent of the seals driven up were
rejected. This was on June 26. On August 1, the last killing of the
eeason, the per cent rejected was 79.2 of the whole number driven up.
The increase in the proportion of rejected seals is rea~mnably regular.
That there should be such a proportional increase is of course to be
expected, but it appears to be a fact that the relative proportion of
killable seals decreases as the season advances, whether a hauling
ground has been swept over previously or not. Thus, 50 per cent of
the seals were rejected from the :first drive from Polavina on June 26,
and 64 per cent from the :first drive from Lukannon on July 3. Similarly, we find that 73 per cent were rejected from a third drive from
Northeast Point on July 22, while 76.5 per cent were rejected from a
second drive from Lukannon, which took place five days later.
Another matter to receive attention before a general estimate is
made relates to the length of the period during which the bachelors
are arriving at the island. My own observations are of no value in
this connection, because, as the foregoing table shows, the two largest
hauling grounds at least were full before I arrived. It is necessary,
therefore, to refer to the statement of other observers on this point.
Bryant, referring to the year 1869, states that "by the middle of June
all the males, except the great body of the yearlings, have arrived."
(N. A. Pinnipeds, p. 384.) The American Bering Sea commissioners,
() noting various observers, state that they "begin to arrive in the vicinity of the islands soon after the bulls have taken up their positions upon
th e rookeries, but the greater number appear toward the latter part of
May." (United States, No. 6, Beriu g· Sea Arbitration, p. 120.)
These statements are not so definite as could be desired, and I do not
find any others that are more so; but from the foregoing table it appears
probable that while the hauling grounds fill up early in June, bachelors
continue to arrive in greater or less numbers until August. If this is
not the case it is difficult to under tand how so comparatively large
numbers of killable seals can be found late in July.
Whether the seals return to the same hauling grounds as that from
which they are driven is perhaps of no great moment, as the net result
appears to be the same whether they do or do not.
Taking the six weeks in the foregoing table as the period during
which the hauling grounds are full, we can arrive at a conclusion
regarding the number of bachelors in the following way:
The number killed between June 20 and August 1, as shown by the
official count, i 11,045. Earlier in the year 353 were killed, making a
total of 11,398. To this amount is to be added tlie number rejected
from the first drives from each of the several hauling grounds, viz:
Northeast Point ..••••...•••...•.•.....•.....••••.....•••••.••••••••••.••.••• 1,603
TbeReef.........•................. . ..........•.................... : ........ 1,487

fEfffi~ft;~:: ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~: ::=~:::: ~ ~ ~: =:: ~ ~ ~:: ~::: ~ ~:: ~:::: ~:::: ~ ~ ~: ~ ~ ~:: ~ i!i
== ~:

Lukannon ...•.. ...... ...... ..... .. .... ...... ...... .... ...... ..•••. •••. ....

647

Tota.I . . . • • . . . . . • . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . • • • . . • • • • • • • • • . • • . • • • . . 6. 843
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We have then to find out how many new individuals were amon
the seals rejected from the ~mbsequent drives. The proportion rejecte
from the :first drive from Nor th east Point was estimated as 45 per cen
from the second drive, 60 per cent and 65 per cent, or an average of 62.·
per cent; from the third drive, 73 per cent. The increase in the seco
and third drives is 17.5 and 28 per cen-t, respectively. These perce
ages we may take to be those of the new individuals.
We may make up the tota:, therefore, in the following manner :
Number killed June 20 ...••..•••...•.......................................•
Reje~ted June 20 ....•.......•••......•.................••...•••••.......••• _
Number killed ,July 9 and 10 ........••.............................•.....•• Additional per cent rejected July 9 and 10 ..............•...•.............•• Number killed July 22 ..•................•.•.............••••...•....•••••• _
Additional per cent rejected July 22 .•• •••..•..........••••••••••••••••••••• -

--

Total . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 6,

This may be taken as the number of seals on the hauling ground d
ing the six weeks. Treating the other hauling grounds in the s
manner, we have the following amounts:
Northeast Point .••••....••..••......••..••••..•.•...•••...••••....•........
Reef ..•.•.......................... _. _... __ .......... ___ .. ____ .. __ ...... _..
Halfway Point ............................ . ...................... ---- ..... .

:::!:i!~:. :::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::

Lukannon ..................... ........ ................................... .

Total . . • • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . • . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 21,

This, it will be observed, is considerably less than the number drive
viz, 28,970, but it represents, in my opinion, much more nearly the co ·
rect number of seals pre ent on the hauling ground during the peri
'lhis total, 21,049, i based on the assumption that all the "achelo
have arrived by August 1. But as at the last killing, on that dat
about 20 per cent of killable seal were stm obtainable from then
ber driven up, it would appear that if killings were made later (
least up to the end of Augu t) a small number of new seals would
obtained.
I calculate that this would not exceed 2,000 seals for all the baulin
ground .
dding thi to the total previously obtained, we have 23,
for the whole number of bachelor eal on th hauling grounds durin.
the ea on. Thi includ s only the ground from which drive we
made, and we bave yet to con ider the ground at Ketavie and
Lagoon, hi h were not disturbed; al o the area back of tbe breedin
ground and the fringe at the water's eclg . li or the Ket.avie baulin
ground I e timate from my ob er ation that the number should
about 500, for the Lagoon hauling ground 400.
For th area back of the bre ding ground and the water front
reliable e timate can be made. The e bach lor are con tantlymovin
about and were al o mor or le di turbed in ome places thi , o
at 1 a t b~, per.·ons pa ing to and fro. The bachelor at th , at
edg doul>tl . s go to the terminal haulin(l' ground , and may p rha
afi ly b rt•o-ar<l cl a already timat d fi r.
If n -t 11 h w re add d for th · catt r cl bands of ba hel
would pr b bl be ufiicient; but thi i · a pur I nominal e tim t .
itulat , th t-0t 1 i. made up a follo v· :
To r
.. ·omb r of
1 kill l I y 27 to ngnst I. ....................... __ ... __ ... 11
Aclclitionnl al on the b uling rround from whicl1 driv s are mncl . . . . . . . .
.
I. on th h oling rrr und from whi h driv ar • n t m do (K t vie and
La on ) . . . . . . . . . . . . . ......... . . . ....... __ ............... ___ .. __ . _.. ___ ..
•.'umh r of •.l in
t r d 1.,. nd back of tl.ia rook(l'i ... ___ .. __ • _..•. _. . 2.
Tot.al ............•.................... _........................•••...

~

·
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Bringing together the estimates for all the classes of seals, we have
the following:
St. Paul:
Bachelors . . . • • • • • • • . . . . • • • . . • . . . . . . • . • • • • • • • • • . . . . . . • . • • • • • • • • • 24, 144
Breeding "bulls . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3, 839
Cows .•...•.••........•.•....... -- - -- . - -• - - . . . . . • . . . . . • • • • • • • . . 61, 436
Pups. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 46, 077
--135,496
St. George:
Bachelors .......••...•.....••.....•.•..•••..••••.. _..•..•••••.•
Breeding bulls . . • • . . . . . . . . . . • • • . . . . . . • . . . . • • . • . . . . . • • . . . • . . . . . .
563
Cows . . • . . . . . . • • . . • • • • . . . • . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • • • . • • • • . . . . • • . . . • • • . 8, 987
Pups............ . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . 6, 741
20,481
Total number of sea.ls on both islands .•••••••••••••••••••••.••••.. _. 155, 977

In my judgment the foregoing estimate is fairly reliable; but it
should be remembered that it is only an estimate. In a matter so
extremely complex, and with factors so constantly varying, I do not
think any estimate can be made which will approximate the truth more
than somewhat remotely.
The chief use of such calculations in the present connection is, in my
opinion, for the elimination of fanciful estimates of the number of seals.
Thus, a statement that there are a million or half a million seals on the
islands may safely be disregarded, as may equally any claim that there
are but a few thousand remaining. It is probably as important to know
how many seals are on any one or two of the rookeries as to know how
many are on all of them, and this can be ascertained with fair accuracy,
as shown by the enumerations of Ketavie and the Lagoon rookeries
made this year. If it is found in July, 1897, that there are 3,000 cows
on the Lagoon rookery, it may be fairly asserted that this rookery has
doubled in two years.
PRESENT CONDITION OF THE ROOKERIES AS REGARDS THE
DECREASE OF SEALS.

The three questions to which my attention was directed before visiting the islands as the most important ones for consideration are
extremely difficult to answer. They relate to the present conditions as
regards the decrease in the number of seals, the cause of the decrea e,
and the remedy. I realize now, perhaps even more fully than before I
visited the islands, how difficult it will be to find a solution to these
problems which will fill every need and meet every objection. Nevertheless, I address my elf to the task, with the hope that what I have to
offer may prove at least suggestive.
As regards the decrease in the number of seals, there is little to say.
All per on who have vi ited the islands in recent years are agreed that a
decrease ha taken place, and I found no rea on to dispute this conclusion.
Being on the ground during only one ea on, I wa unable of course
to make comparative ob~ervations, but the condition of the rocks and
herbage back of the pre ent rookeries testifies in an unmistakable manner to the fact of their greater magnitude in past years. To take one
instance: On the great inclined plain or "parade ground" on the reef,
which is now covered with low graR and flowers, and from a little di tance resembles a lawn of large extent, the cavities of the lava bowlders are filled with a dull felt-like substance, which upon examination
proves to be composed chiefly of hairs of fur seals interwoven and
matted down. This substance could not be made up from stray hairs
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blown hither and thither bythe wind, or from such as might be le~
the passing seals during a drive. It betokens the former presence
numerous seals for a considerable period on ground now complet
abandoned.
Wherever this matted hair is found abundantly the tops ofthero(
are worn smooth, a condition due clearly to the presence at some ti
of living seals.
_
At the back of all the rookeries, often for a distance of 200 to
feet or still more, this phenomenon is observable, and even among t
high grass farther back, where the rocks are abundantly covered i
lichens, a careful examination reveals the presence of matted hair.
though usually in a friable and decomposed condition.
On the Reef "parade ground" I examined an area about 50 fe
square, which, according to photographs taken by the commission i
1891, was completely bare in that year, and found that it was fully o
half covered with gTass and flowering plants. This indicates that on
of the changes at least are of very recent origin, and can in nowi e
regarded as ancient.
Such facts as I have mentioned demonstrate that at no distant ti
in the past the seals covered much more gronnd than they did thi y
Of the changes which have taken place since last year I can not p
entirely from personal experience. For a knowledge of the conditio
in 1894 I have relied on the photographs and charts prepared by
Townsend, naturalist of the .Albatross. These charts and photograp
for 1894 I examined to some extent while on the ground this summ
and more in detail since ret,urning to Washington. In the lat
instance I have had the advantage of comparing, side by side in co
pany with Mr. Townsend, those of 1894 with those of 1895.
The work this year was done about ten days later than lat
account of the backwardness of the season. Making all allowance
seasonal and other influences, I have no hesitation in affirming that
seals were con iderably less abundant this year than last.
.As already explained, the photographs were made under conditi,
unfavorable in many ways, and some of tbem are not serviceable
compari on. In others the hrinkage of the rookeries is very notic
and ·bould be evident to untrained eyes. This is true of the vie
from tation 1, 4, and 5, Northeast Point; stations 21 and 24, Po
vina; tation 12, Lukannon; tations 14, 14½, and 15, Ketavie; stati
16, 17, and 18, R f; tation 11 and Station F, Tol toi; station 7•, Lo
Zapadni ; tation, 2 North rookery (St. George), and Station B, Li
Ea t rookery (St. George). The changes which are ob ervable r
chiefly from a rece sion from area f the rookeri s, or a generaL-:hr·
age along the inland borders. Accompanying the e changes is a
denc in bre ding ground , formerly of great coutinuou length, to b
up into detach d ar a'. This is very noti eable at ortbea t P ·
Polavina, and Low r Zapadnie, St. Paul, and Great Ea t, North:
Zap~dni r okerie , t. George, and may be ob erv d both in the I
tograph and hart of 1895, wh n compar d with tho e of 1894.
Mr. Town end inform me that h will r port on the echange ind
and a th ph
-rapb. and hart are hi own work and furtberm
a hi exp ri 11 • run ba k o er m n
a on Id not de m itimpor
to n r mor into d t il h r . I
e ith fr. To, n end th
n ti· ·1bl brink, ge f th ~r
round ha t k n plac
1 4. I r a1 th h rd
m c v r
r riou condition a r
rv ti n nd whil i i ohvi u 1 impo. ibl to fi limit in u
if 11
ff- h r
ling p r ti n · continu a at r , n I . h
t to
b
, pr, ctic 11
t rminat d in le
hau fi e
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CAUSE OF THE DECREASE OF SEALS.

It has been generally conceded that the decrease of the seals is due
tio human interference, and in view of the many known cases of extermi-

nation by human agency there is no reason for dissent from tbis opinion.
When we go a step further, however, and inquire what special form of
interference is responsible for tbe results observed, we are met at once
by diversity of opinion. Men have located and carried on the ordinary
operations of life on the sea.I islands. '11hey have killed seals on the
islands. They have intruded upon the resorts of the seals and driven
off certain classes of these animals. They have killed mature.males and
young on land, and both males and nursing and pregnant females at
sea. Some of these operations ceased many years ago, and others are
still carried on. Out of all these factors of destruction, old and new,
we are called upon to select the one or ones which are responsible for
the effects observed, and with whose cessation the decrease would likewise cease. In the present state of knowledge I conceive that this can
not be done in such a manner as to place the matter beyond dispute.
Oonclusions have to be based largely on opinions, rather than on facts,
and as long as these opinions can be challenged the conclusions will
fail to receive universal acceptance.
Putting aside the effects of all past forms of interference, however,
as intangible, we know what operations are going on to-day and what
is the condition of the seal herds. We know that the seals of all classes
have greatly decreased in number and have Rb own that the decrease is
still going on. We know that considerable numbers of male and of
nursing and pregnant female seals are killed at sea, and that considerable
numbers of male seals are killed on land. Now, whether few or many
males remain is of no consequence, so long as there are enough to
fertilize the females.
My observations during the past summer show that there are enough,
and that they are desirous of taking part in reproduction. If this is
not true, why are there always maleR hovering about the water's edge
and attempting to intercept the females as they leave the rookeries 7
Why are there small harems at the water's edge (and eve11 in the water)
which are constantly being broken up by the stronger bulls near by°I
Why are there new harem formed at the back of the rookeries
(the cows with pups) at the close of the season~ Why are the pups
harassed Y If there were not enougl1 bull to fertilize the females, or if
the bulls lacked vigor, none of the e thing would occur. But they do
occur, as I witnessed with my own eyes. Hence, I do not hesitate to
state that, in my opinion, the number of bulls is sufficient for pre, ent
purpo es of reproduction, and that the bulls are virile. It is not to be
inferred, however, that the numb r of males has not decreased. This
is conceded, but, as already stated, the fact is of no interest in the
present connection if enough remain.
When we turn to con ider the female eals, we find that the question
assumes a very different aspect. It is useless to inquire whether there
are enough females. Even if the islands of St. Paul and St. George
were covered completely with female seals, there still would not be too
many, provided there were males enough to fertilize them. When,
however, we find the females decrea ing year by year, there is every
cause for alarm. Taking the condition regarding males as they are
to-day, the question we are con idering resolves it elf to tbi : What is
the cause of the decrease of female seals 1 If we can not find a cause
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which will be accepted by the unwilling as the sole cause, we ca
least point to one which everyone must admit demands serious co
eration. We have the sworn testimony of the Treasury agents of
islands that they counted this fall on St. Paul 23,000 dead pups. E
unbiased observer is convinced that the cows suckle only their
offspring; hence, unless these pups died of natural causes, it is ce
that 23,000 cows were destroyed at sea. That a large number o f c
were destroyed by sealers we k11:ow from the investigations of t he c
mission, and we know, also, that the pups were in such positions
condition as to indicate clearly that they died of starvation. I s t
any reason to look elsewhere for the cause of the decrease of the fema
Certainly not.
·
Now, whether this is the only cause of the decrease of females or
is of no great moment, since, in its operation, it is a sufficient o ne
depopulate the rookeries. He would be regarded a very foolish m an
should spend time and money in investigating obscure causes of the I
of his fowl while the fox was openly stealing hens from the roost.
long as a sufficient cause of destruction is discovered, it is of no prac
cal importance to search for others, since if this one continues to opera
it will destroy the rookeries, whether other causes are discovered a
eradicated or not.
.As it was a part of my instructions to search for obscure deleterio
agencies, however, I will say that I kept the matter constantly in min
but was unable to discover anything of importance. The seals appea
to be healthy and vigorous. I did not see more than five adult dead e
about the rookeries during my sojourn on St. Paul. These were
males. Mr. Townsend informed me of the presence of a dead female Ketavie rookery, but I did not see it myself. It may be said that the
is no mortality of females on the islands before the pelagic sealing begin
as there certainly would be if the seals were in anywise diseased.
No recogmzed enemie were observed about the islands, with the
exception of two ki1ler whale . These I observed for a short time ·
front of Ketavie rookery, but they appeared only once. The imperfe
tions which one finds among the seal are all such as have their ori ·
in wounds received during combats or result from falling or jumpine
from high places on rocky ground.
REMEDIES FOR THE DECREASE.

If it be true that the present shrinkage of the rookeries is d
human interforen e, as I believe it i , the simplest and mo t e
remedy woul 1, of course, consist in topping for a term of ye
sealing operation of batever character and wherever pro ecut
is certain that no harm could re ult to the eal herds from t
ceeding, and ven if the propo ition that the d crea e is due to
able a that may b
i
rence ·hould not b u tain d (im
e
nt would be worth all it might
It may be deeme
· ·
f thi re
·
for r
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·
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at least bas occurred to other investigators, but whether prior to my own
studies I can not say.
It appears to me entirely feasible to brand the seals with a property
mark. If the cows are to be so treated, it would be best to place the
brand on the back, where it could be plainly seen. This would also
have the effect of rendering the skins of the cows unmarketable, and
there would be no object in destroying them.
It is, of course, taken for granted in proposing this plan that property so branded would be recognized as property on the high seas.
Whether this would be the case I can not venture to decide. 1
KILLING OF FEMALES BY THE GOVERNMENT OBJECTIONABLE

In conclusion, it may be proper for me to remark that I should deprecate most earnestly the adoption of any plan to bring the fur-seal q uestion to an end by a wholesale butchery of all the seals, male, female,
and young, on the Pribilof Islands. I do not think that our Government or any other could maintain its dignity while pursuing such a
course. It could only be regarded as a work of spite, which would be
unbecoming in an individual and much more so in a nation.
No one having the smallest spark of love for nature and her works
who had visited the fur-seal islands could for an instant entertain a
proposition for the slaughter of the seal herds. To any such tt would
seem little less than wholesale murder.
Putting sentiment aside, it does not seem to me that such a course is
necessary. Even if the patrol of Bering Sea is suspended and sealers
are allowed to approach the islands, the time will speedily come when
sealing as an industry will cease to be profitable and will be abandoned.
There will still be a remnant of seals which, unmolested, will increase
and once more cover the breeding grounds. In the interval there would
be time for the cultivation of public sentiment in this country and
Europe favorable to the preservation of the seals, and to arrange plans
of international protection.
On the other band, if the breeding seals are slaughtered on the rookeries, one more species will be added to the already formidable list of
those which have been exterminated by unwise and improvident human
action. Such a proceeding would be in the highest sense immoral, and
no less inconsistent with the true aims of a civilized nation.
1 Mr. True suggests further in respect to this subject that, in case of the presence
of pelagic sealers in Bering Sea next seasol\, the entire body of seals might be driven
back from the rookeries and retained in the inland lakes and lagoons for about six
weeks, or during the period when pelagic sealing is mainly carried on in that region.
The execution of such a plan is entirely practicable with regard to all grown seals
of both sexes, but it would result in the destruction of the pups born tba.t season.
If, however, the seals were held inland for only three or four weeks, the majority of
the pups would probably be saved, as they could exist for that length of time wit,h ont
feeding, while the.. retention on land of the grown seals, even for so ~hort 3: space of
time, would undoubtedly cause the abandonment of nea.rly all pelagic sea.ling•
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OBSERVATIONS DURING A CRUISE ON THE SEALING SCHOONER LOUIS OLSENJ AUGUST, 1894.
By A. B.

ALEXANDER.

LETTER OF TRANSMITTAL.

U. S.

COMMISSION OF FISH AND FrSHERIBS,

Washington, D. O., January 5, 1895.
Sm: In response to your request of the 3d instant for copies of the
reports for 1892, 1893, and 1894 of Mr. Townsend on the seal rookeries
of Alaska, and the report for 1894 of Mr. Alexander on pelagic sealing,
I beg to state that no report on the condition of the seal rookeries in
1892 was made by Mr. Townsend, the subject having received the attention of Mr. J. Stanley-Brown, a special agent of the Treasury Department. Mr. Townsend's report for 1893 was transmitted to the Secretary
of the Treasury on February 26, 1894, and a second copy, as also Mr.
Townsend's preliminary report covering the work of 1894, to the Assistant Secretary, Mr. Hamlin, on December 4 and 5, 1894. Herewith I
have the honor to forward copy of the report of Mr. Alexander covering his observations during the summer of l 894 on pelagic sealing.
Very respectfully,
HERBERT A. GILL,

.Acting Oommissioner.
Hon. C. S. HAMLIN,
.Acting Secretary of the Treasury.

CRUISE OF THE LOUIS OLSEN IN BERING SEA.
On May 28, 1894, I left Seattle, Wash., in the Oity of Topeka for Sitka,
and from tbere took passage in the Crescent Oity for Unalaska. Soon
after arriving at the latter place I joined the Albatross and remained
by her until the evening of the 29th of July, when I joined the pelagic
sealing schooner Louis Olsen, of Astoria, Oreg., Captain Guillams,
master, who very willingly gave me pas age for the purpose of making
observations on the seals taken by him during the open season in
Bering Sea.
The next day, in latitude 54° 38' north, longitude 167° 04' west, we
saw our first seals, 20 in number, 12 of which were "sleepers." In the
afternoon we saw 6 seals about a half mile from the vessel playing in a
bunch of seaweed. The sea at the time was perfectly smooth, with a
light air stirring. Two hunters and myself started out in a boat to
663
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watch them and see how near we could approach without distnrbin
them. We soon .learned that they were unusually tame, as we a pproached near enough to touch one with a spear pole. They show
little signs of fear notwithstanding that we were within 30 feet of the
for fully five minutes. Diving under the seaweed a,nd suddenly thru .
ing their heads up through it seemed to afford them great pleasure
They paid but little attention to us and seemed almost indifferent as
how near we approached, so long as we did so quietly. This can
the hunters to exclaim several times, "If we only had a gun we co
kill them all." Under the circumstances it was but natural that t h
thought of a gun should be uppermost in their minds. Early in t
spring, both on the Northwest coast and off the coast of Japan, seals a r
sometimes found which evince little signs of fear, but after one day
shooting on the ground they become very wild and mistrustful, and, ·
.a crow and some land animals, seem to scent a gun in the air.
The following day, July 31, seals were plentiful. The wind bein
light during the previous night, our position had changed but little.
On August 1, at a very early hour, the spears were brought fort
and the seal on them broken. While this was going on many remar
were made in regard to the first day's trial. Some of the bunters we
already discouraged, and were confident that they were only wastin
time by attempting to use spears. The thought of being obliged
adopt the primitive weapon of the Indian was indeed humiliating
them. A few on board felt more hopeful and were willing to give t b
spear a fair trial. Ever since leaving Unalaska the hunters had be
practicing at throwing the spear pole. Every piece of floating sea we
or other object which came within range bad been a target. On sever
occasions the boats had been lowered and a supply of chips and sm
pieces of wood taken along. These were thrown ahead of the boat
targ·ets to throw at. It was soon found that an object that could
readily bit at a di tance of 25 or 30 feet from the vessel was not
ea ily reached from a boat, as the smallest wave would cause the lat
to move just enough to make the pole go wide of its mark. A da ·
practice in throwing from the boats had the effect of teaching t
hunters the various ways of holding the spear to make more ure
its hitting the mark under the many conditions of sea and wind.
this time spear throwing bad been carried on with lifeless objects for
mark. The opportunity was about to present itself of exhibiting k .
in throwing at something which, if mi ed the first time, would not
likely to remain stationary long enough to give the mark man ano h
trial. A cool head and teady nerve would be the pecial requiremen
to in ure a succ s fnl day's bunt should seals be plentiful.
The fir t day of Au u t did not prove a ucce s o far as sealing
concern d, the weather b ing too foggy to, end out the boats. Scat
ing s al were obser ed all day, but they were all" travelers"; tha ·
th were all moving in various direction . Our noon po ition wa I ·
tude 56° 11' north, longitude 172° 01' we t. The next day seal
le s numerous. None w re observed in the forenoon; in the aftern
12 were een, of which all but 1 were traveling to the westward.
·
indi idual wa a l p; a boat wa quickly lowered and the hunt r
watch a rowed to c rd it. B for the boat had co ered half the ·
t nc th
al bowed ign~ of waking and hortly after becoming a
of appr ·l1ing danger it di app r <l. Our noon po ition on thi
eal here
w la itud 57° 21' north, longitud 1730 46' we t.
not o plentiful a th y were farth r ontb. In the afternoon we b
to and c ugbt 2 cod in 65 fathom of water.
o more seal life
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)bserved until the afternoon of the following day, when 2 sleeping seals
were sighted in latitude 57° 50' north, longtitude 173° 48' west. Five
boats were sent out. They returned at 5 p. m., having taken no seals,
although 8 had been ~een, but they were all" travelers." Heavy fog
and strong indications of the wind breezing up _fresh caused the boats
to return earlier than they otherwise would. In the evening, the vessel
being hove to, several seals came close alongside. They seemed to be
very curious to know what we were. All the spears on board were
repeatedly thrown at them, but they had the good sense to keep just out
of range. Whistling had the effect of enticing them close aboard, but
the sight of a spear or two being aimed at them would cause them,
without any apparent effort, to increase their distance by 20 or more
feet.
The first seal captured by the Olsen was on August 4 in latitude 57°
50' north, longitude 173° 48' west, the same position recorded on the
previous day. At 8.45 a. m. sail was made and at 10.45 the boats were
lowered, 2 "sleepers" having been seen. The weather being foggy
the boats were soon lost to sight. The vessel was hove to, it being
much easier for the boats to keep the bearing of the vessel than for
the vessel to keep track of the boats.
As soon as the boats had left, a hand line was put over in 70 fathoms of water. An hour's :fishing resulted in 18 cod, the average
weight of which was about 12 pounds; the largest weighed not far from
30 pounds. All but 2 of the cod were in a healthy condition; these
2 had sores on their backs about the size of a half dollar, which had
eaten nearly to the back bone. This instance is especially mentioned
on account of the position of the sores. In both cases they were situated near the neck directly over the vertebra; they were as round and
smooth as if cut with a knife.
Notwithstanding that the fog did not lift during the day, the boats
remained out until 9 p. m. The result of the day's hunt was 12 seals,
4 males and 8 females. One of the seals had previously been speared
in one of its :flippers, as it was nearly severed from its body, showing
that the seal must have had a hard struggle to free itself. The largest
number of seals was taken by two boats, each bringing in 5; two other
boats captured 1 each, and the remaining two boats brought in nothing.
About 50 seals had been observed from the boats, the most of which
were awake. Only an occasional individual had been noticed during
the day from the vessel, the fog being too dense to see more than an
eighth of a mile. In no instance was the first seal thrown at captured,
and it was only after repeated attempts by each hunter that one was
bit. The excitement produced by the desire of each hunter to be the
first to capture a seal, combined with the inexperience of throwing the
primitive weapon, was no doubt the chief cause of the poor result .
The 8 females captured were all nursing seals; but little food was found
in their stomachs, and that was too much digested to determine its
character.
On the 5th the wind and weather were not suitable for sealing, a
very fresh southeast wind prevailing, and in order to keep our po ition
the vessel was hove to under easy sail. A large number of seals was
noticed. They apparently had no fixed course, but would swim in one
direction a half a mile or so, and then turn and go in an oppo ite way.
The wind continued fresh, with a rough, choppy sea until the following
noon, when the fog which had come in during the night lifted and the
wind suddenly subsided into a calm. The boats were put in readiness
and sent out for an afternoon's hunt. Considering the state of the sea
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and the time of starting, a fair afternoon's work was done, 19 se
being landed on deck by 8.30 p. m. Fifteen of the number were fema.
and 4 males. Only 6 had food in their stomachs. Every hun .
reported seals numerous, about half of the number being asle
They slept in bunches of 6 and 8, and when aroused from their sl
ber were very tame, but owing to the inexperience of the hunters wi
spears in a comparatively rough sea, the successful throws were fe
and far between. Had the hunters been provided with shotgn
instead of spears, it is safe to say that a hundred or more seals wonl
have been nearer the day's catch. During the absence of the boat
large number of traveling seals had been seen from the vessel, and
an occasional "sleeper." One of the latter was observed close abo
a little on our lee. It evidently was sleeping soundly, for neither t
slatting of the sails nor the blowing of the fog horn had the effect
awakening it, and it was only when the scent of the vessel reached it th
it showed signs of life. .After being fully aroused it did not exhibit
great signs of alarm, but played about not far off for sometime. II
seldom happens that a seal will show such indifference to its surroun
ings as this one. The captain and mate said they had never in all th ·
experience seen a seal so tame. The general opinion on board was tb
it was due to there being no :firearms used or hunting allowed in Berin
Sea for the past few years that caused the seals thus far observed
show so little fear of man.
The largest catch during any one day was taken on .August 7.
day commenced with a gentle breeze from the south and a smooth s
.A light fog hung low over the water, which prevented the boats fr
being seen more than 20 yards. .At 8 a. m. the last boat shoved off,
they did not appear again until evening. The noon position of
vessel was latitude 58° 30' north, longitude 173° 56' west. In t
forenoon hand-line fishing was carried on. The depth of water here
60 fathoms. Six good-sized cod were caught in quick ucces ion· male and 4 females. Their tomachs were well filled with food.
the stomach of a large female was found an octopus which had rece
bP-en swallowed, as it skin showed no discoloration. Cod were ab
dant, and we could have filled the decks in a day's fishing with a in
line. Their abundance may have been the cause of seal being pl
tiful in this region. In the evening the boats alJ returned nearly at
same time, bringing in 34 seals, 30 of which were female . Tw
four of the number had food in their stomachs. The material, ho
ever, was finely masticated and hard to identify, but a portion of
looked very much like the flesh of cod. If this suppo ition is corr
the qne tion arises, Did the eals dive to the bottom in 60 fathom
bring their prey to the surface f As a rule cod are found very cl
the bottom, e pecially in deep water, and it is not probable that
were at or near the urface here. The most sati factory eviden
writer ever had that seals are deep divers was obtained two years
on the Fairweather Ground, a large bank off the coa t of .Alaska
n a crui e in the revenue cntt.er Oorwin. We were about to re
the ship, t the end of
nee ful afternoon's hunt, when a larg
eal suddenly came up clo e to our canoe-not over 30 feet awayvery large red ro kfi h in it month, which it immediately prvvo~•=
to devour. Th fi h
aliv , nd could plainly be een trugglin
the al' mouth. Our po ition t the time w some 75 or 80 mil
bore from Yakutat Bay.
h d no m n of
ertaining thed
of
, but it could not have b n much I
than 100 fa home.
rock.ti h, like the cod, also generally swims alo e t.o the bo
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although it may possibly sometimes feed near the surface. The writer ·
does not maintain that seals can go to the bottom in 100 fathoms, but
he does believe that theycandivemuchdeeper than is generally supposed.
All the hunters on this day reported seals plentiful, but could find
very few a.sleep. Had the sun been shining it is safe to say that the
majority of those with food in their stomachs would have slept during
the greater part of the day, for as a rule seals with full stomachs sleep
when the sun is out, the air warm, and the sea smooth, or comparatively
so. Their time of sleeping, however, is not always when conditions are
favorable, for after a gale of long duration they are frequently seen
asleep when the air is cold and the sea uncommonly high, at such times
being completely exhausted. It is not an infrequent sight during the
winter and spring months, at the end of a long and heavy gale, to see
seals sleeping soundly in a snow storm, the exposed portion of their
body being covered with snow. In consequence of the seals being restless on this day, a great many of the 34 taken were what is known to
sealers as'' finners," that is, about half asleep, rolling about and scratching themselves. Sometimes '' finners" are hard to approach, and at
other times very easy. A restless one will try very hard to take a nap,
but just as he gets comfortably fixed something disturbs him, and holding
his head up he will take a fook all around as if danger were scented.
They are then difficult to spear.
Indians seldom pay any attention to moving seals when hunting with
spears; they think it a waste of time. White hunters, when they can
find no sleeping seals, frequently give chase to "finners" and "travelers," and in many cases are rewarded for their trouble. The hunters
on the Olsen soon found that few seals could be taken on certain <lays
if they only selected sleeping ones. Many haphazard throws were made
at swimming and finning seals, the majority of which were failures, but
enough good shots were made to make the experiment a paying one.
For several days seals had been observed chasing some kind of fish,
and during thi last day's hunt they were quite plentiful. Only a
single individual would be een; it would dart first in one direction
and then in another, and occa ionally would make a desperate leap
out of the water. Presently a seal would be noticed not far off swimming as rapidly and in as many different directions as the fish. On
the day in question 2 als were speared just as they came to the
surface, each with one of the e fish in its mouth. The seals did not
relinquish their hold when speared, but kept a firm grip until knocked
on the head. The fish proved to be Ala kan pollock. Both of the
seals were large males, one probably between 8 aud 10 years old.
The two following days, August 8 and 9, the weather was too boi terous for sealing; wind southeast and every indication of a gale. We lay
to under the fore ail in order to keep as near our position as possible.
A heavy ea set in from the westwa1·d, but the wind did not increase
above a strong breeze. Scattering seals were about each day, all traveling to the westward. From observation we learned that du.ring
stormy weather seal traveled in an oppo ite direction to the wind. In
a gale they are far more numerous on the lee side of the Pribilof
Islands than to the wiud ward of them. When the wind is heavy and
the sea rough seal as a rule travel from the seal islands directly to
leeward or n arly so. Ju t how much the wind change the course of
the main body of seals would be hard to say, but so far a our investigations extended, in connection with the traveling herd which came
under our notice, we are inclined to think that seals within 100 miles
of the seal islands bound to the feeding grounds will, in most case ,
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seek the grounds to the leeward of the group. Seals in a gale take
every advantage of wind and sea; it is necessary that they should, for
there is evidently a limit to their endurance.
On the morning of the 10th light winds prevailed, but a choppy se
combined with a long, rolling swell from the west southwest, rendere it unfit for sealing, although scattering seals had be.en noticed. T ~o
days of idleness had made everybody on board anxious to get out m
the boat . In the afternoon the wind fell to a calm, and the boats were
put over in latitude 58° 27' north, longitude 172° 46' west, and remaine
out until evening, bringing in only 3 seals. Very few were seen :froill
the boats, although they covered considerable ground during the d ay.
Seals were equally scarce in the vicinity of the vessel, only 6 bein ~
observed. One of these, more bold than the others, kept circline
around the ve sel, coming nearer each time. Finding that it wa
inclined to be inqui itive its approach was encouraged by continua·
whistling by those on board. It was finally enticed alongside a nc
captured, the pear passiug through one of its hind :flippers. It fought
bravely for life while in the water, but on being hauled on board i
power was greatly lessened. It did not, however, give up without
de perate struggle to regain its liberty. At one period of the fight i
drove everybody from the main deck, and it was only when a noose w
thrown over its neck and it head hauled down to a ring bolt that it wa
ma ter d and ould b knocked upon the head. The catch of seals for
the day wa 4, 3 female and 1 male. The total catch to date h
been 69, 13 m le and 56 females.
Th next d y, Au u t 11, the boats made an early start. Everythin
looked favorable for a go d da 'shunt, the wind being light and the e
smooth-two things which are almo t indispensable in seal hunting. ......
s al had been noticed during the morning, but it does not neces aril
follow th t becau e none are ob erved from the vessel they are not abou
for it frequently happens that good catche are made under those circumstances. Thi wa not one of tho e exceptional days, however, h
catch amounting 1:o only 13-3 males and 10 females. Seals had bee
comparati ely plentiful, but were not inclined to sleep and were too ·
to approach. A piece of an Ala kan pollock taken from a seal's mon
wa brought in by one of the hunters. A series of trials was ma
for bottom fl h, but with neo-ative re ult ; we seemed to be drifting ov
barren ground. The noon position on this day was 57° 42' 38" n o
latitude, 172° 52' we t longitude.
Our pleasant weather was about to be broken for a considera
length of time, for the 12th began with a gale from the southe accompanied by a heavy sea. We lay hove to under single-reefed fo
sail and try ail. In the afternoon spoke with the schooner Teresa.
San Franci co; al o aw the chooner Kate, of Victoria, British Col
bia, a short distance away. Seals were frequently seen all through
day. In the early part of the night the wind increased to a hea ~ a
but in the latter part it decreased in force and hauled 1:o the w
south we t. A heavy ea kept up all day. In the forenoon ~ v ~
was sighted low on the horizon. An occa ional seal was ob erved.
On August 14 the weather was plea ant, but the wind fre h fro m
westward. In the evening we boarded the chooner Fawn, of Vi t ·
British Columbia, which reported losing a boat and three men on 11th, but they were afterwards picked up. The Fawn had an In ·
crew and had taken 20 skins in Bering ea. This new gave
hunters considerable encouragement. The noon po ition was lati
57° 37' north, longitude 173° 14' we t.
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August 15 was marked with pleasant weather in the early part of the
day, becoming very squally in the latter part, with rough sea,. Noon
position, latitude 57° 11' north, longitude 173° 09' west.
On Au~ust 16 we had variable weather; clear in the morning, thick
and squally in the afternoon, with very rough sea. But few seals were
seen. The noon position of the ship was latitude 57° 04' north, longitude 172° 30' west.
At 7 a. m. August 17 made sail and ran to the southward; wind
northwest and fresh, gradually decreasing to a light breeze in afternoon.
A heavy fog came in later in the day. Noon position, latitude 56° 54'
north, longitude 172° 45' west. We continued on our course until 8
a. m. the next day, when we saw a seal ":finning" close by. A boat was
quickly manned and started in pursuit, but the seal was on the alert
and escaped. Shortly after this a" sleeper" was noticed not far off on
the weather bow. .Another boat was hoisted out and rowed quietly
toward it, no attempt l>eing made to throw the spear until within 20
feet. It was easily captured. Its stomach was found to be well filled
with food, which was no doubt the cause of its sleeping so soundly.
Later in the day all the boats went out, but returned at the end of
three hours with only one seal. The sea was smooth, with little wind
stirring, but the air grew suddenly chilly and the sky very cloudy,
which practically put an end to the chances of seals sleeping for the
day. The hunters claimed that had they been provided with guns the
day's catch would have been at least 60 or 70 seals. On a day Jike this
when seals showed no inclination to sleep shotguns in the hands of
skillful hunters wou.Jd have done very destructive work. In the early
days of pelagic sealing the hunters sought sleeping seals only, but they
have learned the movements of the seal so thoroughly that" travelers"
and ~':finners" are almost as readily taken as sleeping ones.
Hand-line :fishing wa~ carried on from the vessel in 60 fathoms of
water. In one hour 10 cod were caught, their average weight being
about 9 pounds. It was estimated that the largest weighed 30 pounds,
the smallest 4 pounds. In their stomachs were found small starfish,
prawn , squid, medusre, and a quantity of decomposed fish.
Unfortunately, this was our last day's hunt, as from this time on we
had 1;tormy weather and heavy gales. Eighty-four seals had been
taken-16 males and 68 females. .All the females were nursing cows
except one, which was a yearling. The last seal caught by the Olsen was
taken in latitude 56° 05' north, longitude 172° 17' west.
Early in the morning of August 19 the weather was pleasant, with
indications of a suitable day for sealing, but shortly after the wind
began to freshen from the southeast, gradually increasing in force and
hauling to the westward. We lay to under a double-reefed foresail,
encountering heavy squalls at times. Our noon position was latitude
55° 39' north, longitude 172° 12' west.
On August 20 there was a heavy gale from the northwest and a very
high sea running. We ran before the wind for three hours hoping to
es ape the heaviest part of it, but no perceptible difference was felt. We
then lay hove to until 10 p. m., at which time we again kept off before
the wind, and ran until 10 a. m. the next day. About this time we saw
several seal , and soon after ran close to a bunch containing five, all
huddled together. It was evident that they were well tired out, or else
they would not have been asleep in such weather. Our noon position
was latitude 540 38' north, longitude 168° 01' west. In the afternoon
we sighted several ve sel .
On the 22d we bore a.way for Unimak Pass, the wind north-north0
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west and blowing a gale, followed by a heavy sea. On the morn.in
the 23d sighted the lower part of .Akutan Island, the top of which
enveloped in a heavy fog. .A.II through the day seals were plen ·
and ma.'lly of them asleep. During the past few days enough
had been seen to induce a vessel to lay by and wait until the wea
should moderate, but the captain thought bad weather had set ·
the fall, and accordingly had made up his mind to go home. He
a mistake in so deciding, for after we had left and were on our
home good catches were made by all the vessels that remained.
At 6 o'clock in the evening we had left Unimak Pass behind u
were standing on an east by south course. The next day, when a
75 miles from the pass, saw a sleeping seal, and 10 miles farthe
saw two more. When about 200 miles off shore salmon were noti
jumping. They were so near tha·t we could hardly mistake the spe
Whales were also plentiful. For the first two or three days after 1
ing Bering Sea the weather was pleasant, but during the greater _
of the voyage home heavy gales from the westward prevailed. 0
evening of September 6 we arrived at Victoria, having been t
days on the voyage home.
The writer was very kindly treated by the captain, officers, and c
of the Olsen, who did everything in their power to forwa:rd his inqu ·
Had the Olsen encountered the favorable conditions which many of
vessels did, much more extensive and important ob ervations c
have been made. It was subsequently learned that during the tim
were having exceedingly stormy weather, often hove to in a gale, m
ves els of the fleet operating several degrees farther south were h
ing pleasant weather and making good catches every day.

SYNOPSIS OF THE SEALING CRUISE OF THE LOUIS OLS
ON THE JAPAN COAST IN 1894.
The schooner Louis Olsen, of Astoria, ailed on a sealing v
bound for the coast of Japan, January 1, 1894. Like the majo
sealers intending to hunt on that coa t, she made a southern pa
going to the southward of the Sandwich Island and clo e to the
I la.nds. Sealers frequently call at the latter group for water and
uch repair as may be needed. The e i land are situated not f:
the sealing ground where eals are taken early in the pring.
The boat were lowered for the fir t time on March 12. The nex
and the following one 74 eal were taken. On the 16th a heavy
from the southeast came on, but ub ided on the 17th, when hun
was re urned.
On March 22, in latitude 37° 44' north, longitude 144°
schooner wa sighted bottom up, which proved to be the ·ealin
Ma cot.
he wa afterward seen by other ve el , and atte
made to cut through her ide and ecnre he skin , of wh
under
out 5 in her hold, but without u
Ith
tr
dv
lar,
ad
Ont
d ob
and i
5m
n rtl
e t
ced on
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On March 26, in latitude 38° 39' north, longitude 144=° 27' east, a sealing boat was discovered bottom up, painted green on the outside and
red inside. It had been hove to, with mast, sails, and oars out, for a
drag. A shotgun, a'' sticking" knife, with the letters ''W. B." cut in
the handle, and a seal skin were found in it, the skin being considerably
decayed.
We spoke the schooners Lillie L., of San Francisco, and Penelope, of
San Pedro, on March 28 and 31, in latitude 39° 02' north, longitude 144°
44' east. Heavy gales prevailed until the 1st of April. Fair weather
continued until the 9th, during which time 210 seals were taken.
Stormy weather again came on, which lasted for three days. On May 11
spoke with the schooner Gasco, of Victoria, in latitude 39° 43' north,
longitude 142° 54' east. Very little sealing was carried on until the 18th.
On the 19th, two of the boats went astray in latitude 37° 02' north,
longitude 146° 03' east, and no tidings of them were obtained until the
26th, when the schooner Kate and Ann, of Victoria, was spoken and
reported that they had been picked up by the schooner Penelope, of
Victoria.
Sealing was carried on till May 3, when a heavy gale came on, which
continued until the evening of the 7th, at which time the Olsen sailed
for Hakodate. In the afternoon of the next day she entered the Straits
of Tangar, and in the evening came to anchor in the above-mentioned
harbor.
On May 16 sealing was again commenced in latitude 40° 55' north,
longitude 142° 58' east, when she also spoke with the Dora Siewerd,
which reported having 1,300 skins. The following day fell in with the
schooner Penelope, and received on board the hunters that went astray
on April 19. On May 26 picked up a boat and crew belonging to the
schooner Enterprise, of Victoria, in latitude 41 ° 50' north, longitude
142° 26' east. The next day spoke with the schooner Umbrina, of Victoria, which had taken 2,100 skins.
Hunting was carried on without interruption until June 10, the total
number of skins taken up to date being 1,055. No more hunting was
done on the Japan coast. On June 25 the Olsen arrived at Attn
Island and on July 15 at Unalaska.
I WaB informed by the captain and hunters of the Olsen that full ninetenths of the seals taken on the Japan cruise were females, and that it
is very seldom that a bull is killed. I have since talked with a number
of hunters belonging to other vessels, and they all say that the Japan
catch of seals consists mostly of females. A few more males are found
at the Oopper Islands, but the percentage there is small.
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OBSERVATIONS DURING A CRUISE ON THE DORA
SIEWERD, AUGUST-SEPTEMBER, 1895.
BY A. B.

ALEXANDER.

LETTER OF TRANSMITTAL.

u. s. OoMMISSION

OF FISH AND FISHERms,
OFFIOE OF THE COMMISSIONER,
Washington, March 9, 1896.
• Sm: I have the honor to transmit for your information a report by
Mr. A. B. Alexander, fishery expert of the United States Fish Oommission steamer Albatross, entitled, ''Report of ob'servations made during a cruise in Bering Sea in the sealing schooner Dora Siewerd, in
.August and September, 1895." The preparation of this report has only
recently been completed.
Very respectfully,
HERBERT .A. GILL1
.Acting Oommissioner.
The SE0RET.A.RY OF THE TREASURY,
Washington, D. O.

CRUISE OF THE DORA SIEWERD IN BERING SEA.
Pursuant to instructions from the Hon. Marshall McDonald, United
States Oommissioner of Fish and Fisheries, to secure passage on a
pelagic sealing vessel for the purpose of making a cruise in Bering Sea,
with the object of gathering information concerning the pelagic habits
of fur seals, the methods employed for their capture at sea, their food,
the proportion of each sex represented in the catch, tc., I left the .Albatross at Unalaska, the middle of July, 1895, to await the arrival of the
sealing fleet. Subsequently accommodations were obtained, through
the kindness of Capt. H. F. Siewerd, on bis ve sel, the Dora Siewerd,
a schooner of 100 tons register, and one of the largest in the fleet. She
~arried 18 canoes and 2 boats, and a crew of 36 Indians and 9 white
men. As two Indians go in a canoe, the spearsmen and boat steerers
were equally divided.
The writer went on board the Siewerd in the evening of July 27, but
owing to stormy weather she did not sail until the morning of tbe 31st
getting under way in company with 27 other sealing vessels. The wind
being light we were obliged to anchor off Ulakhta Head. Hand lines
673
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were put over here and fishing carried on for two hours, resulting
the capture of 22 cod and 4 halibut.
Early in the afternoon, with a light wind from the eastward, we work
toward Cape Cheerful, which, the next morning (August 1), bore on
east 25 miles, the fleet by this time being considerably scattered.
9 a. m. 2 sleeping seals were observed, and shortly afterwards the ve
was hove to and the canoes put over. Each hunter among the Indi
was anxious to secure the first skin, a superstition prevailing that
who kills the first skin at the beginning of a cruise will be attend
with good luck during the remainder of the season. No time was 1
in getting the canoes in the water, as a number of other vessels in ig
had already lowered their boats. After the canoes had gotten abou _
miles ahead, the vessel followed in their wake; and as the day was cl
they could be seen for a long distance. Occasionally a sail would
seen to lower, which indicated that the canoes were among seals.
Before entering into a discussion of' the details of my observations
may be well to state that the positions of each day's catch will be fo
in appended Table No. 1, the same corresponding with those given ·
the vessel's official log. The noon position each day is shown in Tab
No. 2, in which is also recorded the direction and force of the win
the barometer reading, and the temperature of the air and wa
The temperature of the water was taken 5 feet below the surface. T
material found in the stomachs of seals has been labeled with referen
to the noon position.
In the afternoon we passed numerous patches of seaweed and ke .
In a few instances seals were seen with their heads and flippers thr
up through this floating material. Occasionally they would dive
swim a hort distance, soon returning to the surface, however, rollli::!
over and over in the tangled seaweed, but sometimes stopping in the
play on the alert for danger. When on sealing ground, hunter al
carefully inspect floating seaweed, and, as a rule, if there are seals abon
they are almost sure of finding one or more in each large patch. La
in the afternoon we passed close to such a patch, covering a con ide
ble area, in which 6 seals were playing. They paid no attention t-0
ve el, althouo-h within 100 yards of them. A hunter with a shot
could have captured 2 or 3 of the number, and an Indian with as
would have secured at least 2.
At 5 p. m. the canoes returned with a catch of 42 seals. Three _
the males were about 5 years old, all the others of both sexes be·
from 2 to 4 years old. Their stomachs were nearly all empty, a few co
taining some material, which,however, was too much decomposed to
identified. The hunters reported seeing but few seals asleep, and th
appeared unea y. Mo t of tho e ob erved awake were finning. ~great body of seal had been noticed, and in such pleasant weather
there had been many on the ground, 18 canoes and 2 boats could h
picked up 100 or more. This number of boats, traveling, a they do ·
a path from 10 to 15 miles wide, must necessarily see nearly every
within that belt. The few seals seen traveling to-day were going to
the northwest.
The chief of the tribe reported hearing the discharge of firearm
short distance to wind ward of his canoe, but he could not tell t.o wh
vessel the boat belonged.
The next day, August 2, the boats were lowered at 7 a. m.
weather bid fair for a successful day's hunt, the wind being no
northwest and light, and the sea smooth. In the early part of th o
noon we jogged close to 3 seals playing. Frequently they woul
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over several ti.mes, stop suddenly to scratch themselves, and stand
upon their heads with thei.r hind :flippers about 2 feet out of water.
They repeatedly performed this operation. When quite near them one
of the seals lifted its head up, but the sight of the vessel caused no
alarm. Having no boat to lower or spear to throw, a loud noise was
made by shouting and beating upon a tin can. This did not have the
effect of frightening them, but a light thump on the rail of the vessel
caused them to dive instantly, and when next seen they were about
200 yards away. Pausing to look at the object which bad frightened
them, they then swam rapidly away in an easterly direction.
From the above it would appear that seals are ordinarily but little
frightened by the presence of vessels, provided they are to leeward of
them. Had we been on the windward side the seals would have taken
alarm almost instantly, and would either have dived or swam rapidly
away.
At 1 p. m. a heavy fog bank appeared in the northwest, and shortly
afterwards the canoes and one boat returned. The other boat had evidently gone astray, but as the weather was smooth no great anxiety
was entertained for her safety. Forty-five seals were brought on board,
26 being males and 19 females. All the females except 2 were with
milk. Their stomachs were mostly empty.
Through tbe night the weather continued foggy. .Early the next
morning, August 3, a sharp lookout was kept for the missing boat, and
also for seals. No attempt had been made to lower the canoes although
the , ea was comparatively smooth. The light fog which hung over the
water, in connection with the fact of the missing boat, caused the
Indians to bang back. At 7 a. m. a sleeping seal was observed under
our lee clo e aboard, but not in a position to detect us by the sense of
smell. A canoe was soon launched and started in pursuit, but the hort,
cl.10ppy • ea made it somewhat difficult to capture it. In calm weather,
or at t imes when there is only a light wind stirring, a canoe in approaching a ~eal is generally paddled directly from the leeward, but in a
choppy sea, uch a prevailed on this occasion, an Indian always
approaches side to the wind, which brings the canoe in the trough of
the sea and prevents it from making any noise that would disturb the
" sleeper."
A bout noon the missing boat returned, bringing the skins of 2 seals,
1 male and 1 female.
At 1 p. m. another sleeping seal was ob erved cl()se under our lee.
In ninety-nine cases out of a hundred a sleeping seal will awaken when
a ves el is close to it to windward, but not so with this jndividual, for
it slept on wholly uncon cious of danger, and was ea ily captured. At
this time the weather howed ign of clearing, and Roon afterwards the
canoes were lowered. The vessel contjnued joggiug to the we ·tward
under sealing canvas. One ve sel was in sight. Three hour later the
an oes began to return, the wind having increased in force, accompanied by a choppy ea, wbj h prevented seals from slee ing. They w re
reported carce, and the few taken bore out this statement. The day's
hunt amounted to only 13 kin , 0 males and 7 females. Four of the
females were with milk. Two of the males were quite large, about 5
years of age or over, the others from 3 to 4 year .
ry few seals had
been observed from the canoes, and those noticed awake were traveling
to the southwe t.
In the morning of Augu t 4 the weather was foggy and the wind
northwe t and moderat . White hunters would not have hesitat.ed
about going out in this kind of weather, but the Indians indulged in
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considerable unnecessary talk and paid no attention to a few scatte ·
sleeping seals tha,t were observed among patches of seaweed. It
only when an occasional glimpse of the sky was seen through
clouds and fog, and indications of good weather were plainly vi ib
that the Indians showed a disposition to hunt. At 10 o'clock all
boats went out. At the time of lowering two other sealing vessels w
in sight. During the absence of the canoes no seals were observed fr
the vessel, although floating seaweed was plentiful. ·
The canoes returned early in the afternoon, on account of a bea
fog bank which suddenly shut down. Only 16 seals had been take
males and 8 females. Their stomachs were entirely empty, which ·o
seem to indicate a scarcity of surface fish in this locality. One of
hunters spoke the schooner Annie 0. Moore, which reported havi
taken 65 seals, a comparatively poor catch, considering that the we, t
had been fairly good.
The following day (August 5) the weather was not suitable for
ing, owing to fog and mist most of the time. The wind was from
west-southwest to east-southeast, gradual1y increasing from a g
1io a fresh breeze, accompanied by a sea sufficiently choppy to pre
seals from sleeping. One "sleeper," however, was observed from
vessel and captured.
On stormy days a lookout is kept by the hunters, and the one
:first sees a seal is entitled to stand in the bow of the canoe as cl
man. .At such times three men go in a canoe, the weather usually b i
too rough for one man to manage it.
o selection of canoe i ma
the most handy one being used, and also the first spear that can
gotten hold of.
In the afternoon we stood to the east-southeast 18 miles, and du ·
the night to the south by we t 17 miles, ighting Unalaska I land
the morning of the 6th. The weather wa stormy and blowing a
erate gale from southeast, with falling barometer. The noon ob r
tion placed us in latitude 55° 01' north, longitude 168° 07' west,
·
showed that we had been in a strong outherly current for the p
twenty-four hour . Later in the day we ran 19 miles on a north
course and hove to on the port tack under a two-reefed fore ail
fore-staysail and trysail. In the eve11ing we pa :ed clo e to
schooner San Jose. During the night the wind hauled to the
west and decreased in force to a very fresh breeze. .At time d
the following day the sea wa very rough, not wholly due to the ·
but caused by a strong current running to the southward. At n
the fog and clouds cleared enough to enable us to get an ob er ati latitude 54° 56' north, longitude 167° 27' we t. In the aftern n
stood to the northward at a rate ufficient to offi et the effe t
current. Late in the day we spoke the chooner Walter.£. Rich.
had tak n only 65 seal . She bad been crui ing to the we t ard of
pre~ent po ition, near the 60-mile zone, and bile in tliat re 0 fon
seen but few seals.
T ward evening two young als play d about the e el for
tim . They were ntiC'ed quite n ar by hi tling, but not clo e n
to p ar. It i onl rar ly hat al re peared from the d
e el. The young will of n approach ver n ar and pl about.
time for an hour or mor but k eping out of reach. 0cc i n
ho ever their curio i ov rcome th ir cu tom r pruden e an
en h tim
h y are g nerally c ptur d .
.In t~e. morning of .Augn t b re . r in die tion of clearing we:~!.'[.~
";:;-'"~WJth r mg barom ter and an occa 10nal clear pot in the sky.
.J..
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or more seals, in bands of three and four, were noticed, causing con:-.iderable commotion among the Indians. A we k of tbe ealing seasOI1
llad already passed, and only a few seals 11ad been captured, in consequence of which the Indians were becomi11g restless. At 8 a. m., wore
ship and shook the reef out of the foresail, but iu a short time tbe fog
again settled down, and remained so for tlle remainder of the day.
In the afternoon we saw quite a large number of seals, more tban at
auy time since entering the sea. They were not movillg in any particular direction. Orcas or killer whales were plentiful, and kept clo e
to the eals, but they did not have the effect of driviug them from the
ground. The sealers claim that the orcas destroy large numbers of
seals annually, especially in and about the numerous passes through
tbe Aleutian Islands and off the coast of Japan. Many hunters say
that when out in their boats it is not an unfrequent occurrence to see
orcas devour Reals. One hunter on board of the Siewerd informed me
that on two occasions, off the Japan coast, orcas attempted to take the
seal that he had shot. During the afternoon we saw five other sealing
vessels.
On August 9 the canoes were put over for the first time in five days.
The white hunters made a start at 9 a. m., the weather having moderated, and being prompted so to do by the sight of a sleeping eal.
The Indian hunters held back for a time, but several other seals being
observed, the remaining canoe, were lowered. During most of the time
while the hunter were absent, numerom; birds and whales and several
porpoises were observed about the ve el. Early in the afternoon the
wind began to increase in force and the canoes to return. By 4 o'clock
they were all on board, having secured 20 seal , of which 13 were males
and 7 females. The stomachs were nearly all empty, a piece of squid
being takeu from one and a few fish bones from another. One of the
female had Jost a bind flipper, and shot were found in two of the kins.
One of the eals represented by the e skins bad been recently wounded,
tlrn other probably some time early in the priug, the shot being found
en,cysted. All of the females were in milk; the males were all young
bachelors.
Two ves el , the F. M. Smith and Saucy Lass, were in sight at the
time the canoes returned. The captain of the former came on board
and reported having taken 105 skin . He al o aid that the chooner
Triumph had obtained 283; Maud S., 240; 0. D. Rand, 100, and the
Saucy Lass between 60 and 70.
On the fo11owing morning (August 10) the weath r wa cloudy and
cool. At 7 o'clock the canoe and boats started out; at the tim of
their going the sea wa long and rolling, and the t mperatnre of the
water 2 degrees below that of the air. When the air i a great d al
colder than the water, experienced hunt rs do not, a, a rule, exp ct to
find many Jeeping eal . They state, however, that t11 re are cxc ptions to this rule, but in mo t case extra cold air mak th m r t1
and very difficult to approach within peariug di tanc ; lint with ·hotguns they may, when fa thi condition, be kill d with comparative a:e.
In the middle of the forenoon tw ve 1 were ighted. On1y 0110
seal wa noticed from tbe ve sel. This individual wa "moo bing," a
term u ed by the hunters to indicate wimming at the urface _of the
water with only a very small portion of the body expo ed, occa 10na~ly
thrusting the head out far enough to breathe. Seal frequently w1m
thi way on raw, cold day , when they may readily be bot with guns,
but are not easily approached with spear .
At 2 p. m. the fo<lians began to return, much arli r than they should
H. Doc. 92, pt. 4-37
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have done, having lost patience and become discouraged. They la
the persistence and judgment of the white hunters, and will give
the chase _on the slightest pretext. The latter, on the contrary,
remain out as long as a chance remains of adding another skin to th
catch. One hunter, however, had secured 14 seals, the largest catch
any one canoe since entering the sea. The total numberof eals int
day's catch was 73, 18 being males, and 55 females. Their stoma
like those previously examined, contained but little food; only a f;
pieces of :fish and :fish bones were found. In 011e of the canoes 3 fem
seals had been skinned; of those brought on board 3 were witho
milk. When asked if the seals skinned in the canoe were in milk, t
Indians said they bad not noticed. If the condition of the seal h
been observed the same answer would have been giveu, for a soon
these Indians learn that certain information is wanted they are v
reticent, and but little dependence can be placed in what they do
Seemingly they have been taught to look with suspicion on ev
person in search of sealing data.
The canoes that went to the northwest of the vessel were more
cessfu.l than those that went, in other directions, and the one th
brought in the 14 eals hunted about 6 miles to the northwest of all
other canoes in that locality. A great many traveling eal'
ob erved, an bound to the northward. Nearly all information con
ing the direction in which eals were traveling was obtained from
white hunter . Indian , a a rule, pay but little attention to traveli
seals, (Tenerally attempting to capture only those that are a leep,
sometimes they will endeavor to spear them when rolling and finni
In two of the seal, taken "hot were found, the wounds being
paratively fresh-not more than a week old.
On ugu t 11 the canoe and boat went out at 5 o'clock, Ii
wind and cloudy weather prevailing all day. In the afternoon leep·
al , two and thr e in a bun •h, were frequently ob, erved from
v el. Whale were plentiful fro111 unri e until dark. The mok
a rev nue cutter could be noticed to the southwe t all the morni
the ight of which cau ed our ·anoe to hover much n arer the v
than u ual, th Indian having a dread of all Government e el .
10 a. m. cano belougin er to the chooner Triwmph came along
with 5 eal . Our canoes began to return at 5.30 p. m. and contin
to ·ome in until 7 o clock, hen the la tone arrived. The large t
wa 10 kin and one canoe obtained nothing. Sleeping al
reported in mall bun ·he from 1 to 2 miles apart. The bunter
happ n d to be near the e bunche did fairly well, but a few mil
the s uthwe t only few eal were found. Traveling eal w re
pl ntiful among th bunche . Con idering the fine weather pr v, ii'
and th number of eal ob erved from the ve el the cat h w
paratively mall, only 9 having been tak n-10 rual and 79 fem
Sixty-five of thi number were examin d. The tomach in 49
empty 13 contain d liquid matter, and 7 mat rial which it would
po ible to identify; the latter ,; a· pr erved.
laro- numbe
canoe hunting on the ame ground tend to d troy th ·han
anoe from other e el w re in
good cat h by any of them.
pro imit to our and none of them did well. Thi day
ateh
mad 12 mil nor h and 9 mi] we t from that of th day befor .
On ugu t 12th hunter m d an early tart, the we ther
ind from th w . ~ ard and Ji o-11 • a m
cloud. , nd ·o 1, th
t mper ture of air aud water th ·am . Late1· in tlrn forenoon, h
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fog bank threatened to envelop us, and shortly after noon it came in
thick, causing all the canoes to return, having obtained only 15 seals.
On August 13 the weather was unsuitable for sealing, being cloudy
and threatening; the wind fresh from the south west and west-southwest.
In the morning we were in company with the schooners Triumph and
Sapphire, of Victoria, the former having taken 500 skins and the latter
450 skins. Captain Siewerd and the writer went on board of the Sapphire. It had been· noticed that the water about us was very dark in
color, much darker than usual, and it had also been observed that in
localities where we had taken the most seals the water had been the most
discolored. Captain Siewerd had on more than one occasion noticed
that seals frequent water of this character in considerable numbers, and
bad noted the fact in his log. Captain <:1ox, of the Triumph, stated that
when in Bering Sea last year he got most of his catch in this locality,
namely, latitude 54° 56' north, longitude 168° 15' west. He found seals
at the commencement of the voyage in water very much discolored, and
he endeavored to keep in such water as much as possible. This experiment resulted in his averaging 126 seals for each time the ca.noes were
lowered during the month of August, 1894. On the strength of meeting with such good success, he has been cruising this season on the
same ground, and is now more convinced than ever that seal life is
more abundant in discolored water than in clear water. Captain Cox
attributed the poor catch of seals on August 11 to the great number of'
canoes roaming over a comparatively small area. On the day mentioued
the Sapphire took only 68 seals and the Triumph 73. A few days before
a large bull seal was captured by the Sapphire with two spears embedded
in its body.
On the forenoon of the next day (August 14) the weather did not bid
fair for sealing, the sea being choppy and the wind fresh from the westsouthwest. No seal life was observed until the middle of the day, when
one seal was noticed asleep not far from the vessel, aud so soundly that
the flapping of the canvas did not disturb it. It was captlll'ed. Its
stomach was empty.
At 12.15 p. m. the weather began to show signs of moderating, and
soon afterwards the canoes were lowered iu latitude 55° 3' north, longitude 167° 45' west, where a number of sea.ls were observed playing.
The good weather was of short duration, however, the canoes returning
by 3.15 p. m., a heavy fog having settled over the water. The white
hunters did not come in until nearly dark, thus showing the difference
between the two classes. The fog lifted in about an hour after the
Indians returned, but they could not be induced to go out again. In
several instances where Indians have become di ·colll'aged and wanted
to return home they have, in order to accomplish their pul'pose, broken
their spears and sma hed their cano , th reby breaking up the voyag .
Previou to about two years ago there wa no law in .Briti h Columbia
regulating the conduct of Indian hunters on ealing ve sel , and tbe
l'e ult was that every possible advantage wa taken of the situation.
U uder the law recently passed Indians are now held accountable a
much as white men for the ·uccess of the voyage.
The boats containing the white hunters brought back 4 seal , making
the total number for the day 30, of which 14 were male and 16 females.
The female were all adults, and with milk; the males were small, from
3 to 4 years old. Only three stomachs contained food. In one young
male's stomach was found a number of squid beaks; in the stomach of
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a female, a piece of squid; and in another, material resembling pa
digested crustnceans.
The water through which we had passed was considerably di 'Colo
and the few seals taken were captured where crustaceans were the
abundant. In the evening large flocks of guillemots, petrels, and
were noticed, apparently feeding. No small fish being noticed, it
supposed that the birds were feeding on minute surface life.
On August 15 the weather was very pleasant, only light air di
ing the water, and a finer day for sealing could not be desired.
a. m. all the boats had left the vessel, not returning until about th
hour in the evening. A considerable nurn ber of sleeping aud tr
seals were in sight most of the day. Those that were travelin
not, so far as was observed, going in any one direction. Somet
bunch of two or three would suddenly start toward the southea
rapidly for a few minute , stop, and go in an opposite direction
quently four or :five would make a complete circle around the v
a distance of a quarter of a mile. In a few instances young seal
and played about, diving and swimming, etc.
An abundance of seals was seen from the ves el, but as they
in bands more or Jess widely eparated, it was not certain tha
canoes and small boats would get among them. All through th
whales and birds were numerous and the water wa very much
colored, signs now looked upon as favorable indications for a succ
day's hunt.
At 4 p. m. the boats began to return and by 6 o'clock they ha
arrived except one. The day proved fairly successful, 99 eals ha
been taken, 31 males and 68 female . Nine was the highest catch
1 the lowest by a single boat or canoe. They were by far the la
seals yet obtained, only 8 of the f, males being under 3 year of
All of the stomach were examined, but only 10 of the number cont
food, some a small amount of liquid matter, and others .Alaskan po
and what appeared to be pie ·es of cod.
In the evening the wind began to freshen from the ea t- ou
and later the tar were vi ible for the fir t time since we had e
the ea.
11 through the nio-ht the wind wa fresh, cau, ing a
ea by morning. During thi time we had worked 20 mil to t
ward.
rp lo kout bad been kept for the mi ing canoe
tor ·h
di,played at; frequent in
.
o
ere lowered during th da
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·
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p. m. our hunters returned bringing 85 seals, 28 males and 57 females.
All of the females were exceptionally large; the males were all young
bachelors, from 4 to 5 years old. A careful examination was made of
the stomachs, only 6 of which contained food. In one stomach was
found small pieces of squid, in the others small bones and pieces of
fish. The catch to-day was not very evenly distributed among the
boats, the highest bringing in 14, and four 1 each.
On August 18 the wind was from the southeast by south to southsouthwest, decreasing from a stiff to a gentle breeze. The sea was
choppy in the morning, and a long rolling swell prevailed in the afternoon. The weather was foggy and variable, all of which conditions were
unfavorable for sealing. At noon there were signs of clearing up, and
shortly after that the canoes were lowered in latitude 55° 51' north,
longitude 168° 32' west. The Indians bad no great desire to go out,
and probably would not have ventured had it not been that the schooner
Willard .1Hnsworth was a short distance away and bad already lowered her boats. Five other vessels were also in sight. At the end of
three hours the hunters returned, having secured only 2 seals-1 male
and 1 female. Very few seals bad been seen, the only ''i:;leepers" being
the 2 that were captured. The others were traveling in various
directions.
The next day, August 19, rain prevented seals from sleeping. At 8
a. m. the canoes were lowered, but the weather did not give promise of
satisfactory results, even in case seals were plentiful. The canoes
remained out only two hours, returning with 2 males and 2 females.
Their stomachs, like those of yesterday, were empty. The mate of our
vessel while absent bad boarded the schooner Florence M. Smith, and
learned that she had taken 546 seals. On the 15th she secured 160
seals; her position on that day having been not far from where we
hunted-latitude 55° 08' north, longitude 167° 40' west. Ile was al o
told that our canoe which went a. tray on the 15th had taken 12 seal ,
making our total catch for that day 111 skins.
Shortly after the boat returned a sleeping seal was observed clo e
aboard, and although it was raining bard it slept on, wholly m1mindful
of the weather. Such an occurrence is very unusual, for it is seldom
that seals rest well while it is raining, unle s they have become
thoroughly exhausted by a long spell of rough weather. Later in the
afternoon a few traveling seals were seen; they frequently changed their
course, but the general direction of their movements wa northwesterly.
We had been in di colored water all day, but late in the afternoon we
suddenly jogged out of it into clear water. The noon ob ervation, latitude 54° 56' north, longitude 168° west, indicated that we were in a
strong outh- outhwe t current.
On Augu t 20 a very atisfactory catch was made, the wind being a
light breeze fr m the we tward, and the ea smooth. A light fog hung
low over tbe water at time , occasionally clearing for the space of half
to thr e-quarter of an hour, which enabled th bunter to keep track
of the ves el. The boats were lowered at 4.' 0 a. m., at which time
even other sealing ve, 1 were in ight. During the afternoon we frequently saw canoe lower their ail , indicati11g that they were among
eals. We could not tell to which vessel they belonged, as both boats
and ves els were well mixed up together.
One canoe returned early in the afternoon with 11 skins and by 7
p. m. 111 seals had been landed on deck, 4-4 being males and 67 females.
Sixty-two of the latter were nursing female .
11 the males were fr m
41io 5 years old except 2, which were about 6 years ol<l. Squid and
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pollock made up the bulk of the food found in their stomachs, a few
being gorged with it. In proportion to the number of seals tak n
however, only a few contained food. The squid and pollock wer in
comparatively fresh state. From the stomach of one male an eelpont
was taken.
It is a fact worth mentioning that all the seals taken by us to-day
were found in " streaks" of discolored water from 1 to 3 mile wicle
and extending nearly in a north and south direction. The charact r of
the water could hardly be accounted for by our close proximity to th
bank, for if such had been the case it would have been the ame all
over. It had previously been noticed that these discolored baud ran
parallel to each other in northeast and southwest or northwe t and
southeast directions. Water in this condition would not ordinarily be
noticed from the deck of a st am r unless on the lookout for it. TlJ
mate reported seejng an abtrndnnce of Alaskan pollock jumping and
many traveling seals in pursuit of them.
Most of the seals taken to-day were captured asleep, only four having been awake when speared. 'fhe latter were "mooching."
In and about the neck of a male seal were found sevePal hot wound
with blood oozing from them. Auother seal had a bullet hole clo e to
its right forward :flipper.
.
On the morning of August 21 tlwre was every indication of favorable
sealing weather. The sky wa. dark and cloudy, but the wind wa ligh
and the sea smooth. The Indian went out at an early hour. ./ o
long after their departure we spoke the schooner Agnes McDonald
which had picked up our bunters who went ast,r ay on the 15th. The
McDonald reported having 900 , kin . Her white and Indian hunte
ere equally divided as to numbers, and the former had taken between
40 and 50 more seals than the latter.
The Indian of the orthwest Coast have always been of the opinion
t1Jat white men could never become expert in the use of the spear and
thi spring they ridiculed the idea when told that white hunter were
to be employed on a few ves els. If white men will only e:x:erci e th
same patience when hunting with , pears as with shotguns, they ·11
soon become a proficient iu its u e as the Indians. Such a re ul
would be greatly to the advantage of captain and vessel owners,
the Indians have had the opportunity heretofore of dictating their
own terms.
At noon a heavy fog ettled down, cau ing the boats to return; bu
fairly good results were obtained, 69 seals being taken-12 males an
57 females. The male were smaJ.1, ranging in age from 2 to 4 year .
Forty-eight of the females were exceptionally le rge, 4 medium in ize,
and 2 about 2 year old. The first mentioned were all with milk th
oihers without. An examination of their stomach bowed that the
bad been :£ ding largely on squid, Alaskan pollock, and salmon, a coniderable amount of which could not have been in their stomachs mor
than a short time, as it was very fresh in appearance.
The mate reported seeing, while hunting, a small school of qu· .
but observed no eals among them. The other white hunter noti ·
numerous mall fish jumping, and frequently eeal in pursuit of them.
The fish could not be approached near enough to determine their
species.
At the time of lowering the canoe a dead whale was een t-0 win ward, about 1¼ miles distant. We kept in sig·ht of it all day. In h(.
evening, after the work of skinning had been fini hed, a party o
Indians went to it and brought back a quantity of blubber. The h
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had been cut off. Numerous birds were hovering over the carcass and
many were feeding on it, but no seals were noticed near at hand.
On August 22 the boats were lowered at an early hour, the weather
being similar to that of the day before, with light and gentle winds
from the westward. At the time of _lowering 4 other vessels were
in sight, directly to windward. This, of course, placed our boats in a
bad position, as a wind ward berth is superior to all others. When
following in the wake of other boats only poor results are to be
expected, as the windward hunters disturb the sleeping seals.
At noon a hunter on the Agnes McDonald, who came on board,
reported his vessel as having 920 skins, the highest catch for one day
having been 253, and the next highest 180. The 253 seals were taken
on the 15th, and not far from our position on that date. The hunter
informed the writer that on the day before be speared a large male
just as it came to the surface with a red rockfish in its mouth. The
fish was alive, and as it was not at all mutilated it was taken on board
and cooked. He also stated that he speared a sleeping seal close to
the floating carcass of a dead one. Indians claim that seals will not
remain where carcasses are floating, but this is not always true, for on
several occasions we had noticed seals among such objects.
At 4 p. m. a heavy fog set in, putting an end to further huntin O' for
the day. Forty-four seals composed the catch, 12 being males and 32
females. The males were all young bachelors and all the femalt', were
in milk except 2. The stomachs of 33 were empty, 11 contained pieces
of squid, salmon, poUock, and numerous fish bones.
In tbe evening we shaped our course to north-northeast, and during
the night ran 25 miles in order to get near our position of the 21st. In
tbe morning the weather was unfit for sealing, aud as the day advanced
the chances grew less favorable.
At 10 a. m. we sounded in 90 fathoms, the first time we bad been on
soundings since leaving Unalaska. At 4 p. m. our longitude by observation was 168° 05' we t, latitude at noon 55° 28' north, near where
the 69 seals had been taken on the 21 t. In the evening we were
boarded by officers from the revenue cutter Rush.
·
On August 24 the weather was too variable to entertain hopes of success at hunting. A heavy, wet fog in the morning, combined with a
moderate breeze and choppy sea, prevented an early start. At 7.30 a. m.
a slight clearing caused the canoes to be lowered. The signal gun was
kept firing at short interval. until 10 o'clock, when the fog entirely
cleared. The spell of good weather was of hort duration, however,
for at noon a squall from the north brought all the bunters back. In
the hort time that the boats were out 21 seal w re taken. Thi wa
encouraging, for it indicated that we w re on good ealin<Y ground.
Most of the seals captured were restle , few b ing Jound asleep, or, in
ealers' parlance, they did not '' lay up" well. The mate came a ro
two seals sleeping ide by side, one of which was speared. In t :. d of
the other one becoming alarmed and diving, a is usually the ca. e, it
remained near it struggling companion until the latter was haul d
into the boat. The food found in the stoma ·h of the seals to-day did
not vary much from that recorded in those previou ly xamined in thi
locality, namely, squid, squid beak , salmon, pollock, and fl hbone .
The males were comparatively large; the females were all adult and
with milk.
During the night we stood to the westward 50 mil s, and then hove ro.
The weather on .August 25 prevented sealing, being cold with a fresh
breeze from north to north by ea t, accompanieq. by a rough sea. The
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vessel was hove to under sealing canvass. Exce11ent observation w
taken, it being tbe first time the sun had remaitl d out for any lengt
of time since the cruise began. All day birds had been nume; ou and
occasionally a sleeping seal was observed; ometimes two and thr
were seen together. This, combined with the great uumb r of bird
assured us that we were on good ground. We frequently wore hip i
order to hold our position. In the evening rain squall pa . ed over.
On the morning of .August 26, the wind and sea having subsided
canoes were lowered in latitude 55° 15' north, longitu<l.e 170° 53' w
The weather was pleasant but cool, the air being 2 degree colder t
the water. This difference, according to the theory of many eal
would cau e Reals to "lay low," or, to put it in clearer term , t
would 1eep with less of their bodies exposed.
In view of the uumber of seals observed before the boats went out
large catch was anticipated, nor were we di, appointed, for in the even
ing when the la t canoe had returned there were 157 eal, on deck.
The opinions advanced to the effect that seals are more plentiful w
birdR occur seem to be entitled to consideration, and it i very prob
that 11ad we not heeded their presence yesterday, and had __,aile(
them, our catch to-day would not have been large. Our captain
become thoroughly convinced of the value of these sign' after yea
experience.
The cano were all back at 6.30 p. m., having been ab ent over
hour . In the forenoon eal were inclined to be restle. s, but o ·ca
warm ray of un in the aft moon caused them to sleep oundly.
noticed that a large portion of to-day's catch was speared either
br a tor back, clo e to the forward flipper , indicating that th
slept ounclly, with their bodies largely exposed, which gave the h
an opportunity to tri tbe mo t vital part. .A ·ide from th fav
condi ion of the weat , the ab ence of other ve 1 from th lg
mat rially aided in ir
a,jng the day's catch.
In only 12 tomach
a, food found which could be identifie
other bein mpty. In the full stomach were ob erved quid, po
and ne pi ·e of , almou. Fifty of the 62 male were 4 to year
the th r 12 about 3 y ar old.
inety-two of the female w re a
and 2
f aO'e.
t of the 26th and th morning of th 2
w
o. .At d
r ak a light fo buu
t
· c u· d away. On th ·t
ot
nt ut at an early hour.
rv
all through the da
t
w
wl1al and porpoi · w r
dant
of birds a comparect wi
t rday.
th un wa tak n, whi ·h
u in I
170° 47' west.
At4 . .
n, and at 7.
one had
·
of
ing to
7
t
that t
a
a aru
t
l
seal w
ro
ing of
uau
of the
t
gre
·
mal .
r in the examination o
,
that t
e mal . contain d muc
ial tha
Mo t of the male caught to-d y were very young, 3 and
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tbe females were much larger. Seventy-four of the latter were in milk;
those that were not were from 2 to 3 years old.
On the morning of August 28 the weather looked favorable for a
repetition of the previous day's work. The hunters were well clear of
the vessel at 5.30 o'clock, at which time another vessel and the smoke
of a steamer could be seen low on tlie horizon. In the middle of the
day a canoe belonging to the schooner Janies G. S wan came alongside
and reported that vessel as haviug 860 skins. During the latter part
of the day the weather became threatening. The barometer had been
falling rapidly since noon, the wind had shifted from southwest to outheast, and no seals had been observed from the ves el. At 6 p. m. the
hunters returned, bringing 57 seals. Two of the males were large, the
others were all small.
As soon as the canoes and boats were hoisted in and secured for the
night, a single reef was put in the foresail and a reefed trysail et, and
preparations made for stormy weather. At dark the wind began to
increase in force, and by midnight it was blowing a moderate gale,
which continued until the following noon. Occa ional heavy rain
squalls passed over, which kept the sea down somewhat. In the evening two sleeping seals were 110ticed, which was unusual under the
circumstances.
In the morning of August 30 the wind had again increa ed to a mod·erate gale, and since midnight had changed 2 points to the outhward.
The sea was very rough; weather clear and sunny.
.At 10 a. m. wore ship and lay to on the tarboard under close-reefed
sails. Both in the forenoon and afternoon we saw scattering eals.
They were seemingly not bound in any particular direction, and most
of them were playing. One was observed asleep.
We had been in comparatively clear water all day, but late in the
afternoon uddenly jogged iuto discolored water. At 5.30 p. m. the
jib was set, and we stood on a, southea t by south course, o as to give
the 60-mile limit a wide berth, the wind and sea for the pa t tw ntyfour hours having carried us toward it. We worked to the outh and
we 't all night. In tbe morning of Augu t 31 the wind ancl a had
gone down considerably, and one vessel was in sight. At noon we
were in latitude 55° 11' north; longitude 170° 05' we t. We spoke
the schooner Enterprise, of Victoria~ with 1,387 skins on board. She
reported the chooner Libbie, with 1,040 kins, and the Carlotta Gox,
with 600. The last-named vessel carried only 6 boats, and white hunters, which speaks well in their favor as seal hunters with pear .
Shortly after meridian we pa sed everal leeping seal , but the condition of the weather prevented the bunter from going out. About
two hours later everal more w re een, and at 4 p. m. we came aero
a bu11ch of " le p r ." At this time the weather how d ign of cl aring, a11d 7 canoes were lowered, but they w re out nly a , bort time
when the weather again became threatening. Eleven R al wa the
re. ult of this hort trial, 5 b ing mal and 6 t male . Th y wer all
very mall and only one coutain d food. Four of the femal wer
without milk.
Through the day we had been in markedly <li colored water, and the
other indication were favorable to the pre ence of a con iderable body
of eal on thi ground, which turned out to be the fact, as proved by
the re ult of the hunting on the following day.
The wind bad been moderate all tbrouo-b the night, and in the morning of September 1 a light air wa movfo from the southwest, the ea
being smooth. The sky was cloudy and the air cool, but as the day
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advanced it grew warmer. Whales could be heard blowing tliroug
the night, and at daylight a number were seen close by; al o immen e
flocks of birds. At 5.30 a. m. the hunters started under very favorable
conditions, the sea being smooth and nothing in the atmosphere indica.
tive of a change. The wind being very light, the vessel remained in
one position most of the day. Numerous seals were observed, both
awake and asleep. The former were moving only slowly, seldom going
over 100 yards, and spending most of the time in finning, rolling, and
scratching themselves. In the afternoon we were boarded by th
revenue cutter Rusk. At 5.30 p. m. the canoes began to return, each
one bringing a good catch, the largest amonnting to 25 seal , the
smallest to 11. The total catch was 336. This was a phenomenal day
work, affording the greatest number of seal ever taken in Bering ea
in one day, except that the schooner Sapphire in 1894 captured abou
400 in the same length of time.
There were 120 males and 216 female . The stomachs of those opened
showed a remarkable scarcity of food. The material from 8 mal
and 10 females was all that wa in suitable condition to identify, and
consisted chiefly of squid, although pollock and what looked like co
made up a portion of the food preserved. Taking into consideration
the amount of surface life observed from day to day, it has appeared
remarkable that so few eals should have food in their stomachs.
To-day both Indian and white hunters reported numerous seal finning, rolling, and a 1 ep. In the early part of the day they were inclined
to be restle s, but jn the afternoon the warm sun cau ed them to le p
oundly, and o pl ntiful were th y that ometimes it was a hard matter
to decide which one to sp ar fir t. Of course, where seal sleep o near
together, tho e in lose proximity to the one speared are liable to b
disturbed, but th re were enough others jn the near vicinity to keep th
hunter bu y without paying much attention to the di turbed one .
They wer tep rt d as lying about like Jogs, a far as the eye could r ach.
The hunter laimed that in all their experience they bad never befor
beheld anything like the sight presented. Small schools of squid, pollock, and other :ti h were pl ntiful. One of the white hunters report
seeing eventl tka mackerel, and from the description given it i po
sible he wa corre t. The day had been a perfect one for sealing, and
no otber ves els were on the ground.
During the night we jogged to the outhwest 14 miles. In tbe morning of eptember 2 tbe hunter were out at an early hour, weather bein a
clear and pl a ant, the ea smooth, and the wind light from nortbea
by north. At 10 a. m. two of the canoe returned, the hunters claim in
hat the air was too raw and chilly for seal to sleep w.ell, there b in
2 degrees difference between the air and water. Only a few scatterina
seal had been seen, and they were rolling and finning. It was not Ion
before all the canoes returned, bringing altogether 10 eals-6 male an
4 female . Three of the latter were nursing female . Their tomach
were comparatively empty, what little food they contained being of th
same character as on the previou day, namely, quid.
At 4 p. m. an ob ervatfon of the un placed u in latitude 55° 2 '
north, longitude 170° 36' west.
t this tim we saw everal patche o
sea weed in which seal were finning and playing. We poke h
schooner Enterprise and learned that she had captured 236 eal on h
1 t, about 12 miles outh of our po ition. We were al o informed th
a number of other ves el had been very ncce ful, which would indicate that the eals covered a con id rable area. on that day and we
not wholly confined to our immediate vicinity.
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September 3 was cold and cloudy, the wind being northeast and fresh,
the sea short and choppy. A few" mooching" and finning seals were
occasionally seen; no travelers were observed. At 5 p. m. we spoke the
schooner Ainoko, which had taken 750 skins. For the past week she
bad been cruising in the vicinity of Akutan Pass, but had not found
seals abundant enough to remain on that ground. Last season good
catches were made there. She was now bound to the westward in
search of a large body of seals which had been reported a few days
previous by the revenue cutter Grant.
We continued to jog to the northward for about 20 miles and then
hove to. All the afternoon scattering seals had been observed, most
of them in our wake. They would follow the vessel for a half hour at
a time, eemingly through curiosity. At times during the night seals
could be heard playing around us. In the morning several bunches
were noticed close by, a few playing, but the majority going in a northwesterly direction. In the early part of the day the barometer began to
fall, the weather became threatening, with the wind east and sea rough.
At 10 a. m. wore ship and jogged to the southeast under snug canva ,
wind a moderate gale from the east-northeast. From daylight until
dark more seal life had been observed from the vessel than at any previous time since entering Bering Sea. Our attention was especially
attracted to tbe character of the water, which bad the appearance of
being filled with minute surface life. Birds were numerous, and an
occasional whale was in sight.
During the next three days stormy weather prevailed, the wind bei11g
east-northeast and blowing from a moderate to a strong gale; the sea
was heavy most of the time. On the morning of tl1e 7th the wind had
subsided to a moderate breeze. During this Ion g spell of boisterou
weather seals were frequently observed, some playing and others traveling in a southwesterly direction. Birds were plentiful mo t of the
time. At noon on the 7th we were in latitude 56° 22' north, lon gitude
171° 50' west, and it was quite evident that we had encountered a trong
northwesterly current. At 8 p. m. wore ship and tood to the southeast so as to give the 60-mile zone a wide berth. A ves el crui ing near
this line without getting an observation for several days, and baviug
no means of knowing the direction of the current, is very apt to be
from 30 to 40 miles out in her reckoning.
At 6 a. m. on September 8 the hunters were making preparations to
lower, the sea being smooth and a light breeze blowing from the ea. tward; the weather was cloudy. At 10 a. m. the hunt was interrupt d
by a heavy, damp fog. Ten sealR hai been obtained-7 mal and 3
females. Five of the former were between 4 and 5 years old; the other
2 were very small, about 1 year old; the females were all nur ing cow .
The stomachs of these seals were nearly all empty. Only a few of tlle
hunters saw seals, and a~cording to appearance th re were but few in
this locality. Two of the boat. rowed and sailed fully 15 mile each
without encountering a single one. Fi h and other urface life were
corre, pondiugly scarce. A our po ·ition-l~itude 56° 35' north, longitude 172° 20' west-placed u very near the bank, the scarcity of eal
was surprising.
While a number of the canoe were waiting aloug ide to be hoisted
on board a small seal came up in our wake, apparently attracted by the
blasts of the fog horn and remaining unconscious of danger until one
of the canoes had closely approached it and the spear had been poised
for striking. It wa captured.
At 3 p. m. we made all ail and stood to the southeast. Shortly after
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this the fog lifted for a short time and an observation of the nn
taken, placing us in latitude 56° 32' north, longitude 172° 45' we. t.
Th~ next morning we bad made 50 miles in a, outh ast directio
weather was pleasant, the sea smooth, and the sky periodically
A few seals were noticed early in the day. At 9 a. m. the pre e
3 seals, supposed to be sleeping, prompted two bunter~ to I
their cauoes, but they dived just as tbe spears were beino- thrown
appearance of seals, however, act d as an incentive for all the
to go out, but they soon returned in con equence of fog.
in
only were obtained, 4 being males and 5 females. Although fi
reported jumping, nothing was found in the stomachs of
specimens.
In the night we had worked to the east-south ea t 1 and in the mo
we w re in latitude 55° 50' 110rth, ]ongitude 171° 49' we t. At 5 a
Jeeping seal wa speared clo e to the ve sel; it stomach was well
with food, consisting apparently of Ala. kan pollock. At thi li
w
er wa very foggy aud the Indian were not inclined t
P
tly, however the fog lift <l. 'Omewbat and several m01
w
eeu. A signal gun could now be h ard, indicating that a
v
wa n ar
that h r boats were out. Thi circum tan
u]ated the hunt
o
· u, and in a short time the cano
l1oi ted out.
s
fo
tr d bird~, whale , and porpoi es c
s
nort
t,
l o flock of petrel on the water cl
being now w
dvan ed, the hunters w r expected
<
of very opportunity, and, moreover, on the tre
·
·ou good u · es , they were quite eager to add a fe
the number on board. The eather could no longer be
of tim , and that proved to be the ca e on thi d
0 • b came so den e that the captain wa
as anxiou
a ·k a they were to r turn. Seventeen ea.I co
ing· male and 12 female . Eleven of the femal
ncl the males were all young. One canoe obtai
l of which w re a leep and parated ju t far eno
in capturing one did not di turb the others. A
f "roll rs" and ":finn r " wa 11oti ed, but the
r vent them from sle ping. Had the day been w
a good at h would have been e ured.
to the numb r of eal taken, a greater amount o
eir toma h than on any previou occa ion.
d with cru tac an compo ed the greater part
ed.
quid beaks were very on ·
·
food wa found. A in previou
ere much b tt r filled than tho e of
1ate while out hunting had boar
gun bad
n h ard earlier in
. 1:he d
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night of the 11th and the morning of the 12th the wind increased in
force and hauled to the westward. The sky was filled with heavy
clouds, the air was raw aud chilly. Occasionally we wore ship to hold
our position. Scattering petrels and other sea birds were frequently
seen, but on]y one seal was sigl1ted during the day. At sundown the
barometer began to rise. In the evening the sky cleared and the stars
came out, but the sea continued heavy and was accompanied by a
flying send.
On September 13 the wind varied in force from a light to a sti:ft
breeze, with changeable weather, rain, mist, fog, and rough sea, occasionally clearing. Birds were plentiful, one of which was seen to dive
close to the vessel and bring up a fish about 10 inches long. In the
afternoon 3 seals were observed sleeping side by side, tbe vessel almost
running over them before they awoke. They must have been much
exhausted from loss of sleep in the recent gale.
In the morning of September 14 the wind had again increased to a
moderate gale. The weather was foggy and misty at times, with a heavy,
rough, and tumbling sea. Two seals were observed in the forenoon.
Near noon we ran into an area of discolored water, in latitude 55° 20'
north, longitude 171° 25' west, in which were a number of seals. Notwithstanding the very rough condition of the sea and the moderate
gale prevailing, several of them were asleep. Their bodies were but
little exposed, and it was only when we were quite near them that they
could be made out. The gale finally broke, and in the morning of
September 15 only a light, variable air was moving. The sea had also
gradually gone down with the wind. At 7.30 a. m. several eals were
observed and the canoes were lowered. Two sleepers were captured a
short distance from the vessel. At 11 a m., however, a heavy fog and
mist settled down, accompanied by a cold wind from the northwest,
which had the effect of bringing back the hunters, all of whom were on
board at 1.30 o'clock, having captured 24 eals, 16 males and 8 females.
Pieces of squid were found in tbe stomachs of some of them. Fourteen
of the male were very small, and 2 between 4 and 5 years old. The
females were larger, 5 being with milk. The hunters reported seeing
a, large number of seals rolling and finning.
Numerous birds and a gr at many whales were in ight all day. At
noon we were in latitude 55° 10' north, longitude 170° 06' we t., which
was not far from the position where we had taken 157 ea.ls on Augu t
26 and 146 on August 27. The color of the water vari d but little on
these dates, the strips of di coloration al o running in the sam general direction. It would appear as though the e band of di col r d
water were governed chiefly by the current , being but littl aff ·t d
by the wind. Late in the day the fog gave way to occa i nal rain
squalls. Birds were e ceedingly abundant, and we frequen ly ighted
scattered eal , the mo t of which were playing. In the evening everal bail quall pa dover. aft r which the ky cleared.
Preparation were made to low r the cano on the following morning, but the work wa interrupted by the sudd n br ezing up f the
wind from the we tward. In the afternoon the clear weath r udd nly
changed to mi t and rain, with an occa ion.al squall. Only 2 al
w re e n, 1 a leep and the other playing. A canoe wa low r d ti r
the " le p r, but it wa lo t ight of in the choppy ea.
hal and
bird were pl ntiful all day, and in some laces immen e fio k of petrel wer itting on the water. They were evidently fe ding on mall
m rin organi m , for a oon a we had jogged pa t th y would ettle
down in the ame spot from where they bad been frightened.
Early in the evening a se ling ve el pa ed to wind ward with her
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flag set, indicating that she was homeward bountl. The sight of th
vessel put ths Indians in high glee, for the season was now getting 1
and they were anxious to go home.
On September 17 the weather was a repetition of that of the previo
day. In the early part of the day we saw 9 seals circling around ·
various directions and occasionally rolling and finning. Ob ervin
this number of seals from the vessel with a choppy ~ea running wa
good indication that under better conditions they would be found pl
tiful. At noon the weather showed signs of moderating, but theludi
could not be induced to venture out on account of a few squalJy looki
clouds low on the horizon. At 2 p. m. two white bunters started ou
but after a two hours' hunt they returned empty-handed. Only 4 e
had been seen, 3 finning and I asleep. At the time the boat left th
vessel the water was comparatively clear, but about 3 mile to h
northwest it came into very much discolored water, in which birus
plentiful and a few fish were seen jumping.
Ear]y in the following morning, September 18, the canoes were lo
ered, the wind being light from the southeast and the ea smooth. Th
barometer indicated no change, but in a short time the wind began
increase. No seals were observed either by tlle small boats or from t
vessel during the day.
On September 19 the weather was similar to that of the previo
day. Four seals were een, 2 asleep, the others traveling to t
north-northeast. The former did not awake until the swash of t
water from our bow struck them. In the evening we headed for Unim
Pass. As the sea on was now late it was thought inadvisable to rem ·
longer in the sea. The condition for the la t ten days had convin
the captain that little, if auy, m01· sealing weather could be expect
The next morning we sighted the chooner San Jose, which ba,1 m
a catch of 600 skin . Her captain came on board and reported th
until recently he had been hunting northwest of the Pribilof I Ian
In that region eals were abundant, but the weather had b en too :t-0
to operate. On September 13, in latitude 58° 30' north, longitude 1 .,.
30' west, everal hundred eal had been observed, but the ea
too rough for lowering the boat . In the latter part of Augu t
San Jose had hunted near Unirnak Pa. , but few seals were found th
At 10 a. m., the wind b ing light, 8 of the ·anoes were put over b
at 2 p. m. a den e fog ettfod down. T n eal were cured, 4 m,
and 6 £ mal . They were all mall, and their stomach were m
On thi ground bird were plen tifa.1 and one orca was ob erv d.
2.45 p. m. we continu d on our cour" , and at 6 p. m. Cape Ch
bore abeam about 15 mile . The next da we w r off the nor h
entrance of nimak Pa , four oth r al r b in in ight. In
evening we clear d the ou hern ntranc of the Pa· and hap
cour e for Cape Flattery. On th morning of O ·tob r w ancho
off U cleuet, an Indian village ·ituat d on the north ide f Bar 1
ound,
n ouver I land, h rem t of ur Indi, u · b long d.
r ached Victoria. on Oc ob r h, ving b n t nty day on the 1,a
h me.
OBSERVING SEALS.

CANADIAN SEALING SCHOONER DORA SIEWERD UNDER STORM CANVAS, SHOWING MANNE.R OF STOWING CANOES.
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noticed from the deck the boats may be cruising over barren ground.
As a rule, however, the number observed from the vessel is small as
compared with the number sighted from the boats. A vessel while joggiug will naturally frighten a great many which lie in her path; the
flapping of the canvas and the creaking and slatting of the booms
arouse the sleepers long before they can be seen, and give them ample
time to escape. In the early days of pelagic sealing the boats used to
be stationed at different distances and in different directions from the
vessel, and would drift, waiting for seals to come :iear. This method,
however, proving unremunerative, it was given up, and the hunters
began to cruise, which custom they have continued to follow ever since.
MANNER OF COUNTING THE SEXES.

Considerable controversy has arisen from the accounts rendered by
sealing captains regarding the proportion of male and female seals
taken in the North Pacific Ocean and Bering Sea. Previous to the
time when sealing vessels were required to enter the number of each
sex taken in their official logs little thought was given to this question,
and it was always claimed that the two sexes occurred in about equal
numbers. All sealers knew which sex predominated, but clung to their
original story, and there was no one who could controvert their assertions, although there was every reason to doubt them. An order from
the United States Treasury Department requiring the catch of al1
American sealers to be examined on their arrival in port was the
means of throwing considerable light on the subject, and the information gained from this source fully established the fact of the great
preponderance of females.
It has generally been suppo ed by most sealers, and the view is sti11
entertained by many, that if it were known that a greater number of
females than males were taken it would greatly affect and po sibly
restrict their privileges when the time came for a readjustment of
pelagic regulations. The fact has generally been lost sight of that the
condition of the rookeries at the end of five years will have the most
weight in deciding that matter.
That pelagic sealers should pay little attention to the sexes of the
seals taken was but natural, as they had no object in determining which
sex predominated, the thought uppermost in their minds being to capture as many seals as po sible.
No check is placed upon the official logs of the Canadian sealers by
the custom-house officials at Victoria, who accept such records a
authentic. If the skins landed at Victoria were ·ubjected to the am
rigid examination as those landed in United tate port , little or no
difference would be found in the proportion of each sex represented in
the catch by the ves els of the two countries. It seems strange that
on several occa ions when .American and Canadian sealers have hunt d
on the same ground and in close proximity to each other, the catch of
the former has always been composed largely of females and the latt r
of males. There are days when more male than females are taken,
but uch times are not frequent. It is only fair, however, to tate that
a number of both American and Canadian ealing captain have
admitted the truth to the writer, and all United State hunter with
whom he has conver ed admit that the majority of seals captured off
Japan and around the Commander Islands are females.
During the season of 1894 the schoon"1' Louis Olsen kept an account
of the seals taken oft' the coast of Japan, and it was found that out of
1,600 two-thirds were females. In 1895 the schooner Brenda obtained
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896 seals on the same coast, fully two-thirds of which were also female
according to the ~tatement of one of her hunters. In nearly eve
instance where the writer has spoken with hunters on this subject t he
have admitted that in all waters where the northern seal herd is fou
with one exception, females largely predominate. 11his exception i
Fairweather ground, where, a few years previous to the beginning
the close season now in force, most of the pelagic sealing was carrie
on during the month of May. On this ground, as recorded b y th
writer in a previous report, is found a great number of larg·e mal e
and according to the statement of all sealers and of others it is n o
quite well established that large breeding males frequent this gro un
in greater numbers than any other known region.
It may be well to illustrate briefly a few of the conditions under w h ie
the record of seals is kept. When seals are brought on board in sm I
numbers it is very easy to identify the sex, but when they arri ve ·
large quantities, a hundred or more, it requires considerable t ime
examine each one, and sealers have, to them, more important dutie
attend to. It often happens that the hunters are forced to return o
account of bad weather or an approaching storm, at which ti me s th
safety of the canoes and vessel is of more consequence than the determination of the character of the catch. When the boats and canoe
are being hoi ted in, the officers and men are stationed at either id o
the ve ' el to do this work, as well as to keep the records, and, as i
be expected, in the bu tle aud excitement a very correct account of the
sexes is not given. In many cases the seals are not examined at all
By the time the last canoe is la bed on board the weather i rough and
stormy and the hunter are anxious to go below; an<l if it be dark be
seals will be left until morning for skinning. No further exarninatio1
is made, and, right or wrong, th first account rendered is accep d.
The fact of the matter is, that in only a few ca es is the sex corre ti
recorded.
Inaccuracie in this re pect also re ult when the seals are kinned ·
---the boat . Upon arrival at the v el th kin are at once thrown i
the hold without examination, and nobody knows or cares whether h
are male or fi male.
Although Uuited tate revenue cutt rs have theprivilegeof b
ing ves el and overhauling the c tch made in Bering ea the con ·
tion under which this work i carried on, however zealou the offi
may be, rend r it difficult for the e e to be parated, and they r t
to their hip little wi er than when th y ame.
CONDITIONS OF THE FEMALE SEALS TAKEN BY THE DO R
SIEWERD.
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had noticed a marked difference in that respect, and attributed it to the
hunting t,hat had been carried on. In many cases they appeared to be
unusually shy when there was no apparent cause for it.
FOOD OF SEALS.

The material which bas been found in the stomachs of seals taken in
different part.s of Bering Sea indicates that only a small percentage is
composed of fish which inhabit deep water. It is only reasonable to
suppose, however, that when seals are in shallow water they feed both
on bottom fish and on those swimming near the surface. .A not uncommon component of their food is the red rockfish, which occurs both in
deep and shallow water and possibly also near the surface at times,
which would account for its being found in the stomachs of seals captured where the water is 100 fathoms or more deep.
On .August 22, 1895, in latitude 55° 04' north, longitude 168° 35' west,
the head of a macrurus was found in the stomach of a male seal. This
group of fishes inhabits considerable depths and much spe ulation
arose as to bow it bad been obtained by the seal. It was subsequently
learned, however, that the Albatross bad been dredging in deep water
near our position from the 18th to the 22d, and during that time there
had been thrown overboard many rejected specimens, among which
were a number of macruri, which would be apt to float for some time at
or near the surface if not molested.
It has been claimed that seals will not eat dead fish, but this is a
mistake, for the writer has seen them devour salmon that had been
dead several days.
Surface fl.shes, and especially squid, seem to be the natural food of
the seal. In the stomachs that have been examined a variety of material was found, such as pieces of .Alaskan pollock, salmon, and other
fishes, but it has also been observed that in localities where squid are
plentiful very little other food may be looked for. I am informed by
hunters that on the coast of Japan and off' the Commander Islands squid
occur in great abundance, and that it is not an uncommon sight to see a
half dozen or more seals together feeding on the tentacles of octopu
floating at the surface. Sealers usually find squid plentiful off the
island of Kadiak, and in that locality they have often been found in
large quantities in the stomachs of the seals.
WHITE HUNTERS AT A DISADVANTAGE.

The white hunters on the Dora Siewerd did not have the same opportunity of getting seals as the Indians for several rea n,, one of which
was that, as a rule, they were the last to leave the ve 1 in the morning and the first to return at night. They were eX]_1 ct d to hojst out
all the canoe , and in the evening to hoi t them in again, tow th m
away and Ja h them. Indian are u ele s in this kind of work, and
upon their arrival alongside, their du tie have ended, a the kinning of
the seals devolves upon the teer men.
The In4ians, therefore, had every advantage in .re pect to huntin~.
On leaving a vessel the boats nearly always form a Jme so that each will
have a clear space to windward. When aJI the boat start out together
they are all on an equal footing; but when one or two boats, as was the
case with our white hunters, are obliged to follow in the rear of others,
their chance of seeing many s als is greatly le, ened, for they are buntjpg in water already passed over, but the situation improves ~s the
ll, Doc. 92, pt. 4-38
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boats become more widely separated. Sometimes, also, a sudden chancr
of wind favors the last boats to go out and places them to windward
coveted position which they could not otherwise have secured, a wind•
ward position being always considered the best. In perfectly calm
weather one position is as good as another.
Record of the position of the vessel and of the catch of fur seals each day by the sear
schooner D01·a Siewcrd during a crnise in Bering Sea in Aitgitst and September, 1895,
showing also the number o/ each sex taken daily as entered in the official log of the vessel.
Date.

Latitude. Longitude.

Males.

Females.

To

- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - --- ---1-----1---- - - - - -1895.

N.
W.
54 28
167 08
2 .. • • . . . .. .. . . .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . . .. . . • • . ..
54 41
167 51
3 . • • . . .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . . . . . . . .. .. . . .. . .. .. .. .
54 43
167 00
4 .. .. .. . .. .. . .. .. .. • . .. .. . .. . .. . .. .. .. .. . .
54 37
167 20
9 ..........................................
54 4-2
167 43
10 ····•············· .................... , ...
54 58
167 31
11 .. .. . . .. .. .. . .. . . .. . .. . . . . .. .. .. .. . . .. .. ..
55 10
167 40
12 .. .. .. .. . . .. . . .. .. . .. .. .. . .. .. .. .. . .. .. .. .
55 02
l 67 48
14 .. .. .. .. .. . . .. .. . .. . .. .. .. . .. . .. .. .. .. .. ..
55 03
107 45
15 . . .. .. .. . .. . . .. .. . .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . .. .. . . .. .
55 08
167 40
15. ······· ...................................... -..... . ········ ... .
55 15
16 . 30
] 7 . . .. . .. .. . . . . .. . .. . . . .. . . . .. . . . .. .. .. .. .. .
18 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
55 21
Hi8 32
19 . .. .. .. .. . .. .. . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . .. .. .. . .. ..
54 56
168 00
20 .. . .. . .. .. . .. . .. .. .. . . . . . . . . .. .. . .. .. . .. . .
f>fi 15
168 15
21 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
55 28
168 05
22 .......... .... . , . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
55 06
168 38
24 . • • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
55 26
l 68 30
26 . . .. .. .. .. . .. . . .. . . .. . . .. . .. .. .. . .. .. .. .. .
55 l 5
17 l 55
27 .. . . . . .. .. .. . .. . .. . . .. . . . . . .. . . . . .. . .. . . . .
55 08
171 4.5
28 . . .. . . .. .. . . . . .. . . .. . . . .. . .. .. .. .. .. . . .. . .
55 06
170 43
31 . .. .. .. . . . . . . .. .. . .. . .. . . .. .. .. .. . . .. . . .. .
55 02
170 10
Sept. 1.... .... .. .... ... .. ... . ......... ... .. .... .
55 28
170 26
2 . .. . .. .. .. . . .. . . .. . .. .. . . .. . . .. .. .. . .. .. . .
55 25
170 50
8 .. .. .. .. .. .. . . . .. .. .. .. . . .. .. .. .. .. .. . .. . .
56 32
172 GO
9 .. .. .. . . .. . . . . . . . . . .. . .. .. .. .. . .. . .. .. . .. .
55 51
171 56
10.................... . .....................
55 55
171 45
15 . .. .. .. .. . . . . . . .. . . . .. . . . .. .. .. . . .. . . . . . ..
55 18
170 06
20 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
54 36
167 3:J

A.ug. 1 . . • • • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

Total. .............................................. .

~~

36
20

6

19
6
8
6

7

1-i

55
60
9
16
51

18
29
6
14

48
(a)

(a)

38
1
2

44
26
20
10
74
68
28
5
191

6
7
4
5
16

5

47
1
2

67
43
24
11
8:i
78

29
li
145

4
3
5
12
8
5

~ 1~ ---;-:-=

aOn A.ugnst 15 a canrll' went a~tra.y, bnt afterwards returned, bringing in 12 skins, of whlc
sexes were not determined.

Record of the catch of fur Peals and of the 11mnber of each sex taken daily by the
l'
schoone1· Dora • 'icwcrd during a c1·niae in Bering ea fo A.ugzist and eptembcr, 189
determined by A . B. Alexander.

Ang.

I

l~- - ,--,--U9-5.-

Date.

Mal

~i6

L::::::::::::
3...............

4...............
9.............. .
10...............
11......... ......
12...... .........
14...............
15...............
15...............
17...............
18...............

19...............
20...............
21...............

al.

(a)

lg
7

8

8

1:J
18
10
:J
ll

7
55
7!)
12
16
OS

:n

!:1:1
10

20

n

89
15
30
O!l
12

Date.

uqL:::::::::::
20 ............ .

27 ........... ..

12
10
62
6

14

11t. 1. .......... ..

120
6

57
.1
2
61

T tal ........ ..

67

I

2 ........... ..

:n ............ .
2 .. .......... .
8 ............ .
9 ........... ..
10 ............ .
15 ...... ...... .
:!O ........... ..

(a)

Mules.

5

7

'

6

16
4
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tfpproximate ages of the seals and the nnmber of nursing females taken dttring the cruise oj
the sealing schooner Dom Siewerd in Bering Sea in August and Septe11iber, 1895, based
ttpc •1 c.rn111inafions made by A. B. Alexander.

Dato.

1 95.
Aug. 1. ••...•..........•.•••••••.......
2 ..••.••••••••••. ••.• •••••••••••••

3•••••••• ••••••••• ••••••••••••••••

Females.
Number Number
t-N_
n_m_b-er~ .A.-g_e_. -1·-N-a
tu-km
-eb-ne-. r--,-.A.-g_e_. -,. -1 of~r;;s- not exam•
taken.
.., females.
ined.

Years.
3
21
10
18
8
6

Year,.
5
3

2
8

2
3 to 5

4 . • ••.•••••••• •• • . ••••••••••••••••

5

4

9 ••••••••••••••.•••.• : ••••••••••••

3
12

5
4

10 .. •...••......••..•...••.•••.....

~

11............ . . . . . . . . • • . . . . . . . . . . .

·······fr
2

6

1
4
4

7

ad.
2

······;a:· ·······i1· ::::::::::
2 .•••...... ·•••••·•••

ad.

6 ...••.....

2 ...............•..••

ad.

4 ••••••••••
2 •••••••••• ••••••••••
ad.
6 .•••••••••

g ·······55. ······a;i:· ·······41· ::::::::::

8

4 .••....... ·••······· ..........••••..••..

9

3 ••••••••· · ••••••.••.••• . •.•••. •••••••••·

10
3 t.o 5
•••.••.... ·••····••·
12............................ .. . . .
2
4
1
5
14 . .••.••••.•.••.•••..••......•••.•
12
8
15 ..• .•.••••••••..••.•••.•••.••••••

5
3

70
9
9
3
16

ad.

50
2 ..........
9
2 ·••·••····
ad.
16

ad.

24
·····•••••
.....••••.
.•.••••••.
..•...• •••

2~

t

4

4

:

!a ······ ·s4·a ······acc2 ••••••••..••••••••••
·······4s· ::::::::::

·······60· ······;d:· ·······ss· ::::::::::
8

2 ·••••· ·•·· •• ••••••••

16...... ...... ....... ...... ..... .. . ....... ... ....... .. .
1
ad ...•............•••••
17. .. • • . . • ••••.....•...•••... •• . . • .
20
4
57
ad.
35 .•••••••••
8
5 .••••..... ···•··· ....••••......•••••.••.
1
8
1
ad.
1 .......•••
18 ..•....•.• ·•·•·•·········•••·····
2
4
2
ad.
2 ••••••••••
19 ..•.....•.......•.... ······ ·•····
85
4
67
ad.
62 ••••••••••
20 .•.. •...•.•.•.......• ······•••··•
21. ••••• ·•••••••·•••·•••••••••••••·

,

22 ............................... .

8
12

24 •••••••••••••••••..•••••••••••••.
26 ................................ .

'J:1 ••••••••••.•••••••••.•••••••••••.
28 .••••••••••••..•••••••••••••••••.
31. ......••.•.••.•..•......•••...•.
Sept. 1. .••••.................••••••.•••

2 .••.••••••••••••.••••••••••••.••.
8 . ...•••...•• .• •..•••••••••.•••.•.
9 .•.•••••••••.••..•••••••••••••...

10................ . .••..•...•......
15 .•••••.••••• . •••••• ••••··•••·••··

20.................................

10

50
12
65
3

14
5
119

1
6
5

2
4

2
4

---- -... - .... --- .....

28
4
11

4 to 5
3
8 to 4

ad.
28 ••••••••••
2 .•••....•. •••••••••·
ad.
11 ..•••..••.

1:

al

8 to 5
8 to 5
8 to 4

43
6

ad.

216

ad.

5

4 to 5

U

a~

ad.

M
n
·······14· ········oo
37 •••••••••.
4 ..•••••••.

80

156

5

4 to 5
4to 5
1
2 t.o a

··········
5 ·----·-···
2 t.o 4

.............. ...... ...
14
2

2 to 3
4t.o 5

1

5

8

. --. ·- . .. -- ... -- . -- ..

3

........................ .... ....... ··········
a
ad.
3 ...•.••••.
2
11
1

lto2 ...............••••.
ad.
11 . .• .. ••..•

1 ·········· ··········

s

ad.

a ••••••••••

6

ad ...••••.••. •·•·••••••

....... --- -... --. -.. ................... .

aA.11 females above 2 years old are olaased a& adult.a, "ad."
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Reoor-1- of physical observat.ions made during the cruise of the sealing schooner D111a . •
in Bering Sea, August and September, 1895, by A. B. Alexander.
W_in_d_._ _ _ Barome•

Date.

Time of day.

__
T_en_1_p_er_a_tur_e_._ _ _ _ _
1
1

Air.

Surface

water. a

1

Direction.

1------1--- ---1-------1---

1895.
Aug. 1

2

s

4

0

MileB.

0

Sa.m.........
l0a.m........
12 m . • • . . • . . . .

51
49
48

47
47
47

NE. by E.

Sa.m.........
10 a.. m........
12m .••.......

48
48
48

45
46
46

NW. b~W.

N_oo_n_po_81_.ti_·on_._

__
1

ter
Force. reading. Latitude. Longi

ENE.
NE.

8

---1-----1---N.
w.
29.90 .•.••.......... ....••••

2 .............................••• •
2
29. 92
54 25
16i

~Ht:::::::··<;······••::..... ;:;. . . · · · ~· ....~;~~. :::::::::::1::::::::::::
NNW.
NNW.

2
29.90 •••................•• •
8 . . . .. .. . . .
54 51
167 • 29.90 •.•. . ........ ....••••• •

3

il::::::::::
ii !! :\~·
n::::::::::
8 a. m.........

47

47

~g:~;~::::::::

!~

N

2p.m.........
4 p.m.........
6p.m.........
Sp.m.........

48
47
45
44

47
46
46
46

1oa;~u{::::::::

: : : ~~:~~: ::::::::::::::::::::==.

·····41· ·······41· .. N\v.'1>;:ji:·· ····--a· ....:~:~~. :::::::::::i::::::::::::

:

!:

NW. lJy N.

8

29. 92 •............ .....•.•

! ····ao:oo· ··--s4..43· ····iin..

Nw.{V.N.
N\V.

4 ..........••.••............. ••••
4
80.00 ...............•.
•••.•
1
5
•••••• •••
4

NW.
NNW.
NW.

l>\v~·

:

····~nf ::::::::::f:::::::::

N~
12 m ...••. .•..
46
46
W.
8
2 p. m .. •••••••
£5
46
W.
8
4 p. m.........
44
46
W. by S.
8
6p.ID.........
44
46
W.
2
Sp.m .................................................. .
Ii 8 a. m . • . . . . . . .
45
46
W. by S.
8
10 a.. m . . . . . . . .
45
45
S. by E.
4
80.10
12 m . . • . . . . . . .
45
45
S E.
4
30.08 ......................... ......
4. p. m ........ · 1
46
47
S. by E.
5
80.00
8p.m.........
45
44
S.
4
29. 76 ........ -···· ······
6 8 a. m . . . . . . . . .
45
46
SE.
8
10 a. m . . . • • • . •
45
46
SE.
8 ····29:65· ····54 .. 45 ..... 1 1
12 DI • •• • • • • • • •
45
46
s. by E.
7
29. 64 ··•··· •• ·· · ······•• ••••
4 p. ID.........
46
46
S.
7
29. 50 ................ .... .. .
8p.m.........
46
46
S. by W.
8
7 8a.m.........
46
48
W.
7
····54··50". 1
12 m . . • • • . . • • .
46
43
S 'W.
6
2p.m.........
46
44
\V.
5 .......................... ..... •
29. 74 . -.... -...... ······
4 p.m.........
46
45
SW.
5
29. 74 .............................
Sp.ID.........
46
44
·w.
6
29. 78 -.... - -... -.... ······
8 8 a.. m . . . . • • • • .
45
45
W W.
6
~ ····2il:1s· ····ss··oi··· 1
4p.ru.........
45
46
SW. by W.
6
29.80 ..••............... •••
6p.ru.........
45
46
SW. byW.
6
8 p. m . • • .. . • • .
44
46
W.
6
9 8 a. ID.........
47
45
W W.
4
lOa.m........
47
44
·w W.
8
12 m . . . . . . . . . .
48
44
W. by .
8
2J>.m.........
47
44
W. byN.
4
4p.m.........
45
4'
W. byN.
6
8p.ID.........
45
44
W. byN.
4
10 7 a.. ID.........
43
46
w. by .
a
8a.m.........
46
46
W.byN.
3
54 68
so. 20
211.m ......•..
45
47
W.byW.
3 .............•......
30.
20
.................
· ••• -4p.m.........
45
47
W. by W.
2
6 p. m .• . . ••• • .
45
47
., . by W.
2 ............••••........... •• •• ••
8 p. ID . • . • • • • • • . . . . . . . . • . . • • • . . • . . • . • . . . . . . . • • • • • . • • . . • • .
30. 20 .••••...•... •.. •• • • • • • •
11 8n.ID.........
46
46
Var.
1
:J0.12 ................... ... .

····--

~i:;~

--·-·---

12

-----

i~~~::::::::

!~

!~

;:

~~~~.::::::::

:!

!~

w.~: .

~

'i~-

t ····ao:io· ····ss··oo··· .. 1

~~~~::::::::

!~

!~

2 p. ID.........

47

47

12 m •••••••••.
2 p. m.........
4 p. m.........

47
17
17

47
46

!: : !,io.>jo!o t
1

~11::::::: u ii
46

\V. by
\ • by

'

.

•1".

. .. .

: ::: :

i,i: ·;····.·

5 5 00
3
3
3 ....................... ..
2
30. 12 ............... · · · • • - -

.

: :: :::: :·.:·:.::: ....• ~~ ....•... ~~ .... ~..·.~:·.. ~: .•. ...... ~. · · · ·ao."20· ::: : :: :: :: :,:::::: ::::: •
ci 'I h

h:mJ r tur of the

t r,·

tnk n 6

f,

t below the eor!
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Record of physical observations made during the cmise of the sealing schooner Dora Siewerd
i• Bering Sea, August and Septembe-1', 1895, by A. B. Alexander-Continued
T_em_p~er_a_tur
_e_._

Time oftlay.

Date.

__
1

Air.

1895.
Aug.13
14

Surface
water.a

Noon position.
w
_ i_n d_ .____ Barome1
ter
i-----,c----Direction.
Force. reading. Latitude. Longitude.

____
1

0
0
N.
Miles.
w.
ao. 20
54 56
168 15
8 a.m .•••••.••
48
45
SWW.Sby W..
6
46
2p.m.........
45
W
30. 20
6
8 a. m • • • • • • • • •
46
44
W SW.
5
ao. 28
l0a.m........
46
45
WSW.
5 •••.••••••.•..••••••••••••....•••
12 m .••..•••..
~
45
4
ao.ao
55 03
167 45
2p.m . ........
47
45
WSW.
4
4 p.m.........
46
45
wsw.
a
ao. 30 ••••••..•..•.••••... ...
8p.m.... . ....
46
45
WSW.
a
30.30 ••••..........•...•.•..
Sa.m.........
46
44
W.
1
30.32 .•...•.............••..
10 a. m . •..•••.
48
45
Var.
1 .•...............................
12 m •••••• .••.
49
45
Var.
1
30. 32
55 Ol!
167 40
2p.m.........
49
45
Var.
1 ................................ .
4 p.m.........
47
45
SE.
1
S0.00 ••••...••.•••••••••••••
6 p. m. •. . . . . . .
46
45
ESE.
2 •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
8 p. m. .•..•••. . •. . . • . . .. . . .. . . . . .••. .•. •.. .•. ••• •••••...
ao. 28 .... . .......•.•........
8 a. m . • • • • • . . .
48
44
SSE.
6
30. 00 ........•............•.
12 m • • •• • • • • . .
47
44
SSE.
4
ao. oo
55 o;
1~8 10
2 p.m.........
46
44
SSE.
a ................................ .
4 p. m... . . . . . .
46
46
SSE.
3
29. 90 .. • ... .•...•.•.••• .....
8 p. m...... .. . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . ......... . ... ... .•. . . . . .
29. 96 ..•..•......•...•......
8 a. m . . • . . . • • .
47
45
ESE.
1
29. 98 .....••.....•.....••...
10 a. m . . • . . . . .
48
45
Calm.
0 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ....•......
12 m ...... ...
48
46
SE.
1
ao. oo
55 1s
168 ao
2 p. ru.........
49
46
SE.
1 .. . .. ..... .••.........••...•..•• .
4 p. m.........
49
46
Calm.
0
29. !l8 ••••••••••.••••••••••••
8 p. m.........
47
46
S:3E.
2
29. 94 .............. •. •.•••.•
8 11,. m . . . . . . . . .
49
45
SE. by S.
5
29. 78 . . • . • . . . . . . . ......•..••
10 a. m . . . . . . . .
49
45
SE. bv S.
5 .............................••..
12 m . . . . . . . • • .
49
45
4
29. 72
55 21
168 32
2p.m.........
49
46
S.byW.
3 ....•............. . ..........•••.
4 p.m.........
49
45
SSW.
3
29.65 ..•...............•....
6 p. m....... ..
49
45
SW. by S.
3 ....... ... ...... . ... .... ........ .
8p.m......... ...... .. .......... ................ ... .....
29.65 ........... ......•.. •.•
8a.m.........
46
46
W.byW.
3
29.72 ..... .. .... . ..... . .... .

sw.

15

16

17

18

ss~.

19

20

21

22

2a

24

I~~~::::::::

!~

!~

sws~_w.

! ····29:12--···64 .. 66 .... .. iii~··oo

2p.m.........
4p.m ... ......

46
46

46
45

SW.
W.

3 ...........................•.....
3
29.70 .........•..••.•....• . .

: ····20:10· ::::::::::: ::::::::::::

n::::::::::

!~46

!~46

sJ.I,;s.

l0a.m........
12 m ..........
2p.m.........
4 p.m...... ...
8p.m.........

48
48
48
48
47

47
47
47
47
47

WNW.
WNW.
WNW.
WNW.

2
29. 62 ...................... .
2 ...... .... .......... ..... ....... .
2
29. 68
55 14
168 15
2 .............. . ..... . ........... .
2
29. 78 . ......... ........ •....
2
29.78 ...................•••.

foa~~::::::::

::47

4.7
47
47
47
47

WNW.
WNW.
WNW.
WNW.
W. by N.

2
29. !J2
55 29
168 05
8 ............•.........••.........
3
29. IH ••••·· · ··· · ........... .
3 . . ...........•...................
3
'.!9.91 •••....... . ............
3
30.10 ...... ..... .. ... .... .. .

8 a. m . . . • . . . .

12 m ..........
2 p. m.........
4p. m.........
6p.m.........
8p.m.........
8 a. m . . .• •• . . .

47
47
47
47
47

W.
W.

!~46 N~Jw:V·
W W.

~

....:~:~~. ::::::::::: ::::::::::::

:

····ao:os· ····65··04 ...... ios··a5

}~~~::::::::

!g

:i NiJ-w:V·

:t::::::::::

!;47

!i46

s.~fv:V·

~

;g:~g ::::::::::: ::::::::::::

!~

~y:,-

i

····ao:20· ····5s ..is · ·····i10 ..aa

2 p. m.... .. . . .
48
47
W W.
2 .• . ...........................••.
4 p.m.........
46
47
WSW.
2
30.08 .......... . ........... .
6p. m....... . .
47
47
WSW.
3 ........... .••. . ... ......... ....
8 p.m.. ....... ........ .......... ................ ........
30. 10 ...................... .
Ba. m.........
47
46
S.byW.
3
ao.oo ...................... .
10 a. m... .. . . .
46
46
, W.
4 ............................. .. . .
12 m.. •. .. . • • .
47
47
SSW.
4
30. 00
55 28
168 10
2 p. m.. .. .. •. .
47
47
. b;f; W.
4 ................................ .
4p.m.........
46
47
SSW.
5
29. 98 .... . .......•.......•..
6p.m.........
46
47
SSW.
5 . ..........••..•.................
10 a. m........
12 m... .. . . • . .

47

2p.m.........
4.7
4 p. m.. .. . . . ..
47
'"6 p.m.........
45
8 p. m . . • • • • • • . . . . . . . . .
25 8 a. m.... .. . . .
48

, fg!; ~::::::::

ti

NNE.
1 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. .... ..... .
47
N.
4
30.10
55 27
168 30
47
N.
5 ... . ..•.........................•
47
N.
5
30.10 ••••................•. .
47
NNE.
5 .••........••....... ... .....••..•
. . . • •. . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . .. . . . . . •.. . . .
ao. 10 . • • . . . . . . . . . ........•••
47
N. by E.
7
ao. 20 .••...................•

• The temperata.re of the water

ww,

taken 5 feet below the surface.
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Record of physical observations rnade dm'ing the c1·uise of the sealing schoontl' Dora iewerd
in Bering Sea, .August a11d Septeniber, 1895, by A., B . .Alexander-Continued.
Noon po ition.
Temperature.
Wind.
1------,-S_u_r_fa_c_e_ r--------.-----1 Bal~:eTime of day.
Air. water.a
Direction.
Force. reading. Latitude. Longitude.

Date.

1--- - --1-- - - - - 1 -- - - - -1--- ---1-----1-----1895.

26

27

2p.m.........
4 p. m.........
8 p. m.... .. .. .
8 a. m.........

47
47
47
47

N.

Miles.
6

N.
N.

6

!❖

N:illr~·

i2 .••...............
·--·sojo--···ss.. js· ·····iio··i.i
......••.•.••..

w.~ s.

½ .... ~~:~~ ..... ~~ .. ~~ ...... ~:~ .. ~~

0

0

Aug. 25

47
47
47
45

ig~~::::::::
2p.m.........

!i

½2Pi:n~:::::::::

:g

N.

N.

W.

.................•••• ..

6

30. 20 ............ ......... .
30.18 ..................... . .
30. 08 .............. •••......

2

45
47
WS\Y.
4 p. m.... .... .
46
47
WSW.
2
29. 98 ..•...........•..••••• •
6p.ro.........
45
47
WSW.
2 ............................... .
8 p. m. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • • • . . . . .
29. 95 . . • . • • . • . . . . .••••• - • - ••
Sa. m.........
45
47
WNW.
1
29.92 ..•.............•••• •.•
10 a. m........
46
47
SW.
1 ............................. .•..

!:

. HIii):: -: --- : --:::::. . - - !- --iii :::::::::i ):::::!ii:
29

ao

31

Sept. 1

10 a.m........
46
48
SW. by S.
3 ................ . .... ···········:
12 m . . . . • . . • . .
46
48
SW.
3
29. 90
55 07
170 4
2 p. m... •.. . . .
46
48
S. bv W.
3 .. .. ...... ......... -• • •· • • • •· •···
4 p. m. ••••••. .
4r,
48
S. liy E .
3
29. 70 ................•••• •••
6p.m... ..... .
45
48
SE.
a ••..........•. •.•..•. ···•••••••••
8 p. m.. ... . . .. . . . .. . . . . . . ... .... . .. . . . . .. . . . . . . . . .... .. .
29. 70 ............... • • •·· • •·
8a.m.........
47
47
E.
8
29.40 ................. ..... .

ig~~::::::::

2 p. m.........
4p.m.........
6p.m.........
8 p. ni •• ••••••
8a.m.........

:~

48
48
48
••.•••.

!+

S.b:·E.

47

S.by W.
S.byW.

47
47

·······,1·

lOa..m........
12 m . . . . . . . . . .
2p. ru.... .. ...
4 p. m .. • • . . • • .

48
48
48
48
48

:t::::::::::

:~

!+

rn~~::::::::

!~

!+

ig ~/~::: :::::

:~

!~

47
47
47
47

S.

:
7
6
6

····29."40· ····55 .. 28. ·····i10.. i:
................. • • • • • • • • · · •
29.50 ........... ··········-29.52 ........... ·····•••••••

···sw."ii;;::··· ......8. ····20:so· ::::::::::: ············
SW.byS.
SW. by S.
S'\V.by .
SW. by. .

8 .... . . .. . ... ••· · ··· ·:,····--i-,·o--l..
55 2v
29 55
8

S\~\11. .
SW.
W. by W.
W.
SW. by W.

4

8 ......... .. .......... ·••·•••••• ••

29. 90 ...... . .... · ..... ·•• · ••

8

~u~

!

::::::::::: ::::::::::::

47
lOa..m........
4
····3·0·.·5·0·· ····5·5···1·1·· ..... i~,o···:
12 m . . •• •• . • • .
48
47
-t
2p.ru.........
48
47
4 ........... . ...... .. . •···········
4 p . m.........
48
47
3
30. 52 ........... · ·· · • • • •• • ..
6 p. m.. .... .• .
48
47
W. by W.
3 ..................... ···••• •••• ••
8p.m . ........ ... ..... .......... ................ ........
30.00 .. .... .........••••••••
8&.m.........
45
47
W.
1
30.60 ............•..•••••• ••

~

~!~:

····ao:ss--···ss .. 20· ·····iio"~·

8

2p.m.........
49
47
Var.
1 ..................... •····· •·····
4p.m . ........
45
47
Var.
1
30.58 ...•....... •···········
6J1.m.........
45
47
\V.
1 ............ ...... ... ···•·•••· •••
8 JJ . n1.. •• .• ••. .••.. ••. .••••.•••. •••••.... .•••••. •••.•••.
30. 60 ........... •·····. •·- ••
8 a. ru . . . . . . . .
45
lc7
E. by
3
30. 60 ..• ... ..... • • • • · · • • • • ••
lOa .m ..... ...
47
47
E.by .
4
·······
12m . .........
46
47
E.hy.
4 ··--ao:G<i·····5s··25·
l'iO .. ..
2 p. m..... .••.
45
47
E.
, ....... •........................ .•
4p.m.........
45
47
NE.
4
30.58 ..•••••.••. ········-···
6 p. m.........
44
47
TE.
4 ................ .. •.....•••.•.••.
8 p. m..... .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ...... . . . . .. .. . . ...... . .......
30. 56 ..• ...•.•.. •···· • ••• - ••
8 . m.........
45
47
E.
6
30. 40 ............ · .. · · .•••..

4

2p.m.........
46
47
4 p. m.........
45
47
6 p. m.........
45
47
8 p. m.... .. .. . . .. . . . . . . . ...... ..
8a.m.........
45
46

2

~~~::::::::

:~

!~

2p.m... ......
4p.m.........
6 J>. m.... .. .. .

40
40
411

47
47
47

p.m......... ... ..... ..........
6

Sa.m.........
JO .ru.. ......

12m . .........

2p.111.........
J•• tn.. . . • . . • .
•Th tom

r tu

of th

~l?·

g ·... ao: ,o .. ···s5··29...... ii .. ···

J<j.byE.
E. by E.
. _ "E. hy E.
E. by E.
E.

6 .............•..............•••••
6
30. 0 .•.•..........• · · ••••••
6 ......... .......•.•.......••.••• •
6
30. 40 .............•...••••••
7
30.20 ..•.•.......•..••••...•

E.

~.,l

:

E.·1:..
IL"K
E. 'Ii:.
E.'E.
I::.'E.
h.·g.
1-:.•g.
1-..•1,:.
I•:." E.

8 ..................... ···········8
30.14 ····················-··
8 .......•...••.....•.....•...•••• _
8
30.12 ........•.. ··········-8
30.00 ·····················-·
8
••..•••

··--ao:is· ····ss .. 5s· ·····ii···~·

s .... '.!o."os·
8

8 .... 2.: 95.
kl-n 5 f:

t. b lo

····55··22·
1,··--=::: ::: :: ::: :::: :•••·:: : : :

the Rurf
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ALASKA INDU TRIES.

Record of physioal obsen•ations made dul'ing the c1·uise of the sealing schooner Dora Siewerd
in Bering Sea, ..thigust and September, 1895, by A. B. Alexander-Continued.
Temperature.

1895.
~ept. 5

Air.

~!l~~~~

o

o

ig~/~::::::::

!❖

!i

Direction.

Force. r eading.

!~

'.ENE.
NE. by E .
NE. by E.
NE. by E.
NE. by E .
NE.byE.
NE.byE.
NE. by .E.
E.byN.
E.~_N.

:~

~:

8!}Ii~~~~~~~ ····-;i- ·······ii· E.is.
9

10

11

12 m..... .. . . .
45
40
2 p. m.........
45
40
4 p . m .. .......
44
45
6 p.m.........
44
45
8 p.m......... .•... ... ...... ....
8 a. m.........
47
47
10 a. m........
47
47
12 111..........
47
47
2 p.m.. .......
47
47
4 p.m.. ..•....
47
47
6 p.m.........
40
47
8 p.111... ••••.. . . • .. • . . . • • •• •• • . .

8 n. m.........
47
46
10 a. m........
47
47
12 Ill..........
47
47
2 p.m.........
48
47
4 p.ru .. .......
47
47
6 p. m.... •• . . .
47
47
8 p. m • • •• • • • • • • . • . • . • • • • • • . • ..
8 a. m... ......
46
47
10 a. m.. ......
47
47
12 m.... ......
47
47
2 p.m.........
47
47
4 p.m.........
47
47

E.

.E.

E.
J~.

E.
E. by-N.
E. by .
K hy !f.
E. l,.v N.
8E.
.'Ji:.

SE.
JI 'E.
ESE.
.E.
E.byS.
l~ ' E.
SE. by E.
SE. by E.
S. by E.
S. by W.
. b~. w.
S
S.

: ~::::::::::: ..... :~ . ...... -~~.

12 8a.ru. ...•. .. .

t~;~::::::::
n~:::::::::
Gp.m . .. ......

13

H

16

45

:g
:~45

::

s.

.'\V.

'rv~{v:'T•
~s~i:
"l;V '\V.

8

... .......
8 p. Dl ... ....... .. . . . . . ..........
8:i..m . ........
44
44
10 a.rn........
46
44

~2p~r~:::::::::

Noon position.
Barome•
ter
1----,----

Miles.

Sp.m .•••••••..•••... . .....•••..
8 a. m.... .• • • .
46
10 a. m........
47
12 111 • • • • • •• • • •
47
2 Jl. m.........
47
4p.m.........
47
6p.m.........
47 ...••.....
_s p. m... ... ... . . . . . . . . . . . . ......
1 8 a.m... ......
47
46

6

n:::::::::::

Wind.

--1------,,---i

Time of day.

Date.

"\V ' W.
W.by ' .

SW. by W.

!g W:;/, .

8
9

29 96
30. 00

Latitude. Longitude.

N.

w.

8 .. ................... ........... .
8
30. 10
50 10
170 45

8

s8 .·.·.·.·3.·o.· .·1.·o.·.l.·.:.:_:_:_: .·:.:.:.:. ·. :.:·:·:·:·:·:·:·:·:·:·
8
4.

1·.............. ·· ..... .

30. 20
30.30 ••••..•..............•.

! 30.31 56 22 171 50
: --··ao:a2r::::::::: ::::::::::::

i ~~}~}t[~~~~~~~~ ~~~~~~~~~~~~

8
30. 40
56 35
172 20
3 .••.. ......•• ..•..•..•••.........
3
30.40 ..............•..•..•••
3 ...............••••••.••..••..•••
3
30.40 ..•............•••..••.
4
30.18 .•.............• ••• .••.
4 .••....••..............•..•...••.

4
30.10
65 49
171 54
3 ..... ......... ........••..••.... .
3
30. 02 ..............•..••••••
2 . ............ ... . .... .•.•.... .. ..
2
30. 00 .•...• ••....•...••.•...
a
2!1.90 .......•....•....•..••.
3 ............•...••............•..
3
29. 80
55 50
171 40
3 .••.........••••.•••..........•..
3
20.60 .............••........
4 ......................••.........
4
20. 55 ..... ..• •......... .....
7
29. 40 ..............••.......
7 ......................••..... . ...
7
29. 38
55 57
171 ao
7
29.35 ....•.........••..•...•
7
20.35 ..•.. .•.•...•..... .....

~

····2il.'
32"::::::::::: ::::::::::::
29.40 ..... ••••.....••. ......
~ .... 29:55 ..... 66 .. 44 . ..... i7i .. :J()
:8 ....
iil:ils' ::::::::::: ::::::::::::
.... ...... ...................... .
8

8
20. 7:!. ···•••··· ............. .
4
20.00 ........•..••••••.•....
5 .................... . ..••........

: .... ~~~~~ ..... ~~ .. ~~ ......~'.~ .. ~~

4 p. m... .. . ...
40
46
W.
2
20. 90 ...................... .
Op. m.........
46
46
S YI'. by S.
8 •••••••••.•••••••••••..••••••••••
8 p. rn......... . • • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
20. 08 .•••..•.............. • .
8a.m.... .....
47
45
' W.
8
29.08 ...... ... ....... ...... .
10 a. m.. ...••.
47
45
. \V.
8 ................ .. .............. .
12nt..........
47
45
~SW.
8
29.62
55 20
171 25
2p.m.........
47
45
S.'\V.
8 .•....... .. ...........•••........
4. p. m........
46
45
SW. by S.
8
29.65 ................. ..... .

ifE::::::::: ···••:- ······•;:.... ~.~:::~·... ····••:• ····~nr ::::::::::: :::~::::::::

lOa.m........
12m..........

45
45

46
45

W.
W.

3 ..••................ . ............
3
29.60
65 10
170 00

,. ifE:::~;; ; .....!. . .. !!......~}:..........!.::::;;;:?HE \ii/I
10 a. m . . . . . • . .
46
46
W.
12 m.. ••.••••.
46
40
W.
2 p. m.........
42
46
W. by S.
4 p. m.. .•••••.
,12
46
:,v.
6p.m.... ... ..
42
46
S\V.
a The temperature of tho water was taken 5 feet

5 ... •........••. .. .............. - .
5
30. 02
65 20
170 32

,t

...................... ......... . .

4
30. 00 ...•. ...•..... ..•• .... .
6 ................................ .
below the surface.
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Record of physical observations made during the cruise of the sealing schooner Dor
in Bering Sea, August and September, 1893, by A. B. Alexande1·-0ontin.u.
Temperature.

Wind.

i---,-----ii-------,,----1

Date.

1895.
Sept. 16
17

18

Time of day.

Air.

Surface

~~~~:

Direction.

F

Noon
Barome• j______::_ _ __ _ _ __

1fn

L tit de

~~- .J ----

8 p. m .•.••.••.••• ~- •...
~- .•••••••••.••••• --~-.:-:;-_:-.·. _r_ea_2_9_.9-:-· --~
.
8 a. m . . . . • • • • •
41
45
W.
4
30. 40 . . . . . . • • • • •
10 a. m . . . . . . • •
42
45
W.
4
45 · ·· ··55 -·ii ·
12m..........
4:4
45
WN.W.
5
2p.m.........
44
45
W.
S ..................... .....
4p: m.........
44
45
W.
3
30. 50 . • • • . • • • • . •
6p.m.........
43
45
W.
1 ....... ... ...........
8p.m......... .••..... ••••••.... ........................
30.58 ..••••.••••
8 a. m . • . . • . • . •
44
45
SE.
5
30. 48 . • . • • • . • • • •

····ao:

ig ~ ~::::::::

!t

!g

~::

4 p. m. ....•...
45
46
SE.
6p.m.........
45
46
SE.bys.
8 p.m......... ........ .•.•...... ...........•..•.
19 8 a. m.........
46
45
N. E.
10 a. m........
47
46
NE. by N.
12 m..........
47
46
NE. by N .
2p.m.........
47
46
NE.byN.
4p.m.........
47
46
NNE.
6p.ru .....•...
46
45
N.byE.
8 p. m......... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
N. by E.
29 8 a. m.........
45
45
NE. by N.
10 a. m . . . . . • . .
45
45
NE. by N.
12 m .••.••....
44
45
Var.
2 p. m.. . . . . . . .
43
45
SE.
4 p.m ......... ,
43
45
SE.
6 p.m. ..... ...
43
45
SE. by S.

~

L

- - - - - -

-----

-- - - - ---------- - - - - - - -

....ao: 40 ..... 55 .. 30 ·1· --- - -

5
30 32
--- - - - 5 ..•• _· ..·•.•••.•••·.·.·.·_·_· _____ _ _
5
30 25
5
29. 82 . . . . • . . • • • • - - - - - 5
5
5
5
29. 72 . • • • • • • • • • • . - - - - - 5
5
29. 70 . • • . • . • . • • . . - - - - - - 3
29. 70 ...•... .•... - - - • - - - 2
1
55 36
1
29. 70
2
4
29. 70 . . . . . . . . . . . • - • - - - - - - 4 .._ 29. 70 . . . • . . . • • • . • • - - - - - - -

a '.l.'he tempernture of the water was taken 5 feet below the snrface.

Record sh.owi-ng the principal food found in the stornachs of seals taken
the schooner D01·a Siewerd.
Dnte.

1895.
.Aug. ~
3

4.
9

10
11
12
14
15
17
18
19
20
21
22
24
26
27
28
31
Sept. 1
2

8
9

10
15
20

Num•
ber of
seals
taken.

Principal food found in tlrn stomach.

all

42 Nearly
empty ; a few could not be identified•
Do.
45
13 Empty.
Do.
16
20 A piece of squid and fish bones.
73 I'iecPs offish and fl.sh bones.
89
Do.
Do.
15
30 Pieces of squid and squid beaks.
99 Ala~kan pollock and pieces of fish.
85
qnitl, pieces offish, and fish bones.
2 Empty.
Do.
4
111 Squid, sq uld beaks, fish bones, pollock, and other fl.sh.
6fJ
qaid. pollock, and salmon.
44 Squi,l. pollock, salmon, and fl.sh bones.
21 Squid, squid beaks, salmon, pollock, fish bones.
157 , 'quid, pollock, and :J?ieccs of salmon.
146 Squid. pollock, ancl fish bones.
Do.
57
11 Pollock.
336 lfostly squid and what look d like cod.
10 A ti w pieces of squid.
10 Pollock.
9 Empty.
17 Squid, squid beaks, mingled with orastaooa.
24 Squid.
10 Empty.

i'fl

Bering

~,,

.L.~

TYPES OF SEALING SCHOONERS, VICTORIA HARBOR, 1894.

TYPES OF SEALING SCHOONERS, VICTORIA HARBOR, 1894.

7.
()

CANADIAN SEALING SCHOONER ANNIE. E. PAINT, BERING SEA.

AMERICAN SEALING SCHOONER COLUMBIA, WITH CANOES, BERING SEA.

PORTION OF INDIAN CREW OF CANADIAN SE.ALING SCHOONER FAVORITl:c, 1894.

SEALING SCHOONERS SEIZED IN BERING SEA BY UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT IN 1886, AND BEACHED AT UNA L ASKA.

(Thornton in foreground. )

CANADIAN SEALING SCHOONER THORNTON .

SEIZED IN BERING SEA BY UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT AND BEACHED AT UNALASKA.

SUPPLEl\iE T
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ON

PELAGIC SEALING lN 1895.
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REPORT ON THE FUR-SEAL CATCH OF JAPANESE, BRI'fISH, AND
AMERICAN VESSELS SAILING FROM AND WITH HEADQUARTERS AT JAPANESE PORTS IN 18951.
By C. H.

TOWNSEND.

In my report on peJa,gic seaUng in 1895 (Senate Document 137, part
2, Fifty-fom·th Congress, p. 29) reference is made to th'3 taking of fur
seals along .the Asiatic Coast by vessels of which no record was at hand.
.A. considerable number of vessels whose names had become familiar
to me in connection with pelagic sealing matters not having been
accounted for in either Canadian. or .American official reports on this
subject for the year 1895, inquiries were made respecting them, and the
results are herewith presented.
On November 25, 1895, a letter of inquiry respecting vessels of this
class was prepared, which was t,ransmitted by the United States Commissjoner of Fish and Fisheries through the Department of State to
consular officers stationed in Japan, from whom replies have been
received as follows: James F. Oonnelly, Hiogo, February 26, 1896; W.
H . .Abercrombie, Nagasaki, February _27, 1896; N. W. Mclvor, Kanagawa (Yokohama), March 6, lb96.
Hiogo and Nagasaki are not frequented by sealing vessels. ConsulGeneral Mclvor furnishes information conceming sealing vessels having their headquarters at Yokohama, and promises similar data from
the port of Hakodate. From the data thus obtained, and from information recently furnished me by sealers wbo visited the coast of Japan
during the past season, it appears that the catch of 38,742 fur seals
already reported on the Asiatic side of the Pacific Ocean will have to
be increased by 10,000 or 12,000, while a further increase in the size of
the catch may be announced later.
Catch of pelagic Bealing vessels sailing f1·oni Japan in 1895, fitting out and with headqua1·tet·s at Yokohama.
Schooner.

Flag.

Catch.

Chishima Morn, No. L-···· Japanese ...•.
Cbishima Morn, No. 2 ...... ___ .. do .. ·-····
lraiba Morn ..•. _.. _. _....... _... do .. _.. _..
YernoheMorn ··-·-·····-·· ___ .. do····---·
(1) Morn .••• --··-···-······ ..... do··-·····

356
441
313
891
1, 071
550
950
650
576
218

Total. ____ ...•...•.... ·-·--. ---·-·. •..

6,016

.Arctic ...... ·-·- .. __ ···--· .. British . -----.Anaconda···---···-·.·-·- .. American .. -- .

i~i~r:~~:::::::::::::::::::
:::::~~ ::::::::
GoldenFleece ....... _....... _... do······-·

Remarks.
136 of these taken near Commander Isla.uds .
170 of these taken ill Okhotsk Sea .
All these taken near Commander Islands.
429 of t,hese taken near Commander l8lands.

------~~----------------- - - -- - - - - - - -- - - - Supplement to report of C.H. Townsend on pelagic sealing in 1895.
1
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Consul.General Mclvor reports that in addition to the catch made
vessels, 2,000 or 3,000 seals are taken every season by Japanese fish
men, the skins being usually disposed of at Hakodate.
Other vessels sealing off the coast of Japan in 1895 were reported b
steamer Empress of China, which arrived at Victoria, British Columb ·
on July 4, with catches to June 18, as follows:
Vessel.

Flag.

C

i1:~~~~Jfa.~~.~~::: :::: :::::: :::::: :::: :: :::: :: :::: :: ::: :: ::::::: :::::: ::: ::: -~~{i~~:::: :

W.P. Hall ..•••..•.•••...•••••..•............................................. British ..•••••
Alexander.................. . • . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • • . • . . . . . . . . . . .American ..•• .
Sea Lion .••••.••.•••••••••...........................................••........•••••....•••• ••

Total ............................................ -- -...... ·········· · ··· ··············• ·

Information furnished by Consul-General Mcivor, concerning ve
recently sealing off the coast of Japan, is as follows:
Vessel.

Flag.

Emma ..•..•...•.....•.
Leipan ........•....•..
Rose Sparks ...........
W. P. Hall .....•......
Alexander.............

American ....
Japruwse .....
American . ...
British . ......
.. .. . .. . . ..... . .

Remarks.

Seized by Russia, Okhotsk Sea, April 22, 1895.
Soize!l by Russia, Okhotsk Sea, Outober, 1895.
Sllpposc<I to be lost.
No longer sea.ling. Name changed to Iolanthe. .
Two vessels of this name said to l1ave been sealing off
coast of Japan.
Retriever ......•..•.... American .... No longer sealing. Sold.

Consul Abercrombie states that in the case of the Emma, the Ye
was confiscated and the crew furnished transportation to the Uni
States by the consulate of Nagasaki. Consul-General Mclvor stat
tl1at seventeen members of the crew of the Leipan are now in pri
at Vladivostock.
Of the fur-sea1 catch made by vessels seized by the Russian Gov r 1 ment in the Okhotsk Sea nothing is known at present. The annu
catch in the Okhotsk Sea ma.y prove to be of more importance tha
limited information at band has led us to believe.
In a report by the writer, soon to be publi hed in the Bulletin of
United States .Fi h Commission, containing notes on the Kurile an
other islands inhabited by fur seals, reference is made to a , O· 'c: 11
"in.shore" herd rPgn]arly entering the Okhotsk Sea in June and J
through the passes northeast of Yezo Island.
The nnmber of eal composing it has led many sealers to beli v
that it i too great to be accounted for by the limited rookerie of I
ben Island, in the Okhotsk Sea, and it is thought that many of he
belong to small rookeries in the Kuriles, from which a consid re: b
number of seals have within a few years been taken. It i ..
r ported, although somewhat vaguely, that fur seals occur on St. J o
'l alan, and other i lands in the northern Okhotsk water .
I am informed by Dr. L. Stejneger, who spent the summer of 1 th
ommander Island studying the seal fi hery, that the Ru
Hov rnm nt ha made leases to the Ru sian Sealskin ompan les,s~~
of the 'ommander I land , of all island belonging to Ru ia th
now known to be inhabit l by fur eal, or that may b di o
Dr. t jn ger i led to b lieve that the Ru sian Government 1
le
ar in pos e siou of information respecting the fur eal in
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Okhotsk Sea that has not been given to the public in order to avoid
inviting attention to the matter.
In the report received from Consul-General Mel vor it is stated that
the schooners Golden 1!1leece, Silver Fleece, Josephine, .Anaconda, and
.A.retie, with about nine Japanese vessels, are reported to be :fitting out
at Yoko·h ama for sealing during the season of 1896.
The fur-seal catch made in 1894 by some of the vessels mentioned in.
Mr. Mel vor's report being, with the exception of the Arctic (catch 261),
included in the Canadian and American reports for that year, need not
be giveu here.
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OBSERVATIONS ON THE HABITS OF THE FUR SEAL.
By Commander J. J. BRICE, U.S. N.

The fur seal, according to existing laws, is protected from the 30th of
April until the 1st of August, and at all times within the radius of 60
miles of the Pribilof Islands, including the territorial limit; consequently pelagic sealing can hereafter only be carried on successfully
during the breeding season. This practice prevails in the Bering Sea,
outside of the protected zone, during the month Qf .August, when the
females are captured on the way to and from the feeding grounds. The
law also provides for their protection hereafter during the annual
migration from the south to the rookeries for breeding, which begins
in April and ends in July.
The seal, although often described as almost human in its intellig;ence, i~ in realit_y a very stupid a~imal, whose reputati<?n fo! intelhgence 1s based merely upon super:fimal appearances, espemally its soft,
beautiful eyes, which appeal to you in their apparent innocence. Much
stress has also been placed upon their cleverness in finding their way
over immense distances in the ocean. In this and most other movements they are governed by the temperature of the water and are controlled by circumstances rather than guided by intelligence, merely
obeying the laws that nature has provided to enable them to find their
way to distant points in the ocean. When compared with the instinct
exhibited in many species of migratory birds going to the same regions
the movements of the seal are matter-of-fact and rather commonplace.
Combined with the influence of the temperature of the water upon
the movements of the seal is the wonderful rapidity of action which
enables them to cover without effort a vast area for observation.
The seals leave the rookeries in the fall and are driven out of Bering
Sea by the decreasing temperature of the water as winter approaches,
seeking the more genial waters off' Vancouver and the coast of California. On leaving Bering Sea they follow its current south through
the passes among the Aleutian Islands, where they strike the Japan
current, leading them to the coast of Alaska, where there is plenty of
food; thence following the cold current down the coast of Van couver,
off which land the old male seals remain, scattered over the ocean and
adjacent waters, having found a temperature suitable to their condition
in a locality stocked with abundance of fish food.
The old male seal is six or eight times larger than the females or the
young bachelor seals, and has a superabundance of fat, requiring a
lower temperature of water to live in than the female and other small
seals, which accounts for their separation. The females and smaller
animals continue the journey south in the cold stream off the coast of
California, flowing in a southerly direction, in which locality they also
609
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disperse over the ocean for food, having found a slightly higher temperature in this region suitable also to their condition.
The same laws govern them on their way to the breeding ground,
combined with the strongest instinct in all animals, that of propagation and the care of their young. In the spring the old males are the
first to become uneasy with rising temperature of the water, which has
advanced from 4.4° in February to 50° in April. The temperature most
adapted to the nature of the seal is between 40° and 46°, and to seek
relief by reducing the temperature they start north, the only direction
by which this object can be attained, guided by the cold stream which
fiows down along the Alaska and Vancouver coast, leading them in the
direction of the rookeries. Their course is direct to the- Pribilof
Islands, by the cold streams which flow from that direction, and is only
interrupted near the Fair Weather grounds off Sitka, where the warm
,·rnter of the ,Japan current is felt, causing some confusion in the progress of the herd until they strike one of the various cold flows from
the Bering Sea current.
Off Sitka large portions of the herd are often found in their bewilderment beading in various ways in search of the cold current, and
sometimes they make considerable progress in the direction from which
they came before the cold stream in the vicinity of Kadiak Island leading to the rookeries is found, l>y which they reach the passes throug~
the Aleutian group into Bering Sea, where they are virtually on their
breeding ground.
The females and other small seals are governed by the same conditions, except that. the females are much slower in their p~og~ess
north on account of the young, and are easily captured at this time
when, from fatigue, they are resting on the surface of the water. T_hey
are also influenced in pursuing this route by their breeding instrnct
and the supply of food off the coast and estuaries of the rivers.
.
It is said that the catch for the year 1894 by predatory sealers will
be in the neighborhood of 135,000 seals. In addition to this as m~y
as 20,000 young were destroyed by starvation. The number taken rn
Bering Sea from the 1st to the 15th of August was large, something
like 90 per cent of them being females that had left their young and
gone to the cod banks for food, a distance of 200 miles, whence they
are taken in numbers by the sealers. The death under these circumstances of one female seal means also the death of her young by starvation. In fact, more harm is done to the seal herd in the few weeks of
sealing in August than at any other time. .A.side from destroying the
female and the young they are disturbed when they are most timid and
have sought seclusion to rear their young. Already a restles ne
and change in the habits of the seals have been observed, which are
indications of the disintegration of the herd.
The use of :firearms for sealing is now prohibited by law, the spear
having been substituted. The silent destruction by the latter in trument does not frighten the seal, and its aim is as certain and more
deadly tllan the rifle or shotgun. The warning noise of the latter
renders them shy and wary, but with the former it is the same slaughter
of unsuspicious animals from the commencement to the end of the
s a on. As a proof of this it is only necessary to cite the wonderful
catch of the sealing schooners this year by the spear.
The_ islands of St.. Paul and St. George are well adapted for the
breedmg purposes of the fur seal, because they are free from all predatory animals and birds.
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Owing to the natural stupidity of the seal he is almost defenseless
when on shore and an easy prey. Consequently the lonely and remote
Pribilof Islands are especially fitted for their use and the only islands
.
so protected in all this region.
The seals move through the water with lightning-like rapidity, and
the space they cover in an incredibly short time gives them an immense
radius of observation in their movements. An idea of their speed cau
be had when it is known tbat the females, when nursing their young,
procure food for them at a distance of 200 miles, where the sealers lie
in wait for them.
For this reason the protection of the fur seal to-day lies in the hope
of tempestuous weather in the month of August; since two or three
weeks of good weather at this time, permitting the sealers to operate
without interruption, means the ultimate destruction of the seal herd
on the Pribilof Islands.
O0'.l.'0BER 7, 1894.
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THE RUSSIAN FUR-SEAL ISLANDS.1
By

LEONHARD STEJNEGER,

Of the United States National Museum.

!.-INTRODUCTION.

The following treatise is based upon observations gathered during
two different visits to tlle Commander Islands, off the coast of Kamchatka, tbe first undertaken in 1882-83, during the palmiest days of
the fur-seal industry, the latter being last year (18U5), as a special
attache of the United States Fish Oommission, to study the recent
decline and to compare the conditions as I knew them thirteen years
ago with those of the present day.
I undertook the trip with a full understanding of the difficulties
awaiting me, both in t!:te studies in the field and in the working up of
the report. I was fully aware that, alone in an almost untrodden field,
my work would of necessity be fragmentary aud for that reason unsatisfactory. Nevertheless, I felt that I ought to do it, for several reasons.
In the first place, I was in possession of a great amount of interesting
information about the Russian seal islands never published, or else very
inaccessible to those concerned in the fate of the fur seal, which it might
be useful to bring together. In the second place, I felt convinced tllat
but few men were in the same fortunate position as myself of havi 11g
had the opportunity to study the Russian fur-seal industry at close
quarters while it was still flourishing, and that, consequently, I was in
an exceptionally good position for instituting the desired comparison.
Finally, I reflected, having kept aloof from all thestrifeaudcontroversy
of recent years conceruiug seal matters, because I had no pet theories ofmy own to ventilate nor any personal interest of myself or friends to
advance, I would be less liable to suspicion of being prejudiced or biasell
by any outside motive. I have eamestly endeavored to pre,serve this
independence, personal and scientific, in the investigations which I have
undertaken, and I claim that tbe conclusions I have reached are based
upon the facts as I have been able to discern them. It is my hope that
tlie logic of my deductions will not be found lacking.
SCOPE OF THE WORK •

.At the suggestion of Mr. Richard Rathbun, in charge of the scientific inquiry of the Fish Commission, and with the approval of the
Acting Commissioner of Fisheries, Mr. Herbert A. Gill, the scope of
the report was extended so as to include alJ other obtainable information
concerning the Russian seal islands, and it has thus assumed somewhat
the character of a monograph. But I wish it distinctly understood that
1 Extracted

from United States Fish Commission Bnlletin for 1896.
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it does not pretend to exhaust the subject in any direction. Some of
the chapters are only brief resumes, thus causing great inequa.lity in
the treatment of the various questions. This could not well be otherwise,
for it would have been manifestly impossible to prepare a work of that
scope, with all the labor and research it involves, in the short time of
three and a half months which I have bad at my disposal for writing
this treatise. Moreover, such an exhaustive work could not be done
here in Washington or even in this country. It would have been necessary to consult records and archives in San Francisco and in St.
Petersburg, as well as the libraries in the· latter city.
In preparing this work I have had the hearty cooperation of the
authorities of the United States Fish Commission, and I wish particularly to express my grateful appreciation of the truly scientific spiri_t
and liberality shown by Mr. Rathbun in giving me every possible latitude for working out the problems in my own fashion without att~mpting to influence my opinion in any direction. His only injunction to
me has been a desire for the facts as I have seen them. It has been my
end~avor to supply them to the best of my ability.
ITINERARY,

My first visit to the Commander Islands was undertaken in March
1882, under the joint auspices of the Smithsonian Institution and the
United States Signal Service. With a notice of only two days, I left
Washington on March 22, 1882, and sailed from San Francisco in the
Alelcsander II the following April 5, landing on Bering Island a month
later-on May 7. During the summer I studied the fur seals au~ ro?keries on this island. In the faU of 1882 I undertook a circumnavigation
of Bering Island in open boat, returning to the village after a successful
trip of two weeks. The winter was passed on Bering Island, but part
of the following summer, particularly the sealing sea.son, I spent on the
various rookeries of Copper Island. In October, 1883, I took pa a~e
in the St. Paul from Petropaulski, Kamchatka, to San Francisco, _amying in Washington the following November 26. The resuHs of tb!s trip
have been pul,lisbed in numerous memoirs and papers, mostly issued
by the United States National Museum.
The itinerary of my trip in 1895 is as follows: After receiving my
appointment on May 21, I left Washington on May 28 with lette~s. fro?1
the Russian legation, authorized telegraphically by the autbontie 1~
St. Petersburg, and arrived in San l!'ranci::;co on Sunday, June 2. _arious preparations for the journey occupied me until June 6, when I ail d
in the steamship Bertha for Unalaska. In this port I was to join the
Fish Commission steamer Albatross, which, it was calculated, would
have returne<l. to Unala ka from its first trip to the Pribilof Island at
the time I was due there. In such an event Captain Drake had order
to bring me to Bering Island via the Pribilofs, in order to afford me an
opportunity to witness and compare the mode of driving the seal on
both groups. Upon my arrival at Unalaska on June 17 I found: however, that tbe Albatross had only arrived there the day before, without
having as yet been to the Pribilofs. The following week wa consumed
in Una.la ka taking in coal. The Albatross left Unala ka on June 23
and on June 25 we were landed at the village, St. Paul Island. The
rookeries near the village were inspected the same afternoon.
Thank to the zeal and courtesy of the Treasury agent, Mr. J.B.
Crowleyt and the company' general agent, ,.\fr, J. Stanley-Brow~, a
small drive of seals was at once arranged for the following morumg.
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Mr. F. W. True, of the United States National Museum, and I partook
in the drive, which lasted from 2 o'clock in the morning to 10 a. m. At
1 p. m. I embarked again on the Albatross and steamed at once away
for Bering Island; anchored off the main village on July 3, and on the
4th, with Captain Drake and Mr. 0. H. Townsend, went per dog sledge
to the great North Rookery. After having lauded my effects, the Albatross left on the following day.
My next trip to the North Rookery was per boat, in company with
Governor Grebnitski, on July 7. On July 15 I again proceeded to the
same rookery in dog sledge, returning to the main village by the same
means July 20. Bad weather prevented the carrying out of my intentions of visiting the South Rookery at this time. On July 27 I took
passage on the Russian Seal Skin Company's steamer Kotik, Capt. 0. E.
Lindquist, for Copper Island, and on July 30, in company with the
governor, Mr. Grebnitski, who bore the expense of the trip, started
from the main village on an open-boat expedition around the island.
Spent the evening and the next morning at the sea-otter rookery.
July 31 and August 1 were devoted to inspecting and photographing
the Karabelni rookeries, and August 2 to 11 to the Glinka rookeries,
the latter being the more important ones, finishing the circumnavigation August 12. On the steamer Kotik I then returned to Bering
Island, anchoring off the North Rookery August 13. Visited the South
Rookery August 17, securing photographs and a map of the rookery.
On August 18 I called on board the British cruiser of the third class,
Porpoise, Commander Francis R. Pelly (doing patrol service on the
30-mile limit), then at anchor off Nikolski. Ou August 21 I went in
dog sledge to the North Rookery, returning two days later. The captain of the Porpoise having kindly offered to take me to Petropaulski,
I gladly accepted his offer, as it wa~ somewhat doubtful whether the
Kotik, in which I intended to return to ,San Francisco, would be able
to call at the islands before going home, and I did not dare to risk the
possibHity of wintering on Bering Island. I arrived in Petropaulski
August 25. The company's agent having decided to make another trip
to the islands, I returned in the Kotik and was thus enabled to again
inspect the Bering Island South Rookery on September 9 and the North
Rookery September 16, being back in Petropaulski September 18, which
port I left on September 24 in the Kotik, bound for San Francisco,
where I arrived on October 11.
The weather was unprecedentedly stormy and rainy during my entire
stay at the islands and interfered greatly with my work. The great
distances between the habitations and the rookeries and the primitive
means of transportation also added to the difficulties, while much valuable time was lost owing to the uncertainty of the movements of the
steamer.
nder such adverse circumstances I should have been unable to
accomplish even what I did had it not been for the kind assistance I
received on all sides.
AOKNOWLEDGMENTS.

In the first place it gives me great pleasure to acknowledge the aid
and courtesies received at the bands of Governor N. Grebnitski, the
administrator of the islands, without which I should have been seriously
embarrassed in my work. The following report would undoubtedly
have been more replete with official data and statistics relating to the
sealing industry on the islands had not the documents relating thereto
been either sent away already or packed ready for shipment in anticipation of Mr. Grebnitski's prospective departure for St. Petersburg.
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I am also under great obligations to the firm and officers of the
Russian Seal Skin Company, the present lessees of the islands, especiall
Mr. 0. A. Williams, New London, Conn., and Mr.-Thomas F. Morgan,
Groton, Conn., as well as Mr. Constantine M. Grunwaldt, of St Peter'burg, at present the representative of the firm on the Pacific Ooast;
Mr. John Malovanski, of San Francisco, the general agent of the company; Capt. C. E. Lindquist, of the Kotikj Capt. D. Gramberg, of the
Bobrikj Mr. Kluge, the resident agent on Bering Island, and Mr. Cantor, on Copper Island.
It would be ungrateful not to mention the hospitality received from
tb.e Alaska Commercial Company and its functionaries, especially during my first visit to the islands. The liberality with which the member
of t.his firm have been ever ready to assist scientific endeavors b
contributed _greatly to the success of my undertakings.
To Lieut. Commander F. J. Drake, U.S. N., commanding the United
States F_ish Commission steamer Albatross, and llis offi cers, and to the
scientific staff of the vessel, and more particularly to Mr. C. H. Townsend, special thanks are due for courtesies during my stay on board,
and to the latter for valuable information received during the preparation of this report, due credit for which is given in each instance.
It is with great pleasure that I acknowledge my obligations to the
captain of H. M. S. Porpoise, Commander Francis R. Pelly, R. N., and
bis officers, for hospitalities and for aid in transportation.
Finally, I wish to express my appreciation of the willingness and
promptness with which my desire to witness a seal drive on St. Paul
Island was gratified by the Treasury agent, Mr. J.B. Crowley, and by
Mr. J. Stanley-Brown, the general agent of the North American Oommercial Company, the presertt lessees of the Pribilof Islands.
IL-THE RUSSIAN SEAL ISLANDS.
Until the purchase of the Territory of Alaska by the United ~tate_,
in 1867, all the resorts of the northern fur sea.I north of_ Caliform:
belonged to the Russian Empire, and the fur-seal industry of the Nortl
Pacific was entirely monopolized by the Russian American Company.
These resorts were in all instances uninhabited islands, and at tl1
time of their discovery by the Russian fur hunters, in the middle an,l
latter part of the last century, even unknown to the native races. Th,!
seals when first found on the rookeries, about one hundred ~nd fl.ft~
years ago, had never been interfered with by man while on their breeding grounds. The islands alluded to were the 0ommander group, cer tain small islands in the Okhotsk Sea, certain small i lands in the
Kuril chain, and the Pribilof group.
.
In 1867 the Pribilof Islands were sold to the United States, and m
1870 Russia ceded the Kurils to Japan in excl1ange for the soutb~rn
half of the i land of Sakhalin. There remain thus, in the po e 1 u
of the Ru sian Crown at the present date, only the Commander I lan
and the islands in the Okhotsk Sea.
1.-THE COMMANDER ISL.ANDS.

The Comma_nder I lands (also occa ionally called the Comm odor
I land ; Ru 1an, K01nandorski Ostrova), so nam d in memory of t~e
~

t comm~nder B ring, who di covered the group, compri e two main
l, 1\(1, B ring and 'opper ituat d off th a t coa t of Kam l:atk
b •t,; n ,..1P 33' and 53° 22~ north latitnd , anu 1050 40' and 16
9'

1,

°
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east longitude, approximafoly 97 miles from Cape Kamchatka, the nearest point on the mainland. The southeast point of Copper Island is
distant from Attn, the nearest American island, about 180 miles, and
is less than 75 miles from the imaginary boundary line across Bering
Sea between Russia and the United States. The distance between
Bering Island and the port of Petropaulski is somewhat more than 280
miles, while a straight line between the nearest points of the Commander group and the Pribilof group is 750 miles. The steamer's track
between the former and San Francisco is something like 3,100 miles.
Geographically the Commander Islands are the westernmost group
of the Aleutian chain. Politically, however, they form a separate
administrative district of the so-called Coast Province (Primorslcaya
Oblast). This enormous territory extends from Korea to the Arctic
Ocean, and, including the peninsula of Kamchatka, is ruled by the
governor-general of the Amur Province, residing at Khabarovka, on
the Amur River, more than 1,200 miles, as the crow flies, from the
Commander Islands. The administrative position of these islands1
however, is somewhat complicated, inasmuch as they also depend
directly under the minister of the imperial domain in St. Petersburg,
4,600 miles away. In other words, their position corresponds very
much to that of our Pribilof Islands, which are subject both to the
governor of Alaska and to the Secretary of the Treasury.
The Commander Islands were discovered on November 4, 1741 (old
style). On that day the vessel St. Peter, with the commander, Vitus
Bering, and nearly the entire crew, sick to death with the scurvy, slowly
approached the southern extremity of Copper Island from the east, on
their return voyage, after having discovered the mainland of America.
Owing to the universal sickness, the ship's reckoning was entirely out,
and the officers believed themselves off the coast of Kamchatka. The
next day the vessel, over which the exhausted crew had hardly any
control, drifted toward the east shore of Bering Island, and in the
night following, a beautiful, still November night, of which this coast
knows but few, the unfortu11ate craft came pretty near being left by the
receding tide and wrecked on the projecting reefs at the southern
entrance to the little bay called Komandor on the map (plate 4). By
an exceptional piece of good luck, the breakers carried it safely over
the rocks into the basin beyond, and a landing was effected.
To such extremity were tlie discoverers reduced that it was decided
to winter on this inhospitable shore. Hollows were dug in the ground
for shelter and covered with skins of wild animals and sails. Many of
the crew died of the scurvy, and on the 8th of December (old style)
Bering himself. He was buried near the place marked on the map
"Bering's grave." The others, 46 only out of 77, recovered slowly
under the care of G. W. Steller, who accompanied the expedition as a
naturalist. The vessel was thrown up on the beach during a heavy
gale in the night between November 28 and 29 (old style), and all
.attempts to float it were in vain. The next spring, af er a winter full
of suffering and privations, the crew broke up the old vessel and of the
materials built a smaller one, in which they landed at Petropaulskj,
Kamchatka, August 27, 1742.
The present writer visited the place of the shipwreck and the wintering August 30, 1882, and has given an account of it, with a ground
plan of the hut and a sketch map of the locality, in Deutsche Geogr.
Blatter, 1885, pages 265-266. A partial rendering of this is found in
Prof. Julius Olsen's translation of Lauridsen's "Vitus Bering" (Chicago,
S. C. Griggs & Co., 1889), pa.ge 184, and additional notes, pages 214,215.
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The relics of the expedition found by me are deposited in the United
States National Museum.
HYDROGR.A.PHIO NOTES.

It is astonishing how very little is definitely known about the hydrography of the western side of Bering Sea. But few vessels fitted for
such work have visited that part of the world of late years, and tho, e
few have only made hurried passages through. In that way a small
amount of material has been accumulated, which has been utilized by
the Russian admiral, S. 0. Makarof, in his interesting work ''Vitiaz i
Tikhi Okean" (2 volumes, St. Petersburg, 1894), in which, so far as the
investigations relating to temperature and specific gravity of the water
of the western Bering Sea are concerned, his own observations on board
the corvette Vitiaz form the most valuable part. This being the ca e,
I have no hesitation in presenting, in a brief abstract, the s~bstance
of those paragraphs in his book which refer to the matter rn ~an~,
especially since a full understanding of the phenomena in 9-ue~t10~ i
a necessary basis for an equally full understanding of the d1str1but10n
of the food animals of the seals and of the seals themselves.
On July 29, 1888, the Vitiaz left Petropaulski on a short trip to the
Commander Islands. The bathymetric observations inBeringSeabave
shown that the bed of warm water of a temperature of+ 9° C. is very
thin near the coasts of Kamchatka. At a depth of 10 meters a temperature of + 2.3° C. is found, and at 25 meters only + 0.6°. Near the
Commander Islands, with the same surface temperature of +9° C..
+ 7.1° was found at 25 meters and + 4,30 at 50 meters. We have here
absolutely the same phenomenon as in the Japan Sea, viz, that the cold
water predominates in the lower beds of the western portion of the sea .
. The identical phenomenon has been observed in the Okhotsk Sea and
the Straits of Tartary.
The bathymetric observations in Bering Sea, at stations. Nos. 1~8,
109, 110, and 113, have established another peculiarity of this sea_, :7iz,
the presence in the deeper portions of warm water of high sahmty.
Near the coast of Kamchatka the increase in temperature is shown a
follows: At station No. 108, from oo C. at 200 meters to + 3.5° C.0 ~t
400 meters; at station 109, from + 0.60 C. at 150 meters to + 2.? 0.
at 175 meters and+ 3.7° C. at 200 meters; at station 110, in longitud
165° 56' E., at a depth of 100 meters a temperature of + 2° C. wa
found, and at 150 meters and below, + 3,90 C. The details are shown
in the accompanying diagram {pl. 3).
These temperatures prove to us that the bed of warm water of great
specific gravity is found nearer the surface at the Commander Island
than along the coast of Kamchatka. A similar phenomenon ha al o
been observed in the Okhotsk Sea. In other words, the cold and le saline water in descending from north to south approaches the co~ t
toward the western side of the sea and forces the warm water of big
salinity to a greater depth.
Plate 3 shows a section of Bering Sea from the coasts of Kamchatka
to the Commander Islands. The cold water here occupies an interme ·
diate bed between the surface and a depth of 250 meters. As in th
Okhotsk Sea, the bed thickens toward the mainland coa t and taper ·
off as it recedes from it. It will also be seen that this cold water, with
~mperature lower than 0° C. ha a pecifi.c gravity of 1.0252 to 1.0254:.
Where doe this water come from 1 Makarof concludes that as it can
not come from the Pacific Ocean, which has no such temperature, it
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must descend from the surface. Since the surface water has a specific
g1;s1,vity of only about 1.0250, he suggests that the great salinity of this
surface water is due to freezing in winter. As to the route this water
follows, he believes that, as indicated by the temperatures observed by
the Tuscarora, it advances from the southwest along the coast of Kamchatka and consequently also along the Kuril Islands.
The surface temperatures of the western portion of Bering Sea are
indicated on plate 2, showing the existence of two cold zones, viz, one
near Capes Tchaplin and Tchukotski, the other between Capes Navarin
and St. Thaddams. Everywhere else the cold water occupies the western part of Bering Sea and the warm water its eastern portion. In the
other places the distribution of the temperature is pretty regular; it
decreases gradually toward the north. The temperature near Petropaulski is 11° C., and near the island of St. Lawrence about 8° O., i. e.,
the mean temperature of August.
Fragmentary as is our knowledge of the waters themselves in the
western portion of Bering Sea, the bottom of the sea over which they
flow is hardly better known. In fact, until the United States Fish Commission steamer Albatross ran the three lines of deep-sea soundings in
1892 and 1895, the shape and nature of the bottom were even less known.
Even to-day we do not know the depth of the passage between Kamchatka and the Commander Islands. The Russian and English men-ofwar patrolling the seas around the islands have of late years added a
number of soundings at 100 fathoms and under, so that it has been possible on the appended map (pl. 1) to trace the 100-fathom line with some
degree of accuracy, but not even Makarof in the Vitiaz seems to have
been provided with an apparatus fit to take soundings deeper than 400
fathoms. The soundings which he made in the passage alluded to,
therefore, only prove that it is deeper than 400 fathoms, but how much
we are unable to say. True, we fin.d on the Russian hydrographic
department chart No. 1454 (Vost. Okean, Bering, Mor.) two definite
Houndings, viz, 390 fathoms in 53° 41' north latitude and 163° 29' east
longitude, but this being station No. 109 of the Vitiaz, and therefore in
all probability taken from its records, we find upon turning to the latter
that bottom was not found at 713 meters, or 390 fathoms. The other
sounding on the same chart is 400 fathoms in 54P 45' north latitude and
162° 50' east longitude. By examining the records of the Vitfoz we find
no soundings taken by that vessel in that latitude, but we find, on the
other hand, that station No. 113 was in 53° 45' north latitude and 162°
50' east longitude, and that a sounding was there taken with the result
that bottom was not touched in 732 meters, or 400 fathoms. The above
figures are too close not to make it almost absolutely certain that by a
clerical error the sounding in question was platted a whole degree too
far north and the dash with the dot over left out.
In the chart of the western portion of Bering Sea, which I have prepared and appended herewith (pl. 1), the 100-fathom curve around the
Commander Islands is drawn for the first time with some pretensions
to accuracy. Even in some recent publications it is asserted that the
Commander Islands "belong to the Kamchatka system, Copper Island
resting just within the 100-fathom curve from the Asiatic coast." On
the contrary, we know now that the sea between the mainland and the
islands is over 400 fathoms deep. On my map they are connected with
the peninsula of Kamchatka by the 500-fathom curve, but even that is
only conjectural, though probable. The deep-sea soundings of the
Albatross are here first shown on any map of the region, as well as the
curves connecting them with the Tuscarora soundings of 1874. It will
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tu u b e n tllat n arly all our knowledge of the bottom in tlus part
of the ea i du to liip belougirw to the United States.1
The curve of th variou depths from 100 fathoms down w 2,000
fathoms and over are, a a matter of necessity, highly conjectural. In
the northea tern s ction of the map they appear even somewhat probl matical, in view of the fact that a series of shallow soundings runnin ~
outhwe t from Cape Oliutorski, on the charts of the United Stat
Hydro 0 Tapbic Office, have been left out of consideration altogether.
The r ason is that the series is crossed by the deep soundings of the
Albatross on h r return passage from the Commander Islands in 1895
in uch a manner that it is impossible to reconcile them. They may
possibly belong farth r west-a not unreasonable supposition, since t_be
det rmination of the longitude of the various coasts and promontone
in that part of the world is in such utter confusion 2 that a resurvey ?f
the whole coast from Petropaulovsk to Providence, or Plover, Bay 1s
imperatively demanded.
Nevertheless, in all this uncertainty, the following points may now
be regarded as fairly well established:
(1) The Commander Islands are situated on the extreme eastern
point of a plateaulike ridge having a probable average depth of about
500 fathoms and extending eastward from the coast of Kamchatka.
(2) This plateau, upon which the Commander Islands are located,
rises very abruptly from an ocean floor of a little more than 2,000
fathoms, so that the islands themselves on their northern and eastern
sides rise nearly perpendicular out of this depth.
(3) Between the Commander Islands and Attn, the nearest of the
American Aleutian Islands, there is a gap certainly more than 1,900 fathoms deep. Whether the Albatross maximum sounding of 1,996 fathom._,
only a short distance from the south end of Copper Island, is really the
maximum depth, thus indicating a slightly elevated ridge between
the floor of the Bering Sea and tb.e so -called Tuscarora deep, or whether
~ere may not be a channel of 2,100 fathoms, or thereabouts, on one
side of the sounding in question, remains to be seen.
(4) The bottom of Bering Sea to the east of the Commander Islands
forms a nearly level floor of an almost uniform depth of 2,100 fathom s,
sending off an arm, or bay, of eaual depth to the north of t,he islan~
toward the neck of tb.e Kamcuatkan Peninsula. Tb.e walls of thi
basin are excessively steep at the islands, but are believed to slope off
gradually toward tb.e curve of the coast between Capes Oserni and
Oliutorski.
To complete the account I append the records of the soundings taken
by the .Albatross and the Vitiaz in the waters covered by the m P
(pl. 1).
1 1 find on Berghaus's "Chart of the World on Mercator's Projection" a sounding
of 2,700 fathoms indicated in (approx.) latitude 560 40' north and longitude 16 ° 20'
east, the authority for which I am ignorant of. It is situated almost in a line between
tho 1 95 .Albatross soundings of 2i137 and 1,866 fathoms, and if correct would ind i , te
a depression below the general evel of about 2,100 fathoms in that part of Berin
ea.
!:Witness the fact that the various charts of the region for more than ten yea.rs
have borne the following inscription: "The coast of Kamchatka north of Cape Koslof is reported to be charted 15 miles too fa,r east." Yet nothing has been done to
clear up the doubt.
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.Reco1·ds of 1·ecent sou11dings in the western portion of Beri11g Sea.
Time.
1888.

N. lat.
0

'

11

E. long.
0

'

11

Depth.

:Bottom.

Vessel.

Fth'ms.

107

July 29

4p.m •..•••. 52 58 0

160 02 0

108

July 29

6.40 p. m .••. 53 02 0

160 16 O

438 .......................... ------

Do.

109

July 30

9 a. m .•••••. 53 41 0

163 29 O

390 •••••• •••••• ·••••••••••··

Do.

110
111

July 30
July 31

8.15 p. m.... 54 15 0
8.37 p. m . • . . 54 39 0

165 56 0
166 35 0

300 ···•••·••·•• ·•••••• ••••··
55

Do.
Do.

112

Aug. 1

2.30 p. ID

55 02 0

165 15 0

109 ·•·••·••••••·•••••• ••••..

Do.

113

Aug. 2
Aug. 2
1892.
May 29
May 30
May 30
May 80
May 31
May 31
May 81
May 31
May 31
1895.
June 30
June 30
July 1
July 1
July 2
July 2
July 2
July 2
Jnly 3
July 8
July 3
July 3
July 3
July 3
July 5
July 5
July 5
July 5
July 6
July 6
July 6
July 6
July 6
July 6
July 6
July 6
July 11
July 11
July 11
July 11
July 11

4.30 a. ID • • • • 53 45 0
4 p. m....... 52 55 0

162 50 0
160 14 o

400
175

Do.
Do.

10.40p.m •..
5.43a.m .•..
ll.35a.m ...
6.12 p.m .••.
12.03a. m ...
1.34p.m .••.
3.lOp.m ••..
4.38p.m ••..
5.34p.m .••.

53
53
54
54
54
55
55
55
55

13
38
02
19
30
09
10
08
10

172
171
170
169
168
165

3.04p.m .••.
10.25p.m ...
7.05a.m ••..
4.35p.m ....
2.37 a.m •••.
10.20 a. m .•.
4.58p.m •••.
11.07p.m •••
2.21 a.m ....
5.14 a.m ..••.
6.34 a.m ....
7.lOa.m .••..
7.31 a. ID ••••
8.04 a.m ....
12.22p.m •..
12.49 p. m ...
1.17 p.m .••.
2.20 p.m .••.
l.17a.m ..•.
7.15 a.m ... .
12.01 p.m .. .
2.29 p.m .••.
4.15 p.m .••.
6p.m .•••••.
7.22 p. m .••.

55
55
55
55
55
56
56
55
55
55
55
55
55
55
55

59
65
52
53
59
00
00
58
43
25
16
12
11
11
25
27
28
32
25
56
16
20

3231
8282
3233
3284
3235
3236
3237
3238
3239
3546
3547
3548
3549
8550
3551
3552
3553
3554
3555
3556
3557
3558
3559
3560
3561
3562
3563
3564
3565
3566
3567
3568
3569
3570

3571
3572

3573

3574
3575

3576

••••

fl:1~:1:n·:::

5.05a.m .••..
10.55 a.m .. .
5.04 p.m ... .
11.07 p.m ••.

55

55
55
56
56
57
57
57 35
57 41
57 47
57 53
/i8 13
58 36
58 23
58 12
58 01

0

0
0

0
0

0
0
0

30
0
0

0
0
0
0
0
0
0

0
0
0

0
20
30
0

30
0
0

0
0
0

0
0

0
0
0

0
0
0

0

38
28
17
03
07
51
165 47
165 48
165 45
178 43
177 12
175 25
173 53
171 57
169 46
168 16
166 43
1G6 15
165 46
165 32
162 38
lti5 40
]65 4.6
165 48
165 49
165 51
165 56
167 52
169 06
169 41
170 09
170 24
170 39
170 54
171 09
171 51
172 47
174 17
175 49
177 21

0

0
0
0
0

0
0

0
0
0

0
0
0

0
0

0
0

0
0
30
0
0
20
0
0

30
30
0
0
0
0

0
0
0

0
0
0
0
0
0

49

1,447
1,818
1,853
1,996
47
25
33
36
32

Vitiaz.

yl.M.fne.S .•.•.•••.•.. Albatross.
Do .
Do.
Do.
Do.
rky ................... .
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.

.i:~~: ti~: s·:::::.·:.·.·.·.:.::

l-~o~ts:::::::::::::::

.;?~7::::::::::::::::::

2,105 br.M.oz ............... .
2,113 . .... do .....•••••........
2,120 . .... do .......•...••....•
2,111 ..... do .......• ~........ .
2, OSG . .... do .•.•••............
2,154 ••••• <10 ••••••••••••••••••
2,153 ..... do ...............•..
2,119 gy. s. 111 ...•••••••••••••
2,090 . .... do ................. .
70 .... . clo ......•......•.•••
20
35
37 . .... do ...•..••.•....•...
15
144
66
341
1,087
2,137
1,866
972 . .... do .......•...•......
410
537
609 br.oz.S ................ .
540
606
1,469 ..... do ...•••............
1,898 hn,rd .....••.••••••••••..
1,078 bl. M.oz ••••••••••••..•.
2,041 br.M.oz ............... .
2,068 .... . do ......••••••.•••..

~r;t. ~-~~::::::::::::::
r!l. gy:·s: :::::: ::: :: :::

i~~ ~: ~ ::::::::::: :::::

gf': -~;::: :::::::::::::

g·o~.¾.::::::::::::::::

fn: ~: ~;:::::::::::::::

Do.
Do.
Do .
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do. •
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.

Do.

Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.

METEOROLOGY.

The climate of the Commander Islands, in spite of their vicinity to
Kamchatka, is not pa,r ticularly severe, but the excessive moisture and
the low summer temperature make it rather disagreeable, though by
110 means unhealthy. The chief interest centers in the temperalure,
the moisture, precipitation, and cloudiness for the months of May to
J.. ovember, inclusive, during wbich time the fur seals stay on the islamls.
But as the meteorological observations made on the i lauds have never
been published in full, or collectively, I have appended a set of tables
of the monthly means for the four years during which the United States
Signal Service maintained a station at Nikolski, Bering Island.
One of the objects of my trip to the Commander Islands in 1882 was
to establish meteorological stations there and in Petropaulski. The
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village at Oopper Island was found unsuitable for the purpose and no
regular observations were taken there. At Nikolski, however, I establislled and maintained during my entire stay a three-daily station,
begi uning May 22, 1882. During my sojourn there I trained the late
Mr. George Chernick, agent of Hutchinson, Kohl, Philippeus & Co.,
in the use of the instruments, so that whenever I was absent from the
station exploring, collecting, or investigating the rookeries, he took the
observations. At my departure he was appointed a United States
Signal Service observer, whose duties he conscientiously fulfilled until
his resignation in April, 1886, at which time the station was abandoned.
The observatious were taken simultaneously with those in Washington, D. C., viz, at 7 a. m., 3 p. m., and 11 p. m., Washington time, or,
respectively, 11.12 p. m., 7.12 a. m., and 3.12 p. m., local time.
The instruments used were as follows:
A mercurial barometer, United States Signal Service, No. 1837.
An exposed thermometer, No. 939.
A minimum thermometer, No. 648.
A maximum thermometer, after June, 1883.
A wet-bulb thermometer, for determining the relative humidity, after Jnne, 1883,
A Robinson's anemometer.
A wind vane, belonging on the island.
A Signal Se1·vice standard rain gauge.

The barometer cistern was 20 feet above sea level.
The thermomeoors were hung in a large lattice box on the north side
of my house, the box coveriug the window, and the instruments were
read through the latter from the inside.
The rain gauge 1 had to be located very high (9 feet) and in an exposed
place to keep it from the marauding sledge dogs. This instrument
was not satisfactory in a high wind. The wind in blowing across the
mouth of the funnel would actually suck the air out of the latter, thus
preventing the rain or snow from entering. Many a time after a considerable rain I have found the rain gauge dry inside. The actual
amount of precipitation is therefore greater than shown in the t~ble
given below, though the figures in the latter may serve for companson
with those from similar localities in the United States, particularly on
the Pribilof Islands and in Alaska, where the same kind of rain gauge
was in use.
The following tables I have transcribed directly from the orig~al
records. The monthly means are those of the means of the three-d~ily
observations. The method of observing, correcting, and tabul3:tmg
is that in vogue in the Signal Service, and the figures are strictly
comparable with those of the other stations of the same service.
1 Report

Chief Sig. Off. 1887, n, p. 382, pl. xxxv1, fig. 97.
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Monthly 111ea11s of nieleorologio obs<wvat.ions made by Leonhard Stqj11eger and George
Chernick at Nilcolski, Bering Island, f1·om May, 1882, to April, 1886, inclusive.
MEAN MONTHLY BAROMETER.
[Corrected for temperature and iustrumental error only. Elovatfon of barometer, 20 feet above sea,
level. Contr. gravity, + 0.030.)
Year.

Jan.

Feb.

Mar.

Apr.

May.

June.

July.

.Aug.

- - - - - -, - - - - -

1882 ....••.••.
1883 .......••.
188! ..........
1885 ....••..•.
1886 ..••......

I

Sept .

Oct.

Nov.

Dec.

------

......... .......... ........ . .... . . *29. 805 29. 738 29. 720 29. 827 29.842 29.807 29. 660 29. 524
29. 392
29. 565
29. 397
29. 517

30. 053
29. 540
29. 848
2!!. 704

29. 784 29.8-!6 29. 783 29. 752 29. 837 29. 816 29. 775 29. 603 29. 817 29. 512
29. 579 29. 744 29. 811 29. 938 29. 721 20. 785 29. 9-!7 29. 747 29. 3fi5 29. G6 0
2
29. 9051 29. 730 29. 705 29.693 29. 840 29. 766 29. 882 29. 765
29. 781 29. 600i.......

.~:: '.~~1-~:: ~:.

*Mean of 10 observations.
ME.AN TEMPER.A. TURE.
[The mean temperature was obtained by adding together the observations made at 7 .12 a. m., 3.12 p. m.,
and 11.12 p. m., local time, ancl dividing by 3.)
Year.

Jan.

OF,

1882 .•.••..•••
1888 ..........
1884 ..........
1885 ..........
1886 ..........

Feb.

OF.

..... . - - . ······25. 5
25. 9
26. 9
27.4

Mar.

.Apr.

May. June.

July. .Aug.

- - - - - -- - - - - 28. 7
28. 9
25. 'i
27.0

- - -27.--6
Means. 26.4

OF,

OF.

----···
------2fi. 2 28. 6
28. 3
27.4
27.2

30. 7
27. 7
30. 7

27.0T29.4

Sept.

Oct.

Nov.

Doc.

OF.

op,

OF,

OF.

OF,

OF,

OF,

op,

*39. 7

42. 7
41. 7
42. 2
41. 9

48. 2
45. 9
48.1
46. 2

54.1
51. 9
49.5

50. 5
45. 2
45.9
45. 6

38.8
38. 0
37.4
34.8

28. 7
31. 4
31.1
29. 9

35. 3
36. 6
35.1

~.3

27. 0
28. 8
26. 4
26. 9

......... -----·- ··--·-· ......... ......... .. ........ ......... . ...........
- - - ---- -:l5.-7
42.1
47.1
46. 8
37.2
27. 3
51. 0
30. 31

* Mean of' 10 observationl", May 22 to 31, not included in the means •
.Annual means: 1883, 35.5; 1884, 35.9; 1885, 34.7.
MAXIMUM TICMPER.A.TURE.
Year.

Jan.

Feb.

Mar.

Apr.

May. June. ·July.

.Aug.

Sopt.

Oct.

Nov.

Dec.

- - - - - , - - - 1 - - - 1 - - -·1----l----1--- - -- - - - ---1---1---+--OF.
oF.
OF.
op,
OF.
op,
op,
OF.
OF,
OF,
op,
OF.
1882 .... .. ... ...................... ... .. .. ...... . ...... ...... ........ , .. .. .. . *48. 0 *40. 3
*39. 1
1883.......... *33. 0 *fl8. 0 *33. 9 *38. 0 *56. 0
59. 5
57. 5
63. 0
57. 0 49.1
42. 9
40. 7
1884.......... 30. G 36. 8
38. 9 39. 5
45. 4
53. 5
62. 7
55. 7
56. 0 49. 9
38. 2
37. 0
1885.... ..•. .. 30.1
43. 4
36. 0 39. 8
48. 5
56. 6
62. 9
57. 1
53. 6
51. 0
44. 0
38. 0
1886.... .• . . .. 37. 0
88. 0
87. 0
89. 0 ................................... ····-- ..•••.••...••••
* Highest exposed.
Highest: 1883, .August 23, 63.0; 1884, July 10, 62. 7; 1885, July 24, 62.9.
MEAN MAXIMUM TEMPERATURE.
Year.

Jan.

Feb.

Mar.

.A.pr.

May.

June. July.

.Aug.

Sept.

Oct.

Nov.

- ----1--- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - · - - - OF.

OF,

oF.

oF.

OF,

op,

oF.

OF,

OF,

OF.

OF.

Dec.

- oF.

1883........ .. .. . . .. . . . .. . .. .. . . . .. . .. . . .. . .. .. .. *46.1
51. 0
56. 9 40. 6 43.1
35. 8
33.1
188-L........ 29. 8
32.-!
32. 6
3fi. 8
41. 5
47. 3
52. 8
53. 5 51. 0
41. 6
ll4. 8
30. S
1885....... ... 30. 8
30. 7
30. 7
31. 5
39.1
46. 8
51. 6
52. 4
49. 4
39. 2
34. 4
30. 5
1886.......... 30. 7
30. 2
31. 3 35. 1 ....................................................... .

* Mean of 28 observations.
NUM.BER OF D.A.YS OF MAXIMUM THERMOMETER BELOW 82°.
Year.

Jan.

Feb.

Mar.

.A.pr.

May. June. July . .Aug.

Sept.

Oct.

Nov.

Deo.

- - - - -1---1- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 1883. . • . • • • . . . . • • • • • . . • • . • . . . • • • . . . .. . • • . . . . . • . • •
0
0
0
0
0
8
12
1884..........
17
11
14
4
0
0
0
0
0
0
4
17
1885....... •• .
17
15
18
16
1
0
0
0
0
0
10
20
1886...... ....
17
17
13
5 .......................................... ·•••·• ....... .
Means .

17. O

Total: 1884, 67 days; 1885, 97 days.

H. Doc. 92, pt. 4-40

0. 0

o.o

0.0

7.8

10.a
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Monthly niea11s of meteo1·ologio obset·vations, eto.-Continued.
MINIMUM TEMPERATURE.
Year.

Jan.

Feb.

Mar.

Apr.

May. June. July.

OF,

1882 .••..•••..
18 3 ..........
1 84 ..........
l

5 ...........

1886 ..........

Sept.

Oct.

Nov.

Deo.

OF,

OF,

OF,

OF.

OF,

OF,

oF.

O]j',

OF,

OF,

OF.

10. 8
9. 5
3. 0
15.0

11. 2
12. 2
o. 9
13.0

5.3
0.6
4. 5
13.0

25. 8
27. 4
22. 5

31. 3
33.4
81. 5
31. 2

39.4
34,6
87.8
36. 2

44.6
39.5
38.2
37.2

35. 3
81. 3
30.4
34.2

17.6
24.5
22.4
17.9

9.8
15. 5
13.4
6.9

-1.4
9.8
6. 2

........ ....... ........ ....... . . ......
3. 3
6. 3
3.4
5. 0

Aug.

----

--

12.

------- ··--··· ....... ....... ....... ........ ······· ·······

Lowest: 1882, -1.f December 21; 1883, 8.3 January 6; 1884, 0.6 April 1; 1885, 0.9.March 17,
MEAN MINIMUM TEMPERATURE.
Year.

J an .

Mar.

Feb.

May. June. July.

A.pr.

Aug.

Sept.

Oct.

Nov.

Deo.

OF,
44.5
41. 3
40. 2
42.1

OF,

O]j',

OF.

33. 7
33.0
32.6
29.6

23.5
27. 8
26.5

--- - --- --- - --OF.

OF,

OF.

OF,

o.F.

........ ......... ...... .. ....... . .......

1882 ..........
18 3 ..........
1 84 ... .......
1885 ..........
1886 ..........

20.9
21. 2
21.7
23.8

24. 6
24.0
20.1
24.6

24.0 *29.4
32. 5
26. 2
82.0
21. 9
27.9

21.1
24.1
23.1
23.8

OF.

op,

OF,

88.6
37. 6
88.0
88. 2

45. 0
36.1
43.8
42.9

50. 7
48.3
46.0
44.9

24.8

21.6

22.8
20. 9
22.~

....... ·-·--·. ....... ........ ······· ······· ······· ·······

* Mean of 29 observations.
NUMBER OF DA.YS OF MINIMUM THERMOMETER BELOW 32°,
Year.

Jan.

Feb.

Mar.

Apr.

1882 ..........
1883 ..........
1884 ..........
1885 ..........
1886 ..........

July.

Aug.

Sept.

11
18
11

1
0
1
1

0
0
0
0

0
0
0
0

0
1
1
0

11
15
10
21

11.7

0.8

0.0

o.o

0.5

14..2

........ ........ ......... ···---- ······-

Means.

31
81
30
80

26
26
26
25

30
31
30
29

27
26
26
27

80.5

25. 8

30.0

26.5

Oct.

June.

May.

------

- -- -- - - ---

........ .........

Nov.

Deo.

--28
-26

30
31
29

28
24
25

···
······- ······- -······ ······· ······ · ····29,5
24.5

-

Total: 1883, 194 days; 1884, 194 day11; 1885, 199 da.y11.
NUMBER OF CLEAR DAYS.
( A "clear II day has no clouds, or less than 0.3 clouds.]

Jan.

Year.
1882 ..........
1883 ..........
1884 ..........
1885 ..........
1886 ..........

Feb.

Mar.

A.pr.

May. June.

......0 - .......5 .......0 ........ .......

Means.

0
0
0

0
0
0

0
0
0

0
0
0
0

0

1. 2

0

0

0
0

July.

Aug.

Oct.

Sept.

-0
0
0

0
0

1

'

3
0
0

a
a

0
0
0
0

Nov.

--1
0
1
0

Deo.

-

0
0
0
0

0
0
a
2
.......
······- ....... ---···· ······· ······· ······· ·······

'

0

1

0.8

1.5 1 2.5 1

0

--0
-0.5

Total number of clear days: 8 in 1888; 5 in 1884; 9 in 1885; annual mean, 7,
NUMBER OF FAIR DAYS.
[A "fail'" day has from 0.3 to 0.7 clouds.)
Year.

Jan.

Feb.

Mar.

Apr.

May. June. July.

Aug.

Sept.

Oct.

Nov.

Deo.

1882.......... ...... . ...... . ...... . ....... ....... .......
5
5
19
11
17
12
8
6
8
7
4.
4.
7
10
12
13
5
14
1883. .........
1884.... ......
2
5
6
8
4.
6
5
1
16
12
8
10
l885 .. • • .... ..
4.
4.
4.
6
16
7
18
11
6
18
12
9
1886..........
8
5
7
7 . ..... ... ........ .... ....... ....... ····· ·· ............ ..

Means.

6.5

5.0

6.2

7.0

8.0

5.7

~6.8,

18.2

Total number of fair days: 98 in 11183; 83 in 1884; 110 in 1885; annual mean, 97.

12.2

10.5
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Monthly means of meteorologic observations, etc.-Continued.
NUMBER OF CLOUDY D.A.YS.
[.A. "cloudy" day has from 0.8 to 1.0 clouds.]
Year.

Jan.

Feb.

Mar.

.A.pr. May. June . July. .A.ug.
- -- -·

-1882 .....••••• -·····- ······- ........... .......... ------- ------·
23
27
23
17
26
23
1883 .. ···•·•·•
---

1884 ..•.••••..
] 885 .. ........
1886 .. ···•••••

29
27
23

24
24
23

25
27
24

Means.

25.5

22.0

24.8

22
27
24
15
23 ....... ... .

23. 0

Sept.

Oct.

Nov.

7
15

20
18
19
18

12
25
21
18

Dec.

--

24

26
24
25

19

11

23
21
30
17

11

24

19
17
21
22

------- . .... . ... ........ ............. -·----- ........ . ------- - - -- -- - - - - - ·-----23. 0
21. 5
22. 8
23.0
14. 2
18.8
19.0

19.8

Total number of cloudy days: 259 in 1883; 278 in 1884; 246 in 1885; annual mean, 261.
NUMBER OF FOGGY D.A.YS.
Year.

Jan.

- - - - - 1 --

Feb.

Mar.

.A.pr.

May. June. July.

.A.ug.

Sept.

Oct.

Nov.

-·1- - - _ _ _ ,_ __,__ _ ,_ _ _ - - - - -- - - - -- - - --

Dec.
---

1882.... .... •• . . . • . . . .•• . . . . . •. . . .. ••• • . • . • • . . . . . . ••• . • .
9
10
0
0
0
0
1883... ... ••••
o
o
o
o
2
a
9
10
2
o
1
o
1884..........
0
O
O
O
O
O
2
0
0
0
0
0
1885..........
0
0
0
0
0
1
2
1
0
0
0
0
1886..........
0
0
0
0 .•...•..•••••. ------ .••••••...••••.•••••• . .••••• • ••••••·

Means.

1- -- ; - - - - - 1 - - - +- - -1- - -· - - - - -- - -- - - - - - - - - -

0

0

o. 7

1. 3

5.5

0. 7

5. 2

0

0.2

0

CLOUDINESS, EXPRESSED IN PERCENTAGES.
[The percentage of cloudiness was obtained from the eye estimates of the observer, recorded on a
scale of Oto 10 at each observation. The mean of the three-daily observations was used as the mean
for the day; 100 per cent represents sky completely overcast.]
Year.

Jan.

Feb.

Mar.

.A.pr.

May. June. July . .A.ug.

- -- - - 93
83
1882 .••..••••. ------- ........ . ........ . .......... . ------- ------92
85
72
86
90
89
1883 ......•••.
86
84
1884 ..•...•••.
1885 .......••.
1886 .•• • .••.. •

91
88
84

89
86
86

88
90
86

79
87
75
86
81 . ..... .

81
75

66
63

Sept.

Oct.

Nov.

Dec.

- -- -- - - 60
78
65
86

87
73

79
74
79
76

73
77
83
77

78
78
81
80

,....... ........ ........... ------- . ...... ------- .......

Annual means: 82 in 1883; 81 in 1884; 80 in 1885.
PERCENT.A.GE OF RELATIVE HUMIDITY.
Year.

Ja.n.

Feb.

Mar.

Apr.

May. June. July. .A.ug. Sept.

Oct.

Nov.

Dec.

------1--- - - - 1 - - - 1 - - - 1 - - - - 1 - - - + - - - 1 - - - 1 - - - - - - - - - - -1882 .••••••••.••••••.••••••. •••••· . •••••..••••.•. •··•·· . .....•. ·•••··. ···•··. ··· ···- •.•••••.•.... .
1883. .. . . . •• •. . •. . . . • •• •• • • • . . . • . . . . . . • . • . . •. . . . . 89. 9
91. 1
93. 5
87. 9
84. 0
85. 2
82. 6
84. 3 87. 4 90.1
88. 5
35.1
92. 2
91. 8
82. 4
86. 3
90. 8
90. 2
1884. .• . • • • • • . 83. 3
1885.......... 89. 9
93. 2
89. 3
89. 0
89. 4
90. 3
92. 7
92. 3
91. 5
84. 7
90. 2
87. 0
92.1
90. 0
90. 3 •··••· .•••• -- . ••••..... . ... ..• .... . ..•.•..•...•... •·•·· .
1886.......... 95.1

Means.

-----------------1---1--~----i---l•---l---89. 4
89. 9
88. 9
89. 8
89. 0
88. 4
92. 0
92. 5
87. 3
85. 0
88. 7
86. 6

Annual means: 87. 7 for 1884; 90 for 1885.
RAINFALL .A.ND MELTED SNOW-AMOUNT OF PRECIPI'.L'.A.TION IN INCHES.
Year.
1882 .•••••.••.
1883 .•••••••• .
1884 ..•••••••.
1885 .••••.•••.
1886 ..•. ......

Jan.

Feb.

Mar.

.A.pr.

May. June. July . .A.ug. Sept.

.......... .......... .......... . ....... . . ............
0.61

o. 94

0.58
0. 66

2. 98
1.49
0. 39
1.50

0. 61
1. 44
0. 25
1. 33

1. 03
1. 38
0.86
1. 25

0. 38
1. 31
1.19

Oct.

Nov.

Deo.

---2. 07
2. 38
0. 26
1. 63

1. 45
1. 77
2. 27
4.05

.......... --- -··· ........

1.07
2. 25
1. 71
2.15

1. 32
2.50
1. 70
3. 32

3. 29
2. 90
3. 26
1.34

2.23
2.20
3.39
4.08

2.21
1. 96
0. 96
1. 61

------- --····· ........ ······- .......

Total: 21.57 inches in 1883; 20.11 inches in 1884; 21.45 inches in 1885.
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Monthly means of 1nelcorologic observations, eto.-Continued.
NUMBER OF DAYS ON WHICH 0.1 INCH OR MORE RAIN OR SNOW FELL.

Year.

Jan.

~ - - -1 --

Feb.

Mar.

pr.

May.

J une. J uly. Aug.

Sept.

Oct.

Nov.

Dec.

- - - - - - - - -- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

W82.......... . • • • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . • • • • • • .

~
~ :::::::::: ig18
1

i:8

ii10

18 6. ••.•••••.

12

11

13

i~12

i~7

13
2

i
12

18

16

5

t: t:

ig
12

13

~~

7

l~

i1:8

16
14
14
12
8
9 ...•.• . ••••••..••••. . ••••••• ·•••••· •••••·· •••••·· ....

Total: 209 days in 1883; 160 days in 1884; 145 days in 1885.
PREY.AILING WINDS.
Year.

Jan. Feb. Mar. Apr. May. June. July. Aug.

1882 . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . .

. . . . . . . . . . . . .. .. .. ... . . .

mt:::::::::
i~: JE.
~-- l. fN.
1885.......... E.
NE. NE. N.
1880 .••••••••. NE.

E.

N.

S
s'

S
s·

S.
s.

s:

s:

E.

Oct.

Sept.

Nov. Dec.

S. &s.SW. SW. N.
& NW. NW.
SW.

sw.

N.

NJ-

S.
E.

li ·

S.
S.
S.
S.
NW.
·
SW....••....•.•.••••••...•...•..... •• · ··•••• • ·••••• •·••·· ..... .

MAXIMUM HOURLY VELOCITY (IN MILES).

[Taken from current velocities.]
Year.

Jan.

Feb.

Mar.

Apr.

May. J~e. July. Aug.

- - 1 - - - 1 - - - 1 - - - 1 --

Sept.

Oct.

Nov. Dec.

---------

!~

45
1882.... •• • • • • . . • . . . . . . . . • • . . • • • . . . . . • . . . . . . • • • . • . •• • • . .
29
37
«
1883. •••••• ••.
54
41
39
36
34
36
20
47
80
46
37
1884..........
40
48
40
43
~6
18
22
(0
30
48
37
1885. ••••.• ••.
85
43
35
85
38
32
27
25
1886. ••• •• • •• .
37
26
41
42 .•••.•...•••••••••••.•••••••.•• • • · · ••• • · • · · •• · ·

A considera.ble q_mount of snow falls during the winter. The _fier?e
winter gales usualry blow it off the platea.us, forming immense drifts m
the valleys and on tbe lee side of the mountains. In deep, ~badowy
gullies it often remains all summer, and in cold seasons-as, formstancet
1895-large drifts still remain unmelted as late as September, even a
the level of the sea.
Drift ice seems to be of rare occurrence in recent times. I do not
know how much reliance can be pfaced in old Pitr l3urdukovski's stor!
to me that formerly, say about 1850, "drift ice was yearly observe
coming from the north in large masses." Certain it is that Steller
expressly states that during the winter no ice collected in the sea. (Ber.
Ins., p. 270.)
To complete the meteorologic account, I may mention that thunder•
storms are of rare occurrence on the Commander Islands. In 1 79 ~n
ovember 19, Mr. Krebs, after a residence of eight years in the roam
village on Copper I land, experienced tbe first thunder torm. ' In 1 1
on February , he record ''a troke of lightning and a hort but tron
thunderclap about 7 p. fn." Mr. Chernick in ikolski, Bering I land
report "tbunder and lightning" on September 12, 1878. I my, elf
observed a thunder torm pa ing over ikol ki September 18, 1
The ~rst lightning wa ob rved at 9b 58m p. m., lo al time; wind
.,
13 mil an hour; barom t r, 29.552 incl1 · t mperature of air, 52 ..., 0
c~oud , cumulo -, tratn
<lir ction "\Y.; int rvals between fir t lightning nd 1mn~ r ~6 cond · ixth thund 1·elap (10h 25m p. m.) 12
ond after hghtmng; t nth, 40 ecouds; leventh, lightning before
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thunder of tenth. This was the last distinct thunder heard, 10h 35m p. m.
After that continued distant lightning lit up a narrow strip along the
northern horizon. No lightning seen after 1111 10m p. m.
Aurora borealis is equally scarce. At Nikolski, on November 15, 1882,
I observed a faint northern light at 121t 30m a. m., local time, extending
to about 17 Urs. majoris. On November 17, 1882, I observed another at
1011 40m p. m., local time, consisting of a uniform greenish-white light
below, above which most of the time a large rosy space was seen :filling
the arch between y and 17 Urs. m,ajoris; a similarly colored but often
broken arch exteuded through the constellations of Cygnus, Cassiopeia,
Geniini, and Auriga, sometimes fainter, sometimes more :fiery, especially
in Cygnus. Very seldom the red color filled the space between the rosy
spot below Ursa major and the upper arch, and then only for a few sec011<ls. At 11 p. m. the sky became so overcast as to cut off further
observation.
Corresponding observations made at St. Paul Island, Pribilof gToup,
from 187~ to 1883, and published by the United States Weather Bureau
(Fur Seal Arb., n, App., pp. 591-593), afford means of exact comparison
between the Russian aud the American seal islands, except as regards
mean temperature, the latter being obtained on St. Paul from observations made at 7 a. m., 2 p. m., and 9 p. m.
But even a comparison of the mean temperature affords several very
interesting results. Thus, while the annual means apparently differ
but slightly, there is also the same relative proportion between the
various months from December to September. But while the :figures
representing the mean temperatures for these months a.re higher on
Bering Island than on St. Paul, those of October and November are
higher on the latter. The chief exception from the relative proportion
between the months is shown by the mean temperatures of August,
which is about 4° higher than July and September in Bering Island,
but only about 2° in St. Paul.
Turning now to the maximum temperature, it will be seen to be 63° F.
in Bering Islaud as against 62° on St. Paul. But ou the other hand,
while the minimum temperature in Bering Island was hardly ever
below zero during the four years of observation, it often drops below
that point in St. Paul. Thus, the difference between the summer and
winter extremes is less on Bering Island than on St. Paul.
Coming uow to the question of cloudiness, it will be seen that, while
the annual percentage is almost identical, the monthly distribution is
radically different. Thus, while in St. Paul Island there are :five times
as many clear days during November to April as during May to October, on Bering Island the proportion is reversed, tliere beiug four times
a many clear days during the latter period as during tJJe former. Of
fair days, St. Paul enjoys nearly twice as many during the above six
winter months as during the six summer months, while Bering Island
has a good many more fair days in summer than in winter. Consequently the entirely overcast days preponderate on St. Paul in summer,
while on Rering ·rsland their number is greater in winter. The latter
island, moreover, has about 10 per cent more overcast days during the
whole year, but, on the contrary, also about 10 per cent less overcast
during- the summer months, or during the time the seals remain on the
i lands.
Unfortunately, the percentage of relative humidity is not given for
St. Paul Island. A glanee at the table for Bering Island will show
how excessively humid the climate of the latter is, the annual means
reachiug 90 per cent, the monthly means occasionally exceeding 95 per
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The months showing t11
ta
f r lat'
humidity are July and August.
B
u table luded to do not contain any datarelatin!
o
. Paul
and, and all the published information
le to find rela
only to the months May to November.'
th orre ponding table for Bering Island, they sh_o
itation on the latter i land is considerably smaller durrng
an on t. Paul Island.
FA.UN.A. AND FLOR.A. OF THE COMMANDER ISLANDS,

Tbe animal and plants of the Commander Islands have been studied
inc
t ller
t foot on the virgin ground of Bering Islan~ in 1741.
Ile collected and d scribed all the new things he saw, an~ if he ha l
lived to laborate hi collections and finish his work bu't little would
have b n left for his succes or . Since then Vosnesseuski bas been
on the island; Dr. Dybowski collected during various vi~its be~ween
1 79 and 1 3; Nordenskjold's Vega expedition, with bis a~muable
ta:ff of scientist , ordquist, Kjellman, Stuxberg, and .A.lmqmst, u ed
their five days' stay in 1879 exceedingly well; and, above all, nlr.
Grebuitski has devoted work, time, and money during uearly twen_ty
years to enrich the Russian museums, particularly that of the Imperi~l
Academy of Sciences in St. Petersburg, with extensive and costly co_ ·
leclions of natural history. The United States National Museum~"
also indebted to him for valuable material. Fin any, during my stay
1882-83, and to a less extent in 1895, I myself have been able to a
my mite to our knowledge of the flora and fauna of these ~slands, nearly
all my collections being now in the United States Nat10nal Mu,e~m.
Yet the sul_)ject is not exhausted; many animals ~ud ~lants occurrm g
there remam uncollected, while ma.ny of the collections m the museum,
await the arrival of the specialist to work them up.
.
Lack of time and space prevents more tllan the briefest po si~le
resume of the subject in the present connection. A more e~hauBtt~e
treatise would make a book in itself. There is abundant ev1~ence m
the material a.t hand to show that the islands during the period previous to which they received their present fauna and flora were totally
covered by the sea, and that since that time they have not been con·
nected with the mainland on either side. From this it follows that th e
animals and plants are not truly indigenous, though I have n~ doub
that many of the numerous species described as new from these 1s~and:·
are really peculiar and not found elsewhere• but in that case their _ori·
gin on the islands is undoubtedly due to corr'iparativelyrecentisolation.
The sporadic character of the fauna and flora, as shown in the great
number of genera in proportion to the Rpecies, as well as the absenc
of many forms which, from their general distribution, would be expected
to occur, is clearly indicative of the accidental immigration of the com·
ponent species. 'rl1ey evid ntly immigrated, especially and more regu·
larly from the west, from A ia, by mean of prevailing wiuds-current
and driftwood carried by the e-and more seldom from the east from
Amer~ca.. Tha:t su h inhabitants a. are more independent of t~e abov
agencies hkew1 e how n , r r rl'lation. hip to the Asiatic fauna 1 partly
du~ t<? the shorter di. t nee and partly to the well-known effort of the
A iat1c fauna to extend b yond it own limits.
As might b exp cted from their location the i land are chiefly
palearctic in th ir bio- · ograpbical relation ,' with a fair sprinkling of
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circumpolar, American, and North Pacific forms. The marine fauna
and flora partake more particularly of this latter character, and it is
probable that Dr. W. H. Dall's conclusions, derived from a study of the
mollusks, applies to most of the other marine animals, viz:
The fauna of Commander Islands, as far as known, is intimately related to the
general Arctic fa,una and especially to the Aleutian fauna, somewhat less so to the
Ka1uchatka fauna, but presents in itself nothing distinctive. While the faunal
ttspect of the mollnsca is boreal there is a number greater than might be expected
of species common to Japan and California.

To this statement he afterwards added the note:
'l'lle connection with Japan is rather that the northern forms extend southward
into Japau than that any characteristic Japanese forms extend north. (Proc. U. S.
Nat. Mus., IX, 1886, p. 219.)
MAMMALS.

The chief zoological interest centers in the four marine mammals
revealed to the scientific world in Steller's famous treatise "De Bestiis
Marinis" (Novi Comm. Ac. Sc. Imp. Petrop., n, 1751, pp. 289-398, pls.
XIV-XVI), which must always remain a monument to the learning and
industry of its author. In this he described for the first time the sea
cow, tbe sea lion, the fur seal, and the sea otter.
Of these, the sea cow (HydrodarnaUs gigas, also known as Rytina gigas
or steller·i) possesses greatest interest, on account of its early extermination by man, which took place in 1768, twenty-seven years after its
discovery. The sea cow was an herbivorous animal, anteriorly shaped
somewhat like a seal, but with a large caudal fin like that of a whale or
fish, but no hind legs, and belonging to the mammalian order of Sirenia,
the few living relations of which, the manati and dugong, now only
inhabit the trnpical waters of both hemispheres. There is no indisputable evidence of its having ever inhabitated other coasts than those of
the Commander Islands, as the find of a rib on Attn Island does not
necessarily prove that the animal once lived there, though that is not
improbable. The history of this animal, imperfectly known as it is, fills
volumes, and all we can do in the present connection is to refer to some
of the more recent literature (Buchner, Die Abbildnngen der nordischen
Seekuh, Mem. Ac. Imp. Sc. St. Petersb., 7 ser., xx.xvrrr, 1891, No. 7.Stejneger, Proc. U. S. Nat. Mus., 1883, pp. 78-86; 1884, pp. 181-189.St~jneger, On the Extermination of the Great Northern Sea Cow, Am.
Geogr. Soc. Bull., No. 4, 1886, pp. 317-328.-Stejneger, How the Great
Northern Sea Cow (Rytina) Became Exterminated, Amer. Natural, xxr,
Dec., 1887, pp. 1047-1054).
The sea lion (Eumetopias stelleri) was formerly quite abundant, but
has now become nearly extinct on both islands, though still numerous
in certain localities on the Kamchatkan Coast. In 1895 I saw only one
individual on Sivutchi Kamen at the North Rookery, Behring Island.
The fur seal ( Oallotaria ursina) being the chief subject of this report,
needs no further mention in this connection.
The fate of the sea otter (Latax lutris) in the Commander Islands is
highly instructive and interesting. When Bering and his unfortunate
followers landed on Bering Island they found the sea otters so numerous that these animals furnished food for the entire crew during the
whole winter. On their return to Kamchatka the following year (174~)
they brought with them more than 700 skins of this costly fur. Then
followed a period of reckless slaughter of these animals by the rapacious
promyshleniks. Thus, in 1745, Dassof and Trapeznikof secured 1,60G
skins; in 1748 about 1,350 were killed. The result was that within a
very few years the sea otter almost disappeared from Berin'{ Island,
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forTol~trkh's expedition obtained only 47 during the winter of1749-50;
Dru hmrn's men, iu 1754-ou, took only 5; while in the account of
Tol tykh second xhibition, winter 1756-57, it is expressly said that
"no s a otter bowed themselves that year." It is interesting to note
that even in tho e days Copper Island offered a safer retreat for the
ea otter, since Yuo-of, who also visited that island, returned home in
1754 with 790 skins.
While not actually and literally exterminated on Bering lslandTrapeznikof' expedition of 1762-63 secured 20 otters there-it did not
become common there again, except, possibly, during an allegrd sudden
r appearance in 1772, until after the abandonment of the island, when
the Ru ian-Arneri an Company was organized. Upon the recolonization of the island the otters were fou11d common in places; thus it i
said that in 1827 no less than 200 otters were killed in one week at the
reef near the present Nikolski village (Slunin, Promysl. Kamch. Sakh.
Komand. Ostr., 1895, p. 103). But the reckless slaughter of former
days was resumed and the sea otter long ago ceased to be a regular
inhabitant of that island. Occasionally a solitary individual stray
over from Copper Island, where the same careful managemen~ which
resulted in the increase of the for seal has sncceeded in preservmg and
increasing the sea otter to such an extent that I believe there is no
other place in the .world where so many sra otters can be seen ~t the
present day. Tlie condit.ion of the herd is now such that 200 ammal
can be killed off yearly without detriment. The places where the ea
otter have their rookeries are constantly guarded, to keep intruder
off. Shooting, making fire, or smoking is strictly prohibited nea~ the e
1>laces. Only nets are now used to capture the otters, and if any
females or yearlings are caught alive they must be set _fr_ee. ~he
number to be taken is determined in advauce by the admimstrat10n,
and the hunting expeditions of the natives are undertaken in common,
under the leadership of the chief, though each hunter kee:ps the otter
he secures. They are taken off their hands by the Russian Government at a certain fixed price.
Of other marine mammals occurring at the Commander Islands,.we
may further mention four species of hair seals, viz, Phoca largl:a, fr:,ti~a,
grmnlandica, and f asciata; three species of ziphioid whales, viz, Ziphws
grebnitzkii, Berardius bairrlii, and Mesoplodon stejnegeri; a sper1~ whale
(Ph'J!seter macrocephalus); several delphinoid whales, among which the
terrible enemy of the fur seal, the killer ( Orea gladiator), as well a
several species of fin-back whales.
The laud mammal::; are few, the most important being the Arcti~ fox
( Vulpes lagopus). These animals, which are now fairly common, yielding a handsome income to tbe natives, belong almost exclu, ively to the
dark-bluish pha e. Their economic importance will be treated of el ewhere in this report.
There are two rodents on Bering Island, but both have been introduced by the agency of man during late years. Mus muscul'U,s, the
common hou e mou e, wa brought to Bering I land in 1870 by th
Hchooner Justus, in a cargo of flour. The short-tailed red :field mou e
( 1.icrotus rutil'lts), which now overruns the i lands in va t number
was introduced from Kamchatka at a much later date, probably with
the_ firewood: Thi i probably the origin of t11e bats ( Vespertilio,)
wh1 ·hare aid to ~ave been een at Nikol ki during the last couple of
year.
Th introdu tion of the r indeer (Rangifer tarandus) will be men+iou d l where (p. 33).
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BIRDS.

I have reported upon the birds in a separate volume (Results of
Ornithological Explorations in the Commander Islands and in Kamchatka. By Leonhard Stejoeger. Bull. No. 29, U.S. Nat. Mus. 1885;
382 pp. + 8 plates) and in a later supplementary paper (Revised and
Annotated Catalogue of the Birds Inhabiting the Commander Islands;
Proc. U.S. Nat. Mus. 1887, pp. 117-145 + 3 plates), to which I would
refer the reader for detailed information. In the last-mentioned paper
I enumerated 143 species of birds as having been collected in the Commander Islands. To these I can now add thr.ee species, viz: ( l) Ga'lia
alba, the ivory gull, a specimen of which Mr. Grebnitski presented to me
(U.S. Nat. Mus., N o.151983); (2) Ei1,rynorhynchus pygrmwus, the spoon bill
sandpiper, two specimens of which were shot during the latter part of
September,1894, and sent by Mr. Grebnitski to the museum in St. Petersburg, and (3) Milvus rmelanotis, the black-eared kite, a mere straggle;r,
takei1 once on Bering Island. The specimen was presented to the Vega
expedition by Mr. Grebnitski (Palmen, Vega Exp. Vetensk. Iaktt., v,
1887, p. 294).
One of t,h e Commander Island birds (Phalacrocorax perspicillatus)
de erves at least a passing notice, not only because we know of no
other locality in which it bas with certainty occurred, but because it
has become extinct within recent years through the agency of man.
The history of this rare bird (only four specirp.ens exist in museums) is
traced and full description given byme in a separate paper (Contribution
totbe History of Pallas's Cormorant; Proc. U.S. Nat. Mus., xu, 1890,
pp. 83-88). In 1882 I fortunntely disinterred a number of bones of this
bird, which have been described and figured by Mr. F. A. Lucas (tom.
cit., pp. 88-94, pls. II-IV). An additional co1lection made by me in 1 95
will also shortly be elaborately described and :figured by him. A preliminary note may be found in Science, November 15, 1895, pag~ 661.
FISHES.

A collection of littoral and river :fishes occurring at the Commander
Islands, brought together by Mr. Grebnitski and myself, is now being
reported upon by Dr. Tarleton H. Bean. The report will be published
in the Proceedings of the Uuited States National Museum, as No. 11 of
the "Contributions to the Natural History of the Commander Islands.''
TUNICATES.

Styela arctica has been described by Swederus (Vega Exp. Vet. Iakt.,

1v, 1887, p. 108) as a new species from Bering Island.
INSECTS.

Mosquitoes are numerous on Bering Island and very annoying on the
few otherwise pleasant days of which the summers of that regfon can
boast. Geometridw and Microlepidoptera are rather numerous, N octuidw
less so. I have only seeu one specimen of diurnal Lepidoptera, viz, a
butterfly very much like Vanessa urticre. Of the Ooleoptera, the large
staphylinid, Oreophilus villosus, is very numerous on the seal-killing
grounds. Mr. John Sahlberg has reported upon a few (9) Coleoptera
and (1) Hemiptera collected by the Vega expedition (Vega Exp. Vet.
Iakt., IV, 1885, pp. 61-68), oue of which is described as new, viz, Anisotonia abbreviata, one of the Siphidre. My own collections are considerably larger and contain (besides the Microlepidoptera), according to a
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]_)r lhninary u n by Mr. M. Linell, 46 species,of which 33areColeo
t re. Tb
in lud all of ahlberg's species except Oxypodaopacaa
ni otom,a abbr viata, o that tbe Coleoptera from the Commande
I 1, nd now numb r 35 peci s. Of these, no less than 12 species belo
to th ~taphylinidro. The other orders are represented by 2 species o
JI, mipt ra 5 Diptera, 3 Hymenoptera, 1 Siphonaptera, and 1 Lepidopt .
viz, lgrotiphila ala. kce Grote.
It hould b remarked that the insects collected of lat.e years in th
n ighborhood of th main villages must not be given too great weigh
in 1 t rmining the zoologi al relation hip of the islands, for many h: ve
undoubt dly been introduced recently from Petropaulski, Kamchatk
in the large quantity of firewood shipped to the islands every year. I
fact, some species collected by me in 1895 were taken on or near th
wood pile.
MYRIAPODS.

The three species brought home by me have been. determined 1)Y
Bollman. Linotcenia chionophila and Lithobius sulcipes,. both f'.1' 0
Bering I land, are known from other localities, but the ~p~mes describ
by him as new, under the name of Lithobius stejnegeri, 1s the only on
thus far found only on the Commander Islands (Bull. U.S. Nat. Mu ·
No. 46, 1893, p. 199).
ACARIDS.

ty

The acarids collected by the Vega expedition have been described
Kramer and Neuman ( Vega Exp. Vet. Iakt., rn, 188~, pp. ?19-532 V
XLI-XLIV). No less than 5 new species were descr1bed from B~rm
Island, 4 of which were found only on the latter, as follows: liesa:
arctica, Bdella villosa, Ixodes borealis, I. fimbriatus, and Garna~u
arcticus. Of these I obtained only I. borealis.
SPIDERS.

It was my intention to get as nearly complete a collection of spid~.
as possible, and I succeeded in obtaining quite a number of speci,
which were turned over to the United States National Museum. Thtf
were lent to the late Dr. Marx to be determined, but the report w
not finished before his death.
CRUSTACEA.NS,

The crustaceans collected have not been worked up as ye~, _ex
the entomostraca, which have been described by Prof. W. LillJeborof Upsala, Sweden (On the Eutomostraca collected by Mr. Leonha _
St~ineger, on Bering Island, 1882-83. Proc. U. S. Nat. Mus., x, 1 _
pp. 154-156). Five species were collected of which I found Branclup
:paludosus, IJaphnia longispina, and the ne~ species Diaptomus ambigu 11 :
m small _fr~sh-water ponds at Ladiginsk, Bering Island. The oth r
new pe ·ies 1s Eurycercus glacialis, which however has also been fou d
in Greenland and Vaigatch Island, at the entran~e to the Kara Sea.
The ~rabs ?:l've been identified by Mr. J. E. Benedict, as follo~ - :_
Oregor~iagracilis Dana; ~elm~ssuscheiragoniis(Tilesius); Eup~gurusg ll _
Benedict; Eupagurits hirsutius01tlits (Dana); Eupagurus midden~or.fi. .
Brandt; Eupagurus nu~osus Benedict, and Hapalogaster grebnit k
Schalfeef, recently de cribed from Bering Island (:Bull. Acad. Sc. t.
Pete! b. xxxv, o. 2, 1 92, p. 335, fig. 3). Scbalfeef identifies anoth r
P ie of HapalogO!,ter, al o collected by Mr. GrebnitRld ~n Bering
I 81and, a.a H. mandtn.
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MOLLUSKS.

Among tbe invertebrates, the mollusks have been most extensively
collected and most thoroughly reported upon. 'fhe Vega expedition
obtained 26 species, Mr. Grebnitski sent the National Museum 23
species, and I myself 45 species, out of a total of 75 species thus far
co1lected. Of these, 10 are land or fresh-water species. Dr. W. H.
Dan has published two reports upon the Commander Islands collections (Proc. U. S. Nat. Mus., vu, 1884, pp. 340-349; and IX, 1886, pp.
209-219). In the last paper he gives a full list of the species, including
those of the Vega expedition which have been reported upon by Westerlund and Aurivillius. The species of land and fresh-water mollusks
thus far collected on the islands are: Limax (Agriolimax) hyperboreus;
Vitrina exilis; Hyalina radiatitla; Oonulus fulvus, var.; Patula ruderata, var. pauper; Pupilla decora and arctica; Acanthinula harpa; Limnrea ovata; L. humilis; Pisidium equilaterale. The new species described
from Bering Island by Aurivillius is Pleurotoma beringi; and by Dall, in
his first paper, Lacunella refiexa (p. 344, pl. n, figs. 1-3), Oerithiopsis
stejnegeri (p. 345, pl. n, fig. 4), and Strombella callorhina var. stejnegeri
(p. 346, pl. u, figs. 5, 6).
WORMS,

At least one species of earthworm occurs, and several leeches, but,
like the rest of the lower invertebrates collected, they have not been
reported upon as yet. Wiren has described a new species of chretopod
from Bering Island, viz, Potamilla neglecta (Vega Exp. Vet. Iakt., n,
1883, p. 422).
SPONGES.

A new variety (arctica) of Esperia lingua has been des~ribed from
Bering Island (5-10 fathoms) by Fristedt (Vega Exp. Vet. Iakt., IV, p.
449, pl. XXV, figs. 20-24; pl. XXIX, fig. 18).
PLANTS.

It was quite to be expected that Steller, as an expert botanist, should
have made extensive botanical collections on Bering Island, and as he
seems to have collected 211 species of plants there (see Pennant, Arct.
Zool., Suppl., 1787, p. 38), he gathered more species than any of the
various collectors who visited the island afterwards. Thus the combined collections of Dybowski, Wiemuth, and Kjellman include 144
pbanerogams, while I have brought borne nearly exactly the same number of species. The combined number of species, however, is much
greater. Dr. Kjellman has published an interesting account of the
flora as revealed in the first-mentioned collections (Vega Exp. Vet.
Iakt., IV, 1887, pp. 281-309), while the late Prof. Asa Gray, in 1885,
reported upon my collections in the Proceedings of the United States
National Museum, vu, pp. 527-529, to which paper I added a few
remarks (ibid., pp. 529-538). During my trip in 1895 I had but scant
time and facilities for collecting plants, and I confined myself chiefly to
an unsuccessful search for Oassiope oxycoccoides in the exact locality
and about the same season as I had collected it in 1882. Nevertheless,
I was able to add a few species to the flora, which Dr. J. N. Rose, of
the National Herbarium, has kindly determined for me as Oarex rariflora, Kmnigia islandica, and Ranunculus hyperboreus. From the lists
published it should now be possible to compile a tolerably complete
flora of Commander Islands phanerogams.
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Dr. Asa Gray described one of my ericaceous plants as new viz
Oassiope oxycoccoid11s, and the late Dr. George Vasey afterwards de~r:
mined one of the grasses to be new and named it Alopecurus stejnegeri
(Proc. U. S. Nat. Mus., x, 1887, p. 153; :figured as fig. 2, pl. :mv.
Grasses Pacif. Slope, by Vasey, pt. 1, 1892). As these species have no
as yet been recorded from otber localities, they must be regarded, provisionally at least, as peculiar to the Commander Islands, and Dr.
Kjellman's statement to the contrary effect (tom. cit., p. 286) mu t be
modified accordingly.
Dr. Kjellman's concluding remarks (tom. cit., p. 289) are so intere
ing and important that I venture to translate them here, as follows:
The flora of the Commander Is1ands is chiefly composed of two elements. Oneo
these consists of species not entering the present Arctic reg ion, or at any rate not
be regard eel as belonging to the characteristic plants of this region. :Most of th
have their chief range of the present day extending over the islands and co o
the Northern Pacific Ocean. These form the bulk of the vegetation and determi
its character. I regard them as arcto-tertiary species, of which many, at lea ~hare
formerly had a wider distribution than at present.
The other element consists of species which by their present distribution are indi·
cated as arctic-alpine. Several of these are to be regarded as among the character·
istic plants of the present A.retie regions.
The Commander Islands, with the other Aleutian Islands, compose a. floral di tri
which forms a transition chiefly between three other district,a, viz, the Manch •
.Japanese, the Americo-Pacific, and the Arctic district, although less closely relat
to the latter than to the other two, the northern outpost of which it may be regard
to represent.

Dr. Ernst Almquist has investigated the lichens of Bering I land
and has published a very interesting account of his studies (Vega Exp.
Vet. Iakt., rv, 1887, pp. 518-519, 521, 524-531), in which he give a
ingenious explanation of the curiou ly sculptured surface of the beathUke plant covering of the lower plateaus as due to a natural rotationo
the plants composing it.
The general character of the flora is very much like that of the
Jess regions of northern Europe, the most discrepant features being th
splendid rhododendrons (R. kcirntschaticurn and chrysanthurn) and ~h
beautiful dark-maroon-colored Saranna-lily (Fritillaria carntsclwtcens1
the bulbs of w11ich the natives gather for food in late summer. Th
plants indicate the close relationships to the flora of Kamcha,tka and th
oth('r Aleutian Islands. The plants of both islauds are in most
identical, but the manner of their immigration very likely has caused t
occurrence of some species in one island which are ab ent in the othe
Thus I have from Copper Island the conspicuous yel1ow flowering Vio
biflora (also found hy me at Petropaul ki), which I failed entirely
find on Bering Island, and which I could scarcely have overlooked.
The islands are completely destitute of tree·, the few specie of ,.:. al'
Pyrus, and Betula hardly ever rising above 6 to 8 feet, though I h
a section of Betula eversrnanni from Beri11g Island with a diameter
2 inches at the root. The Pyrus in many places forms extensive, nearl
impenetrable, thickets.
There are two tolerably well-defined belts of vegetation on the i Ian
one a very luxuriant growth of higher plants in the lower valley an
plains, the other a heath-like formation above the former.
The luxuriance of the veget,a tion in the lower belt, due to a rich oil
and extreme moisture, is marvelous. Some specie familiar to me fro
boyhood I could hardly recognize in the enormous pecimen:s bef.
me. Such plants as Anemone narciss(fi_ora and Gerani'ltm erianthu
sometimes reach a height of 3 feet, while in some particularly favor
localities many acres of ground may be found covered with an a.Imo
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impenetrable jun'gle of ArchangeUca, Heracleum lanatum,, Artemisia
tilesii, Picris japonica, Spircea ka1ntscha,tica, Aconitum,, Veratrum albmn,
etc., often reaching a height of 5 to 6 feet. The exuberance of the
umbellifers, particularly near the coast, is very striking, as shown in
the accompanying photograph of Heraclewn lcinatum (pl.15a). Near
the beach this belt shows the usual influence of: the neighborhood of
salt water in the presence of such plants as Lathyrus maritimus, Mertensia mciritima, and Ligusticum scoticum.
The heath commences often quite abruptly above this belt, covering the
surface of the beach terraces and the lower plateaus. Its preseuce does
not depend so much upon the altitude as the character of the ground, for
where the coast escarpment is low the heath formation commences even
at an altitude of 20 to 30 feet. The fundamental plant of this formation
is .Empetrum nigrurn, richly interspersed with Loiseleiiria procumbens,
Oassiope lycopodoides, and other ericaceous plants, chiefly Bryanthus, and
in the lower portions Rhoclodendron chrysanthum. Where the ground
is marshy the salmon berry, Rubiis chamremorus, is rather common.
Highe.r up on the mountain sides the vegetation grows more and more
scanty and alpine in character.
The pelagic flora around Bering Islaud bas been studied by Dr.F.R.
Kjellman (Kgl. Svenska Vetensk. Akad. Handling. (n. s.), xxrn, 1889,
No. 8, 58 pp., 7 pls.), who observes that at Ileriug Island all conditions
are found favorable to the development of a rich flora of algre of the
pelagic type. "It may even be said with safety that there are but few
parts of the ocean the flora of which exceeds or even approaches that
around Bering Island, in so far as multitude of individuals or number
of magnificent forms are concerned."
NATIVE POPULATION OF THE COMM.ANDER ISL.ANDS.

Th Commander Islands, when discovered in 1741, were uninhabited,
and no trace of any former population has been found. For over eighty
years the islands remained without a regtllar population, although
they were visited almost yearly up to the end of tbe eighteenth century
by numerous parties of Russian fur hunters, or promysbleniks, as they
are called. In the early days it was the custom of these hardy frontiersmen to pass the first winter on Bering Island in order to secure
provisions of sea-cow meat for their further expeditions. Sometimes
the crews of several ve sels wintered there at the same time, in one
year at least (1754-55) numbering over 100 men. Those were gay days
on Bering Island, when the sea cow, the sea otter, the blue fox, and the
fur seal were still plentiful. But these precious animals were oon
exterminated literally, as the sea cow, or commercially as the three
other species, and the inhospitable and dangerous shores of the Commander Islands were but seldom visited by sailors or hunters.
When the colonial district of Atkha was established by the Rus ianAmerican Company in 1826, it was decided to locate a number of
natives from the other Aleutian Islands, and consequently two colonies
of Aleuts. and half-breeds, the offspring of Russian promyshleniks and ·
Aleut women, were planted on Bering and Copper islands. A similar
colony, located on the Kuril Islands, was ·made up mostly from natives
of the Kadiak district. The colony of Bering Island consisted chiefly
of natives of Atkha I laud, or the Andreauovski group, in general,
while the Copper Islanders were made up mo tly of men and women
from Attu. Although the inhabitants of the two islands by transfer
and intermarriage have become con ·iderably mixed of late, yet the difference in origin is still traceaMe in the dialects spoken, the Atkha
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1) ople still preponderating on Bering Island, the Attn islanders on

Copper I land.
Of late years two other elements have been added to the native population. A noted above, the Russian•American Company had located
a colony of native , mostly from the Kadiak district, on the Kuril
I land . When the latter i lands were ceded to Japan these native.
and their offi pring declared their intention of rem:.\iining Russian sub
j ct and were transferred to Kamchatka. After a miserable existence
for v ral years in a small village outside of Petropaulski, they were
located on the east coast near Cape Lopatka, in order to hunt sea otter.·.
Their village was situated jn a small bay just back of Cape Zholti.
They did not do well there, and during the last few years (1888) were
transferred to Bering Island, their number helping to swell the ~tal of
the Commander Islands population. This was not a very desirable
addition, however, and has not resulted in elevating the morals of the
former inhabitants.
The other addition consists in a number of girls from Petropaul ki.
It was found that the inbreeding of the natives on the tw~ isl~nds wa
not only having a deleterious effect upon the health and vitahtroftbe
community, but intermarriage had made the inhabitants S? mterrelated that it was difficult to find people who could be married at _all
without violating the intricate laws of the Russian Church governmg
marriage between relatives. Under these circumstances a number of
unmarried young men from both islands were encouraged to go to
Petropaulski and provide themselves with brides.
The following tables of the populat.ion on the islands are derive~
from various official returns, published and unpublished. The figure
for 1860 are from Tikhmenief's book. The figures for 1895 have been
mislaid, but the total for both islands is believed to be about 650 ( .).
The tables are meant to show only the native population, an~ not_ to
include thof'le temporarily living there, as the administrator, his as 1 ~
ant, the doctor, the midwife, the priests, the deacon, the cossa~ks au
soldiers, the company's agents, or their families. They would mcrea e
the total about 20, and the entire population of the Commander Island
in 1895 may therefore be set down as about 670 of both sexes.
Native population of Oonimander Islands, 1860 to 189~.
Year.

Bering Island.

Male.

Female.

1~~J•

Copper Island.

Total.

Male.

Female.

Total.

islands.

---------t----1-------------390

mg:::::::::::::::::::::::::: ·.. ··· i26 · ······iii'

1875 .••••••••••••••••••••.••• ,
139
132
164
145
1880 ·••••••••••••••••••••·••••
1881 .••••••••••••••• ·····•·••· ..•..•..••.••..•.•••
164 ••••.• _155.

½ii~ ···. ····.... .............. ......

800 ·••·•••••• ••••··•···
237
80
73
271
90
81
809
91
101
810 . ····•···· .... ·•··••
819
93
114.
836 .••.•••••• •••·••••••

90
153
171
192
203
207
300

39

m

501
613
62
636

· Apart.from the sudden increase, due to the importation of the Zh?lti
!d°Y ~at1ves, 8: pretty steady, though slow, increase of the population
1~ not1ceabl~ s1~ce 1 70 .. This is rather interesting in a mixed population of but md1fferent vitality, and, moreover afflicted by a tendency
to crofulous and pulmonary di ea es the m~re o since a couple of
rather evere epidemics of influenza a~d scarlet fever have swept over
1
I have partly trace<l the history of these natives in an article in cieoce (n. • II,
inly 19~ 1895, PJ>• 6~, 63). Wh n th:tt. wa written I little thoug-ht that on the very
a.y of its publication I should be livrng among these same natives on Bering Island.
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the islands of late years.1 The question of the movement of this population during the years 1868 to 1881 has been studied by Dr. B. Dybowski,2 whose tables relating to births and deaths are interesting enough
to deserve a place in this connection.
·
Nu,mber of bi1·ths and deathB on Comniander IBlands, 1868 to 1881.
Copper Island.

Bering Island.

Year.

Births.

Births.

Deaths.

Total, both
islands.

Deaths.

M. F. Total. M. F. Total. M. F. Total. M. F. Total. Births. Deaths.
--- - --- - - - -' - - 11)
0
3
6
6
6
9
15
0
1
4
4
0
6
5
0
0
11
17
2
4 13
17
2
3
0
12
3
0
2
2
21
4
3
7
10
5
8
13
12
4
3
2
2
4
0
0
0
3
8
1
4
6
2
5
1
0
21
11
9
16
10
8
4
1
18
3
3
2
2
4
1
3
4
7
7
14
0
]8
5
12
80
11
3
3
6
6
6
0
5
10
15
6
6
3
2
6
19
6
11
4
10
2
8
6
25
10
2
5
6
11
4
2
6
14
2
4
18
6
6
1
25
15
3
8
11
4
10
7
5
27
11
2
5
12
4
0
4
9
15
7
5
7
17
10
32
23
2
5
7
3
6
9
6
4
12
25
19
2
5
14
7
7
14
7
4
11
8
8
g
10
25
22
12
6
6
11
14
a
5
5
7

-

1868 ..•.••••••••••••. 2
1869 .••..•••••••••••• 4
1870 ................. 9
1871. ................ 5
1872 ................. 7
1873 ................ . 7
1874 ................. 8
1875 ................. 5
1876 ................. 8
1877 ................ . 10
1878 ................. 6
1879 ................. 11
1880 ....••••••••••••. 6
1881 ................. 7

Total .•••.•••. 95

92

187

57

73

130

..

50

60

110

36

63

27

193

297 1

Bfrths and deathB on Commander IBlandB, acc01·ding to monthB, froni 1868 to 1881.
Births.
M..onths.

January .............
February ...........
March ..............
April ...............
May .................
June .••..••••••..••.
July ................
August .............
September ..........
October .............
November ...........
December ...........
Month unknown ..•.

Bering Island.

Copper Island.

Both islands.
Female.

Male.

Female.

Total.

Mitle.

Female.

Total.

a

Male.
- --

12
4
8
4
6
9
7
8
9
8
9
8
4

16
9
9
7
12
16
11
14
19
25
16
11
9

8
2
6
2
8
4
8
2
5
5
1

5

6

4
8
8

8
8
10
10
11

4

8

'

0

0
8
7
5
6
0

7
2
8
12
6
9
0

44

66

5
6

a
7
7
4

6
10

17
7
8
6

- - 85
-----Total. .........
88
173

a

6

Total.

- -- - - -

7
12
6
15
11
7
8
15
22
8
11

28
17

17
10
7
12
8
13
11
8
12
15
14

5

9
4

99

132

140

Total.

Male.

Female.

2

6
3
2
5
6
2
5
13
13
7
g

3
6
5
4
5
22
4
11
7
5
4

19

17
23
24
18
16

27
37
22
20
9

272

Deaths.

Months,.

January .............
February ...........
March ..............
~rll. ...............

J:l~ ::::::::::::: :::

July ................

August .............
September ..........
October .............
November ...........
December ...........
Month unknown ••••
Total. .......•.
1 As

Copper Island.

Bering Island.
Male.
4
2
,2

a
6

1
2
5
7

Female.

Total.

3
3
3
1
4
17
4

7
5
6
4
10
18
6
14
12
6
10

- - - ---

Male. Female.
- -2
1
0
2
0
1

a

2

5
2
4
5
10

12

8
6
3
3
2
0

48

70

118

31

4
6
4

9

9

--0
2
2

a

1
5
0
2
2

a

Both islands.

a
2
6
1
6

a

10
8

6

a

0
0
2

2
2

6
2

12

22

63

79

02

Total.
7

g

8

g

11
24
9

24
20
12
13
11
14

6

I

171

a. result, the native population of Bering Island, according to Dr. Slunin

(Prom. Bog. Kamch., etc., p. 57), between 1886 and 1891 suffered a decrease of 16,
there being 111 births only, against 127 deaths. His statement, however, that the
population of Copper Island bas not increased during the tweuty years from 1872
to 1892 is not in conformity with the facts as shown in the above table.
2
Wyspy Komandorskie, pp. 78-87.
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The Commander Islanders, being derived from the other Aleutian
Islands, do not differ from their relatives now under .American authority
in any essential point, and they naturally possess the characteri tfo
both good and bad, of the latter. By nature gentle, intelligent, an
houest, the worst of their present vices have been acquired by contac
with white men. I have spent twenty months among them, and I have
only the most pleasant recollections of these simple-hearted people.
Notwithstanding their common origin, there is a marked difference
between the natives on Bering Island and those on Copper Island.
The former are more reticent, less ambitious, and, therefore, to mo t
people, less attractive than the latter, whose gaiety and whim make a
very favorable impression on the visitor. The difference seemed more
marked during my visit to the islands last year than on the forme
occasion, and, on the whole, it seemed as if the Bering Islander had
deteriorated. Even theft was not uncommon among the younger generation on Bering Island-though an almost unknown thing fourt n
years ago. But even now real criminal offenses are not frequen .
Occasionally a serious offender has to be sent to Vladivostok for punishment, but ordinarily deportation from one island to the other, extra
service at the South Rookery, or fines, are resorted to. The ko ak
have often to arrest disturbers of the peace, resulting from the general
spree on the great holidays, or prasniks; but a night's lodging in t~
lock-up sobers them up, and neither island has thus far needed a jail.
As an illustration of the patriarchal ways of justice in vogue not m ny
years ago, the following literal abstract from the station log of Berin
Island is both instructive and amusing:
DECEMBER 3, 1877.-A married woman was on trial for stealing a petticoat from
clothesline. As she would not confess, the judges (natives) took two pieces of pap :•
on one of which was written "I have stolen," and on the other "I did not; " and 1
happened that she drew the one with the inscription "I have stolen." Shew
sentenced to wash the floor in the church.

The moral decline of the people I attribute largely to the recen
introduction of intoxicating liquors. In 1882 it wa8 forbidden th
natives both to import spirits and to brew" beer" of sugar. As a, re _nl
they were tractable and contented, except as to this particular porn
I was then told a story, the literal truth of which I can not guarant
however, but it is to the point: .A. "revisor" arrived at the island t
inquire if the natives were treated well, and he called a meeting
receive any complaints that they might have to make. The chief, aft
consulting witb other men, finally declared that they had ab olu I.
nothing to complain of except the discrimination made against the
among all the children of the tsar, that they were not allowed to er
drunk on the great church and state holidays, and that they were n
con cious of any conduct which would merit such an unusual and ev
punishment.
Whether this petition had any weight, or whether the Ameri
Company, which ha been instrumental in establishing the prohibition
was losing it influence, I don't know; certain it is that at mys n
vi it to the i lands the natives were allowed to import and con 11
mauy hundred dollar's worth of alcohol, the result being t.he usual o
Until within the last few years the condition of these native h
been the enviable one of being the richest and most prosperou
muni yin Bering Sea, or along any of it bores. Not only the in cr
in the number of seal skins taken and later on the increa ed paym
for the kin when the number began to fall off, contributed to thi en
but al o the flourishing condition of the sea-otter and blue-fox hunt. d
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to the enforcement of wise regulations for the protection and chase of
these animals.
The sea otter long a~o became extinct on Bering Island, but on
Copper Islanditisstillcommon. The "rookeries" orbreedil1gplacesof
this valuable animal, which furnish the costlim,t of all furs,1 are guarded
and protected withjealous care. The animal, which is now nearing its
extermination on all tbe American 'islands and shores, where it is not
protected at all, is actually increasing on Copper Island, and yields,
besides a handsome return to the Government, sufficient income to keep
the natives in comparative affluence, as this island can easily produce
200 skins a year. The sea otter is there hunted by the natives in common, but the individual hunter secures the price for the animal he
catches. Only nets are allowed in their capture. The Government
buys all the skins from the natives at a certain fixed rate, 140 rubles for
the first quality, 75 rubles for the second, and disposes of them to the
company as per contract.
The following table, based upon official returns, shows the gradual
increase until the present capacity of the island, about 200, was reached:
Number of Bea ottera killed on Copper iala.n d, 1872-1882.
Year.

Sea otters.I

1872 ....•••••••. ·········••···•·••••••••
1873 ....•.••••...•••••. ~ .•.•.•.•..••••••

1874 .....•.•••.......•.•.•...•.•.••..•••
]875 .....••.•. ·•·•·•·········•··········
1876 .........•.......•...........••..•••
1877 ............ ··············••••···•••
1878 ................................... .

9

Year.

14
54

1879 ..•••••••••••••••••••••••••.•••••..
1880 ................................. ..
1881 ...... ·••••••••· •.•....••••••.•..•.
1882 .................................. .

68

Total ........................... .

48
33
94

Sea otters.
a2
128
190

200
840

a Thrown out by the ~ea. There was evidently no hunt that year. Dybowski (Wysp Komand.,
p. 64), upon the" authonty of the overseer at Copper Island," gives 20 for 1879.

The arctic blue fox is common on both islands, most of the animals
now found there being of the costlier dark phase, only a few wl.lite
ones occurring occasionally on Bering Island. These are killed regardless of place or season, to keep the strain as pure as possible. The
Copper Island fox skins are of a better quality, being larger and darker,
The capture of the foxes is subject to as stringent and efficient regulations as that of the sea otter. The island is divided into a number of
well-defined districts (19 in Bering Island) for fox-hunting purposes, in
each of which tliere is a hut (yurt, or odinotska) for the hunters. All
the males between 18 and 60 years take part in tbe hunt, which ordinarily begins on November 10 (old style) on Bering Island, and November 20 (old style) on Copper Island, closing December 31. In each
district a certain number of men, forming a gang, are detailed. Each
gang hunts in common, and the proceeds of the hunt are divided according to shares, or each man to take his own foxes, as each gang may
decide. As the various districts are more or les productive, a certain
rotation is established so that each man has his chance at the best
places as his turn arrives. Care, however, is taken that the old men
are located in the more comfortable places.
ThefoUowing table shows that the number of foxes decreases greatly
when they are hunted for several successive years. The hunt is therefore suspended for one or two seasons, with intervals according to
circumstances, in order to give the animals time to recuperate. The
1
A single :first-class sea-otter skin brought at auction in London, spring of 1895,
$1,100.
.

H. Doc. 92, pt. 4-41
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importance of the hunt is also shown, and the relative scarcity of the
white phase.
Number of foxes killed on B8'1ing and Coppe,--islands, 1871-1889.
Bering Island.

Season.

Copper Island.
Blue

White

foxes. foxes.

1871-72 . . . . • • . . • • • • • ••• •• • . . • • . . . .
886
4
1872-73 . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
580
28
1878-74...........................
514
24
1874-75 . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • • . . . . . . . . . . . . .
1875-76........................... 1, 087
50
1876-77 . . . . . • . • • . . .. • .. . . . . . . . .. . .
573
19
1877-78 ...... ..••.. ...... .. . . ..... . .. .. . . . . .•••••.
1878-711 .. . . .. .••••••.... .... .. . . ..
789 . .......
1879-80 . . . . . • • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . • . .
]880-81 . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
1881-82 . ...... ······· .. . ... ... .... 1,447
20
1882-83 . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . .. . .. . . . . . .
872
13

Total. . . . • . • . • • . . • . . . . . . . . . .

6, 698

Foxea.

Season.

1872................... •• . . • •••• .. . . ......
1
1873............................. .• ••.. ...
4Si
1874............................... .•.....
447
1875 ...................................... ....... ·
1876 ..................................... .
1877 ...................................... .. ·. · · · ·
1878 ................... ········· ·······--· ··· ···· ·
1879 ...... ·······•·· ·• ······. ·············
1
1880 ..............................•• , ... ·.
1881. •...............•................... ........ .
1882... ..•. .. ... .......................... 1,

Total . . .• . • . . .. . . . .. . .. . .. . .........

3, 92i

158

The blue foxes must now be taken in traps exclusively. Shooting
them is entirely forbidden, and as the foxes mostly live near the coa~
it is also forbidden to travel with dog sledges and to fire any shot near
the coast after September 1 (old style). It was found that by digginu
them out of their holes females were mostly obtained, and this meth d
has consequently been prohibited. The dried skins are sold to the
company at a fixed price. .A.s the natives are now paid 14 ~ub~e ?r
each first-class fox skin and 7 rubles for each second-class skm, it
be seen that the foxes are a valuable source of income to them.
Owing to the ease with which the natives could procure seal meat for
food, they have paid but little attention to other means of subsisten_
particularly as the ready money obtained from the company for ki
and work secured sufficient variation from the company's stores, when
they also obtain their flour, hard bread, tea, sugar, etc., not to forg .
canned provisions. .As a result, the sea :fishery does not yield wha 1
otherwise might. On Copper Island, however, the natives catch om
cod and halibut. They have a tolerably good boat harbor and man
boats. On Bering Island, however, the lack of a sheltered harbor an
landing-place is a great drawback. On the other hand, the river an
creeks of Bering Island are filled with salmon during the summ
months, thus yielding the natives an abundant supply of' fish for the. ·
selves and their dogs. The Saranna River is particularly important .
this respect. The salmon are here caught in a sub tantial weir buil
across the river at the village of Saranna. During each summer nPar •
an the women are kept busy cleaning and drying from 60,000 to 10
salmon (pJs. 60, 61). The weir is kept open from Saturday ni(J'ht
Monday morning to aJlow :fish to ascend the river and lake to spa
The bulk of the salmon put up belongs to the two species "Kra na~
riba," or redfish (Oncorhynclius nerka), and kisutch, or ilver salmo
( 0. kisutch).

•

There is very little game now to hunt on the islands. 'The nati
are very fond of the meat of the various sea bird , e pecially early·
pring and being pro ided with modern breech-loading guns and
nnlimit d upply of amunition, 1 the re ult is that birds have b om
1

fr. Kluge ea.ye the natives on Copper Island annually 118e 800

gunpowder.

to 900 ponn
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comparatively scarce-very much so, in fact-near the villages. Ptarmigans (Lagopus ridgwayi) are, I believe, still numerous on Bering Island.
During their lease Hutchinson, Kohl, Philippeus & Co. introduced a
herd of Kamchatka cattle on Bering Island and kept it at an expense
entirely disproportionate to the benefits derived. The company has
given up keeping cows, but the cattle have passed into the hands of the
natives, while the white families on the island also have a few head to
keep th~m supplied with milk. It has been supposed that cattle raising
might have a future on Bering I sland, but past experience disproves
the prediction, at least with the present breed of cattle. It has even
been suggested "that these sturdy cattle might be advantageously
introduced into the Aleutian Archipelago," but aside from the fact that
it requires a good deal of care and fodder to bring them successfully
through the winter, even on Bering Island, the breed is highly objectionable from the fact that the cows refuse milk the moment their calves
are taken away from them.
On the other hand, I firmly believe that with a suitable breed sheep
raising could be made a success, not only on the Commander Islands,
but on the American Aleutian Islands as well. The climate is not more
severe nor more moist than on some of the Scotch islands, or the Faroes, where sheep raising and fishing are the main industries. But, of
course, if an experiment is to be made, it must not be undertaken with
sheep from California or some other country with a climate differing
widely from that of the islands. It is imperatively necessary that a
race like the Scotch black-face be employed; otherwise, the experiment
would be sure to be a failure; but with proper precautions, and under
the guidance of experienced men, I feel convinced that sheep raising
would be the proper solution of the food question in theAleutianlslands.
On Bering Island the sledge dogs would be an insurmountable
obstacle to the introduction of sheep. As a matter of fact, however,
the dogs are now of but little use, and should be exterminated-the
sooner the better. The increasing number of boats have made the dogs
superfluous along the coasts and for inland transportation, particularly
from the main village, Nikolski, to the North Rookery. The introduction of a few Kamchatkan ponies would do the work much more satis~
factorily, as proven by the success of the mules on the Pribilof Islands.
In the fall of 1882 a couple of horses were brought over from Petropaulski, let loose, and allowed to take care of themselves during the
entire winter, which was a rather severe one. The winter gales swept
the level places nearly bare of snow and the horses found more than
plentiful food in the dry grass thus exposed. So far from suffering
hunger, the horses in spring were found to be sleek and well fed; in
fact, in better condition than when they arrived on the island. They
were anerwards sold to a native, but died later-a circumstance
undoubtedly due to the ignorance or lack of care of the owner.
The sledge dogs are still one of the most interesting features of
Beriug Island. There must be at least 600 dogs in Nik.olski, but while
formerly they were allowed to run loose, and afterwards kept chained
outside of the owner's house, Mr. Grebnitski has of late years banished
all the dog pens to the sand hills back of the village, much to the
improvement of good order and comfort in the village. Each dog has
a hole in the ground large enough for him to lie down in while chained
to a stout pole near by. Here they pass their days howling or sleeping,
when not out traveling. For traveling, a number of them, mostly 11
or 13, are hitched in pairs to a lGw sledge. .A trained leader is tied on
in front. This is an intelligent and valuable animal, and is guided
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entirely by the driver's voice. In winter, on the snow, such a te m
will haul a load weighing 400 pounds, and I have traveled 40 miles in
a day, though without any baggage worth mentioning. But they are
also used in summer on the bare ground. Of course, the rocky place
are avoided as much as possible, and the summer tracks are preferably
located over the marshes and in the low piaces. On frequented route
as between Nikolski and North Rookery, or Saranna, the con tant
travel has worn deep ruts in the ground-in some places 2 to 3 fe t
deep. These ruts being veritable ditches, drain the surroundings, and
are, therefore, usually in a very slippery condition, to which the droppings of the dogs add materially, making it fast if not pleasant
traveling. Some of these routes are shown by dotted lines on the map
of Bering Island (pl. 4).
Most of the dogs differ greatly from the Kamchatkan dogs, belonging,
in fact, to an entirely different race. They have large, hanging ear
and were originally brought to the island from Okhotsk. Of late ye r.,
teams of Kamchatkan dogs, which have erect, pointed ears, and , re
very much like the ordinary .Eskimo dogs, have bef'n imported, a the
original hang-eared dogs were degenerating from inbreeding, and no
mongrels of all possible shades and with ears of all possible fihape
are common enough. The hang-ear dogs are furthermore distingui h
by having the regular dog bark, while the Kamchatkan dog can onl
howl.
The recent introduction of reindeer into Bering Island seems to ha e
been a success. Hutchinson, Kohl, Pbilippeus & Co., in 1882, by the
efforts of Dr. B. Dybowski, secured 4 male and 11 female reindeer in
Kamchatka, which were safely landed on Bering Island Jul 15.
During the following winter 2 females were killed by natives, but th
herd increased by the birth of 6 or 7 calves. The reindeer took n
pa tures in the southern, mountainous part of the island, and are , i
to have multivlied rapidly. I did not see them in 1895, but I h ,
estimates of their number varying between 600 and 1,000 deer.
careful selection of bucks for killing would add to the fre, h-meat, upply
and at the same time promote the rapid increase of the herd.
It is not improbable that the reindeer might do well on Cop
I land, in spite of the mal1er size of the island; but I am inclined
the belief that the introduction of a suitable, hardy race of
would be a better inve tment.
A few hens and tame ducks are kept in the village on both j,·lan
A glance at the meteorological table , pages 13-17, will how t_l
any aoTiculture, in the proper e11 . e of the word, is out of the que ti
On Bering Islarnl there is a half-hearted, half- ucc ssful attemp
raising a few vegetables. Formerly most of the native fami1ic _h
"gardens" at Staraya Gavan, where turnip and potatoes were ra1 .
with varying succe . Tl.le place was eutirely too far from the m
village, ho e er, and new gardens have been started at Fedo,ki,
the we t coa t, a fow miles south of Nikol ki. In 1895 there wa ?
one man who still had a vegetable patch at taraya Gavan. I b 11 •
that this indu try could be made more ucce sful if the natfre
taught proper method . One common error now committed i th
the v · table are plante l entire! too clo e together. It would al
nece ry to look out for hard pl nt seed and eed potatoe rai
a north rn climat .
Tb fn .In d by the native con i t of oal and birch wood, th l
t r br ucrht fr m .,..aincl1atl a and old by the c mpany, and of dr·
od collec d by the n tive along the beach . The latter arti
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very uncertain and is now often very scarce, though formerly-abundant
enough. Coal, on account of the long transportation, is expensive and,
like the birch wood, requires cash to purchase it. A couple of shiploads ·
of the latter are required every year, and while the supply in Kamchatka is almost limitless at the present time, yet it is not so accessible
now at places where there are people to cut it and where it can be loaded
into a vessel. With the decreasing number of seals affecting the revenues both of the natives and of tlle company, the day does not seem
distant when the former will be unable to buy, while the latter may find
it unprofitable to have a steamer constantly plying between the islands
and Kamchatka. Knowing, moreover, that tl1e fuel question was a
grave one on tbe other Aleutian Islands, and that peat bogs may be
expected to be found on many of the latter, as they occur on Bering
Island, I undertook, in 1883, to investigate them and to bring samples
of peat home for analysis. East of N ikolski, behind the sheltering
hills and sand .dunes, a large swamp extends back to the foot of the
three Saranna Baidar Mountains, covering several square miles. In
isuitable localities large beds of peat of excellent quality are found. On
June 15, 1883, I had a couple of men cut about 350 pieces of peat from
near the surface. The pieces, averaging about 2 by 16 by 8 inches,
were spread out on a hillside to drain, and ten days later they were
stacked in pyramids in such a manner that the intervals between the
pieces gave the air uninterrupted circula,tion between them.
When leaving the island in the autumn I found the pieces of good
consistency and took a fair quantity with me to have the properties of
the peat tested. They were turned over to Dr. Fred. P. Dewey, then
curator of metallurgy at the United States National Museum, who
kindly furnished me with a report of his analysis of tho peat, which he
found of good quality. It should be observed that the-peat was from
the surface, and therefore not nearly so good as it would have been if
it had been taken deeper do)Vn. Dr. Dewey's report has never been
printed, and, in view of the great importance of tbis question, both for
Bedng Island and the other Aleutian Islands, I think it well to submit
it in full:
REPORT ON PEAT FROM BERING ISLAND,

As received, the sample consisted of about 30 slabs of the peat, most of them of
considerable size, so that it can be considered as a fairly average sample; since, h.owever, it had been collected several 1,ears, it was unusually dry. It was first tested
by building a. fire under a small boiler. It ignited with great ease and gave off its
volatile matter at a low temperature, forming a good, solid flame without much
smoke and giving off a good amount of heat. It required only a small amount of
kindling wood to thoroughly start the fire, and after it was once started and had
been thoroughly observed it was left to itself, and at the end of five hours it still
bad vitality enough to ignite fresh material, showing that it had good staying power.
If there had been sufficient material on hand to build a large fire, it would probably
have held its fire for fifteen to twenty hours, but only a small fire could be built,
and the result is very satisfactory. A small piece was cut off from each la.rge piece
and the small pieces properly ground and sampled for a chemical analysis, which
yielded the following results:
Water ______ . ____ ••• _••.••••••••..••••.••••••.••••·• . • • • • • . • • • • .
7. 60
Volatile matter •••••.. ______________________ .. __ • - - - • - - - -- - . - - - 51. 97
Jt'ixed carbon ______ . ___ . _________ .. ___ • _____ . _______ • __ .•. _. __ - 22. 06
Ash_ •• __ .•••••• ____ . __ • __ ••• _____ .•. __ ••.. _. ________ ••• - ••. - •• - 18. 37

100.00
As might be expected from the time since the sample was collected, the analysis
shows an unusually email amount of water, and while the ash is rather high, the whole
analysis shows the peat to be above the average in its contents of actual combustiblb
material, and that, therefore, it would undoubtedly form a very valuable fuel in the
country where it is found.
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Ae prepared for use by simply air-drying, peat frequently contains from 15 to 25
per cent of water, and unless artificial heat is used in drying it is not probable tba
this one could be dried to less than 20 to 25 per cent of water; and on this basis i
composition would beWater .... · - · · • • • • • • • • • · • · · • · • · · · · • • · · · · · • • • • - - • • • • • • ·
Volatile matter .......••.•... _... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . • . .
Fixed carbon .•..•..•••............•... ···-·· .........
Ash . _.. • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • . . . . • . • . . • • . • • • . . . • • • • • • . .

20.00
45. 00
19.10
15. 90

25.00
42.19
17.90
14. 91

100. 00

100. 00

These results compare favorably with the following analysis of a peat from De'\"o shire, England, which has been used extensively for fuel:
Water ..••.....•....•••.•••..•••.......•• _•..••• _. • • • • • • • . • . • . . 25. 56
Volatile matter ...................................•............ 35.41
Fixed carbon . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 29. 30
Ash...... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 9. 73
100. 00
Should it be necessary to use artificial heat, it could, of course, readily be obtain
by the combustion of a portion of the peat itself in a suitably designed furnace.
I am satisfied that this peat will make an excellent fuel, and that the proper ~t
should be taken to introduce its use among the natives of the region.

Most of the natives on both islands live in neat frame hou. e, lmi
and presented to them by Hutchinson, Kohl, Pbilippeus & Co., in te
of the damp and :filthy sod huts (here called yurt) which they form er!,
lived in. If properly located and built, however, the sod house is e
suited to the climate and the needs of the people, and the munifir.en
of the above company ceasing with the expiration of the lea e. th
Zholti Mys natives, as well as many a new-wed young couple, bar
erected new sod huts. These are built over a wooden frame, liue
inside with boards, and the site properly drained (pls. 15b and 16a).
Nowadays the males dress almost exclusively in imported ready-ma
clothes, and the women make themselves dresses of calico or wool
goods, though for heavy overco,Lts a11d capes they wear also impor
ready-made articles. Even the latest fashions penetrate rapidly
these distant shores. My surprise may well be imagined at seeing girl
there last year wearing gay-colored waists with enormous "legmutton" sleeves! Ready-made shoe are also used in great quantit1
for although a few men have been taught hoemaking, comparati, l
little repairing is done. The old homemade garments are going out
use. The old rain coat, made of dried seal guts, is being laid a ide fi
the oil coat, and the native tarba. si-moccasins made of seal kin
the in ide throat lining of the old bulJ sea] ·-are giving way to rub
boot . Even the baidarka, the graceful skin canoe, is a thing of t
past, as the sea lion lrn become nearly exterminated on the i lan
and the same fate ba befallen t]ie large skin baidaras: great Jig-ht_
made of a framework of wood over which was stretched ea lion . k1
sewed tog ther. The framework is taken apart and u eel for other purpo es, and the steamer boat.· do the work of the baidara.
.
The municipal in titutions of tlle two Commander I land commu 1 ·
tie are particularly intere ting, not only be ·au e they are peculiar.
b ·au. e they ditr r o radi ally on the two i lands. The sy. tem
Bering I land i one of nearly pure communism, " ·hile on Copper! l
it ma bet rmed indi\""iduali tic by compari on. The local arlmini. t tion ha. of conr , a grea t J ower and influence, but the native: h,
a] o a great d al to ay in regard to their own affairs. They ele t fi
a c rtain t~r1_n a chief and an a . i tant chief, ubje t to the appr
of tht- adnnm trat.or or local go ernor. The chief, in a measure, r p ·
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sen ts the community, and. through him all communications to the natives
have to go. This is particularly the case with reference to the company and its agents, who have absolutely no authority whatsoever over
the natives, much less over the chief. The men attend to their internal
affairs, receive the Government's communications, and hold their elections in their assembly house. The chief's business, among other things,
is to see that the governor's orders are executed, that work to be undertaken is properly done, and that the moneys coming to the natives are
pro1Jerly distributed, etc. . If I wanted ~ team of dogs and sledge, I
could not arrange with any native I pleased, but had to notify the
chief who would then send me the one whose turn, as duty or privilege,
it would be to furnish the dogs.
A specified tariff for all work is provided. On Bering Island the
total proceeds from the seal killing, 1.50 rubles per skin, is paid into
the community fund and then distributed according to shares, each
family, according to the individual rating of the members, receiving a
certain number of shares and fraction of shares. For this the ablebodied men have to do the community work, including the sealing,
without farther compensation. On Copper Island an entirely different
system prevails. There each family is paid for each skin which a member of the family brings to the salthouse. Hence men, women, and
children are engaged in the work, each family trying to bring in as
many skins as possible. This system has been found necessary there,
as the population would have been entirely inadequate to handle the
catch if the Bering Island scheme had been adopted. It has resulted
in overworking the Copper Islanders, especially the females; but I am
not certain that their more cheerful and independently open character,
as contrasted with the more sulky and indifferent aspect of the Bering
Island natives, is not due to the competition, on one hand, and the
paralyzing communism on the other.
The religion of the natives is 1 of course, the orthodox Russian Greek
Catholic faith. They have built a :fine and expensive church on each
island. They also support a priest on each island, and on Bering Island
an assistant priest or "diakon." The moral plane of the church-its
methods, men, and members-is similar to that of the same institution
in Alaska.
Schools are provided for both islands and housed in roomy and welllighted buildings, very creditable in every respect. The children are
provided with all the modern improvements in school furniture, as well
as apparatus for object lessons, maps, and colored charts of animals
and plants decorating the walls, on which, over the teacher's -rostrum,
also hang the portraits of the Tsar and the Tsarina. Whether the
knowledge received by the boys and girls is up to the :fine apparatus
I am not able to say. Anyway, the boys used to write a good hand, at
least when the late Mr. Volokitin taught them . I also saw the apparatus of a modern school gymnasium, but as it was outside the schoolLouse and being painted dead-black, I surmise that the authorities had
come to the conclusion that it was carrying coal to Newcastle to give
tlie outdoor children of Aleut extraction the additional physical exercise of indoor gymnastics.
A doctor, appointed and paid by the Government, is now stationed
on Bering Island, with a good drug store on each island. He has for
an assistant a ''feltcher" or barber, a native boy who has undergone a
training at Vladivostok. The midwife, sent out from St. Petersburg
by the authorities there, must also be regarded as the doctor's assistant.
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A.-BERING ISLAND.
GENERAL DESCRIPTION.

Bering Island, the northwestern island of the Commander group, is
situated between (approximately) 55° 22' and 54° 42' north latitude
and 165° 40' and 166° 41' east longitude (pl. 4). Its greate t length
from northwest to southeast is a little less tllan 50 miles, the average
width being about 10 miles.
Two outlying islets, both not far from the northwl'stern extremi y
properly belong here-Toporkof Island, a flat-topped, low bland, about 2
miles west of the main village, and Ari Ka.men, on older charts usually
called Sivutchi Kamen, a higher basaltic rock, with a two-peaked top,
4~- miles farther west.
The southern two-thirds of Bering Island are exceedingly mountainous, with peaks rising to about 2,200 feet. The maximum elevation
is nearer the western side than the eastern, and the rise from the ea
consequently more abrupt along the former coast, the mountains sloping
more gently toward the east. The valleys, as a rule, are shorter, narrower, and V-shaped on the west side, longer and more open on the other.
The passes are usually high, 600 to 1,000 feet, but at one place, viz
between Gladkovskaya on the west coast and Polavino on the east, the
two valley are continuous, with a very low watershed, thus dividing the
mountain s iJJto two separate masses. In these the peaks, ridges, and
intervening valleys are distributed without any apparent regular y ·
tern. In the northern rnountaiu mass, however, it is easy to recogniz
a dominating central stock between Podutiosnaya, and Buyan, from
which several of the largest streams of the island radiate west, north
and east, as, for instance, Podutiosnaya, Fedoskia, Kamennaya, the
Staraya Gavan River, and the Buyan River. The most conspicuou
mountain of the southern ma s, and in fact the highest on the island
is th one which I have named Mount SteJler. 1 It is located just, outb
of the low valley between Gladkovskaya and PoJavino, mentioned
above, and is particularly impressive and beautiful viewed from tlle
latter place. The mountains grow more forbidding and precipitou. a
the southern extremity of the island is approached, the last cape, a bold
and knife-sharp promontory, the Stotcbnoi Mys, better known as Cape
Manati, being particularly picturesque.
The northern third of the i land has an entirely different aspect from
the remainder. In a general way it may be de cribed a being low t he
highe t elevation being but lightly more than 600 feet. In reality i
con i t of a eries of u ually weU-marked terraces. First come the
})resent beach followed by a steep coa t escarpment averaging about 3
feet. In the deep bay this e carpment recedes inland so as to inclo e
tlle lake formed by the ri e of the land, and the heaping up by the
sea of gravel and sand in front of them. Then follow a strip of var. iug width of nearly 1 vel or gently loping land to the base of an int rmediate, often abmpt terrace, which bring u to an elevation of from
200 to 300 fi et. The 1 veJ foJlowin g lead to the next and la t ri
which i the highe t, but al o u. ually the most gentle, though in ome
pla
till quite preci1 i t u . The level above thi ri e form eith r
Jar · plateau with a omewhat undulating ·urfa e, or the top. of ingnlarly r .guJar, :flat-to1 ped table mountain , whi h the natives, fro m
1D

utsche Geogr ph, DI t t r, vm, 1885, p. 240.
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their appearance suggesting overturned bo~ts, have given the graphic
name of Lotka, or Baidara, Mountains. There are two groups of these
table mountains, both very conspicuous when one approaches at sea
the ma.in village, viz, the Se-rnrnie Lotki, two very regular and round
tables, between 3 and 4 miles (nautical) north of the Nikolski, and the
Saranskie Lotki, three equally well marked, though less regular mountains, about 5 miles distant to the northeast, on the west side of the
great Saranna Lake. The highest altitude of the former group I have
measured to be 577 feet; of the latter, 617 feet. The two main plateaus,
which are situated north of the great lakes, are the Northern Plateau,
between Cape Zapadnie and Saranna, and Tonkoi Plateau, from the
latter place, where a deep cut, in which flows the Saranna River, separates the two plateaus, to East Tonkoi Mys, the Cape Waxen of many
charts.
Between the terraced plateaus, which form the foothills and northern
extension of the mountainous southern portion of the island, and the
two detached table-lands named above there is a depression extending
across the island, which is filled by one very large and a number of
·
smaller lakes, as well as by extensive swamps.
The large lake alluded to, Saranna Lake,1 is quite an imposing sheet
of water for so small an island, covering, as it does, an area of about 20
square miles. It conneots with the sea at the Saranna village, on the
north shore of the island, by means of a short river, less than a mile long.
Tbe level of the lake is about 40 feet above that of the sea. From the
western end of this lake there is almost continuous communication
through a small swamp with two smaller lakes, which empty into the
sea at the western side, through the Ladiginskaya River. A somewhat
larger lake, the Gavanskoye Ozero, occupies the center of a large swamp
immediately east of the main village. The stream by which it discharges its water passes the latter, and is Steller's Osernaya Reshka.
The low land between the lake and sea is protected near the latter by
several rows of high sand dunes from the village to Ladiginsk.
It is a curious fact that Steller (N euste Nord. Beytr., n, 1793, pp. 266267) describes this lake as the largest on the island, and that he has
entirely overlooked the existence of Saranna Lake. It is pretty good
evidence that Steller did not visit that part of the island personally
(unless possibly when it was covered with ice and snow), and explains
also his omission of mentioning the great north seal rookery. There
are a few small lakes, or rather ponds, in the southern mountainous
portion, which need no special mention, except the one in Lissonkovaya
Bay, as the natural conditions there are a miniature reproduction of the
Gavanskoye Ozero. It may be added that Lissonkovaya is Steller's
Yusbin's Valley.
Bering Island has no sheltered harbors, and the few anchorages are
indi:fl:erent or even dangerous under anything but the most favorable
circumstances. The principal anchorage is in the corner off Nikolski,
but with southerly or westerly winds it is not safe. It can be
approached from the west by keeping close to the south shore of Toporkof Island, in order to avoid an outlying rock off the so-called
Vkhodni Point, or Reef. The channel north of Ari Kamen and Toporkof is very dangerous and should be avoided. Farther south, on the
same side, are two larger bays, Gladkovskaya and Lissonkovaya, but
they are open and no landing can be effected in rough weather. On
the east side is Staraya Gavan, the "Old Harbor," where there was
1 On

some maps called Fedoskia, Lake, a name unknown on the island.
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formerly a settlement. Th~ bay is small and narrow, with dangeron
reefs on both sides.
These reefs are quite a feature of the Bering Island shores. In th
northern portion they are mostly of volcanic nature, but in the mountainous portion they consist of stratified rock on edge in such a mann
that mauy of them, especially at Tolstoi Mys and northward, when
bare at low tide have the appearance of plowed fields with furrow of
great length and regularity. On the stretch of coast just mentione
these reefs form a uearly continuous belt, one-fourth to one-half mile
wide, and para.Ile! to the beach. .A. narrow channel of somewhatdeepe
water, though only deep enough so that a large boat can be barely
pulled and pushed through by low water, extends the who1e Ieng
between the beach and the reef belt, which is covered by high tid
The continuity of the reef is only broken where some larger stre
empties into a slight indenture of the coast, as, for instance, ,
Komandor, at Polavino, and at Buyan.
The main settlement is at Nikolski. 1 so named in honor of Mr. Nikol i
Grebnitski, situated at the inner corner of the little bay east of Toporkof Island (pl. 17). The houses are built in several rows on the
raised beach at the mouth of the Gavanskaya Reshka and partly upon
the sandy slope of the adjacent hills, and being mostly frame structur
are painted in many gay if not always tasteful colors. Prominen
also in this respect the new church, dedicated to St. Nicolas, rai e.- it
yellow dome over a grass-green roof, while the body is painted pin
with white and sky-blue trimmings! The old church of St. Inakenti i
still standing, dismantled and neglected.
.A.t the western end of the village is located the new Governmen
building with offices for the administrator and the doctor, and next to
it the new schoolhouse, both rather large, but uninteresting, lead-c 1ored structures (PL 17b). In the center of the village is located the
company's dwelling house for the agent (pl. 18a), painted a frieudl
white and surrounded by the magazines, stores, stable, bath hou e. et •
Beyoud is the admistrator's dwelling, unpretentious, but comfortabl
(pl. 18b). The sod huts are relegated to the rear, and, hardly differing
from the surrounding grass, are very inconspicuous (pl.15b) .
.A.t Saranna (pl. 61) there is quite a village of small houses and bu
for the women in summer, when they live there in order to put up th
large salmon catch. .A. small frame chapel was being built last year o
the brow of the bill back of the village.
The summer village at Severnoye, or the North Rookery, will
de cribed under the head of the latter. There was formerly also at mporary village at Staraya Gavan, to accommodate the people duri u_
the planting and harvesting season, but a new one has been buil i
its stead at Fedoskia, not far from Nikolski.
SEAL ROOKERIES.

It was on Bering I land that Steller, in the spring of 1741, di cover
for the first time the rookerie ' and breeding ground of the fur
I
which he had previously ob erved traveling northeastward towa
unknown region . His classical description , so well known to
naturali t need not detain u here, except in so far a they relate
thee tent and location of the rookeries. Unfortunately, his work
ntain er little bearing upon thi qu stion. In his '' Beschreibung d
1

On some map& called Grebnitski Harbor, or Grebnitskoye Seleni.
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Berings Insel" (N euste Nord. Beytrage, u, 1793, p. 289) there are a few
observations, however, wbich throw some light on the subject. On the
29th and 30th of April (new style) the shipwrecked crew had killed tbe
first bulls just arrived. Steller at once concluded that they had found
the breeding habitat of these animals and hoped for more to follow.
He says:
In this hope we were not deceived, for numberless herds soon followed, filling the
entire coast to such an extent that one could not pass by without danger to life and
limbs; nay, in some places where they covered the whole shore we were often obliged
to travel over the hills and rocky places. * * * These animals fanded only on
the southern side of the island, 1 opposite Kamchatka, consequently at least 18 wersts
from the nearest place to our dwellings. * * * [This was a long way to carry the
big bulls, the :flesh of which, moreover, was very unpalatable.] But we soon discovered that another smaller kind of fur seal, grayish of color, which arrived with them
in still greater numbers, had a, much tenderer and more palatable meat, without
odor, which consequently could be eaten without nausea. We discovered also a
nearer road to these directly south from our dwellings, scarcely more than half as
long as the former.

From these quotations it is perfectly plain that at the time of the
discovery of Bering Island there were no breeding grounds or rookeries
on the east side of the island; that there were well-filled breeding
grounds on tbe we t side; that these were situated on the shore wllere
now are located the few hundred females forming the Poludionnoye, or
South Rookery, and that vast numbers of bachelors hauled up in Lisson~ovaya Bay, where there are none now, nor have there been any
apparently within the memory of the natives residing on the island.
The destruction of this hauling ground must be credited to the same
parties who accomplished the extermination of the sea cow in twentyseven years. 2
At the present day there are only two distinct rookeries on Bering
Island, the principal one bejng located on the northern coast of the
island, the other, a small affair, on the west coast.
THE NORTH ROOKERY.

(Plate 7.)

The great North Rookery (Severnoye lezhbishtche) is situated on the
northernmost prolongation of the island (Severni Mys; also called
Cape Yushin) about 11 miles from the main vHlage, Nikolski, and about
10 miles from the northwest cape, Zapadnie Mys. The north plateau
of the island recedes here from the sea, leaving a broad, level tundra,
which slopes gently northward toward the sea, ending abruptly in a
steep escarpment about 30 feet high, between which and the water a
flat beach about 400 feet wide extends all around the point.
From this beach a long, rocky reef of volcanic origin extends for half
a mile nearly due north, ending in a somewhat isolated high rock, the
so-called Sea Lion Rock (Sivutchi Kamen) . The terminal balf of this
reef is very low and, with the exception of the scattered larger rocks,
under water at high tide; in fact, it requires very low water to be able
to walk out to the Sea Lion Rock. The basal half is formed by a slightly
raised, long, and narrow peninsula about a quarter of a mile long by
400 feet wide, the central portion of which constitutes a hard, gravelly
beach about 10 feet above mean tide, and gently sloping toward the
1 Steller applies the term "south side" to the entire shore, which from our better
knowledge of the topography of the island we would call the western shore. It is
evident from various statements in hie works that he did not visit the true northern
shore between Cape Waksell and Zapadnie Mys.
2 L. Stejneger, How the Great Northern Sea Cow (Rytina) Became Exterminated .
.American Naturalist, XXI, December, 1887, pp.1047-1054.
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water on both sides, and fringed, except at the base, by the rocky r
The northern two-thirds of this gravelly central portion is covered i
fragments of shells of mollusks and echinoderms, so that it app
quite white, for which reason this part of the rookery is often spo ·
of as "the sands;" the basal third is covered with a very rank gro
of Elymus mollis, continuous with the fields of the same g~as whi
line the inner portion of the beach up to the escarpment. The vege
tion is now gradually extending in a wedge-shaped point northw
over ·the central part of "the sands." Several isolated rocks surro
the rookery on both sides, as well as numerous sunken reefs.
From the base of the projecting point thus described, which is
cifically designated as the Reef Rookery (Rifovoye lezhbishtcbe),
coast trends east and is fringed with the same rocky reef as the rooke .
itself; but the seals do not haul up on these rocks, and they form
part of the rookery. The bay thus inclosed is comparatively shall
and sheltered, forming the principal playing ground of the pups. H
they learn to swim. Near the south shore the rocks mark off a e ·
of shallow lagoons.
From the western side of the ''Reef Rookery," the base of which ·
here marked off by a detached rock, called Babin, or Babinski Kam
the coast trends south-southeast. The beach shows the same ch
acteristics, viz, an inner grass-covered belt, followed by a narro .
pebbly belt more or less whitened by broken shells and fringed b
outer rocky reef, which by low water embraces innumerable ve
shallow lagoons.
The grassy belt is widest (fully 400 feet) toward the reef, and th
escarpment is here nearly obliterated by a little creek coming fro
the south. Its mouth is usually dammed up by the pebbles and grav
thrown up by the sea, and the grassy belt in this locality is therefi
intersected by numerous connected pools of nearly stagnant water.
Farther .south the escarpment again assumes its precipitous a p
and approaches nearer to the beach.
About :five-eighths of a mile from the base of the "reef" the ro .
beach projects a.gain a little and, as the coast line beyond takes a mo
southerly tum, a corner is formed which the natives designate ·
Blizhni Mys. Just before this "cape" there is an expansion of
· gravelly part of the beach which, like "the sands" of the reef, se
the seal hauling up in this neighborhood as a "parade" ground. Th'
portion of the beach is now called Kishotchnaya. The patch
breeding seals located here are known as Kishotchnoye lezhbistche
(rarely) Blizhnoye lezhbistche.
Beyond Blizhni Mys the reef fringe, as well as the grassy belt, aO'a·
expands, the escarpment retreating from the coast, only to reappro
farther south at another promonotory which is well marked by t
high, grass-covered, mound-like masses of rock, the so-called Gre
Maroshishnik, or Maroshnik, and Little Maroshnik. Beyond this poi
the coa t forms another slight bay, fringed with reefs, like the for
going, but not so wide. This is .Kisikof, and as this is the la t po ·n
where seals are known to have hauled up regularly, itmayberegarde
as the outhern end of the great North Rookery.
The killing grounds are located on the gentle slope (about 3 in 1
above the e carpment, about 600 feet southeast of the base of th ree .
The ground i here mooth and covered with a short, fine gra . T
upper end i pitt d all over with hole dag 4 t.o 6 feet deep and abou
feet wide, n ed by the native as "silo , ' into which they place the
meat, inte tines, etc., de tined for winter food for the sledge dog
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fn addition, boxes and barrels are likewise scattered over that part of
the ground, and in these the natives salt the seal meat for their own
use (pl. 19a).
The driveways on this rookery are short and easy. From the reef
the drive is scarcely three-eighths of a mile long, for the least part over
the rocky beach, and for the greater portion through the shallow lagoon
at the base of the reef and across the fields of rank grass. The ascent
up the escarpment is scarcely 30 feet high, with an incline of about 35°.
The road there is worn perfectly bare of vegetation and in wet weather
is somewhat slippery, but not enough so as to cause a serious impediment to the drive.
The driveway from the southern end of the rookery is considerably
longer, from Kisbotchnaya, for instance, nearly three-fourths of a mile;
but as it is partly over the same beach upon which the seals themselves haul up and travel about with ease, and partly over the inner
grassy belt of the beach, no special hardship is involved. The killing
grounds are reached from the west side, where the escarpment is locally
interrupted, and the ge11tle slope beyond extends down to the water.
The company's salt .house is located 500 feet north of the killing
grounds, at the extreme north end of the escarpment, and its reddi ~hbrown walls and roof are visable an around for a considerable distance,
being, in fact, t,h e best landmark on this part of the island. It is a
frame building, originally 45 by 26 feet, with a later eastern addition
20 by 24 feet. On the north side a plank '' chute" and stairs lead down
the escarpment to tbe beach below (pl. 24).
Southeast of the killing grounds, about 1,200 feet from the beach, and
between 60 and 70 feet above the sea; the mud-hut village of the natives,
where the men live during the killing season, is located, and directly in
front, north of the new huts, the only wooden dwellings of the place,
one belonging to the Russian Government, in which the kossak and his
family reside, the other (16 by 20 feet) built by the company for its
employees. Formerly the company's ''sealer" lived in a mall frame
hut just east of the salt house, but this is now used for storing salt in
sacks, while the kossak occupied a mud hut, or yurt, a little farther
east (pl. 25b).
There has of late years been several distinct yurt or mud-house villages at this rookery. The first one was situated just back of the coast
escarpment, west of the salt house, and between it and the present
driveway, scarcely more than an eighth of a mile from the rookery.
This was inhabited until 1877. In 1878 Mr. Grebnitski ordered the
village to be moved back and the new yurts were built an eighth of a
mile southeast of and farther up on the hill than the former. The
yurts, or barabras, were low and small and dark, musty and dirty,
and have recently become entirely unfit for use. .A series of new ones
have now been erected and others are still being built immediately east
of the former site, and these are in every way supplied with "modern
improvements," inasmuch as they are comparatively large, dry, and
provided with windows. .They are built entirely above ground, and
constructed of uprights rammed into the ground, and covered on the
inside with boards nailed on lengthwise. The walls and roof are then
covered with a thick layer of sod (pl.16a). On the whole, they are
rather comfortable and warm, being certainly more suited to the climate
and the wants of the people than the ordiuary frame houses.
The appended map of this rookery (pl. 7) is the result of a traverse
plane table survey made July 9 to 19, 1895,. in the intervals between
the rain and fog. A base line, exactly one-fourth of a statute milP
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long, was carefully measured off on the level ground to the west of
the salt house. About 100 angles, from 14 stations, were measured.
Another map of' the same rookery was made by me in 1882-83, but on
a considerably smaller scale, by means of an azimuth compass and
pediometer. The new and more detailed survey confirmed the accuracy
of the old map. There has never been published any map of this
rookery.
THE SOUTH ROOKERY.

'fhe South Rookery of Bering Island (Poludionnoye lezhbishtcbe) is
now a very insignificant affair. As mentioned above, it is the only
remnant of the countless numbers of seals which Steller saw on this
side of the island. Situated at 55° 57' north latitude, on the west coast
of the island, halfway between Northwest Cape and Cape Manati and
nearly 16 miles in a straight line from the village Nikolski, it occupies
a narrow, curved beach under the steep bluffs of the coast escarpment,
which here rises perpendicularly from 60 to 100 feet high. A beautiful
waterfall in the next bight to the east forms a very conspicuous landmark (pl. 32b), and three-fourths of a mile to the westward is one of
.the most perfect natural arches, which I have named Steller's Arch
(pl. 27b).
The rookery beach is hemmed in both at the west end and the east
by projecting spurs of the escarpment, and at the corresponding corners
long rocky reefs run out into the sea, inclosing and protecting a shallow
bay which, in spite of the openness of the coast, forms a safe harbor
for the pups. The beach itself, hardly 100 feet wide, consists of an
outer pebbly and rocky portion with a rather steep incline toward the
water and an inner narrow and level belt covered with very tall vegetation, mostly Elymus and Heracleum.
.
The breeding seals occupy part of the pebbly beach, also haulmg up
on the outlying rocks of the reef.
The driving is made along the beach toward the east, and although
not long, the entire distance being about 2,000 feet, is somewhat harder
than on the North Rookery, as the seals have to be driven mostly ov~r
sand and round loose stones. The ascent to the killing grounds lS
steep and high, about 50 feet, leading from the boat landing up past
the house, where the few natives live, and the small salt house beyond
(pl. 32a).
.
The accompanying map of the South Rookery (pl. 9), as the title
indicates, is but little more than a sketch map. The time I had at my
disposa.l was very limited, and did not suffice for a very accurate survey, or to measure off a reliable base line. The photographs I secu~e~,
however, testify amply to the general correctness of the map, and it IS
confidently asserted that the relative distances and angles are sufficiently accurate for all practical purposes. It is the first map published
of this rookery.
.8.-COPPER ISLAND.
GENERAL DESCRIPTION.

Copper Island (Ostrof Mieclni), so called from the native copper, of
which small quantities have been found from time to time near its
nortbwe tern extremity, lies between 540 53' 30" and 540 33' 30" north
la~ nde and 1U7° _28' 30" and 1680 9' east longitude (approximately).
It_ 1 very mountam~u , long and narrow, the length being nearly 30
mil s, the average width about 2 miles. The general trend is north-

,
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west to southeast, like that of Bering Island, from which it is distant
only about 29 miles.
The northwestern extremity is formed by a projecting cape, continued in two characteristic and bold, detached rocks, the Sea Otter
Rocks, Bobrovi Kameni. From this point to the southeast end, which
is marked by several smaller conical rocks, the island consists of a
backbone of peaked mountains from 1,000 to 2,000 feet high and connected by ridges varying from 500 to 900 feet high. OnJy in two places
is this backbone broken, viz, near the northern end, where the Bobrovi
Valley, between Pestshanaya Bay on the east side and Bobrovaya Bay
on the west shore, cuts deep down to about 350 feet above the sea, so
that Copper Island seen from a distance-for instance, from the opposite shore of Bering Island-looks like two distinct islands. The other
place is near the south end. A very narrow and low neck only 900
feet wide and 75 feet high, very properly named Peresheyek, or
isthmus, separates the mountains of the south end from the rest of the
island.
The highest mountain on the island is Preobrazhenskaya Sopka,
which rises precipitously above the main village. I have measured it
with an aneroid twice, the height being 1,925 feet.I
Narrow, deep valleys cut into the sides of the island vertically to its
axis. A kettle-shaped end with steep walls usually terminates these
valleys, whence originate small creeks or rivulets which occupy the
narrow bottom. The sides of the valleys are often quite smooth, the
detritus consisting of small, sharp-edged pebbles, often formiug long,
unbroken slopes, with angles from 30 to 40 degrees. The ridges between
the valleys, if high, are usually very sharp and narrow.
The shores are mostly high and precipitous. Narrow beaches, covered with large bowlders of rocks fallen down from the cliffs behind,
extend with many interruptions around the island, but the latter are so
numerous as to make traveling along the beach for any distance impracticable. Cliffs and pinnacles, formed into most fantastic shapes by the
action oi the waves, rise out of the sea all around the island, sometimes
singly, sometimes in clusters. Occasionally large detached or halfdetached rocks form more conspicuous landmarks, as, for instance, the
Bobrovi Kameni mentioned above, the Sivutchi Xamen at the northern
entrance toBobrovayaBay, and the one of the same name on the other
side only a short distance east from the main village, the Cape Matveya,
Glaclkovski Kamen, both on the east side, and, most strikipg of all,
perhaps, Karabelni Stolp at the rookery.
Outlying concealed rocks are few, except at the northwestern and
southeastern capes, where dangerous reefs extend some distance into
the sea. Otherwise the water around the island is bold, the farthest
rock, to my know ledge, being off Lebiazhi Mys, is less than a mile from
shore.
The rivers or brooks are necessarily all short and insignificant, hardly
any one of them <leserving special notice. A few of them, near their
mouths, empty into sp:iall lakes, which have undoubtedly been formed
by the sea throwing up material, thus damming off the inner end of the
bay. Such lakes are Pestshanoye, just west of the main village; the
lake at the end of Zhirovaya Bukhta, to the east of it; and Gladkovskoye Ozero, in the next valley beyond. The latter is not properly a
lake, as the water is strongly brackish, tbe sea going in at high tide.
There are many waterfalls, but on account of the insignificance of the
1

July 23, 1883, 1,921 feet; July 30, 1895, 1,929 feet.
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streams they are of little effect. A few, however, are quite picturesque·
for instance, the one at Karabelni Rookery, :figured on plate 45.
The entire western coast is very steep, with but few shallow indentation . On the eastern side the valleys are wider and deeper, m,d
op n into more or less deeply cut bays, none of which, however, otle
shelter anchora.ge for vessels much larger than a boat, and as t\1
waves of the Pacific Ocean roll unchecked against the rocks an
beaches, landing is often difficult or impossible even at the village .
Ouly the little rounded cove forming the harbor at the main villa~
is an exception, it being well protected in almost all weather by a clu ·
ter of rocks off:' the entrance. But even this place is not always at
as demonstrated by the fact that a tide gauge. solidly built of timbr
in the most sheltered part of the cove and loaded with rocks, wa
thrown high on the beach by the surf during the winter of 1882-83.
The main village, called Preobrazhenskoye, or the "Village of ti.
Transfiguration," because of its church being thus consecrated (pl.~3
is situated on the eastern, or here more appropriately northern,. std
near the northwestern extremity of the island. Its nea~, red-pamtr.
frame houses and the handsome Greek church nestle cosily at the foi·_
of a steep, high mountain, and it looks as if it might be a s~eltered ani
pleasant place, but as a matter of fact it is not. 'fhe peculiar shape
the narrow valley at the mouth of which it is located compresses_ t11 ~
winds and sends them howling down or up the cleft, while the precipH·
ous walls, nearly 2,000 feet high on the east and south, shut out wha
little sunshine the island can boast.
.
Here the natives live all the year round, except during the sealm"
season, when the village is almost deserted. The company has here
its stores and dwelling· house for the resident agent. The Govern~e~.t
has a large building (the office and dwelling of the assistant adnum ·
trator), a drug store, and a large schoolhouse. The house in_ which the
priest and his family live lies farther off, and is not distingmsh~d from
the larger houses of some of the natives. The new church, which wa
built in 1895 at a cost of $9,000, is quite an attractive building, though
entirely too large for tlrn community.
The two "summer" villages in which the natives spend t~e re,
months of the sealing season are located on the east side, opposite th
corresponding rookeries. The first one from the main village is Kari·
belni, openly situated among the low sand dunes (pl. 31a). All th
houses of the natives are small and poorly built huts, many of the1.
being yu ts or mud huts. The salt house and the Government's h~~are the most imposing structures. Occasionally some of the fa.mill,·
stay here until Christmas, or even the whole winter, but the Ale~t al
too social a people to stand for any length of time such isolat1o_n for
the sake of thrift or economy. The southern village is Glinka, p1ctur
esquely built on the slope of the steep coast escarpment (pls. 34b an
35); otherwise its general features are like those of Karabelni.
1

•

SEAL ROOKERIES.

The character of the Oopper Island seal rookeries, owing to the precipitous nature of its coast and the narrowness of its beaches,1 is very
1
o steep a.re the rocky walls behind the Copper Island rookeries and so olo e do
the eals he to them tbat falliu~ masses of earth and rooks ha.ve occasionally can.
the death of many of the animals. Thus it is recorded (Otcbet Ro s . .A.merik.
Komp. za. lS.19, p. 23) that <?ll the 16th of October, 1849, during an ea.rthqn~ke, a
rocky wall fe~l down, bu~y11?g a. rookery on Copp r Island. Another earthshde on
one of the Ghnka. rookeries m 1 93 similarly resulted in the ]tilling of many sea.la.
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different from those on Bering Island. There is one quite rrotable similarity, however, viz, that none are situated on the eastern shore of the
islands, in spite of the fact that this side offers plenty of reefy and
rocky places which might apparently answer all requirements. There
are no records, to my knowledge, which would indicate that seals ever
hauled up on the eastern beaches, and there is no reason to believe
that they diq..
There are two distinct rookeries on the west side of Copper Island,
or, possibly we should say, groups of rookeries. However, while at
the present day the various hauling or breeding grounds of each group
are distinct and separate enough, they are manifestly only sections of
the larger assemblage and are therefore most naturally and conveniently treated as such. These two main rookeries, named Karabelni
and Glinka, corresponding to the summer villages of the same names
situated opposite on the east shore, are located in the southeastern
half of the island, about 4½ miles apart.
KARABELNOYE ROOKERY.

The northernmost of the two main rookeries is Karabelni (Karabelnoye lezhbishiche), located south of the village of like name and easily
recognized by a very characteristic isolated rock, Karabelni Stolp,
which rises a hundred feet perpendicularly out of the water at the
western extremity of the rookery (pl. 38).
The" Stolp" is connected with the main beach by a low, flat, gravelly
neck, the western portion of which is rocky and covered with waterworn bowlders.
The main coast itself is formed by a series of nearly perpendicular
bluffs, the rocky sides of which rise above a narrow beach from 200 to
300 feet, and the only way to observe this rookery is from some exposed
points on the top of these bluffs. From their projecting angles, in
most cases, long rocky reefs run out into the sea, between which small
coves with a narrow gravelly beach offer shelter for the breeding seals
and their young. 'l'he bays tbus included commence at a projecting
bluff, between which and the sea there is no passage by high water,
situated just west of the "Stolp," the first one between these two
points being called Martisbina Bukhta. Next, on the east side of the
"Stolp," comes Bolshaya Bukhta, as the name indicates, the largest of
these bays, followed by three small ones, viz, Staritchkovaya, Dalnaya,
and Nerpitcha. In Bolshaya Bukhta the hauling ground is mostly
coarse gravels with waterworn stones, up to the size of a fist, strewn
over the surface and here and there with large bowlders which have
fallen down from the overhanging cliffs. The grounds of the bays to
the eastward, on the other band, are stony reefs of the stratified rock
of which Oopper Island is mainly built up.
Nerpitcba Bukhta is easily recognized by a graceful waterfall, which
overleaps the bluff in a fall more than 200 feet high. It must not be
confounded with another waterfall, yet to be described, which forms
the characteristic feature of the hauling ground specifically named
Vodopad.
Beyond Nerpitcha the bluffs again rise so abruptly as to allow no
passage along the beach beneath them; hence the name of this projecting bluff-Nepropu k. Between this point and the next a long
rocky reef represents the beach; but the bluffs become gradually lower
toward the middle, where a little creek has cut a V-shaped valley and
falls over the comparatively low escarpment in a, beautiful cascade 65
feet high (pl. 45). From this waterfall the part of the beach between
H. Doc. 92, pt. 4-42
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these points is named Vodopad and the cape terminating it to the east
Vodopadski Mys.
This Vodopadski Cape, with its outlying rocks, is the extreme southern point on this part of the coast. It is the promontory seen farthest
to the southeast from all points of the coast to the north of it and
farthest to the northwest from all points south of it, although it projects but very slightly beyond a line through the westernmost of these
points.
From Vodopadski Mys the coast trends a little northward again,
being similar in character-viz, a narrow reefy and rocky beach at the
foot of the steep bluffs. It is followed by a slight indentation, from
which the ascent is so steep and difficult that it has received the name
Krephaya Pad (the hard valley). It is followed fartlwr east by another,
Nepropusk. Beyond this, a narrow strip of beach is called Malinka
Bukhta, the "bay" being chiefly clue to the projecting reefs at both
ends. It is the last beach upon which seals ~ave regularly hauled up
at Karabelni, and is called the "little bay," in contradistinction to the
large bay immediately to the east, which is often called Bolshaya B~khta
instead of Serodka-a practice to be discouraged, as it gives nse to
confusion with the hauling ground adjoining the Stolp.
A glance at the accompanyiug map (pl.11) and the photographs of
this rookery (pls. 38 to 40) will show how exceediugly difficult the
taking of the skins must be. The bachelors are chiefly driven from the
hauling grounds· at Karabelni Stolp, Vodopad, and formerly Krepkaya
Pad and Malinka Bukhta.
From the Stolp the seals are driven northward along the beach of
Martishina Bukhta beyond the promontory, which can only be pas_ed
by low water, on to the beach of the rather wide and gently curvmg
Stolbovaya Bukhta. If the number of seals is so insignificant that
the skins can be easily carried on the back and the meat is not wan~
in Karabelni village, then they are driven across the little rivul~t which
here runs into the sea and are killed on the beach just west of it. The
carcasses are left at the water's edge, for the waves to carry off.
The driveway to Karabelni over the mountains is a long and very
hard one, being fully 2½ miles long.
.
In order to facilitate the ascent up the coast escarpment a stauway
has been built of driftwood logs resting on pegs driven into the ground
as shown in the accompanying photograph (pl. 49b ). The uppe~ end
of these stairs (68 feet above the sea) enters the little creek mentioned
above and the driveway proceeds up the narrow valley. The kettleshaped upper end of the valley, the sides of which form a slope_ of
about 40 degrees, is separated from a similar kettle on the north side
by a narrow saddle. This pass I have determined to be 643 feet._1 The
descent is steep, but not so high as on the south side, and the driveway
now follows the bed of the little creek, as· the narrow V-shaped valley
affords no other road. The lower end of the drive, after it enters th
grass•covered sandy plain back of the Karabelni village, where th
killing grounds are situated, is comparatively easy.
The salt house was formerly situated at the front of the village, e
of the river and of the large rock in the bay called Urili Kamen. The
beach there is not very safe or convenient for loading the skins into th
boats or landing the salt, for which rea on a new one has been built a
Popof1 ki, the mall'' bay" just west of Urili Kamen (pl. 63a).
From Vodopad the driveway, if it is deemed necessary to take th
1

Average of six observations on July 3 to 8, 1883.
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meat to the village, is longer by at least a mile over the high plateau
northeast of the rookery, besides being very severe in other respects.
The grassy slopes of the valley opening at this point are very slippery
and steep (about 30°), but the greatest hardship is caused by the
exceedingly difficult ascent of the bluff before reaching the valley.
The bluff here consists of the naked hard rock, aud consequently steps
built of driftwood logs, as at Stolbovaya Bukhta, were out of the
question. They had to be roughly cut out of the rock itself, as shown
in the accompanying photograph (pl. 45), which will give a better idea
of this extraordinary place than any description. It will be seen that
the side next to the picturesque waterfall is nearly perpendicular-in
fact so steep that the men can not follow the drive up on that side in
order to urge the seals on and to prevent them from going down over
the precipice. To remedy this a rope is stretched from the top down
to the beach, as is plainly shown in the photograph to the right of the
fall. When seals are driven rags and scraps of paper are fastened to
this rope, which is kept in constant motion so as to frighten them and
urge them on.
It is hardly to be wondered at that the men prefer to let the seals
carry their own skins up this road. The top of these stairs is 65 feet
above the sea, and I found it pretty hard work to climb it without
carrying anything.
At K.repkaya Pad and at Malinka Bukhta there is no possibility of
getting the seals up alive; hence they were killed back from the beach
and their skins carried across the mountains. At Krepkaya Pad the
men alone did the killing and carrying, while Malinka Bukhta was
reserved for the women, who did all the skinning and carried the skins
to the salt house. Malinka Bukhta is reached along the beach from
Serodka, but between it andKrepkaya Pad there is a nepropusk which
can not be passed.
The appended map of Karabelnoye Rookery (pl. 9) was made in
1883, July 3 to 10. The angles were taken with an azimuth compass
and the distance measured with pediometer. In 1895 my stay at the
rookery was too short to make an independent plane-table survey,
but a blue print of the old sketch was placed on the table and a few
necessary corrections made. A. series of photographs taken at the
time have also been used in verifying it.
GLINKA ROOKERIES,

The southern, or Glinka, group of rookeries (Glinkovskoye lezhbishtche) iR situated about 4½ miles southeast of Karabelnoye. They
contain the most important hauling grounds on the island, but at the
same time the most inaccessible. The island is here very narrow, yet
the mountains average even a greater height than farther north, and
the passes between the short and steep valleys on the east and west
sides are also very hjgb. The mountains rise precipitously from the
sea, bordered only by a very narrow beach of rocks and stones, hardly
deserving the name. All the rocks are here stratified, with a very pronounced dip. The projecting capes run out into jagged reefs formed
by the exposed broken strata standing nearly on end, while numerous
outlying rocks and stones guard the approaches (pl. 47). Singularly
formed rocks and pinnacles carved out by the never-ceasing breakers
and saw-tooth promontories' mark the ends of the various bays.
The length of the whole beach of this rookery is about 6 miles, but
this stretch is not occupied by a continuous line of seals. On the con,
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trary, they are gathered in groups at certain points which, for some
reason unknown to us, are preferred to others, although apparently
equally suitable. These various seal grounds are named as follows,
from west to east: Gorelaya, Lebiazhi Mys, Peresheyek, Urili-Kamen,
Pestshanoye, Pestshani Mys, Pagani, Zapadnie, Sabatcha Dira, Palata,
Zapalata, Sikatchinskaya, Gavarushkaya, aud Babinskaya Pad.
Of these, Palata (Palatinskoye lezhbishtche) is unquestionably the
most important. It is named from the high and sharp promontory
which extends farthest out into the sea on this part of the coast, and
which somewhat resembles a large house with a steep, peaked root
The top of it is fully 500 feet above the sea and the walls are very
steep, being, in fact, nearly perpendicular on the south side. T~s is
Palata proper. A very jagged reef extends in a southwesterly direction from tbe foot of it, and to the northwest are several detached
rocks. From one of these two of the accompanying photographs were
taken (pls. 48 and 49). On the north side this promontory is separated
from the high mountain walls back of it by a narrow gully, which ~ward
the sea expands into a somewhat open basin, the bottom and s~des of
which are lined with a pale buff clay. The beach, a narrow strip covered with large rounded pebbles, extends northward under the clayey
banks for several hundred yards, and continues in the same manner
under the precipices of one of the higher mountains of this part of the
island, rising to 1,400 feet. No particular feature, except a pile of ro~ks
somewhat larger than usual, distinguishes this part of the beach, which
•
is named Sabatcha_Dira, the '' dog hole." 1
From here to Pestshani Mys the character of the coast and beach IB
the same, except that about half way the overhanging cliffs crow~ the
beach still more closely, with a small reef at their feet, th~s. for!lnngeda
"mys," or cape, Zapadnie Mys, probably so called because 1t 1s s1tuat
nearly due west from Glinka village. The gently curving beach betwee~
Zapadnie and Pestshani Mys is called Pagani, the Unclean, for no o~Vld,·
ous reason. At this place there is a break in the mountain wall behm
for above the coast escarpment a comparatively wide valley opens up,
the drainage from which empties out at Pagani in three distinct streams.
The accompanying photographs (pls. 46, 54a) show the character of
this beach better than any description.
. .
Pagani terminates at the northern end with Pestsbani Mys. Th1s 18
an exceedingly jagged cape of the sawtooth type, the strata of the r?ck
being nearly vertical and with an outlying detached rock, preventmg
furthe:r passage along the beach. The name, meaning Sandy Cape, bas
no reference to any characteristic feature of it, but is due to the fact
that it forms the eastern termination of Pestshanaya Bukhta, 2 Sandy
Bay, which extends from this cape northwestward. The western term1·
nation of this bay is marked by a slight projection of the beach and a
low stony reef, which forms the great Pestshani hauling ground. _A
comparatively large stream empties into the bay at its inner end, draming a grass-clad valley of considerable size compared with most other
valleys in this part of the island, and the coast escarpment is unusually
low.
Beyond this hauling ground the cliffs again approach ,the sea, and the
1 There are a. number of places on Copper Island called Sabatcha. Dira, but they
are in all other cases actual holes through the rooks. I have been unable to see the
application of the name to that part of the Palata Rookery now so designated.
Formerly there may have been such a. perforated rock now crumbled to pieces.
:There are a.t_least four different Pestsha.naya. Bukhta oa Copper Island, a source
of great confusion.
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slightly curved narrow beach, covered with water-worn stones and loose
rocks, turns outward in order to pass a slight but very jagged projection of the cliffs, in front of which a low isolated rock on the beach and
another in the water beyond the low reef form another attraction for
the seals. The rock on the beach, called Urili Kamen, 1 Shag Uock,
gives this part of the rookery its name (pl. 54b ).
The beach from here to the next cape is narrow and rough, covered
with water-worn loose rocks from the foot of the steep slope at the back
into the sea. This cape terminates in a large, semi-detached, roof.
shaped, grass-clad rock, which obstructs the passage along the beach.
A low but knife-sharp ridge connects it with the cliffs behind; hence
the name of tbe place, Peresheyek, or Isthmus, and that of the rock,
Peresbeyekski Kamen.
From this point the last cape seen to the west is Lebiazhi Mys, which
is easily recognized by a pair of cone-shaped twin rocks rising from the
extreme end of the reef and several single ones of similar shape nearer
the cape, as well as by two detached dangerous rocks situated seaward
in the direction of the reef, tbe outer one fully a third of a mile from
the cape. The hay between Peresheyek and this cape is called Lebiazhaya Bukhta, Swan Bay; hence the name of the cape. The beach is
rocky and stony.
On the other side of Lebiazhi Mys the coast trends more northerly
and is visible all the way to V odopadski Mys, Karabelnoye Rookery.
But we are here only concerned with the bay immediately behind
Lebiazhi, as it is the last seal ground at this end of the rookery. The
character of the beach differs not from the seal ground preceding it. Its
name is Gorelaya Bukhta.
Returning to Palata, we notice that from the extreme point of Palatinski Mys the coast trends more easterly. The abrupt walls of the
cliffs are even more precipitous, and the beach, utterly inaccessible from
the land side, is fringed by wide reefs surmounted by tall isolated rocks
assuming the most fantastic shapes, as pillars, pinnacles, towers, etc.
Projecting corners hem in snug little coves for the breeding seals, while
the outlying rocks and reefs break the force of the angry ocean and
afford shelter in quiet pools for the growing pups.
The first of these coves, as the name Zapalata (behind Palata) indicates, is situated immediately under the perpendicular southern wall
of Palata itself, a.nd guarded on the east side by the pillar-shaped
Stolbi. The beach itself is narrow, but smoothly covered with small
stones rounded and polished by the water and of a very light pearlgray color. This is, possibly, the most important of the breeding
grounds, and is accordingly named by Oolonel Voloshinof "GlavnoyeGlinkovskoye Lezhbishtche" (Glinka Main Rookery). The name Zapalata, employed by the natives, however, is much preferable, not only
because in common use, but also on account of its brevity and euphony
(pls. 55, 56).
Sikatchinskaya follows on the other side of the '' Stolbi" (pl. 57b),
possessing the same main characteristics as Zapalata, merging eastward
into Gavarushkaya Bukhta.
The end of the latter, or rather the beginning of the next bay, is
marked off by a solitary, conical rock rising up in the middle of the
reef. It is called Babin, and hence the name of the beach beyond,
Babinskaya Bukhta, and the valley opening at the place several hun1 Urili Kamen is a common name for various isolated rocks on Copper Island; for
instance, at the West Cape of Glinka Bay and in the bay off Karabelni village.
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dred feet above the beach, Babinskaya Pad. The beach is oovereA
with the same water-polished, light-gray stones. This bay at its eastern end is blocked by a very rocky and rough reef, for which the native~
only have an Aleut name, Kulomakh. This is the eastern end of the
Glinka seal rookeries.
The main killing grounds at this rookery are situated on the ea tern
side of the island, where the village and the salt houses are located.
Only of late years, when many drives have been so small that there
were people (men, women, and children) enough to carry the skins on
their backs across the mountains, and the meat was not wanted in the
village for food, has it b een the custom to kill the seals on the west side.
I ihave already remarked that the hauling grounds east of Palata are
utterly inaccessible from the land side. Formerly, when seals were
plentiful, the bachelors used to haul up in great numbers on some of
these beaches, notably at Babinski, and if the company's steamer,
Aleksander II, happened to be at the island at a time when the weather
and the waves on the west side of the island allowed boats to land
there, it was customary for the steamer to take the people around the
Southeast Cape and land them at those bauling grounds. The seals
were slaughtered and skinned on the beach, while the pelts were taken
on board the steamer and salted in the hnll.
On the photograph representing Palata Rookery (pl. 50) a sm~ll patch
of numerous white dots will be observed on the grass-clad bills .near
the extreme right of the picture. These white dots are sea gul1s ~ea ting on the carcasses of a small drive of seals killed here. It will_ be
seen that this drive was neither long nor could it have been particnlarly severe. Not so the regular driveway from this rookery t-0 the
killing grounds at Glinka village, a distance of nearly 2 miles over. a
ridge more than 1,200 feet high. The slopes to be climbed, or slul
down, are in places 35° to 400. They are partly grass-clad, and then
very slippery.
From Zapadni and Sabatchi Dira the driveway is somewhat shorter
and the pass over the mountain lower, only 760 feet, but the ascent
is exceeding rough. The lower part follows the bottom of a narr?W"
-shaped valley-or rather gully-the bed of a short torrent :filled with
large bowlders, over which the seals have to struggle bard (pl. 58a).
Higher up the slope becomes steeper and at the same time covrred
with a tenacious cfay, hence very slippery. Steps have been cut in the
ground to facilitate the ascent, but the clayey soil is soon smoothed
down and made as slippery as before.
From Pagani the distance is about the same and the pass to be scaled
but slightly higher (780 feet), but the ascent is not quite so steep nor
nearly so rough, and the drive from this hauling ground may be characterized as the least severe at this end of the island.
The seals hauling up west of Pestshani Mys used to have the long t
of all the driveways on the island, and one of the most severe as well.
After being driven along the beach for some distance, they entered the
Pestshani Valley, where the river has cut down tbe coast embankment
and then had to climb the fir t ridge on the east ide. If the drive wa
a large. one--and in former days drives of 4,000 seals were not rare 1 it took too long a time to a cend only in one place, so that one portion
wa driven over the ridge where it was only about 670 feet high, wl1ile
the other bad to climb at least 900 feet up. On the other side of thi ~
ridge was a descent in to Pagani Valley, then another hill was ascended
110
,1887 as mauy aa 6,000 seals were taken in one drive at ibis place1 according to
D r. 8,J.uniD.
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and finally a third ridge, 780 feet above the sea, had to be climbed
before the final descent into the Glinka Valley took place. The length
of this drive was about 2½ miles, and in warm weather it sometimes
took two days to finish it.
This was finally found to be too great a waste of time and energy,
and, as more salt-house room was required, it was decided to drive the
seals the shortest way across the islaud, and, as there was a good
anchorage and a tolerably decent beach for landing boats, to build a
new salt house there. This is now known as the Pestshani salt house
(pl. 58c).
This change has shortened the drive from the rookeries west of Pestshani Mys from 2½ miles to 1½. In addition, there is now only one pass
to climb, which my aneroid showed to be about 740 feet above the sea.
The ascent is not very steep, nor is the road particularly rough, but
the final descent to the salt house is simply 11, " slide." On the whole,
it is now the easiest of the long drives at Glinka. This, of course, does
not mean that the drive is an easy one, and only a fraction of all the
seals driven (in 1895 about one-sixth) gets the benefit from it.
The killing grounds are located on the grassy slope near the beach,
just north of the Pestshani salt house. The killing grounds at the
Glinka village used to be beyond the houses, but are now moved to
near the beach a few hundred yards north of the village. In the latter
there are two salt houses close together. One of these has had an
addition built to it, so that it is now twice its original capacity (pls.
35, 36).
The map of the Glinka rookeries (pl. 13) is the result of a traverse
plane table survey made during the few intervals from August 4 to 11,
1895, in which the rookeries were free from fog or rain. It was very
difficult to find a level locality long enough for a suitable base line.
After the map was completed, however, I measured off a line 1,000 feet
long on the beach in front of the village and sighted it in on the map.
I had with me a sketch map which I had drawn from sketches and
angles obtained in 1883. It was found fairly accurate, especially considering the fact that the fog during my visit in 1883 was so perverse
that I never obtained a simultaneous sight of both sides of the island.
2.-ROBBEN ISL.A.ND.
DESCRIPTION.

Robben 1 Island, a literal translation of its Russian name, Tiuleni
Ostrof, is situated in the Okhotsk Sea, 11 miles southwest from Cape
Patience (Mys Terpenia), the end of the curiously long and narrow
peninsula on the eastern shore of Sakhalin Island. The position is
variously given as 48° 32' north latitude and 144° 45' east longitude,
or 48° 35' north latitude and 14A0 44' east longitude (recent Russian
charts, while on the manuscript chart of the late Capt. J. Sandman
I find given as "corrected longitude,'' 144° 30' east).
Not having had an opportunity to visit the island myself, the following description is taken from a num l>er of available sources. The
accompanying maps (pl. 6) are copied from recent plans issued by the
Russian bydrographic office in 1889.
,
The island is really hardly more than a large, flat-topped rock, trending northeast by southwest, long and narrow. The entire length of the
1 Not

Robbin Island, or Robin Island, as it is occasionally written.
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reefy beach in that direction is about, 2,100 feet, while the elevawd
portion, which rises abruptly to between 40 and 50 feet and tapers oft'
to a point at both ends, measures only 1,400 feet in length. The width
of this portion hardly exceeds 150 feet, while the reef surrounding it
varies between 50 and 150 feet. 1 On the west side, near the southwestern end, there is a lower place, with somewhat sloping sides, upon
which the company's salt llouse and the barracks for the Aleut workmen and the naval guard are located. A rocky reef extends to the
northwest, terminated by a large rock, the Sivutchi Kamen, about 10
feet high, a favorite resort of the sea lions.
There is no llarbor or convenient anchorage, and in bad weather vessels have to seek shelter under Sakhalin. Captain Sandman's manuscript map indicates ~, anchorage anywhere to northwest of island in
from 10 to 20 fathoms; 13 fathoms, sandy bottom, 1 mile off, center of
island SE. ½E.; end of South Reef S. by E. ~ E.; end of North Reef
and rock ENE. Nearer in rocky bottom."
There is no water on the island.
The climate is naturally more "continental" in its character th~n on
either the Commander Islands or Pribilof Islands, having colderwmters
and warmer summers, but I am not aware that any regular.observations have been published for the island. Mr. C. Carpmael, d1rectorof
the meteorological service of Canada, bas furnished a few figures, but
they are apparently only based upon curves in the Challenger report
and are mere approximations. He states (Fur Seal Arb., VIII, P· 511)
that according to these the mean temperature for May would pe about
42 degrees, but thinks possibly the mean might be as low as 40 deg~ees.
In June it is ''probably about 48 degrees." In July "probably a httle
under 60 degrees." In August "it must be nearly 60 degrees." In
September'' it must be a little below 55 degrees." In October "about
44 degrees." 2
The mean temperature of the surface of the water around Robben
Island is given by Makarof as 13° 0. (middle of August).
.
These temperatures are considerably higher than the correspondmg
ones at the Commander Islands, and lend color to tbe statements by
Captaiu Blair and Capt. G. Niebaum that the Robben Island seals
can be distinguished by experts from those on the Commander Is~a~ds,
and that they do not mingle with them, being a separate and d1stmct
herd (Fur Seal Arb., m, pp. 193, 204).
Very little is known about the movements of the Robben Island
seals, except that they migrate southward. I am informed by Capt.
D. Gramberg, however, that sealers who are said to have followe~ up
the migrating herd assert that these seals come up the Gulf of Tartary
and pass through La Perouse Strait into tue Sea of Okhotsk. The
feeding grounds of the Robben Island seals seem to be unknown.
The knowledge of the condition of the rookery is also highly fragmentary. When tbe fir t sealers arrived there, they found the whole
beach surrounding the island so occupied by seals that there was no
place to effect a landing without driving t,be seals off. At present the
few remaining seal congregate ou the very narrow beach on the south_1 These :figures_ are t~ken fyom Shamof's map (pl. 6).
Lieutenant Egerman, I.~- • .,
gives tbe followmg d1mens1ons: Length, 1,960 feet; width, about 300 fe t; height,
4: feet ( forskoi Sbornik, 1884, No. 11, Lots. Zam., p. 8). Capt. J. G. Blair says
"1,960 feet long by 175 feet wide, and in places 46 feet high " (Fur Seal Arb., m,
p. 194.).
2
According to hamof (Ausland, 1885, p. 537), the mean temperature at Cape
Patience, a.khalin, was 52.2° },. for June, and 62.40 F. for July, 1884.
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east side of the island. 1 The bachelors are now hauling up on both
sides of the breeding females, and so close that many females are caught
in the drives.
The various estimates of the number of seals on this island may be
somewhat more accurate than similar figures from the other seal islands,
because of the small extent of Robben Reef and the ease with which
the rookery can be watched. Thus, in 1871, when Hutchinson, Kohl,
Pbilippeus & Co. took possession of the place, Mr. Kluge found that
"there were not over 2,000 seals to be found on the entire island."
Capt. G. Niebaum, who visited it at the same time as the representative of the firm, states as follows: "The rookeries were also very small,
and contained at that time, of all classes, about 800 seals, as I ascertained by a careful count, and, in addition, a small number in the waters
adjacent;" 2
In administrative respect Robben Island is under the jurisdiction of
the administrator of the Commander Islands and is included in the
lease of the latter. In fact, Robben Island is regarded as a dependency
of Bering Island, as the men of the killing gang are taken from that
island and the money for the Robben Island seals goes to the Bering
Island natives. Since 1885 the Government bas stationed a force of 20
sailors and an officer of the navy ou Robben Island, in order to protect
it against the raiders, but apparently with but poor success, judging
from the history to be related further on. This failure is partly due to
the fact that on account of the severity of the season the guard has
been taken off before the middle of October.
As remarked above, the island is included in the lease of the Commander Islands, and Hutchinson, Kohl, Philippeus & Co. took possession of it in 1871. The Robben Island part of the business was attended
to chiefly by the schooner Leon, Capt. John G. Blair; mate, Mr. E.
Kluge. The name of the schooner belonging to the new company is
the Bobrik (pl. 59b), Capt. D. Grorenberg, master, who for many years
was first mate on the old company's steamer .Alelcsander II (pl. 59a).
The skins have hitherto been shipped to London via San Francisco.
1 The breeding ground, according to Dr. Slunin (Promyal. Bog. Kam. Sakh. Komand.,
p.12), occupies about 4-5 aazhen by 70-100 aazhen (a aazhen being equal to 7 feet).
2 Dr. Slnnin (Promysl. Bog. Kam. Sakh. Komand., p.13) has been able to utilize certain reports by some of the naval officers in charge, from which a few interesting
facts are noted : "According to the r eports of Lieutenants Rosset (1887) and Brumer
(1892) the arrival of the first bulls depends upon whether the ice has disappeared
along southern Sakhalin or not; but whether there is any ice present in the Bay of
Terpenia or at the mouth of the 'faraika is apparently of no significance. Thus, in
1891, the bulls arrived very slowly; on Juue 5 (old style) there were in all 28 males,
65 females, and 1 pup; in 1892 the ice also remained late on northern Sakhalin, and
on May 15 (old style) there was not one seal on the rookery, the first bull arriving
on tlie 16th of May (old style). In 1893 tho :first bulls appeared on May 17 (old
style) at the coast, although broken ice was lying along the eastern aide; the temperature of the water was 25° C. Ice was covering tho deep water of Terpenia.
Bay. "" "" "" In 1891, at the end of the period of birth there were on July 3 (old
style) 5,000 females and 4,000 pups, showing one-fifth of the females to be virgin.
Lieutenant Brumer notes the following special circumstance: In July and the
beginning of August (old style) there were about 15,000 to 17,000 seals, but in September the inhabitants of the rookery h ad increased considerably."
Dr. Slunin himself, in tho beginning of May (old style), 1892, calculated the number of seals on Tiuleni to ba from 13,000 to 16,000 all told, allowing 3 square feet to
each animal, large and small (op. cit., p. 17). In 1892 the :first bulls arrived about
May 16 (old style), and the first females May 20 (op. cit., p. 27). Thia is contrary to
what he states on p age 18, where it is said that in 1892 the bulls aITived about
June 15-18 (old style) and the females came ashore on June 26.
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The history of this little reef is very interesting and highly instructive as showing how nearly impossible it is to extirpate the seals, either
by harsh measures on shore or by excessive raids from marauding
vessels.
The existence of seal rookeries on Robben Island was probably fir t
discovered by some of the numerous American whalers frequenting
Okhotsk Sea in the early :fifties. In a recent statement Capt. G. Niebaum alludes to these early visits as follows:
From information gathered from various sources I learn that Robben Bank wM
first visited and exploited by whalers about 1852 or 1853, and that in two seasons
they obtained some 50,000 or 60,000 skins, almost completely "cleanin~ it out." I
understand that for several years thereafter the occasional vessel which touched
there found the rookeries practically deserted. . (Fur Seal Arb., rn, p. 203.)

Captain Scammon (Marine Mammalia, pp. 150-152) gives an acco~~t
of a visit of a New London bark to Robben Island in 1854 or 185a,
which it may be well to reproduce here:
In the midst of the Crimean war an enterprising firm in New London, C~mn., fitted
out a clipper bark, which was officered and manned expressly for a sea]rng voy:le
in the Okhotsk Sea. The captain was a veteran in the business, and many thong'-t
him too old to command, but the result of the voyage proved him equal to the tasa..
The vessel proceeded to Robben Island, a mere volcanic rock, situated on the eaa~
side of the large island of Saghalien. Many outlying rocks and reefs are about it,
making it dangerous to approach and affording but slight shelter for.an anchorage.
Here ~he vess~l (of about 300 tons) lay, with ground t1;1ckle of the w~1ght foracraf\
of twice her size. Much of the time fresh winds prevailed, accompamed by the 0d8" \
ugly gr9und swell, and in consequence of her being long, low, and sharp the ec
was at such times frequently flooded; nevertheless, she "rode out the whole sea8?0h
though wet as a half-tide rock," and a valnable cargo of skjns was procured, whic
brought an unusually high price in the European market on account of the regular
Russian snpply being cut off in consequence of the war.

Robben Island was thus'' practically cleaned out;" thewhali.ngindnstry also came to an end, and the very existence of seals on the lonely
rock was almost forgotten.
.
At the breaking up of the great Russian-American CompanY:m 1869
many enterprising citizens of California and Alaska turned their atte~i
tion to the Pribilof Islands and the Commander group; t~e ~ur•
Islands and the Okhotsk Sea attracted the attention of Captam Lim3chevski. With a schooner manned by Aleuts (Kadiak Islanders) from
Urup Island, the station of the Russian-American Company on the
· Kuril Islands, he sailed, in 1869, to Robben Island. During the_fo~teen years of rest since the Crimean war the seals had again mult1phed
to such an extent that they were occupying the entire beach all around
the rock, as in the days when first discovered. The Urup Aleuts, w~o
bad never bad any experience with the driving of fur seals, were afraid
of the vast numbers which blocked the way, so that no landing w
e:ffi cted, and Limachevski had to sail away.
In 1870, however, the seals did not fare so well. In that year at 1 t
two schooner raided tbe i ·land. Mr. D. Webster, of Pribilof Island
fame, arrived there in the schooner Mauna Loa, and the number of
skins taken on Robben Island was probably more than 20,000.1
1
W ~bater~ accor_di n g to the British Bering Sea Commission, put the number of skins
he a s1sted m takrng at 15,000, but they add that "Kluge's estimate of the number
taken was 10,000." When reading this report on Bering Island last summer, Mr.
Klnge stated to me that be understood Webster's catch in 1870 to have been a.bou
20,000, ~nd that be did not "estimate" 10,000, as alleged by the commissioners, he
not ha.vmg been there at the time. (Rep. Brit. Bering ea Com., p. 89.)
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The island was "practically cleaned out" again, so that when the
representatives of the lessees of the Russian seal islands arrived on
Tiuleni in 1871, "there were Iiot over 2,000 seals to be found on th_e
entire island." Capt. G. Niebaum, a member of the firm, landed there
in August, and seeing the depleted state of the rookery ordered that
no killing should take place there that year, nor, in fact, until "such
time as seemed prudent to resume, so ~s to give the rookeries opportunity to recuperate, leaviug strict orders to the guard ship to proteet
them against molestation." Tlie result of this wise order was that in
1873, i1ot more than two years after, the rookeries bad so far recovered .
that sealing could be commenced again on a small scale, and about
2,700 seals were taken that year by the company, "knowing that the
killing of the useless male seals would accelerate the increase of the
herd. From this time forward the herd showed a steady and healthy
growth," 1 and would probably have continued so had it not been for the
unparalleled boldness of the seal pirates. They fitted out in Japan and
sailed under various flags, British, German, Dutch, United States, etc.,
and from about 1879 paid special attention to searcbing for hitherto
unknown seal rookeries on the Kuril falands and elsewhere in the
Okhotsk Sea, as well as raiding those already wen known. Robben
Island, being conveniently located, poorly protected by a single schooner
and a few Aleuts, and absolutely unprotected later in the season, after
the company had :finished the legitimate catch, was particularly exposed
to the ravages of these marauders. The total number of seals indiscriminately slaughtered by them on that lonely rock will never be known, nor,
probably, the names of all the vessels that took part. The following
few particulars, however, will give a good idea of the slaughter and
the methods.
In 1880 the company's schooner Leon, Captain Blair, landed at Robben
Island with the Aleut workmen on June 13 aud found there already two
schooners, the Otsego and the North Star, though they had been unable
to do anything, as the seals had not yet arrived. During the summer
schooners were scarce. On June 22 the Vladimir touched there; ou
July 16 the Stella came around, and on July 20 the Flying Mist. On
September 4 the company's steamer Alelcsander II, Captain Sandman,
called and took off the 3,330 skins. Sandman records in his log that
be found "on shore a considerable number -of pups and females, but
very few killing seals." After the lessees' vessel left, however, things
became lively. When Capt. A. C. Folger arrived in the schooner Adele
he found 11 schooners already assembled there, and he states (Fur Seal
Arb., vnr, p. 662) that "altogether we got 3,800 seals; we killed them
all or drove them away." It is possibly to the raids of this year that
W. F. Upson refers (tom. cit., p. 724) when he states that he "was on
the first schooner that raided Robben Island, the Matinee, fitted out by
H. Liebes, T. P.H. Whitelaw, and Isaac Le011ard," of San Francisco.
In 1881 a number of schooners again hovered around the island,
waiting for the guard ship to leave, even as late as November. About
the first of that month Mr. E. P. Miner arrived in the Annie Oashman
and met three other schooners·tbere. ''We went ashore and clubbed
the seals. Our schooner's share was 800 skins." (Fur Seal .Arb., vrrr,
p. 701.) Those four schooners, therefore, probably secured about 3,200
skins.
This feature of the schooners raiding in concert is well worth noticing. Oaptain Folger corroborates it: "We worked together, and the
1

Niebaum, Fur Seal Arb., 1u, p. 208.
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schooners would divide up." The latter also mentions how the schooner
succeeded in eluding the vigilance of the guard ship and making raids
during its absence:
We had the guard [i.e., the Aleut workmen] in our pay, and when the Le°", which
had been sent there to guard the place, would go away, lights would be putout,and
we would come over from Cape Patience, where we had men on the lookout constantly,
or if we got impatient the fastest sealer in the fleet would go there and be chased by
the Leon ~a sailing vessel), and the others would make the raid. (Fur Seal Arb.,
VIII, p. 663.) 1

The experience of the authorities with the raiders in 1881 led tA> more
vigorou attempts to protect the rookeries. The first step was theis·ue
of the consular warning referred to in. detail elsewhere in this report
(chapter on Raids of Commander Island Rookeries) and to enforce it
a stronger force of natives was sent to the island in 1882. They were
well armed and under the command of a noncommissioned kossak
officer. The proclamation and the presence of patrolling men-of-war
bad evidently some restraining effect upon the pirates in so far as the
Commander Islands were concerned, but the result was only that the
raiders concentrated their efforts on Robben Island. At least 13
schooners hovered about that rock in 1882, and, emboldened by the
previous success, they actual1y carried the island by armed force. ~
the greatest loss to the island usually was inflicted after the guard hip
had left in autumn, most of the raided seals being females and young on
of both sexes, it was determined that the guard should winter there.
and the men consequently remained when the .Leon sailed. Shortly
after, 6 schooners anchored off the island and each landed ~O wel~
armed men. The Aleuts, thus outnumbered, did not dare resist, a~
were locked up in the house. The crews of the schooners then. qm~
leisurely went about the clubbing of the seals. It is probably to thi~ raid
that E. P. Miner, schooner Otome, refers when stating that the raiders
"landed and killed about 12,000 seals'' (Fur Seal Arb., vm, P· 70l).
The natives, being thoroughly intimidated and seeing the smoke Olli~ a
steamer, took to their boat and made for it. It proved to be Ph P·
peus's supply steamer K(ll,nchatka, on its return trip along the 0kho
coasts. The men were taken to Korsakovski, a port near the south en
of Sakhalin, and wintered there.
.
This is the story of the kossak and natives. On the other h~nd, it
bas been asserted that they were bribed. So far as the result 1s concerned, it matters very little which story is the true one.. T_he ~o~kery
was now becoming ·so depleted by illegal, reckless, and md1scr1mm te
slaughter that it was seriously considered by the authorities whether
it woul<l not be the better policy to kill off the few remaining seals and
to abandon the island. If the seals were not killed by the company
they were taken by the raiders, extermination was sure to follo.w:, and
it was only a question who were going to have the skins, the leg1t1ma
lessees, who were paying for the privilege and acting under contrac
with the legal owners of the island, the Russian Government, or th
pirating poachers, who knew well that they were doing lawles ac .
and who, moreover, al o knew that their penalty for the crimina~ bu 1ne , if caught, would be confiscation and, pm,sibly, bard work m the
mines of Siberia. Under those circumstances it is hardly to be won-

1

1
o bold did the cbooner become that when Lieutenant Shamof of the crui
Razboinik, in 1 84- sent to guard Robben Island, landed near Cape Patience1 akhalin
on fay 21, be found there two sheds containing about 15 000 pounds ot salt, etc.
thr e skiffs, and a whaleboat, and six Japanese the who'le outfit belonging to a:,
schooner from Japan, of which a certain Johnso~ was ea.id to be the captain (A.naland, 1885, pp. 536-537),
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dered at that the decision was to disregard the distinction between sex
and age in the killing by the lessees, as it was done by the poachers.
T};lis was undoubtedly done in 1883, and it is quite possible that some
of the men, when more seals had been clubbed than the little gang
could properly skin, in their zeal may have slashed the skins to prevent
the raiders who were continually banging around, among them the
schooners North Star, Otome, Helene, and Adele, from profiting to the
extent of even having the seals clubbed for their benefit. It is utterly
unjustifiable to characterize the proceeding as "barbarous" in contradistinction to that of the poachers. The number of seals thus killed
has been grossly exaggerated. Some of the poachers have estimated
it to be from 12,000 to 20,000 seals, but it is pretty safe to say that
there were not nearly so many seals at that time on the island, all told.
The number mentioned by another of the poaching captains (Fur Seal
Arb., VIII, p. 664), viz, 3,500, is undoubtedly much nearer the mark.
Notwithstanding all this, enough seals hauled up on Robben Island
in 1884 to justify the lessees in continuing the regular killing that season. They were particularly encouraged to do so since the Government
bad stationed a man-of-war, the Razboinik, to guard the rookery. Four
seizures were made, among them the German schooner Helena, Captain
Golder, which had "raided that island five years." Others escaped, like
the Felix, which got 500 skins. (Fur Seal Arb., m, p. 358.) The killing
of other classes of seals by the company on shore, however, was brought
to a stop by Col. Nicolai Voloshinof (since deceased), who visited the
island that year on a tour of inspection.
The Government, seeing that energetic means had to be taken if the
seals were to be protected at all on Robben Island, in 1885 stationed a
regular naval force of 16 sailors of the Siberian flotilla and 1 officer on
the island, which was removed, however, before the middle of October.
The company that year obtained less than 2,000 skins, but the schooners,
late in autumn, made additional hauls. Thus the Penelope, Capt. .E. P.
Miner, on her part alone got" about 800 skins." (Fur Seal Arb. VIII,
p. 702.) Captain Blair, of the Leon, estimated the number of seals on
the island that year to be about 6,000.
For four years, 1886 to 1889, inclusive, the company refrained from
taking any skins on the island; but there were still some left for the
raiders, who appear to have visited the rock every year. The British
Bering Sea Commission states that" these schooners must have obtained
at least 4,700 skins" (Rep., p. 89). In 1890, the last year of the lease of
Hutchinson, Kohl, Philippeus & Co., 1,456 skins were secured by them.
With the lease of the islands by the Russian Seal Skin Company the
regular killing was again resumed in 1891, but the poor result led to the
abandonment of the attempt in 1892. In 1893 the rookery had recovered sufficiently to yield the company 1,500 skins; 1,000 were taken in
1894, and 1,300 in 1895.
In all these years the raiders continued to prey upon the island in
the autumn, with but scant danger of being captured. In October, 1891,
however, Captain Brandt, commanding the Aleut, upon returning to
the island unexpectedly, captured two schooners, the .Arctic and the
Mystery, both fitted out in Yokohama but flying the British flag and
having 1,500 seal skins on board. (Brit. Bering Sea Comm. Rep., p. 89.)
The lat.est raid on Robben Island was undertaken last autumn. On
October .29, 1895, the British schooner Saipan, sailing from Yokohama
early in October, ostensibly on a shark-fishing expedition, landed 17 of
her crew on Robben Island. She sailed away, promising to return in
eight days. In the meantime the Russian transport Yakut, which did
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patrol duty around the Commander Islands during the summer, arrived
and found the 17 men with a great number of slaughtered seals. They
were arrested and brought to Vladivostok, where she arrived about
November 6. The schooner returned to the island too late, and thus
escaped capture.
In addition, there is no doubt that the Robben Island herd must have
suffered somewhat from pelagic sealing proper, though the extent can
not be known.
Capt. D. Greenberg, of the Babrilc, in 1895 reported that females
were present in fair numbers, and that the proportion of bulls to females
was about 1 in 40. The weight of the skins taken was good, and year•
lings were quite scarce. He also mentioned having observed an unu•
sual number of dead pups.
Number of akins talcen by the lessees of Robben Island from 1871 to 1896,
Year.
1871 .................... .
1872 .................... .
1873 .................... .
1874 .................... .
1875 .................... .
1876 ................... ..
1877 ················----·
1878 .......... .......... .
1879 .................... .

Year.

Seals.

Year.

1880 .................. ..
1881 ................... .
1882 ................... .
1883 .....•..............
1884 ................... .
1885 ................... .
1886 ................... .
1887 ................... .
1888 ................... .

3,330
4,207
4,106
2,049
3,819
1,838
0

1889 ....................
1890 ····· ······--·······

Seals.
0
0
2,694
2,414
3,127
1,528
2, 949
3, 140
4,002

l

0
0

½i~~:: :: :; ::::: :::::::::

mi::::::::::::::::::::

1.:

O

0

l:

Total ...••.••••••• 4',!1119

3.-OTHER ISLANDS.

Omitting all references to breeding rookeries on the mainland?~ Ka~chatka as based upon hearsay, and in all probability resting on m1s1de~t1fication of young- sea lions, it may be well in the present work to menti:
those localities in the Okhotsk Sea, besides Robben Island, where se
are said to haul out to breed.
ST. ION.A. ISL.A.ND.

This is a small island, about 2 miles in circumference, situated in
56° 25' north latitude and 1430 16' east longitude, 120 miles north of ~he
northern extremity of Sakhalin Island and a little more than 150 miles
east of Port Ayan. It is said to be about 12 feet high and to have a
crowd of detached rocks lying off its west side. 1
•
William Hermann, a seal hunter of San Francisco, states that m
1890 his schooner got 283 seals on the island of St. Iona; that, altogether, 700 seals were obtained there that year by three schooners, and
that in 1891 he was there again, and got 551 seals in the schooner
A.retie:
These were ~ot hauled up on the rocks, a.nd were first discovered by Capt~ Pine
of the .Arctic, m 1889. Eight years ago Captain Peterson, of the schooner Diana, o
Yokohama, was there, a.nd there were no seals there (Fur Seal Arb. vm, p. 709).

This last paragraph does not necessarily mea,n that we have to do
with newly formed rookeries on St. Iona. In the first place, it is not
1
St. Iona Island, in latitude 56° 22½' N., longitude 143° 151-' E., is merely a bare rock,
about 2 miles in circumference and 11~00 feet high, surrounded on all sides, except the
west, by detached rocks, :.i.~ainst which the waves beat with great violence, and which
probably ext nd a. considerable distance under water. With the island bearing
north, distant 12 miles, Krn enstem had 15 fathoms water but when it bore w
~
about 10 mile , no bottom could be obtained with 120 fathom.ii. (China Sea Direotoq

IV,1

,p.178.)

>
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stated at what date the island was visited; in the second, the seals
may have been easily overlooked. I will mention an instance to show
. this. In 1881 Capt. J. Sandman, in the Alelcsander II, in passing the
Kuril chain was looking for the possible existence of fur-seal rookeries
on the uninhabited islands. His attention was particularly drawn to
Sredni Island, quite a s;mall and insignificant affair. He happened to
approach it from the Pacific side, and seeing nothing but sea lions went
away. Imagine bis chagrin when he heard that Mr. Snow landed on
the island that same season, taking several thousand seals. They were
located on the Okhotsk Sea side.
SHANTAR ISLANDS.

It has been supposed upon the "very categorical statement" of the
captain of the Walter L. Rick, and of Captain Powers, that fur seals
occur at the Shantar Islands (a numerous group of large and small
islands in the Shantar Bay, 55° north latitude and 138° east longitude),
and it is quite possible that such is the case. 1 I am also told that seals
have been taken on a small island close to the Okhot;,k Coast.
It is believed that both the company and the Russian Government
possess more definite information about these various islands than has
been given to the public, but that it has been withheld so as not to
invite raids by sealing schooners. In the spring of 1895 the authorities
in St. Petersburg granted the Russian Seal Skin Company the right to
take seals on all the islands, known and unknown, upon the payment
of a stipulated tax and upon condition that a Government officer
accompany the vessel dispatched by the company.

III.-SEAL LIFE ON THE COMMANDER ISLANDS.
HIS'.l.'ORIC.A.L AND GENERAL.

The northern fur seal (Oallotaria ursina) was known to the natives of
Kamchatka and the invading Russian promyshleniks long before the
islands to which they resort to breed were discovered. The seals were
seen to arrive in spring, on their way north and east, and to return in
autumn, and the correct conclusion was formed that the seals went to
some unknown coast to bring forth their young.
The discovery of Bering Island revealed this unknown coast. Steller,
the naturalist of Bering's expedition, had a whole spring season on the
island in which to study their habits, and that he made good use of it
is evidenced by the account he gave of these animals in his famous
1 Shantarski Islands lie off the western coast of the Sea of Okhotsk, about 150
miles northwest of Cape Elizabeth on Saghalin Island, and although the largest
island (Great Shantar) is 35 miles long, east and west, and about the same distance
broad, it does not appear to afford any port or shelter, though its southwest point
projects to the southwest, soas to form a bay on the south side of the island. Between
this bay and the nearest point of the continent, 14 miles distant to the southwest,
are two islets surrounded by rocks and reefs. Soundings of 30 to 40 fathoms over a
bottom of stones will be found at 8 to 10 miles to the eastward -of the group. The
tides run from l½ to 2 knots an hour.
To the southward of the south points of Great Shantar Island are some small
islands which have not been examined.
Fekshptoff Island.-A.t 6 miles from the west side of Great Shantar is Fekshptoff
Island, 20 miles in extent, NE. and SW., and 10 miles wide, but it has no port nor
shelter (China Sea Directory, 1v, 1884, p. 178).
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memofr, "De Be~tiis ~arinis," p~blished in 1751 in ~t. Petersburg.1
In this paper, written m the Latm language, and fimshed on Bering
!~land for. publication, he established the salient points in the natural
history of the fur seal. Two figures, one of a bull (fig. 1) and one of a
female (fig. 2, pl. xv), probably made by the artist Berckhan, as shown
by Dr. E. Buchner (Mem. Ac. Imp. Sc. St. Petersb. (7), XXXVIII, No. 7,
pp. 12-13), accompany the descriptions. Fig. 2, at least, is a fairly
characteristic representation of a bull, and superior to several figure
published much later.
Steller described in some detail the external and internal anatomy of
the fur seal, or sea bear, as he called it, and gives a pretty accurate
account of their migrations and their habits on the island during the
breeding season. He stated that they are polygamous, each bull having
"8, 15, to 50 females;" describes the harems and the bravery of the
bulls fighting for the possession of the females; the birth of the one
pup shortly after the arrival of the mothers; the nursing and the play
of the pups; the long fast of the bulls on the rookery, etc. In fact, he
covered nearly all the essential features of their lives. Later researche"
have made but few corrections, and the additions have been those of
detail and elaboration.
Such detail and elaboration was to some extent furnished by the
venerable "apostle of the Aleuts," I van Veniaminof, who gathered his
information on St. Paul Island, Pribilof group, more than eighty year ·
later than Steller. A very precise and concise account, both of th~
natural history of the animal and of the sealing business, commumcated by Veniaminof to Admiral von Wrangell, then chief manager of
the Russian-American Company, was published in 1839 by the latter
in the German language, 2 and was thus made easily accessible to the
scientific world of his day. His somewhat more voluminous account
3
in the Russian language did not appear until the following yea;, He
carefully distinguishes the various classes of seals-the sikatchi, or old
bulls; the polusikatchi, or young bulls; the holustiaki, or ~achelor :
the matki, or mother seals; the kotiki, or pups, and the yearlings. Thde
sikatchi in spring arrive first on St. Paul Island, about .April 204 (o1
style; May 2 new style)," even if the island is still beset by ice," and
take up the same place as the previous year, being extremely fat upon
1 Novi Comment. Acad. Sc. Imp. Petrop., 11, pp. 289-398; pp. 331-359 relate entirely
to the fur seal.
2 Statistische und Ethnographische Nachrichten liber die Rnssisohen Besitzungen
and der Nordwestkiiste von Amerika. Gesammelt von dem ehemaligen Oberverwalter dieser Besitzungen, Coutre-Admiral v. Wrangell. St. Petersburg, 1839, 8 vo.
xxxvu+332 pp. and map; pp. 39-48 treat of the "See bar. Phoca ursina."
3 Zapiski ob Ostrovakh Unalashkinskago Otdiele.
St. Petersburg, 1840, 2 vols.
• The arrival of first bulls on Bering bland rookeries a.re reported for a few years,
as follows:

Date.

Number of
bulls
arrived.

Looality.

2 North rookery.
8
Do.
2 South rookery.
4 North rookery.
2 South rookery.
2 North rookery.
1
Do.

On opper Island the first bulls, 7 in number, were observed in 1895 on Ma.y 13.
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tbeir arrival. They pass most of the time sleeping, before tbe arrival
of the females, when the sikatchi tries to get hold of as many as possible for his harem, in which he succeeds not without bloody contests
with other males. "From 1 to 150 females have been observed with
one sikatch, the number depending simply upon his bravery. He is
the unrestricted lord, the guardian aud protector of his harem. He
takes no food what,ever when staying ashore."
The polusika.tchi and holustiaki arrive later and congregate in large
companies upon the grounds which are usually separate and more distant from the sea than the breeding grounds. The females commence
to arrive on May 26, rarely on May 21, shortly before giving birth to
their single pup, the season for the delivery being from the end of' May
"through the whole of June, and even as late as July 10." The kotiki
arrive usually by southerly winds, but not with the same regularity as
the others, all not having arrived even by the middle of June, "as
there are instances of yearlings having arrived as late as July." The
sikatch comes together with the female some time after the birth of the
pup, but only once; he "is able to cover from 21 to 25 females in twenty-four hours." The pups "feed exclusively upon the milk of their
mothers until leaving the land. The female never suckles her young
while in the water, but coming ashore for that purpose attends her offspring in a resting position." The pups do not go into the water until
they are 30 to 35 days old, becoming familiar with the water when 40
to 50 days of age. "The color of the pups when born is black, but
from September 10 changes to gray, the old hair being cast off." The
sea1s leave the island (St. Paul) gradually, beginning about October 5,
and always with north and northwest winds, the young ones remaining
longest. A few old bulls may occasionaHy be seen in November, or
even December, but none in January or February. "Very rarely two
or three sikatchi show themselves again in March, but always for a
very short time only."
I have thought it worth while to give the above short summary of
the natural history as it was known in 1840, since it has been asserted
that from the time of Steller to about 1870 "the scientific world actually knew nothing definite in regard to the life history of this valuable
animal." Not even the pictorfal representation of the northern fur seal
in that period was so bad as it has been made to appear, as will be
plain from an inspection of Choris's drawing of a fur-seal rookery on
St. Paul, published in 1822 as Plat.e xv of his "Voyage pittoresque
autour du Monde" (Fol. Paris, 1822), of which I append a greatly
reduced copy on plate 59.
Since Veniaminof's account no original contributions to the natural
history of the fur seal, of any magnitude, appeared until the studies of
Scammon, Bryant, and particularly Elliott were given to the public in
the early seventies. These, with the bulky literature which sprang up
as part of the "Fur Seal Arbitration" case, are too well known to need
any further comment in this place.
The natural history of the Commander Islands seal is essentially that
of the Pribilof Islands seal. Even their migrations, although along
entirely different and di tinct routes, show parallel phenomena. The
route of the Commander Islands herd, as we have seen, was known to
Steller in a general way, but it is only recently, since the pelagic sealers
are following the migrating herds, that the routes have become known
in detail. Mr. C.H. Towusend, the naturalist of the United States Fish
Commission steamer Albatross, has made a special study of this branch
of the subject, and has kindly furnished me with the folJowing notes
H. Doc. 92, pt. 4-43
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relating to the migrations of the Commander Islands herd as shown by
the records of the pelagic sealers:
Pelagic sealing off the coast of Japan usually commences about the middle of
March and lasts until the midc1lo of ,June. Tho seal herd appears to be m888ed off
the coast between the fatitudes of Yokohama :md Cape Noishap (the eastern point
of Yesso Island) in March, April, and May. In March sealing commences off Hondo
Island (Nipon); in latitude 36°, where seals are also of common occurrence in April,
but they are then movinrr slowly northward. In May the best sealing is found south
and east of Yesso Island, Cape Yerimo (the soutbeastern point ofYesso) beingafavorite sealing ground. In June they are usua,l lv a little farther north, being taken
generally oft' the eastern coast of Yesso and the· most southerly of the Kuriles. They
are also taken in June off the most northerly Knriles, bnt the herd is then farther off
shore and more scattered.
· In t,he Japan r egion proper, sealing is carried on from the coast out to a distance of
about 300 miles, while in l!'ebruary straggling seals have been tak~n as far south 88
the Bonin Islands. Seals occur in the Sea of Japan, catches havrng be.en made a
several points there and in La Peronse Straits by the schooner Penelope, ma voyage
around Yesso Island during the past season.
Sealers crossing the Pacific in the latitude of Yesso Island _p ick up seals at man~
points between Japan anrl. the longitude of 180° . In June and Ju];v scattered band
of seals, presnm:tbly of the Commander Islands herd, occur 500 or 600 miles south of
the western Aleutian Islands.
The charts accornpanying my r eport on the fur-seal fo:hery for 1895 (Senate Docn·
ment 137, part 2, Fifty-fourth Congress) show the positions where seals were taken
by 20 vessels sealing off the coasts of Japan and Hnssia during the past four years.
LATITUDE IN THE PHENOMENA OF SEAL LIFE.

It can be safely said that most of the points in the life history of tl1~
fur seal have been cleared up, in so far as they can b_e cl~ared_ up b)
direet observation, but the recent activity for informat!on m tlns mat~
ter resulted also in a vast accumulation of misinformat10n gathered b)
and from pel'sons either untrained in scientific metl10ds, inexperienced
in this particular subject, or prejudiced in favor of so~e pet t~eory, or
biased by political considerations. Tliis unnatural history of the ~r
seal has caused doubts and confusion in tlrn minds of those who ha,e
to trust to the literature for their information as to the truth of even
some of the most easily observed and most firmly established fact ·
Renewed investigations have therefore become desirable.
Aside from the mass of downright misinformation, ~ go_od deal of
harm bas been done by the often too sweeping gencrahzat10us b~ ed
upon a few isolated facts and caused by ignorance of tbe true relations
of the latter as exceptions and not as rules.
.
It must not for one moment be imagined that the lines are as tightly
drawn in nature as in many books and reports. It will probably be
pm:,sible to cite more or less isolated occurrences contrary to nearly
every habit of the eals as generally outlined. These exceptions are
not frequent enough nor imvortant enough to affect tbe general result
and it may be confidently as erted that the investigations which have
of late been carried on by tbe American Bering Sea Commis ion and
quite recently by the U nited States Fish Commission have brought out
correctly the mai.n facts relating to the life history of the seal'.
We have frequently seen, bow ever, tha.t tb e various exceptions alluded
to have been brought forward in the controversie relating to this theme
a particularly es ential, thus ob curing the main question , while, o~
the other hand, conditions have been described and depicted a so umform and stable that it ha. been ea. y for the opposite side to controvert
the e as ertions, thus throwing doubt upon the correctnes of the whole
argu.m nt and t~rn o~ndne~ of the oncln ions. It may be u eful,
theiefore, to review a few of the ·e que ·tion ,
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A protracted stay at the rookeries reveals two facts. The one which
prohably first impresses the observer is the curious stability of the general outline of the groups of breeding seals, especially if the comparisons be made at frequent intervals during the earlier part of the season.
The masses of seals assume certain definite shapes which in manycases
have no apparent relation to the nature of the ground upon which they
are lying. Thus, on the North Reef Rookery on Bering Island, a very
peculiar feature of the distribution of the breeding seals t1iis summer
was a narrow band of seals which extended obliquely across the northern
end of the " parade ground," cutting off from the latter a small oval
portion, visible in most of the photographs (pls. 19, 21, 22) and also
indicated in the map (pl. 8), and connecting the masses of seals on the
western side of the reef with those on the eastern side. I have walked
over the territory thus curiously occupied many a time, but I have
failed to find any difference in the ground which will accom;1t for this
belt or answer the question why the seals do not also occupy the bare
oval island it surrounds.
To appreciate this general stability of the outline, it is necessary to
have had an opportunity to observe the rookery for some length of time.
A person who had 011ly a few days at his disposal for examining the
same rookery might, on the other hand, be impressed by the fact that
on two different days, or at different hours of the same day, the outlines
thus referred to present entirely different aspects, and if he offered
photographs in evidence of this fact he might seemingly prove the
instability of these lines. Thus, the "band" of seals on theNorthReef
Rookery above alluded to did occasionally entirely disappear, particularly during the warmer portion of bright, sunny days, or after the
rookery bad been disturbed by a recent rlrive (see pl. 26).
Nevertheless, this "band" was a very characteristic feature of the
seals on that rookery. Single photographs are therefore of no particular value for comparison from year to year unless they are taken by a
person familiar with the characteristic distribution and the view is
selected by him for that particular purpose. The main reliance must,
therefore, be placed upon the observer, and his statements must be
received in accordance with his known experience, accuracy, and
intelligence.
PROPORTION.A.TE NUMBER OF SEXES .A.ND AGES ON ROOKERIES.

A question which of late has been given considerable prominence is
that of the relative number of breeding females and old bulls on the
rookeries. Upon this, and upon the closely connected one as to the
number of females a bull is able to serve, there has been a great diversity of opinion. 1 My experience this summer leads me to the belief
that, on the whole, a bull is able to take care of as many females as he
can keep around him. There is undoubtedly great individual differences in this repect, some buUs being stronger than others, but I think
it can be safely asserted, as a rule, that the procreative power of the bull
is in direct proportion to his general physical strength. I think it al o
sound to as ume that, as a rule, a bull physically strong enough to live
through the winter gales and the vicissitudes of his winter wanderings
1 While maintaining that the value of' the guesses as to the number of females a bull
is able to serve is of necessity very dubious, I may mention that Mr. Kluge, who for
eight years spent the summer upon Tiuleni Island with the so:1ls practically under.
his vor.v eyes the whole season, informed me this summer that "be does not for a
moment believe that twenty-five fem~les to a bull are in the least too many," though
be did not venture to guess at the maximum.
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and to return to his place on Lhe rookery is also strong enough t.o fulfill
bis duty there. I have purposely emphasized "on the whole" and "a
a rule," because I can ea ily imagine individual cases of, for instance,
accidentally ca trated bulls, or old feeble ones who might have the good
fortune to meet with unusually favorable conditions during their winter
migrations, etc., and because I am quite willing to admit that a number
of such bulls may be found on each rookery. These exceptions, however, do not materially alter the above propositions as relating t.o the
whole populatio11 of the rookery.
The train of reasoning which led me to the above conclusions is as
follows: Some of the most noteworthy of my observations this summ~r
on the Commander Islands establish the facts (1) that tb.e decrease m
the killable seals was most marked on Copper !sland; (2) that there
was a full complement of pup as compared with ureerling females 011
both islands; (3) that there was an ample supply of bulls, old and
young, on Copper Island, while on Bering Island they were n~uch le
numerous as compared with the number of females. I was rnform8!1
that the latter condition was not peculiar to the present year (189a)
alone, and it is also particularly men.t ioned in Mr. Grebnitski'~ report
for 1893. It would therefore seem as if the different proportions between the sexes on the two islands have had no visible influence upon
the number of pups born.
.
The soundness of the above deductionA may receive corr?borat1on,
or the reverse, by observatious on the South Rookery on Bermg I land
in 1896. On that rookery the disproportion between the two sexes wa
excessive in 1895. According to reliable information, the number of
bulls on the whole rookery did not exceed :five. 1 Judging from what 1
saw of this rookery during t-.vo visits, I should place the number of
breeding females at about uOO, possibly only 500. It would be a comparatively easy matter to observe this year whether the number of pup
born be very markedly small iu proportiou to the number of females
hauling out.
.
On the large rookeries it is difficult, if not impossible, for varion
reasons, to correctly estimate the average proportion between the bull
and the females, and particu1arly so on Bering Island, becau::se the
bachelors to so great au extent haul up between the breeding female·
Mixed in among the latter in this way, it is next to impossible at l~ng
range to say, with any approach to a curacy, what the J?roport!on
between these two cla:s es is. 2 In general, the difficulty lies m ~llefact
that the individual harems differ so greatly in size. Thus, durmg t~
visit to Kishotchnaya Rookery, Bering Island, on July 9, l\'.Ir. Grebmtski counted several harems which contained all the way from 12 _to ~3
females or more. Bnt t11ere is still another erious difficulty, wlnch 1
due to the constant going and coming of the females, so that the number of females in the individual harem fluctuates between O aud the
maximum, according to the time of da,y or condition of weather. :rim
on the 16th of July, on the same rookery, I counted a harem bavmg l
1 When. I visit~d the rookery on August 17 the bul1s had already le~t.
Jt w
rumored m the village that ther hall only been one bnl1 bot ikanor Gri or1ef, the
nativ~ in charge of the killing there, inform 11 me that th actual number
~ ~t 1s held by some that the natives have such a marvelously k en eye and d1s~nm1na.tm power as to nabl them, at lea t , to make such an stimate. At on hrue I
a c pt cl this a a m~tt r of faith, but my experience ]a t summer-to be d_etailed
further on-has conv111<·_ed me th~t th~ natives are not parti •1tl:1rly gifted m th
re P ct. !i,. a matt r of fact, their estu~iates are a.bont a mu •h gn
work a thn
of th w-btte pe p1e, only tl~ t from their greater familiarity with the ground and
the s 'ls they are apt to gue s mor •lo ly.
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females, which, upon a recount a few hours later contained 23, '' while
some of the other bulls were entirely deserted.' 71
I have above. alluded to the difficulty of discriminating at a great
distance between the females and the killable bachelors when mixed on
the breeding ground. The difficulty is not confined to these two classes
alone. The experts profess to be able to separate the bachelors into
yearlings, 2-year-olds, 3-year-olds, 4-year-olds, and 5-year-olds, and in
the descriptions and discussions we :find these classes mentioned in
such a way as to lead to the impression that tbey are easily recognized
on the rookery or the killing ground, but nothing can be further from
the facts. With hundreds of dead seals before me, I have been unable
to draw any line between the various ages, nor has anybody present
been able to point them out to me.
I have submitted elsewhere in this report a series of weights of skins
(p.109) which shows beyond a question that there is an unbroken sories
of all sizes from the smallest to the largest. The whole question resolves
itself into a mental sorting of the killable seals into a number of classes,
calling the smallest 2-year-olds, the largest 5-year-olds, and roughly
distributing those in between among their respective classes. The
yearlings, however, form a fairly well-marked class by themselves, as
do, of course, the bulls-features not apparent in the tables of skin
weights alluded to, from the fact that these classes are not killed.
'rhe fact that even the natives are not always able to tell the female
from the bachelors on the rookeries was curiously proven to me one day
at Glinka, Copper Island, when Aleksauder Zaikof and the chief,
Sergei Sushkof, had a somewhat heated controversy over the question
whether a certain body of seals on the Urili Kamen Rookery consisted
of bachelors or females. Both of the men are among the most experienced and intelligent 011 the island. Yet it was ouly because Susbkof
bad been stationed the whole season at Glinka, while Zaikof only
arrived with us the day previous, that he was regarded to be in the
right.
But even at closer range it is sometimes difficult to distinguish the
sexes. On the killing ground, wuere the teeth of the seals are easily
seen, there is, of course, no special difficulty, and mistakes are seldom
made; not so in the drives, however.
During a small drive at Glinka, Copper Island, August 8, 1895, about
300 seals were made to cross the mountain pass (about 800 feet) in three
main divisions, no less tuan 30 grown men taking part in the driving.
Halfway up one of t he men declared that there was a "matka" in the
drive. It was questioned, but upon closer scrutiny be was found to be
right. It was not until the final sorting before the killing took place
that several females were discovered in the flock.
As an additional indication of the lack of definition of the different
classes of seals as expres ed in their sizes, I append a few tables of
measurements taken from the freshly killed animals.
1 The number of animals and the proportion of the sexes on North Rookery, Bering
Isfand, during July, 1893 as quoted by Dr. Slunin (Prorusyl. Bog. Kam. Sakh.
Koman d., p. 9), from the official journal of the overseer (offitsialni dnevnik nadziratelia) are worse than useless. The numeration by the ovorseer in question is the
wor. t kind of guesswork, if not entirely fictitious. Dr. Slunin's remark that the
conclusions to be made from those figures would be strange (stranni) is certainly
appropriate.
,
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Measm·ements (in 11iilli1nete1·s) of fu1· seals (Callota1·ia 11rsina), Be1·ing Island, North
Roolcm·y, J1ily 30, 1882 .
Sex.

No.

Total
length.

Fore
legs.

Hind
legs.

Girth N
I.
beliind
oseto Noseto
fore le~s. eye.
ear.

- - - - - - - - - - - --1- - - - -1·---- - - - - - - - -- - l e - - - 1 - - 1 .................................. Male ..••••
2 ................•...........••....... .. do .••.
3 ••••••••••••••••.••••••••••••••••.••••. do .•••
4 ............ .... ..................... .. do . ••.
5 •••.••..• • ..•••.•.• . ..••......••..•.. . do ... .
6 ................... .. .. ..... .... ..... . . do ... .
7 .•..•••..•..... . ..•................. • . . do ... .
8 .••.•••..•......••• . ..•.•••.•••.•..••. . c1o ••••
!) .••..••..•...... ......... ............. . do ....
10 .•.......... .. ............•..•........ . <lo ..•.
11 .....•................................. 1l0 .••.
12 ..•...........................•. .. ..... do ... .
13 ..•...........•................. .. ..... do .. ..
14 .•.................................... . do ... .
15 ......•.•............................. . do ... .
16 .•.........•..... . ...........•......... clo ..•.
17 ...................................... . do ... .
18 ....................................... do ..•.
l!> ••••..•••••.•...........•............. . do .••.
20 .••......•.•...•...•................. .. do ..• .
21 .........•............................. do ....

1,780
1,660
1, 560
1,550
l, 430
] , 390

1. :mo
1, B~5
1, B-!O
1,
1, 2Ci0
1, '.:!50

,no

1,205
1, ~LO
1, 1R5
], 180
1,170
l, 140
1,125
1,100
1,035

495
465
480
390
430
390
400
360
370
360
405
360
325
292
300
330
345
315
350
300
255

555
475
495
490
465
470
455
455
440

440
450
400

410
380
385
415
400

3!)5
385
355
340

21~
205
1

105
95
95
92
83
85
85
90
90
82
85
82
82
75
68
85
83
75
85
75
73

910
920
880
8DO

790
860
795
800
820
870
710
780
775
700
750
810
750
700
730
710
620

20I

1;·
1
li5
li5
180
1
1
185
1i5
16.'i
15~
1
166
166
I
16.S
156

Measimnne11ts (in m.•lfimetel'B) of speci1nens of .fiir ~eals collected fol' the United Sta~
National Mnseum at North Roolce1·y, Bering Island, Angust 20, 1883.
No.
:o.
No.
No. No. No. No. No. No. 2526, No. No. 25:!9,
2523, 252'1, 2525, fe. 2627, 2528, pup.
2519, 2520, 2521,
fe. 2522, male.
male. male. male. pup. pup.
ma.le. male. male. male.

------ -

Total length ................... J, 495
From nose to encl of outstretch•
ed l.lfod feet .................. 2,505
From nose to armpit ..••....... 1, 125
From nose to eye ......•••••.•.. 110
]'e01n nose to ear ........••.•••. 214
Distance between eyos .........
98
Distance between ears ......... 183
Length of ear ..................
62
Len~th of longest mustache
bristle ....................... 195
Length of fore limb ..•.....••.. 530
Width of fore foot ............. 215
Length of hind limb ........... 6l5
Width of hind foot at t:m rns ... 130
Width of hind foot a r cud of
toes ...................... . ... 250
Average len~h of toe flaps .. .. 230
Length of ta . . . . . . . . . . . . . ....
55
Distance between tips of out•
stretched fore limbs .......... 1,770
Girth of n eck behin<I t110 cars .. 580
Gfrtl1 over the shoulders . ..... . l, 150
Girth behind fore limbs ....... ·11, 260
Girth in front of hind limbs.... 475

-

1,930 l, 283 1,495 1,475 1,285 1,085 1,025

- -800

800

78,j

965
2,450 1,650 1,935 1,935 1,655 1,390 l, 255 1,040 1,030
375
410 427
520
605
060
780
775
980
685
52
59
()0
65
72
80
90
98
67
78
l1l
120
120
148
154
158
173
168
183
213
65
59
70
70
71
72
Sil
104
70
98
99 104
125
120
138
150
140
138
173
32
42
38
4.6
39
47
53
45
53
62
~
6i
70
!)5
87
105
177
113
125
185
2'AJ
268
255
305
300
395
5'10
515
345
500
85
100
117
107
125
223
165
123
160
99 1 210
216 276
295
350
420
597
507
415
485
67 . 60
65
70
80
85
113
135
95
112
1•
138
I
135
155
]77
160
202
285
170
245
85 .
88
102
115
101
230
196
162
190
2'J
29
25
67
46
47
60
55
55
63

"

1,740 1,205 1,445 1,370 1,085
405
598
470
405
475
820
1,205
950
930
750
] , 165
740
780
790
850
480
280
865
295
380

960
360
680
625
245

855
355
600
505
225

705
330
455
450
197

I

720
332
480
425
195

650
ffi
1

Meam,·enients (in 11iilli1neters) of two gra,y pups, taken at .Y orth Rookery, Bering Island,
October 26, 1882.
No.1697,
male,
88 pound .
375
263

2'3
4
20
57
35
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VIRILI'l'Y OF BULLS,

While there is thus shown to be a certain instability in the rookery
outlines and quite an uucertainty as to the various classes and stages
of the seals, except in a, general way, there is observable a similar lack
of strict adherence to the habits as described by many writers, though
these may upon the whole be correct. No doubt, for iu'stance, many of
the old bull~ on the rookery, especially early in the season, stand up
bravely without retreating, eveu against a number of men, but it is
also true that a good many of them do not. Lest the more cowardly
conduct of some bulls should be charged to an alleged lack of vitality
in those of the present generation, I will only quote what I wrote
immediately after my visit to the North Reef Rookery, Bering Island,
on June 5, 1883:
Between 200 and· 300 old bulls were scattered all over the ground, some sleeping,
some fighting; others rose np, somewhat uneasy at our approach; others, again,
galloped away :is fast as their short feet would carry tllem, plunging headlong into
the water. A few would make a lJold stand for some moments and roar at us, but
they soon turned, seeking to escape. None of those we approached very closely would
keep their positions.

I may cite another instance from a date much later in the season, but
yet at a time when the females required the full attention of the bulls
and on a rookery where the latter were plentiful and vigorous. The
observatiqn was made in Sikatchinskaya Bay, Palata Rookery, Copper
Island. Mr. Grebnitski had landed on a rock in the rookery to take a
couple of photographs, while I, with the men, remained in the boat.
The following is an abstract from my diary of August 3, 1895:
It was a sight never to be forgotten. The females from all around rushed into the
water pell mell, while the old bulls were rnnning to antl fro trying to keep them
back, though in some cases taking th e panic themselves and followiug the example
of the females, who made tho water fairly lJoil around the boat by their jumping.
On the nearest rocks hundred of black pups were huddled together as close as
they could stand, fearing to go into deep water; but, finally driven into it by the
advance of the photographiug party, they swam with the utmost ease. Of all the
many seals covering the rocks around us when we first arrived, only two kept their
places. These were an old oull and a matka in heat. Our boat was lying within20
feet of them, yet they did not mind ns, and the con rt iug-the female did the courtingwent on, although our presence evidently acted somewhat depressingly on the male,
who anxiously kept an eye upon us, while yet nn willing to leave the female. Occasionally he screwed up enough conr:.go to face U8 and roar defiantly, but a8 we :ippl'Oached
to wit.bin 10 feet and I got up in the boat to fire my camera at him he suddenly
thought that discretion is the better part of valor and plumped healllong into the
water on the other side of the rock. He came out and up on the rock, however, a
few minutes later and shook the water out of his fur, but the fen1ale had apparently
become disgns ted with him, for, iu spite of onr rctrea,ting, she went into the water
shortly after he ha<l. returnetl to her. He then also left for good.
DO A.LL BACHELORS H.A.UL OUT!

The general impression, as derived both from tho printed reports and
oral communicatious, seems to be that the va t majority, if not all, of
tbe bachelors haul out on the beaches during the season. It would,
of course, be impossible to say whether each individual bachelor does
haul out at least once during the season, or whether some of them tay
in the water throughout the entire year, but my observ~tions lead me
to believe that only a smaller portion of the whole body of bachelors
haul out at any one time. That a good many of the ·eals in the water
in the immediate neighborhood of the rookeries are bachelors, I know
from personal observation, for the two sexes are more easily distinguished at a distance while in the water than on the rocks. These
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probably all haul out at some time or another. But the question·
Does the bulk of the bachelors met with on the feeding ground
far away from the rookeries during the breeding season also haul ou
I am inclined to believe that they do not, for the following reason:
While it is true that the great rookery on Bering Island was never
before "raked and scraped" for the la t bacbeilor seal as it was during
the past season, yet it is not denied that a similar difficulty in gathering the requisite number of killables bas been going on for a coupleof
years, though not to the same extent. Now, if intelligent and hon
l)er ons at the close of the eason of 1894 had been asked, while viewing that rookery, whether there were, say, 18,000 bachelor seals (_outside
the pups of that year) in sight or within a comparatively short d1 tanet..
they would be obliged to answer no. The question then becomes pertinent: . Whence, t.hen, came the 9,000 bachelors killed in 1805 on that
rookery (hardly any yearlings showed up at all) and the probable oth_
9,000 that perished during the winter by being killed by the pelagt
sealers or otherwise, The bulk of these 18,000 must have stayed away
from the immediate neighborhood of the island, and as bachelor .
are not known to haul out in great bodies very far from the breedrn
grounds there is every reason to conclude that they stayed at sea.
To fully weigh this answer it is necessary to remember that th
bachelor seals, especially the younger classes, have no !'unctions to_pe
form on laud during the breeding season. I do not believe that a. smgl
good reason can be advanced in defense of a proposition that the haul
ing out of the bachelor is of any advantage to tbe individual. Nord
it seem probable that all the bachelor seals are subject to a very pr
ing desire t,o go ashore until the sexual instinct is awakened. Tb
hauling out on dry land by any immature seal is, therefor~, only tb
result of the habit having been iuherited. It is therefore likely to
of very varied intensity, and there is nothing intrinsically improbab
in admitting that this habit iu some, or even in many, is only awaken
at the approach of sexual maturity. It must, furthermore, be borne
mind that the bachelor seals require an abundance of food no le stb
the females. The nursing of the young makes it imperative for
latter to visit the distant feeding grouuds, but also to return reg~l.
to the rookery. rrhe bachelor seal, on the other hand, in contraclt t
tion to t"I?-e old fat bulls remaining the entire season_ on the ~ooke
needs a big food supply because he is growing; but different from t
female, he has no individual bu iness on the rookery. Of cour e, wbi
there is no advantage to the individual baclielor in hauling out, the
is an advantage to the species, inasmuch a it tend to trengthen tb
inherited habit which in ures the return of the nece. ary number .
breeding males at a later age to their re pective rookerie , but tbt
propo ition does not involve any necessity for all to do o.
.
. The above ob er~ations and reflections, which are chiefly _subm_1tt
m order to emphasize that it is nece ary to allow for a certam lat1tnd
in th.e habit of the seal , I am now going to follow up with a . eries
special ob ervation upon certain pha, e of fur- eal life which I mad
~uring th in
tigation of la t ummer. They ar in part corrob?rative of ob ervatious mad" by iuv tigato1· i 1 other localitie , particularly the ribilof land , whil in part, oppo d to tb opinion held
by o~ othe~ ob rv r . In , o far a tlti div r ity of opinion affec
c r~am th ne onl my d du tion · will tand or fall upon their own
l 1c; but wher th r i a di agr ~ m nt a to the fact I b · to remind
my r ad r th, t h fc ct · a. her .· for h only r late t the condition
f und on th
'ommander I 'laud · and more particularly on Berin
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Island. If the facts observed by me differ from those estabhshed by
others, it does not necessarily follow that one of the two observations
is erroneous. I will again recall the fact of the bachelors mixing
among the females and the consequent driving of the latter on Bering
Island in order to show there are differences between the conditions
there and upon the Pribilof Islands.
FOOD OF SE.A.LS AT THE ISLANDS .A.ND EXCREMENTS ON THE
ROOKERIES.

The question as to what animals furnish the bulk of the food of the
fur seals can not be solved positively on the rookeries. My investigations last summer corroborated those of twelve and thirteen years ago
and tally with those of others, viz, empty stomachs with a few stones
in them, and occasionally a few beaks of cephalopods or very rarely
the backbone of some unlucky fish. Since, however, as I have already
pointed out, the bachelor seals on account of their growth must necessarily take a great deal of food during the summer, the above negative
result does prove pretty positively that the seals on the Commander
Islands must, as a rule, obtain . their food so far from the islands that
it is thoroughly digested before they return to the hauling grounds.
I emphasize again the "as a rule," because there are single observations to the contrary. Thus, I was informed on Bering Island that
once on the South Rookery a flock of bachelors was so full of octopods
that they vomited up quantities of these mollusks while being driven.
It is true the statement that the bachelor seals must necessarily feed
because they are in a stage of continued growth is a purely theoretical
one, and it has been seriously denied that they feed during the season to
auy much greater extent than the old bulls. In support of this contention is quoted the observation by the British Bering Sea commissioners
(Rep. Brit. Comm., p. 42) as to the absence of excrementitious matter
upon the rookeries. Though my observations, more particularly on the
Commander Islands, do not agree with their , or Bryant's, I am not
going to dispute their accuracy on that account, but I do maintain that
their negative result does uot prove anything, while my positive observations to the cqntrary <lo prove that the seals take nourishment
throughout the season. And now for my facts .
.Anyone examining the carcasses on the killing grounds immediately
after the killiug can not help observing that a good many of the dead
seals at the moment they were slain had voided a greater or less quantity of ocher-yellow excrement of a creamy con istency. This observation I have not only made on the Commander Island at every killing I
have there witnessed (and the unpleasantness of handling the seals thu
soiled has very vividly impre sed my mind), but also on St. Paul Island
during the only drive it wa:-:1 my privilege to follow there, viz, on June
26, 1895. Here is the entry relating to the latter observation:
Mr. True afterwards opened a number of stomachs without finding any food in
them, and I opened one, which had just voided a quantity of fluid excrement, with
similar :i:esult. Quite a number of seals voided excrement of like nature.

On the 2d of .August, 1895, Mr. Grebnitski and I landed and established our camp at Babinski Padjom, Glinka Rookery, Copper Island,
on the former hauling ground of the bachelor . .A few half bulls only
were located at the eastern end of the bay-all that was now left of
this rookery. Here are the words of the diary:
After supper I went over to the eastern end of the bay, where the polue.ilrntchi
above alluded to had been lying (for upon our settling down in their neighborhood
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all of them sou 0 ·ht safety in the sea). The entire narrow and steep beach which
lines 1,be precipitous cliffs (300 f Pet awl more) forming the coast here consist ot
rounded stones of various sizes, from that of a marLle to that of a. man's head, bnt
averaging, perhaps, that of a fist, and of a light-gray color. On tl.ril:l 11earl-grny
ground the station of each half bull was clearly marked with a l, t·o wn stain, anll all
around patches of l:lemifiuid excrements were fonnu in nirious stages of drying up
11nd disintegration. 'l'he freshest excrements were of a blackish-brown color and of
a very penetrating and disagreeable odor, while the drie(l ones wer~ of a. 1>a.le drab
color. In spite of the humidity of the cliruate, things on the beaches dry up remarkable fast and thoroughly, but I suppose it is partly due to the perfect drainage of
the sandy or pebbly beaches. ,. ~ "· 'l'he fact is that the excrements contain
comparatively few solius and are easily dissipated.

This observation is particularly conclusive because it showed at the
well-defined station of each half bull (hauling up mu.ch after tile fa bion of the old bulls) a quantity of fecal matter in the various stages of
disintegration, from tu.at of the semifluid, nearly fresh excrement, _t.o
the dry and odorless "chip." Taken as late as August 2, yet a con 'Id~rable time before the close of the seasol}-, it has a very importaut
bearing upon tbe q_uestion.
.
The tllird and last entry in my diary in regard to this matter 1s dated
August 22, and relates to what took place during the big drive.on that
date on the North Reef Rookery, Bering Island, which was w1tnes ~d
by the officers, including the surgeon, Dr. Lloyd Thomas, of' Her British Majesty's ship Porpoise. It reads as follows:
There was another matter to which I called the special attention of the, En~lish
gentlemen while we were on the rookery, viz, the presence-and very offen_siv~ly
smelling presence-of semiflui<l excrements on the rocks, particularly mentiomng
tbe opposite observation of the British commissioners. In fact, the fecal matter
was m aking it very slippery in places.

The argument del'iveu from the alleged absence of excrementition
matter on the rookeries is consequently disposed of. It may be well
to add the remark that i t is more than probable that mc,s_t of ~he fee~·
are voided at sea before hauling up, and that, in conjunction w~th their
:fluid nature, this explanation accounts satisfactorily for the fact that
its presence on the rookeries is not more obvious.
As already remarked above, observations on the rookerie are no
apt to furnish p0:•dtive data as to the nature of the bulk of the food ot
Commaudcr Islall(ls fur seals. That they eat cephalopods is proven b:
the occasional pre ence of the beaks in their stomachs, as well a by
the above-quoted instance on the South Rookery. It is al ·o po · 1·
ble that Mr. Grebnitski's suggestion is correct, that the pre _euc 0
pebbles in the stomachs is largely to be accounted for by assumrng tlla
they are swallowed together with the octopods holding on t? them.
That they al o eat fish, at least occasionally, is al o unquestionable.
But the following fact · will as unquestionably how that "a.Imo~ and
cod, at lea t, do not furnish any portion of the regular summer diet of
the Commander I land seals worth mentioning:
.
It may not l>e very much to the point to ob erve that three specie
of almon ( Oncorhynchus) abound in all the rivers on Bering I land,
and that the fur seals are not ob rved to feed upon them at the mouth
of tbese river ; but the fact that the largest salmon river of the i land
the aranna River, i situated le s than 7 miles from the Iaro-e t eal
rook ry withou th s al. cornin ov r there to feed upon the enor~ u
number of almon a cending th t river i proof onclu ive. The riv
aud the fl bing tabli hment of the native at aranna have b n
de cribed el wher in thi r pm-t, o that it will uffi e in the pre nt
connection to recall the tat m nt that the annual catch in that riv r
alone varies between . . . 0,000 anu 100,UOO alruon.
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As for the codfish, it i.s only necessary to state that they are common
right off the great North Rookery of Bering Island. On September 16,
1895, we were anchored in 10 fathoms of water less tban a mile from
Sivutcbi Kamen and within hearing of the roar from tlle rookery. A
single cod line over the side of the steamer for a couple of hours
brought up three-fourths of a barrel of codfish.
EFFECT OF DRIVING.

One of the questions to which I paid special attention during the past
summer was that of the effect of driving upon the vitality of the seals.
It has been variously asserted that the repeated driving of the male
seals on the Pribilof Islands has resulted in the weakening of the procreative power of the bulls and the consequent degeneration and partial
decrease in the number of seals on the rookeries. It has also been
hinted tbat the difference in the methods of driving the seals on the
Pribilofs and on the Commander Islands might account for the apparent
lesser diminution of the seals on the latter islands. The question is
therefore one of the utmost importance, and it was in order to specially
make a direct comparison between the methods employed on the American and the Russian side that I asked to be enabled to land on St. Paul
Island and witness a drive there before proceeding to the Commander
Islands. It is therefore pertinent to submit a description of this drive,
which, thanks to the assistance of the agents of the company and of
the UDited States Treasury, I had an opportunity to follow on June 26,
1895.

It would, of course, be hazardous to base any far-reaching conclusions
upon one single drive. As Mr. F. W. True was going to follow up similar studies on St. Paul Island during the whole of tbe fol1owh1g sea~on,
he kindly assented to accompany me on the present occasion, so that
he might afterward inform me how the drive we were going to take part
in might compare for severity with those which were to follow later,
and which I myself would not be able to inspect.
At 9 p. m. on June 25, in company with Mr. Stanley-Brown, the general
agent of the company, we started for Polavina Rookery in a buckboard
drawn by a pair of strong mules. - The road was to a great extent still
covere!f with snow and water, compelling the driver to pick his way in
the dark over bills and marshes. After a trying ride of two hours,
during which it was a wonder that we were not upset and spilled by
the roadside or into the water which surrounded us on all sides, we
arrived safely at the hut, where we fouud a party of nine Aleuts who
had preceded us. After a fitful slumber on the benches in front of the
cooking stove, we turned out with our gang at 2 o'clock the next morning and proceeded to the hauling ground, where we could hardly discern the various objects in the hazy gray light of the early morning. I
quote now from my diary, written a f'Aw ho_urs later:
We move stealthily along the margin of the breeding ground, which is occupied
by angrily bellowing bulls, a fow-a very few-females, and still fewer pups, uttin g off a small herd of bachelor soa1s that are skirting the inner edge of the breeding
gronn<ls. .A.t the end of the latter we make a sudden spurt, Mr. True and I runnin~
at fnlJ speed with the Aleuts for tlte water's edge, thus cutting off another crow<1 ·
of bachelors-I estimate in all about 1,000. Then tbe driving begins by dividing the
herd in two (unintentionally) uneven sections, which are driven easily, without
special urging, o,·er very even grouud.
The seals are of very une'lual sizes, there being quite a number of large half-bulls
in the flock. ln driving, the various sizes become somewhat sorted, in asm ncb as the
younger and more agile seals keep well to the front, while the large ~1 nd fat haltbulls bring up the rear. Occasionally a few of these are cut out and left behind-
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probably in an about 50.
o other cutting out or culling 1s una.ertaKen while the
dri ying is goino- on, and it is practically impossible as long as the seals aredriven in
as large flo •ks as these. Ou the other hand, the driving gang is too short han1letl
to manage a -larg numb r of small sections, as on the Uommander Islands. After:,
moderate driYe overland for about three-quarters of an hour the seals enter a seri
of hallow lakes, and now the progress is rapid. At 5 a. m. the herd is halted jut
out ide the salt house at Rocky Point, and the drive is over.
It is noticeable that the seals are nearlv as fresh at the end of the drive aa at thr
beo-innin °·. The younger eals are quite' active. They walk about unconcernedly
~nd stt~nd well up on their legs, while the big ones commence to fight each ot~cr
1mmecltately upon the halt being made. Only one single seal dropped volunta_r1l_.
out of the line on the road, viz, a large and particularly fat half-bull that got tim.
very early.
The killing gang arrived from the villnge in two boats a little after 7 a,, 1!1· _d
men with nicely :finished oaken clubs did the killing whilet,he others wereskmmng.
Mr. True and I took the tally of each of the first ten "pods" of seals as they wer
separated off from the big herd to be killed. These "pods" consisted of from 15 to
40 seals, averaging about 25. Of these the killing gang clnbbcd to death tho'
which appeared to come wit,hin the required size. The others, ueing eithertoolarg
or too small, were allowed to escape to the beach close by. About 50 per cent wer1
thns turned away, .a~out one-half consisting of too small se3:ls, the _other half of too
large on es. The k1llmg was over at 10.30 a. m., about 500 skms havrng been secured.
It is to be noted that no female was observed among the seals drive~.
.
On the w bole, the affair was conducted with care, although a certam hurry rn order
to get through as soon as possible was quite manifest. This h:ll!lte, l?robably due to
a desire to be back in the distant v illage before dinner, was rcs:pons1ble for ,the le
deliberate way in which the "pods " to be killed were cnt ont from the roam he~u.
This resulted in great worry and consequent heating of the remaining seals, ~hich
made ~t necessary to drive them re-pNLtedly into the ice-cold w8'.tcrs ?f a~ adJacent
_pond m order to cool them off. This necessity was rather startlmg, m view of thbe
chilliness of the atmosphere and the long rest enjoyed by the seals between t e
drive and the killing.

Apart from its length-about 2 miles-this drive must be chara~terized as very easy. An in spection of the ground over which the drive:
from some of the other rookeries must travel impressed me, howe:er,
with the fact that not all the seals on St. Paul I land are let off a
easily. Mr. True also informs me that this impression is correct, and
that the drive we witnessed in company was rather easier than the
average.
I will now submit a description of a few characteristic drives observed
by me on the Commander Islands. The first one (wbicb took place
during the palmy days of the business on these islau(lR) occurred 011
July 13, 1883. A ~housa,n d seals were to be taken from the Pe t ham
hauling grounds (p. 4U), Glinka, Copper Island, to finish up the cat h
of the season.
We started out at 4 o'clock in the morning from Glinka villao-e. The weather w
-yery disagreeable. A wet, gray foo- concealed everything, preventing us _fro1_n se~
mg 20 paces ahead. The thermometer indicated +43° F. The path, which rn t~o
places rises to over 00 feet above the sea, with a drop of 500 feet an<l. another r 1:•·
of nearly 200 feet between them, was slippery in the extreme, as the protracted ram
had softened the clayey grouncl. After a very tiresome walk of nearl y an b~ur we
halted on top of the third hill, where we had a pretty good view of Pe tsba.m ?a,uling ground, as the fog bad lifted somewhat by this time. 1'he pro,jecting porn~ 0
the beach, so named, was den ely. covered by a black mass of bachelor seals, which
here haul out by themselves in large number apart from the breecling gro?nd.
When the last of the gang of about 20 men had arrived th line of action was decnd~l
upon, the chief assigning to each man bi duty, and the whole crowd ran or ltd
clown the steep, grassy de rent, about 700 feet in cme contiuuou slope.
W approached tb~ compact mass of bachelors rapidly. 'l.'be n are t animal show d signs ofuneasm
upon our coming witbiu 50 feet of them. The chief then
ord r d '' ' o ab ad," and we all made a rn h to rnt th l>ig herd off from the · • •
r:r:hose locat d n ar th water's clg • were sue s folly intimi1lated along be whol
line and prev nt d fr?m
king at ty in the ea. Tl1ey fell bac]~upon those bebin<l.
thus_ effectually harrm th m, and soou the whole mai,s was surround d and slowly
movrn a.way from th , ft r 11ntil stopp d hy the pr oipitous wall of the co
<·arpment. The flock thu se ·ured cou it,ted of about 2,000 1.,achelor 1:1eals of vari-
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ous ages. As rigorous orders had been received not to accept skins under 8 pounds,
the sorting would have to be very careful, hence the necessity of a large number to
select from.
The whole regiment of seals was now divided into companies, which were driven
slowly along the escarpment to the steps built of driftwood (see :fig. b, pl. 58). These
were ascended with but little difficulty. Altogether ten companies were formed,
each driven by two men. A space of several hundred yards was allowed between
each section.
The progress was slow, averaging less than a mile an hour. There was consequently good opportunity to sort out any undesirable seals. 'l'hus a number of
unde1·sized youn gsters were allowed to escape early in the drive. Before ascending
the 700-foot slope mentioned above a halt was made. Soon, however, t,he climbing
began. As may well be imagined, the ascent was very laborious. The angle of the
slope was at least 35 to 40 degrees, and the smooth grass and slippery clay made it
almost impossible to get a hold with the feet. 'l'he poor animals slid backward over
and over agai11, and when they finally succeeded the ground was made smoother and
more difficult for those to follow. Moaning, and blowing, and steaming, they press
their smooth fore flippers hard on the elusive clay and dra.g the hind part of the
body after, while the men beat the ground with their long staves in order to stimulate the animals to further effort. It happens rather frequently that a seal loses his
balance, and after a series of bounding somersaults lauds at the foot of the hill,
accompanied by the laughter and merriment of the Aleuts. I expected every time to
see it lie dead with broken back or neck, but every time the involuntary acrobat
arose unhurt, looked around in a dazed manner, as if surprised at finding himself so
suddenly alone, away from his comrades and tormentors, and scampered away as
fast as possible toward the sea.
About halfway up the hill even the larger seals commenced to give out and
refused to move farther, from sheer exhaustion. As it would not do to leave these
behind, a knock with a club on the head finished their unhappy existence. In a
minute, or a minute and a half, the skin bad b een ripped off from the quivering
body and thrown into the knapsack which each man carried on bis back. Having
arrived at the top, the survivors were given a long rest. The remaining 2 miles of
the march were easier, though the last ascent was hard enongb on account of the
tired condition of the animals. An hour of rest was given before the final killing,
to allow the animals to cool off.

This drive can easily be traced on the map (pl. 13), as it followed the
dotted line between the Pestshani liau1ing ground and Glinka village.
With sliO'ht modifications the above description applies to most of
the drives on Copper Island during the days of plenty, though the
present one was one of the hardest, as it was the longest. A shorter
route was afterwards devised, as detailed under tbe description of the
·Glinka rookeries (p. 51). Of late years there has not always been
enough animals to make it worth whHe to drive them from Palata over
the 1,000-foot pass, and many of the small drives are killed not far from
the beach, and the skins carried in knapsacks acros the mountains to
the salt houses on the other side of the island. At Karabelni the carcasses were even skinned right on the beach, not 1,200 yards from the
breeding grounds, so that the waves carried them out to sea and occasionally threw them up again on the rookery among the living seals.
However, even nowadays the seals are driven across the i land every
time their meat is wanted for food, or whenever the drive consists of
so many seals that it is practicaUy impossible for the people to carry all
the skins on their backs, as testified by the 700 decaying corpses on the
killing ground at Pestshani salt house, which I photographed on August
6, 1895 (pl. 58c).
To complete the picture of the driving on Copper Island, I may
describe one of these small drives, the principal object of which was to
obtain fresh meat for the natives. It is thus recorded in my diary for
August 8, 1895 (pl. 58a):
The weather was just right for ducks and fur seals, and consequently we started
ont this morning at 6 a. m. in a drizzling rain. There was no l1 elp for it. The drive
could not be postponed, and as I was goinrr to photograph, min or uo rain, the cameras
were taken along. The weather might possibly be uetLer on the other side of the
lllountains, but it wasn't.
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As indicated yesterday, all the rookeries had to be scraped in order to make ercn
small drive, and since I could only be in one place at a time, I selected to go with
the party taking the drive at Zapadnie. Here altogether about 250 animals were
finally gathered together, and the driving started in three divisions. This could
easily be done, for there were certainly enough people to attend to each division,
there beinu no l ess than 30 full-grown men and about half a dozen boys. What a
difference from former clays, when 2 men or boys were all thn t conld be spared for
divisions of about 200 seals each! Most of the animals were killable bachelors, a
few females and undersizecl b achel ors having b een separated out, as the drive went
on, before the steep &scent was reached. Thus far I have only with certainty discovered one female driven across the mountain.
The road was very wet and slippery, both from the long grass and the smooth clay
which here forms the chief material covering the underlying r ock, ancl the asce~t
was consequently a very laborious one. The middle -part of it is very _stoe_p, and m
one place steps have been cut in the ground so as to facilitate the chmbrng. The
altitucle of the pass formino· the hi o·hest point on this drive is about 800' [760 feet].
· 'rhe seals soon commenced to give out, and the men then resorted to all sort~ of
goading them on, short of killing, in order to get as many of the sea}s as possible
alive to the killin$ ground at the village, since they wanted the meat badly. 0?1Y
when a seal coulct absolutely go no farther, after having been urged on by bem{I'
poked and beaten with the sticks, onl y then it was killed and skinned . B_ut no~ even
then in al1 cases, for if it was a small aucl therefore particularly tender amm_a1 1it was
grabbed by the hind legs and dragged along [pl. 62a] until some steeJ! decltVIty wa
reached, down which it was then flnnu. Yet a good many had to be killed along t~e
road. Little girls and still smaller boys arrived now with big skill bags on tr1.r
backs [pl. 62b] to carry home the skins and choice parts of the meat. The last c ~vision, as well as about 100 seals from Palat a Rookery, reached the level ground behmd
Glinka villa g e at 10 a. m. and were given a rest tltere.
. .
At 11 o'clock the final drive in four divisions was beo-un
toward the k11lmg uronml
0
near the beach (not 300 yards) west of the ,illage. Down the steep _ernbanl~ment
(fully 60 feet high) the numerous drive!! hav e worn a deep chaunel-lJke rut m th e
slippery clay, and down this chute the animals came rushing as if it w~re a tob oggan
slide [pl. 63b]. 'l'hey slid down in bunches together, and became piled up at !he
bottom in big heaps. As they were now driven oYer the sand of the beach, a few
undersized seals and a solitary matka or two were soTted out and allowed to escape
into the water, bnt the final culling war:i clone on the killing ground. Alt?gether 47
undersized animals were thus driven over the mountains and :finally permitted to go
back into the sea.
These young animals let loose on the sandy beach afforded great sport for the
youn~er generation of future seal k illers, if seals there be left wllen th~y g!ow
},our little tots, 5 to 6 years old, with sticks in their hands, t!ie(l to ~nvo mto 6
water two young seals too tired to advance farther and askrng notbrng b_ut
allowed to lie down and rest. The seals resented t h e attack, and tho four little e_ lows hit them over th e hen.cl and the snonts with their sticks, as they bad seen their
1
parents do with the big ones, a.nd finally succeeded in driving them into the sea,
11,

ff

to/t

The above descriptions give a fair idea of drives on Copper LJ~nd a
they were and as they are. They demonstrate tbe tremeudou drfficulties and the hardships on the sea.ls. A glance at the maps of the Copper
Island rookel'ies and a study of the descriptions I Lave given of. them
in another chapter must convince anybody that there is nothing even
approaching them on the Pribilofs.
Not so on Bering I laud. There the drives are short and ea yon the
seals. The killing ground is located scarcely more tlrnu 500 yards from
the main rookery, and right in front of the ummer village where t~
men live during the ealing sea 011. The longe t <lrive eyer tak n_ 1
only 1½ miles long; the road i over level ground, mostly covered with
gra s, and the a cent up the coast escarpment is easy and only 30 feet
high.
1 I am sorry to say that a. ~ood d al of unnecessarv suffering was ca.n. eel the animal
simp_ly for the fun of it. The people ca.n harclly be blam d. Th y a.re certai~l not
part1cula_rly cruel by n, tnr~, but o~ tho other hand they evidently have no idea of
such a thmg as :ruelt~ to a.mmals. fhc·~' hav grown up from bahyhoocl among the e
sc n , ancl tb 1r feelmg ar naturally blunted. It mu t not be for,rotteu, however,
th a in h mi<l t of onr own civilization mon, cru elty to animals fa practiced in a
'li111rl ua.y than in a whol s a on on th
al i lands.
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A grave feature of the Bering Island drives, liowevcr, consists in the
mixing in of fema1es aml pups with the bachelors throughout the season.
I have elsewhere in this report treaterl of this skle in detail, but it may
not be superfluous to give an account of one of the largest drives last
summer on North Reef Rookery, Bering Island, wllich took place
August 22.
It being necessary to wait for low water, we did not start until 7
o'clock a. m. The morning was raw (about +50° F.) and dal'k, a driz~ling fog enveloping the scene and making successfnl snap-shot photography an impossibility. We proceeded, Indian file, to tlt-e rookery and
in short order drove off nearly all the grown seals locate<l on the reef
itself, over 4,000 a11imals, all told. Most of these were females (about
3,000) and bachelors (about 1,000). As it was late in the sea on, only
8 bulls were caught. .As many pups as possible were allowed to escape
into the sea, and they availed themselves of the opportunity offered to
go off iu large fl.oc~s. Nevertheless, about 300 pup ·were driven off to
the killing grounds before they could be released. The whole breedi11g
ground not located on outlying rocks-a11d it was now low water-was
gone over and swept absolutely clean. Not a JiviI1g .,eal, except a few
pups too weak from starvation to move, was left on the "Red"."
As usual, the seals were driven in squads of 200 to :300. The length
of the drive was only 650 yards, and in the cold morning entailed no
1:iardship on tbe seals. On the killing ground they were agaill collected
into two large h erds. Tht> segregating of the ''pods" to be kil1ed was
done very quietly and deliberately, without worrying the elltire herd.
Only about 190 grown males (too large and too small) were allowed to
e rape, or 20 per cent of all the males driven. Whatever injnry tbe
driving might inflict would consequently be trifling so far as the male
element was concerned.
But how about the fern ales 1 More than three times as many f males
were driven and returned to the sea as there were bachelors to be kill d.
How did it affect them, Did they suff r mncb physically! Does the
driving of the females seem to have any influence upon their retnrn to
the rookery~
Tl1ese and many related questions wiJI :fiud an answer in the notes anrl
remarks which I wrote down on the spot during an earlier drive on the
same rookery, viz, on July HI, 1805.
A separate tHlly of the number and kind of seals driven is submitted
el ewhere (p. 110), and some of the following notes refer to the ~'pods"
therein enumerated, by "pod" meaning each little flock of seals taken
out of the big berd to be killed. Each pod u t1ally con i ts of bachelors, females, bull,, and imp . The killing gang attempt to hit as many
of the bachelors on the head with their clubs as posRible, while the other
classes are allowed to escape. Occasionally the club glances off and
hits the wrong animal, or, more rarely, a mi take is made in the identification of the animal clubbed. The fo1lowi11g remarks are transcribed
from tbe diary without any attempt at clas ification:
Female seals were accidentally hurt, more or less sevorely, during the killing. I
noted the more severe cases as follows:
In pod 4, 1 stunned; soon recovered and scampered off.
In pod 18, 1 so se-v rely stunned that a man carried her off by the bind legs; recovered in fiftee1i minutes.
In po!l 25 them <;, t severe case occnrred. She wa perfectly uncon cious for a long
while; finally sat up, lrntconld not be induced to move. At 2 p. m. I found her still
in the same place in a clazerl condition.
.
. In pod 31 a female was also badly Lnrt and blee,lin g, but not so severely as one
m pod 35, which received a very big scalp wound. Both ran away with the others,
however.
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In pod 7 a yearling was so badly hurt that it was thought best to kill him.
In pod 28 a pnp was hlll't, but I don't b elieve it was <lone by clubbing; it wa
probably injured in the crush. At 2 p. m. I found it still unconscious in the place
where it ftrst fell, but as I roused it by lifting it up by the hind :flippers it came to
and in a little while ambled off.
Returnin g to the killing grounds at 7 p. m., I found there a lonely pnp roamin u
about aimlessly. As I saw the other pups escape with and follow the various pods of
females, I am inclined to believe that this was the same pup which was bnrt and
which I was speaking of above. If so, it was very lively now and made a furion
resistance when Abraha,m Badaef made an attempt to grab it by the hind legs. This
he had to b e very careful about, for the bite of even such a little fellow-probably
not so very many weeks old-might be serious enough; but he finally succeeded ancl
carried the pup off to the beach, where it was left to take care of itself.
I watched the handling of the seals very carefully in order to ascertain the amount
of injury they might receive during the affair. The natives were certainly not
very particular, much less so than those on St. Paul Island when Mr. True, '.Mr.
Stanley- Brown, and the Treasury agent were observing them, but I can not say that
I was much impressed with the severity of the hurt that could have been inflic1 ed.
The animals are as son and plia'ble as cats, and while there is a good deal of ex itement, even panic, and the wildest possible scramble one over the other, none of
them seemed to mind it in the least. The whole mass of more than a dozen females
would occasionally be piled up on top of a little mite of a pup, but he would immediately pick himself up upon being released and plunge into the seething mass with
renewed vigor. 'fhe scramble was very suggestive of a game of football, and I feel
certain that the seah1 were less inj nred externally and internally than the averarre
football player; and as for the exertion, excitement, and fright of the drive having
any influence upon the procreative powers of the bulls, as well might it be asserted
that the football players impair their virility and render themselves impotent by
playing the game.

Many incidents might be quoted to show how little the seals mind
the drive and how soon they forget its hardships. On Bering I la.ndl
have repeatedly observed half-bu11s in a drive trying to mount female
in heat during intervals of rest. Another observation is so highly
interesting iu many ways that I quote it from my diary of July 15, 1895,
North Rookery, Bering Island, a· follows:
This evening I made a very suggestive observation. While working along the
escarpment ,inst west of the !!alt house, I came across a small :flock of seals le~ over
from yesterday's drive. They had not returned to tho sea, but had located on the
very extreme northern point of the escarpment, a considerable distance from tbi,
rookery (about 250 yards) and 30 feet above the sea. I was quite surprised at finding the flock to be a "hftrem" consisting of 1 bull and about 20 females. I could
not count their number exactly, as I did not want to disturb them, but there were
about 20 f males, and I heard at least 1 pup, though I di(i not see it. I took up my
position some distance off and watched them. Several of the females were in beat
and were alternately teasing the bull, getting him by the throat, but he was kept too
busy running arouud trying to keep the barom together, as some of the females were
evidently anxious to return to the rookery. He, on the other band, was plainly well
satisfied with the location and intended to hold it. * * * Tow, these animal
were driven yesterday and not let go until after they had reached the killing ground
(only 220 yards away from tl1eir present location). In view of the above ob ervation, it eem!! absurd to assume that the driving had injured them in the lea t. Tor
can this bull be accu ed of sleepiness-yet bulls are few on the r ookery-for hew,
kept very busy indeed.

His vigilance did him no good, however, for the females e aped to
the rookery duri11g the night, and the place was entirely deserte<l. when
I vi ited it next, morning.
It is certainly very significant that on Bering Island over a thou and
pups are yearly driven to the killing ground, there to be released, without any visible harm coming to them worth mentioning. If the'e newly
born seal can staud to be driven three-fourths of a mile from Ki hot hnaya and to be repeatedly trampled upon by the larger one piling up
four high, or more, on top of them, it tands to rea on that the vi~orou bolu ·tiaki-or even the females-as a whole can suffer but little
injury from the ·ame caut5e.
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Before leaving this subject it may be well to recall the following
points:
On Bering Island the drives are easy, while on Copper Island they
are exceedingly severe. Yet on Copper Island the bulls and half-bulls
are plentiful, while on Beri11g Island they are comparatively scarce.
The severity of the driving, therefore, does not seem to bear any relation to the relative plenty or scarcity of mature bulls on the rookeries.
Again, on Bering Islaud breeding females and pups are always mixed
with the bachelors in the drives. This, on the other hand, does but
seldom happen on Copper Island, even nowadays. Yet the female seals
on Bering Island are proportionately more numerous and do not appear
to be less vigorous or less prolific than on Copper Island. Moreover,
the productivity of the Copper Island rookeries has evidently suffered
more of late years than those of Bering Island. The driving, therefore, does not seem to be responsible for the depletion of the rookeries.
DOES TJ;IE FEMALE SE.AL NURSE HER OWN PUP ONLY 1

The question whether the mother seal nurses her own pup only, or
wlrnther she will allow other pups to suck her promiscuously, has been
causing quite a controversy. To persons who have not studied the
question on the rookeries with the closest attention it seems an absurdity to suppose that a female seal, after au absence of a day or more,
during which her pup bas been mingling with the thousands of other
pnps and roaming all over the rookery with th em, should be able to
find it aud recognize it. During my visit to the islands in 1882-83 the
question was not up, and I bad paid no special attention to it. On
thinking of the multitudes of pups which I had seen podded together
in those days I was, therefore, on theoretical grounds, strougly inclined
to side with those who deny that such a sea,rch and recognition takes
place, and I so expressed myself to Mr. True when we talked this matter over on our way to the Pribilof Islands. I resolved, however, to
pay special attention to this question. The great difficulty lies in the
impracticability of so singling out a number of mothers with their
young aud so marking them that they could be individually recognizable at a distance and for several days at least. Only in this way would
it be po sible to gather proof conclusive to others than the ol>server
himself, particularly to persons who might not be willing to accept his
other observations as final.
My observations on the rookeries, however, have been sufficient to
convince me that I wa wrong in doubting the ability of the mother to
find and recognize her individual offi pring among thou ands of pups
of identically the same appearance. Some of these ob ervations noted
down in my diary follow here in the very words written down on the
spot.
Kishotohnoye Rookery, Bering I sland, ,Jnly 16, 1895.-0ld bulls a.re certajnly scarce,
and of holustiaki I have thus far S(' en none. Pups are very plentiful, and the
females do not appear to have b en barreu when they arrived. The pnps are alrea(l,V
"podding," and the two backward extensions on either r;ide of the "parade" consist chiefly of pups.
The matki come and go, especially those that are wet and apparently just in from
the sea, while the dry ones [meaning those with the fur dried from having been
lon~er ashore] lie still, suunjng and fmming themselves.
Right in front of me, about 200 feet away, is a small group of 6 dry matkj and
close to them a }Jod of about 50 pups. About 20 feet to t he left is a lonely sikatch;
then another similar group of dried matki and pups. Tho dry mothers are silent and
lie down sleepily; th bull has not changed bi s position 1 his nose Btick iug right up
into the air, during the last hour; he probably leeps. Oecnsionally a wet rnatka
[i.e., with wet fur] comes ambling up from the sea, and fighting her way through
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the harems next to the water's edge finally reaches thi group, which is located at
the posterfor left-hand horn of the breeding ground-the very edge of the rookery.
Such a matka will stop occasionally, shake her head and bleat (apparently in anger);
a few pups will rush at her; she noses them; finally shows her teeth, bleats, shakes
her hea.d, and ambles away to repeat the performanco at the noxt pod. A matka
with only a large wet spot on the hind quarters [she had conseqneutly been a. considerable time out of the water] came up in this fashion to tlJis pod, and after nosing
about in the midst of it .finally grabbed a pup by the skin of its neck, much to the
disgust of the pnp, apparently, and carried tbe little one off, part of the way holdfog it in her mouth, part of the way pushing it ah earl. between her fore flippers. In
this manner she brought it through several pods of pups and groups of females clown
to an old s1katch, a distance of fully 150 feet, where she lies down, but I can not see
whether she i~ nursing the pup, as she is down in a hollo w. I see, however, that the
pup tries to escape-probably wants to go back to play-but is brought back every
time.
Some of these wet matki will stop several minutes in front of four or five pups and
nose them repeatedly, as if in doubt, before they go away. * * "'
There is a remarkable individual variation in the voice of the femal es.

At 1 o'clock p. m., I moved to the northern end of the rookery.
Among th~ notes written down there I find the following:
The pups were very active, running to and fro, but I could not discover that any
of them went very far away from where I saw them first. On the other hand,
fem11,les banling out of the water were constantly traveling all over the rookery,
calling and bleating.

Later in the season similar observations were made on tbe Jittle South
R,ookery, Bering Island (August 17, 1895). Tlle notes then written
down also contain some reflections of a general nature upon the que ·
tion. It is hardly necessary to add that upon further reflection I still
·a dhere to the opinion then expressed--an opinion which may possibly
have some weight, written as it was in plain view of the seals it refers
to. That part of my dfary reads as follows:
I was able to get very close to the grounds, which were occupied by mothers and
pups only. A. good many of the latter were in the water, but there was a.lso qnite a
large pod of smal1er pups at the posterior edge of the herd [near the place where I
was watching]. I was again impresseu, as before on mshotchuaya, hy the action of
the females and pups when tbo former haul up from the water and ~o in sea,rch of the
young to nurse it. The ground is hero so small that it is a comparatiYely easy task
for the mother to find its young, and I consequently observed seveml <lripping-wet
cows nursing pups. 'rhe mother in coming out of the water made Rtraight for the
· poc1 of pnps and the usual performa1Jce of pups rushing up and, n pon being nosed
at critically, refused, whereupon her search continued, was gc,ne throngh .
So much is absolutely certafo, that the females do not nurse the pnps promi cuously.
I am thorougl1ly convinced by what I have seen t.hat the mnt,l10r wanders consider•
able distances and spends much time in sear<'hing for her own imlividual child.
Whether a mother who bad searched in vain for a Jong time, and whose mHk wa
pressing her very strongly, might not finally give in to the importunities of a particularly hungry pup is a question which it will probably nev r be possible to
answer definitely, but I think such cases [if they occur] are the exceptions; the rule
is certainly the reverse.

To the above I need add but little by way of argument. Per on
who r~ject it on purely theoretical grounds bave adduced much te timony to show how some other animal do not discriminate betw en
their own young and those of other mother , but anyone who ha.
studied the habits of wild animals will know how utterly futile ucb an
argument is, and how absurd it is to conclude from one pecies what
are the habit of another.
I may finally, however, call attention to the fact that the opinion her
held has of late received strong confirmation. I refer to the thou and
of starving pup of late years found on the rookeries; for if the female
were willing to nur e tlle pups of other mother a well a their own
there would seem to be no rea on at all why auy pups hould starve to
death.
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MORTALI'l'Y OF PUPS.

The above reflection leads me to the question of the mortality of pups
on the rookeries. With the reports of the appalling loss of pups on the
Pribilof Islands fresh in my mind, one of the first inquiries I made on
Bering Island, u pon my arrival, naturally was whether any unusual
mortalit.y had been observed there.
The answer came from an authoritative source that-No abnormal mortality had been observed among the pups on the Commander
Islands. A few are killed on the rookeries by the old bulls stepping on them, or otherwise, and others are caught in the breakers and surf and are thrown on the beaches.
The skins of those are all utilized and their number on each island averages about
200 a year.

This was also the opinion of everybody I spoke with.
On August 1 and 2, 1895, Mr. Grebnitski and .I visited the Karabelnoye Rookery, on Copper Island, i.' e., the eastern end of it, particularly
the beach near the "Stolp" and the first breeding ground. On the 1st
of 1\ugust we found" two dead pups, one with the placental cord still
attached, but too much decomposed to make an examination of the
cause of death possible."
The next day we visited the same place again:
A few mor e dead pups were seeu on the rookery this morning, all decomposed.
They are easily accounted for, an<l the native was undoubtedly correct who stated
that he had observed that tho great number of sikatchi [remember, there were plenty
of bulls on the Copper Island rooker ies] caused so much fighting among them that
many pups which camo in their way got trampled upon and killed. The number,
however, is plainly insignificant.

On August 22, 1895, in company with the captain, Mr. Francis R.
Pelly, and several of the officers of H. B. M. S. Porpoise, I attended a
large drive on the North Reef Rookery, Bering Island, the same of
which I have given a, description previously in this report. In order
to fully appreciate the account which is to follow, it is necessary to
remember that this great rookery covers a long rocky reef and that
low tide (the difference between high and low water being about ~
feet) uncovers a long stretch of rocky beach wliich forms the favorite
roaming and playing ground for the pups. (Compare photographs 19b
with 22b.) It should also be borne iu mind that, as I have stated previously, it was extreme low water at the time we went with the natives
on the rookery to take the drive.
When all tlrn animals had been driven off, I remained behind to investigate. On the rookery ground I was startled by the great number of
dead pups. I was wholly unprepared for this, becau e at the great distauce from which it bad become necessary to watch the rookeries here
the small bodie•s of the dead seals have not been noticeable; in fact, I
do not see how in the binocle they could have been distinguished from
sleeping ones.
Those lying in a windrow along the high-water margin of the rookery
were most conspicuous. These had evidently been washed ashore. A
good many of them were in an advanced stage of putrefaction-some
entirely flattened out and without hair. But an equal proportion bad
evidently died more recently, being in good condition. There was
another class of pup carcasses, viz, those· which were lying dead upon
the higher portion of the breeding ground, away back from the water's
edge. These were mostly all in good condition and appeared as if they
had died within a few days.
When the seals were driven off, as many pups as possible were allowed
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to escape into the sea, and they availed themselves of the opportunity
offered to go off, in lal'ge tlocks. But there was a considerable number
of pups staying behind singly, which upon our approach made but
feeble attempts in gettiug away. Evidently something was the matter
with them. Upon a closer examination they were found to be very
weak, and their thin, pinched appeaeance was at once noticeable.
They were starviug; their shouldel' blades and ribs and hips wPre
sticking out in strong contrast to the rounde<l. aud plump forms of tho e
scampering off with the others. Upon handling tbe cn,rcasses, both in
the windrow and on the higher grouud, the same state of affairs wa
apparent, •viz, extreme leanness and emaciation.
After the rookery had been completely cleared I took my notebook and
walking along the beach (starting at the south end, west siue) began to
count the number of dead pups, making a distiuction between those in
good condition and those in an advanced stage of decay. I had gone
about halfway round and counted about 200 of the former cla s antl
150 of the latter, when the starslieua arrived and said he hau order·
from the kossak, Selivanof, to ask me to leave tlrn rook{wy at once.
It was evident later that Selivanof was uneasy because he thought
that the number of dead pups might in some way become charged
against the management, for he tc·ied to make the whole thing a small
affa,ir and explained to me that the number of dead pups was due to
their being trampled upon by the sikatclli. But for three very goo~
reasons this theory does not hold: (1) There are 110w very few_ s~~atchi
on the roo kery at all, entirely too few to be able by any poss1b1hty t?
even kill a small fntctiou of tlte pups which have recently died; (2) if
this tramp1ing caused the death of so many pups, how many might we
not expect in a dl'ive like the one to -da.y, in which hundred were
trampled upou, not once, but over and over again, yet not a single dead
pup was foum1 in the wake of the drive; (3) this explanation does not
account for the emaciated condition or the bodies of the dead one ,
Seeing tbe necessity of complying with the order to leave the rookery,
I could uot finish my count. I am pretty positive, however, tlrn! the
followin g estimate is not much out of tue way. I nrny preface it by
saying tlrnt the number of dea,d bodies on the east side appdared to be
auout double that on the west side:
Dead pups ou west side, counted, about....... . . . • . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Dead pups on enst side, estimated, a.bout............ .... .. ...... .............
Dea<.l pu1)s on high ground, estimated., about .............. _... . . . . . . . .. . ....

:,50
700
200

Total ... _.••.••••.• _....... __ .......•••• _•......... _..... _.. . . . . . . . . . . 1, 2w

In leaving the rookery I t ook from the high ground two bodies, wl~ieh
seemed quite fresh, and from which, therefore, it would seem po 101
to determine tbe cause of death. In lifting the second body up by th
hind flippers I was somewhat tartled to fiud it till ga pin ·, tlwu;.!'h
it wa' much too weak to give any sign· of life when lying ou the grou11 l.
I carried it up to the killing ground, where the re t of the company l. ad
congregated, but the pup had died before I reached them. The oth r
pup had died apparently <luring the previous night.
.
The doctor on board the Porpoise urgeon Llo rd Thoma , kinc~l.T
consented to attend the post-mortem. On viewing the opened boche
he agreed with me that <leatlrwas due to iuanition-la<"k of food. 'fh ·
were tarv d to death. There wa not a trace of fat left in tbe ti: ·u
under the skin uor on the mu cle ·. 'rite exlr 'me leanne' of th c.. rca es was very noticeaule. Both of us aftcnvardH commented u1
the plumpne s of the average pups as they appear din the drive.
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. I satisfied myself while on the rookery that the fresh bodies in the
windrow were in the same condition, and the fact that they were thus
thrown up on the beach by tbe sea signifies nothing, for we had had no
severe weather as yet, and it is therefore impossible that these pups
could have been killed by any "surf nip."
It may be well to remark right here that the fact that these bodies
were found in a windrow at high-water mark does not imply that they
died in the water or were killed by the sea. I have explained above
that at low water a long stretch of beach is bared, upon which the
pups roam about and play. Naturally, a g·ood many of the starving
pups died there at ebb tide and their emaciated bodies were thrown up
by the rising tide. It may eveu be rea ·onab1y supposed that these
hnngry pups would attempt to keep as close as possible to the water's
edge, to beg nourishment of the females ]anding.
On the 16th of September I had another chance to inspect the North
Rookery. My experience was as follows:
Verr few seals were seen on the rookery, only a few thousands all yold; the
''sands" were almost entirely deserted, 11 or were any seals to bo observed 1n the sea,.
Those on the reef were cows and pups, tho majority of tbe latter now grn.y. One or
two old bulls were seen n.rnl half a <lozen large 4 or 5 year olds mingling among tho
females, apparently playing sikatchi. I fournl a, great number of dead pups . There
were at least, twic-e as many as on August 22. All, or nearly all, wore lying in windrows. Curiously enongh, there were no Yery fre~h bodies which might have been
killed by tho recent northerly swell. All I saw were de:ul at least one week. It was
also notable that neal']y all wero black, only here and there a g1·ay one.

After all, tlle ab,·ence of fresh bodies does not signify much. I have
no doubt that most of them were eaten or carried off by tlle blue foxes.
Since the decrease in the 11umber of sealR killed the nat ives on Bering
Island have utilizt d every seal carcass, salting the best l)arts for tlleir
own use and putting· the rest, including the entrails, into holes in the
gl'ound for winter food for the sledge dog . The foxes in tbe neighborhood of the rookery, instead of feasting on the carcasse::-; on the killing
grounds and el ewbel'e, are therefore reduced to making a precarious
living out of what they can snatch from the rookery. There beiug now
only a few old sea]s on land, the foxes and tlieir you11g, at this time
nearly full grown, naturally clean the ground very ea,rly every morning
of every pup dead during the night. The flock of large sea gulls
(Larus gla1wescens), always present on the rookery, also diRpose of many
bodies. Jt is therefore perfectly safe' to assert that a great many more
seal pups have died than any census based on tlrn dead bodie pre cut
on the rookeries will account for.
It may be ob erved in the present connection that the bodies of even
grown seals disintegrate and di..:appear with amazing rapidity. The
combined efforts of the foxeR, tile birds, ,the tapllylinid insects, and
the fly Ia,rvre reduce a, carcass in very short order to a 8ke1etou. During the winter the bones become scattered. If tl1ey are lying on or
near the beach the furious winter urf sweep them away; if tliey are
farther away the decayi11g rank vegetation covers them up. During
the winter the waves wa hover the entire "reef" and the" sands" as
well, and not a trace of the tarved pup carcasses will be found on the
beaches the next eason.
It is a curious fact that the natives and the kossak in charge of the
rook ry were trying to make Iio-ht of this state of affairs, although tlte
very fact that the latter prevented me from :fini bing the count i videnee enough that he was aware of it. As mentioned in the ab tract
from my diary, he suspected tbat tlrn great mortality might be charged
against management. I have shown that his argument that the pups
1
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were being trampled to death on the rookery has no foundation in fact,
but I did not mention, however, his answer to my question why be
thought so. It was to the effect that the flattened condition of the dead
pups showed that they had been trampled upon. Now, it is quite true
that these half-decomposed bodies present a very much flattened
appearance, but that is not surprising when we consider the amount of
cartilage in their skeletons. Moreover, there is no doubt that they have
been trampled upon, but that took place after they were dead. After
I had demonstrated to Selivanof and some of the natives that the pups
had died from starvation aud not from any injuries received, there wa
evidently a load taken off their hearts, and lamentations over the great
nurn ber of dead pups were heard all around. I mention this incident
chiefly to show how little dependence can be placed upon the observations made by the natives, and more particularly upon their deduction ,
or the explanations they see fit to make.
From the above it may be regarded as well established that during
the past season an unusual mortality took place among the seal pups
on Bering I land, aml that they died of starvation. There seems but
one reasonable explanation of this phenomenon, viz, that they starved
because tileir mothers were killed, and as they were not killed on the
island there eemi:; to be no other logical conclusion but to assume that
they were killed by the pelagic sealers.
ALLEGED CHANGES OF HAlUTS.

During the recent discnssions relative to the habits of the fur seals
and to the seal :fisheries it has been asserted by various. person that
the habits of the eals have undergone, or are undergoing, material
change . Curiously enoug-11, such chauges have been alleged by both
sides, but while one sic.le attributes certaiu alleged chauges to the dis •
turbance of the seals on the rookeries, the other side insists-that certain
other alleged cha11ge are due to the interference of the pelagic sealer .
It must uot be forgotten that tbe habits of the fur seals at the pre. ent time are the result of a long evolution, which <lates back po sibly
millions of years. The habits of the North Pacific and South Pacific
seals in most essential points are alike, and as these seals belong to
very di tinct specie it is practically certain that the e habits wer
formed before these species had emerged from the common ancestral
stock. This separation probably dates back to the time wheu the orth
Pacific seal became geographically shut off from intermingling with
the southern form . From that early period the differentiation of the
local habit of the former mu t have gone on for ages, until now tber
is inborn in every seal an instinct which is the inherited accumulation
of the doings of tens of thousands of generatious repeated every year.
It must, moreover, be borne in mind that the fur seals are gr ~gariou
animals. Such auimals always act in flocks; their habits are the habit
of the flock. In.di idual deviation· from the habits inborn does not
materially affect the habits of the whole community. To effect a chang
in the habit of such a pecies it would be neces ary not only that th
bulk of each yearly clas hould change their habit in the same way,
but also that the causes should continue long enough to allow the change
to be tran mitted to the ofi''priug through an unkuown number of generations. This is particularly true where, as in the preseut case, the
disturbing causes mainly affect the male ex.
The first detailed description of th habits of the northern fur
l
after Steller's account, is, as I l1ave shown, by Veniaminof in 1 9.
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The next by Bryant (1870) and Elliott (1874). No change of habits
is alleged up to that time. In fact, these changes are supposed to have
taken place during the last five to ten years.
The theoretical considerations presented above have not been submitted with any intention of overriding by a priori reasoning any
statement of alleged facts, though it is believed that its soundness is
unassailable. It is only my intention to show the utter improbability
of any change of habits within the short period in which man has interfered with the fur seal in order to demand strong proof in support of
the alleged changes. In view of that improbability, we can not accept
a change of habit as the expla11ation of certain phenomena unless demonstrated beyond peradveuture, or no other reasonable explanation can
be furnished. Much less can we be expected to admit such changes
simply upon hearsay evidence or speculations of a general nature.
Now, for the alleged changes in so far as they have had reference to
the habits of the Commander Islands seals.
The decrease in the number of kiilable seals on the rookeries bas
been attributed to their having 1)een driven off to seek other haunts.
It is al1eged that they are staying- at sea and that, they are forming
rookeries on the Kamchatkan Coast.
The evidence in support of these contentions are of the most iudefinite kind. On a couple of occasions fur seals are believed to have
hauled out at certain uninhabited rocks on the eastem coast of Kamchatka. In the first place, the accounts are so devoid of details that it
is impossible to attach much importance to them. In the second place,
granting that fur seals do haul up there occasionally, what scintilla of
proof is there that they have not done so always 1 1 As a matter of
fact, I heard these rumors of fur seals hauling out on the coast of Kamchatka duriug my first visit, in 1882-83, and I know positively that
Oaptain Sandman contemplated a trip to go in search of the alleged
rookeries as far north as the island Karaginski. Nearly the whole eastern coast of Kamchatka, for a distance of more than 4QO miles, is almost
entirely uninhabited and very seldom visited by man.
The other evidence offered is the fact that lately the sealing schooners
have been found taking fur seals during the summer months off certain
capes in Kamchatka, notably Cape Shipunski. Here the same objection
obtains. What proof is there that seals might not always have been
taken there in summer! Moreover, is it certain that the seals taken
there by the schooners represent the bulk of the "killables" of tbe
islands? On the contrary, it is pr bable that these locatio11s of schooners
indicate the feeding grounds of the females, as hinted at in another
chapter of this report. Krashenninikof' statement that ' ' none of them
are to be seen lon the east coast of Kamchatka] from the beginning of
June to the end of August," only relates to the immediate coa tit elf
and not to the open sea, where pelagic sealers make their catches.
The explanations offered of these alleged, but utterly unproven,
changes of habits are diametrically opposed to each other. Those postulating that the regulated driving- and killing of the bachelor seals on
shore is causing the decrea e of seals on the islands explain that this
interferen ce with the seals has led them to seek other haunts-in this
case the coa t of Kamchatka. There was never any evidence that seals
were dri ven away from any place frequented by them habitually and
took up their abode habitually in some other place. Elliott (Monogr.
1
They apparently did so occasionally more than one hundred and :fifty years ago,
if Krashenninikof's statement, that "they seldom come ashore about Kamchatka,"
means anything.
·
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Pribyl., 1882, p. 109, footnote), it is true, in speaking or toe" rapaciou.
hunters" that were drawn to the Commander Islands, states as follow :
They appear, as near as I can arrive at truths, from the scanty record, " ~ * to
have killed many and harassed the other for seals entirely away from the i lnnll; so
that there was an interregnum between 1760 and 1786, during which time the Hn.
sian promyshleniks took no fur seals, and were ntterly at loss to know whither these
creatures had fled from the islands of Bering and Cooper. When they (the seals)
began to revi sit their haunts on the Commander Islands, I can find no specific date.
* * * I think, therefore, that when the fnr seals on the Uommander Islands
became so ruthlessly bunted and harassed, shortly after Steller's ob ervations in
1742, then they soon repaired, or rather most of tho survivors did, to the sbelt,er an<l
isolation of the Pribilof group, which was wholly unknown to man.

As will be shown in the historical part of this report (p. 90), the
seals, as a matter of fact, never fled from the islands of Bering and
Copper, and Elliott's statement rests on a misapprehensiou. In the
very year 1786, when Pribilof first discovered the islands which now
bear his name, there returned to Kamchatka two vessels, loaded with
fur-seal skins which could only have been taken on the Commander
Islands, viz, one belonging to Protassof, "the cargo consisting chiefly
of fur seals," and ~ne belonging to Shelikof, with no less thau 1 000
seal skins. Pribilof, with his cargo of over 31,000 seals from the new
islands, did not return until several years later.
The other explanatiou, offered by some of those who ascribe the
decrease of the seals on the rookeries to the interference by the ealing
at sea, rests on an assumption tbat the sealers, by stationing themselves at intervals across the path of tlle seals on their northward
migration, actually cut tbe seals off from the islands, tlm forci11g
them to go elsewhere, or in the case of those finally reaching the i lanclR,
materially delaying them on the way. It would seem that to a11yo11_0
who has seen the way in which seals travel during their mi crration: it
would be plain that it would be impossible for many times the number
of sealing schooners now in existence to effectually block the progre
of the migrating herds. It may well be that the positions of the chooners if platted on the charts wou1<1 show them to thus streteh across the
path of the seals (it has been so asserted in Rus, ian report ), a11d the
large marks on the chart may well convey such an impression, but at
sea the thing is quite different.1
This last explanation hints at tbe other alleged change in the habit"
of the eal, viz, an increa8ing lateness in the arrival of the bulk of the
seals and a corresponding lateness in many of the phenomena of eal
life on the islands. It is utterly inconceivable, however, that the ealers can even delay the bulk of the migrating herds materially, aud the
explanation, therefore, would not explain, ven if the allegation of the
increa ing latene of the phenomena alluded to could be ub tantiated,
and in my opinion they can not.
A glance at the table of seals killed on North Rook ry, Bering I lan<l,
during the sea on of 1895 ,·hows that nearly one-third of the total
number of kin, was obtained between the 22d of uo-u t and the
13th of eptember (the kins being shipped September lG); in other
words, during 1 95 n arly one-third of the skin wa ta,ken aft r th
1

1 For the contemplation of tho e who believ in the schooners being ahle to cordon
the sea so as to actually intercept the e. l , I snbmit tho following: In ~, e latt<'rpart
of July, 1892, to the end of Augnst, numerous <·hoon rs ki11 <1 seals south of 'opper
Island. If the position of the dail catclies of eight or th m ho platt·d down on
chart, it will be seen that they cov r cl pretty e, only an ar a of 13 0 0. quare uautiral miles (ronghly speaking-). As thPir <·omhine<l catch amounted ~o abon -1-, 0
kius, it is plain that they ecured ab ut one eal on every 3 quare nnl s (see map.
pl. l).
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time when the skins are usually sldpped. Thus, in 18Di the skins were
shipped August 27; in 1893, August 22; in 1892, August 24. 1:he
earlier records to which I have had access are rather incomplete, but
from 1877 to 1882 the seal skins were shipped from the North Rookery,
Bering Island, on tbe following dates:
1877 ............................ Ang. 26 1 J~80 ...•••..•••.•••....•..••••. Aug. 20
1878 ............................ Ang. 16 1881. .......................... Aug. 13
1879 ..... . ............... .. ..... Aug. 29 1882 .........................•• Aug. 16

It will he seen that even in the palmiest days of tke rookeries, long
before the advent of the pelagic sealers, tl1e shipping dates do not differ
materially from tl10se of the years 1892 to 1894. The lateness of the
catch ill 1895 is therefore abrupt and exceptional. There is a great deal
of difference in the dates upon which the hunting ceases, even in former
years. 'rhus, on Glinka, Copper Island, the catch was all in on the
following dates:
1877 .......................•. - .. Jnne 30 1 1880 ......................•.... Aug. 7
1878 ............... . ............ July 12 1881. .......................... July 30
1879 ................... ... ...._.. Aug. 1 1883 ........................... July 13

But the fatP11er--s of the Bering Js1a1Hl season of 1895 is 11ot explainable in that way either, for no amount of backwardHess of the season
wouid account for the critch after the mid<lle of August. The summer
of 1SD5 was certainly a coltl an<l late one, and the snow was in places
lying down to tbe water's edge tlle ent.ire summer; but the sea on of
1879 was also late, according to the records, and the "year remarkable
for much snow," yet the sealing season closed on both jsla11(ls on .August 2. 'rhere must consequently be some other reason for the lateness in 1895.
Here is wbere tl1e pleacomeH in that the killable seals in 1 95 arrived
later 011 the rookeries than iu former years. In answer to this l would
like to ask the question: fa tbere anybody fami1in.r with tlie North
Rookery, Bering Island, who ,vould deny that it would have been feasible in any previous year to Lave obtained there 2,670 ski ns between
August 13 and September 13, if an attempt had been made to" scrape
and rake" the rookery to tlie same extent as in 189,H However, the
table of the seals killed 011 that rookery in 1895 directly disprove
the alleged late arrival of the killables, for it will be seen that tlie
proportion of the ki1lab1es to the other classes of seals driven was
decreasing toward the latter pnrt of the season instead of increasing.
Thus, before August 12 tbe average proportion of killed seal to those
escaping was as 1 to 2.2, while after that date it fell to 1 to 3.75.
The following table shows how exceedingly variable the fir t arrival
of killables on the rookerie rea11y is:
First drires on Bering Island, North Rookery.
Date.
1877, Jnn c 20 .••.••.••• .••••..••• •..• .•••
]8i8, J1111e a ............................ .
1881. }fay :n ... ........................ .
1882, Ju111• 8 . .••. •...•. . ••.......•..•...•
188:l, Ju11 e Hl ..... ••.• • •. •............. •.
1889, June 19 . •••••••••••..•.. .•..•••. . ..

I

urnb r
of ekine.
911

22~
512
1,552
1, 103

1890, fay 25 ..•....•.• . ...•...........•.

im:
~~rc1 2f.:::::: :::::::: ::::::: ::::::
1893,J11110 24 . . . .............•.•....•...
1895, June 13 ..........•.•..•...........

Tnmhor

of skins.
41
51
3

830
110

The trne and only explanation of tl1e exceptfonal lateness of the
sea 011 on Bering- HJarnl Jies in the fact tlrn,L killable .·cal , e pecial1y
tlie youJJger clas ·e , had become very scarce, and that, conHequently,
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in order to get as many skins as possible-the company and the natives
being equally eager to make up the threatened deficiency-seals were
killed until the advaneed staginess of the skins put a stop to it, as
proven by the fact that in the last drive, in which 194 seals were killed,
51 were more or less stagey.
This statement recalls tbe other change alleged to have taken place.
It is asserted that the skins become stagey la.ter in the year now than
formerly.
In order to fully weigh this allegation it is well to call to mind the
fact that there are very few detailed and definite observations upon
this point so far as the Commander Islands are concerned. Nowhere
do we find any series of observations concerning this question con•
tinued through a number of years. It can not be too often empha ized
that there is a great latitude of date in the events of seal life,1 and
assuredly the beginning of the stagey condition of the skin is no more
bound to a rigid observation of the calendar than the other phenomena.
Moreover, we do not at all know the causes which are responsible for
these fluctuations; we do not know the conditions which accelerate the
advent of the stagey season or postpone it. Possibly cold aud damp
weather may retard it. In that case we might expect the skins to
become stagey somewhat later in 1895. The only definite record, ~ far
as ·the Commander Islands are concerned, that I am aware of IS the
statement by the British Bering Sea Commission (Rep. Bering ~ea
Comm., 1893, p. 50) that" In 1891 we found the 'stagey' season was Ju t
beginning on the Commander Islands on the 1st of September." In
1895 there were 14 stagey skins taken in the drive on September 10.
The "beginning" must, therefore, have been somewhat earlier-enough
to show that in this respect 1895 is not extravagantly late.
The lack of reliable information concerning the beginning of the
stagey season in earlier years is easily explainable by the fact that the
killing season was over long before there was any suspicion of stagin:e ·
The question then was not at all "When does the stagey season begm'
but, on the contyary, "Wllen does it end i" The reason of thi wa
that the natives were anxious to begin the autumnal catch a early a
possible, in order to get fresh meat, which they had been obliged t-0 b
without since the end of the killing season. Thus I find in the record
of Bering Island station for 1878 that on October 13 it was contem·
plated to take a drive in order to get fresh meat. The "chief wi bed
first to ascertain how skins looked at present, supposing they were too
stagey yet," and accordingly went llimself to the rookery, whence on
the 16th he returned with 9 skins, reporting that "fur was good." The
drive was therefore made and 520 seals taken on October 18. 2
The explanation of the fact that nowadays many phenomena ap~ear
to happen later is easy enough. During the years of plenty very little
1

The first arrivals on Bering Island rookeries are shown in the following statement:
l>ate.

Rookery.

Arrivals.

1879, May 5 ••••••••••••••. North .. ln~~lor.
1880, April 'J:T •••••• •••••••••• •do ... 3 bulls.
1881, May 20 ....... .•••....•.. do ... 2 bulls.

Date.

Rookery.

Arrivala.

1882, April 19 ..•••••••••. North .. • bulla.
1883, May 23.. ••• •• •••••• '011th... 2 bulls.
1895, May 10............. North . . 1 bull.

i The difference from the Pribilof Islands will be noted, a-s in the latter th native
were allowed to take seals for food in the stagey season. (See, for instance, Fu.x
Seal A.rb., v, pp. 714, 715.)
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attention was paid to them except in the most general way. Such a
thing as detailed ob~ervations and records throughout the season for a
number of years sufficient to furnish exact data for reliable deductions
were (and, as a rule, are yet) unknown. This is particularly true of phenomena happening after the finishing of the catch. But now, in the days
of threatened commercial extinction, when the rookeries and the 8eals
are under constant and anxious inspection, many things appear unusual
and new. The killing season being extended in order to fi.11 the required
complement of skius, the impression easily takes hold that tl.te plienomena particularly noticed during the thus belated season are themselves likewise belated.
FEEDING GROUNDS OF COMMANDER ISLANDS SEALS.

It was formerly held by those who had anything to do with the Russian fur seals that the females only went a comparatively short distance
from the islands to feed. This assumption was based upon no observed
fact whatsoever, and was only a general expression of the total ignorance of the true location of these feeding grounds.
When the Canadian sealing fleet, in 1892, in a body resorted to the
Commander Islands, after having been excluded from the eastern portion of Bering Sea, an inkling of the truth was felt, and undoubtedly
to some extent influenced those who were responsible for the 30-mile
zone fixed in the Russian-British modus vivendi of 1893. But it was
not until the logs of the more successful schooners bad been published
and their positions at noon every day, with numbers of seals taken
during the past twenty-four hours, plotted on the charts, that the trne
status of affairs was made clear. It was then manifest that the bulk
of the catch was taken on a comparatively limited area south of Oopper
Island, approximately bounded by 52° 30' and 54° 30' north latitude,
and by 165° and 170° east longitude. The richest hauls, however, were
made within a much more restricted area south and south-south we ·t
and ou the line between this area and the rookeries of that island. As
a matter of fact, the overwhelming majority of the skins were taken
more than 30 miles distant from the is]aud, and most of the skins that
were taken closer in were secured by those of the schooners that found
it more tempting to raid the rookeries from a safe distance. The time
of the season during which the fleet operated that year was chiefly
during the mouths of July and August. There is, therefore, not the
slightest doubt about the correctness of regarding the area as a,b ove
limited as the feeding grounds of the seals frequenting the Copper
Island breeding grounds (pl. 1).
The season of 1892 failed to throw much light upon the question
where the Bering Island seals go to feed during the same months. The
Vancouver Belle made a reconnaissance to the northeast and north of
Bering Island, at a distance varying between 20 and 100 mile , but
obtained only a few (13) stray seals, and hastened back to the Copper
I sland ground s. The Maud S. made a similar trip of exploration around
Bering Island with a similar result (27 seals). The experience of the
fleet, however, demonstrated pretty clearly that the Bering Island seals
do not go to the Copper Island grounds to feed. It seems that the
Henry Dennis was on or near the Bering Island feeding grounds, for
between August 1 and 7 she took 1~9 seals in a restricted area a little
more than 100 miles due northeast of the Bering Island North Rookery.
The experienpe of l 895 seems to show that the Bering Island feeding
grounds are somewhat more distant and more extensive than the Copper
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Island ones, for the Jane Grey took 65 seals between August 16 and 21
about 25 miles from the Kamchatkan coast, east of Cape Afrika, while
the Ida Etta obtained 180 skins between August 20 and September 4,
20 to 30 miles 11orthea~t and east from Cape N agikinski, as deta,iled
elsewhere in this report.

IV.-THE RUSSIAN SEALING INDUSTRY.
HISTORICAL.

Even before the discovery of the Commander Islands, in 1741, the
fur seals were known to and hunted by the natives of Kamchatka.
Krasheuinnikof (Hist. Kamtschatka, 1764, p. 124 seq.) refers to thi
catch as follows:
'£he sea cats are caught in the spring and in the month of September, about _the
river Shupar,ova, at which times they go from the K1trilskoy Island to the Amencan
[i.e., Commander Islands] coast; but the most are catched about the cape of l(ronotzkoy, as betweet1 this ancl the cape S lmpinslcoy the sea is generally calm a~a
affords them properer places to retire to. Almost all the females that are caught m
the spring are pregn ant; and such as are near their time of bringing forth their yonn~
are immediately opened, and the young taken ont and skinned. None of them ar
to be seen from tire beginning of June to the end of .Aitgllst, when ihey Teturn from
the son th [ !] with their young. ... " " They seldom come ashore about Hamtschatlcaj so that tho inhabitants chace them in boats, and throw darts or harpoons
at them, whi ch stick in their body. To this hn,r11oon is fixed one en cl of ~trope nnil
the other is in the vessel, and by this rope tLey draw them tow<rn1. the boat; hut
here they are to be particularly cautious whenever they ch ace one, if he comes nenr.
not to suffer him to fasten upon the eide of the boat with his forepaws and OY<'!·
turn it, to prevent which some of the :fishermen stand ready with axes to cut off In:
paws.

In later times there has been no such regular catch of fur seal on
the Kamchatkan Coast, for the reasou that now the whole region from
the Bay of Avatcha to the mouth of the river Kamchatka is entirely
uninhabited.
Following the discovery of the Commander Islands numerous ves els
were fitted out to hunt fur-bearing animals on these islands and, later.
to lay in provisions of s'.>a-cow meat for use in their protractedjourney.
!o the Aleutian L lands fattlter east (see St~jueger, American Natural1 t.: 1887, pp. 1049-1052). It does not seem, however, as if the fur- cal
skrnH were in demand. The skins wer e not particularly valuable; the
~ea, otters and blue foxes were still numerous; the men had mor~ pre .,·
mg and p rofitable things to attend to; the drying oJ the seal skrns wa·
both laborious and precarious in the damp climate; in brief, it did not
pay to bother with the fur seals at that period. Later, however, all
tbi wa ehan o-ed. The more costly furs were getting scarce and th
enterpri ing Russian merchants, now following upon t he heel of the
promyshleniks, or hunters, had found a profitable market in China for
large quantitie, of the cheaper fur seal. Foremo t among these me~·chaut wa Grigori Ivanovich Shelikof whose 11ame, from 1776 on to h1:
death in 1795, wa,s connected with the fur trade and colonization of tha
part of the world. He eems to have been the first to pay pecial attention to the skin of the fur ~eal, and was for a long time the only on
who gathered them in larg quantities.
The discovery of the I)ribilof Islands, with their countless number
of fur seals, <lid not eem to have made a11y difference in this. On the
contrary, the increased upply seem to have created au increa ed
demand. Under the pres ure of a fierce competition a en ele .
slaughter of the fur eals was carried ou until the whole bnsine wa
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threatened with destruction, from which it was alone rescued by the
formation _of a dominant company, which soon swallowed up the smaller
concerns and obtaiued a monopoly of the entire trade of the region.
By tbe establishment of the great Rns. ian-American Company, in
1799, Shelikof's enterprise was merged into the larger concern, and the
Commander Islands became part of wbat was from now on in reality a
Russian colony. The supply of fur-bearing animals must have become
practically exhausted on the Commander Islands by that time, for the
islands were abandoned and vessels touched but seldom, scarcely one
in five years. In 1826, during the sec011d term of th~ Hussian-American
Company, a new district, the district of Atkba, was formed, consisting
of the Commander Islands and tbe western portion of the Aleutian
chain from Attu to tbe island of Yunaska, consequently including the
Near Islands, the Rat Islands, and the Andreanof group. The agency
·
was located on Atkha Island.
Shortly afterwards the permanent colonization of the Commander
Islands was undertaken, and Aleuts and half.breeds from the Andreanof Islands and from Attu were transferred to the new settlements
on Copper and Bering islands. This was accomp}jshetl before 1828, in
which year Admiral Liitke, in the corvette Seniavin, visited the latter
island and communicated with the inhabitants of the settlement at
Saranna, on the north coast. 1
Very little is known concerning the islands and the seal industry on
the islands during their occupancy by the Russian-Americau Company.
Its jealousy of both foreign aud domestic interfereuce caused it to keep
all details of its deali11gs secret, and as the islands were entirely away
from the ordinary line of travel, scarcely any outside information is to
be had. The overseers were probably uuimportant, possibly uneducated persons, and the reports of the inspectors occasionally vh:;iting
the islands are probably buried in tbe St. Peter burg archives of the
company.
There can be no doubt that the alarming decrease in the Pribilof
catch, which in teu years dropped from 60,000 skins to less than 20,000,
caused the compauy to colonize the Commander Island in order to
work the seal rookeries there. In 1821 this decrease was tllreatening
enough to make the board of admi11istration of the company suggest
stopping killing ·on the Pribilof's altogether for one seasoH, if certain
islands which were supposed to exi t north of tbe Pribilof Islands
should be found to be fictitious or not to harbor the hoped-for fur seals
(Fur Seal Arb., vn1, p. 323). The discovery wa evWently not made,
and the reoccupation of the Commander I lands resulted.
It seems, however, that the Greek war of independence again t Turkey had a depressing effect on the fur market of Burope, and it i
therefore not improbable that the Pribilof Islands were capable of filling
the demand until the restoration of order in that part of the world,
about 1830. By this time the annual yield of the Pribilof's had fallen to
16,000, and shortly after even as low as 6,000, the average during the ten
years from ]832 to 1841, inclusive, being le s than 9,700 skins a year.
As I have shown elsewhere, this was not nearly enough to satisfy tlte
demand, which probably averaged in the neighborhootl of 25,000 during
this period, and the deficiency was probably made up in the Commander
Islands.
With the de tructive methods then in vogue, it is not to be wondered
at if the Commander Islands were unable to furnish an annual quota
1
This fact shows that Dybowski's statement that the settlements were not establiahed until 1830 (Wyspy Komand, p. 36) is erroneous.
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of, say, 14,000 skins for any considerable length of time. The close
season which Chief Manager Etholin asked for and probably instituted
in 1843 was therefore very necessary. From this time until the end of
the regime of the Russian-American Company the yield of the Commander Islands was very insignificant. It is true, the reports were in
1859 that the rookerieR w·e re again crowded, a condition evidently due
to the improved metliods,especiallythe prohibition of killing the female,
but as the Pribilof Islands showed the same favorable conditions and
could easily supply the demand, there was no inducement for the chief
management in Sitka to incur the increa~ed labor and risk at the more
distant islands, and it is probable that the Commander Islands were
only worked enough to supply the kind and quantity of skins demanded
for the Siberian (Kiakhta) trade, a comparatively insignificant amount
(5,000 to 6,000 a year).
In a general way the condition of affairs on the Commander I_sl~nds
during this periocJ_ must have been very similar to that on tlie Prib1lofs,
though from their remotehess from the seat of tbe general management
and their comparative insignificance the criticisms of the company's
dealings which were current probably applied with still greater force
to the Commander Islands.
Once a year the islands bad communication with the outer world. A
small vessel brought supplies, etc., from Sitka and carried a;~ay the
dried skins. 1 In the earlier days, after tile recolonization of the 1 land . ,
the skins were apparently shipped to oue of the ports in the Okhot k
Sea, but this was changed later, so that all the furs were fi~st sent to
Sitka, whence they were reshipped the following year .. This ~ethod,
however, involving additional cost and risk, was discontrn uecl m 1854,
and the vessel which brought the supplies and inspectors was henceforth ordered to proceed with the skins to Ayau, on the Okbots_k Sea
by way of the Kuril district (Fur Seal Arb., vnr, p. 349). Occas10na!~
some of the vessels of the semimilitary navy of the company '!o
call at the islands on their cruises of protection against the foreign:chiefly .American-fleets of whale ship8 wl1ich infested the waters m
those days, and even landed on and raided the islands. 2
When :finally, in 1868, the Russian-American Company abandon d
the management of the islands, the so-called" interregnum" comme~ce_d.
The islands were pla·ced under the jurisdiction of the Petropauls~1 di ·
trict, and the first thing the ispravnik, or official, of that place du~ 'Ya
to issue a proclamation declaring the natives to be free mei~ 3 and givrng
them liberty and power to regulate all their: affairs, inclndmg t~e ?atch
of the fur-bearing animals. It seems that only a noucomm1s 10ned
officer, Teterin, was left in charge.
1 I am not aware that skjns were ever salted on the Commander Islands during the
time of the Russian-American Compauy.
\!
ote, for jnstance, the case told by Tikhmenief (Istor. Oboz. Ross: Amer. Komp.,
n, p. 131 f) to the effect tliat "in 1847. one of the whalers came to Bering Islan<l, and
on the captain being told that he must not apture sea. lions on a neighboring small
island [evidently Ari-Kamen], he orderecl the overseer of the i land to be turned off
bis hip, and immecliate]y went on shore wHh his men with the evident intention _of
disregarding the prohibition. It. was only when acth?e steps were taken to re 1
them that the _whalers left, but before going they cut down a pla.ntation, which had
been ~own with great trouble, the isla.ncl beinowithont other trees or shrub ." I
0
is cunous to reflect that the British cage a.t the Paris Tribnna.1 ha taken this in id nt ae n. proof that, "traffic in fur-seal skins was carried on bv n. United ..,tat
wha!<'r t Bering Island" (Fur 'eal Arb., 1v, p. 66). There never ·w re ~ur sea.~ on
tli_f> Hi]and r ferrrcl to, though, on the contrary it formerly abounded m sea 1101
(s1vntc~) 1 th onl. animal mentioned by Tikhm~nief.
e:~~rmgthe regime of the Russian-American Company the natives were practicall_
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Quite a number of foreign merchants, among tl1em tl1e Russian viceconsul at Honolulu, Mr. Pfluger, but mostly American citizens, prominent among whom was thP- so-called "Ice Company" of San :E'rancisco,
flocked to the islands, their schooners bringing all sorts of trade goods,
necessities, and luxuries of life-particularly the latter-and, not to be
forgotten, plenty of alcohol. In return they brought away as many
pelts as they could induce the natives to secure. The rivalry between
the traders was very sharp, and the natives had high carnival most of
the time as a consequence. Gambling and drinking prevailed to a
fearful extent, and the natives were willing to sell anything and everything for whisky. The drunken debauches were carried on right on
the rookeries, and it i~ authoritatively stated that, as the skins of the
female seals were higher priced, because of their :finer fur, quite a number of this class were slain. Besides, drunken men would not be very
apt to discriminate as nicely as necessary to distinguish the females
from the bachelors. It is also authoritatively asserted that a count of
the skins taken was never kept, neither by the natives nor by the police
authorities in Petropaulski. The figures presented elsewhere, giving
the total export of skins for the period as from 60,000 to 65,000, are
therefore only guesses, and are probably underestimated rather than
overestimated. At least one of the vessels, with its valuable cargo of
furs, was lost. As a result of this reckless slaughter, the rookeries
were nearly ruined in those three years.
In 1871 there was a wholesome awakening. Hutchinson, Kohl & Co.,
a San Francisco firm which bad already acquired extensive property
and trading rights in Alaska, had opened negotiations with the authorities at St. Petersburg for a lease of the islands on practically the same
conditions upon which the Alaska Commercial Company leased the
Pribilof' Islands of the United States, and the contract was signed
February 18, 1871, but was kep1i a profound secret until the following
summer. In the meantime the Ice Company, ignorant of the lease and
in anticipation of a profitable season, had dispatched a large cargo of
mercbandise to the islands. Shortly after, the re1)l'esentative of the
new company arrived with the lease and took possession. As the lease
not only included the monopoly of taking the furs but also of trading
with the natives, there was no other choice for the Ice Company but to
sell out to its successful rival at a ruinous price. So well had the
secret been kept that even the ispravnik at Petropaulski, who was still
to retain jurisdiction over the islands, did not know of the lease and
the impending change until it was presented to him by the company's
representative alluded to.
With the taking of possession by the new company a new order of
things commenced. The firm's name was altered to Hutchin son, Kohl,
Pllilippeus & Co. It bad been necessary, in order to obtain the lease
from the Russfan autborWes, to include at least one Russian subject in
the firm, and Mr. Philippeus, a Russian merchant having great trading
interests in Kamchatka and neighboring di stricts, was paid a c011siderable amount for the use of his name in this connection. Nominally,
therefore, the company was Russian, but practically it was Ameri an.
Their vessels were flying the Russian flag, but they were American
property. In 1872 Hutchinson, Kohl & Co. sold their interest and property in Alaska to the Ala ka Commercial Company of San Franci co,
members of which also acquired a controlling interest in the Russian
company. From that time on until the expiration of the lease in February, 1891, the m.tnagementof the company's affairs on tLe Commancler
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I lands and Tiul ni L land were in the hands of the celebrateu firm
with lt adquarters a,t 310 Sausom street, San :Francisco.
'l]ie rnanag ment now became practica1ly ideutical with that on the
Pril>ilof , and an mployee from the latter was sent over to the Commaud r Island to teach tbe uatives the improved methods of taki11• 1
th 'eals anu curing foe skin adopted on the former. It is, therefore,
unuece sary to go into <letail c011cerni11g this pa,rt of the industry, which
has beeu de cribed so often in connection with the Pribilof I lands.
The affairs as I found th m in 18 2 were managed in the following
way:
011 each island there wa a local agent and storekeeper,_1 who had
genera.I charge of affairs, except the management of the takmg of the
skins, and who kept the books and accounts. The sealing busine
proper was attended to by a sealer for each rookery, who accepted the
skins brought by the natives to the salt-house door and superintemlc1l
the saltiug, bundling, etc. Dnrin g this period these overseers were not
natives, except Mr. Fedor Volokitin, a "creole," who represented th
company at tbe South Rookery, Beri11g Island. The general manag_e•
ment of the business was in the hands of Mr. John Sandman, the captam
of the company's steamer A.lelcsande,· II.
.
Practically the whole administration of the business rested with the
company, not even a maximum limit as to the number of skin to be
taken being contained in the lea ·e. The function of the Governmeut
official st~ttioned on the islands ·was chiefly confined to seeing that the
company did not overstep its co11tract • t11at the regulations for the p~·otection of the seals, as well as the natives, were euforced; to supervi '
the killilig, keep account of the number of skins taken, to receive allll
distribute the money for the Rkius to tlrn natives, etc.
.
The skin, were taken by the company's steamer from the island, to
Petropaulski in installments and there reloaded before shipment to ...tltl
Francisco. One of the reasons for this arrangement was that Pe~ropaulski is the only port of eutry in tu.at part of the Hu ~ian_ Empir
and as the skins were to be shipped to San Fra.11ci ·eo, ~ foreign poi
clearance paper bad to be obtained in Petropaulski, while at the an_ie
~ime _the 1nsurance compa11ies woulu ouly assum~ the risk fi:om th
mg from the latter port. At this place, therefore, llutchmson, hoh
Philippeus & Co. maintained quite an extensive e tablishment. Lar!!
warehouses and a wharf were built on a spit in the outer harb?r near
the extreme end of the Nikol ki Peninsula, while in the town it _elf
la,rge and commodious house for the accommodation of the re 1dent
ag nt and bis family wa erected.
This position as reside11t general agent in Petropaulsld was held t
the expiration of the term of Hutchi11".,on, Kohl, rhilippeus JT o. by
Mr. Jo eph Lugebil, who extended the compa,11y's hospitality in a m~ 1_1·
n r plea. antly remembered by all ,vho had the good fortune to vi 1
P tropaulski during that period.
nder the lea e the company wa to keep a g neral tore for th al
of article· of food, clothing, etc. to the nati \·e~ ou each of th .Com..=_

:'at

-, n Copper I land: Mr. Al xarnler Kostro-;;1itinof, who sncceeclecl Mr. . F. Ennl
Kr •hs. The latter erved from 1871 to 1881.
1r. Emil Klnge followecl aft r )lr.
K tromi~.inofuntil the fall ofl !ll, when he waH fm '<'<'<111 d hy Ir. A. 'autor.
~
>n B<>rm~ Island: 1r. George 'hernic:k. He <liecl on th island in the fall ofl '•
1r. F. Volokitin !O?<ling the ta.tion <lming the following winter. In th sprinrr of
1 8 fr. K_o trc~m1tm?f waR tran f rre<l from ('oppc:r J. laucl, h ing r lieY din I
\r~ ,1r. Julrn Lmdqmst. He was Ru c •e<l cl in: hout a y ar by Jr.\ aldemar Paetz,
of• • P t"r hnrg. who · term • pired i11 1895, lr. Emil 'Kluge ueiog th n trao ferr d
trom Coppt,r I ·laud.
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mander Islands. The merchandise was imported free of duty, but the
company was only allowed to charge San Francisco wholesale prices
plus a certain' fixed percentage as compensation for freighting and
storing the goods. The company decided about the kind and quantity
of goods to be brought, while tbe administrator appointed by the Goverument saw to it that tbe prices charged were not in excess of the
contract and that the quality of the goods was satisfactory.
The original lease stipulated a price of 2 silver rubles ($1.33) per skin
accepted by the company, but in a subsequent supplementary contract
tbe tax, from 1877 on, was reduced to 1. 75 rubles ($1.17) for the first
30,000 skins. The natives received for their work 1 ruble (66j cents)
per skin for the first 30,000, and one-half ruble (33½ cents) for each skin
over 30,000. The company had to pay a yearly rental of 5,000 rubles,
and to contribute a considerable amount toward the support of the
natives. 1
There being no serviceable buildings left by the old company, Hutchinson, Kohl, Pbilippeus & Co. had to build a number of houses on both
islands to accommodate their goods and their men. Salt houses were
erected on all the rookeries, and near each a small frame hut for occupancy by the company; s "sealer" during the killing season. ·In the
main village on BerinK Is1and several large stores and warehouses, a
cow stable, boathouse, bath house, besides two dwelling houses, were
built, as well as similar, though somewhat smaller structures in the
main village on Copper Island. These are all frame bousM, built of
California or Puget Sound lumber by an American bead carpenter
with the assistance of native workingmen.
Although under no legal obligation to do so, the company gradua1ly
built and presented to nearly all the families on both islands commodious frame houses, mostly with four rooms, similarly built, the natives
receiving full title to them.
By careful management the seal rookeries, which at the beginning of
the company's term scarcely yielded 30,000 skins annually, toward the
end produced about 50,000 a year, tbe annual average between 1880 and
1889 being nearly 45,000. Among tbe entries in the diaries of the company's agents during this period are many like the following: "Natives
say there are a good many female seals this year, and holostiaks, too"
(Bering Island, Ju1y 23, 1877). "Assistant Starsbena (chief) bas been
on South Rookery; reports that both holostiaks and females are double
in quantity, as bas been before, but not many old bulls. On the North
Rookery there are more seals, too" (Bering Island, August 12, 1877).
''Natives report good many thousand seals more this year than ever
before" (Bering Island, August 2, 1880).
The lease of Hutchinson, Kob1, Philippeus & Co. expired in February, 1891, and as the new lease was awarded to a new company, the old
company's steamer, Aleksander II, was sent early in the year to take
off the fall catch of 1890, consisting of 5,800 skins.
The new company, into the bands of which the sealing industry of
the Commander Islands and Tiuleni now passed, was incorporated in
St. Petersburg under the name "Russkoye 'rovarishtchestvo Kotikovikh Promislof," 2 or the '' Russian Seal Skin Company," as the name of
the firm is officially rendered in English.
By the new contract the mutual relationship of the Government, tbe
natives, and the company was materially changed, considerable power
1 The text of the contract, with supplement, is printed in Sbornik Glavn. Off.
Dokum. Upravl. Vost. Sibir., nr, ii, Append., pp. 1-8.
2
Russian Company for Fur-Seal Hunting (lit. transl.),

H. Doc. 92, pt. 4--45
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being placed in the hands of the administrator, while the direct dealjngs of the company with the natives were greatly reduced. The
gradual americanjzation of the natives under the regime of Hutchinson, Kobl, Philippeus & Co. was undoubtedly distasteful to at lea t
one of the inspectors, whose opinion with the St. Petersburg authorities must have been of great weight, as there is now a manifest tendency
toward a rerussi:fi.cation of the business and its methods.
The tax to be paid for skins was raised considerably. Under the
present contract the company pays to the Russian Government 10.3
"metallic" rubles (gold) per skin taken, one-half to be paidi11 St. Peter ·burg, in the month of May, in advance of the sealing season. Thi
advance payment, from 1891 to 1894, was made on a basis of 50,0
skins to be taken. In the meantime Russia had agreed with England
not to take more than 30,000 skins a year; hence from 1895 the advan~e
payment was made on a basis of only 30,000 skins. The other half is
paid at the end of the season, when the amount of the ca~ch is know~.
The amount wbi.ch tbe Russian Government pays the natrves for their
work, 1.50 rubles per skin, is usually paid at the i lands by the company at the end of the season and deducted from the draft of the balance due in St. Petersburg. It will be seen that by thi · arrangement th
Russian Government is amply protected, but in addition the compa~y
is obliged to deposit imperial Russian bonds with the Government m
St. Petersburg to an amount equaling that of the advance l)ayment.
The entire sealing business is exclusively in the hands o~ th_e local
administration, and the company has nothing further to d~ with it than
to receive the skins at the side of the vessel, except that 1t accep _or
rej ects the skins immediately upon their being brought from ~he killing grounds and superintends the salting of tlle skins, for w~rnh purpose it also famishes the salt. The administrator, therefore La
unlimjted power to determine how many seals are to be taken, and al 0
how, when, where, and by whom they are to be taken . The _Government undertakes the drivjng, killing, skinning, alting~ bundlmg and
delivery. The administration takes tbe temporary r ce1pt for the ·k1
issued by tbe company's overseer ~t the salt house , and :finally t
agent's receipt when the skins are received on board the company' re. ·
sel. The skins are then brought to Petropanlskj, where the i pravm
can not give clearance papers without :fir t receiving the certificate_ 0
the administrator of the islands that the company has complied WI
the Government requirements.
Like Hutchin on, Kohl, Philippeus & Co., who e e tabli bm nt bo h
on the i lands and in Petropaul,ki the Russian Seal Skin ompan
acquired, the latter has the e_'clu ·ive right to keep a store on e. ·h
i land in which to sell to the natives such stapleR and articl a ar
necessary for their existence and comfort. The compauy i 11ot allowe l
to bring such article as it may deem thus nece ary, but the ad~iJ:1i ·
trator each year makes out a detailed IL t of quantitie and quah 1 •
~pecified in the minut st detail , which goods the ompan , upon hi.
r qui ition, are obliged to l>rino- during the year and to s ll to h
na~ive at a certain t ipnlat d I re utage ov r the certifi d mark
price, th
overnment. bowing a decided pr ference for Ru ian o d .
hould any of the good thu, ord red remain un . old on the om1 au~ ·
hand , the lo fc 11: upon tbe company. As a rule the com pan
l
for <?a h to the nativ un1 . th admini. trator expr ly auth riz
~am1l he, d tot k g od. 11 r dit in which individual ca. e the am unt
1 · • P ificall. liln~t cl.
th fir di tribution of money for work or fur
th e m nn 1 I a1 an ll d ·bt cauc •led b fore new ale can be mad .
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For the privilege of thus trading, the company has to pay all the
various license and guild fees to which the RuHsian merchants are
liable, in this case amounting to many hundred rubles.
S'l'.A.TISTICS.

Having thus given a brief resume of the history of the fur-seal industry on the Russian side, as it is revealJ3d in the scanty records, it may
be well to present, in chronological order, such statistics as I have been
able to bring together showing the number of fur seals taken at various times on the Commander Islands. Unfortunately, many of the figures submitted are only hypothetical, some even highly problematical,
but I have accompanied them with a running comment which it is hoped
is sufficiently explicit to show how the estimates were made.
It is not probable that any great sl~nghter of the fur seals took place
during the :first period. Bassof and Trapeznikof returned from the
Commander Islands in 1746 with a cargo of furs, among which are mentioned 2,000 fur seals (Bancroft, Works, XXXIII, p. 100), but in the
returns of the other expeditions between 1743 and 1750 no other men ..
tion of seal skins is made. As sea otters and blue foxes are mentioned
frequently, jt is evident that the fur-seal skins were of but little importance and value. It is also probable that in those days only the pnps
were taken, for it is specifically stated that Yugof's cargo of fur seals,
when the vessel returned in 1754 from Copper Island, consisted of 1,765
black pups and 447 gray ones (Neue Nachr. Neuent. Ins., 1776, p. 22).
Tolstykh, likewise, in 1750 returned from Bering Island with 840 "young
fur-seal skins or lcotilci" (ibid., p. 26), and Vorobief in 1752 is said to
have brought to Kamchatka, probably from the Commander Islands,
"5,700 black and 1,310 gray young fur seals or kotiki" (ibid., p. 27).
Drushinin in 1755 returned with 2,500 seals taken on Bering Island
(ibid., p. 32). These, as well as the 2,000 brought by the Vladimir in
1767 and the 630 in Popof's Ioan·n Pretecha in 1772, were also probably
young.
As I have shown elsewhere (Amer. Natural., XXI, Dec., 1887, p.1053),
the sea cow on the Oommander Islands had become nearly extinct in
1763. The sea otter had also been killed off there to such an extent
that the hunt bad become unprofitable, and the blue foxes likewise.
As the fur-seal skins were of comparatively little value, there were no
illducements for the fur hunters to visit the islands after that time as
frequently as before. It is certain enough, as shown above, that the
fur seals had not left tho Commander Islands, or become nearly extinct
there, as alleged by Elliott, as there are records of vessels having
actually visited the islands between 1760 and 1786, bringing plenty of
seal skins back. As a matter of fact, it was during this very period
tbat the heaviest slaughter of fur seals took place on the Comma11der
Islands. It appears that Sbelikof was the :first trader to deal extensively in fur seals, and his name is not mentioned until 1776. It is
stated that up to 1780, consequently in four years, he had imported
70,000 fur-seal skins. It is furthermore stated that his vessel, Sv.
Ioann Rylskoi, returned in 1786 with 18,000 fur seals. In the same
year Protassof returned with a" cargo consisting chiefly of fur seals."
J;>anof's vessel, Sv. Georgi, which also returned in 1786, had less luck,
having secured only 1,000 seal skins. .As the Pribilof Islands were
not discovered until that year (the :first cargo from there did not arrive
in Okhotsk until 1789), the bulk of the fur-seal skins brought to Kamchatka must have come from Commander Islands (see Bancroft, Works,
XXXIII, pp. 185-191). There is record of about 100,000 skins having
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been taken between 1760 and 1786, while from 1746 t.o 1760 the skins
brought to Kamchatka probably did not exceed 20,000.
For the early times, between the return of the first cargo from the
Prioilof Islands to 1841, the year of the expiration of the second term
of the Russian.American Company, there are absolutely no acce sible
records astothenumber of sealstakenatorshippedfromtheCornmander
Islands. Elliott states (Monogr. Pribil. Group, p. 70) that from 1797
to 1861 the statistics of skins taken from the Pribilof Islands include
"about 5,000 annually from the Commander Islands," but I have rea•
sons for believing that this statement is erroneous. As I have hown
el ewhere, there was no regular population on the Commander I laud
until after 1826, and as vessels touched at the islands at great inter·
vals only, an annual catch of 5,000 skins from the Commander I land ·
is out of the question. This is also plain from the figures given by Ven•
iaminof and Von Wrangell. The_former, according to the table pre•
sented by the British Bering Sea commissioners (Rep., p.132 ), g1ve
the total number of seals killed on the Pribilof Islands from 1826 t
1832, inclusive, as 137,503. This agrees fairly well with t)le state":1ent
by Baron von Wrangell, the chief manager of the Russian•Amencau
Company during that period, that the total number of skins exported
from the colonies from 1827 to 1833 amounted to 132,160. Thi. numl er
is clearly meant to include all the skins exported from the whole _col01_1y,
and would include any and all from the Commander Islan<ls, if s:km
were then taken there, for he expressly remarks tha~ h~s tafi ·
tical figures date from the incorporation of the Atkha district, wh1
included the Oommander Islands, under the colonial management (St:.·•
Ethn. Nachr. Russ. Besitz. Nordwestk . .Amer., p. 24).
The fact that the Commander Islands were not subject to the central
management located at Sitka until 1826' leads me to believe that h
few Commander Islands skins taken are not reported in tbe fio-ur
before that date, but that they were receivecl direct either at Petro•
pa.ulski or Okhotsk. 1
1

1 To ~how how v ery unsatisfactory the statistical figures of the early da~s a col•
lated by the British Bering Sea Commission are, I may mention that thoy_est1m~te th
number of fur seals killed on the Pribilof Islands from 1786 to 1833, rnclus1vc,
follows:
1786 (accorcling to Shelikof)...... •••• .••••.. .... ...... .. .... .••. .... ....
40,
1787-1806 (Rezanof 's estimate) ..••...••.................... ... ..•....... 1, 00(!,
1807-1816 (approximated from 'rikhmenief at 47,500 annually) ..... ......
47°
1817-1833 (Veniaminof) .•••.. ....•. .... .... .. .... ...... .... .... .... ..... 543 -

Total, 1786-1833 .•••...•• _•• . ••••••••. _. . . • • • . . . . . . . . . • . • . . • • • . . . . . 2, 05 This number is 1,120,323 skins short, for Baron von Wrangell, who undoubt
had pretty reliabl information to go by, states that " incc the cliscov ry of t
islands t. Paul and St. George, from the year 1786 to 1833, 3,17 ,562 fur seal ,.
killed there" ( tat. Ethn. Nachr. Russ. Am., p. 48) . These I should be iucline<l.
distribute as follows:
Fur seals killed on t. Paul Island, 1786-1833:
4_. _
17 6 (according to helikof).........................................
1787- 1798 .... ···••· ······ .. .. .••............. .....•................. 1,0 ,
1799-1 16 (Bancroft's figures from 1799-1821, 1,767,3-10, minus
niaminof' figures from 1 17-1821, 267,4 4) ......•.••.................... 1, 4 . 1817-1 33 ( eniaminof). .. •. . . . . . . . . . . ... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . •.. . . . . ... .
5-13. _
Total (= Von Wrangell's figure).... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3, 17 : - _
. In th~, ame tab~e and r port it is stated (p. 133) how th figures for they ar 1 1.
~ u~l,1 ."" u.re,~btarn d: "1 61.-Bancroft's total for yea,1·s 1 42-1 61 (both inclu i
~ .~3 ,
· lhe total for year 1812-1 60 (both inclu ive ) is 308 901. Thi
in
<l from total for 18-12-1 Gl giv th numb •r ofs al tak n Ji 1 61." In th ir
10
,
v r, the total for 18-12-1 ·o is not i$ ,901, but 31 ,901.
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But even Veniaminof's :figures are not beyond suspicion. In his
"Zapiski," published in St. Petersburg in 1840, vol. 1, chap. xn, he
writes as follows (according to Elliott, Monogr., p.165): "The company
on the island of St. Paul killed from 60,000 to 80,000 fur seals per
annum, but in the last time (1833 ') [Elliott's interpolation], with all
possible care in getting them, they took only 12,000. On the island of
St. George, instead of getting 40,000 or 35,000, only 1,300 were killed."
Now, if we examine the table of his figures as presented by Elliott
(Monogr., p. 143), we find no year between 1817 and 1837 in which
12,000 seals were taken on St. Paul (13,200 in 1833), nor 1,300 on St.
George.
While thus the :figures relating to the Pribilof Islands are dubious
and unsatisfactory, there are next to no records in regard to the catch
on the Commander Islands between 1787 and 1862. In fact, there is
hardly a scrap of available history to be found on the subject during
that period.
There is no reason to doubt, however, that the slaughter of the fur
seals on the Commander Islands after 1787 was as enormous as on the
Pribilofs, proportionately (where, according to my calculation, the
average annual killing was 86,511.)1 . 'rhe result of this indiscriminate
wholesale slaughter undoubtedly brought the rookeries to a very low
ebb, for we find the Oommander Islands practically abandoned shortly
after the establishment of the Russian-American Company, and a permanent population was not again established until after 1826, by which
time the rookeries must have recuperated to some extent. The same
old method of kilJing the young ones, and not even sparing the females,
must soon have brought on the inevitable result of depletion, for we
find that the chief manager of the colonies, Capt. I. A. Kuprianof, as
early as 1839, had conferred with the baidar-steerer Shayashnikof as to
when, in his opinion, it would be possible to begin taking a full catch
on St. Paul Island in order to establish a close time for sealing on St.
George and the Commander Islands, and that Captain Etholin, bis successor as chief manager, in 1842 asked permission to institute a close
season on the Commander Islands, a permission that was granted the
following year (Fur Seal .Arb., XVI, pp. 76, 114). 2
Shortly after, the prohibition to kill females was enforced, and as a
result of both measures the seals were again increasing, so that in 1859
the chief manager could write to St. Petersburg that, according to the
reports of the officials of" even those of the Comman<ler Islauds, the
seals have increased in numbers on all accessible places to such an
extent that the areas occupied by them appear crowded." It is evident,
however, that the managers proceeded with caution, notwithstanding, for
in the years from 1862 to 1867, the year of the final dissolution of the
Russian-American Company, only 4,000 to 5,000 seals (gray pups) a year
are said to have been taken. These figures are from the following table,
which is copied from the report of the British Bering Sea Commissioners (p. 214), those from 1865 being official:
1 Not only w ere females and pnps killed, but the "bulls and y oung bulls" also, for
in spite of their coarse hair the Chinese at Kiakhta paid high prices for them (Fa r
Seal Arb., vu, p. 165).
2 F igures representing the c:1tch during the Rnssian-Amcric:.tn Compauy's terms
are given in the final t able of shipments uy periods,
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Skins talcen for shiprnent f1·om Commander Islands, 1862-1867, by the R11ssian-.Anie1'ican
Company afte1· the expiration of its third term.
Year. Number.

Notes.

On]J}f{.~~
~~~-s. ~.i~l.~~:::::: ::::::::::::::::~::::::::::::: :::::::::::::::::::::::::::
Do ........................................................ ... ................ .. .
Do ............................................................................. .
Do .......•............. . ....................•......... ..•............. ..........
Do .............................................••...............................

1862
1863
186-l
1865
1866
1867

Total ..••••............. _••............•. _.. __ .. _..............• _... _.. . . .. . .. . . • .. . • .

4,000
4,500
6,000
4, 000
4,000
4,000

*25, 500

*In Nordcnskiol<l's "Voynge of tho Vega" (Am. etl., p. GOO), there is a t:Jl>le of figures relating ~o
the catch of seals on the Commander Islauds involving several errors. Aside from the fact thnt it
purports to give the catch on Berin(J' Island only, while in reality the figures represent the catch nu
botlt Bering and Copper islands, it gi';-es the catch for the year 1867 as 27,500 seals. Here is appa~ently
a double error. Compared with the corrected figures given by Elliott (Monogr., p.113), 27,500 1 ev1•
dently meant to include the catch from 1862 to 1867, inclusive, in which case, however, too statemen
is 2,000 too high.

The table of the British commissioners in the note says "includin(l'
Robben Island," but no skins were regularly taken there in those day •
During the so-called "interregnum "-that is, the years 1868-1 70.
inclusive-from the time the Russian-American Company abandoned
the management of the islands until Hutchinson, Kohl, Philippeu \:
Co. assumed control, no restrictions, except such as the natives th~m·
selves might impose and enforce, were placed upon the slaughter, wluc 1
in these three years averaged about 20,000 annually. The seals taken
up to that time were exclusively gray pups, but during the interregnum
at least one of the traders, viz, Mr. J. :Malovanski, bad become aw-ar
of the increased demand and higher prices for bachelor seals, and h
consequently induced the natives to bring him skins of the latte.·
However, .o f the 60,000 killed, a great many must have been young on
but the proportion between the two classes will probably never 1
known. Three sets of figures are given for the catch in these three
years, as follows:
Elliott
Niebaum
(Fur Seal
(Monograpli, Arbitration,
p. llS).
III, p. 202).

Year.

1868 • • • • • • • • • • • . . . . . . . . . . • . • . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . .
1869 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
1870 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

Total. ..........................•.....................

12, 000
24, 000
24, 000

* 15, 000
20, 000
80, 000

1-----1-----1
----65,000
60,000

*.A.bout.

It is aoubtful whether any of these figures are exact, but a th Y
agree pretty well, and as the last et represeut the offi ial figur
the Rus ian administrator, they may be taken as autbentic. 1
Upon the arrival on tbe scene of the agent of Hutchinson K bl.
Philippeus & Co., in 1871, it was found that the indi criminate !aught
1
~ ma.y here corr~c~ a. mistake in the oft-mentioned table presented by the Briti
Benn
ea. omm1 1on~rs (Rep., p. 214). They run a. line between the year 1
an,l 1 70 and mark it" Ala ka Commercial Company's first term began." As a. matter
of fa.ct the term (and only term) of Hutchinson Kohl Philippens
Co. the term.
~nd ~mpany meant, did D?t begin until 1 71, a~d the' catch of 27,500 sk~ during
18
,o therefore to be cretl1tecl to the merchant tracling during the interregnum.
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during these three years had again done sensible injury to the rookeries. Says Mr. C. F. Emil Krebs, who stayed on Copper Island from
1871 to 1881 (Fur Seal Arb., m, p. 195):
·
Upon my arrival at the island, in 1871, the n ative chief told me that the seals were
not as plentiful as they had been formerly. I announced that we intended to secure
6,000 skins that year. They protested that it was too many, and begged that a
smaller number be killed for one year at least. We, however, got the 6,000 skins, as
1)roposed, 1 and an almost constantly increasing ·number in eyery subsequent year as
long as I stayed on the islands, until in 1880 the rookeries had so developed that
about 30,000 skins were taken without in the least injuring them.

The history of the gradual increase of the yield of the rookeries
during the following twenty years, and the subsequent decrease until
the prese11t day, is plainly shown in the following tables. It should be
remarked that the lower figures of 1876, 1877, and 1883 are due not to
a lack of seals on the rookeries, but to the fact that the company did
not desire more (in 1883, in fact, not as many as they 'Yere obliged to
take). The foll-owing comparison of the Commander Islands and Tiuleni
catches with those of the Pribilof' Islands demonstrates the correctness
of this statement:
Co1111Jarison of the catches at Commande1· Islands and Ti·nlen'i with those at Pribilof Islands,
Ycnr.

1874 ......... ... . ....... .
1875 ................... ..
1876 .. . ... . ... ......... . .
1877. ·················· ··
1878. ······•····· ····· ·· ·
1879 ................••...

Commander
I slnndR
nnd Tiuleni.

Pribilof
I slands.

Skins .

Skins.

31,300
36,279
26, !)60
21,533
81,340
42,740

107, 932
101,249
89, !78
77,956
101, 3()4
106,908

Yc:ir.

1880 ····•••••••••••··•··
1881 .. • •...•........... .
1882 ....................
188a ...... ...... ... .....
1884 ....................

Commander
Islnnds
and Tiuleni.

Pribilof
Islands.

Skins.

Skins.

48,504
43,522
44,620
28, 69()
53,263

100,634
101,734
101,736
77,063
101,018

Tlrnre are a 1lumber of published stateme11ts referring to the seal
catch on the Oommall(]er IRlauds since 1871, but none of them are complete, nor are the :figures given for the separate islands. The :figures
also vary to some e 'tent, for several reasons. In some cases the Tiuleni
Island skins have been counted in with those of the Commander Islands.
Thus, in Capt. G. iebaum's statement (Fur Seal .Arb., rn, p. 204), by
inadvertence the number of killed seals for 1890, 53,780, includes 1,456
skins from Tiuleni, the total for the Commander Islands being only 52,324.
Many other discrepancies are exr lain eel by the fact tlrnt the various
figures refer to various counts. Some may and do refer to skins shipped,
others to seals killed. The almost unavoidable difference in the counting of such large quantities of kins is ma11ifcst when we remember
that the skins are first counted at the salt house and then again as they
go over the ship's side into the hull. Upon these counts the official
Government statement is made up. The skins are then unloaded in
Petropaulski, a.gain loaded into the steamer, and again unloaded and
counted in San Franci co. It is, therefore, not to be expected that lists
made up from the various :figures in the i land count, the ship's count,
and the custom-hon e count would agree exactly. The :figures given in
the following- table are based chiefly upon the various station journals
as well as the ship~' logs, partly upon the figures already published,
and partly upon a list showing the number of seals shipped between
1

Only 3,614 of that number were shipped in 1871; the remainder hi 1872.
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L' 3 and 1891 from Bering and Copper islands separately, kindly fur-

ni bed by Mr. Max Heilbronner, of the Alaska Commercial Company:
urnber of Jiw-sral skins shipped from Commander Islands and Robben Island ft'oni 1871
to 1895, inclusive.
Yenr.
1871............ . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • .
1872 ...••..................... _.. _. ___ .• __ . __ .......... .. . . . . . . .
1873 ... . .. .. .. .. ........... __ .. _.............. _•...... _. . . . . . . . .
1874 ..................... .... . . .......... _..................... .
1875 .•... •.... ........................... . ...... __ ....... _. _• . . .
1876 .......... ___ ........................... ......•..... _.. .....
1877 ............ _... ......... ............. ..... _....... .. _..... .
·t878 . .......... . ....... .. .................................... _..

O
14,392
13, 0!4
13, 406
12, 712
10, 358
7, 192
8,130

3, 658
14, 91U
14, 661
15,480
20, 440
15, 074.
11, 392
20,070

m~::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::·.::::::::::: i~:
m ~: m
16

mi··········
····-·······-·········-·····················-·····
188 · • • · · · · · · · · · · • · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · • · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · ·
18s!: :::::: :: :: : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : :: : : : : :: : : : : : : : : : :: :: : : :: : ::: : :

' ~I~
0

li., 80

1886 .... _...........................•... _............. ___ ..... _.
1887 ..•...... _.......... _........ -- . __ ••.. .. . . . . . .. . . . .. . . ... .. .

iu84
20, 966
24, 555
21, 2958

1888 .•• - .• - . - - - ...•.. -.•••.••...... -... - - - • - • . . . . . • . • • . . . • . . . . . .

26, 4 6

1889 .••............. - .. - .................. . ...... - ........... - . .
1890 ... -- - ... - - .... · - ....... - .... - . - . -- - ...... - . . .. . . . ... . . . . . . .
1801. .•..... ..... . .... . _... __ . _.........•.. _. . .. _..... _. . . . . . . . .
1892........ .. . .. ........ . ....................... . ..............
1893 •.......................................................... .
1894 ..•.. . . ...... ........ _.................... _... . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

23, 783
]0, 996
* 17, 884
16,590
13,992
13, 165

1885 .•••.•....•••• _•. _..... __ .. ___ .. _____ . _....•.• _.•.... _......

1895 •••. ... _................... _.....•.• _•. _____ . __ . ____ . ___ . ___

Total __ .....•............ _.....• __ . _. __ .......... _..... .. .

0, 526

~~· ~~i

13' 170
28: 060
20, 771
30, 036

~g• it~
1

~~· ~i~
'

ti:'17'294
~i~
rn'122
·,

6, 893

0
0
2,694.

2,414
8, 127
1,528
2, 94.9
8, 14.0

3, '
29,356
80, 399
81, 300
80,279
~~: :
81,340
421 740

t: i~~ ::::
t2' iii
049

«.62
28,

~:~~

3: 819
1, 88~ 54,591
O 46, 34;
O 47.362
0
1,456
450
O
],500
1,000
1, 800

52 .•
53,;
86. 15

31, 2«

32.7
27,~--;

17,719

385,631r485,"682 44,909 ruo:m

ii•:rJ-·

*Of these, Rntcbio son, Kohl , l'hilippeus & Co. sbippo<l 4,050 ; the Russian Seal Sk!n Co. shh)PPi
tOf these, Hutchinson, Kohl, l'hilippeu.s & Co. shippcfl 1,741; the Russian Seal Skrn Co. s ippe '

To this total should be added 416 skins taken from the scbo~ner
J. H. Lewis, scizoo in 1891, and 2,152 skins taken in 1892 from the seized

schooners, which obtained them chiefly off Copper Island. The latte.:
skins were sold by the Russian Government, part in Petropaulski
(1,124), part in London, and were shipped in the company's steamei~to
San Francisco (see Fur Seal Arb., vrr, pp. 375,417). The total n~m er
of skins shipped from the Russian seal islands from 1871 to 1895, mclusive, is, therefore, 918,690.
That this list does not give an accurate idea of the number of eal
killed in each particular year is clear from the fact that the fall cati -~
of the year is not shipped until the following summer. In ome year
there was no fall catch at all, in others it was very considerable. Thofor instance, in 1871, the first year of the lease of Hutchin on, Kohl,
Philippeus & Co., no le s than 10,500 seal were killed on botl1 i land ·
?f which, however, only 3,658 were shipped from Copp_er I land (tll
1 land count, or 3,614 by the San Francisco count), wlnle none at all
were shipped from Bering Island. Full data of the actual number 1>f
eals killed in ~ach' year are not at band, but the following t3:l>le ba ed
upon d~ta furm bed me by the late Mr. G. Chernick, then t-itat10n ke P r
on Bermg laud, may erve a an indication of the difference betwe n
a list of eal killed and one of skins shipped:
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Seals killed and skins shipped from Bering Island, 1871-1882.
Killed.
Year.

Total.

Shipped.

Summer.

Fall.

Skins.

Year.

- - - - - - - - - - - - -- - - -1- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 1871 ..•. ·••••• ••...........•..••..•......•••••••.••..
1872 ···••·····••···••••·•••••••••••···•·· •..••...••..
1873 ..•....•.•..........•••....••..••..•••••••••.•...
1874 ....•.............. ···••• ...•.....•.. ··••••••••••
1875 ··········•········ ···•••·••••····••• ...••••••••.
1876 ... .•.. ····•········••··· ···•·•······ ..••.•••••..
1877 ··················•••••••··················••·••·
1878 .•.. ..................... ······ ··••••···•·····•••
1879 ..................•........................••.•..
1880 .•........... ············ ···················•····
1881 ··•···· ...... ..... .........................•.....
1882 ..........••....•.........••....•••.•.•••...•.•..

4,500
12 912
'
13 040
'
13, 034
11 790

'

9 822

'

6, 006

8,674
13, 028
15, 160
rn, 078
18, 512

..•............... . . }
{ 9, 892 ...•......
. . . . .. .• .
3,020 }
{ lO, 024 · · · · · · · · · ·
3,016 }
. ... .. .•.
{ 10, 390 ...•. .. ...
. . . . . . ...
2,644 }
{ 10, 068 .••.......
. . •. . . . •.
1, 722 }
{ 8, 636 ......... .
1,186 }
. . .... ...
6, 006 .•..••••..
{ 8, 130 ...._. .. .. .
.........
544 }
13, 028 ..•••.....
15, 160
16, 078
18, 512

14,392

1872

13,044

1873

13,406

1874

12,712

1875

10,358

1876

7,192
8,130
13,572
15,160
16,078
18,512

1877
1878
1879
1880
1881
1882

It would have been interesting and instructive to have a list of skins
taken from each rookery for a considerable length of time, but I have
been unable to obtain the necessary data. The following table, how•
ever, furnishes this information for the years 1891 to 1895.
Fur seals killed on the Commandei· Islands, 1891-1895.
Locality and season.

1891.

1892.

Bering Island:
Summerlfortl1 Rookery.... .. . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
13, 177
16, 171
South Rookery ............................
648
4l!J
Fall . . . . • • . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
NorthRookery... ...... .......... . ... ..... ..........
1,422
Son th Rookery.. ....................... ... . . . . . . . . . .
87
Copper I sland:
Summer. .. .. ........ .................. ........ . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..
Karabelni.................. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
3, 664
4, 552
Glinka . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . .
12, 6GO
10,102
Fall.......................... ......................... ......... . ..
Karabelni.............. .. ............ .. ... ..........
451
Glinka.................................... . . . . . . . . . .
562
Total....................................

30, 149

33, 766

]893.

1804.

12, 15G

12, 516

8, 370

327

G27

504

1895.

... . .. .. . .

592
( 1)
..•.•.. . .....•...•.....•......
22 ..•..•.•....•..•....

.... .. .. . . ... . .. .. . .
6, 39G
5, 343
4, 268 ......... .
10,938
8,387 .•......•.
...... ....
497
(1)
86 ..•.....•...........
381 .....•.....••.....•.
29, 253

26, 887

15,330

Shipment of skins from the Commander Islands (exclusive of Robben Island), by periods.
1746 to 1760, 15 years (periocl of plenty of sea otters, foxes, and sea cows),
20,000
annual avora,go about 1,333 (total about) ...............••. ............
1761 to 17~6, 16 yoars (other fur-bearing animals becoming scarce and sea
100,000
cow exterminated), annual average about 6,250 (total about) .....•.••..
1787 to 1798, 12 years (from discovery of Pribilof IslandH to Russian50,000
American Company), same annual average (total in round figures about)
1799 to 1826, 28 years (from Russian-American Company to establishment
of Atka district), annual average about 476 (total in round :figures
15,000
nbout) ............................ ···--· ..••...•......................
1827 to 1841, 15 years (to expiration of Russian-American Company's sec150,000
ond term), yearly average about 10,000 (or total about) ............... .
1842 to 1861, 20 years (Russian-American Company's third term), yearly
9,526
average 476 (total about) .......•••............. ............•..........
1862 to 1867, 6 years (hold-over of Russfan.American Company), yearly
25,500
average 4,250 (total about) ............................... ----·· ....... .
60,500
1868 to 1870, 3 years (interregnum), yearly average 20,166 (total about) .. .
1871 to 1891, 20 years (lease of Hutchinson, Kohl, Pbilippcus & Co.), yearly
average 36,791 (total) ................................................ . q35, 828
1891 to 1895, 5 years (lease of Russian Seal Skin Company to date), year]y
average 27,077 (total) .•..........................•.•••••..•••.......•. 135,385
2,568
Skins seized within Territorial waters, 1891 and 1892 ..••••••••.•.••..•••
Grand total (about)._ ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 1, 304, 307
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As previously stated, some of these figures do not pretend to be
more than guesses. Most of them are explained in the foregoiug page,
but the figures for the years from 1787 to 1861 need some explanatory
remarks as to how these guesses were made.
From 1787 to 1798, inclusive, twelve years, I have assumed the annual
average to ha,v e equaled that of the foregoing twenty-six years, givinrr
46,152, or, in round figure : 50,000.
From 1799 to 1826, the period of twenty-eight years during the lea e
of the Russian-American Company when -the yield was not sufficient
to induce the company to establish settlements on the islands, I have
assumed that the annual average can not have exceeded the yielcl
between 1842 and 1861, when the company still maintained the settlements, or, in round figures, 15,000.
.
For the fifteen years from 1827 to 1841, inclusive, I have made the
following guess: Assuming that Wrangell at the encl of 1833 bacl
30,000 skins on hand, about 25,000 (Wrangell sbippe~, 1~27-1833,
132,160+assumed surplus on hand, 30,000=162,000-Vemammof's ~gures for killed seals on Pribilof in years 1826-1832, 137,503=24,6J
must have been taken on the Commander Islands from 1827 to 183~,
inclusive. In 1840 the Russians had a demand for not over 30,000 skin
annually (Simpson, Overl. Journ., p. 131). Probably they were nea:lY
able to fill it, for Mr. E. Teichmann states (Fur Seal Arb., m, P· 5,~
that "up to the year 1853 about 20,000 skins were annually received m
London" from the Russi.an-American Company. It is probab~y afe to
assume, then, that 6,000 went to Kiakbta. Now, during the nme yeai~
from 1833 to 1841, inclusive, the Pribilof Islands yielded only 80,13.J.
rrhe assumed sale being 234,000 skins, and there being only 30,000 ou
band and 80,000 killed on the Pribilofs, it follows that a yearly averag,·
of about 14,000 would have to be obtained on the Commander Island. ·
or about 125,000, to which should be added the 25,000 assumed to hav
been taken from 1827 to 1833, giving a total of 150,000. 1
The only fignres relating directly to the yield of the Commander
Islands during this period are those by Tikhmenief, that there ":er
exported from Bering Island, during the third term of the Ru ianAmerican Company, 9,526 fur-seal skins (Istor. Oboz. Obraz. Ros .-Amer.
Komp., n, p. 296). These figures from the connection, are meant
cover the whole export from the Commander Islands, as from the fa,·t
that the population of Copper Island at that time was but 90, all tol, ,
it seems probable that no fur seals were taken on Copper Island at all.
ADMINISTRATION.

There remains to be said a few words concerning the Governm n
administration of tlle Command r I lands.

1 Figures thus obtained do not pretend to any accuracy.
How mi leading ~116 P cess m:1y _be is clearl y i1hu1trnted in the table pre ·entecl by tho Briti h B ~·m_g ·
~omm1ss1oners. (Rep., p.132) and the explanation concernino- the sotuces of mfo_rru t~on. They ut1~1~e the total given by Bancroft for 1842-1 1, viz, 33 ,600 (the Hl nt1cal figures utilized above), and from this deduct the number of skin taken fr m
1842 to 1 60, according to a. different source thus obtainino- the number taken i
1 61. Correcting a.n apparent error in the s~btractor the n~mber for 1861 would b
19,699. October 14, ~ll~31 th? chief manager of the coioni s, :Fnrubielm, write home
to the boa.rel of aclmm1 tra. 10n that "in the cour e of this year 47 9-10 eal kin
~av b n t ke1;1 ~01'!1 the i la.nde of t. Paul and St. Geor~e;" 19,699 ~al ulated, b t
7,9'10 ta.ken. rh1 1s a sacl commentary upon the probable accuracy of the calculated ngnrea.
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Before the establishment of the Russian-American Company the
islands were scarcely under any territorial jurisdiction, though in reality
they were undoubtedly subject to the rule of the "commander" of Kamchatka, a naval officer residing in Petropaulski. With the advent of
the Russian-American Company the direct control of these islands went
out of the hands of the Russian Government, but it seems that the company took but slight interest in them until 1826, in which year they
were incorporated into the Atkba district, with headquarters on Atkha
Island. After the permanent location of a colony, a Russian "overseer"
was stationed on Bering Island.
When, in 1868, the Russian-American Company's regime was at an
end, the islands returned to the jurisdiction of the "ispravnik" in Petropaulski, while the remainder of the Atkha district became part of the
United States by the cession of Alaska to the latter. Kamchatka being,
since 1855, only a district of the so-called Coast Province (Primorskaya
Oblast), the administration of the islands consequently rested with the
governor at Khabarovka, subject to the authority of the governorgeneral of Eastern Siberia at Irkutsk.
Thus things remained until the growing importance of the seal business during the lease to Hutchinson, Kohl, Philippeus & Co. made it
desirable to locate a higher official on the islands to represent the Government in its dealings with the company on the islands and to govern
the natives. Mr. Nikolai Aleksandrovich Grebnitski was selected as
the :first" administrator," landing on Bering Island on August 21, 1877,
and bas continued as such up to the present time. His long retention
in office, coupled with the fact that his salary has been raised repeatedly,
that he has gradually ri~en in rank, until be now holds that of a colonel,
and that he has been decorated several times, is ample proof that he
bas conducted the affairs of the Commander Islallds to the full satisfaction of bis Government.
As subordinates, two kossaks from Kamchatka were stationed, one
on each island. Since 1890, however, another civil officer has been
located on Copper Island, acting as Mr. Grebnitski's assistant there.
Until last year, when he had to seek a milder climate on account of
broken health, this position was held by Mr. Nikolai Matveyevich
Tielmann. His successor was on his way to the islands in the fall of
1895, on the bark Bering, but on account of the weather failed to make
a landing and bad to return to Vladivostok.
One of the :first things attempted by Mr. Grebnit ki, after putting
the community affairs of the natives into shape, was to regulate the furseal business, i. e., the administrative portion of it as it related to the
taking- of seals on the rookeries, and the rules :first framed were embodied
in an order (prikaz) dated April 28, 1878 (o. s.)1 ~nd t.he second chapter
of a regulation (predpisanie) of the following lVlay 1 (o. s.).
In the latter a form was provided which, when filled out and igned
by the overseer and native chief, is returned to the office of the administrator. Printed blank are now furnished__, and to illustrate this usefhl document a ample i herewith appende<J., as fo11ows:
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AI T.
Rookery at Glinka, Copper Island,,
Ki11ecl in drive June 6, 1881:
1,053 pieces fur-seal ba,chelors.
2 females.
0 bulls.
Total.. 1, 055 pieces.
Not acc •ptecl uy the company for the following reasons :
.
(1) tooth-marked ......... __ .. ___ ........ 9 pieces.
(2) cut .........••..... ....... ........... 0
(3) undersized ..................•.. ...... 2
Total not accepted . ____ .. __ . __ . ___ ...... 5 pieces.
Of th ese, the 3 tooth-nwrked skins were r eturned to the 1wli1:cs, the 2 undersize<l on es 1ve1·e salted.
Accepted by the company, 1,050 pieces.
Overseer, Copper Island .•••...••. Se1·geant Selivanof (siO'ned).
Chief, Copper Island ... _.. _. ___ .. .Anastas Kadin (~igned).

The receipt given by the agent is appended as a separate rnclosure.

Gradna11y a set of elaborate regnlatio11 s l.Ja.ve been fr~med wllicb
govern tbe rookery business. Such as differ from those m vogue on
t lie Pribilof Islands are here quoted from Lieut. Uommander Z. L.
'~~nrq.er's report for 1892 (Rept. U.S. Fish Com., 1892, p. 40), as follow
None but natives a,re allowed to work on the rookeries.
.
~ fine of 100 golden rubles is imposed by the Government up?~ anyo~e who kill
f~male fur seal1 and 10 rubles for killing a pup, and such add1t1onal fine slJall be
pn,Hl as shall bo imposed by the natives themselves .
. .
No person, native or otherwise is allowed to wear boots with nails m them on th e
1·00Jrnries; rubber 1.>oots or tarba~i 1 must be used.
.
Chewing or smoking tobacco, expectorating, or attending to the reqmrement of
11ature are strictly prohibited on the rookeries.
.
Knives may be carried, but a stick with n, metal ferrule is not pernntted.
No small boys or females are allowed on the rookeries, and dogs must be left half a
mile from the rookeries during the breeding season.
n,

Owing to tbe repeated raids on the rookeries, particufarly th? e on
Copper Island in the early eighties, by marauding schooners, which the
11atives in several cases bad to drive off by means of powder and uall
an experiment was decided upon to station regular oldiers on _th
i lands in order to protect them. In (Tune, 1884, the Rus ian crm ~ r
Razboinik brought one officer and twenty-three men for Copper I ·land
and nine men for Bering Island. Five soldiers were stationed_ at t~1
. outh Rookery of the latter i land, where they did good service rn dnvrng off the schooner Salchalien and capturing one of the crew. In a
few years, however, the oldiers were withdrawn, and in tead th
watch force of the natives was organized in a military manner on
l amchatkan kos ak on each i land aud two conscript soldiers of th
regular erving th ir tim acting a officer , under the immediate c rumaud of the aclmini trator and bi as i taut. Watcbhouses are erect
o Tcrlooking the rookeries, and tbe guard provided with good 1
gla e and rapid-firing army rifle .
tand of arm and plenty
ammunition ar k pt in the overnment building at tl1e ·ettlem ent .
• r h . entral aut~oriti
maintain tb . upervision of the lo al admin~· tr t1on by _cca 1on:1-lly ending out au inspector or "revi or,' a h
1 · .. 11 d. H1. duty 1. t a. ert. in the, tate of affa'ir generally, a
11
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as the condition of the natives, to receive any complaints of the latter,
and investigate their grievances.
A cliange has of late years been effected in the higher administration
of the islands, inasmuch as they have been transferred from the Department of the Interior to the Department of the Imperial Domains,
without prejudice, however, to the territorial jurisdiction of the goveruor-general of the A.mur Provinces. The administrative status of
the Commander Islands is therefore now exactly parallel to that of the
Pribilof Islands in their double relation to the United. States Treasury
aud the governor of the Territory of Alaska.
CONDITION OF THE 001\'I:MANDER ISLANDS ROOKERIES.
PRELI.i\11NARY REl\1ARKS.

Wheu, in 1882, Prof. S. F. Baird sent me to the Commander Islands
to study their natural history, he also impressed upon me the desirability
of obtaining some information in regard to the fur seal and the se.aliug
industry of the islands. Owing to my hurried departure-I had only
forty-eight hours in which to prepare for the expedition destiued to stay
two years in the field-I failed to take a photographic outfit with me.
Iu default of photographs, however, I made numerous sketches of the
rookeries, and also undertook to construct maps of them by means of
an azimuth compass and a pe<liometer. I submit some of the sketches
with this report in exact facsimile of the originals; they have not been
touched up in any manner (pls. 20, 41, 42, 43). For that reason they
appear extremely crude, but it is thought that they will be accepted
with more confidence in their present shape and carry with them more
conviction than if they had been fixed up or "improved" in any way.
The only photographs of the rookeries in their palmy days were taken
by the Russian Colonel Voloshinof, but with only a few exceptions they
are not intended to portray the totality of seal life on the individual
rookeries, and for that rea on offer but scant material for comparison
with .my sketches of 1882-83, or my photographs of 1895, the more so
since the points of' view in all instances except one are different from
mine. However, those that can be utilized in this connection I have
reproduced.
When photographing the rookeries last summer, I made a special
effort to obtain views from tlle identical points from which I had made
my sketches in 1882 and 1883. Taking into account the different focus
of the eye and the photographic lens, I think a comparison between the
ketches and the photographs will establish the general accuracy and
truthfulness of the former.
When studying the rookerie in 1882-83, I did it with H. W. Elliott'
fonograph of the Pribilof group in my hands. In the main I found
that his observations in regard to seal life were applicable to the Commander Islands seals, and at the same time that the conditions of the
sealing industry were also nearly the same on the two groups, so far as
could be judged from de criptions alone. There were minor points in
which I found, or thought I found, differences, but in the main I agreed,
with one notable exception, however, viz, the estimation of the number
of eals on the rookeries. Of cour e his estimate related only to the
Prihilof group, a:r;id, as I knew the latter only from his de cription, I
felt bound not to critici e him. But I became sure of this: His methods
and results did not apply to the Commander Islands. Elliott's method
was to a certain the area of the rookeries in square feet and then multiply this with an average figure calculated from the number of seals,
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~arge and mall, counted on a certaiu piece of ground. But I found
m urmountable obstacle . In the first place, the method required uo
only a very detailed and accurate topographical survey, on a large cal
of each rookery, but the calculation of the area presented an exceedingly difficult problem. No two pieces of ground are alike. In om
the beach is smooth and tllo seals are lying close; others are cover 1
with smaller or larger rocks and stones, where the seals lie scatter l
a a matter of neces ity. In other places, again, there are open pac •
or thin spaces. Then, again, the outlying rocks and reefs defy clo
calculation as to number and area. On Copper Island small herd ' o
seals would be found in corners and coves, on ledges of cliffs, and u?tler
o erhanging rocks, sometimes entirely out of sight and most tuue
beyond computation. I found that every factor of the calculation would
have to be estimated averages, and that these averages in their turn
had to be founded upon estimated items; in short, that the whole e, ·
culation would have to be a product of guesses multiplied by _gue · ·e. •
As we have to deal with large figures, it is evident that a m1st~ke m
the estimated factors must result in disastrously great mistakes m th
total number.
Suppose, for instance, that I had "estimated" the area cov_ered bt
the seals on both island$ to be 4,000,000 square feet. If I '' e tunat ·,
the average ground covered by a seal (mother, pup, and bachelor 1H
the rookeries to be 2 square feet, I would obtain a total of 2,00U O
seals on the Commander Islands. But, on the other hand, if I gu
that on the average a seal, Jarge and small, on the rookery occup ··
5 square feet-and this would possibly have been more nearly correctI would get only a total of 800,000 seals, large and small. Accord_11
to this method, various persons might estimate the number of. eal_
North Rookery, Bering Is1and, from 20,000 to 120,000, a°:d yet 1t ID1~h
be impossible to convince any of them that they were mistaken.
A numeration of the seals being utterly valuele s uule s accur~te.o
at least approximately accurate, I naturally regarded such an e tnn, t
of the number of seals on the rookeries not only as useles , but
downright pernicious. Actual counting being· impracticable, and ·
individual judgment of the number being about as valueless a,: h
above method of calculation, unless acquired by a very long practic, · 1
gave up all attempts at presenting figures.
.
.
When, after twelve years, I again visited these rookeries the a 1
question confronted me. In one place, where I had an unusually
opportunity, I tried to make an e timate of the average area o •cupl
by a seal on that particulaA' rookery. On July 16, watchin~ the ·,·a
before me on Kishotchnaya Rookery, Bering Island, I wrote m my no ·
book as follows:
·
(1

1
(1 •

Here is a harem right in front of me, 1 sikatch, 16 matki, ancl about as many Pl!- They are lying as clol:!e together as about the average, and th y ea ily co,:er .i P1
of ground 20 by 20 feet, 400 square feet, or moro tlian 11 square feet per animal, pn .
au<.~ all. Ten square feet per animal for this rookery is, theref re, I think,·
estimate.

~ut when I cam~ ba ·k to the orth Rookery and tried to apply
timate I a ntirely at ·ea. I could not make up my mind wh
the al on the average were lying a clo e a above, or clo er.
· ur , I coul_d e place wher they were tlii ker, and oth r . h
th Y w r thinner, but I could not, to my wn ati •faction trik
av r
if for o _oth r r
on, becau there were great por ion
t~1 r kery of wh1 h I could g t no g .ueral view.
nder th
um lance.· I would ha r gard d it a them re t humbug to pr
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any figures pretending that they meant anything. Consequently I
wasted no further time upon getting at the probable number of seals
on the Commander Islands rookeries.
The only method which promises reliable results is the one adopted
now on the Pribilof Islands by the experts of the United States Fish
Commission, viz, to actually count the number of seals on several large
tracts of rookery, each of the size of an acre or more. In this way an
average per acre may be obtained, which, multiplied by the computed
acreage of all the rookeries, will give an approximate number which
may not be too far out of the way. But, unfortunately, this method is
hardly applicable to the Oomma11der Islands for various reasons, chief
of which is the impossibility of making an actual count over a sufficiently large area to in sure a reliable average. The rookeries are so
very different among themselves that it would be necessary to have a
separate count of each of them.
COMPARISON BETWEEN TIIE CONDITION OF TIIE

Roo1rnnrns

IN

1882-83

AND

18!)5.

BERING ISLAND.

NOR'l'll ROOKERY, 1882-83.

(Plate 7.)

When I first visited the northern rookery, thirteen year8 ago, there
were three distinct breeding areas, viz, the Reef and Sivutchi Kamen,
counted as one; a smaller patch between Babin and the creek, and
Kishotchnaya. The bachelors hauled out on many of the outlying
rocks surrounding the reef, and also in the rear of it on the smooth,
white parade ground. A large patch of them occupied the space back
of the breeding ground at Babin, large numbers extending a consideraule distance back on the grassy area later in the season. Between
the creek and Kishotchnaya there were three patches of bachelors.
Tl.le whole distance from Sivutchi Kamen to Blizhni Mys, therefore,
was practically one continuous seal ground. The breeding ground at
Kisbotchnaya were surrounded by a heavy fringe of bachelors, who
Hl o sported in great numbers on the smootll, gravelly space in the real'
of the rookery. South of Kishotchnaya, between the latter and
Mairoshnik, were again two separate patches of bachelors. In 1883 for
tlle first time bachelors were known to haul out regularly throughout
tlle season on the beach called Kisikof, beyond Maroshnik. They used
to haul out there-and even as far south as Fontanka-late in the season, but their permanent settling on the beach in question was then
1·egarded as an indisputable proof that the rookeries were increa ing.
It was at this last-mentioned point that the Otome, an English schooner
with a Japanese crew, made a raid durillg a dark night in August,
1883, and killed 300 to 400 seals. The mate was captured by the
natives and the schooner the next morning by Mr. Grebnitski, on board
the steamer ..d.leksander II.
The rookeries were in excellent condition, both as to quantity and
quality. All classes of seals were well represented, and only skin of
standard size were taken. This was particularly the case in 1883, when
the company's representatives had very strict orders not to accept a
single skin under 8 pounds. During that year 50 per cent more kins
could easily have been taken, but for business reasons the company
wished to reduce the catch as much as possible, and it was only after
some trong pressure was brougllt upon Captain Sandman by Mr.
Grebnit. ki that he agreed to take as many as he did.
It i a fa ·t well worth mentioning that even in those day females
and pups got unavoidably mixed up in tbe drives. Th_e percentage was
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not very great, but great enough to be a, distinct feature of the driv
on this island. However, as the drive progressed they were pretty uccessfully weeded out, and comparatively few reached the killing ground:.
Killable seals being plentiful, pods of females were allowed to escap
along the route of the drive, even though they might include a few
bachelors.
NORTH ROOKERY,

1895.

(Plate 8.)

Upon inspecting the North Rookery again last summer, I found a
great change in many respects. Before reaching the rookery itself the
absence of fresh or decaying carcasses on the killing grounds wa i
marked contrast to the noisome sight and smell which used to form th
first impression of the visitor arriving at the village. Nowadays _every
carcass is utilized. The choice parts of the meat are salted ~own 1~ ~he
many boxes and barrels dotting the ground in the rear of the ~11111 J
grounds, while the rest, including the entrails, are put in holes m th
ground for winter food for the sledge dogs.
On the rookery itself the first change which struck me was the fac
that the entire beach between Babin and Kishotchnaya was deplete
of seals-not a single breeding seal between Babin and the creek, nor
a bachelor-all the way to Kishotchnaya. Later on I found that t1
hauling grounds south of the latter place were also deserted. l? tet1, ~
of the imposing series of breeding and hauling grounds from S1vutcm
Kamen to Kisikof, I found only two patches of breedin~ ground , now
forming almost two distinct rookeries-the Reef and K1shotchnaya.
I was prepared for a diminution of the seals, and it cau~ed me, co ·
sequently, no surprise. On the other hand, I was co~s1derably urprised at finding (July 8-10 and July 15-20) the breeclrng ground °£
the Reef outlined very much as J had seen them in 1883, 1 The b~l1k
of the harems were located on the western side of the Reef, roundi\
the p.o int of the "sands" and extending in a long, narrow horn sou 1
along the eastern edge of the latter. A narrow band obliquely aero
the" sands" formed a connection and separated off an oval bald 81
of the white ground toward the northern extremity of the "sand.·
It is a noteworthy fact that this ,, bald spot" was an equally ch~ractcristic feature of the rookery in 1883 as in 1895. But what I did mi
was another connecting band, viz, between the southea tern ex~rerui ·
of the breeding seals toward the one alluded to above. While th
the distribution on the whole was the same as formerly, there wa
perceptible shrinkage in the width of the areas covered by th_e e, l
and it seems to me also in the density of the seals, though of .thi I c .
not be so sure. The rookery is looked at so much from the 1cle that 1
is very difficult to judge correctly of the space between the eals . .
To show the changes from 1882 to 1895, I submit some illu trat1ou
and two maps, which need some words of explanation. 2
The drawing submitted (pl. 20) is taken from a photograph of
1

•

1 When I first saw the rookery, on July 4, it had not quite filled out y~t, and I
thought the depletion very great, indeed; there was tben no sign of the oblique b
across the sands, and the seals at the southeast corner formed a small, isolated h r ·
2
Dr .. Slunin in his recent. report (Promy 1. Bog. Kam. akh. Komand. ~ tr: .
been s10gularly unfortunate rn mi understanding an old map by Mr. Grebmtsk1 w
r gard to the extent of the r keries on Bering Island. In the legend on p!ateJ .. h
dotted area_s _are repre ent d a b ing the "rooke&e according to Grebmt k1. · I
bavo the ~ri_gmal map, the S?-cap.ed" 'anclman-Grebnitski" map, before me and
ll . . rt pos,_
tiv ly that ;ebmt k1 never meant to represent the rookeries by the dot
a 1 ,l, , . wh~ch. are uo_thmg lse but the re fi surrounding tho i land. Of cour
1
;n,~>.lllt ~ d~d not mt_end to convey tho id a. tbab more than 60 mile , or half th
ntn coa. t hn of B nng I land, were occnpi cl l>y the rook l'ies.
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pencil sketch made by me July 30, 1882. Mr. Grebnitski, in going to
St. Petersburg in the autumn of 1882, was anxious to have it accompany
his report, and upon his arrival at San Francisco had a photographic
copy made, which he sent me, and which is here reproduced. Like
most drawings, the vertical dimensions are exaggerated, but on the
whole it gives a fairly accurate representation of the rookery. The
inner edge of the breeding grounds are obscured by an immense number
of bachelors on the" parade" or" sands," but the sketch shows pretty
conclusively that the salient features are yet maintained. The photograph by Voloshinof (pl. 27a), taken in 1885, unfortunately is not very
clear, but there is enough in it to show that the breeding area, so far
as it can be seen from the direction of the salt-house, has shrunk comparatively little. My photographs (pl. 21) were taken from practically
the same standpoint as the sketch and Voloshinof's photograph, and
they afford as good a comparison as can be expected from photographs
taken at such a distance. Those taken from a somewhat different
standpoint, viz, from the driveway (pl. 22), give perhaps a better idea
of the rookery, small as they are.
The map representing the seal grounds in 1883 (pl. 7) was sketched
on August 21, and shows the distribution of the seals on that date,
hence the lack of definiteness to the areas of red and the extension of
the bachelor seals into the grass-covered area. The map showing the
location of the seals in 1895 (pl. 8), however, represents the seals as
they were located July 17 and 19.
At Kishotchnaya I found the same state of affairs as on the Reef,
only that the patch had shrunk still more and the seals apparently
covered the ground less densely than on the Reef. This last observation, however, is not to be relied upon, as the breeding ground can be
looked down upon from a much greater elevation (70 feet), though at a
greater distance. Bachelor seals in small numbers hauled out on the
outer rocks and in among the females in the rear of the rookery, but
the center of the "parade" ground was deserted all summer, and never
a seal entered the posterior third of the latter, now covered with a
scanty growth of tufted grass.
It was at once apparent that there was a low percentage of bulls on
both rookeries, though at the Reef I afterwards found that the condition was not quite so bad as I first was led to believe. Upon my third
visit to the rookery, when the wind was favorable for approaching it
from the west side, I discovered that there were a good many more
bulls proportionately to the females on that side than on the eastern
half, which is the one first reached and most commonly seen. The
formation of the ground made it utterly impossible to make a reliable
estimate of the average number of females to each bull by counting a
sufficient number of harems. At Kishotchnaya, however, the opportunities were more favorable, and on July 16 I averaged at the south end
of that rookery about 50 females to a bull, while at the northern end
the harems appeared smaller, most of those counted containing 15 to 25
females. A great many females were in the water that day, however,
so in all probability the whole rookery averaged no less than 40 females
to the bull. This proportion did not seem to be the result of or to have
caused any lack of vigor in the males, for there was quite a number of
large half-bulls skirting the rookery or hauled out on the outlying
rocks, looking longingly toward the breeding grounds.
The greater falling off in this rookery was due to the decrease in the
number of bachelors. But instead of affecting all classes this diminuH. Doc. 92, pt. 4-46
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tion was chiefly confined to the younger ones. Last summer all the
skins were weighed individually on a spring balance as the killing went
on, and an accurate tally kept. I submit below a table of weights of
the skins taken in 13 drives between July 14 and September 13, 1895.
From this it will be seen that no single skin under 7 pounds was taken,
and of this weight only 235 skins; that in 4 drives not a skin under 8
pounds occurred; that in none of the drives was the average weight
less than 9. 7 pounds; that of 6,725 skins, 5,558 weighed 9 pounds and
over, and that the average weight of these 6,725 Rkins was 10.3 poun~l .
This table is also very interesting, showing how uniform was the size
of the animals driven during the whole period of two months. Its true
ignificance, however, can only be appreciated when it is remembered
that the rookeries were scraped absolutely clean, and that not. a seal
was allowed to escape that would have yielded an acceptable skm. It
can be stated with almost absolate certainty that there was_ no~ a
bachelor seal in North Rookery, Bering Island, of the class yielding
6-pound skins.
Weight of slcins talcen in 13 drives on North Roolcery, Bering Island, 1895.
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Aug. 2 ...........
4 .•..•.••...
6 •••..•••••.
8 .•..••..••.
12 •.•••••• _ ••
22 .•••.••••..
24. ·····••••·
31. ••........

§

Total. Averag.

0

.,,A

-- -..-i

No.

1895.

July 14--·--······
19·--········

~

5
4
0
0
9

0
0
25
4
15

Sept.10 ..••.......

lOi
50

13. ···-······

19

-Total. ...... 235

90
7U
53
42
35
56
10
JOO
85
40

2ll
!J3
47

932

74
90
110
5!
40
107
30
100
139
35
171
80
34

\1.

064

61
2:17
138
140
27
191
60

80
215
28
62
66
20

--

1,328

48
75
211

HiO
31
241
48
90
203
40
103
85
29
l, 360

36
179
38
120
40
16

11
8
50
!JO
20
103
20
40
28
14
100
35
17

4
1
10
0
5
60
10
61
52

1,018

536

250

53
60
161
140
50
114

11

lG
9
10
12

2
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

'O
0
0
0
0
2 1

348
545
7a3
616
217
875
189
532
005
232
8 0
459
19!

6,725

-

Pound,.
9.

10
10. i
10. 9
10.3
JO.ll
10.
10.3
10.6

10.4
9.'i

9.

--io.a
-

·T hough not literally absent, the yearlings were practically so. F:0m
the next table, which shows the number of each class of seals contame
in th~ s.ame 13 drives, it will be seen that out of 29,112 seals driven t
the killmg grounds only 540 were yearlings, or 1.86 per cent. It wa
constant sot~rce of wonde~ on Bering Island, in 1895, what h3:d becom
of the yearlmgs. From tune to time it was confideutly predicted th
the:y: would turn _up "la~er," but they did not come at all. There wa
a _sl~ght proportionate mcrease after the middle of August, but too
tr1flmg to amount to anything. And again I must emphasize the fa~t
that the rookery wa craped clean in search of seals. This fact r
~tart1ingly ~i clo ~cl by he following table, and because of its gre· t
importance 1t require~ a full explanation.
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Details of 13 drives on North Rookery, Ber,ing Island, 1895, Bhowing Bex and age of sealB
driven.
Escaping.
Date.

Killed.
Females.

Total

Year.
lings.

Pups.

driven.

Remarks.

8

1,677
1,724
2,542
2,141
1,047
8,064
1,395
2,792
4,809
1,608
8,307
2,292
1,214

14 stagey.
51 stagey.

96

29,112

0.33

100. 00

Bulls.

------ --1895.
J"nly 14 ...... . ...•.•........
19 ....... ······•·······
29 .....................
Aug. 2 ..... .. ··············
4 .....................
6 . ............. ·······
8 .....................
12 . •...................
22 .• ..... ······ · ·· · ·· · ·
24 .. ·· ··· ········-··· ..
31 .. ..........•..... ...
Sept. 10 . .....•....•..••.....
13 ............••.......

848
545
733
616
217
875
189
532
!)05
232
880
459
194.

1,805
1,090
1,738
I, 436

Total .... . ...• .•......

6,725

Percentage of t otal clriYen ..

23.10

0
11
28
14

77

69
35
67
35
159
63
104
295
51
108
69
115

20,568

540

1,183

70. 65

1.86

4. 06

770

!)

2,014
1,134
2,077
2,928
1,265
2,259
1,718
825

5
5
74
173
56
55
38

11
9
13
8
7
11
4
5
8

18

4

5
8

I
I

Upon my arrival, in 1895, I impressed upon Mr. Grebnitski the desira.
bility of having such a census prepared, and suggested that Selivanof,
the kossak in charge of the rookery, be ordered to undertake the work.
Mr. Grebnitski, fully aware of the great importance of knowing exactly
what classes were represented in each drive, at once took up the suggestion and ordered Selivanof' to make a detailed tally of each drive
according to the scheme I furnished. '.rhe drive on July 19 I counted
myself conjointly with Selivanof, and the tally sheet is here produced
to show how the work was done and how much reliability can be placed
upon it. The seals killed and those escaping from each pod, as it was
culled and slaughtered, were separately counted, Feoktist Ivanof Kor•
sakovski counting the dead ones, Selivanof and I those allowed to
escape.
Tally of drive taken July 19, 1895, North Rookery, Bering Island.
Escaping.

Escaping.

.,;

Pod number.

Pod numl)er.

i,
,d

~

~

- - - - - - , - - - - ----1---11-------1-- 1....... ..........
2.... .............
3.................
4. ················
5. ······ .. ........
6 .. ......... .. .. ·7. ....... .........
8.. .. .. .. . . . ... . . .
9.................
10...... ...... .. ...
11. . .... .... ... . ...
12....... .. ......•.
13 . .....•.••. ······
14. · ·· ·· ·· ····· ·· ··
15 .. .. .. •..•. .... ..
16...... .. .•......•
17 ....... . ••... ... .
18 ...•.. ·· ··•··• ·• ·
19. ................
20... ..•••.. ••..••.
21. •••••• •••••• ••• .

8
9
7
13
16
11
18
11
7
9
12
11
6
9
21
3
16
9
13
20
11

2 ..• • ••••••••

15
35 . ...............•.
1 ..... .
38
28 ------ .......... ···-··
1
2 ...•..
34
32
22

28
23
25
9

1 ..... . ..... .
2 .•••.•
1 ......... .. .

1

4 .... . .

26
20
1 .....•
26
28
4 ......
34 ·-···· ···•·· •· ·•··
1
1
81
28 ..................
2
85 ••••.. ••••••
27
2
8 ••••••
28

22 .......••••...• .
28 •....... .••..•..
24 ..• ..••.•••..• •.
25 .•........•.....
26 ..•.. ••.. ••.....
27 ............... .
28 ..•..••..••..••.
29 .... ........... .
30 ... ... ...• ...•..
81. ..•..• ...••••• .
82. ····••· ···· ··•·
33 ..•.• .•.••..... !
84 .......•••.•....
85 ............... .
86 ...•.. ·····•·•··
37 ............... .
38 ...••.••••••••..
39 .••••••••••••••.
Tota.1 .••••.

20
10
26
11
12
18
23
28
12
22
20
11
7
15
12
10
11
30

bl)

ce

;§

Ill

Ill

Ill

s

~

...'11

P,

~

/l,(

~p

,i,

p

- ----

21
30
10
21
JO
28
16
43
85
42
51
12
21
40
25
23
85
51

538 L,090

1
1

4

1

2

1

~

·---. .....
. .........

.........
···--- .........
... ......
1
---·-2
2
0
0

.........

3
1
9

---- 1-6

11

..... ...

-----·

.......
···--1

2
2
2
1

2

69

9
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The accuracy of the above tally is attested by the fact that the num•
ber of skins taken in this drive was 545. Sometimes the killed one of
the previous pod were lying so close to those being counted that it wa
difficult to ascertain the exact number, in which case the smaller figur
was noted. And so with the escaping ones. Selivanof and I counte
separately; if we differed, and a recount was not practicable, we too ·
the lowest figure. The percentages are, therefore, very nearly correct.
If there is any error, it is in understating the number of females, but
I am sure that the possible error does not exceed 1 per cent.
The :figures of the 13 drives in the table previously given were a certained in the same manner, and I have no doubt that they are essenti~lly
correct. No tally was kept previous to the drive on July 14, and I failed
to obtain the details of the drive on July 24, but there is no reason to
believe that the percentage of the classes was different in these ~rive •
except that I was informed that there were no females or pups m th·
first drive, June 13. In order to complete the 1·ecord of this roo~ery for
1895, I submit the following table of the skins taken in each drive dur•
ing the summer season:
Total nwmbe1· of skins taken on North Rookery, Bering Island, during the su11uner Beas
of 1895.
Date of drive.

Skins.

June 13 ................. .
June25 ................. .

lttt)::::::::):

July 29 ......•...........

110

]87

262

348
545
1,057
733

Date of drive.

August2 ..•............

±~i~:: ~::::::::::: ::::

August 8.•••.•••••••.•.
August 12 .......•..••..
.A.ugnst 22 ............. .
August 24 .•............

Skins.

Date of drive.

875

.A.uguet 31. .••••..• • • -• •
September 10 ....•.•....
September 13 ......... •.

~:~

Total.............

616
217

,·

1

8, Ml

!)05

232

Looking again at the table of the classes in the 13 drives, we no!
that it was necessary to drive off over 29,000 seals in order t~ obh m
6,725 skins, and that of those 29,000 no less than 20,568 were f m, 1
As already stated, there is no reason to suppose that the percentage of
females differed materially in the other 4 drives, except one. If, the ·
fore, we calculate the corresponding figures for a tot.al of 8,231 ( ,341110) skins, we fi~d that in order to obtain 8,341 skins, ~h~ total, cakh
for the season, 1t was necessary to drive off to the killmg grouud
35,741 seals, of all ages, of which the astounding number of 25,174 we
females. In this count are not included such females as were allowe
to escape along the road of the drive, although the num~er of fe~al
thus culled was comparatively few, as the men were afraid of lettrng
single killable bachelor escape.
Nothing could better illustrate the straits to which this rook r 'ha
come. On the other hand., nothing could better demon trate how littl
the driving di turb the seals. Here is a rookery where the fi mal
have been driven probably as long as seals have been taken, thou h
no~ in the ame proportion as now.
et, the female r turn to
driven over and over again, and the breeding ground is the part of
rookery least affected in the general decrea e.
gr at amount of mortality due to tarvation wa ob er ed amon_
the pup but i h r only alluded to, a I have treated of that qu tion
in an th r ·onn ction.
SoUTn ROOKERY,

Tli~. r

k ry, a

multitud · · wbi ·h

1882. (Plate 9.)

ly th r mnant of the innum rabl
of, ha not been of much a coun
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recent years. After the interregnum, 1869-1871, it was so insignificant
that no regular catch seems to have been made ·until 1880, although
occasionally, i.e., before and after the season closed on North Rookery,
a few seals were killed at Poluclionnoye in order to get fresh meat for
the main village, Nikolski. Thus, in 1878, 50 were killed in June and
30 on November 5.
The result was that tbe rookery was gradually increasing. Finally~
in 1880, it was deemed sufficiently large to station a small force of men
under Mr. Volokitin at the place, and in that year 787 skins were taken.
It seems, however, that the capacity of the rookery was underestimated
and not enough salt was landed, so that no more could be taken care
of. In 1881, in spite of the complaint that although there are "many
sikatchi on both rookeries" there are "but few holustiaki, mostly in
the water," the South Rookery yielded 1,150 skins. The following year
(1882) the catch was 1,410.
When I visited this rookery on August 21, 1882, I found the entire
beach between the first and second cape, west of the waterfall, covered
with seals, the breeding seals occupying the portion nearest to the water,
the bachelors patches at both ends and in the rear up to the inner
grass-covered belt.
SOUTH ROOKERY, 1895.

(Plate 10.)

How different when I approached the same ground again August 17,
1895, thirteen years later almost to the date. Only a handful of female
seals were left at the extreme western end of the rookery.
I am very fortunate in being able to present copies of two photographs taken by the late Colonel Voloshinof in 1885, which, as they
are taken from almost the same standpoint as one of my own (pl. 29),
afford excellent comparison between the conditions of Poludionnoye
Rookery then and now. In the right-side half of his double picture
(pl. 31a) a series of smaller rocks in the water extends from the beach
to the outer end of the west reef. This series of rocks will be recognized toward the lower left-hand corner in my photograph (pl. 29), and
will serve to orient the reader. It will then be seen that the entire
beach, which in my picture of 1895 is absolutely bare of seals, is covered with thousands in Voloshinof's picture of 1885, and that the compact body of the seals then extended even a good distance beyond.
To complete the comparison I add another photograph of mine (pl. 28),
looking in the opposite direction (toward the waterfall), which shows
the utter desolation of the entire beach beyond the little black patch.
As for the proportions of the various classes of seals on this rookery,
I found the conditions to be similar to those on the North Rookery. It
was reported in Nikolski that there bad been only one bull on the
rookery in 1895, but upon inquiry at the rookery I was informed by
Nikanor Grigorief, the native in charge, that the actual number of
sikatchi bad been five. This number may be considered exact, and
the number of females to each bull was therefore probably nearly
100. There were plenty of pups when I visited the rookery, and no
barrenness of the females was suggested.
By dint of bard scraping no less than 564 skins were secured in 1895,
159 of them, however, between August 17 and September 9.
COPPER ISLAND,
KARABELNOYE ROOKERY,

1882-83. (Plate 11.)

The distribution of seals on this rookery, as I found it during the
week July 3-10, 1883, is shown on the map (pl. 11). Every available
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space under the cliffs wa occupied by breeding females. Even th
ledge at the foot of them and the lower portion of the steep ravine.were full of them. The bachelors were obliged to be satisfied with th
outlying reefs and rocks, with the beach on the east side of Karabelni
Stolp, and the rocky beaches at Vodopad and beyond. The rookery
was in excellent condition, all classes of seals being well represented.
In fact, there was unquestionable proof that the rookery was increasing.
Curiously enough this fact was brought home to the natives located
at Karabelni by the circumstance that they were unable to obtain in
good season the number of skins required from this rookery. When I
arrived at Karabelni in the beginning of July the natives wer~ deeply
concerned because of their failure to obtain the last 1,000 skms. A_
the families are paid for each skin brought to the salt house th1.
meant a serious loss to those stationed at this point. They finally
decided to go to Glinka, where the season was already over, and there
got all the skins they wanted. In answer to my inquiry as to the .cau e
of their failure to obtain the skins at Karabelni, I was told th~t it wa.
because the rookery was increasing. Self-contradictory as th1.s statement appeared, it was nevertheless easily explained. The mam hauling ground of the bachelors, i. e., the one yielding most skins an~ from
which the seals could be driven, was the Karabelni Stolp. Lookrng at
the map (pl. 11 ), it will be seen that at the base of the neck there wa
a large breeding ground. The breeding seals were increasing here t
such an extent as to occupy the whole space along the beac~, and
actually shutting off the hauling ground, thus makiug it impossible to
drive any seals from that place. The men were therefore obliged to
take the skins at Vodopad and KI·epkaya Pad, which meant that t.h~.
had to carry every skin on their backs across the island. When it 1.:
considered that the population even under ordinary circumstance~
was rather insufficient for the w~rk, it may easily be understood wha
a hardship this increase of the rookery involved. Not only ~ere t~
breeding seals increasing, but the bachelors were also extendmg theu
territory. The result was that skins were taken in Malinka Bukht3: fo
the first time. .At this place the women did the skinning and carrymg.
for even here the ~kins had to be carried, while the men were engage,
at Krepkaya Pad.
In addition to the map I have submitted three original fiel~ sketc~e
of the rookery as I found it on July 3 1883 (pis. 41-43). While makm,..
no claim for artistic merit, I do claim for them sufficient accuracy for a
iutelligen~ comparison with my photographs of 1895, which were taken
from the identical standpoints. The sketches have not been touched
since I left the rookery in 1883, and are here reproduced in fac imile .. o
as to eliminate the possibility of even unintentional alteration .
KARABEJ.NOYE ROGKERY, 1895.

(Plate 12.)

On July 31, 1895, Mr. Grebnit ki and I landed in Stolbovaya Bukh
and pitched our tent on tbe beach just west of the killing ground.. It
~a very ~og~y and the water high, so that we could not pa the p_om
mto Marti hina Bukhta.
xt morning, at 4.30, the fog still preva1led:
but th water was low and we made our way along the beach to t~
r okery. We pa ed on to the Stolp without meeting a seal, where 1n
1
hou ~nd of bree~ing eal blocked th way of the drive . Only
mall olid pat h 1 anmg on the south base of the cliff remained- n
lat d outpo tat thi end of the rookery. .At the tolp it lf we foun
upl of mall harem only t the north rn end and toward th
· u b rn xtr mity
mall patch of ba ·belor, -ba~dly mor than
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dozen. In the distance I could discern through the fog faint outlines
ouly of the breeding grounds.
After breakfast the fog lifted and I ascended the bluffs, which rise
300 feet above the breeding grounds. The photographs which are herewith appended (pls. 38-40) were taken from the various stations at the
edge of these bluffs marked on the maps, care being taken to select
the same points from which I had made my sketches twelve years
previously.
I found that while on the whole the breedin_g grounds had retained
their former shape-necessarily, because of the natural conditions of
the beach-there was a great thinning out of the ranks of the females.
At the same time a large area at the northwestern end had become
nearly depopulated. At first I credited the thinness of the breeding
herds to the bright weather, but another visit to the heights the next
morning showed po improvement.
That day I saw no bachelors, except the little patch at the Stolp;
none at Vodopad and Krepkaya Pad. At Malinka Bnkhta,, I was
informed, they had ceased to haul up several years ago. The next
day we saw a few more bachelors-a somewhat larger patch-at the
Stolp, and two other patches, of possibly a hundred seals each, one on
each side of the V odopadski Nepropusk.
But one feature that struck me with surprise was the great number
of bulls and half bulls. This abundance of old males was paTticularly
interesting, coming, as I did, directly from Bering Island, where this
element was so scarce.
Pups were present in good proportion.
The decrease in the yield of this rookery bas been considerable.
While as far back as 1881 6,500 skins were secured without trouble, it
was impossible for the men in 1895, try as hard as they might, to
secure more than 2,000. They were given full swing and encouraged
to take as many as possible, though they needed no special encouragement, for the decrease in skins meant a corresponding decrease in food
and comfort during the following winter. l\Ioreover, the season was
extended to tbe first week of September, and yet with no better results.
Between August 12 and September 10 they could scrape together only
188 skins.
GLINKA ROOKERIES, 1882-83.

(Plate 13.)

The capacity of Glinka used to be more than double that of Karabelni, having in good years yielded over 20,000 skins. The best
hauling grounds were Palata, Zapadni, and Pestshanaya, but batchelors then hauled out as far as Babinskaya Bukhta in the south and
Gorelaya Bukhta in the north. These distant grounds were only drawn
upon occa ionaHy, and the grounds between Urili Kamen and Palata
Mys furni hed the bulk of the skins. Of these Pe~tshani hauling ground
was the most prolific and the handiest, although the driving was very
severe before the new salt hou e was built, and single drives yielding
more than 4,000 skins from this place were no exception .1
The principal breeding grounds occupied the inaccessible beach between the tolbi in Gavarushkaya Bukhta to Palata Mys, compri ing
Sikatchinskaya and Zapalata, the gully and basin north of Palata, and,
finally, the family grounds designated as Zapadni or Zapadni Mys.
1
DL'. Sluniu rnports that in 1887 a drive yielding G,000 took placefromtllishauling
ground.
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Palata, to the looker-on coming over the mountains, was probably the
most impressive rookery view in the whole Commander Islands group.
The solid blackening masses of breeding seals, filling the gully to overflowing and extending under the bluffs and along the beach on both
sides, was a sight never to be forgotten. My original sketch, made in
1883 from a prominent point 800 feet above, is unfortunately lost or
mislaid, and I am therefore obliged to substitute an elaboration of it
(pl. 52) made shortly after my return, probably in January or February,
1884. I know it to be a pretty faithful rendering of the sketch, but of
course the latter would have been more authentic.
Zapalata and Sikatchinskaya were the mainstay of the rookery, however. There the breeding seals were absolutely safe against all pos ible interruptions from the land side, while the bays themsel~es ~re
wonderfully sheltered by reefs and outlying rocks, thus a~ord1~g
admirable places of safety for the growing pups, features which mil
be fully appreciated by an inspection of plates 55 and 56.
To illustrate the condition of these rookeries during the palmy day
of the business I am fortunate enough to be able to copy a coup_le of
Voloshinof's photographs (pls. 53 and 57a) made in 1885, to which I
shall refer more in detail later on.
GLINKA. ROOKERIES, 18()5.

(Plate U.)

On the 2d of August I approached the Glinka rookeries i~ a b?atfrom
the north and proceeded alono- their entire front from Leb1azh1 Mys to
Babinskaya Bukhta where w: camped. I saw breeding seals in mot
of the places where'r formerly saw them, but in vastly reduced munbers. Bachelors were also seen, but they were few and far_ between.
At Pestshani hauling ground, the place which once suppl~ed many
thousands, and which even as late as 1893 furnished 3,137 skms, there
was not a single bachelor. True, a drive bad ~een ma~e from that
place only a few days earlier, which had resulted m 7~0 skm~, but thee
700 skins were all that this famous hauling ground yieJded m 1895.
However, the location of nearly all the former haulmg grounds wa
marked, not so much by little bunches of a dozen bachelors or so, but,
curiously enough, by a line of black half bulls. They had hauled l1N
and occupied the beaches with regular intervals, much as do the ,0
bulls in spring before the arrival of the females; in fact, they were rn ~
meas~re playing sikatch. These lonesome, patiently waiting poh1 1·
kat~h1 'Yere first seen at the old hauling grounds on both ~ides of
Leb1azh1 Mys and then on the west side of Peresbeyek and of Pest ·
hani Mys, and finally at the eastern end of Babinskaya Bukhta. At
these places they had hauled out by themselves. But, in addition
hundredH of thei::;e nearly mature young bulls (or probably mat~re,
though not strong enough to fight the older ones) skirted the breeding
grounds, hauling out on outlying rocks and paying attention to the
females comi1;1g out for a swim or a trip to the ~istant feeding ground •
On t~e breedmg grounds dark-ha.ired, vigorous-looking bull abounded.
This superabundance of vigorous mature males was a strongl ·
marked feature_ of the rookery. Thi is the more remarkable if w
remember tbat 1t wa alr ady late in the season when I vi ited Glink~
and tha~, althoug_h tayed until August 11, I saw no diminution of it.
The nat1
al o ~nfo~·me(l me that on account of the still greater num~er of bull earlier m the eason the :fighting had b en violent and
m s.an 11 _th ro 1 ri . Thi abundance of bulls I have been told
ha
n ti ·e :£ r v ral year •
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In strong contrast to this exuberance of virility was the thinness of
the female ranks. They spread over nearly the same territory as formerly, but the lines had shrunk and in many places there were large,
bare gaps. The magnificent Palata showed many of the characteristic
features that I knew so well, and yet it was only the shadow of the old
rookery. The line running backward up the gully was there, but it
was very thin and narrow and broken in places. A comparison of my
old sketch (pl. 52), taken at high water, with my recent photograph
from the identical standpoint, low water (pl. 51), will give some idea of
the difference I saw. Although taken from a point somewhat different
from mine, Colonel Voloshinof's photograph of Palata as it looked in
1885 (pl. 53a) fully bears out my sketch, when it is remembered that he
was standing several hundred feet lower to the right and that consequently the solid belt of seals at the base of Palata must look so much
narrower on his picture than on mine. My other photographs (~ls.
48, 49), looking toward Palata and Sabatcha Dira from the outlying
rocks off the former, serve to more fully illustrate the disconnected and
thin character of the breeding grounds in 1895.
And as with Palata so with Zapalata. The change was less striking,
though by no means less radical. On the contrary, Zapalata, in proportion, was even more deserted. It is a source of great satisfaction
to me that in photographing this rookery I happened to place my
camera on the exact spot where Colonel V oloshinof ten years previously
bad exposed a plate, and although it evidently met with some mishap,
so that this picture is one of the less satisfactory ones, I have reproduced the two (pls. 56 and 57a). On the whole light beach my photograph shows nothing but stones, while the same area in Voloshinof's
is teeming with thousands of breeding seals. By turning my camera
in the opposite direction I obtained the other picture (pl. 55) showing
the same depleted condition.
To complete the series of photographs illustrating the condition of
the various parts of the rookery I finally reproduce one by Mr. Grebnitski (pl.57b), taken from the rocks in Sikatchinskaya Bukhta August
3, as I had no opportunity to photograph it myself. It tells the same
story.
.
The total number of skins shipped from Glinka in 1895 was 4,809
(including a few hundreds of the autumn catch of 1894), a trifle more
than one-half the catch of the previous year.
In view of the great number of half bulls and bulls it is interesting
to note that the skins both from Karabelni and from Glinka were unusually small. No regular tally of the weight of the entire catch was
kept on Oopper Island, but upon our arrival there was a great complaint
of the lightness of the skins. During my stay at Glinka, from Augu t
2 to 11, the natives were unable to take more than one small drive, in
spite of their anxiety to make more money and to obtain more fresh
meat. The skins of this drive were weiglled according to Mr. Grebnitski's directions, who himself kept tally. The weight of the skins was
noted to the half pound, but to simplify the list and make it easily comparable with the corresponding ones upon Bering Island I only recorded
whole pounds; a skin weighing 7-½ pounds, for instance, I counted as 8
pounds, while 7¼ pounds was recorded as 7. Mr. Grebnitski's tally and
my tally will differ to that extent, but the average will undoubtedly
be very nearly the same. This average, it will be seen, is scarcely 7!
pounds. When I visited Oopper Island in 1883 the company refused
every skin under 8 pounds.
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Weight of kins brought to the salt house at Glinka, Copper Island, August B, 1895.
Weight.
Uml r G¼pound (4½ to 6¼,) ............. .
7 pouncl ......... . ..... . .... .. . .
8 pounds ....................... .
9 pound .... ................ ... .
10 pound . ... ..... .............. .
11 pound ....... ....... ......... .
12 pounds ......... ......... . .... .

Number.
35
108
40
17
11
6

5

Number.

Weight.
Under 13 poun<h ....••..••..•••..••....
14 poun ds ........ .•.............
15 pounds ...................... .
Total number of skins...........

22

.A.verageweightof skins ... .lbs .. \

7.

l\IPARATIVE CONDITION OF THE BERI G I SLAND AND COPPER
ERIES, 1895.

I

LAND ROOK·

In what little there has been said and written about the seal indu ·
try on the Commander Islands it has always been assumed that the
onditions, aside from the difference in the physical aspect of the roo~·
eries, were the same on both islands constituting the group. And thi
wa.s actually the case not very long ago, at least _in_ 188?-83, and, 0
far as I could ascertain, up to 1890. In that year, 1t 1s said, the ba?h·
elors were becoming somewhat scarce on Copper Island and some a?trv
work had to be done in order to secure the desired quantity, but _ma ·
much as this quantity appears to have been the largest ev_er shipped
from Copper Island the falling off can not have been excessive, though
it may have been apparent on the hauling grounds.
In 1892, however, the decrease in the number of fema,les _on Copper
~sland became serious enough to cause public comment, w~i~e on Bermg Island difficulty was experienced in obtaining the reqrus1te, though
now limited, number of bachelors.
.. .
Whatever the cause of the recent disturbance of the equihbrmm of
the rookeries on the Commander Islands each island bas been affected
differently, and the conditions to.day of the rookeries on Copper Islau d
deviate radically from those of Bering Island. It may be useful to
compare them point for point.
In Bering Island the number of females in proportion to the m~ture
males is very much greater than on Copper Island. This results m_an
apparent deficiency in bulls on Bering Island and a corresponding
superabundance of them on Copper Island.
In B~ring Island the killable males are of great size, as proven by
the weight of_ the skins, which in 1895 averaged over 10 poun~s. The
~rcatest defimency w~s consequently in the younger snal , while year·
lrngs were almost entirely absent. The proportion between the age of
the killables was quite r~versed on Copper Island, where a ~ack of ~h~
older bachelors was seriously felt, while the great bulk of the skm
taken were from the younger cla ses, the skins averagiug probably 1
than 8 pounds.
A~ for the pups it may be stated that they were abundant in P1:~·
portion to the female, on both i lands and no difference could be di.·
ov re?- in that re p ·t.. On Bering Island I found a, con id re ble
mortah~y due to tarvation am~mg the pup . On Copper I land no
u h thm was ob_ r"!ed _but thl negativ r , ult mu t not be tak n
a pr of or
nan mdicat.Ion that no such mortality took place. It mu
, rem mb !
tli t m t ?f ~he hree<lin gr und on OPJ r I 1 nd
1 • d th t it ~ almo t an imp ·ibility to di. inrrui, h
1
1
11 P11 P from uch a di tance
'1 >
it i ne e ary to
lll> r l:la11d.
._
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It was by the merest accident that I myself discovered the sad state
of affairs on Bering Is1and, for if I had not gone over the rookery after
ihe wholesale raid of the breeding ground I should have remained in
ignorance of the fact. The natives themselves were either concealing
it, out of fear that they would be blamed, or, more likely, they were
ignorant of the extent of the calamity. After the season is over the
natives keep aloof from the rookeries, as they are strictly enjoined from
disturbing the breeding grounds without necessity. The simple fact,
therefore, that I can report no unusual mortality on the Glinka or Kar-abelni rookeries proves nothing one way or the otller.
RAIDING OF COMMANDER ISLANDS ROOKERIES.

The rookeries of Bering ~nd Copper islands have always been a sore
temptation to marauding schooners, especially those of the latter island,
where, in addition to the fur seals, there was a fair chance of obtaining
a number of the costly sea otters, a few of which would go a long way
to pay for the expenses and risks of such an expedition. The material
is not at hand for an exhaustive list of all the attempted and accomplished raids on the Commander Islands rookeries, but I shall give a
sufficiently det ailed account to show that considerable damage has been
done by the pirates . .
Leaving out of consideration the possible raids during the flourishing
times of tlle whale fishery in the forties, and coming down to recent
days, we find that at first the raiders were attracted to Oopper Island
by their knowledge of the plentiful occurrence of the sea otter on that
island, a knowledge gained by many of them during their visits to the
islands during the ''interregnum." We thus find the American schooner
Three Bisters, Captain Herendeen, caught on July 22, 1879, at anchor
off the Northwest Cape of Copper Island, the mate and sailors camping
ashore near the sea-otter rookery. Twenty-nine skins of grown sea
otters and 16 sea-otter pups were taken from her, but also 123 fur seals,
which it was claimed, however, were taken at sea. Instead of seizing
the vessel the authorities let her go with a warning. The seal skins
found on her proved that sea otter was not the only game looked for,
and in the same year, on August 10, an unknown schooner, off Glinka,
attempted to land three boats, but the natives frightened them off.
The year 1880 saw an increased activity on the part of the poachers,
who were much emboldened by their successes in the Okhotsk Sea and
the Kuril Islands. As.early as July 7 the Three Sisters, of San Francisco, Captain Beckwith, was seen at anchor off Glinka rookeries,
kil1ing seals. The crew was driven off by the natives shooting at them.
Mr. E. P. Miner (Brit. Counter Case, App., p. 113; Fur-Seal Arb., vrn,
p. 700) gives the following graphic account of this raid:
Sho was chartered by H. Liebes & Co., ancl was supposed to be going out on a seaotter and fur-seal hunting expedition, but as a matter of fact all of us who shipped
as hunters knew that the vessel had been fitted out for a raid on the rookeries on tbe
Commander Islands. Early in Jul.v we started from the Alaskan coast for the Commander Islands, ancl about the middle of the month landed on the west side of Copper
Island. We landed in the daytime in a fog. There were three boats. We had killed
about 800 seals before we were seen, but had taken none of them on boarcl the v ssel. .A. baidarka with natives in it came along then, and we knew that warning would
be given to the people on the island, and we began skinning the seals. In about an
hour what appeared to be 50 men came across the island to where we were and
b gan firing at us with blank cartridges. We started off at once, bat when some
distance from land began killing seals in the kelp. Then they :fired on us with bullets, and we went on the schooner. .A.11 the skins we got of the seals we kille(l wa~
153. Before we made the raid on the seal rookery we had anchored at the north end
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of <;Jopper Island, wh re sea otters are plentifn], and while there a baidarka. full o!
natives came out to us ands rvecl a warning on the captain, teiling him that he mu
not hunt within 5 miles of the islands-the miles were, I suppose, meant for Rus i
miles. We went from Copper I, land to the Kurile Islands to look for sea. otter, and
after getting one sailed, on the 4th of August, for San Francisco.

On July 13, 1880, a schooner was reported at anchor close to the bea 1
of North Rookery, Bering Island, and being discovered had probabl \'
poor success. Not so, however, wjth the schooner that raided the Glinka
rookeries about two weeks later, killing· ''a number of seals, say about
400." This can hardly have been the Otsego, Captain Isaackson, flying
the Dutch flag, which was boarded on .August 6 by the steamer A.lPksander II at Glinka, but was found to have "four to five fur seals only.·
On the next day Mr. Grebnitski boarded the schooner Alexander, aptain Littlejohn. The latter swore that he had shot the 53 seals founcl
on board, denying that he had been near a rookery, and was warned
off. Captain Sandman on .August 12 confiscated 4 sea otters from th
schooner Flying Mist, Captain Bradford, which was found at anc~or
"around the Northwest Cape (Copper Island) close inshore about 8' E.
from rocks," but with "apparently no seals."
On September 1 the kossak and a watchman boarded the schooner
Seventy-Six, Captain Potts, off the Southeast Cape, Copper Island, finding only one man on board, the rest being on shore. The watchmen
went after them, but the schooner's crew made directly for the ve. 1
as soon as they saw them coming, and got away. "On shore the w~tch•
man found about 40 seal carcasses which the schooner's people bad killed
and skinned, all bulls."
The raiders did not confine themselves to Copper Island by any
means, for on September 10 an unknown schooner visited the outl
Rookery on Bering Island, killing about 25 seals, a.nd two .days lat~r a
schooner, possibly the same was reported" on the north side hootm
seals at sea," but left on the approach of the steame! Alelc~an.dcr 1
After the departure of the latter, the schooner came m ag~m on e1_·
tember 13, but the whaleboat which was sent ashore was .drtven awa.
by the natives firing at the crew, before auy seals were lolled.
Oaptain Littlejohn, in the schooner Alexander, evidently took no 1.1 k
of the warning given him, for on October 16 he was on the Glm 8
rookeries and took "some seals again " an exploit wM 11 he repeat
on the moonlight night of the 18th, ~hen be secured "a number
seals (mostly cows) before morning."
. . .
Although the record for 1881 is not quite so black, 1t 1s m · om
respects fully as interesting.
On Bering I la.nd two schooners appeared at the orth Rook ry on
October 8 and la11ded six whaleboats, killing many seal , mo, tlyfemal
and young ones. Mr. Grebnitski himself went to the rookery but 1~
sch~>0ner ~ad already left. Exactly a week later two s~hooner a.cr d n
arrived off the orth Rookery, pos ibly the same, landrng five whal boa~s early iu the morning of October 16. This time, howe er th
natives were prepm· cl ancl 40 of them well armed with rifle , m t th
r~i.d r . Th la t r 1~ow 011 ned n gdtiation , the captain off rin
g ~d. wat h to ? cln f. mon y to the men, and whi ky to all fi _r h
rm 11 g _of tc km~ 3 O fnr eals. The nativ refused nd the r, ul r
aft ~ 11 , 11~i\: · mrn '<1.: me_ of th Berdan breech-lo'ading rifl
and
1 tl 1 au ~flnma 1ve an w r to their qu stion wh h r th
h
rn r
1
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'10
If 11
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·
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on the vessel Alexander, belonging to Hermann Liebes, of which Captain Carlson was master," "in 1880, or thereabouts," he "went ashore
and raided Copper Island, and got about 100 seals, and we would have
got a great many more, for we had about 1,200 killed when we were
fired upon. A Japanese vessel was there the day before raiding and
several of the raiders were shot." This last information seems to tally
with the following record from Bering Island: "October 11. A
schooner has been at Staraya Gavan. Buried one Japanese."
The fact was that the natives, incensed by the numerous raids, were
using their guns freely during 1881. Thus, earlier in the season the
Annie Cashman, of San Francisco, went to Copper Island, and Mr. E.
P. Miner states (Fur Seal Arb., VIII, p. 701):
We landed there one clear day, and in one and one-half hours took 250 seaJs, and
had them all on board before the natives came to where we were. We went away
then, but came back the next night. We were fired on by the natives, and did not
land.

It went particularly hard with the British schooner Diana, sailing
from Yokohama earlier in the season. She had been raiding various
rookeries on the Kuril Islands and finally went to Copper Island, where
she came to grief. She anchored off Zapalata and a boat was immediately sent ashore. They did not reach it, however, for behind the
rocks a large band of natives, under command of the kossak, Selivanof,
were lying in wait. When the boat was well within range, the kossak
gave the signal and a complete rain of bullets struck the unfortunate
boat. One man was killed, one severely wounded, and the boat, nearly
sinking, made the schooner with the greatest difficulty. It is said that
fully 300 shots were fired by the natives. The Diana, now severely
crippled, sought safety in flight, but on the wayto Petropaulski unfortunately fell in with a Russian man-of-war7""the Strelolc, if I remember
rightly. The suspicion of the commander was aroused, an investigation made, which resulted in the imprisonment of the crew and the
confiscation of the vessel, in spite of the plea of the captain that JlO
raid was intended and that the boat was sent ashore only to take
water, of which the schooner was short.
The case was made the subject of diplomatic correspondence between
Great Britain and Russia, and the latter power sent a revisor to Copper Island in 1882 to investigate the matter. His report was favorable
to the natives, no doubt, for the Russian Government, in recognition of
their meritorious conduct, invested the native chief of Copper Island
with a silver-laced kaftan, while Selivanof was promoted to be a ergeant and a beautiful Toledo blade was presented to him upon which
was engraved a suitable inscription commemorative of the occasion.
It was plain that something would have to be done to check this
growing evil, which had already been assuming alarming proportions,
but the authorities were puzzled how to proceed effectively. One or
two large war vessels were already patrolling the region, but their
service was very ineffective, as they did not take the risk of going
close under the foggy and dangerous coasts of the islands. It was
thought, however, that strict regulations for the whole traffic of trading and hunting in Russian waters, which would leave the schooners
no excuse or technical loopholes, would deter the marauders, especially
in view of the past experience, and seeing that the Russian Government was in earnest in backing np the natives in their defense of the
rookeries. A proclamation was therefore prepared and issued, first by
the Russian consul at Yokohama and afterwards also by the Russian
consul in San Francisco, the publication being specifically authorized
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by the Imp rial Ru ian ministry of foreign affairs.
warning wa a follow :

The consular

NOTICE •

. At the request _of the local auth?rities of Bering and other iel~nds, the undersigned hereby notifies that the Russian Imperial Government publishes, for gener
knowledge, the following:
1. Without a special permit or license from t he governor-general of Eastern
Siberia, foreign v sels are not allowed to carry on trading, hunting, fishing, e .,
on t he Ru sian coa tor islands in the Okhotsk an d Bering seas, or on the northeastern
coa t of Asia, or within their sea-boundary line.
2. For such permits or licen es foreign vessels should apply to Vladivostok,
exclusively.
3. In the port of Petropaulovsk, though being the only port of entry in Kam
chatka, such permits or licenses shall not be issued.
.
4. No permits or licenses whatever shall be issued for hunting, fishing, or tradm
at or on the Commodore or Robben islands.
5. Foreign vessels found trading, fishing, hunting, etc., in Russian waters. withoni
a license or permit from the governor-general and also those possessin~ a. license or
permit who may infringe tho existing by-law; on hunting, shall be con11soated, bo h
vessels and cargoes, for the benefit of the Government. This enactment shall be
enforced henceforth, commencing with A. D. 1882.
6. 'l'he enforcement of tho above will be intrusted to Russian men-of-w:i.r, and al.
to Russian merchant vessels, which for that purpose will carry military det:i.chmen
and be provided with proper instructions.
(Signed)
A.. PELIKAN,
His Imptn-ial Russian Majesty's Consul.
YOKOHAMA,

November 15, 1881.

This proclamation was distributed to all outgoing vessel~, and evi•
dently had some effect, as the raids during the years followmg fell off
very considerably. A few skippers, more desperate than the other
however, were still taking chances. Thus, on August 12, 18 2, th
schooner Otome, of Yokohama, with a Japanese crew, but E~ope._n
officers, raided the North Rookery on Bering Island, though with _d i·
astrous results. After having tried the watchfulness of the native
during dark and foggy nights for more than two weeks, three b .t
were sent ashore from the Otome on the 12th of August after dark. At
Kisikof, the southern extremity of the rookery, about 350 ba ·h lor
seals were clubbed, and the skinning was already far advanced whe~
the natives crept up to the pirates and captured the mate; the
morning the schooner was seized by Mr. Grebnitski, on board t e
steamer A.leksander II. The Otome was finally taken to Vladivo~t k
and condemned. The captain was charged with piracy, but Mr. Snow,
who had p_assage in the schooner, was allowed to go, as there wa no
proof of his connection with the affair as owner or supercargo. . .
. The fact that the proclamation did not entirely stop the ra1diucr,
mduced the Ru sian authorities in 1884 to station a detachment of
soldiers on the i lands for their protection, as related elsewhere in this
report, and the chooner Sakhalien raiding the South Rookery on
Bering Islan_d, fell the first victim to' the regulars.
.
~he captams ~f t_he schooners were becoming wary, and, to av01d
b mg captured within the 3-mile limit of the territorial water , adop
th tactic of ~eeping ome distance at sea, only sending the~ boat
or can es to kill the seal on or off the rook ries a the ca e nnght b •
~~e fir t schooner caught in thi practice e~ms to ha e be n
e
Briti h ve el raunah, Captain iewerd, which was eized off opp r
I _land on !uly 1, 1 , by Gr bnit ki, in th A.leksander II. Tb igm~ ·ant poi t . a that while the choon r it elf wa not near r han 6
mil
t
! 1t . no w r hunting al within h If a mile of h
hor , ud, 1 pit of the diplomatic r monstrance by Gr a Brit ain,
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Mr. Grebnitski was fully sustained by Mr. Giers, the Russian minister
for foreign affairs, in his letter of August 16, 188~. However, although
caught as a raider, the Arauncik was in reality a regular pelagic sealer
from British Oolumbia, with Indian hunters and Indian canoes.
PELAGIC SEALING A'l' OOMMANDER ISLANDS.

The tactics described in the closing paragraphs of the chapter relating to the raiding of the rookeries, of sending the canoes in among the
breeding seals off the rookeries, to kill them in the water while the
schooner remained at sea, were the forerunner of pelagic sealing around
the Commander Islands. It was claime<l. by the crew of the 0. G. White,
Captain Hagman, who gave themselves up (in 1890) to the authorities
on Copper Island, that they were blown ashore after having lost-their
vessel; but the natives evidently thought differently, for they fired
upon three of the boai;s as they attempted to land, killing one man and
wounding two, while seven bullets went through the boats. However,
as the schooner was not captured, the men were sent back to San Francisco in the company's steamer. While it is true that the James Hamilton Lewis (formerly the Ada) was caught right under the South Rookery
of Bering Island in 1891, by the Russian war vessel Aleut, it is certain
that many of the 416 skins (90 per cent of which it has been stated were
females) confiscated were killed at sea.
When but few seals were left on Robben Island and the Kurils to
raid, th~ schooners fitting out in Japan turned their attention to followiDg up the Oommander Islands herd on its northward migrations along
the outer side of the Kuril chain, adopting the regular methods of
pelagic sealing. Owing to the necessity of having heavier and stronger
vessels on that coast, because of the much more severe weather and the
consequent greater risk, the pelagic sealing developed much slower on
the .Asiatic side than on the American, and played a comparatively
unimportant rt>le up to 1892.1
The latter year saw the total prohibition of sealing in the eastern, or
American, part of Bering Sea, according to the modus vivendi between
Great Britain and the United States pending the fur-seal arbitration
by the Paris tribunal. The sealing fleet was already on their way
when they were informed of the closing of Bering Sea, the result being
that quite a number of the vessels, rather than return home, made
straight for the Comma,n der Islands to try their luck there. No less
than 32 Canadian vessels crossed over to the Russian side after having
completed their coast catch. In addition, there seems to have been 5
British schooners sailing from Japan, consequently altogether 37 British
vessels. To these mu t be added a few American schooners, of which
I have no detailed account at hand. Capt. Charles Lutjen , in the Kate
and Anna, caught about 150 eals "between from 40 to 100 miles south
of the Commander I lands, and these were seized and confiscated"
1 The Brit ish Bering Sea commissioners, writing in June, 1892, could therefore state
as a '' fact that pela~ic sealing, as understood on the coast of .America, is there
[Asiatic Coast] practically unknown." It is probable, however, that the real beginning was made already in 1891, though on a small scale. Capt. Charles Lutjens, of
San Francisco, owner of the schooner Kate and Anna, states (Fur Seal Arb., VIII, p.
715) that on going into Bering Sea on June 6, 1891, he was warned out, and went
directly to the Russian side, where he got 450 seals. The Penelope, Capt. J. W. Todd,
of Victoria, was also there that y ar; also Beatrice, Capt. M. Keefe, who got 500
seals there; Urnbrina, Capt. J. Ma.tthewa, 30 seals; Maud S., Capt. A. McKeil, and
probably several ot!iel"s.
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(Fur al rb., VIII, p. 714). The Henry Dennis obtained 189 seal ,a
det il d 1 ewhere in this report.
Th
f: ct are hown in more detail in the following table, which .
r cted from the record of the entire British Columbia sealing fie£
a giv n in the Twenty-fifth Annual Report of the Canadian Depar ment of Marin and Fisheries (pt. u, pp. 60-61).
Report uf B ritish Colmnbia sealing fleet sealing in "Asiatic" ,waters in the season of 1.:Lower

Upper

To
coast A8iatic
coast
catch.
catch.
catch.
- - - - - - - - - - - - - -- - - - - 1 - - - - - - 1 - - - l - 1, J
Annie E. Paint..............................................
186
412
421
Annie C. Moorn ................... - ............ -...... - .. -- -64
1, 156
Arie tis ................................. - .. - --- --- ----• - · - · · · · · · · · · · · · ·
73
3
591
1
if;~dsa~-~~~-~~~~:: ·.::: : : : :: : : : : : : : : : : :: : ::: :: : : :: : : : : : : :: : : : ::: ::: : : : :
409
512
Carlotta G. Cox..............................................
436
1, ;~~
~:

Schooner.

m

8~!:ftf.~~~:: ::: ::: :::::: :: :::::: :: ::::::: :: :::: :::: :::: :::

Ocean Belle .... :···--·--·························-···········

i~!28

\
5

~i

705 (Seized.)

186

261

{(Sew i.

The total catch by the Canadians alone amounted to about ~7,
skins. 1 Out of this number probably no less than 14,000 were skin
female seals. Adding to this the number of seals killed, but los~, th\
captured by the United States schooners, and those shot durmg t
norehwai'd migration during the spring of that year, it is easy to. 1 •
ceive how enormous and irreparable must have been the blow inflict d
upon the breeding seals of the Oommander Islands during the year 1 9:-·
With over 40 essels scouring the sea around the islands, their
boat and canoes following the female seals as they went to and fro
the feeding- o-rounds, no wonder that the latter were discovered by the
sealers, and in the e plac s undoubtedly most of the damage wa do~ ·
But not all the choon r w re satisfied with taking the seal out 1d

°

1

Total of the "A iatic catch" in the above table .. __ ...•••..••..•.,••...•••.. U.,
Seized by Russian war vessels .... _.••... _.. _.... _•• __ . _________ ••••••.• _. . 2, ~1
Total
____ ...... ···-·· ______ .... ·-·-·· .•.•. ____ ..•.•. . 17, 22:.
Some of the skins eized by the Rua iaas were tak n on the orthwe t Co t.
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of the territorial waters of Russia; they adopted the tactics of sending
the boats inshore to hunt oft' the rookeries, and as a consequence many
of them had to feel the claws of the bear. The Russian authorities,
evidently in anticipation of what would happen, had several cruisers
patrolling her seas, and no less than seven schooners, one hailing from
the United States and the other six owing allegiance to Great Britain,
were captured by the commanders of the cruisers Zabiaka, Captain de
Livron, and Vitiaz, Captain Zarine, and by Mr. Grebnitski on board
the company's steamer Kotik. The schooners were taken to VJadivostok, condemned, and sold, except the Rosie Olsen, which was rechristened the Prize and given to Capt. W. Copp, of the Vancouver Belle,
on condition that he take thirty-seven of the captured sailors to British
Columbia. The other sailors were sent home in the American ship
Majestic, except the men of the schooners Marie and Oarmolite, who
were taken to Vladivostok and then shipped to Japan.
The schooners, whose capture created a great excitement in Canadian
sealing circles, were as follows:
(1) 0. H. White, of San Francisco, seized by the Zabiaka July 16,
between Copper Island and Bering Island.
(2) Willie McGowan, of Shelburne, Nova Scotia, seized by the
Zabiaka July 18,1 about 18 miles 2 south west of Palata, Copper Island.
(3) Rosie Olsen, of Victoria, British Columbia, seized by Mr. Grebnitski, July 26, in 55° 23' north latitude and 165° 27' east longitude, or
about 10 miles northwest of Zapadni Mys, Bering Island.
(4) Ariel, of Victoria, British Columbia, seized by the Zabiaka, on
July 28, apparently about 10 miles southwest of the Copper Island
rookeries. 3
(5) Vancouver Belle, of Vancouver, seized by the Zabiaka, on .August
12, about 17 miles south of the southern extremity of Copper Island.
(6) Marie, of Maitland, Nova Scotia, seized by Mr. Grebuitski,
August 21, in 54° 36' north latitude and 168° 24' east longitude, or
about 9 miles 4 northeast from the south end of Copper Island, the
nearest land.
(7) Oarmolite, of Vancouver, seized by the Vitiaz (with Admiral S.
0. Makarof on board), August 29, in 54° 29' north latitude and 168° 2'
east longitude, about 6 miles 5 southeast of the isthmus (Peresheyek) of
Copper Island.
In addition, (1) one boat and crew belonging to the schooner Marvin
were seized by the natives on one of the Copper Island rookeries for
killing seals. (2) Three boats and crews having clubbed seals on the
rookeries were captured by the Zabiaka on July 21, 9 miles from the
southern extremity of Copper Island; they belonged to the schooner
Sayward. (3) Two boats aud 6 sailors from the Annie 0. Moore were
caught on one of the rookeries by the natives.
1 By some mistake the da.te is given as June 6 in the report of the Russian commission aa rendered in the 26 Ann. Rep. Ca.nad. Dept. Fish., p. clix. July 6, old etyl , is
probably intended.
2 In the ea.me report the distance from the coast is given a.a 21 miles, although the
position ii:; said to have been 54,0 21' north latitude and 167° 43' east longitude, which
is a. trifle more than 18 miles from the nearest point of Copper Island.
3 The positions and distances in the report quoted above are so contradictory that
it is ha.rd to t ell which is meant to be correct. Thus, in the present ca.ee, it is stated
(p. clix) that "The schooner .Ariel was seized by the cruiser Zabiaka on the 16th Jnly
[old style] at 3.30 a.. m., in 54° 31' north latitude and 167° 40' east longitude. At the
time of the seizure she was making a.way from the coast under easy sail, and was 21
miles from Copper Island." Of course both statements can not be correct.
4
Seven in the report above referred to.
6 Eight miles according to the above report.

H. Doc. 92, pt. 4-47
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The number of skins taken from t.he British schooners was as follows:
Number
ofe ·

Na.me of vessel.
Marie ...................... ... ................... ................ ......... . .... . ........... .
Ro11ie Olsen ............................................................................... ..

Carruolite ................... ......... ............ ................... ....... . .... .. ......... .
Vancouver Belle ....... ........................... ..................... ................ •• ••••

'\V. McGowan ................................................................. • •.......... ··
Ariel .......................................... ................. . .... ....................... .

7
1

Total ................................................................................. .

The confiscated skins were sold by auction, part in Petropaulski, par
in London.
The prize moneys from the sale of the schooners and outfits were di ·
tributed among the captors.
.
It will be seen that all of the British schooners were captured outside
of the 3•mile limit, and diplomatic remonstrances and_ claims for dam•
ages were at once made by Great Britain. The Rus~rnn Government
appointed a special commission to investigate the seizures, and found
that the Marie, Rosie Olsen, Oarmolite, and Vancouver Belle were pr~perly seized, as their boats had been sealing in territorial waters, whil
the proof that the Willie McGowan and Ariel, or their boats, had ~een
sealing inside the 3-mile limit was considered insufficient. ~he findingal
of the commission are rendered in detail in the Twenty-sixth Annu
Report of the Canadian Department of Fisheries.
.
The experience of 1892 was conclusive proof that it was feasible t?r
the schooners to stay 20 miles away from the islands and yet s~nd m
their boats to the rookeries to prey upon the breeding se~ls gomg
and fro. It was also made plain that there would be very 1:i,ttle chan
of stopping the traffic by means of large cruisers patrollmg th~
The Russian authorities, therefore, were very anxious to. e~tabli ~
prohibitive zone around the islands wide enough to make 1t impo bl
for the boats to raid the rookeries independently, the m~re presen~ 0
the schooner in~ide of this limit being evidence of illegal sealin ·
Negotiations were progressing during the winter of 1892 an~ _1
between the two governments, and finally, in May, 1893, a .Pr?v1 ion
agreement was entered into between Russia and Great Br1tarn, e tablishing a protective zone of 30 miles around the Commander I lan
and Robben Island. It is evident that the Russian authorities at th
time were :U"!1aware of t?e fact that the great bulk of the skins ta~
by the British Columbia sealing fleet were obtained on the fee
·
grou1;1ds of the breeding females, and were also ignorant of the ex.
location of these_ground~, or they would not have re ted satis~ed
the zone of 30 m1l~s, which has been of but very little protective v· ~
to th~ seals. In vie_w of the r6le which the Russian acceptance of th
30-mile zone played m the establishment of the 60-mile zone around h
P~ibilof Island , it_ is important to remember that in accepting th_e mile z~m~ the ~u s1ans had a much more limited object in view, VIZ
make it impo ibl for the pelagic sealer to raid the rookeries.
THE

PROVISIONAL AGREE lENT OF

MAY, 1893.

Th provi ional arrangemen~,. which was to be entirely without re
activ fore a r g rd the Briti h ve els seized in 1892 i a follo
I
.
h
din
'
th ·ir ."uV,1J c Vo:rkil~gg Dehcomt?er, i _93, t~e _Engli h overnment w~ prohibi
or nu mg seal w1th1n a zone of 10 marine miles on
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the Russian coasts of Bering Sea and the North Pacific Ocean, as well as within a.
zone of 30 marine miles around the Komandorsky Islands and 'l'ulenew (Robben
Island).
II. British vessels engaged in hunting seals within the aforesaid zones, beyond
Russian territorial waters, may be seized by Russian cruisers, to be handed over to
British cruisers or to the nearest British authorities. In case of impediment or difficulty, the commander of the Russian cruiser may confine himself to seizing the
papers of the aforementioned vessels, in order to deliver them to a British cruiser
or to transmit them to the nearest British authcrrities on the first opportunity.
III. Her Majesty's Government engage to bring to trial before the ordinary tribunals, offering all necessary guaranties, the British vessels which may be seized as
having been engaged in sealing within the prohibited zones beyond Russian territorial waters.
IV. The Imperial Russian Government will limit to 30,000 the number of seals which
may be killed during the year 1893 on the coasts of the islands of Komandorsky and
Tulenew (Robben Island).
V. An agent of the British Government may visit the aforementioned islands
(Komandorsky and Tulenew) in order to obtain from the local authorities all necessary information on the working and results of the agreement arrived at, but care
should be taken to give previous information to these authorities of the place and
time of his visit, which should not be prolonged beyond a few weeks.
VI. The present arrangement has no retroactive force as regards British vessels
captured previously by the cruisers of the Imperial Russian Marine.

The British Parliament enacted the necessary legislation (Seal Fishery, North Pacific, act 1893), an "order in council" was passed July 4,
1893, and the agreement went into effect. The Russian war vessels the
Zabiaka and the Yakut, the latter a small transport, as well as two
British cruisers, kept up a constant patrol of the 30-mile zone.
The success of 1892 and the continued closure of the American side
of Bering Sea during 1893 drove the great majority of the sealing fleet
over to the Asiatic side early in the season, and the Commander Islands
herd was, therefore, preyed upon to a previously unknown extent along
the Japan coast during the migration, in addition to the slaughter of
the females on the feeding-grounds. No less than 35 schooners from
Victoria, British Columbia, were sealing off the Commander Islands,
mostly outside the 30-mile limit, and made a haul of 12,013 skins, while
22 schooners had bunted off the Japan coast, obtaining a total of 29,270
skins. It is stated that, in addition to the above figures relating to the
Canadian fleet, the number of skins landed at Hakodate, Japan, by
American vessels was 18,587, and by Hawaiian vessels 3,212, a total of
21,799 skins. A small percentage of these was undoubtedly contributed
by the Kuril herd and Robben Island seals but it is safe to say that
the pelagic sealing of 1893 yielded about 60,000 Commander Island
skins, the majority females. How many more were wastefully killed
and lost it is impossible to say.
I append a list of the Canadian vessels sealing on the Asiatic side in
1893, extracted from the Twenty-sixth Annual Report of the Canadian
Department of Fisheries (pp. clxvi-clxvii), as follows:
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Report of vesBelB of BritiBh Colm11bia Bealing fleet Bealing on tlte "RusBian aide," seiu
1899.
Catch.

Crewe.
Vessels.

Tone.
White.

d~~~-

7
8

28
26

Boats. Canoes.

Masters.

Japan R

coast.

aide.

--------1--- - - - - - - - 1 - - - 1 1 -- - - - - t - -j - -Victoria., British Co•
lumbia:
Trium_ph ••...•••••

~~w.~:~~::::
~~:
Mascot ........••..
D~ra ~iewerd ..... .
Mmme ........... .
AnnieE. Paint .. .. .
Diana ...•.•.....•..
Mermaid ......••••.
Fawn ..........•••.
Ocean Belle ..•..•..
Arietie ........... .
Ainoko .......•••..
Katharine ...·..... .
Enterprise .•••.....
A~es McDonald ..
Viva .............. .
Umbrina .••••••••.
Vera ............ ·.. .
Otto ........•••••..
Mary Taylor ....•..
Brenda .....•......
Libbie ............ .
City of San Diego .•
Geneva ........... .
Casco .•.•..........
Carlotta G. Cox ....
Oscar and Hattie ..
Teresa ............ .
Sa.die Turpie ...... .
MaudS ........... .
Mary Ellen ......•.
Walter L. Rich ....
Annie C. Moore .•..
Walter P. Hall .••••

98
108
117
40
94
46
82
50
73
59
83
86
75
82
69
107
92
98
60
86
42
100
93
46
92
63
76
81
63
56
97
63
76
113
98

7

14

24
5
23
19
23
3

20

14
l!l

24
19
26
23

u

26
19

24
24
20
24
24
23

24
26
23

7

~

~:tiB!!!~::::::::

2

10

8

2

8

10

7

23

18

7

7
ti

24
25

8

2

14
3

8

21

25
23
5
6

C. N. Cox ......•.. ••· ••••·
Wm.Cox ..•..•••. --······
J.Gould .......... ········
H.F. Siewercl. ......... •• •
R.O.Lavender ........... .
J.Mohrhouse ............ .
A. Bissett ........ • • ••••• •
A. Nelson ........ .
W. H. Whiteley...
940
L. Magnesen .... -. --•••-•T. O'Leary ....... .
A. Douglass . . . . . .
920
G. Heater ........ .
W. D. McDougall.
J. W. Tod1l........ 1,027
M. F. Cutler . . . . . . 2,333
J. W. Anderson... 1,441
C. Campbell . . . . . . 1,827
W. Shields........ 1,910
M.Keefe ........•. •·· ·· ···
E.Shields ................ .
C. E. Locke .. • • • • · · · · · · i"
]'.Hackett........ 1, 4
M.Pike...........
"'"'
\V.O'Leary .....•• 1,612
O. Buckley........ 1, 473
W D. Byers . . . . •• 2, 396
w:E.Baker ...... 1,m

4
12
8

27

24

1
7
2
9
7 •.•••.••.
7 •••. •••••
6
7
5
2 ••
5

8

7
5
8

6
7

7
7
7

~

12

5
f.!7

?,,.

R. E. MoKeil......

027
989

W. O. Hughes . . . . 1,573
S. Balcom ......... --·- ·

i:R~i3'lo~:::::::

822

768

W~se by experience, the sealing fleet kept prettf _well out i~e t
30-m1le zone, though the followiug seizures of Br1t1sh ves el
made: (1) Minnie, of Victoria, British Columbia, seized by the Yakut, .T
17, 21 miles southeast of Oopper Island.
(2) .Ainoko, of Victoria, British Columbia, eized by the Yakut, J
22, 16 miles south of Copper Island.
(3) Maud S., of Victoria, British Columbia, seized by the Ya
August 29, 22 miles southwest of Copper Island.
.
( 4) Arctic, of Shanghai, seized by the Zabiaka within the 30.mile z
Of these, only the Minnie was afterwards condemned.
The provisional agreement as given above was renewed ill 1 94 a
1895 for those year . Owing to the threatening political a pect ,
consequence of the Japanese-Chinese war, the Ru sian Govern~ .
had only one ship patrolling tbe 30-mile limit in 1 95. The B~1t
cruiser Oaro~ine did patrol du y early in the ea on, and w~ reli
by the.Porpoise, Capt. lfrancis R. Pelly, commanding.
o seizure •
made m that year.
A schoone_rs flying the flag of the United
the fleet preym~ upon the Commander I land herd, it was fo~n?e ary to establi ha modu vivendi with the United State IIDll r
_b provi. ional agreement with Great Britain. An arrangement di
~ng on_ly rn_ a.few verb 1 changes from the latter wa drawn up by
unpenal IIllill ter for foreign affairs, Mr. ier , a~d igued in
hing-
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ton by the representatives of the respective Governments on May 4, 1894-.
The exact text of this arrangement, which" shall only be in force until
further orders," is found in Senate Executive Document No. 67, Fiftythird Congress, third session, being the President's message regarding .
the enforcement of regulations respecting fur seals, page 82.
The twenty-seventh annual report of the Canadian department of
:fisheries contains an account of the Canadian pelagic sealing operations on the Asiatic side during 1894, by Mr. R. N. Venning, from which
we quote the following abstracts:
The vessels this year operating in the vicinity of the Russian seal islands are
reported to have kept well outside the protective zone, principally working about
100 miles southeast of Copper Island. As a consequence, the present year's operations are marked by an almost total absence of interference with the Canadian fleet
by Russian authorities.
The only instance reported is that of a sealing boat of the schooner May Belle, of
Victoria, British Columbia, manned by Joseph Morrell, Charles K. Leclaire, and
James Costin, which lost the vessel in a fog, and after remaining out all night and failing to find the schooner on the following morning, the occupants, fearing a storm
which was threatening, made for the shore of Copper Island for shelter. They were
discovered and arrested before landing.
'rhe boat and her equipment were retained at Copper Island, and the three men
were taken to Petropaulovski, on the mainland of Kamchatka, where, after a detention of thirty-two days, they were handed over to Her Majesty's ship Daphne, taken
to Yokohama, Japan, and delivered to Her Majesty's consul at that port.
They were imprisoned, but released some four hours later , and informed by the
consul that the charge against them was not sufficient for their detention. They were
accordingly sent by Her Majesty's consul to Victoria, British Columbia, by Canadian
Pacific Railway steamship, where they arrived on the 20th November, 1894.
Claims for damages have been filed by the parties and by the owners of the sealing boat, and representations have been made to Her Majesty's Government on the
subject.

Report of vessels of British Columbia sealing fleet in the vicinity of Copper Island., sen.son
1894.
[From 27 Ann. Rep. Canada Dept. Fish.]
Crewe.
Vessels.

Tone.

Catch.

In- Boats. Canoes.
White. dian.

Masters.

--- ----Victoria:
Enterprise-----· ___ .
Rosie Olsen, ________
Umbrina. ___________
Oscar
and Hattie ...
Diana _______________
Brenda-·····-·----·
Arietis ------·------

Casco··----. ____ ·- ••
Dora Siewerd. ·----·
Walter___
A.___________
Earle ____
Fawn.

tr.P.sH~~~~~-~1~:::
Mermaid.·----··---City of San Diego._ .
Mary Taylor-------·
Libbie·----··-·--- -May Belle------·--·
Mary Ellen·-----···
Viva. _____ ··----·--·
W. P. Sayward.-·_ -Penelope
·-----·--··
Vera,. _______________
Carlotta G. Cox .. _~ -

Otto·······--·-----·

E. B. Marvin ... ___ ..
.Annie E. Paint .. _•.
Geneva .. _._ .•. _____
Teresa. _____ . ____ •.•

69
39
99
81
50
100
86
63
94
68

59
107
99
78
46
43
93
58
(i3
92

60
70
60
76
86
96
82
92
63

22
6
25
24
19
26
25
22
26
8
6

26
24
25
16
19
22
14
23
26
20
20
19

24
25
23

26
27
25

16

20
18

8
2
8
7
6
8
8
6
8
2
1
8
7
8
5
5
7
6
7
7
6
7
6
7
8
7
9
!)

7

Japan Vicinity
Copper
coast. Island.

0. Scarf-----···--· 1,25'
A. B. Whidden .• -. 1,043
C. Campbell.---·-. 2,588
A, Folger - _-. -.• -. 1,733
.A-.Neleon---····-· 1,961
C.E.Locke -----·· 2,383
1,197
A.
Douglass---·-O.Bucholz.
_______ 1,926
F. Cole.·--··---·-- 2,584
10 L.Magnesen-----· 1,471
911
9 M. Keefe ______ ·--·
M. Cutler ____ ,. __. 1,707
J.B . .Brown . . -__ -710
W. H. Whiteley ... 1,603
8

M.Pike·- -· ····-··

E.Robins---···--·
F. Hackett._ -.. --.
E. Shields. --.. -••.
W.O.Hughes---··
J.Andereon ·--·-·
G.FereY---·----··
L.McGrath-----··
W. S. Shields--··-

J:C.J.Jct!:<i:
:: : : : : :
Harrie··--·--

A. Bassett ...... -.
W.O'Leary .. ---··
F. Gilbert .. - -.. -•.

1,304
874
1,010
925
1,909
1,437
606
1,806
l, 075
1,947
1,014
2,118
1,497
1,092
1,102

314
153
176
433
343

471

505
250
250
200
197
86
35
296
623
531
558
120
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Report of vessels of British Colu,mbia sailing fleet, etc.-Continued.
Crews.
Vessels.

Tons.
White.

Victoria-Continued.
Ocean Belle ..•..••••
Sadie Tnrpie .•••••.•
Maud S •••••••••••••
Aurora •••••••.•.•.•
Florence M. Smith ..
Mascot .••••••••••..
Pioneer •••••••••••••
Vancouver:
Beatrice • • • • • • • • • • • .
United States:

83
56

97
41
99

,o

Catch.

J:~

22
22
24

16

Masters.

Japan VI
coaal Coy

6
8
8
5
8

18
27

'

Boat8. Canoes.

1

T.O'Leary........

C. Leblanc........
R McKiel • • • •. . ..

530
1, 783
1, M3

r
l

H.J. Lund........
693
J.Allen....... ....
96
658 ... ..
7 H.F. Siewerd.....
W. E. Baker.............. ~

66

24

6

(9

21

6 ••••••••• ••••••••••••••••••••

t~1:ht1i~~~:::::: ::::::: :::::::: :::::: :::::::: ::::::::: ::::::::::::::::::::

1,703 ...... ..
tl5 ..... .

7 ,,. ... ..

'8 ;.., ... .

Total . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..... •..... . . . . . . . . '9, 483 1 7

The pelagic sealing seasons of 1894 and 1895 are most notabl f
the. excessive number of skins taken during the migration a?d _for •
fallrng off in the catch on the Copper Island feeding grounds, md1ca
the approaching exhaustion of this locality. But, in addition, the la
year is notable for being the first year in which pelagic sealers hav .
any extent attacked the feeding grounds of the Bering Island rooke
It has been long known that seals occurred in summer in the w~
, northwest of Bering Island, from Cape Kamchatka to Karagi .
Island; but it seems as if in 1895 the sealers repaired there system:
ally and with success. I am indebted to Mr. C. H. Townsend for
information and for the following abstracts of the logs of t~e scboo
Ida Etta, sealing off Cape Nagikinski, and Jane Grey, sealmg off (
Afrika:
Bchoorurr Jane <key.
Date.

Location.

1895.

i~\li m51 is~ i!::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::)i):

=::~: m~ i~ ~:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::~ _

1:~i::

Total ..•.........•.................... ................ ....................... .

Schooner Ida Etta.
Date.
1895.
Aug. 20
21
24
26
27
31
pt. 1
2

a

'

············ .. ······ ...... ······ .................. ·········· ... .
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I arq also indebted to Mr. Townsend for figures relating to the catch
of 1894:, and for the information that the total Japan Coast catch for
1895 amounted to 31,048 skins, and total catch of the pelagic sealers
in Russian waters 7,684; together, 38,732 skins. The Commander
Islands herd, therefore, lost in 1895 no less than 35,000 ·seals, the
majority females, besides the unknown number killed without being
captured.1
During the five years, 1891 to 1895, inclusive, the "Asiatic catch," by
pelagic sealers, may be summed up as follows:
Year.

Nationality of vessels.

Grand
totals.

1891. .•..•.••••. ··········•··••••• ..................................... ·••······· ..........
a.5,847
( 1)
17,222 .......... } b 26 71'>2
1892. .. .. . • .• . . . Canada.....................................
United States..............................
<7)
1,224 .•.•...•..
•
1893. .• .. .... • • . Canada.....................................
29, 270
12,013
41,283 } 63 , 082
United States and Hawaii.................. .•.•... .. . ...... .. ..
21,799
1894............ Canada.....................................
49, 483
7, 487
56, 920 } 90, 067
United States..............................
81,376
1,771
38,147
1895............ Ca~ada....... . . • • • • • • • . . . • . . • • . . . • • • . . . . . . .
18, 686
6, 605
25, 291 } 881 732
Umted States...............................
12,862
1,079
13,441

a From the report of Hon. Charles S. Hamlin, Assistant Secretary United States Tre~sury. (Doc.137,
Senate, Fifty.fourth Congress, :first session, ;pt. 1, p. 6.) During that :year 18,000 skins are recorded
from "undetermined localities," some of which are probably "Asiatic' in their origin.
b This total is derived from Mr. Hamlin's report (Z. c.). The "Japan catch" of 1892 was therefore
over 8,300.

It will be seen that the known pelagic "Asiatic catch" from 1892-1895
was over 218,000 skins. Allowing the 8,000 skins for the Kurils and
Tiuleni, the known loss in that period to the Commander Islands herd
was about 210,000 seals, apart from the loss of wounded ones, etc.
The number of seals killed on the islands in the ' same period was
105,236._ The pelagic catch was, therefore, twice as large as that on
the islands, while the loss to the herd from that cause was much
greater. It is certainly no exaggeration to say that the actual loss to
the herd in those four years has averaged 100,000 a year, one-half
of which were probably females, while even in the palmiest days of
exclusive land sealing the loss only averaged 50,000 seals a year, all
males.
To illustrate and complete this chapter on pelagic sealing, I have had
plotted on map 1 the position of eleven schooners off the Commander
Islands during the sealing season. The positions for each noon are
connected by straight lines and the figures represent the number of
seals taken during the preceding twenty.four hours. Extracts from
the log books are appended herewith. The logs are given in ~xtenso
in the fur seal arbitration case, except that of the Henry Dennis, for
which I am indebted to Mr. Townsend.
1 Mr. Townsend has since informed me that the loss to the Commander Islands herd
is to be increased by at least 10,000 seals, as shown by reports from consuls, etc.,
recently received.
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Catch of Beal BkinB on 1Joard of BritiBh Bchooner Umbrina, 189f.

Da

Latitude.

1 92.
20
22
23
24
25
26
27

Jul

28
Aug. 1
2
3
4
5
6
7
10

11
12
16
17
18
19
21
22
23
24
25
26
30
31

0

53
53
53
53
53
53
53
53
53
53
53
53
53
53
54

63
63
53
53
55
58
53
53
63
53
64
53
54
53
53

Longitude.

Daily
catch. To

Remarks.

0

50
50
40N.
40 N.
50
40
30N:
40
30
40
34N.
40
45N.
65N.
lON.
40N.
47N.
40N.
55N.
65N.
30N.
40N.
35N.
35N.
50N.
OON.
50N.
OON.
35N.
30N.

167
167
167
166
167
166
166
IGO
166
166
166
165
165
166
165
166
166
166
167
166
166
166
166
166
166
166
166
166
166
166

30E.
30 E.
10 E.
40E.
OOE.
30E.
25 E.
50E.
50E.
55B.
40E.
30 E.
10 E.
lOE.
30E.
30 E.
40E.
60 E.
00 E.
50E.
45E.
40 E.
35E.
45 E.
35E.
35 E.
SOE.
35E.
SOE.
40E.

2

Killed from schooner ...•••.•••• , •••• • • -• • · · · •·· • ••
..•.. do . ........•... .. .....•...... . . ..............•.
. ••.. do .............••••••........... ...............
Boats out all day ••••••••••••.••. - - -• • • • • -• • • · · • • • ·

1
1
17

7
8i4

12
65

65
72
56

951
1,019
1, 046
l, ~
1,
1,097
i,m
1,
1,

10
l

1,271

68
27
3
10
8

Killed from schooner .•••••.. - • • • • • • • · • · • · • · · · • • · · ·
Killed from schooner .•••••••••• ••••• - · · · · · · · · · · · · ·

Killed from schooner .•••••••.••• ••••·· · · • · · · · · · · · ·
Killed from schooner .•••••••.••. -• • • • • · · · · · · · • · · · ·
Killed from schooner ........ -... -• - - • - · · · · · · · · · · · ·
..•.. do .........•............... . ............. ..... .
..•.. do ..•••••.•.......•....... . ....................
.•... do ................. ......... ..................
Total. ..••••........•......... •···············

l, :?'i
1,27

5
1
8

1, 27'i
1,

21
25
1
15
55
2
62
1
1
2
3

1, 331
1, 332
1,34.7
1,
1,4
1,4
1,
1,4
1,4i
1, 4;3

1,

- 6~
-

ts

·
each
day,
Extract
of retu1·n shot1,ttng the dates on which seals were ta k en, tl number
h taken
sealing
,:oyage
and the noon. position on each such dates, of the schooner Mau • on er
for the BeaBon 1892.

Date.

Number
of seals

taken.

1892.
July 14 .••••••.
15 ..•.•••.
21. .•.••••
22 ....••••
23 ..•..••.
26 ....•••.
27 ....•••.
28 ....•••.
28 ....... .
Aug. 2 .••...•.
3 ••••••••

Latitude.

0

11

10
10
12
7

1
57
99
14
3
8

4 .••••••.
5 •••.••••
6 ••••••••
7 •••.••• •
8 •••.••••

12
40

10 ....... .
11. ••..•..
13 .•••••••

24
12

41
71
3
5

53
53
53
53
52
53
53
53
53
54
63
63
53
53
53
53
5i
53
53

Longitude.

0

lON.
33 N.
33 N.
13 N.
49N.
24 N.
24 N.
21 N.
33 N.
10 N.
65N.
50N.
44N.
35 N.
83 N.
35 N.
11 N.
04 N.
53 N.

166
166
165
165
167
166
168
168
1118

167
166
166
167
166
165
165
167
166
165

10 E.
55 E.
29 E.
46 E.
22 E.
36 E .
04 E.
08 E.
09 E.
11 E.
45 E.
59 E.
04E.
01 E.
51 E.
49 E.
00 E.
40 E.
UE.

Date.
1892.
Aug.H .•••••••
17 ...••..•
18 ...... ..
19 .....•..
21. ••.•••.
22 .••.•••.
23 ..•...•.
25 •••••••.

26 ......•.
27 ..•.....
31. •......

Sept. 4 ....... .

5 ••••••• •
6 •••••••.
7 ••••••••

Number

of seals

·t

Latitude. Longi u

taken.
0

0

2

15
8
2

1
7
114
16
16
7
31
12
30
1
34

10 .••.....

9

Total .•••

745

54
56
56
55
53
53
52
52
52
52
52
53
63
53
53
62

43 N.
48 N.
35 N.
311 N.
48 Y.
22N.
51 N.
46 N.
44 N.
55 N.
52 N.
15 N.
14 N.
01 N.
06 N.
31 N.

164
166
167
167
169
168
167
167
167
167
167
167
167
167
167
167

,

5 E.
15 E.
25 E57
10 E.
O'l
45
35

F.

58 •
3' E.

38

745
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Extract of return showing the dates on which seals were taken, the number taken each day,
and the noon position on each such dates of the Bchooner Vancouver Belle on her sealing
voyage for the season 1891.
Dat.e.
1892.
July 4 ........
5 •••••••.
8 •••••••.
9 . ••.....

10. ••••••·
13 •••••••.
14 .••••••.
16 ..•••...
17 ....••..
20 .••.••••
25 .•••.••.
26 ..••••••

27 •••••••.
28 .•••••••
29 •••••••.

Number
of seals

taken.

Latitude.

I

0

3

2
1
18
.2
3
22
1
1
1
8
2
8
103
11

54
54
54
54
54
54

64
55
55
56
55
55
53
54
54

llN.
05N.
04N.
12N.
16N.
13N.
ION.
25N.
40N.
16N.
28N.

09N.

56N.
05N.
05N.

Longitude.

0

168
167
167
169
160

169
168

167
166
168
170
169
169
]67
167

I

52 E.
15 E.
OOE.
08E.
32 E.
ao E.
80E.
20 E.
10 E.
24E.
24E.
08E.
08E.
35E.
35 E.

Number
of seals
taken.

Date.

1892.
July 30 ..•••••
31 •••••••
Aug. 1. ••••.•
2...•••.
8 ....•••
4 .......
5 ..•••••

Latitude. Longitude.

0

1
1
18
1

54
54
54
54

18

54

5
14

6 ..•••••

24

7 ..•••••
8 .••••••
10 ..•••••
11 ..••...

81
1
8

a

- -296
Total .•

54

53
54
54
54
54
54

I

0

07N.
15N.
04 N.
ION.
20N .
12N.
54N.
ION.
18N
20N.
20N.
15N.

167
16i
167
167
167
167
167
167
167
167
166
166

I

00 E.
00 E.
lOE.
lOE.
:IBE.
26E.
85E.
38E.
20E.
OlE.
06E.
30E.

Extract of retltrn showing tlle dates on which seals were taken, the n·umber ta.ken each day,
and the noon position on each such dates of the schooner Beatrice ( Vancouver) on her
sealing voyage for the season 189&.
Dat.e.

Number
of seals
taken.

]892.

July

0

~t····················································

1

26 .•••••.••••••••......•.••....•...••..•••• • .....•..•.
27 .••••••••••...•....•..••.•...••.•••.••••••.....••••.
28 ••••••••••••••••••.••••.••••••••••••••••••••••••••••

68
112
19
4
15

Aug. 1. ••••••••••••.........••••••..•...•••••••••••••...•.
2 •••••••••••••••.•••...•.••••••••• . .••.•••••••••.•••.
3 •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••.••••••••••

4. ··············· ................................... .
5 •••••••••••• ••••••••• .•••••••••••••••••••••••• ••••••
6 ••••••• • ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••

7 •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• ••••••••••••••••
9 ••••••.•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• •••••••••

10 .•••.••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••.•••.••••• •
11. •••.•.•..•...••....••...•...••...•.•••.........•••.
16 ....................................•...............
17 .•••..•••••..•••.••••••.••••••••••••••••• ·••••••• •••
18 .• •..••.•..••..•....•••..•...•...••.•••.••••••••••••

3

28
28
47
75
8
12
5
7
12
15

22 •••• ••.. .••..••••••••••••.••••.••••.••••••••••••••••
23 ......•••..••..•.•••.••••••..•..•••••••••.•••.••••••
24 .•.....•...........................•..........•..•..
25 ...•..•.•••••..••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••.••••

14
9
27
5
21
1

Total •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••.••••.•.•••••

536

21. .••.•..••.•.•.•••. ···•••···•••··•••••••••••••••••••

Total
Latitude. Longitude. seals to
date.

51 54N.
53 17 N.
54 17N.
53 54N.
63 38 N.
63 28N.
68 29N.
53 60N.
53 23N.
63 36N.
58 26N.
53 22N.
53 45N.
58 24N.
54 07N.
53 21N.
58 18N.
53 ION.
68 36N.
58 19N.
53 29N.
54 06N.
53 32N.

0

]68
167
167
167
167
167
168
167
168
167
167
166
166
165
165
166
167
167
169
169
169
168
168

56E.
48E.
40E.
56E.
30E.
01 E.
15E.
18 E.
15E.
34 E.
36 E.
07 E.
20E.
521£.
31 :F~.
87 E.
04 E.
21 E.
29 E.
OOE.
04 E.
17 E.
12E.

907

746
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EJ·ll'ttcl of return 71ott'i11g th dat on which s,·als were taken the 11111nber taken each day
a11d the noon positio1i on each such dates of the schooner ArietiB on her sealing voyage/or
the ason 189t.
Total
Number
of seals Latitude. Longitude. se to
date.
taken.

Date.

22 ................................................... .
26 .•••••.•••....••••. ••••••••· •••••.••••••. ••·••••••••
26 •••...•••••••••••..••..••.••...••.••.•••.••.••••..•.
27 •••••••••••••••.•••••••.•••••••••.•••..••..•••••••••

28 ................................................... .

29 ... ................................................ .
31 •............•...•....•......•.........•...••.•••••.

Aug. ;········ ··············· ················ ············ ·

,a::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::
................................................... .
5 •...................................................
7 •••..•.... .... ......•........... ......... •.......•.•
8 ••••.•...... .......... ...........••..•.. •··•···· ....

1
25
21
16
160
17
1

5
3
5
13
118
154
16
3

10 ...... ······················ · ····· ··················
18 ...... ........................ ······················
22 ................................................... .
24 ...................... .... ..... . ·················••·
29 .••••••..••..•••••.••.•..•••••.••.••••.•••••••.••.••

4
3
14
25
40
6

Total ••••••..•.••....••••••.•••••..•.•••••••••.•••

650

9 ••.......................... ·······················•

,

0

I

0

1892.

July 21. .••.•••••••.••..••••••••••.••••••••••••••••••••••••

M 08 N. 169 00 E.
63 '8 N. 169 30 E.
63 30 N. 169 00 E.
63 00 N. 168 45 E.
53 20 N. 169 00 E.
54 00 N. 168 45 E.
54 00 N. 168 55 E.
54 10 N. 168 30 E.
54 oo N. 169 00 E.
53
N. 168 45 E.
53 40 N. 168 30 E.
20
N. 168 15 K
53
53 20 N. 168 20 E.
1118 45 E.
40
N.
53
54 00 N. 168 00 E.
168 30 E.
oo
N.
54
53 45 N. 168 00 E.
169 00 E.
00
N.
53
52 30 N. 167 40 E.
168 00 E.
00
N.
63
5a oo N. 169 00 E.

'°

1,

1,05{
1, i

1,001
],OM

1,(77
I, 1
1,143
1, 1

1f g

Extract of return showing the dates on which seals 1vere taken, the ,iuniber Jakeh eacl
and the noon position on ea.ch such dates of the schooner Agnes McDonal on er sea
voyage for the Beason 189S.
Number
of seals
taken.

Date.

27 ••••••••••••·••••••••••••••••• .••. •••••••••••• •••••·

Ang.~·.: ••......................... ..........•...•........
2 •••••••••••••••••.•••••••••••••••••••• ••••••••••••••
8 •••••••••••••••.••• •••••• • •••••••••••.••••••••••••••

4. ••..•••.........................•..•..•...••..••••.•

!?::;/::::-:;;i<;;;;;;>::;:; ;; ;;;;)
20 .. ·: :: : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : :

1t············...... ···:::::: ::: ::: :::::: ::::::::::::
Total ..•••.•••..•••.. _...................•••..••...

18
97
26
12
54
17

24
6
4
4
5
8
11
11
18
3
8
52
1

date.

I

0

52 38 N.
52 48 N.
52 49 N.
53 30 N.
63 52 N.
53 4.9 N.
54 03 N.
54 07 N.
54. 18 N.
54. 05 N.
54. 07 N.
54 02 N.
58 4.2 N.
53 43 N.
53 12 N.
53 05 N.
52 45 N.
53 20 N.
52 28 N.

168
168
168
167
167
167
166
165
165
166
167
167
165
168
165
166
166
167

0

1892.

July 26 .•••••••••••••.•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••

To
Longitude. seal•

Latitude.

I

02 E.
0i E.
00 E.
35 E.

05 E.
02 E.
17 E.
05 E.
45 E.
35 E.
15 E.

42 E.
37 E.
02 E.

25 E.
10 E.

58 E.
42 E.
166 4,4.E.

374

Extract of return showing the dates on ·which seals were taken the number taken eacl d~
and th e noon position on each suck dates of the schooner Henry Dennis on her seal
"oyage for the aeaa<m 1892.
Dale.

!f:~f:
taken.

Latitude.

0

1
18
4.0
108
26
I
189

56
56
56
56
56
56

87 N.
4.0 ·
27 N.

20 N.
87 N.
43 N.

Longitu
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E:ttract of return showing the dateB on which seals we1·e taken, the number taken each day,
and the noon. position on each such dates, of the schoo11er Annie E. Paint on her sealing
tJoyage for the seasOtl 1892.
Number
of seals Latitude.
taken.

Date.
1892.
Ang. 3 .................................................... .

"········································ ........... .

5 ................................................... .

6•••••• ••••••••••••..•.............•....•..••••••....
8 ..................... .............................. .

12 ................................................... .
17 ................................................... .
19 ......................................... .......... .

21. ••••••••••••••••• ••••••.•••.•.••••••••••• ••·•••••••
22 ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
23 ................................................... .

5
3
24
46
53
15
8
83
8
26
'8

12 ................................................... .
13 ................................................... .
20 ................................................... .

3i
13
16
28
19
44

Total .••.••••••••••••••••••••...•....•••••.....

421

27 ................................................... .

31. .................................................. .

Sept. 5 ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••

Total
Longitude. seals to
dat.e.

0

I

0

I

52
52
53
52
52
53
53
52
52
52
52
52
52
53
58
52
52

55
82
04
30
47

166
160
165
165
165
166
166
166
166
186
166
166
167
167
165
165
169

40
01
21
30
87
40
46
31
12
14
25
35
00
80
58
-iO

N.
N.
N.
N.
N.
oo N.
02 N.
59 N.
48 N.
58 N.
59 N.
58 N.
01 N,
0.0 N.
00 N.
59 N.
00 N.

E.
E.
E.
E.
E.
E.
E.
E.
E.
E.
E.
E.
E.
E.
E.

569
672
596
642
69&
710
718
751
759
784
832
864
878
891
922
941
985

E.

11 E.

Extract of return showing the dateR on which seals u1ere taken, the number taken each day,
and the noon position on each such dates, of the schooner W. P. Hall on her sealing voy•
a!IB for the Beason 1892.
Number
of seals Latitude. Longitude.
taken.

Dat.e.

0

1892.

July

it:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::
27 • •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• ••••••••••

,.............................................................

Aug :: : ::::::::: :: : ::::: ::::::: ::::::: :: ::::::: ::: :: : : ::::::::::::

5 ••••••••••••••.•••••••••. ....................................
G•••••••• •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••

6
5

59
19
15
40
-i9

10 ............................................................ .
11. ........................................................... .
21 ............................................................ .
22 ••••••••••••••.•••••••••••••••••• ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••

36
20
40
10
27
8
80

27 ............................................................ .

2

Total .••••••••.••••••.••.•••••.•••..•••••••••••••••• •·

866

8 ••••••• •••.••••••••.••.••••••••••••• · •••••.••••••••••••••••••
9 ............................................................ .

I

54 25 N.
64 8& N.
64 30 N.
54 20 N.
64 03 N.
53 35 N.
63 BON.
64. 06 N.
6435 N.
64 25 N.
64 05 N.
64 10 N.
53 oo N.
52 55 N.

52 20 N.

0

I

E.
E.
E.
E.
56 E.
40 E.
00 E.
80 E.
IS5 E.
00 E.
35 E.
55 E.
85 E.
00 E.
88 BOE.

170
169
168
168
188
168
169
168
168
169
168
168
169
½69

00
10
50
40

V.-CONCLUSIONS.
SUMMA.RY.

To gain a clear understanding of the fur-seal question, in so far as it
relates to the Russian Seal Islands, it may be well to sum up the essen•
tial points as follows:
.
The topographical character of the rookeries on Bering Island and
on Copper Island are essentially different. On the former the grounds
are low and accessible, and the drives are unusually easy, involving
but little hardship on the seals, even compared with the rookeries on
St. Panl Island, Pribilof group. On Copper Island, however, the rook•
eries are situated at the base of high precipices, very difficult of access,
and the drives, from the mountainous n3,ture of the island, are as harsh
and trying as it is possible to imagine.
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ot_with tan ding thi ~ difference in the topography, the condition of
~al hfi on the rookerie were practically alike on both island pr •
v10us to, during, and ome time after my first visit to the island in
l 8 .:.i-83. It is an indisputable fact that the seals were increasing markedly in number during that period on both islands.
Of late years the seals have been rapidly decreasing on both island
the decr~'ii e corresponding to the same phenomenon on the Pribilf
Islands, but taking place proportionately about five years later on ai
average.
When I again visited the islands, in 1895, I found the condition of
seal life on the rookeries had so changed as to radically differ on t~e
two islands. On Bering Island, in addition to a marked decrea em
killables, there was a notable scarcity of old bulls, while the de~rea
in breeding females was less apparent. On Copper Island, while the
number of' killables was small, sexually mature male seals were, on th
contrary, plentiful, and at the same time the number of females bad
decreased enormously.
.
Prior to 1892 the Commander Islands seals bad suffered but h~t '
from pelagic sealing in general and practically nothing fro1!1 preyn.'
upon the feeding grounds of' the female seals, at the very time wh<: 11
the Pribilof Islands sealing grounds were being rapidly exhausted.
Since 1892 the whole body of the pelagic sealin~ fleet has preyet1·
during the most precarious season of seal life, largely upon the femal
seals visiet.ng the feeding grounds off Copper Island.
An unusual mortality of starving seal pups bas no~ been observ d
until last year on Bering Island but the natural conditions of the Cop·
per Island rookeries are such as' to make it easy to overlook such a fa \
The 30-mile zone stipulated in the Russian-British arrangement 0
1893 has only put a stop to the raiding of the rookeries, but _has b.e
found utterly valueless as a protective measure against pelagic ealm ·
The rookeries of the Commander Islands will become exbau. t
within a few years if the present conditions are allowed to continu
much longer.
CAUSES OF THE DECREASE.

Three different causes, either of them alone, or in combination wi h
t1?-e others, _have been g~nerally regarded as responsible ~or the uni ·
mable dechne of seal hfe on the sea.I islands of the Bermg e~ an
North Pacific Ocean, viz, excessive driving of the male seals, raid 0
the rookeries, and pelagic sealing. It may be well to inquire how e
of these alleged causes applies to the conditions prevailing on t
Russian islands.
It has been claimed that the driving of the male seals results in ~ ·
ping their vitality and impairing their procreative powers, thus ca~ rn
a double decline by li\hortening the life of the individual and can m •
smaller number of pups to be born. I have el ewhere in thi rep
discu sed thi question. Here it will suffice to simply inquire, How
the facts ob erved on the Commander I lands agree with this theory_.
I_ have alr ad~ ummarized the fact , but they will bear a brief r P tio.n. (?n Bermg ~ land the driving is so easy that even the black J?U
dnv~n m ~ock with_ ~he adult are uninjured; yet there wa qm_
deficien Y m bull , vmle and otherwi e. On Copper I land th dr1
are beyond ompa_ri n tl_i. barde t known anywhere; yet there •
urplu . f
drn ly vmle bull · and till if we may b allow
~mp ri.' n with b Pribil f I land we
add that the decrea
killa.hl
n opper I 1 ud i of much lat r date than the corr P

may
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ing decrease on the Pribilofs. Now, if the driving had had the slightest
influence upon the numbers of the seals, how did it happen that the seals
were increasing while it is a fact that the drives have never been easier,
.but if anything rather harsher! Nothing seems more clear and logical
than this proposition, viz, that if the driving is the cause of the decline,
we should expect the falling off in bulls to have taken place on Copper
Island, and not on Bering Island; but the reverse is just the case. I
am, therefore, compelled to absolve the driving of the responsibility for
the decrease on the Oommander Islands.
The contention that the occasional raids practiced on the rookeries
by marauding schooners are materially to blame for the decrease has
found but slight support, and the experience on the Commander Islands
does not substantiate it. I have shown that the Commander Islands
seals were increasing in spite of the numerous raids in the early eighties;
I have also shown how the lit.tle rock of Robben Island has continued
t-0 yield killable seals in spite of an unparalleled history of raids. It is
safe to say that the annual catch of the raiders of the latter island
greatly exceeded that of the legitimate killing on shore; and yet the
falling off in the yield is not greater than that of the other islands.
There remains the pelagic sealing. Up to 1892 there was no startling decrease of the female seals on the Commander Islands rookeries,
while there had been for a couple of years some difficulty in getting the
former number of killables. In 1892 the sudden invasion of the whole
body of the pelagic sealing fleet upon the unprotected feeding grounds
of the Copper Island female seals took place, followed by similar inroads
in 1893 and 1894. The melancholy decimation of the female seals on
the Copper Island rookeries as witnessed by me in 1895 can be directly
traced to this preying upon the herd off Copper Island. The extension
of the hunt to the Bering Island feeding grounds in 1895 explains
easily the presence in great numbers of pups starved to death on the •
Bering Island rookery. The somewhat earlier falling oft' in killables
is attributable to the increase in the winter and spring catch off Japan.
The simultaneous or sequential occurrence of the above facts and
phenomena is evidently more than a mere coincidence. As cause and
result they fit like a hand in a glove, and I have been unable to resist
the force of the logic which places the blame for the decrease of the
Commander Islands seals upon pelagic sealing, and upon pelagic sealing
alone.
FUTURE PROSPECTS ON THE COMMANDER ISLANDS.

The Commander Islands seal herd, originally and at its best only half
the numerical strength of the Pribilof herd, is being killed off so rapidly
that in a season or two it must become utterly unprofitable to hunt
them in the open sea. If the destruction is allowed to go on much further, it is feared that it will take a very long time before the rookeries
can be to any degree restored, even under the most effective protection.
If, on the other band, really protective measures could at once be
instituted, I am of the opinion that it will be possible to repair the
damage within a reasonable time. It may not be possible to bring back
the palmy days of 50,000 skins a year, but it might yet be feasible to
render the business profitable to the natives, the Government, and the
fur trade.
This may to many appear as a rather optimistic view, but I base ~y
opinion on the well-established fact of the quick recovery and rapid
replenishing of the rookeries during the beginning of the lea e of
Hutchinson, Kohl, Philippeus & Co., as well as upon the wonderfully
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recuperative powers of the herds as demonstrated in the history o
R bben I land. A graphic demonstration of an estimated incr
ould be_ar out this opinion, but as being chiefly speculatory, and the
ror out 1d the limits which I have endeavored to keep in this repor
1 here left out of consideration.
RECOMMENDATIONS.

The Oommander Islands being outside the boundaries of our o_
country, recommendations by the present writer as to the protectm
and management of the fur-seal business may seem to be out of pla
Perhap , therefore, I ought to have called the following paragra~b
'U 0 g tions rather than recommendations. The friendly cooper-an
showu by the Russian authorities, however, has led me to give the
my per onal opinions, a more definite form.
.
I~ the first place, any protection to be effective m~st be ~stabh he
by mternational agreement between all the powers directly mtere
viz, Rns ia, Japan, Great Britain, and the United States. Separ·
action is apt to be disastrous. It has thus far not only re~ulted m P
tective regulations which do not protect, but the English-Ame~i
modus vivendi of 1892 was unquestionably the beginning of the rum of
the Commander Islands rookeries.
As to the measures to be recommended, it may at once be state~ th
only radical and total prohibition can be effective. A short peri~
complete stoppage of sealing will produce more good ~han three bm
as long a period of partial protection. The recent history of furprotection has shown the utter failure of halfway measures.
The special recommendations which I should be inclined to make
as follows:
(1) Total and absolute prohibition of pelagic sealing ~n the or
Pacific Ocean and Bering Sea at all seasons for at le~st six_ year ·
(2) After that time total prohibition at all seasons m Berrng S~
.
Pacific Ocean west of 1750 east longitude and nor~h of 5~ 0 nor 1
tucle, or, if preferable within a zone of 150 nautical miles from t
islands.
'
(3) Total prohibition of killing on land for one year.
(4) After that time bachelor seals to be taken on land not later th
August 1.
Th~ total prohibition of pelagic sealing for six years is thought
sufficient to restock the rookeries with females to the extent tba
least an equilibrium of tb.e herd may be attained.
.
.
One year's total prohibition on land is thought sufficient to fa.rm .
enough males to start with for the increasing number of female · I
al o supposed that there wiU be enough males left every year
those not hauling out until August 1. The reason why I do n_ot
cate a longer prohibition of killing on land than one year 1 th
regard a large surplus of mature males on the rookerie beyond
actually indi pen_ able number for the impregnation of every femal
a check to the mcrea e of the herd. The herd on the Comm.
Island~,. a .well a on t~e Pribilof Islands, must have been practi._
at. equilibrium at the time of their di covery by man, and I attr1b
1 ly t<? the fact that there must have been a superabundance
:tn
~a1e uffici nt to pr vent an increa e. The killing off of the u
:o~ /umb~r. f m l . _mu. t iJ?.evitably re ult in a rapid incr .
•h' h :·
imilar condit1o_n ex1 t among other polygamous am
1
b v
n known to mer ase rapidly by the killing oft' of a
num er of the male .
T

.i.;

°
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The natives would have to be supported for one year, but that undertaking ought not to be so expensive on the Commander Islands as it
might appear at first glance. The first thing to be done would be to
exterminate the sledge dogs on Bering Island. They eat more seal
meat and fish than the natives, and are a general nuisance. A few
Kamchatka horses would do much better service than all the dogs, and,
supplemented with a few more good boats on the island, would suffice
for transportation and travel. The Bering Islanders, having nothing
else to do during the whole year of the prohibition, could easily put up
au extra quantity of dried salmon at Saranna, which, with the quantity
saved from the dogs, would go a long way toward the feeding of the
Copper Islanders. The latter, having still the sea otters, could well
afford to pay the Bering Islanders something for the fish. Besides, it
might be so arranged as to have fox hunts on both islands during the
year of the " zapuska," or prohibition.
There seems to be no good reason why the Governments in question
should not be able to agree upon some such scheme of protection, which
appears to be both equitable and effective. However, should both reason and self-interest prove unavailing, and it'should be found impossible
to effect a satisfactory protection, the question naturally arises, What
is to be done with the remaining seals,
.
There would certainly be no reason for limiting the number of male
seals to be taken on land. The restriction placed upon the killing on
the islands under the present conditions results in nothing but a onesided attempt at preservation of the rookeries for the benefit of the
pelagic sealers.
As for a total extermination of the herd, simply to prevent the pelagic
sealers from getting any more seals, it may well be remarked that the
measure seems well-nigh superfluous, as there will soon be no seals for
the pelagic sealers to kill. A perusal of the chapte.r on Robben Island
might raise the question whether it would be effective.
However, the issue is not an actual one in the present case; for, so
far as I know, the Russian authorities are not publicly discussing the
possibilities of such a step. At the same time it should not be forgotten that Russia's position is more advantageous than that of the United
States in this respect, as it is bound by no such moral obligations,
much less legal ones, as would have confronted her had she ever submitted the main points in the case to international arbitration.

LIST OF ILLUSTRATIONS.
Plato

{The maps and photographs are by the author unless otherwise stated.]

No.

1.-Map of western portion of Bering Sea. Solid red line is 30 miles from shore of
Commander Islands; broken red line 150 miles from same. Figures in red
indicate the noon positions of 11 schooners and the number of seals ta.ken
during the preceding twenty-four hours.
2.-Isotherms of the surface of the sea. for August 16. (From Maka.rof's "Vitiaz i
Tikhi Okean," pl. vn, with the permission of the author.) This map also
serves as a general map of the region, showing the relative position of the
islands mentioned in this report.
3.-Temperatures and specific gravity of the water in Bering Sea. between Kamchatka and the Commander Iela.nds, July 29 to Au~u~t 2, 1888. (From
Ma.karof's "Vitiaz i Tikhi Okean," pl. VIII, by perin1ss1on of the author.)
1Y/~6
Vitiaz station No. 107, July 29, 4 p. m.J· 108, July 29, 6.40 p. m.; 109,
9 a. m. ;· 110, July 30, 8.15 p. m.; 111, uly 311 8.37 p. m.; 113, Angus , ·
p. m. Temperatures in centigrades; depths m meters.

i~
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Pl

o.

4.- M p of Bering Island. From surveys by the anthor in 1882-83 and 1895.
6.- M ps of C ~p r I land. From surveys by the author in 1882-83 and._1895.
6.- Map of traits b tween Robben Island aud Cape Patience, Sakhalm. Fro
a pl n by Lieutenant clmltz, I. R. N., 1885.
Plan of Robben Island (Tinleni Lsland). F rom a plan by Lieutenant Sba.mof,
I.R. .,1 .
7.- fap of North Rookery, Bering Island. Distribution of seals, 1882.
. - fap of North Rook ry, Bering Island. Distribution of seals, July1 1895.
9.- keic\_map of Poludionnoye Rookery, Bering Island. Distribution of seal ,

10.-

ketch map of Poludionnoye Rookery Bering Island. Distribution of sea ,
1895.
'
11.-Map of Karabelnoye Rookery, Copper Island. Distribution of seals, July 3-10,
1 3.
12.-Map of Karabelnoye Rookery, Copper Island. Distribution of seals, Augn
1-2,1895.
13.-Map of Glinka Rookeries, Copper Island. Distribution of seals, July 13-16, 1 _.
14.-Map of Glinka Rookeries, Copper Island. Distribution of seals, Angust2-7, 1 ih ·
15a.-Heracleunt lanatum, North Rookery, Bering Island, August 23, to show e
luxuriant growth of vegetation.
15b.-Yurt or sod hut, Nikolski, Bering Island, August 20, 1895.
16a.-Wooden frame of yurt, North Rookery village, Bering !&land, 1895.
16b.-Kamchatkan cattle, Nikolttki, Bering Island, 1895.
•
17a.-Nikolski village, Bering Island, from bluff back of schoolhouse, ~uly 11, 1
In the background to the left the three Saranna Lotka Mountams.
.
17b.- rew schoolhouse (left) and governor's office (right), Nikolski village, Berm
Island.
'd U
•
18a.-Company's house, Nikolski, Bering Island. Mr. Grebnitski insi e O en '
Mr. Kluge outside.
b itaki'
18b.-Company's store, Nikolski, Bering Island, 1895. Beyond, Mr. Gre n
residence.
ro
19a.-Reef and Sivutchi Kamen North Rookery, Bering Island, f'.rom sledge
·
Killing grounds with b~rrels for salted seal meat in middle foregro
July 15, 1895.
dr'
a
19b.-Reef and Sivutchi Kamen, North Rookery, Bering Island, from ivew Y
lower end of killlng grounds, July 9, 1895, 6.30 P• m.
.
h
20.-Reef and Sivutohi Kamen, North Rookery, Bering Island. Pencil skate ·
the author, July 30, 1882, to show distribution of seals. .
21a.-Reef and Sivutchi Kamen west half North Rookery, Bermg Ielan tl, Ju1Y '
• 1895, 5 p. m., to show di;tribution ~f seals as compared with pl. 20.
21b.-The same, east half.
22a.-Reef, North Rookery, Bering Island, from driveway, July 15, 1895, 5.30 P· m.,
showing plenty of seals in the water; west half.
22b.-The same, east half.
23.-Kishotchnaya, North Rookery, Bering Island. July 16, 1895, 9.45 a. m., lo
water.
·
24.-Salt house with skin chute, North Rookery, Bering Islan~. ~atives malt~
ready to carry the bundled seal skins to the boats for shippmg. August
1895.
25a.-Beach at North Rookery, Bering Island. Group of natives with seal ak_ina a
the landing place waiting for the boats from the steamer. Salt house lil
background to the left.
25b.-V~la.ge at Torth Rookery, Bering Island. To the left the company's ho
m the cen~er the kossak's house; in the background the yurts, or JOd h
of the natives (the new village). From salt house, August 13, 1 9o.
26a.-Reef, North Rookery, Bering Island, July 4, 1895, about 2 p. m. RE?duced
of photographs by C.H. Townsend. Breeding seals in three disconn
patches to the left of picture.
.
26b.- a.me. Jul~ 9, 1 95, about 5 p. m. Photograph by N. Grebnitski, ho
th e breed.mg sea.la occupying a continuous area· also the " band" aero
"sands."
'
27a.-R e~l and Sivutc~i Kamen, orth Rookery, Bering Island. Photogra~b .
h 0 fel Voloshmof, 1 . From nearly same point as pl. 22 with whic
t 11 ~ df.re hompared for distribution of seals on breeding grdund.
27 b
~ outb R 8
c , nea~ outh Rook ry, Bering Island, August 17, 1 5.
0 k ry, Benng I land, from thew t (phot graphic station
•
o. 3,
1
ma1>, P • 10) to, a.rd the waterfall. Augu.at 17, 1 95, 2 p. m.
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Plate
No.

29.-South Rookery, Bering Island, looking west from photographic station No. 1.
August 17, 1895, noon.
30.-South Rookery, Bering Island. Females and pups. From photographic station
No. 2. August 17, 1895, noon.
31a.-South Rookery, Bering Island. Copy of photograph by Colonel Voloshinof
to show distribution of seals in 1885. Western half.
31b.-Same. Ea.stern half. Both from nearly same standpoint as my pl. 29.
32a.-Salt house, South Rookery, Bering Island. Nikanor Grigorief, the native overseer. September 9, 1895.
32b.-Waterfall at South Rookery, Bering Island.
33.-Preobrazhenskoye village, Copper Island, looking west. In the background,
Pestshani Mys, the tops being hidden in the fog, and the company's steamer,
Kotik, at anchor. The nearest light-painted house is the schoolhouse; the
one farther back is the dwelling and office of the assistant administrator;
the dark houses to the right of it are the company's store, magazines, and
dwelling house. July 28, 1895.
34a.-Karabelni village, Copper Island, from the beach at mouth of river. August
12, 1895.
.
34b.-Glinka village, Copper Island, from the hill behind it. August 7, 1895.
35.-Glinka village, Copper Island, from the beach. In the middle ground the salt
houses to the left, the ~overnment's house to the ri~ht. August 11, 1895.
36a.-Interior of salt house, Glmka, Copper Island. Seal skins in salt.
36b.-Same. · Seal skins bundled, ready for shipment.
37.-Beach at Glinka village, Copper Island. Natives getting ready to leave for the
main village after having finished the sealing.
38a.-Karabelni Stolp, Copper Island, from protop:raphic station No. 4 (see map, pl.
12). August 1, 1895, noon.
38b.-Karabelni Stolp, Karabelnoye Rookery, Copper Island. From bluff photographic station No. 1. August 2, 1895, 9.15 a. m.
3!:l.-Karabelnoye Rookery, Copper Island, looking west toward Karabelni Stolp,
from photographic station No. 3. August 1, 1895, 11 a. m.
40.-Karabelnoye Rookery, Copper Island, looking east toward Vodopadski Mys,
from photocrraphic station No. 2. AuguRt 1, 1895, 10 a. ru.
41.-Karabelni StoYp, Copper Island. Pencil sketch by the author, July 3, 1883,
from photographic station No. 1, to show distribution of seals as compared
with my photograph of 1895, from same standpoint, pl. 38b.
42.-Karabelnoye Rookery, Copper Island, looking west. Pencil sketch by the
author, July 3, 1883, from photographic station No. 3, to show distribution
of breeding seals as compared with my photograph of 1895, from same standpoint, pl. 39.
43.-Karabelnoye Rookery, Copper Island, looking east. Pencil sketch by the
aut.hor, July 3,-1883, from photographic station No. 2, to show distribution
of !.needing seals as compared with my photograph of 1895, from same standpoint, pl. 40.
44a.-Bolshaya Bukhta, KarabelnoyeRookery, Copper Island. From reef at extreme
end of Karabelni Stolp. The snow patch at the beach is the same as the one
e.een near the lower left-hand corner in pl. 40. :From a photograph by Mr.
Grebnitski, August 1, 1895, 9.45 a. m.
44b.-Dri ve steps, Stolbovaya Bukhta, Karabelnoye Rookery, Copr,or Island. August
1, 1895. From photographic station No.-5.
45.-Drive eteps and waterfall, Vodopad, Karabelnoye Rookery, Copper Island,
August 2, 1895.
46.-Palata, Copper Island, seen from Zapadni, to show character of beach. Photograph by Mr. Grebnitski, August 7, 1895.
47.-Palata beach, Glinka, Copper Island, showing the character of the reef. Photograph by Mr. N. B. Miller, of the U. S. Fjish Commission S. S. .Albatross,
June 4, 1892.
48.-Palata Rookery, Copper Island, from a rock off the rookery. Looking up the
gully to the right, Palata; mountains in the background hidden in the fog.
August 2, 18~5, 2.30 p. m.
49.-Palata Rookery, Copper Island, from the same point as pl. 48, looking toward
SabatchaDira. 'l'op of-mountains hidden in the fog. August 2, 1895,2.30p._ 111 •
50.-Palata Rookery, Copper Island, from nearly the same point as pl. 55, lookm1'
down the gully toward Karabelni. In lower left-hnnd C?rner, slope 0
Palata; in upper right-hand corner, Zapadni and Pestsham Mys. Augu, t
7, 1895, 12.30 p. m.
}'
hill
51.-Pala.ta Rookery, Glinka, Copper Island, August 7, 1895, 9.40 a. m.
rom
north of Palata, on map ( pl. 14) marked 806 feet.
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52.-Palata Rookery, G~inka, Copper Island. From a sketch by the author, Jnly 1
1. 83.
tandpomt same as my photograph of 1895 (pl. 51) to show di trib .
t1on of seals.
53a.-Palata Rookery, <;}linka,_Copper Island. Photogra.ph by Colonel Volo hinof
1885. Standpomt a httle farther to tho right and lower down than my
sketch of 1 83 (pl. 52) aud my photograph of 1895 (pl. 51).
53b.-Zapadnie Rookery, Glinka, Copper Island. Photograph by Colonel Volo hin ,
1885. For comparison with pl. 54a as regards distribntion of breeding.
54a.-Zapadnie Rookery, Glinka, Copper Island. From samo point as pl.51 (bill
map 14 marked 806 feet) looking west. The extreme promontory in the b •
ground to the left is Vodopadski Mys, then follow Lebia.zhi Mys and P
sbani Mys. August 7, 1895.
54b.-Urili Kamen Rookery, Glinka, Copper Island. Looking from Peresheyek
ward Pestshani Mys, which is hidden in the fog. Breeding seals among
stones in the foreground. August 3, 1895, 10 a. m.
.
55.-Zapalata Rookery, Glinka, Copper Island. From base of crest of Palata (Jn
beyond watchhouse), looking toward Stolbi. August 7, 1895, noon.
56.-Zapalata Rookery, Glinka, Copper Island. From base of crest of Palata ( a
standpoint as pl. 55), looking toward the extreme end of Pala.ta. Augu 7
1895, noon.
57a.-Zapalata Rookery, Glinka, Copper Island. From a photograph by Colo _
Voloshinof, 1885. Standpoint exactly the same as my photograph of l
pl. 56, with which it should be compared for distribution of tho seals.
57b.-Sikatchinskaya Bukhta, Glinka, Copper Island, seen from the rocks off
rookery. Photograph by Mr. Grebnit ki, August 2, 1895.
.
.
58a.-Driveway from Zapadnie Rookery, Glinka, Copper Island. Ramy mornt
August 8, 1895, 7.30 a. m.
58b.-Dl'ivewayup from Pestshani hauling-grounds, Glinka, Copper Island. Ao
2, 1895.
•
58c.-Pestsbani salt-house, near Glinka village, Copper Island. August 4-, 189ilb
59a.-Hutchinson, Kohl, Philippous & Co.'s steamer Ll.lelcsande1· II. From a P 0
graph by H. W. Domes, Oakland, Cal.
.
59b.-Schooner Bob1·ik, Capt. D. Gramberg, in the harbor of Petrop~ul kt.
guard ship of Robben Island, belonging to the Ru sian Seal km Comp
August 27, 1895.
59c.-Reduced copy of Choris's picture of fur seals on the rookery at St.
Pribilof Islands. Voy. Pitt. aut. Mondo, pl. xv.
.
60.-Salmon weir, "Zaporr," across the river at Saranna, Bermg Island. Jul 1895. Tho weir is full of silver salmon.
61a.-Saranna village, west half, Bering Island. The salmon weir in the foregr
. July 20, 1895.
.
.· b
6lb.-Saranna village, east half, Bering Island. In foreground scaffoldmg wit
mou bung np to dry. July 20, 1895.
.
62a.-Nati~e dragging along a seal which is too tired to move. priye fro~ Zap
Ghnka, Copper Island. August 8, 1895, 8.45 a. m. Drizz1mg ram.
62b.-Baby skin-carrier. Same drive.
63a.-Salt-house at Popofski near Karabelni village, Copper Island. Au•"
1895.
'
63b.-Seals sliding down the last embankment, Glinka village, Copper I
Drive, August 8, 1895.
64.-Dead seal pups in windrows, Reef, orth Rookery, Bering Island. ep
16, 1895, 8.15 a. m.
65a.-Petropaulaki Harbor, Kamchatka, from hill behincl tbe town. In th_
ground, on the south side of Avatcha Bay, tho volcano elutcbm
S_opka. The men-of-war, the British cruiser Po11Joise (white) and th
s1an transport Yakut (black), off the Russian S al Skin Company'
August 26, 1895.
65b.-Petropaulski, Kamchatka, from the Russian eal kin Company's wh r .
the backgr~>und the volcano Koriatskaya Sopka.. The ve el anchor
the tr _am 1s the Rn sian tran port Yaku,t.
eptember 2 1 95.
66a.-The Rua 1.an ~l kin Company's wharf, magazin , and teamer Koti •
6Gb -H Cd E. Lrtmdqm t, at Potropa.nlski, K mcbatka.
eptember 4-, 1 95.
·
a qua r of the Ru ian 'eal kiu Company Petropa.ulski Kam h
eptem ber 2, 1895.
'
'
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By

DAVID STARR JORDAN

and

GEORGE ARCHIBALD CLARK.

REPORTS OF TOWNSEND AND TRUE, 1893-1895.

The following notes have been prepared at the request of the Secretary of the Treasury: 1
TOWNSEND'S REPORTS.

Page 455: Mr. Townsend here ascribes the death of the pups found
at the angle of the sand beach of Tolstoi to the traditional" surf nip.''
Our observations showed 230 dead pups in the same locality in 1896.
On examination, however, they were found to have been dead upwarcl
of two or three weeks, beiug rotten. As they had to our knowledge
been thrown up by the waves within twenty-four hours they could not
bave drowned. When afterwards Tolstoi rookery was entered to make
tlie count of dead pups, the rocky beach was found to be full of dead
bodies. Those found on the sand beach were simply the lowest line of
dead bodies which had been washed out from the rookery front by the
heavy gale and deposited on the sands at the foot of the bay. Most of
them lost their lives through the parasitic worm, Uncinaria.
Page 456: The 500 pups here noted are the same as those referred to
in the preceding note. The reference made to similar pups, about 200
in number, on Reef rookery is 11ot plain~ as no definite locality is given.
We found in 1896 33 dead pups on Zoltoi sands, which bad been washed
over from the neighboring shores of Gorbatch rookery. They were of
the same sort as those on Tolstoi, and similar "windrows" of dead
bodies were seen on all the sand beaches adjacent to rookeries.
Page 463: It must he noted in connection with this count of 9,000 dead
pups here credited to starvation that at the time it was made the early
mortality due to Uncinaria and trampling was not understood. A
certain proportion of these early dead are evidently included in the
enumeration; bu-towing to the fact that the count was made on the
13th of September, wherea,s the deaths from starvation run for fully a
mouth later, it is still an underestimate.
Page 484: The estimate of seals here given by Mr. Townsendi · ba ed
on the upposition that practically all the animals were in sight at the
time when the counts were made. As we now know, less than half of
tl1em were present, and consequently this estimate mu t at lea t b
doubled. The percentage of pups (62 to 100 cow ) here cited by Mr.
Townsend to prove that "the Humber of abseutee w.i,. unim1 ortaut ''
1

See prefatory note to Volume I.
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bas another meaning, namely, that the time when his counts were mad
(July 9) the rookeries had as yet not reached their maximum, which
the investigations of 1897 show falls about July 15. Even at the tin
of their maximum population still only about half the cows are pre eu
as counts of pups made in August proves. At that time the pups we.
everywhere found to be practically twice as numerous as were the cow ·
in the height of the season.
Page 485: The total here given for Kitovi rookery by Mr. Town end
is 3,218 cows in 110 harems. On page 551 Mr. True, under the arr
date, gives the total as 2,640 cows in 145 harems. For the portion,
Tolstoi rookery counted Mr. Townsend gives 1,539 cows in 113 llarem .
Mr. True (on p. 551) gives 1,624 cows and 107 harems for the same dat .
A.. difference of 2 harems and 48 cows is shown by the published cou11
of Lagoon rookery.
It is not stated whether the counts were made simult:meou ly or no .
There is no record of any attempt to remove or reconcile the difl' rences. We can only regret that these results, without doubt carefully
and conscientiously made, should be vitiated by seeming disagreemer_ t
which could easily have been removed by recounting the rookeri
together. In any event one or the other of the counts should have be n
accepted and the other rejected. Tile discrepancies between them ca t
doubt on both.
Page 486: The total of 75 000 breeding females here takeu a, a tar ·
ing point in the subsequent' calculation ifi, as h:1s already been , ho n
a very great underestimate, representiu g less than half t~ie actual number of females. This, however, does not affect the relative value of th
calculation. As to tlie calculation itself, it coutaius the fatal defect
assuming virtual immortality for the seals. Mr. Townsend say : ''Th
losses through natural causes, snf\h as old age, injuries received on t h
rookeries, killer whales, etc., is probably unimportant."
e do n
kuow just what the loss through killers and tlrn storm at ea ~re
we do know that such loss is great and that the young are _ubJ~t t-0
further loss ou the rookeries through the parasitic worm ncinaria. ~
to the loss through old age, we can not be absolut ly certain b~cau
lack of definite informa,tion as to the age attai ne<l. by the breedmg
If, however, we assume an average age for the female of 13 year '
would give her a breeding age of 10 years, and would involve the de
from old age alone of 10 ver cent of the herd of breeding- fema~e e
year. If the average age i greater or lower it would simply mer
or diminish the loss, but a great and po itive loss from old age mu
remain with the fur seal as with any other animal. Thi lo s a . well
all others, are ignored iu Mr. Townsend's calculation of the m r
whi h must re ult through protection from pelagic sealing.
It may be noticed that as deaths from old age very rarely oc ur
land, it mu t b~ that all de repit animal are wallow d up by the
Parr 4 7: It i not nece. ' ary to repeat here what ha been aid e
where regarding tbi
timate of tarve<l. ·pup . The extent f
arli r lo through ther cau e was not under tood in 1 95. It
be aid, how~ver, that in.a, much a more than 30,000 female w
the fall of th1
a on killed in Bering Sea, the total 11ere r ferr
f - ,o -pup tbongh containing a c rtain proportion of the
d
b , till fall b low be actual number a tarvation a
c
d < h l1ad n
the tim of h enumeration fully run it cour .
P~
•. h riti ·i m.· here impli d of the method of land ki tin
~r 1~ot. P ·1 6 :'1 u h for c n w r. Our vi w on tbi su dect h ~
1\ll 1. ·.I>~.··-:· 1 m 1111 • ·tion wit h Ir. mli tt 1 9 r I rt "·h
1
r i lDJtu·y through I ud killing i · laborately giv n.
Ir.
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sentl's recommendation that all auiu1al~ driven be killed would be valid
if it were true that injurious results follow the dri viug; but as tlie
history of the herd and especially the investigations of the past two
seasons show that the fears regarding the effects of land killing are
groundless, the recommendation may be dismissed as unnecessary..
TRUE'S REPORT.

Page 549: Mr. True's statements regarding the death of pups is
probably based wholly upon a cursory examination of the rookeries
from the outside. Under such conditions few dead can be seeu, and
the estimate here given of 150 is a natural one. A similar estimate
could conscientiously have lleen made in 1896 as the result of our
inspections prior to August 1. When, however, at a later date the
rookeries were entered, the ahimals driven off, and a close iHspection
and count made, the total number of dead was found to exceed 11,000.
Had such an inspection been made in 1895 a still greater number of
dead pups would undoubtedly have been found.
Page f.>51: We have already referred to the discrepancies which exist
between the counts here given by Mr. True and those previously
recorded by Mr. rrownsend for the same rookeries and the same dates.
Page 553: This complete estimate of breeding seals may be contrasted
with the actual total of 6.3,239 or a maximum of 75,00U given by Mr.
Townsend on page 484. Both estimates must first be doubled to account
for abRent cows, and even then they fa]l below the actual facts because
of the early date at which tbey were ma,de. These elements of confusion render the estimates of 1895 of little practical value as a whole.
But it is only fair to say that Mr. True himself attached to his figures
only the value of an approximation, and assigns as their chief use "the
elimination of fanciful estimates of the sealR." They show, on the one
l1and, that there were not and never have been" untold millions" of
them, nor have they yet by indiscriminate slaughter at sea been reduced
to "a few thousands."
BRICE: 1894 "OBSERVATIONS ON THE HABITS OF THE l!'UR SEAL."

Page G09: Thi writer assumes that the sole determining cause of
tlle movements of the fur seal is to be found in the temperature of the
water, under the control of which the animals ''merely obey the laws
which nature has provided to enable them to find their way to distant
parts of the ocean."
No record is given of any observations which would show in what
way or in wbat degree changes in temperature control the fur seal'~
movements. As a matter of fact, no such observations were made, and
the paper contains no matter of any kil1d which tbrows light on the
nature of the migratory instincts or habits of the fur seal.
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b - YURT, OR SOD HUT, NIKOLSKI , BERING ISLAND.

PLATE

16.

a .-W OOD E N FRAME OF YURT, NORTH ROOKERY VILLAGE , BERING ISLAND.

b. - KAMCHATKAN CATTLE , BERING ISL AND .

n. - NIKOLSKI VILLAGE , BERING ISLAND.

b.- NEW SCHOOLHOUSE AND GOVERNOR ' S OFFICE, NIKOLSKI,
BERING ISLAND.

PLATE

a.

COMPANY'S HOUSE, NIKOLSKI, BERING ISLAND.

18.

b. - COMPANY'S STORE, NIK.OLSK.I, BERING ISLAND.

PLATE

11,-REEF ANO SIVUTCHI KAMEN, NORTH ROOKERY, BERING ISLAND, FROM SLEDGE ROAD

19.

b. - SAME FROM DRIVEWAY AT LOWER END OF KILLING -GROUNDS.

PLATE

REEF AND SIVUTC,-.1

P n ·ii ' k tch by the

u

TH ROOKERY, BERING ISLAND.

1 2, to ·bow di tributioa of

al .

20.
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b. - Eastern half.
REEF AND SIVUTCHI KAMEN , NORTH ROOKERY, BERING ISLAND, JULY 15, 1895, TO SHOW DISTRIBUTION OF SEALS.

'

\

b.-Eastern half.
REEF AND SIVUTCHI KAMEN, NORTH ROOKERY, BERING ISLAND, JULY 15, 1895, FROM DRIVEWAY.

PLATE

· a.- Western half.
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KISHOTCHNAYA , NORTH ROOKERY , BERING ISLAND , JULY 16, 1895.
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SALT-HOUSE , WITH SKIN CHUTE., NORTH ROOKERY, BERING ISLAND.

DuT~ ~b.

u. - BEACH , NORTH ROOKERY, BERING ISLAND.

NATIVES READY TO LOAD SKINS INTO THE BOATS.

b.- VILLAGE AT NORTH ROOKERY, BERING ISLAND.

FROM SALT-HOUSE.

~LATE

a. - REEF, NORTH ROOKERY, BERING ISLAND, JULY 4, 1895.

M.

BREEDING SEALS IN THREE DISCONNECTED PATCHES TO THE LEFT.

Reduced from photographs by C.H. Townsend.

b.-SAME, JULY 9, 1895, SHOWING THE BREEDING SEALS OCCUPYING A CONTINUOUS AREA; ALSO THE" BAND " ACROSS Tf-lE " SANDS."

Photogrnph lJy N. Grebnitski.

PLATE

a.-REEF AND SIVUTCHI KAMEN, NORTH ROOKERY , BERING ISLAND.

Photograph by Colonel Voloshinof, 1885. From nearly same standpoint as plate 22.

27.

b. - STELLER ' S ARCH , NEAR SOUTH ROOKERY, BERING ISLAND.

PLATE

28.
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SOUTH ROOKERY, BERING ISLAND, LOOKING WEST FROM PHOfOGRAPHIC STATION No. 1 (MAP, PLATE. 10).

AUGUST 17, 189 5.
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SOUTH ROOKERY, BERING ISLAND.

FEMALES AND PUPS.

AUGUST 17 , 1895.
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b.- Easte rn half.
SOUTH ROOKERY , BERING ISLAND . REDUCED COPIES OF PHOTOGRAPHS BY COLONEL VOLOSHINOF,
TO SHOW DISTRIBUTION OF SEALS IN 1885. NEARLY SAME ST ANDPOINT AS PLATE 29.

PLATE

a. - SAL T-HOUSE , SOUTH ROOKERY, BERIN G ISLAND.

b. -WATERFALL AT SOUTH ROOKERY, BERING ISLAND.

32.
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PREOBRAZHENSKOYE VILLA GE, COPPER ISLAND .

b.- GLINKA VILLAGE, COPPER ISLAN D, FROM HILL.

PLATE

a. - KARABELNI VILLAGE, COPPER ISLAND.

34.

PLATE

a.

-Seal skins in salt.

/J.-Seal skins bur.died, ready for shipmen .
INTERIOR OF SALT-HOU5E, GLINKA, COPPER ISLAND.

36.
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GLINKA , COPPER ISLAND.

NATIVES RETURNING TO THE MAIN VILLAGE .

PLATE

a.-From Photographic Station No. 4 (Map, plate 12). August 1, 1895.

39.

b. - From Photographic Station No. 1, August 2, 1895.
KARABELNI STOLP, KARABELNOYE ROOKERY, COPPER ISLAND.

PLATE

39.

KARAl3ELNOYE ROOKERY, COPPER ISLAND , LOOKING WEST TOWARD KARABELNI STOLP,
FROM PHOTOGRAPHIC STATION No. 3 ( MAP , PLATE 12). AUGUST 1, 1895.

PLATE 40,

KARABELNOYE ROOKERY, COPPER ISLAND , LOOKING EAST TOWARD VODOPADSKI MYS, FROM
PHOTOGRAPHIC STATION No. 2 {MAP, PLATE 12). AUGUST 1, 1895.

PLATE

41,

,·

ARAB EL

I STOLP COPPER ISLAND , FACSIMILE OF PENCIL SKETCH BY THE AUTHOR , JULY 3, 1883, FROM
PHOTOGRAPHIC STATION No. 1 [ PLATE 38/n TO SHOW DISTRIBUTION OF SEALS

PLATE

42.

__.:,;:_______;:;.____c;:.::..::'.::::-------------_:_------------ ·
EL OYE ROOKERY , COPPER ISLAND FACSIMILE OF PENCIL SKETCH BY THE AUTHOR, JULY 3, 1883 !="ROM
PHOTOGRAPHIC STATION No. 3 t PLATE 39), TO SHOW DISTRIBUTION OF BREEDING SEALS .

P LATE

43.

OYE ROOKERY COPPER ISLAND FACSIMILE OF PENCIL SKETCH BY THE AUTHOR JULY 3 1883, FROM
PHOTOGRAPHIC STATION No. 2 ( PLATE 40), TO SHOW DISTRIBUTION OF BREEDING SEALS.

PLATE

a .-Bolshaya Bukhta, from extreme end of Karabelni Stolp.

From a photograph by N. Grebnitski, August l, 1895.

44.

b.- Drive steps, Stolbovaya Bukhta, from Photographic Station No. 5 (map, plate 12).
KARABELNOYE ROOKERY, COPPER ISLAND.

PLATE

45,

Pl.ATE

PALATA , COPPER ISLAND, FROM ZAPADNI.

From a photogra.ph by N. Grebnit ki, August 7, 1 95.

46 .

PLATE

PALATA REEF, CC; ER ISLAND.

Pb t graph by:. B

l~r. Jun 4 1 2.

47.
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PALATA ROOKERY, COPPER ISLAND, FROM A ROCK OFF THE ROOKERY, LOOKING UP THE GULLY .

AUGUST 2, 1895.
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PALATA ROOKERY, COPPER ISLAND, FROM SAME STANDPOINT AS PLATE 48, LOOKING TOWARD SABATCHA DIRA.

AUGU ST 2, 1895.
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PALATA ROOKERY, COPPER ISLAND. FROM NEARLY SAME STANDPOINT AS PLATE. 55 1 LOOKING DOWN THE GULLY.

AUGUST 7, 1895.
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PALATA ROOKERY, COPPER ISLAND. FROM HILL MARKED "806" FEET ON MAP, PLATE 14.

AUGUST 7, 1895.

PLATE

TA ROOKERY, COPPER ISLAND

52.

FROM A SKETCH BY THE AUTHOR, JULY 16, 1883, FROM SAME STA DPOINT

AS PLATE 51, TO SHOW DISTRIBUTION OF &EALS.
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a.

COPIES OF PHOTOGRAPHS BY COLONEL VOLOSHINOF, TO SHOW DISTRIBUTION OF SEALS IN 1885.

PLATE

a .- ZAPADNI ROOKERY, COPPER ISLAND , FROM SAME POINT AS PLATE 51.

AUGUST 7, 1895.

54,

b.- URILI KAMEN ROOKERY, COPPER ISLAND, FROM PERESHEYEK.

AUGUST 3, 1895.

PLATE

55.
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ZAPALATA ROOKERY, COPPER ISLAND, LOOKING WEST TOWARD END OF PALATA , FROM SAME POINT AS PLATE 55.

AUGUST 7, 1895.

PLATE

57.

a.- ZAPALATA ROOKERY, COPPER ISLAND. FROM A PHOTOGRAPH BY CO LONEL VOL O SHINOF TO
SHOW DISTRIBUTION OF SEALS IN 1885. SAME STANDPOINT AS PL ATE 56.

b.-SIKATCHINSKAYA BUKHTA ROOKERY, COPPER ISLAND, FROM A ROCK OFF THE ROOKERY.

Pllotogra.ph by N. Grebnitski, August 2, 1895.

a.-DRIYEWAY FROM ZAPADNI ROOKERY , COPPER ISLAND , LOOKING DOWN THE VALLEY .

AUGUST 8, 1895 .

b. - DRIVEWAY FROM PESTSHANI HAULING-GROUNDS,
COPPER ISLAND .

c. - PESTSHANI SALT-HOUSE, NEAR GLINKA VILLAGE,
COPPER ISLAND.

P LATE

59.

a. - HUTCHINSON , KOHL, PHILIPPEUS & CO ' S STEAMER ALEKSANDER II.

b.- RUSSIAN SEAL SKIN COMPANY ' S SCHOONER BOBRIK, CAPT. D. GRCENBERG.

c.-REDUCED COPY OF CHORIS S PICTURE OF FUR SEALS

VOY . PITT. AUT. MONDE PLATE XV ( 1822},
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SALMON WEIR (ZAPORR) , SARANNA RIVER, BERING ISLAND,
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a.

b.-Eastern half, with scaffolding for drying salmon.
SARANNA VILLAGE, BERING ISLAND.

PLATE

62 .

a.-Native dragging along a sea l which is too tire d to move .

b - A baby skin-earner.
DRIVE FROM ZAPADNI , COPPER ISLAND , AUGUST 8, 1895 , EARLY MORNING , DRIZZLING RAIN.

PLATE

63.

a. - SALT -HOUSE AT POPOFSKI , NEAR KARABELNI VILLAGE,
COPPER ISLAN D.

b. -SEALS SLIDING DOWN THE LAST EMBANKMENT, GLINKA VILLAG E,
COPPER !::.LAND . DR IVE AUGUST 8, 1895.
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f'DEAD SEAL PUPS IN WINDROWS, REEF, NORTH ROOKERY, BERING ISLAND, SEPTEMBER 16, 1895.
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IJ.- F ,om Russian Se al Skin Company ' s wharf,

PETROPAULSKI, KAMCHATKA.

PLATE

l._

a.-Russian Seal Skin Company 's wharf, magazines, and 3teamer Kotik , Capt. C. E. Lindquist.

66.
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b. -Headquarters of Ru ssian Seal Skin C om pany .
PETROPAULSKI, KAMCHATKA.

